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OUR COVER PICTURE
Great Britain II now holds the record for the fastest passage under sail to be
m.ade be~ween London and Sydney. She was the British entry in the Financial
T1~es Clipper ~ace-and manned by a Joint Service crew. The race continued
with .the yachts r~turn to London, via Cape Horn, against Dutch, Italian and
formidable Australian and French contestants. Maj John Maclean and Lt Martin
Bevan were part of the 14-man crew which raced the 77-foot yacht on the
fir~t leg, n?n-sto~ to Sydney. She beat t he 105-year-old record set by the
~lipper ~hip ~a~narch by 42 hours. The summary of their 67 days at sea is
included in this issue.

TELEPRINTER OPERATORS
With Prospects to over £4500
We are looking for experienced teleprinter operators with a good
knowledge of current service communications procedures to become
Specialist Teleprinter Operators in the Ministry of Defence Communications Centres in Central London. We will, however, consider
you for training on the job if you can type at 40 wpm. You must be
of British nationality.
Starting Salary at age 21 or over is £2,434 pa, this includes London
Allowance. This increases to £2, 710 pa for a fully trained operator
and rises by annual increases to £3,410 pa. When shift working,
weekend duties or overtime is required, additional allowances are
payable. Promotion can take you on to a scale rising to £4,500 pa or
above or you might transfer to the clerical and administration side of
the Civil Service.
For more details and an application form, please phone Mr William
Hickling on 01-242 0222 Ext 6650/6563 or write to him at the Ministry
of Defence (SPM 4h) Room 620 Lacon House, Theobalds Road,
London WC l X 8RY.
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From time to time--and not too frequently-a rather special theme is evident
from the material gathered together for a particular issue of THE WIRE. This month
we are firmly 'down under', reporting not only on the SOth Anniversary Celebrations
of the Royal Australian Corps of Signals but also on the trials and tribulations which
c~nfronted GB II on the first leg to Sydney. A special salute, therefore, to our many
fnends and readers in Australia-we are delighted to see you featuring through our
pages.
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It will not have escaped the notice of our contributors- and many of our
readers-that for too long we have failed to publish material received in one month
in the issue of the following month. Historically, our degraded performance goes
back to 1974 when we were not immune to the effects of the three-day week. A
further minor complication, which involved teething troubles, was the transfer of
THE WIRE, for printing purposes, from Folkestone to Hastings in the autumn of 1975.
All this is now behind us and, thanks to the co-operation of our printers,
F. J._ Parsons Ltd, we are delighted-early in 1976- to go to press with the largest
ever issue of our Corps Magazine, incorporating all material received up to January 12.
We hope this improvement will be generally welcomed and, with the help of our
contributors and printers, will be maintained.
Postscript
Some of the material published will inevitably be rather dated in the effort to
clear the decks and get back on schedule. At the same time, in order to stop this
issue becoming so large as to retard the time taken in publishing it, we have had to
hold over or cut back on a number of articles and photographs with some severity.
In spite of this we go to press with a 68-page \VIRE-an all time record!
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Our sincere apologies to Lt Col P eter Lar r in gton . We reported Peter's award
of the Royal Humane Society Testimonial for bravery in our last issue, but corrupted
his surname.

*
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Individual: Yearly £3·00; monthly 25p.
Bulk (five or more copies): Yearly £2·40;
monrhly 20p.
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S T O P PRESS
Congratulations to 21 Signal Regiment on winning the Army major units crosscountry championship at Pirbright on Thursday February 19- and also to 7 Signal
Regiment who came 4th.
S gt B ill Venu s (21 Sig Regr) won the individual championship; Sig Andy
Robertson (21 Sig Regt) the junior championship and Sig David Carr (11 Sig
Regt) the youth championship. Well done indeed!

Obituary Notices

please see page 64
A

-From our "Jn" Tray.New Year Honours
All will be plea ed with the following awards in the New Year
Honours Li t.
New Year List
CB
Maj Gen J.M. W . Badcock, .MBE
CBE
Brig A. C. Birtwistle, OBE
OBE
Lt Col T. W. H ackwonh
MBE
Maj G. Schofield
MBE
Maj J. W . Isaacs TD
BEM
Ssgt (A/W02) (F of S) L. J . R . ichola
BEM
Sgt W . D. B. T atnall
orthern I r eland Li st
MBE
Maj A. F. Carter
M ention in D espatches
WOl (F of S) M . J . D . Groom
Cpl M . Barlow

Airborne Signals Association
From : Maj J. V. Fielding
Sir,
.
.
. .
It has been suggested that an Airborne Signals Assoc1at1on be
formed with the following aims :
a. Maintain a list of up-to-date contact addresses of participating members avai lable for m utual use . .
b. Co-ordinate Royal Signals attendance at Airborne Forces Day
and other like functions, dealing as one agency directly with
the Parachute Regiment Association.
c. Arrange, from time to time, Airborne Signals Reunions.
d. Keep members informed of functions and activities in the
Airborne World that might be of interest to them.
This Squadron has in the past endeavoured to keep in contact
with its ex-members and arrange reunions for them. Lately we
have established contact with 1st Airborne Signals Association
which meets annually at Caythorpe, run by Johnny Firkins. It
therefore seems appropriate that the net should now be cast wider
to encompass all ex-Airborne Signallers.
I would, therefore, be grateful if you could publish this letter in
your next edition so as to co_m act_as many ex-Airborne ~ignallers
as possible. The Squadron 1s qwte happy to act as mailbox and
guide to the initial setting up of such an Association. I n addition,
John Trotter, late of Airborne Forces and ex-OC 44 Para Bde
Sig Sqn, has offered to act as secretary.
I therefore ask any ex-Airborne Signaller who is at all interested
to write to the Squadron, marking his envelope 'AIRBORNE
SIGNALS Assoc1ATION', and I will pass him on to John Trotter .
Yours faithfully,
J. V. Fielding.
216 Parachute Signal Squadron,
Arnhem Barracks,
Aldershot, Hants GUll 2AU

F rom : M aj (Q M) G . K . R o thwell
Sir,
Around 1946-50 No 1 Special Wireless Group (now 13 Sig
Regt) was stationed in an ex-German Navy Barracks in the small
town of Gluckstadt in Schlesvig Holstein.
On a recent visit I found the centre of the town (M arkt platz)
virtually unchanged. The ' Unter den Linden', a favourite haunt
of many and the scene of regular dances, was burnt out and
destroyed during the summer of this year. .
.
The harbour now contains the only herring-lugger fleet left m
N Germany and the ferry across the Elbe to Wischhaven is busier
than ever.
T iessens Hotel remains in the same building looking prosperous
(and expensive!). The Rathaus, Rats Keller and the Church are
much the same-I had forgotten how impressive is the latter.
Few changes have been made to the Barracks, though I did
notice that the hole in the fence behind the MT garages has
disappeared. This was a great convenience for those of us who
did not wish to announce our departure from or return to barracks I
Yours faithfully,
G. K. Rothwell.
Headquarters,
British Forces Antwerp, BFPO 21.

l

Ta:-aditional S ord Drill
From: Col J.M. S. Tulloch, OBE
Sir,
I was interested in the photograph on the cover of THE WIRE
(October- November) edition. I notice that the officers are swinging
their left arms when they arc carrying their swords. I am wondering
whether this is a new drill lately introduced, because previously
the scabbard was held by the left hand-I believe, however, that
the Guards swing their left arms when carrying their swords. If
a new drill has not been introduced it seems a great pity that the
Corps does not keep to its traditional sword drill and, indeed,
that the traditional mounted-type of salute has gone out of fashion.
J.M. S. Tulloch.
Riverside Farmhouse,
Camberwich,
Bridgwater,
Somerset.
[Editor's footnote.-' Col Tulloch has a point. Although some
Regiments of the Household D ivision swing the left arm when
carrying the sword this is not the All Arms practice. The difference
is shown clearly in the picture which appeared on page 446 of
the November-D ecember 1972 edition of THE W IRE'.]

Attention Fairly Old Soldiers

MARIN E BARRACKS , GLUCKSTADT

Can you Equal this Family Connection?
From: Mrs Monica Smith
Dear Editor,
I am wondering just what magic the Royal Signals holds for
my family. M y husband completed his 22 years, and is now a
Royal Signals recruiter at Forrest Gate. T wo of my sons have
completed t cir apprenticeship at the College in Harrogate, and
the third is in his second term there.
M y eldest son, K en, will be going to Catterick in F ebruary to
do his Tl course.
Ivan is in G ermany with 225 Sqn BFPO 33.
David has just started his career at the College and hopes t o
follow Ivan's footsteps by being a specialist operator and then
going on from there.
Even I myself was in the Signal Section of the WRAC many
years ago as a telephonist.
I wonder if any Signals family can beat this?
Yours sincerely,
Monica!Smith.
438 Rush Green Road,
R omford,
Essex .

33 Corps Signals SEAC
From: Mr Ken B r own
Sir,
When the Imperial Japanese Army made its ill-fated bid for
the 'March on Delhi' in 1944, one of the Units which made a
head-long 2,260-mile dash across India to join the Reception
Committee was 33 Corps Signals-I well remember the miles, I
did ' em on an M20 BSA .... We, or some of us, were still talking
about it at our Reunion Dinner on November 29, 1975, when we
gathered together at the Horseshoe Hotel, T ottenham Court Rd,
under the presidency of Lt Col J. E. ' Woody' W oodward, OBE,
our la t Commanding Officer. W e recalled that, for some of the
original members of the unit, it had, indeed, been a ' long haul' from North Africa to Rangoon, via PAI Force and Greece.
During its travels, the evolution had been W es tern D esert Force
Signals, 13 Corps Signals, 'W' F orce Signal , Iraq F orce Signals,
IEF Signals, and then 33 Corps Signals, taking a final curtain call
as XII Army Signals in Rangoon, before the ultimate and inevitable
disbandment. Our reunions always tend to be like a verbal Cook's
tour, when names like Kermanshah, Sultanabad, Poona, Kohima,
Bulldozer and Ye-U become liberally spiced with various expressions in Arabic and Urdu!
I t is noteworthy that the comradeship which bound us together
chen has not diminished in the intervening years. It is perhaps a
pity that this Annual Reunion only came into being 10 years ago,
as a result of a nebulous idea conceived in the '33 Corps' bar at
the Royal Albert Hall at that year 's Burma Reunion. So we lost
some continuity; we have still hopes of contacting more of our
former comrade -in-arms, but 30-year-old address books are not
too reliable a source. M ay I hope, then, through the medium of
THE WIRE, that some contacts may be re-established; I am the
'Hon Sec'-or general dogsbody!-and shall be delighted to
hear from any former member of ' 33'-in any of its many guises.
Ken B r own.
12 Bennett R oad,
Brighton,
Sussex BN2 5JL.

MARKET SQU ARE AND RATHAUS, GLUCKSTADT

The Pied Piper of Hameln or Krefeld?
From: W02 P. J. B ailey, BEM
Sir,
The cover picture of the October-November 1975 edition of
THE WIRE reminds me of a story I once h eard. Was it 'The Pied
Piper of Hameln' or Krefeld?
Sorry. I couldn' t resist that. May I mention, however, how
interesting and informative I find THE WIRE, particularly for the
information I can pass on when talking to young men who wish
to join your Corps.
Yours sincerely,
P . J. Bailey, B EM,
T he R oyal Hampshire Regt.
T H E WIR E, FE BRUARY 1976

From : Ex-S ig A. W. M artin
Sir,
As an ex-Royal Signals Regular Soldier, ' Sig A. W. Martin
N o 2321534', I had the occasion to have spent some 12 months
at Catterick Camp in the Training Battalion, the CO, Lt C ol
Hichens, D SO, then commanding. T he RSM was M r Fegan
and, when on the 'Square' during training, I was in o 62 Squad
and the Squad Commander was Sgt Stickley.
That was a long time ago, Sir, and now I am attempting to
carry out a research of my former comrades of the Squads 61, 62
and 63 of whom, I understand, some achieved fame and others,
as the writer, were nondescript.
I passed out of Training Battalion in 1931 as a BIII operator,
signals and acquired a Fist Class Certificate of E ducation.
During World War 2 I served in the R oyal Navy and was
commissioned in that service. That resul t I value as the outcome
of my Regular Service in the Royal Corps of Signals and the
experience so gained thereof.
I am about to become a member of the local 53 Signals in Cardiff,
after a chance meeting with an acquaintance.
I would be extremely gratefu l if you could furni sh me with any
source wherewith I may contact ex comrades as referred to in this
letter.
I am, Sir,
A. W . Martin.
16 Parkstone Avenue,
St M ellow,
Cardiff.

249 Sig Sqn Reunion (UK) Element
T h is year the Annual Reunion will be held at the Army Apprentices College H arrogate on April 10. If you ar e able to attend this
function please contact C apt (TO T ) C. G. Webb Army Apprent ices College H arrogate . Please state if accommodation is required.
Cost of the function is £2.00. Cheques to be made payable to
PRI Central Bank Account AA College Hanogate.
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244 Sig Sqn (Air Support) Reunion
It is proposed to hold a reunion of present and ex-members of
the ' Red H and Gang' at RAF Benson, cost £1, on June 12, 1976.
In order to commence planning all interested personnel are
requested to write as soon as possible stating :
W hether they would attend such a reunion.
G iving suggested dates in early June 1976 when they would be
able to attend.
Whether accommodation is required.
All replies please to :
OIC Reunion,
244 Signal Squadron (Air Support),
RAF Benson,
Oxon OX9 6AA.

II

Welfare

N u m ber of cases a ssisted financially
N umber of clothing par cels sent
Amount sp ent

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
N umber of grants made . .
A.mount spent

I
35

41

£1,248·64

2
£55 ·00

ONE OF THE MONTH'S CASES
ORPORAL 12 years' service, whose wife left home nine
months agd, leaving him to care for their t\~o yow;ig children.
He also met \vith an accident, as a result of which he 1s at pres7nt
unable to work. He had one heavy commitment which was caus!ng
him great anxiety, and the Association helped him by clcarmg
this in full. His letter is printed below.

C

ONE OF THE MONTH'S LETTERS
E RY many thanks for your letter and the wonderful new~ it
contained. I cannot tell you how grateful I am for th~ ~ss1 ranee the Committee has given me. I can only say that 1t 1s the
greatest relief to have the burden of that debt lifted from me.
Thank you all once more.

V

THANK YOU!
Since the beginning of ovember, gifts of ~lothing, toys
books, magazines, etc., have been gratefully received from the
following:
Ssgt and Mrs F. Stevenson, Mr and Mrs A. V. l ent, Brig
T . I. G. Gray, M aj Gen M. D. Price, Maj ar,id ~ R . T:elawny,
Brig W. C. V. G alwey, Mr V. A. H eath, MaJ R. Iliffe, Bng W . A.
Sykes, M rs W. R . Smijth-Windham, Mr and Mrs H . W . P~mer,
Mrs R. L. Murray, M aj J . F. Bedford, Mrs C. Rodgers, MaJ C. J.
Bayfield, Mrs P . M owbray, Maj and Mrs R . A. Ellis, The Thrift
Shop, 10 Sig Regt, L t Col D . A. D ick on, Mr A. Wal h W02
(F of S) T. Crawley.
3

Corps Officer Takes Up New
Appointment

Royal Signals Assocjation and
Benevolent Fund
The following donations were gratefully received during O ctober 1975:

£

150·00
24·00
2·00
5·00
1·05
75
50
1·00

OC, 2 Div HQ and Sig Regc ..
0 , 2 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
..
OC, 3 (London) Sig Sqn ( V) ..
J . M. Bruce, Esq
Brig ir Ralph Rayner, l'IBB
J. Milburn, Esq . .
.
Brig E . J. c. Harrison, OBB
L . G. Toogood, Esq
..
Various small donauon

56

£184·86
The following donations were gratefully received during N ovember 1975:

l

Commandant, The School of Artillery
OC 223 Sig Sqn (Rsdio)
..
..
OC, HQ Sqn, 36 (Eastern) Sig Rcgt (
O. Si on, Esq . .
..
..
..
..
Secretary, Blandford Station Welfare Committee
President, Wives Club, 229 Sig Sqn . .
..
..
President, Wives Club, 30 Sig Regt . .
..
..
..
Secretary, Bournemouth Regstts and Carnival Committee . .
F. C. Wilson, Esq
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
Lr Col R. F. Minton (in memory of the late Maj W . G . Pronger, MBE)
Ssgt (T AVR) 0 . J . le Febvrc . .
A. F. M organ, Esq_
..
..
P resident, Wh·es Club, 28 Sig Regt
A. Grant, Esq, MBE, MM, MSM • .
Capt E . J. Brooks
T. A. M aughan, Esq
H . L iley, Esq. . .
F. E . Foulds, Esq
G . B. H ollings, Esq
Bt41 T . I. G . Gray
Mai N. M acLeod
E. P. Wilds, E sq
..
WOl (RSM) J. W. Piper
F . Veness, MB!! • •
G. A. Jenkins, Esq
Various small donations

10·00
7·50
4 ·00
200 ·00
50·00
20·00
20·00
20 ·00
7·00
5·00
5·00
5·00
4·72
4·00
3·00
3·00
3·00
2·50
2·30
2·00
l ·00
1·00
1·00
1·00
1·00
2·25

M aj (Rtd) Bill F ill having retired as a Careers Officer in the
West Midlands has now accepted the appointment of Regular
Fo,.ces Employmcllt Officer in Staffordshire. His Office is at :
61a Stoke Road,
Stoke-on-Trent
Staffs
Tel: Stoke-on-Trent 48772.
H e will be delighted to hear from Corps members seeking
employment in Staffordshire. Office Hours : Monday, Wednesday
and T hursday lOam to 2.30pm.
Maj Bill Fill joined ' F Coy as an apprentice in July 1927.
H e served in 1, 2, 3 and 5 Div Sigs, Palestine Sigs and North
China Sigs based at Tientsin and the Embassy, Peking. He
was com.mi sioned in February 1941, and was employed on Officer
T raining (OCTU). He also served in Egypt and Cyprus. He was
Adjutant with 12 Sig Regt and finally commanded 231 Sig Sqn
at Donnington in Shropshire. He retired in 1964 and was appointed
an Army Careers Officer in the West Midlands based at Wolverhampton and Shrewsbury. H e is well remembered for his association with major shows in the district. D uring this period he was
well known to Signals Army Youth Teams and visiting displays.
H e retired on November 16 1975, having reached the age
limit for his appointment. His appointment with the Regular
F orces Employment Association was effective from November
1975.

£385·27
The following donations were gratefully received during December 1975 :
OC, RAF Benson, Oxon
.Mrs I Harvey
W. N. Da~on, Esq
Mrs Joan L. Power
L. Goodman, Esq
..
P. M . O' Mahoney, Esq . .
..
..
L t Col W. F. O 'Mcara late U. S. Signal Corps
Various small donations

£

20·00
5·00
5·00
2·50
2·00
1·55
79
1-15

£ 37·99

ASpecial Family Occasion in Singapore

T HE DIST RICT CO MMAN DER VI SITING ACIAO WORCESTE R
Maj Bill Fill in the background

3rd Divisional Signals Reunion Club
25th Annual Reunion
The 25th annual reunion will be held at the Regiment's
headquarters in Bulford on M ay 8-9, 1976, by the kind invitation
of their Commanding Officer.
Club membership is open to all ranks of any Arm of the Service
who have served in the Regiment.
Members should have received all details by now, but anyone
else interested in attending the reunion should write, without delay,
to Maj D. Roberts, West Mead, Park Avenue, Chorleywood, Herts
(T el : Chorleywood 3144) .
Ladies will be most welcome at the reunion.

The last recruit to join the British Ar my in Singapo re has just signed
on, watched by his father-the last Briti sh Sergeant-Major in
Singapore. Michael Connell, aged 16, is pictured here receiv ing his
first day's pay during the 'signing on ', wit h his father, SM Denis
Connell, on the far right. After he has returned t o the UK Mic hael
will start his service at the Army Apprentice Coll ege in Harrogate

If you are serving and have a standing order for
THE WIRE please keep us well i nformed in advance
of any change of address. It is impossible for us
to keep up with hundreds of posting orders and
your 'Wire' will go to your old address unless we
hear to the contrary.
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Movements---=:-Officers
Namt
Capt J R. S. Amberton
2, Lt S. I. Andrew~
Brig P. A. C. Baldwin
Lt H. J. Bardell . •
Capt G. J. Barrett
2/Lt R. Baxter . .
Lt J. Blake
..
Capt R. Boden . .
2/Lt M. Butler
.
Lt n. 8. Collins
Caot S. A. Coltman
Lt P. J. Costello
Maj J. J. Cullen . .
A/Maj H. A . Culley
Maj D. W. Dobson
Lt A. H. O. Elford
2/Lt T. J Gi~g .
Capt J.M. Gittins
.
2/Lt K. W. Goodfellow
A/Maj H. Grenville-Jon •
..
A Capt H. H. Ham
2. Lt A. J. H. Harrison .
Maj (QM) R. E. Howard, BBM
Capt R. H. Hoyle
..
Maj (ToT) F. Iveson . .
A1M aj A J. R. Jackman
Capt M . J . Lance
Mai P. A. L enthall
..
M aj T. C. L ivingstone . .
Capt 0 . J. M cLean
..
Maj G en W . T. M acfarlane
A/Maj M . J . Macklin . .
..
Cap t (Tfc) A. G . Maxwell, AIBE
Maj J . M. M esser-Bennetts
Capt T . P . Mountford
Capt J . P . Munnery
L t T . C. OBrien
Maj E . Pickup
M aj 0. Pitkin
..
L t Col W. 0 . A. P oole . .
..
M aj J . R . Potier . .
Capt E. M. Powell
..
Capt (QM) S. J . Raynor
Cap t M . W. H . Roberts
Lt 0 . J . Robertson
..
L t Col I. R. 0 . Shapter . .
L t G . M . S . Shipley
..
Lt Col J . E . C. Stevens . .
Capt M . R. Stone
Maj J. F . Storr . .
..
..
Capt (QM) C . E . Timson, BEM
Lt Col M . R. T opple . .
..
Maj K. G . Turner
..
..
Ma1 N. A. Vandyck
..
..
Capt C . J . Walters
..
Maj 0 . P . Watson
..
Capt T . I. M . Waugh . .
Lt Col L . A. Welton
M aj N. F. Wood ..
A/Mai R. A. Wright
Capt R . 0 . Ab bott
..
Capt (Tfc) J. W. Arkes . .
..
Maj C. Arthur . .
Mai M . Mel. Ayrton
Lt Col J . F. Blake
..
Maj C . 0. A. Blessington
Capt R . J . Brown
..
Maj K. P . Burke
Maj S. R. Carr-Smith
Ma1 0 . W . Cook
Capt G. Donaldson
..
Capt C. J. Durham
Capt W. J . L . F iske!
Maj C. T . Garcon
M aj J . G raham . .
Capt A. J . Griffiths
..
Maj J. L . E . G ryspeerdt
Ma1 J. F. Higton
..
..
Maj !:>. R . Hodges
..
Capt (ToT) B. Holland
Lt J . H . Izzo
..
..
Lt Col C . N . Last
Maj (ToT) Z. J . Lees
Lt C . N . Lightfoot
..
Capt (Tfc) W. A. Little
Lt C. Markie
..
Maj M. J. McCann
Capt I . C. Pattison
M aj J. W . Roberts
Lt I. P. J . Robertson
M aj W . J. P . Robins
..
..
Capt (QM) 0 . H . M . Rumsey . .
Lt Col A. J. Sammes . .
..
M aj R. J. Sava~.e
Capt R. J . Ska1le
..
Maj CQM) A. T aylor
..
M aj ll. 0. K. T . T homson
L t Col M. G . H . Wise . .

Una to which Po1red
AA College Harrogate
l Div H Q and Sig Rcet
HQ. AFCE T
8 Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham
4 Gds Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
l Arty Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
BOS (Army) Washington
22 Sig Regt
4 Div HQ and Sig Regt
Fortress HQ Gibraltar
No 4 AYT
1 Div HQ and Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham
11 Sig Rcgt
1 WG
7 Sig Regt
AAC H arrogate
7 Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham
Australian Sch of Sigs (Exchange appmnt)
12 M ech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
40 Sig Regt (V)
4 D iv HQ and Sig R egt
Moo OSS (Army)
RMCS Shrivenham
M oO DSS (Army)
C V HQ Sigs
32 Sig Rcgt (V)
9 Sig Regt
Chief of Staff HQ UKLF
RMCS Shrivenham
224 Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
38 Sig Regt (V)
RMCS Shrivenham
2 RRF
234 Sig Sqn
30 Sig Sqn
HQ. AFNORTH (BAE)
7 S1ir Regt
16 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham
11 Sig Regt
HQ NI
1 QLR
ICSMA
MoD (PE (CA) (AE))
Sch of Sigs
1 UDR (Co Antrim)
7 Sig Regt
HQ BAOR
SRDE MoD (PE)
RMCS Shrivenham
MoD DS S (Army)
Junior Div Staff College
HQ EDIST
264 Sig Sqn (AS)
RMCS Shrivenham
32 Sig Reg t (V)
l D iv HQ and Sig Regt
MoD D SS (Army)
MoD G S02 M 0 3
School of Signals
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt
48 Gurkha Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
8 Inf Bde H Q and Sig Sqn
6 Armd Bde H Q and Sig Sqn
RNC Greenwich
9 Sig Regt
248 G urkha Sig Sqn
260 Sig Sqn
39 I nf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
16 Sig Rcg t
9 Sig Regt
Sch ool of Signals
D BC P MoO (PE)
2 Div H Q and Sig Regt
229 Sig Sqn
School of Signals
MoO (DCD(A))
16 Sig R egt
225 Sig Sqn
8 Sig R egt
21 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
RAPC Trg Centre
R
H Q UKLF
H
12 Mech Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn
28 (BR) Sig Rcgt
JOCPT Project Wavell
HQ 3 Sig Group
22 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
School of Infantry
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W.O.s and Sergeants
Rank and Na"'e
WOl (Supvr RJ J.B. Rosson
WO! (Y of S) R. 0. Price
WOl L. Arrow-Smith ..
WOl J .C. Tait ..
W0 2 A. 0 . Davies
..
W02 C. E. H omewood ..
W0 2 0 . W. Payne
..
W02 (Y of S) P . J . Cadman
W0 2 (Y of S) A. 0 . Harkins
W02 (Y of S) J. M. Ross
W0 2 (F of SJ P. J. Peoplow ..
W02 ~F of S) R . A. Paton
..
W02 F of S) P. C . A. Clifton
W02 F ofS) R . N . Howes
..
W02 (F of S) W . P. Kent
..
W02 (Supvr R) R. G . Porter . .
A/W02 (Supvr R) B. Stanton ..
Ssgt (F of S) W. B. Smart
..
Ssgt C . Cheetham
..
Ssgt (Y of S) J . A. Farndon
Ssgt (Y of SJ R . G . Pond
Ssgt (Y of S) B. Smith ..
Ssgt (Supvr R) G . Harle
Ssgt (Supvr R) J . Kel ly
..
Ssgt (Suevr R) M . T . Sposito . .
..
..
Ssgt M. J. Abson
..
Ssgt J . Blackburn
Ssgt J . J . M . Campbell ..
Ssgt S. M . Fowler
..
Ssgt M . J. T . Edwards . .
Ssgt G . W . Kerr
Ssgt R. C. Marshall
Ssgt R. A. Norris
A/Ssgt T. Sharp
Sgt T . E. Loud ..
Sgt S. Allum
..
Sgt 0 . J . F. Chalmers
Sgt R. T . Francis
Sgt P . G . Friend ..
Sgt S . F. G. Goddard
Sgt A. Macrae ..
Sgt K. R. Robinson
Sgt E . J. Larkin . .
Sgt I. C. Chant . .
..
..
Sgt J. T. Green . .
Sgt M . L . N. Chaloner . .
Sgt R. A. L ee . .
Sgc C. Richardson
Sgt K. J . Fowler
Sgt R. G. Cossou
Sgt G. Ainsworth
Sgt J . Williamson
Sgt E . Birchall . .
Sgt T . Reader
Sgt 0. D ay
..
Sgt J . A. Brown ..
Sgt P . L. E . Murphy
Sgt J. Seddon ..
Sgt P . C. S tsples
Sgt M.A. J . Guy
Sgt M. K. Wilmot
Sgt 0 . M . T ankard
Sgt M. \YI. South
Sgt R. J. Spick . .
Sgt A. J. O esborough
Sgt J . Robson ..
Sgt G. A. Thomson
Sgt G . K. Barden
Sgt P . Matthews
Sgt E . B. Vargas
Sgt R. E. F ox ..
Sgt W . J. Hunt ..
Sgt P . J . D avies . .
Sgt N . Pearson . .
Sgt W . . White
Sgt R. E . Martin
Sgt C. J . Wadley
Sgt M . L . Bevis . .
Sgt J. D . Gilbert
Sgt I. Holmes ..
..
Sgt B. D . Roberts
Sgt W. J. Sture ..
Sgt N . W . Collis
Sgt C. T . Hall ..
Sgt S. J . Hawey ..
Sgt C. Sidwell ..
Sgt A. C. Doane
Sgt E. M . G eorge
Sgt A. G . Grant ..
Sgt K. W. Pullman
Sgt V. Shuttleworth
Sgt C . Salisbury ..
Sgt S . J . . Barnett
Sgt J . Rennie
..
Sgt J . B. McSherry
Sgt B. Jolley
..
Sgt J . W. Garbutt
Sgc B. A. Boon . .
Sgt I. E . Murray
Sgt J . F owler
..
..
..
Sgt G . P. Fellowes
..
..
\Y/01 (F of S) J . Goldsworthy . .
W02 (F of S) W . Sawyer
..
W02 (F of S) G. F . Brindle . .
W02 (F of S) S. K. Westwater
W02 E. T . A. Webster
W02 (Y of S) L. Yates ..

Unit to which Po11ed
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
7 Sig Re~t (Corps Main HQ)
HQ 11 Sig Group ( V)
School of Sigs
9 Sig Rcgt (Radio)
HQ 20 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn
260 Sig Sqn (SAM)
HQOCN
HQ 4 Div Sig Regt
School of Sigs
HQ 11 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
7 Si!f Regt (Corps Main HQ)
13 S1!! Regt (Radio)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
27 Sig Regt
HQ 7 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn
12 Mecharused Bde Sig Sqn
227 Sign Sqn (AL FCE)
633 Sig Troop (Caribbean)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio T rg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
8 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
216 Sig Sqn (Para Bde)
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
H Q 39 I nf Bde Sig Sqn
4 Si!! Group
30 Sig Regt
67 Army Youth T eam
School of Sigs
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio T rgJ
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
233 Sig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt HQ BAOR
16 Sig Regt HQ BAOR
10 Sig Regt
HQ 1 Div Sig Regt
HQ 3 Div Sig Regt
33 Sig Regt CV)
Army Apprentice College, Harrogate
55 Sig Regt ( V)
229 Sig Sqn (Berlin)
HQ 6 Armd Bde Sig Sqn
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
7 Armd Bde Sig Sqn
33 Sig Regt ( V)
7 Si!f Reg t (Corps Main HQ)
22 Stg Regt ( Air Support)
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
Army Aviation Corps Centre
27 Sig Rcgt
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
HQ 2 Div Sig Regt
28 Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
16 Sig Rcgt (HQ BAOR)
28 Si!! Regc ( ORTHAG)
603 Stg Trooj> (MASIRAH)
262 Sig Sqn (East)
Army Apprentices College, H arrogate
259 Sig Sqn (West)
242 Sig Sqn
11 Sig Regt (Depot Troop)
28 S!cg Regt
ORTHAG)
633 Sig Troop (Caribbean)
44 Pam Bde Sig Troop
9 Sig Re-g t (Radio)
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
School of S1gs
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
1 Div Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
School of Sigs
28 Sig Regt ( ORTHAG)
HQ 4 Div Sig Regt
HQ 4 Div ig Regt
19 Cadet Trg Team
227 Sig Sqn (ALFCE)
8 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regc
603 Sig Troop (Masirah)
11 S!cg Regt
229 Sig Sqn (Berlin)
Secretariat British Forces ear East
8 Sig Regt (Cadre)
HQ Trg Bde Royal Signals
260 Sig qn (SAM)
Communications Project Agency
603 Sig Troop (MASIRAH)
3 Inf Bdc HQ Sig Sqn
Royal Military Academy, Sand.burst
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\\" 2 upvr R) D. D . mith
S gt ( upvr R) J.B. Band~
gt (F of ) P. R. \'\lags tan
gt \ . v. Joglekar
gt I. Collins ..
sgt D . R . Freeman
sgt R. A. Hamilton
sgt J. D. Henderson
sgt 'r. R. Mallabone
gtD. S. Pimm
gr J. B. Wallace
gt B. J. Belt n
gt M . J. Huggins
gt D . A. Lambert
gt G. A. uttall
gt J. R. Hawdon
gt G. R. icol . .
gt P. G . Davies ..
gt A. D. Brooker
gt C. Brooks ..
gt T. T . Charterics
gt B. Winterburn
gt M. J. Read ..

13 ig Rcgt (Radio)
13 ~ Rcgt (Radio)
603 S18 Troop (MA !RAH)
27 Sig Regt
21 ig Regt (Air Support)
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
HQ l Div Sig Rcgt
HQ 3 Div Sig Regiment
30 Sig Regt
RAEC Centre
2 Div SigRcgt
244 Sig Sqn (Air Support)
233 Sig Sqn
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
8 !JI Rcgt
14 Sig Regt
5 6 Rcat Link Detachment (Inf Mech Bn)
22 Sig Regt (Corps Rear HQ)
7 Sig R egt (Corps Main HQ)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
22 Sig Regt (Corps Rear HQ)
HQ 4 Guards Armd Bde Sig qn
21 Sig Regt (Air S upport)

Sgt D . Glanville . .
Sgt T . J. Whitehill
Sgt P . G . F erns . .
Sgt V. N . Hulme
gt B. M . Gcorp;c
Sgt A. G. Grant ..
Sgt M . Hirst
..
Sgt B . L. Randcrson
gt K . B . Clark ..
Sgt J. A. Robertson
Sgt G. J. Hilton . .
Sgt A. K. ,_ elch
Sgt A. J. Burnett
Sgt S. M . Harvey
Sgt C. M . Dawkm
Sgt T . J. Sharp . .
Sgt W . S. Stewa rt
Sgt A . J. Desborough
Sgt R. Christie ..
Sgt K . A. Murray
Sgt A . J. M. Mutr
Sgt M . J. Croad-Brangwyn

16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
7 Sig Rcgt (Corps Rear HQ)
HQ 2 Sig Group
11 Sig Rcgt
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
School of Sigs
20 Armd Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn
242 Sig Sqn ( Mormond Hill)
22 ig Regiment (Corps Rear HQ)
22 Sig Regt ~Corps Rear HQ)
JO Sig Regt Cold Blow Lane)
32 Si!! Regt V )
226 Sig Sqn (Radio)
8 Inf Bde Si!! qn
39 Inf Bde Stg Sqn
8 Sig Rcgt (Cadre)
248 Gurkha Sig Sqn
16 Si!! Regt (HQ BAORJ
242 Stg Sqn
16 Si!! Regt (HQ BAOR)
227 Sig Sqn (ALFCB)
School of Sigs

50th ANNIVERSARY OF
THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN CORPSOF SIGNALS
R eport by M a j Gen J.M. W. B adcock, CB, MBE, Colonel
CoUlDla n dant and Head of British Defence Liaison Staff,
Canberra
S MALL BE GINNINGS
.
COUNT myself as being doubly fo~te, not _only for bemg
in BDLS, Australia, but also for bemg ~er~ m the <;Jold~n
Jubilee Year of our Sister Corps. Although 1t 1s celcbratm~ its
50th anniversary three years after our own, they have ~e uruqu_e
distinction of having had the first regular~y forn;ied signal urut
in the British Empire. In 1869 there existed, m New South
Wales and Victoria, small ' torpedo and signals corps'. These
continued until 1882, when they were disbanded. In 1885 a
'signalling corps', composed of one _officer ~d 12 . other ranks,
existed in South Australia and remamed acove unol 1901.

I

CORPS BORN IN JANUARY 1925
Before the advent of self-contained signals units, the complement of signallers was on a r_egimental ~asis, eac~ unit having on
its establishment a propornon of regimental signallers . Great
attention was paid to the training of these personnel; prizes and
badges being awarded to thos.e qualify~ng at what was known as
a 'signalling school'. lnstr~coo~ w;is imparted ~y a s_taff officer
designated ' Inspector of S1gnallmg . After the mcepoon of the
Commonwealth Forces, an 'Australian Corps of Signallers' was
formed on January 12, 1906. This Corps remained as a selfcontained unit, until the introduction of universal training in 1911,
when it was merged with Australian Engineers. In 1912, Signals
Troops and Companies formed a portion of the Corps of
Australian Engineers, and served as such throughout World War 1.
With the introduction of the- divisional organisation in 1921,
the terms 'Cav Div Sigs' and ' D iv Sigs' appeared for the first
time. Coinciding with this change of nomenclature, all Signals
units were separated from the Australian Corps of Engineers.
On January 1, 1925, the Australian Corps of Signals was formed.
Thus began the evolution of the Australian Co_rps of Signals
which reached a total strength of 24,000 men durmg the Second
World War.
DEPLOYED IN ALL STATES
On November 10, 1948, His Majesty King George VI conferred
the title 'Royal' on the Australian Corps of Signals, and the date
has become their ' Corps Day'. Since then, members of the Corps
have served with distinction in all operational areas in which
Australian troops have been involved-Korea, Malaya, Borneo
and South Vietnam.
The Corps now has a regular peacetime strength of some 300
officers and 2,300 other ranks, and consists of six Signal Regiments
(1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th), 18 Signal Squadrons and the
School of Signals. The units are, naturally, deployed in all the
States of Australia. Because of the enormous distances involved,
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it was not possible to hold a central Anniversary Ceremony
represented by all the units, and SC? many of them held t~eir own
celebrations during the year. For instance, 2, 4 and 7 Sig Regts
received the Freedom of the City of H eidelberg, Brisbane and
Toowoomba, respectively, their home towns.
INSPECTION BY GOVERNOR GENERAL AND C in C
However, the principal function was centred on the School of
Signals, the home of the Corps, at Watsonia, on the outskirts of
Melbourne, and a scenic area with new and purpose-built barracks.
The celebrations took place on the weekend Novem~er ~9,
which, in Australia, is early summer. After a week of ram which
had made the football ground too soft for the parade, the day
dawned bright and cool. Surrounding the smaller, but surfaced,
parade ground, gaily . dressed families ~d r~la~ives ga~e~ed,
whilst on the terrace m front of the mam bwldmg the mv1ted
guests, including Army Board members and civil dignitaries,
took their seats.
Formed up on parade, were 300 men and 50 WRAA;C, drawn
from all the Signals units in Watsonia, wearing their famous
slouch hats and accompanied by the Band of the 3rd Military
District, in scarlet. The Governor General and Co~mander-in
Chief, Sir John Ker r , AC, K CMG, K St J, QC, mspected the
parade from a Land-Rover, took the sal?te an~ addressed _the
parade emphasising the importance of anruversar1es; and particularly of 50 years which was within his own lifetime and that of
many other members of the Corps. H e was accompanied by the
Director of Communications (Army), Col R. A. Clark e.
After the parade, there was a garden party for morning coffee
-but in normal routine referred to as ' Smokers'-at the delightful
old Homestead, Meares House, within the grounds of Watsonia,
where the Governor General talked to many members of the
Corps and their families.
CYLINDER OF MESSAGES CAR RIED 2,SOOkm BY
R UNNERS
At 1230 hrs, the Corps Museum, which had been established in
a converted building in Watsonia, was opened by the Governor
General . As a prelude, a team of 26 runners led by 2/Lt Challis
of 139 Sig Sqn ran up to the Representative Colonel Commandant,
Brig K. R. Colwill, CBE, bearing a cylinder of messages which
had started from or been collected en route as it was bo~ne by a
team of runners all the way from 103 Sig Sqn in Townsville,
2,500km to the North . The first team had set out therefrom in
mid-October and each runner ran for one hour throughout 24
hours, attempting to cover the biggest distance-this being 13·6km
T H E WIRE , FE BRUARY 1976

The Governor General takes the Salute. Col R. A. Clarke, Director of Co mmu nicatio ns (Ar my) is on his left

and an average of llkm. Brig Colwill handed the cylinder to
Lhe Governor General who declared the Museum open.
The Museum has a full range of equipment, uniforms and
other items connected with the Royal Australian Signals including
'Winnie _the Wai: Winner', an improvised radio cons~cted by
stay-behind parties who reported on Japanese air and naval
move~ents after Timor had been overrun in World War 2.
This was followed by a sumptuous buffet lunch in the WOs
and Sergeants Mess, which itself has 350 members.
Afterwar~s, various displ~ys were open to the public, notably
the Watsoma Amateur Radio Club who had operated a special
week's Anniversary ' Ham Fest' during which, as Call Sign

T he Govern o r G e nera l and Lady Kerr are shown 'Winnie the
War Win ner ' by Col R. A. Clarke in th e new ly-opened Cor ps
Museum. Brig and Mrs Colw ill look o n

AX3SIG, contact had been made with 320 countries, and
exchanged Golden Jubilee QSL cards thereafter.

2/ Lt Challis presents the cylinde r of messages born e by a re lay of
runners from Town svi lle, 2,SOO km away, to t he Re prese ntative
Co lonel Comman dant
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MESSAGE FROM ALL RANKS, ROYAL SIGNALS
In the evening, there was a Corps Officers' D inner Night, and
it was in reply to the Toast of 'Our Sister Corps' that Capt
Rodger Morgan, Royal Signals, our exchangi; officer at Watsonia,
ran up the dini ng room bearing, in a forked stick (Blue Gum, of
course!), the M aster of Signals' letter which I read out to the
as embled members. It was as follows:
'We, in the Royal Signals, remember with great pride
the strong bonds of comradeship and the close co-operation
which has existed between our two Corps, both in war and
in peace. It is our earnest wish and hope that these will
continue to flourish in the years ahead.
'As you are aware, it is our intention to present some
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tangible reminder of our feelings towards your Corps to
mark the occa ion of your Fiftieth Anniversary. Possibilities have already been discussed·by you with General
Tighe, the Signal Officer-in-Chief, and we look forward
to receiving details of your plans for Watsonia so that
mutually we can arrange that our gift may fit into your
new home.
'With happy memories of the past, I send you the best
wishes of All Ranks Royal Signals for the future.'
OPEN DAY FOR PUBUC
So ended the Saturday, and on Sunday it was the turn of the
Royal Au tralian Signal Associations and an open day for the
public. One of the most striking ceremonies was at the Cross of
Remembrance at the head of which grows a single pine tree,
grown from the seed of ' The Tree' on Lone Pine Ridge at Gallipoli.
A Catafalque Party and Guard were provided by 6 Sig Regt and

Brig J. H. Tyler, a past Colonel Commandant; Brig Colwill
and Col Clarke spoke of the past, the present and fu ture,
respectively. So ended the official celebration of their 50th
Anniversary but the less formal continued until the weekend was
over.
CORPS REPRESENTATION DOWN UNDER
By way of ending, may I take the opportunity of reminding
readers chat there are three of u s in Royal Signals serving in
Australia, Capt T. R. Morgan at the School of Signals, W01
A. B. Cooper at 7 Sig Regt at T oowoomba, Q ueensland, and
myself at BDLS. We have seen several visitors, the most recent
of which have been Capt Chris Barnes on a recce for a future
expedition into PNG, Capt John McLean, and Lt Martin
B evan (and his wife) from the host crew of GB II. W e shall look
forward to seeing as many more as can come.

SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF VISITS U.S.A.

COAST TO COAST AND SE TO NW
HE Signal Officer-in-Chief, accompanied by Mrs Tighe,
visited the USA from October 14-31, and during this period
managed to cover the country from coast to coast and south-east
to north-west. In round terms this represents about 10,000 miles
of travel in-country.
What they saw presents quite a contrast when compar.:d with
anything we have. Herc are a few samples:
13,000 people work in Fort Monmouth, which is roughly
the US Army equivalent of SRDE.
There arc 30,000 people in Army Communications Command
which provides the US Army's worldwide and static
communications.
The US Signal Corps docs NOT have a Signal Officer-inChief.
There are about 10,000 trainees in the Signal School and
Training Brigade and they don't have any upgrading courses,
so it's all big and mostly basic.

T

EXERCISE UNION JACK-IN THE RAIN
What Maj Gen Tighe saw was a sample of the United States
Army, from concept, R & D, and training, to equipment proving,
and a final visit to a Field Army Divi ion, where they very decently
ran an exercise called Union Jack for him (and, appropriately
enough, it rained). Such a spectrum is undeniably impressive.
Think of any problem and the Americans have a piece of kit
designed to thwart it. It doesn't always happen that way, but it's
impres ivc none he less. Since Maj Gen S awers visited two
years ago, the US Army has changed gr.::atly. It is now an all
volunteer force, with a solid emphasis on work. For this reason
there aren't any pictures of Honor Guards in shining helmets,
or any other ceremonial with this article. Everybody we saw, with
one official exception, was at his place of work getting on with
the job, without frill or fuss.

The SO-in-C and Mrs Tigh e showing one of the pictures presented
by t he Cor ps t o th e US Army Signal School, Fort Gordon

ROYAL SIGNALS HALL-IN GE ORGIA
The exception was at Fort Gordon -in Georgia, where the
General opened the Royal Signals Hall, a 200-seat training
auditorium, which signifies the close and long association between
our two Corps of Signals. I t may interest readers to know that
this is, so far as we know, tile only building in the United States
Army named for any part of any foreign Army, and very smart
it is, too. It even contains a selection of Royal Signals recruiting
literature. The Royal Signal officers in the United States owe a
debt of gratitude to Col John Masser in Signals 32 who was
confronted with a tremendous shopping list of things for the H alland got the lot, including the ship's bell from HMS Lion.
O UR REPUTATIO N
Wherever he went, the Signal Officer-i n-Chief was accorded
the reception due to a Corps which the Americans admire, and
in many respects envy-so if anyone thinks otherwise, let hi m
real ise that as a Corps we do have a tremendous reputation,
which the SO-in-C, as our professional head, represents when h e
is abroad . It would be idle to catalogue every event, but a fe w of
the lighter moments m ight hel p :
The SO-in-C explaining to a heavily-armed young lady

OPENING O F T HE SIGNAL HALL
Maj Gen Myer, Commanding General Fort Gordon
Maj Gen Ti ghe is ringing Assem bly Bell from HMS Lion , presented by th e Corps t o th e US A r my Signal Schoo l
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The SO-in· C and Mrs Tighe cut the cake at the opening of Royal
Signals Hall. Brig Gen Kennedy , Maj Gen Myer, Mrs Myer and
Mrs. Kennedy look on
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The SO-in-C presents an illustration of The Cable Wagon to Maj Gen
Andrew Crawford, Command ing General, Electronics Command,
New Jersey

(a Pole Linewoman, no less) that her ' defensive' weapon
might just possibly be considered very offensive by an enemy.
A gunman in Old Tucson (complete with black hat) being
too quick on the draw for the SO-in-C's movie camera.
The official reason that the SO-in-C has not joined the long
list of his predecessors who are Deputy Sheriffs of Tombstone is that the telephone in Tombstone that afternoon was
locked in a cupboard and no one had the key (and, by the way,
did y ou know that Wyatt Earp was Jewish, and that's official?)
That the answer to the problem of the full integration of
men and women in the US Army is that there are no problems,
but plenty of activity!
The BLO (Comms) being taken out to lunch by the SO-in-C,
and being stuck with a parking ticket.
A sergeant approaching the General, asking ( a ) are you in
the Army? ( b) What rank are you? and then letting the
General open the door for him . ..
Then there's a General who is a Deputy Commander in
one Headquarters, and a Group Commander in another
2,500 mile away.
And one unit (nameles ) who let the ..B.ritons pay for their
drinks and lunch.
And there are many, many people of all ranks who went
out of their way to make sure that the SO-in-C and Mrs Tigh e
saw everything talked to everyone and anyone, wcr.: royally
treated and made to feel throughly at home. There ar two
popular American adjectives: OUTstanding and FA rastic.
They apply to this trip. The pictures tell the story.
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more and more behind and we were envious of their catches of
fish that they reported. The one tuna that we hooked proved to
have too much cunning to allow himself to be hauled inboard
and we lost him. The French, in Kriter II, were about 150 miles
away on the port beam as we encountered the typically hot,
humid and heavy weather characteristic of the Doldrums. We
worked twice a hard to take advantage of every puff of breeze
which lifted the limpid spinnaker or the slatting mainsail. And
then GB II would pick up, with a small wash eddying out onto
the oily and confused swell, only to overrun herself and be taken
aback. A fierce rain squall which lasted for half an hour had us
prancing on deck with soap and shampoo as we had our first
wash for nearly three weeks.

The SO-in-C and Col Hart with Maj Gen John Hoover, Director of
TRITAC at Fort Monmouth, NJ

OUR MEN IN AMERICA AND WHAT THEY ALL DO
Lt Col Alan Dexter: Exchange Officer, US Army Signal
School and Training Brigade, and would you believe that he
runs Young Officer Training? He does, British style, including a
five-day tactical exercise instead of an end-of-course exam.
Maj Peter Brown: Exchange Officer. Assistant G3 (Operations Officer) 9th Infantry Division. He runs Adventure Training
and he must be pretty good at it because the whole Division runs
at least three miles every day. We hate to tell you, but they must
be the world's fittest soldiers.
·
Maj Jim Pertwee: Exchange Officer. US Army Foreign
Science and Technology Center. He uses lots of long words and
always looks cheerful about it all.
Maj Iain Kerr: British Army Staff. GS02(W) C-E, Avionics
and Training. Charity marcher extraordinary (so 19 Bde can
watch out) with a car that says on the back 'Rugby players eat
their dead'.
Col John Hart: British Liaison Officer (Comms). He won't
say what he does, but he prints airline tickets, avoids the office,
and enjoys it.
And finally, our wives, who work just as hard as we do, answer
endless questions about England (which according to Americans
is where we all live, even if you're Scottish), and catch that other
splendid American habit of never saying goodbye. Just say,
'Have a nice day!' (or trip/weekend/evening as the case may be).

ALONG THE CLIPPER WAY
by Major John Maclean

THE BEGINNING
HE RAF imrod sighted us as we were beginning to pick
up the North-east Trade Winds eastwards of the Azores.
We must have looked a fair sight as our o 1 red, white and blue
spinnaker ballooned out pulling us along at a steady 10 knots.
The sea was a deep ocean-blue flecked with white horses and it
was becoming increasingly hot so that parts of the deck had to
be touched with care to avoid a burn. The plane made a final
whispering pass, concluding a farewell which had begun with the
innwnerable parties in London, a cavalcade down the Thames,
then from a tremendous jostling crowd of small ships that came
out to watch the start off the Medway buoy. Nearly two-and-abalf months later we were to be buzzed by the RAAF as we
approached Sydney. Sadly by then our proud o 1 was doomed
to be flotsam somewhere in the Southern Ocean and five other
spinnakers, two stays'ls, our o 2 and No 3 Genoas stuffed
for'ard in the sail lockers in a sad state of repair.

T

IDYLLIC CONDmONS
Sailing conditions might almost be described as idyllic as we
ran down from Cape Finnistere, just glimpsing Madeira and
then passing through the Cape Verde Islands off West Africa,
the last land, did we but know it, that we would see until Tasmania.
Flying fish abounded and one squarely hit Martin in the chest
whil t. he was on the helm one evening. Occasionally schools of
dolphms would play happily in the wake. We maintained a
regular radio contact with our Italian competitor now falling
10

CROSSING THE LINE WITH CHAMPAGNE AND
THUNDERFLASHES
A southerly breeze blew up heralding the edge of the Southeast Trades and in good spirits we crossed the Line at 1430 hrs
on September 21 to the strains of 'Land of Hope and Glory'
from the cartridge player and the popping of the cork on one of
our precious bottles of champagne. An even louder bang was
made by thunderflashes primed in a biscuit tin stuffed with
'delicious' powdered egg. This was floated off as a present for
Kriter hopefully somewhere astern and it certainly shook the
seas if not old Neptune himself!
AND SOUTHWARDS AT SPEED TO THE GREAT
CffiCLE COURSE
We worked our way southwards mostly on the port tack at a
25-30deg angle of heel. After a further 2! weeks, the sea changed
from its radiant blue to a more ominous blue-black. A cold,
penetrating wind ensured that we stayed heavily muffled in our
oilskins on deck. Below it was wet from condensation, seepage
from the engine room bilges and from the waves that scoured the
deck and forced themselves in trickles through the decklight
hatches. They threw themselves wholeheartedly down the main
or aftercabin hatches immediately anyone went above during a
watch change.
Abruptly on the night of October 5, 300 miles South-east of
Tristan Da Cunha, the expected Westerly sets in. The South
African Navy agree to RV with us at a point 500 miles South of
Cape Town to take off films and letters (race rules do not allow
us to take anything aboard) but our speed increases to well over
12 knots, with the log speed indicator often showing nothing
but the maker's name, as we frequently exceed its maximwn
reading. We have competitions between watches for the highest
we can throw the spray as she planes down the waves like a
power boat. The avy signal that regrettably they cannot be there
in time now we are making this turn of speed. We blow out our
No 1 spinnaker; squalls come and go; the first hail drwns down
onto the deck; then we careen before a Force 10 which brings
winds sometimes in excess of 80 knots with seas which rise 4050ft behind us. The wave crests poise above the helmsman who
fights to prevent a broach which might force a capsize or pitchpole, whilst the yacht races down the shoulder of the wave before
she is eventually lifted high up as the huge mass of water passes
beneath. This is the Roaring Forties (40-50° Lat) and we head
south-easterly following the Great Circle course which takes us
near to the ice and the lone island of Kerguelen, deep in the
Southern Ocean. An albatross, which has followed us patiently
for days, has now been joined by many more. Additionally there
are skuas, Cape pigeons, black and white terns and other
varieties of sea birds to keep us company. We see hump-backed
whales (one of this type was to hit Kriter, damaging her bow
plates) and when we are in the limits of the iceberg area in calmer
seas, we are amazed to see penguins swimming and diving.
SHORT DAYS AND LONG, COLD NIGHTS
The Westerlies failed us after pushing us into the Forties with
such promise. The high-pressure feature of the Indian Ocean
dipped a finger southwards and diverted the windy anti-cyclones
towards Antarctica. GB II occasionally became becalmed in areas
of ocean which regularly experience over 20 days of gale-force
winds each month. Shorter days and Jong, cold nights made
unpleasant watches on deck.
The watchkeeping system is 4 hours on and 4 hours off with
every third day working on repairs (particularly sail mending),
doing the cooking and being on immediate standby. With the large
sail area GB II carries, it was not possible to undertake a major
sail change with only the four on deck watch. Chafing of sheets
and halyards was certainly a problem and close watch on all the
standing and running rigging was kept by patrolling the deck
every 20 minutes. Checking oilskin seals and pulling the draw
strings even tighter one reclipped from the cockpit onto the deck
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Dentistry at sea for unfortunate Capt Colin Wagstaff, a crew
member, who was cured of chronic toothache by Chief Petty Officer
John Parfoot

Maj John Maclean with some growth

Repairs to a broken genoa leach line in a heavy sea

line and scrambled. forwar~ aga~nst a freezing barrage of spray
to the. stem or pulpit: At rught-ame one played a torchlight over
the sail are~ and nggmg. Every so often the bow would pitch up
then bury itself m the trough of a wave and the black cold brine
sluiced over. We had attempted to minimise the chances of a
c~ld watery grav!! if s"'.ept o".erboard in those seas so helicopter
wmchman-type 1mmers1on swts were worn under oilskins and
we always carried a packet of miniflares. Sarbe beacons were
taped to the harnesses and a homing receiver was mounted with
~he navigation equipment over the chart table. We wore life
Jackets and our safety lines were always clipped on at night. A
crew member was lost on GB II in the Whitbread 1973 Race and
we certainly did not wish to repeat the performance.
CONSTANT SCHEDULE WITH AAC HARROGATE
Although progress across the Southern Ocean was not as fast
as anticipa~ed, we averaged a fair 9 knots. 1,000 miles SW of
~erth. we picked up the Australian Signals detachment who were
listening out for us and this concluded the constant schedule to
f'-0.C ~arrogate. Using our PRC 320, we never failed to make
this dally contac~. It re~ects the very hard work put in by the
Harrogate end usmg their Dll as well as the incredible capability
of this little set in the hands of a really competent operator
(Marine Keith Powell ex-30 Sig Regt).

Our navigator taking a sextant reading under far-from-ideal
conditions
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AGAIN BECALMED BUT SOON THROUGH BASS
STRAIT
A strong gale and heavy seas right on the nose forced us to
beat up the West coast of Tasmania. Once it had blown over we
fretted as we were once again becalmed. The record seemed to
be slipping away from u as later on New South Wales' coa dine
we continued to slat aimlessly in still airs. But a spanking Northwesterly that had assisted Kriter in the Australian Bight to close
the di ranee on us, filled our sails and shot us through the Ba s
Strait. We piled on all available sail and chanced that the pinnakers would hold. But they did not and we regrettably tore the
head out of our starcut and tattered another main as well a
Mizzen spinnaker.
II

THE SYDNEY RECEPTION-AND THE R ECORD
Then suddenly a we neared Sydney the spotlights were on u .
eahawks of the Royal Australian Ai.r force ran at low level over
us and the Royal Australian avy ships off Jervis Bay :flashed
their Aldises. A TV launch ran cl0se alongside and the shouted
interview went out (uncensored) across the Australian screens.
Rather di appointingly it became apparent that we w<;>uld crc:iss
the line at night, and at 0234 hrs on ovember 7 we fimshcd with
champagne covering the decks and beer being thrown from the
clusters of welcoming craft. The new record stands at 67 days
7 hours 19 minutes. Incredibly after this 14 000-mile leg tlle
French came in only 6t hours bellind-a tremendous effort which
eamed them tlle Handicap prize. The reception at Sydney?
Ah well, that is anotller story! (As we go to press we hear that
GB II has broken the record on her return voyage to the U.K.Editor.)

KOREA ONCE AGAIN
Sir,
You may recall that the 25th Anniversary of the outbreak of
the Korean War was tlle ubject of an article you published on
my behalf in connection with a reunion of former 27 Bde members
who served in Korea. Totally unexpectedly and, I feel, undoubtedly connected witll the necessary publicity in which my
name became involved, my wife and I found ourselves as guests
of the Koreans who were organising a revisit programme on a
ratller special scale.
The following article is an attempt to describe this visit. It is
unfortunately long, but, even thus, does not do justice to the
event. I feel it is a unique happening, not only on a personal basis,
but inasmuch as I am still serving, also on a Corps basis. I think
the article therefore holds some interest · to current readers and,
although you may find it necessary to prune, I hope you will find
room for its publication. The photos depict, happily, a 'give and
take' situation. We were, overall, however, very much receivers
rather than donors.
Yours sincerely,
G. E. Loudoun (Major)
Headquarters 2 Signal Group,
Malta Barracks,
Aldershot, Rants GUll 2EZ.

Turning the Clock Back
N a hot, typically humid, mid-August afternoon in 1950,
Cpl George Loudoun, on duty in the cipher office of HQ
LFHK, decrypted a short flash message. Two weeks later, 27 Inf
Bde, less one battalion, left its peaceful garrison duties and took
up the serious business of the first UN campaign in history;
namely Korea. Cpls Bearne and Loudoun were the Brigades's
cipher operators. Tragically, Cpl 'Beano' Bearne was the first
Royal Signals soldier to be listed as Killed in Action. There were
to be many wearying, dangerous, dusty, dirty and binerly cold days
to remember before tlle officially described 'temporary duty'
members of 27 Bde returned to their garrison tasks in Hong Kong
10 months later. o sequel to this event was anticipated, nor
would me tllought, quite honestly at that time, have been relished.
Sufficient vivid recollections remained in one's mind. But, in
fact, even though it took 25 years to mature, a sequel did evolve.
This is an account of that sequel.

O

AN UNEXPECTED INVITATION AND KOREA-BOUND
VIA ALASKA
As co-organiser, with Brig Baldwin (Lt wim 27 Bde), of a
commemorative 25th anniversary reunion, Maj (Tfc) George
Loudoun was involved in a certain amount of necessary publicity.
Unknown to him at that time, various organisations in Korea
were simultaneously involved in a programme of commemoration.
Thus it transpired that Maj and Mrs Loudoun received an
invitation to spend a week in Korea as guests of the organisers of
the Korea Revisit Programme. Thie was me background to what
was an almost fairy tale event as the following account attempts
to describe.
Saturday, November 15, 1975, was a departure day. With
recollections of a previous wintry experience my wife, Betty,
and I set off with plenty of warm clothing. The weather, in fact,
was to prove rather kindly, and I recalled in my previous experience my November then was spent much farther North. Our
Korean Airlines 707 took us, not as we had hoped via old haunts
like Singapore and Hong Kong, but over the roof of the world
to make our first and only halt at Anchorage, Alaska. A bleak,
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distinctly grim view of frozen seas, rivers, snow-covered land and
mountains complete with glacier , met our eyes. Impressive
but distinctly uninviting. The airfield was busy with light aircraft,
which provide the most practical form of transport in this part of
the world. Having lunched dined and breakfasted on board
and 21 hours after Paris, we arrived at Kimpo airport. If the
journey so far had been hard to believe, what followed was to
prove even more so. Having zone timed from GMT to plus one
at Paris, minus ten hours in Anchorage and now plus nine hours
in Seoul we were understandably perhaps, in a suitable condition
to be easily bewildered.

A WARM WELCOME
Flowers photographs, speeches of welcome, linle wonder we
all found it rather overwhelming. This was the start of a six-day
programme that, between its events, allowed just enough time to
refresh, dine or change before continuing. And at each event we
were pn:sented with souveni rs of the occasion. Of our party I
will only mention briefly that it totalled six. One other serving
member and his wife, one just retired, the founder member of
the War Veterans Association and Mr Sam Mercer, late 1 Bn
Gloster . The latter could easily have provided the subject of
one of those ' Most Unforgettable Character' articles to be found
in R eader's Digest magazine. Quiet, unassuming, thoughtful and
modest. For him the visi t must have proved particularly poignant.
The now legendary battle of the lmjim for him, meant the loss
of his left eye, left leg and over two years in captivity in camps
mat later proved notorious for their inhuman treatment of
prisoners. Such, however, was his spirit that he could relate
with delightful humour the account of his experience with the
airport security officials en route. ' Sir', mey pointed out politely
but, nevertlieless, in somewhat cool tones, 'you have set off the
metal-detector alarm'. Had he any explanation he was asked. All
was clear and now smiling officials were obviously happy when he
tllumped vigorously and metallicly on his artificial leg with his
walking stick. It may be opportune at this point to offer a word of
warning to would-be embarrassed travellers. Body searchers are
tllorough. I know of at least one who now knows more about me
than my tailor.
NO SMOKING IN BED
Our hotel was excellent. No expense was spared, it seemed, to
make certain that our stay was comfortable and enjoyable. One
rather surprising feature of our 18tll-fioor room was me unpreventable broadcast from the management nightly at 2200 hrs.
This welcomed us, outlined the security arrangements, reminded
us of the fire safety features and ended wim a simple request
'Please don't smoke in bed'. Space does not allow me to relate in
detail all me excitement and pleasure we experienced during our
stay. We did, I am sure, go through the whole field of human
emotions.
A MOVING CEREMONY
We felt sadness on two occasions. The first was in a solemn
and moving ceremony at the Korean ational Cemetery where
22,000 war dead were buried. The male members of our group
paid a tribute at the tomb of their Unknown Soldier in the manner
prescribed by local custom. This consisted of taking three portions
of incense and dropping it into a very large um. A wreatll was
laid and tlle Last Post sounded. This form of ceremony, less the
bugle call, was repeated, this time by the ladies, at the tomb of
Madame Park. Madame Park, the wife of the present Premier,
died tragically in an assassination attempt on her husband some
15 months previously. Military cemeteries always seem more
sombre and respectful than their often untidy and unkempt counterpart. This one excelled, not only in the natural beauty of its
sening on a hillside, but in the obvious care that is bestowed
upon it. Less ceremonial, but equally moving, was our visit to
the Commonwealth Memorial where a wreath was laid by Col
McCord and Mr Mercer. I laid a poppy wreath on behalf of
the Royal British Legion. Distance and time did not allow a visit
to me UN cemetery in Pusan where our own soldiers are buried.
Meeting a parry of Gold Star Mothers of America was quite a
touching experience. These were the mothers of American
Servicemen who had died and who had gained Gold Star gallantry
awards. They were all quite elderly but obviously grateful for the
opportunity to visit Korea. No doubt even after 25 years there
must have been some heartache, but they were all determined to
make the most of their visit. Visits to a museum and an ancient
palace kindled interest in history and culture. Examples of local
arts and crafts were most impressive. For me, there was a continual
comparison of then and now, 25 years ago there seemed nothing.
Now, so much hard work had achieved wonders .
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CURFEW CUSTOM RETAINED
All of us were terrified at the volume and pace of the traffic in
'down-town city' as it was referred to by our guide. When you
think you have seen it all-go to Seoul, and become enlightened.
There is traffic control, conducted, in my view, mo3t heroically by
a number of policemen. I don't know what their casualty rate is
but those who achieve pensionable service must be extremely
fortunate. My wife and I made long detours to seek the safety of
the wa lk overs or subways. lncidentally, all is peaceful between
midnight and 4am during C"Orfew. A curfew custom obviously
accepted, after all it is 500 years old. We were overawed at tlle
beauty and artistic ability of the cabaret girls in a performance in
our honour on our last evening. They were most accomplished
and colourful, providing a memorable display in traditional and
modern style. Not surprisingly perhaps, the programme did not
include a comedian.
PANMUNJOM RETAINS TENSION
Earlier, we were suitably impressed, if not a little apprehensive,
during our visit to the Joint Peace Village of Panmunjom where,
quite incredibly, 22 year after the armistice, actual peace talks
are still being held. Not, it would seem, progressing. It was here
that we were required to sign forms indemnifying our military
hosts hould we become the subject of any incident. Over dramatic?
Not at all. There is a convincing history of realities over the years
that mal·e caution a wise approach. We were, in fact, surrounded
by instances which underline the tension. Just north
of the DMZ, but clearly in view, was a huge :flag. So large that it
required something resembling a derrick-like structure to support
it. This was flown from within a village allegedly populated by
2,000 inhabitants. Our military guide pointed out tllat only the
:flag party was ever seen. From the village, loudspeakers were
directed to the inhabitants of a small village within the DMZ
exhorting it population to come to the North. The northern
village was dubbed 'Propaganda Village' and the soumern one,
although it had a local name, was more commonly known as
'Freedom Village'. Just hidden in mist but normally in view
through binoculars was a 48ft high statue of Kim II Sung, the
North Korean Premier.
All buildings occupied by the N Korean delegates in Peace
Village are deliberately built a little wider, taller and longer than
the other delegations' accommodation. Their flags larger, their
masts taller. The whole atmosphere, accompanied as it was by
their smartly attired but thoroughly poker-faced guards, was
ten e and brinle. One was constantly aware mat only a slight
element of discord, deliberate (as sometimes they have been by
the N Koreans) or accidental, was necessary to cause a violent
eruption. It was a unique, if somewhat uneasy, experience. For
Sam Mercer, who saw once more the 'Bridge of No Return'
over which he passed as an exchange prisoner nearly 22 years
earlier, the scene must have stirred very mixed feelings.
PROGRESS AND GENEROSITY
We marvelled at the industrial progress and endeavour
demonstrated by this one-time agricultural population. Industrial
complexes now produce a complete cross-section of high-quality
consumer goods. At the same time they have preserved and
extended their traditional crafts to cater for an expanding tourist
trade. We were treated to grandeur in the form of a reception in

Maj Loudoun presents a Corps plaque to Mr Chung (vice-chairman
Korean Veterans Assn). Far left: Mr Adair of War Veterans Assn,
and Mrs Loudoun centre. Korean official extreme right
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the Capitol Building where we were all individually introduced
to the Premier, Kim Jong Pil.
The whole week was constantly punctuated by instances of the
generosity of our warm-hearted hosts. Little presents, souvenirs
of our visit were given at each event at which we met local and
government dignitaries. All were anxious to express their gratitude
for our part in the past, which gave them, in their own words, the
opportunity to choose their own path to their present success.
It was all overwhelming.
CORPS PLAQUE OCCUPIBS HONOURED PLACE
The only item I could offer as a small gesture to mark our
visit was one of our Corps plaques. It was appropriate to the
occasion inasmuch as it signified my branch of military service
all those years ago and was still the badge I bear today. I know it
will occupy an honoured place in the Headquarters of our hosts,
who showed genuine pleasure at its receipt. It was accompanied
by a short, printed history of its origin and my service with 27 Bde.
SECURITY SEARCH HAS ITS MOMENTS
Just as Cinderella's midnight hour, so, too, our hour of departure
arrived all too quickly. There was time only for a hurried shopping
expedition and then packed, and complete, we boarded our coach
for the airport. Of course, mere were some instances of language
problems. Not so, however, at Kimpo when I jokingly suggested a
reciprocal 'security search' wim one of the attractive girl body
searches at Kimpo. Her reply, albeit smilingly delivered, was
swift, emphatic and negative.
In our brief period we had found friends and our parting
was reluctant. Our tour guide particularly had impressed
us. He epitomised all the careful, considerate and generous
planning of our hosts which had given us such an occasion
to remember. It is rather pleasing to think that, by way of
return, our Regimental Insignia remains to rem.ind others
of our visit which, in truth I feel now, qualifies as an
'Unusual Job in a Faraway Place'.

12 MONTHS IN THE LIFE OF A
CORPS MUSICIAN
T last-1975, my first New Year's Day as a member of the
Band of The Royal Corps of Signals! I'm on leave, tllank
A
goodness-gening over last night's celebrations, but I must admit
that this year's prospects look a lot different from 1974. I enjoyed
my time as a pupil at Kneller Hall, but it was only in preparation
for my proper job-and this is it!
Back from leave, my kit certainly needs looking at-busby,
badge and plume, No 1 dress hat, full dress tunic, No 1 dress
jacket, overalls, wellingtons, george boots, cross belt, waist
belt and girdle-even me instrument must be polished for me
first performance which takes place on the second day back at
duty. Not far to travel this time, down the hill to Blandford
Red Cross Hall and a ew Year concert for tlle old folk of
Blandford. The programme was well received, and I enjoyed it,
too-everyone seemed to be having fun. (They can't all be like this,
surely!). The next day saw one half of tlle Band embussing for
the first of many trips to Catterick to play for the Pass Off Parade
at 11 Sig Regt, and the remainder preparing for a Guest Night
that very evening in Headquarters Mess, Royal Signals, at
Blandford Camp.
The first of our civilian private engagements in 1975 took
place on January 19 in Bristol. We were required to play during
the annual dinner of the ' S owmans Society'-a society comprising
members of fair ground and circus staffs throughout the
country. After dinner, as a cabaret, me Band carried out a
marching display for 20 minutes in an area amounting to 15 paces
by 8-we certainly got a quart into that particular pint pot.
KENYA, YORK AND READING
January ran its normal cour e, bu y but made interesting by
the frantic preparations for a part of the Band to vi it Kenya
with 3 Div Sig Regt. Every member of the Band hoped that they
would be chosen as one of the 35 to make the trip and, naturally,
many were disappointed. However, dunes continued to come in,
and two in particular decided the player to be left behind. A
dance band had to remain in the UK to carry out a previou ly
arranged booking to play for the annual dance organised by Royal
Signal Manning and Record Office, and a complete Fanfare Team
were needed in the UK to take part in the Enthronement of the
Archbishop of York in York Min ter-a prestige duty if there
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ever \Va one. Both function were a great success and brought
great credit to the Corps Band.

VIA CYPRUS TO UK
Meanwhile the 'Kenya Band' flew off to Nairobi in great style,
where we were met by a local bus not in the same class as Messrs
Bere and Regis of Dorchester, but, however more suitable for
the country we had to travel. Our base camp was situated in the
town of Nanyuki, which is at the foot of Mount Kenya and 1 mile
north of the Equaror. The Band chaps then proved their inexperience at erecting tented accommodation tO th.e amus~ment
of the soldiery of 3 Div Regt who gave valued assistance m the
latter stage . From this camp we visited daily th~ Squadrons
exercising in the jungle areas. and gav~ concerts. dunng barbecue
parties practically every evening. Official rece~>nons were _held at
the anyuki Sports Club and the Mount Kenya Safa.n Club,
where we had the honour of playing for HRH The Princess
Margarette of Sweden. On March 2 a ~t and bronzed Cor:ps Band
returned via Cyprus to the UK. The iourneys to Cattenck from
Blandford commenced again immediately on arrival to play for
the RSM's Convention and, in Blandford, a week later we played
for the first 1975 Corps Guest Night at Headquarters Mess.
EASTER, AND BOURNEMOUTH
March saw the performance of the annual classical concert in
the magnificent Coade Hall of Bryanston School in Blandford
Forun1. 55 of us took part in the programme and I particularly
enjoyed the experience of playing such items as the complete
Dvorak ' ew World Symphony' and Tchaikovsky's ' Cappricio
Espagrtol'. Easter came at the end of the month and the Band
made a daily trip to Pine Walk Bandstand, Bournemouth, to
entertain the holidaymakers-my first outdoor engagement in an
English seaside resort.
A WEEK OF CONTRASTS
.
A glittering experience awaited me in early April-a performance
with the light orchestra at Skinners' Hall for a dinner given by
the Worshipful Company of Skinners, followed inlmediately by
a trip to Sheffield to play for the FA Cup Semi-Final match
between Pulliam and Birmingham. Truly a week of contrasts.
To Glasgow next, for a 10-day KAPE tour and school concerts.
This went well, as quite a number of my fellow musicians were
literally 'playing at home'-always a popular move. We returned
in early May for more Mess functions and a visit to 10 Sig Regt
for a concert attended by local dignitaries in Chiswick Town Hall.
This was followed immediately by The Lord Mayor's Show in
Birmingham, and from there we moved back to London to carry
out one week's engagement in St James' Park, during which we
were informally visited by the Signal Officer-in-Chief.
AUDIENCE ENGULFED IN SMOKE
The first week-long visit of the Band in 1975 to Eastbourne (the
Mecca of Military Music) started on June 1, and what excellent
audiences we had to hear our concerts from this wonderful
bandstand. The high spot of the week, however, took place at
one of the country's finest theatres-Eastbourne's Congress
Theatre. The concert was organised by our own Director of
Music, Maj Keith Boulding, and was entitled 'A Corps
Spectacular'. For this we were joined by the Mounted Band of
the Royal Artillery and the Aldershot Band of the Royal Engineers.
The programme was a great success and culminated in a most
spectacular performance by the 80 musicians of the '1812 Overture' with 'effects'. The 'effects' resulted in the theatre clock
falling from the wall and the entire audience and auditorium
being engulfed in smoke-known in Band parlance as 'audience
participation'. During the Eastbourne engagement, the other
half of the Band, laughingly described as the non-touring-Band,
travelled to the lovely Channel Island of Alderney for the annual
visit with 30 Sig Regt. June concluded wit.J.i the Band's participation in the Aldershot Army Display. I understand this was the
first ti! .e the Corps Band had taken part in this event due to the
period normally being filled by the annual Old Comrades Reunion
in Catterick.
JULY SPLENDOUR
More worthier beings than I have attempted to describe the
two main events of the month of July 1975, and their words echo
the views of all members of the Corps Band who had the privilege
of taking part in the Massed Bands' display at Wembley-the
largest Band ever to perform together and, of course, the visit of
Her Majesty the Queen to Catterick on July 9. The splendour of
the latter event was preceded by a concert in which we were joined
by the ultimate in comedy teams-Morecambe and Wise. I think
our Band showed them a thing or two, but I shall always have
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happy memories of having appeared with those two during my
fir t year. July concluded with 14 concerts in Victoria Embankment G ardens in London and 15 more in Eastbourne. We
staggered gratefully on leave for two whole weeks, feeling with
some pride that we had earned them.

WATERL00-160 YEARS LATER
Submitted by 13 Sig Regt

REC CE P ARTY AWAY
HE concept of this venture was to traverse and reconnoitre
the battle zone of W aterloo. I t was undertaken by a six- man
team from 2 Sqn, under the joint leadership of WOl Ashford
and W 02 Ross, and included Cpls Carter, Dunbar, Marshall
and Plunkett.
Having obtained the requisite stores and supplies in the form
of two 9 by 9 frame tents, Army sleeping bags, cooking facilities
and compo rations, the party departed at 0930 hrs in three heavily
laden private cars, each giving the appearance of a vehicle about
to tackle the Cape to Cairo route.

AUGUST ARMEX
The middle of August saw the Band divided again, one half
engaged in the Army's largest show, ARMEX; held this year in
Harrogate and the other half sailing happily southwards to the
sunny island of Jersey. From ARMEX the ' non-touring' section
moved on to take part in the historic Stockton and Darlington
Railway Show- celebrating 150 years of rail travel in the UK.
This was indeed an honour, and once again showed the Band's
versatility in being able to fulfil two important functions
simultaneously.

T

MAGNIFICENT RHINE ARMY TOUR
Various Dinner Nights in Sergeants and Officers Messes
continued to fill our spare time during tlle early part of September,
including one at HMS Dry ad in Fareham, Hampshire, at which
the Guest of Honour was the Second Sea Lord. The Touring
Band moved back to Eastbourne to complete four weeks' engagements there and also carried out another concert at the Congress
Theatre with the Luton Girls' Choir as Guest Artistes. I think
we all enjoyed this one! Meantime, the 'NTB' were engaged at
four Signals' Mess functions and a KAPE event in Basingstoke.
Somebody up there ensures we have plenty to do! October
produced five separate occasions for the Dance Band to show
their worth and this they did with great merit. They certainly
earn their high reputation. Four Guest Nights were also held
during the first two weeks of this month, and when we flew from
Brize Norton on Monday, October 20, it was with a feeling of
pleasure and trepidation for work to come. All BAOR Units
really welcomed the Corps Band and, I am told by older members,
that this tour was the happiest and smoothest trip so far. Certainly
I gained a lot of experience from playing in the magnificent halls
provided by 4, 13 and 22 Sig Regts.

DAY 1-IN WELLINGTON'S FOOTSTEPS
Travelling in convoy across the Rothenbach crossing into
Holland, our route took us wes t to Maastricht and along the
motor route towards Liege. The highway then turned in a sweeping
right arc out over the River Maas with sign postings indicating
Paris. Turning tem ptation aside, we motored steadily west on
the ES, our first rendezvous being above the village of N ethen,
north-west of avre. The location was chosen with considerable
care. I ts histonc association was with Blucher, the Prussian
General, who, following his first battle with Napoleon at Ligny,
retreated to this very area thus keeping his options open to advance
to connect with W ellington or to retire further with the rising
ground to his advantage. A flattened knoll high above the River
D yle produced a firm foundation for our tentage and, on the
arrival of the remaining four m embers of the group, canvas was
erected and a brew sampled.
T hree more hours of daylight were left to our disposal and in
two vehi cles we headed south for Wavre and the celebrated
Quatre Bras, this being the scene of Wellington's first contact
with his enemy. Without delving into historic explanations as
400 books already published on W ellingtonia give witness to the
subj ect it will suffice to say that his rearguard action giving
satisfa ctory cover, Wellington and the Anglo-Dutch Anny withdrew to their new position along the ridge extending east and
west of Mont St Jean. To this site, we now departed, exploring
and reconnoitring locations of historic and topographic interest
as we went.
Twilight saw u s back at our camping site planning routes that
would allow complete coverage in depth of the Battlefield of
Waterloo and its peripheral terrain.

THRil..LING AND REWARDING YEAR
As winter settles again on England we return from BAOR to
attend the Remembrance Services in Bristol, Bath, Blandford and
Richmond-all on the same day! November also brings the annual
visit to half-a-dozen schools in Dorset. We met at least 2,000
children, most of whom were enthusiastic about our efforts at
entertainment, and some even expressed a wish to know more
about Army life as a Corps musician. Perhaps we could distribute
a few copies of THE WIRE! The last three days of the month
were spent in the North-west with concerts at Birmingham,
Blackburn and Stockport.
[Editor's note.-Recruiting staffs, over to you!]
And so to December, with seven separate Dinner Nights in
two weeks and a total coverage of 1,950 miles. Two events were
outstanding-our first visit to Ouston, to play for the Junior
Signalmen's Pass Off Parade and the Corps Trumpeters maiden
appearance at the Royal Festival Hall in London. The latter took
place on D ecember 15, and the Trumpeters were an important
part of a concert given on behalf of the Sir Malcolm Sargent
Cancer Fund for Children. This was a great success and a fitting
close to a year's work that has been, for me, a most thrilling
experience.

'

Faraway Places . . .
Unusual Jobs
Let's Have That Story!
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DAY 2-THE SMELL OF BATTLE AND BACON AND
EGGS
Awaking to a clear, fresh morning, with an appetising aroma of
eggs and bacon in the air, was the ideal beginning to what proved
to be a full, fascinating and successful day.
Genappe, its fortunes changing three times in as many days
with the advance of first the British, then the French, and, finally,
the British and Prussians. Placenoit, whose church bears witness
to the changing sea of friend and foe, as the French and then the
Prussians lived and died around its unyielding walls. La Belle
Alliance, the inn, where nearby Napoleon mounted a bank and
with telescope uncased took his first view of the battlefield on
which his army would fight and die-or retreat in ignomy.
Rosomme, Hugomont, La Haye Saint, places and names which,
now resurrected from the pages of history books, took shape and
form and meaning. To the six of us was now presented the
formidable task of covering the ground on foot, but in the
relatively brief time at our disposal, the majority of our objectives
were achieved.
We trod the steps of Picton's infantiers as they threaded their
way through the narrow and congested streets and alleys of
Genappe. We appraised the stand taken by Loubau's 'Young
Guard' as their tenacious hold on Placenoit's church walls slowly
crumbled and broke; whence they retreated to eternity, a mere
fraction of their original strength. Napoleon's view from La Belle
Alliance remains to this day unaltered. Through the heat haze
one could imagine the lines of French cavalry and infantry
stretching for three miles in line abreast from Hugomont to
Papelotte, with men anticipating the fatal clash of steel, shot and
shell.
LITTLE CHANGE AFTER 160 YEARS
As the autumnal dusk gathered and long after we had visited
La Haye Saint, Hugomont and the Farm of Mont St Jean, we
stood, our boots heavy with the clinging mud of the fields, on a
point above a reverse slope which had been Wellington's 'secret
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A scene from the battle with the farmhouse of La Haye Saint in the
middle distance ...

... The same scene 160 years later
weapon'; 160 years had elapsed but the terrain witnessed little
change. Only the soil scooped in 1820, from rising ground west
of the Brussels-Genappe road now caused a blemish on the
horizon-the Butte Du Lion. This memorial surrounded by its
retinue of souvenir shops espewing Napoleana, was erected to
commemorate an injury to the Prince of Orange and not, as is
commonly imagined by the 'Great British Public', to the greater
Duke of Wellington.

FINAL PILGRIMAGE
Our thoughts, as we turned to leave, were perhaps crystallised
in a rare comment by one of the party who considered that if a
Frenchman were to visit the site he might well ask 'Did Wellington
pass this way?'.
To the hiss of Ca!or gas the evening meal was prepared. Compo
rations could never have tasted better to the hungry nor camp
beds as soft to the weary. An exhilarating day, a peaceful night.
Our final pilgrimage remained before our sights be turned
earthwards towards the t entietll century and Arnhem, and that
was to the town of \Vaterloo which lay three miles north of the
battlefield.
Breakfast over, tentage down and sleeping bags rolled and
stowed, we were soon headed along the Ohain road for Waterloo.
Streets, widened to allow the passage of modern traffic, still
echo to the tramp of Wellington's 67,000-strong army. The church,
its facia unaltered through the years, stands aloof from the passing
parade. Opposite and recently repainted in its original colours,
can be seen Wellington's ' Headquarters', being the inn at which
he spent his last night before the coming battle. Now and unbelievingly, it is dedicated to the glories of June 18, 1815 and the
Iron Duke in the form of a museum.
Thus, with a final flurry of camera shutters capturing scene
for subsequent briefings on our return to the Regiment, we left
\Vaterloo and its memories.
IS

Training Evaluation is the
Measurement of Progress
By V02 (Y of S) Ian Holmes
COMMENTS ON TRAINING WELCOMED ANJ? SOUGI~T
HE Training Evaluation T eam (TET) based m Catter1ck
Garrison has a Corps wide responsibility for setting and
monitoring rhe standard of training fo~ all empl ~ments ~r. all
level . It provides a consultancy service on tesnng, trammg
methods and media and generally acts as the fount of all kno\".ledge on training and employments for the Corp . The TET. 1s
'nterested in receiving from anyone concerned any constructive
~r adverse comment upon training, be it military or technical.
So if you have an axe to grind or a bouquet to throw, put pen to
paper or telephone to ear. One asp_ect of TE!'_s work, which all
should know about is the product:Jon of Trammg Packages.
When the present trade structure was decided upon and the
system of upgrading tradesmen from Class 3 to Cl~ss 2 afte.r a
formal course was di continued, there appeared a gap m theoretical
knowledge between the 'stop level' of the ba ic Clas 3 co~e and
the qualifying examination for the Class 1 course. The idea ~as
formulated that some sort of aid should be produced which
would:
Q alif ·
Help the Class 2 tradesmen prepare for the Class 1 u ymg
Test.
Help the poor unfo1 tunate who has to sit a Class 2 Employment
Test; and
Be of general use to the tradesmen whatever his class or type
of trade might be.
Thus the Field Training Packages were born, and a Yeom_an
and a Foreman, unwittingly but willingly, were . tasked with
producing packages for the use of each employment m the Corps.
Each package is designed for one specific empl?yment (the i;iew
name for trade), and is complete and self-contained. To ach1eye
a degree of standardisation each package for the telegraphist
employments consists of four parts.

T

THE DIAGNOSTIC TEST
Each package starts with ~ diagnostic test which, hope~ly, the
student sirs and marks-himself. These rests are designed to
determine the student's weak areas of knowledge and thus suggest
where mosr study and application are. req~ired. T~e stud.ent is
given the correct answers to all questmns m the diagnosnc test
and the answers are cross-referenced to the appropriate pages in
the package which cover rhe subject matter ~nc~rned . Thus, by
attempting the diagnostic rest and answering 1r honestly, the
student can determine which parts of the package need most
careful study. The hope is that this will eliminate the re-tramping
of well-trodden ground and direct the attention of the student
towards forgotten or even virgin territory. Interspersed throughout the package are funher tests which are designed to confirm
the student's knowledge, stage-by-stage, during his studies. All
tests are in the form of multi-choice questions (the a, b, c or d
type answer). This, you may say, smells of a guessing gamebut not to worry! If a student guesses correctly, his guess will be
confirmed and his knowledge reinforced when he checks his
answers. Should he, inadvertently, guess wrongly, then the answer
sheet will reflect this and it is hoped that he will study that part
of the package again.
SPECIAL FIELD TRAINING PACKAGES
I should mention at this point that a set of Field Training
Packages for Technicians have been in print for some time. One
et is designed for Class 3 to 2 upgrading and the other exists to
assist candidates for the Class 1 Entrance Examination. Both
packages are intended for use by all Technician trades, and the
latter is supported by a pamphlet entitled ' Regulations and
yllabuses for Class 1 Entrance Examinations'-a most useful
publication for the potential Class 1 Technician. It is intended
shortly to publish a similar pamphlet for Telegraphist employment.
I am the Yeoman, mentioned earlier, who is responsible for
producing packages for •he Telegraphists group and a brand new
package has just been completed to help both R Tg and D Tg
prepare for their Class 1 Qualifying Examinations.
Having put pen to paper, I could go on for ever-witness the
Field Training Packages-but space is running out on me! I
hope I've been able to convince you-be you Class 3, TOT,
Y of S or overworked Training Officer-of the value of the
Field Training Packages and their potential for rhe future. Alas,
because of the other pressing commitments within the Training
16

Evaluation Team (weekly golf tournarne~t demob dinners, .etc)
production is not as quick as one would hke. Nevertheless'. s.mce
July 1972 we have issued to all. units ~ackagc_s _for Technicians,
Telegraphists and Combat Radi?men m add1t1o_n to. a package
data of 12 magnetic tapes for Primary and ContmUlJ:tl?n Morse.
Space prevents m·~ listing them all BUT ask your Trammg Officer
about them.
.
·
·r
If any reader has difficulty in obtaining them, or, indeed, 1
those of you that have them wish to comment, don't hesitate to
write to me:
y of S (IT), Training Evaluatio~ Team, Scotton Road,
Catterick Garrison, North Yorkshire DL9 3JS.

non, and an eye for picking the best course through the razor- harp
rocks were required. In compensation, the crisp waledalc air
and brilliant sunshine throughout the weekend went ~omc \\ay
towards making up for the deficien<.-y in water level.
'BATTLING THROUGH THE RAPIDS'
Cruising down the river on a Sunday afternoon sometimes fall
short of the idyllic pastime the songsters made out. Many of the
competitors had trouble in navigating the five-mile cour ·e of
rapids between Marske Bridge and Richmond Falls, and it was
evident from the onset that no records would be broken in 1975
despite the mammoth entry.

Royal Signals Demonstration Team
Hounslow
FROM THE MOBILE •..
HE sky-blue vehicles of Quicksilver (popularly_known as the
Royal Signals Road Show) left Hounslow early m May to face
the British public on the start of the 1975 summer tour. Fourteen
soldiers and four WRAC girls under the command of Capt
John Kirby known as ' Oscar' were ready to listen to questions
and comme~ts from thousands of people, ranging from children
whose favourite questions were 'How does that work mister?',
and 'Can I play with it?' to the older ex-servicemen who's main
comment was ' It wasn't like this in my day'.
We started the tour in Glasgow with the late arrival of Sig
'Mafia' Misra's Panrech which, to the immense amusement of
the locals, was observed being pushed through the streets by our
four WRAC girls, Lcpl 'Boss Cat' K.irkaldie, Pts Annette
Jackson, Liz Manifold and Sheila Bussingham.
From Glasgow we trudged on to Shows at Hamilton and
Edinburgh, where the now-famous Quicksilver Boat Race took
place against a gang of Geordie Bridge Engineers, under the
somewhat vague instructions of F of S 'Sniffer' Payne. Our
team consisted of Sig 'Casanova' Carr, Pte Jackson, Capt
Kirby, Sig 'In Love Again' Chivers and Lcpl 'Khyber' Pass,
now all definitely teetotal.
After Edinburgh we moved south again to Shows in Chester,
Birmingham, Tamworth and on to Plymouth in the south-west
where we had to contend with unexpectedly violent storms on
Plymouth Ho. We now know why the great man was so named!
Shows varied from the military displays at Armex and Aldershot
to the Knebworth Air Show and the 150th Railway Celebrations
at Shildon. One of the most colourful shows was the Corby
Highland Gathering wherz hundreds of pipe bands played, most
of them at the same time, which did little to improve our liking
of bagpipes except for Cpl 'Flags' G~rdon, who tol.d us t~at we
didn't appreciate good music. We think he called 1t music, we
couldn't hear properly at the time as we were between two bands.
One of the unexpected Shows was at Butlins Holiday Camp in
Minehead, where a good time was had by all, and we took the
opportunity of barbecuing on the beach with the ACC Mobile
Display, combing the evening with Cpl 'Maggie' Kidd's s~ag
night, for he married Pte Joan Wheavil the nell.'1: day. We wish
them both every happiness for the future. From Minehead we
moved ro Cardiff to support one of the finest military tattoos we
have seen.
Our thanks must go to Cpl 'Fix-it' Woodmason and Lcpl
'Tow-it' Searle, for keeping us mobile during the tour, fixing
vehicles and obtaining spare parts from sources known only to
them. On the move from Cardiff to Knebworth they 'loose' towed
Sig 'Pike' Hatch's Pantech 110 miles to the amazement of Cpl
'Strawbs' Bond. On arriving weary but triumphant, at the site
they suggested to Oscar that it was a new way of saving fuel I
After shows at Colchester and Bournemouth we accepted the
invitation of the Army Careers Office Weymouth to have a 10-day
working holiday on the sea-front. This opportunity being too
good to be missed, we were joined by our own Col 'Double Tops'
Sherrard-Smith for two days, during which time we had our
second barbecue, this rime with the Royal Artillery Show Team
and the Phantom Streaker. There is no truth in the rumour that
Lcpl 'Walter Mitty' Webber's bed broke due to the fact that
he consumed two breakfasts every morning but he would like to
express his thanks to tl1ose who, due to hangovers, could not make
breakfast. Lcpl 'Gone Again' Burdis declined the offer to go
for a sail with Sig 'Sheriff' Sherwood as he had a train to
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The Quicksilver' team in a quiet moment at Hounslow

catch. Our thanks go to the landlord of the Sun Hotel, where
most of our time was spent, for obtaining late licencing hours for
' >Ur farewell drinks with them and also to his wife for providing
~n txcdlent buffer.
w~ ended our tour with a party in Hounslow to say farewell to
S gt Gill Harding, Lcpl Nat Pass, Sig Tim Hatch and
Sig Mick Sherwood who all leave us for civilian life. Also to
Lcpl Wendy Kirkaldie and Pte Annette .Jackson who return
to Germany and to Ptes Sheila Bussingham and Liz Manifold
who rejoin 10 Sig Regt. Our thanks and best wishes go with them.
We look forward to the arrival of Lcpl Evans and hope he has
the stamina to enjoy his time wi~h us.
• •• AND THE SUPPORT GROUP
Whilst Quicksilver was busy enjoying itself and selling the
' Corps' throughout the Kingdom, the remainder of the D emonstration Team were hard put to supporting them with the
provision of display items, dealing with administration and
carrying out recces. W02 Graham Griffiths and Ssgt Gill
Harding between them spent many hours trying to resolve
ome of the very out-of-the-way problems that occurred during
the summer tour. In addition, the Workshops element, led by
Sgt Joe Fisher whose military assistants are Sig 'Chippy' Wood
and Jack Barry, were extremely busy preparing and building for
the number of Shows in which the Corps was involved over this
period. The Aldershot Army Display took its normal form but
an additional commitment this year was the show called AR.MEX
held in Harrogate during August. This latter Show allowed us to
get away from the urban noise of Hounslow, where Heathrow's
aircraft appeared to be landing or taking off over our heads every
few minutes, and instead to enjoy the more rural and peaceful
atmosphere of Yorkshire. Other shows which were supported
by the Workshops included Signal View in Worcester and the
Royal Tournament at London's Earls Court.

Army Wild Water Championships
Take Off
Record Canoe Entry
RECORD 360 competitors took to the Swale's icy waters on
a cold November day to participate in the 1975 Army Wild
Water Championships at Richmond in North Yorkshire. Some
would-be late entries had to be turned away at the river bank as
the 'House full' signs went up. The event was spon ored by
8 Sig R cgt at nearby Catterick Garrison and organised by the
Army Wild Water ecretary Lt Martyn Reid. The Army
competition was combined with the Inter-Service Championship
(with challenges from the RN and the RAF) and the mainly
civilian Swale Open Wild Water Race. This year, for the first
time, the Open Race was a part of the North-east of England
Open Wild Water Championships.

A

'WILD COLD SWALE A REAL TEST'
Conditions were far from ideal for this year's race with the
lack of water in the river causing much heartache to canoeists
with expensive racing kayaks in their trust. Stamina, determina-

C ORPS BONANZA
Royal Signals' achievements in the 1975 Championships were
outstanding.
The premier event of the competition, the Kl Army Championship was won by Lcpl Bob Storey of the School of Signals a
clear 2~ minutes ahead of his nearest rival. This result was
particularly pleasing as Bob is to retire from competitive canoeing
at the end of the 1976 season. Lcpl Storey also beat RN and
RAF opposition to win the Inter-Service Kl competition.
At the other end of the scale Sig Stephen Jackson, of 8 Sig
Regt, paddling in his first ever Army competition, dominated a
field of 60 competitors to win the Slalom Army Championship
with two minutes to spare. H e has a bright future ahead of him
and the Corps wishes him every success.

A competitor turns turtle below the Falls and Clive Hi!ken, of the
Catterick Garrison Sub-Aqua Club, dives to the rescue

Sgt Bill White of the ACC Harrogate demonstrated hi ability
as the Cl ational Champion by winning both the Open and the
Army Cl Championship. The single-seat Canadian canoe is a
particularly difficult 'beast' ro steer for the occupant has to kneel
astride a most uncomfortable sear and his paddle has only one
blade-an ideal opening for would-be masochists!
Perhaps the most notable achievement for the Corp was the
re-emergence of Harrogate Apprentices as a canoeing force to be
reckoned with.
Look at this for an impressive performance:
Junior Army Team Event:
1st AAC Harrogate 'A' Team: (A/Ts Alan Pritchard,
David Marsden, Garry Sanders). 2nd AAC Harrogate
'B' Team. 4th AAC Harrogate ' C' Team.
Junior Slalom Army Class :
1st A /T Alan Pritchard, AAC Harrogate. 3rd A/T Andrew
Wright, AAC Harrogate. Keep up the good work, Harrogate!
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'SPLASIUNG OUT ON THE SWALE'
Ssgt Don Lomas from 4 Div H eadquarters and Sig Regt
brought a team of soldiers and civilians on a 1,200-mile round
trip from H erford, West Germany. In the party was Volker
Magnus an ex-German international canoeist and coach to the
H erforder kanu club. He told a reporter from the Yorkshire Post,
' This is the first time I have seen the River Swale and I have
fallen in Jove with it' .
Also in the party from Herford was Cpl Frank Kelly of 7 Sig
Regt who featured, shooting Richmond Falls, on the front cover of
THE WIRE after last year's race. It was perhaps fitting, therefore,
that he should be the first competitor this year to shoot the Falls
successfully in front of a gallery of Press photographers and
television cameras eagerly awaiting a capsize.

THE HARROGATE JUNIOR 'A' TEAM
From left to right: AT Alan Pritchard (also winner of the Army
Junior Slalom Championship), AT David Marsden and AT Gary
Sanders

Crossword Puzzle No 2

ACROSS
l . and 8 D own-Songs of artillery chap so arranged to provide a radio link
(3, 5, '5, 2, 7)
7 . Oddly enough, this month, the tenth, is the eighth (7)
9. Help to furnish that the Far Eastern Pact loses nothing (4)
I l. N auonality of the officer in the street (4 )
13. The French ship and nothing more used to being roped in (5)
15. Take a tip, and this is one for the pot (3)
16. Member of the farming community (3)
17. They see danger about, possibly when on the run (9)
18. Its catching, especially overseas (3)
19. Losing direction when its not a party for the lads (3)
20. I team up with a star in an effort to get to the top (5)
21. Cut it out! Look back, its on the beach (4)
23. Thought I'd start early (4)
24. The newspaper boss follows his staff to get things ironed out (7
27. Light entertainment? (5, 2, 3, 3)

'TURBULENT THRILLS ON THE SWALE'
The spectacular 'suicide dive' over Richmond Falls was not
part of the racing but enthusiasts queued to gain a 'Certificate
of Insanity' for attempting it.
o less than 125 certificates were
issued during the weekend. Again, this spectacle received a good
deal of television and Press coverage but with the fine weather it
also drew hundreds of spectators to Richmond. For the unlucky
ones who took an icy dip into the Swale, the Catterick Garrison
Sub-Aqua Club was on hand to pull them out; for the poor
unfortunates who got past their net Lcpl David Anforth and
Sig Grah am Heal were suitably attired to come to their rescue.
Thanks must be given to all the hard-working members of
8 Sig Regt involved in the large support organisation which an
event of this size requires.

DOWN
I. Kept in reserve, but not yet in the bi~ rime (3, 6, 4)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8.
10.
12.
13.
14.
22.
23.
25.
26.

Solution next month [The Editor acknowledges this contribution by
W02 (F of S) J. Hill]

Sig St ep hen Jackson standin g below Richmond Fal ls with the
Catterick C up. T he t rop hy is award ed annu al ly by the Catterick
Garrison Sports Board to the winner of Army Slalom Champi o nship

Lcpl Bob Storey, of The School of Signals, receives his cu p fro m
Maj Gen Ken Hall fo r winning t he Kl Ar my C hamp ionship
In the backgr ou nd is the Army Kayak Cup w hich is presented to
the winner of the Kl Army C ham pio nship
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Sgt Bill White, of the AAC Harrogate, receives his cup from
Maj Gen Ken Hall for winning the Army Cl Championship

Crossword Clues

Removals
l:IStorage

Variation of three singers causing a disturbance (4)
However - (3)
The untrained naval driver could be used for experiments (3)
Beheaded male chauvinist pigs get into a row (4)
Once dispatched I take the lads to their afternoon meal, with a friend to
get a sense of deep feeling (13)
See 1 across
The tardy Russian shaken up after being woken (7)
One hundred gunners in front of the garage in the accident (7)
Areas where one could find an eagle, or even an albatross (5)
When the arms leave the shoulder-but not for the present (5)
Story involving one muddled policeman going east- (4)
- And, being lazy, told prevarications about it (4)
Peg out, I'm put out (3)
Stuck solid, in a mouse trap (3)

olution to Puzzle No 1. Across-], School of Signals; 7, Rather; 9, Appeal
10, Ripen; 11, Twenty; 14, Editor: 17, Ate; 18, Talons; 20, Sports; 22, Idiot
23, Endear; 25, Extend; 27. The king of spades. Down-I, Sprat; 2, Hot; 3, Lorry;
4. Inane; 5, Ace: 6, Solar; 8, Sputnik; 12, Eel; 13. Ten; 15. Dip; 16, Tar; 18. Trent;
19, Soren; 20. Steps; 21, Sides; 24, Doe; 26, End.

Travel
Service

For local,
distance, or
overseas
moves. One
item, or a
whole houseful.

Herr Volker Magnu s w ith Ssgt Roge r Ivey receiving their cups
fro m Maj Gen Ke n Ha ll fo r win ning th e Ope n C2 Championsh ip
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REPORT FROM ULSTER

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

B.F.P.O. 801

AST week the local 'Hoyos' managed to demolish the
after two dwnmy runs.
one of the terrorists
managed to lock himself in the back of the van with his bomb.
It i believed to be the first time that a baker's van has been used
on a Kamikaze mission. After two false starts, the Brigade Tac HQ
finally deployed itself to HMP Magilligan where a complete search
was carried out of compounds. Apart from a fairly huge bundle
of 'bed-end clubs', there was a handful of interesting weapons
and also some home-made helmets. The prisoners took the hint
from the large numbers of soldiers present and the search went
very quietly.

Buncrana Vehicle Check Point
LIn fact
on the second attempt,

ANNUAL PRE PREPARATIONS
The last few weeks have seen the MT lads grafting harder
than usual preparing for the annual PRE. Initial reports look
good, so credit goes to them for the Jong hours that they have
worked.
C OMING S AND GOINGS
During the month of October we said goodbye to Ken Pullman,
our MT Sergeant who has now gone to 28 Sig Regt. We are all
extremely grateful to him for the good work he did in running

~

the MT for two years, nearly always a demanding and trying task.
However, our best wishes go ro himself and his wife, Anne, in
their new unit. Sgt 'Scouse' Davies is welcomed in his place
and wished the best of luck. He has already been reserved a
place at Netley!
Farewells have also been said to our ex-Chief Clerk Ssgt Berry
who has served us well for the last two years. Our good wishes
go with him to his new unit. His replacement, Ssgt 'Taff'
Duffy, has rather hit us between the eyes, being an ex-Para. He
has been taking the Squadron on PT and proving, much to our
cost, that we, too, can have arm muscles as strong as his. He
happens to be a press-ups addict.
SOCCER WITH CHAMPAGNE

u

Left to right: (Front row): Cpl Coyel (RPC), Lcpl\ Wh ittaker and Day
(RAOC), Sgt Tierney (captain), Sig McCreadie and Sgt Liddle

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

(Bock Row) : Sig Appleby, Lcpl Church (RPC), Cpl Dalton , Sgt Stone,
Sig Taylor, Dvr Lamb (RCT) , and Sig Jackson

Ssgt Peters and Pte Hobson

SOCCER WITH CHAMPAGNE
RIDE of place this month must go to the soccer team who
have just won the Northern Ireland Minor Units Cup for the
third year running. It was again celebrated by filling it with
Champagne. In winning this cup the team beat last year's Army
Cup winners by 3 goals to nil. This was particularly satisfying,
having been knocked out by that team last year in the semi-finals.
This year the team have much talent, plenty of determination and
high hopes to reach Aldershot. The team manager, Capt Joe
Ada ms, has not only developed this team but has very successfully brought on a 2nd XI this season. This means we now play
in two of the three Northern Ireland area leagues.

P

233 Sig Sqn
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SQUASH SUCCESS
Congratulations to Sgt Bill Hutton this month, for winning
the Nonhern Ireland Championships. Unfortunately, the Squadron team did not reach the team finals despite having three out
of the four semi-finalists in the individual open championship.
The final was particularly exciting with Sgt Bill Hutton
eventually beating the Padre, 'Paddy' Craig, 9-7, 7-9, 9-6,
7- 9, 9-0.
H O NO UR S AND AWARDS
HE following previous members of this Squadron are
::ongratulated on their very well-deserved awards in the
Northern Ireland Operation Award list No 16:
W0 1 (F of S) Mick Groom, now serving with the Royal
Brunei Malay Regt.
Sgt Henry Banks, now serving with 19 Airptbl Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn.

Sgt Bill Hutton receives his Squash trophy from the Brigade Commander, Brig Dick Gerrard-Wright, for winning the Northern
Ireland Championship

Sig Frank De Souza 'fixing' a 6KVA prior to the PRE
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CHARITY WALK INCLUDES SPONSORSlllP SLIP
Early in December, five members of the Squadron set out to
walk 200 miles for charity. In just under 12 hours Ssgt J im
Peters, RPC, Lcpl Jerry Raflell, Sig Harry R obert s and
Ptes 'Geordie' Furlong and 'Caesar' Hobson, RPC, completed their circuits of the hard-weather pitch at Lisburn and
raised £370 for the Thompson House and Manor House Christmas
parties. Lcpl R a flell's dog, 'Goldie', gamely completed 37 miles
under her own steam. Unfortunately, nobody had thought of
sponsoring her. In addition to our walkers, Lcp l 'Ha m ish'
Burgess raised over £200 for charities by quietly selling pencils,
fruit machine tickets, mini-pontoon, etc. Again some went
towards Christmas parties for local Homes whilst the balance
went to National charities.
Needless t~ say, the parties for multiple sclerosis patients and
orphans, which have become a Sergeants Mess tradition, were a
great success. Heroes of the children's party were Sgts 'Nobby'
N oble and Barr y Taylor, our local pasties, who spent t he
afternoon rodeo style in a pantomime-horse costume. Father
Christmases, Sgt G eorge F raser and Lcp l 'Ba r n ey' Browen,
who survived all the parties, and a Northern Ireland order
banning hell-borne Santas, were equally popular.
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PERSONALITIES
OC
M aj M. P . Walker
2IC
Capt L. R. J. Tilson
Admin Offr
Capt A. G. Stapleton
OC Commcen Troop
Capt (Tfc) D. F. Reed
OC Tech Troop
Capt (TOT) K. J. West
OC ' V' Troop
Capt (Tfc) A. J. Littlejohn
OC WRAC Sig Troop
Lt R. M. Hewlett, WRAC
SSM
W02 (SSM) M. J. Hanlon
E had a hectic round of Troop parties just before Christma"
followed by Saturday routine on Christmas D ay and Boxing
Day and, suddenly, Christmas had gone by! There were no
alaru.ms and excursions and most of us managed to relax whilst
giving the system the odd prod to ensure it carried on working. We
would like to say a sincere thank you to all the kind people who
sent us Christmas donations-we used it to buy goodies for the
soldiers who were in isolated locations devoid of the Hilton-like
fare and appurtenances of Lisburn.
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Cpl John Hutton and Dvr 'Checkers' Wright trying to beat some
life into a Land-Rover tyre

OFF ON THEIR 680 LAPS FROM THE STA RTE R'S PISTO L

Left to right: Maj Mike Spence, Pte Furlong, Sig Roberts, Lcpl Raffell

CREWING FOR 'GB II'
Congratulations from everyone in the Squadron went to
Capt John MacLeau for his part in GB II's successful recordbreaking win in the Financial Times Cup race. Perhaps all that
time training was justified!
COMINGS
We have welcomed the following into the Squadron:
Ssgt Jenkins, Sgts Ascough and Sinnott, Cpls Greenwood,
Hogg, McLaughlin and Oehme, Lcpl Davis, Sigs French,
Holcombe, King, Scott, Mellish, Emerson, Leary and Tate,
and Pte Moody (RPC).
GOINGS
And we have said farewell and thank you for all they have done
to:
Sgt Speers, Cpl Morgan (RPC), Lcpls McArthur, Thacker,
Clarke (RCT) and McCann (RPC), Sigs Edgecombe and
Thouless, and Dvr Ashton.
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VOLUNTEERS F OR VOLLEYBALL?
· The cry went out early in December- who wants to take part
in a sponsored volleyball competition to raise cash for ITV's
'Magpie' Appeal? There were plenty of volunteers and, in fact,
some 15 members of the Squadron took part in the 24-hour
marathon. The event was organised by Sgt Colin Ramsa y
(now relaxing on his post-nuptial F of S course) and Sig Ed
Turnbull (chief and only rigger) and, in the end, raised £416
for the appeal. The girls also contributed: Pte Joan Tyson
with a mixture of encouragement and active participation, and
L cpl Angie Sandford with yards of crepe bandage. Well done!
CLUNK-CLICK
It's not only your flak jacket that can save you from serious
injury over here. Sig Nigel Ralphs was driving back from Belfast
Docks during the weekend of gale-force winds early in January
when he saw a very large tree falling across the road in front of
him. He managed to accelerate and miss the bole of the tree
but a large branch pinned the rear of the car and, for a second
or two Sig Ralphs felt the force of several G as the car slowed
from 35mph to Omph in no ti me at all. He was bruised and
shaken but convinced that his seat b elt saved him from
ser ious injury. He managed to get out of the car and rendered
first aid and direction to others at the scene as a Mini had been
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ught fair and square by the tree. We now have a wedge-shaped
SDS car'

Photo Story from 233 Sqn on the Job

SITUATIONS VACANT
Nil, thank to the superb service we get from OIC Record~
and his taff. However, volunteers are always welcomed and
although you may have to join the waiting list, its worth it in the
nd. Something to do with job satisfaction, -,,e are told!
COMMS T R OOP
A special mention for Comms Troop this time. T hey seem to
have been getting around the countryside and 'volunteering' for
the unusual foray into Indian country. It makes a break from
routine and they are now firm believers in the benefit to be
gained from weapon handling-you don't real ly have time to go
through 'Hoover stops hooving.. .' to remain on effective strength.
Cpl Harry C rutchley, on a four-month tour from 3 Div Sig
Regt, has asked for a second tour as NCO IC our hill-top detachm nt. OC Comms Troop, C apt Lee Tilson, is trying to find out
what 1s o attractive about living in a wind/snow/rain/fog/beerless
ctachment-rumours have it that they let out rooms to the locals
who want to get away from it all'

Cpl Ia n Ma the r an d
S ig Benny Be n ne tt
p u zz li ng ove r s o me
p r ob lem s in th e
RADCEN .

SPORT CUR TAILED
The weather has closed down most of the outside acuvme ,
but the hockey team manage to play regularly on the all-weather
pitch. Ssgt Paul Glover has promised that we shall have the
inter-Troop basketball before he leaves in the autumn-so far he
has been thwarted by an operation, a CSE show and the D oE.
NEW ARRIVALS
We welcome Capt Don Reed as Tfc Offr, W02 Nick Lynn
as F of S and, to no less important appointments, Sgt Chant,
Cpl Gibbons, Lcpls Cotter, Reeds, Shaw and Whittle, and
to Sigs Jackson, McVica r and Partridge.

FAREWELL AND C ONGRAT ULATIONS
Thank you, Capt John Anker s, F of S Bill Kent, Cpls Codd,
Griffith-Williams, Nichols, Simpson and Spooner, Lcpls
Carmicha el and Ri d er , and Sigs Chamberlain and Peel.
Congratulations to Cpl John and Doreen Topping on their
recent marriage and to Sig Tes Kelly and Janina on the birth of
their son.

-News from Heat/quartersCpl Don MC Lennan , Lcpl Steve Ma rt in
Sig John Doan
B 70

Schoo l of Signals
Blandford C amp
D orset

OVER BE LFAST

A POPULAR PLACE F OR VISITORS
SUPPOSE that most p eople regard the School of Signals as
a tranqu il sort of educational establishment, where officers
and senior N COs come to learn about telecommunications on
courses varying from one week, to as much as two years. That,
of course, is true (except for the tranquility), but the School has
also proved to be a M ecca for visitors, the annual total of which
has steadily risen since the chool moved to Blandford in 1967.
Visitors of all ranks ages and nationalities come to Blandford
for a seemingly inexhaustible variety of reasons. They come for
School, Corps, Ministry of D efence and international conferences ;
they come from other arms, other armies, industry and resear ch
establishments; they come as schoolboys to see what the Army
is all about or veterans to see how the Army has changed. At the
younger end of the scale we have visits from CCF and ACF
contingents and sixth-formers from a local school for computer
experience. This year as an experiment we have taken 200 schoollcavers from the South-west for a week at a time. Every potential
officer spends a day at the School to find out what the Army, and
the Corps in particular, are all about. At the other end of the age
scale we have welcomed Gallipoli veterans who trained here and
a lady whose family has produced generals from the Crimea to
the presrnt day. Princess Mary H all attracts conferences and
meetings like a magnet and is becoming well known to learned
societies in the South-west. We put a table in it one day in the
summer and found 16 generals sitting round it the next day.

I

TH~ M~NAGEMEN.J

Cpl Bill Medland , Lcpl Paul Fisher , Cpl Phil Codd

Sgt Oa- Meredith
Sgt Dave Horne
SSgt Paddy MCGerty

Capt Lee Tilson

T OKEN GIFTS, TOO
Perhaps our most colourful vi itors come from overseas. This
year we have had a visitor from countries whose names begin
with every letter of the alphabet excep t VWXYZ. Some of our
visitors bear token gifts which go on display in the lecture rooms
which bear the countries' names ; we sometimes have to be careful
that a presentation made by a member of a deposed regime is
not on display when a member of a new regime visits. If the
School in its present form can attract all these visitors, think what
a tourist attraction it would become if only the Land Agenr
would allow us to develop a Safari park and a lake with performing
dolphins in the vast unused areas of the Camp. The mind boggles !

Sig Dave Jones in
the Receiver Room
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No 8 ROYAL SIGNALS OFFICERS INTRODUCTORY VISIT TO
THE SCHOOL OF SIGNALS, JANUARY 4-16, 1976
Back row (left to right) : 2/ Lts S. I. Andrews, R. Baxter, M. Butler,
N . J. Corbin
Front row (left to right) : 2/ Lts T. J. Gigg, K. Goodfellow, A. J. H.
Harrison, S. J. S. Young

THE SCHOOL AT 15,000ft-SITUATION NORMAL?
XERCISE Diamond Height was an Adventurous Training
exercise carried out in the Scottish Highlands, west of
Aberdeen. IThe aim of the expedition was to explore the atmospheric standing waves over the mountains using sailplanes of the
Army Gliding Association. The expedition was sponsored by the
School, and organised and led by Maj M. R. Pack-Davison.
I ts members were drawn from units throughout SW District.

E

AIR INTO OSCILLATION
A word about atmospheric standing waves. Most people are
aware that when a moving mass of air strikes the face of a mountain, it is deflected upward. What may be new to some is that,
given favourable conditions of wind direction, humidity and
temperature, the air will go into oscillation. Once it receives the
initial upward deflection it will alternately rise and descend in a
sinusoidal manner for some distance downwind of the mountain,
and in the manner of mid-ocean waves, the peaks and troughs
remain stationary with respect to the ground-the air passing
through them. Under the best conditions the peaks will extend
upward to 40,000ft or more.
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Neilson over which of us had the best job in Royal Signals Now
that I am here I re~lise t~at ~e was right'. We hope th~t Col
Ramsbottom and his farmly will have a happy stay in Harrogate.

MANDATORY OXYGEN
It follows that the aim of the glider pilot is to pos1t1on his
aircraft in the ri ing face of the wave, and manoeuvre to maintain
this po ition, climbing the while. The site ch.:> en for the expedition
lie in the Grampian Mountains, which ar known to produce
standing waves of some magnirude--tlu. best heighr so far
achieved in the area being ju t short of 30,000ft. Tl}e expeJition
left RAF Upavon on October 4, towing its aircrafr in trailers.
Once arrived, irs members rrained and waited for rhe right
wearher condition . Training is essential for tl1is form of soaring
be au e of the unique feature involved. The use of oxygen above
lCJ,OOOfr is mandarory; cloud can form beneath rhe aircraft
forcing the pilor co descend through it, flying on instrumenrs and
without reference to rhe ground. Since this cloud could be stuffed
full with mountain he needs ro maintain an accurare menr:!I
picture of his position. All in all he needs to be switched on and
thinking.
INTERNATIONAL GLIDING AWARDS
The weather was nor co-operative and good wave conditions
appeared on only abour one-third of rhe flying days. However,
during rhese days rhe e.\."Pedition flew hard. Twenty flights to
over 10,000ft were made, and of rhese, 10 were in excess of 12 OOOft,
and four in excess of 17,OOOft. As a result, four of the expedirion
pilots-including Maj Pack-Davison-are claiming international
gliding awards, for gains of height issued by the Federation
Aeronautique International. Two other Royal Signals' pilots,
Maj Sid Falla and Sgt Mike Bruce, accompanied the e:'>."Pedition.
Sid, unfortunately, had to return to Blandford before the real
wave started. Nevertheless, he managed to soar to 11,000ft, in
rather difficult conditions, climbing and descending through gaps
in the cloud. Mike, who i now in the gliding game, flew with
an instrucror in the two-seat training aircraft. He made flights
qualifying for FAI awards but regrettably cannot claim themthe rules are that one has to be alone in the aircraft to qualify.
An ex-member of the Corps, Peter Cook, one-time Radio
Technician Sergeanr and now flying helicopters to oil rigs, called
in to renew old friendships. He and his wife, Beverley, flying a
two-seater, climbed to 17,000ft on the last day of our stay, and
kindly left a 500ft per minute upgoing wave, so chat we could
have our aeroplane back.
VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED FOR OCTOBER 1976
Flying under wave conditions is a testing business, and requires
not only good technical standards, but also qualities of decisiveness and judgment. Aparr from me intensely enjoyable flying, it
was most satisfying to see these attributes displayed by the
expedition pilots. In conditions where one wrong decision transforms an adventure situation into a highly dangerous state of
affairs, their stature, maturity, and professional approach was
worthy of praise. It is hoped ro conduct a similar expedition in
October 1976. If you want to join in-contact Maj PackDavison at the School.

2/Lt M. J. M. Dyer who was awarded the Royal Signals prize as the
best student on No 4 Communications Qualifying Course, receiving
a copy of Corps History from Brig A. A. G. Anderson, Commandant,
School of Signals. The prize also includes a cheque for £40. The
presentation took place at the School of Signals on Friday, December
19, 197S
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THE NEW CHIEF INSTRUCTOR
E also welcome to the College this term as Chief Instructor
and Deputy Commandant Lt Col Ralph Plant. Born in
!hronscoe, near Doncaster,
m 1928, he was Commissioned in October 1947.
His first posting thereafter
was to Egypt and, in 1948, he
was serving on the Palestine
border at the end of the
Mandate. Returning to UK
in ovember 1950, he served
successively as Signals Officer
of 39 Hy Regt RA; as
Adjutant of 14 AA (M) Sig
Regt in Liverpool; and as an
Instructor at the OTW, Catterick. From 1957-60 he
commanded the Air Support
Sig Troop during the emergency in Malaya. Returning
to UK, he spent a year with
the Junior Leaders' Regt,
Royal Signals at D enbury;
.
.
.
thus dealing with young
soldiers will be no new experience to him. From 1961-63 he
se~ed on the General ~taff with the Military Intelligence
prrectorate, MoD, after which he Commanded 2 Sqn, 13 Sig Regt
m BAOR. He then became DAAG, HQ Northern Command
York, which brought his first visit to the College, as a membe:
of the Headquarters Tennis team. In 1967 he returned to the
Middle East, as OC 222 Sig Sqn, and was serving in Sharjah at
the time of the withdrawal from Aden. In 1969 he became 2IC
of 30 Sig Regt and later GSOII Signals at HQ Army Strategic
Command.
Promoted Lieutenant Colonel in 1971, he served as GSOI at
the Joint Warfare Establishment until September 1973, when he
spent a period in Northern Ireland. In December of that year
he became DACOS (C and E Div) at HQ Northag, whence he
came to the College. Lt Col Plant has a wide range of interests
chief among whicJ;i he l!sts ~efereeing Rugby, si;a fishing, photo~
graphy-and helpmg his wife, Rowena, to bnng up their five
daughters.

W

2/Lt Robert Baxter, winner of the Agar Memorial prize, awarded
to him as the best Royal Signals young officer of his course at
Sandhurst, receiving a copy of 'Corps History' from Brig A. A. G.
Anderson, Commandant, School of Signals. The prize also includes
a Scroll and a cheque for £50. The presentation took place at
Blandford on January 6, 1976
2/ Lt Baxter also won the Queen's Medal at Sandhurst a.s the best
officer of Regular Careers Course No 8. This medal has only once
before been awarded to a Royal Signals officer, namely 2/ Lt P. P.
Wh ite, in July 1965
BLANDFORD STATION ANGLING CLUB
Report by Ssgt (F of S) P. R. Wagstaff
HE Angling Club re-:formed a year ago and after a very
successful year held its first Annual General Meeting in
ovember. There are many anglers in the Corps who, with
prospects of a posting to Blandford may well be interested in
news of the club and hence an outline of the club's facilities and
activities is duly presented. The club has a membership of some
40 mi;mbers made up .o~ .enmusiasts from the School of Signals,
30 Sig Regt and c1v1ltan employees of Blandford Station.
Activities cover all aspects of angling including charter boat sea
angling from Poole and Weymouth, beach angling from numerous
local beaches, co3.!Se fishing and fly fishing. Members also enjoy
excellent sea angling from Portland harbour outer breakwater in
competition with the aval Angling Club of HMS Osprey now
a well-established friend whom we meet regularly througho~t the
year and who must be thanked for their great hospitality.
Members also have exclusive use of a small but excellent stretch
of the River Scour just outside Blandford, a privilege granted
t~ough the generosity of Lt Col C. R. A. Sumner, Royal
Signals, after whom the stretch has been affectionately named the
'Sumner Stretch'. The club holds its own beach and freshwater
competitions and at the time of writing holds two trophies for
presentation to the respective champions. The Tower Shield
Compe.tition is a beach angling competition organised by our
dynamic Hon Secretary Paul Grant and committee member
Roy Howe. The Trophy itself was designed by Paul, constructed
with Roy's assistance and won this year by our reigning Beach
Angling Champion Geoff Back of Trials Sqn.
~he Farmiloe Trophy, donated by the Farmiloe family of
Child Okeford, and presented to the club by Jim Reynolds
recently, now awam the Freshwater Champion of 1975-76.
Teams from the club have taken part in the Inter-Services Beach
Angling Championships, held annually by the Royal Marines at
Deal, the first having taken place in 1974 reflecting the great
~ncreas.e in angling with!n the services in recent years. The club
1s affiliated to the Nanonal Federation of Sea Anglen and a
highlight of ~e clu~'s activities during the year was a Sea Angling
Forum, h~I~ 10 ~rmcess Mary Hall witl1 the kind permission of
the Adm101strat1ve Commandant, organised by the club on
behalf of FSA. The event was a great success attended by
angler;; representing clubs covering the \'Qessex division area.
Many new friends and contacts were thus made within the
local angl ing fraternity.

THE BEACH ANGLING CHAMPION 1975
Sgt Geoff Back receives the Tower Shield Trophy from club president
Lt Col C. G. A. Ridley, Royal Signals
to spen~ i:noncy on ta(;klc until quite sure that the sport is for them.
The c1v1han members of the club, one of whom must be known
throug~out the Corps, Mr Geoff Angus, a very expert fly-flying
enthusiast, form the backbone of the club, whilst the serving
members constantly change, bringing new ideas and zest to the
club. Any prospective member would, therefore be made very
welcC?me and .is invited to attend one of
monthly club
mee~ngs held m the Station Rugby Club.
I? m my turn depart, on posting, leaving Peter Johnstone as
chairman of the club. I take this opportunity to wish the club
every success and 'tight lines' in the future.

oU:

T

ANGLING EQUIPMENT HIRED
Various items of angling equipment arc held by the club which
may be 11;ired, for a ~odcst fee, by members and would-be anglers
who are interested m the club and angling but who do not wish
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Army Apprentices' College,
Harrogate
THE NEW COMMANDANT
WING to the unexpectedly early retirement of Col Gordon
Neilson we welcome this term our new Commandant
Col Freddie Ramsbottom.
'
Born in 1925 in the Isle of
Man, Col Ramsbottom was
educated at King Edward VI
School, Stratford-on-Avon
He joined the Royal Corps of
Signals, as an Engineering
Cadet, in 1946 and was Commissioned in 1947. His first
command was a Line Troop
in West Africa, but he soon
earned the distinction of
commanding the Sierra Leone
Signal Sqn as a Lieutenant.
Col Freddie Ramsbottom
In 1949 he became Adjutant
of the Hong Kong Sig Sqnlater Regiment. Following a tour of duty at the Ministry of Defence
as ~SO III M TB, he we~r as an Instructor to the Officers' Training
Wing of the School of Signals, then at Catterick, and from 1955-57
he was Signals Representative at Mons Officer Cadet School in
Aldershot. In 1958 he went to the Staff College and, having very
s~ccessfully completed the course, was posted in 1959 to 2 Div
Sig Rcgt. In 1961 he became DAQMG Singapore District and
two years later was appointed OC 3 Sqn 7 Sig Regt. In 1965 he
returned as GSO II (Int).
Promoted Lieutenant-Colonel in 1967, he commanded the
Wessex and Welsh Sig Regt and in November 1969 he embarked
on a 3!-year tour of duty as GSO I SHAPE. In 1973 he became
OIC Royal Signals Manning and Record Office, whence he comes
to the College.
Amongst his many interests Col Ramsbottom numbers sailing
upholstery an.d carpentry; he is also a keen gardener. He had;
however, to give up one of the loves of his life on marriage: he
reckons he could not afford both wife and vintage cars!
Of his new appointment, Col Ramsbottom says 'I am absolutely .delighted; it will certainly be challenging. When I was at
Manning and Records I used to have great arguments with Col

0
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ffiGHEST STANDARDS FOR GRADUATION, WINTER
1975
RADUATION Day for the Winter Term 1975 was held on
Thursday, December 18. Had Keats been there, he might
well have commented, 'Ah, bitter clllll it was!', but the wretched
weather had very little effect on the parade, which was ably
commanded by AT RSM R. L. Hill. Of this, the Reviewing
Officer, Mr Robert Brown, MP, Parliamentary Under-Secretary
of State for Defence for the Army, was later to comment thar it
was 'as smart as any I've seen and smarter man many I've seenand this doesn't come easily'. Having served with Royal Signals
from 1942-46, it was not wholly surprising that the PUS should
add that he liked to think of them as the premier Corps of the
Army and was pleased to see their standards being maintained.
Reviewing the term's many successes, the Commandant, Col
Fre~die. Ramsbottom, thought t~e achievements 'impressive,
cons1dermg the number of other things we find for apprentices
to do'. One of Col Ramsbottom's 'sad but pleasant' duties on
Graduation Day was to present to Mrs Marjorie Cawood,
WRVS, on behalf of the College, a silver-plated galleried tray, on
the closure of the WRVS room in Harrogate, which has for so
many years provided a refuge for apprenticie . He wished the
Senior Squadron 'not farewell, but au revoir' and the best of
luck in the fine career which they had chosen.
Presenting the Borough of Harrogate Prizes, the Mayor Cllr
Leslie Heaton, thanked the College for all that they had done
to h.elp the town. He hoped soon to arrange for the College to
receive the Freedom of the new Borough, whose population now
number some 134,000.
Prizes were presented a follows:
THE MASTER OF SIG ALS AWARD (for the best all-round
Apprentice of the Term)-won by AT SSM R. S. Morris.
SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF'S AWARD (for the best allround Tradesman of the Term)-won by AT Cpll. R. Bishop.

G
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News from Regiments

2 Div HQ and Sig Regt
B.F.P.O. 46

1 Div HQ and Sig Regt
B.F.P.O. 32
ANGLO-GERMAN STUDY DAY A SUCCESS
UESDAY, December 2, also dawned an overcast day but in
no way sufficient to dampen the enthusiastic preparations for
our Anglo/German Study day with our sister Regiment, Fernmeldebatallion I. The Amenities Centre was laid out with screens,
OHPs and slide projectors. Oberstleumant Peter and his officers
arrived at 10 o'clock for coffee before sitting down to a presentation
by our officers from the Signal Regiment.
In his opening address Lt Col Alexander drew reference to
the close association that existed between the Signal Regiment
and Fernmeldebatallion 1. There was, however, a need to be
aware of each other's role and organisation besides enjoying the
many social occasions which we had so far experienced over the
past two years. The Colonel hoped that there would be many
interesting exchanges throughout the day as a result of the
presentations and static displays.
Maj Bev Austin (OC 3 Sqn) kicked off the Regimental
presentation by explaining the structure and function of his
Squadron. Maj Ken Doyle (OC 1 Sqn) and Capt Rob Symonds
(OC 2 Sqn) followed suit. Maj Trevor Bennett (OC HQ Sqn)
asked everyone to stand up before his presentation- not as a
sign of respect but rather as a leg stretch after 40 minutes sitting.

T
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The Reviewing Officer, accompanied by the Commandant and
escorted by triple-prize-winner AT/SSM R. S. Morris and AT/ RSM
R. L. Hill, inspects the Sen ior Squadron

After the Parade, the Reviewing Officer met RSM H. Forrest, SG
(obscured) and AT/ RSM R. L. Hill

COMMANDA T'S PRIZE (for Conduct, Discipline and
Example)-won by AT RSM R. L. Hill.
DIRECTOR OF ARMY EDUCATION PRIZE (for outstanding
academic progress whilst at the College)-won by AT SSM
R. S. Morris.
PRIZES AWARDED BY THE ROYAL SIG ALS CORPS
COMMITTEE to the best Apprentice of the Term in each
trade:
TECHNIC' NS-Radio-won by AT Cpl I. M. Short. Radio
Relay-won by AT Sgt G. Hossell. Terminal Equipmentwon by AT SSM R. S. Morris.
TELEGRAPHISTS-Radio-won by AT Cpl I. R. Bishop. Radiowon by AT Cpl A. Arbuckle.
EDUCATION PRIZES (for the best academic progress during
their time at the College).
TECHNIClAN-won by AT SSM S. Kassim.
TELEGRAPHIST-won by AT D. Lee.
THE COUNCIL OF THE BOROUGH OF HARROGATE
PRIZES (for the best essay on local government):
TECID:ICIAN-won by AT Cpl D. J. L'Estrange.
TELEGRAPlllST-won by AT L. Macinnes.
THE CHAMPION SQUADRON CUP-won by Bradley Sqn.
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NEW INTERPRETATION OF 'STEP UP'
Our German friends were impressed by the static display and
systems of communication. Maj Graham Saunders accompanied Herr Maj Horst Schweighofer, the Fernmeldebatallion
second in command, around the display and was asked what
was the meaning of this term 'Step-Up'? Our Quartermaster
(Technical) Capt Chris Speight never stuck for an answer
quickly explained that this term was used because the - - vehicles were so high that one had to 'step up' to get into them.
Having clambered up several ladders to look in the box body
office vehicles, Maj Horst was nearly convinced!
After an excellent lunch, it was the German officers' turn to tell
us about their Fernmeldebatallion. One suspects that their slide
projector had been sabotaged since a slide of a certain young lady
had somehow nipped into the proceedings! One could not help
being impressed by the German officers' command of the English
language. On the static display, too, the German soldiers explained
the intricate working of their equipment in our language. An
unscheduled highlight of the Ferruneldebatallion presentation
was the showing of a home-made film about their training and
the reaction to the serious fires which destroyed so much forest
in the Gifforn area last August.
After tea our German guests left for Hannover and it had
been a really worthwhile, interesting and enjoyable day.

... And the officers get together
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SMALL-BORE SHOOTING
HE unit has entered for the Rhine Army Small-Bore competition. Sgt Sandy Sanford is the team manager and he
has the unenviable task of rounding up the team once a week to
fire off their cards. Since we are on the subject of Small-Bore
Shooting, the Regiment has an inter-troop/department competition once a month which is sponsored by the Training Wing.
The results of the first two competitions arc:
October
1st-Training Wing.
2nd-SHQ 3 Sqn.
November
1st-Training Wing.
2nd-QM Tech .
PS-Training Wing has a staff of only five to select four for
for the team? Challenge.

. • • And a 'dry run' for our SNCOs on the German MG

ANGLO-GERMAN SHOOTING BRINGS INSTANT
PROM.OTIO
Friday, November 28, dawned an overcast day. Thirty good
men and true prepared them elves mentally and physically for
the International shooting and soccer competition.
At 0820 hrs t~1e SNCOs of 1 Div HQ and Sig Regt arrived at
Barmc to shoot against 11 Engr Bn of the German Army. Groups
were quickly formed and the British Army rank structure suffered
a severe blow. when we were all given the rank of Sergeant for
ease of recording the scores; round one to our German friends!
Firstly the British ~ed the German weapons, quickly moving
from one well-orgarused range to another. The shooting finished
in time for breakfast at 1000 hrs. Refreshed by excellent hot soup
and rolls we went for the second half which entailed Germans
shooting British weapons. Cries of 'Nix Shusen until I say, Okay,
Okay', could be heard about the various ranges. The morning was
graced by the sun shining which coincided with the arrival of the
Tra!-ning M:ijor, Maj Saund~rs; :1:ny connection was modestly
derued by him. Lunch was en1oyed m the Mess at Barme, with a
couple of glasses of beer and an award for the best shot of the
morning went to Sgt Davis with Sgt Bradford 2nd and Sgt
Gray 3rd.
During the declaration at the close of play on the ranges
someone was heard to declare that a great time was had by all.
SOCCER FIXTURE DECLARED A DRAW
Back to Verden and a football match. Kick-off was 1430 and by
1435 we were one goal up; hopes soared but happiness was short
lived. 1 Div SNCOs put up a good fight and managed to hold our
German friends to a 7-1 draw! It may have been big match
nerves as this is the first time some of the players have represented
tlleir country in an International soccer match.
The third half was definitely won by us, most of the action
taking place in the Sergeants Mess bar. Around 6 o'clock 'ein
for the s~asse' and many happy new friends departed for home,
sure that 1t had been a successful day for International relations.
Anglo-German friendships were cemented by various 'Besuchens'
invitations to homes later in the week.

A handshake before the International soccer match kick off
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BffiDWOOD BIRDS TO THE FORE
Saturday, November 29, at lOam heralded the start of the
Bunde Net?all tournament! held in the gymnasium, Birdwood
Barracks. B1rdwood Birds won the competition last year, so they
had to organise the competition this year.
Mrs Annette Smith was overall organiser, ably assisted on
the day by 'Birdwood Birds Club' members.
Sixteen teams entered and came from as far as Dusseldorf and
Hamm! Some of the teams were in very striking uniforms, and
we were told that they are sponsored by different companies!
(The Birds are really working hard now to find someone to
sponsor them.)
.The feeling from the opposing teams was definitely 'anti' the
Birds. Other than our own supporters everyone was against us!
Still we survived the 'cat calls' and managed to be runners-up
this year.
Bielefeld Bullets were the team of the day and they went on
to win the cup! The Birds were pleased with their results, as they
did beat the teams they hadn't played before-Dusseldorf and
Krefeld! The standard of play was higher this year. In all a very
good day's netball was had by all!
We were very glad of the support we had from Club members
and to the Officers, Soldiers and their families who turned up to
cheer us on.
We are looking forward to next year, when we can go visiting
and tr:y and bring the trophy back! The trophies were sponsored by
Bacardi and Chrysler.
SKI-ING UNDER WAY
A the time of writing this the Regimental Nordic and Alpine
Ski teams are in Norway and Bavaria respectively. The Nordic
team under Lt Tony Marvin are in the Lillehammer area not
far from where Cpl Doug Elliot is training with the British
Olympic Ski team. The Alpine team under Lt Nigel Cory have
just completed three weeks ski-ing on a glacier in Austria and
are now continuing training in Bavaria.
Competition Racing begins within the Divisional meeting on
January 8, 1976 and we hope to emulate last year's superb results.
ALL RANKS DANCE A SUCCESS
The dance was scheduled for Friday, November 7, but due to
preparation for the FFR inspection and numerous other commitments within the Regiment, it was decided to postpone until
Friday, ovember 28, thus bringing a great sigh of relief from
the organising Squadron-3 Sqn.
All too soon the night approached with Ssgt Wally Marsden
and Ssgt Joe Brand scurrying around ensuring that enough liquid
refreshments had been obtained for their respective bars, Ssgt
Dave Thomas tearing his hair because the serviettes had been
forgotten, Sgt Derek Biggs being calm and collected at 50,000ft
-were there enough chairs, tables, price lists, etc, etc. Meanwhile,
the '.Ringm~ster' W02 Eric Webster w smoking box upon box
of cigars with a carefree and detached aicl
The band, 'The Night Express', were on time and soon had
the hall vibrating with music and the shuffling of many feet. A
vote of thanks must be paid to Sgt Dave Lawrence and hi
cooks for the e.xcellent buffet, which was originally to cat r for
500 but in reality 'noshed' 560. The evening progres ed very well,
(Continued on page 29)
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(Continued from page 27)
w!th !"rs .Halford, wife of the Commanding Officer, drawing the
wmnmg tickets on the raffle. All too soon the band were playing
Aufwiedersehen and an enjoyable evening was brought to a close.

COMEX 7
The Commonwealth Expedition arrived back in Birdwood
Barracks on Tuesday, De~cmber 2, and stayed with the Regiment
for two days before moving on to London where, together with
the Gurkha Band, they gave a major concert performance of
songs and poems portraying the ups and downs of their 18,000mile journey of goodwill.
The second eveni ng of their stay in Birdwood, COMEX 7 gave
a concert performance before an appreciative audience and, as a
dress re~carsal for the concerti~ London ; it was very good indeed.
The six members of the Regiment led by Lt Richard Mardo
-at least we think it was him I-all felt it was an experience not
to be missed despite the fact that in some cases they were up to
two stone underweight. Clearly the hardships were anything but
few and we )<,ok forward to the return of the valiant six after their
'convalescence', when we will hear in detail how they contributed
to the sucess of the Seventh Commonwealth Expedition (including,
we understand, the odd marriage match or two?)!

FREEDOM. THAT'S WHAT YOU GET
OUT OFA BANK ACCOUNT WITH LLOYDS.
Fill in the coupon below for a
Freedom from so much of the
copy
of our leaflet 'Lloyds Bank
worry, routine and paper work that
Services for the Army,' or call into
can surround the business of money.
Llo) ds Bank has been associated your nearest Lloyds Bank.
-----~......_
with the Am1y for man) generations,
and in that time we\ e built up a real
.
understanding of the kind of mone)
problems that service life can sometimes create.
We can help with financial, tax
and insurance advice.
We'll take the worry out of
remembering to pay regular bills on
A
time-we'll pay diem by standing
orders.
ALOT MORE THAN MONEY
And of course, we'll give you a
AT THE SIGN OF THE BLACK HORSE.
cheque book to take away the need to
I would like more information
carry a lot of cash around.
about
the freedom a Lloyds bank
All these services, together with
account can give me.
our Cashpoint dispenser for instant
cash, our savings schemes, and our
1AME
current and deposit accounts, are
(BLO CK CAPITAL PLEASE)
example of what we mean when we
AT
say we can gi e you freedom.
So feel free to find out more about
how our services can help people in
To: D.P.GardinerT.D., ervicesLiaisonOfficer,
the Service .
Lloyds Bank, 6 Pall Mall, London SWlY 5NH.
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EX-HOTLil'lc"E 1975
'Oh it will only be an Arty Ops Staff Vehicle and our perennial
bombardier' were the wise words spoken when the warning
order arrived.
Three days before the exercise and no instructions received as
yet the telephone rings-it's Div HQ. 'Will you come up and
talk about Ex-Hotline as you have all the details', blissfully
ignorant the Messenger to the Gods duly arrived expecting new
avenues of knowledge to appear.
'We have decided to bring all the Divisional HQ RAs together,
and settle in a nice village.'
'Oh, that will be nice for you, I do hope you enjoy your little
jaunt', said Jimmy, 'if there is nothing else I'll go now and wait
for the details to come through.'
'Ah, there is one other thing-we want you to organise it. Just
find a nice village, set up Bruin, normal Radio and all the other
bits and pieces. We reckon we will have about 50 vehicles and
nearly 200 all ranks. No problem surely?'
' There is just one thing I do not understand, that is this thing
you call problem; we do not have those in our stores.'
So Jimmy feeling citronic and not to be outwitted put on his
hat as Chief Forstmeister, gathered his nurserymen together and
set about to collect the timber requirements.
A village was duly found, Bruin made to work against all odds
and the parking services performed admirably. Service being the
hallmark of Jimmy even the hardy perennials found in the arbors
of HQRA were provided with all their needs. The Officers Mess
was set up in a building bathed in a warm reddish glow with a
suitable hostelry attached. Service went so far as to provide a
special Forces' reduction of 60% for beer, striptease and blue
films.
Honestly, some of the things we do in the name of communications to keep our Staff happy you would think that we were
technocrats.

3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
Bulford
KAPE TOUR REPORT By Columbo
N Monday, September 8, 1975 a team of 24 men commanded

O

by Ma; Bernard Strange, Royal Signals, left Carter Barracks, Bulford, for a three-week KAPE tour (Keep the Army in
the Public Eye) in the Liverpool and Greater Manchester areas.
The tour proved to be an unqualified success netting a grand total
of 251 souls who crossed the portals of the Army Careers Offices.
This figure surpassed even our expectations and made the hard
work and planning worthwhile.

OUR RESOURCES
W e were more fortunate than many previous KAPE teams in
that we had within the Regiment the basis from which to form a
KAPE team, namely our RRIT (Regimental Recruiting and
Information Team). This team fulfils a reduced KAPE commitment throughout the year mainly in the South-west District.
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Isobel! Hadley receives some tuition in t he use of the Field Radio
Telephone from her fiance, Cpl David Taylor, during a visit by
the Army to the St George of England High School, Bootle. The
Commanding Officer, Maj Stra nge, is pictured right, explaining the
workings to the school Careers Master, see below

It was decided to enlarge the RRIT in both manpower and
equipment, and capitalise on the experiences and lessons learnt
by the RRIT. To this end it was decided to concentrate our
programme mainly on schools offset by the occasional Army
Cadet Force and public show. Having decided upon our plan of
attack the team commander carried out three extensive recces in
May, July and August. These recces proved to be invaluable as
without them we certainly would not have had the success we did.
The display itself was quite large and comprised a varied
selection of radio and line equipment normally used by the
Regiment and the display was presented in a tactical serting. In
addition to the communications display we provided a mobile
rifle range, line demonstrations, careers caravan plus a large
selection of photos and tailors dummies in various uniforms. The
final part of our presentation was a selection of films that ran
concurrently with the outside display. The team members were
carefully chosen to present an image of trained soldiers of differing
social backgrounds and varying intellectual ability reflecting, we
hoped, an honest picture of a soldier of the seventies and possibly
even more important a soldier with whom a schoolboy contemplating joining the Army could identify himself.
(Please note RRIT is now known as CIT-Careers Information
Team.)

WEEK ONE-AN ENCOURAGING RECEPTION
All the preparation completed we set off for our first show
but it was with some apprehension and uncertainty that we set
up the display on a strip of waste ground adjacent to John
Hamilton School in Liverpool. We could not have asked for a
~etter. school to .s~art off the tour, the .res pons~ was very encouragmg with 10 pos1uve and three tentauve enqwries, but even more
important to us was the reception we received, it was both genuine
and friendly with considerable interest forthcoming from staff
and pupils. We received this type of reception throughout our
tour not <;>nlY at work but off duty as we~ where we found invariably
that soldiers were well respected and liked. The remainder of the
w_eek was spent visiting two more schools in the Liverpool area,
both schools were again very productive adding a further 19
positive enquiries.
At one school we were visited by the local Press who were
there to interview and take photographs of one of the team
members, namely Cpl Dave Taylor and his fiancee, Miss
Isobel Hadley, a local girl who has since become Mrs Taylor
(congratulations and good luck for the future, Isobel and David).
Differing standards of accommodation for the team was the
source of considerable amount of banter between the OC, SNCOs
and the rest of the lads. The lads were relaxing in very smart
accommo.dation \':'ith excellent food thanks to their landlady,
Mrs Wr1ght, while the OC and S COs were accommodated in
what can only be described as primitive conditions (who said
'RHIP?'). For the first weekend of the tour we visited an Army
Cadet Force's weekend camp at Altcar, this visit was not very
productive because we were preaching to the converted, however, we were well received and those attending quite obviously
enjoyed themselves.

WEEK TWO BRINGS SEVERE INJURIES
By now we were well into the swing of things and the team
were able to set up the display very quickly.
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'\
continu
our aim of con ntrating mainly on schools,
vi iting a further five schools during the week. Many of these
chool were mixed and the continual cry from the team members
' a they nev 'r had girl like that when i was at school', c pecially
the fifth- and sixth-year girls. Our di play was designed on a
'hand on' basis to encourage audience participation but unfortunately when it came to the sixth-year girls the rder of the day
was 'hands off'. The majority of schools were kind enough to
provide us with lunch and in many cases these lunches were
prepared and served by the senior girls as part of their dome tic
tudie .
As already mentioned, part of our display was two tailors'
dummies, one dre ed in combat suit and the other in a uniform
kindly donated by the ' White Helmets'. These poor dummies
were subjected to considerable punishment and pleasure. The
puni hment was administered mainly by the boys who delighted
in subjecting the poor dummies to various tortures while many of
the girls provided the pleasure by committing various unmentionable acts; anyway their combined efforts resulted in the following
injuries at the end of the tour: four broken arms, one broken ankle,
a broken neck, a collapsed chest and a satisfied smile. Ar the end
of this most enjoyable second week our efforts had added a
further 62 names to the total.

LINK WITH RADIO CITY

Our first public show was at Sefton Park, Liverpool, where we
erected the displa)• in an ideal setting with plenty of opportunity to
meet the public. The main attraction of this show was our link
with Radio City, the local radio, this link lasted for one-and-a-half
hours. It was arranged jointly by M aj Strange and S gt B ob
Pollitt, our recruiting sergeant attached to us from the AClO
Liverpool. T his popular attraction took the form of a telephone
link from GPO to our manual exchange: The exchange had five
extensions distributed throughout the display enabling the public
to talk live to the local DJ and request a record. This was an
unqualified success and undoubtedly contributed to the large
crowds. Sgt Ron Roberts, the team comedian, provided many a
laugh for both the public and the team. He had a very amusing
mask with a large nose and penetrating eyes; this mask together
with a beret pulled well over the ears and an Army mackintosh
tied at the middle depicted a truly comical sight, with this clown's
uniform he certainly did 'Keep the Army in the Public Eye'.
While on the subject of the legendary Army mackintosh the
team leader, Ssgt Dave Gouldsmith, was wearing his mac at
one school during a heavy spell of rain. A group of children
observing this rain-sodden individual were overheard to say,
'Cor, there's Columbo'. This nickname stuck for the rest of the
tour.
WEEK THREE BRINGS PROBLEMS
Our tour of Liverpool by now regrettably over had realised a
grand total of 81 positive enquiries so it was with considerable
confidence that we departed for Manchester. We started our
cour of Manchester with a mild disaster, the convoy got separated
in the rush-hour traffic and as it was the firs t time the majority
of the team had been to Manchester it was not long before they
got hopelessly lost. However, eventually they all arrived at the
school from various directions.
The children at this school were the toughest we met, so
tough, in fact, we had reservations about allowing them to use
the mobile rifle range. A suggestion by Sig Phil Black was that
the team should use the rifles and the children should act as
targets. One girl in particular was formidable opposition. She
was a very large coloured girl who was capable of sorting out any
of the boys at the school. In fact she was largely responsible for
the injuries sustained by the tailor's dummies. In spite of the
very hectic show we did achieve some success with seven more
names. This time the names went into the book of Sgt Brian
Cotton, jie recruiting sergeant from ACIO Manchester.
The remainder of tlle week was spent visiting three more
schools. On the Tuesday the team had a well-earned rest due to
a cancellation. On Wednesday, September 24 we had a visit from
our Commanding Officer, Lt ColJ. A. P . Russell. Unfortunately,
the weather was wet and bitterly cold. However, the CO did
manage to see the team in action and he joined us for lunch in
the sixth-form dining room. Wednesday evening was spent at
an ACF unit but this again was badly affected by the poor weather,
we did, however, set up the complete display and the Cadets
managed to operate and handle the equipment on display between
the showers. At the end of our first week in M anchester we had
a total of 74 positive enquiries, this figure not only surr)rised us
but it astounded the ACIO in Manchester who were begin ning
to wish we were not there due · to the extra hea1y work loa<::. we
were putting on them.
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PLATSFIELD PARK-SAVED BY A DRAW
For t his public show the team were, to say the least, very
nervous an d the team leader tried every possible means to persuade
the OC to cancel this show. The reason for all the concern was that
Plarsficld Park is opposite the Manchester City Football Club
and on the day we were visiting the park City were playing United
in the local derby. We had visions of being invaded by thousands
of outraged fans from the losing side, ending up with a smashed
display and half the team in hospital!
Our fears I am glad to say were completely unfounded as the
re ult was a draw and because of the match hardly anybody came
to visit us, in fact we only saw about 30 people all day. On the
Sunday the crowds were out in force enjoying a pleasant break
in the weather, we had a very picturesque location and many
people stopped and had a chat during the day. We had for this show
a GPO telephone line again but this time no radio link but in
spite of this many people made use of the telephone facil ity to
make local calls from our location.
FINAL WEEK AND SUCCESS
The KAPE tour finished with two more school visits on the
Monday and Tuesday both in the greater M anchester area.
Practice must make perfect because our final show produced the
best results, a staggering 58 positive enquities, this was indeed
a nice note on which to end our tour.
BACK TO BULFORD
Wednesday, October 1 saw our return to Bulford, and the
remainder of the week was spent on clearing up. The tour had
been a complete success, so much so that we have already been
tasked to provide a KAPE ream for 1976, a task that the team is
very keen to do.
As with all successful events the credit is not solely due to the
efforts of those in the public eye. There are many dedicated people
in the background too numerous to mention whose untiring efforts
and support made our job that much easier and I would like to
thank them all on behalf of the entire team for their support.
Finally, of course, we must not forget our audience, the schoolchildren, as without them the whole project would have been
pointless.
NUT CRACKER
C apt Ian Noble was always known to have a hard head, but
not this hard. Having passed his job of Adjutant over to Capt
Mike Martin, Ian went cheerfully to Warminster for his JCSC.
All was well during term one, hard work, of course; at least that
is what he told us at weekends. With much enthusiasm he threw
himself into term two, it was early on in this term when he met
with an unpleasant accident on an Exercise. Ian was hit round
the face with the barrel of a Chieftain tank from behind. After
much good work in Aldershot MHS, he is now well on the way
to a full recovery, and we hope he will be back to the Regiment in
the near future. The Chieftain's state is not known.

R U GGE R-HAVE YOU A SECOND FIFTEEN?
Up to D ecember 31, 1975, the 1st XV with SSM Buxton
behind it had only lost one game and our results read as follows:
Won 10, Lost 1, For 306, Against 72.
Such has been the support from the R egiment that we are now
able to field a Second fifteen.
PRESENTATIO N OF LS AND GC
The CRA, Brig M. J. Tomlinson, OBE, presented the LS
and GC to W 0 2 A . F . (Alan) Cooper, RA, and S sgt D. P . J.
(Dennis) O ' Donovan, RRF (Provost Sgt) in our Sergeants Mess
on D ecember 10, 1975.
COMMUNITY RELATIO NS
This year, faced with an ever-reducing income, we had,
reluctantly, to cease the practice of providing the local senior
citizens with a Christmas Party. Instead, we went into the logging
business distributing nearly 20 tons of wood to them, keeping
their family hearths glowing over the festive season. Christmas
puddings and brandy miniatures were all part of the delivery,
and the whole effort was most successful and welcome, despite
smokeless zones and non-wood-burning council fires.
STOP PRESS:
John O'Groats to Land's End march final total £700, to be
divided £175 each to:
Cancer Research
Spastics
Spina bifida
Army Benevolent Fund.
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Warminster School
Warminster, Wiltshire
The Master: I. R. P. Green, M.A.(Cantab)

Uninterrupted Education for the whole
family. Make use of the generous all owances
available to give your children the confi dence
that comes from a stable, continuous
education.
We have considerable experience in
teaching and administeri ng the children of
Servicemen.
Sgt D . P. J. O ' Donovan, RRF, having received his LS and GC passes
it to his son, Paul, t o dunk in the beer. His wife, Pat, and older son,
Sean, look on

Small classes; individual attenti on; Qual ified
Staff; Recognised as Efficie nt by th e Department of Education an d Science. 'O' Level,
C.S .E., 'A' Level, University entrance.
Boys and Girls, Day and Boarding.
Fu ll details from Schools Branch, Service
Ch ildren's Education Authority, or the
Bursar at the School.
T el. Warminster 3358 or 3038

YULE LOG DISPENSERS
Left to right : Sig Ken Weeks, 'Taff ' Evans, Lcpl Tony Glover (Foreman). Sig 'Bing' Crosby and Peter Line. The ringmaster, Maj
Bernard Strange, is with Mrs Pat Lane, our local community expert,
the recipient is Mrs Lillian Shepherd from Figheldean

4 Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 15
ANOTHER LETTER FROM HERFORD
Dear Reader,
I'm writing to you whilst my hand is still steady and before
we get into the final lap of festivities before Christmas, which is
now very close. Everybody says that Christmas preparations get
earlier each year but this year I didn't see any cards on sale until
the end of October which was quite a refreshing change. Of
course, the fact that we were nearly all out on e.xercise from the
first week in September until about October 20 may have sometlling to do with it. The first real sign of Christmas is always in
RHQ when it becomes more and more tricky to gee into work
each morning as the mountain of mail bags outside the post
room grows bigger and bigger. Post NCOs should ideally be
6ft, 14-stone rugger forwards in my reckoning to handle all
those sacks. However, at 5ft 3in and 9 ~ stone C pl 'Paddy'
Baxter does us very well and plays an excellent game of hockey
into the bargain. In fact he has played for the Corps in BAOR
more than a dozen times this year.
HANG-GLIDING ENTH U SIASTS
Talking of sport reminds me of several things. F irstly, we
haven't had much in our notes about sport for quite a few months.
Except, of course, for OC 2 Sqn's article on hang gliding a couple
( Continued 0 11 page 32)
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WE, THE
LIMBLESS, LOOK
TO YOU FOR
HELP
We come from both world
wars. We come from Kenya,
Malaya, Aden, Cyprus .. . and
from Ulster. From keeping
the peace no less than from
war we limbless look to you
for help.
And you CA help, by helping
our Association. BLESMA
(the British Limbless Ex-Service
Men's Association) looks after
the limbless from all the
Services. It helps, with advice
and encouragement, to overcome the shock of losing
arms, legs or an eye. It sees
that red-tape does not stand
in the way of the right
enticlen1ent to pension. And
for the severely handicapped
and the elderly, it provides
Residential Homes where they
can live in peace and dignity.
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Help BLESMA, please.
We need money
desperately. And, we
promise you, not a penny
of it will be wasted.
Donations and
information : Major The
Enrl of Ancasrer, KCVO,
TIT, Midland Bank
Limited, 60 West
Smithfield, London
EClA 9DX.

British Limbless Ex-Service Men's Association
'GIVE TO THOSE WHO GAVE-PLEASE '
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who e it i , but if ever a bunch of lads deserved a party those who
wear the ACC badge in this barracks do. Our little gang, led by
W02 Len Wrest and encouraged by Sgts Tom Lintern,
Trevor May and Brian 'Araldite' (like his semolina) Harradine have worked like veritable Trojans for most of the month
of December. They produced amongst many other things the
most superb buffet for the Sergeants Mess Christmas Draw,
which was the admiration of every single guest of the 600 who
attended the function, held at the Stadtgarten in Herford. With
all the work they had on hand they still found time to run a
morning's instruction on Christmas cake icing for members of the
Wives' Club. So my toast for 1976 is most emphatically,
'The cooks, God bless 'em'.

'Unidentified Birdman in Flight'

of issues or so back which leads me on to the second point. I'm
enclosing a few rather better snaps of our birdrnen with this letter.
I hope the Editor will think they're good enough to publish this
time even if we can't identify the pilots-but they really are all
of members of the course who went to Brighton! [Editor's noteWe will try but black and white gloss are immensely preferable to
coloureds.]
RUGGER AND SOCCER SIDES TUNING UP
Lack of news about sport doesn't mean, of course, that we
haven't. been playing hard all year. Our main sporting preoccupations now are the fortunes of the rugger and soccer teams.
Last year we got to the final of the BAOR rugger but were defeated
by 3 BAPD. This year's 15, still under the able direction of
Maj Peter \Vebster, is largely composed of last season's players.
They are now at the quarter-final stage of the BAOR competition
and hope to do at least as well as last year. The soccer team is
also flourishing well and has likewise reached the quarter-finals
of the Army Cup.
-AND SQUASH, HOCKEY AND ORIENTEERS
Squash, where last year we went out in the BAOR semi-final,
is even. more promising this year, and we've got several players
competing for the fourth and fifth places in the team.
Hockey, too, looks good as we're through to the quarter-finals
of ~e Division competition and are top of the league by a fair few
porn ts.
The orienteers have started rushing off each Saturday to remote
stretches of German torest clutching their compasses and muttering about 'deviation', 'attack points' and similar strange expressions.
Capt Bill Hough is the new manager in this field and he tells
me that although we are just about to lose one of our brighter
stars (~ the shape of Capt .Bob Shields, REME) there are
others rn the ascendant. So with those, and some of the 'oldies'
like himself, the CO and the 2IC to provide the guaranteed 80-90
minute touch for the average 10km course, the future looks rosy.

OUR VISITORS
We were hosts again this year to two Old Comrades from the
Royal Hospital, Chelsea, and we hope that Tom Goldsmith
and Joe Steenson will remember Christmas 1975 with pleasure.
Tom Goldsmith, the senior of our two visitors, joined the TA
in 1925 and enlisted in the Corps in 1931. After service in India
he went to France in 1939 and got the MM on the move back to
Dunkirk. He went back to Italy in 1944 and then joined 4 Div Sigs
as a Warrant Officer Class II later that year. He finally left the
Service in 1953. Joe Steenson, our young lad of 65, also joined
the Corps in 1931 and served in the UK until 1939, when he went
to Palestine. In 1942 he moved to Egypt and worked as a Wireless
Operator with the Free French forces. Then, like Tom, he served
in Italy in 1944. After the war he left the Army briefly, rejoined in
1946 and, after more service in UK at Catterick, spent two years
with the Malayan Scouts. Finally, he went to Korea with 61 Lt
Regt RA, and in 1953 retired with the rank of Sergeant.

Tom and Joe took part in all the hectic Christmas activities
and kept up a punishing pace with no signs of flagging. On the
morning that they were invited to drinks by the GOC and his wife,
Maj Gen a n d M rs N. T . Bagnall, they were amused spectators
at the following scene. Slightly red in the face RSM removes flat
battery from his car and replaces it with battery borrowed fro m
GOC in order to get to CO's house in ti me for lunch! We're told
that the ADC, Capt 'G. C . Cardozo, is a dab hand with the
spanners too. The accompanying photographs show our two
visitors during other activities around the barracks.
BOXING REPORT
Last month I promised some pictures of our Novice boxers in
action against 2 LI. Infortunately, we could only persuade one
of them, Lcp1 Pat O ' Rourke, to show his face to the photographer, all the rest were unrecognisable. Not, I must hasten to
add, because of the treatment they received from their opponents.
However, we have another match in a week's ti me against the
14/20 Hussars, our neighbours in the garrison, this may produce
better results photographically speaki ng.
Our I st picture this month requires no more explanation than
the capuon, so I'll stop scratching for another month. All the
Lest for 1976.

THIS, AT LEAST, HASN'T CHANGED
Pensioner Tom Goldsmith sharpens up some old skills on a 40/ 160
exhange

'LOOKING FOR. AN OPENING'
Lcpl Pat O'R.ourke (right) looking his opponent, Capt J. J. Clarke,
firmly in the eye during their bout in the Novices match versus 2. LI

'A FAR. CRY FR.OM SEMAPHORE'
Lcpl Gerry Knight shows Pensioner Tom Steenson what the C70
is all about

54 YEARS' UNDETECTED CRIME!
This happy trio, with their wives are, left to right: Sgt Jock Laing
and his wife, Chris, W02 Brian Bucknall and his wife, Renee, and
Ssgt Charlie Tapp and his wife, Gloria. They have just been presented
with their LS and GC medals by the CR.A 4 Div, Brig A. A. Fielder

ALFIE.

PS- ext month I'll tell you about our Christmas visitors from
the Ro~al Hospital, Chel~ea. (Organised, of course, by RSM
John Richardson, who sull hates RAF Chopper pilots!)

R
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KILO ARMY CLEANS UP THE TOWN
HE time has come, once more, to comb your boots and
polish your hair! It's that time of year when people walk
around without leaving footprints . FFR. Already two ash trees
and one oak have been gaoled for throwing leaves on the ground
after we have swept them up (again! ). W02 (SSM) Binks has
an understanding with a higher authority ( ?) that it will not
rain (just drizzle) on Thursday November 27, as the CCR Signals,
Brig W. Gittins, is the inspecting officer.
Kilo Army waits with baited breath. After endless inspections
by Capt Robin Hill and Sgt Trev 'Bite Yer Legs' Johnson
the accommodation is gleaming. Serried ranks of neatly-pressed
Service Dress adorn the walls, hanging on 'highly polished' coat
hangers. Bright new tapes can be seen on those owned by Cpls
'Luigi' Cartledge and Al Hibberd, Lcpls Mick Tonner and
Simon 'Banjo' Garrisch. (It's rumoured that somebody in
golf shoes at Signals Records stood on their computer cards.)
SOP kit is pressed and packed into the size of Oxo cubes and
belts, brasses and buttons gleam in the murky morning half-light.
Everything is ready after two weeks of threatening, cajoling
and handing out sweeties. Even Cpl 'Baz' Young, after much
gnashing of teeth, has managed to squeeze his Radio Relay BoxBody onto his new Bedford MK. (Incidentally, he holds the
Troop record for teaching Bedfords to 'Roll over and Die'.) The
telephone rings. It's the Adjutant informing us of the Squadron
task. Brig Gittins is going to inspect ...
The % * ? ! SQMS's stores.

T

CUP FEVER HITS MARESFIELD
With the half-way point of the Page Trophy Competition
coming into view, a clear picture is starting to form of challengers
for the trophy. After good performances in the Rugby, Hock~y,
Athletics and Tug-of-War, 5 Sqn lead the field. They are bemg
hotly pursued by 6 Sqn, with 3 Sqn (current ~olders of the trophy)
lurking in third place. However, 2 Sqn, wmners of the Cricket
Competition, cannot be ruled out of the running. Even bottomplaced 4 Sqn, our fitness fanatics who hold Squadron runs three
mornings a week, have a real chance of surging to the top.

BOXING NOVICES ALSO UNDER TRAINING
I. m~tn't close withou,t a mentfon of boxing. Ssgt (Y of S)
Brian Jack Solomons Dulston has put in a tremendous
amount of work to produce a Regimental novices team who are
entered in the Divisional competition and are acquitting them~elves well. More about them-and some photographs, I hopem my next letter.
Yours,

Dear Reader,
CHRISTMAS 1975
AV.I . G noted the Editor's pleas in the ovember-December
ediuon I find I have four days' grace before this heading is
out of court. So some brief notes on the festive season as seen
from Herford._ Whilst .scratc~ng my head over how to keep
t!iese notes bnef 3:nd mterestmg (as regularly happens at this
time each month) It came to my notice that there was still one
Christmas party to be held in the Regiment! No prizes for guessing
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BABES IN THE MUD!
Discerning followers of that healthie~t of all sports, Cr~ss
country Rurrning, will by now have nouced some new shootrng
stars in the 1 (BR) Corps firmament. They are, of course, the
sprightly youths of the Regimental Cross-country team, led by
Sgt Fred Bryson. Sgt Bryson-who considers himself a
veteran at 36 years of age-has led the team ~o victory. in b?th
the 4th Div Cross-country League and the 4th Div Championships.
This latter success was especially gratifying as our closest
rivals, 2 Royal Irish, organised the event and so had the 'home'
advantage.
On the day of the event team morale was high. Just before the
start of the race Sgt Bryson and 2/Lt Nick' Asst Adjt' Ferriman
gathered the team together for a few quiet words (tactics?). Then
it was time for the off.
After a mile-and-a-half it was evident the team was running well
to the obvious joy of Capt Tom Moncur, who made certain all
and sundry were aware of the fact! A hard, long slog uphill,
halfway round thr course tested the climbing abilities of team
members Cpls 'Jock' Byiers and Mick O'Hare, Lcpls 'Geordie'
Wandless and Fritz Arunasalon and Sig Archie Bain.
Meanwhile, at the finish, Maj Gary Grant, deputising for the
Commanding Officer, found a dignified po ture hard to maintain
as the leading runners came into vit:w.
.
..
Sig Archie Bain was first man m for the Regiment, gaming
third place overall. In 6th place was 'Geordie' Wandless,
followed by Cpl Jock Byiers (11th), 2/Lt Nick Ferriman (16th),
Lcp1 Fritz Aranasalon (19th), Cpl Mick O'Hare (20th) and
Sgt Fred Bryson (27th). All that ~a nee?~d was a well-_Placed
eighth man. Tension mounted unnl a familiar ves~ .was s1g~ted,
worn by Lcp1 'Willie Watson, who took 43rd posmon to clmch
team victory by a margin of two points.
RUGBY FLOURISHES
The Rugby Club, meanwhile, continues along the well-founded
lines of former years. They have reached the quarter-final round
of the BAOR Cup and the Final of the Divisional Competition.
They have also upplied players to represent the Corps and
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Carr , who, though only with the Squadron for a short t ime,
will never be forgotten; and farewell to all the others who were
not so famous. Welcome to 2/Lt 'H enry' Morgan, ex-2 Sqn,
who has just returned from being cducaetd at the School.
Congratulations to Lcpl T erry Northedge on achieving good
grade passes on both his D etachment Commanders and Bl
upgrading courses. Also a special mention must go to Sgt 'Jock'
Richardson on being the fi rst sh ortsighted rugby player to
score a try on the soccer pitch in a first XV game.
CROSS- COUNTRY AND RUGGER SUCCESSES
Congratulations to the R egimental Cross-country T eam on
winning the 4th Division Championships and coming second in
t11e BAOR Championships, with Sig Bain the outstanding
runner in both events. The team has now qualified, along with
21 Sig Regt to represent BAOR in the Army Cross-country
Championships.
The Rugby team are also having a successful season. After two
convincing wins in the fi rs t rounds of the Army Cup, against
26 Ms! Regt (58-0) and 28 Amph Engr Regt (50- 0), the Regiment found tough opposition in the 14/20 Hussar , but finished
with a well-earned 18--4 win. N ext is 1 Para in the quarter-finals ,
so best of luck to all involved.
EXER CISE SNOW QUEEN LACKS SNOW
The Regiment is now on its second Snow Queen course and,
except for the shortage of snow, everything is going well. The
Exercise this year is being run by Lt Ian R obert son, assisted by
Sgt P aul Cowles, with W02 (Y of S ) C olin B la n d and Lcpl
Higgs as instructors.
An added burden has been loaded on to the shoulders of the
Admin Staff with three of the Regimental Langlauf team staying
in the Gastof, these being 2/Lt Nick 'Pll borrow a p assport'
F e rriman, Lcpl 'Fritz' Arunalalon and Sig J ohn B a in. We
wish them luck in the forthcoming Langlauf championships in
Austria.

Lt Col Gordon O eh lers planting his t ree. Frau Br ose in attendan ce

8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison

D ivisional T eams. Corps players include Sgts Trev Johnson
and Ray Codd, Cpls 'Q' Gilder, Clive Blackburn and Brian
Thompson. The D ivisional team's ranks have been swelled by
Sgts Sid Soqo and Roy Smith, Cpls Clive Blackburn and
'Gordon' Bennett, REME, and Sig 'Mitch' Dakin and 'Taffy'
Williams, the latter now fully recovered from an early season
injury.

BEAUTY SPOTS AROUND CATTERICK
N an endeavour to brighten up the lives of those poor souls
serving on unaccompanied tours, we are hoping to introduce
a monthly Catterick beauty in our ' Beauty Spot' series.
Introducing Lcpl Pat Saunders, WRAC
Pat is at present serving as an instructor with 5 Sqn, 8 Sig Regt.
She was born in Wallasey, Cheshire; a member of a large fami ly,
' She musta been a beautiful baby'. At one time, she owned her

own shop, selling such items as baby clothes and accessories, but
became unsettled with the mundane surroundings and decided
ro see life. Consequently, she joined the WRAC in 1973, undergoing basic training in Guildford. She was eventually drafted to
Cattcrick to continue her trade training and thence to 10 Sig Regr,
Hounslow, in 1974. She was eventually J>elected as an instructor
at 8 Sig Regt-3orry, 10 Sigs-your loss is our gain.
Her hobbies and interests are vast, but it should be noted
that she has represented Cheshire at 10-Pin Bowling and is the
current WRAC 10-Pin Bowling Champion. She has brown hairand eyes to match-and wait for it- statistics of 36-24-36. Her
ambition is to see more of the world, achieve more promotion
while serving in the WRAC and eventually get married and settle
down in raising a family. Let's hope she achieves all these. She
is at present Radio Relay Group's pin-up-an honour in itself.
They arc a very choosey lot.
Research and measurements were carried out by W02 (F of S)
Hill, assis .ed by S gt Pete Dunnings !
HOSTILE CROWD P OPULAR
Besides teaching our soldiers a trade we make an attempt to
further thdr military experience by holding a series of weekend
exercises. One of these exercises is the basics of internal security.
On Saturday, November 29, Gaza Barracks was the scene for
the instrui.:tion to start. Five stands were set up consisting of a
vehicle check point, a car search, a house search, crowd
dispersal and a talk-in by Cpl Tomlin of a nearby Infantry
Battalion. To close the day, a police dog demonstration showed
how search hould be done. Five groups of soldiers were instructed
on every aspect of the various stands, there were keen questions,
as each group knew it had to practise on the Sunday the t hings

I

-AND SOCCER
Finally, mention must be made of the Sergeants Mess Football
Team. T he team, which incl udes Ssgts Matt McBirney and
Geoff Nelson, together with a loyal band of supporters, can be
seen frequenting the playing fields of Germany on most Sunday
mornings. Under the careful guidance of manager Sgt George
Ewart they are, to date, unbeaten. They now head the Bielefeld
Area Sergeants Mess League and are also finalists in the 'Ron
Sergeant' Cup Competition. Who says we just play Rugby in 7?

Pte Mummery (WRAC), Sgt Craft, Lcpl Johnstone (W RAC) and
Sgt Burnett discuss who should be the next for the C rowd Dis persal
snatch party

A TRADIDON MAINTAINED
ECE TLY, the Commanding Officer, Lt Col Gordon
Oehlers, was seen leaving his office with a shovel in close
attendance. Gloomy pictures of poor RHQ plumbing, however,
were soon dispelled when it was pointed our that the Colonel
was maintaining a tradition sponsored by the civilian staff-he
was about to plant a tree. Col Oehlers is about to leave the
Regiment and Frau Brose asked him to undergo the tree-planting
ceremony-the tree acts as a reminder of the planter's time with
the Regiment-as have several former Commanding Officers.
Who knows, in years to come we may end up with a forest outside
RHQ.

R

6 SQUADRON
After a quiet couple of months the Squadron is now preparing
for what looks like being a long and tiring exercise period, under
the watchful eyes of OC, Maj Richard Gravestock, and 2IC,
Capt 'Big John' Grierson. A new season means new faces and
fond farewells. Over the last few months several people have left
the Squadron, including Lt Hugh 'Who's on duty' Bardell,
who, after thanking the Adjutant for all he had done him for, is
off to sunny Catterick; Sgt Rick Levett, off to Birm ingham as a
recruiter; Cpl Pat Dooher, off to Bradford with 4 Army Youth
Team; Sig ' Geordie' 'Einbahnstrasse mit pomme frittes'
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Sig Eccles, Nicholson and Schofield relax for a wad and a cup pa

taught on the Saturday, especially as the best group over the
two days had two crates of beer to look forward to.
Capt Ray Raynor did a splendid job setting up the stands
and, achieving some realism with limited equipment, he was
ably assisted by Lt C hris Durham, Ssgt J ames Greeney,
W02 Derek Thom as, Ssgt J ohn Mar tin, Ssgt Salter , and
numerous soldiers on upgrading courses. The car of W02 Derek
Thomas was used on the car searching stand; he is still looking
for three wheels and a starter motor. The most popular stand was
the crowd dispersal, a hostile crowd was provided that is a
group of soldiers shouting abuse at the group trying their best
to cope. Some pent-up emotions and aggressions were released
that weekend; we were lucky to get away \vith one split lip.
On Sunday the competition gained momentum towards midday.
Teams worked hard to gain points and, after a keen contest, the
top scorers were the team of Sig Bagshaw, Postings, Robe rts,
Rowland, Moss, Stevens and Clark.
SPOTLIGHT ON H UNGRY Hil.L
It may well be something of a surprise to many Royal Signals
tradesmen to learn that there is another part of the T rade Training
School at 8 Sig Regt. It is situated on 'Hungry Hill', open to the
icy blasts direct from the Yorkshire Moors and well known to the
combat drivers and powermen of the Corps. Although not so
'swish', or as well found as the main part of the school, we like
to feel that we are a reasonably efficient part of the organisation.
I refer, of course, to D river/Power Group part of the Operations
Wing (in fact, the greatest part!).
On the completion of his training, the combat driver is capable
of driving his 4-ton vehicle complete with a cargo of radio equipment worth many thousands of pounds, not only on metalled
roads but also across country. He must be able to drive it into a
tactical situation, often on the top of a muddy hill in the middle
of the night in adverse weather conditions and without light~.
In addition he must also be able to camouflage and defend his
vehicle and carry out basic recovery work. T he Group is fortunate
indeed to have an impressive training area with first-class facilities.
SOCCER REPORT
Both the First and the Second teams are doing well in their
respective Leagues so far this season. T he Second XI are into the
second round of the L eague Cup after beating K ings D iv 12-0.
T hey now face AAC Harrogate in the next round, a tough match
but we are keeping our fingers crossed for them.
Our first team, which apart from our goalkeeper, Cpl Tom
Reilly, is a completely different side from last year's Army Cup
Winners, are doing very well this season. We are now into the
fourth round of the Army Cup, we are in the L eague Cup and
also the ffi/NW District Cup, not to mention the semi-finals of
the D arlington and D istrict Cup which we play on Saturdays
here in our area. I hope in the next t:dition we will be able to
write that we are still in all of the above competition , e pecially
the Army Cup.

Lcpl Pat Saunders
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Lcpl Colley, Sig Willis, Ca mpb e ll , Prince and Clar k prepare to
d isp erse a crowd
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STRONG OPPOSITION FOR BASKETBALL TEAM
With half the season behind u , the basketball team stan d in
mid-position in the Teesside Divis ion II. The game is in a very
popular phase and there is great intcre t at senior school, work
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and college levels. Competition i . very strong 'Yith prom<;>tion to
the First Division carrying cons1dcr~b! e pres ~g~. P lay is on a
regular weekly basis and, as the Regiment 1s m the extrem e
outh-we tern comer of the area many of our away games are
to clubs some 35-40 miles away. T he game in the Army i more
often than not played on a knocle-m~t basis, ~~~ we have fou!ld
that the keen competition we find m the c1vthan league, with
several players around at national standard, keeps the team sharp
for our service games . .. but read on.
ARMY CUP SUCCESS
One of the dangers of relaxing your game against what is co11sidered to be an 'easy' team, is that they very ofte_n beat you hollow I
In the preliminary stages of the Army Cup agamst a scratch team
we found ourselves 22-20 down at the break and in danger of
being taught a lesson in tactics. However a few choice. phras ~s
from the Corps coach and a maximum effort resulted m a wm
for u at 60--36. The Regiment is now through to the area pool
stages of the competition to be played in York in early February.
WEDDING BRINGS OUT CATTERICK SUN
On Saturday, December 6, Sgt Ian Orr, Royal Signal .' ai;d
Sgt Maj Sarah 'Sadie' McDonald, WRAC, were married m
St Aidan's Church of Scotland, Catterick Garrison. Their
wedding was attended by their families and many of their frien~s,
and the sun shone brightly on everyone and even the Cattenck
wind mitigated its cold breath on this happy occasion!
.
All then adjourned to the Sergeants Mess for further celebrat10n!
The Rev E. Annesley, RAChD, was bold enough to sound the
RSM's special bell to introduce a few speakers who attempted
to exercise their wit. WOl (F of S) 'Rastus' Collins had the
honour of proposing the health of the bride and groom. We
wish both of them as much happiness in the future as we felt for
them on this splendid Regimental occasion.

liquors. The dinner was followed by a disco dance at which the
diners were joined by many other Mess me~bers.
DJ of the disco was W02 Har~y Parkinson who man ~ged,
somehow, during a gues -the-tune interlude, to play the Nat1<;>nal
Anthem. Amongst the 70-odd diners t~ere were represe n~a n ves
of the following : Royal Navy, Royal Signals, RAF, Intelligence
Corps Royal M arine , RH A, D ERR, RAPC, ACC, RPC, APTC
RE,
RAOC and RAMC. M y apologies for any whom I
may have left out.
.
Footnote.-The Royal Toast was taken seated, and Mr Vice
was Madam Vice (or should it be M adam Vice-President ?!)

REME,

THE RPC CORPS DAY
.
.
.
We have a strong contingent of RPC m the Regiment, and this
year Capt Dick Richards, RPC, 2IC 1 Sqn called togetJ:ier th e
RPC seniors in our midst, to p lan how to celebrate the1 ~ day.
Their decision was to hold a Grand Party for all the RPC (m the
D hekelia Garrison area) and invited guests.
ovember 1, time 8 pm, v~ue Elephant and Castl.e, an.d after
all the necessary planning, carried out by Ssgt Geordie Winters,
RPC, and Sgt Jeff Willcocke, RPC, t he Pioneer members and
their guests congregate~ .
.
.
.
.
The main guests bemg MaJ Martin Pickard, Actmg Commanding Officer, and his wife, Ann, Majs Bob Aitken and

THE PIONEERS 1975

Photo : Ssgt N. R. S. Wilson

OC 2 Sq n's dog. The only source of cotton waste in the Regiment
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HIS month we have decided to give you an account of three
family events from the Regiment, as they are unusual, in
T
one respect or another.
TRAFALGAR NIGHT DINNER
On Saturday, October 18, the Sergeants Mess was the venue
for an occasion which has become customary in recent years.
The senior ratings of the Mess, willingly and ably abetted by
other 'Odds and Sods' of the Regiment (referred to by a certain
genteel Chief Clerk as the Minority Cap Badges) played host to
their wives, friends and several official guests.
Guests included Comdr Sherman, RN, Lt Col Milton,
Commanding Officer, Majs Aitken, Radford and Fitzgerald,
OCs of the Squadrons, and WOl (RSM) Bob Wade. A superb
dinner very competendy served by the volunteer waiters, under
the head waiter, WOl (F ofS) Wally Hammonds, who attempted
with only middling success to keep his staff of Royal Signals,
Royal Air Force and Intelligence Corps from the wines and
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John Radford, and their wives, Josie and Bre.nda. Ey-ery<?ne
arrived and soon settled down to enioy themselves m the flickering
lights of the candles to the thunderous music of Eddy Disco.
It was sometime around 10 o' clock that the call 'ladies to the
buffet' was heard so in they went to a really magnificent feast.
The buffet was m'ade and served by Lcpl Jim Clark, ACC, a?d
Mr Andy Louca. After all had feasted and settled down agam,
'Geordie' Winter called on Mrs Ann Pickard to draw the
tickets in the raffle.
.
Such an enjoyable evening was being had that it was with
reluctance that we started to leave around 1 o'clock. To round off
the weekend, the parry was followed, on Sund.ay, by a service in
the Church of England dedicated to .the P1onee~s. After the
service a photograph was taken of the Pioneers, which. I am sure
will, in the future, become a proud momento of past nmes.
FIREWORKS FROM MAL TA
The Regiment was determined to give the chil~r.en a firework
display, bonfire, toffee apple~ , a .best-~y competition and some
comedy in the form of a comic Fire Engme. Long before the 5th,
Maj John Ingledow, through the generous help of 234 Sig Sqn,
ordered the fireworks from Malta. Because all other Army and
Royal Air Force units were let down by their supplier, this was
to be the only fireworks display on the island. Some days before
the 5th, W02 'Barney' Hill, with the help of the ' Black Hand
Gang' built our bonfire, erected the marquees and roped off the
bonfire area. It was on November 3, much to everyone's relief,
that the fireworks arrived. As soon as the fireworks arrived,
WOl (RSM) Bob Wade, WOl (F of S) Wally Hammonds
and Ssgt (F of S) John Rees grabbed the boxes and proceeded
to lay them out. About the same time W02 Kevin Bren~an,
along with Sgt John Kirk, Cpl Alex Fisher, Lcpl Ken Whippy
and Pte Pete Barton, all of the ACC, were preparing the toffee
apples (by the hundreds), hot dogs, hamburgers, soup, coffee, etc.
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ROCKETS GALORE
Soon it was, 'Dad, can we have a toffee apple?', and so toffee
apples were supplied and we all went over to watch the judging
of the 'Best Guy'. Maj M a r t in Pickard decided that the winners
~ere the Ji:inior Youth Clu~ from Ayios Nikolaos. Then the great
firework display started with a woosh as rocket after rocket lit
the sky catherine wheels whizzed around and flares made it as
bright as day. All this brought gasps from the children or cries
of delight and, in some cases, cries of alarm.
FAREWELL TO 2IC
N December 10 the SNCOs of the Regiment held a cocktail
party in their Me s to say farewell to Maj Martin P ickard
the Regiment's Second-in-Command, who will be shortly leaving
on promotion and posting to Germany.

O

1 SQUADRON's GALA WITH NEW GROUND RULES
You are n the bar, have had a few drinks, start telling everyone
how good your foo tball team is (or whatever sport you support),
others arc there and say that their particular sport is better and
could beat your team at their own game.
Well! That just about sums up what happened when WOl
'Supt Cl·) Tom M cMahon and Ssgt (Y of S) Trev. Evans
had had a tew drinks. T om said that as manager of the Regimental
foot1'all team, he knew that his team could beat 1 Sqn Water Polo
Team at their own sport. Trev. Evans, a member of this team
said 'nuts'' That they would beat the football team.
The re~ult of this was that a Grand Gala was arranged with
even a mm;ical display by the Corps of Drums of T he Duke of
Edinburgh's Royal Regiment. But the rules would be as followsWater polo, two periods of seven minu tes, 13 men to a team, only
even in the water at a time, all members must have at least one
swim, clock tops for every infringement of the rules and one
goal equals one point.
Football, the duration of the game to be 90 minutes, rules as
per the Army Football Association Rules-except that one goal
equals two points. The day arrived with perfect weather and at
9.30 the teams started battle in the unit's swimming pool. At the
final whistle of Mr E. W. Boileau, the referee, the water polo
team were the victors by 20-nil.
Consequently, after the football team defeat, they required
11 goals to win, but by half ti me their score was 2-1. The water
polo team put a tremendous effort into their football, making the
match an exciting game. In the second half, the football team
tried about everything, but to no avail, and, by the final whistle,
the score was 4--2 to the football team. The end result was a
decisive victory for 1 Sqn water polo team . Thanks must go to
everyone who took part in the events and/or helped organise them.

Navy in 1958 and served on HMS Ganges, HMS Osprey; the
Far East, Persian Gulf, RAF Tangmere and 9 Sig Regt. Tony
is married and has one child. When Tony was presented with
his L S and GC he immediately received £20 from the Paymaster,
which is custom in the Royal Navy.
W02 Harry Parkinson joined up in 1954 leaving in 1957
but realised his mistake and returned to the fold in 1958. H e
served in England, N orthern Ireland, Germany, Cyprus and
various oth er theatres on detachment. Harry is married with five
children.
THE MERCURY THEATRE GROUP
If you have served in the Regiment during the past 16 years,
no doubt you will remember the M ercury Cinema, it is with
regret that we mark the passing of this edifice, as on January 10,
1976, it will be demolished. T his building has served as a Cinema
and a home for the M ercury Theatre Group since 1959. Our
first record of a production in the Mercury is in December 1959,
when the Group performed ' The Taming of the Shrew'. During
the las t year of its life, the Theatre Group has presented : ' The
Man M ost Likely To' (which came second in the BFNE Drama
Festival); ' The Drunkard' and, the final production in D ecember
1975, ' Dial M For Murder'.
The Group will treasure memories of the old theatre. Such
moments as when the scenery fell down in the middle of a
performance of ' Cinderella'. Also the same night the coach
became stuck in the centre of the stage and had to be manhandled off. D emolition of the Old Mercury does not herald the
demise of the Mercury Theatre Group, plans are being made to
find new accommodation, while the Group prepare for entry
to the 1976 Drama Competition.
BASKETBALL
Three months ago, if you had asked any member of the
Regiment how their basketball team was faring, the answer in all
probability would have been, ' o idea, have we one'! But the
swimming team has won everything and the football team can't be
touched, except by the waterpolo team! With this rather daunting
prospect the club's chairman, secretary, odd-job-man-cum
anything, W02 (RQMS) Bill Lees decided to run a Knock-out

PRESENTATION OF LS AND GC MEDALS
HIGHLIGHTS GOOD NAVAL CUSTOM
We were paid a visit on December 11 by Maj Gen C. W. B.
Purdon, MC, GOC
EARELF, who presented Colours to
members of the Regiment for basketball, athletics and swimming.
Also three members were presented with their LS and GC
M edals. They were Sgt Allen Meir joined up in 1955 and left
the R oyal Signals in 1958 fo1 the Australian Army, where he
served for five years, returning to the Royal Signals in 1966.
Allen is married and has one child.
CRS (Chief Radio Supervisor) Tony Harris joined the

LS AND GC AWARDS
Sgt A. Meir, CRS T. Harris, W02 H. Parkinson and Maj Gen C. W. B.
Purdon, MC
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N IN E's BASKETBALL TEAM IN ACTION
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hampion hip, open to all minor units in the ESBA. After many
hard-fought matches, 2 Sqn of the Regiment emerged as the final
winners but, more important, a nucleus of players and specrorors
had been found.
Thi nucleu has now expanded to 15 play rs, all working to
achieve a place in the first team, they are: SAC Trevor Banks,
Lcpl Pete Lang, Sgt Jeff Willcocks, SAC Less Hill, Sig
'Hami' Hamilton, Ssgt Pete Perrott, Lcpl Steve O'Dare,
Jun Tech Kevin Manger, SAC Paul Merrell, Lcpl 'Bass'
Lukehurst, Cpl Brian Smith, Lcpl Tony Charlton, Sig
Pete Hutchinson, Lcpl Joe Morgan, and Pte 'Brummy'
Whitson. The success of these piayers can be measured in their
r ult which to date are Leaders and Runner-up in the ESBA
Minor' UnitS League also Leader in the Major Units League.
Mention must be made of two of the club's backroom boys, they
are Sgt Cliff Davies, the club treasurer who always seems to
find the money for a beer and sandwich for our visitors after a
match, and 'Drink the beer its cheaper than lime juice' Cpl John
Tyler, our ever faithful bar steward. These two and Bill Lees
spend many hours promoting and fostering a team spirit that
would be hard to beat by any other club.
VOLLEY BALL, GARRISON LEAGUE FINAL
The Black Hand Gang met 'B' Troop in the Volley ball finals
and in a best of five games, won by three games to nil. From the
start the BHG attacked and were soon mounting up points.
'B' Troop fought back and by strong serving from Sgt Ron Clay
got some points, but the game ended 15-6 to the BHG. In the
second game the trend was as in the first, so much so, that even
the score was the same. The third game started with 'B' Troop

10 Sig Regt
Hounslow
REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
HQ seldom gets . a 'M~ntion in THE WmE' so we
thought it appropnate to list those who labour there:
CO
Lt Col Dick Nice
2IC
Maj David Lycett-Gregson
WRAC Adviser
Maj Eileen Tye, WRAC
Adjutant
Capt Ian Reading
RSM
WOt Jim McElvogue
Chief Clerk
W02 Eddie Duncan
WRAC Clerk
Cpl Viv Fortune
Civilian Clerks
Mrs 'Rockie' Macmurray
Mrs Kitty Axten
Mrs Win Johnson
Mrs Win Ainslie
Typing Pool
Mrs Kate Brown
Mrs Margaret Hanlon
Mrs Rene Gatfield
Recently we said farewell to Miss Queenie Wakeford, who
was the Movements Clerk for eight years. She retired on December
31, and we shall miss her for a long time to come. No doubt
many 'old timers' will remember her.

R

THE SPORTING SCENE
The Hockey team, under the capable management of WOt Phil
Phillips, continues its successful run, and they are at the top of
the London District Hockey League. Three of our stalwarts are
about to leave us: Sgt Mick South, Sig Tony Reynolds and
Brummie' Hough. We thank them for their excellent efforts
and wish them the best of luck for the future.
We hope that we are about to make our mark on the London
District Cross-country scene. Our team is led by Cpl Steve Hall
who we are proud to say, is an athlete of international calibre.
He is the Army 100 and 200m champion, and holds the Army
record for the 400m. On this occasion be has decided to have a
go at the longer distance. The other members of the team are,
we believe, all volunteers: Cpls 'Taff' Morgan, Derek Kelly,
Simon Maylor, Pete Hurst, Sigs Paul White, Ke!ili
McKenzie and Martin Thomas. The team is 'inspired' by the
enthusiasm of the RSM, WOt Jim McElvogue. We believe we
have the talent, we now await results!
BRAIN OF HOUNSLOW t975-QUIZ
NOTHER 'Brain of Hounslow' Quiz was organised for the
month of November on Tuesday evenings with the semi-final
and final on Tuesday, December 2. Thirteen teams took part
from troops based at Hounslow including Wives Club teams and
teams from Command Pay Office. All rounds were hard fought
and the final between SWS Troop and CPO 'A' was a close
battle, but CPO 'A' Team were victorious in the end. The C:up
and individual trophies were presented by the Commanding
Officer, Lt Col R. K. Nice, Royal Signals.
Thanks are given to WOt (Y of S) Phil Phillips, Questionmaster, WOt (RSM) Jim McElvogue, Timekeeper, and W02
(ORQMS) Eddie Duncan, Producer and Score-keeper. A
special mention to Phil Phillips for providing literally thousands
of questions and answers, to the RSM's daughter, Sue, for her
invaluable questions and answers, also our electronic wizard
Sgt Hugh MacRae for the excellent PA system.

A

THE BLACK HAND GANG VOLLEY BALL TEAM
Rear, left to right: Ptes Gary Stott (RPC), 'Scouse' Mulhane (RPC);
Les Kirkham (RPC), Lcpl Pete Thomas (captain), Pte Dave Mount
(RPC)
Front: Lcpl Geoff Underwood, Ssgt 'Paddy' Moore, Ptes Les Golding
(RPC), 'Taffy' Jones (RPC)
Photo: Ssgt N. Dye

taking the first 5 points. But soon the BHG got into top gear and
due to the excellent serving from Pte Les Golding and the
good spiking by Ssgt Paddy Moore, Pte Gary Scott and
L/Cpl Pete Thomas, they were soon level and in the end won
this game by 14-9.
Throughout the BHG game, their team manager, Ssgt Les
Walker, was seen to be biting his nails and seemed to be sitting
on the edge of his seat. After the game Maj Martin Pickard
and his wife, Ann, presented the medals to both teams.
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MT TROOP HERE AND THERE
Located in a converted Cookhouse we always have something
brewing. Our 'Parish' extends from Colchester to Dover bordered
on the West by Pirbright, Windsor and Bicester. For our SDS
Duties we have mainly Minivans/cars with a sprinkling of Ford
Escorts, Bedford vans and trucks. Our unique chrome-plated
BSA B40 motor cycles provide Queen's Courier, Escorts for the
SO-in-C, are deployed on State Visits and last but not least
allow our daring young men to escort Beauty Queens from far
and near.
CHANGE AT THE TOP
Personalities seem to change daily. Currently we are blessed with
20 male and nine WRAC drivers, not to forget our three civilian
stalwarts. Our MTO who doubles in his spare time as QM Maj
(QM) Sid Howard is in the process of handing over to Maj
(QM) Terry Licence. The working half of the Troop too
numerous to name individually include such characters as:
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Ifyour son is bright enough
to be an Army Officer,
we11 helpwithhis education.
success at Welbeck guarantees a place
at the Royal Military Academy at
Sandhurst.
And not only this; once commi sioned, the majority of Welbeck boy
go on to University at the Army'·
expense.
Most boys are commissioned into
the REME, R Signals, RAOC and RE.
Some go to the RA and RCT and a few to
the RAC and Infantry.
We ought to point out that it is only
at Sandhurst that your son will begin to
wearunifom1.At Welbeckheis a civilian.
And apart from some outward
bound or adventure training plus
Cadet corps training, the syllabus i
little different from that of a first-cla
Weibeck College, l oils. A boarding school for potential Officers in the Ann) 's technical Corps.
public school.
Theres plenty of sport too. s well
The Army has its ~wn boarding school, Welbeck
as school games, he can go sailing, rock climbing
College for boys who want to be Officers one day.
and orienteering.
Entrance requirements are .highly competitive
And as you can see from the photograph,
and to qualify for consideration for a place a young
Welbeck is an old stalely home which is set in
man must be well up to GCE O' level standard
beautiful grounds.
(or SCE '0' gr~de) in maths, physics, English
Applicants for the term starting inJanuary 1977
must have been born between 1st November 1959
language and at least two other subjects preferabl
chemistry and a foreign language.
and 1st April 1961. The dosing date for applications
is 15th May 1976.
And of course, he must have a genuine interest
To obtain cur prospectus and application form
in a career as an Army Officer.
just fill in the coupon and post it to the Headmaster.
If he has and we think he's good enough, we 11
give him the best possible start in becoming an
officer in the Army's technical Corps.
To:TheHeadmaster,WelbeckCollege
(It will, incidentally, be largely at the Arm
Worksop
ott . , 80 3LN.
expense not the parents~ Your contiibulion i ver
reasonable and in some cases could be nothing at all.)
Name
What your on will get is basically a 6th form
education to 'N. level standard in maths ph ic
ddres _
__ __
and related subjects.
Since there are only 150 boys at Welbeck, we
School
can afford to give a great deal of individual tuition.
Academic standards hav to be high because
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MT'\ O-W02 Eric Smith-{No) Watch My Fuel.
Cpl Brian Biddiscombe-(Ifhe d@c it again [The MTO) I'll
chang my Trade).
Cpl Taffy Morgan-Driving Instructor-DR.
Cpl Bubbles Gardner-(Quecn's Courier D espatch Rider ' I
know where it is').
Cpl Kate Woodcock-(WRA ) Details Clerk.
Lcpl Paul Hawthorn-(CO's Driver and Motor Cycle DRHaving volunteered the Troop for WIRE otes now looking
for a po ting).
Sig Taffy Kessel and Dave Cox by appointment Queen's
Courier.
Sig ' Fix It' Walton.
WRAC PLAY THEIR PART
Our days are brightened by occasional visits from the WRAC
Drivers who, in general, work shift from London D istrict
Comrncen .
L cpls Rit a Kitson, Lorraine M organ and M a ggie Clarke.
Ptes Sylvia Winkworth (Woolwich), Jackie Smyth, Linda
E vans and Chris Hogg.
Last but not least P te Jan Armstrong who 'played' for the
other side in our 'Brain of Hounslow' Quiz.
Relations between 419 Troop R CT and 10 Sig Regt MT
have never been better. Co-operation and dose co-ordination
never better illustrated than by ex-Pte O' Niell and Sig Mitchell.
MT wish many happy s(miles) co Sig M itch Mitchell and
Mrs Madge Mitchell.
A MORAL AND ALL ABOUT TURN
Fishing for applause the MTWO published in Pt Is '125,000
miles without an accident'. H e couk\n't hear the applause for
the sounds of rending metal and breaking glass (five in three days! )
Moral?
Ex-members of the Regiment may be surprised to find that
our Regimental Mascot has now done an about turn. Not our
new RSM (WOl (RSM) Jim McElvogue) trying out his word
of command but MT again with the help of a Scammel.

came 18th, Sig Donny Donegan, 37th, Mike Evans, 40th
Tony Levy, 48th and Ssgt Colin Hayton, 50th. Out of a class
of 120 entries this was quite an achievement for our novices who
are now busily training for future events.
RADIO TROOP 2 SQUADRON REPORT LONDON
DUTIES-AND A TOT
ovember was a busy month for Capt Richard Harrison
and hi Radio Troop. On ovember 18 they provided communications for the State Visit of the President of the United
Republic of Tanzania, President Nyrere. OC 2 Sqn, Maj George
Fulton, was resplendent in his Blues at Victoria Station awaiting
the President's arrival. As soon as the visitor descended from the
train the OC gave the signal for the 41-gun salute, which boomed
over the City. Capt Richard Harrison was at the Royal Horse
Artillery gun position in H yde Park and Y of S Alex McArthur
was with the Honourable Artillery Company in the Tower of
London (he has since been released).
Y of S McArthur, Lcpl Mitch Mitchell and Sig Barry Cox
were standing by No 1 gun and received the full blast. For furore
occasions they will indent for ear defenders. On November 19
the Troop were again fully occupied with the State Opening of
Parliament. Capt Harrison was again in Hyde Park assisted by
Sig T ony Levy-who waved the flag, whilst other members of
the Troop lined the processional route from Buckingham Palace
to the House of Lords. The day was dismal and the rain was the
heaviest we had experienced in London for a long time. In spite
of this everything went according to plan and the boys fully
deserved the tot of rum issued to them on the orders of Her
Majesty the Queen.
COM STAR AWARD
On October 24 1975, Mill Hill Communication Centre was
presented with its fourth Gold Comstar Award-on this occasion
for the period March to April 1975. The certificate was presented
by Col J. W. Bridge, Commandant of the Home Postal and
Courier Communications Depot, Mill Hill.

SOCCER SIDES TUNE UP
Again the Regimental Soccer Team is competing in two leagues.
The lst D ivision of the London D istrict and the 2nd D ivision
(Civilian). At going to press our position in the 1st D ivision is
currently second and in the 2nd D ivision (Civilian) sixth.
We are also in three Cup Competitions of which we are through
to the semi-finals of the Minor Units and the quarter-finals of the
Major Units.
On Samrday, D ecember 6, 1975, we start co defend the mu ch
coveted prize we won last year, 'The H ounslow D istrict Jubilee
Cup'.
The Regiment would like to thank the following members of
the team who have now left for the big wide world of civilian life
and who will be greatly missed : Sgt Ray Walton, Cpl Trevor
Walcroft, and Sig Brummy Barber.
1 SQUADRON-WILTON REPORT
Exercise Inside Right has, of course, been the main event in
recent weeks keeping all ranks well occupied for most of October.
In particular our stations at Wilton, Bulford and Taunton are
kept very busy.
On the personality front Sgt Margaret Murdoch has left us
for Cyprus, whilst we welcome Cpl Bob Scott from 11 Sig Regt
and Cpl Peter Hirst from 24 Bde Sig Sqn.
Our MT CO Cpl Sandy Clark organised a car rally over
the Wiltshire countryside, Pte Elizabeth Obeng (driver) and
Cpl Jan Carpenter (navigator) managed to convince him they
had successfully completed the course and were declared the
winners. More recently Lcpl Susan Godwin took a party to the
Beaulieu Motor Museum where, as yet, none of our more ancient
minivans are on view.
2 SQUADRON-HOUNSLOW ENTER ARMY WILD
WATER CHAMPIONSIUPS 1975
Seven members of 2 Sqn and H Q Troop nobly led by Capt
Richard Harrison entered the Army Wild Water Championships on November 29-30, 1975. These were held over two days
on the River Swale in Yorkshire and included five miles of the
roughest and wildest rapids on the river. 10 Sig Regt was not
just the only Signal Regiment to enter a team, but, in fact, in
their enthusiasm entered two teams. Unfortunately, neither of
these scored any points because one canoe in each team was
badly smashed on the rocks and sank (from more than 330 entries
over 100 gave up or sank!). However, in the individual events
held on the last day we did quite well. Capt Richard Harrison

It is always the little things that are remembered. Pte
Torrent, _one of our ha.rd-working DR's, finding she had left her
SDS receipt book behind, 30 miles away-Nice one Womble.
P~e ~agg1e Courtn~y ad~ed to. the fun by bending one of the
Garrison Commanders antt-parkmg posts with her SDS wagon.
(Sorry, no I?hotographs of th~t one, it might embarrass her! )
It "."as mce to see our friends from 71 Sig Regt (V) again.
Especially Cpl May, ~AC, T!\, who unformnately spent most
o~ her attachment to us m. h?sp1tal. In spite of the Exercise, we
Still managed . to run our mter-Squadron version of ' It's-aKnockouL'. T~1s, as ever, was fien.dishly devised by 2/Lt Sinione
Barratt. It mcluded. a hard-boiled egg catching competition;
1 Sqn, ~he eventual wmners, found some of their eggs were not
hard boiled or fresh for that matter! Sadly, Simone left us at
the ~nd of O~tober to be ~ housewife in Germany. (Don't forget
to )Om the .w~ves Club, S~one ! We promise to send you a free
copy of this issue, compliments of PRI which you so ably ran
for a year). We wish both Simone and' her husband Andrew
Bon Voyage and the best of luck. We haven't see~ much of
S1monl!'s successor, 2/Lt Caroline Lee. We don't know what
schemes AG16 have afoot, but Caroline will soon be the WRAC
Officer who has been on the most courses.
MARRIAGE PROBLEM
Finally, we must mention a small problem the OC and others
~re navii:g. W.it,h all the weddings there have been, for everyone's
mfor!Uanon ll s Ladd not McKechnie; Kelly not Bell;
Pettmger ot Garwood ; Lynch not Gray· Olesky not Tomkin
Grosart n t Patterson; Richardson not Bradley. Our civilia~
traffic o!ficer Peter Egan is still hiding his blushes. In reply to
a question, he was told 'We have Lcpl Bell ... er, Kelly'.Guess who said send both of them.
SIGNALS WORKS TROOP, ALDERSHOT
After a lo?g ~urn.mer season of involvement in the ceremonies
of other uruts lt was a welcome change to have such an event
ourselves. In November the CO, Lt Col R . K. Nice, Royal
Signals, presented the Imperial Service Medal to Mr R on
Ta~lor. Ron, having served with the Royal Army Service Corps
dur1?g !?lost of ~orld 'Yar ~I, has given continuous and loyal
service m the C1v1l Service mce 1947. H e joined the Troop in
1970. He is very deserving of the award and we all extend our
congratulations to him. Two new arrivals have recently joined
the Troop .. We extend a hearty welcome to Jim Nicolls, our
newly-appomted ~&.TO at Aldershot. Jim is no newcomer to
Royal Signals having iust shared 13 years in Cyprus with 259 Sqn
and 261 Sqn. Welcome also to Bill Burgess our latest member
of the METs a~ Alders~ot. Bill, after 22 years with The Parachute
Regt, mostly with .Regimental Signals, again is no stranger to our
way of hfe. We wish them both well in their new jobs.

CONGRATULATORY
We are pl7ased. to report that Sgt Bob Comber was recently
pre~ented with his ~ong Service and Good Conduct Medal by
Brig ~eter Baldwm, Commander 2 Sig Group. And, to end
on a high note, we also extend our congratulations to Sgt Bill
Tatnall on the .award of the British Empire Meda1 in the • cw
Year Honours list.

11 Sig Reg t,
Catterick Garrison
1 SQUADRON REPORTS 'PASS OFFS' AND I of E
INSPECTION
OVEMBER was a .b~sy month for the Squadron with
regard to normal traimng and outside visits. We have had
two Adult Recruit Pass Off Parades and one TAVR Pass Off
Parade. On ovember 14, 1975, Brig R . A . King Commander
Catterick Garrison, .inspected No 6 Troop commalided by woi
Jack Bowker, ass1ste~ by Sgt Ken M orr is and Cpl J ohn
Mountcastle. The pnze for Best Recruit was awarded to Sig
Fred Worgan and Best Shot to Sig Julian M oore.
This was followed a fortnight later by No 1 Troop commanded
by WOl Mick Hall and assisted by Sgt Roy B ennett and
Cpls Eddie Bell and T om Boddison. Col F. Ramsbottom
Comrn3;0dant, Army Apprentices College, Harrogate, was th~
Insp~cung ~fficer. He awarded the prize of Best Recruit to Sig
P hilip Wright and Best Shot to Sig Michael Cork. We wish
both troops the very best of luck in their future careers.
On Nove~ber 21, 1975 we ~aw No 8 TAVR Course P ass Off.
The ~nspectmg Officer was Brig P.A. C. Baldwin, Commander,
12 S1gi;ial 9-roup. As always the standard was high, due to the
determmatJ.on and hard work by the volunteers during their two
weeks of training under the command of Lt D. W. M. Conran
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Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for:

Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Capital Transfer Tax.
Education. Endowment.
Low Cost and Flexible
Endowments for House
Purchase.
Mortgages Arranged.
Retirement Policies.

Seen (left to right) are: Col J. W. Bridge, RE, Lt G. Horn e, RN ,
Maj G. Fulton, O C 2 Sqn, Mr Bob Hanton, CTO, Pte Hele n Higg ins,
Mrs Netta Late and Cpl Mike Harv ey

COMINGS AND GOING S
SSM Joh nny Johnson has retired after 26 years with the
Corps. Mr Johnson (please note this new title) now visits us in
his smart civilian suit looking every inch the business executive.
We would like to take this opportunity to wish him, his wife and
family all the best for a prosperous and successful future.
In his place we welcome SSM Arthur Cotillard from 7 Armoured Bde and hope that he will enjoy his tour at Hounslow
and soon master our Missed Meals Claims.
3 SQUADRON ALDERSHOT REPORT
Life for the Squadron has been very busy. T he main emphasis
was on Exercise Inside Right. We were very grateful for the.
assistance we received from 3 HQ and Sig Regt and 30 Sig RegtFor many of the lads who came to Aldershot it was a new experie
ence working with WRAC. We didn't hear any complaints. T h 6
girls were quite cheerful too!
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EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Kit, w ith cover for Household effects in transit.
Home Insurance with full cost re placement.
Mot or Competitive rat es Home and Foreign.

8. £ THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INCORPORATED INSURANCE BROKERS

Sig Gro up, Brig Pete r Baldwin, prese nts t he LS
and GC Medal to Sgt Bob Comber
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11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
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and th.: as isl.net: of Sgt Colin Wing and Cpls Mav Merrick
and Andy Cummings. This period also heralded the visit of the
Inspectorate of Establishments Team. The only problem wa
for u to find time to be interviewed!
·
FAREWELL TO A WELL-KNOWN M INOR
adly, we say farewell to Lt Mike Stanners and his wife,
Katrina, who have d.:parted to 16 Sig Regt. Many will •niss
M.ike's experti e and advice concerning fishing, hunting and
wildlife generally. We shall also mis his cream-and-rust-coloured
Morris Minor, a favourite thfoughout the Garrison. We wi h
them both, and the car, a succes ful tour in Krefeld.
WELCOME-AND CONGRATULATIONS
welcome to the Squadron Cpl Pritchard and his wife,
Margaret, and hope they have a pleasant tour in Catterick.
Hopefully, the standard of soccer will improve within the
Regiment as we now have a Corps football coach among out
midst. Finally, a word of congratulations to Sgt Gordon Air on
his promotion to Sergeant and to Cpl Sam Stephenson on his
promotion to Corporal.
1 SQUADRON ROUND UP
SQN certainly saw its fair share of annual festivities over
Christmas, the highlight being the Officers to Sergeants Mess
Drinl...-s on Friday, December 19. Half way through we were
visited 'en masse' by a large representation of the Corporals Club
singing a variety of Christmas Carols Jed by Lcpl Andy Davis
on the bagpipes. We showed our appreciation by handing out the
remaining cheese straws and tomato sauce with glad tidings and
great joy! 'Thought'-perhaps they would have liked a drink as
well.
On to more 'sober' news, the task of training continues. On
December 12 the last parade of the year was ~eld, taken,
traditionally, by the Commanding Officer, Lt Col H. A. Cuerden,
Royal Signals. The 2IC, Maj Robin MacHeath, represented
the Commanding Officer-one of his remaining tasks before his
move to Ouston in the combined role of OC Junior Wing and
2IC of the Regiment.
The Troop passing off was No 2 Troop commanded by Lt

I

I

THE 2 SQUADRON VIEW
The Christmas spirit was given an early start this year when,
on November 29, the Squadron held its Social. The Squadron
Cinema suitably garlanded and decorated, was the venue and
the hard work and artistic effort was supplied by Cpls Mike
Foster, 'Paddy' McConnon, Mike Scott and Sid Wilson.
The party was a great success and the buffet supplied by the
Catering Dept was excellent. At this time of year change is always
in the air and this Squadron proved to be no exception. We said
farewell to our Infantry Adviser-Capt Antony Wharton
(Green Howards), and wish him well in civilian life. Farewells
are also in order for W02 Tony Davis and family-best of luck
in Cyprus-Cpl Mick Pearson and family-good luck in 7 Sig
Regt and, in the ew Year, Cpl Ian Fraser and family-to
swell and influence 7 Sig Regt. We would like to welcome our
new arrivals and hope they enjoy their stay with us-Capt
Duncan MacPhearson (Light Infantry), our new Infantry
Adviser, and Cpl Alan McLean. Congratulations are in order
for Ssgt Paul Greenhalgh, who will shortly take over the
duties of SSM.
The early days of January are quiet but the peace will be
shattered on January 19 when we have five courses descending
upon us, namely RSSSC 107 and 108, RSDCC 91, RSTMTC 15
and Leadership course 14.

'A WINTER'S TALE' FROM 3 SQUADRON
USTON Barracks was the scene of frenzied activity as the
final weeks of our first term in the frozen wastes of Northumberland drew to an end.
Capt Frank Rogers, the 2IC of the
Squadron, eventually, and after much consultation with slide
rule and calculator declared that 16 Troop commanded by Lt

O

The Services get
Service from
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Martin Strong, assisted by Sgt Gordon Air and Cpl Sam
Stephenson. Congratulations to Sig Hartley for winning the
prize of Best Recruit and to Sig Crammen for the prize of
Best Rifle Shot. We wish No 2 Troop the best of luck in their
future careers. Congratulations also to the R egimental (Cadre)
Football Team on winning the E /NW District Minor Units
Cup Final against Kings Div, Strensall, at Catterick on December
17, 1975. We arc hopefully looking forward to higher things.
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For ten mo~ths of the year Prins Ferries cut single and return
fares for servicemen (on or off duty) and their families by at least
50% - and the cost of taking their car is reduced too (3 or more in
a car and the single car rate applies for return).
:And with a Prins ferry sailing every day between Harwich and
either Hamburg or Bremerhaven that's some service.
. Add it to ~::.ie fac}lities on board and you've got a mini holiday
instead of Just a North Sea crossing.
There's a top-class restaurant, a good-value cafeteria
comfortable bars, dancing - even a casino.
'
At bedtime there's a choice
from pullman berths to
comfortable family cabins.
So whether you're coming
home on leave or just taking a
holiday-travel Prins Ferries
... service for the Services.

Prins
Ferries

UK Office:London:13/14 Queen St . Mayfair
London W1 X SBA
01-629 7961 also 01-4917641
German Offices:Hamburg:
HA DAG Seetouristik und
Fiihrdienst AG , 2000,
Hamburg 11,
Johannisbollwerk 6-8.
Tel : (040) 319 61.
Bremen:
Karl Geuther & Co . 2800
Bremen 1, Martinistrasse 58.
Tel : (0421) 31601.

J. R. B. Cook was the Champion Troop 'Cookie'
h0 1 f
shortly afterwards to take up the position' of Ad. ta' w f. eht
.
t
h
tl
d
·
d
·
JU nt 0
t e
RCgnncn , o Y erue that this factor had an · ft
Frank's ~ecision. We wish John, his wife Jane a~dr:iouence on
a _rew arkdmg and .enjoyable time in Catt~rick, ~nd trusf' t~~~ii'~
w1 11 1oo. ~n us w1t!1 a favourable disposition.
~t Willie Brew~, OC 14 Troop, left; us on posting to the AAC
~t~dlchi~afillop (obviously a flier!). He felt that his main problem
unng s. ymg course would be the capability of his helicopter
to carry J:Us golf clubs as an underslung load. Other chan es of
note wit_hin the Squadron were the arrival of Maj David Dotson
~yal Signals, who assumes command of the Squadron next term'
aj W. H. D: N. l_lobotham leaves to take up a post in RHQ.
He lea~cs bchmd him a thriving archery hobby and
ti ci
mcmoncs, but a chance of elevation to the peerage :otonb
missed!
e
~:JJ PASS-OFF PARADE PUTS PRESSURE ON THE

The First Pass-off Parade at Ousron Barracks took lace on
Thursday, December 11, 1975. Members of 11 Troop 31Sqn and
2~ TJroop 4 ~n passed off supported by the remaining Troops of
t c uruor
mg. The Inspecting Officer was Gp Capt M J
Hardy, RAF, thl" Station Commander RAF Leeming Th~
Parade was commanded by Maj W H D
th
·
ff T
· • ' · N • R o b o·tham· an d
e passmg o
roops commanded by Lts M. K. Stretch and
D. Case. The Bandmaster was heard to remark after the Parade
~hat the Corps B~d has ne.ver had to play the Corps March,
Befgo.ne D ull Care , so many t mes in succession: total seven-and-aha1 umcs.1
T.he Prize Giving and Parents' Lunch tioIIowed , the prizes
bemg presented by the Inspecting Officer.
Prizes
Training
Commanding Officer's
Prize
Best Shot
Best Basic Signalling
Skills
Best Sponsman
Junior NCO's Prize

Education
Communication Skills
Mathematics
Physics (E & M )
Orientation Studies
Project
Best All-round
Performance

J/Cpl Norwood, N.
11 Troop
J /Lcpl O'Connor, W.
.
21 Troop
J /S1g McCullough, W.
21 Troop
J /Lcpl Preece, C. 11 Troop
J /Cpl Bragg, V.
21 Troop

4 Sqn
3 Sqn
4 Sqn

J /Sig Miller, R.
J /Sig Brown, R.
J /Sig Cody, A.
J /Lcpl Hall, K.
J /Cpl Bragg, V.
J /Lcpl Preece, C.

4
4
3
3
4
3
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Troop
Troop
Troop
Troop
Troop
Troop

4 Sqn

Sqn
Sqn
Sqn
Sqn
Sqn
Sqn

FIRST ~~PORT FROM 4 SQUADRON
~o .this is OUSTO}:l! 4 Sqn formed in September, the
ma)onty of the staff bemg new from outside of the Regim t
It proved to be an extremely busy seven days before our ~~
mtake of some 230 16-year-old junior signalmen arrived o
first .term was the final term for 21 Troop commanded b ~~
DaVJd Case, ably assisted by Sgt 'Chalkie' White a d yc 1
'Pete' Stemmer.
n
P
FAREWELLS ALREADY
The Squadron has said farewell to the SSM, W02 (SSM) Tim
Ryan, but n.ot from Ouston, he has taken over as the Camp SSM
We thank him for all his hard work. We welcome W02 (SSM)
!in Messenger, who is in the process of finding out. We have
so '>l'.elco.med ~pl Paul Rowland (of Corps Badminton fame)
and his wife, Lmda, to the winds of Ouston.
Th.e (can you spare a minute) Squadron Commander Maj
r.atrtk Temp~eman-Evans, can be seen most days ridi~g his
hlcyc e, motorbike or leaving his car somewhere unknown to
mself, or as A.dventure Training Officer planning with Sgt
Ron Turner a hike along Hadrian's Wall. The 2IC Capt J 0 h
H~y~on, remains sitting on all the masses of paper and th~
tra1rung programme amendments.

If you're so broke that this is someone else's WIRE
you are reading - boy you sure need sympathy!
THE WIRE, FEBRUAtlY 1976
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14 Sig Regt Worcester
TIURTY YEARS ON
NCE again the magnificent Cathedral church whi
.
. ates the City of Worcester and has such I
ch ~0~1n
w1th the county regiment was packed to capaci of!r assoc1atJ~ns
of Remembrance. The congregation ranged f ty
the Service
First World War to young fresh-f:aced B rom. veterans of the
· · d' · ·
rowrues It mcl d d
c1v1c 1grutanes, representatives from all three
:
u e
of almost every conceivable organisation and 1. s1rv.~esl
me~bers
1
other affiliations than the fact that the we ~ . ". ua s with no
the act of homage. In spite of the ear{ hire11 JOllllng together in
the cessation of hostilities in 19 45 ~t wa~ ~ . havehelapsed since
Reme~branc~ is still strong and meaningful.v1ous t at the act of
This beautiful church, fashioned by years of dedicat d
kb
craft~men devoted to producing an architectur
e wor. Y
provide~ a perfect setting for the service. This pr al ~st~p1ece,
impressive and moving with a very stirring sermo ove to e very
n.
After the service the Commandin Offi
Hales, as representative for the Arm g acco cer, ~t Col Mike
the other two services as they laid 0 y,
mparued officers of
This ceremon:y was followed by Pt;feP~~r;;~s a~~e CeI?-otaph.
H~~es, leading the contingent from the R '. pt Richard
millnary and civilian groups in a march past. A~gi~eC:ui~ ~th~r
sa ute was ~en by the Mayor of Worcester.
a t e
The Regiment w1s also well represented
N
·
church where Capt (QM) Cyril Evis led
at . Orton Village
Regiment. The vicar is al;o the Reaiment'saocffion~n~ent fharom .the
o·
C!atmg c plam.

O

0

IT WASN'T HALF HOT, MUM
A lean green fighting machine which left th R .
tec!1uically orientated E21 detachment has nowe ~1m~nt as a
cloistered calm of Worce>ter. This remarkable r~ra~i to ~e
resulted froi;n tJ:ie E21 proving once more its abili
o~mation
on commurucaaons exerdses. The crew a
ty to go it ~lone
to participate in W02 (SSM) Jerr '
a res~t, were a".a1lable
programme. In company with Ssy a~rett s entertainment
Sgts Ted. Bentley and Taff Assender~e se~~ya d!~~w:: . 3:11d
camp which would have turned the Spanish I
. . . airung
with en.vy. A new SOP hrts now been written b .~91Tsmon gr~en
categoncally what is net wanted on future ·o y
roop statJng
~he .SSM has returned with a perman~n~~s.hi
.
es re ~t grm
which 1s attributed to the radical chan e .
tonsorial styles. The constant blazing sung flm thdefrpart1c1pants'
·
d
.
re ecte
om eyeball
searmg san convmced everyone except WOl (F f S) Al :a~conLl that shofirt hair is healthy hair. His relief, WOl (F of
n~
vesey, ound the transformation quite ainl
practised self-hypnosis and fell asleep in the chai U~ ess; he
he wa~ taken past his stop and awoke to findr. ha dorrcately,
cascading to the floor. It is anticipated that he swill ~ o !bone
presentable by Christmas.
e a most
site of0 all this fun. an d f ro 1·ics was, of course that pearl of
th The
I di
e n an cean, Mas1rah. For the uninitia d , th . l
.
6,000 kilometres as the crow (Hercules) flies fro: UK e. IS sd IS
oahif.Bbomba:(
the ducks
any s
can pm-pomt for you with ·
accuracy. The island renewed the detachment's f:~:th
. tnuhecrome~cr
~
1n
veracity

j

s)

~d~:~:'wtfcehEast

(w~ere

~~: froo~~

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
BLACK & WHITE OR COLOUR

D. & G. MANSELL
6, FINKLE STREET,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.

Also Domestic Electrical Appliances
Our ~ecord Dept. c?ntains one of the largest
selection of .records m the district also h
mus 1c an d musica
. 1 mstruments.
.
'
s eet
CASSETTES AND CARTRIDGES

of the recce party: they reported that there was nothing there and
the crew found it.
Our brisk, fast-talking force commander, Maj Tony (Don't
a k me to go all that way in a Herc) Seward, worked the oracle as
u ual; the Hercules wa grounded at Akrotiri and he flew on by
VClO. Hi stay proved to be short and sweet; he had only time
to get things organi ed and the exercise started before he was
jetting out for a brief stay over in UK before rl •ing on to Belize.
The RAF remembeT<Od his allergy to Hercules and provided a
Belfast for his flight to Belize. We can only assume that his allcrg.)'
ha now been cured. His dutie there seem to have been extremely
arduou as we received a very colourful postcard from him of
as au and shortly expect to r c2ive a second one from Bermuda.
He was relieved in Masirah by our second in command, Maj
Tony Edm onds, who is no stranger to the sands of the Arabian
Penninsula. He tayed the cour3e and with Capt Tony Pennington plus tl1e ubiquitous E21 produced a very uccessful exercise.
With the E21 doing it all unaided Sgts Mick Birney and Mick
Bennett were free to concentrate on the serious bu iness of
organising sport. The detacl1ment were not too successful but
then the locals have been there longer. The exercise, of course
was not without problems. The SQMS, Ssgt Stuart Gledhill,
admits to failure in his quest for a pair of size 12 desert boots for
Cp l D obb in Birch; the RAF state categorically that camels are
not bred that big. Local Arab folklore acquired a new legend of
Yeti's landing after Cpl Birch strolled barefoot down the beach.
P OPULAR ADVICE O N ACCLIMATIS ATION
Our tame medic, Sgt Bill Jardin e, was a huge success with
everyone; his advice on acclimatisation was drink, drink, drink.
Rumour has it that he is now well advanced with a thesis on
cirrhosis of the liver.
The team's Isaac Waltons, R QM S Murray Foster and Sgt
Dave Poole, boast of considerable success. They managed to
organise a 'Gizzit'* with a veritable plethora of barbecued barracuda. Everyone on the station who had helped the detachment was
invited and a highly successful function was enjoyed by all.
Lcpl Paul E llis is now a fully qualified DUKW driver. This
amphibious vehicle was loaned to the detachment by the civilian
relay station on Masirah. The chief pilot, driver and captain of
the 'Duck' was actually Lt Cdr Bruce Lemonde, RN, the
UKCICC representative and exercise director. This vehicle was
something of a status symbol and fierce competition resulted as
everyone strove to make his mark on the social ladder.
Apart from the D UKW the force had a couple of dinghies and
an assault craft. These were in continuous use, sharks and other
predators ensuring good seamanship, and there were no capsizes.
*Gizzit-Corruption of'Give Me It', a word denoting a function
provided at no cost.

Ol'LL GIVE IT EIGHT
Whilst our happy holidaymakers were gambolling in Masirah,
Sgts Keith Kennard and Frank Rodgers were roughing it on
liaison in Hong Kong. They manag~d to snatch a few moments off
from their arduous duties to send a very colourful postcard to the
Squadron Admin Office. Thi showed a Chinese Dragon guarding
the pier leading to Tai Pak Boat Restaurant at Castle Peak. The
message read, 'Not a bad effort for fir t liaison visit, will give you
eight out of ten'. The Admin Officer is now wracking his brain
and tearing out his few remaining grey hairs as he endeavours to
think of a more attractive site than Hong Kong for a liaison trip .
Our liaison team of Cpls Brian Coombs and Roy Baker
with Commcen Malta were more easily pleased. They enjoyed all
the many scenic beauties of the George Cro>s Island. The E21
as usual ensured that their presence was not required on the
circuit for the majority of the time.
SPACE BUT NO COMMUNICATIONS
The end of a very successful era in Corps history was signalled
on November 26, 1975, when the Commanding Officer, Lt Col
Mike Hales, formally handed over the two UK/TSC 500
satellite earth stations to the RAF. The members of 2 Sqn,
commanded by their OC, Maj Mike Brock, paraded at RAF
Oakhanger with their opposite numbers from the RAF, commanded by Sqn Ldr Roger Payne, to witness the simple
ceremony.
This was a somewhat sad end to five successful years in which
the members of 2 Sqn have deservedly won a reputation for
professionalism and a high standard of technical expertise.
During this time the two stations have moved 160 times, covered
some 20,000 miles of road at a maximum speed of 30mph and
given thousands of members of the general public the opportunity
of inspecting a mobile satellite communications station. These
moves have taken the stations as far afield as Singapore, Kenya,
BAOR, Northern Ireland and that exotic gem of the Indian
Ocean, Diego Garcia.
The majority of moves have been between Worcester and
Oakhanger and a real rapport has developed between the members
of 2 Sqn and the staff of RAF Oakhanger. A good relationship
has also developed between the proprietors of the Alton House,
Market and Duke's Head Hotels, where many of our members
have resided whilst roughing it in Oakhanger. The most popular
acco=odation was provided by Mr Wicks of Binnsbrook Farm.
Members of the Squadron are now convinced that Mr Wicks will
resort to agriculture to earn a living now that his career as a
hotelier has ceased. The Foremen of Signals, WOls Joe Jackson
and Brian Holder, are convinced that mine host at the Red Lion
will also go broke now that the regulars from 14 Sig Regt have
ceased to visit.

The han~-over of the statio_ns went without a hitch owing to
the unflaggmg efforts of Sgt Bill Duffy, who managed to identify
all of the thousand:and-one items which make up the CES of
such a complex station. He was aided and abetted by the Troop
storemcn, Cpls 'Chick' Cooper and 'Taffy' Young who
5uccessfully located all those small items hidden in obscure' nooks
~~~ cr~nrues. Our Qua~termastcr, Capt Cyril 'Sign 'Ere' Evis,
is m ~i.gh dudgeo.n as his plot to shower 3225s around like confetti
was foiled by their efforts. The RAF supply section are convinced
that these three arc Army mag1c1ans who ;tte capable of producing
modules out of a number one dress hat.
Hope springs ctcrn~ that the expertise acquired by dint of hard
w?rk over five years will not be lost entirely. We trust that if the
m_ihtary. budget ~ventually runs to producing the second generation
of n:ob1.le sate~hte earth stations, our team of space-age commumcauons will be re-assembled to exploit their capabilities to
the full
The absence of the distinctive saucers on the pads visible from
th~ M5 m?torway ha~ cau~cd considerable consternation among
the motormir fraternity. So many long-distance lorry drivers
have complamed of bcu~g lost that ~he West Mercia Constabulary
have c ntemplated makmg the Regiment an offer for the station.
For some, the break has been quite traumatic. Our Pay Staff
arc.; almost redundant a~d WOl (F of S) Jackson vows that life
will never b~ the same wnhout a TSC 500. He misses the constant
thrill of bcmg calkd out. t all hours of the day and night to
accompany Me srs Beattie, Pashley and Ransome of Marconi
Sp:1:ce and Defet?-ce Systems in exploratory surgery. He has now
decided to end it all and eek solace in civilian life where we
feel. sur~, h~ will spend many happy hours builalng sat~llite
stations m his back garden.

16 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 35
RETIREMENT AFTER 10 YEARS WITH THE REGIMENT
APT GORDON EDWARDS retires from the Army this
. mont~ after 32 years' service. He has spent his last 10 years
with 16 Sig Regt . as Paym3:st.er. Gordon's long career began in
1940 when he enlisted and iomed the Royal Army Service Corps
(n<;>w the RCT-for the benefit of the younger readers), as a
driver IC. He thought at the time that this meant Driver in
charge, but later found out that he was a driver internal combustion! Ye~, we did have DRIVERS HORSE at one time. Gordon
was commissioned in 1941. In 1944 he married Lt Peggy Dixon,
QAI~SR (Queen Alexandra's Imperial Military Nursing
Services Reserve).
At the e.nd of the war he left the Army to go back to teachingbut that didn't last long; he joined the TAVR in 1948 and by the
end of 1950, was back with the regulars of the RASC. In 1956
Gordon transferred to the RAPC and commenced his first tour
~ith the Roy~l Signals, joining 2 Wireless Regt (now 9 Sig Regt)
m Cyrpus. Smee that day (apart from a short break at Aborfield)
Go.rdon has Se;fYed ex~lusively with Royal Signals. He and Peggy
arnved at 16 Sig Regt m 1965 and have been here ever since. We
s~all miss them both, not only at work but also at play, and
wish them every happiness in their retirement.

C

Presentation of the Certificate of 25 years' service to the Army to
Herr Georg von Hertzenburg

FFR INSPECTION SETS THE BRIGADIER ' STIRRING'
~ Thursday November 27, the Regiment was subjected to
. Its Annual FFR. The inspecting officer was Commander
Rhine Area, Brig Callan. During the course of the day he
presented us with a few surprises amongst which were a postal
bomb, spot BE tests and a 'crash out' for one of the field squadrons
not forgetting a half-~e run fo~ some of the WRAC. Luckil~
we ~ged to c_ope .with these Wlthout too many disasters.
Whilst the Brigadier was visiting us we took the opportunity
to m~e the Chris~ puddings and, of course, he gave us a hand
to m~ them, assisted by a few members of the Regiment. At
lunchtime he was entertained in the WOs and Sergeants Mess
where he presented the Long Service and Good Conduct MedaI
to W02 (RQMS) Brian Connor. Another presentation which
took place ~as that of a certificate of 25 years service to the British
Anny. This was. handed to Herr George von Hertzenburg
who has worked m Bradbury Barracks since 1950.

O

FORTHCOMING MARRIAGE
The Regiment is pl~ased to ann.ounce the forthcoming marriage
o~ Capt John Thewlis, Royal Signals (late 16 Sig Regt now 22
Sig Regt) and Capt Ann Leach, WRAC. They are to be married
in St .J ames' Church, Bradbury Barracks, on January 24 1976.
We wish them both every happiness.

Faraway Places . . .
Unusual Jobs
Let's Have That Story!

No Grouse on the 12th!

SYMBOLIC ACT
The symbolic act of handover between Lt Col M. J. Hales and Sqn Ldr R. Payne, RA F
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Capt and Mrs Gordon Edwards sitting with Sgt Pete Death at the
WOs and Sgts Mess Christmas Draw
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A shock for those on the grouse
moors but a smile on our faces
if your notes arrive with us
each month by this date
'4S

22 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 107

'A HECTIC MONTH IN RETROSPECT'
CTOBER (like mot months of the year) was a busy month
for the Regiment with virtually the whole unit being deployed
for the first 10 days on E.xercise Autumn Sales which terminated
(conveniently) with the various ~quadrons located in ~eir initi~
locations for Exercise pearpomt, where they remained unul
October 17. 3 Sqn (Cornmcen Uniform), however, did not return to
Churchill Barracks, Lippstadt, at that time as they continued to
be involved in Exercise Hard Demon, a Harrier Exerci e, for a
funher week. All exercises went well from the Regiment's point
of view although our two newly-arrived young officers, 2/Lts
Andy Ward and Alastair Blease, looked distinctly bewildered
when they eventually returned to 'Peace Location'.
Once back in barracks, preparation for ovember's FFR was
the order of the day with the CO, Lt Col Tom Wheawell,
making lightning inspections on the Squadrons, and soldiers
doing quick changes from Combat Kit to ~1BC Kit to No 2 Dress
which would have done justice to models in a fashion display.
After three weeks in the field during which time hair tended to
grow slightly longer than the approved length, Cpl Paul
Muncaster achieved instant fame when shortly after he had had
a trim he was noticed by the CO, photographed by Cpl Mick
Pitfield and his portrait appeared on the various Squadrons'
notice boards as an example of the recommended acceptable
standard of hair styling. As intermissions in this hectic period,
the Regiment was visited by the Representative Colonel Commandant, Maj Gen D. R. Horsfield., OBE, and the recently
arrived CCR Signals, Brig G. W. Gittins.

O

2IC 'D' Troop
Lt Alasdair Gordon-Rogers
QC 'J' Troop
Lt Roger Lane
Designate
2/Lt Alastair Blease
Briefly, 4 Sqn provide 1 BR Corps with HF Comms and
usually manage to effectively hide themselves in a wood and
call themselves Commcen Victor. They also provide and man the
ground-to-air comms for 2 ATAF (in flight report posts).
Somehow they also seem to find time to partake in the lighterhearted aspects of communications illustrated by the following
report from Delta Troop.
EX-ffiGH CYCLE
During the Earls Court Motor Cycle Show, 14 Sig Regt
manned an Army Stand at the show to 'Keep the Army in the
Public Eye' and establish a radio link on SRDll to BAOR. Delta
Troop provided the BAOR end of the link at Krefeld. The
detachment consisted of Sgt Sandy Patience (he needed it),
Sigs Colin 'The Hump' Humpleby, Stan Hardie, LCpls
Brian Aldridge, Jackie Gargan, 'Tiny' Lappin, Sig Mickey
'One Finger' Foster, Cpl George McAvoy, Sgt 'Super Tech'
Dunn and our guest motor cycle expert from 7 Sig Regt, Cpl
Tom 'Evil Knievel' Perry. Not only did we achieve 100 per cent
comms (naturally), but we also gained into the bargain 40 female
addresses, ranging from 'Miss Automobile Association 1975' to
'Slack Alice 1931'. The link was used by visitors to the show to
attempt to stump Tom Perry on motor cycle questions. Questions
varied from 'when did the first Norton 500 come off the production line?' (Answer: 'Just before the second') to 'Who was Jack
Barraclough?' (Answer: 'Mrs Barraclough's son'). After this
dismal failure, sense was finally restored when the gorgeous
dollies took over as operators at the Earls Court end. We then
put on a formidable team headed by the smooth-talking, debonair
'Hump'. We would like to thank A3 Det 14 Sig Regt, not only for
the comms, but also for their excellent taste in the ladies they
enticed on to the teleprinter and a special thanks for the girls of
Capital Radio for the excellent entertainment they provided.
SOCCER SUCCESSES AND ARMY SWIMMING
COLOURS
The football team's successes are gathering in momentum
under the keen and critical eye of the CO as the season gets into
full swing. In an exciting and close game the Regiment beat the

OPERATORS
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON

?

Why not contact

THE THREE TEES AGENCY
INSTANT FAME
Cpl Paul Muncaster and the approved hair le ngth
Somehow, during this week the Regiment also managed to
find time to host Maj Keith Boulding and the Corps Band, who
provided their usual excellent repertoire on several occasions,
the highlight of which was the concert given one Saturday evening
in the town's 'Stadt Theatre' as part of Lippstadt's 'Herbsrwoche'
or Autumn Festival. The Band, with their renowed expertise
and enthusiasm, treated the packed military and civilian audience
to a programme of music and entertainment which included
arrangements from Wagner to Pop, which was ecstatically received.
The following Sunday they repeated their performance before
an even larger audience in the packed streets of the town luring
pecrators from the many other attractions of the festivities.
FEATURING 4 SQUADRON
OC
Maj Ian Penny
SSM
W02 Fred McMillan
Y of S
W02 Kevin Donaldson
F of S
W02 Keith Bamforth
OC ' D Troop
Capt Andrew Symmons

A.G., a former Corporal Supervisor, Royal Signals did and
be writes:
"My reception at Three Tees was very friendly and they
certainly went to a lot of trouble to show me the different
machines and systems used in civvy street.
"I wanted a job which was not only secure but interesting.
They had a very good selection to choose from and found
me a permanent job with a commodity broker at a good
salary and with chances of promotion. They also kept me
going with temporary work until I started the new job and
really made it easy to settle down. I'd fully recommend
them to anyone looking for a job in the Telex field."

Football
We have ~cached the quarter-finals of both the Army Cup
(BAOR Sact1on) and the 4th Division League Cup and are
currently in third position in the League. On Janu~ 23 the
team travels to Osnabruck to meet the Scots Dragoon Guards in
the (\rmy Cup, .w~ich promises to be another exciting game.
Lt Jim Thornton 1s our football officer, and the team is trained
and coached by W02 (QMSI) Bobbie Burns. Our leading goal
scorers to date arc Lcpl Steve Baldwin with 10 goals and Sgt
Jimmy Gilmour with 6.
'
Hockey
.~e. hav<: won all our matches in the Western League Second
D1v1s1on with 30 goals for and only 3 against. Already this means
that next season we will play in the First Division. We have
re~c~cd . the qu.arter-final of the 4th Division Cup which is an
chmmatmg series for the Army Cup. Our leading scorers are
Lcpl Paul Buff with 8 goals, Capt Brian Chubb 7, and Sgt
Graeme Watson and Cpl Roy Pylee with 6 goals each.
PRESENTATION OF ARMY SWIMMING COLOURS
From left: 2/Lt Ward, Capt 0 Connor, 2/Lt Blease, Lt Col Wheawell,
Brig Dalzell-Payne
QRl.H by 2-1 in the first round of the BAOR Cup and in the
4 Div (South) League we have suffered only one defeat in six

games. 28 Sig Regt take note !
2/Lt Alastair Blease was presented with his Army Swimming
Colours b:t Co~ander 6 ~~e, Brig H. S. L. Dalzell-Payne,
CBE, during his farewell v1s1t to the Regiment in September.

124 Regent St.,
London, W.I.
(01-734 0365)

I

I
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SPORTS REPORT
Our emerg:ence as a _major contender on the BAOR sporting
cene began m June with the Morrison Cup Athletics Meeting.
Here our athletes performed very creditably to finish in fourth
place behind such giants as 21 and 7 Sig Regt. Since then our
Commanding Officer, Lt Col Tom Wheawell, has 'encour~ged'
all our port teams to achieve some outstanding successes; at the
half-way stage of the season their attainments are as follows:

20 Eastcheap,
London, E.C.3.
(01-626 0601)
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STOP PRESS
Rugby result: 22 Sig Regt 46---1 CBT Sup Bn RAOC O.

ALL SQUADRONS THROUGH THEffi PACES
URI.NG November and December, with our Exercises
behmd us, we concentrated on internal training and ensuring
that we are ready for the coming year. The first three weeks of
November were ~pent preparing for our FFR inspection. On the
day, the CC~ Signals, Brig G. W. Gittins, and his team from
HQ. Royal Signals put ~l five Squadrons through their paces,
settmg each of them a different task to be completed under their
watchful eyes. In the evening, the officers entertained the warrant
officers to dinner, at which the 21C, Maj Danny Malone was
~neu out. His s:uccessor, Maj Hugh Bonaker, was at the 'same
time welcomed mto the Regiment.
Other recent comings and goings include Maj Bill Price as
OC 2 Sqn to replace Maj John Higton, who leaves us shortly
for a tour at !he MoD. W02 (SSM) Ken Woods replaced W02
(SSM) Robin Stanley-Jones who was posted on promotion.
Y of S Colin MacLaughlin and 'Geordie' Bestford have
arrived to succeed W02s 'Geordie' Hall and Len Yates both
also leaving on promotion, to 227 Sig Sqn and the RMA 'sandhurst, respectively.
'

Call, write or phone:
110 Fleet St.,
London, E.C.4.
(01-353 3611)

Rugby
S~ far we have pl'.lyed 13 games, winning seven of them, inclu~mg .a notable wm over 7 Regt's formidable 2nd XV. The
arrival, m summer, of Maj Ian Penny and W02 (ORQMS)
Bert Schneider has really been responsible for our impact on
the rugby circuit for the first time. A great asset on the field is
Ssgt Steve Bray of our LAD who is a BAOR player.
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27 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 1
<v!SITORS INCLUDE ELSIE'
HE~E no~es co~er the period September to December 1975.
Durmg this period more people left than arrived as the rundown to the new Defence Cost Agreement establishment took
place, but more visitors arrived from the UK than in the spring
to see the last Colony of the old British Empire.
. In early October, 'Elsie' came in from the East as a well-formed
typhoon and P.assed 26 miles sou~ of HK Island. Storm Signal
o 10 was raised for the first ume for four years with winds
gusting to over lOOmph. This gave those who live in high-rise
blocks (most of us) the unnerving experience of waking up cold
sober to find the room rocking and the water in the goldfish tank
sl.opping .over the ~dge. 'Elsie'. produced little dami1ge and only
6m of rain, but this was sufficient to top the reservoirs to overflowing-after a very wet summer. The Governor opened the
new water desalting plant 10 days later, which will eDsure water
rationing is a thing of the past. When he pressed the start button
fresh water was pumped straight back into the sea as all the
reservoirs were full. (Twelve months ago water was rationed to
four hours every fourth day).
First to arrive was Maj Ian Graham, OC 28 Inf Bde S1g-Sqn,
who spent a warm week in September visiting the Signal units
before returning to Singapore to disband his unit. The last two
days of his visit he spent on the final exercise of the Regimental
Summer Camp and saw, on foot mostly at night, some of the
more remote parts of tllc Colony. After typhoon 'Elsie' had
cooled the weather, Maj Roger Thompson from Signals 31
and Mr Frank Chambers arrived to discuss the final plans for
the revised Radio Relay Phase II and to convince the staff that
the cables laid before World War II and by the Japanese in

T

~7

Kowloon needed replacing by modern Radio Relay equipment.
We hope they manage to convince MOP, as Nathan Road-tl:e
main cable route north-is about to be dug up for the Mass
Transit Railway (the HK Tube).
They left on the plane which brought Co·l John ~gar from
AGll (and the Secretary of State for Defence and his team for
the Cost Agreement Talks-who said. RAF a.ircraft . are ~ry).
Col Agar vi ited and dined with each Siana! umt ph7s mter~1~w
ing a number of officers an~ soldiers. with the interVl~w.ee s1tt111:g
and him standing-very disconcerting-as he had m1ured his
back in the UK, and this had not been helped by 24 hours o~ a
VClO. Col Agar also represented the SO-in-C ~t Operan~n
Mercury 1975 (see separate report), and .flew ba~ m luxury via
British Airways as there was no RAF flight available.
At lunchtime 'on the day of Mercury Cdr Alistair l\:i~cdon~~d
and Flt Lt Peter Smith from DCN arrived for a liaison VISlt.
From the aircraft they quickly changed and spent the aftern~n
and evening at Operation Mercury. By the. end of the evenmg
' Jet Lag' had taken its toll and they both retired tC? sle~p. On the
Monday they started the usual visitors' tour which mcluded a
trip to Sek Kong co see the 'other part of Hong Kong'., eat Gurkha
curry (strong stomach needed) an~ ~o look at the Ch!nese border.
A CPA team will be our first vmtors of 1976, with DWRAC
shortly after and a team from the BAOR Computer Centre. to
put the scant on to tape. This will stop one Y of S playmu
Scrabble every day!
DEFENCE COST AGREEMENT 1976
Victoria Barracks is returned to the Hong K?ng Government
and those left move into a multi-storey block m HMS Tamar.
RAF Kai Tak closes and the helicopters move to Sek Kong.
Only one British battalion remains.
.
Those are the details given in the press. The effect on Signals
in Hong Kong is as follows:
.
.
27 Sig Regt disbands on May 31, 1.9?6.
A new organisation known as the Bnnsh Force HQ and Sig Sqn
is formed from 1 Sqn 27 and the old HQ British Forces and
HQ Land Forces on June 1, 1976.
. .
.
2 Sqn 27 disappears with the ew !emtones 1:-me Troop
joining 48 Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (which changes Its name to
the Gurkha Field Force HQ and Sig Sqn) ~d the Kowloon
and Island Line Troops joining 248 Gurkha Sig Sqn.
Signals soldier posts in HK (and Brunei) are cut by 62. to 89
and officers by four. The HK Signals soldier linemen remam. ~uc
the drivers go, Gurkhas taking over these and some of the Bnnsh
posts. Six of the 40 WRAC posts are also cut as the Commcen
loses half its circuits and the Colony troop level drops by 4,000.

OPERATION MERCURY 1975
.
..
The now biennial Crossbow and Rifle comp~tm~n between
Royal and Gurkha Signals Hong Kong and the Sw1~s Signal Corps
cook place on Saturday, November 1. TJ;ie ".'enue .m Hong .K ong
was as in 1973 Stonecutters Island, while m Switzerland 1t was
r~ce Comm~nd Post of 1 Sig Regt. About 180 people were
m~veci' to Stonecutters I land by launch, of ~vhom 95 were guests,
66 being Swiss based in Hong Kong. This year ~ loc~l co~
petition wa added to be fired between a team of six S':"-'1ss bus1ne smen and six Swiss wives and a team of six seruor Royal
Signals Officers and 'selected' wives: The men fired a SMG
practice while the ladies fired tl_le ladies' crossbow.
.
The rifle team in the Internanonal was the 248 ~urkha Sig ~qn
team who had won the Royal and Gurkha Signals shootmg
competition in September. The crossbow. team was selected by
WOl (RSM) G. G. Haughie from Brinsh volunteers of both
Royal and Gurkha Signals. Lt Col J. O. C. Alexander (CR
Signals, Comd Gurkha Signals and CO 27) fired on behalf ~f the
SO-in-C in the VIP crossbow match versus the Swiss SO-m-C,
Maj Gen A. Guisolan (Col .Ag~r who was to represent the
SO-in-C being unable to fire m either the Crossbow or SMG,
due to an injured back). The CO won his match 13-9 (2 boltsmax 20) and our only match. The rifle team lo~t. 455-489 a~d
the crossbow 218--222. In the local compeuuon the Swiss
businessmen won, scoring 530-521, and ~ey h~d only fired the
SMG once before in practice. The Swiss la~es won 12-10
(darkness stopped this competition early). Both rifle and cross~ow
results were much closer this year and W02 (F o~ S) .R. S. Kidd
achieved the best crossbow score of the day (Swiss mcluded) of
53 out of 60 (6 bolts at 30m at a 7in target).
The results and greetings were exchanged at half-hourly

s

SNOW
· three
In early December the temperarure droppe d 20.oc m
days to give Hong Kong its coldest Decea:ibei:- day smce records
began in 1887. Snow fell in the New Territories as the temperature reached 4°C--oh for that electric blanket in store in the UK!
Finally, we wish all Kung Hei ~at Choi ~· by the time you are
reading this, we will be celebranng the arrival of the year of the
Dragon.

intervals by Telex during the two hours of the competition as
it was fired, it being late afternoon in HK, early morning in CH.
Once again we were indebted to Mr G. F. A. Warwick, the
General Manager of Cable and Wireless Ltd for providing the
Telex circuit to Switzerland and training the two WRAC operators,
Lcpl Julie Silver and Pte Naomi Coombes, without charge!
The competition was filmed, and the exposed film sent to
Switzerland by air for usi.:, with film taken in Sursee, in a TV
programme on the following Tuesday. The Swiss equivalent of
The Times carried a half-page article on the competition on the
Monday. Hence most of Switzerland knew that, once again, the
sons and daughters of William Tell had beaten the sons and
daughters of Robin Hood. We will try harder in 1977.

28 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 35
TROPO REPORT
HIS month is the turn of Tropospheric Scatter Troop-or
Tropo for short-to compile THE WIRE notes, so it may just
be that the following paragraphs have a slight bias in our direction!
With just one Regimental exercise left, the Troop completes
another successful year of trials and exercises. It is now some
eight months since the Troop last featured in THE WIRE, and it
is therefore impossible to note all the arrivals and deparrures.
However, some of the more recent deparrures include Sig Pawlak
to 30 Sig Regt, Cpls Steve Drew, John Southern and Andy
Todhunter to 8 Sig Regt, and Sgt 'Sniffer' Francis to 13 Sig
Regt. The arrivals include Cpls Millican, 'Chalky' Smith and
Sgt 'The General' Barnes.
The more notable events in this year's series of trials were:
Sig 'WafHer' Wilkes' attempt at pot-holing 1r" a Land-Rover
in the Berken tank driving area. This ended with ~lK local German
Kaserne being given a chance to practise their --! overy.
Sgt Pete Underwood's attempt at horse riding. His first and
last lesson lasted 30 seconds as the horse took an instant dislike
to him and bolted. (It should be noted that this took place at
2000 hrs on exercise.)
Sig Wigham's attempt at chicken flambe with a jerry can of
petrol.
On the more serious side, the Troop has continued to prove
its worth in NORTHAG comms, providing 54 circuits for ExAble Archer and can now boast of being able to pack up both
antennas in two-and-a-half hours which, for those who l.."llow the
problems of 'Mobile' Tropospheric Scatter will appreciate, is
quite an achievement.

T

SOCCER PROSPECTS ENCOURAGING
The Regimental s.occer Team continue their succes~fyl performances as in previous seasons. Pre-season fitness trammg has
paid off and, as at the beginni!lg of December,_~~ first team lead
the North Rhine Inter-Services Football D1v1s1on I, and are
through to the last 16 of the Army Cup (BAOR Section).
Highlight of the season to date w_as our d~feat.by th~ only goal
in a thrilling match versus Cambridge Uruvers1ty. With ~IX Old
Blues in their team the visitors were fortunate that the Regimental
strikers had an off day. Despite continual pressure on the University goal, the ball just would not enter the net-shades of
AJdershot once again!
In the all-important league and cup games the forward~ have
followed their old style-44 goals have so far been scored m our
10 league games and we have also found the net 12 times in the
three Army Cup matches.
Despite having won the BAOR Cup for the last three seasons
we are not the 'considered favourites' this time. With a very much
changed team from last season a lot of hard work and training
has had to be done to blend the new side together. The main
test so far has been the recent third-round battle against the
much-favoured 1 Bn Queens Own Highlander on their gro~d
in Osnabrock, which the Regiment won 2-1 (both goals bemg
scored by Sgt Pete Campbell). The draw for the next round is
now awaited with much interest!
THE BALL STOPS ROLLING
T is with mixed feelings that we report our exit from the
Army Soccer Cup for the season 1975-76. \Ve are proud to
have remained undefeated in cup competitions in BAOR from
March 1972 to December}1975. This is an all-time record and

I

W02 (F of S) R. S. Kidd firing the competition Crossbow. Foreman
Kidd achieved the highest score, Britis h or Swiss, with 53 out of 60

The wife of the Swiss Consular Ge neral in Hong Kong, Mrs Suter,
presents Lt Col Alexander with the I Swiss Sig Corps plaque
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no doubt will be very hard to beat. We are sad in a much that we
were eventually beaten more by circumstances than another
team-although l Para, in Berlin, arc a hard test for the very
best of sides. Having won through to the qUarter-final stage, we
heard the Cup draw on the radio whilst on exercise.
The joy of being drawn away to play in Berlin was short lived,
when we wer.e ordered to play the match within 10 days due to our
opponent's exercise commitments and the forthcoming festive
season. Even this presented problems to the Movement people
due to train restrictions. In the end the match had to be played
on a Sunday. With one player under suspension, another in
Catterick on a trade course fate turned against us yet again.
Needing a warm-up match after our exercise lay off, we played
RAF Wildenrath in a league match four days before our Cup
game. In this 'battle' of the giants Sgt 'Paddy' Parkhill broke
his shoulder bone and Sgt Mac McLean his leg!
Undaunted, we took the long journey to Berlin and, on a frozen
pitch, led 2-1 at half time thanks to two goals by Sgt Peter
Campbell. Naturally, the Paras played it hard but it was two
goalkeeping mistakes by our 'keeper that let them in !ront rather
than their superior play. Our late rally saw the ball hit the crossbar twice and then an upright, but each time the ball was scrambled
away by the home side. Time ran out and, in the closing seconds, a
break away led to a further goal, giving the l Para a 4-2 victory
and we bowed out graciously.
We still lead the North Rhine Inter-Services Football League
Division 1 at the half-way stage and remain in the Rhine Area
Major Units Cup, so we have still got plenty to play for and
additional time to rebuild for next season. So look out BAOR
teams, we've only loaned the Cup out for a year!
FESTIVITIES
As in all units we have had the usual round of parties and
those, notably the RHQ contingent, who are 'unfortunate' to
be invited to them all, are now recovering at home or at some
isolated health farm. To sort out the men from the boys we
invited two Chelsea Pensioners to share the activities with us.
Sgt Dick Osgood and Sgt Joe Short, both ex-Corps, thoroughly
enjoyed their stay and lasted the pace magnificently. We have
invited their 'trainer' along next year to prepare our 'unfortunates'
for the seasonal whirlwind!
FAREWELL TO A QM
After almost 37 years' service we say farewell to Maj Ken
Ward who retires on April 2, 1976. With his attempts to join the
Royal Navy thwarted by the MO, he enlisted into the Corps. in
June 1939. On completion of training as a Lineman he saw acuve
service in and around the Battle of Britain air.fields of London
and the Home Counties. War Service and promotiou to Sergeant
then took him to North Africa, Italy and the Azores. Post-war
service in Catterick and York was followed by a tour in the Far
East, then it was back to a TAVR post.
Promotion to Warrant rank and posting to the Army Wireless
Chain ( Tairobi and Malta) was the next stop, followed by a
series of TAYR/Training Regiment postings before commissioning
as a Quartermaster in 1964. Service with 3 Div and 19 Bde was
followed by a return to Malta for .three years. Never h.aving
served in BAOR, AGll was then kind enough to post him to
16 Sig Regt and, finally, for his last appointment, to 28 Sig Regt.
(Serving under OC HQ Sqn, he was as near co the NAVY as he
could have ever been!) Ken and Brenda were officially dined out
from the Mess and presented with an appropr!ate gift .. They are
heading for a rest in their house at Bourne, Lmcolnshire, before
facing the rigours of civilian life.

30 Sig Regt
BLANDFOB8 CAMP

TEMPUS FUGIT
ELL this time we really did miss October and in retrospect
this autumn seems to have gone from September to November
in one jump. This may have been in part due to oUF-preparation
for our FFR on October 31 and to our fstalwarts being deployed
from Edinburgh to Plymouth and all stations between on Exerci e
Inside Right for much of the month. ~owever, by all accounts
they enjoyed the change not only of location but employment too.
We returned to gather up our skirts and deploy 1 (Spearhead) Sqn
on Exercise Kelpy whicl1 spread the Squadron from Cannock
Chase co Blandford via Bulford and 2 (Training) and 3 (AMFL)
Sqns on the Group Exercise High Post 2.

W

Because of the problems of training area availability, frequencies
and the like we tried a new venue and deployed to the Aldershot
training area where we centred on Tweseldown Race Course,
that nostalgic weekend haven for one-time Sandhur t cadets. I t
wa a good location and the Long Valley and MVEE cro s-country
test track made an excellent venue for a night cross-country drive
without lights for 3 Sqn. However, it also made an ex ellent
cenario for a classic ambush of a ronvoy which was ably set by
the members of EW Troop with uitable quantities of thunder
flashes trip flares and blanks. Incidentally it still seems to be a
favourite haunt for 'courting couples' and we apologise for the
everal intrusions.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
This month we would like to welcome Capt Robin Dodman
and his wife, Barbara, to the Regiment and wish them a happy
tour and to expre s our thanks and good wishes to Lt Guy
Thornton on his departure from the Regiment. We also say
farewell to Cpl Chris Carveth on his posting tO 16 Sig Regt.
Just to warn them they are getting a good clerking golfer and not
just a golfing clerk, here are his activities during 1975 :
Royal Signals Open Championship Trophy (The Putter) at
Woking GC, won with scores of 73-73-146.
Royal Signals Handicap Cup at Woking GC, won with net
score of 142.
Piccadilly Medal at Northbourne GC, won with score of 71.
South-west District Championships at Tidworth GC, won
with scores of 70-76-146. Also won Heathfield Handicap
Trophy and Foursomes Cup with partner Maj E. Gill, Royal
Signals.
Army Championships at Royal St Georges, leading qualifier
for match play with scores 79-81, winning the British Troops
Austrian Golfing Societv Prize, won two matches only to be
beaten in semi-final. Winner of AGS Stableford at Royal
Cinque Ports.
Cornwall Gold Medal at St Enedoc, won with scores of72-70142.
Royal Signals Championships at Catterick, won Open Championship Cup for sixth consecutive year.
Club Championship at Northboume GC, tied for Championship
with score of 146, winning 18-hole play off by 8 strokes.
Represented Army in Inter-Service Golf Championships at
Royal Cinque Ports, won both matches against Royal Navy and

RAF.

Represented Royal Signals in Inter-Corps Trophy at Tidworth,
beating the RADC, RMP, RAOC and beating the APTC in
the final.
Represented Army against RAF Germany and Army in BAOR,
won both matches.
George Hoare Trophy at Lyme Regis, won with scores of 7270-142.
UKLF Championships at Little Aston GC, third with a fourround score of 310.
Cornish Open Championships at Newquay GC, this event
open to professionals and amateurs. Third (leading amateur) in
Championship with scores of 69-74-143, the 69 being a new
Amateur Course Record. With Professional of Tehidy Park GC
won the Cornish PRO/AM Club Championship for the second
consecutive year.
Represented Army in High Post Foursomes at High Post and
the Army were the winners of the High Post Foursomes.
NEW YEAR ST ARTS WITH A BANG
AVING survived the rigours of Exercises High Post, Kelpy
and Advent Express and the marathon of Mess parties,
Christmas dinners and children's pantomime, leaving only our
stalwart caterers to have their Christmas dinner next week, we
roll in from Christmas block leave to take up the reins for 1976.
Although mobt of the Regiment went on block leave, we did have
a sizeable rear party in camp, keeping the business 'ticking over'
and respraying the Land-Rovers and Volvos for the Arctic.
January begins with a bang (no time to recover slowly from the
merry-making of the festive season!), and talces 1 (Spearhead) Sqn
on Exercise Pasha 6 to Gaydon in Warwickshire, the EW Troop
from 2 (Training) Sqn on a two-week trial in the 'local area' and
3 (AMFL) Sqn on pre-Exercise Hardfall winter training on
Exmoor, Dartmoor and Bovington before departing for the Arctic
at the end of the month. 2 (Training) Sqn Line Troop have departed for Belize under the wing of Sgt 'Spud' Taylor, and we
wish them luck on the detachment.

H

3 SQUADRON REPORT
3 AMF(L) Sqn has again had a busy few months. Following
their return from Turkey, we had time for a quick turn round at

so

Blandford before heading for the wastes of Salisbury Plain.
I t made a change for the British contingents to act as hosts to ~n
AMF(L) Exercise and we like tO feel that what we lacked m
scenery and weather we made up for in hospitality to our allies .
The Exercise was much visited it was estimated we saw ' 72 scars
worth' of generals, so that boots were cleaned in relays and
Lcpl Denny managed to shave by his gleaming toecaps. W02
'Sailor' Sydney was finally sunk by his OC Capt John Ambrose
when they went for a nocturnal drive down a local mu~ bath.
His nerve snapped when the Rover re.a ched a 50-degree list and
he abandoned ship. W e had a bad fright when a large tree fell
on Ssgt (F of S) Bob Chapman whilst he was in his tent.
Luckily, he was not perma.n ently damag~d, though the tent and
technicians' TV were write-offs, and 1t was not long before
cracks about ' splinter groups' began circulating. He's not coming
with us again, he said.

Eddy Davis carried it for a couple of mile and felt like kicking
it into the river. Fortunately, he didn't have the energy left. Over
the New Year L t Ian Robertson is leading our next epic
adventure, Exercise Sanibel Quest. It sounds very excitinrzthcy're looking for a rare breed of panthers on an island in the
middle of the M exican G ulf. With our OC, Maj Kelvin Kent,
already well known in the exploration world, Tidworth is a great
place to be for. would-be trail- blazers.

COMMANDER'S CUP AWARD
Our our return to Blandford we were delighted to learn that
Commander 1 Sig Group, Col J. H. Hild, MBE, had chosen
the Squadron to receive the 'Commander' s Cup'. The cup was
presented to the OC, Maj Peter Brunton, when Col Hild
congratulated the Squadron on their ' cheerfulness, efficiency and
the professional competence of all ranks'. This gave our morale
a good lift for our next trip to Norway in February 1976.

19 Airptbl Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn
Colchester

COMINGS AND GOINGS
The first quarter of this year sees many arrivals a~d departures
with almost a 100 per cent turnover of officers m the RHQ.
The Adjutant, Capt Chris Shuker and his wife, Audrey, have
already departed for Northern Ireland, and we hope that they
will have a happy and rewarding tour there. We welcome our ne~
Adjutant, Capt Derek Hadden, from ~A<?f:l and trust t1:1at J1!s
tour with the Regiment will also be to his hking. As pronused m
the last WIRE notes, Lt Guy Thornton has actually retired from
the Army to seek pastures anew in South Africa, and we ~ish
him all the best of good fortune for the future. Our other retirement this month is that of W02 (SSM) John Marr who has
given his service to every Squadron in the Regiment during his
tour here. He has managed to fix himself a comfortable job in
the firearms scene and has settled his family in Northampton. We
wish him and his family every good wish and hope that we see
them again sometime in Blandford. Farewells and good wishes
also go out to Lt Bobbie Allen who has left us to take command
of a WRAC Company at Bicester. We congratulate her .on her
promotion to Captain. Maj Dick Hood departs for the corridors of
power next month and, on saying good-b:ye to him and Rose~ary,
we welcome Dick and Ann Stokes, their successors. Our faithful
RQMS, W02 Don Payne, leaves after a successful tour with
the Regiment and, to him and his wife, Ellen, we wish every
good fortune and continued success. Finally, we welcome back
Lt Jill Siddall who left the Regiment a year ago as Capt Jill
Mackay. She steps back into her old job as assistant Adjutant
but this time has a husband in tow. Lt Paul Gorford has also
newly joined the Regiment from 16 Sig Regt, and we welcome
him in his new post with the AMF(L ) Sqn. May we take ~ couple
of precious lines to wish all ex-members of the Regiment a
belated but enjoyable and prosperous 1976.

DEPARTURE
Lcpl 'Scouse' Clare says he's never had his name m ntioned
in T HE WIRE. Well, there it is, ' Scouse', doesn' t it look good.
We're sorry to lose you on posting, so farewell Lcpl 'Scouse'
Clare, look out, BAOR.

Sgt Alec Forbes receiving his BEM from Maj Gen Carnegie

the only one who knew what was going on! The result was a fine
parade adnured by all who saw it.
Like everyone else, inspections and exercise commitments leave
little time for rest. Our main concern at the moment is preparation
for Exercise Nap Archer. Many and varied are the trial carried
out for tbi event. Cpl Dennis }evens and Lcpl Dave Kilby
have been on the top of Sidbury Hill so often they are going to
claim squatters' rights. Y of S Bob Burrows, meanwhile, sails
around the Plain pleading for someone to talk to him. Somehow
he gets everyone 'on Net' in ti me to give 'return tO camp' : it
must be a conspiracy.
T HINGS SPORTING
From the meagre resources of the Squadron, football, rugby
and hockey teams are found. T he m ost successful so far has
been the foot ball team. They won the Brigade 6-a-side competition, and are currently challenging 59 Sqn RE in the ' Yorks and
Lanes Cup '. After a traumatic journey to Plymouth the first
game was a 0-0 draw. A stirling display by goalkeeper Lcpl
Sid Smellie kept us in the game during the first half-hour.
\Ve didn't help ourselves by m issing two penalties, but to protect
the innocent, no names will be mentioned !
T HINGS ADVENTUROUS
W e really are a bunch of gladiators in Tidworth. In September
L t Chris Harper led an expedition to Iceland called Exercise
N urdur Ping. Cpl Graham Easton celebrated his birthday under
the Aurora Borealis (Northern Lights), whilst Sig Greg Bunyan
led the folk singing round ' the camp fire' . The hardest part of the
trip wa carrying the theodolite, a rather heavy object. Ssgt
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5 Airptbl Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn,
Tidworth

CCV

T is quite a time since 'The Saxon Horse' appeared in THE WIRE.
Iindication
This absence is not due
any laziness on our part, but is an
of what a busy little Squadron we've been these past
t0

months.
THINGS FORMAL
On Friday, October 24, 1975, the Squadron held a parade for
the presentation of the BEM to Sgt Alec Forbes by Maj Gen
Carnegie. RSM 'Gerry' French has never looked so happy.
He worked the Squadron hard during the practices, and was

0 C Sqn, Maj Kelvin Kent, leads the 'march past and march off'
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DRIVING COMPETITION WITH PROBLEMS
OLLOWING on from our success in airporcability training
earlier in the period we were brought back to earth in the
form of a safe driving competition. The exercise, conducted over
a three-day period, consisted of theoretical and practical driving
tests to find the Squadron's Nuvolaris ! We did not have tO wait
long for [the first 'non-event' . Cpl Dave Miles and Sig 'Tich'
Henley managed to get lost on the very first stage. They were
last seen refuelling at a RAF station somewhere in Lincolnshire.
A description of the two men has been issued by an 'overworked'
SHQ! Later in the day, Cfn Joe Kelly of the LAD had an
interesting confrontation with a big yellow 'Tonka' truck, causing
him to tow his trailer upside down for a short distance. Cfn Kelly
is now a believer in 'belting up'! A patch of localised fog
descended during the night driving-this did not daunt Sgt
Colin Amey; he got out of his vehicle, saw some mine tape and
decided to follow it. It turned out to be the correct way! Lepl
Joe Wright of the MT did not fare as well after getting lost on
both attempts he returned 'not having found nuffink (sic)'. The next
evening, the contestants were introduced to the mysteries of the
rally world, including the 'herringbone' and 'tulip'. The resultLand-Rovers scattered all over the Colchester area! Lcpl Dave
Whiting of 'Mike' Troop did best-managed 30 miles over a
six-mile stage.

F

'ALPHA' TROOP GOES TO WAR-AGAIN
Officers Commanding and members of Alpha Troops everywhere will recognise the heavy irony of the last word in the title
of this humble piece--its getting so I can't remember where
Goojerat Barracks is .. .
In September last year, the 2IC Squadron, Capt Phil Cooper,
asked me if I wanted to go on a NATO exercise. 'Yes', I said'where ?' (Turkey,
orway or perhaps Denmark, I mused).
' Salisbury Plain', he announced.
And so I took the Troop, plus a few hangers on, down to
Tilstead for two week . Our job was to be provision of top-level
Umpire Control Comms for Exercise Advent Express, and it
looked pretty easy until Maj Hugh Morrison of 3 Div HQ and
Sig Regt told me there was live firing on the Plain right up to
the start of the exercise ... that put a damper on our work-up
exercise/Radio recce of course, but we managed quite well, with
only minimum casualties . .. A regards the Exercise itself, it
went very well, and everyone worked very hard. I wouldn't like
to single out any one member of the Troop, but we are indebted
to Cpl Easton and Lcpl Palmer and his crew, of 5 Bde HQ and
Sig Sqn. They were not long off their own major Exerci e, but
they more than pulled their weight for us.
Three recent promotions tO be reported-the Troop OC i
now Capt Graham Hand (and not a day too soon he claims);
Cpl 'Campole' Armstrong is at last promoted to Sergeant,
and has gone to 8 Sig Regt; and Lcpl 'Wilf' Morris, who ha
been 'Campole's' understudy for so long at last. take hi plare.
SERGEANTS MESS NOTES
It is now eight months since we moved from Cherry Tree Camp
to our new and splendid Mes in Goojerat. For tho c ex-members
of the Brigade who remember the 'Old Cherry Mess' today'
HQ Mess is to say the lea t, different. The Me
trength i 140
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Faraway Places . . .
Unusual Jobs
Let's Have That Story!

216 Para Sig Sqn,

Aldershot

Farewell presentation by WO I (RSM) Lockwood to the Brigade
Commander, Brig J. M. Glover, MBE
and rising, the Me s members come from four individual units.
The president of the Mess is our RSM-WOl (RSM) 'Wally'
Lockwood, whose iron hand has moulded (moulded sounds
better than frightened) all members into believing they belong t o
the rune outfit. Having packed more entertainment into these few
month than the average unit sees in a year, not to mention
countless training dinners, the two stalwart PEC's over the
period Ssgts Ron Crabtree and Pete Forster can now look
back with a sigh of relief that they have done their stint. ot so
Sgt Colin Amey, who, as manager of the very successful Mess
soccer team, keeps being retained. It could be because of who
he always picks to play!
All our training dinners must have been successful, for the RSM
decided we were fit for viewing by the ourside world in the form
of dining out the.Brigade Commander, Brig J.M. Glover, MBE.

E, THE

U3ffiLESS, LOOK
TO YOU FOR
HELP
We come from both world
wars. We come from Kenya,
Malaya, Aden, Cyprus ... and
from Ulster. From keeping
the peace no less than from
war we limbless look to you
for help.
And you CAN help, by helping
our Association. BLESMA
(the British Limbless Ex-Service
Men's Association) looks after
the limbless f· )ffi all the
Services. It helps, with advice
and encouragement, to overcome the shock of losing
arms, legs or an eye. It sees
that red-tape does not stand
in the way of the right
entitlement to pension. And,
for the severely handicapped
and the elderly, it provides
Residential Homes where they
rm live in peace and dignity

Help BLESMA, please.
We need money
desperately. And, we
promise you, not a penny
of it will be wasted.
Donations and
information: Major -:'he
Earl of Aocaster, KCVO,
TD, Midland Bank
Limited, 60 Wesr
Smithfield, London
EClA 9DX.

British Limbless Ex-Service Men's Association
'GIVE TO THOSE WHO GAVE-PLEASE'
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MAROON MACHINE REPORT
UE to the rapid lowering of a small hairy sphere on my
part I've not kep t my diary up to date. I do, however, have
a small packing crate ful l of notes scribbed on empty fag packets,
blankJcheques and the like. H ere, in the crudest literary terms,
are a few tales from the M aroon M achi ne.

D

OCTOBER IN NORWAY
In October we visited N orway, beautiful scenery, even more
beautiful people, but the weather was UK YEUK UK. The
front-line troops were sort of soggy and cold, leaping over mountain peaks and things, whilst the REME struggled with stoves,
cookers and WWII Jeeps! As ever the Norwegian hospitality
was superb; at last somebody likes us and do not lock up their
daghters before we hit the DZ. We hope to return there again
in 1976.
Brig C. S. F. Carroll, OBE, MC, visited us ~his month and
was as impressed as VIPs can be when they get m am ongst our
gentle, diplomatic ' toms'. We had a couple of Brigade CPXs on
Salisbury Plain, while the wives visited a local pottery, our Dll
(steam-driven, of course) worked to the 82 (US) Airborne in
Fort Bragg, N orth Carolina, and some of us got some slipstream
round the earholes.

Party; poor old Santa should be leaving hospital soon ; the
Sergeants M ess Draw has come and gone-anybody want to
huy tickets for a holiday fortwo in Wcstdowo Camp? The Officers
hav.c drunk _all the S e~iors' beer, and the Seniors brushed up on
the~ marching t~ music towan.ls tho: bar-type drill. The soldiers'
C h~1 s tma · 1.unch 1s next on t~e agen?a, but we can' t get the Y of S
ms1dc the gian t cake, he keeps dump mg' all the time. He's just come
back from th~ .Free Fall School in Cyprus, where they sky dive
fro m 2.5 thou .mto K eo .flagons. Our boxing team went down in
the Mmor U mts UK Fmal to 59 Cdo Sqn RE, after giving an
excellent exhibition of fitness and guts.
SQUADRON REUNION VERY SUCCESSFUL
By the way, we did have a modified Squadron Reunion in
November and very uccessful it was too. Some 24 ex-Squadron
members attended and gave an extremely liquid account of
themselves.
FAREWELLS
Ssgt 'R ay' Cardwell to 7 Sig Regt, BAOR.
Lt ' Gordon' Shipley to I QLR.
Cpl 'Steve' Hum bles to 27 Sig Regt, Hong Kong.
Cpl 'Pete' Pritchard to 8 Sig Regt, Catterick.
ARRIVALS
Lt 'Chris' Wright from RCMS (something to do with military
sums I think!).
To finish off, may we wish all readers/Corps members/past
Squadron members our best wishes for 1976. W atch out for the
Maroon Machine m BAOR next year, we'll be watcLing out for
YOU. If you've read through all this, then you 're the type of
material we need !
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REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY
N ac~ordan~c with the established custom the Squadron
combmed with the Staff of the Royal N aval Hospital on this
day to pay tribute to the dead of the two world wars. The
ceremony, at the M tarfa Cemetery, bathed in warm winter sun-
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C SO UKLF INSPECTS
On November 26 the Squadron welcomed Brig F. L.
Clarkson, MBE, Chief Signal Officer UKLF, to conduct the
annual inspection. In addition to bringing with him a wealth of
good hum our, he also heralded the most superb day wcatherwise
that had been experienced in M alta for some weeks. Having
viewed the Squadron in fin al preparation from the ramparts of
Medina (the old capita l city across the valley), Brig Clarkson
arrived 'on the dot' at Mtarfa to inspect the Squadron Lancemen.
Io accordance with the wish of the inspecting officer, the
programme was devised to allow him to meet the maximum
number of the Squadron. T he day went without a hitch (at least
we think so !), and moved on to the relaxations of the evening.
H ere the Squadron staged a ' unique' occasion in honour of the
Brigadier-the Officers, Warrant Officers and Senior NCOs with
their ladies combin ed forces and resources to stage a most splendid
ight with mandolins playing and bagpipes blaring.
D inner
Dinner ended the following day but the Squadron was on parade,
and at work as normal, reflecting with pride on the day of
inspection.
THE CYPRUS WALKABOUT
On Friday, November 7, eight lucky members of the Squadron
had a change of scenery. W02 (SSM) Danny Lamerton,
Ssgt Mike Wringe, Cpls Eddie Xuereb, Ben Cartwright,
'Hawkeye' Haines, Lcpl Brian Moore, Sigs Fred Muscat and
Ian Drinkall went across to Cyprus to compete in the Annual
Cyprus Walkabout competition. This involves orienteering from
Episkopi to Troodos and back again-a distance which proved to
be in excess of 60 miles over extremely rough country. The
training in Cyprus was designed to 'keep mobile, but conserve
strength' . However, with only two days before the start only
four were not suffering from blisters. A team of three had to be
chosen so a democratic draw decided who would be unlucky and
not compete.
Eventually, the team of W02 (SSM) Danny Lamerton, Cpls
Eddie Xuereb and 'Hawkeye' Haines lined up at the start. It
was 7 o'clock on Thursday morning when they doubled out of
Episkopi-and 7 o'clock Friday evening when they doubled back
to Episkopi. Of the 80 teams which started, our three heros were
one of the 20 or so teams to finish. No trophies to bring home but
they did discover themselves.

242 Sig Sqn, Edinburgh
OC
2IC
OC Comms Troop
OC SWS Troop
Sgt-Maj
SQMS
F of S

NOVEMBER, MAINLY AT HOME
Io November the Staff descended upon us, flourishing tables
of this DCI and that AGAI and chuckling to themselves as we
formed all-round defence of the Orderly Room , while Chief Scribe
Roberts attempted a kamikazi dive into the duplicator! We
paraded for Remembrance, and sweated on our FFR by the
Brigade Commander, Brig G. H. W. Howlett, OBE, MC, who
obviously liked what he saw ' cos nobody's been posted YET!
Our Air Contact Teams (1 and 2 Para TACP (PAC)) played
with their Airfix kits, while our recruiters Jed pressgaogs to far-off
Catterick and Harrogate, where it all happens in the beginning,
or so they say! Our boxing team did very well in the Minor Units
UK Semi-final against the JLR, Cricklewell, winning by 4 bouts
to 3.
We sent a few of the lads out to the Sudan with 3 Para just to
get a suntan for Christmas, and they enjoyed 'some of the exercise
some of the time, but .. . !' One-and-a-half TACPs (PAC) went
off to Belize where they remain.
DECEMBER AND CHRISTMAS
At the end of the month and the start of Decem bcr we deployed
on Exercise Advent Express, having practised just once or twice
our setting up and communications drills. ( o, Billy Smart is not
the next G3 Ops Plans!) This battle we lost, 'cos we were the
dreaded Orange Forces, but not before we had inflicted terrible
damage to the Italian Artillery HQ (courtesy of the SSM's night
fighters), the Bde HQ GCP tent (courtesy of the BM's driver,
severa1'.metres of quad cable plus the odd 500W generator) and,
last but not least, the Foreman's larder, also known as the Tech
Trailer I That was the week that was!
We have finally cleared up the debris from the Children's

shme, was short but moving and reminded us all of the debt we
owe to those valiant dead.

Maj L. W. Prescot, MBE
Capt (Tfc) J. Davies
Lt S. Veillard-Thomas, WRAC
Capt (ToT) N. Walker
W02 M. Teague
Ssgt G. S. Lowe
WOS (F of S) D. Carr, LSGC

A SUCCESSFUL YEAR IN RETROSPECT
UITE an eventful year comes to a close, when, for once,
we've done quite well in most fields, culminating with our OC,
Maj Leslie Prescot, being awarded the MBE in the Queen's
Birthday honours. Many congratulations from us all.
Another successful Tattoo this year was followed by Exercise
Inside Right, when our operating staff, consisting mostly of our
young WRAC ladies, were fully stretched, ably assisted by
detachments from 3 Div, 30 Sig Regt and 10 Sig Regt; of course,
the young WRAC members quite enjoyed the extramuralac tivities resulting from the male influx from both the Tattoo and the
Exercise. Our annual report of the unit was taken this year by
CSO UKLF, Brig F. L. Clarkson, MBE, who spent the day
with us on December 9, 1975. During his visit he presented
Corps Sailing Colours to Cpl Ian Ward, who repre coted the
Corps in Dinghy sailing throughout the season. Several orher
Squadron sailor managed to achieve upgrading or ASA.
Elementary on courses held on the Forth. At the end of rhc sea on
Regatta the Squadron won the Army in Scotland Major Unirs
team race with Cpl Ian Ward and S gt Gerry Lowe at the helms.
Ian Ward walked (if that is the right cxpre sion) away with the
individual prize. Ian Ward's able crew was 2/Lt Shan Veillard,
now Lt Shan Veillard-Thomas, who also qualified a a Yacht
hand whilst on Tyrovic (t11e Army in Scorland' Nicol on 35ft),
and who hopes to gain her Coastal Skipper this year from her
new base at Blandford. Successful also were W02 (F of S) Jim
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The Squadron, together with their Royal Navy comrades, pay tribute
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ACE High Buchan, manned by Ssgt Dave Thurston as
Station Supervisor, and five of the Corp ' most cheerful Radio
Relay Technicians, who are employed generally on shift caring
for our ageing Radio and Multiplexing equipment. For those that
have not been to Latina, we have an ' On the Job Training
Programme' (OJT ) in progress and last year both Sgts Ray
Cartweight and Paul Hobbs passed the Final Exam as set by
FSB at AFCENT.
Our longest serving member at this Station, Sgt Paul Hobbs,
when noc on a cour e or hogging the telephone can always be
found ' somewhere' in che depths of the North Sea pursuing his
sub-aqua activities. Whilst on the surface, Cpl Ian Ward is
sailing hi Fireball- 'All Lie ' . H e is now eagerly awaiting the
finer weather, so once again he can take to the water and show the
locals at Peterhead what he's made of.
Our two heavyweights in the form of Sgt Ray O'Keeffe and
Cpl Mal Furber, when not on shift, are now regular members
of the RAF Buchan Rugby team. That only leaves Sgt Ray
Cartwright, who seems to have a hand in most of the activities
at RAF Buchan-except the Motor Club!

BELIZE DETACHMENT REPORTS
SMALL detachment from the Squadron has been in Belize
as part of the reinforcements for a couple of months no~.
H owever, it is only within the last few weeks that information ha
been filtering back about their experiences. Apart from the
privations suffered by living in a nice pleasant warm climate in
winter, albeit without air-conditioning, there are the additional
hazards of the abundant wildlife, mostly in the Big 'C' in Belize
City. In addition there is the incredible suffering brought about
by havin~ to buy the local ~ at 70p per bottle, and the regular
R. ~ R tr~ps to the Mayan Rums at Altun Ha, and the fishing and
d1vmg trips out to the cays on the edge of the second largest barrier
reef in the world. It is not for nothing that the catch-phrase 'It's
good 'ere init' has rapidly caught on.
H owever, because of the excessive strain that those on the
crews out here have suffered it has been decided that the following
letter is to be sent to all next-of-kin:

A

Brig Frank Clarkson presents Corps Sailing Colours to Cpl Ian Ward

Rogers and Sgt Roddy Gallagher in gaining their yacht
hand's certificate.
Sgt Maurice Nel on has just returned from the Corps
Football Tour with the honour of being the team captain. Cpl
Stella Donno and Lcpl Pat Lees played in the Squash Zone
Championships in York, and Pat Lees went on to represent the
Zone in the Championships at Aldershot. Later, Pat Lees and
Pte Mcintosh got to the Zone Table Tennis Championships at
York.
The Squadron Annual Summer Camp was at New Galloway,
Dumfries and Galloway, under canvas, our own M A S H star
parts of Hawkeye, Trapper, Clinger, Radar and Hotlips going to
prominent Squadron personalities. The camp activities concentrated on the wet side both day and night, these including canoeing,
sailing or just hiking in the rain. Maj Duncan (head Redcoat)
assisted by Sgt Jim Dunn helped to keep us amused after work in
the play tent.
Invasion of Holland took place in July when two members of
WRAC, Lcpl Terry Boyd and Lcpl Elsa Connolly, decided
to adventure on foot around Holland for eight days-result, two
very wet, shrunken girls and one box of cigars for the SSM
(Mission Impossible). Both girls remain in their shrunken state to
this day.
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R.A.F. Benson
FAREWELL VISIT BY CRA 3 DIVISION
HE farewell visit of the CRA 3 Div, Brig M. J. Tomlinson
OBE, to HQ 38 Group was combined with a visit to the
Squadron. The Brigadier was given a tour round the Squadron
departments where he was able to meet and talk to members of
the Squadron, most of whom were engaged in the preparation and
presentation of equipment and vehicles for the PRE inspection.
Towards the end of his tour the Brigadier attended a small parade
of the Squadron at which he presented the Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal to Sgt Roy Byatt, REME, of the Squadron
LAD, who had some years previously served with the Brigadier
in 26 Field Regt Royal Artillery, whilst in Cyprus. The presentation ceremony was concluded with the usual adjournment to the
Sergeants Mess for the customary refreshment.

T

Presentation of LS and GC Medal by Brig M. J. Tomli nson, OBE, to
Sgt Roy Byatt

During. the ~st f~w ~fays the i;ovices in the group were instructed m basic ~limbing techruqyes such as belaying, rope
management, clunbmg calls, top roping, seconding and abseilling.
Once they had proved themselves competent on a top rope they
were allowed the freedom of the easier climbs at Sennen Cove
and very quickly the area resembled the Rock of Gibraltar_:
complete with Barbary Apes.
The excellence of both weather and rock and the absence of
other climbers soon led us to the conclusion that it would be
better to forgo the pleasures of Wales and remain where we were
though we were forced to take a break and return to Benson fo;
a few days before returning to Cornwall. At this stage Lcpl
Paddy Knox (now of 7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn) decided that
p~rhaps rock climbing was not his forte and consequently sold
his boots to Lcpl Mick Collins and remained in Benson. We
have reason to believe that his impromptu swim in the sea
complete with full ruck ack '.llld climbing gear, whilst attempting
to traverse the base of the chff, may have influenced his decision.
We have also reason to believe that this unfortunate experience
may well have affected the boots because Lcpl Mick Collins
appeared to pen~ m?re time swinging on the end of the rope
rather than followmg 1t up the chff. Plans are already being made
for an?ther climbing expedition next year, and Lcp l Nippon
McCrmdle hopes to put up a new route which he intends to
call Vibrating Knees, whilst Lcpl Jace Wood has promised not
to use handholds which are more than lOft above his boots.

TO CORNWALL-AND WALES
After the expenditure of a great deal of effort in attempting to
mount a climbing expedition in Austria those taking part in
Exercise Mountain Walkabout were finally forced to admit defeat
on financial grounds and accept the prospect of three weeks in
Cornwall and Wales as a consolation prize. The last few days
prior to departure were characterised by frantic conferences in
Echo Troop office as more and more vehicles were either earmarked for Exercises or else were sent to workshops for major
repairs. Nevertheless, seven members of the Squadron led by
Capt Peter Myatt and Ssgt Dave Longhurst finally departed
in an assortment of Land-Rovers and private cars and, despite
one breakdown and an unexpected shortage of fuel, managed to
establish themselves at a Camp Site some two miles from Land's
End.

HOCKEY SUCCESSES
The Squadron Hockey team has had a good start to the season
having played six matches and lost only one. It was unfortunate
that the match that was Jost was in the 1st Round of the Army
Cup, when we were beaten 6-0 by a very strong side from the
Junior Leaders Regt RE at Dover. The team, however, hopes to
avenge this by wreaking havoc in Division 2 of the South-east
pi~trict League. The next important match facing the Squadron
is m the South-east District Minor Units Cup against HQ 16
Para Bde and is expected to be a close-fought game.
Congratulations are also in order for Sgt Pete Havlin who
in addition to captaining our hitl1erto successful team, has had ~
few personal successes of his own. oc only has he been selected
for the Corps, Army and Combined Service Squads but is also
now a regular player for Durham County.

ACE IIlGH STATION BUCHAN
For the uninitiated, ACE High Station Buchan is situated some
27 miles north of the oil boom town of Aberdeen. We come
under the 'wings' of The Forward Scatter Branch at AFCENT
in Holland, and 242 Sig Sqn at Edinburgh. The Station personnel
are part of a small detachment based at RAF Buchan.

Lt Gen Sir Chandos Blair, GOC Scotland, helping Cpl Don no and
Pte Robert-. clean up the Sergeants Mess after his dining out
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SSGT DAVE LONGHURST
Seconding on 'No Name' route at Sennen Cove
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
In a short while your son/husband/boyfriend will be returning
to ~ e UK from a very arduous overseas detachment. The following
pomts are intended to enable you to assist him in his rehabilitation.
Whilst every effort has been made to maintain the pristine
condition in which he left the UK, there are several features
about him which you will notice immediately. He will most
probably be completely dehydrated, demoralised, sun-tanned,
and generally overawed by the hustle of normal everyday life.
You are advised to take the following precautions:
a. Meet him at the guard room (male member of the family if
possible as his reaction to a white female will be somewhat
alarming).
b. Lock up all white females between the ages of 9 and 90.
c. Accompany him on all shopping trips during the first week
or so as his unrestrained bargaining with shopkeepers in
the high street could prove embarrassing.
d. Warn any non-whites in the area not to make any sudden
moves without first informing him.
e. Do not suggest a day at the seaside.
f. Do not play any reggae records in his presence.
If, on passing the following objects, he seems frightened or
surprised, you should attempt to calm him and explain quietly
and simply what they are:
a. Double-decker bus.
b. Public house.
c. Clean linen sheets.
d. Snow.
e. Tarmac roads.
f. Shapely legs.
g . Television.
h. Traffic lights.
j. Grass and trees.
k. Clean glasses in a bar.
l. Toilets.
m. Lamp posts.
n . Windows with glass.
Should he occasionally act rather strangely do not be alarmed,
remember where he has been (it is unlikely that he will). The
following are examples of the prevalent forms of odd behaviour:
a. Shouts and whistles at every white woman, irrespective of age.
b. Shouts in his sleep, eg 'Days to do are getting few'.
c. Throws his mattress on the floor and sleeps on the springs.
·d. Instant hysterics on being given a rum and coke.
In addition to the above you may discover new words in his
vocabulary with which you are not familiar, eg:
a. Pit-bed.
b. Gonk-sleep.
c. Spade or jungle bunn• -people of coloured extraction.
d. Fester-vegetating period of rela.xation, usually approximately 20 hours per day.
e. Swampy-locally produced alcoholic beverage.
f. Ulu-area of swamp or jungle.
It is hoped that the information given in this letter will be of
use to you, and that the house-training of your son/hu band/
boyfriend will not prove too difficult.
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Get with it! Order your Wire NOW!
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SPORT REPORT INCLUDES AIRBORNE SUCCESS
UPPRESSI G the initial urge to submit a nominal roll of
the quadron hierarchy, supported by extracts of ROPOs,
the duty scribe settled down to discovering just what had been
going on in the Squadron since the last set of THE WIRE notes.
Chronologically, first place goes to the Bisley team. Under
Capt Hugh Goodman they obtained 4th in the Minor Units
Competition as well as winning th Parachute Regiment Cup for
SMG team booting.
On the athletics field, the Squadron team ably coached by
WOl (F of S) Bob McKay was almost all conquering. Defeated,
just, by 1 Sqn 9 Sig Regt in the Royal Signals Cyprus athletics
competition, the team avenged their second placing shortly after,
when as guests at the Eastern Sovereign Base Area athletics
competition they beat all comers including the aforementioned
sub-unit. This victory was followed by another in the Army
(Cyprus) Minor Units Competition. Ten members of the Squadron
went on to represent the successful Army team in the InterServices Competition. Congratulations to Bob McKay who
coached both the Squadron and Army teams so well.
At the Inter-Troop level, the most talked about feat was that
of Sig 'Spud' Murphy who outran Gurnped?) all the mountain
men of Troodos to achieve a staggering ( ? !) 47 seconds for the
Scree Run. For the uninitiated the scree run covers the first part
of the direct route from Troodos to Platres (as the crow plummets).
It involves a descent of over l,OOOft in under 100 horizontal yards.
Spectators claim 'Spud' crossed the finishing line about lOft
above ground level, and only stopped after colliding with the
third tree. Fortunately he's a lineman. The second person came
home on the seat of his trousers, in a sedentary 2 minutes.

S

ADVENTURE TRAINING IN GREECE AND GAN
Akrotiri Troop exploited their good relations with the RAF to
get members of the Troop away on adventure training. Sig
John Miles is a member of the Near East Air Force Mountain
Rescue team, covering both military and civil mountain rescue
eventualities in Southern Europe and the Middle East. Although
Cyprus offers climbing opportunities the team is not loath to
exploit the possibilities of journeying further afield. In this case
John Miles spent an enjoyable week, climbing in the Pindus
range in Greece.
Lcpl Alan James Taylor also of Akrotiri Troop spent 10 days
in Gan with the RAF Akrotiri sub-aqua club, surveying the
wreck of the British tanker 'British Loyalty' sunk by the Japanese
(twice!) before being scuttled off Addu Atoll.
SUCCESSFUL FFR
Within the Squadron, the game of musical chairs ended in
panic as the date of our FFR approached. On September 3, 1975,
the inspecting officer Col G. J. Curl set the seal of approval on
the amalgamated Squadron after what we trust was an enjoyable
visit. The day began at 0630 hrs watching part of the Squadron
completing their Battle Efficiency Test (nothing below a 'B').
Then after seeing the Squadron at work he visited the single
men's 'tenement-style' accommodation and saw the Squadron
Milskills team brush up their tactics in preparation for the
'Milskills Competition'.
The Squadron Military Skills team ably captained by Lt Mike
Jefferis did all that was expected of it, and more. The competition,
in which 11 teams from the non-teeth arms in Cyprus took part,
may be split into two distinct phases. In phase one 10 names are
selected at ra· dom from the Squadron nominal roll, and the
unlucky ones are tested on their knowledge of NBC, personal
weapon handling, etc.
At this stage the Squadron lay 4th with 410 points out of 500.
In phase two, the competition proper, a 10-man team was put
through a searching and exhaustive series of tests over two davs,
with the emphasis on shooting and tactics. In a very close-run
competition the Squadron came 2nd, by the narrow margin of 32
points in 5,000, to the winners 48 Command Workshop REME.
RUGBY, SOCCER AND HOCKEY SUCCESSES
At the more conventional sporting level, now that winter is
with us the Squadron is settling down to achieving more successes.
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The Squadron Rugby XV achieved an table victory.over 1 DERR
by 19 points to 15 in a friendly match, before bemg beaten by
RAF Cyprus 42-6. As the Squadron had only asked to play a
RAF Akrotiri team, we were flattered to find the 'Blue Jobs'
taking us so seriously! On th~ football pitch .the Squadron is
fielding two teams, both of which ar~ ~bly holdmg their ends. up
in the We tern SBA League. In add1uon the Squadron provides
14 out of the 18-man WSBA Army Football squad.
The less-publicised hockey team is also having a very successful
season. Having beaten 1 DERR by several goals in each of. three
meetings in addition to many other teams, they are now m the
semi-finals of the WSBA hockey cup and lead the hockey league.
In addition, in pouring rain, the Squadron waded into the runnersup po ition in the Saxons Cyprus 6-a-side competition, with
Lt David Elson proving himself a new but excellent goalkeeper.
MOVE INTO MORE CONVENIENT
ACCOMMODATION
On October 15 1975 the GOC EARELF Maj Gen C. W. B.
Purdon, CBE, MC, visited the Squadron. After presenting
Army Athletics colours to members of the Squadron he visited
the Episkopi elements of the unit. Partly as a result of his visit,
and partly due to the visit of Col Curl, the Squadron single and
married unaccompanied personnel have been rehoused in what
is a more convenient and spacious living block, closer to the main
dining room and place of work.
MANY COMINGS AND GOINGS
Along with the six-month roulement personnel in the unit, and
the normal departures the list of postings could fill a page. It
would be invidious to select a few from the many who have
contributed so much to tlle Squadron. evertheless, we would
like to wish them all the best in their new units or on return to
their old ones, to thank them for all their efforts and to say how
much we have enjoyed having them with us, during such a busy
phase in the Squadron history.
Despite the opening paragraph, we thought that you would
like to know the Squadron hierarchy anyway!
OC
Maj Mike Chandler
2IC
Capt Hugh Goodman
QM
Maj Stuart Dunlop
CSE
Capt John Simpson
TOT
Capt Ernie Short
OC Episkopi Troop
Lt David Elson
OC Airfield Troop
Capt Tom Keany
OC Mountain Troop
Lt Mike Jefferis
SSM
W02 Jim Redgrave
Chief Clerk
Ssgt Dave Hornsby
SQMS
Ssgt George Fenn
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PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
Adjt
OC 'J' Troop
OC 'C' Troop
RSM
RQMS
Yeoman
Foreman
Technician
Data Telegraphists

Maj Stan Gordon
Capt Les Smith
Capt (QM) Jack Simpson
Lt Harry Ross
Lt Mervyn Johnston
WOl Gordon Haughie
W02 Mike Little
WOl Phil Daniel
W02 Ray Kidd, BEM
Sgt Peter White
Sgt Alf Hall
Sgt Brian White
Cpl Ron Burrell

P,.iuters
Pul1Iishers
~e'vspaper

Litl1ographers
Process Engravers
Parso~s and ~rioting. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the

same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation
yet maintaining, through a special department, a per~onal and helpful link with
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems

F. J. Parsons Ltd
Newspaper House, Great New Street. London EC4P 4ER
Printing works at Hastings

LIFE ASSURANCE
ITS F_LJNCTI~N. The main function of Life Assurax:ic:e is the protection of present or prospective dependants against
hardship resultmg from your premature death and provlSlon for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally.
INVESTMENT. Life A~s~ance, esp.ecially End.owment Assurance, is however, also the best possible long-term invest~ent, because t~e. money is mvested wisely and w1de~y by th~ Life Assurance Companies and because it is the only form of
~vestment subsidi~ed b~ the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on half of Premiums. For those
lia~le t? Tax at _35 Yo, this means 17·5% abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £82·50 a year provides a permium of £100 a year
which is 21 ·2% mcrease.
'
SELE~TIO~. There is a deal of d_ifference betw~en Companies and betw~en various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service
problems. I o.ffer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for
each type of nsk.
INFO~TION REQUIRE~. May I suggest you should ~et me know your date of birth, whether married or single,
da~e~ of birth and sexes of childrer_i,. rat.es of pay and next mcrease, and how much you can afford in addition to any
existing outlay. If you have any Policies m force, I recomm~nd you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are
good value. In any case they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information I can give you
recommendations which you can accept or reject as you please.
'
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital and
the advantages/ disadvantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
'
SURTAX, the WEALTH TAX and GIFT TAX/ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can reduce the burden. If these problems
are at all large let me advise you how to increase your net income and net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.
R.

?!~~~~ams

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

Mai or

T. F. Willilllll.!

F.C.I.B.

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BNl lDE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines)
Incorporated Insurance Brokers
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers
Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association

OPERATION MERCURY 1975
HE bi-annual crossbow competition between the Swiss Signal
Corps and Royal /Gurkha Signals Hong Kong took place on
November 1, 1975, on Stonecutters Island. The competition also
included SLR and SMG matches and this year it was the turn
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f the British 1 TCOs to provid~ the crossbow team. A. in
previous years the Swi Army earned away ne~rly all t~c . PrtZ~,
and fa c \..,11 only aved by Foreman Ray Kidd obrammg. t e
hight: t individual cros bow score.We hope to do better next time.
SQUADRON CAMP ON LANTAU
.
This year Squadron Camp was held between ovembcr ~4
and December 1 on Lantau which is the larg st of the Colony s
· lands For tho c readers who have not be~n to Hong Ko.ng,
Lanta~ i spar tey populated and consists. mainly ?f beauuful
mountains, top-security prisons drug-addict de~ei:uon ccntr~-'
a collection of Buhddi t Temple an~ a .C::hn nan Tr?-pp1sJ
Monastery. Until quite recently the mam v1 1tors to 0c 1 Ian
were the Army but it has now become a popular tourist centre
for da -trippers from Hong Kong; even so, the road system
covers ~ery little of the island and most areas can only be reached
on{:t. ta k of organising and running the camp was give~ t~
Lt Harry Ross, who had recently returned from a five.-\-..eek
jungle warfare course in Brunei, and was therefore co~ 1dered
suitably qualified-or perhaps it was because the Cap~ns were
either on trek in Tepal or doing th~ir scatf pr?mot10n exam
evertheless, with the assistance of. Lt
during that period.
Mervyn Johnston the camp eventually took shape and provided
a worthwhile peri~d of field training for the. ~quadron . The
camp was run by an administration and trammg. party who
remained on Lantau for the full 18 days. The r~mamder of th~
quadron wa split into two groups, each dom~ seven days
training on the island. Infantry training at secuon level and

patrolling were very good tests ~or the soldi~rs and ju~ior NCOs,
and were ideally uitcd ro the d1ffic~lt tcrram .of the .isl~d. 1:he
programme also included map reading, first aid, basic .signallmg
and weapon training. The rumou~ th;_it we were C?rrupnn~ young
Gurkha soldiers with blue movies m the evenings was totall y
untrue. However some of the films obtainable through SKC
come close to the mark these days!
DUBIOUS FISHING PRACTICE
.
All who attended part of the camp under the guidance of RSM
Gordon Haughie seemed to enjoy (in retrOSJ?eCt at l~ast) the
activities such as climbing Sunset Peak and tak~ng part m sports
and training competitions. Foreman Ray Kidd, a. renow:ned
angler, was most displeased to.find that the Gurkhas, usmg van~us
devious methods were catchmg more fi h than he was-which
perhaps explains what happened to. the surplus. thunderflashes
and why there we1e so many mosquito nets hangmg up to dry!
Cpl Chris Hutchinson, REME, one of our LAD personnel,
decided to be the odd man out and, !n read of joining everyone
else in the dining tent for curry twice a day, was to be seen
squatting over a No 1 burner with a ten-man_ compo pack. All
in all the camp was enjoyed by everyone and will be remembe.red
particularly fo1 the extremely good weather,. 18 days of sunshme,
which can be unusual even for Hong Kong m November.
COMSTAR AWARD
The Commcen manned by T Troop have won. two bronze
awards in succes ion and, finally, over the last pertod, May to
October 1975, they succeeded in winniX:g 0e Silver. Awa~d.
This was a considerable achievement cons1dermg the difficulties
of manning which faced them during the latter pa~ of t?at
period and much of the credit must go to Yeoman Phil Daruel,
Ssgt john Collison, Sgt Brian White and ~lso Cpl 'Chick'
Thomson who was attached to us from 27 Sig Regt over that
period. The Silver Comstar was presented to. the Commcen
Party by the Brigade Commander, Brig J. Whitehead, MBE,
during our FFR on December 19.

- - News from Troops - -

and RAF reinforcements were flown in from the UK. (To save
the reach for the atlas, Belize lies at the North-east corner of the
narrow neck of land joining the two America~,) Our s:ribe, a rare
breed of literate technicians, takes up the story :

605 Sig Tp, R.A.F. Gan
B.F.P.O. 180

NEW FACES
'There we were, in a Caribbean paradise, sunning ourselves in
the mangrove swamps when suddenly everthing changed, in they
came by the Herc and Belfast load. The RAF contingent arrived
with Harriers and all the necessary support, followed by a component of the RAF Regr. Before long the wind of change, shortlived though it proved to be, was blowing through the camp.
Mere ground crew Sergeants calling the RSM of our resident
battalion, 1 Glosters, Mate!; the RSM is still in a cataronic trance
and is receiving good care.
The Army reinforcements were additional infantry and supporting arms, including Royal Signals. We waited eagerly to sec who
was corning to the aid of the beleaguered 633 Sig Troop and 14 Sig
Regt D etachment, then we saw them, bewildered in their DPM
combat suits and jerseys, heavy wool, melting in a pool of perspiration. No, not Supermen, but familiar faces nevertheless. Old
faces from 14 and 30 Sig Rcgts-veterans of campaigns like High
Post, Low Post and innumerable Pashas, Sgts Sam Hackett and
Chris Fielding and, in command of the operators from 14 Sig
Regt, Sgt Terry Winsor, no he hasn't got blue blood. In came
Sgt Mick Wickens and his men from 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt, at
last a new set of faces. Suddenly our strength (633 and 14 D et
combined), of 28 had risen to over 80. To take command of
what looked like becoming 5 Div HQ and Sig Regr, Maj Tony
Seward was dragged away from a yachting holiday in Masirah;
it is rumoured that his first words on getting off the aircraft were:
'What's the sailing like here?', but this is not confirmed.

A FINAL VISIT-NOVEMBER
URING his final visit to the Troop, Lt Col Jarrett, the CO
of 30 Sig Rcgt (our parent unit) saw most aspects of life on
the island, including a morning's visit to Hittadu and a 'drinkies'
vcning with Troop members in our now-famous Pongo Club.
The CO expressed disappointment at not being able to see our
five-a-side soccer team in 'action' but expressed satisfaction with
all other aspects seen.

D

HELLO AND FAREWELL
During the previous two months we have said farewell, in
traditional style to Cpl Tom Johnson, bound for 30 Sig Regt at
wet, windswept Blandford, and Sig Paul Weaver, bound for
the springtime surprises of 7 Sig Rcgr.
Lcpl Steve 'Bones' Strange has joined us from 244 Sig Sqn
and has been enlightening us with 'talcs of the Red Hand Gang'.
STAY OF EXECUTIO
As mentioned in • ovemb r-Dcccmber issue of THE Wrru::,
we were closing down in the cw Year at the end of January but
a 'stay of execution' ha been granted and the entire Troop now
leaves Gan on March 31. We II apologise to our next units for
being a couple of months late but the attractions of this lovely
Attol can be ver:y overpowering at times (Balmore H ouse please
note).
VOLLEYBALL
Sgt Graham Hughes, Cpl Trev Inman and Lcpl Nigel
Grant have recently given some sterling performances on the
volleyball court playing for a team called rhe 'Untouchables', who
came runners-up in a recent Inter-Wing Volleyball Lague.

A brief rest and look at the view during section battle drills, with
Lan tau Pea k in the background

- Members of the Commcen party and Squadron pos e with Brig
J. Whitehead, MBE, after the presentation of the Silver Comstar

GOINGS AND COMINGS-FOR THE SECOND TIM:E.
Since our last article was submitted, both Capt Alan McVittle
and 2/LtJohn Rollins have departed from the Squadron, altho.ugh
not from Gurkha Signals. In their place Lt Harry Ross ~rnv~d
from Catterick and Lt Mervyn Johnston came from urnversity
on his first posting in the Corps. RQMS Les Dickey departed
at the end of October along with Ssgt John Collison and they
have been replaced by RQMS Mike Little and Sgt Alf Hall,
both of whom have served with Gurkha Signals before. ~e wish
those who have departed every success in their new postmgs.

British other ranks under RSM Gordon Haughie show the others
how to make an improvised raft . RQMS Mike Li~tle and Csgt
'Hank' Hancox, Queens Division (RRF), helping out
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MARRIAGE
.
The 2IC Capt Les Smith, was married in true regimental
fashion at St Andrew's Church in Kowloon on July 19, and ~e
reception held afterwards at the Sheraton Hotel. Both he and his
wife, Ann, have now settled down. to married life in ~he Nc;w
Territories. We don't see Les runnmg up and down hills quite
so much these days!
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1976

STILL HANGING ON AT GAN!
Sgt Pete .5mith, Cpl 'N ick' Nicholson, Ssgt (F of S) Ray Hill , Cpl
Trev Inman, Sig Mick Dymtrenko, Sgt 'Spike' Spencer, Cpl Tom
Johnson, Sgt Graham Hughes, Sig (now Lcpl) Nigel Grant, Lt Col
Jarrett, Lcpl Steve 'Bones' Strange, Sgt Doug Curry. Absent on du ty
Sgt Chris Wilkie and Cpl Nick Cole

HQ Force, Belize, B.F.P.O. 12
'GOOD 'ERE JNIT'
ESPITE the apparent lack of publicity in the UK newspapers the aptly described 'Belize Problem' has had a marked
effect on the number of Royal Signals personnel in this Central
American 'Paradise'. Sabre rattling by Guatamala resulted in
gunboat diplomacy of Palmerston-like proportions a HMS Zulu
steamed out of Florida to take up station o:ff Belize and Army

D
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A WIND OF CHANGE
What we did have in store was a long series of even longer days,
working almost to a standstill. Nothing was sacred. Even now
F of S 'Chalky' White and Y of S Harry Cooke are pointing
an SLR at my head whilst I write. The time has been spent
installing new transmitters and re-arranging existing equipment
since we took over the commitments from 1 JRS Nassau which
has now closed. Sgts Rick Thomas, Ron Kirkwood and Cpl
Jim Leggate can now tell everyone what a swamp is like, having
spent a fair time terminating an antenna in one. Sgts Pete
Towns and Ian Sargent are our resident experts on Dll s
which go boom in the night, and Sgt Taff Mugford has spent
many an hour with a certain piece of naval equipment used on
our link to the offshore frigate . Modesty forbids me to scare my
own particular forte, besides I can't think of anything ...
On the operating front it has been equally hectic. Lepl 'Dixie'
Dean is still trying to repair the hole in the Commcen ceiling
which he made when he received his first operational Flash
message. At one stage Cpls Jim Smiley and Fred Kirk were
regarding anyone who appeared at the Commcen door with a
signal below immediate with almost total disdain. The Yeoman
assures me that we have passed more traffic than any other
British Commcen in the Caribbean; since we are the only ones, I
can't argue!
THE TARANTULA SCORE
Out in the sticks, sorry, the jungle, Sgt Mick Wickens is
fightiJi8 the battle. The latest score is 3 Div 4, Tarantulas 0.
Lcpl Mark Sullivan has stated that his aim is a tarantula on a
string so look out Bulford. Our other men lucky enough to be
away from Airport Camp are Sgts Vic Shuttleworth, Tom
Griffin, et al, from 30 Sig Regt manning the rebroadcast scations
and rear links. Sgt John Hodgkiss went down south to install a
C42 at an OP and finished up being away a week, with one change
of clothes with him he wasn't the most popular of SNCO when
he returned. That, coupled with being hauled up a vertical cliff
by marines whilst he clutched the equipment to his chest, have
made him feel that this has not been his best exercise.
HELLO AND GOODBYE
As far as Force Belize is concerned this may well be our only
appearance in THE WIRE. Things are somewhat quieter now and
the occasional reinforcements will be home for Chrisrma . The
score has been interesting so far it reads: Lo t: One Harrier one
Sioux and much RAF pride, fortunately no casualties. Won : One
wife, Capt Nick Steven married in the midst of it all we wish
them every success. To those who remain as members of 633
Sig Troop our condolences. To those reinforcement who will
in time be changed over or returned to the UK, our thank . We
could not have done it without you. To those who read the e
notes, remember, it could be your turn next.
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33 Sig Regt (V), Liverpool
WELCOME TO NEW HONORARY COLONEL
OL J. Graeme Bryson, OBE, TD, JP,_ DL, has b~en
appointed Honorary Colonel of 33 (Lanchash1re a~d ~he~h1re)
ignal Regiment (V~lunteers). Col Bryson h~s a d1stingu1shed
career in the Territorial Army having served with the Royal Regt
of Artillery during the war after which he commanded in turn both
470 (3 West Lanes) HAA Regt RA (TA) and 626 (Liverpool Irish)
HAA Regt RA (TA). He is president of the West Lancashire
County Committee of the British Legion, Chairman of the Liverpool Branch of the National Association for Employment of ExRegular Sailors, Soldier3, and Airmen, and a member of the
Altcar Range Committee of the North-west of England and IOM
TAVRA. In civilian life, Col Bryson is the Registrar to the High
Court of Ju tice, Liverpool County Court, a Deputy Lieutenant
of Mer ·eyside, and a member of the Court of Liverpool University.

C

The Honorary .Colonel, Sir Augustus Walker, GCB, CBE, DSO,
DFC, AFC, being presented with a figurine of a Royal Signal
trumpeter by the Commanding Officer, Lt Col John Bromley

FAREWELL MESSAGE
AREWELL 'message' for HMS Malabar, the Royal Navy
Communications Centre in Bermuda, which closed down on
December 31, 1975, was this photograph from 633 Sig Troop
who had been in daily contact with Bermuda for three months
from Headquarters British Forces Belize
Left to right back row:
Left to right front row:
Sig C hris Heeles
S ig Mick Horan
S ig Chris Sugd en
Sig 'Jock' Wallace
Sgt 'Taffy' M ugford
Sig Pete Freer
W02 (Y of S ) H a rry C ooke
Sig Wally Hunter
S gt Ron Kirkwood
Cpl Jim S miley
Lcpl 'D ixie' D ean

F

The Volunteers

of AFCE~~T, had the unique distinction, as an Airman, of holding
the .appointment of Honorary Colonel to a TAVR Regiment.
Behind t~e scenes he has been a wonderful ally smoothing our
P.rogress m support .of A~CENT. He made a tremendous impressi~>n upon us all with his enormous vitality and enthusiasm. In
h~s farewell spe~ch. he exhorted ~embe1s of the Regiment to
give free!}'. of the1r ume a_nd talents m the service of their country.
The Ladies of the. Regiment were present when the Honorary
C~lonel, accompanied by Lady Walker, was dined-out at the
Prmce of Wales Hot<:! in Southport. The photograph shows
Col Bromley presenung the Honorary Colonel with a figurine
of a Royal Signals trumpeter to which is affixed an engraved plaque.

Col J. Graeme Bryson, OBE, TD, JP, DL

HQ 2 Sig Gp Aldershot
SU CCESSFUL PSls' C O NVENTION /STUDY PERIOD
1975
VERY two years HQ 2 Sig Group sponsors a PS Is' Convention
and Officers' Study Period. Each of the TAVR Regiments
in tum provide the administrative support and 38 Sig Regt (V)
insisted that it was their tum in 1975. o one disputed this claim,
least of all 37 Sig Regt (V) who would otherwise have been tasked.
The venue for both functions was Harrogate and they were held
in the period December 4-7, 1975.
The Army Apprentices College very kindly put their cinema
(and a lot else besides) at our disposal for the presentations, and
the Cairn Hotel, Harrogate, provided the accommodation. Although Harrogate is a very busy conference centre, the hotels
have had little experience of catering for the military. To start
with they learnt that the Army has its own version of special
conference rates called 'collective arrangements' which mean an
undertaking to pay h~ 1 f the going rate for accommodation. We
were fortunate to secure the services of some excellent speakers,
and so both functions were educationally and professionally
rewarding.
The Corps Band played at the Dinner Night on December 6,
1975, and gave the first public performance of a new march
composed by the Director of Music, Maj Keith B ould ing,
called, appropriately, 'The Volunteer'. It won an impressive
ovation, and we will certainly hear more of it in the future.
With impressive speed, CO 37 Sig Regt (V) set about fixing
the venue for the 1977 Convention/Study Period before we, in
the Headquarters, had finished writing 'thank you' letters. It
must be a cause for particular disappointment to him that he
will have handed over command before these functions take place!

E
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MEDAL FOR HERO OF RIVER RESCUE
0~ December 3, 1975 Sig Stephen Donoughue of 59 S
33 Sig Regt (y) was presented. with the Liverpool Shipwreck a~~
Humane So~ety Bronze ~nnc Medal and Scroll by the Lord
May~r of Liverpool_, Councillor Owen Doyle, for his part in the
r~scumg of a drownmg man. He was accompanied at the presentation by. the Squadron Commander, Maj A. P. Grove TD
Royal Signals (V).
'
He was wo~king on the Pier Head in Liverpool when he
~aw a m~ cli'!1b over the guard rail at the river edge and
Jump strru.~ht mt~ ~e ~ersey. Although Stephen had had
no .life-:,sa~mg ~ai11!11g smce 12 years of age he had no he itatiOJ?- m JUmi.>mg ~n after him-a drop of some 20ft into
the oily nver ~ spite of the fact that the man had threatened to pull him under if a rescue attempt was m ade
After a struggle in the water the rescue was effected a nd
StCJ?hen spe~t some time in hospital for his pains aft er
testing the river. water for its drinkability! Inciden t ally,
some years previously he had rescued a drowning child
when he was 13 years of age.
Stephen has been a member of the T & AVR fo r just
over 1.2 months .and attended the last of the Regim entally
orgarused recrwt courses at The Dale in Chester. H e has
already com~leted his trade training as a C ombat Driver
and has obt:un~d a Class 3 HGV licence-a valuable byproduct of life m the T & A VR. He will s oon b e attending
a two-week PTI Course at Bulford and will b e r eturning
to make life a misery for those mem b ers of the unit who
are not as fit as they should be!

40th

Sig Regt (y)
Belfast
AN ADJUTANT'S REFLEC TION S
S the time !or writing THE WIRE notes approaches, my own
tour as AdJut_ant reaches ~he final stretch and the mad bustle
of a TAVR Regunent's Chnstmas festivities start I pause to
~eflect. It'~ been a good year. L t Col B ill Gillespie fs Cornrnand~ng a Regiment that ~as never failed to meet its commitments
m full on every o~cas10n th7Y have deployed, and never fail to
exceed a~ expe~nons o~ social ?ccasions. We are rapidly building
up to be~ng 100 Yo recrwted agam after having our establishment
recently mcreased by over 100.
Morale is high.

A

CHANGE OF COMMAND
Within the last few months we have said goodbye to our
Honorary Colonel and Commanding Officer and have welcomed
newcomers to those posts. In July, Lt Col John Booth relinquished command of the Regiment, which he had held since
November 1972. He was dined out at RHQ in Huyton by the
Officers who presented him with a pair of claret jugs. Col John
paid tribute to the TAVR saying that he would retain many
happy memories of his service in the ar~a. He presented to the
Mess an electrically operated hot-plate. At the time of his diningout he was, ostensibly, to take up a post in SHAPE in October.
However, for family reasons, he decided to settle in the immediate
area where he has made many friends and take up a Personnel
appointment with the relatively newly-formed Knowsley Metropolitan Borough. The Regiment already enjoys the most harmonious relationships with the local Council-which is in the Prime
Minister's Parliamentary Constituency- and now we have
another friend sympathetic to our aims. We look forward to
seeing Col John many times in the future in his new capacity.
Our new Commanding Officer, Lt Col John Bro mley, comes
to us from the torrid atmosphere of 'G' Branch (establishments)
in HQ BAOR. We look to him to pull many strings for us when
we go to Annual Camp on the Continent next summer.

'ALL G O '-:-TAKING A F ORCE 10 IN OUR STRIDE
Some regi~ents are .having manpower problems in GB. I was
!ecently talking to a friend, not Signals, serving in Scotland who
is off duty game shooting three days a week! In 40th we work a
seven-day wee~ and only have one weekend off a month. Can it
be by som~ qwrk of the Ulsterman's mentality that the problems
we face dally actually help us to attract recruits.
We are differ7nt from TAVR Regiments in G B. For example,
we have to provide an armed guard on our Centre 24 hours a day
365 days a year, from Volunteers. (No wonder I am going grey I)
I~ we hold ~ Exercise in Ulster we have to clear it with thr~e
diffei:ent Bngades .and notify them of our routes, timings and
locations . We proy1de armed escorts and guards for each detach~ent for every ~mute they are out of the Centre. If we exercise
in S.c otland, which we do approximately six times a year, we
obtam all th7 usual 18?d clearances, arrange escort parties to the
docks, orgamse a Regrmen.tal crossing on a Friday night followed
by deployment, and exercise on Saturday and Sunday morning.
We cross back to No.rthem I reland on Sunday afternoon. Ask
m~mbers .of the Regiment, who. ~cr7 recently caught on the
~nsh S ~a m a force 10 gale, what 1t 1s hke to Exercise in Scotland
im~ediately afterwards! But they still come up smiling. It involves
basically an annual camp-type move on six occasions a year.

FAREWELL TO AIR CHIEF MARSHAL SIR AUGUSTUS
WALKER
One of the first Regimental social engagements over which our
new Commanding Officer presided was the dining-out of our
distinguished Honorary Colonel on the completion of his fiveyear term of office. Air C hief M a rshal Sir A u gustus Walker
G CB, CBE, DSO, DFC, AFC, a former Deputy Commander

SPE CIAL MENTION
I should like to take this opportunity to thank some of the
~talwarts am~ng the Regiment's Volunteers who put so much
mto the Regiment .over and above what is expected of them.
They are: Capt Jim Chambers, Lt Brian Darrah SSM
Ke~ Connor, Sgt Freddie Harland, Sgt Billy Tempie, Sgt
Artie Cahoon, Sgt Heather Butler and Cpl Michael Rooney.
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Sig S. Donoughue being p resented with the Liverpool Sh ipw reck and
Hun:iane Society Bronze Marine Medal and Scroll by the Lo rd Mayor
of Liverpool, Cllr Owen Doy le, accom panied by Maj A. P. G r oves,
TD, OC 59 Sig Sqn (V)
THE WIRE, FEBRUA R Y 1976
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I know that in mentioning the few above I have mi sed many
who deserve mention.
I al o thank all th sc who regularly perform guard duties, all
of our civilian taff who must be the fines t employed by any
R gimcnt anvwhere. Having said my piece I will allow the
PSO Richard Chappell to take hold of the pen with a piece
headed:
P O REPORTS ON LEEDS HOSPITALITY
During a vi it to 34 Sig Regt
our PSO was entertained for
a pleasant hour in WOs and Sergeanb M ess by 49 Sig Sqn.
Ssgt King did the honours, and Pat O'Donnell did the talking.
(Faith, Pat, that's not meant to be unkind-the crack was good
as thev say in Belfast !) Pat is on the committee of the very active
branch of the Royal Signals Association centred there, and was
able to tell u something of its activities. Also present were Mr
and Mrs Jack Harriman. (Sgt Harriman, MM, to the Corps).
Their son is currently serving in the Corps Band. They, too, are
doing sterling work for the branch in welfare matters. One of the
characters not present was Lend on Fitz Payne, who married a
princess and did many other interesting things during a colourful
career as RQMS. ow aged 88, Len is still more than active,
and retains a keen interest in Corps affairs.
At one cable sit half-a-dozen old soldiers who appear to have
no intention of fading away! Their ages range up to 84, but their
number includes a youngster of 72, and they are all very appreciative of the services of Norris Hudson, of the Leeds Rifles, who
i kind enough to spend a good deal of his time (and fuel) ferrying
them to and from their Sunday lunchtime sessions. In Leeds it
was clear that the TAVR and the Royal Signals Association are
both in good heart.

-- ----

Sport

Jacked the necessary combination to finish off some fine runs.
In the final minutes of the game Corps exerted tremendous
pressure and Trevor Johnson crashed over the line for what
appeared to be a perfect cry, only to have it disallowed.
RA 12--Royal Signals 32
This was the type of game that had been promised by the
earlier showings. The Corps took command of the game from the
tart and Jed after four minutes. They relaxed for a five-minute
period when the RA took the lead with two quick penalties but
then the Corps steadied themselves and ran in five tries to avenge
themselves of last season's defeat by the RA. Outstanding player
was Clive Blackburn, who was always prominent and scored a
hat-trick of tries. Scorers were: Clive Blackburn 3 tries,
'Woody' Woodhouse and Trevor Johnson with a try apiece,
and Mick Pawlak with two penalties and three conversions.
Royal Signals 13-RMCS 0
Appalling weather ruined this game to a large extent. However,
the Corps continued where they had left off against the RA and
pressured RMCS from the kick-off. A slippery ball and muddy
pitch made team work difficult but Clive Blackburn and Q.
Gilder were prominent with some fine individual runs and were
rewarded with a try each. The other scorer for the Corps was
Mick Pawlak with a penalty and a conversion, his second
conversion attempt hitting the post.
The team was captained throughout the tour by Lt Chris
Wright.
Players who represented the Corps during this tour were :
Lt Chris Wright, Capt Clive Arthur, Sgts Mick Pawlak,
John Kirk, Mick Codd, Trevor Johnson, Ken Clark, Lcpl
Gus Hales, Cpl Q. Gilder, Lcpls 'Woody' Woodhouse,
Alan Ming, Cpls Alan James, Clive Blackburn, Lcpls Glenn
Harwood, 'Taff' Davies, Cpl Brian Thompson, Lcpl Keith
Leighton, Cpls Phil Galpin, Gordon Bennett, Paul Baines,
Dave Higgins, Sig Steve Peacock, Cpl Andy Hickling, Sigs
Clive Johnson, 'Taff' Kessel, Simon Rose, and Cpl Barry
Mulley.

Cross Country
Congratulati.ons to 4_ Gds Armd Bdc and Sig Sqn who retained
thc HAOR imor Unn Cross-country Cup. The first six places
rnuntcd towards the result and the unit 'score' was as follows:
Sgt Howell 9th, Sgt Moore 25th, Lcpl Verdon 34th Lcpl
L mb 50th, Sig Wright 53rd, Lcpl Jones 59th, Cpl Lang 72;d and
Cpl .ox 80th.

CORPS BREAKS EVEN
HE Corps played six games during the recent autumn tour
and finished with the record of won 3, Jost 3, points for 84,
points against 61. The notable feature of this tour was the
amount of new young players blooded to Corps rugby.

T

EPRESENTATIVE HONOURS
Congratulations to Sgt J. O'Rourke and Lcpl A Hamilton
bot~ of 2 Div HQ.and Sig Regt, who were selected t~ play for th~
, nu. h Army agamst the French Armed Forces at the Military
tadmm, Aldershot, on January 21. Sgt O'Rourke scored three
of the four goals scored by the British Army in their 4-1 win
lt \a a first Army 'colour' for both players. Both are expected
to b~ selected fo~ the Army Touring party due in BAOR before
playmg the Belgium Armed Forces in Brussels.

Corps In Olympic Games
Cpl Douglas Elliott of 2 Div HQ and Sig Regt has been
lected a~ one of the ~1ght-man British biathlon squad to compete
m .the Wmter Olympic Games al Seefeld, ustria. The team is
~mng managed by an?ther Signaller-Maj Richard Smith.
fhe.se two, together wtth past Briti h skier Sgt Sean DillonWh1te, all started their ski-ing in 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
and they have come a long way since then.
'
~

RAPC 12--Royal S ignals 15
This was a very poor game from the Corps' viewpoint with
lots of basic errors being committed by forwards and threequarters alike. When the Corps did move the ball along the line
both 'Woody' Woodhouse and Gus H ales showed really
determined running for the line. 'Woody' \Voodhouse's sheer
strength sent him crashing over in the corner for two tries . The
final winning try for the Corps came in the fourth minute of
injury time when Mick P a wlak broke inside to beat three men
to score; he also kicked a penalty early in the second half.
Royal Signals 3-REME 11
Corps suffered an early set-back in this game when Glenn
Har wood was taken off with a head injury; nevertheless, the pack
dominated REME in the tight and loose but the three-quarter
line were unable to capitalise on the amount of ball supplied them.
Mick Pawlak kicked the Corps' penalty in the 28th minute, but
second half REME pressure finally subdued the Corps' 14 men,
and REME ran out worthy winners.
Royal Si gnals 9-REs 11
The Corps dominated this game in most phases and should
have run away with it in the second half. However, fierce REs
tackling prevented Signals froms coring time and again. On the
stroke of time, REs broke from their own 25 and with the best
three-quarter movement of the game scored in the corner co win.
Scorers for the Corps were John Kirk, a cry, and Ala n J a mes,
a conversion and a drop goal.
Dorset Knobs 15-Royal Signals 12
Once again basic handling errors plus some doubtful refereeing
decisions let the Corps down in this game. The two packs were
evenly matched in the tight but Corps gained the advantage in
the loose play. The threc-quaners played well as individuals but
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HE second round of tlie Army Badminton League took place

on November 8, 1975, the Corps first team playing away to
T
the RAOC at D eepcut and the seconds hosting RE II and RA I
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Hon. Sec.: D. Le Febvre, Esq., 59 The Mill bank
'
!field, Crawley, Sussex RHll OJQ

I there, all you ex-Black Cats (quite a number of the bran h
H
members ~ore the blue knights helmet post-war Div Si c .
had that prevailed the branch members could have called th~'

selves the Blue Knights-which sounds even more like a p C'p
group).
SincDe ?ur last WIRE notes we have held two quarterly meetings
an d a mner Dance.

JULY MEETING
Th~ atten~ance at our July meeting was adversely affected by
me!Il crs be!fig on s~er holiday, but none the Jess Lt Col
K~1th Goldie-Morrison's ol~ 56_Div films gave us all another
g1Plc <!own me?1ory lane. Earlier m the evening Lt Col Keith
o .1 e-Morr1son was unanimously elected Branch vicepres1dent.
OCTOBER MEETING
The attendance at our October meeting was much im roved
and .we welcomed seven new members. The highlight pof th~
eve~ng was an excell~nt talk by our guest speaker, Capt Paul
~t~,
31~GL) S!g Re~ (V). The subject of his address was:
e . o .em oyal Signals .* The talk was illustrated by photographic sl~ des and was originally given at an Officers and SN COs
leC?11'e thi.s year by C apt P aul Whit tle and Capt Richard Ives
It 1s rare 1n my experience for SNCOs to applaud young officers;
talks loud and long-this was their just reward. Both officers
have recently had two-week attachments with BAOR R ·
and
· t? h ave a year's attachment qui
egunents,
* C ap t .I ves 1s· h. opmg
te soon.
f r e w1de-rang~g .talk mc!uded the humorous war-time story
a~ 1ar to the ?1aJonty of serving branch mem bers who serve
wi 31 ( ~L) Sig Regt (V). When we camp in Europe we have
our HQ m an ol_d Luftwaffe airfield at Chievres, Belgium. The
~arracks were bwlt to resemble a Belgian farm- the camouflage
included wood~n cows on_ the runway. This ruse was spotted when
photo reconnrussance nouced that the cows had not moved from
one day _ to the n~xt. Apparently the RAF sent a pathfinder
bomber m first which dropped wooden bombs 20 minutes be.fore
the real attack.

t

Badminton
at Blandford.
We had two late changes caused by injuries but the strength of
the RAOC I was such that it is doubtful if we could have improved
much on the sound defeat of 8-1. Our only success in this
match was Peter McLoughlin from 8 Sig R egt partnering
our new find from 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, S gt Bill H utton.
The others representing the Corps firsts: M a j C layton, Cap t
H olla n d , W02 Hargreaves and Ssgt R . Brown.
The Corps seconds had mixed results, winnmg against RE II
by 6-3 and going down to RA I by the same margin. Our thanks
to Ssgt 'Gi nger' Leech and Lcpl Bob R eid from 213 Sig Sqn
who not only stepped in at the last minute but achieved our best
result of the match. Also representing the Corps seconds: S gt
Conwa y, S gt Harvey, Cpl McAlpine, Cpl Croot from 8 Sig
Regt and Cpl Potts, School of Signals.
Round three of The Army Badminton League brought REME I
and REME II hosting our first team at Arborfield. REME I were,
on the day, far too strong for us, winning by the convincing
margin of 8-1. We defeated REME II by the same score. Well
worth a mention in this match: the 'old' campaigner M aj Ron
Clayton partnered by W02 Stan Har grea ves who won fo ur
of their six rubbers.
Playing for the Corps for the first time this year S gt Ian
G ilbert made an impressive start.
Representing the Corps first team: Maj R. S. Clayton, Capt
E . H olland, Capt G. S. Heasman , W 0 2 P. J. M cLoughlin,
W 02 S . Hargreaves and Sgt I. Gilb ert.
The Corps seconds were at home to RCT I and notched up a
most convincing win by 7-2. The success yet again was the
partnership of Ssgt Ginger Leech and L cp l Bob Reid from 223
Sig Sqn. The score sheet for them reads : played three won three,
points for 90, points against 44. Our thanks to Cpl Roy Snape
of 8 Sig Rcgt who stood in at the last minute and in partnership
with S gt C olin H a rvey also of 8 Sig Regt won two of their three
rubbers.
Representing the Corps seconds:
S sgt R. S. Leech , S gt C. F. Harvey, S gt J . Conway, Cpl
P. J . R owland , C p l R . Snape and Lcp l R . A. Reid .

56 Division Old Comrades
Association

A my Football Association

Rugby
ROYAL SIGNALS RFC AUTUMN TOUR 1975
From C a pt Clive Arthur

-As!ociotion News

LCPL 'SUPER BOY' CHAPMAN RECEIVES HIS ARMY SWIMMING
COLOURS AT 9TH REGIMENT
Left to right: Lt Col D. J. Milton, Maj Gen C. W. B. Purdon, MC,
Maj R. G. Ait ken and Lcpl Chapman

HOLIDAY

ON SPANI H CO '.l'A BLANCA!

Comfortable fiats available in small self-contained
bl ck.
•

e
e

•

Quiet setti ng 200 yards from sea.
Swimming pool.
Managed by retired Corps officer.
Special off-season terms for Royal Signals.

Write for brochure:

Major K. Watts,
Villa Maria,
Playa Abogal,
Benisa,
Alieante, SPA!
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REMEMBRANCE DAY SERVICE
T?e Service was he ld at Chalpham Parish Church where our
president, Lt Col Ralph Lewin, laid a wreath. M~mbers who
atten_ded were refreshed afterwards at the Sergeants M ess
83 Sig Sqn (V). Two potential branch members were contacted.'
DINNER D ANCE
Our D inner D ance at the Bridge House Motel Reigate held
on November 28, 1975, was a great success · 67 membds and
guests attended. _After a turkey dinner we ~ced until 0100 hrs
and ~ere entert_runed b~ Cabaret Singing Star, Colin D ay, during
th_e rught. Speoal menuon must be ma de of Bob Livock and his
wife, who travelled from L u ton to Reigate one week early-mad
keen these re-badged REME types. One 0f our members who
was unable to attend. the Dinner is well known to long-servi ng
Regular:; and e."-N~uo nal Servicemen like myself who served
at 4TR i~ 194~: Ma) (QM) (Sgt ' Spiv' in the old days) Alf Reed,
nO\~ servmg with 13 Sig Regt. Maj Alf Reed served with 56 D i
dunng the last war, thereby qualifying for branch membership. v

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit ancl sencl in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
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--Ohituoryadly we have to record more than the usual number of ob"tuary notices in this •wire'. O ur dee p sympathy goes to all who
have suffered losse!> of those dear to them.

Maj I. W. Buirski, ERO, RAMC(V)
Members of the 30 Sig Regt ishan 73 Shooting T eam wi!l
be saddened to hear of the recent death of Maj ' Spike Buirs~1 ,
known to all the team as 'Daktari'. His kill was renowned Ill
rreating aches, pains and the many varieties of ~iddle Eastern
' tum' suffered by almo t the whole team at one ume or another.
It was mainly due to his efforts that we were abl.e to field a full
team for the competition in Turke~ an~ thus. a~~eve th~ succe~s
that is now history. All members will wish to JOlll m sending their
deepe t sympathy to his family.

Cpl A. K. Ford
It is with great regret that the death is reported. of C~l Ken
Ford, Royal Signals, killed in an airer~ crash whilst fiy~g ~n
operations in South Armagh. Ken, an Air Gunner, but acang m
an observer role, was serving with 662 Sqn Army Air Corps,
which is on an emergency tour in orthern Ireland.
A lineman by trade, he met his wife whilst servi?g w~th 2:1
Sig Regr in Wildenrath. After successfully compleung his Air
Gunner/Observer course at Middle Wallop in December 1973
he received his Air Gunner Wings and was then posted to 652
Sqn Army Air Corp~ in Bw;ide. Ken was a sold!er w.ith e;x:cept~onal
enthusiasm and dnve which was reflected m his professional
approach to Air Gunnery and everything to do with flying. He
had already been selected for pilot training, which was due to
start at Middle Wallop at the end of his tour in Northern Ireland.
During operations in Northern Ireland he had proved himself
an invaluable member of a flying crew, showing an outstanding
degree of professionalism and C<>?lness. Both the Corp~ ~d A:mY
Aviation have lost a superb soldier who, because of his mfecaous
cheerfulness and Jove of life, will leave a gap that can never be
filled.
From all members of both his parent Corps and temporarily
adopted Corps the deepest sympathy is extended to his wife,
Jenny.

Col J. C. Lucas, BSc, CEng, FIEE
Charles Lucas, who died in Millbank on January 14, 1976,
at the comparatively young age of 52 will be sadly missed by all
who knew him. He joined Royal Signals in 1943 and retired to
take up an appointment in the Civil Service in 1974. D uring his
service in the Corps he earned the reputation of being one of the
best communicators and one of the nicest. His forthright approach,
his untiring energy and drive were coupled with a wry sense of
humour and an endearing personality. Charles always contributed
positively applying his considerable technical knowledge and
skill in practical and down-to-earth ways. Even during the long
period of ill-health over recent years, these characteristics were in
no way diminished.
Those of us who knew Charles well valued him as a sincere
friend and admired his frank approach to all. In all things he did
he had so much to give and contributed so much wherever he
served; and he still had much more to give. His death at this
time is, for this reason, a greater Joss. Many will remember
Charles Lucas for his part in planning the future communication
systems for the Corps during his periods of service in Planning
Wing and Combat ::levelopment and Trials Wing at the School
of Sigrials and in the Signals D irectorate at the Ministry of
Defence. Many also will remember him as Commanding Officer
of 16 Sig Regr from May 1966 to September 1968. They will
also remember his unique blend of practical common sense and
technical skill in both types of job. He attended Staff College in
1954.
Our deepest sympathy must go to his wife, Hazel, and children,
Jim and Anne, who so loyally supported him and who have so
bravely and cheerfully borne the long period of Charles' ill health.
He was truly an outstanding member of his Corps.

Mr. A. A. MacDougall
The death occurred suddenly at work of Alistair MacDougall
at the age of 64 years.
He joined the Corps as a boy in 1926 and was later posted to the

3rd Div Signals at Bulford . H e serv7d ~n. India on two occasions,
firstly with 1 Div Signals at Rawalpmd1 m 1931- 37 and. 1941-;44.
He was prominen t in cricket ai:id rugby throughout his ser.v1c~.
On two occasions he served with an elder brother-I.st ~1v m
Rawalpindi and 'A' Corps Signals, Aldershot. To his widow,
Anna, is extended our deepest sympathy.

Maj (Tfc) T. C. O'Toole
Maj (Tfc) Terence Cecil O'Toole was born at Woolwich on
September 18, 1930 and died in Milbank Hospital on December
2, 1975. He joined Boys Service on February 21, 1945 and se~ed
at Catterick until 1950, by which time he was a Sergeant. Durmg
his time in the Army he served in Korea, BAOR, Norway,
Singapore, Cyprus and Berlin. H e was .c ommissioned in 1965:
Whilst in Norway he married Inga Mikkelson, who was servmg
at that time with the Royal Danish Air Force at Afn~rth .
All who knew Terry will remember a cheerful, ~ffiCJent, helpful
man for whom nothing was too much trouble. His constant good
humour combined with his great ability to get on with both the
job anl people, always produced t~e best possil;>le ~esults .. ~n
his last job as Signals Officer to the Allied Staff, Be~lm, his qua~iaes
really came to the fore as it w~s his task to co-~r~nate the widely
differing techniques and . att1tu<l:es o_f the Bnnsh~ French and
United States Forces. This he did with tact and diplomacy and,
as a result, he gained the deep respect of all three. ~henever
there was a disagreement, T erry was used as the arb1tator and
always managed a solution regardless of the hard attitudes from
which the differences arose.
We have all lost a good friend and the Corps has lost a good
ambassador. To Inga, Michael and Kim. we hope tha~ the esteem
in which Terry was held by all of us will do something to lessen
their grief.

Mr. G. A. Soar
G. A. Abel, Esq, temporary secretary of the Hull branch of
the Association writes:
It is my sad duty to inform you of the sudden death of our
late Hon Secretary, Mr G . A. Soar.
Mr Soar, or rather 'Arthur', as he was generally known, had
been our Secretary for about 15 years. He was 60 years of age
and leaves a widow and four children. Almost nothing was known
about his Service life and he was reticent about it, but not so
about the Association. Arthur was the keenest supporter of the
Association and always striving to increase the membership and a
great believer in 'the mucking-in spirit' and al~ays took t~e
opportunity to spread the gospel about the Royal Signals Association. He took a great interest in the Corps Band and had a fine
collection of the Corps Band's records. Sheffield and York branches
please note the above-Arthur was well known in these two
branches, also a great friend of Mr Coggins of Shrewsbury branch.

was undou btedly mu. ic in which he won many prizes for his piano
playmg and played the organ in a number of churches. He was
for many years Chairman of the Blandford Choral Society. His
tastes covered a wide field from classics to jazz and he was a tower
of strength in the Blandford Camp M usic and Drama Club where
he regularly played the accompaniment for the annual Gilbert
an~ Sullivan pro.ductions. Rex had .a quiet and deceptively easygomg nature, being able to make himself very forcibly felt when
the need arose.

Maj Gen R. H. R. Steward, CB, CBE,
DSO, MC
Reginald Herbert Ryrie Steward died after a short illness on
D ecember 6, 1975. He wa commissioned into the Royal Engineers
d uri~g W:urld War 1 a.n d sp~nt ~most the whole of his 36 years'
service with the RE Signal · rv1ce and the Corps, having transferred to the Corps in 1920 when he was Adjutant of the T rai ni ng
Battalion at Maresfield. He ~aw active service on the Western
Front from 1917 till the end of the war when he distinguished
h imself by being awarded the MC whilst still a Second Lieutenant.
Between the war · he took part in 'active service incidents' in
Chanak (Asia Minor), China and Pale tine when he was M entioned
m Despatches. He was still m Palestine at the outbreak of World
War 2 but was immediately moved to E gypt to take over command
of Egypt Command Signals and subsequently took part in all
t he operations in the Western D esert and Sicily as CSO HQ
Alexandria Area, XIII Corps, XXX Armoured Corps, and X
Corps when he was awarded the DSO in October 1943 and a
bar to the D SO a month later and was also M entioned in
Despatches. In 1944 he returned to the U K as CSO 2nd Army
for the operations in North-west Europe. At the beginning of
1945 he was sent to the Far East and took part in the Burm a
Campaign as CSO AL F SEA, in the rank of Major G eneral,
when he was appointed C BE and CB in 1946. After returning to
the U K he was posted to HQ Eastern Command as CSO and
appointed ADC to HM K ing George VI and later Queen Elizabeth
II. In 1950 he took up his last appointment as Commander
Northumbrian D istrict. After completion of this appointment he
retired, in 1952, to Middle W interslow, near Salisbury, where he
busied himself with the affairs of the village.
'Fanny', as he was known universally throughout the Corp3,
brought tremendous energy and enthusiasm to all he did, whether
at work or at play. Although he was not outstanding at any
par ticular sport he was always a useful member of any team and
represented the Corps at cricket and hockey. He had a wonderful
sense of humour and was a great raconteur, particularly when
relating stories against him self. H e was a 'Big Man' both physically
and in character with an intense sense of loyalty, not only to those
he served so well, but also those to who served with and under
him, he had great confidence in himself which he inspired in
others; in addition he had both physical and moral courage to
a high degree and his rugged commonsense, allied to a bubbling
sense of fun endeared him to everyone. He was one of the wisest
and most likeable officers the Corps has had and will be sadly
m issed by all who knew him.
Everyone extends the deepest sympathy to his wife, Vera, and
his two daughters.

Lt Col R. J. N. Solly
Reginald (Rex) John Nash Solly who was born in_l~OO die~ at
Blandford on November 18, 1975. He was comrruss1oned m~o
the Rifle Brigade from the Royal Military College, Sandhurst, m
1918 and later served with the Yorkshire and Lancashire Regr,
transferring to the Corps in 1926. During the earl¥ part. of his
career he saw service in Northern Ireland and India unnl 1931
when he was posted to 3rd Divisional Signals of ~hich he became
Adjutant and later commanded the Cavalry S1gna~ Troop at
Tidworth. The outbreak of World War 2 found him as CSO
Gibraltar. He subsequently commanded 52nd Lowland Di°".isional
Signals and took part in the North-west E~ope Camp~gn for
which he was Mentioned in Despatches. H is last appomtment
before retiring to Blandford in 1949 was CSO Malta. After
retirement he became an Income Tax Commissioner and devoted
his energies to Public Affairs becoming Chairman ?f his local
Parish Council and Vice-chairman of the Parochial Chu rch
Council. Rex was a man with many intertests and talents, he was
an outstanding short-distance runner and keen on all forms of
outdoor pursuits, particularly riding, shooting, tennis and m otor
cycling, at which he was no mean performer. His greatest 'love'
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Brig J. A. S. Tillard, OBE, MC
John Arthur Stuart Tillard was commissioned into the Royal
Engineers in 1909 and after completing the Engineering Course
at Chatham concentrated on the signalling s.ide of the Sappers.
Throughout World War 1 he served in France, Belgium and
Italy with every type of signal unit from Division to GHQ level,
during which time he was awarded the MC, Italian Croce de
Guerra, appointed OBE and five times Mentioned in Despatches.
Between the wars he served mainly in England but had a four-year
stint in Egypt, having transferred to the Corps shortly after its
formation in 1920. After commanding the Training Battalion at
Catterick he was posted to the War Office in 1936 where he
remained for the duration of World War 2, reaching the rank of
Brigadier a Deputy Director of Engineer and Signal Stores,
eventually retiring in 1946. He married in 1920 and had two sons,
both of whom became officers in the regular army. After retirement he settled just outside Lewes on his wife's family estate
where he became a JP and Chairman of the Bench. Like most
officers of his vintage he was keen on and took part in most
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outside sports, particularly tennis, at which he was an adept.
Having spent the last 10 years of his service at the War Office he
was, perhaps, not as well known in the Corps as some of hi~
contemporaries. He was without self assertion but had a distinction
of character that impressed itself on all who knew him. Perhaps
his chief attributes were his transparent sincerity, high sense of
duty, honour, loyalty. and tru th, added to which he had the ability
to apply hi'!18elf with quiet efficiency, without fu ss, to the job in
hand. He died peacefull y on November 29, 1975, aged 86, having
been predeceased by his wife for nine years.

Mr. R. J. Williams
It is with deep regret that we announce the sudden death of
Ronald 'Ronnie' John Williams on January 2, 1976, while he
was on leave in Bath . Ronnie was born in Wyke Regis, Weymouth
and, after leaving school, worked for a firm of electrical engineers.
He joined the GPO in 1936 and remained in the Bath area until
1946. During the war he was employed on the installation and
maintenance of air raid alarm systems in Bath.
I n 1946, Ronnie went to Germany and was seconded to the
Post and Telegraph Department of the Control Commission
Germany. He subsequently transferred to the Telecommunications
Liaison Group, British Army of the Rhine, and with this organisation, was absorbed into 4 Signal Group in 1969. He held a number
of key posts in the permanent telecommunications world in BFG,
the last two being Senior Telecommunications Officer in Bielefeld,
and Senior Telecommunications Officer (Exchanges) in HQ 4
Signal Group where he was the architect of the plan for the
Renewal of Telephone Exchanges in British Forces Germany. He
had many friends in Royal Signals and was held in high regard
by all who knew him. Ronnie was a dedicated man who played a
full role in the life of the Group. He was a keen fly fisherman and,
while pursuing this activity, made many friends, both at the
British Embassy Bonn and in the Services.
In the passing of Ronnie Williams we have lost a wise counsellor
and good friend who will be greatly missed. We extend to his
widow, Judy, and to his children, Patricia and Anthony, our
deepest sympathy.

Lcpl Joseph Vernon
It is with deepest regret that we announce the death of Lcpl
Joseph Vernon, who died during an expedition with a Mountain
Leadership Course in Scotland on January 29, 1976.
Joseph leaves a wife and two children, to whom we offer our
deepest sympathy.

Brig R. Elsdale, OBE, MC, MA
Bigadier Robinson Elsdale died after a long illness on December
19, 1975, at the age of 83. He was commissioned into the Royal
Engineers in 1911. The outbreak of the First World War found
him with the 6 Signal Company in Ireland but shortly afterwards he went to the Western Front, where he was wounded in
1915. After recovering, he went to the Front again in 1916 where he
served with signal units, was Brigade Major of an infantry brigade
and staff officer at HQ 2nd Army. A year later he joined General
Plummer's staff in Italy, where he was awarded the MC and the
Italian War Cross. In 1918 he attended the Junior Staff Cour e
at Cambridge and, after a short staff appointment in orthern
Command, joined the Wireless Coy in Egypt until 1922 when
he transferred to the Corps and went to Cambridge, where he
obtained a first class degree in mechanical science. Between the
wars he was an instructor at the School of Signals, and served
in Palestine for six years, during which he was appointed OBE.
He returned to Palestine during the troubles in 1936 and commanded 'A' Corps Signals from 1936-38, when he joined the RE
Signal Board at the War Office in the rank of Colonel. His outstanding technical knowledge and administrative abiliti s kept
him on the staff throughout the Second World Wat, with the
Ministry of Supply, as Technical Adviser (Signals Staff) at
British Army Staff \Vashington, when he was appointed Officer
of the Legion of Merit and Assistant Director of Communications
Intelligence at the War Office in the rank of Brigadier until he
retired in 1945. In 1925 he married Elsbeth Katherine Cadell
and had two sons and four daughter , to whom we extend our
sincere sympathy.
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WHERE YOU THERE IN 1958?

Goods Available from Association Headquarters
The following lists Association items now in stock and available. In days of high inflation these represent really good value
for money.
Overseas

UK

£
0·72

£
0 ·78

0·32

0 ·32

0·18
0·16

0 ·18
0·16

1 ·70

1 ·85

1 ·52

1 ·60

1-15

1 ·25

1-15

1 ·25

0·16

0·17

0·22

0 ·25

2·00

2·10

9·00

9·80

3·45

3·70

1 ·60

1 ·80

1 ·30

1 ·40

1-13
1-18
0 ·57
0 ·55
0 ·45
0 ·85

1 ·20
1 ·25
0·70
0·60
0 ·50
0 ·90

0·55
0 ·51
0 ·30

0 ·58
0 ·55
0 ·32

1 ·45

1 ·55

Crested glass astrays
Association lapel badge (members only) ..
Blazer buttons-Large
Small
Blazer badge (as approved by the Corps Committee) (on navy or black background)
Car badge-square, acrylic
Corps cravats-terylene
Corps cuff links

..

Identity card holder
Key ring with Corps badge tag
Corps cocktail mats (set of six)
Corps table mats (set of six)
Corps wall plaque (scrolls 'Royal Corps of Signals' or blank)
Corps scarves-woollen
Corps squares-terylene
Corps ties-terylene 3!'
terylene 3£H
terylene type 'A'
terylene type 'D'
terylene type 'E'
woollen

r>

Corps transfers-large (10" x 7
medium (7 ! " x 5t)
small (3p x 2i-H)

-e

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF LOW TAX FREE PRICES
AND ORDER YOUR NEW

OPEL OR V AUXHALL

OPEL

VAUXHALL

(IN U.K. OR 8.A.O R.)
write now for more details

From

E. L. MENDEL LTD
MAIN DEALERS AND OFFICIAL N.A.A.F.I. AGENTS

UK:
BAOR:

Contact ROD JONES, 1013 Finchley Road, London, NW11 7ED. Tel. 01-455 8692
JOHN EVANS, c/o NAAFI Car Sales, Rheindahlen Garrison, BFPO 40

We have years ol experience supplying export cars to servicemen throughout the world

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING AND ARE CURRENT
AT THE TIME OF GOING TO PRESS
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HAVE YOU A MEMORY FOR FACES?
We gladly publish this Regimental photograph on behalf of 13 Sig Regt, who will be very pleased to hear from any reader who can dentify
'missing names'. The year was 1958, we understand
Sgts John W inning, David ' Nobby' Geere, 'Taff' Davies, Peter ' Lumpy' Collins, Peter Jones, Bob Cox, Ernie Cooper, Geoff Fletcher,
11 ,
Ian Jack, 'Paddy' McDonald, Bill 'Ginger' Stephens
Sgts ' Klein Tony' Isaac, Jim Symonds, Ernie De La Mare, Ben Colman, Billy Burgess, Peter Radnidge, Reg Richards, John Mallam, 'Taff
Watts, Stennett, Ben Banyard , Eric 'Spanish' Jones, Jock Cockburn, John Lovatt
Sgts Eric May, MM , ? 1 ,Ssgts Dick Sedman, (F of S) Roy Lidstone, John 'Eagle' Francis, Ted Pearse, Bill Frame, Gerry Purvis, George
Robinson, Jack Woodland, Tony Strachan , 1 ? , Robbie Burns, Gordon Morris
W02s Terry O'Toole, Maurice 'Iraqi' Jones, Alan 'Panda' Arnold , (F of S) Nixon, (RQMS) 'Bunny' Austin, Maj Wyley, WO I (RSM) JaclWilderspin, Lt Col Harry Jordan, WO I Farmer, W02s (RQMS) 'Mucky' Watters, (AQMS) 'Smudger' Smith, Dennis Wilmott, ? 1 , Pat Petherick
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Delivery in 2-3 weeks from order

Send full information on

Special Forces Prices

Model _........ - ..... ..

Demonstrations anywhere, anytime
NAAFI HP from only 10"/o down
Fill in the coupon and send it oll now

Name & Rank .....
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Addren

_ To

...
... Tel. No.
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Mixed Bag Caz1ght by
our Roving Ca111era

Popular with German Public

One step ahead
-for the third time
Our first generation 100 watt solid-state broadband linear
amplifier for military use - the GA480 - was the first in
the world .

Remembrance Sunday at Worcester14th Regt. were on Parade

Maj Boulding and Corps Band in Lippstadt during 'Herbst Woche'

Our Flying Pensioners !

qur secon? generati.on version-the GA481 - gave continuous voice operation and a much extended frequency
range - again for the first time.

ACT OF REMEMBRANCE
The three Service wreaths are laid by R Adm A. R. B. Sturdee, CB,
DSC, Lt Col M. J. Hales and Gp Capt R. Hampton, AFC

Return to Korea-see article on
page 12
\

Our third generation model-the HFA 125-is now
in p~oduction. It is another world leader, giving
continuous operation on both voice and CW with
no liquid coolant or fans.
'
It is lightweight, sealed, and achieves the full
100 watt CW specified operation on 24 volts over
the frequency range 1·5-30MHz.
All three generations have represented significant technical
advancement and were produced to full DEF133 military
specification .

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Capt Ian Patterson, of 654 Sqn AAC, briefs his two Pensioner
passe ngers on the use of the intercom before a helicopter trip
during their stay at 4 Div Sig Regt.

Predicament During Army Wild Water
Championships

Please write for full details
Mr C~ung explains to Mrs Loudoun the significance of a very
attractive Korean Royal Crown paper weight. On her left, Maj
Loudoun . Also shown are ex-Korean war correspondent (Norway)
Mrs McCord, Mrs Spinks (Netherlands) and, back to camera, Coi
M. McCord, OBE, MC, late RUR
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CANOEIST : 'MY SHOE

IS SOMEWHERE AROUND HERE,
I KNOW'
Lcpl David Anforth and Sig Graham Heal go to the rescue
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REDIFON

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
.. .on land and sea

Red1fon Telecommunications Ltd
Broomhill Road, London, SW18 4JQ
Tel · 01 -874 7281 Telex: 264029

THE

THE ROY AL SIGNALS
MAGAZINE

Clansman UK/VRC 353 vhf/fm vehicle radio
• Complete systems package
• Analogue and digital capability
• Designed for single or multiple set installation
• 0pt1onal high-grade secure speech facility
• Normal fit does not reduce ammunition storage space
e Compatible with all other vhf /fm vehicle, man pack.
and airborne equipments
• Si mplicity of operation in the worst operating conditions

Versatility with Simplicity

The Grove. Warren Lane. Stanmore
Middlesex. England
Telephone 01 - 954 2311 Telex 22616
A GEC-Marcon1 Electronics CompanV:

LTD/S18A
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OUR COVER PICTU RE
This month we focus on a 'faraway place'; Royal Signals personnel and members
of the Signal staff of the Royal Brunei Malay Regiment, seen in front of the
Churchill Museum, Bandar Seri Begawan
Front: Capt M. Caplan (ex Royal Signals OC Wksp), Maj P. A. Spoo ner (GSO
2 Sigs/Air), Maj A. G. Harfield (Regimental Quartermaster) and Ca pt D. E. Lee,
PSB (ex RAF, S03 (Tels)
Standing: Ssgt K. Johnson (RBMR Wksp), W OI (Fof S) M. G room (Royal
Brunei Police), Capt D. Beare (21C 'F' Coy 2RBMR), WOI {F of S) R. Allen
(Royal Brunei Police), W02 (Y of S) J. A. Strickland, PSB (IC Co mm unicat ions
Centre)
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A Message from The Signal Officer-in-Chief
Maj Gen P. A. M. Tighe, MBE
The one person who can r eally see the Corps in true perspective because of
his fre quent visits t o m any units of the Corps must be the Signal Officer-inChief. We a re very p leased to be able to publish below his impressions of
the Corps as b e finds it today.
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CARRINGTON
o nly at 130 R eg e n t t rec t , London WlR 6HU.
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When visiting units I am always encouraged and impressed by the interest shown
by all ranks in the activities of the Corps. I have become accustomed to having
questions fired at me by both soldiers and officers, at every rank, and have enjoyed
m any in teresting and informative discussions on
aspects of Army and Corps policy. There always
seems to be a genuine desire to know ' what is
going on?' . Through the medium of our Regimental magazine I thought an occasional word
about our affairs might be of interest.
Throughout the past year, and indeed for
some time to come, the effects of the Defence
Review are of major concern to the Corps as a
whole. The award of a CBE in the ew Year to
Brig Birtwhistle, late CCR Signals, was a
well-deserved tribute to the contribution all ranks
of Royal Signals have made in 1st British Corps
to the various trials and exercises which have
taken place. There are bound to be some changes
in the system of command and control, and these
will inevitably involve change in some measure
of our Regimental and Squadron organisations.
However, it is my hope and conviction that whilst
some units may find their role may change, they
will, in some form, continue to exist. These changes in role, coupled with the introduction of our new radio and radio-relay equipments will present a major challenge
which should be a tremendous stimulus to us all in the future.
The year 1975 has been, for the Corps, a year of youth. Both the Apprentices
College at Harrogate, and the new Junior Leaders Squadrons at Ouston (now called
Albemarle Barracks), are full to capacity with a splendid group of young men. They
are the Corps of the future. They show much enthusiasm and endeavour when they
first join their units, and it is good to see how well this is maintained, due to good
leadership and sensible management. This is particularly noticeable in Northern
Ireland, where, although there are many problems, one of them is certainly not
communications. Whilst our presence in Singapore and Gan is unfortunately no more,
there has been a fair-sized Corps contribution to Belize in the past few months. A
place in the sun is still possible, even on a short tour!
Our TAVR and Regular components have always been closely related. The
Defence Review envisages even closer integration, and we in Royal Signals can
expect to be in the lead in this respect. Certainly our TAVR Regjments and Squadrons
are a vital component of our communications plans. I am continually impressed by
the professionalism of all ranks, and the high percentage of our recruited strength.
It is customary to say that 'the Corps is in good heart', and from my travels I believe
it to be so. Succe s in sport is always an encouraging guide, and I remind you that we
are Army champions of soccer, lawn tennis, athletics (major and minor), golf and
small-bore shooting, and junior champions at swimming, water pol , cricket and lawn
tennis. I admit to more than modest pride in these successes, as I am ure do the unit
concerned. My congratulations to you all, may 1976 bring equal success!
THE WIRE reminds us that the activities of rhe Corps still have variety and
adventure, whether in Belize, UNFICYP in Cyprus, Northern Ireland, BAOR or,
indeed, UK itself, and from the pictures and !}rticles we see, life seems to be enjoyable
and satisfying. May it continue to be so!
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W.O.s and Senior N.C.O.s

- .-· -From our "In" Tray-249 Signal Squadron (FARELF)
BAOR Reunion 1976
'fHI vear it has been decided to have reunions in both the
UK and BAOR. The venue and contact for BAOR i given
below :
APRIL 24, 1976
22 Signal Regiment
Maj E . W . Penny,
Lippstadt
22 ignal Regiment
BFPO 107
Tel: Lippsr.adt Mil 362
The organisers have sem der.ails to all BAOR units but if you
require any further information plea e contact the organiser.
Come on lads, make the effort, dig out your friends and let's
make the reunion worthwhile.

Association Reunions- 1976
ULL details of the Blandford and Catterick reunions have
been passed to all branches of the Association and to individual
members requesting them. The dates are :
BLA DFORD
June 20
CATTERICK June 26-27.

F

Recent Improvements in Corps
Museum Make a Visit Even More
Worthwhile
URING the past year a number of improvements have been
made to the Corps Museum at Blandford. An extension has
been . built which has allowed us to display the cable wagon as
part of the M useum, instead of in a separate 'outhouse'. The cable
wagon is a unique piece of equipment in that, so far as is known,
it is the only one in existence. It is now proposed to devote the
new extension to the display of equipment used in the mounted
era of the Corps, but this will take a little time to complete.
Since the Museum was first established at Blandford, considerable damage has been done, particularly to medal ribbons, by the
effect, over the years, of ultra-violet rays. Special coating of the
windows has now been carried out and UV-free lamps installed.
It is hoped that these two steps will avoid or at least minimise
similar damage in the future.
All the medals of which the ribbons were badly faded have now
been re-mounted. In the centre of the Museum, the six cabinets
which hold the medals, now provide a very fine display. There
are some 100 sets, ranging from groups of one medal up to 12
and more. At the moment no two sets are the same. Al l the medals
have been presented, or loaned to the Corps by the individuals
concerned or their families. Great store is placed on this display,
as it not only contributes to the history of the Corps by showing
where members have served and the contribution they have made
during their service, but it also provides a permanent memorial
to the individuals concerned. In order to add interest to the display
a special cabinet, N o 26, contains medals aw:irded to members of
the S3J11e family, including wives, even though they may not all
have sl!rved in the Corps. I n addition, a Medal Memoir Book
has been compiled which contains a short biography of each
individual whose medals are on d isplay. There is also an illustrated
book available which describes each medal on display.
We would welcome further donations of medals, either during
the recipient's lifetime or after his death. If you do not wish to
donate your medals now, why not bequeath them to the Royal
Signals M useum in your Will?
Readers are strongly recommended to visit the Museum,
which is open to the public, when they are in the Blandford area.
They will certainly find it well worthwhi le.

D

If you're so broke that this is someone else's WIRE
you are reading - boy you sure need sympathy!
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White Helmets: Royal Signals Display
Team Engagement List 1976
MAY
3-5
7-9
19-20
21-23
21-30
3i

Bridgend Army Display
Swansea Army Display
hro11shire and West Midland Show
Warrington Army l)isploy
Congleton Carnival
urrey ounty Show

JU E
3-1-1
19
23-24
26
27
29-30

Glasgow KAPE l
Farehnm how
Lincolnshire Show
Chesterfield Carnival
Old Comrades Cntterick
Cardiff Exhibition

JULY
l-4
9-ll
17-18
22-24
26-29
31-Aug 1 -

AUGUST
3-4

5

6-8

JO

14
15
26
28-30

Exercise Signal View
Cntterick Army Di play
Corby Show
Manchester Show
Aberdeen and Dundee Show KAPE
RAF Tattoo 1976
Edinburgh KAPE
Berwick-on-Tweed KAPE
Harwick KAPE
Keith Show
Lampeter Round Table
Skegness how
Lowestoft Regatta
Expo team Fair

SEPTEMBER
2
Bucks Counry Show
4
Wolsingham and Wear Agriculrurnl Show
5
Seaham Show
11
Stanhope Show
12
' Busman of the Year' Competition
13-19
Glasgow KAPE II
20-25
NE Wales Army Exhibition

Movements -Officers
Name
Capt H . M. Adams
..
Lt Col K. S. H. Allwright
Col A . P . Baker . .
Maj J. Barrett
Brig D. H . Baynham, GM
Lt Col R. Bell
Maj A . H . Boyle
Lt J. Boyle
Maj R. C . Breese
Maj J . S. B . Brinsford
Maj A. F . Carter
Maj R . F. L . Cook
Lt Col C . H . D . ross
M ai (Ton J . C. Day
Capt (ToT) H. D avies
Lt C . P . Donaghy
..
Col R. H . Gilbenson . .
Capt (ToT) W . F. Graham, MBE
Maj C. E . Grundy
Lt K . J . Hadfield
Capt R . M . J . Hussey
Maj R . C . Hood
Capt N. D . Illman
Capt R.R. Johnson
Maj A. R. Jones ..
Capt (Tfc) P . B. R. Kent
M aj I. E . Kerr . .
..
2/Lt C. L . Le Gallais ..
Capt (Tot) I. R . Lidstone
Capt A. M . Lovatt
..
Capt N . A. Mackercth ..
Maj J. G . McLuckie
..
Maj (ToT) A. K . Mercer
Capt S . C . Moralec
Capt T . R . Morgan
..
Capt P . B . Neale ..
Capt I . A. oble
Capt M . D . Patterson
Lt Col P. S. Reader
Maj M . J. Ridlington
Col R . L . Sronham
Capt L. R. Smith
M~j M . C. Spence
Capt V . H. Scrivens
..
Capt I . M . G . Strong
Maj B. I. Weston
Maj D. A. Williams
Capt R. F. Willsher
Lt Col G . W. Young

MARCH
U11it 10 which posted
11 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
16 Sig R cgt
MoD (GS Sigs 32)
U SA SA Germany
HQ tJKLF
3 Div HQ and Sig R egt
20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
244 Sig Sqn
13 Sig Reg t
SRDE MoD (PE)
HQ Trg Bdc Royal Signals
DCGWL(A) MoD (PE)
HQBAOR
CPA Royal Signals
School of Signals
604 Sig Troop
4 Signal Group
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp (Int (227 Sig Sqn))
259 Sig Sqn
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BATUS
MoD (GS03 DI 3d)
AAC Harrogate
HQ 4 Sig Group
ND HQ Ottawa
HQ l (BR) Corps
19 Airptbl Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
l Div HO and Sig Regt
HQDCN
28 Sig Rcgt (NORTHAG)
RAPC Trg Centre
MoD (GS02 GS(OR)l Co-ord
8 Sig Regt
RAPC Trg Centre
30 Si!! Regt
259 Sig Sqn (West)
4 Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
HQBAOR
SHAPE
MoD (DAAG DAR 2a)
HQ. 3 Div
7 Sig Rcgt
HQ3 Div
244 Sig Sqn
40 Sig Regt (V)
1 Div HQ and Sig Regt
DADPTC
7 Sig Regt
R Sig Regt
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Crossword Puzzle No 3

MARCH
Rat1k a11d Nam•
Unit to which Posted
W l ( F of S) W . G . S. Cochrane 27 Sig Regt
WO l (F of S) A. D . F . Falconer 22 Sig Rcgt (Corps Rear HQ)
W Ol ( F of S) W. L . Henson .. School of Si11nals
WOl ( F of S ) R. C . Scriven .. HQ l Div Sig Regt
WOl (Y of S ) R G . French .
HQ UKLF
WOl (Y of S) V. W. Rayner .. 16 Sig Regt.(HQ BAOR)
W02 (F of S) R . J. A. Edwards
Jntelhgence Centre
W02 <l ' of Sl U . V. F. Hall .
8 Sig Rc~t
~02 (F of S ) N . C . Cowell
HQ 8 Int Bde Sig Sqn
W02 E. Butterworth ..
HQ 3 Div Sig Rcgt
W02 ~y of S) H . M Cooke
2 1 Sig Rcgt (Air SuJ>port)
W02 (Y of S ) J. ( Sydney
School of Signals
W02 J. C. Bunks
.
HQ 7 Armd Bdc Si11 Sqn
W02 K A. Childs
.
31 Sig Rcgt (V)
W02 R. M. D . Collins ..
HQ 39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
W02 D . Thoma•
.•
27 Sig Regt
Ssgt (F of S) R . b. Chapman
36 Sig Regt (V)
Ssgt (F of S) T . Crawley
27 Sig Rcgt
Ssgt M . G. Jud~e
•
HQ 4 Guards Armd Bde Sig Sqn
Ssgt (YofS l J . R Ling:lrd
36 Sig Regt (V)
Ssgt G . W . Adams
•.
School of Signals
Ssgt M. J. Long
14 Sig Regt
Ssgt A . A . Nicoll
14 Sig Rcgt
Ssgt A. F. Q3hornc
16 Sil\ Regt (HQ BAOR)
A Ssgt R . L . Holt
1 Arullery Bde Sig Sqn
A 1Ssgt T . Thcis . •
HQ 2 Div Sil! Regt
Sgt J. A. Hayes-Davi·
262 Sig Sqn (East)
gt B . T. Ethcrid~c
262 Sig Sqn (East)
Sgt D . Murray ..
234 Sig Sqn (Malta)
gt D . B. Rob rtson
HQ AF OUTH (LA TINA)
Sgt R . K . S . Gent
633 Sig Troop (Caribbean)
Sgt K. W Cooper
HQ 6 Armd Bde Sig Sqn
Sgt J. F . Bailey ..
HQ 4 Div Sig Regt
Sgt J. R . Wallace
. . 229 Sig Sqn (Berlin)
Sgt D. Burtun
642 Sig Troop (Gibraltar)
Sgt F. R. Blake . .
28 Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
Sgt C . Harper ..
16 ig Regt (HQ BAOR)
Sgt P . A. Harrigan
16 Sig Rcgt (HQ BAOR)
Sgt D . M . Spence
16 Sig R egt (HQ BAOR)
Sgt J. Moore
..
8 ig Rcgt (Cadre)
Sgt J. Mugford ..
227 Sig Sqn (AL FCE)
Sgt R. T. J. Russell
HQ 4 Div Sig Regt
Sgt D . C . A. Ellis
School of Signals (Courses)
Sgt J. S. Inness . .
SHAPE International HQ and Support
Command
Sgt R. Hall
HQ 3 Div Sig Regt
Sgt G . Brogan
30 Sig Rcgt
Sgt J. D. Corbett
35 Sig Regt (V)
Sgt J.B. Ramsay
. . 30 Sig R cgt
Sgt P. T. Walker
248 (Gurkha) Sig Sqn
Sgt J . S. Johnstone
. . 5 Airptbl Bdc Sig Sqn
Sgt M. Gowling ..
259 Sig Sqn (West)
Sgr A. P . Kerr . .
233 Sig Sqn
Sgr V N . Hulme
I l Sig Regt (Cadre)
Sgt P. G. Cole
22 Sig Regt (Corps Rear HQ)
Sgt R. Hunter ..
14 Sig Regt
Sgt A. P . Salter ..
3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
Sgt L. Collins . .
242 Sig Sqn
Sgt R. Hawkins . .
3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
Sgt L. C. Lightfoot
School of Signals (Courses)
Sgt R. Morley . .
School of Signals (Courses)
Sgt C. R. Bachelor
School of Signals (Courses)
Sgt P . H . Coleman
School of Signals (Courses)
Sgt K. J. Bradley
. . School of Signals (Courses)
Sgt A. Coates
..
chool of Signals (Coursel')

II

Welfare

JANUARY 1976
Number of cases assisted financially
Number of clothing parcels sent ..
Amount spent
WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants
Amount spent . .

Solution next month. [The Editor acknowledges this contribution by W02 (F of S~ J . Hill.]

Crossword Clues
l.
5.
8.
9.
ll.
12.
14.
18.
22.
24.
27.
28.
29.
30.

I
32

47

£967·04

1

£17·00

ONE OF THE MONTH'S CASE S
ORPORAL, 1945-48, married with one child at school.
. His wife is incurably ill, and he cares for her devotedly,
rnght and day. The. J?.ssoc!ation ma~e him a .grant of £38·50 to
pay Gas and Electnc1ty bills, and his letter 1s printed below.

C

ONE OF T HE MONTH ' S LETTERS
AM writing to thank you for your help. I really do not know
what I would have done without it, and I cannot pu t my
heartfelt thanks into words. I am still hard pressed, but your
timely help has been very much appreciated.

I
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ACROSS
Pres$man writinf! about the doorkeeper (8)
Girls, losing theu heads, make fools of themselves (5)
Waterlog, one Malayan tariff (8)
Ornamental stonework, started by the doctor, with a South African in
charge (6)
Heard repeatedly in the hills (4)
ot the best uniform, for the driver going uphill (6-4)
Spanish sailors' wages, in the Main (6-2-5)
Soldier most likely to deal with overseas postings (5-8)
Presentation of arms (10)
Stamina, evolving from one's integrity (4)
Young soldier goes to pieces, in fact, goes round th.e bend (6)
Bars for those who want a swinging time on exercise (8)
Counterfeit, making use of the blast furnace (5)
Two animals in for the kill (8)

DOWN
1. Only a duty forecast cock, there's nothing to Jose (6)
2. Recondition, started by an Irishman with a Swiss regist:ration (5)
3. Gunners and Sappers together, how very unusual ( 4)
4. Meet Rex in disguise at the far end (7)
5. Sounds like its permitted to be audible (5)
6. A kite or vulture found around even crags (9)
7. Social means of giving a poor handout (8)
10. Game for one, or more than one? (4)
13. Hornblower I! John the hunter (4)
14. Destination of one on a Hying visit to the Far East (4-5)
15. North Sea fuel, refined to droop (3)
16. We join Her Majesty in the vessel (4)
17. Hunter's objective, given the cold shoulder (5-3)
.B.; it may be worth a quid or a fiver (4)
19.
20. May indicate depression-or halcyon days (7)
21. Lots go back to the north-east and iiet knocked off (6)
23. He gets the bird as a result of taxation (5)
25. Lengths of wood, often b roken it seems (5)
26. The French mother shortly beco:ning a priest (4)

S olution t o Puzzle o 2
Across: land 8 down, The Royal Corps of Signals. 7, O ctober. 9, Seat. 11, Scot.
13, Lasso.15, Cuc. 16, Arm. 17, R en egrades . 18, ct. 19, Hen. 20, S tair. 21, T ide .
23, Idea. 24, P ressed. 27, Match of the clay. Down: 1, The second team.
2, Riot. 3 Jet. 4, Lab. 5, Oars. 6i: Sentimcntlllly. 10, Alerted. 12, Cra hed.
13, Links. 14, Order. 22, Epic. 23, die. 25, Ego. 26, Set.

Aldershot Branch
Annual Dinner 1976
H E Annual Branch D inner will be h eld at the Alexandra
T
D ining Rooms, Alexan dra R oad, F arnborough, Hants, on
Satu rday, M ay 15, 1976. Assembly is at 7.15. Dinner at 8 pm.
F ull particulars from A. V. IENT, MSM, 111 G loucester Road,
Aldershot, Hants. Tel: Aldershot 23658.
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Looking Back ...
50 YEARS-'THE WIRE' MARCH 1926
Depot Battalion, Corporals Mess
The Depot Battalion Corporals Mess was officieJly opened at
Catterick on September 11 1925, when 'C' Company arrived
trom Maresfield. Sin<.."e our arrival we have been holding monthly
\ hi t drives and dances and they have been a very great success.
~ e hope with the aid of the NAAFI to hold. them on~e a formight
in the near future. Several very good musical evenmgs, coupled
with impromptu dances have been held, thanks to our ?Id and
faithful pianist, Lcpl Joe Brookes, assisted by Cpl Tosdevm (Tos)
with his 'drum', which consists of a chair, two ash trays and two
chair legs. 'To ' is now on the lookout for a new pianist, as Joe
i under orders for Baghdad. Another old and entertaining
member Nat Gould, left us quite recently for India and is greatly
missed.
\Ve hope, as soon as the grounds are in full working order, to
hold a series of sports events with the different units in the Camp
Garrison; also social evenings in the Mess when it is enlargedbut things move very slowly at present in Catterick.
25 YEARS-'THE WIRE' MARCH 1951
7 Selection Regiment
The Regiment continues to 'pass off' approximately 1,000 men
each month; of these about 800 are National Servicemen, the
remainder Regular soldiers. No 5 (Regular) Sqn had the honour
to represent the Regiment at the parade at St Martin's Church
on January 14; this was the occasion to mark the 25th Anniversary
of the arrival of Royal Signals in Catterick. They acquitted
themselves very creditably and the swing with which they marched
was reminiscent of church parades of old. Due to the va~tness of
this Regiment's needs, it has been necessary to spread itselfand to those who know Catterick it will be easily appreciated
when it is explained that Vimy, Baghdad and Somme Lines are
all used in the housing of the Regiment.
10 YEARS-'THE WIRE' MARCH 1966
RSM's Convention hits the headlines
The computer session at the Convention ended on a high note
today. The delegates were invited to pit their brains against a
computer in finding the minimum vehicle mileage for trucks
delivering stores from two ports and two airheads to five depots.
The computer took five minutes. Mr D.R. Armstrong, RSM to
63 Sig Regt (TA) produced the same answer of 1,530 miles about
30 seconds earlier. He had done it, he told the somewhat deflated
instruction team, by his experience before enlistment as a bookmaker's clerk.

~

-Obituary
Capt C. D. Evis

Cyril Douglas Evis died on February 16, 1976, after a mercifully
short illness. Cyril joined the Corps in 1944 at the age of 14 as
a boy soldier and gave 32 years of his life to the service of the Corps.
He trained as a lineman and this remained his primary trade,
although he later acquired the additional trades of cable jointer
and clerk technical. His first unit in man service was 1 Trg Regt,
where he was a trade instructor as an 18-year-old lance-corporal.
In 1948, Cyril was posted to Egypt, to 4 Ind Air Formation
Sigs, where at least one contemporary remembers him as a
particularly smart }::>Ung NCO. In the years that followed he
served in a succession of units that have since disappeared or
changed beyond recognition. He became a sergeant-major in
1959 at a junicr leaders' unit, was later RQMS at the Far East
Sig Trg Centre and, eventually, in 1965, became RSM of 14th
Sig Regt at Gloucester. In many ways this was the finest time of
his career. He was RSM when the Regiment was granted the
Freedom of the City in 1966, and he remained intensely proud
of that privilege and of the close personal ties with the City and
many of its people that it brought him.
He was commissioned in 1967 and became MTO of 4 Div HQ
and Sig Regt. Three years later he returned to 14 Sig Regt, now
at Worcester, and, in 1972, became its Quartermaster. It is
perhaps fitting that he should have died in this Regiment, for
which he had such a deep affection and which bore the mark of
his personality in many ways. He will be remembered as a man

of great kindness and warmth, and also of consider~b!e energy,
for whom nothing was ever too much trouble; he '_Vilhngly took
many problems from shoulders less broad than ~is . own.
He leaves a wife, Dot, two sons, one.of.whom, C~ns, is a .corporal
in the Corps, and a daughter Chr1stma, who is married to a
sergeant in the Corps.

Faraway Places ...
Unusual Jobs

Major W. J. Main, MC
Maj \VI. J. Main enlisted at ~he age of 15 in 192? and ~as
commissioned whilst in Egypt m 1940. He saw active service
in Palestine in 1936 and spent the whole of the.Second Worl~ War
overseas with 8th Army Signals in orth Africa, L of C Signals
in Palestine and Egypt and in Italy and orth-west Europe. H e
was awarded the MC for courageous leadership whilst wi~h 8th
Army Signal when he showed great cou~age and devotion to
duty in the spring withdra~al .of 1942 and wmter advance of 194243 keeping line communications through to che forward troops
whllst under heavy shell-fire and difficult conditi~ns in travers.ing
heavily-mined areas. After. ~e war. he served ii: W~st Afnca,
FARELF and with the British Military Delegation m France.
He retired in 1958 and took up residence in Australia, where he
was living when he died on November 11, 1975, at the age of 70.

BORYS COURT PREPARATORY SCHOOL
Leigh, Nr Reigate, Surrey.
Tel. 030 678 372.
Boarding School for 8-13i year olds. Good
academic foundation given to prepare boys for
their Senior Schools.
Very good facilities for science, recreation and
sport.
Apply Headmaster

In Civilian Life

]1J!

Enjoy
Service and
Comradeship
in THE ROYAL
BRITISH LEGION
Your service to Queen and Country
needn't stop when you leave the Forces.
The Royal British Legion has as much interest
in and responsibility for young ex-servicemen
and women today as it has for those of
two world wars and looks to them for its
leaders of the future.

The Royal British legion, 49 Pall Mall, SW IY SJY

Exercise Nurder Ping in Iceland
Report by Lt Chris Harper
5 Airptbl Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.
I SPIRATlON
HE 5 Airptbl Bde HQ and Sig Sqn has run a number of
entl·rpnsing adventure training expeditions in the last 18
months. This has stimulated interest hroughout the unit to the
extent that one easily gets volunteers who are prepared to make a
nuinc contribution in time, money, and effort to a worthwhile
nd well-organised expedition. Maj Kelvin Kent discovered that
genuine expeditions to Iceland could travel by Icelandair at a
reduced rate (in fact, !cs> than half the normal fare). This meant
chnt with proper planning, reasonably inexpensive expeditions
cculd take place in Iceland. This opportunity was taken, and this
report cells of the very successful exercise, Nurdur Ping.

1

THE TARGET
Iceland is described as 'the land of ice and fire'. It is the most
volcanic island in the world yet contains Europe's largest glacier,
Vatnajokull. It has cold. clear water falling from the mountains,
and hot sulphur geysers that erupt mto the sky. Such variety
holds an obvious appeal to the adventurous spirit, and a party of
12 climbers and trekkers were selected from the many volunteers.
Nurdur Ping means 'northern gathering'; thi title was adopted
as our expedition planned to do its climbing in the northern
Trolloiskagi region of Iceland.
YOUNG EXPLORERS' TRUST
The Young Explorers' Trust (YET) runs a systematic survey
of the Trollaskagi region, studying geography, geomorphology,
biology and related subjects. Contact was made with YET and
they sent particulars of a glacier snout of which information was
required. This glacier was called Tungnahyrggs Jokull. This is
such a mouthful that throughout this report the term 'The Glacier'
will be used. The snout of a glacier is that point where any
movement of ice caused by gravity is irrigated by melting ice. It
is the end of the glacier. Thus although the glacier itself is
dynamic, its snout is normally static.
A REALISTIC AIM
The aim of Nurdur Ping was to climb upon, and make a study
of, the movements of a glacier snout as requested by the YET.
This rather simple aim was chosen as being a realistic target for
the 10 days of the expedition. It took into account the standards
of the men on the expedition and the amount of stores that would
have to be moved. From the 'map recce' it was apparent that
allowing for travel time there would only be five days available for
getting to and working upon the glacier. Thus it was important
to have a realistic aim that could be achieved, rather than an
involved target which would only be partially successful.
US MARINES CORPS GIVES GENEROUS SUPPORT
When our flight landed at Keflavik, we were met by Maj Don
O'Connor, United States Marine Corps. This meeting had been
arranged through a series of contacts between our OC, Maj
Kelvin Kent, his friend, Mr Jim Edwards of Tiger Tops Nepal,
and Maj O'Connor. We also met at Keflavik Lt John Nugent,
who was to accompany us on the expedition. In his office, Maj
O'Connor outlined to Lt Chris Harper and Y of S Bob
Burrows the arrangements he had made, and the help he could
give us. 'Outline' is perhaps too weak a word to describe the
generosity extended.
One of the USMC's tasks in Iceland is ' Search and Re cue'.
As such they have a vehicle called a '6-by', and our expedition
was to be a test run for it. The '6-by' (later known affectionately
as 'Noah's
rk') has six-wheel drive, approximately 2! ton
carrying capacity and, as proven, enough handholds to get 15
men across a river. With the vehicle came 130 gallons of fuel and
enough stores to maintain a small army. When our own stores
were added, it amounted to enough to maintain a large army.
This talk of equipment should not, of course, detract from the
most generous offer of Maj O'Connor. He let us take one USMC
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Lieutenant, five other ran).t USMC and one Naval Corps man,
'the doc'. These men were chosen to go on the expedition, and
every single man was a credit to his Unit, his Uniform and his
Service. But these men were successful not only in the professional
sense, but also in their friendship. It took but a few days for our
party to be a single happy unit.
FOLK NIGHTS
In view of all the equipment already given, Maj O'Connor
may have been understandingly surprised to hear a request for
yet. another item. This was ~or a guitar. He supplied the required
arucle, and what a boon this proved to be to help cement international relations. During the expedition four very successful
folk nights just happened. It was on these occasions that we all
got to know each other and to exchange common problems and
int~resrs. The topics of food, haircuts and sergeant-majors appear
um versa!.
PREPARATION IN UK
Whi~st recognisin~ the generosity of the Marine Barracks,
Keflav1k, the help given by our own Army must be recognised.
Our BOWO, W01 Forster, spent many hours finding equipment
for us, and obtained all that we asked for. Similarly, our RQMS,
W02 Brian Ellis (who sadly died on September 23, 1975), helped
a lot, especially in the procurement of the theodolite. Our than.ks
go to the Adventure Training School at Stirling for supplying the
bulk of the equipment, and 32 Lt Regt, RA, for the crampons.
3 Fd Sqn, RE, kindly supplied the theodolite, and 42 Survey Eng
Regt, RE, gave tuition. It was gratifying to have all this help in
preparation. It made us all that bit more determined to succeed
in our aim.
A SUCCESSFUL RECCE
P.>fter .two days' travel through Central Iceland, Nurdur Ping
amved m Holar on Thursday, August 28, 1975. A campsite was
soon arranged, and whilst Ssgt Eddy Davis got the camp set up
Lt Chris Harper and W02 (Y of S) Burrows went on a recce
with Lt John Nugent in his Toyota. With us went Lcpl Jock
'Rocky' Rockwell and Pfc (now Lcpl) Mike Davis. The glacier
lay some 20km from Holar by the selected route. Our recce parry
had two hours' daylight left to find a route for the '6-by'. A track
existed over the hillside which our two drivers thought possiblegiven plenty of time and as light a load as possible. Once over the
hill, the problem was to find a route up a valley whose bottom
was criss-crossed by a glacial river. In this we were successful as
far as a fence that ran right across the valley. On reaching this
point, little daylight remained, and the recce party returned to
Holar. The recce gave a good insight into the going likely to be
encountered. This meant that better time appreciations could be
made. It also showed that without the '6-by' to transpon equipment and supplies, a lot more time would have been needed to
complete the expedition.
A BffiTHDAY CELEBRATION
Ssgt Eddy Davis had made a good job of setting up camp,
and everyone was enjoying a hot meal when the recce party
returned. As the night drew in a fire was lit. The whole group
gathered round the warmth, and Sig Greg Bunyan led the folk
singing. Some bottles of duty-free were opened, and thus Cpl
Graham Easton's birthday was celebrated in a very friendly
atmosphere. The evening also did more than anything else to
cement Anglo-American friendship.
THE MARCH BEGINS
The trek began on Friday, August 29, 1975. After travelling
two days by vehicle everyone was more than glad to begin walking.
The '6-by' made surprisingly good progress over the hills, and
soon left the walkers behind. The two parties were united some
hours later at the barbed wire fence. Scouts Lt John Nugent and
Y of S Bob Burrows informed us over the radio that a passage
had been found for the '6-by', but going now became much
harder. The valley we were in was beautiful, having an impo ing
appearance. It was a classical glacial U-valley with high, steep
sides and a broad, flat, rocky floor. It was the rocky ground that
enabled the '6-by' to be driven as far up the valley as it was.
The first 6krn were not too difficult, but gave a foretaste of
problems to come. The valley being broad at this stage meant
that the rivers were neither too fat not too deep. But to cross
them everyone had to find a place somethere on the '6-by' his
posed no problem until the rivers got higher and faster, then
people had to find more precarious seats on the '6-by' roof. At
1300 hrs the '6-by' caught up with the Toyota. Our scouts had
gone on foot to find the next part of the route. Everyone had a
meal whilst awaiting their return. It also gave a chance for Cpls
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lacier nu back was an achi7vcmci:it i.n itself. The most important
part ~1f the work had bee? m ach1cvmg the expedition aim-the
workm_g upon and surveying of the snout of a glacier. The time
sp ~ n t. m . Iceland was all tO? short, yet ~any sights were seen.
Wnhm its small geographical boundancs Iceland contains a
varict; of natural phenomena. Although similarities between
Icelan d and Scot~and were not!ced, Iceland's peculiar features
s.:rvc J. to impress its many beauties upon the minds. of our party.

Graham Easton and Rod Daddow to catch up. T hey had
decided to do the route on foot, as witn~ssed by the .fact that they
had to take their boots off to cross the over. They d1scove~ed that
glacial rivers can be very cold.
.
ld
Our couts reported that it was unlikely that the 1 oy~ta cou
go much further but it could not be left on the ro l<:y islet ~hat
was our re ting point. Lt John Nugent d~>nncd two survival
bags as wader , and tested th depth of the nver. A.t 1400 cycry.one lined the bank to watch the Toyota ford the river, which 1t
did ucce sfully. But le than 5km later that Toyota had to be
parked on the valleyside-it could not be pushed furthei:. In tho e
5km the river crossings became more frequent, the r,1ver :nore
powerful and the boulders much larger. Even so, tl?e 6-by had
hit a patch of very soft ground and lurched alarnungly. People
leapt from the vehicle with speed ger..erated by fear. The v~hicle
did not topple, and Mike Dayjs reversed it out of ~e hole without
any more drama. One-and-a-half ho~ after 1<?8v.m.g t~e Toyota,
Lt Chris Harper decided that the point of dimm1shmg retur~s
had been reached, and camp was set up. Though not good it
was the best in the area.
EVENING CONCLUSIONS AND THE HEAVIEST LOAD
While daylight lasted Lcpl Tim Elsie took a small party up a
nearby feature. It was good roping practice.' but showe~ that the
volcanic rock was very unsafe for climbing upon higher up .
Whilst the climb was in progress Lt Chris Harper led ai;other
recce group further up the valley. Based upon the ~ecce 1t was
realised that another camp would need to be estabhshe~ much
nearer the glacier. It was estimated that it would take six hours
to move camp up to the glacier.
Of our party of 19, three remained behind at the base; camp,
Lcpl Jim Wheeler, Sigs John Barnett and ~ete Sibbald.
They had a radio, the keys to Lt John Nugent s ~r,_ and the
contact telephone number. The remainder were split in~o four
self-contained groups. Each group also had a particular item to
carry. Group 1, led by Lt John Nugent, had to carry the ~eodo
lite stand. It also had the task of choosing another camp s1~e near
the glacier. Group 2, led by Y of S ~ob Burrow~, earned the
climbing equipment. Group 3 earned the heay1est load (as
leader, Ssgt Eddy Davis, will testify), the theo~ohre. At the rear
came Lt Chris Harper's group wnh the radio and our very
capable medical man, Brian 'Doc' Plum.
THE ROUTE ON AND WORSENING WEATHER
The valley rose gradually and, therefore, it was not the slope
that caused the slow progress. The going varied betwe.e n very
marshy and boulder strewn. Also, the deep clefts dug mto the
ground by the erosive action of streams, caused great delay. As
. the four groups moved up the vall.ey ~e w~ather slowly worsened.
This seemed peculiarly appropnare in view of the number of
beautiful waterfalls that fell into the valley. But no sooner wo~ld one
look up to admire the scenery than _the loss of concentration. led
to a boot being placed a foot deep rnto the marsh._ At the highpoint the valley split into two canyons. Our glacier lay at the
head of the left-hand canyon. This last 3 to 4km was on fin?er
ground, albeit much rockier. The route was now along the termmal
morraine of the glacier.
.
.
After St hours' hard slog, all groups had arrived: Th7 wind
seemed to blow from all directions, making tent erecuon difficult,
but soon all the accommodation was battened down, and p~ple
were getting some sleep. The plan w~s to awake early giving
maximum time for working on the glaeter before the s ~ got too
strong. Before sleeping, Lt Chris Harper and Lcpl. Tim ~ey
went for a closer look at the glacier snout. The nver gushing
from underneath the glacier was a powerful s1g~t. It was also
good indication that the lower slopes of the glacier were unsafe
to walk on.
ON THE GLACIER A ff;\RD SLOG
Despite a wet and windy night's sleep everyone was keen to
continue climbing. Unfortunately, four of the party had g?t
soaked during the night. Because of the dangers of exposure m
the prevailing weather conditions, reluct~ntly the four had to
return immediately to the base camp. This message was passe.d
to base camp, and hot soup was waiting .for them upon ~~e1r
arrival. The remainder had a thoroughly en1oyable day pra~usmg
brake falls, jumping crevasses, and climbing up to the ~kyln1:e up
the glacier. It is as well that Bo? Burrows ~egan. by iumping a
small crevasse it was only 2ft wide and he sull missed the: other
side. He was tike a fly on a wall, gripping with crampons, 1ceaxe,
teeth-anything. He was pulled out and was none the wo~se for
wear. The slope on the glacier was vet)'. steep. Thus despite t~e
exhilaration of the climb, it was very taxmg on the legs. Our chief

HO SPRINGS USE D F OR CE NTRAL HEATING
It is the water of Iceland in its many forms that holds the
mo memories. Our first encounter of water shooting upwards
me at Ge}'.ir. Here, many hot springs bubble from the ground.
there 1s only one geyser that erupts regularly; there is a
h rt moment when the water forms a large bubble, and then a
pout of water shoots lOOft into the air. The largest geyser is now
la cl y dorm<1nt, and unfortunately, it did not blow whilst we
w re there. The hot springs of Iceland now provide the hot water
'or the central heating system of Rejkavik.

nanny-goat was Lcpl ~im Elsy, he impressed British and
Americans alike as four umes he led groups up the glacier.
THEODOLITE WORK
.
.
Having done sterling work carrying th~ theodolite to the
glacier, it was natural that Ssgt Eddy Davis would help make
sure it was used. (One of the powerful telescopes was to have a
close-up of people's faces as they jumped the cr~vasses. ) A?out
300m from the snout of the glacier, there was a fa irly flat s~np of
land. A base-line of 109ft was measured ~nd . the the~dohte set
to zero degrees along the line . . From this lme. read1.ngs were
taken on the snout and other pomts. These readings w1l.l be sent
to the YET in a separate report. The YET run a syst7f!1auc ~~ey
of the whole of the Trollaskagi region. Many expec!-10ons v1sm~g
Iceland send YET their results, which ar~ consolidated and, m
turn, sent to the Icelandic Research Council.
MOVE BACK TO BASE CAMP COMFORTS
.
By about 1500 hrs the work had been completed. Bemg all
downhill, the return journey took Onl):' three .hours. But the
effects of the rain were apparent, the nvers bemg swollen .and
powerful. Throughout our descent of the valley a s.teady drizzle
persisted. It is difficult to be cheerful under such circumstances,
but morale was high. U pon the arrival back at base camp there
was hot coffee and stew. Just as welcome was a n~wly-erected
six-man tent, for two of the tents taken up the gl.ac1er were unsuitable for further habitation. Once changed, ~n ed and w~rm,
everyone had an early night. In view of the e~e~uons and achievements of the past days this was hardly surpnsmg.
RETURN TO HOLAR
Reaching the objective is just over half the work completed.
One must also complete the return leg. Part of the return ~ad
already been done, but the difficul ~ part was to come; getting
vehicles, stores and men across a river swollen by almost. three
days' rain. Ssgt. Eddy J?av~s and L~~l Jack Rodwell did t~e
scouting, Pfc Mike Davis did the dnvmg. One can only adm1~e
Sig Nick Devon; always the man to take up a challenge, this
time he decided dry feet were the better part of valour, and won
the race for the passenger seat in the '6-by'. This again pro~ed
what a remarkable vehicle it was, although much more cauu?n
was exercised in choosing the route. Neverr~eless 1 at Orl;e pomt
the ground in front was too soft and the river either side was
about 6ft deep and very fast. Thus the group had to backtrack
to find another crossing point. Meanwhile, ~t John N~ge~t was
having fun in his Toyota. Being a much hghrer vehicle it ~as
obviou ly more subject to the power of the water., Ar one nmc
the vehicle exit point was 50m lower down the nver than the
entry point. Eventually a mixture of muscle power, prayer a~d
driving skill got us back to the road. <;>ur group re-for~ed and, m
high spirits set off on the two-day mp back to Keftav1k. After all
it had been' through the '6-by' was renamed ' Noah's Ark'.
'FITNESS AND TEAMWORK THE KEY'
The past days had tested the fitness and teamwor~ of the group.
To move by vehicle and foot our stores and equipment to the
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MOST SPECTACULAR SIGHT
A f•w kilometres from Geyir lies the most spectacular sight of
<•Ur stay in Iceland. In a great displa1 of natural power falls the
vater of Gullfoss. The very strong flowing river is fed from two
glacier ·, and at Gullfoss it foams over early cataracts before
swmgmg through an arc and plunging over a lOOft vertical drop
into a narrow rocky gorge. T he spray thrown up had a permanent
rainbow in the sunlight. It is pos iblc to walk along a ledge ro
the very edge of the waterfall, and it makes one very humble
when confronted with the power of the water. This did not quite
effect Pte Paul Sewell the same way-he spent the time at
G ullfoss trying to decide how he wo uld descend the waterfall in
his canoe. The night was spent wherc the road ended at Gullfos .
When people awoke in the morning they thought it had been
rairung. In fact, a light brass had sprung up, and the water came
from the waterfall spray 400m away.
LAVA PLAIN
Being the most volcanic country in the world, it is natural to
expect to see unusual lava forms. One is not disappointed. As
soon as one leaves K eflavik on the drive to Rejkavik the ground
is cracked and broken ; it has buckled under tremendous pressure.
I n the central regions of Iceland is a vast lava-rock plain. It took
six hours' driving to cross this plain. Initial wonder at the size
of this barren desert inevitably turned to boredom after six hours,
but this cannot detract from that strong first impression.
Whale Bay is considered by many to be the most beautiful
f jord on the west coast. None of our expedition would disagree
with this. Unfortunately, the fjord gets its name from the whalefactory on the shore. Whales harpooned on the Arctic Ocean are
tied to holding ships. Smaller boats collect the whales and tow
them to the factory.
It takes very little time for the skilled team to carve up a whale.
Whilst our group was there we saw work being done on three
whales. It so happened that this wa the factory's busiest day of
the year ; 15 whales had been killed out at sea. Whilst we may all
remember with regret the sight of these beautiful creature floating
dead, waiting for the carvers' knife, the most lasting memory
will be that evil stench that hung over the area.
ARCHITECTURE CREATES GIANT MOSAIC
Iceland is a nation trying to escape from its almost total dependancc upon the fishing industry. Evidence of this are the new
uburbs of Rejkavik, and the amount of building generally around
the island. Icelandic houses tended to be flat-roofed, manywindowed, and contained spacious rooms. However, it is when
these bwldings are observed at a distance that the full effect is
obtained. Icelandic people cover their houses in bright flat
expanses of colour. Thus a hillside appears as a giant mo aic
pattern.

WILD LIFE
Our expedition was not concerned with the wild life of Iceland,
and has doubtless mi scd many wonderful sights. The expedition
did see thou ands of sheep and horses which were apparently
running wild and free. Rounding up these animals is obviously a
difficult task. The only help an Icelandic farmer has are the fences
that run for tens of miles across barren tracts of Iceland. These
fences simply keep separate the livestock of north from south, or
east from west. After that the farmers can only co-operate on the
round-up, and claim each animal individually by brand. Sheep,
and especially horse , abounded in the valley up which our route
went. The valley acted as a natural corral. These same animals
made us feel quite humble as they stood cropping near the summit
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of some shaly mountain. Even the horses looked like ants. One
can only wonder how high a horse could climb if it wore crampons!
AURORA BOREALIS
Although Nor thern L ights may be easier to spell, it docs not
capture that amost magical feeling that everyone sensed when
first seeing this spectacular display. Cpl Graham Easton took
most of the credit as it was his birthday, but we all watched
spell-bound for hours. As everyone retired to bed, the hghts
filled the sky like a giant green umbrella. It was unfortunate that
after this display the weather deteriorated and this spectacular
display was not repeated during our time in Iceland.
NURDUR PING SOUP
I t took two days to travel from Holar to Keflavik. Although it
meant a long day, our convoy made over 100 miles the day that
we left the glacier valley. As night drew in, our party was high
up in the mountains. The night was spent in a mountain hut.
The feeling of having a solid roof over our heads was welcome.
The buildings soon warmed up and another sing-song developed.
To celebrate, an everything-in 'Nurdur Ping Soup' was concocted.
Opinion was that the soup was excellent; ask Lt John Nugent,
who drank nothing else all night. The next day the hut was cleaned
and swept, to leave it in much finer state than before. Also some
food, coffee and milk were left to help anyone else using the hut.
ADVICE AND LESSONS
Iceland is rich in geographical, geomorphological and biological
subjects as expedition aims. It is therefore an excellent area
for adventure training. Therefore the following points may be
of use.
A delicate political balance exists between Iceland and the
United Kingdom. Therefore any army units must arrive and
travel as a completely civilianised expedition. It is in the interest
of all expeditions to contact Mr Brian Holt at the British
Embassy, Rejkavik, well in advance of leaving the UK. He can
give a wealth of advice that ensures the expedition begins on the
correct footing.
The Icelandic customs system depends upon many phone calls.
It took about five hours to collect our boxes from the warehouse.
One can only be patient; accept the fact that the Icelanders are a
very friendly people, and the system works-eventually.
Although not a large country, Iceland does not have a~ advanced
road system. The best one can hope for is a solid, rocky track.
(At one point we had to de-bus to fill in a large crack in the track
before we could continue.) Thus one must allow plenty of time
to complete one's aim. Exercise Nurdur Ping could only last
10 days, but would have been more thorough had a fortnight
been possible. It takes two days by bus to reach most areas, then
everything becomes manpack. Naturally, the hire of Land-Rovers,
etc, is an asset, but transport is very expensive in Iceland. Our
coach (albeit comfortable with the standard Icelandic HF radio
station) cost £180 for three days. The cross-country performance
of the '6-by' saved our expedition at least two days.
As indicated, prices in Iceland are high. Inflation is around
50 per cent. Thus the less buys from the local economy the better.
It is a sobering thought the Icelandic inflation is imported-her
only natural resource is fish, which is very cheap.

AIM MET WITH A BONUS
The expedition aim of trekking and studying glacial movement
in Iceland's Trollaskagi region was achieved. In view of the
physical ·difficulties encountered this is naturally a worthwhile
achievement in itself. In successfuly completing the aim the
fitness and morale of those taking part was greatly enhanced.
Because of tl1e emphasis on teamwork throughout, Nurdur Ping
al o did much to develop qualities of leadership. Nurdur Ping
presented the very rare opportunity of working with our United
Stares allies in an informal atmosphere. Throughout, the atmosphere was one of integration rather than competition, thus
producing a cohesive, well-knit group. Of the many friends
made, quite a number expressed the wish to come to the United
Kingdom. Naturally, all Nurdur Ping (UK) personnel volunteered
the services and support of 5 Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, especially if
they acted as guide.
The combination of hard work and making friend in a totally
different environment achieved something more than just climbing
a glacier. Ir was an education for 12 very typical members of the
British Army. Iceland is a unique island, with only 200,000
people to populate its barren wastes. Exercise Nurdur Ping saw
how a very hardy race of people ecked a living; and saw how a
nation of few resources is battling in a world of raging inflation.
This exercise has broadened the horizons of those fortunate enough
to participate. This is why Nurdur Ping can ay 'education' is
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one fit a hievemcnts. In its mall way Exercise Nurdur Ping
ha contributed to producing oldiers with a wide outlook on life.
SPECIAL THANKS TO USMC
Our party sang under tl1e Aurora Boreali? down in the va_ll~y,
up in a mountain hut and back :it Kefiavik. As the expedition
pr gr ed me singing got louder as everyone learnr the choruses
and drank ome more of Ssgt Eddy Davis1s Nurdur Ping oup.
On more than one occa ion it was also helped by the duty-free
Vodka. The link between the units was displayed back in Kefiavik
when me expedition put on an impromptu entertainment session
at the farewell party organised by me Marine Barracks, Kefiavik.
To demon crate the very succes ful link- up between 5 Airptbl
Bde HQ and Sig qn and the Marine Barracks, Kefiavik Maj
Don O'Connor and Lt Chris Harper exchanged unit plaques.
Maj Kelvin Kent takes this opportunity of thanking
Aiaj Don O'Connor for all the help and friendship extended
to members of his unit. This help counted considerably
towards the success of the expedition, and it is hoped that
all the USMC expedition members (and Doc) enjoyed the
trip as much as Lt Chris Harper and his expedition.
FOR THE RECORD-EXERCISE NURDUR PING
NOMINAL ROLL
Lt C. R. Harper Royal Signals
W02 0. J. Burrows, Royal Signals
gr E. Davis, Royal Signals
Cpl R. Daddow, RAOC
Cpl G. Easton, Royal Signals
Lcpl T. J. Elsey, Royal Signals
Sig J. T. Barnett, Royal Signals
Sig G. Bunyan, Royal Signals
ig . Devon, Royal Signals
Pee P. Sewell, ACC
Sig P. Sibbald, Royal Signals
Sig K. Sirr, Royal Signals
l /Lt J. A. Nugent, USMC
Cpl A. J. Anderson, USMC
Lcpl R. H. Wood, USMC
Lcpl J. D. Seeker, USMC
Lcpl J.E. Rockwell, USMC
Pfc M. F. Davis, USMC
HM3 B. J. Plum, US

Burma Revisited-A Sentimental
Journey
By R. E. Carter, Ex-Singapore District Signal Regiment
RANGOON STILL HAS ITS CHARM
BELATED departure from Bangkok caused me to miss me
old Ford car which had been sent to pick me up ac Rangoon
Airpon. Once witl1in the city I made my way to the station and
was lucky enough to purchase a ticket for a seat on the Rangoon
to Lashio night mail departing at 9.30pm. Eagerly I set off for a
three-hour jaunt of the capital, setting my strides cowards Phayre
Street and a myriad of glinunering lights beside the pavement.
By the yellow glow of the flickering tallows, vendors of betel
mixed their paste while women in gay and colourful loongis
brightened tile scene, displaying trays of various perfumes and
little stalls of succulent fruits and condiments.
Near the Strand I was suddenly startled by a nimble Chinaman
who trotted past me with his swaying load of lacquered meats,
while a '::gless beggar propelled herself towards me in a tiny
wheeled truck by handing it along the pavement. From Fraser
Street I made my way to Pagoda Road where a flood of light
etched itself across the skyline and me tiny lights of the Shwedagon
Pagoda twinkled far above. A confectioner put a light co his
chiragh (lamp) and a group of turbaned women displayed a unique
assortment of the best Burma cheroots. From the dimly lit interior
of a Chinese joss house a muffled gong reverberated through the
warm night air reminding one of the exotic opium parlours of
Singapore's Chinatown. But time permitted only a glimpse of the
great pagoda before making off towards tile Independence
Monument set in me bean of me city like a large obelisk. Here I
purchased a bundle of the best cheroots for a few coins and,
puffing contentedly, sipped tea with the jewellers and stone
merchants before commencing my journey on the night mail.
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NIGHT MAIL TO MANDALAY
I shar~d a compartment with two teach..:rs who had been
granted a three-day visa and togctller we journeyed to Mandalay.
At Toungoo I fell asleep but ~as quickly aroused at P yinma!la
by a shattering chorus of chanung locals about to board the tram.
le was already daylight as I glimpsed the ~hostl y depot of an old
army cantonment where hundreds of vehicles, from Matadors to
Jeeps rusted away behind rolls of rusty danet wire.
Our midday arrival at Mandalay was m ::t by a host of porters
and conga boys. I mentioned the name of my h<;>st and was
immediately surrounded by half-a-dozen who vied for the
privilege of taking me there, though the house was but a stone's
throw from the Zaygyo Market. My ho t was a timber broker,
and had all but given up the idea of eeing me when I was ushered
into his house by a charming Burmese lady. An upstairs room
had been placed at my disposal for the next seven days.

iron work s_til.1 in position, covered in thi ck lantana scr ub. Th
hu lk of a mm1a.curc Japanese tank l~y '.•_1sting away at the bono~
of a ghostly chaung. So~nds once fa mili ar suddenl y came to n ,
and a cacaphon y of weird calls resounded to the satanic dcp~h;
pu1~~tua~e~. by the. deep . bass of the bull-frog and the mimicking
1uckt00 hzard that al"'.'ays evoked undert0nes in no kind sentiment. But Maymyo still boasted the same old cinema. There
was no appai:ent change but Mrs Baker, who so willingly served
th troops w1m meals had left 'for Rangoon.
A COLOURFUL SCENE
The old KOYLI barracks now housed a Burmese garrison.
The
had the best and could be seen at all important places,
but fronnc'. forays m the Shan States may have eluded them.
The ?cauuful Harc.o';lrt Butler Lake marked the site of the
Botarucal Gardens g1~mg a_superb display of flora. H er.: clusters
of golden laburnum vied w.nh the fragrant-scented frangipani, and
showy Ja~rai:das plume~ m a ma~s of purple beneatll the 'Pride
of Burma ':"Ith_ its flaming curcam of vermilion white-throated
florets hangmg m a colourful backdrop.

Armr

FAREWELL, AND ON TO SINGAPORE
In the Market a pharmacy displayed medicines and tablets
long ou.t-mod~d. There was still an assortment of M and B and
~m.pac:rm_e which had, by now, lost their potency but remained
m their little bottles. Here was tile meeting place of the colourful
Shans who had come in to trade their wares, drink tea and puff
those e~ormous cheroots, a common feature of Burmese village life.
M y t~rne, however, had come to an end and I returned to Rang<;>on via Kalaw and Taui:ggyi. From here I travelled on co
Sm1ppore and to. Ayer Raia _Can:ip, one time home of my old
Regiment-the mgapore Dist Sig Regt . . . but that is another
story !

Exercise White Rock
MANDALAY HILL
A sight that will bring back memories to some

AVA BRIDGE REBUILT
On the following morning I was driven as far as the Ava Bridge,
but instead of me devastated ruin caused by wanime bombing, a
new bridge, complete wim road and rail, spanned the might River
Irrawaddy. After paying the toll we crossed me mile of water and
made off towards Sagaing Hill, mere happily to mount the 300
steps leading to the temple on the summit. Far below, pagodas,
like small white dots, loomed amidst me palm trees with the great
river snaking its way towards me delta. From a balcony I turned
to take a snap when my gaze was -caught by the shadowy figure of
a hypoongi (priest) as he began to chant some monotonous litany.
Half way down we stopped for tea where a large flamboyant tree
bedecked in crimson splendour shaded a solitary tea-stall with its
aged owner, a woman, puffing away at an enormous cigar. In the
Pakoku district near the confluence of the Chindwin river I was
taken to witness the building of a colossal pagoda, and was later
to have made m e journey up stream co the villag-! of Mingun by
sampan to see the 90-con bell, but an overnight storm had lashed
me river into a rough swell and it was thought too dangerous to
put out.
FORT DUFFERIN STILL BEARS ITS SCARS
At Fort Dufferin I viewed the scene where the gunners of the
19 Indian Div had breached the walls with the scars of battle
still visible and me stately white pagodas rising to the summit of
Mandalay Hill in the background. At Yangintung I visited a
recluse living under the Jee of this small prominence. Again I
looked towards the great white monastery on the Hill, the scene
was tranquil but the memory of me heavy bombing by the Allied
forces had not faded. Later I was taken to the university and the
foundation stone, which was laid by Sir Harcourt Butler, was
pointed out to me, bearing the date 1924.
AN OLD JAP TANK AMID JUNGLE SOUNDS
On the day that I was to have gone to Shwebo, the car broke
down and I was taken to witness me intricate process of gold
beating and then on to the timber mills where a couple of prime
buffalo lumbered to the fore urged on by a small boy sat astride
the withers. On the following day I was taken to Maymyo and, at
2,000ft, me car stopped to cool a boiling engine. Here I explored
tile remains of an old military road with sections of perforated
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N .July 1975, a joint expedition of climbers from 4 and 7
Sig Regts spent three weeks in the French and Italian
Alps on exercise White Mountain. The aim was to initiate
experienced rock climbers to the techniques of snow
and ice and Alpine climbing with a view to climbing major
Alpine features of varying standards from 'difficult' to
'very difficult'.
. Sig George. Rowley ~ites of the tough and adventurous
ti~e he and hi~ comp~mons underwent during their various
climbs on a wide variety of Alpine peaks.
ORIGINAL IDEA
The idea of raking a climbing party to me Alps was first
tho':1ght of by W02 Colin Bland, himself an experienced climber,
havmg ~pent several s.easons in tile Alps. Not long after he arrived
at 7 Sig Regt, Colin formulated the idea of exercise White
M<;>untain, having spent many sleepless nights studying Alpine
guide_ books. There fo llowed months of careful planning and tile
seert?u:~Iy endless stream of paper work to be sorted out. During
the m1t1al months of planning, a team of climbers was selected
from the 20 or 25 interested. All had previous climbing experience.
TRAINING
The training period involved practice at the nearby Bielefeld
quarry at Hohenstein, the largest rock outcrop in
Germany
and a week end in the Harz Mountains. The standard was kep~
fairly high and, during this period, the team climbed all of tile
grade IV, V and Vis at botll Bielefeld and Hohenstein. The
local D eutsche Alpen Verein has asked us to produce an English
guide book for tile area.
THE TEAM:
W02 Colin Bland-Leader and instructor of tile expedition.
Spent several seasons in the Alps over the last 20 years. JSRCIC
holder.
Sgt P~te Tarrant-ZIC. Army Youth Team instructor prior
to postmg to Herford. Climbed in Britain, JSRCIC holder.
Cpl 'Nick' Clapham-Completed Army climbing courses in
Wales and Lake District.
Cpl Toby Slater-Climbed in Norway and N Germany witll a
group from 11 Bde. One visit to the Alps, but no hard routes.
Cpl Gus Honey-PT!. Had done three courses wim tile PT
School.
Cpl Pete Coll-Climbed with Para team in East Africa on Mount
Kenya, some years ago.
~ig George Rowley- Me. limbed in Britain Completed cow·sc
m Norway.

'

'

THANKS
The_team's tha~~ must go to Maj Pod cvin of 7 Sig Rcgt for
acccptmg the posrnon of expedition co-ordinator and making
such ~n excellent job of it. Thanks also to Maj Service, our
guar~1an angel at G2 T~g, HQ BAOR, who made tile expedition
possible . when every~hmg .seemed doomed. His quick action
prevented the expedition bemg cancelled when political clearance
was not granted m Italy.
With the nightmares of paper work and planning hopefully
completed, we made our way to France.
ARRIVAL
The lads arrived independently on the French Bank Holiday
weekend, ~<? Monday. morrung, or day one of the expedition was
spent re-smng tents m a corner of Les Rosieres camp site where
all could be together. 1:'his was to be our valley base. In the
afternoon we wen_t shoppmg to i::oni Gobbi's, a famous equipment
shop on the It~han_ Bor~er. W1tll most of our personal savings
spent on new chmbmg kn, me rest of tile day was spent climbing
on tile rock gymnasium in Courmayeur.
The whole o\ day ~o was spent climbing on the Glacier des
Bassous under 10structJoi: from Colin. Self arrest, team arrest,
roi:ie . manageme~t, movmg together, crevasse rescue, front
pomtJ_ng, traversmg and climbing steep ice were some of the
techniques t<;> be ma~tered. This ~s where me hard climbing in
Germany paid off. 1 he ~ame basic rules apply for climbing ice
as for ste~p or overhangmg ro~k, you only have to practise the
new tech;1llques. The next mornmg was spent preparing equipment
an~ buyi:ig food . The latter to supplement all the curry assault
rations g1':'e!1 to us . by 7 Sig Regr. In the afternoon we moved up
to the Midi hut via me cable car. On arrival at the hut it was
found to . be full of French climbers who had extended meir
B~nk Holid~y due to tile continuing spell of good weather. That
rug~t we b1v?uaced in a snow-filled, abandoned Telepherique
station, affecuonately known as Chateau Anglais.
FIRST CLIMB
After an indifferent night's sleep we were up at 0400hts, had
breakfast and, by 0600hts, we were at the bottom of the NE
face of Mt Blanc du Tacul. A long four hours later we were at
the_ summit watching bad weamer roll our way from me SE.
T!lls was co be the first climb of a number of 4,000m peaks. The
climb was g!-"3de~ Assez_Difficile, a good start. We had to gee off
~e moun_tam fauly qwckly and by midday were back at the
b1vo':1ac site. Most people admitted that this was the hardest
physical day _tlley had ever had, but as we found our, tl1is was
o~ly the begmnmg. As ~e bad weatller moved in, the French
climbers moved out, leaving room for us at tile Midi hut. We
moved ho~se, ha~ a meal and a good night's sleep. Had we known
tile exorbJtru;tt pnces we would ~ve to pay the hut guardian for
a~commodat1on, we would cer~1nly have spent the following
rught back ~t the CJ:iateau Angla1~. T?e storm was still raging the
next morrung, so mstead of chmbmg a route we decided to
change our base to tile Italian side of tile mountains at tile Torino
hut (3,370m). On tile clin:ib up t~e badly crevassed glacier, we
suddenly found ourselves m a white out. We stopped and sat it
out and about an hour later it lifted as suddenly as it had arrived
So on to me hut.
TOUGH GOING
The Dent du Geant~ a fantastic rock obelisk (4,013m), was to
be <;>ur next '.oute. Hav1i;ig traversed tile top of the Geant Glacier
basm, we climbed a fairly steep couloir to the shoulder which

First sight of the hard side of Mont Blanc
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u ort the r k ma if. Herc we met an !talian ~ide and hi
cffomer, who told us that the rock wa nll s_uffermg from ~he
ctfed. of ·e cerday's corm, and the new north wmd was ~roducn:~g
l t~ 0 ·r vcrgla: (hard ice covering the rock). Only one tlu!'g ~or it,
back down to the hut. The journey to and from the beg1.n!'mg o:
any Alpine route involves long, arduous snow plods requmng lo~s
~f stamina. Durmg the first few da •s in ~1~ mounrn1:°s, near Y
everyone found the now plods xtremely tmng especially when
returning to the hut at the end of a hard day, .often spurred on
only by the thought of something to eat and drink at the hut.

started to deteriorate ana made the climbing a whole grad~ harder
to about ' very difficult'. Pete lost hi sn?w goggles, Cohn lost ~
love and a short while later I lost my ice-axe. Pete scrounge
g
· l' . · glasses from a German climber before the sun got
n pair o sun
·
' T l1c greatest
while" Colin
used a pare soc k a~ a_g 1ove.
~~~ ~~~~he ice-axe, but Colin lent me his. ice hamm~r so that
I had \wo ice hammer to climb with. Cohn ar_i.d I climbed on
.ck and Pete followed close bchmd on the other
one rope an d Ml
.
•
1 b l d b th
e To lead a rope knowmg that you re ?n Y e aye
Y. c
~~~·of an ice hammer is extremely unnerving and by the time

A GOOD DAY

· ·
'ext day was a perfect climbing day. A Geant was t~ll m a
cloui we decided on a lower but ~arder climb. The Pyram1de Tu
T
1 (3 468m) Difficile with pitches of IV and V about VS
E~~fish grading': l,OOOft ~f rock climbing followed by 1 OOOft of
ab eiling, then long plod back to the but. A really good day
en·oyed bv everyone. Our second failure on Geant came the
fo/lowing day, when again we reached t~e shoulder only to ~e
turned back by heavy snowfall. By the ume we got back
he
hut the weather was so bad that we couldn't even get o t e
mountain.

a

ff

~~!next day we crossed

the Geant g~acier an_d Vallee Blandre
and then climbed to the Midi Telephenq~e sta~1on. '!'he weather
was clear now, but it was still a hard day ~volvmg pitches of I~~
with heavy climbing sacks. Back to Chamomx for a couple of da).s
rest We were fortunate in that it rained on the. rest days m
crui'monix, so we hadn't mi sed anything, but at this stage, ~~by
and Gus along with their families bad to leave the e.'i>edmon
to keep ~gagements in Germany.
B ACK UP THE M O UNTAIN
.
. .
When we decided to go back up the mo';illtam, the M1d1 Telepherique wasn t working, so we had to dnve th~ough the M~nt
Blanc tunnel and go up the Italian side to the To~mo hut. Exercise
Monte Bianco arrived in the area at the same ume. We left _our
excess stores with the guardian of the but and mov~d out straight
away to the Ce! du Forche bivouac. The route mvolved steep
(55,) snow and ice climbing. Pete led through from th~ first belay
and halfway up started bearing right instead of l~ft, this n:iade th~
climb much harder than it sho~d have _been ending up with a. 65
ice couloir. Everyone used their new ice h'.lllll1ers on the climb
and agreed that they were invaluable .. A cl1!'11b th~t should have
been 'moderately difficult' was more like _'diffi~ult bu~ everyone
did it in fine style. That night was spent ma six-wall bivouac hut
with 30 other guests. Not much sleep.

Cpl Mick Clapham and Sig George Rowley bivied
at over 13,000ft

we arrived al the final wall of seracs everyone's nerves were
shattered. If Colin or myself had fallen, there was nothing to
stop us before the Brenva glacier bay, '3,000ft below.
' I he seracs, solid walls of rippling ice nearly 200ft high, formed
the crux of the climb. In the shadow of Lhc scracs the temperature
was now well below zero. Trying to insert ice-screws for running
belays only shattered the ice into large fragments and crampon
poims and ice picks barely entered !in into the ice. For everyone,
this was the most mind-blowing climbing of the whole exercise.
MONT BLANC CONQTJERED
With the seracs finally behind us, we plodded on to reach the
summit of Mont Blanc (4,880m) some 16 hours after setting out
from the Cel du Forde hut. A short rest and then back past the
Ccl de la Breenva to the rocks below Mount Maudit (4,380m).
By now it was too late to go down as we were all too tired, so we
bivouaced in the rocks. The view from our bivouac site was really
breathtaking. Far below, dense cloud filled the Chamonix valley
and in front of us the domed summit of Mont Blanc, pinky-red
in the etting sun. Spending the night at 13,000ft inside a polythene bag with your body anchored to the rock was quite an
experience.
Next day we climbed the summit of Maudit (4,465m) and
traversed the north face of Tacul down to the Ce! du Midi. Then

~

BACK HOME
Time had run out on us, so back down to Ceurmayeur and
through the tunnel to Chamonix. A day's rest and packing up,
then back to sunny Herford for work on Monday.

REPORT FROM ULSTER

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801
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QM
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Maj A. W. de V. Hunt
Capt I. C. Shuker
Capt M. J . Dunmall, BEM
LtJ. M. Shaw
Capt I. G. Jones (WG )
WOl E. T. A. Webster
Ssgt I. L. Dudding

HOT INT FROM NORTHERN IRELAND
UMOUR has it that the Squadron is shortly to be renamed
3 Heavy Armoured Divisional Headquarters and Signal
Squadron. Actually we are not quite that busy. Suffice to say the
I of E team are top of our wanted list.

R

TM TROOP
TM Troop continue to diversify their numerous talents.
W02 (F of S) Tony Brittenden contents himself with producing
his guide to the highways and byways of Armagh, Fermagh and
Tyrone. Cpl Steve Hartlebury is apparently producing one C?f
Monaghan; but rumours that he takes short-cuts across this
country should not be taken seriously. Sgt 'Chalkie' White
contents himself with fighting on the rugby pitch and chewing
antennae whilst Sig Barry (it didn't half make a b i g bang, Sir)
Griflitbs is now the expert on all wiring.
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CASUALTIES
Mick's feet were sore with a touch of frost bite, and Pete had
flu and sore lips. They stayed in bed, and Colin and I went on to
finally crack Geant. The weather held out for the ascent but
coming down it started to snow as usual.
The last day we decided to climb the north face of Tour Ronde
(3,792m), an excellent ice climb of 'difficult' standard, average
angle 50-55 with a III rock pitch at the top.

tied on

MIDNIGHT F O RAY
.
We left the but at midnight and abseiled from the handrail
that ran around the but, on to the Branva glacier bay below and,
by OlOOhrs, were on our way to the B~enva face. of Mont Bla?c.
This face and the surrounding area 1s the epitome of Alpu~e
climbing, containing some of the largest .and .hardest roti:tes m
the Alps. There are no easy routes or to~1st cbmb~rs. Cohn had
climbed this route some years ago, but smce tha_t time th~re bad
been a large rock fall and this made the _route-finding very ~cult,
and valuable time being lose. By the nme ~ve reached the ice t_h e
sun was showing on the upper face, this meant thar the ice

Group after the 'white ou t'

followed the long walk back to the Torino hut with intermittent
stops. to fill water bottles with snow and put them down our
shirts to melt for drinking water. On arrival at the Torino hut,
we found it full of Monte Bianc.:o personnel. All we wanted to
do was to have a meal and go to sleep as we hadn't had a meal
or hot drink for 48 hours or a proper sleep for three days. They
had other ideas. They had been doing three-hour snow plods and
coming back full of themselves. They were drinking and dancing
to the music of their own piper. We didn't get much sleep, and
the next morning half of them couldn't manage the day's training.

Cpl 'Gus' Honey on the Pyramid du Taca l- a grade 5 cl imb
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COMMCEN
The heart of the Brigade continues to pump with only the odd
fiuuer. Ssgt Theis, apart from smashing new cars, had an
interesting experience with shooting stars recently. Naturally he
picked the worst night of the year to take out a VCP. He and
Lcpl 'Taffy' O'Kea fe saw a light burning across the sky and
assumed it to be a flare. Much confusion and patrolling followed
but this only resulted in several wet, cold data telegraphists.
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MT SECTION
The original MT Section notes were so rude that the author
has been banished to the Mourne Mountains to look for mules.
Actually, the MT Section continues to pile up the mileage and
the cars. The only traffic accidents over the past month can be
credited to Sig 'FMT3' Wood whilst still on jacks. Apparently
after his efforts at a drawing on FMT3, he is gerting a job ::s Visor
cartoonist. Although the section has not yet won anything on the
sports field the efforts of W 0 2 E ddie Kellett (no relation to the
wrestler), Cpl George Burton and Sig ' Horrible' Huskisson
are ensuring that the numbers of the oppos;tion reduces slowly.
FFR
The annual FFR took place on December 3 and proved to be
a great success. The Inspecting Officer was the Deputy Commander, Col I. D. Mennell, OBE.

SPORT WITIIlN THE BRIGAD E (and may I add there 's
plenty of it along with the bard work)
The Brigade HQ and Sig Sqn have just notched up a most
impressive
orthern Ireland Volleyball League win, winning
every match played and only losing one set throughout the
competition. The presentation of the cup and medals was made
by B rig D . W . Anderson, OBE, over two or three bottles of
champagne. The p layers to be congratulated on their impressive
success are: L t J. M . Shaw, S sgt Ted Dudding, Sgts Phil
P lat ts, Graham Jobson, Cpls Graham March, Mick Neve,
Sgt Thomas and Cpl ' Ge ordie' Burton.
The football team managed by Ssgt ' Goalkee per' Dudding
and ably captained by Cpl ' Sniffer' Baker is now, after the
winter season's matches, beginning to see the light and become
recognised once more throughout the Province for its ability to
win. Our first two Spring League games against 18 26 R CT Sqn
and 233 Sig Sqn have produced two impressive wins 6-2 and
4-0, respectively. We have yet to play 8 Inf Bde in the orthern
Ireland Cup first round, but, with players like Sig Bill Martin
and Steve Lodge and, of course, Cpl ' Sniffer ' Baker each
trying to out-do each other with goals.
Again, if you are interested in hard work and spor t plus an upand-coming football team, 3 Inf Bde Sig Sqn is the place for you!
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Beat the Clock T imings a re as follows:
0020h rs Confirmation that all systems were out
0030hrs D uty technician and F of S leave to carry out recce of
damage
0130hrs Reece complete
Supporting photographs show general views of damage
0200hrs TSB equipment assembled and loaded
0225hrs First cct back to traffic
0315hrs Final cct back to traffic
0330hrs Only five hours to FFR.

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

B.F.P.0. 801
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CQMS
CHANGE AT THE TOP
mid-February the Squadron bade a sad farewell to the OC,
Maj A. F. Carter, MBE, who has left the rain of Londonderry
for the sunny shores of the Trg Bde! The Squadron e.xtend their
grateful thanks to Mrs Carter for her organisation of the Wives'
Club and other events during her stay here.
We welcome to the Squadron Maj K. P. Burke, the new OC
and his wife, and we hope they have a happy and successful tour
in Londonderry.
Other recent changes are as follows: ·
Departures: Capt (QM) Raynor to Catterick, Sgt John
Sture to Cyprus, Sgt Ken Pullman to BAOR, Sgt Paul
Walker to Hong Kong, Y of S Dave Tunmore on leave (aga~n!) ,
W02 Mick Croot to an AYT, Sig 'Mogley' Rowley to c1vvy
street, Cpl Barry Smail to BAOR, Sig Rogerson to BAOR,
Cpl Steele to Berlin.
,
,
.
Arrivals: Capt (QM) Bell, Sgt Scouse Davies, Ssgt
Stuart Harvey, Cpl Harry Reay, Y of S Dave Tunmore
back from leave, Lcpl Arkless and Cpl Tunks.

I

WHAT A BOMB CAN DO
UHF talkthroug h equipment damaged in a recent blast. Despite
this and other damage at 0020hrs all circuits were restored by
031 Shrs by, amongst others, Sgt Tony Hardie, Ssgt Steve Gair and
W02 (F of S) Ian Forbes

Learn to ski, the advert said, and learn to ski we did, on 6in of
soft green grass. Typical military efficiency we thought, they
didn't indent for the snow. Luckily someone up there (or the RSM)
was watching over us and six days after our arrival, it snowedfor three days continuously.
At last we could venture to the slopes, the sounds we heard were
music to our ears, 'Banzai, Achtung', or 'get out of the****** way',
the 'squaddie' was here. Go to any ski slope in Germany and you
are bound to find one at least hurtling into a 12in snowdrift or skiing on two empty Brandy bottles. Oberjoch is no exception.
We like to think it was our skill that saved us from acquiring
broken bones bur it was obviously pure luck. Other members of
the course managed a broken leg, a broken ankle and numerous
sprains and bruises, but I'm sure all concerned had an enjoyable
time.
Finally, we wish to thank the staff and instructors at the 'Cheese
Factory' for keeping us occupied in many varied ways; 21 Sig Regt
for making us feel welcome and Capt Stephen Paul at this end
for arranging everything for us.
A message to all future Snow Queen skiers. BEND ZE Kl\TEES !

1976 OFF TO A GOOD ST ART
The ew Year has started very well for the Squadron. The
very first highlight of the year was the award of the MBE to the
Squadron Commander, Maj A. F. Carter.
On the sporting side the Squadron cross-country team c~e
a very creditable second in the recent Northern Irel~d Ch~~1on~
ships. The team members were Sgt Pete Martin, Sig Jed
Philips Cpl 'Flu' Kearsey, Lcpl 'Do' Nichols, Lcpl 'Tich'
Reed, Dvr 'Jock' Rae, Lcpl Kenny Niblock and Pte Pete
Taylor.
FFR DAY
Tbe day chosen for this happy occasion w~ January 30 . . The
tasks given included setting. up a Tac HQ m the .field with a
supporting Rebroadcast Stauon. All tasks were earned out very
successfully with one minor exception :
SCENE :
Rebroadcast site.
WEATHER CONDITIONS : Freezing cold with gusts of wind of
80mph.
ACTOR:
Sig 'Disaster' McBain emerges from
the warmth of his Land-Rover to check
antennae. Decides against his will to
pay a flying visit around Lhe site (6ft off
the ground). Unfortunately his flight
came to an abrupt stop as he tried to
over-fly a mast which was prorruding
into the air 30ft. Net result for 'Disaster'
was a very painful bottom bone. When
he recovers he has stated that with a
bit of practice he hopes to become the
first Aerial Radio Operator in the Corps.
TRI-ANNUAL MENTION
It has been brought to notice that the line section are due for
their three-yearly mention.
At the moment line section consists of two Scotsmen, one
\Velshman and a 'Sassenach'. They answer to the following names:
Sgt Mick Healy (has detailed knowledge of Arnstel Breweries),
Sgt Bert Wright (Pirbright was easy-two three), Sig 'Taff'
Thomas (where is my leek?) and Cpl Graham Timmis (known
to us all as 'Timmo').
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ALL UNDER CONTROL
Lcpl Keith McNaughton in control of at least four nets and his
ears on a few others

MUTUAL INTERESTS
T he Prime Minister and Cpl Phil Marston swopping anecdotes
about Mr Wilson 's Paddy and Duke, an arms and explos ives searcher,
who recently found seven rifles and 50 rounds of ammunition in
the Bogside area of Londonderry. Cpl Marston is attached to
I Kings and is part of the 8 Inf Bde dog-handling team

AND THIS AS WELL
Bomb blasted Pye link equipment

This gallant quartet spend most of their time repairing faults
all round the Brigade area, but their jobs have their lighter
moments, as shown below.
Problem one. Both kiosk-type telephones were reported as being
faulty. On inspection it was discovered that the bell strikers had
been removed. The reason for this modification was unique to
say the least, it was a new method adopted to bar incoming calls.
'Timmo's' Thought: Ifa telephone has no ring, can it be engaged?
Problem two. On the night of January 29 at 2354hrs (whilst
Sig McBain was flying elsewhere) an explosion was reported
to the Brigade ops room. It transpired that the 'Local Baddies'
were up to practical jokes again.
The problem that the Squadron was presented with was the
untimely termination of five radio systems. This was a good start
to the FFR due to begin in only eight hours 36 minutes. To
overcome this slight problem Operation 'Beat the Clock' was
activated.
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THE VOICE
O 1 A & SH to OC. 'Why is your control station much louder
than any other station on the net?'
OC, 'Because that operator runs the Squadron disco!'

C

EXERCISE SNOW QUEEN
0900 9 JAN 76.
Rick. 'What do you mean, wrong airport?'
Jos. 'We should be at the RAF Base, not the Civil Airport!'
Rick. 'Mere details, don't worry about it.'
A perfect start to an exercise you might say, but better was yet
to come.
On a cold winter's morning in January, Sig 'Rick' Houghton
and Pte 'Jos' Warner (RAOC) departed for Germany, courtesy
of 21 Sig Regt.
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COMMCEN TROOP
HE month of January has been quite eventful in Comrncen
Troop. The departure of our Traffic Officer, Capt John
Ankers, was a good enough reason to warrant a small get-together
in the Peake Inn which was enjoyed by all (especially Capt
Ankers !). A presentation of a cigarette box as a memento of
sunny Lisburn was ably undertaken by Cpl Carol 'Scatty' Eaton.
A surprise visitor on this momentous occasion was Cpl Rena (Who
loves ya baby!) MacGregor, who was over visiting her old
unit and dropped in to give Capt Ankers her regards. Cpl
Sammy Knox had a chance to show off his hidden talents when
he was chosen to fashion an anchor for the going away 'celebrations?'. However, Capt Ankers did manage to drag himself away
(eventually!) and we all would like to thank him for his two
years of helpful service and wish him the best of luck in his new
appointment at 1 Div HQ and Sig Regt. Equally, we would like
to wish our new Traffic Officer, Capt Don Reed, a happy and
troublefree stay in orthern Ireland.

T

FOOTBALL
Only one football fixture has been played so far thi year and
that was a friendly ( ?) match against the minor unit champion ,
39 Inf Bde. We somehow managed to lo e 7 goals to 4 (we
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-News from

Heatlq~arters-

HQ Allied Forces Northern Europe B.F.P.O. 50
FAREWELL
TO HQatSIGNALS
OFFICER
HE clan gathered
the SNCOs
Cl b t
d .
Maj R. J. Savage, our Headquarter~ Si on::'! goo bye to
organiser on this occasion W02 (ORQMS)
O~cerh Our
with an eye and a reported padlock on his walle;drg.d d eph eldd,
lunch- time function.
eci e to o a

T

cf

PREPARATION AND PLANNING
Ssg:t Harry Lund was given two seconds' notice to prepare
and g1_ve a short speech. For once, he was nearly speechless, but
he quickly overcame the shock and gave an impromptu speech
that nearly brought tears to our eyes. Ssgt Harry Lund on
bch~lf of all Royal Sig~als pe~son~el at ~FNORTH, prese~ted
Ma~ Sav~ge wit~ a suitably mscnbed gift which we hope will
rt>mmd him of his tour at AFNORTH and, in particular his
scay in orway.
'
WELCOME TO HSO
After the tears had been wiped away, our new HSO Lt Col
W. D. A. Poole, was piped into the chair. Col P~ole was
manoeu_vred around the club, meeting all personnel. We
~ere shghtly puzzled by the fact that he kept writing in his
~mle black book and we are awaiting the outcome. However,
1t wo.uld appear that W02 (RQMS) Bill Kerr has not been
kept m suspense-as the HSO left he called him Corporal!
AFNORTH SKI-SHOOTING COMPETITION
The .i:iajority of participants who took part in last year's
con:pet1t1on have .all been released, with repaired limbs, from
vano~s local hospitals and are now in strict training for another
go this year. The AFNORTH Ski-Shooting competition is to
take place on February 27, 1976.
THE TRAIL
The competition whic~ consists mainly of a ski trail of approximately Skm, h~s beei;i laid, so I am told, 'in slightly undulating
and easy terram which does not offer any particular difficulty
even for a less-competent skier'. This we shall see.
THE COMPETITION
At approximately lkm intervals along the ski trail are task
posts. If you are lucky and reach the first post before everyone
has gone home, you can score points by firing at a self-marking
233 SQN BASKETBALL TEAM
Winners of N Ireland Army Championships-will they pull off the British Army event as well?
Back row, le~ to right : Lcpl ' Dusty' Rhodes, Sig John Doan, Lcpl Pau l Milner, Cpl Bernie Fawcett, Sgt Bill Metcalfe and Capt Alex Littlejohn
Front row, left to right: Lcpl 'Smudge' Smith, Ssgt Paul Glover (captain), Maj Mike Walker, Sgt Danny Nallon and Cpl 'Sandy' Sanderson

can' t understand why), but it may have been because both teams
were understrength (but ours more so than the others, or so it
seems). However, SSM Martin (it ain't half hot, mum)
Hanlon hopes to shape up the team, for the next part of the
season and with his expert advice, as he puts it, 'You lovely boys
will win the Spring League'. (How can we fail?)
BASKETBALL
One (the only one) of our successes has been the victory of our
Squadron basketball team in the Northern Ireland Army Championships. Against some tough opposition, they showed a high
degree of skills and we wish them and their captain, Ssgt Paul
Glover, the same degree of success in the British Army
Championships in the near future.
EXERCISE COLD COMFORT
In an attempt to shatter the world leg-breaking record, Capt
Lee Tilson will head his party of gallant soldiers (ski instructors,
of course) to the picturesque Cairngorms for a fortnight of frolics.
The lucky men are Lcpls Mick 'Oddball' Brady, Ken 'Banzai'
Ede, Cpl John Terry and Lcpl Mark Scott. The exercise is
to take place in two identical one-week courses and is based at
the Rothiemurchus Lodge in the Caimgorms, and is termed as
adventure training (for lunatics, possibly). Potential cases for
hospitalisation have been trying out the dry run at Caaigavon,
but so far they have only managed to chalk up one broken thumb
(thank you, Lcpl Scott). 'We're hoping for better things in the
f1;1turc', commented one of the party. The first group leave on
Februay 13 (how unlucky, and it's a Friday), returning on the
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21st and handing over to the second party, who return on the 28th.
The second party will be livened up by the four members of the
WRAC who are joining in. (Don't worry, girls-think of all them
nice Scottish doctors!). AMEN.
WEDDINGS
We wish to congratulate the following happy couples on their
forthcoming marriages.
Pte Jean Magrannegan to Pte Deryck Leathley (RPC)
Lcpl 'Angie' Morton to Sgt 'Kev' Ball
Pte Lynn Harrison to Pte Jim Day
Lcpl Mary Prim to Sig Alan Wells
Pte Cherry Hopton to Sig Dave Hudson
Lcpl Lisa Walthow to Cpl Mick Comber
ARRIVALS
A warm welcome is extended to the following lucky people :
Sgt Huggins, Cpl Larry Groom and his wife, Lcpl 'Bev'
Groom, Cpl Maggie Bloy, Lcpls Crowther, Mitchell, Sig
McAllister and Wilbraham.

by the WELFARE SECTION

CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS
The following definitions may be of some interest ...
Average CO
ot too bright
Exceptionally well qualified
Has committed no major
blunders
Drinks heavily
Active socially
She drinks too
Wife is active socially
Will retire as Ssgt
Unlimited potential
Offers plausible excuses for
Quick thinking
error
Conceited
Takes pride in his work
Argumentative
Forceful and aggressive
Approaches difficult problems with
Finds someone else to do
enthusiasm
the job
Speaks English fluently
Expresses himself well
Often spends extra hours on the
Miserable home life
job
Scared
Conscientious and careful
A nit picker
Meticulous in attention to derail Demonstrates qualities of leadership Has a loud voice
Lucky
Judgment is usually sound
Has vast repertoire of dirty
Keen sense of humour
jokes
Stubborn
Strong adherence to principles
Gets along well with superiors and
A coward
subordinates alike
A very fine NCO of great value to
Gets to work on time
the service
A snob
Maintains professional attitude -

News from Regiments
3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
Bui ford
N the past month the Regiment has had detachments enjoying
both the sun and the snow. Our detachment from Belize
Ireturned
towards the end of January somewhat disillusioned
with the myth of a tin America as a haven of palm trees and sundrenched beaches. Nevertheless, it was a worthwhile experience.
The other extreme was an exercise in Denmark when five of our
operators assisted 24 Ede on exercise Little Tape.
After the normal hurry up and wait, a detachment of eight
left. 3 Div for the romantic, tropical paradise (their idea) called
Behze. Ha ha! Travelling via Gandar and Nassau first class all
the way, compliments of the Royal Air Force and their Hercules.
MOSQUITOES IN ACTION
On arrival, a fast sort-out of equipment, an even faster recce of
proposed locations quickly dispelled all ideas of the tropical
splendour, and even more so when the mosquitoes and sandflies
found the fresh white flesh of the eight. Things sorted out, they
deployed to designated locations, Lcpls Morton and Stewart
at Airport, Cpl Stapleton and Sig Dobson to Rockville Prison
(now derelict), Lcpl Mathieson and Sig Ware to Belmopan

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required

target. AparL from the fact that you are expected to remain upright,
fiv~ more task pos~s remain and further points ~n be gained.
Pomts are awarded 1f you reach the posts and also 1fyou complete
the variou~ tasks w~ch ~nclude message rea~ing, detection of
target~, distance esumatmg, grenade throwing and message
reporting. I hope that after taking part in this event my injuries
will not prevent me from writing a full report from my hospital
bed!

(the new capital) along with Lcpl Sullivan, our Super Tech, and
me, Sgt Wickens.
The first disaster. Belmopan cannot reach Cpl Stapleton at
the prison and no matter how or where he tried, no communications; so, after tryingJfor a further 12 hours, we moved Cpl
Stapleton to the lovely bleak Comb Cairn on Pine Ridge, a
location ·suggested to us before our departure from England.
There things worked and life settled down to a quiet routine.
GIFTS FROM KIND FRIENDS
Crews were changed around before Christmas to break the
boredom of staying too long in one place. Again things settled
down and we all looked forward to a lonely Christmas but no ;
Chrisunas was made for us by two separate things-both unexpected. The first a hamper containing wine, cakes, nuts,
sweets, presents and books from the officers and men of 3 Div
Sig Regt. We wished they had left out the paper? The second
surprise was, before their departure, 'C' Coy Devon and Dorsets
presented to us a large Christmas cake and two bottle of whisky.
The other big occa ion around the same time was the visit of
the GOC 3 Div, whose timetabl went wrong so I am told, or
he got lost, but he never found Comb Cairn.
MAIL VERY WELCOME
After Christmas, a race was on to see who could get the most
mail from home, with Cpl Stapleton and Sig Stewart well in
lead and Lcpl Morton last. You could often hear the wail of
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here's m mail?' from Slewa.rt or 'I've goc two coda•' from
c pleton. hess and dartS were the main occupations, with
'No-M.ail' ;\lorton king at hes and 'Arrows' Ware che bull
ac dartS.
24 HOURS IN A LUXURY HOTEL
Time crepe on and all were looking forward co the day they
, gain would ce home. This came quicker chan expecced so,
wich a flurry, we packed up everything, did la t rµinute opping,
said our la t goodbyes, and left Belize in the rain; ix on the first
flight and cwo on the second. A bonus for the fir t flight : after
leaving 'a sau a fault developed and we had to return to spend
2-1 hour in the Emerald Beach Hotel, lovely place. We finally
arrived back unexpectedly, 24 hours late, in England. Hurray.
EX~RCI SE

UTILE TAPE 10
Wlulc arta bed to 24 Bde, five lads from Alph1 Troop: Sig
'Spike' Bovil, Bill Bromly, Bob Oliver, Trev Drury and
Jake James took part in exercise Little Tape 10 at Hadensten,
Denmark. We landed the LSL on January 15 and arrived at
E bjerg on the 18th. We spent just over two weeks in the country
in temperatures of -16 C during the day and under -20 C at
night. (Will 24 Bde plea e buy some heaters?)
The exercise was splic into two phases, UHF and HF, each
la ting a week. First came the UHF. Here we were communicating
through a rebro at extreme ranges.
We came in at the weekend co Hadersten Barracks, had a hot
hower, and went into town. Hadersten is not very big, with
only two main streets, but there was plenty to do. The beer was
expensive but to compensate for th.is at least one disco was free
and stayed open until 4 a.m .
Back on exercise, we now used Cll SSB. Most of the time CW
wa used but occasionally voice was practical. The week was
spent anticipating the next hot shower. There were enough cold
howers (sleet and snow). W.:. spent the next weekend in Hadersten
again, but this time we were slightly low on cash, having spent
it all the previous weekend.
'\ e returned to camp, and collected our kit and 'duty-free' and
then made our way to the coast and LSL Sir Lancelot. We cleared
customs extremely quickly at Marchwood (perhaps Customs
don't like working at midnight) and a Land-Rover was waiting
to get us back to Bulford.

7 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 15
TCE more a runner has braved the perils of Maresfield
0D1gesuve
to arrive at the Editor's desk with Kilo Army news.
systems had barely recovered from turkey, Christmas
~arf'.lcks

pud and New Year spirit before yet more goodies were inflicted
upon it-Compo. Yes, the exercise season had started. It was
al! very quiet r~ally. Fallen trees, overflowing rivers, snow, rain,
wmd ~nd t~e like ?'uld not distur~ Sig 'Badger' Acton, who
went mco hibernation !or the exercise- much to the chagrin of
Sgt Trev Johnson, his passenger! or even the sight of Lcp l
' Taff' Rice's camnet-still bedecked with balloons and streamers
-<~used a stir. S~l, perhaps the thought of a winter course in
Swnzerland--orgamsed by Capt Robin (Anyone for orienteering ?' Hill-might stir us into action. Goodnight!
VIVs-VERY IMPO RTANT VISITORS
On January 23 the Leader of the Conservative Party-Mr s
M argaret Thatcher, MP-escorted by Lt Gen Sir Jack
Hai:man (Co!11111ander l_ (BR) Corps), paid a brief visit to the
Regiment dunng. her whistle-stop tour of BAOR. Accompanied
by the Commandmg Officer, Lt Col G. R. Oehlers the Adjutant
Capt Ricl,ard F a rrimond, and the RSM, WOl (RSM)
John Widdicombe, our VIVs visited 1 Sqn-commanded by
Maj Bob Sider:fi!l-and 3 Sqn-commanded by Maj George
~~le, who had JOmed us from Australia just one week earlier!
Finally, to round off her tour, Mrs TJ-.atcher visited a VHF
detachment from 4 Sqn. Here, the Squadron Commander Maj
Ali. ta~r H~od, was quick to point out that 4 Sqn always has
ladies m mmd-as th~re was a lack of precipitous steps. Just 65
~mutes after they arrived, our VIVs had to leave-with explana~1ons of CCTV, TARIF, message handling and technical controlling all_ carefully. absorbed. However, the final word must surely
rl"1>t with the Signalman who said: 'She isn't a bit like when I
aw her on TV-in the Mike Yarwood Show'.
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SPORTSDESK NEWS
Rugby provides the sporting highlights for the month. After
matches against 1 Para (won 54--0) and 49 Fd Regt RA (won
3-0), the Regimcncal team, coached by Ssgt 'Paddy' Black, is in
the BAOR final of the Army Cup. The match against 1 Para
aw the Regiment produce some of the best rugby of the season.
However, the fine margin of victory was at a price-the loss of
scrum half Cpl Brian Thomp on with a dislocated shoulder.
In a much closer match, a penalty goal by Lcpl Charlie Abbot
was enough to sec the Regiment put aside 49 Regt RA's challenge
to enter the final for the third time in five years.
COMMANDING OFFICER SAYS FAREWELL
On January 29, Lt Col Gordon Oehlers handed over command
of the Regiment to Lt Col Mickey Topple. Col Gordon
leaves us to join MoD-and the London commuters! After being
dined out in fine tyle by the officers, Col Gordon's ' transport'
called to collect him-if a suitably fitted forklift truck can be
called transport. Flanked by a phalanx of torch-bearing officers,
and led by a piper-looking suspiciously like an 'out-of-puff'
Capt Tom Moncur-the Colonel was borne to his car. There
he swopped one lift for another and, to the shouts of best wishes
and the like from officers warrant officers and SNCOs, he left us.
To Col Gordon and his wife, Doreen, we extend our very best
wishes. To Col Mickey and his wife, Chris, we extend a warm
welcome and hope they will enjoy their stay with 7 Sig Regt.

8 Sig Regt Catte rick Garrison
REBUll.D OF MESSINES LINES
OR weeks now an army of donkey-jacketed men have been
swarming about Messines Lines, building, hammering, sawing
and painting. Operation Face Lift is in full swing.
A new Sergeants Mess and a Social Centre are well on the way
to completion, which is due in February 1977; however, we
hear work may be ahead of schedule and they might well be
opened by Christmas this year.
The Sergeants Mess is situated in the centre of Messines Lines,
and is going to look more like a hotel than a Mess. It is rumoured
the RSM is going to ask for Hotel Manager's wages when the
Mess opens for business. The Mess, when completed, will have
the best in decor and furnishing. Also, the most up-to-date hi-fi
tannoy system is to be installed, giving soothing background
music wherever you happen to be in the Mess.
Not to be left out, the junior ranks of the Regiment are to have
their own Amenities Centre. Here the under-paid, overworked
Upgraders and Basic Trainees can relax in sumptuous surroundings with its games rooms, TV rooms, bars and suchlike.

F

VIMY B L OCK S NO W LAST WORD IN ARMY
A CCOMMODATIO N
The old Vimy blocks are also bein~ gutted in turn, one of them
has been refurnished already. Durmg the second weekend in
February 1976, the Technicians of 1 Sqn and the Operators of
3 Sqn plus HQ Sqn take over the modernised Vimy A block.
The two photographs show the startling transformation. Gone
are the days of steel beds, steel lockers. Now it's all modern 'G'
Plan beds and light wood purpose-built wardrobes (the word

NEW SERGEANTS MESS TAKES SHAPE
Messines lines

'locker' is out). The corridors arc wall-to-wall carpeted and no
longer can be heard the tramp of boots on concrete. Technicians
and Operator returning to 8 Sig Regt on courses after February
14 this year can look forward to the best accommodation that
can be ~o':1nd anywhere in the British Army.
. The d1m~g hall (cookho u s~ is also a word of the past) looks
like something off the .QE2, with its gleaming chrome serving area,
and the modern chairs and tables where one can sit down to
meals of anything up to a choice of 21 different dishes. Piped
background music is laid on, at no extra cost.
The modernisation of Vimy A completed, it is now the turn of
Vimy B followed by Vimy C to receive a well-earned facelift.
DINING OUT OF WOl (F of S) D. B. COLLINS
. To. a considerable number of Sergeants Mess members, the
highlight of December 1975 was not the normal Christmas
brouhaha of parties, visits and Christmas draws, but the memorable
occasion of the Dining Out of WOI 'Rastus' Collins on achieving
his commission in the Corps.
The dinner itself was indeed magnifique (that's French for
pretty good), the menu itself sounding like an Esso Roadmap of
the South of France-'Filet de Boeuf Wellington-Aspergis
Flamande-Sorbet au Citron, etc, etc', and what can one say
about the many litres de plonk-Chateau Richmond, that were
eagerly knocked back in a desperate endeavour to see 'R astus'
away in the noisiest possible manner later in the evening.
In his pre-presentation speech, the RSM, WO I Joe Frost,
thanked W02 (Y of S) Ken Coker for the way the evening had
been presented, then went into raptures in highlighting David
Collins' achievements since joining the Corps in 1948 AD. Since
then, David had made steady progress through the ranks by his
contribution to work, his dedication to duty and adept handling
of soldiers over the years. His charm and personality were
contagious (I put that bit in, David) and when the toasr was
proposed, there was nobody present who raised their glasses who
was not delighted with OC Royal Signals Manning and Records'
choice of a good officer.
He was presented with a sword by the Mess-well, he would ,
have been if the jewellers had delivered on time (he accepted a
replica actually)-and replied to his roast by promising the
members the longest night of the year. He reminded the company
of his early days in the Army, and of the days when technician
courses were 20 weeks, not 32 as they are today. He went on to
suggest that this would possibly be the last commissioning dinner
in the old 8 Sig Regt Mess-and the halls of Royal Signals' fame
can name hundreds who have, in the past, pas ed through those
hallowed doors on their last dinners-as there is a distinct
possibility that the next dinner will be held in the new Mess.
David Collins then presented the Mess with a clock to hang
above the bar inscribed 'Presented by " Rastus"-may no man
ever call "Time Gentlemen, please"'. Then began-'the longest
night of the year'-Good luck in 4 Div 'Rastus', and in your
future career.
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BEAUTY SPOTS OF CATTERICK-No 2
Featuring in this month's beauty spot is Capt Audrey teel
(WRAC). At the time of writing, Audrey is single, but the beady
eyes of Lt Martin Str ong
(Royal Signals) are upon her,
and by the time this is published, Audrey and Martin
will be married.
Having led a nomadic life,
attending school at Sale, in
Cheshire, and Glasgow niversity, Audrey, the daughter
of a Northumberland Inspector of Taxes, joined the
WRAC in 1973, and has
served in Cyprus and the
chool of Signals. Her main
hobby is ski-ing, and she has
recently returned from Austria
and the Army Ski Championships-and her ambition? To
get married and not raise lots
of squaddies.

9 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 53
SERGEANTS MESS DINING-IN
FTER much juggling around of their respective calendars,
that is, of M aj Mike Miller, our new 2IC, and WOl (RSM)
Bob Wade, the RSM was able to fix January 23 to dine-in our
recently-arrived ZIC. The dining-in departed from the usual
stag affair, as it was decided that wives could come. Everyone
arrived promptly at 8 o'clock and at approximately 8.15, there
was a power cue! After a few moments of da rkness, candles were
lit. So it was co a candle-lit Mess, that our main guests, Maj Mike
and Lesley Miller arrived. Far from the power cu ts spoiling the
evening, the warm glow of the many cand les greatly enhanced it,
giving the evening more atmospher e.
A delightful evenjng was had by all, and if this is how the
evening goes when Mike and Lesley are our guests, we hope
they 'darken' our doors often.

A

KEN DODD COMES TO NINE
On January 20 Ayios ikolaos staged what was probably the
most successful CSE show ever held there. With the faci lities of
the new Mercury Cinema at our disposal, the Regiment was able
to stage a lavish and thoroughly professional production, well
worthy of the all-star cast. The emphasis of the show was undoubtedly on humour, and the incomparable Kenn Dodd kept
the audiences laughing so much that time became unimportant
and the neatly-laid-down timetables of Maj John Ingledow had
to be torn up. The second house finally finished two hours late
but the audience still did not want to leave, and the cinema

KEN DODD IN FORM AT NINE !
Left to righ t: Sgt ' Maggie' Murdoch, Ken Dodd , Sgt Maureen
Ca r michael and WOI (RSM) Bob W ade
(Photo: Neil Dye)
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nunagcr, :\'01 (F of S) 'Wally' Hammonds, wa almost
reduc d ro tear as the younger clement of the garrison clambered
ba k tage for the autograph of Ken Dodd, Neville King
The \'ernons and the rest of the ca t. '
Behind the scene the liaison .. nd administration of such a
zany cast was the totally enjoyable 'duty of Sgt Pete Downie .
The fficers M e s set up n bar bnckstage, with Sgt Ray Graves
a barman, helped by Neville King-who bee: me the only
\ entriloqu1st in the world who could manage to forget his dummy
in the econd hou e !
fter the hows, the cast were hosted by the Sergeants Me s to
upper and the plendid meal rounded off superbly a Jong but
cnjovable dav.
Our thank must go to the president of the Sergeants Mess,
Bob \Vade, and his 1es steward, Sgt Trevor Denton. Also
thanks to Pte Danny Boon (RPC) for h elping out in the wings
and being Ken Dodd's coat hanger.
1 SQUADRON
The SSM of the Squadron was requested to be in the Elephant
and Castle Club on Saturday, January 24, and, to keep him company, the remainder of the quadron.
Our reason for gathering the ' clan' together was rather a sad
one ; it was to present the SSM, W02 Barney Hill, and his
wife, Pam, with a ilver salver engraved with the initials of the
various corps who make up the Squadron, as Barney and family
will hortly be leaving on posting to Germany.
After a suitable interval, which enabled one to have a drink or
two Maj Bob Aitken, the Squadron's QC, presented Barney
with our gift.
The ame evening at the 'George Club', Dhekelia, a dinner was
given to say farewell to Pam and Barney by the officers and
warrant officers of the Squadron. By all accounts a thoroughly

PRESENTATION TO A POPULAR PERSONALITY

left to right: W02 ' Barney' Hill, Lcpl 'Chalky' White and Maj Bob
Aitken

(Photo: Stan Wilson)
enjoyable evening was had, and it was with reluctance that at
11 o'clock the party went searching for their bus driver.
Well, on Saturday Pam and Barney had their bit of glory, so
on Sunday it was the turn of the remainder of the Hill family
to have their 'glory', namely Debbie, Angela and Sandra. After
the church service at the Church of England, the three girls
were each given a present by Maj Bob Aitken to sh.ow the
Squadr n's appreciation, as for the past two years on Squadron
hurch Sundays the girls have done the washing and cleaning up
after the Sunday service refreshments. To crown it all for Angela,
it was her birthday-one which she surely will remember.
BADMINTON-1 SQUADRON v 62 (NE) SUPPORT
SQUADRON RE
The ESBA Minor Units Badminton League came to its climax
with a play off between the two top teams, 1 /Sqn and 62 (NE)
Support Sqn RE.
.This match took place in the Regiment's gymnasium in front
of Lt Col David Milton, his wife and a small group of enthusiastic
spectators. Each team consisted of three pairs, each of whom
played all three opposing pairs making nine secs for the match.
Our Squadron got off to a shaky start losing three our of the first
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I SQN BADMINTON TEAM-THEY FOUND WINNING FORM

Standing, left to right: Lcpls John Chapman, Bob Coulling, Sgts
Roger Smith, Pete Downie, Sig Pete Thomson . Sitting, left to right :
Lt Col David Milton , Ssgt (F of S) John Rees and Maj Bob Aitken

(Photo: Stan Wilson)

four sets, but we then settled down and started to pull back,
winning the next two sets. Thus with three sets to play, the teams
were three sets all-at this stage the match went as follows:
Downie and Thompson of the Squadron beat Saunderson
and Miller in a very close bard-fought, two-match set, while on
court two, Smith and Chapman of our Squadron lost to Austin
Adanuty and his wife in a superbly tactical set. This left the
entire match on the shoulders of the first pairs, Rees and Coulling,
of the Squadron, and Arneill and Lewis, 62 (NE). However, the
62 (NE) pair could nor cope with the speed and accuracy of
Coulling backed by the solid smashing of Rees and our team
finished as winners by five sets to four.
The trophy and winners' cups were presented by Lt Col David
Milton who congratulated both teams and also thanked Sgt
Ken Yarker (of 262 Sig Sqn) and Ssgt (SSI) Pete Perrott for
their work in organisi ng and running the match.
2 SQUADRON TAKE THE FOOTBALL LEAGUE CUP
On Friday, January 23, 2 Sqn's 'A' team completed their
football league fixtures by beating 1 Sqn 3-0, and so taking the
Championship Cup for the second consecutive year.
Goals came from Ssgt Frank Connor (own goal), Sgt Bob
Williamson (p enalty) and Sig Eddie Small. What an impressive
record our team have, two seasons unbeaten! The goal tally
this season is 92 for, 2 against. Congratulations go also to 2 Sqn's
'B' team who entered the League this year under the expert
guidance of Ssgt John Moore (manager), finishing third in the
League, slipping up only in the last match of the season to allow
1 Sqn to take the runner-up medals.
A lot of credit must go to Ssgt 'Red' Rigley the 'A' team's
manager who has had the responsibility of getting players off
shift to keep both teams at full strength for the season, we also
congratulated him on bis appointment to Army (Cyprus) team
coach.
The Squadron this season have the Cyprus 7-a-side and League
Championship under their belt and the cup fixtures are just
around the corner. Being last season's cup winners it is obvious
that the Squadron will attempt the double in consecutive years.
The players who represented our Squadron were: 'A' team:
Lcpls Oakley, Jackson, Cpls Middleton, Manger, Sigs Small,
Robertson, Duxbury, SAC Bues, Sgts Williamson (captain),
Clay and Scally. 'B' team: SAC Rosemorgan, Harper,
Garnder, Lcpl Thomas, Ypey, Yeoman, Pte Mullane, Sigs
Bean, Bruce, Cpl Calder (captain), Hales, Bolt and W02
Smith.
ODE
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Compact notes
A certain way
And come the
For you, good

CORRESPONDENTS

and photos clear,
to bring us cheer,
day you vi~it here,
friends, a pint of beer.
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2 SQN 's 'A' FOOTBALL TEAM-UN BEATEN FOR TWO SEASONS

Back row, left to right : Ssgt ' Red' Rigley, Sgt Bob W illiamson, Mike Ford, SAC Davi Blues, JfT Jeff Banks, Sig Pete:Duxbury, Cpl Derick Calder
.

and Cpl Kevin Manger

Front row, left to right: Sgt Ronny Clay, Cpl Alex Middleton, Sig Edd ie Small, Lcpl Davi Oakley, Sgt John Scally and Cpl Bob Hales
(Photo CfT Vic Shelley)

10 Sig Regt

Hounslow
Report from RHQ
FOOTBALL
H E Regimental football team, under the management of W02
(SSM) Arthur Cotillard and captaincy of Cpl Eddie
Gallacher, forges steadily ahead. On Wednesday, January 21 ,
the team won the London District Minor Units Football Cup,
beating MoD (Army) by 3 goals to nil. Scorers were Cpl Geoff
Ruffer (2) and Sgt Chris Harris (1). In the Army Minor Units
competition on Wednesday, February 4, they played the winners
of the Eastern District Minor Units Cup, COD Chilwell, and had
a convincing win of 6 goals to 3. Cpl Geoff Ruffer (4), Lcpl
Neil Leyland ( 1) and Sgt Chris Harris (1, penalty). We are
now the winners of the Eastern Area Minor Units Cup, and
await derails of our next match in the competition.

T

HOUNSLOW SERVICES RUGBY CLUB
The Regiment has sponsored the formation of Hounslow
Services Rugby Club. This has already attracted a degree of
mterest in rugby, which, for a unit which is only established for
120 male all ranks, is most encouraging. The fixture list is already
full for the remainder of the season and next year augers well
with the promise of really good club rugby.
The team record to date is : played 3, won 1, lost 2, but that
hardly tells the whole story. The first game against RAF Hendon
ended in defeat though it is fair to say that we 'drew' the second
half! The second game saw the team run out worthy winners
against the Coldstream Guards, which was a notable achievement.
More recently, we travelled to Imber Court (Home of the MetroP?litan Police Rugby Club) where, not surprisingly, we were
given a lesson in rugby, finally losing 57-4 (4 points to Sig
'Taffy' Kessell).
Nevertheless, 57-4 to a team consisting of a Cambridge Blue
Metropolitan Police 1st XV player and two Middlesex County
Players is better than no rugby at all. The message is clear, if
THE WIRE , MARCH
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you want to play good rugby in UK get posted to 10 Sig Regt or
if you are in the London area and want to play for us, contact
our rugby officer, Capt Ian Reading, at Hounslow.
HOCKEY
Since our last notes we have progressed steadily in the Londist
League and Army Minor Units Hockey Cup. We remain unbeaten
in the league with only four games left to play. Unfortunately,
we were beaten in the Minor Units 4th Round by RAMC Training
Centre. The team stalwarts are Lcpls 'Berny' Randall, 'Mitch'
Mitchell; Sig Dave (I have just got married) Fry, Doug
(soon to. be Mister) Brooker; Cpl Bob Mathews; Sgts
Pete Stanger, Chris Endean, Carl Braganza and Ssgt
(Y of S) Alex McArthur. We must not forget our guest players:
WOl Brian Mitchell, Sgts 'Andy' Shoemaker, Duncan
Boscott of AIDU, and Ssgt 'Scouse' Redfern and Sgt Bob
Exford both of MCE & RE. We hope that in the next WrnE
notes you will learn of our League victory.
KIND DEEDS
The WRAC members of the Squadron put on their better ide
over Christma and amongst other things collected the sum of
£20 for a worthy cause. After much deliberation the money was
presented by Sgt Bobbie Richardson to the senior citizens of
Bemerton Heath at their Christmas dinner. Six girls led by
Cpl Nicky Rochelle, our PTI, assisted in serving the meal and
then proceeded to win most of the raffle prizes. Happily, the
better side of their nature again prevailed and the prizes were
re-drawn.
More recently, a smnll party under 2 Lt Cherry HumeLewis (WRAC) took two crates of old clothing to the 'Blue Peter'
studios in London as our contribution to that programme's current
appeal.
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run for just over a year, it is a two-week course and comes roughly
in the middle of a Basic Technicians Course. It is designed to
revise military subjects and to prepare the Technicians for their
promotion. We are fortunate in having for the first time in print
the thoughts on one of these courses-namely:

DI Th GUISHE D VISITORS

..
T he 'visitor' ea on i in full wmg. Firstly, we were privileged
to r eive the new D eputy Commander-in-Chief, Lt Gen \Y·
Beach, OBE MC, who prov~d ~o be' very knowledgea~le 1~
the working of the CommumcatJ n Centre and the m1 htar~
tclcphon y tem . H e was followed b~ u r new Group Commander,
Brig P. H: F. Webb, MBE, who .is no stranger to t~ese parts,
having once served on the staff of HQ UKCICC. Fm ally, the
departing Chief of Staff, Maj Gen J. Strawso~, ~B, OBE,
who has always shown a keen interest in co~mu':11cat10ns, called
in to say farewell. It is with more than passmg interest that we
await the vi it of his succe sor, Maj Gen W. T. M'.lcFarlane,
late Royal ignals.
Report from 2 Squadron
BRONZE COMSTAR AWARD
On January 8 1976, a presentation of the Bronze qo:n tar
ward was made to the 2 Sqn Commcen at RAC Manning and
Records Office, Footscray. As this is now their thirteent_h award,
the raff there have earned themselves quite a reputation. 1:~e
pre entation rook place in the Commcen on the day of the Unit s
FFR and was made by Brig J. G. Parham, MBE. Well done,
yet again!

THEIR THIRTEENTH AWARD
· J G Parham , MBE , presents the Bronze Co_mstar Award to
Brig
· ·
Mr Bri an Howe and Mrs Frances W e1ga I

Report from 3 Squadron
IT ALL STARTED WITH A TELEPHONE CALL • • •

Lcpl Christina Partington and Pte Susan Bradler e~
changed places with PO Joy A'Court and Wren Susan Tippm
from the Royal aval Air Station Culdrose, Helsron, C?rn":'all.
For a fortnight it was a question of see how the other service hves,
works and enjoys itself!
RNAS Culdrose has at times seven
aval Air Squadrons
operating Sea King Gazelle and Wessex 1 helicopters and Sea
Prince aircraft. They maintain a 24 hours a day, 365 days_a year
search and rescue vigil all around the South-west peru?-sul~r;
After fielding remarks such as 'where di~ you leave your Chieft:i.1~,
and 'how far up the Basingstoke Canal d!d rou p_ark your warship·
the business of operating another Services switchboard began.

11 Sig Regt,
Catterick Garrison

Report from 1 SquadroWEnNT WITH A SWING
SQUADRON PARTY
d
ECEMBER, being rather a busy month for everybo y
socially it was decided to keep our Squadron Party unnl
the N ew Y~r. This we did and, on Jan~ry 19, a coach full of
1 s n Cadre departed for the ' Bay Horse at Ravensworth .. The
eve~ng turned out to be an all-round success thor?ughl,Y en)oyed
b all who went. A big thank you must go to ~01 Ja<:k Ho:wker
~o organised the evening and congratulations on his choice of
venue It was much appreciated. Our thanks also go to WOl
Ted Hunt, who does much during the year to. help our Squa~ron
Fund prosper and make these sort of soctal events possible.
Speculation is now ?_eing rais~d as to how 'Ted' Hunt can afford
his holiday in Hawan later this year!

D

CULDROSE RN STATION IS VISITED BY TWO WRAC FROM
10 SIG REGT
The-proper greeting is 'Good morning, Sir', not 'Hello sailor'

ACE HIGH TROOP
Coldblow Lane is living up to its name; however, a short spell
of slightly warmer weat~er allowed the s~o.w to melt and the
station golfers to hold their quarterly competition. The contestants
were Sgts Jack Smart, Dick Butlin, Colin Williams and
John 'Pirate' McKay, with W02 (F of S) Hugh Woolf
supervising ! The match was _won by Joh~ 'Pirate' McKar·
The same evening he held his stag party 10 Coldblow Lane s
adopted pub, where 12 members. of ~e station wen~ ro wish him
farewell on his journey into married hfe. The following Saturday,
January 31, was also John's day, whe~ he married Sylvi_a in
St Michael's Church, Maidstone. We wish them every happiness
in the future.

PASSING-OFF PERSONALIDES
.
On to training matters: we had two adult recrwt Pass-off
Parades and one TA VR Pass-off Parade this month. The first
was on January 9, 1976, wh~ No 3 Troop passed-off, commanded
by Lt 'Rick' Palmer, assisted b y Sgt Ray ~ook and Cpls
'Jock' Cain and Bill Kershaw. The Inspecting Officer was
Col P. J. Durrant, MBE, who is Colonel-!n-~harge of
Administration at Headquarters North-east D1stnct, York.
Prizes fo r Best 'Shot and Best Recruit went to Sig Whyle and
Atkins respectively. Well done!
On J~uary 23 we saw two Pass-off Parades with No ~ Troop
in the morning, commanded by WOl Ted Hunt, assisted ~y
Sgt Gordon Dagless and Cpls Tom Thornton and Archie
Cairns, and No 10 TAVR Troop in the afternoon, ~ommande1
by Lt Martin Strong, assisted by Sgt Gordon Air and Cp
Sam Stephenson. The Insp~cting Officer for _both parades was
Lt Col G. C. Beadle who 1s the Commandmg Officer .of 34
Sig Regt (V). Congratulations to Sig John Cooper and Cbffor~
Brittan, of 4 Troop, for winning the prize of Best Shot an e
Best Recruit, respectively. To sum up our January news, . w
congratulate Cpl Matt Cook and his wife, Ann, on the birth
of their baby boy on January 9, 1976.
Report from 2 Squadron
INUNDATED WITH COURSES
As stated in our last contribution, January starte~ off peaceful.Ly.
This didn' t last long, for on the 19th we were mandated wi~
five courses. RSSSC 107 and 108, RSDCC 91, Leadership
Course 14 and last but not least, RSTMTC 15.
.
The latter for the uninitiated, stands for Royal Signals Technicians Mili~ary Training Course, and this course has now been

RSTMTC C O U RSE 15 A S SEEN BY ONE O F ITS
MEMBER S
From the haven of 8 Sig R egt ~he eight members of RSTMTC
No 15 managed to survive the initial shock of the rigours of
military training in 11 Sig R egr. We were treated to M of I,
drill, leadership, tactics and mi litary law, all in the first two daysso we could see that we were certainly not here for two weeks'
holiday. During the first week we were introduced to section
attack on Gandale-luckily, they were with blank ammunition
or we may not have survived the day. Our section leader, Sig
Bobb y Southall, really showed us how to put into practice our
battle drills. Within an ace of the enemy position and, in a moment
of great tension, his iron voice was heard dr ifting across the
moors 'follow me, men'. It was good fortune that we were a
few yards behind, because at that moment he disappeared in the
swirling waters of a North Yorkshire brook. U ndaunted, the
rest of the section stormed the position with Sig ' Cosy' Cosgriff
bringing up the rear-limping badly fro m a boil on h is nether
regions.
Just when we thought we had won the day, yet another enemy
group was sighted about 200m away. Sig Gary Clifford decided
that we would skirmish the whole way and flu sh the enemy
out, however, our covering fire from the left flank lacked drive
as Sigs T ony ' Sparky' Sparks and Davy Brown gave u p the
ghost and walked the whole way.
On the following M onday the UEO, Capt Keith Butler, ably
assisted by the QMSI W02 Paul Greenhalgh, decided that an
evening exercise based on both leadersh ip and tactics would be
of benefit to us. So we had to rescue a 'kidnapped professor'
from a group of buildings known as Hudswell Grange. Once
again ou r first leader was Bobby Southall and he again managed
to fin d the stream-this time we did not follow blindly. Sig
Clive Crewe then took over for th e assault on the house-whilst
search ing the barn a loud bump was heard from above followed
by this pearl of wisdom from ' Cosy' Cosgriff sotto voice. Did
you hear that? T h ey must be upstairs, and indeed they were.
After much firing of blanks with the occasional thunderflash
goin g off, not to mention the smoke grenades, we finally achieved
ou r object and returned the 'professor' to his home.
Of the eigh t members on the course only two failed to get
recognition, both Sig Steve Brown and Steve (the brain)
Anderson, whose mistakes are quite unprintable, so with the
Friday of the second week arriving we can all say that the course
was 'enjoyed ' by all and we ar e certainly better off after all the
hard work put in by all the instructors there-it's nice to be
going back to '8'.
Report from 3 Squadron
SHQ
OC
Maj D. W. Dobson
2IC
Capt F. D. Rogers
SSM
W02 (SSM) R. Briant
SQMS
Ssgt (SQMS) Young .
.
E sallied forth into the new term with tongue rn cheek,
cap in hand an<l heart in mouth in anticipation of the return
of our juniors on the following day. To help us meet the challenge
of a new term we spent the first day on range duties (theory and
practical), followed by a closed-cirucit TV film of the December
Pass-off Parade, suffice to say, the faces of some of the officers
glowed with pride at the pure mar.rial elegance of ~h~ir performance
while those of others reddened with sheer hurruliation and embarrassment, mainly at what went on behind their backs. The TV
camera is a cruel adjudicator. A very pleasant h-1:nch ":'as had by
all in the Sergeants Mess, this was followed by a discussion cha1~ed
by the Regiment's 2IC, also appointed Officer Commanding
Junior Wing 11 Sig Regt (a sort of Wing Commander) I We have
changed our name to Albemarle Barracks much to the consternation of the GPO, who insist we still use Ouston on our postal
address and exchange.

W

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
We welcome to the Squadron our new OC and his wife, ~aj
David Dobson and Judy; Lt Derek Robertson and Stepharue,
and wish them all the very best. We say a fond farewell to the two
Willys (Robotham and Brewin) ~nd thei~ respective wiv~s
(Shiona and Sue), the former we will see qmte a lot of as he 1s
now appointed Chief Instructor. However, the latter has gone
to be a fly boy!
THE WIRE, MARCH 1976
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This month we spotlight 13 Troop.
OC
Lt B. M. M . J ackson
Troop Sgt
Sgt I. Macken z ie
Sgt L. P ummer
W1NCOs
J Cpl P. R. Atkins on
J 1Lcpl K. R . Smith
Number 13 Troop arrived in Catterick Camp on June 27, 1975.
After th ree weeks of ard uous training on Gandale tra ining area,
they assumed the identity of 'Rema-Troop' and their main task
was to load an d travel with the contents of 2 Sqn to our new hom e
in Albemarle Barracks in the bleak wastes of orthumberland.
T heir time with the Junior Wing h'.ls not been uneventful and
their list of injuries is impressive!
JSig ' Colin' Curtis is at present in H exham Hospital with a
broken back. H e claims that he was ambushed by a marauding
tree! ' G eordie' Hill suffered a near simila r fate by falling off
his motorbike prior to returning this term.
The Troop has many personalities. A few manage to capture
the li meligh t more than others.
' S~ffer' Regan-rarely short of comment to suit every
occasion.
' Bondy'- the Bobby Moore of Spennymoor United.
And J 1Sig Hanley who, when asked which trade he would
like to follow, replied-' I'd like to be CO i/c Demo Troop
etley.
T he Troop passes off at the end of the Spring Term and 8 Sig
Regt has the unenviable task of turning them into tradesmen.
T he Royal Corps of Signals must steel itself in anticipation of the
day when members of 13 T roop arrive in regular units.
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INTERNATIONAL CROSS-COUNTRY RACE AT
MERCURY BARRACKS
N January the Regiment hosted one of the Dutch Armyorganised International cross-country races. The races are
held monthly from October to March and teams from the British,
Durch, German and Belgian Armies and the Dutch Police compete.
The Regiment is currently lying sixth out of 15 teams in the
league, a reasonable position among some very good competition.
This race was the first to be hosted by the Regiment, and we
were rewarded with a very good attendance; 77 runners entered
the league race and 37 the Prestatielopers race.
The Prestatielopers race is a feature of these events, in which
each entrant must be over 35. The Prestatielopers start 10 minutes
before the main race and cover the same 5km course, but at their
own speed. The Regiment had 12 entrants including the Commanding Officer, Lt Col John Taylor, and our US Liaison
Officer, CW John Patton, adding even more of an intern'.ltional
flavour. W02 Bill Leslie was the fastest of the Regimental
Prestatielopers, storming home to finish seventh, with Maj
Barry Grace in close pursuit.
The main race stated (just, no thanks to a fickle starting pistol)
at 1100 and the lead runners were soon threading their way
through the Prestatielopers. The winner, a soldier from the
Belgian Army, was quickly home in a very good time of 15min
35sec. Cpl Robin Spence was the first Regimental runner to
finish, closely followed by Sigs Jimmy Wakenshaw and Daz
Cann and, not far behind them, Pte Ian Bolland, WOl Dave
Etherton and Ssgt Derek Scott. The Regimental team maintained its average of sixth position.
The greatest value of these events probably comes from the

I

Start of the International Cross-country Race-13 Regt came sixth
out of IS teams
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ocial which follow very race, in this case a Pub Lunch in the
Junior Ranks Me s, providing an invaluable opp rLunit' for all
entrants and >rgan1sers t meet in~ rmally.
·
This time wa no exception with the Liemcnt 0f competition
bviou~ly e. tending to the bar, with the fish and chip and curry
(often sharing the same plate!) coming a close second. Lunch
over, Lt Col Taylor pre cnted the prizes. Each com~·etitor
recdved a commemorative ribbon for entering.
There are two more international race this year, in Belgium
and at AFCE T . We are looking forward to these and, of course
t0 ho ting another international league race at Birgelcn next year.
SERGEANTS MESS
The M s~ is now back in full swing after the post-Christmas
lull having been bump-started by an energetic committee. Full
marks must go to the very fine dinner night on January 30. The
excu e, as if we needed one was the dining-in of our new president,
WOt (RSM) Tony Jones, and the dining-out of WOl Peter
Ash ford (Int Corps). A quite superb menu, the food was not
bad either, was provided by Sgt Robert Wit ton. Frape mystique
a la Hooge Lines wa hed down with a cheeky Cotes des Runcorn
'76, at lea t that was the morning-after impression. All the Corps
members remarked how reassuring it ..vas to see several red jackets
on the top table. It looked less like a meeting of Robin Hood's
gang (sorry, Int Corps).
WOt Peter Ashford thanked the Mess for the pre entation
to him of a sword. We all wish Peter well in his career and, although
sad to see him leave the Mess look forward to seeing him on
circuit in future.
The RSM was invited to take the president's chair, WOt
Gord on Gray (Int Corps) (take-over bid) relinquishing his
locum tenens. In his speech the RSM remarked that he intended
to enforce a stronger copyright on his jokes and anyone making
speeches in the future would have to submit them for censorship.
Dinner ended in a very warm and friendly atmosphere, not to
last long for Peter Ashford . Suitably escorted, he was subject to
a drum head court martial where, after a plea for clemency from
the defence, his sentence was commuted to death. As a last
request he was allowed to frolic in the snow while patient Mess
members waited to escort him to his proper place. Not being
allowed entry to the Officers Mess, their carpets had recently
been cleaned (who wants a wet ex-warrant officer anyway), he
was endulged with more snow.
Two notable points during the dinner night, firstly, the Mess
being privileged to witness the age-old RAOC custom of addressing
the president, 'rake five' is apparently the reply, and, secondly,
S gt Tony Wait's claim not to have annoyed anyone, well done.
FAREWELL VISIT-BRIG W ALSH
On Friday, January 30, B rig Michael W alsh visited the
Regiment to say farewell after his two-and-a-half year association
with us. Met by the Commanding Officer, Lt Col John Taylor
and the Senior Operations Officer, Maj David O'Connor, he
was taken to the Training Wing to meet representatives from all
of the operational and administrative branches. Here he was
able to chat informally with members of the Regiment over a
glass of Regimental wine, and WOt (R Supvr) Ted Haslam
presented him with a Regimental plaque. Later, at lunch in the
Officers Mess, the CO presented him with two ties, one Regimental, and one from 'H' Troop-the far-flung outpost of our
Empire.
We wish him well in his new appointment and look forward
to meeting his successor, B rig P opham, in the near future.

Faraway Places . . .
Unusual Jobs
Let's Have That Story!
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TOP OF THE POPS
HEY are singing about believing in miracles on 'Top of the
Pops' at the moment and to a great extent we tend to agree.
Having gathered in members of the Regiment from places as far
apart as The Gulf and Belize we managed to have just about
everyone back for Christmas. Only our six-monthers in Belize
were absent, but even then they had their Christmas phone call
to their families back here in Worcester.
Christmas slipped by very much as normal but men of the
moment who clung to fame by their finger nails were headed by
our mo t successful Father Christmas to date, that doyen of the
Pay Office, Sgt Dave (look no padding) Slater.

T

BLACK AND WIIlTE WHAT?
Members of the Regiment could have been forgiven for pangs
ot' conscience over the Christmas intake when it was reported that
Safari Land-Rovers and 4-tonners had been seen in Norton
Barracks. Rumours that Sgt Jack Ward (RPC) was about to
use the guard dogs to supplement PRI income were proved false
when it was realised that it was only 1 Sqn getting ready for
exercise Clockwork in Norway. The detachment, led by Capt
Colin (keep fit) Heaps, deployed by LSL from Arbroath
will be in the frozen wastes north of the Arctic Circle for three
months. WOt (F of S) Tim Southall spent three weeks walking
his ski boots in ; we hear he wore them all the time but his wife
refuses to comment. We expect to hear what it's like over the
next few weeks but at the moment blizzards and yet more snow
seem to be the order of the day; !Oft deep and rising. No doubt
the met men forecast sunny periods! The Commanding Officer,
Lt Col Mike Hales, visits them shortly but, unfortunately, the
RAF have declined to task an additional Hercules to carry his kit.
MEANWHILE ••.
F of S Len Sant, Sgt Terry Winsor and the detachment were
doing something completely different; another exercise perhaps?
Interest within the Barracks heightened and the 'Dogs of War'
waited to pounce on vacancies on the airlift; Frederick Forsyth
could not have done better. OC 1 Sqn, Maj Tony (please n ot
a Hercules) Seward arranged his reconnaissance and the secret
was out: assau. 1 Sqn lay under siege, the OC fled to the
Caribbean by VClO only to be laid low by the RAF who, a week
later, flew him back by Hercules (12 plus hours). Cap t T ony
(now airportable) Pennington is doing a soft-shoe-shuffle
between Troops to command the detachment, and the system
is now in top gear. Capt Bill Steeden, having overcome the
krone problem, now wrestles with dollars in addition to Belizian
currency.
In the midst of all this activity the quarterly 1 Sig Group
exercise has arrived. Two D13s, deployed with Capt T ony
(versatility) Pennington and Maj Mike Brock, exercise
author, went too. It is rumoured, though unconfirmed, that not
only did he not know how to put on his combat kit but that he
also muttered that things were never like this in 2 Sqn.
GO ING, GOING-GONG!
The Sergeants M ess's most recent 'lunch-time launch' was to
give our hearty, wet, and unarLimous, congratulations to that
pair of old codgers, affectionately known as 'The Terrible Twins',
Ssgts R ay Heeley (now retired to the quiet pastures of civvy
street) and Harry R yall, on the award of the Meritorious Service
Medal. They have amassed a grand total of 57 years' service, of
which 50 years have been served with the Corps. Of these 50
years, 11 have been served with ' The Old Firm' in Worcester.
R ay served three years with 4 Regt Royal Horse Artillery
before joining the Corps in 1950. Some of his previous postings
have included 'oldies' such as: Royal Signals Egypt Command,
West African Frontier Force (Sierra Leone), 614 Sig Park Troop
(Cyprus), 17 Gurkha Sig Regt and other units. He has served with
the 'Old Firm' since 1970.
Har ry began his service in 1942 with the Marine Commandos.
After broken service, he joined the Corps in 1952 and has served
in most of the present day regiments and other units from the
distant past: .2 Trg Regt, 7 Trg Regt, Depot Regt OTW, Eastern
C?mmand Sig Sqn (East Africa) and 1 Sig Sqn Ki ng's African
Rifles.
To the 'twins' we say congratulations, well done, and thoroughly
deserved. Happy polishing!
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WIVES BURN
Our affinity fo~ Burns, the timo~ous beastie poet, continues
unabated. The Wives' Club he_!~ their Burns Night which proved
Lo .he a grc.aL success and, on l•nday, January 2'3, the Haggis, to a
s~trl o.1 pipes, entered _rhe
fficcrs Mess. Capt Ron Abbott
k1lkd 1L and Lt Col Mi~e Halc.s praised it. It was enjoyed by
all and was an opportunity tO dme out Capt Ron Abbott and
his . wife, Pat. W~ wish them luck in Glasgow where he goes as
AdJutant to 32 Sig Regt (V).
WATCH THIS SPACE
flanning ~head, our_fre;e-orbiting. S9uadron ~mmander, Maj
Mike (whats a satellite.) Brock, 1s mvolved m the organisation
of ou.r 'Freed?m Pa_rade' through Gloucester in May when we
exercise our ~1ghts, .10: the correct manner, of course! Our FFR
looms near with alJ tt involves.
DIVINE RRIT
The Regimet?-tal Recr1;1iring and Information Team, our band
of yo~ng, efficient soldiers, under command of Ssgt Clarke,
have JUS_t completed a successful tour of schools in Wales. Lcpl
'Sma.rtie' Webb, Cpl 'Mac' McEnvoy and Sig 'Juggernaut'
Barritt,. the Careers Team, have completely refurbished their
prese n rauo~ and the CO has been inundated with 'thank you'
le~ter~, obviously drafted by Ssgt Clarke. After their visits to
B1rmmgham, Coventry and Worcester schools the team have
p~omised the Commanding Of?cer that the le~ers and reports
will be reasonably short. Obviously another successful tour is
envisaged. They are now armed with a set of Clansman models
so the schoolchildren in the Midlands are going to see the radio~
of the '70s before most of us.
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was a very quiet month, and so far February looks
JANUARY
as if it will follow suit.
<?ur only v!siror of note has been Cof!!mander Training Brigade,
Brig Reg King, who spent the morning of February 4 with us.
He co.uld have stayed . longer as many members of the Regiment
took. t~me out to tell him exactly what wa$ wrong (or right) with
Trammg Brigade. We hope he found his visit useful.
WRAC IN THE FIELD
On our first exercise of the year we set a precedent for the
Regirm:nt by employing WRAC in the field. The team of six,
l~d by Lt Dorothy Platts spent eight days living in field condiuons, and manned (or womanned?) the manual exchanges. D id
they enjoy the experience? They certainly did, and would be quite
prepared to take over the field Squadrons. Watch out gentlemen!
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ALL THINGS CHANGE
HE changes in the Regiment over the last six months just
happened to coincide with a change in hierarchy but, perhaps,
Lt Col Bernard Allen would say otherwise! After planning,
reviews and more planning, we are now happy to report that our
long-awaited Bruin V equipment is now arriving in the Regiment
and we now watch the mail for release notes, like Christmas
parcels; 1 Sqn, which has until now concentrated primarily on
Starmer for HQ RAF Germany and the airfields, and the Germany
to-U K troop link, now has the initial vehicles for Commcen
Q~ebec. This Commcen, with Kilo and Juliet from 16 Sig Regt,
will complete the Bruin trunk system in the RCZ.
Maj Maurice Davies, our OC 2 Sqn, has also caught the
fever and is now involved in planning further Bruin improvements
for the Harrier Force in the field. Meanwhile, our 'ole-diggers'
and cablers in 3 Sqn refuse to get caught up in this Bruin excitement. The Airfield Troops have been working hard for the
pa t year on the new NATO and National communication systen1
fo~ all airfields. Planning this big project began in 1971 and, all
bemg well, it should be completed within the next 12 months.

T

POST BOX t /76
Post Box exercises arc held during the year to test the emergency
communications for JHQ Rheindahlen or the Bruin communicaTHE WI R E, MA RCH 1976

ROYAL VISIT TO SENNELAGER TRAINING AREA
HRH Duke of Edinbur~h meeting (from left to right) : Ssgt Mick
Ambler, Sgt Andy Starling and Lcpl Paul Smythe. Lt Richard Hoole
looking relaxed

tions in the RCZ. The first exercise this year was held on January
30 ~d ?1, in bit~erly cold conditions, to test emergency commumcanons provided by 16 .and 21 Sig Regrs; 1 Sqn, with
elements from 2 Sqn, provided these communications The
exercises are always challenging, and the really hectic plac~ is in
our systefl'. control at RAF . Germany, where Ssgt Alan Blagg
controls his team and engineers the restoration of circuits. It
takes ~ bra:ve man to walk in there during those hours and enquire
what 1s gomg on.
VISITORS
. Visitors to Harrier deployments in the Sennelager Training area
included HRH the D uke of E dinburgh and P r esident Scheel.
During the Duke's visit, the communications were provided by
'E' Tr~p under Lt Rich ard H oole. The system was well
tested wtth a telephone call from the Harrier site ops veh to
Buckingham Palace.
SNOW Q UEEN
The Regiment has a ski hut at Oberjoch, close to the Austrian
border and we are the sp?nsor unit for Rhine Area units attending
Snow Queen. We run six two-week courses at the hut with 32
students o~ ~ch course, ".1r~wn from Rhine Area and RAF(G).
The orgamsauon and log1st1cs fall on Maj Chas (Do I have
p roblems) H u ghes, our OC HQ Sqn. Most of the students have
never stood on skis before, but when they leave they are proficient
at basic langlauf and downhill ski-ing and how to survive in
adverse winter conditions. Is it good value? A separate article will
follow.
TEN PIN BOWLING

BAOR BOWLI NG CHAM PS
Lcpl Bugsy McPike an d Cpl Pete
Cavill

Nearly 500 bowlers entered
the BAOR Championships. It
rook four days of bowling on
20 lanes to get down to the
last three, five-man teams. A
Rheindahlen team, with two
bowlers from the Regiment
was in the last three. It was
a close match and the Rheindahlen team eventually won
by 15 pins. Our congratulations to Cpl P ete Cavill and
L cpl 'Bugsy' McPike and to
Lcpl Jeff Davies from 13 ig
Regt also in the winning team.
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B BSLEIGH
lore congratulations. Capt Duncan Jone arrived in the
Regiment and then prompt! left for East 1Crl"':any, where he
was sdcctcd to join the Great Britain Olympic )bslcigh Team
m the Four ati ns up. Duncan i now in Innsbruck for the
Olympic , and we all wish him the best of luck.

THE SPORTING SCENE-CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM
IN T OP FORM
We could not start this part with other than cross-country.
The team this year is in superb form. In the BAOR Team
Champion hip we scored 42 pointS with 7 Sig Regt second with
222 points. The individual winner wa Sgt Bill Venus, but after
a very hilly six mil , he only beat Cpl Gerry Heggarty by a
few yards. The team finished 1 2, 3 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10, with our
non-counter in at number 12 ! On January 19 we were invited,

MOTORING
Ssgt Tom Smith, the navigator, and Cpl Frank Etchells,
the driver, of his Ford Escort are the BAMA Rally Champions
in BAOR. It is a double achievement for Ssgt Smith, for in
1969 he won the same trophy as champion driver. This successful
team was also presented with the RAF(G) Championship Trophy.
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BIG FREEZE BRINGS PROBLEMS ON EXERCISE
OWL'S PEEK
HE Arctic weather conditions which arrived in· Germany
during the last week in January coincided exactly with our
first full Regimental deployment into the field in 1976. Our
Regimental command post was soon inundated with problems
coming in from various sources. 'Commcen Sierras initial location
is inaccessible'. 'The relay on Pt 279 can't move because its mast
has frozen and can't be lowered'. 'Echelon can't provide a meal
because the water bowsers have frozen', and so on. One day the

T

SKl-lNG
.
~t the begii:ini~g of ~inter our team of cross-countr runners
decided to. mamtam th.cir fitness through the close seascfn months
by b~coming the Regimental Langlauf Team at the 4 Div Ski
f;'le~u~. They moved to our unit ski hut in Bavaria and trained
ar
roughout pece~bcr. In January, they moved to Austria
wh~re th~ champ1onsh1p~ ~ook place. Their overall fitness
aid
off,_ ?-esp1te a lack of ski-mg experience they finished in third
position. Lt Duncan McKenzie led the team but our success
~as due largely to the guidance, example a~d drive of Cpl
ernard Tem~en and Sig 'Titch' Sanderson. From a field
of 1_59 starters in the 15km Cross-country race our individual
p1acings were:
.Cpl Bernard Temmen 4th, Sig 'Titch' Sanderson 7th
Sig Richar~ West 19th, Lt Duncan McKenzie 31st and Sig'
Karl Cheshire 54th.
Sig West was awarded third place in the Novices Cup based
on the above result and was consequently awarded the Regimental
Cup (The Langlauf Memorial Cup) for 1976. Cpl Temme
then went on t~ enter as an individual in the Army Championsh·:
where he obtained a very meritorious 7th place in the 30km ra~e'.

with 7 Sig Rcgt, to compete in the French Army in Germany
hampionships. The field was 200 runners and once again it was
team running. Sgt Pete Dring fought through the field to finish
second just ahead or Sig 'Andy' Robertson, and the rest of the
team finished 4, 5, 17, 18 and 23. The overall result placed us
first with 31 points. Now for the Army on l:'cbruary 19 at Pirbright.
Watch for stop press news.
We announced this victory in February issue-congratulations 21st Regiment!-Editor.

WORK ...
Lcpl Steve Baldwin checking an exchange

weather forecast read, 'The midday temperature today is expected
to rise to a maximum of minus six degrees'. However, morale
remained high and old lessons were relearned as the exercise
named Owl's Peek (perhaps 'Brass Monkey' would have been a
better name) progressed. On the last day of the exercise we were
visited by the staff of Rear HQ 1st British Corps as part of the
Staff Srudy Day. The recently-arrived Brigadier AQ was, perhaps,
more interested in our facilities than some of his companions;
not surprising when he happens to be Brig E. J. Hellier,
OBE.

AN EX-HARROGATE APPRENTICE
THE WIR.E (Novem~er-December 1975) showed Maj Gen G.
de E. Collin presenting the Commandant's prize to A T RSM
~teve Baldwm. Lcpl .Steve Baldwin arrived in 22 Sig Regt
1~ September 1975 and 1s no_w a technician with 2 Sqn (Commcen
Sierra). He has firmly established hunself as a striker in our Regimental ~ootball team and is our leading scorer with 14 goals to
his credit. The team has continued its successful run and has
now reac:hed ~h~ semi-final of the Army Cup (BAOR Section).
Ask7d ~s ~pu;uon recently of service with the Regiment, he
replied, It 1s different ~o what I e~pected. I had expected a much
more formal and Regimental urut. The Regiment works hard
but also plays hard, and commits itself fully, whether on exercise:
~n ba.rracks or on: the. spores field: I enjoy life in 22 Sig Regt and
JD Lwpstadt which 1s a very fnendly town'.
[Edit~r's postscript. Con~raruJations. to the Regiment on beating
26 E~gmeer Regt 1-0 JD the semi-final fixture; no prize for
guessmg the scorer-well done Lcpl Steve Baldwin.

SEVENTH IN ARMY CHAMPIONSHIPS
Cpl Temmen competing in the Army 20km Ski and Shoot Biathlon
at Oberjoch in Bavaria
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INFILTRATORS AND A BOMB SCARE
A UARY has been a busy month as far as training is concerned.
_T he fl?al throes of BE tests, weapon and BC training culminated m the .annual FFR on January 29. This was a busy and
eve.n~I day with far too much going on for any one person to
ass1m1late.
The day ~ad .its moments among the more routine matter ,
the camp bemg infiltrated by a group of Germans' using forged
papers, sad~Y. their . objective was not reached-they only blew
up the Traming Wmg ! There were also a few worried mom en cs
when someone discovered that there was one more bomb care
than planned which result~d in the Regiment standing about in
the snow for half the morning. Fortunately, it curned out to be a
false alarm.
No 2 Sqn perhaps ~nticipating the turmoil in camp managed
to persuade the Inspectmg Officer, Brig M. Callan, to :tllow them
to deploy. So Charlie' Troop with its supporting echelons

J

.
.
EXERCISE OWL'S PEEK. MANAGEMENT STAFF OF COMMCEN UNIFORM
left to right: 2/Lt P. Smith , W02 {SSM) Drugan , Sgt Welch, Maj M. S. Louden, Sgt Hai gh, Ssgts (Y of S) Birchall , (F of S) Farrow, Sgt Watson
(Continued on page 93)
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... AND PLAY
Lcpl Steve Baldwin-a useful striker in the Unit football team
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. bowed the Brigadier how to deploy 'Northag style'. De pitc one
packet getting Jo t on route to a well-known t•~ ining area and the
lead \'chicle of another packet getting stuck on the ice, the Admin
and Comms omplcxes were et up on time. The In pccting Officer
arrived in time to ee a ' rand-to' a the first aid team revived vo
victim of a multiple thunderflash explosion. The only prob! m
\\;th the lunch rhat followed was that the ice cream froze solid
if it ~'asn 't aten at once.
WAS IT A WEATHER BALLOON?
The day ended on an amusing note. The Adjutant, Capt
John Young, thinking ahead as only Adjutants can, gave in tructions that if anything unu ual happened then he was to be
contacted immediately, however, when Capt Bob Pierce (RPC)
'phoned to say that a UFO was hovering above HQ Sqn it took
ome believing. After cries like 'What is the Brig up to now ... ',
had i sued from RHQ someone suggested that it could possibly
be a weather balloon. Maybe, who knows ....
CROSS-COUNTRY
The cro s-country team has proven itself a force to be reckoned
with. At present they are eighth out of 23 in the Rhine Area
League. Lcpl Ian Morrel lead our team but he is closely followed
by the dedicated, keep-fit fanatic, Sig 'Scouse' Evans.
Lcpl Pete Reynolds reckons 'he can walk faster than he can
run', and has provided very enthusiastic support for the team
and will be greatly missed on his posting.
Others in the dynamic group are Lcpl 'Zip' Nolan, who has
shown tremendous loyalty by running just after an operation;
Lcpl Mark Hirdle, who has recently been promoted (for running?) ; Sig 'Smudge' Smith, whose excuse for a dapper black
moustache is that it acts as a spoiler. Sig Muttley Wilkinson
is always seen in his track suit and manages to reach runners in
the remotest parts of the Regiment through his job in the exchange.
RUGBY FOOTBALL
Regimental rugby is having its successes after a poor start.
At the time of writing it has strung together 12 wins in a row
including a win against arch rivals 16 Sig Regt by one point and
a complete reversal of the score against our first round cup
vanquishers 36 Hvy AD Regt. This time we won by 20-0.
WOl (Y of S) Denis. Ga~ache':" is constantly seen chasing
the team inro fitness, whilst Sig Neil Thomas, the captain, and
Lcpls Keitlt Leighton and Keith Glasby, our Corps representatives, look on in amazement.
Currently, we have a good back division and cry for a couple
of class forwards to give the team better balance.
The squad is some 30-35 strong which indicates the enthusiasm
for the game that has been generated and we feel we have ·at
least two other young backs in Lcpl Steve Spink and Sig 'Mo'
Eyre, who should be considered for representative places.
Maybe this is the start of a subtle shift in emphasis in the
Regiment away from soccer.
SOCCER
January is a quiet month for soccer in BAOR, and with all
grounds covered in snow we have only played three matches.
One of these was the Rhine Area Cup Quarter-Final match
against RAOC Wulfen. Played on a near-frozen pitch, the
Regime~t won.by 7 goals to 1 with Sgt Peter Campbell notching
a hat-trick. Sig Tony Horan had an excellent game and his
tireless, unselfish play vas the main feature of the match.
We now meet our local rivals, 16 Sig Regt, in the semi-final
Having won the Cup for the past six seasons we are very keen tc
keep it in the Regiment.
SKI-ING-LOVELY SKI-ING
w.ell_, Sunday, 1 1 at last, and ?ff to '."lurnau. The second party
cons1stmg of Lt Moray Martm-Rhind, Sgts Cyril George
Keitlt Buckley, 'Big' John Arbury, George 'Cookie' McNeill'
Brian 'Peg Leg' Pollard, Cpl Ron Laing, Lcpl Steve Majo;
and Sig Moosa, Catterall, Dawkins, Burns, Kirk, Wilson,
Jenkins, Tanser, and our radio detachment, Cpl Troch and
Sig De Meyer, courtesy of the Belgians.
Talk about starting with a bang, George McNeill's car burst
a tyre whilst driving down. First lucky escape.
On arrival, Lynton 'Reggae' Dawkins was heard to remark:
'Man, I've never seen so much snow'. Start of the ski-ing and
under the c:oaching ?f the Bundeswehr instructors, everyone soo~
became quite proficient. There were the expected incidents such
as. whe_n B7ian Po~lard tried to do ~ snow plough on his face
with his skis stuck m the snow resultmg in a broken ankle and
~hc.n 'Sco~se' Catterall did a kamikaze run down a 45-d~gree
mchne endmg up proving a forward roll on skis was nearly

possible, and with torn ligaments and a badly sprained ankle.
Ski-ing was fun and no one enjoyed himself more than Lt Moray
Martin-Rhind who, perhaps, proved to be our best skier.
Temperatures were very low, especially up the Zugspitzc, but the
sight of the fraulcins and Cyril George's medicinal tonic soon
put warmth back into everyone's bones. Well, time to return to
barracks soon came and with everyone sorry to leave. The
journey back proving uneventful.
P.S. By kind courtesy of the Bundcswehr who presented us with
an edelwci s per man, we arc now honorary members of Gebirg
Fernmclder Battalion.

·News from Squadrons
7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
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SQUADRON PERSONALITIES
OC
Maj R. F. L. Cook
2IC
Capt R. F. Rutherford
Adjutant
Capt D. Bentley (LG)
Comms Officer
Capt A. J. Schuler
OC ' A' Troop
Lt C. Nind
OC 'B' Troop
2/Lt P. G. Walker
QM
Capt (QM) F. Harrison (13/18 H )
MTO
Capt K. M. Tutt (RCT)
RSM
WOl (RSM) A. Williams
F of S
W02 (F of S) K. Gordon
Y of S (Trg)
W02 (Y of S) D. C. Snowdon
Y of S
Ssgt (Y of S) D. Palmer
COMMERCIAL
HI~ month's notes cover thr~e action-packed months during
w~ch the Squadron ?nee agam showed .~e Red Rat is King.
Exercises, parades, reuruons, an RCDS v1s1t, unveiling a new
Terence Cuneo painting, a quick FFR and the odd party-you
name it, we did it-on occasions, unwillingly, but always with
consummate skill, dash and aplomb (aplomb : French for the
odd c**k up!).

T

the first time in record~d history, all the Squadron vehicles
managed to travel 800m .without one brcaki~g down; 657Sqn AAC
did a lo~-level fly-past JUSt ~o round off things, trailing the RHA
colours m smoke for the ~ngade Commander, across the len th
of oltau
g
·
1. Unfortunately,
·
'th h J1t was the local wash day, and rumour
h as _it re anons w1 . t e ~cal populace were not singled out for
praise by the FFR mspecung team who alse suffered some
· 1
defilement.
aena
T his was Brig~· B. Farndale's last official visit to the Squadron before departmg to control the Press at the MoD as DPR 1
We all wish him and his family the best of good fortune in th~
future.
SPORT
T he Squa~on, bein~ full of sporting gentlemen, has continued
to do well m cverythmg; . but the football team have been so
spcc t~cularl y successf~l this season that they deserve a special
mennon. Under the gwdancc of Lt Howard Ham, ably supported
by such stalwarts as Cpl 'Jock' Letford Cpl Frank Brown
Lcpl 'Chopper' ~)'.S?D and. Sig Grov~s, the team are no~
well _on top of the D1v1S1?~ ~ Mmor :Units League and have reached
!he s~m1-final o~ the D1v1s1on I Mmor Units Cup. Hockey, too,
1s <l?mg well with the help of Sgt Rowland-Jones (when not
p l~y 1!1g for the Corps) an.d even it is whispered, the BM-Maj
William 1:-e Blanc Sm1tlt when Capt Adrian Schuler can
pc_rsuade him to P!ay. Add~d on to these successes the Squadron
ski tearJ?- arc now m Austria under the guidance of aptly-named
Cpl Wmt~r, and the sub-aqua club, yet again featuring Cpl
Win~e:, ~1dcd by Lcpls Gault and Pepper, who are off to
ard~ma 1.n t~e spring; and you can see it is non-stop on the
physical side m Soltau.
SIDI REZEGH-WEEKEND NOVEMBER 22-23
The B~ttle of Sidi R~zegh "':'as again commemorated this year
at a spec~a~ church service durmg a weekend which also featured
the u~v~1lmg of Terence Cuneo's new painting of the battle,
comm1ss1oned on behalf of past and present members of 7 Armd
Bde and Sig Sqn. As this reunion weekend has now become an
annual event, a wo_r~ here about its history will not come amiss.
. The Battle of S1d1 Rczegh took place in late November 1941
m the _Western Desert, south-west of Tobruk. It was part of
Operation Crusader-the British offensive to recapture Cyrenaica
an~ :elieve the ~eseiged Tobruk garrison. 7 Armd Div
ob)ecuve wa~ the airfield at Sidi Rezegh. The Brigade started
the ba~tle with 129 tartks and 16 field guns. At the conclusion
the Bngade had been reduced to 40 tartks at least half of which
were unserviceable, and had lost all the' guns. There was also

KEMPTON PARK-AUTUMN SALES-SPEARPOINT
October saw the Squadron properly 'at war' again, demonstrating our metal (armour) as we took to the field for the three consecutive exercises. These culminated in a Corps FTX during
which, as the enemy, 7 Armd Bde took on the much-vaunted
might of the 4 Div and ate through them like a rat through cheese.
To quote _from the OC's (Maj Bob Cook's) unofficial history of
the campaign:
'The exercise involved 7 Armd Bde in an advance to contact
for. some 70km and included five assault river crossings, four
Bngade attacks, 14 battle group attacks and three helibome
'!Peratio"!s in depth . . HQ 7 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn were always
1ust behmd the leading troops and, on one memorable occasion
Capt Adrian Schuler gallantly rook on the HQ of a famou;
regiment to clear the way for the Brigade Battle HQ to move in.
The fact that they were neutral does not in any way detract
from this spirited action, for which he was awarded the bar. '
Capt John Munnery, too, earned many friends among 4 Div
' Prontos' on this exercise by his painstaking attention to detail
when the Rat unleashed active EW as we crossed the Teuterberger
Ridge.

UNVEILING OF TERENCE CUNEO's PAINTING OF SIDI
REZEGH BATTLE
Left to right: Lt Col G. Haugh (OIC Sp Gp), Maj A. H. Crickmay
(Bde 10), Col ~oel Wall (BM), Capt M. Patterson (OIC Protection
Troop), Brig Davy (Bde Comd), Terence Cuneo (the artist)

heavy loss of life among the~German forces involved-the 15th
and 21st Panzer pivisions of the Afrika Korps.
In earl)'. 1?74, 1t wa~ suggested that it would be appropriate to
have a pamung commissioned to commemorate the event. In all,
some 180 past members of the Brigade HQ and Sig Sqn were
locat~d~ and the response to a request for contributions towards
a j)amung ""'.a~ overwhelming. Brig Davy, who commanded the
Brigade at S1d1 Rezegh, was contacted in London as were several
o~er members of his desert staff, and were b:ought together
with Terence Cuneo, the artist, in October 1974 to start work
on the painting. The finished painting was brought to Germany
m August 1975 and now hangs in the Officers Mess of 7 Armd
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn in Soltau. It depicts a moment in the Battle
when. the Brigade HQ was almost overrun (see photo).
Brig Davy and Col Wall (the then Brigade Major), and three
other members of the desert staff who were at the Battle, were
all present when Terence Cuneo unveiled his painting on
November 23 in front of a large number of past and present
members of the HQ and Sig Sqn.
ARRIVALS
We have welcomed the following into the Squadron : Lt C. Nind
(w~o has taken over Alpha Troop), Ssgt Cheetltam (as new
Chief Clerk), Sgts Bolger, Cottam, Thompson Wilmot
Barne~ (ACC), Sigs Finnimore, Petrie, Copp~, Tulloch
and Millar.
DEPARTURES
I~ is with regret that we have to record the departure of our OC,
~aJ Bo~ Cook, and all members of HQ 7 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn
wish Mai and Mrs Cook all the best in their new job in the MoD
and many thanks for all they have done for the Squadron. We
would lik~ to give special thanks to Jilly Cook for all she did
for the Wives Club which is now thriving.
Over the last two months we have also said boo voyage to:
Capt John Munnery (~o the Staff College, Camberley), Lt
Howard Ham (to Australian School of Signals), Sgt Sid Barnett
(Army Youth Team), Cpl Mair, Lcpl Thwaite and Sig
Mcintyre.

FFR

C?n the r~turn of ~he hero.es from Spearpoint, Soltau once
again rai:ig with the swish of pamt and hysterical Troop Sergeants.
The AdJutant (Capt Denrus Bentley), newly arrived from the
Life Guards with two left feet, and RSM Tony Williams
w.ho always had two right feet anyway, complemented each othc;
nicely and soon had us all stamping our feet as we prepared for
the par.ade. The parade passed off "':'ith no one passing out, taken
by Brig M. B. Farndale, who JUSt happened to be passing
through. The parade was followed by a drive past in which, for

WINTER SPORT ENTHUSIAST
Captain of this year's ski team, Cpl Winter

THE SHAPE OF TH INGS TO COME!
Maj Bob Cook practising for his new job at the MoD
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216 Pa a Sig Sqn,

Alde•shot
Officer Commanding
econd-in-Command
Admio Officer
O
upport Troop
OC Radio Troop
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RQM

Maj J. . Fielding
Capt C. R. Treeby
Capt (QM) J. G. Turner
Lt N. C. Jackson
Lt C. L. G. Wright
WOl (F of S) D. Harvey, BEM
W02 (Y ofS) G . F. Devine
W02 (SSM) D. S . Baikie
W02 (RQMS) J. McGovern

MILITARY AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS
COMBINED
.
.
E recently carried out a three-day. pa troll mg exerCJse . on
Salisbury Plain under the expert guidance of Sgts Collin:s
and Hurst of the Parachute Regiment. Each Patrol communicated on HF by SR Al6 to a patrol base and to Aldershot and so
we combined the practice of military and communications skills.
The rcrulars of the Crown Hotel goggled as the DS, led by
Capt T';.eeby, looked in the mirror ~o put on their Elizabeth Arden
camouflage cream in a very becoming shade of black. They were
off co hit Sgt john T ovey's base ~anch_ where hi~ cowboys spent
the night herding the cattle which nnged. th~1r base. It was
disastrous to drop a beret m that area. Lymg m ambush on a
bitterly cold night is a real bundle of laughs, as any of Sgt john
Aspinall's platoon will tell you. By the time Y of S G~ o i;ge
D evine Jed his patrol up the track the ambus_h ers were wishing
for real bullets instead of blanks. However, with a hot breakfast
inside them later they all professed to have enjoyed their three
days as infantry.

W

NEWS F ROM FARAWAY PLACES
Cpl Fred Payct ha~ gone home o~ Dom_col l~ve co the ~otic
Seychelles and is making us all envious with his postcard views
of sun beaches and bikini-clad birds. He'll probably be met at
the au-Port by a policeman objecting to his description of his
holiday activities.
.
W02 George Devine is flashing his new free-fall parachutmg
instructor rating to all and sundry as he pla~s bigger and ~ett~r
free-fall trips this year. He only managed to J~P. free-fall m six
different countries last year. Forget the Navy-iom 216 and see
the world.
S P ORT S REPORT
Boxing. The Squadron provided a team of six boxers against
7 Para Regt RHA as part of the build-up to the Brigade sports
week. Under the experienced direction of WOl (F of S) Harvey
we had three fine wins from Sig 'Scous e' Liversid ge, L cpls
Steve Margison and Geo ff G u y, who did particularly well to
beat an opponent who was a weigh~ ~bove .h!m. Lepl .Joe
F a irba irn was unfortunate to lose a maionty decision after bnnging the crowd co their feet with his slam bang all-action style.
Ski-ing. Lt Ja ckson has taken a party off to sample ~he apres
ski scene in Sc:otland. No one knows vhy they took skis with them.
Cross-country. Our team led by W02 ( S SM) B aikie, is
trainino hard for the SE District championships on February 4,
1976. Having won this, says the SSM, they will be. entered for the
Army Championships. More anon.
C O NGRATULATIO NS T O :
S gt John T ovey, who finally gave in and joined the ranks of
the down-trodden pads, and to his new wife, Julie. Sig Ray
Kaye and Sally who have also tied the knot. Ssgt 'Taff' Roberts,
C pls Tommy Ait ken and ' S couse' Jones, L cpls Fre~
Hutchinson, Paul H atch man and G e off Guy-all on their
promotions. To C pl 'Ta ff' and Gwyneth F inn, C pl Don and
Marga ret M ilton who have produced off-spring for the maroon
machine. Bab y Milton will have a rough job on 'P' Coy as she
is a female.
ARRIVALS
We welcome Sig Paul S kinner fresh from the airborne factory,
and S gt jimmy C ampbell who has returned to us from l Royal
Hampshircs. Sgt Jim Robin s has joined us from 28 Sig Rcgt
and is looking forward to the delights of 'P' Coy.
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DEPARTURES
.
.
A special mention of Ssgt Dick Hamilto~ on posting Lo l ~1v
HQ and Sig Rcgt. H e was our W IRE otes scnbc and.we shall !111ss
his sense of humour and his ability to fin~ humour m somctrmen
trying circumstance . Haste ye back, Dick. Cpl John Budden
ha also left us for the dubiou joys of civvy street.

The Volunteers
32 Sig Regt (V), Glasgow

SQUADRON REUNION
The Squadron reunion which wa scheduled for June 4 13
now to take place on July 23. All ex-m embers of the Squadron
please take note.

HE following
an extract from the immortal pen of Ssgt
T
Vic Zimmer. Like most operators, he has not yet mastered
the arts of 'joined-up' writing or spelling. Current rumours that
is

Ssgt Zimmer is being trade re-allocated to B3 Paddy are entirely
without foundation. He failed the trade test. It is true, however,
that all the aside comments arc directly attributable to the Adjutant.

STOP PRESS
Ssgt Dick and June Hamilton have become the proud parcnls
of Sarah Louise on January 29, at Alder hot. She appeared and
did a very good side left landing and the proud father hasn't
stopped smiling since.

223 Sig Sqn {Radio) Winchester
FAREWELL
.
.
.
y the time this article is in print, 223 Sig Sqn (Radio) will be
out of the Royal Signals orbat.
.
.
.
The idea to form a Radio Squadron m the Urutcd Ku~gdom
was conceived in 1965. After a long pregnancy, the unit was
established in temporary accommodation at 'B' Camp, Barton
Stacey, in 1967. The long-term administrative accommodation
for the Squadron was a delapidated hutted Camp at Winchester,
occupied by squatters, but formerly the home of the Royal Green
Jackets Depot. After some renovation of the barracks, the Squa?ron
moved into Bushfield Camp in October 1968. The operational
block was co-located with a civilian agency in Flowerdo'"".n,
ideally suited for radio communications. During the war the ~lte
was used by the RAF and, prior to that, the Royal Navy occupied
the building dating back to 1920.
On January 1, 1976, the operational clement of the Squadron
transferred to the new 224 Sig Sqn (Radio) at Loughborough.
The new Squadron now has a joint operational and training role.
The balance of officers and men left in Winchester are under
posting instructions, all to be moved by Marc~ 31, 1976.
Our history, therefore, is short, perhaps, m . the Corps but
possibly for all of those people who have served m the unit for a
full three years, we hope their stay may have provided some
memorable moments. Officers who have Commanded the Squadron
are as follows:
Maj J. K. Heyes
April 1967-May 1969
Maj A. R. Bushell
May 1969-March 1971
Maj J. W. Ingledow
March 1971-Dcccmber 1974
Maj A. Coates
December 1974-March 1976
As I write this article at the end of January, the total all ranks
living in camp amounts to one officer, ~n;c sergeant and eight
juniors. They share the comfortable amenities of the old Officers
Mess but also the onerous security duties covering a camp
designed for occupation by. an infantry battalion.
.
We take this opportunity to express our best wishes to
the new Squadron in Loughborough and those people who
have served in 223 Sig Sqn (Radio). It is perhaps appropriate that the weather is deteriorating at Bushfield
whilst at the same time things are brightening up at
Loughborough.

B

LS AND GC PRESENTATION PARADE
Front, left to right: Lcpl Spiteri, Sigs Magri and Grech. Centre, left to
right : W02 (SSM) Lamerton, Cpls Haines and Xuereb. Reor, left to
right : (Lance Bearers) Cpl Thomson, Sig Wood and Homes, Lcpl
Jones
From our Sergeants Mess Correspondent
On Saturday, January 17, the Mess held a Regimental Dinner
to dine out OC Squadron, Maj Tony Hill and dine in OC
Designate, Maj Eddie Pickup.
After a splendid meal, prepared under the guidance of Sgt
Ken Swinburne (ACC), speeches and presentations were made.
The Mess president, W02 (SSM) Danny Lamerton,
commented on the brevity (nine months) and success of Maj
Hill's tour and congratulated him on his promotion.
Maj Hill was then presented with a pair of 'fighting cocks', to
which, in his speech, he drew comparison with the 'fighting spirit'
of the Squadron.
Maj Eddie Pickup was then officially welcomed to the
Squadron and the Mess.
With the formalities over, the entertainment continued in the
shape of a folk group who thoroughly entertained the assembled
audience for two hours. Their final number, 'Amazing Grace',
was a tribute to the departing OC.
Thanks to the organisers, (PMC) W02 Malcolm Tranter
and Sgt Peter Carre for a splendid evening.
CHANGE OF COMMAND
Maj Tony Hill has now left us on promotion and posting co
the School of Signals, and our congratulations and best wishes
go with him and his wife, Audrey, and their family. In turn we
bid welcome co Maj Eddie Pickup and his wife, Valerie, and
ask them to be patient-we promise that they will see the sun here
before long!

234 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 51
TURBULENCE!
A UARY 1976 proved to be a very wet and windy start. to
the year with the rainfall figures leaping upwards anj Cha~w1_ck
Lakes actually containing their full compl.cmc11:t of muddy l.1qu1d.
Oil stoves and electric fires were much m evidence both m the
office and at home, and the only person who really complained
about the cold was Maj (QM) Bill Gahan whose borne central
heating system failed to heat at all.
On Monday, January 19, the OC, Maj Ton y H ill, inspected
the Squadron for the last time and said his formal farewells.
Later that morning he performed the last of his more pleasant
duties when he presented Long Service and Good Conduct Medals
to Lcpl Mario Spiteri, Sigs L o uis Magr i and S aviour G r ech
and invited them to join him in a glass of sherry by way of celebration. On the same parade Cyprus Walkabout Certificates wc~c
presented co W 0 2 (S SM) Danny Lamerton , C pl E ddie
X u ereb and Allan Haines. Our congratulations to them all.

J
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SIMPLE SIMON SAYS 'PUT YOUR HANDS ON YO UR HIPS !'
Majs Tony Hill (left) and Eddie Pickup pictured together during the
handover programme
THE WIRE, MARCH 1976

PSI's LIFE HAS ITS LIGHTER MOMENTS
I am a PSI serving with 69 (NIH) Sig Sqn (V) in Londonderry
and have had the privilege of being here with my wife and family
for two years. One of the more pleasant tasks that I have is to
act as Regimental Weapon Training Instructor. (We would point
out that this is not through any brilliant ability it's just that he
recently completed the Small-Arms Course at Warminster].
Having this task, it means that l can sneak away for a weekend
in Scotland to 'assist' in Weapon Training.
So, one weekend, I was invited over to participate in a S CO's
Training Weekend at a place called Cultybraggen. I'm not saying
this is an old camp, but it is rumoured that Hess, the German 2IC
to Hitler during the Second World War was once held there
and, should you go to Cultybraggen, you would sec why.
However, the Adjutant, Capt 'Rick' Brown (that debonair,
suave, sophisticated man-about-town), and myself devised a
cunning battle training exercise for the SNCOs which involved
both WRAC, SNCOs and men. I still claim that it was not my
idea that they should have to dig shell scrapes with picks and
shovels and, by they, I do mean both boys and girls, but the
Adjutant is a Captain and outranks me (not often he remembers),
so I took the blame, but, honestly, i t w as not m y idea.
But, to get back to the story, Ssgt Neil MacDonald along with
other PSis, were detailed to act as enemy for the Volunteers and
were given a time by the Adjutant to put in the Main Attack.
The Adjutant and I, having appointed ourselves as DS, were on
our way to the exercise location (from our mid-afternoon gin)
when we heard much shooting, screams, shouts and the normal
noise associated with a mock attack (TA style). By the time we
got there, the battle was over, and one and all were moving down
the slopes on their way back to the barracks (in best TA traditional ways home for tea!). However, the Adjutant decided that it
must be done again, and I was sent co get the enemy and tell
them of the Adjutant's decision. For some reason, the Adjutant
wanted to see Ssgt N eil MacDonald very urgently! But it
wasn't until the second attack was nearly over, that I managed
to catch Ssgt MacDon ald. He had just completed a Kamikazctype of attack on a defence position and was lying on the ground
'dead' (rumours have it that he was dead when he was posted
into Glasgow). I asked him to stay where he was and called the
Adjutant, adding to M acDonald that he was in 'bother'. The
Adjutant marched briskly over to where MacDonald was lying
when M acDonald said: 'Tell him he can't grip a dead man'.
(How wrong he was.) The obvious result was laughter from the
Adjutant, and then I made another of my big mistakes.
'Sir', I said, 'that's just the sort of thing that would go down
well in THE WIRE, and why don't I ever see anything about 32
(Scottish) Sig Regt M in TRE WIRE?'. The rest is elementary,
I got the job although I have to send these notes to the Adjutant
for censoring and comment, and to the RSM, WOl Fred T oole.
S UM MER CAMP, SCARBOROU GH, 1975, WAS ALL GO
Summer Camp was spent, for most of the Regiment, at
Burniston Barracks, Scarborough, wh ilst some Volunteers went
to Training Brigade at Catterick.
To deal with Catterick first (obviously, being a PSI, I went to
Scarborough) (more njgh tlifc), so you Cattcrick personnel of the
Regiment will have co excuse my not saying a great deal about
you. HM the Queen visited midway through the two weeks that
these Volunteers were there, so they probably didn't sec Catterick
as it is normally seen. However, all had nothing but praise
for the accommodation a nd the food w hilst they were
there, not for getting the excellent way they were treated
by the Ins tructors. So, on b ehalf of all who attended c our es,
may I say a big thank you t o you all at the T r aining Brigade
who helpe d to make the ir two we eks so u seful.
So, to move on to Scarborough various trade courses, recruit
courses and all other sort of courses (here speculation run rife)
were run, and run quite succe sfully. A golf competition wa also
played, which for those who partook, was great fun. everal of
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the P I spent . om• of their off-<luty poriods sea fishing. As I
wa actively invoked in this and always, but always ended up
1,;ither catching nothing or the smalk ·t fish of the day, I won't
mention it any more, save to say, th2 t those who were successful
(Ssgt Alan Bott in parti ular) supplemented the Seri;eant Mess
very nicely.
lliany VIP visited u at various times, and must have been
impressed a I ' as by the sheer professionalism and high morale
of the Regiment. Variou Squadron and Troop parries took
pla e, all enjoyable and all to be remembered.
The middle weekend, on the Saturday, the Catterick personnel
arrived back to take pare in the Regimental Parade where 69 (NIH)
1g qn
J trooped the Guidon through the ranks. This was a
huge success de pite having to collect tops and bottoms of tins
10 be u ed a marker discs on the actual parade. (Thank you,
R .M, I never did find out who nailed the whole 76 of them around
my bedspace).
Y of S Bob McLaren arranged for locally deprived children
to come and watch the Regiment on Parade, and it was obvious
from the bean:s on their faces and on the Yeoman's that they
thoroughly en1oyed themselves. Also, full congratulations must
be heaped on to the Regimental Pipe and Drums, who performed
so well throughout the Camp (and not only on their instruments).

It was a goo<l camp and the ne>..'t one, in 1976, the Squadrons
will be plit up all ov<."r the U K so I doubt that I will have another
camp like it, so thank you for a great two weeks.
A REGULAR SOLDIER'S VIEWS ON THE TAVR
Just before I close, I would like to say something about the
TAVR for those Regular Soldier readers who might have received
a posting to the TAVR and are viewing it with some apprehension.
The Group Commander, Brig Baldwin, told a story which I
think urns up the position of the PSI with the TAVR. He was
speaking on the telephone to OIC Records about a position for a
PSI and OIC Record. said, ' I have a oldier's documents in
front of me now, but I just wonder if he is good enough'. That
i the whole point, are you good enough? Can you work without
supervision? Have you the elf-discipline to stick to it? Are you
prepared to work weekends? If you can say yes to these questions,
then you might have what it takes .
Once you have seen the TA VR, seen the enthusiasm, the
keenness and the loyalty then perhaps you will understand what
tremendous job satisfaction you get from doing a well worth job.
So, to you who may get a posting to the TAVR, go looking
forward to it and you will reap the rewards that your ability can
bring.

T R ANSFER OF PARENT UNIT
N October l , 1?75, responsibility for 603 Sig Troo was
·
passed from 3 Sig Group to I Sig G roup; 603 Si T P
n?w an overseas detachment of UKLF and is pare~ed r~p
1g Regt. Om: thanks mu~t go out to 259 Sig Sqn (West) fo~ all
the co-op~rauon. and _assistance they have given the T roo in
has
p d
lthe cpast. fhc
th link· with
. ·u Cyprus
d
. not been total! Y severe
l OW vcr, as
ere 1~ s~1 a emand for crayfish and barracuda i~
CYJ?f1;1S, as t~ere sull 1s a demand for milk (yes milk) d f h
'
· an res
fru it m M as1rah.
T he change of ~ommand has brought its crop of visitors wh o
have includ ed Brig J. R. Randle, who is Brigadier O
l)ctac~ents ~t HQ UKLF, who arrived in Masirah 7~r~:~
styl_e, m the nght-hand s ~at of a Sultan of Oman's Air Force
tnkcmaste'. (a fig_hter v~rs1on of che Jet Provost training aircraft)
comp l ct~ w1_th flymg suit, oxygen mask and a bewildered I0 k
T he. Bn~ad1er made a quick visit around the Troop and 1~f~
Mas1rah m the comfort of the S1;1ltan of Oman's BAC 1-11.
Lt Col Jarr.:ett, .C:O of 30. Sig Rcgt arrived on the weekly
vs;1o _for a quick V!Slt to Mas1rah and the detachment at Salalah
H is v1s1t also .caused a ~tir with the 'Blue Jobs', the telephon~
exchange. was iammed ~1th the query, 'Who's the Pongo la in
the .bagpipes on the cnckct pitch?'. The QM of 30
l..egf
MaJ B;3~nes, together with Capt Short, the ToT from 259 Sig
qn, v1s1tcd the Troop to go through the procedure of handing

O

Si:

- - News from Troops Basket Ball

Report by Sgt Paul Rousham, 7 Sig Regt
CORPS BASKETBALL (BAOR) SEPTEMBER 1975
THE ~A.OR trials were held at 13 Sig Regt with the kind
perm1ss10~ of the Commanding Officer, Lt Col J. N. Taylor
and able assmance of W02 Sean Casey. The team was weti
looked ~fter and the trials were a tremendous success. Two re resentanve matches were played: Corps v USAF Bruggan-61--/::,
and Corps v REME BAOR-54-50.
'

603

.

603 SIG TROOP AND THEIR SPORTING TROPHIES
McClymont, Aspinall and Crosbie. Centre row, left to right: Lcpls Harris, Crossley, Cpl Brooks, Lcpl Burrow,
1g orn ey, cpl Hankin, Sag Askew and Lcpl Johnson. Front row, left to right: Sgt Gardner, WOl (F of S) Hough Sgts Garbutt and Davies
TROPHIES
'
,
.
.
c_o_s CUP-Section with best al~ ~~und sportin~ performance. (This Trophy has been won only by 603 Sig Troop since its ince tion.)
League
I Cham_p1ons. Most goals scored in the League (66) . Runners-up John Collins Knock-Out
- eague D1v1s1on I Champions. Runners-up Knock-Out competition.
. ' I OLLEY BALL-Runners-up League Division I

B~~k ;~· l~ft to tght: Sag~ Wa_lker,

~ ~ ~:g~ ~0 ~T:tyLL-L

0

~!v.mon

c~mpetition
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ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES (MOONIES AND
GOZOMIES)
New arrivals (Moonies) include W02 (F of S) Pete Wagstaff
from the Sch?ol of Signals, Sgts John Garbutt from 30 Sig
R~gt , Roy Kinnar from 28 Sig Regt, Phil Davies from 244
Sig Sqn, Cpls ~tan Whitfield from 21 Sig Regt, Mick Crabtree
from 2 Div Sig Regt, Gil Brooks from 30 Sig Rcgt Le I
Steve Harris from 7 Sig Rcgt, Jim Hankin from 3 Div s'ig Rfgt
Bob Crossley from 227 Sig Sqn , CliveJohnsonfrom30SigRegt'
Pat. Burrows, ~ig Ian Aspinall, 'Bing' Crosbie and 'Smudge:
Smith fro~ 8 Sig Regt and, last, but not least, Kevin McClymont
from 28 Sig Regt.
Recent departures (Gozomies) are W02 (F of S) Jim Hough
to the_ Offices ?f the Controller DCN; Sgts Le Collins, t~
242 ~1g Sqn, Jim Moore, to 8 Sig Regt, Brian Gardner, to
27. Sig Regt; _C pls Ken Cerrone, to School of Signals, Ray
Leitch, to 8 Sig. Regt, Dave Plumb, back to 21 Sig Regt, Dick
Moule, t<? 244 Sig Sqn, Steve Churchman and John Gallagher,
to 259 Sig Sqn, J~hn Godfrey, to 28 Sig!Regt; Lcpl 'Andy'
Donnelly, to 242 Sig qn; and Sig Alex Smith, to 229 Sig Sqn.

Sport

603 Sig Tp, R.A.F. Masirah B .F.P.0. 65

.

;g

over the stores. The duration of thei r visit was made some four
days longer .than expected by rhe unserviceability of the RAF
workhorse a1r~raft that one-class luxury air transport yes you
have guessed 1t, a Hercules.
'
'

To lose against the highly skilled Americans was no shame
and the Corps a~co1:1med for themselves very well.
The really sansfyrng aspects of the trials was the great win
over the very talented REME side who for so long have dominated
the basketball scene in the Army
Sig Joe Stroud (229 Sig Sqn); Ssgt George Stubbins (2 Div)
played very well and our. front hu~tlers Sgt Ian Bell (227 Sig
Sqn) and Lcpl John Smith (13 Sig Regt) caused havoc. Credit
to the coach, Sgt Doug Poultney who clinched the game for
the Corps when he wisely put on a 'full court press. A succes ful
basketball weekend due to the efforts of 13 Sig Regt.

CORPS BASKETBALL TEAM 1976
ac Row, left to right: Sgt Chris Bond (8 Sig Re~t), Ssgt George Stubbings (2 Div), Lcpl Bob Mahoney (4 Div), Sgt Paul Rousham (J Sig Regt)
Fro
.
Cpl Steve Smedley (3 Dav), Sgt Pete Sutherland (20 Armd Bde), Sgt Jeff Back (School of Si nals)
'
nt row, left to right: Sgt Matty Matthews (4 Div), Lcpl
Smith (13 Sig Regt), Sgt Ian Bell (227), Capt Henry
(11 Sig Regt) Sgt
Doug Poultney (7 Sag Regt) and Cpl Tony Bird (13 Sig Regt)
'
( ee report 01i page 100)

B k

Jo~n
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Corps Basketball U TourNov 21-30, 1975
As the tour date approached so did the probi ms, Sig Joe
troud (229 ig Sqo) and Sig Vinney Flemming (4 Div) both
\ ere unable to play. everthcless, the Corps secretary, Capt
Henry Jennings, met the players selected to represent the
Corps on the arranged date at Blandford. Our first game was
again. t South Dorset on Sunday, ovember 23 1975. T his was
ro prove our first win; 7-46 and the right encouragement to
~tare th· tour off.
On ovember 26, 1975, we played the RA! This team proved
a hard nut to crack, but when the fina l whistle went the Corps
came out top with a fine win by 84-71.
It was in this game Stubbins howed how well he could rebound and Bob Mahoney's (4 Div) outside shooting was
xcellent, and the spirit shown by the players won the game
e pecially at one stage when the Corp were trailing 55-44.
The next day we played a Royal avy representative side at
Porrsmouth. The line-up was frightening. T he first five were the
full avy players, with Ellis and Darlington being Combined
Services players.
The Navy played a very fast game and at half time the Corps
trailed 33-29. The second half was very e.xciting in which the
Corps continued to cause the avy defence problems. Again the
spirit and character of the players showed when the score in the
last minute was 79-65 to the Navy and the Corps scored three
baskets with no reply from the Naval side. Final result 79-71
to the Navy. An excellent game.
Our final game was against the REME. This was the game we
wanted to win as the REME were after revenge from their BAOR
defeat. But alas, it wasn't to be, the Corps lost to a better side on
the day. (Roll on the next game in ovember 1976.) The Corps
lost 64-38, a poor game, when the players just couldn't do any
thing right.
The highest scorer of the tour was Ssgt George Stubbins
who scored 124 points out of a total of 280 points. Mahoney
scored 42, Bell 35, Smith 31.
To conclude this report the Corps Team would like to thank
the Admin Commandant, School of Signals, Lt Col C. G. A.
Ridley, Capt (QM) J. Rose, MTO, School of Signals, for the
invaluable transport, Maj (QM) J. David (ACC) for the catering
and SI Kevin Durkin (APTC) for his assistance. However, the
biggest thank you must go to the father of the Corps team,
Capt Henry Jennings. Without his dedication to Corps basketball the Corps team would not exist, thanks Henry.

Army League Badminton
spite of non-availabilities and injuries the Corps did very
well in the final round of the Army Badminton League; in
Division I the Corps first team beat ACC I by 6-3, and in
Division II the Corps second team beat RAOC II by 5-4.
W02 Peter McLoughlin and Sgt Ian Gilbert were quite
outstanding for the first team winning two of their three rubbers
in two straight games in convincing style and then taking a game
off the ACC first pair of Hills and Hill. This was a particularly
good result when remembering that Hills/Hill have not lost in
the league this season. Special thanks also to Sgt Bill Hutton
who came over from orthern Ireland at short notice and turned
in his normal good performance. Our old campaigner, Maj Ron
Clayton, in partnership with W02 Stan HRrgreaves continued
in their steady way winning two of their three rubbers.
Representing the Corps first team were: Maj Ron Clayton,
W02 Peter McCloughlin, Capt Ted Heasman, Sgt Ian
Gilbert, W02 Stan Hargreaves and Sgt Bill Hutton.
The second team had a very close and exciting match, no less
than six of the rubbers went to three games, one of the other
three was set in both games with the score 18-15, 17-16.
Ssgt 'Ginger' Leech, of 223 Sig Sqn, partnering Lcpl Bob
Reid, of 26 A YT, rounded off the season by winning two of their
three rubbers. The result in this match was so close that it is
well worth reproducing the scores:
Royal Signals II RAOC II
Rubbers . .
5
4
13
Games
11
Points
304
293
Representing the Corps seconds:
Ssgt 'Ginger' Leech, Cpl Roy Snape, Sgt Colin Harvey,
Cpl 'Mac' McAlpine, Cpl Peter Rowland and Lcpl Bob Reid.
Both teams wish to record their thanks to the many senior

I
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officers that have supported us by attending the matches, particularly our president, Lt Col Mike Jarrett, and his wife.
T he final league placings were not available at the time of
going to press the e will be published as soon as they are to hand.

Soccer
URING February we

le~rn

One step ahead
-for the third time

that the Belgian Armed Forces-

with home advantage
Brussels-narrowly defeated the
D
British Army. Our congratulations to Sgt John O ' Rourke
tn

(2 Div H Q and ig Regt), Sgt Bill Campbell (28 ig Regt) and
Lcpl Alex Hamilton (2 Div HQ and ig Regt), who were
sele ted to play for the Army, which carries wi th it the award of
Army F A Colours for 1975-76.

Our first generation 100 watt solid -state broadband linear
amplifier for military use - the GA480 - was the first in
the world .

Royal Corps Signals Hockey
BAOR 1975/76
Results: friendly matches:
Corps " L ippstadt Garrison
Corps " M unster Garrison
Corps " Infantry ..
Corps 11 RAPC ..
Corps 11 RE

Won 4-2
Lost 2-l
Lost 1-0
Won 3-0
Lost 2-3

INTER-CORPS TOURNAMENT
Corps 11 RA
..
Corps 11 RCT
..
..
Corps v RAMC RADC . .
..
Corps 11 RE
..
..
..
Final placings in the tourna ment : Fifth.

Lost
Won
Drew
Won

SCORERS

u~mLESS,

LOOK
TO YOU FOR
HELP

1- l
5-3

Our second generation version - the GA481 -gave continuous voice operation and a much extended frequency
range - again for the first time.

7 goals
9 goals

Capt C hubb
C pl Reece
C pl Baxter
C pl Hayward
Cpl Kirkham
Sgt Prior ..

WE, THE

1-0
7-0

3 goals
2 goals
I goal
I goal

come the shock of losing
arms, legs or an eye. It sees
that red-tape does not stand
in the way of the right
entitlement to pension. And,
for the severely handicapped
and the elderly, it provides
Residential Homes where they
f'.l\n live in peace and dignity.

We come from both world
wars. We come from Kenya,
Malaya, Aden, Cyprus ... and
from Ulster. From keeping
the peace no less than from
war we limbless look to you
for help.
And you CAN help, by helping
our Association. BLESMA
(the British Limbless Ex-Service
Men's Association) looks after
the limbless from all the
Services. It helps, with advice
and encouragement, to over-

Our third generation model-the HFA 125-is now
in production. It is another world leader, giving
continuous operation on both voice and CW, with
no liquid coolant or fans.
It is lightweight, sealed, and achieves the full
100 watt CW specified operation on 24 volts over
the frequency range 1·5-30 MHz.

Help BLESMA, please.
We need money
desperately. And, we
promise you, not a penny
of it will be wasted.

All three generations have represented significant technical
advancement and were produced to full DEF133 military
specification .

Donations and
information: Major '!'he
Earl of Ancaster, KCVO,
TD, Midland Bank
Limited, 60 West
Smithfield, London
ECIA 9DX.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps
Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. inc. VAT

each £2·76p
" £2·98p

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY

Please write for full details
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Redifon Telecommunications ltd
Broomhill Road. London. SW18 4JQ
Tel : 01 -874 7281 Telex: 264029

1pril 1976

Printers
Ptdtlishers
Ne,vspaper Proprietors
Lithographers
Process Engravers
Parsons and P rinting. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation,
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems

F. J. Parsons Ltd
Newspaper House, Great New Street, London EC4P 4ER
Printing works at Hastings

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
(or :

Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
capital Transfer Tax.
Education. Endowment.
Low Cost and Flexible
Endowments for House
Purchase.
Mortgages Arranged.
Retirement Policies.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Kit , with cover for Household effects in t ransit.
Home Insurance with full cost replacement.
Motor Competitive rates Home an d Foreign.

OPERATORS
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON ... ?
Why not contact

TH E THREE TEES AGE NCY
A.G., a former Corporal Supervisor, Royal Signals did and
he writes:
"My reception at Three Tees was very friendly and they
certainly went to a lot of trouble to show me the different
machines and systems used in civvy street.
"I wanted a job which was not only secure but interesting.
They had a very good selection to choose from and fou nd
me a permanent job with a commodity broker at a good
salary and with chances of promotion. They also kept me
going with temporary work until I started the new job an d
really made it easy to settle down. I'd fu lly recommend
them to anyone looking for a job in the Telex field."

B. £ THOMPSON & CO. l TD.
INC RPORATED INSURANCE BROKERS

11, Kiii& STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
YORKSHIRE DL 4HR. Telephone No. 2308

Call, write or phone:
110 Fleet St .,
London, E.C.4.
(0 1-353 3611)

124 Regent St. ,
London, W . I.
(01-734 0365)

20 Eastcheap,
London, E.C.3.
(01-626 0601)
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Travel bargains
forForcestravelTownsend Thoresen
Going home on leave? Save yourself some money,
crossing that makes the most of your leave.
cross by Townsend Thoresen at specially reduced
And make the most of the crossing by sailing
fares. You qualify if you are
Townsend Thoresen! The
British or Commonwealth
ships are modern, big,
comfortable. The staff look
Forces personnel, or an
attached civilian, stationed
after you well- ~md the
on mainland Europe. Your
whole atmosphere on board
immediate family stationed
is warm and friendly. You
with you also get the
can have a good meal in the
concession. During winter,
e
Le Havre
restaurant or buffet, enjoy a
your car, caravan, trailer or
Cherbourg
drink in the bar or just sit
motorcycle goes with you at
back and relax in a
a reduced fare, too.
comfortable roomy lounge. Attractive cabins are
If you're coming straight from Germany, or
available too, and a well stocked duty-free shop for
Holland or Belgium, speed
f
last minute presents.
up the journey by making
"
If you've only a short
Zeebrugge your exit port. A
"'
leave it's still worth going
fast run along the E3 or E5
home ! Townsend Thoresen
motorway and you are ready
have a half-price return
to cross to Dover - or to
scheme that gives you 48
hours in the UK, or a 5-day
Felixstowe, handy for North
London, the Midlands and
visit at an inclusive fare for
the North. Or there's
four adults - the car goes
Calais-Dover, another of
free. (Fares for these trips
our routes. If you're visiting
are already specially
France on the way, or live in south-west England,
reduced, so no extra Forces concession is available.)
there are also the Le Havre - Southampton and
Find out all the details - routes, sailing times,
Cherbourg - Southampton
prices - from our leaflet
To: Townsend Thoresen Car Ferries ,
I ,
.
routes, and our new one,
I Travel Bargains for
4000 Dusseldorfl, Oststrasse SO.
Cherbourg- Portsmouth.
Please send me your 'Travel Bargains for
I Forces'. Send in the
Townsend Thoresen have
Forces' leaflet.
I coupon for your copy or
frequent sailings, day and
I ask your local travel
night, so choose the
NAME
I agency.

r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,

ADDRESS ~~~~~~

I
I

I
I

•SEND
THORESEN

L--------------------The European Ferries

.

OUR COVER PICTURE
We are more than happy to give the honour of the front cover to one of the
Corps' small and farflung Troops-605 Signal Troop, Gan Island . They are
finally being disbanded at the end of March and the picture shows a simple
Flag-lowering ceremony carried out on their own initiative to mark their
final dem ise. Wh ile the occasion is very much a working dress affair it is good
to see the Corps spirit so evident in this small Troop. We wrote in an earlier
'Wi re' 'the morale of 605 Troop has always been high, and both at work and
play they have fully upheld the good name of the Corps. They were always
much respected by the RAF whom they served so well. They were regular
contributors to 'The Wire' and we shall miss their monthly contributionslight-hearted but reflecting a good Troop spirit'.
In the photograph : Lowering the Pennant, Sig Dmytrenko. Facing and saluting
the Pennant, Ssgt (F of S) Hill. On the left, Sgt Smith , Sgt Curry, Cpl Nicholson,
Lcpl Grant. On the right, Lcpl Strange, Cpl Inman, Sgt Hughes, Sgt Spencer.
Absent on duty, Sgt Wilkie (see final Troop notes on page 132).
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A Special Request to Contributors
The cost of publishing and distributing THE WIRE continues to rise at an alarming
rate. Contributors of unit notes are asked to help by carefully reviewing both the length
and content of their reports. Please concentrate on events which are of interest both
within the unit and to outside readers. In this respect, general interest articles are
particularly welcome and there must be many good tales to be told of unusual activities
in unusual places.
Please also remember that Tm WIRE has a wide circulation , covering many
countries and it must be assumed that it is read by un.friP.ndly 'agencies'. From an
editorial standpoint, we always watch this aspect and we have said enough to remind
correspondents of their responsibility.
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(New Series)
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Retirement of Assistant Editor
Mr Len Wood, who has given support to three edirors since he joined Association
Headquarters in 1961, retired on 14th April. He is a very modest man who started his
working life with local papers north of the Thames before moving t Fleet Street.
The war intervened and Len served as a tank gunner with RTR. His professional
touch and judgment will be sadly missed, and all will wish to thank him for his long
and significant contribution to our Corps magazine. A long and happy retirement Len.
10 I
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History of The Indian Corps of
Signals-Vol. 1

--From our "/n" Troy-The Regular Forces Employment
Association
e: Sts

to help S rvicemen to find suitable employment when they leave
th e Force . It also takes a long-term interest in .:x-Regulars, who
may use its ervices a often as they wish.
The A sociation has 42 branches in the major cities of the
United Kingdom, and its Employment Officers-all ex-Servicemen-are in close touch with employers. It provides all services
free.
In 1975 the Association placed over 6, 700 men and women
from the Services in employment ; of these jobs some 2,500 were
for men and women from the Army and 214 were from the Corps.
If you are leaving the Service, it would be well worth your
while to get in touch with your local Employment Officer. T he
telephone number and address of the nearest branch can be
obtained from Association H eadquarters--<>r from Post Offices
and Employment Offices.

Do You Know?
FACTS AND INFORMATION FROM MoD (Sigs 32)
e What you are going to do next ?
e All about Resettlement?
e That the Army has a first-class Resettlement Service?
e How the Resettlement Service can help you ?
e That the following publications are essential reading fo r those
nearing the end of their service?
How the Resettlement Service can help you
Services Resettlement Bulletin (issued monthly)
Resettlement Newsletter (issued monthly)
Regular Forces Employment Association-Some F acts
Training Services Agency pamphlets (obtainable from
Employment Offices and Job Centres)
e That an Army Employment L iaison Cell has been established?
e That the tasks of the Cell are to :
a. Liaise with employers in order to create an awareness of the
skills and experience of individuals leaving the Army ?
b. Act as a focal point to which employers can send job
vacancies?
c. Introduce employers to individuals leaving the Army who
have the particular qualities which the employer requires ?
e That the Employment Liaison Cell may be contacted through:
Your local Resettlement Panel
or Education Centre
e That your Unit Orderly Room or equivalent can put you in
touch with the nearest Resettlement Panel?
IF NOT, WHY N OT FIND OUT MORE-NOW ?

33 Corps Signals SEAC
From Ex-Sig K, Dobson
Sir,
As an ex-Royal Signals war-time soldier I was interested in
the letter published in THE WrRE re 33 Corps Signals SEAC
(February issue).
I imagine many ex-Si~al s members must have joined 33 Corps
from STC Mhow, having undergone the prehistoric flag drill,
lamp signalling, intensive drilling, and marching about 1940-4L
and eventually been expeditiously bundled on the night train to
<?ilcutta to join a front-line unit. I may say 'sweating on the top
hne' was a common complaint at that time. Half-trained Signalmen
were sweating, literally and figurativel y each night waiting for the
final 'All right lads you can turn in to your pits. There'll be no
more drafts tonight-we hope', from the duty sergeant. The
remnants of the defeated British was then making its way back
through the jungle to the Indian border. Some of these Signalmen
landed up at STC Mbow in a state of dehydration, their legs
covered in leech marks, their morale lower than ours but still
ready to return to the struggle. Desperate days, for many were
drafted to units with only a half-baked knowledge of their trade.
How they coped is a miracle.
Yours sincerely,
K, Dobson,
182 Eastbourne Avenue,
Gateshead,
T yne and Wear NE8 4NL.
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An Assurance from our Printers
Lt Col R. L. Murray, OBB,
March 18 1976
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace,
Chelsea,
London SW3 4RH.
Dear Colonel Murray,
I recently met the managing director and the chairman of
Combined Service Publications Ltd to discuss the production of
the Army journals here at Hastings.
I am aware that the production of your journal has been
disrupted several times during the last year. A dispute at Folkestone
in 1975, followed by the closing down of the Folkestone office
and now a recent dispute at Hastings. I very much regret the
way in which your journal has been made to suffer.
As a result of the meeting with CSP all those present felt that
it was very important that I should write to you as soon as possible
to give you an assurance that we are recovering very quickly
from our present difficulties and I understand that you have been
given revised schedules by our production control to return to
normal publishing dates by April.
Yours Sincerely
B. A. NICKLIN
Managing Director,
F. J. Parsons Ltd.

A Matter of Detail
F rom: Sgt W. H . Anderson
ir,
Reference WIRE article on myselfand S g t Burst in the December/January issue.
I would like to point ou t a mistake made by my unit PR. I am,
in fa ct, the first Royal Signals Senior NCO posted into the RM
Signals T raining Wing to complete the commando course not,
as the article states, the Royal M arines in general. I'm starting
to receive telephone calls from various people politely informing
me of this. If you could publish this fact, I wou ld be most grateful.
Yours faithfully,
W. H. Anderson.
Sgt, Royal Signals
23956783 Sgt Anderson,
c/o Sergeants Mess,
CTC Royal Marines,
L ympstone,
Devon.

S

'Called Up'
by

G. J. S CRIVEN
A Tribute to the Conscript Soldier during World War II
(1939-45)
Foreword by Major-General Sir Nigel Tapp, KBE, ca,
DSO, DL
(Price 40p to include postage)
All proceeds and profits on the sales of the books will
be donated to T he Army Benevolent Fund
To : M r G . J. Scriven,
8 Orion Road,
Rodwell,
WEYMOUT H ,
Dorset.
Please send me ......... ... copy(s) of ' CALLED UP'
I enclose the sum of ................. .
(by postal order or cheque) Please delete as necessary
NAME ............... . ........ ... ........ .
ADDRESS
(in Blocks) ...... .. .. ....... ............ .

UBLISHED by the Corps of Signals Committee, Signals

PDirectorate Army Headquarters, New Delhi, India, 363 pages
illustrated and indexed, price Rupees 50, obtainable from Com-

mandant, Military College of Telecommunication Engineering,
Mhow (MP), India.
The Indian Corps of Signals have recently published this first
,·olume of an intended three-volume series. This volume covers
the period from the earliest days to the outbreak of the second
world war in 1939, the second volume will cover the period of the
war up to partition in 1947, and the third volume will bring the
history up to date.
The first volume bas been written and produced on much the
same lines as our own history. It contains many personal anecdotes
and is profusely illustrated with photographs and diagrams. It
covers the various minor operations before the first world war
and between the wars in some detail, for example, North-West
Frontier 1936-37 and 1938-39, in addition to devoting six chapters
to the first world war.
Al\ those who served in India before 1939 and who were in any
way c onnectcd with the Indian Army will find this book well
worth reading, as will all students of history.

A Message from BLESMA
(British Limb less Ex-Service Men's Association)
SERVICEMAN HELPS EX-SERVICEMAN
HE three armed services have again substantially contributed
. to the funds of the British Limbless Ex-Service Men's
Association (BLESMA) over the past year and now the Army
Benevolent Fund bas donated £1,000 to name another bed at
BLESMA's Blackpool Residential Home, on behalf of all the
Regiments and Corps of the British Army. Dr Elizabeth Frankland
Moore, BLESMA's Honorary Secretary of Appeal, who has
personally raised over £ll million since 1948 for BLESMA, said
in London today (March 17), 'We are most grateful for this
wonderful support of our work, and what is so encouraging is
that the Servicemen of today show such concern for their limbless
comrades of the two world wars and of the many conflicts in
which British servicemen have since been involved'.
All kinds of ingenious projects have been devised by the
Services to raise funds for BLESMA and Dr Frankland M oore
has forged many bonds of friendship for the Assoc.iation in
correspondence with the donors. Funds have been raised as a
result of jumble sales, organisation of thrift shops, sponsored walks
and climbs, and collections in Garrison clubs and churches (on
Remembrance Sunday) both at home and abroad, and in officers'
wives clubs. The Army, Royal Navy and Royal Air Force have all
been increasingly concerned over recent years for the plight of
the limbless ex-servicemen who, in turn, have been greatly helped
by the generosity of today's servicemen and women.
BLESMA particularly thanks the o!ficers, war!ant ofi'.icers, 3;11d
men and women of all the fighting services for their ever-mcreasmg
sympathy and support, which it is hoped will continue to help
meet rising costs.
.
BLESMA's services will undoubtedly be reqwred for many
years to come. They include grants fo r th~ reli~f of fin ancial
hardship; continuing grants to widows; Res1denoa~ Homes for
permanent residence, convalescence, or change .o~ a1!, as "'.el.I as
a break for relatives from nursing care; rehabi11tat1on training ;
placing in employment; pensions case-work, and research on
artificial limbs and appliances.
.
[Editor's note: Readers will recall the report m the Decembe~/
January issue of THE Wms of Sig Alan Armstrong (then 21 Sig
Regt) who cycled nearly 1,000 miles from Laarbruch to BLESMA's
London HQ and back. T his raised from his sponsors more than
£800 for the Association's funds.]

T

Can You Help?
Mrs P. A. Kirk, the wife of ex-Sig Jo.ho ~rk (236830~2),
4 Troop 7 Trg R egt Royal Signals 1958, 1s anxious to obtam a
copy of the 'End of T raining Photograph' of 4 Troop. Would
anyone who can help please contact Mrs Kirk at : 70 Dunholm
Road, Charleston, Dundee, Scotland.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW I

YET ANOTHER TEPIELOW ARRIVES !
6 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn is now in th e uni que pos it io n of hav ing
three Tepi e low bro thers serv ing. All t hree brothers wer e trained
at AAC Harrogate. The el dest brot he r is lcpl James aged 22. He is
a RTG. T he mi dd le brot he r is Sig Al exander, aged 19. He is a RR
Tech. The junior brot her is lcpl Ian, aged 18. He is also a RR Tech .
Confusi on conti nu es to re ign in SHQ but t heir Troop NCOs
distingu ish them clearly as ' big', 'm iddle' and ' mini' Tep! Middle ,
Alexande r has d istingu ished himself as a rugby player, whilst big,
James, stars as a footballer. All three brothers are single and they
reg ularly visit pop concerts in Germany together. We wish them
a ll a very happy Army career. In the photo : left to right : Alexander,
Ian and James

Change of Address
Maj-Gen & Mrs C. M. F. White have moved from Sussex to
Hansdown House, Masbury, N r. Wells, Somerset (Tel. Oakhill
498). They will be delighted to see old friends for a meal and
suggest arrangements are made by telephone.

An Appeal for Historical Help from
241 Signal Squadron
NECDOTES, items of interest and personalities of historical

interest, requested by 241 Sig Sqn. Formed as Western C?mA
mand Sig Coy RE Signal Wing in 1920. From 1923-1939-httle
is known of the unit, from 1941-1947 or fiom 1956-196~.
Plem-e write to : OC, 24 L Sig Sqn, Parsons Barracks, Donmngton,
T elford, Salop TF2 8LS. All documents, etc. will be returned
quickly.

Past Issues of 'ThelWire'
A VE you any old copies of THE WIRE store~ away in the
attic or elsewhere which you no longer reqwre? A requ~st
has been received from a Military \.Jtarity Organisation for copies
to complete their library. I~ you have. any. copies would y~u send
them to or get in touch with, the H1stoncal Officer, Regunental
Headqu~rters, Royal Signals,. Cheltenham Terrac:e, Ch.elsea,
SW3 4RH. Cost of postage will be refunded. Parocular issues
required are:

H

1920-1941 All issues
1947-1955 All issues
1956
0 l
1959
Nos 1-3 and 10-12
1961
0 l
1962
All issues
1963
OS 3, 7-9
1964
OS 4, 6, 8-12
1965
N os 1, 4 6
Nos 1, 10, 12
1966
1967
No 1
1968
Nol
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Royal Signals Band Programme 1976
MAY
1-2

7
7
8-9
10-11
12

Glasgow
Gloucester
HQ Mess
Torrington, Devon
Port Regis School
Sergeants Mess
Ilulford
Lincoln Cathedral
London

12
12-14
19
19
21
21-23
26-28
28
29-31
30-Junc 5-

Richmond (Yorks)
Catterick
Catterick
Middleton Civic Hall
HQ Mess
Warrington
Catterick
Bath
Congleton
Eastbourne

2-4
5
6

CORPS WOl ACCLAIMED AS TOP-CLASS FOLK SINGER
On February 3 and 4, 1976, Bordon was host to a number of top
Army musicians and singers. The show, in aid of the Army Benevolent Fund, was appropriately named 'Side Two 76' . Side Two
because t he presence of musicians from three Army Staff Bands did
not indicate a military band concert but a concert of jazz, swing,
popular and folk music ; thus demonstrating the versatili ty of the
performers in other forms of light enterainmentt. W02 Dave Gray,
of the Corps, currently serving with Oxford Un iversity OTC,
did a magnificent job compering and his approach was very well
received by the audiences
The Swing Section of the REME Staff Band began the second half of
the show, followed by Monty Fusco who then introduced the compere, Dave Gray, as a folk singer in his own right. Dave was last
year's winner in the BAOR singing competition and was only very
narrowly beaten by Monty in the All-Army Finals. This gives an
indication of the extremely high standard of Side Two 76. Dave is
one of the most sincere of folk singers, and brackets well with stars
such as Harvey And rews, Ralph McTell and Rod McKuan. Amongst
his songs was one of his own compositions, 'Song for Sarah', and
Harvey Andrew 's controversial 'The Sold ier'

Looking Back 54 Years
by 'Schoolie' (Maj (Retd) Bill Gent)

ITH the 1976 season almost with us, Corps cricketers may
be interested in a short account of the birth of a series of
matches over 50 years ago. In January 1922, I was introduced to
the 'flag-wagging' fraternity, India, on attachment to 'D' (Ind)
Div Signals, then in Kohat. A few months later they moved to
Rawalpindi and took over Cambridge Barracks. The same year,
by the amalgamation of the Sergeants Messes of 'B' Corps Signals
and the Divisional Company, there came into being that wonderful
organisation-the Combined Signals Mess, which was to be my
home from home for the next six years.
I think it was in the following year that an MCC touring team,
under the captaincy of Arthur Gilligan, arrived in Pindi for a
couple of weeks. This was the period in English cricket when
such illustrious names as Percy Fender, 'Patsy' Hendren, Maurice
Tatt and ' Tich' Freeman, etc, were on every cricket lover's lips.
Somebody(probably from the Wireless Workshop) had a brilliant
inspiration. A set of stumps, a pair of bats and a silver ball were
produced and mounted on baize in a glass case. Later they were
taken down to the Officers Club where the bats were duly autographed by the MCC members. Later still, a coat of \'arnish-and
' The Ashes' were ready to be displayed with the rest of the Mess
silver.
A 'silver' cup was later added to complete the trophy-said cup
believed to have been hammered out of a new kerosene pressure
lamp-again by the lads of the Wireless Workshops! This trophy
was afterwards competed for annually at cricket by the Combined
Mess and the Gunners Mess, though I don't think it ever left
our Mess. Editor's Note: Photograph will be published in May
issue.

W
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Ssgt Bailey, who served in the Corps from 1941-52, is responsib le
for temporary employment at HQ Corps of Commissionaires. He is
seen receiv ing the medal of the First Class Order of the Corps
Order of Merit from Miss Katie Boyl e
On the left of the photo is Col A. M. Thornburn (Retd), Officer
Commanding London Division

Looking Back
SO YEARS-'THE WIRE' APRIL 1926
'C' Company, Depot Battalion, Catterick
Here we are again! The March winds are blowing with unusual
vigour and I hope they will blow away the 'flu which is rampanr
here. Dances and cinemas are out of bounds and the troops
wade through gallons of gargle daily. Several men almost drowned
themselves when being initiated but they have now reduced it
to a fine art. They don't waste a drop and it rarely goes down the
wrong way. At last we have commenced to train the jumping team
for Olympia and the form so far is very promising. Don't take
this as a tip and continue sending your shirts to the laundry. To
be able to jump at Olympia we have to win our way through the
Northern Command, an event which takes place early next month
at York. At present our string of horses number six: Liza, Baby,
Billy, Chance, 63 and Mustard. The last-named is supposed to
be a horse but none of us expect him to win anything at a beauty
competition. With Maj Fladgate in charge of operations we are
having a different system to previous years: every horse trained
on the grid and nothing to do with the Cyclist Corps.
25 YEARS-'THE WIRE' APRIL 1951
27 Commonwealth Infantry Brigade Signal Troop, Korea
Last month heralded the arrival of 16 New Zealand Field Regt
to the Brigade. This month we welcome 2 Bn Princess Patricia's
Canadian Light Infantry. Our order of battle is beginning to
look like a gazetteer of the world. Lcpl Cecil, one of our radio
mechanics had his 'name taken' by the United States IX Corps
Commander for performing a task which I doubt whether 'Signals'
have ever been called upon to do--starr a helicopter. Batteries
would not do the job and Maj Gen Moore was stuck with his
helicopter in the paddy fields . Lcpl Cecil moved into action with
his 1,260W charging set mounted on a trailer, connected the
output terminals and started up! Everyone crossed their fingersincluding the Corps Commander, and sighed with relief as the
blades started turning. Any day now, we expect to see Lcpl Cecil
turn out wearing a boiler suit with ' Shell' painted on the back.
10 YEARS-'THE WIRE' APRIL 1966
28 Sigrual Regiment, BFPO 35
A recent weekly training programme was dul y published-to
the disgust of the members of 2 Sqn. We saw we were to spend
an afternoon at the Coca-cola factory instead of visiting the local
Rhenania brewery. The general outlook was of a dry and boring
afternoon. On arrival at the factory, we were shown around the
production plant by the manager. It was almost fully automated.
Later we were taken to the visitors' room-all very neatly laid out
with bottles of 'Coke' and biscuits. Anglo-German relations were
then stretched to the limit. Then, with everyone dutifully sipping
their bottles of Coke, bottles of brandy were produced. Interest
brightened from then on and the highlight of the afternoon came
later when we saw a film giving extracts from the last World Cup
series. We concluded that 'coke is oke'. Although a piece of meat
will dissolve in a glass of Coke after a period of time, we were
assured that this does not happen to our 'innards' as this only
happens to dead meat I This explodes a popular myth.
THE WIRE, APRIL 1976

JU E
1-5'

KAPE
14 Sig Regt-Frcedom Parade
Dinner night
May Fair (P)
Concert
Fanfares-Dinner
3 Div OCA
Concert
Hyde Park Hotel
4 x Fanfares-Corps Dinner
Swimming pool opening
Pass-Off Parade
RSM's Convention Dinner
Concert
30 Sig Regt-Cygnct Dinner
Army Display
Pass-Off Parade
Opening of Bath Festival
Congleton Show
Concerts

Eastbourne
HQ Mess
Alderney
London

Concerts
YO. EURO Dinner night
rlxercisc 30 Sig Regt
Concer1s-Victoria Embankment
Gardens
Caucrick
Pass-Off Parade
Bournemouth
Concerts
Royal
Signals Mess-Dine out
Cattcrick
CGS
HQ Mess
Corps Tea party
Sergeants Mess, Blandford Dance
Blandford
Blandford Reunion
Richmond
Freedom of RichmondParade and Retreat
Pass-Off Parade
Catterick
Catterick Reunion
Catterick
HQ Mess and Hawke Sqn Blandford Sen Cocktail party

3

4-7
6-12

9-11
13-19
16
19
19
20
24

25
26-27
30

JULY

15-17
21

Catterick
HQ Mess
Hillingdon
London
Cheltenham Tattoo
HQ Mess

Signal View V
Catterick Army Days
Ma sed Band Displays
Pass-Off Parade
School of Signals-Summer ball
Carnival Procession
Earls Court-Royal Tournament
Tattoo SWD (P)
NATO Ladies Guest night

AUGUST
1-7
4-7
6
8-14
8-25
15-21
22-8
28-30

Colchester
Gloucester
Catterick
London
Leave
Eastbourne
Leave
Shepton Mallet

Tattoo
Festival SWD
Pass-Off Parade
Concerts, R egent's Park
Non-Touring Band
Concerts
Touring Band
Wessex Caravan Rally

1-4
7-11

14 Sig Regt
Catterick

9

9
10
11-31

SEPTEMBER
1-8
Leave
Catterick
1-3
Richmond (Yorks)
4
Seaham
5
D ADP TC Mess
9
Henley
11
12-26
Eastbourne
15-17
Catterick
24
HQ Mess
HQ Mess
29
29-0ctobcr 1
Catterick

Touring Band
Pass-Off Parade
Rouad Table Show
Round Table Show
Ladies Guest night
Henley Show
Concerts
Pass-Off Parade
Alderney Dinner
Corps Guest night
Pass-Off Parade

OCTOBE R
6-31
22

Catterick
Pnss-Off Parade
RAOR
BAOR 1976 Tour
Sergeants Mess, lllandford Fanfare Trumpeters

NOVEMBER
10-12
14
14

Catterick
Blandford
Birmingham

24-26
26

Catterick
Birmingham

1

DECE MBE R
3
7
7
9

10

10
11
17
18

HQ Mess
Sergeants Mess, 13landford
Travel to Catterick
Ouston
Royal Signals M ess
Catterick
atterick
L ndon (Skinners' Hull)
HQ Mess
Sergeants M ess, Blandford
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Pass-Off Parade
T rumpeters-R emembrance
Remembrance P arade
35' Sig Regt
Pass-Off Parade
Regimental Guest night
35 Sig Regt

Dinner night 30 Sig Rcgt
Wives Club Dinner (P)
No duues
J / Si~ Pas~-Off P!"ade
Ladies Dinner mght
Pass-Off Parade .
Dinner-Total Oil
Ladies Night
Dance Band

_:MovementsOfficers
Nam~

Maj B. L . Belton
Capt C. W. Bone
Maj A. B '. Byng
Maj E. F. Carrell
Capt M. J. Crane
Lt S. A. Crane
Maj R. J. Ebdon
..
Capt (ToT) M. R. Edge
Lt Col C. C. Fowke ..
Capt (Tfc) K. M . French
Capt M. J.C. Galloway
Capt D. G . W. Gardiner
Capt R. A. J. Gardner
Maj R . W. Garlick ..
Maj K. G . Goulding ..
Capt R. D . M. Graham
Capt J. A. Grierson ..
Lt R. H. Gurr
..
Lt Col T. W. Hackworth
Lt Col G . A. W. Hickman
Lt Col R. T. Hoole
Maj N. A. Horler
..
Lt Col M. S. Jarrett ..
Maj D . J. Jessett
Lt J . L. Kennard
Capt P . J. J . Kington
Lt A. M. D. Marvin ..
Maj N. C . Muir
..
Maj (QM) D . T. Neale
Col P. H . Palmer
..
Capt D. C. Paterson ..
Maj M. A. Rice
..
Maj (QM) G. K. Rothwell
Col M . V. Ryan
..
Capt (ToT) E. M. Short
Capt K. Sloane
Capt C. I. Spencer
Maj D. Strong
..
Capt R. D. Symonds ..
Maj (ToT) R. S . Todd
Maj W. H. Turney . .
Maj C. R. Urquhart ..
Maj P . Valder . .
Maj H . M . Vines
..
Lt Col D. C. Whitehead
Maj P. Whitemore ..
Capt M . C. Wilkinson
Capt D . S . J . Wootten
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Unrt ro which Po11ed

4 Div HQ and Sig Regt

20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
40 Sig Rcgt (V)
8 Sig Regt
1 Arty Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn
HQ Northern Ireland
2S9 Sig Sqn
SHAPE(BAE)
262 Sig Sqn (E)
11 Armd Bdc and Sig Sqn
MoD SC AG (LSP & Mob)
AAC, Harrogate
MoD DAAG (0) AGII
28 (BR) Sig Re11t
2 Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
School of Signals
4 Div HQ and Sig Regt
MoD (DSS (AD))
MoD (DSS (AD))
11 Si!! Regt
233 Sig Sqn
(HS) HQ 2 Sig Gp
MoD (DSS (AD))
2 Div HQ and Sig R egt
13 Sig R egt
11 Sig R cgt
SHAPE Sp (Int) BAE
22 Sig Regt
HQ.AFCENT
7 Sig Regt
HQ Northern Ireland
16 Sig R egt
3 Sig Gp
8 Sig Regt
MoD (AD ) Special Radio Service
28 Sig Regt
4 Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
30 Si!! Regt
610 Sig Troop
30 Sig Regt
Tels Br REME Sp Gp
School of Signals
MoD (DSS (AD))
4 Div HQ and Sig Regt
HQ 1 S~ Gp
3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
Def ADP Trg Centre

W.O.s and Senior N.C.O.s
Ra11k a11d Name

WOl G . Clark
WO! A. Russell
..
\V02 (F of S) I. Forbes
W02 (F of S) D. Knox
W02 (F of S) D . G . Hunt ..
W02 (F of S) R. H . Phippard
W02 (F of S) R. Hazelgrove
W02 S. J . Chudleigh ..
W02 B. Unwin
..
W02 M. I. Weston ..
Ssgt CF of S) J. S . Cook
Ssgt D . W . Barnes . .
..
Ssgt D. J. Brown
..
..
Ssgt (Y of S) D. D . Watson ..
Ssgt A. J. Carroll
..
Ssgt R . C. Charlesworth
Sgt . G . Baird
Sgt J . A. ichols
Sgt K . R . Titman
Sgt A. P. Reed
Sgt P.H . Clarke
Sgt I. Cairns ..
Sgt C. R . Cooper
Sgt H . Allan . .
Sgt K. Thompson
Sgt R . Travis . .
..
Sgt G. \V/, Russell
..
Sgt K. D. Morrissey ..
Sgt .M. J . Denton
Sgt G. T . Hedge
Sgt W . G. Page
Sgt C. C. Miller
Sgt . C. Hall
Sgt M. Birney
..
Sgt S . J. Hannsworth
Sgt E. D. Alibocus ..
Sgt C . C . Webb
Sgt J . M . Green
..
Sgt S. D . Withcridge
Sgt J. W. Slade
..
Sgt J. F . Vilday
..
Sgt R. \V. Branson
Sgt B. P . Garner
Sgt A. B. Pennie
Sgt S. L. Hackett
Sgt C. N . Grayshan ..
Sgt D . McKny
..
Sgt R. A. Haddon
..
Sgt D. J. McClenaghan
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Unit to which Posted
HQ 2 Div Sig Regt
HQ 1 Sig Gp
School of Signals (Cadre)
School of Signals (Cadie)
School of Signals (Cadie)
HQ 5 Airptble Bde Sig Sqn
MoD DSS (AD)
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
8 Si11 Regt (Cadre)
21 Sig Regt (Air Support)
240 Sig Sqo (Brizlee Wood)
Hg 3 Div Sig Rest
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
HQ TrgBde
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
262 Sig Sqo (East)
262 Sig Sqn (East)
234 Sig Sqn (Malta)
16 Sig Rest (HQ BAOR)
25'9 Sig Sqn (West)
259 Sig Sqn (West)
HQ 48 (Gurkha) Inf Bde ig Sqn
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
School of Signals (Cadre)
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
22 Sig R egt (Corps Rear HQ)
14 Sig Rcgt
10 Sig Rcgt
32 Sig Regt (V)
39 Sig Regt ( V)
8 Sig Regt (Cadre)
HQ 1 Div Sig Regt
Intelligence Centre
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
I Arty Bdc Sig Sqn
27 ig Regt
248 (Gurkha) Sig Sqn
227 Sig Sqn (ALFCE)
School of Signals
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
HQ 48 (Gurkha) Inf Bdc Sig Sqn
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
27 Si!! Regt
641 Sig Troop (HQ 2 ATAF)
HQ AFNORTH (BAE)
ig Security Sect AFNORTH (BAE)
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
HQ 20 Armd Bde Sig Sqn
544 Rear Link Det (LT AD Regr)
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Crossword Puzzle No 4

Rear Link Del (A1tplble fof Bn)

12 Int and y Coy
SQ'Z Rear Link Del ( Inf Mech Bn)
h

- --- - 0 h_itu a r y

7 Armd Bdc Sig Sqn

n , Sig Sqn (Radio)

. Capt I. Marchant, M.C.

l l ig Regl (Depot Troop)
21 ig Regt (Air Support)
HQ l Div Sig Rcgt
Central Volunteer HQ_, Royal Signals
7 Sig Rcgt (Corps Main HQ)

Welfare

II

i

•'

FEBRUARY 1976
Number of cases assisted financially
Number of clothing parcels sent
Amount spent
WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants
Amount spent ..

We have JUSt learnt of the death of Capt I. Marchant on December 17,_ 1975, ~t ~e age. o~ 65. He enlisted as a boy in 1925 and
saw active service m Ii:d1a m 1935 and 1936. He was commissioned
m 1940 and took part 10 th_c Norwegian operations later that year.
He th.en "".'cot to the .Middle . East and was wounded during
operauons 10 19~1. Whilst scrvmg with 2 GHQ Signals in 1942
be was taken pr1so.ner of war. by t?e Italians and subsequently
escape~ from .a t~am tran~ferrmg him from a camp in Sulmona
to one m Aqui la m 1943. He took three NCOs with him and led
them int~ th~ mountaii:s~ su~eequcntly making bis way south
and crossmg into the Brmsh Imes. For this achievement be was
awarded the MC. He then returned to the UK and in 1944
went .to No~th-west Europe with 5 GHQ Signals wh~n he wa~
Mentioned m Despatches and also received the Force Commander's certificate for devotion to duty. He retired in 1955
and died whilst living in Portsmouth.

27
69
£1,242 ·58

Capt J. Prescott

2
£51 ·00

We have just learnt of the sudden death from a heart attack of
Capt James Prescott on February 24, 1976, at the age of 65. He
enlisted in 1931 and was commissioned 10 years later. He served
in special wireless units throughout the last war in North Africa
Middlt; Eas_t and Italy wh~n he was Mentioned in Despatches~
He retired m 1946 but rc-Jomcd again five years later and went
to the Middle East and BAOR, again with special wireless

ONE OF THE MONTH'S CASES
RIVER, war-time service. He and his wife both have bery
poor health, but struggle along on State benefits. The
Association made him a grant to pay his electric.ity bill, and his
letter is printed below.

D

ONE OF THE MONTH'S LETTERS
WOU LD like to thank you for your kind words and the grant
for the electricity bill. I am m ost grateful for your help now
and in the past. You have taken a lot of worry off m y m ind, and
I thank God there is an Association like yours to give a helping
hand to those in need. M y health has been bad for the last three
years, and m y wife's for the last 14 years, but I hope one day to
get on my feet again. From both my wife and myself, many thanks
again.

I

THANK YOU!
G ifts of clothing, toys, book~, etc, have been gratefully 1eceived
~ince the beginning of the year from the following:
Lt Col D . A. Dickson, Mrs I. L ittle, L t Col and M rs G. M.
Welsford, The Thrift Shop, 10 Sig Regr, Col and Mrs G . D. T .
Harris, H . Blythin, Esq, The Thrift Shop, Blandford Camp,
Mr and Mrs Coulter, Mrs Lucas, Mr and Mrs C . Fry, Capt W . W .
Fawley.

Royal Signals Association
and Benevolent Fund
The followi ng donations were gratefully received d uring J anuary 1976:
Windberg Officers' Mess, clo HQ 15' Comp Ord Depot
OC, 83 (London) Sig Sqn (V)
OC, l Sig Rcgt
..
..
..
..
..
..
H. Brimmcll, Esq (in memory of the late Maj F. G. S u ange)
R. N. H utchings, Esq
..
..
..
..
..
L. C. Hall, Esq
..
J. N. K. Billen, Esq
Col D. S . Clarke ..
Maj E. W. G iller ..
G. W. Cooke, Esq . .
..
Sig Jugdi h Singh, TAVR
..
Col F. S. Morgan, CBE, DL
..
Col G. H. T. Shnmpton, CB&, m
Maj J. i'. Everard ..
ColJ.F. Longfield
..
Brig Sir R alph Rayner, MBE
G.tpt I. . Double . .
..
Various small donations ..
l<.m E. H . Peerless

.[,
9·43
2·00
25 ·96
5'·00
5'·00
5'·00

3·60

2·75
2·50
1·33
1·25'
1·25
1·20
1·00
1·00
60
75'
96
1-80
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TO • WIRE ' CORRESPONDENTS
Compact notes and photos clear,
A certain way to bring us cheer,
And come the day you visit here,
For you, good friends, a pint of beer.

Ex-W02 H. J. Stevens
Mr A. V. lent, hon sec of the Aldershot Bra., ch, Royal Signals
Association, writes:
It is with regret I have to report the death of ex-W02 H . J .
Stevens at his home in Aldershot on February 23. Hairy, as he
was known here in Aldershot, had been a faithful member of the
branch for a good number of years. Joining the Corps in 1926
from the Royal Tank Corps, he served with the Corps in Aldersbot,
India, Palestine and Egypt unti l be fin ished in 1946. He became
a Life Member of the Association in 1932. He is survived by his
t-:vo sons who ~re both with REME. I?oris, his wife, passed away
six weeks previously. T he funeral service was held at St Michael's
Church, Aldershot, and afterwards at the Aldershot Crematorium.
He was also a member of the Indian Signals Association, where
many will still remember him.

Sol ution next month. The Ed itor acknowledges this contribution by
W02 (F of S) J. Hill

Crossword Clues
ACROSS
1. Stock brushlands that could be reclaimed for living accommodation (9-6)
8. Do allow mother in. It's one way lo ensure lhe estate is complete (6)
9 . They certainly have their ups and downs; particularly during exercise (8
12. Dressed for your birthday-really quite the op.Posite (4)
13. We join up with Robin, though our maiden 1s not in Lincoln Green (7)
15'. So we lose the use of the house in this disuict ( 4)
16. The sign is correct now the French may cause quite a laugh (6)
18. Just a fraction big headed, but enough to become coarse and obscene (6
20. The colourful racketeer goes north, becoming whiter (5')
23 . I n any one-horse town, how the sueet can be used effectively (6)
25. Destroyed by Geoqic ! The Cavalryman with nothing to lose (6)
28. Sounds of lamentations, possibly coming from the port (4)
29. Start lo sing in the theaue, but nevertheless, use the knife (7)
31. Animal loses its head . Get the point ! (4)
33. Not likely to be unattractive, n r meant to be agitated on the shelf (8)
35. Quite a puzzle this ! Expect mother to finish it (6)
36. One choice only-or is it two ? (4, 2, 2, 5, 2)
DOW
1. Become inactive, due to lack of running between the banks (7)
2. Globetrotter away from Harlem . H e's not that stupid (5)
3. Used to prevent the briny getting beneath the animals' skin I (9)
4. Stretch from one side to another in this panoramic spectacle (4)
5 . Degree to which the Communist came back to become flying ace (5)
6. Convicts working together and forced to slavery between the wickeL•
presumably (5'-4)
7 . Discovery of a reprobate inside the hotel (6)
10. More than the head on a horse, bul short of a length (4)
11. Aloft and in the clouds, even the sailor starts to go over (5)
14. Lubrication discovered from boiling tallow (3)
17. C hange the venue of cricket at Aldershot or Blandford (9)
19. Weaken as one may describe a defective pit prop (9)
21. I n the watercourse, we are there; and the sheep; b ut one would normally
expect to find rats (5')
22. Sixth sense, but not as pungent as it sounds (8)
24. Reptile that is mainly pig it would seem (3)
26. Definitely t he last word as far as religion is concerned-it's bad gramm?t
anyway (4)
27 . T he son can be persuaded to be genuine enou11h. Really! (6)
30. Master part of the job bein~ to keep your sp1rits up (5)
32. A monotononow noise causing one to salve one's conscience (5)
34. Close to 31 Across its Gibraltar and Malla (4)

.[,72·38

ODE

regiments. On returning to the UK in 1958 he was in charge of
troop movements at the Depot Regiment at Chester and later
with 11 Sig Regt at Catterick. His kindness, unfailing willingnes
to help and his sympathetic understanding will be remembered
by thousands of members of the Corps who passed through his
hands in the Depot. In his youth, Jim was an all-round sportsman
a~d excelled at rugby._He retired in 1965 and took up employment
with a North Yorkshire local government on the careers side of
the Education D epartment from which he retired in 1975 due to
ill health. We offer our deep sympathy to his wife, Anne, and
three sons.

Solution to Puzzle No 3
Across- I, R eporter ; 5', Asses; 8, Saturate; 9, M osaic; II, Echo ; 12, Second

gear ; 14, P ieces of Eight; 18, Royal En gineer ; 22, Saluta tion ; 24, G rit, 27,
Orbits; 28, Parallel ; 29, Forge; 30, Assassin. Doum-1, Ros ter ; 2, Patch ;
3, Rare; 4, Exueme; 5', Alo ud; 6, Scavenger ; 7, Security: 10, Solo; 13, Peel;
14, P aya Lehar; 15, Sag; 16, Ewer ; 17, Brush off; 19, Note; 20, Isobars 2 1, SlOlen ; 23, Tithe; 25', R ules; 26, Lama.
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Faraway Places . . .
Unusual Jobs
Run Down on 'GB 11' Communications
During World Clipper Race
OUTLINE P L AN
N July 1, 1975, Telegraphist Wing, Army Apprentices'
College, Harrogate, were tasked, together with the Royal
Australian Signals, with the provision of communications to the
yacht Great Britain II in the Financial Times Round the World
clipper race London-Sydney-London .
The outline plan was for Harrogate to communicate to GB/I
until she reached a position just east of Cape of Good Hope when
Royal Australian Signals would take over until GB/I reached
Sydney. On stage two, the Australians were to hold the yacht
until close to Cape Horn, where H arrogate was to take over .

O

FIRST T RIALS
A Clansman PRC320 was fitted in GBII on July 24 at Plymouth
and tested almost at once to H arrogate on Voice/CW ; the results
were excellent. Harrogate bad a dipole antenna ; GB/I used 'a bit
of wire slung out of the hatch'!
The first sea trials took place between August 25 and 30, 1975,
the final one whilst GB/I was sailing down the Thames on her
way to the start point of the race at Sheerness.
Harrogate base station operated a standard Dll /R234, with a
sloping-vee antenna oriented due South for the first leg and
towards Cape Horn for the second ; it was designed to cover a
frequency band of 1-20 MHz and produce a 10 dB gain.
T h e frequency assignment was in the 4-6-8-12- 16-22 MHz
bands. T hey were, however, common-user ship-shore ones
which, in the event, proved to be h eavily used and gave interference
problems at ex treme ranges on weak signals.
MARCONI FREQUENCY PREDICTION INVALUABLE
I t was the intention to select frequency windows to operate at
selected, convenient times on a daily schedule to ensure maximum
communica tions with minimum disruption of College life or GBii
operator fa tigue. To this end good frequency prediction was
essential to the plan. M arconi Radio Propagation Services proTHE WIRE, APRIL 1976

duced prediction charts and expected signal/noise ratios on
selected frequencies, at given points, between Harrogate and
Sydney, and Sydney to Harrogate on stage two. These charts
were invaluable, although, in January, the higher frequencies did
not come in as predicted, possibly because this was the trough of
the sun spot cycle.

GOOD, CLEAR CW DOWN TO THE CAPE
On the first leg of the race (London/Sydney) communication
with GB/I was entirely on CW. Communications were usuallv
established within seconds of the schedule time of opening, traffic
passed at about 20 wpm morse, on a beautiful strong, clear signal,
and the schedule closed, often within 30 minutes of opening time.
This continued until GB/I was well past the Cape of Good Hope
at the point where Perth were to take over. For an--as yetunaccountable reason, Perth did not establish communication
with the yacht until she was about 80° East, or two-thirds of the
way between South Africa and Australia. From about 40° East
until 80° East, considerable operating expertise was required to
maintain a daily contact due to the weakness of the signal over
8,000 miles and interference on the common-user frequency.
Nevertheless, this was achieved.
Royal Australian Signals then held GB/I until she reached the
Bass Straights, about 500 miles from Sydney.
RETURN VOYAGE- FIRST CONTACT MADE AT
10,000 MILES
On the second leg, which commenced on December 21, 1975,
Sydney worked GB/I for five days then lost contact. Harrogate
opened on January 7, when GB/I was thought to be about 130 W.
A contact was established on the first morning at 0645 hrs, when
a finger touch was made on 6215KHz, but only an exchange of call
signs was possible. This was at a distance of 10,000 miles. Two
days later a firm contact was established and the position fixed on
110°W, 50° South. In the course of the next few days several
finger touches were made but the breakthrough came at the Horn
on 16MHz. From that point it was plain operating again on a
fixed daily schedule almost identical to the first leg. Tests on voice
were carried out daily from the Falkland Islands. These were
weak but readable at first, and loud and clear from the Equator.
From this position tests were also carried out on low power, and
CW working was possible from the Equator onwards on low
power (3W CW). For the two legs the antenna used on GBII
was a 15ft sloping wire running from the mizzen mast to the
antenna base. One of the notable features of the PRC320 was
that its send/receive relay operated so fast that if morse was sent
107

station. Also seen was a pilot project on computer-assisted teaching
to newly-joined soldiers.

lowly the et almo t switched off. This gave a peculiar squawk
to the mor e note at certain times which made it readily indentifiable.

AND BACK TO UK
A few days lacer the expedition team returned to UK after one
of the best two weeks of their lives. They all felt extremely lucky
to have been able to see a little of the United States and to have
carried out a worthwhile aim whilst -they were there.

PRC320 USEFUL IN QUICK PIN-POINTING
Harrogate al o had a PRC320 with a lOOW RF amplifier kindly
loaned by Plessey. This was only used for a short nme, when it
wa neces ary to operate on 22MHz to communicate. The Dl 1/
R234 prov d the better base station. However, vvhen interference
wa heavy the PRC320 was very useful because of its frequency
agility in pin-pointing the GBII signal in the slight moves neces·
sary to rune clear of heavy interference.
A USEFUL DEMO STRATION
The project was an interesting one for many reasons, not least
of which was the opportunity if afforded of clearly demonstrating to
impres ionable apprentices the capability of the set over long
ranges. It also effecti\'ely resuscitated the dying art of long haul,
high-frequency communications at a critical time amongst older
permanent staff.
ALL PRAISE TO MARINE POWELL-'GBII'
OPERATOR
Much of the success of the communications plan depended
upon the quality of the operator on GBII. M a rine Keith P o well
proved first class. His experience on the Clansman trials team
proved invaluable and, after the initial tests with GBII, a bond
of confidence and trust grew between Powell and the operators at
the base station, without which the undoubted success of the
communications would not have been possible. A suitablyinscribed tankard was presented to Marine Powell by representatives of Telegraphist Wing when GBII arrived in Dover on
February 25, 1976, at the end of her record-breaking run.

Cpl Tim Elsey (/e(t) and Sig Nick Devon in a mangrove swamp on
an outlying island while in search of burial mounds

D

SCENARIO
Sanibel Island is a small island lying just off the west coast of
Florida, connected to the mainland by a recencly-built causeway.
It has a small but increasing population, but is still largely covered
by tropical vegetation and mangrove swamp. The island is washed
by the western path of the Gulf Stream which divi des either side
of Florida as it journeys northwards. This warm-water flow
provides a unique opportunity for the larger and more exotic
shellfish to thrive on the shores of the island. In addition, it
allows the island to have an excellent climate throu ghout the year.
Besides the shellfish the island supports large colonies of birds
including egrets and flamingoes, and quite a number of alligators.
Since the atural History Museum had few specimens of shellfish

The Florida Panrher search was not seriously undertaken as
originally planned after discussions with, and advice given by,
local experts althogh during other field work in the remoter
regions a constant watch was kept for any evidence. This
proved negative and supported the present views that the
panther has recently been driven from its natural habitat by
the gradual encroach'Tlent of civilisation.

THE TEAM
The expedition memb.ers came from three different organisauons. Out of a total of rune members, seven were from 5 Airptbl
Bde HQ and Sig Sqo, one from 2 Bn The Queen's Regt and one
from Cambridge University. Within the 5 Airptbl Bde HQ and
Sig Sqn element three places were allocated to non-Royal Signals
personnel. The scientific expertise was provided by Miss Sue
Pryn, a third-year undergraduate from Cambridge University
studying zoology and Sgt Barry Doughty who had had previous
experience collecting animals and insects during the joint services
West-East Saraha Expedition in early 1975.
T he expedition members were:
Lt lain R obertson (Royal Signals)
W
Expedition Leader
W
5
Cpl Tim Elsey(Royal Signals)
W Airptble
Sig Nick Devon (Royal Signals)
W
Bde HQ
Sig Keo Sirr (Royal Signals)
W
HQ
Cfn Jed Pinch ard (REME)
W
and
Pte Dick Thomas (RAOC)
W
Sig
Dvr Dick D ickson (RCT)
W
Sqn
Sgt Barry Doughty (Royal Signals)-2IC Attached 2
Queens
Miss Sue Pryn
Cambridge University
WORTHWHILE ACHIEVEMENTS
The expedition was able to achieve the following :
e The discovery of several specimens of Calossa Indian hand
tools in the form of giant conch sheils with finger-holding holes
and evidence of tool use. It is thought that these artefacts
could be up to 2,500 years old.
e The collection of approximately 100 specimen of 12 species
of shellfish, also many different varities of shells. The actual
number of specimens brought back was to a certain extent
e dependent upon the local conservation regulations.
The provisional survey of the Turpon Bay area where Indian
burial mounds have been located.

Exercise Sanibel Quest in Flor1da
R eport b y Lt Iain Robertson
5 Airptb l Bde HQ a nd Sig S qo
THE CON CEP T
URING the first two weeks of 1976 a team of nine, including
five members of the Corps, carried out adventure training in
the United States. The expedition was named exercise Sanibel
Quest and had two main objectives. The first objective was to
srudy the shellfish and reptiles of Sanibel Island, and bring back
representative specimens to the British M useum of Natural
History. The second was to search for a cousin of the North
American puma called the Florida panther, said to inhabit the
island.

e
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'Sgt

.

Barry Doughty preparing speci mens for preservat ion, using
equi pment su pplied by the Bri tish Museum of Natural History

Three specimens of Calossa Indian handtools, discovered by the
Expeditio n, dating back to nearly 500 BC

from the area we offered our services and were provided with
preserving equipment.
1,500 MILES FRO M WASHINGTON DC
After a successful journey to the United States, the team hired
two vehicles and drove the 1,500 miles to Sanibel Island from
Washington DC. Due to time being limited, a total of two weeks
only being available for exercise, the team was confined to five
days' work on Sanibel. However, after making contact with the
local conservation authorities a busy programme of work was
enthusiastically carried out by the team members. In addition to
the aims off the project a search for ancient Indian burial mounds
was mounted providing another highlight of the Sanibel stay.
RADIO R E PORT O F INVASION BY BRITIS H A RMY
When an all-too-short five days had been spent on the island
the moment had to arrive when a departure was necessary. This
was an unhappy occasion as many friends had been made and the
team had become local celebrities. The tag of: 'British Army
invade Sanibel Island in the Bicentennial year' had been applied
by the local radio station.

Sig Nick Devon in search of Calossa Ind ian burial mounds in t he
mangrove swam ps of Sani bel Islan d
1()8

VISIT TO F ORT G ORDON
Taking leave of Sanibel Island the team headed north. During
the trip a day's visit was made to the US Army Signal Corps School
at Fort Gordon, Georgia. A conducted tour of the post was given
by Lt Col Alan D exter, Royal Signals (an exchange officer at the
school). Included in the visit was witnessing an introductory
lecture to newly- joined officers, a guide of the trade training wing,
a tour of the 67 Sig Bn and a trip around the close-circuit television
THE WIRE, APRI L 19 7 6

EXPEDITION SANIBEL QUEST
The ex pedition members after crossing the State border int o Florida. l eft to right.: Cpl Tim Elsey, Pte Dick Thomas, Dvr Dick Dickson ,
Sig Nick Devon , Sig Ken Sirr, Miss Sue Pryn, Cfn Jed P1nchard , Sgt Barry Doughty
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Good Sk1-ing
Report by Cpl Dave Vince
229 Sig Sqn
PL DAVE VINCE cells of his adventure. on arrachmem with
.Jthe Ro_al Regt of '\"ales from Berlin for a ski-ing course in
Bavaria. He de cribes his Welsh companions as good lads'.

C

AN ENGLISHMAN AMONGST THE WELSH .
'Once upon a time in a charming East Bavarian lodge ... .• An
apt start but I've since been informed that nightmares do not
tart off like that. As with any of you who are reading this, having
done ki-ing for the very first time, I'm sure that you will agree!
Before I carry on, I must explain to those of you who know me
that I am still Engli hand not Welsh, as the name at the top would
probably suggest. It's just that I was the only true Englishman
among t 30 or so 'Taffs' of the 1st Bn The Royal Regr of Wales.
They were not going to have any of that, so as soon as I told them
my name was ' Dave', they promptly changed it to 'Dai'. There
were also devious attempts by some to give me a Welsh accent.
St George would have turned in his grave if he' d known. They
were all good lads, though, and the neKt two weeks were to prove
quite eventful.
A BUILT-IN 'LOO'
Ac some unearthly hour on the morning of January 20, I set off
for Brooke Barracks, home of the Welsh here in Berlin. We all
piled on to a 4-tonner, cases and rucksacks on to another. This
took us to the station where we boarded the British military train
and then on to Brunswick in the 'Zone'. From there we boarded
a civilian coach with real seats and a built-in 'loo'. Why provide
us a coach with a built-in loo, we asked; when suddenly the codriver produced some crates of beer!
The drive down to Maibrunn, our home for the next two weeks,
took nine hours. We were glad of the comfort provided by the
coach. Arrival at the Pension Zimmer! in Maibrunn was at
approximately 2200 hrs. Maibrunn is at a height of over 900m
situated near Sankt Englmar, east of urnberg in East Bavaria.
We got off the bus all feeling a little ti red and in some cases a
little drunk; walked into the pension to be met by a barrage of
stories from the previous course---some good, some te.rrifying.
PATIENT INSTRUCTORS
The cold light of morning came and it was snowing. It was to
snow for the next six days almost non-stop. \Ve tumbled out of

our beds, had breakfast, followed by some lectures on what to
do and what not to do when on the ski slopes. Smashing into one
of the local population, at speed, on a pair oi skis could prove
very costly. Consequently, after the initial fitting of boots and
ski we we.re taught how to slow down, tu.rn and, with any luck,
stop. Most of us soon learned that the quickest way to stop was
to fall over-whether we wanted to or not. Forunately our instructors, Cpls 'Stan' Webster, 'Jacko' Jackson and 'Dai' Hart,
led by Capt Watkins, were very patient and, after a couple of
days on the nursery slopes (devoid of local population), we were
let loose on the main slopes, attempting to perfect all that we had
been taught. I emphasise the word 'attempting'. However, atter a
further four to five days most of us had got the hang of it. We
quite surprised ourselves and were really enjoying it at this stage.
We still fell though and it hurt more because one was travelling
that much faster.
Running consecutively with our course was one being run by
the 1st Bn, The Para Regt. They invited us to their training area
for the day, for a competition, in downhill and slalom racing.
This turned out to be the highlight of a very enjoyable course,
regardless of what I said in my opening paragraph.
At 2200 hrs on the last evening, we sat around prepared with
our stories for the next course.
Good ski-ing!
[We hear that Sig A. S. Scott on a subsequent course was
required to 'eat the leek' as the youngest stranger on the course.
This he achieved with aplomb-although a Scot by birth.]

Selected for Prison Guard Force
Duties in Northern Ireland
Report from 5 Sqn, 16 Sig Regt
'LATER this year some of you will be going to Northern
Ireland for four months to form a Guard Force at
HMP Magilligan.' When that was said to the assembled
Regiment in Krefeld not many of those present knew what,
or where Magilligan was except that it was somewhere in
Northern Ireland. Now, six months later, after a lot of
hard training and operational time past, at least 60 of those
present know exactly where Magilligan is and, furthermore,
are self-confessed experts on the duties of the Prison
Guard Force, or PGF as it is known (amongst other things!).
PERSONALITIES INVOLVED
OC
Maj Jimmy Golding
2IC/Ops Offr Capt John Stroud
Int Offr
Capt Pat MacCulloch
SSM
W02 Pete Rossall
Watchkeeper 2/Lt Steve Turpin
Watchkeeper Ssgt John Bonnett
Watchkeeper Ssgt Trev Taylor
SQMS
Ssgt 'Wink' Martindale

Cpl Dave Vince enjoying his ski·ing course
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PRELIMINARY TRAINING HARD BUT ESSENTIAL
With the formation of 5 Sqn 16 Sig Regt (which included
men from 21 Sig Regr) in early September the training began in
earnest. Bradbury Barracks suddenly became alive with puffing
and panting bodies on early morning runs and patrols flitting
between parked cars and trees. As the days passed, the puffing
became less noticeable as fitness increased, and the patrols began
to lose some of their self-consciousness and acquire a professional
swagger in their movements. The talk in and around camp was all
of 'VCPs', 'hard targets' and 'anti-riot drills'. Many days were
spent on Arsbeck Ranges where Sgt Stan Ross, our Infantry
Advisor belonging to 1 Staffs, worked hard to raise the standard
of our weapon handling and 'musketry', not forgetting the many
and varied skills that an infantry soldier requires when he is on
patrol, dealing with suspect bombs, P-checks, head-checks and
VCPs, to mention but a few. On a self-help basis, we built a
'prison', complete with observation towers, on the RSM's sacred
ground and both soldiers and WRAC became violent or passive
demonstrators at a moment's notice as the situation called.
Sig 'Ginge' Williams had the unfortunate experience during
one exercise when gale-force winds blew over the tower he was
manning with him still in it, thankfully he was not hurt too badly.
During one of the planned riots, Sig 'Paddy, McCready was
seen to limp away to the Medical Centre and return with a bandage
on his arm-well he is Irish! Sig Steve Brooks suffered a cut
head from a baton wielded by one of his own over-enthusiastic
comrades, not to mention two broken ankles and numerous cuts
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and bruises sustained by others. The Medical Centre began to
wonder if we would ever have enough fit men left to go to
Magilligan.
In October, the Squadron f'.l~ved to the Sennelager Training
Area for the next phase of trammg where we, in fact, became a
fourth battery of 39 Med Regt RA who were, themselves, schedJled to go to Northern Ireland. Herc we started immediately with
a 48-hour exercise in the 'infamous' 'Tin City' (an Urban Dry
Training Area) where we had a very active 'enemy' who presented
us with every conceivable problem that wo were likely to encounter
during our emergency t?ur. After this, emphasis was again placed
on personal weapon skills and patrolling but this time with a
difference. We met for the first time the Prix-Le-Clerc range and
moved into the Close-Quarter-Battle-Range under the expert
guidance supplied by the Nitat BAOR team. These CQBRs are
imulated urban environments with pop-up targets, explosive
charges going off here and there and eerie sound effects. It soon
became obvious that in order to be successful one's weapon
handling had to be of the highest order with each member of the
patrol working closely together as a team.
At the end of our two-week intensive training period another
exercise took place in the now familiar 'Tin City' where again we
were subjected to bombings, gunmen, abuse and extremely realistic
riots (in fact one riot was so realistic the DS Staff had to call a halt).
Finally, this phase ended with praise for the Squadron from the
Nitat team and then it was back to Krefeld for a few days of
well-earned leave prior to departure for Magilligan.
On November 3, the advance parry moved by air to Northern
Ireland, followed by the main parry on November 6th. Handover/
takeover of duties were completed and we assumed the responsibilities of the Prison Guard Force Magilligan at 1200 hrs on
November 7.
HMP MAGILLIGAN-FIRST IMPRESSIONS
HMP Magilligan is situated on the Magilligan Promontory in
County Londonderry at the entrance to Lough Foyle. To the
north-east the Irish Republic is two miles away, where the hills
of Donegal can be clearly seen across the mouth of Lough Foyle.
The prison is approached by a single, narrow all-weather road,
two miles long. It has a perpetual wind, frequently rising to gale
force and, during our time here, it always seemed to rain. Briefly,
the task of the PGF is to guard a large prison, housing some 500
or more convicted provisional IRA and loyalist terrorists, from
external attack and interference, and to provide assistance to the
prison authorities when requested. This assistance can take many
forms: providing riot squads or arranging for our clerk-cumprojectionist Lcpl Terry Collins to repair the films. Within
hours of arriving, the Squadron found itself responsible for
manning prison defences.
The SQMS, Ssgt 'Wink' Martindale, found himself almost
burried beneath a mound of flak jackets, batons, helmets and all
the other paraphernalia that goes with kitting out an operational
unit in Northern Ireland. Our MT Sergeant: Sgt Ray Stokes
discovered in his MT such exotic sounding names as 'Neptunes',
' Howdahs' and 'Sauce' vehicles.
The prise n covers a large area of ground and is surrow1ded by a
l 7ft-high concrete wall. The wall was being built when we first
arrived and is now almost complete. Around the wall, on the outbide, are eight large watch towers, six of which we man
permanently with a single sentry in each. In times of emergency
the remaining two are manned and all eight towers have double
sentries. From these towers the prisoners' compounds are
clearly visible and intelligence information can be fed back to
our Operations Room over the intercome system or radio. Vehicles
entering the prison area must pass through a barrier controlled
by the PGF and manned by a searcher and covering sentry,
together with the AD constabulary. The local area is covered by
Land-Rover-mounted patrols and foot patrols, with another
'immediate action' group held in readiness at a momen~·s ~otice.
To assist us with our duties we have an Army Dog Urut with 20
guard dogs and a Platoon of Infantry attached. To provide a
little variety, the different duties are rotated on a daily basis with
each section of 10 men taking a turn at each. The complete
operation is controlled and co-ordinated by the Ops Officer and
implemented by a team of watchkeepers who work in pairs.
TROUBLE-PRISON OFFICERS FORCED TO
WITHDRAW
Very shortly after we had arrived the first test came. Trouble
inside the p rison compounds and an attempte~ escape caused ~s
to 'stand-to', with tower sentries doubled, perimeter and mobile
patrols deployed and every man, be he cook, mechanic or clerk,
turned out in riot gear to pre-planned positions, manning Neptunes (water cannons) or forming quick-reaction groups ready

The ' Howd ah' vehicle, specially built to allow observation over
the wall
Left to right (on top): Sig ' Munch ' McG reevy, Lcpl Dave Qu inton
and Cpl Pete Wearne
Below : Sig 'TG' Thor nton-Granvill e, 2/ Lt Steve Turpin, Cfn ' Dinga'
Bell and Lcpl Terry Collins

ON PATROL AT THE PRISON BY NIGHT

Left to right: Doghandler, Sgt 'Paddy' Lowe, Sig John Wheaton,
Sig 'TG' Thornton-Granville and Sig Pete Murton

Ill
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for deployment to any trouble pot. This first alert was shor tlived
but gave u invaluable e.\.1Jerience of the conditions and the
problems we could encounter during our tour. It was shortly
after this that Ssgt Trev Taylor or the 'Yos' as he is known
to u , produced the first copy of me Squadron magazine appropriately named 'The Towers'.
About this time, our SSM, W02 Pete Rossall, arrived;
within hours the prisoners became restless-we a1: wondered
whether or not the two events were coincidental!
Thi state of unrest within the prison lasted on and off for a
number of day culminating in a day of near riot when the prison
officers were forced to withdraw from the inside of the prison
and the Governor requested Army assistance to restore order.
That day a constant shuttle-service of ttoops by air and road from
various units in Northern Ireland were seen to arrive at Magilligan.
By late afternoon more than a thousand soldiers were squatting
in our Admin area prior to moving inside the prison. Throughout
this build-up a constant flow of information about the prisoners'
activities was passed by the tower sentries to the Ops Room. In
addition, valuable information was gained from messages passed
by semaphore between the IRA compounds, which Cpl Jack
Kendle was able to decipher. (Some of the old Signals' skills are
still very necessary!) Mealtimes were quick dashes to and from
the dining hall and back to your position. It would be wrong not
to mention that at this stage, Pte 'Cheese' Bullers who,
although on his own, produced a continual supply of hot soup
and tea for the many soldiers that were deployed co Magilligan.
MOVING IN TO RESTORE ORDER
'H'-hour that day was 2200 hrs when one of our defence groups,
ably led by 2 Lt Steve Turpin (with eight Companies to assist
him!), moved into the prison to restore order. This had the effect
of immediately quietening the situation and, after approximately
six very long and cold hours of watching and waiting, the prison
officers re-established their conttol, carried out searches and,
finally, the ttoops dispersed. We felt a little naked the next day
when once again we were on our own and back to normal duties,
when Ssgt John Bonnett's riot baton once again became a dhobi
stick.
FAMILY AND PERSONAL CONTACTS
Shortly after this, the Y of S produced his second copy of 'The
Towers' (the circulation of which had almost doubled with copies
to mums and dads, wives and girlfriends), with various personnel
submitting articles, perhaps the moSt successful conttibutor being
Lcpl 'Lester' Piggott who seems to be able to produce a poem
at the drop of a hat. Our first CSE mini show arrived in early
December, to be thoroughly enjoyed by all. Sgt (Mr Soccer)
Pete Ryan produced a soccer team that won with Sig 'Mac'
McPhilbin proving that it wasn't only letter writing that he was
good at (was it really 17 in one day?). The festive season arrived
so did a particularly nasty 'flu bug which laid a number of us low.
Cpl 'Gerry' Macey was coerced out of his sick bed direct to the
kitchen where he and his staff produced an excellent Christmas
dinner with flaming puddings and an Irish Piper thrown in for
garnishing. It was a good thing we enjoyed our dinner because we
were quickly brought back to the realities of our duties when
just over one hundred demonstrators assembled down the road
ready to march on Magilligan.
We stood-to all that afternoon which, perhaps, helped to keep
our minds occupied instead of wondering what we might have
been doing that Christmas Day but for a tour of duty in Magilligan.
However, by late afternoon the crowd must have decided to go
home for their own Christmas tea and cakes, so we stood down.
Once again Cpl Jack (Little Acorn) Kendle gained first-hand
information by reading the semaphore messages. He is currently
spreading his expertise by teaching Lcpl Dave Quinton, Sigs
John Burns and Dave Syckelmoore the finer arts of communication by semaphore.
THE END IN SIGHT
The New Year arrived with our OC, Maj Jimmy Golding,
dispensing a 'noggin' down in the Ops area for those changing
shift, whilst Capt John Stroud did likewise in our Admin Area
where most off-duty personnel gravitated to see the New Year in
together and forget, for just one moment, Magilligan. However,
1976 meant for all of us that the end of our tour was in sight.
Just our luck for it to be a leap year. We finally managed to get
Lcpl Barry Nash away to visit his brother in Londonderry. We
had two link-ups with BFBS in BAOR when our married soldiers
were able to pass messages to their families. Sgt Pete Ryan
organised a 'Super Soldier' competition (based on the 'Super Star'
idea) which is still being vigorously contested by the Sections.
Our tour is nearly ended, and we are planning our return to
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8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801
Report from QM Troop
CHANGE OF QMs
HIS month QM Troop have volunteered to write our epistle
to T HE WIRE! The new Quartermaster, Capt Harry Bell
has now firmly established himself in Capt Sam Raynor'~
place as provider, father confessor, coffee stop, etc, to the Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn. We welcome Harry and his wife, Cath· from the
fles hpots of Germany and hope they enjoy their stay with us,
and also that Sam Raynor is enjoying his spell training the new
boys at Catterick.

T
WATCH IT!
Prison:guard dog by night

LIFE NOT TOO BAD
Londonderry, at first impression, is really only like a swimming
pool; it looks cold until you try it and then you realise how warm
it really is! Anyway, in spite of our constant preoccupation with
the high jinks of the local population, unit life still continues to
be enjoyed to the full by all.
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Lcpl Gary Thomas, Lcpl Dave Quinton and Sig 'TG' ThorntonGranville at night

THE SPORTING FRONT
Our cross-country team go from strength to stength under the
able drive and leadership (whip?) of Sgt Martin, but alas our
hockey team still lose narrowly by the odd goal to much gnashing
of teeth by the team manager, RQMS Harry Hemstock. The
rugby team manages to play a few fixtures against local teams
ably led by Ssgt 'Taff' Duffy. We are all hoping to sec the new
OC, Maj Peter Burke, live up to his boast and play!
We have recently established a new game called fitness training
at which the chosen few shout their heads off at the rest of the
Squadron every lunchtime in hope that they will be frightened
enough to run away and thus gain some exercise. It is rumoured
that W02 Ian Forbes, our F of S, is so frightened of all the
shouting that he has had a haircut in preparation for his next
posting, and his relief, W02 Norman Cowell, has immediately
claimed immunity (ex-SAS) and civilian clothes allowance so
that he could slip past the PT parade unnoticed.
Capt Les Fox has now completed the convertion of the QM's
'spare' cellar under the Plod Inn (RMP) into a very smart hobbies
room. Interest is generating daily in woodworking, modelmaking
and printing (it is even being said that Les's interest in Irish
pound notes is not entirely healthy!).

COMMANDERS' ROVER GROUP

Left to right : Sig 'Tich' Fallowfield, Pte 'Skeet' Robinson, Sgt 'Hank'
Marvin, Pte 'Domino' Maclean, Sig 'Dusty' Miller

DEPUTY COMMANDERS' ROVER GROUP
left to right: Pte Soutar, Cpl 'Taffy' Rees, Sig Morgan, Pte 'Jock'
Hemming

NEW RECREATION ROOM OPENED
Another very welcome improvement was the recent opening
of the all ranks recreation room in the old Thrift Shop building
Fitted with table tennis, bar billiards, colour TV and the usual
cards, books and dominoes, etc, and also tea and coffee machines,
it promises to be very popular. On the opening night the 'Others'
narrowly beat the combined might of the Officers and Senior
NCOs 12-11 in an all-action combination of games.
The ' Neptune ' Water Cannon in action with Sig ' Munch' McGreery,
Sig 'TG' Thornton-G ranville, Lcpl Dave Quinton and 2/Lt Steve
Turpin

Krefeld, but until then we will continue to change shift every
three hours, for 24 hours a day, seven days a week well aware that
we still have plenty of VCPs to set up and many hours of ' Sangar
Bashing' to do yet.
LOOKING BACK
In retrospect, our pre-Northern Ireland training was
most essential and our thanks are due to so many, far too
numerous to mention individually, who devoted their time
to assist us in many ways. In conclusion, we would also like
to express our thanks to members of 8 Bde Sig Sqn whose
assistance throughout our four months in Northern Ireland
was most welcome.
Finally, a note for the Bresloff Force who also carried out
specialist training when it was believed that the PGF was to be
reinforced by two more sections from BAOR-we are genuinely
sorry you never made it, just think of all the things you missed!
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CORPS REPRESENTATIVES AS NEIGHBOURS
For the last few months 'Jimmy' has been well represented in
the 8 Bde area. A complete squadron from 16 and 21 Sig Regts
have been guarding HMP Magilligan. They will take back with
them our best wishes and the record for consuming the most
pockctphone spare parts. The problem was eventually solved by
issuing the unit with a 'heavy duty' handset.
ROVER GROUP
Finally, we turn the spotlight on the rover group lads who
accompany the Commander and Deputy Comn;ander. As ~n be
seen from the accompanying photographs; a grimmer lookmg lot
would be more difficult to find, all of whom are guaranteed to
strike fear into any 'paddy'.
FUNNY OF THE MONTH
QM approaching the main gate looking for his wife says to Irish
gate policeman: 'Have you seen a lady in a camel-haired coat?'
Policernan-'No sir, but if you just hang on a minute I'll see
if I can find you one!?
Now that's what I call friendly and obliging.
THE WIRE, APRIL 1976
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Sgt Pete Martin somewhere over Londonerry
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'Despite being a " local" I was still dubious about my attachment

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

COMINGS AND GOINGS INCLUDE CHANGE IN
COMMAND
ID-FEBRUARY saw the Squadron in great turmoil-it was
farewell party time, as three leading lights of the Squadron
departed. Maj Mike Spence, our Squadron Commander for the
past two years was feted out in grand style. Wednesday night was
the officers' ses ion, Thursday night an all ranks' dance, followed
on the Friday night by a Regimental Dinner in the Sergeants Mess.
Because evervone was enjoying themselves so much, the traditional
departure from the Mess was cancelled. It was a fitting end to an
extremely busy week handing over to Maj Conrad Garton.
Amongst the many things that Maj Spence will be remembered
for will be his presentation of the 'Soldiers Shoot'. A fine shield
to match the Bell Trophy'. The 'Soldiers Shoot' is to be presented
bi-annually to the best shot, staff-sergeant and below. The 'Bell
Trophy' being for the officers and WOs.
We wish Maj Spence the best of luck in his new appointment
at HQ 3 Div and hope that he can get some 'hours in' at his new
sport, gliding. To Ssgt Joe Barrow and Sgt Keith C ooper,
thanks for all the hard work you have done for this Squadron,
and we hope you enjoy quieter times at (respectively) 206 Coy
RPC and 6 Armd Bde.
Other recent arrivals into the Squadron were: Ssgts Edwards
and Paterson (RPC) ; Sgts Rogers (RAOC) and Wilkinson
(RPC); Cpls Forsyth (RPC),Jaffray (RPC), John and Reynolds;
Lcpls Burkhill (REME), Dob son, Tennan t .and Townsend
(RAOC); Sig Booth, Halford , L ake and McGreevy; Dvrs
B ain and Bussey; and Ptes P erry and Sellers (both RPC).
To complete the picture of th.is busy period for handovers/
takeovers, we said farewell to Ssgts M allabone and Peters
(RPC); Cpls Cagilaba and Papworth; Lcpls Cairns (RCT),
Herr (REME), Hobson (RPC) and Wa gairadovu (RCT);
Sig Thomas and Smith; D vr Cannon ; and Ptes Langa and
Leach (both RPC).

M

SPORTS ROUND-UP INCLUDES TROPIIlES
Our sports teams have had a month of success. The squash
team won the Northern Ireland stage of the Army Cup by
defeating Headquarters Northern Ireland 3--2 and then reached
the semi-final stages by defeating the RAC Junior Leaders Regt,
Bovington 4--1. This is an excellent effort as we are a Minor unit
and reached the semi-finals of a Major unit Army Cup competition.
The squash team are a truly integrated lot including the OC,
Maj Conrad Garton ;-uur Padre, ' Paddy' Craig; the BEME,
Maj T ony Meach er; the GS03 Co-ord, Capt Jerry Gaskell ;
and our best player, Sgt Bill Hutton, the Radio Sergeant.
Our successful soccer side added another trophy to their
collection by winning the Northern Ireland league 1-0, defeating
the Depot of the Royal Irish Rangers. We have reached the semifinal of the Army Cup by defeating our own 11 Sig Regt 3-1 at
Catterick. We all thank you at Catterick for the truly marvellous
way you looked after us-we enjoyed a welcome break from
Belfast; thank you, 11 Sig Regt.

to the ~quadron, as I had . ~een unable_ to obtain up-to-date

233 Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801
AWARDS
E start this month's notes with the good news of the GOC's
Commendation being awarded to W02 (F of S) Bill Kent,
Ssgt (SQMS) Spencer Evans and Ssgt Bertrand McGerty.
This, of course, is a permanent record of all the hard work and
devotion to duty by the people concerned. The whole Squadron
passed on their congratulations.

W

CONGRATULATIONS
Three worthy SNCOs from 233 Sig Sqn in happy mood . Ssgt 'Taff'
Evans and Ssgt 'Paddy' McGerty each receive:! a GOC Commendation
for their work in Northern Ireland. Also on the list but now in
7 Sig Regt was W02 (F of S) Bill Kent. W02 Marty Hanlon, centre,
received his Royal Warrant on promotion at the same celebration

11 '4

RSM Coli n French having exchanged
'presentations'

233 SQN WIN NORTHERN IRELAND ORIENTEERING FOR
THIRD YEAR RUNNING
The winning team with their trophies
Left to right: Cpl Jim Travers, Lcpl Theo Caderius Van Veen, Sgt
Fred Roissetter, Cpl Stuart Birchall and Sgt Ken Ball

TECH TROOP REPORT
D E PARTURES AND ARRIVALS
Tech Troop have recently said goodbye to F of S Bill Ken t,
S gt Colin R amsa y, Cp l Lyn Black, Cpl Mick Spooner and
Sig D ave Stocks. We wish them good luck in their new postings
and hope that their work load is a little less than is the norm here.
In their place we greet F of S Nick Lynn, Cpl Dave M cMillan
and Sig 'And y' Andrews who are rapidly realising that eight-tillfive routine is the exception rather than the rule.

OPERATORS

VISITS
The Troop has been 'done over' along with the rest of the
Squadron by visits of Works Study and I of E team. Having been
told by the first team that by increased efficiency the job could
be made much easier and probably by fewer Techs, we then had
to convince the second team that we needed more. Some fast
talking by the TOT, C a pt West, has achieved this-we hope.

THE THREE TEES AG ENCY

HAVE T O OLB OX- WILL TRAVEL
Although all the Techs of the Troop are based in Lisburn, the
amount of time spent 'away' from the bench worki ng on various
radio sites around the Province is a considerable part of the week
and our forward hours would multiply enormously if we could
clock travelling time.
Most Techs have a comprehensive knowledge of most of the
outstations in the Province. The only trouble is that they all have
a different route to get to them. S gt Ada m F leck scorns the
more conventional methods of navigation such as maps and
compasses and relies on electricity pylon runs and a wet finger.
Problems have arisen when Adam has latched on to the wrong
pylon run or the wind has dropped, leaving him in the m iddle of
nowhere with an all-round wet finger stuck up in t he air.

Maj Mike Spence and

informauon about local cond1t1ons. On arrival, my mind was put
at ease by the members of the workshop and, in the friendly atmosphere, I soon settled into the routine and continuous banter of the
workshop. The welcome change to repair and specification testing
gave me the opportunity to get to know the equipment better.
The routine being broken by occasional tasks including bomb
disposal escort, outstation maintenance, the inevitable guard duty
and a sprinkling of sport, making my stay enjoyable. The outstation maintenance enables a break well away from the bench
with visits to places such as Londonderry, Lurgan and Divis. This
ort of trip is a complete change from 3 Div where one only goes
away from the bench during exercises and then normally to a
fixed)ocation .'

FUTURE ARRIVALS
For anyone who is due to join us and is a little app rehensive
about coming here the following is submitted by Lcpl 'Paddy'
Weir who is on a four-month emergency tour from 3 D iv:
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LEAVING THE ARMY SOON

-News from Headquarters School of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset
Photo Report

Students of No 3 Overseas Signal Officers Telecomm unicati ons
Engineering Course (March 3, 1975-February 27, 1976) photogra phed
with the Commandant School of Signals, Bri g A. A. G. Anderson,
after receiving their certificates on completi on of th e course.
The course included students fr om Ghana, Iraq, Jordan, Kenya,
Malaysia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone and Switzerland

?

Why not contact

A.G., a former Corporal Supervisor, Royal Signals did and
he WTites:

"My reception at Three Tees was very friendly and they
certainly went to a lot of trouble to show me the different
machines and systems used in civvy street.
"l wanted a job which was not only secure but interesting.
They had a very good selection to choose from and found
me a permanent job with a commodity broker at a good
salary and with chances of promotion. They also kept me
going with temporary work until I started the new job and
really made it easy to settle down. I'd fully recommend
them to anyone looking for a job in the Telex field."

Maj F. Egger of t he Swiss Army, who was t h.e best student on No 3
Overseas Signal Office rs TE Course, being presented wit h a
certificate an d 'Jimmy' statu ette by t he Command ant School of
Signals, Brig A. A. G. Anderson

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Call, write or phone:
11 0 Fleet St.,
London, E.C.4.
(01-353 361 1)

124 Regent St.,
London, W.1.
(01 -734 0365)
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20 Eastcheap,
London, E.C.3.
(01-626 0601)

Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit and send in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
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News from Regiments
1 Div HQ and Sig Regt
B.F.P.0. 32
LOOKING BACK A MONTH OR TWO
EVIE ING the activities of the last couple of months, we
find that despite the inevitable freezing weather, all the exercises of the New Year have gone off as planned. That is 1 and 2
Sqns have taken to the hills with their separate Radio and Commcen
exercises whil t 3 Sqn have renewed their acquaintences with
familiar barnyard accommodation.

R

INFANTR Y COMPANY R OLE FOR 3 SQUADRO N
The FFR on February 25 conducted by our new GOC, Maj Gen
D. B. Alexand er-Sinclai r, proved the hard work put in by the
Squadrons had paid off. Both 1 and 2 Sqns ucceeded in some
really testing communication problems whilst 3 Sqn were apparently up to winning at least six VCs before breakfast as they
were transformed overnight into a death-or-glory infantry
company. The Squadron battle log records:
'There was Cpl (Did you say left or r ight fl anking?)
Keenan, of the assault platoon, (Bravo Troop) flamboyantly to
the fore of his section and keeping station with Sgt (Cpl) Flocton
and Cpl (Black or white hill?) Mack as the objective, hill
942622, was won through . . . yet could greater firepower have
been brought to bear? Sig Dave Edwards, inspired by 'The
Dirty Dozen' film screening, was ready with his LMG and 200
rounds. On re-organisation, he found himself still with 199 and
commented, 'With brass at such a price you cannot afford to
throw it A ROUND".'
SQUASH SUCCESS TAKES TEAM TO FINAL
Exercising apart, participation in outdoor sports has been
more of a survival exercise. But we have once again championed
indoors. Our squash team has been particularly successful as
Ssgt Bill Miles reports :
'
'If you wield a racquet then it's good here in 1 D iv. After a
highly successful tennis season in which we won the Army Cup
the Regimental team is now after the Army squash trophy. Th~
squash team, which includes five different cap badges, is: Maj
John Woodliffe, Maj Roger Christie, Capt Martin Tinniswood, WOt Brian Daley, Ssgt Bill Miles and Sgt ' Paddy'

Hunt.

' lo r eaching the final, we defeated 21 Engr Regt 5--0 (Div
final) and 4 p iv HQ and Sigt Regt 4-1 (BAOR sem-final). T he
final, played m Hannover on March 10, 1976, resulted in HQ 1 BR
Corps beating us 4-1.'
1 SQUADRON REPORT
.1 Sqn swung back ~to action at the beginning of February
with a Sq.uadron exercise to warm up for the coming season. On
one occasion the whole Bruin system was nearly foiled when ' C'
Troop were evicted from their wood by an old lady waving a stick!
The G OC set us an unusual communication problem for the
FFR.. The two Troops were p ut into competition with each other
to provide a double relay link. The relays were commanded by
the 2IC 'D ' a~d the SSM, who took a crash course in radio relay
for the occasion. After many an argument it was eventually
conceded ~t 'C' .Troop had won in the end (by fai r means or
foul). Special menuon was made for efficient setting-up procedures
to Cpls Blacklaw and Phillips, Lcpls Wilsoncroft and Nor rie'
and Sig Rowland.
'
A BACHELOR'S VIEW
The next event ir. the Squadron was the 'sad loss' of Lt Ken
Ha~eld who married Kathy Hancock, We wish them every
happmess for the future (PS-The Officers Mess wish to apologise
for the mess made to their car!).
SPORTS ROUND UP
The S ~uadron has been particularly active in the sporting world :
we .supplied five of the seven boxers for the Regimental match
agamst 49 Regt RA at Hohne. Lcpl Dolan gave an efficient
account of himself in an exhibition bout and Sig Guy and Adams
managed to k.o. their opponents. The other boxers from the
Squadron were Ssgt (Y of S) Watson and Sig Jarvis and Roden,
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WE HAVE

OUR
TRADITIONS
TOO !

Sgt Goade~ has reprcsc~tcd the Division at hockey and the
Squadron continues to provide half the Regiment's rugby team
with Ssgt (F of S) Sharp, Ssgt (Y of S) Balding Cpl~
Pritchard, Blacklaw, Holloway, Lcpl Dillon add Sig
Johnson.
WELCOME AND FAREWELL
Finally, amongst the senior NCOs and officers:
SALVETE- Maj B. I. Weston (21C), Capt J. W. Ankers (Tfc),
Maj J. Macgregor (~C, HQ Sqn), Maj J. J. Cullen (OC, 2 Sqn),
2 Lts C. Le Galla1s, S. Andrews and N Denning WOt
(F of S) Scriven, Ssgt (Y of S) Doane (ba~k from his' Y of S
Course), Sgts Fowler, Diamond and Jacklin
VALETE-Majs P. D. E. Gregory, T. Be~ett, Capt R. D.
Symonds, Lt K. J. Hadfield, W02 (SSM) K Childs Ssgt
R. A. Norris, Sgts C. Rogers and Sgt R. Lee:
'
Although not actually off the Regimental strength Lts P J
Hryhoruk and J. L. Davies leave for a course and an ~ttachm;nt
respectively. Lt Davies was largely responsible for the ever~
growing assortment of historical Signal wares that form a small
museum in the RHQ corridor. His only regret is that the Foreman's
Commer is too large to fit in.

4 Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 15
We at Gieve and Hawke may enjoy a ense
of history because we dressed the Iron Duke
and elson invented the Shako, the cavalry
head-dress, were first to make the Solar Topee
and have been tailoring uniforms for over
two-hundred years, but we re certainly not
hidebound!
Each garment- uniform or suit- is cut and
tailored by hand to our own exacting tandards.
We have, after all, built a tradition of success
by providing clothes which, for generations,
have been accepted as the very best ...
Today we not only continue to tailor uniforms
and suits to the highest standards, we al o offer
a fine choice of ready-to-wear clothes. Suits,
blazers, trousers, knitwear, shirts, ties and
shoes in classical and modern styles, lncluding
Britain's largest range of Chester Barrie su its
and topcoats, all await you at Savile Row.

HIS month's somewhat disconnected jottings are interspersed
with a number of cartoons on an exercise theme. They were
T
originally drawn during our trial exercises last autumn by Lcpl
Edmunds who is an RAOC clerk attached to HQ 20 Bde.
However, since their appeal is nor limited to those who were
involved in that series of exercises, we make no apologies for their
appearance now.
SOCCER REPORT
By the time this contribution reaches the reader the Army Cup
final will have been played and we shall know if 22 Regt have
successfully followed 28 Regt's example. However, we must
remind readers that our own team reached the semi-final of the
BAOR competition. They were unfortunately beaten in this by
the 1st Bn Para Regt from Berlin by 2 goals to nil. Although the
Paras were somewhat faster and never stopped running throughout
the game, the gods were not with Sgt Jimmy Flockhar t and his
team that day. The match was played in Berlin on a pitch like an
ice rink. In the first 15 minutes one of our star strikers, Lcpl
Davie Swallow, was badly cut on the head and took no further
part in the game. Our opponents then had three attempts at a
penalty. The first went over the bar but the kick was re-taken
twice because one of the defence moved before the ball was struck.
The second attempt was saved by goalkeeper Cpl Barry Warb urton but the third beat him and the Paras were one up. Finally, half
of the supporters who set out for Berlin by coach failed to arrive
because their coach broke down. The other half didn't arrive
until 15 minutes from the final whistle due to a holdup over travel
documents at Helmstedt. All in all, it was not our day!

2 button
check suit
in fawn.

£59.50.

Moss Bros suits
for service beyond
the call of duty.
Moss Bros are not only regimental tailors.
For off-duty, we have a very large range of suit
priced between £48.00 and £120. But whether
you're buying service or off-duty wear, one thing
remains uniform: Very good tailoring.

Moss Bros

o. 1 SAVILE ROW, LONDON Wl

Bedford Street, Covent Garden, w c2E 8JB
(near Leicester Square Station)
and branches throughout the country

Telephone 01-434 2001

No. 1 IDGH STREET, CAMBERLEY

Access, Barclaycard, etc.

Moss Bros also sell, hire a11d buy Army, raval and
R.A. F. Swords, Sporting Guns, Fishing Rods and
Tackle, Saddlery, Ski Equipment and Golf Clubs.

Telephone 0276-63659
a11d at Bath, Bexhill, Brockenhurst, Chester,
Eastbourne, Edi11b11rgh, Harrow, Leicester,
P lymouth, Portsmouth and Wi11chester
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7 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 15
A NARROW DEFEAT IN BAOR, RUGGER FINAL
FEW weeks ago the Regimental first XV faced its stiffest
challenge of the season when they met 1 RRW in the BAOR
final of the Army rugby cup. However, the gods and the Welsh
cover defence were against them that day. The pack of W02
(F of S) Keith Zoing, team captain, Sgts Roy Smith, Stu
Gray Cowan and Trev Johnson, Cpls Dave Rudd and Bob
Lewis, Sig 'Taff' Williams and Pte 'Headbanger' Jefferies
(ACC) were easily a match for their opposite numbers. Wingers
Cpl 'Q' Gilder and Lcpl Roy Cameron each scored a try
whilst Cpl Charlie Abbott potted two penalty goals. 2/Lt Keith
Pritchard, Cpls Alec Kennedy and Clive Blackburn, and
Sig Wally Bacon were the remaining members of the best team
the Regiment had fielded for a Jong time. However, on the day
1 RR W had the kicker in form, the difference in the final score
(16--14 to 1 RRW) coming from a conversion. So the team came
off second best for once. However, the BAOR and Divisional
seven-a-side competitions, and the Divisional 15-a-side cup (we
hold all three titles at present) still remain to be contested for.

A

S 'TAf.[ 1 '" -.Ov"1 .. t. '1°1-1£. Otl'IO
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OUR OTHER TEAMS
Other sporting highlights include success for our badminton
team by reaching the semi-final of the Divisional Championships
and success for our basketball team in qualifying for the BAOR
final pool after an under-strength team narrowly lost (by 1 pt)
in the final of the Divisional competition. There was also a near
miss for our cross-country team who finished a very creditable
fourth in the Army championships after winning the 4th Division
championship and coming runners-up (no pun intended!) in the
BAOR finals. All teams are now enjoying a well-earned breakon exercise?

----

-~ ------

CSO VISITS
On Wednesday, February 25, the Chief Signals Officer BAOR,
Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge, visited the Regiment. He toured the
Squadrons who were having a REST on the square (Regimental
Equipment and Serviceability Testing to the uninitiated). Then,

PART OF 7 SIG REGT'S SUCCESSFUL CROSS-COUNTRY
TEAM
Part of 7 Sig Regt's successful cross-country team
Back row, left to right : Cpl James, Cpl O' Hare, Sgt Mogg, Cpl
Aru nasalon, Sgt Bryson
Front row, left to right : Lcpl Wilson, 2/Lt Ferrim1n, Sig B1in, C.> I
Byiers
in the Sergeants Mess, the Genera ]presented W02 (F of S) Bill
Kent with the GOC Northern Ireland commendation and Ssgt
Mick Roberts with his Long Service and Good Conduct medal.
Another recipient of the GOC Northern Ireland commendation
was Cpl James. However, he was unable to receive it from the
General as he was in the United Kingdom with the cross-country
team.
HQ SQUADRON SQUASH ALL OPPOSITION!
Finally, a word about those unsung heroes of the RegimentHQ Squadron. After much pooling of resources, enough sets of
PT kit were collected to enable them to enter a team for the Page
trophy squash competition. Here they pushed aside all opposition
to register a convincing win-their first in the Page trophy for a
long time.

Warminster School
Warminster, Wiltshire
The Master: I. R. P. Green, M.A.(Cantab}

Uninterrupted Education for the whole
family. Make use of the generous allowances
available to give your children the confidence
that comes from a stable, continuous
education .

DOUBLE WINNER
Watched by WO I (STI) Eric Calder, Mrs Margaret Hadaway
receives her first and second prizes from Mrs N. T. Bagnall (wife
of the GOC 4 Div) at the Divisional Cookery competition

COOKERY COMPETffiON
The finals of the Division cookery competition were held in
our gymnasium on March 3 and Mrs Margaret Hadaway,
wife of Lcpl Dave Hadaway of 2 Sqn, won first prize in the
dependants class with a magnificent royal iced cake. Not content
with that she also won second prize in the same class. Although
our own ACC contingent acquitted themselves well I think
perhaps there were some slightly pink faces amongst our 'male
chauvinist pigs'. To be fair, it must be mentioned that the Catering
'FFR' inspection which took place immediately before the competition left little time for preparing entries.
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We have considerable experience in
teaching aild administering the children of
Servicemen.
Small classes; individual attention; Qualified
Staff; Recognised as Efficient by the Department of Education and Science. 'O' Level,
C.S.E., 'A' Level, University entrance.
Boys and Girls, Day and Boarding.
Full details from Schools Branch, Service
Children's Education Authority, or the
Bursar at the School.
Tel. Warminster 3358 or 3038
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8 Sig Regt Catterick

G~rison

FAREWELL TO WELL-KNO\VN WRAC OFFICER
A N readers of THE WIRE will be , d to hear that Maj
Elizabeth Ro s (WRAC) is retiring &ftcr 20 years' crvice,
having crved most of that time with Royal ignals ..
Maj Ross joined the Army in 1953 and, after her commissioning,
attended the 'I: RAC 'Q' Course at the School of Signals in
Catterick. Having finished the course she stayed in Catterick to
become QC of the Signal Training Troop, which was part of 4 Trg
Rl.'gt. Then followed two non-signal tours in Scotland and North
Afri . Jn 1963 Maj Ross returned to the UK to command the
Alden.hot Signal Troop for two years then went back overseas
to become the OC of the WRAC Sqn in 28 Sig Regt. However,
th.is was disbanded and Maj Ross moved over to 16 Sig Regt to
form the WRAC Sqn there where she stayed until 1968. Her
ne.xt job was at the Sig Sqn in South-west District whose largest
customer at the time was HQ Strategic Command where she was
'responsible for all static signalling in six of the most' beautiful
counties in England'. After that it was to Hounslow, RHQ of
10 Sig Regt, to be Training Major and permanent stand-in to the
21C and the Adjutant. She stayed there only a year and was
posted to where it all began-Catterick-to command the WRAC
Sqn in 8 Sig Regt, where she stayed until her retirement.
Many will remember Maj Ross's unflagging energy, her
dedication to the sports of orienteering and riding and to her
Tibetan Lion Dogs!
We wish her a very happy and successful retirement.

M

Control Board. Th.is Regiment sent a strong party of contenders
(both Senior and Junior) under the guidance of Maj R. Dransfield.
The weather on the day would have graced any outdoor championships, brilliant sunshine, no wind and a touch of summer in
the air. However, the gladiators had to sweat it out in the indoor
arena. Our first competitor was that old campaigner Sgt George
Holden still as strong as ever, and competing in the 2,000m
and l,500m senior, he did well to finish third in both events
against strong opposition.
From the old to the new, Sig Steve Lancashire, a newcomer
to the scene of Army athletics but a name that will be well known
before long, he competed in the 2,000m steeplechase and 2 OOOm
junior events and is now the UK Army junior indoor champion
for both events.
Many others took part and all deserve a mention. Sig Alfred
Dobson is the new UK Army indoor junior high jump champion.
Other results are as follows:
Seniors
6th
2,000m
Cpl Robertson
4th
60m
Lcpl Hales
3rd
Long jump
3rd
Shot
L cpl Peacock
Retired
tiOm
Sig Langley
7th
Long jump
6th in heat
60m
Sig Benjiman
6th
Long jump
Juniors
Sig Wiltshire

60m
2nd
Long jump
4th
Shot
3rd
Sig Ward
60m
4th in heat
Sig Hutchison
Long jump
7th
The competition was well supported and should pave the way
for all the year round athletic meetings which can only increase
the interest and standards in Army athletics. It is also hoped that
this interest will create additional facilities for the athletes to
train during winter months.
RUGBY FOOTBALL
Rugby Football Schools Union 16 Group England v Yorkshire.
During the weekend of February 28/29, 1976, the Regiment
acted as hosts for the Rugby Football Schools Union 16 Group.
On Friday, February 27, 21 boys from all over England (Cornwall
to Northumberland) arrived in the Regimental lines where they,
together with coach Mike Elford and RFSU Chairman Ron
Bannington, were accommodated for the weekend. After a
coaching and training session on the Saturday morning the main
event, England v Yorkshire trial match took place on Saturday
afternoon on Catterick Ga rison stadium ground.
The kick-off was well attended by parents of the boys, the
England selectors and Garrison rugby supporters. Although
Yorkshire were rated as the underdogs, and an initial quick try by
England seemed to confirm this, Yorkshire fought back hard and
were leading at half time 16-10. This state continued until 15
minutes before full time when the superior weight of the England
pack had taken its toll and England came off the field 26-16
winners.
Some very attractive rugby was played throughout the match
and it was pleasing to note the hard copy-book tackling and
expert passing and handling of the boys.
After the match, both teams and visiting parents were given
high tea in the main dining hall presided over by the Head Chef,
Capt John Brumfitt. The England boys remained in camp for
a further training session on the Sunday morning before dispersing
to their homes.
They were all well pleased with their stay and have promised
to beat Wales on Saturday, 13th, at Cardiff Arms Park.

WELL-KN OWN CATTERICK PERSONALITY RETIRES
Maj Elizabeth Ross (WRAC) has retired after 20 years' service,
mostly with the Corps. She will be much missed by a wide circle
of friends. She is seen posing for the camera outside the Royal
Signals' Mess, Catterick, accompanied -of course-by her wellknown Tibetan Lion dogs. All will wish her a very happy retirement

UK ARMY INDMDUAL INDOOR ATHLETICS 1976SENIORS AND JUNIORS
The UK Army indoor championships were held for the first
time at RAF Cosford on February 25, 1976. The meeting for
individual seniors and juniors was organised by the Army Sport
120

REGIMENTAL HOCKEY
At the precise moment of writing, the Regimental hockey team
are preparing for the quarter-finals of the Army UK cup.
We have been drawn against 42 Heavy Regt RA (our opponents
in the Army Cup Final last year), the only problem being that we
have to travel to Londonderry to play the game.
Following last season's successful run in all t he competitions we
entered, we were pleased to retain the NE Sixes Cup, maintain a
position at the top of the NE League, end up as finalist in the NE/
NW Knockout Cup and, of course, quarter finalist Army UK Cup.
We hope to be able to boast at the end of the season yet another
'grand slam' for 8 Sig Regt hockey team.
Stop Press. We won! 8 Sig Regt 2, 42 Heavy Regt RA 1.
THE WIRE, APRIL 1976

BEAUTY SPOTS OF CATTERICK- No 8
HARMING, poised and effervescent arc the basic ingredients
one would expect of Miss World, but they equally apply to
the very lovely Sgt Ann
Medland currently serving
with the 8 Sig Regt.
Ann was born in Liverpool
-we know the date but prefer
to keep a lady's secret a
secret-and attended Crosby
Manor School, where among
other things, she was taught
basic English which she has
mastered well. The glamour
of Liverpool, however, was
not for her and she decided to
enlist in the WRAC with a
view to seeing the world. In
this respect, she struck extremely lucky, and having
.
.
finished her basic training in
Guildford, was posted first to B1cester, then to Catterick Garrison
-no wonder she goes home to Liverpool every weekend. She is
at present employed on the Administrative side of the Regiment.
The camera, while doing credit to her school girl complexion,
has not been able to portray her to the full, missing her red hair,
blue eyes and a 34-22-34 to accompany them.
She is basically an outdoor girl, enjoying all sports, and in
particular Adventure Training. Her ambitions are still to see the
rest of the world-WRAC Records please note-and to enjoy life
to the full.

C

lmprC'ssions of Gurkha

ignal

humid atm ~pherc that we left behind in Hong Kong. Our cour. e
started at he beginning of October at the Catterick Trade
Training S. \ool dealing with electronics; concentrating m1inlv
on exchang1 : which is to be our main task once we get back.
After gettin ; used to the English way of life and mixing ourselves
amid the En . lish society, it is our strong belief that people here
arc very frimjly, helpful, and very easy to get along with; but
the peak of our experience will always be the friendship that was
offered to us by the other fellow students from the TTS, who
came from different parts of the world. Christmas, again, was
something that we all looked forward to. Most of us went to
Scotland, takin~ the opportunity to visit new places and me!t
the people there. New Year didn't slip past without a celebration
either. It started modestly at the NAAFI and ended with everyone
having the time of their life. After coming back from Edinburgh,
we carried on with the latter part of our course which we find
most interesting; mainly because we are dealing with practical
things rather th11n sitting in the classroom and trying hard not
to fall asleep! We hive now still five weeks ahead of us, after which
we go back and join our own regiment in Hong Kong. Go back
we will but with the fond memories of our happy moments here
in the UK. Jainepal !

Allending

TE Cour e al Callerick
HE ten of us arrived at Brize Norton on September 28, 1975,
for our TE course which was to last about five months. The
first definite change that we all experienced was the English
weather which seemed to chill our bones right to the marrow. It
was indeed a spectacular change for us, considering the hot and

T

e

Some of the Gur kha Sign als on a Catterick TE course enjoying a
visi t to Scotland
Left to right: Sig Prem, Om, Shiv and Krishna

TAKE ADV ANT AGE OF LOW TAX FREE PRICES
AND ORDER YOUR NEW

OPEL OR V AUXHALL

OPEL

{IN U.K. OR B.A.O R.)

VAUXHALL

write now for more details

From

E. L. MENDEL LTD
MAIN DEALERS AND OFFICIAL N.A.A.F.I. AGENTS

Contact ROD JONES, 1013 Finchley Road, London, NW11 7ED. Tel. 01-455 8692
UK:
BAOR: JOHN EVANS, c/o NAAFI Car Sales, Rheindahlen Garrison, BFPO 40

We have years of experience supplying export cars to servicemen throughout the world
Delivery in 2-3 weeks from order

Special Forces Prices
Demonstrations anywhere, anytime
NAAFI HP from only 10o/o down
Fill in the coupon and send it off now
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IN E Maj Mike Miller, 2IC of the Regiment, took the helm
of Dhekelia Yacht Club, things have reall • started to moye ·
S
he i now Commodore of the club and has arranged for yachting

trips co the Greek islan~ . On Wednesday, ~arch 3, he took the
Royal Signal ' yacht Bngand on a 10-day tnp to Rhode~ ..These
trips are to give experience to club members and tram~ng t?
kippers. 'ext month I shall give you a report on the Br1ga11d s
trip.

BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIPS
.
.
.
The Cypru Army Badminton Championships took plac~ m
the Regiment's gym between Febru~ry 6 and 8. T~ey comprised
seven events: Men's singles, men s doubles, mixed doubles,
ladies' singles ladies' doubles, men's veterans singles and men,
single plate. After the excitement of the prelimin~rics, the finals
were eagerly anticipated and the results were as follows:
Mixed doubles - Lcpl Bob Coulling and W /Pte Shar~n
Matthews beat Sig Alan Morton and W /Cpl Sandie
Gemmell 15-1, 18-14.
Ladies' doubles-Miss Laing and Mrs Gill beat Mrs Adanuty
and Mrs Gibson 15-6 15-5.
Mens single plate-Dvr Modest (RCT) beat Alan Morton
15-9, 6-15, 17-14.

Men's doubles-Sgts Glyn Morgan and 'Jock' Brown, of 259
Sig Sqn, beat Lcpl Coulling and Ssgt (F of S) John Rees, of the
Regiment 18-17, 15-5.
Veterans- Ssgt Austin Adanuty (RB) beat Mr Furze, from the
British High Commission, 15-5, 15-9.
Ladies' singles-Miss Laing beat Mrs Gibson 11-0, 11-2.
Me11's singles-As anticipated this was the highlight of the evening,
Glyn Morgan v Bob Coullingl Would Morgan's experience
get the better of Coulling's speed and agility? The first game
went to Coulling 15-6. Morgan then started to run away with
the second game but Coulling was not to be put off and fought
back to 13-all. It was agreed to play 5 points and, after an exciting
tussle, Coulling broke through and beat Morgan 18-13.
Lt Col David Milton, the Regiment's Commanding Officer,
presented the prizes and, in a short speech, thanked the competitors for their efforts in providing some very entertaining badminton, and also congratulated the organisers, Ssgt (SSI) Pete
Perrott, Sgt Ken Yarker (262 Sig Sqn) and Ssgt (F of S) John
Rees.
THE QM's DO
A party was held in the 'Elephant and Castle' on Friday,
February 27; the reasons for it were many-belated Christmas andi
or New Year party-at least that is what we were told when
invited! But, on arriving at the 'Elephant and Castle', we quickly
found the real reason for this function, it was to say farewell to
Maj (QM) David Neale and his wife, Norah, who are leaving
us for 22 Sig Regt-David must have pulled the correct strings
to return to '22', as that is where he came from to IX.
The QM staff had organised a really marvellous party, having

CROSS-COUNTRY AT IX
We got off to a late start with the cross-country seaso!l, the
main league events being held from October onwards m the
Western SBA. One team from the Regiment did enter some of
these events but not sufficient numbers to gain good point places.
Our inter-Squadron cross-country co~petition was held ~n
January and from this, two teams were picked to represent us m
the Cyprus Major Units competition. The~ each Sq~dron had
a team in the Army (Cyprus) Minor Units competmon; after
that teams were entered in the Episkopi Happy Valley Hill Climb,
also' the Akrotiri/Bpiskopi Road Relay and the ~rotiri ' 10', the
Regiment's 'A' team being placed well up the field m these events.
The next event, the 'Waterloo 8', will feature min~r units .from
every unit in Cyprus, and each Squadron of the Regunent will be
entering a team and h:>pes ar~ high for being well J?laced.
The Regiment's stalwarts m cross-country runrung have been
Sgts Crofts and Campbell, Lcpls Thompson and Penfole
for the 'A' team, and Ssgt Mackey, W02 Hagger, Lcpls White
and Williams for the 'B' team.

10 Sig Regt
Hounslow

The Brigand sets sail for Rhodes
Photo by C/T Vic Shelley

IX's BASKETBALL CLUB DINE
Our basketball club had a dinner-cum-social on February 6,
which took the form of a three-course dinner held in the Unit's
main dining hall. How magnificent the hall was, the tables covered
by red tablecloths, the silver laid out and lit by the glow of candles.
Cpl Alex Fisher (ACC) and Lcpl Ken Whippy (ACC) must be
congratulated on the dinner they presented-our wives have
been asking how they cooked some. of the meats. .
After the dinner 60 contented dmers made their way to the
'Elephant and Castle' where a disco was playing and the bar
was ready to help us make a night of it.
There were many guests, which would read like who's who at IX
if I mentioned them. Some of the basketball players from our
resident battalion of the Welsh Guards were guests. Yes! Beyond
a doubt, W02 Bill Lees, J/T Kevin Manger, Sgt Cliff Davies,
Cpl John Tyler and all the other club members did us proud,
and showed us that their club is thriving.

the ' Red Baron' disco to supply the music, W02 Kevin
Bt•cnnan's (ACC) lads to make the buffet, Ssgt 'Geordie'
Winter (RPC) and W02 Bill Lees to run a raffle, and an efficient
bar staff to keep us supplied wit~ refreshments and, over all! wa
W02 Norman Mortimer seemg that the party went with a
swing. After the raffle, Norman called for a bit of quiet, th_en
called on David and Norah to step forward to be presented with
a cut-glass and silver punch bowl. Yes! It was really a fitting party
for one of the Regiment's VIPs, so it is farewell and good luck to
David, Norah and family.

THE MIXED DOUBLE WINNERS
Left to right: Lt Col D. J. Milton, Sgt Ken Yarker, Lcpl Bob Coulling,
Pte Sharon Matthews

Photo b >Ssgt Stan Wilson

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES

Crimplene Striped
Crimplene Crested
(one colour motif)
(full colour motif)
Crested Cuff Links ..

Silk Blazer Badges .. USO
£MO Gold Wire Blazer
Badges £5·50
£2-45 Wall Shields
£4-04
£2·95 Car Badge (Special
order only) £4-41
£3-50

Please send remillance with order
(f1ems made ta your awn design by quotation)

U .K. Postage and Packing: Ties/Badges/Cuff Links post free,
Wall Shields 25p. Overseas Postage and Packing: Ties/Badges/
Cuff Links 25p. Wall Shields 40p.

r
THE BASKETBALL CLUB ENJOYING THEMSELVES
Left to right: Maj (QM) David Neale, Cpl Alex Fisher, Mrs Lees,
WOI Bill Lees, Cpl John Tyler, Mrs Norah Neale

BROOKSPLACE
MAIDSTONE
KENT Tel: 671727

ARMY (UK) MINOR UNITS SEMl-FINALISTS-10 SIG REGT FOOTBALL T~AM
.
.
,
,
Bock row (left to right) : Sgt Pyle (Coldm Gds) (coach), Lcpl Neil Leyland, Sig Kevin .Herrity, Cpl George Dixon , Sgt Chm Hams, Sgt Andy
Andrews Cpl Steve Hall SSM Arthur Cot1llard (manager)
Sitting (/ert to right) . Sig Pete Lawlor Sig Georgl' Hindmarsh, Cpl 'Geoff Ruffer, Lt Col R. K. Nice, Cpl Eddie Gallacher, Sgt Pete Stanger and
''
·
'
Sig 'Chalkie' White
East Area Minor Units
Londist
Minor Units
Trophies : Jubilee Cup

Photo by Ssgt Stan Wilson
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ARMY UK (Ml OR U NffS )-SE M l - F I NAL
FEBRUARY 20, 1976
Vcnue-Aldershot
Opponents-D epot RCT
After our victor y over COD Chi lwell we were drawn against
the fa,•ourit s in the competition, Depot RCT. As usual, we took
our own
op' with u , consisti ng main ly of Rad io Troop and a
verv vocal Troop they turned out to be.
.
U nfortunately, 10 Sig R gt got off to a rather poor start bemg
three goals down in the first half through well-rehearsed moves
bv the RCT team. After the tum round the true character of th e
team began to show and 10 Sig Regt s~rted .Playing the way
that has enabled them to collect two trophies this season already.
A goal by Cpl Stevie Hall gave us ~e incentive tc;> go all out
into attack · then a headed goal following a corner kick by Cpl
Eddie Gahacber, and a fine piece of individualism by Cpl
Geoff Ruffer gave us the equaliser about ten minutes after play
restarted . There then ensued a really ding-dong battle with the
play swinging from end to end. The RCT side showed they we~e
not going to give up the ghost and made the seore 4-3, but this
was countered almost immediately when Sig Pete Lawlor put
10 ig Regt level again with. a sn~p shot. Depot R~T did not
Jet this put them out of their stride, however, and m the end
eventually wore down the 10 Sig Regt side and grabbed two late
goals to run out 6-4 winners.

and Regiments, we were 'attacked' by 'Mr Influenza and have
battled (successfully, we arc pleased to add) to keep our stations
manned.
Hounslow Telephone Exchange has said goodbye to two of its
teleph0nists,
M rs Erica
Maria
Tipping
and Mrs
· F lorence Linda Burton, both of whom have left us to increase
their families. M r s T ipping has worked in the exchange since
D ecember 1974 and M r s Burton since June 1971. We wish
them and their awaited arrivals all the best, and are counting on
two J unior Signalmen/WRAC in a few years time.
T he tension and nail- bi ting in Squadron office have now been
relieved as Mrs Madge Woods, at long last, passed her driving
test. T here was a 'cream bun' celebration to mark the event, and
although no one has yet ventu red forth in Madge's new car, we
are assu red that she can now drive in a straight line as long as it's
wavy.
Capt Richard Harrison can be seen leaping around with a
couple of canoes stacked on his mini as he prepares to take some
of our fitter m embers to the Isle of Arran on an adventure training
exercise-you wi ll be reading about the successes and disasters
of this venture in your next issue of THE W IRE.

3 SQUADRON
We al o have h ad our Comstar successes as the p hotograph
below shows.

1 SQUADRON (WILTON)
UR highlight of the month was undoubtedly the visit of the
new Chiefof Staff HQ UKLF, Maj Gen W. T. Macfarlane,
late Royal Signals. As wa~ to be ;;:xpected, the kne~v a . great deal
about the mysterious gomgs-on m the Commurucauon Centre
world! On the out-stations side, Mrs Jackson of Middl ~ Wallop
Communication Centre distinguished herself by appearing on
television to receive a Silver Comstar award. It was presented by
Lt Gen P. Whiteley, Commandant-General, Royal Marines, when
he took the passing-out parade of o 242 Pilots' Course at Middle
Wallop, which happened to be on the same day!
Spom,wise, it is the .girls of the Squadron who have been
showing the way. In paracular, Pte Angie Purcell who has been
selected for the Women's Army hockey squad for the InterServices championships. Sgt 'Bobbie' Richardson was selected
for the Army netball team. She, together with Cpl Nickie
Rochelle and Pte Kathy Parkes, played in our team which won
the District event and were recently only narrowly beaten for
first place in the Army Championships at Aldershot.

O

2 SQUADRON
On the whole, February has been a quiet month for the
Squadron, with many of our members rushing to fit in some leave
before March. However, in common with most other Squadrons

Soccer Report
O?ce more the Regiment turned out in force to watch the
Regime~tal football team, f~esh from its triumphs in Scotland
try to wm through to the senu-finals of the Army Minor Units cup'
Unfor~ately, despite all the support, the other team, 39 Inf Bd~
and Sig. Sqn, proved to be the better team on the day, beating
the Reg1me~t by 3 goals to 1. ~e wish 39 Bde the best of luck
m the remamder of the competition.
REPORT ON COU RSE RSSSC 107 108
THANK God it's over!
Torn from the womb once in a lifetime we are told don't you
believe it, the .second time is being torn from on~'s family,
se~entary desk_ Jobs, comfy cabs or meandering workshops and
bemg thrown mto the world of basic military skills on a Royal
ignals Staff-sergeants' Course.
Five weeks ago, on January 19, 1976, we assembled and were
mtroduced to this strange world by our ToT (Technical Officer
farmacadam) Ssgt 'Paddy' Lavery-but to tell all would let
the secrets out of the bag and we do not wish to take the
enjoyment of these five weeks from our successors-suffice to
say that looking back over these few weeks we have managed to
keep our sense of humour. One or two of the more humorous
ev~nts a~e listed h~rewi th. ~sgt Denis Mackin, of RSSSC 107,
domg his final drill Tp- the about turn in quick time' forgot
what he was doing and right in the middle of his demonstration
he changed into slow time. Our aforementioned ToT on witnessing this, turned slowly purple and nearly expired. R SSSC 108
getting lost on their n ight patrol, not content with that they
compounded t~eir error by lc;>sing the ec;>mpass. Needless ~o say,
107 spen t their next lunchame searching for and finding the
lost 'starred item' (See, ' Q ', something d id stick!)
On the last day the two courses put aside all rivalry and banded
together to play the Cadre (heavily weighted-no names, Sir!)

W ARCOP WARRIORS
Front row (left to right): To ny (Sq uash) Halli well , Bill (Eyes in the sky)
Tatnall, Mick (Where's my favo ur it e F of S) Birmey, Tony (I ' m not
firin g that) Des borough, Brian (Look t hi s way) Morrisson, Norrie
(Wish I was right-hand ed) Baird
Bock row: Joe (Brew up) Lovell, Jo hn (Raggy tas h) Fuller, Mick (Bud)
Flanagan, .Toffr (Loo k at th e sheep !) Wroe, Leo (Nearly soyer)
Smale, Mick (W ho needs bed socks) Nevil l, Gowin (Watch my
heartbeat Mon) Escott, Tim (Professor) Squ ire, Pat (Speak up)
Baldwin, To m (Eve ning, Sir) Padden , Dave (Is it right or left) Dodd,
John (I am enjoy ing it) Farrell

14 Sig Regt Worcester
notable a feat as earning them ! Whatever 14 Sig Regt's programme
was designed for, it was not regimental parades. However, after
much squeezing, hard work and a refusal by the RSM. to take
' No' for an answer, it was found that, despite two overseas
exercises running at the time, 70 men could be found for the
parade, something of a record for the Regiment in recent times.
Several DO letters later it was decided that the medals would
be presented on March 1 by the GOC West Midland District,
Maj Gen R. W. T. Britten, MC. A final touch-after straining
the ' Old Boy' net somewhat it was found that the Corps Band
would be able to fit our parade into their very full programme,
to the delight of everyone concerned.
The parade was commanded by Maj Tony Seward, assisted
by Capt (TOT) Don Clarke (drawing a sword on parade for
the first time in his life) and Capt David Case, of 602 Sig Troop.
The parade Sergeant-major was W02 (SSM) Jerry Jarrett.
Capt Clarke, who went through the whole proceedings with a
slightly bemused expression, had the benefit of personal (in some
cases excremely personal) tuition in sword drill from the Commading Officer and the Adjutant, but what is this to an officer
who has just been told that he has been selected for voluntary
redundancy? The weather was perfect, the parad (though we
say so ourselves) was e.\.Lremely smart and passed off without a
hitch, and the Corps Band did us proud. Gen Britten congratulated the Regiment and drew attention to the achievement implied
by the presentation of two MSMs marking, as it does, a combined
total of 54 years' devoted service. The parade over, celebrations
continued in an equally traditional but more rela..xed way in the
Sergeants Mess, before the General was entertained to lunch by
the Officers.

COMSTAR SUCCESS AT DIDCOT
A silver Comstar is awarded to Mrs Townen (left} and Mrs McCann
by Maj Gen Minogu e

11 Sig Regt,
Catterick Garrison
1 SQUADRON
ESPITE the multifarious activities of the media, recruiting
for Royal Signals still remains at a fairly low level and so
only one regular recruit Pass-Off Parade was held. The inspecting
officer was Lt Col R. J. Tanm.. r, CEng, MIEE, Officer Commanding the Trade Training School in 8 Sig Regt. Among his
potential customers were: Best Recruit Sig Atkinson and Best
hot Sig Daniels.

D

Hail and Farewell
On Friday, February 13, the Squadron said a fond (in some cases
-very fond) farewell to our Ad.min Officer, 2/Lt Phillipa
Roberts (WRAC), who for the last six months charmed all the
members of the Squadron and kept the OC and 2IC out of trouble.
We wish Phillipa the best of luck in her new job and 2 Div HQ
and Sig Regt a happy two years. As can be seen from the photograph, Phillipa takes with her a memento from the Tamac
Technicians of the Squadron. We welcome to the Squadron
W01 Sam Bedwell, Cpls 'Mac' McLean, Dave Cunliffe and
Dave Clark, and Lcpls Geoff Mumford and Gerry Richardon. We hope their stay here will be a long and profitable one.
124

at squash. Putting it politely, the staff came a gallant second.
Finally, RSSSC 108 would like to record, for posterity, the
enclosed photograph taken on the health farm, Warcop, the
backwater of Cumbria.

AFTER THE MSM PRESENTATION PARADE
The District Commander, Maj Gen R. W. T. Britten, MC, relaxes
wi t h the recipients Mr Ray Heeley (left) and Ssgt Harry Ryall
(Pholo courccsy : 'Borrows Newspapers' ,Worces ter)

'FOR MERITORIOUS SERVICE'
E reported in a previous edition the award of the Meritorious
Service Medal to Ssgts Ray Heeley (now retired) and
Harry Ryall. Arranging and organising a 'suitable Regimental
occasion' for the presentation of the medals proved to be almost as
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ARCTIC ANTICS
A day's hair-raising drive; Sgt Terry (Instant Stops) Watson,
driving a 4-ton GS, united yet another of our ubiquitous Dl3
detachments with their friendly travel agent and winter sports
outfitter, 45 Commando Royal Marines at Condor in Arbroath.
The party, led by Capt (Tfc) Colin Heaps and WOI (F of S)
Tim Southall, then spent a couple of frenzied days changing
tyres and drawing a veritable mountain of arctic clothing and
equipment, but alas, no Sherpa to carry it.
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coming in first, second and fourth respectively; third home being
2 Lt Peter Day of C' Troop. With all its team members home
in the first 27, 'B' Troop were winners of the event; 'C'. Troop
coming econd.
In the overall competition 'A' Troop are still the winning team
from 'B' Troop with a margin of three points.
SOCCER
fhe unit wa a finalist in the Rhine Area Major Units competition. The final, \\hich took place at Rheindahlen, was played
against 36 Heavy Air Defence Regt RA.
The match was very hard fought, played on a sunny day but
with a very cold, easterly wind-the latter was probably more
noticeable to the freezing spectators than to the players. During
the first 20 minutes repeated attacks by the Regiment were
thwarted by the Gunners' defence however, in the 22nd minute
Sig 'Taffy' Moulds found a gap in the defence and shot a goal
to put the Regiment one up. Ten minutes later the Gunners
equalised, following an error by the Regiment's defence. Shortly
before the interval Sgt Peter Campbell scored again for Signals
putting us into the lead 2-1 at half time.
The Regiment's team completely dominated the second half
but the Gunners' defence was superb and the half-time score
remained unaltered at the final whistle.
Cpl Roy Pickersgill received the winner's magnificent trophy
from the Rhine Area Commander, Brig M. Callan. The
Regiment has now won this cup on seven consecutive occasions
and we believe that this is an all-time record for any cup competition in BAOR.
AND YET ANOTHER COMPETITION
The Regiment's catering department, not to be outdone by
the rest of the unit, have also been competing recently. Our
cooking team, W02 'Jock' Kyne and Cpl Simmons won through
to the Rhine Area finals; in a 'shoulder-to-shoulder cook-off'
with the other finalists they gained a creditable third place. At
the same venue Lcpl Mark Golden cooked a pleasing egg or two
and took second place in the egg dishes competition.

News from Squadrons
4 Guards Armd Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 17
FOUR DIVISIONAL TROPIIlES IN EIGHT DAYS-IS
TIDS A RECORD?
N the period February 14-21 the Squadron sports teams
secured four Divisional sports trophies. They were:
Saturday, February 14 - 2 Div Major Unit Hockey Champions
Thursday, February 19- 2 Div Minor Unit Basketball
Champions
Friday, February 20
- 2 Div Minor Unit Squash Champions
Saturday, Fe.bruary 21 - 2 Div Minor Unit Hockey Champions
Hockey. This year the Squadron has put together a very effective
hockey team which was more than a match for the Minor and Major
Units in the Division. All positions on the field are filled by
competent players from the goalkeeper, WOl 'Paddy' Murphy
(RAPC), to the goal-scoring duo of Sgt Gordon Cass (REME)
and Cpl Alan Reece (Royal Signals). The centre half Cpl
Steve Farrar, is in full control, and many good moves com~ from
Sig Gerry Delaney on the right wing. Both Major and Minor
Unit finals were won convincingly. In the Minor Unit final the
team beat 12 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn by 5 goals to 1 ·
scorers being Sgt Cass (2), Cpl Reece (2) and Sig Delaney (1)'.
In the Major Unit final the Squadron beat 23 Engr Regt by an
impressive 6--0, scorers being Cpl Reece (3), Sgt Cass (2) and
Capt McLuckie (1).
The goal average at the time of writing is 166 for and 11 against.
Basketball. The team, led by Y of S Brian McAneny played
well to beat Stores Coy 1 (BR) Corps, 229 Sig Sqn and 12 Fd
Wksps REME, and thus take the Minor Unit badminton trophy.
The match against 229 Sig Sqn was particularly hard and needed
extra time before a result was reached. Noteworthy amongst the
team are: Sgts Dave Archibald (SG), 'Wes' Braithwaite
(RAOC) and John Illingworth (Royal Signals). In the BAOR
Minor Unit competition the team was placed third.
Squa h. The Squadron entered a team for both the Major and

I
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Minor Unit competitions. In the Major Unit competition it was
unfortunate to be drawn against the eventual winners, HQ Coy
1 (BR) Corps in the first round. Only after some very hard-fought
games did they succumb 3--2 to be knocked out of the competition.
In the Minor Unit competition the Squadron was more successful.
The team, consisting of Capt Derek McLuckie, Rev Tony
Appleby and Sgt Dave Archibald beat 6 Fd Wksps REME by
2 matches to 1 to become the Divisional Minor Unit Champions.
Other Sports. In the same week that four Divisional trophies
were won, the Squadron cross-country team was competing in
the Army cross-country race at Pirbright, having previously won
the BAOR Minor Units Championships. In a very strong field
they did well to come third.
Cpl Farrar (our hockey centre half) also plays badminton
and, together with Ssgt Thom, holds the Munster Ga.rrison
inter-Unit Badminton Doubles trophy.

During the FFR Inspection Brig H. D. A. Langley, MBE, Comd 4 Gds
Arr_nd Bde: speakes to WO I (ASM) J. Cotton (REME). The Brigade
Maior, Mai C:::· Wolverson (Irish Guards) and the Sqn Commander,
Mai R. F. Maynard , MBE (Royal Signals), looks on
OTHER ACTIVITY
The Squadr<;>n is, of course, fulfilling all its other commitments.
So~e 50 soldiers took part in exercise Snow Queen at a hut
which.the Squadron runs in conjunction with 12 Mech Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn. The New Year saw the arrival of a new Brigade
Commander, Brig H. D. A. Langley, MBE, who on February 26
ins~ected the ~quadron's fimess for role. After a very full day
which began with a parade of all the Squadron's vehicles and men
and continued with kit inspections, AFPA tests and communications races between line parties and RR detachments he left
well sati~fied with our standards. The Squadron has begun th~
long . senes of exercises which will bring it into line with the
reqwr~ments ?f the Defence Review. Life in 4 Gds Arrnd Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn 1s full, successful and exciting.

19 Airptbl Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn
Colchester
Officer Commanding
2IC
OC Alpha Troop
OC Jumbo Troop
QM
Admin Officer
MTO
RSM
YofS
Fof S
RQMS

an~ some exercises to ~e~p the rest of the Squadron busy; and
finish up with a Ladies night at the Sergeants Mess.

SNOW WOMBLES
Fourteen potential skiers u~dcrrook ~he hazardous trek northwards to Av1ernore for a fortrught of wmtcr sporting. The party,
led by C~pt Grah~m Hand, seemed to attract most of the
Sq1:1adron c~aracter.s who gene~ated further exploits to enhance
their r~putat 1 ons. Sig Frank Nicholls, nicknam~d 'Paddington'
from his appear.ance on t~c slopes and non-stop down-hill techmque? was rapidly established as a true saint, being the only
man m Scotland to get beer from a 'carrie-oot' on a Sunday
'Paddington' also discovered that you cannot mend carburettor~
by setting fire to them. Cfn Dick Dover (REME) and his churns
among the~ ~pis Alan Coo;Per and Terry Anderson chose~
different trammg pattern, re~tmg by day on the slopes and saving
their strength for the evenmg. We aren't sure what they did
but rumour h as it that apres-ski lives in Scotland. Lcpl J c
'Jo<:k' Fearon, our Celtic supporter, perhaps had the ~os~
excitement; aft~r all he. was. the only man to lose a ski (permanently)
and break a window m his caravan.
At least Sgt Peter Wilson, released from his temporary
mpl?ym~n~ a~ Sqn Provost Sergeant, was able to maintain some
m~.rttal d1sc1plme but those efforts weakened as the attractions of
sknng grew and he spent more and more time boasting about
how he .s kied 'Coire Cas' three times in one day. Maj Jim
McLuckie and our new BEME, Maj Alistair Campbell
(RE ~~), spent the last w~ek with ~e party. BEME, who 'has the
Gaelic was able to negotiate replenishment supplies of Highland
malt.
DARTMOOR AND EXMOOR PLATOON?
Ou.r D an~ E. Platoo.n, deserving a break from their monotonous
secunty duties ill Gooierat Barracks, planned a period of arduous
traiI?iI?g culminating.in a fortnight 's exercise in the West Country.
Tr~u.ung started with a work-up !n our local Friday Woods
!rammg a~ea w?-ere Yeoman ~eith Finch's exercise plans
induced onentatJon problems leading to a demoralised retreat to
barracks at the end of an exhausting week. But all was not in vain
and the Platoon, led by Sgt Charles Brown (RPC), aided by
Sgts Henry Banks and Roy Cadman and Cpl Jeff Sammons
had an excellent week in D evon, apart from the anonymous effort
to pack a four-tonner into a Land-Rover-sized sUiiken lane. All
returned safely to the Squadron with the Yeoman counting the
latest grey hairs.
'PLEASE DON'T RAIN ON MY PARADE!'
The r~mainder of the Squadron had no respite and gave up
two precious weekends to rehearse for the OC's Handover review.
This year's version of the FFR Drill Parade. Three halfCornp~es, one boasting ~e different cap badges and styles of
marchmg, were moulded mto one body by their CSMs, Ssgts
Peter Forster, Ron Crabtree and David Boot (RCT). The
vigilant direction by RSM Wally Lockwood ensured that the
parade was well up to public duties standard. It was delightful to
see Cpl Gerry Rose, of the QM's Department, cutting a fine
figure, .tJ:te occasion broke his nine-year-old record of avoiding
su~h nulitary events. The actual parade, under grey bu t rain-free
skies ensured by the RSM's rain dance, was a great success,
watched by a good number of Squadron wives and families,
fascinated as ever to discover just what their husbands or fathers
did in barracks. The only crisis, almost unnoticed by the spectators,

Maj I. E. Kerr
Capt P.A. Cooper
Capt G. Hand
Lt A. W. Merrick
Capt (QM) B. Turner
Capt M. W. Pope (17/21 L )
Capt G. Paton (RCT)
W01 (RSM) C. W. Lockwood
W02 (Y of S) K. R. Finch
W02 (F of S) B. Watts
W02 (RQMS) J. H. Parkes

WINTER'S (AND TOUR'S) END
OW to . ~ke Maj Ji~ McLuckie's last months suitably
entertammg to offset his oncoming two years' penance at the
MoD? Well, what about adventurous training in the Cairngorms;
send the D and E Platoon off to Dartmoor, plan a handover parade
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involving Capt Graham Hand's inability to estimate distance and
ove~-ent~usias~ic :-vord of command was solved by the out-going
OC s quick thinking and novel command-'Parade will move to
the right-one half company's width ... .'.
The parade ended with Maj Jim McLuckie handing over his
command to Maj Iain Kerr and then marching off to three
cheers from the parade and 'Auld Lang Syne' from the Band of
the Third Battalion Roya l Regt of Fusiliers. The whole ceremony
occurred under the watchful eyes of our new Brigade Commander
Brig Dick Vincent (late RA) and Brigade Major, Maj Christo:
pher Wallace (RGJ).
SOCIAL SCENE
. The culmination of the OC's Handover, Takeover was the
dming-out of Maj Jim and Mrs Jill McLuckie by the Brigade
WOs and Sergeants Mess hosted by RSM Wally Lockwood
1:'he. ~gh point of the evening followed an cxch·mge of speeches:
s1grufymg a temporary truce in the OCtRSM joke war. Maj
McLuckie then received a pair of handsome crystal decanters
on beha~f of Mrs ~cLuckie and.presented the WOs and Sergeants
Mess ~1th an anuque pen-and-mk stand. The after-dinner disco
was enioyed by all, and the departure of Maj and Mrs McLuckie
to 'Auld Lang Syne' left few dry eyes in the house. We welcome
Maj and Mrs Kerr on their return to reality from an exoric
posting in the USA, and wish them well in their future with us.
ROUND THE TROOP NEWS
Alfa Troop, continue their endeavours to justify Capt Graham
Hand's claims of overwork. Their tight social schedule allowed
the inclusion of several exercises and participation in the Logistics
D.emonstration to the Staff College at Hawley. We congtatulate
Sig Steve Jones and Bob Porley who have found time to
become engaged. A fond farewell to Lcpl 'Scratch' McCutcheon
and Sig Ron Skilling on their postings to BAOR, and welcome
to Cpl Pete Tharme and Lcpl Keith Marshall.
Jumbo Troop prospering under the ministrations of Lt Arthur
Merrick, freshly qualified as a Unit Emplanement Officer and
Ss~ ~on Crabtree, continue to extend their takeover 'bids.
This um~ t!iey have monop~lised the ran~es. ~pl Pete Coathup
has specialised as a Magazine Loader ill his frantic efforts to
keep up with the Squadron marksmen.
. ' Q' Troop, seeking li~t~r relief from the round of pre-FFR
msp~cuons, have foun.d 1t m promotio~s. and engagements. Ssgt
Colin Amey wears his new crown as 1f 1r were on his head and
Lcpl~ Ted Haines and Dave Meakin are walking on air pe~ding
rnammony. We welcome Sgt Charlie Zammit who is taking
over as assistant to our Unit Families Officer from Ssgt Bob
Douce, who is leaving the Army shortly.
SHQ are maintaining a discreet silence at present. This may
be due to movement of paper during the handover bur more
likely due to the absence of our Chief Clerk, Ssgt Dave Bell
who made the mistake of attempting an ungentlemanly tackle 0~
a Black Watch player during a recent soccer fixture. He was felled
with a fractured tibia and fibia and, without him, the team went
on to l~se to the Red Hackles. Out of the cloud, a silver liningpromotion to Actmg Sergeant for Alan Cooper, who is now
king of the paper empire.
. Our congratulations are also due to Sgt Henry Banks for
his GOC
orthern Ireland's commendation won during his
recent Ulster tour .. Finally ~o end on a high note. S:;gt 'Scouse'
Lawlor (ACC) achieved national TV coverage during his muscular
eff~rts in tossing ~.e worl.d's larg~st pancake on Shrove Tuesday.
Smet aerodynam1c1sts might claim that Staff and his two aides
only achieved a flip but it satisfied the eagle eyes of the 'Guinness
Book of Records' scrutineers.

BORYS COURT PREPARATORY SCHOOL
Leigh, Nr Reigate, Surrey.
Tel. 030 678 372.
Boarding School for 8-13.i year olds. Good
academic foundation given to prepare boys for
their Senior Schools.
'SOME OF THOSE 9 CAP BADGES'
Left to rig/1t: Maj Kerr, Maj Mcluckie, Capt (QM) Turner, Capt
Cooper (hidden), Dvr Galbraith (RCT) (partly hidden), Lcpl Jones
(RCT), Cfn Kelly (REME), Lcpl Weighill (REME)
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Very good facilities for science, recreation and
sport.
Apply Headmaster
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216 Para Sig Sqn,

Aldershot
THE CHAMPIONS

.
O apologies for featuring solely our cross-country team whose achievements could not have been bettered. Our successes
for the season ended were:
. .
.
.
. . .
Army Minor Units cross-country champion~ 19!5-76. Winner? South-east District (Mmor Unns). Runners-up D1vmon II Southern Area
Aggregate League (this involves 31 teams m six league meeungs).

N

.R M :
QC 'A' Troop:
QC 'E' Troop:
ToT:
Y of S (Plans):
Y of S (Training):
F of S:
Troop Ssgt 'A' Troop:
Troop Ssgt 'E' Troop:
Training Ssgt: ·
Chief Clerk:
RQMS:

W01 (RSM) R. Bowes
Capt D. C. Richardson
Capt P. J. Myatt
Capt (ToT) A.H. Spurgin
W02 (Y of S) G. Lile
W02 (Y of S) I. Sleightholm
W02 (F of S) B. P. Pettifer
Ssgt G. Cheyne
Ssgt D. Longhurst
Ssgt J. D. Welch
Ssgt (ORSQMS) B. Belton
W02 (RQMS) P. J. B.
Tuppenney

FFR, DENMARK, CYPRUS, NORWAY and BELIZE
February proved to be a typical month in the life of 244.
Elements from the Troops arrived back from exercise Little
Tape 10 in Denmark on February 6 just in time to volunteer for
the RSM's quarter guard for the Annual FFR inspection on
February 10. We were inspected by Col A. P. Baker, CSO 3 Div.
We then repacked and airportabilised our equipment for departure
at 0830 hrs February 11 to Cyprus on exercise Trout Call 17.
In between, three detachments of Echo Troop under Sgt John
Haycock departed on February 8 bound for AMF(L) exercises
Hardfall and Atlas Express in Norway. In addition, we have a
detachment in Belize which rotated on February 12. If you like
travel and an active, varied life, 244 is the unit to be in.
EXERCISE TROUT CALL 17
Fifty-three members of the Squadron departed on the morning
of February 11 to RAF Akrotiri. The first day was spent setting
up and establishing communications with our RAF colleagues in
Halfar, Malta. We also had our own detachments in Cyprus-at
Dhekelia under Sgt Sam Degei, and at Troodos under Cpl
Frank Smitheram. A good training exercise in which a lot
was learnt, especially about joint working and cheap Cyprus
brandy.

HQ 16 PAR.A BDE AND SIG SQN
ARMY MINOR. UNITS CROSS-COUNTRY CHAMPIONS 1975-76
Bock row, left to right: Sig R. Kaye (Royal Signals), Lcpl S. Kemp (R.AOC), Sgt P. Whitehead (Royal Signals), Sgt R.. Boughen (R.AOC),
Cpl P. Doherty (Royal Signals), Lcpl S. Margison (Royal Signals)
Front row: W01 T. Macaree (APTC), Sig M. Ward (Royal Signals), W01 D. S. Baikie (Royal Signals), Sig C. Vincent (Royal Signals).
Pte L. McCash (Para Regt)

Photoiroph by Vandyke Studios, Farnborough, Honts.

244 Sig Sqn (AS)
R.A.F. Benson
EBRUARY welcomes to the 'Red Hand Gang': Cpl Ken
Hann, our new liney Cporporal; Sig Norris,
joins Alpha
F
Troop; and Lcpl Smith, who joins Echo Troop.
who

Sad farewells have been drunk with: 'Super Chief' W02
(ORQMS) Stan Long and his wife, Rosemary, and fam~ly,
posted to 3 Sig Group in Cyprus; Cpl Keith Bi~son and wife,
Jean, and family, posted to 24 Bde HQ and Sig Sqn; Lcpl
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'Geordie' Petty (Man City 2, Newcastle United 1) to 9 Sig Rcgt,
Cyprus. Best of luck and thanks.
Personalities :
OC :
2IC:
Admin Officer :

Maj G. A. Allen
Capt H. B. Bennett
Maj (QM) J. Dean
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EXERCISE LITTLE TAPE 10
Exercise Little Tape 10 gave the Squadron an opportunity to
move near to its adopted second home in Haderslev Barracks,
Denmark. It was good to see old friends again but conditions had
changed since last summer, and we moved into a ~ood ~n the
first night. Unfortunately, the wood was near a rmhtary mstallation manned by Danes who were not aware of our intended
occupation. Their dogs and weapons were made safe, however,
once the position was explained.
High winds hampered us with rain, hail and, finally, snow,
which promptly froze with temperatures dropping to -16°C. In
an effort to monitor wind and temperature, Cpl Clarke, an
intrepid RAF TCW det commander, set up an ~provi~e? Met
station. His 'Long Johns' on the 48ft mast remained ng1d and
white for the entire exercise. Thanks to the RAF, Sgt Degei ran
a successful competition to see how many varieties of chicken
supreme could be made. His entire exercise ration contained only
this.
.
.
.
The Technicians were taxed to the ulumate with our agemg
but well-cared-for Dll /R234. The only fault was repaired by
winding a new RF choke on a pencil-and it worked!
Morale was good and only flagged when the beer cans froze.
Bad weather threatened to strand us in the wood but the voyage
back was completed without incident. The SS Dana Regina can
be recommended.
SPORTS REPORT
In between exercises the Squadron hockey team, led by the OC,
reign supreme at the top of the league with a 100 per .cent record.
Congratulations to Sgt Pete Havlin who already this season has
represented the Corps, the Army, Combined Se~vice~, Durham,
and just about every other hard-up representauve side,_ not to
mention Wallingford III team. Well done, Pete, sec you m work
sometime.
Unfortunately, the soccer XI, Jed by W02 (Yo~ S) Ian
Sleightholm, having only lost one league match, has withdrawn
from the South-east District League for the rest of the season,
exercise commitments proving .too demanding. ~owever, we can
still boast three Corps players m W02 Ian Sle1ghtholm, Lcpls
Keith Bibbins and Mick Brackenberry.
On the rugby scene Ssgt Dave Welch an~ Sig 'Taff'. Oatlt:Y
are regular players in a strong Benson Stauon team with solid
reserve support being given by W02 (Y of S) George Lile
(definitely retiring this season), Cpl Terry Roper, Lcpl Jas~n
Wood and Cpl Andy Stokoe. We h~pe that ~y next season, 1?
between exercises, Sgt Sam Degei will find ume to take off his
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'Long Johns' and have the long-awaited operation on his 'gammy'
leg.
The annual match between Officers and Seniors versus the
Junior Ranks resulted in an overwhelming 34-4 victory for the
Seniors. The strength of Ssgt Dave Welch, Sgt Sam Degei
and W02 George Lile proving too much for the spirited but inexperienced youngsters. Only casualty of the match proved to be
Ssgt Dave Longhurst (SAS retired) who, after sorting out all
but the opposition, retired gracefully with a black eye and stitched
brow, supplied by Sgt Phil Atherton-his own hooker.
Congratulations to W02 (Y of S) Ian Sleightholm on the
award of his Corps Football Colours, and Lcpl Keith Bibbins
on the re-award of his Colours.

248 Gurkha Sig Sqn,

B.F.P.O. 1
INCREASING ROLE
RIOR to the disbandment of 27 Sig Regt later in the year,
the Squadron has been going through a challenging period in
anticipation ot our increased role in the Colony. However, despite
the problems of re-organisation, Squadron training goes on
unimpaired.
After the recent changeovers the main Squadron personalities
are as follows:
Maj L. G. Fraser
QC
Capt A. McVittie
2IC
Lt J. W. Rollins
Ops/Trg Officer
Capt (QGO) Pritamsing Gurung
SQGO
W02 J. E. Lovell
YofS
W02 D. J. Harries
F of S
W02 R. Fortune
RQMS

P

BATTLE CAMP INCLUDES FAREWELLS
The Squadron's annual battle camp was held this year between
January 26 and February 8. Despite involving some very taxing
military training, the picturesque location of the camp, situated
at Long Harbour, Sai Kung, along with the unusually bright
weather, ensured a very pleasant and rewarding two weeks. The
training, under the direction of the Camp Commandant, Lt Tim
Fletcher, included the practise of several aspects of infantry
skills-section battle drills, vehicle anti-ambush, first aid, waterrnanship, and map reading. We are grateful for the help of 10 GR,
whose expertise ensured that instruction in certain aspects ot
infanteering was of the highest standard.
Although the quiet location of the camp enabled us to escape
the festivities and bustle of Chinese ew Year, we did hold our
own Squadron party on February 1 to bid farewell to members of
the Squadron. Many families and friends came out to Sai Kung
from Kowloon to give their best wishes to Capt Geoff Strivens,
who has been posted to 244 Sig Sqn ; Lt Tim Fletcher, who leaves
the Army for civilian life; Sgt Alfie Gorham, posted to 4 Div
HQ and Sig Regt; and Sgt Saidhan Rai and Cpl Dalbahadur
Rana, who go on pension.
Although the Squadron was granted a welcome break from
training in the form of a stand-down over the ew Year period,
we nevertheless kept ourselves busy with several varied and
exciting activities. These included a paperchase, an inter-section
quiz, and even the novel, although perhaps involuntary, pastime
of fighting some of the many jungle fires which resulted from the
hot weather.
The Camp culminated in a demanding 36 hours' exercise in
which section corporals were given the opportunity of proving
their skills of leadership, and the rest of the section their stamina
and military skills. The exercise involved a long tactical hike
around the Sai Kung area, including engagements with nemy
sections, collection of information, watermanship, ambush drills,
and map reading. The exercise finished, a very tired but jovial
Squadron gathered around the fire for our final barbeque the
success of which was a testament to the excellent work carried
out by the Camp adrnin party, keeping morale high throughour
the Camp.
EXERCISE DAMAYAN IN THE PIDLIPPINES
Several men1bers of the Squadron were fortunate enough to
rake part recently in the final EA TO exercise, exerci c Damayan.
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'I his wa. an cxerci e involving units from the Thai, U , ew
Zealand, Philippine and Briti h armed forces. The exerci~c took
place in the Philippine. and our Signalmen were r spons1ble. for
in talling radio telephone equipment in the town_ of _St Alam1i:ios
whi h hitherco had very poor telephone commurucanons. Havmg
c mpleted their ta ks early, the Signalmen lent a helpin~ hand
t the Gurkha Engineer helping build, among other proiects, a
·l ft suspension bridge. All the projects were supporced throughout by very grateful villagers who helped with concreting and
other manual job . On completion of the opening ceremony for
the new installation , attended by .Maj Chris Storey, 27 Sig
Regt, all p~rttcip_ant m _tl~e exerci~~ a~tended r.he celebratory
festivities mcludmg tradmonal Ph1hppme dancing and food,
organised by the villagers. This, in turn was followed by, perhaps
not surpri ingly, a very emotional farewell.

News from Troops
605 Sig Tp, R.A.F. Gan
B.F.P.O. 180

(with phone ) earmarked for Cyprus and Hong ~ong'. rcs_p cctivcly,
were then ordered to be handed over as working c1rcu1ts to the
local authority, along with several items of test gear and many
spares. After a "bit of a flap " at the start, things finall.Y got sorted
out; again mainly by the Troop personnel really gettmg down to
their jobs. So here we are now, with the programme and the tour
all but over.
'The period spent here has been a very rewarding one to me
personally as it was a challenge to perform tasks, both on and off
duty, that I have never done before ai:id t? obtain more success
in results than failure. It will also remam with me as a very happy
memory for I have had the good fortune to be associated with
some of the best lads the Royal Signals have got to offer, showing
exactly what "Pongo Power" means to the " Blue Jobs" . I ~o~d
also like to thank the RAF for a very close and happy assoc1at1on
which I found very interesting. Having also served in the Royal
avy for eight years prior to service with Royal Signals I can
now honestly say, " I've seen the lot".
'It is sad that places like Gan must disappear, as I believe if the
correct atmosphere is developed, these isolated places are a wonderchance for character building showing to a person just how much
"Go" he has got within him in order to "Hack" it. The lads I've
had here have shown they can do just that and, to them, I say
cheerio, thank you very much, and the very best of luck in the
future.'
SSGT RAY HILL

605 SIGNAL TROOP, GAN, MAKE THEIR POSITIVELY
LAST APPEARANCE IN 'THE WIRE'
N the November December edition of 'The Wire' we
paid a tribute to 605 Troop, believing that they would
be disbanded by the New Year. However, they have hung
on longer than was expected but this is their final swansong.
We can only repeat what we said then-that their morale
has always been high and at both work and play they have
always fully upheld the good name of the Corps.

I

A FOND FAREWELL FROM GAN
The last F of S, Ssgt Ray Hill, writes:
'After being harassed and made old before my time by the
internees of the Army Apprentices College during an extended
tour there, I was quite looking forward to having a much more
relaxed type of working day out in the tropical sunshine of Gan.
This idea was soon foiled, however, by being told that Gan was
closing down and it would be my job to close the place up by
back-loading all the 1,001 stores items and tele-communications
equipment. Not being fully aware of all the mysteries of stores
accounting I felt some trepidation at the prospect but resolved to
tackle the job in the normal stores manner of: "No, you can't
have one of those as we've only got three left".
'On landing at Gan and being flattened by the heat, I was
further flattened by the wild social whirl that went on nightly in
all the various section clubs. I was also surprised by the amount
of sport and physical activity that went on in the high temperature
especially on the five-a-side football court. This must be the
nearest thing there is in modern times to the old Roman Arena.
The local lingo of the place took a while to register with its
"gizzits", "stickies" and "gozomies". But, as in the way with all
moves, after an initial period of confusion and mistakes things
began to settle into a routine. This was mainly due to the support
of the Troop, who regularly did their daily tasks in a conscientious
manner with hardly any chasing at all from me, and also due to
the RAF bosses here leaving us alone to do our own thing, as
long as they got the required tele-comms service.
'The Troop had also settled down into an out-of-duty hours
routine in that we had regular games nights, "gozomies" and
kittle matches down at the other end of the Island in our own
private hide-e-hole of "'e "Pongo Club" against other sections.
Regular teams were also fielded on the five-a-side football, basketball, badminton and volleyball, no mean task, as with two bodies
permanently away at the remote end of the Radio Relay system
on Hittadu island, that meant that only nine men were left on
Gan which included myself. Being now somewhat slow at all
these very fast team games but also feeling compelled to do
something physical with all this activity going on, I decided to
"Hack" the island on a daily run of four miles and also do regular
circuit training in the gym. I have now completed over 1,000 miles
and, in the process, have lost 3 stone in weight and also 6 inches
from my waistline. This now means that my UK clothes will be
greatly oversize and will need replacing. The cost of this I am
going to try and recover from some Army or RAF fund as I feel
it was all done in the line of duty.
'The original programme that had been laid down last September
a the run down procedure was given a complete change in
December as the Radio Relay system and Telephone Exchange
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Troop Stores
Lcpl Steve Strange writes:
'When I arrived at Gao on October 28 I was under the impression I was going to take over and have sole command of a store
and then to start back-loading all the stores to various units, but
I soon found out that my predecessor Sig (now Lcpl) Paul
\Veaver and the Foreman) had been working away like beavers
and the store was practically empty, apart from certain essential
items and kit to be handed over to the locals. So since arrival
I have been snowed under doing all the paperwork for the handover and back-loading of kit plus the normal Troop typing work
and some not-normal work, as the Foreman (the "boss") is a
great fan of Al Jolson. On arrival here I was told I would like to
have a go at five-a-side football (by the Troop, not the Boss) but
I very soon found out this game was more for rugby players.
Any spare time I take up with cycling and walking round the
island, which is about four miles round. I also do a lot of readinggetting through up to seven books a week. The evenings are often
spent in the local TV room, namely the Astra Cinema. For a socalled tropical place we have had a lot of rain since December,
but it has been good this last month. So with sun here and sun
at my next posting to 9 Sig Regt, I have missed this winter at
home, and the next one.'
Radio Relay System
Sgt Graham Hughes writes:
'This most important and vital department is staffed by myself,
Sgt Graham (55 secondJ) Hughes and Cpl Trevor (Settle)
Inman. Both of us have been here in excess of a year and during
this time we have seen such exotic locations as Ceylon, Singapore
and Hong Kong. On leaving Gao we are going to enjoy a leisurely
cruise to Cyprus before proceeding on some well-earned leave
to Canada and America, respectively.
Life out here hasn't all been work as we have enjoyed several
sports. I have been actively engaged in squash, five-a-side football
and, just recently, have celebrated my debut at an international
level in 11-a-side football against a local Maldivian team. Cpl
Trev Inman has enjoyed volleyball and water ski-ing (on a
table top of all things). BOth of us are very keen Malachologists,
or if you prefer, Chonchologists (the study of mollusc's), also
backgammon players and golfers, although more time is spent in
this on jungle training in the rough than in the fairway.
'Recently we were paid a visit by Ssgt (F of S) Robert Mcinnes
who performed our final third-line service inspection and, before
he left, we were all pleased to see that he managed to acquire a
suntan at long last before he went rusty in the continual rain.
'Finally, we would like to say, You've met the Best-Now meet
the Rest.'
Hittadu Terminal
Sgt Chris Wilkie writes:
'Greetings to all past Pongo Hermits from tlle last Pongo
Hermits, Sgts Chris Wilkie and Doug Curry. We two, along
with six "Blue Jobs", are all that's left to keep Hittadu ticking
over till the Maldivians take over in March. Those of you who
know Hittadu would no longer recognise the place. Skynet is
no more. Ali Clump has swept his last floor and the bar trophies,
donated mostly by 10 Sqn, have all been "gizzited".
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'Doug and I, after sorting out the after-effects of the last and
final six monthl y, arc keeping the Relay up to its usual standard
w~i~h leaves. us plenty of time ~o kill. Doug is in charge of main~
tammg th~ killer Pon.go reputation, and does this by stalkmg birds
on the ~enal form with b~w a~d a~row (birds 10, D oug nil) ; and
by fee ding the fish tempting tit-bits such as rotten squid which
the fish, for some reason, refuse to take.
'After 14 months here I have put behind ine the hunting and
fishi~g p~ases, . a~d i:iow spend my time sailing and jungle- bunny
spotting m ant1c1pat1on of my return to the land of having.'
Telephone Exchange
Sgt Pete Smith writes :
'During the past year Cpl Nick Nicholson and I have been
manning the Telephone Exchange on Gan and are due to leave
here at the end of March bound for Berlin and Catterick
respectively.
'
' Apart from "fear of crossing roads" another thing we both
expect difficulty with is to stop using local slang and getting
used to speaking normal English again. Both of us expect words
like " Moonie", "Got a monk on", "Humpers" and " POSB"
will be very difficult to drop from our vocabulary after all this
time and we now offer apologies to our next units for any lapses
we may make during the early days there.
'We have both done a fair bit of travelling during our time
here on visits to Masirah, Hong Kong and Colombo. In addition,
I also had a six-hour trip in a Nimrod and several trips to other
islands in the Maldive chain.
' We have both managed to keep alive in our off-duty time.
N ick's exploits including sub-aqua when he first arrived. He
seemed to spend a lot of time repairing an underwater camera
then but he says there was no connection. Towards the finish he
spent some six weeks assisting to refurbish a small rowing boat
which turned out to be quite an achievement as it actually managed
to sail after two or three launchings. I had a brief flirtation with
the Station badminton ladder and later gave Radio Gan, our
local station, a try but we soon parted company by mutual consent.
I later switched to golf and organising soccer and stuck to those.
'We have managed to do quite a bit of work on maintenance
of the P ABX and all the normal intercom systems of airfields.
An excellent liaison is kept up with the RAF and, although we
say it ourselves, they appear to hold us in quite high esteem.
'Looking back, Gan has been a much more pleasant experience
than either of us expected (th.is was said under pressure from the
boss), but we must admit some of out suggestions for improvements here would have been somewhat impractical. Whoever
heard of a WVS Section supplied by all the local beauties of
between 20 and 30 years old. Well, one can dream!'
Line Section
Sgt 'Spike' Spencer writes:
'On arrival here I was told that I had two local employees but
at first sight I counted three. "Who is th.is extra one?" I enquired.
"Oh, that's only Nige P. He's been here so long that he is th.inking
of getting a Maldivian Passport and running for Atoll Chief next
year." For the past two years Lcpl Nigel Grant has been the
main-stay of the Line Section here. Out of working hours most
of his time is taken up by the local Radio Station as head of training,
and he also puts on his own brand and style of show. However, as he
has managed to get away from the island on trips there is no re:>l
danger of him going native.
'The second stalwart of the section, Sig Mick Dmytrenko,
was posted to Gan straight from training, and he must have
wondered what was happening at first. But he soon got settled
into the ways of the Troop and should be congratulated on his
acrobatics between the posts, as the Troop's five-a-side football
team goalkeeper. Since being here he has passed his Tele-mech
class II and, on posting, to 21 Sig Regt, should be experienced
enough to take what comes.
.
'Since arriving here from 21 Sig Regt I have shed 3 stone m
weight; sat three GCE " 0"-levels, passing two; won the island's
doubles knockout and was runner-up in the singles darts competition, learnt the intracacies of golf, getting a 24 handicap and
also played rugby for the station. In addition to this I have also
been known to come into work occasionally.
'I have been happy to serve in this line section as I feel it_ is,
like the rest of the Troop, a compact and highly efficient section
which is a credit to the Corps.'

If you're so broke that this is someone else's WIRE

you are reading - boy you sure need sympathy!
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-- ~ The Volunteers - - 31 Sig Regt {Greater London) (V)

THE MANAGEMENT-MINUS THE QM
Left to right: WOI Keith Childs (RSM designate), Maj David Gent
(Trg Maj), Lt Col John Brian (CO). Capt Gordon Giles (Adjt).
WOI Pete Cairns (RSM) and WOI Adam Patterson (MTWO)

FIELD SPORTS
HE Regiment has achieved an early start in 1976, our 'foreign'
camp year, with two successful weekend exercises already
behind us. The first, a 'plug-up' exercise in the field on January
24-25, gave us all the opportunity to get the bugs out of the
system and the cobwebs out of the brain. The icy, windy weather
cenainly did that, but with a three-line whip out Lt Col John
Brian was able to see almost all members of the Regiment for
the first time in field conditions.
Flushed with early success we set out again on February 21-22
by squadrons to play that well-known field sport, tactical deployment and night movement. This time the weather was unseasonably
mild and inclined to be damp. Great fun was had by all in playing
dodgems with tree trunks in the hours of darkness as squadrons
played general post-surprisingly little damage was sustained in
the process. The scene was enlightened by the harassing activities
of our intrepid Adjutant, Capt Gordon Giles, with his marauders.
A pre-dawn sally with thunder flashes on 47 Sqn's location
occasioned little surprise, the pyrotechnics being dismissed as a
natural phenomenon resulting from a clash of compo and best
bitter. As training continues, we face the future rigours of Northwest Europe, in June, with some confidence. However, just to
make sure all goes well, a high-powered recce team consistin~ of
the CO, Lt Col John Brian; ToT, Maj 'Pip' Quick; QMs,
Ma; Bill Sinclair and Lt Ron Miller; together with Capts
Peter Mather and Bob Simpson-Ops Offr and 83 Sqn 2IC,
respectively-spent the first week of March smoothing the way
with our many good friends at SHAPE and AFCE T.

T

BLOOD SPORTS
The Law decrees that once a year the members of the permanent
staff must demonstrate their military aptitude by performing the
rite of the annual BE tests-a two-day marathon of excessive
physical activity and concentrated range work guaranteed to put
the fear of God into peaceful office-bound PSJs. Accordingly, on
Tuesday, March 9, the entire regular personnel of the ~egime~t
left the luxury of London and set up temporary residence m
Rollestone Camp on Salisbury Plain. After a fortifying lunch they
drew weapons, donned equipment and took what some wit
described as a 'pleasant stroll in the spring sunshine'. Two hours
and many miles later they were ~l s~ll alive-just-~espite
climbing enormous wall and carrymg simulated casualues (all
apparently overweight!); but there is a persistent rumo~r that
the Adjutant, who selected the route, can only walk uphill! Ao
evening of liquid refreshment and ribald entertainment at 'The
Bustard' put new heart into everyone and even a sadistically early
reveille by Vic Blackburn could not dampen enthusia m for the
range work on Wednesday. Despite dark muttering from the
Training Major about gremlins in his section of 'this new-fangled
ETR equipment', there was no doubt that Sgt Gary Cook-our
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one and onl} RE iE P I-was the best hot and he wa duly
pre ented with the 'P I Hot- hot Pot' by the CO, Lt Col John
Brian.
GOODBYE TO A GOOD SPORT
In June this year, WOl {RSM) P. B. Cairns leaves the Regiment and the Army after some 27 years' service. RSM Pete Cairns
tarted his career at the Army Apprentices College Harro;?atc, in
1949 and having qualified as an Operator Wireless and Line, spent
the IO years from 1952-62 in BAOR, Cyprus, the Middle East
and orthern Ireland. Re-clas ified as a radio operator, he was
promoted to sergeant in 1960 and served in the Joint Communication Centre in Bahrain until 1964. On returning to BAOR, he
first joined HQ 11 Bde Sig Sqn, later moved to 7 Sig Regt as a
Troop Staff ergeant and was awarded the Long Service and Good
Conduct iedal in 1970. In 1971, he was promoted to Warrant
Officer Cla s II and moved to the Signals School, RAC Centre,
Bovington, as RQMS and finally, joined 31 {GL) Sig Regt 0/)
as RSM in April 1974.
Born and bred on Wearside, RSM Cairns was inevitably a
good soccer player, but he also developed a latent talent for
hockey. In addition, in the 1952-53 season he represented the
Corps in BAOR at boxing. Always an energetic, forthright and
dedicated soldier, RSM Cairns has served his Corps and the
Army very well. On behalf of his many friends we wish him, his
wife, Mary, and fwnily every happiness and success in the future.

36 Sig Regt {V) Wanstead
ANNUAL COCKTAIL PARTY GOES WELL
BRIEF resume of our happenings since Christmas begins on
January 24, 1976, with our annual cocktail party which
was held in the Wanstead Drill Hall. Thanks to the efforts of our
Quartermaster, Capt Bill Wilkins, the hall was transformed in
appearance, to make a very attractive setting. D~spite .the cold and
inclement weather, most of the officers and their ladies attended,
some coming from as far away as Norwich and Eastbourne. Among
the guests were the Deputy Mayor of Redbridge, Cllr Watts,
two Members of Parliament and the Deputy Lieutenant of
Redbridge. The Commander 12 Sig Group, Brig W. A. Sykes,
and the Honorary Colonel, Brig P. D. Vaigncourt-Strallen,
also came. Our cooks did sterling work in producing a wide
variety of 'snacks' but especial mention must be made of the
efforts by Maj Don Latham, our Paymaster, who 'brewed'
steadily for some hours to produce a hot punch, which on the
evening was most appropriate.
A friendly rivalry has developed between the permanent staff
at Wanstead Drill Hall and the local police, they have agreed to
settle their differences in the squash court once a month. So far
they have met twice and the score stands at one victory each.
The permanent staff squash team is Jed by the Commanding Officer,
Lt Col John Swindells, and the police team by Insp Don
Stenhouse.

A

TRAINING TO THE FORE
It has been a busy time for the trammg organisation. The
Training Major, Mike Alden, and the RSM, WOl Frank
Jepson, had five courses running at the same time at Vange
Training Camp during the weekends January 17/18 and February
7/8, 1976. There was a good turnout of volunteers for both
weekends. The standard of messing anained was very high, thanks
to Sgt George Turner and his cooks. The Group Commander,
Brig W. A. Sykes, visted the camp on February 8, 1976.
A Young Officers' and Officer Cadets' study weekend was held
at Cambridge on March 5/6, 1976. It was Jed by Maj Brian
Motteram (QC, 54 Sqn).

Outgoing RSM Pete Cairns (left) and incoming RSM Keith Childs
confirming the CO's high opinion of the stew

RECRUITING STEPPED UP
The annual National Recruiting Campaign took place between
February 23, 1976 and March 14, 1976. Although recruiting is
carried on throughout the year we made a special effort at this
time. Open days were held at Cambridge and Bedford which were
anended by the respective Mayors. Advertisements were placed
in the local papers by all our Centres, and for the first time posters
were placed in 18 London Underground stations. Teams of
volunteers under the able direction of W02 Alec Dormer have
been handing out leaflets at places where the public were likely to
gather. The response has been very encouraging, particularly at
Ilford, where the Drill Hall Commander, Capt Bob Kennard,
is thinking of starting his own Squadron.
February and March has seen all the Squadrons on the range,
It has been a busy time for the Training Major and the RSM.
who have been dashing from one range to another.

Durham County Royal Signals Army
Cadet Force Detachments Maintain
High Achievements
NCE again the two detachments of Cadets situated in
. Darlington and belonging to the Durham County ACF have
O
given a good account of themselves. and upheld the name and
prestige of the Royal Signals during the last 12 months. These
two detachments are the only ones in Durham County that are
badged to the Corps.
DARLINGTON DETACHMENT (Bradford Armoury, Neasham Road) under the Command of Capt J. R. Pearce and
assi~ted by AUO B. Stod~art and RQMS J. P. Baldry, have
agam excelled themselves m achievements in the APC training
syllabus and first aid courses (run by t~e St John Ambulance Bde).
At annual camp at Otterburn the Drill Squad finished second in
the drill competition, won the .22 shooting competition and also
won the Darlington competition, which is one between the two
Darlii;igton detachments hel.d over t_he wh<;>le year covering drill,
shootmg, football, rugby, cricket, orienteering and a quiz (military
and non-military subjects).
In the sporting field a large number of Cadets have represented
the County and Regi?n it? athletics, pentathlon, rugby, football,
cross-country and swimming.

Watched by RQMS John Howes, Ssgt Mick Mallett, Maj (QM) Bill
Sinclair and Sgt Dave Harman, Lt Col John Brian presents Sgt
Gary Cook with the award for the best score with the SLR
13'4
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Newcastle & Gateshead Branch
PRESENTATION TO VICE PRESIDENT
N the 50th anniversary of Royal Signals' move to Catterick a
special Crystal Goblet wa~ produced to celebrare the event.
As 1974 was al~o the 50th year that our vice-president had been
direc-tly associated with the Corps, the ewcastle and Gateshead
Branch of Royal Signals Association decided to mark the oLcasion
by presenting him with one of the Celebration Goblet~ .
The pictu1e below ~how& the Branch chairman, Mr Alan
Armstrong, presenting the Goblet to Maj Orton with the
Branch secretary, Jim Robson, in attendance to see that all went
well. The presentation was made at the EIIngrove Terrace,
Gateshead DriJJ Hall, and around 200 members and friends
attended.

O

BRANKSOME SCHOOL DETACHMENT commanded by
Lt E. W. Richardson and assisted by AUO S. Perfect have
upheld the prediction of 12 months ago and are now regarded as
a strong force to contend with in the County. The strength of
the detachment has almost doubled and its achievements have
been most encouraging, winning the RSM shield at annual camp
for the best-kept billet, County rugby sevens and, like their
Darlington counterparts, many Cadets have represented the
County and Region in the various sporting championships.
Examination results have been good too. Both detachments
joined forces at Christmas and held a Regimental dinner with full
Christmas menu, with the Cadets being served by the officers and
adults. The numbers attending were 85.
INSPECTION BY UNITED STATES ARMY OFFICER
More recently the annual inspections and visits of both detachments took place at which the Inspecting Officer was Lt Col
J.P. Fitzgerald (United States Army, exchange officer at present
serving at 8 Sig Regt, Canerick), and a most impressive occasion
it turned out co be. He inspected both units at their locations,
saw the training in progress, presented the various awards and
certificates, met the parents who attended and the Mayor of
Darlington who has been most interested in the Cadets whilst in
office and has visited them on numerous occasions. The Colonel
was most surprised and impressed by the smartness and professionalism of the Cadets in their turnout, attitude, discipline and
standard of training.
This year the Cadets will be attending annual camp at Altcar
where it is hoped that last year's good attendances will be bettered.

SOCIAL ACTIVITY
It has also been the season for social events, 44 Sqn held their
annual dinner at Gillingham on February 21, 1976. It meant a
lot of hard work for the Squadron Commander, Maj Chris Gale,
and his staff as nearly 400 people sat down to dine. The following
Saturday the Officers of 54 Sqn dined at Sawston Hall in Cambridge. Among the guests were the Commanding Officer, Training
Major and the Adjutant. On the same evening Maj Willie Allan
and the Officers of 45 Sqn sat down to a formal dinner at Ilford
Drill Hall.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Ssgt (Y of S) Ron Butcher, whowentto30 SigRegt in January
1976 has at last been replaced, and we welcome Ssgt {Y of S)
Rod Lingard and his wife from 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt. We
also welcome Sgt and Mrs Colin Laurence, who has taken over
as PSI at Brentwood.

observed that the Branch consisted largely of the old comrades
of the 46 Sig Regt TA and urged them to recruit members from
the TAVR. They were fortunate to have with them Col
Grimwood Taylor, and it was military duty alone that prevented
the. attendance of Lt Col P, Revill, TD, commanding 38 Sig Regt
which so many there had played no mean part in raising. The
Corps and the Association owed a great debt to Col Haslehurst
who, with the late Col 'Gerry' Underwood., had raised in 1939
the.second line of the North Midlands Corps Signal Regt TA from
which had sprung so many famous wartime units. The spirit of
the occasion reflected great credit on the Branch.

North London Branch
y way of celebrating its 20th anniversary, the

Association News
Derby Branch Royal Signals
Association
Report by Col L. W. Wright, TD
y kind permission of QC 46 Sig Sqn (V) the annual dinner

B

dinner and dance of the Branch was held on an informal basis
at the Kings way TAVR Centre on March 20. Col A. K. Haslehurst, TD, presided and amongst those present were Col J. R. S.
Grimwood Taylor, TD, DL, Honorary Colonel of the 38 Sig
Regr (V), Maj T. S. Wragg, MBE, TD, president of the Chesterfield Branch, and Col L. W. Wright, TD, National vice-chairman.
Tribute was paid to Miss Elsie Cook, the recently-retired
secretary whom one and all were pleased to see after her stay in
hospital. The president, Col A. K. Haslehurst, emphasised the
tremendous work carried out by the assistant secretary, Mrs D.
Williamson. In reviewing Association affairs, Col L. W. Wright
thanked Maj M. Richards and Miss Elsie Cook, retiring chai~
man and secretary, for their hard work, and welcomed their
successors, Mr T. Hardy and Capt Pauline Vietch. He
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orth London
Branch has been enjoying a wide variety of events throughout
B
the year. Two good examples of these were the Christmas party
and the charity party which were held in December and January,
respectively. The former attracted well over a hundred member
and friends who enjoyed music, dancing, a splendid buffet meal
and a lot of Christmas spirit and good cheer. During the evening,
those of our members who are sl!nior citizens were presented
with small gifts from the gaily-decorated tree which gave
an added seasonal air to the proceedings. It was we!l into the
following day before the last handful of participants crept out
into the cold dawn-dazed but happy.
Scarcely had we recovered our breaths before the charity night
was upon us. Thi~ took place on January 9 and was attended by
over 140 people. Among the notables present were: Mrs D.
Cunningham, Mayor of Haringey; Mr Dave Greenbrook, HQ
Colonel; Ken Baldwin, president; and representatives of various
local organisations.
The charities that were to benefit from the p roceeds of the
evening were our own Benevolent Fund at HQ :md the Mayor
of Haringey's Fund for the Aged, each of which is now better off
to the tune of £30.
During the evening we were generously entertained by the
Waltham Forest Pipe Band whose great versatility and splendid
regalia added much pleasure and c.oJour to the event. They gave
their services free and, like us, were reluctant to leave; in fact it
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wa. not until ' Auld Lang yne' had be n sung for the third rime
m the . pace: of an hour-and-a-half that the party finally broke up.
1u~i.: was ah o pro\·ided on both o casions by two old friends
of the branch, Di::k and Dan, organ and drums, and excellent
refre~hment w re laid on by the wives of the socials committee
members, who did an excellent job of organi ation in each case.
The branch meet every ~econd Friday in th month at ~he
TA Centre, Homsey, at 8 pm, and is always eager to welcome
any member of the Corps, past or present, who may be in the
\•1cinity at suc:h times.

York Branch
UCCESSFUL ANNUAL DINNER HELD IN IDSTORIC
SURROUND! GS
HE 1976 annual dinner was held in the magnificent surroundings of the medie\•al Hall of the Company of Merchant Tailors
of York, and 95 members and guests enjoyed an excellent meal,
which was followed by dancing.
Lt Col G . R. Gould presided and the loyal toast was proposed
by branch chairman John Varlow. Col Gould, in his speech,
extended a warm welcome to our guest ot honour, Lt Col Ron
Murray, general secretary of the Association, and Mrs Murray,
and also to our other guests including Col Freddie Ramsbottom,
Commandant of the Army Apprentices College, Harrogate, and
Mrs. Ramsbottom; and Lt Col and Mrs B. Beattie; Maj
Bob Edwards, chairman of Leeds Branch; and David Greenbrook from HQ staff.
The function was so successful that the secretary was instructed to book the same venue for next year's dinner.
The branch is hoping to arrange another social function for
the end of April and will be pleased to welcome new and old
members at the monthly branch meetings which are held at the
Central Conservative Club, Exhibition Square, York, on the first
Wednesday in every month at 8 pm.

T

Sport
ROYAL SIGNALS SOCCER 1975/76 SEASON REPORT
HIS has been a much bener season for the Corps side.
Obviously much of the credit must go to the players, but I
would like to pay tribute first of all to some of the non-playing
workers in Corps soccer.
At the top of the list is undoubtedly Maj P. A. Lenthall
who has acted as Corps secretary for some two years. Corps
soccer games take a considerable amount of organising, from
arranging the availability of players through. the completion of
travel claims to writing after-match reports. In all departments
Maj Peter bas ably demonstrated his mastery of administration.
Corps soccer is deeply indebted to him for his hard work and
keenness throughout his time as hon sec.
The post of team manager is also changing hands and I would
like to take this opportunity of thanking W02 Joe Walton for
all bis efforts in the past three seasons. His knowledge of Corps
footballers, their whereabouts, strong points, weaknesses and
team ability is extensive and as dependable as any computer
read-out.
A mention now for Sgt 'Tug' Wilson and Cpl Pete Pritchard,
the Corps coaches whose job it is to train the players and mould
them into some semblance of a team in a very short space of time.
This is a very difficult task especially when the raw material (ie,
the players) is not always made available by Units. It is for this
very reason that the Royal Signals, whose Units produce such
fine results in all levels of soccer competition, are unable to
produce an unbeatable Corps side. Nevertheless, the good results
achieved by the Corps team are due largely to the efforts of our
first-class coaches who I know are hoping to do even bener
next November when the Corps is host ream in the Quadrangular
Competition.
The Corps has played seven games this past season and has
won one, lost one and drawn five. The game the Corps lost was
the first match of the season against a much-improved RAOC
side. The Corps players demonstrated their enthusiasm and
skill but Jacked co-ordinated effort. Goalkeeper Cpl Tommy
Reilly sustained a very painful wrist injury on which the welldrilled RAOC team capitalised and eventually won by 5 goals to
one, Sgt Dave Manders scoring the only Corps goal.
A few days later almost the same team took the field against
the RAPC and yet the difference that a few days' coaching had
made to the team was fantastic. The Corps netted, in all, five
times but three were adjudged to be offside. The successful

T
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scorers in this 2-0 win were: Cpl Bob O'Hara and Sig Geoff
Knight.
The game against the RCT proved to be one of the most exciting
games for several seasons with the Corps squad really playing
well together and achieving a fine draw against a high standard
RCT team, with a score of 3-3. Sgt 'Mo' Nelson, Sig 'Nick'
Welsh and Cpl 'Ali' Shaw were the successful scorers but
Sgt Dave Manders did have one disallowed.
In the game against the RE, who eventually won the Quadrangular Competition, the Corps created many chances but
managed to score only one goal through Sgt 'Mo' Nelson.
This proved to be insufficent for a win and at full time the score
was 1-1. Against the Royal Artillery only some first-class goalkeeping by the RA keeper prevented the Corps from winning by
several goals. As it was, the ream had to be content with another
draw-W02 Ian Sleightholme being the scorer.
The final game of the Quadrangular played in extremely we1
conditions against a very strong and skilful REME side (at
least seven Army p layers) proved to be the most exciting of the
competition. Two goals by Cpl Garnet Keegan and one by
W02 Ian Sleightholme were matched by three from REME.
It was enough to prevent REME from winning the overall
competition for the first time in seven seasons.
In the final game of the season against Sheffield U niversity a
much-depleted Corps side managed to overcome a 2-0 first
half disadvantage and draw level with goals by Cpl P. Doherty
and Lcpl Bob O'Hara.
It is hoped that Corps team selection and trials will take place
early next season, and that it will be combined with a skills
coaching course so that even those not eventually selected to
represent the Corps will have gained something during the trials.
In the coming season the Corps are hosts in the InterCorps Quadrangular Competition which we would obviously like to win. If you would like to be considered for a
Corps trial or you know of someone who should be considered, then write to me, Hon Secretary, Association
Football, c/o 1 Squadron, 8 Signal Regiment, Catterick
Garrison, North Yorkshire.
Before dosing I would like to congratulate, on behalf of all
Corps soccer players and supporters, Sgt J. O'Rourke and
Lcpl A. Hamilton, both of 2 Div HQ and Sig Regt, on being
selected to play for the Army in the Kentish Cup Competition.
Lt Col Pat Massey assures me that they thoroughly deserved
their selection and, on current form, will take a great deal of
shifting from the Army side.
Finally, a big thank you and a well done to the following, all
of whom have represented the Corps at least once during the past
season :
8 Sig Regt
Cpl T. Reilly
216 (Para) Sig Sqn
Lcpl R. O'Hara
HQ Int Centre
Cpl A. Brown
244 Sig Sqn
Lcpl K. Hibbins
8 Sig Regt
Cpl A. Shaw
242 Sig Sqn
Sgt M. Nelson
8 Sig Regt
Sig N. Welsh
8 Sig Regr
Sgt D. Manders
W02 (Y of S) I. Sleightholme 244 Sig Sqn
11 Sig Regt
Cpl G. Keegan
11 Sig Regt
Lcpl M. Brackenbury
11 Sig Regt
Sgt I. Lockwood
11 Sig Regt
Lt M. Anderson
11 Sig Regt
Sig G. Knight
8 Sig Regt
Lcpl A. McArthur
223 Sig Sqn
Lcpl C. Sinnett
216 (Para) Sig Sqn
Cpl P. Doherty
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
Sgt O. J. Stone
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt
Lcpl A. F. Hamilton
AA College, Harrogate
Sgt J. Burgess
8 Sig Regt
Lcpl F. Swanney
216 (Para) Sig Sqn
Lcpl W. J. Haslam
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
Sig T. Taylor
11 Sig Regr
Cpl R. Simpson
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LIFE ASSURANCE
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against
hardship resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally.
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however, also the best possible long-term investment, because the money is invested wisely and widely by the Life Assurance Companies and because it is the only' form of
investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on half of Premiums. For those
liable to Tax at 35%, this means 17·5% abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £82·50 a year provides a permium of £100 a year,
which is 21 ·2% increase.
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service
problems. I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for
each type of risk.
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single,
dates of birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any
existing outlay. If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they arc
good value. In any case they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you
recommendations which you can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and
the advantages/disadvantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
SURTAX, the WEALTH TAX and GIFT TAX/ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can reduce the burden. If these problems
are at all large let me advise you how to increase your net income and net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.
R.

~~~'filf.ms
F.C.l.B.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

Major
T. F. Williams
F.C.l.B.

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BNl lDE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines)
Incorporated Insurance Brokers
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OUR COVER PICTURE
All will wish to congratulate 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn on emerging as the
Army Minor Units Soccer Cup Champions. Our cover picture shows the
victors, namely:
Front row, left to right: lcpl 'Zap' Appleby (5), Sgt 'Geordie' Liddle (12),
lcpl Kev Church (RPC) (8), Sgt Jim Tierney (3) (team capt), Dvr 'Chops'
lamb (RCT) (10), Cpl 'Scouse' Dalton (2), Cpl Terry Mcloughlin (coach)
Back row, left to right: Maj 'Joe' Adams (Football Officer), Sig 'Geordie' Hume
(team squad) ; Ssgt 'Eddy' Edwards (team squad); Sig Tommy Taylor ( 11 ),
Sgt 'Rocky' Stone (I), lcpl ' Geordie' Dobson (7), lcp l Andy Day (RAOC) (9),
Cpl 'Jock' Coyle (RPC) (medic). Maj Conrad Garton (Sqn Commander).
Absent: lcpl Dave Whittaker (6), Sig 'Jacko' Jackson (4)
(See page 146 for full report)
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A Message from SSAFA t o those Retired or
Nearing Reti rement
We gladly publish the following statement by SSAFA who require
workers, as a matter of urgency. Without their support, it would be nigh on
impossible for the Association to help serving and retired members of the
Corps-and their close dependants-who find themselves in difficult circumstances with advice and practical aid, financial or in kind.
Ask anyone in the Army, from unit commander to private, what SSAFA
means to them and you will get a variety of answers, such as: 'The nursing
sister who visited the wife and kids when we were in Germany-or Cyprus or
Hong Kong or Singapore or Gib'. 'The people who got a report within a few
hours from a remote village in Wales with an unpronounceable name when a
soldier heard that his mother was dying'. 'The Social Worker who helped sort
things out when a young wife went to pieces while her husband was in orthem
Ireland'. 'The local person who got in touch with my unit when my wife was
taken ill the day before I was due back from leave'.
What is not so well known in the Services is that SSAFA goes on carin g
for a family long after the serving man or woman has returned to civilian life.
Once a man or woman has served in any of the Regular Armed Forces or in
war his or her dependants can call upon SSAFA for the rest of their livesa consoling thought at a time when the social services are cutting back and
many ex-Service families are likely to be affected by rising unemployment and
their teenage children, who should be contributing to the household, are finding
it hardest of all to get jobs.
Three-quarters of the families SSAFA helps are now ex-Service an d that
percentage will rise as the .veterans of World War II reach old age. Younger
men and women, too, who served more recently, are facing problems arising
from prolonged illness and unemployment. Often it is practical advice, support
or intervention with authority that is needed. One SSAFA represen tative
applied to local social services for a telephone for an ex-Serviceman liable to
go into a sudden coma and require urgent medical attention and who was
living at home with his wife. T he application was turned down, so the SSAF A
representative announced that he would find the money, not out of SSAFA
funds, but by parad ing the streets with a poster and a begging bowl and asking
the local Press to support his campaign. The telephone was installed in 48 hours.
SSAFA help also extends to the families of the T AVR injured or killed on
training exercises and covered the families affected by the recen t tragedy in
the River Trent as well as the earlier one at Kiel.
SSAFA's effectiveness in the days ahead depends upon new volunteers
to take over from those retiring after many years of devoted work. People
with a Service tradition ar e badly needed, particularly in cities arrd town s in
industrial areas, to give some of today's most valuable commodity-time.
Offers of help will be warmly welcomed by T he Recruiting Officer, SSAFA,
27 Queen Anne's Gate, London SW l H 9BZ, who will put them in touch
with their near est divisional or county secretary.
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--lrom our "In" Tray - Award for Corps Officer in Brunei
PHIL SPOONER at present serving with th e Roy al
Malay Regt was honoured by His Highness, The
M AJBrunei
Sultan on February 10, 1976,

When HRH the Duchess of Kent performed the official
opening ceremony of the new North Tees General Hospital
recently three former members of the Corps were involved. The
Lord Lieutenant of Cleveland-Maj Cecil Crosthwaite--was in
attendance on the Duchess. The photograph shows the Duchess
autographing a photograph after signing the Visitors' Book,
watched by Col Sir William Lee. Chairman of the Northern
Regional Health Authority (left} and Brig Claude Fairweather,
chairman of the Cleveland Area Health Authority. All three
commenced their service as young officers in 50th orthumbrian
Signals (TA)
Photograph by courtesy of the Northern Despatch, Priestgate,
Darlington.
From: 'Dusty' Miller
Sir,
May I, through your good offices, ask if any ex-member of the
Corps Jiving in the Brighton area, or any serving member leaving
the Corps soon and intending to settle in that area, would be
prepared to give the benefit of his Signals' experience to some of
our keen Army Cadets.
Sussex ACF, of which I am the Cadet Executive Officer, has
an excellent Signals Training Centre at Hurstpierpoint. We do
not aspire to Clansman (yet!), but we have a lot of VHF and HF
sets, teleprinters and lu1e equipment, and even our own caravan
with a PA equipment and a transportable auto exchange. We
run about eight w'!ekend courses per year as well as providing
communications for local events in Sussex, such as horse trials
and steam engine rallies. What Capt Dick Drower, the County
Signals Officer, needs most are adults with Signals' experience
to back up his own enthusiasm and time-consuming interest.
If anyone feels they can spare the time to assist us (and,
incidentally, show the Army Cadets what an excellent Corps
they could join if they were so minded), I should be very happy
to hear from him and to give him more information.
Yours truly,
'Dusty' Miller. (ex-Major, Royal Signals)
HQ Sussex Army Cadet Force,
TAVR Centre Highcroft,
198 Dyke Road,
Brighton BNl SAS
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when he was decorated with
tile award of Seri Laila Jasa.
Maj Phil Spooner was
commissioned into the Corps
on February 6, 1953, and
whilst serving as OC 244
Sig Sqn (Air Support) volunteered, and was accepted, for
service with the Royal Brunei
Malay Regc.
He joined the Regiment on
January 22, 1974, and assumed tile appointment of
GSO 2 Signals. Later the
appointment was changed to
GSO (Sigs/Air). His appointment is a very tasking one,
being both the Signals Adviser
to the Commander and the
officer responsible for communications within the Regiment. In addition, he is
responsible for the tasking of the ten helicopters of the Regimental
Air Wing.
Maj Phil Spooner has also been the Regimental football officer
during his tour and has taken a keen interest in all aspects of
Regimental sporting events. He is a keen Hash House Harrier
and a member of the free-fall parachuting team. In his spare
time he has become a qualified light aircraft pilot and has been
the secretary of the Royal Brunei Flying Club.
He and his wife, Sue, were invited to the Lapau where the
investiture took place, after which they were entertained at lunch
by the ether officers of the Corps who are at present serving in
Brunei.

Elderly Maresfield Residents Recall
Corps Achievements
From: Mr L. M. Parrack
Sir,
You may be interested to hear that, on a recent nostalgic visit
to Maresfield, the birthplace of Royal Signals, I was pleased to
discover on the wall of the village church, the 1914-18 War
Memorial plaque presented by the Corps to commemorate their
stay at the Camp from 1920-25.
Further, in a chat with the local Rector, I was gratified to hear
that some of the older inhabitants of the village still recall with
pleasure their association with the Corps, with its magnificent
band and great sporting achievements at that period. It would
be interesting to know how many are left who share my memories
of Maresfield Park from 1920-21.
With kind regards, and my best wishes for the continuing
success of the Royal Signals Association.
Yours sincerely,
L. M. Parrack.
47 Whippingham Road,
Brighton BN2 3PF

COMBINED SIGNALS WOs AND SERGEANTS MESS CRICKET TEAM WITH 'THE ASHES'-RAWALPINDI 1923-24

Back row, left to right: Sgt Crouch, Sgt 'B usty ' Tourle, Sgt 'Badgy' Parker (ex-Boy), Sgt ' Agg ie' Weston , not known, not known
Front row: L/Sgt Strickland, Sgt Arthur Dewie, CSM Tommy Hatton, Sgt Jack Stone, W02 'Shoey' Abrahams (IAOC), Sgt Rob Cunningham
Editor's note: Readers will recall the article 'Looking Back 54 Years' by Maj (Retd) Bill Gent in the April issue-which referred
to this team. Perhaps it will serve to revive pleasant memories among some of our older readers and lead them to reflect: 'where
are they now?'.

CALLING ALL EX-BOYS
Another call is being made to Ex-boys with a view to holding an Annual
Dinner and/or Reunion each year.
Any Ex-boy who has interest in this idea is asked to contact:-

Ssgt Gordon Pickard
'Jangor'
12 Jarvis Way
Stal bridge
Dorset DTlO 2NP

Telegraphy
by R. N. RENTON, CIGA, CEng, FIEE
Formerly Asst Staff Engineer, Post Office Telecommunications
Headquarters
COMPREHENSIVE account of modern telegraph equipment
and techniques covering circuitry, components, operation and
maintenance together with extensive descriptions of equipmentboth old and new in use by the Post Office and many countries
overseas.
In large format to permit the clear presentation of detail,
'Telegraphy' will be valuable reading for both engineers and
technicians as well as those studying for advanced City and Guilds
qualifications. Published by Pitman Publishing Ltd, price £11 ·90
(paperback £8·90).
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What is wrong with you 'Dicky Dyer'? or, come to that, all you many
other Ex-boys who would like to renew 'old times'. This is your chance
to do this
THE WIRE, MAY 1976
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Welfare

II

MARCH 1976
umber of cases assl ted financially
Number of clothing parcels sent . .
Amount spent ..

I
52

44
£1,846·76

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants
Amount spent ..

2

£44·00

ONE OF THE MONTH'S CASES
ERGEA ·T, war time service, disability pensioner. He has

S not worked for 18 months due to ill health, and his wife does
a small job to augment their income a little. The Association

Royal Signals Association
and Benevolent Fund

Crossword Puzzle No. 5

Crossword Clues
ACROSS

I. May save you fallin~ in when being marched from bank to bank (8-5)
8. Descriptive of the Ftesta ... Not bad I (4)

The following donations were gratefully received during March 1976 :
OC, 262 Sig Sqn
..
..
..
..
OC, 2 Sqn, 28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
Treasurer, St Eli~ius Garrison Church, BFPO I
Treasurer, All Saints' Garrison Church, Blandford
A. Jarrettl Esq ..
Mrs J. Mttchell ..
Ssgt I . E. Bandey
Maj J. A. C . Stokoc
..
M ai L . A. Harry
F. G. W. V. West, Esq ..
C. K. McLennon, Esq
R. . Houston, Esq
J . Cochrane, Esq ..
F. Winter, Esq ..
J . Lothian, Esq . .
H . G . Smyth, Esq
Various small donations

9.
10.
11.
13.
14.
16.

[,
110·00
22·31
14·58
20·00
20 ·00
10·00
10·00
5·00
4·00
2·80
1·05
1·00
0·53
0·53
0 ·50
0·50
2 ·65

19.
22.
25.
26.
27.
28.
30.

DOWN
I. Heinous, but not Lincoln Green is Robin's will (7)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
12.
15.
17.

[,225·45

made him a grant of £25 for essential clothing needs, and his
lecter is printed below.

The following donations were gratefully received during February 1976 :

ONE OF THE MONTH'S LETTERS
DO not know how to thank you enough for the grant of £25

I and the truly magnificent blazer badge you have sent me. I
can hardly believe my good fortune. I have been wearing my old
clothes so long that the thought of being able to dress properly
has made this one of the most happy weeks of my life for years.
During the past few years, I have had cause to remember our
Regimental March ' Begone Dull Care' and have tried to live up
to the spirit of it. It has not been easy. Thank you very much,
once again.

OC, 49 (West Riding) Sig Sqn
A. D . T revethick, Esq . .
Mrs M . E. Payne
Mrs M . McSwincy
..
Rt H on T he Earl Kitchener
M . E. Holdsworth, Esq
Mrs W. E . S . Day
..
F. A. A. Randall, Esq . .
Various small donations

[,1·05
100·00
10·00
4·40
2·00
1·00
1·00
0·75
0·68

Officers
Name
Capt H B. Bennett ..
Brig A. G . Bohannan
Capt P. J. Bonsor
Maj P. R. Brewis
Capt (Tfc) P . Brown
Capt W. K . Butler . .
Capt (QM) T . J. Cantle
Maj W. R . Clare
Capt W. M. Clarke ..
Lt M . J . P. Collins ..
Capt C. P. Conlan ..
Maj R. B. H . Cox ..
Capt (QM) J . Dean ..
Capt G . R . Farrell
Maj G. M . Finney
Capt T. G . B. Fish
Capt S. D. Galpin
Capt F . J . Garrod
Maj J. L. Golding
Maj I. Graham
Capt C. B. Greig
..
Capt B. G . P. Higson
Capt D . P. Howshall
Lt L . A. Jeffery
..
Capt C. D . M . Kemp
Lt J. D . Knox
..
Maj F. R. Maynard ..
Capt (Tfc) D . M . Muted
Capt T . F. Moncur ..
Capt A. J . Raper
Lt M . S . Reid
..
Capt R . J. Sanders ..
Lt J. A. Shepherd ..
Capt (QM) A. J . Simp•on
Capt .T C . B. Simpson
Lt J . T . Smedley
..
Capt C . P. B. Smith ..
Capt H . Smith
Capt J . T . Smit!:.
Maj J . E . Stroud
..
Capt A. H . Symmons
Maj M . P. Walker ..
Capt M . S . Wall is ..
Maj P. B. Webster ..
Capt (QM) M. E. Wilson
2 Lt G . W. Wilton ..

MAY

Unit co which posttd
School of Signals-Course 4 TEM
DACOS C&E Div HQ SHAPE
School of Signals-Course 5TEF
School of Signals-Course 5TEF
HS 11 Regt-Pending Retirement
School of Signals-Course 4TEM
226 Sig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
School of Signals-Course 4TEM
School of Signals-Course 5TEF
19 Airptbl Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
28 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
28 Sig Reg t
34 Sig Regt (V)
6 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
School of Signals-Course 5TEF
School of Signals-Course 5TEF
MoD DSS (A)
MoD DSS (A)
School of Signals-Course 5TEF
School of Signals-Course 4TEM
School of Signals-Course 4TEM
HQ 48 Gurkha In! Bde and Sig Sqn
School of Signals-Course 5TEF
7 Sig Regt
BDLS ( A ) Ottawa
9 Sig Regt
School of Signals-Course 4TEM
22 Sig Regt
School of Signals-Course 5TEF
21 Sig Regt
School of Signals-Course 5T EF
30 Sig Regt
School of Signals-Course 4TEM
School of Signals-Course 5TEF
School of Signals
7 Sig Regt
School of Signals-Course 5 TEP
Army Apprentice College, Harrogate
School of Signals-Course 5TEF
RMAS
School of Signals-Course 4TEM
MoD DSS (A)
14 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt

W.O.s and Senior N.C.O.s
Rank attd Name
WO! W. J. A. Naismith
W02 (F of S) K. Hough
W02 G . C . Blood ..
W02 (F of S) B. Jepson
W02 R. Hanis
..

1'40

MAY
Uttit co which posted
71 Sig Regt (V)
Defence Communications Network
8 Sig R egt
8 Sig Regt
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

18.
20.
21.
23.
24.
26.

£ 120 ·88

27.

Solution next month [The Editor acknowledges this contribution by
W02 (F of S) J. Hill]

Movements
W02 D . McKen:t.ie ..
W02 D . W . Patch ..
Ssgt M. MacGregor
Ssgt J. M . Powles ..
Ssgt J. A. C. Knell . .
Ssgt J. Brackston
..
Ssgt (F of S) R. Homer
Ssgt (Y of S) R. C . Fisher
Ssgt B. R . Peel
..
Ssgt C . S. Gledhill . .
..
Ssgt (Y of S) A. P . Lomax ..
Ssgt W. Marsden
Ssgt J . W . Reid
Ssgt C. J. Tapp
Sgt L. Harris ..
Sgt G . T . Crellan
Sgt J. Edwards
Sgt M . J. Price
Sgt A. Archer
Sgt T. M . Terras ..
Sgt J . K. Dodsworth
Sgt A. B. Trundle ..
Sgt P . C . Parish
Sgt B. D . M. Green
Sgt T . Hall ..
Sgt 0 . McGinness
Sgt J.M . Green
Sgt P . Lennon
Sgt F. M. Sage
Sgt M . J. J . Kelly
Sgt C. Fleming
Sgt B. J . Latham
Sgt P. Meakes
Sgt A. Vella ..
Sgt S . Gair . .
Sgt D. H . Muir
Sgt B. W. Isaac
Sgt K . Bertram
Sgt R . A. Folkes
Sgt A. Gorham
Sgt A. C. Talbott
Sgt P. R . Baron
..
Sgt A . W . Landsborough
Sgt D. H. Norrie
..
Sgt M. J . Varvel
Sgt W . J. Henning
Sgt A. Watts . .
Sgt J . Bird ..
Sgt I. R . Campbell
Sgt D . M. Scott
SgtR. M . Hem
Sgt M . J. Emmott
Sgt T . F. Hawes
..
Sgt M . J . D . Higgin$
Sgt A. D. Haworth . .
Sgt B . Beers ..
Sgt M. ]. Taylor
Sgt C . W . Cook
Sgt J . A. Tope
A/Sgt J . B. Smith

22 Sig Regt (Corps Rear HQ)
10 Sig R egt
HQ 6 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
259 Sig Sqn (West)
HQ 5 Airptble Bde and Sig Sqn
11 Sig Regt
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
8 Sig Regt
234 Sig Sqn (Malta)
HQ 6 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn
633 Sig Troop (Caribbean)
10 Si!! Regt
639 Sig Troo~
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Trg)
8 Sig Reg t
8 Sig Regt
Army Personnel Selection Group
H eadquarters 1 (BR) Corps
27 Si!! Regt
262 Sig Sqn (East)
262 Sig Sqn (East)
259 Sig Sqn (West)
234 Sig Sqn (Malta)
233 Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn
229 Sig Sqn (Berlin)
227 Sig Sqn (ALFCI!)
234 Sig Sqn (Malta)
639 Sig Troop
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
8 Sig R egt (Cadre)
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
30 Sig Regt
39 Sig Regt (V)
School of Si11nals (Cadre)
HQ 3 Div Sig Regt
HQ 4 Div Sig Regt
HQ 6 Armd Bde and Si!! Sqn
HQ 20 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn
HQ 4 Div Sig Regt
573 Rear Link Oct Airptblc Inf Bn
HQ 3 Div Sig Regt
HQ 3 Div Sig Regt
8 Si!! Regt
14 S1i1 Regt
233 Sig Sqn
HQ 2 Div Sig Regt
HQ 12 Mech Bde and Sig Sqn
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
Royal Mtlitary Academy, Sandhurst
13 Sig Regt (Radio)
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
224 Sig Sqn (Rad to Trg)
242 Sig Sqn (Mossy Hill)
11 Sig Regt (Depot Troop)
Communicauons Project Agency
SHAPE (INT) BAE
HQ 48 Gurkha Inf Bde Sig Sqn
225 Sig Sqn (Radio)
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Definitely mine-and found in the capital down under (3)
Joints that permit one to move more than a foot or two (6)
Glances of anger, not necessarily confined to our immi~rant fnend (5-5')
Test to be taken shortly before morning (4)
Let it stay on the outside whHe the sapper goes in to make the road up (6)
Unexpected jackpot obtained possibly due to an improvement in the
weather (8)
Estimate the change one gets from using red coins (8)
The J'rovost follow the officer in the dircctfon where the body may be
foun (6)
Often preferred by the learner of course, going for a long drive (4)
Ten metres north, shortly, about turn; that should cause some displeasure! (10)
Hopped it before the police arrived. How unsavoury (6)
May have an infectious trunk; particularly in the Netherlands (3)
Slated enough to make one remove one of his soccer shirts (4-3-1-5')

Comes to a head when each ere modified in considerable pain (7)
Partly overdue, but nevertheless inhabited (9)
Bit of a crank, who may well be described as cracked (3)
From where the sailor on board ship gets orientated (5)
May well indicate a citation on top of a decoration (7)
Where the pupil may be seen to be a bit of a peeper (7)
Proge•sively forwards as the militants may do rehgiously (7)
Manage to make a bolt for it (3)
Used when referring to the Scrubs, Pentonvillc or even the guardroom,
presumably (9)
Currently, a requirement to alter the chart (3)
Ran to do something to change that dreadful smell (7)
Joins with solo in the manufacture of a three-wheeler {7)
A happy wanderer whose words may be a little confusing (7)
Tannery from which one has little chance of escape (7)
Arrived on horseback with nothing on resulting in something of a wild
gymkhana (5')
Little fellow sounding like t he Cockney's vitality (3)

Solution to Puzzle No 4
Across: ! , Sandhurst Blocks; 8, Domain ; 9, Antennae; 12, Nude; 13, Brownie;
15, Soho ; 16, Tickle; 18, Vulgar ; 20, Ashen; 23, Stable; 25, Dragon ; 28, Wine ;
29, Operate; 31, East; 33, Ornament; 35, Enigma; 36, Take it or leave it.
Dow?' : 1, Stagnate; 2, Nomad; 3, Undersea!; 4, S_pan; ?' Bader; 6, Cha.ingang;
7, Sinner; 10, J::-leck ; 11, Ahove ; 14, 011; 17, Catter1ck; 19, Undermine; 21 ,
Sewer ; 22, Instinct; 24, Boa; 26, Amen ; 27, Honest; 30, Toast; 32, Atone;
34, Near.

Test Engineers
EM I have a ll k inds of
future for you a t Hayes
background with knowledge
With several different EMI industries
equiva lent to ONC.
concentrated at Hayes, Middlesex.
Given these minimum conditions. Test
the Company offers you work on a
Engineers of all levels are required wide variety of equ ipments - plus
and you ' re starting salary will
opportunities to win promotions in
faithfully reflect the experience you
one direction or another without ever
have accumulated to date.
having to move out of the Hayes area .
And, since the entire EMI Group is
Terms and conditions of employment
constantly expanding - and, indeed,
at EMI are everything you would
looks likely to continue to expand for
expect of a major international
years to come - these opportunities
organisation, and assistance towards
.may be expected to come up
relocation expenses will be
frequently.
considered where necessary.
Recent practical testing and fault
To apply, please write to Bill Clark,
finding experience, either in industry
Personnel Department EMI Limited,
or with HM forces is essential. Ideally,
135 Blyth Road, Hayes, Middlesex.
it will have involved work on ~ Or telephone him on
advanced and complex
01 -573 3888 extension 639
electronic devices. Certainly
-1
or Record-a-call anytime on
you'll need a good technical
• ••• • 01-573 5524.

1
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Faraway Places ...
Unusual Jobs

Obituary
W01 (F of S) J. G. Bradford
It is with deep regret that we record the death at his home,
89 Mayo Avenue, Bradford, on March 7, 1976, of WO! (F of S)
John Garry Bradford. John Bradford joined Royal Signals as a
Boy Soldier on October 2, 1950. On completion of his training as
a technician he was posted to the Far East, where, being too young
for ervice in Korea, he spent a year in Japan, followed by two in
Singapore.
After five years in the UK, he returned to Singapore for
another three-year tour, including the Brunei emergency. Following a similar period in the UK, he was posted co BAOR and
completed the ATO course in Iraly. As a result, be spent the
last six years of his service in various NATO appointments,
often with the Royal Air Force.
During his service he was awarded the following medals :
The General Service Medal with clasp 'Malaya' and 'Brunei';
The United Nations Service Medal with clasp ' Korea';
The General Service Medal 1962 with clasp 'Borneo'; and,
whilst serving in Italy, the Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal.
John Bradford retired on November 1, 1974, and joined an
insurance company in his home town of Bradford.
All those who knew him will extend their deepest sympathy to
his widow, Winefride, and his t\vo sons, Tony and Alan.

Maj S. W. P. Cox
We have just learnt of the death of Maj Cox on January 17,
1976. He enlisted as a territorial in the Royal Norfolk Regt in 1939
and was granted an emergency commission in 1942 whilst serving
in orth Africa. He was wounded shortly afterwards and then
served in Italy. In 1947 he went to West Africa and, after a sixyear spell in the UK, he went to the FARELF and subsequently
served in Gibraltar, Cyprus and BAOR. He retired in 1972 whilst
serving with 16 Sig Regt. We extend our deep sympathy to his
wife, Betty, and two children.

Lt Col G. H. Davis
Lt Col George Davis joined the OTC at Queen's University,
Belfast, in 1936 and, after graduation, was commissioned into the
Corps during the war. Throughout the war he served with special
wireless units in Gibraltar, India, Cocos Islands and Burma. He
returned to civilian life in 1948 having reached the rank of
lieutenant-colonel and joined the AER in 1951 as a captain. He
subsequently reached the rank of lieutenant-colonel again in 1957
and w~s a life member of the Association. He died on March 25,
1976, m Belfast, and we offer our condolences to his wife, Joan.

Sig Robert Hamilton
It is with much regret that we announce the death of Sig
Rob~ Hamilton of the Depot Troop who died in the BMH
Cattenck on March 16, 1976. His funeral, with full military
honours, took place at Catterick on April S, 1976. The Commanding Officer and All Ranks of the Regiment extend their deepest
sympathy to his parents and relatives.

Capt (QM) W. Lombard
The death occurred suddenly on March 29, 1976, of 'Wally'
Lo~bard. He was 78 years of age. His service career began in
April 1915 whe1_1 he joined the Royal Flying Corps, serving in
France and B~g1um until March 1919 when he rejoined the GPO
~a Telegraphist. In December 1919 he joined the Royal Engineer
Signal Service at Maresfield and served in Crowborough, Cork,
Aldershot and ~erby; 1934-38 was spent in Rawalpindi, Jubbulpore a:nd Wazmstan; 1939 with 5 Div Sigs and the Militia at
Cattenck and 3 Operator Training Battalion.
He w~ commissioned. in 1940 and served subsequently in
Alexandria, Bagh~d, S!Wba and Basra before returning in 1945
to 3 OTB. He reored JO 1947. He then maintained his service
co~ections by . wor~ng as a civil servant at Catterick, finally
ret~g to Whitby m November 1966. Intensely proud of his
service and the Corps, his main off-duty interest was playing the
church organ, and although he had to give this up a year ago

1'42

he entertained various old people's clubs with his piano-playing
up to the time of his death.
A wide circle of friends and acquaintances will miss his cheery
outlook and sense of humour. He is survived by his wife two sons
(one with the Corps), two daughters and seven grand~ons (one
with the Corps, two with REME and one in the Navy).

As Seen from a Bobsleigh

Maj S. J. Murphy

Report on the Winter Olympic Games

'Spl!d'. Mur~hy enlisted in the Corps as a Boy in 1920 and was
comnuss1oned JO 1940. He was an outstanding athlete and was a
member of the Training Battalion team which won the Army
Athletic team championships in 1923-4-5. He excelled as a
sprinter? h~dler'.in the long jump and high jump. He won the
Army high iump m 1925 and represented England against France
when he ran in the hurdles with LQrd Burghley in 1925. H e was a
regular .attender at 3 Div Sigs and Indian Signals reunions and
was a Life Member of the Association. H e died at Tunbridge Wells
on April 9, 1976.
Many members of the Corps attended his funeral on April 20,
amongst whom were Col Tom Boileau, Capt J. Prees, Sam
Farmer and Joe Cotterill, an old friend of over 50 years' standing.
We extend our deep sympathy to his wife and daughter.

by Capt Duncan Jones, 21 Sig Regt

Sig D. L. Roberts
It is with much regret that we announce the death of Sig David
Leon Roberts, who was a member of 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.
Sig Roberts died unfortunately on Saturday, March 13, 1976
after a shooting accident in Ebrington Barracks, Londonderry~
~e would ~ike to offer our sincere condolences to Sig Roberts'
family. He will be remembered as a cheerful and willing member
of the Squadron, who was often to be found high in the sky
above Londonderry rigging many of our masts.

Brig W. H. G. Rogers, C.B.E., C.Eng.,
F.l.E.E.
Brig Walter Hugh Goddard Rogers was commissioned from the
Royal Military Academy Woolwich into the Royal Artillery in
1916. After attending a signalling course at Weymouth he was
emplo~ed as an instructor of signalling until going to the Western
Front m 1918 when he was Mentioned in Despatches. After the
war he attended a ' Q' course at Maresfield and distinguished
himself as a horseman and at rugger, he played for Sussex and
had an Arf!!Y trial but shortly afterwards damaged his knee
severe~y 'Yhich pu.t paid t? all future physical activities. He joined
1 Ann-Aircraft Sig Coy m 1924 and transferred to the Corps in
1925. In 1926, he became Adjutant of Anti-Aircraft Signals TA
and held this appointment until attending the two-year advanced
. course at the Military College of Science which was then at
Wool~ich, after which he was posted to the Signals Experimental
Establishment. In 1935, he went to India and was posted to the
staff of the Director of Armaments at Army Headquarters. He
returned to the UK at the beginning of the Second World War
~d was promoted from Major to Lieutenant-Colonel to Colonel
m the space of a year to become Assistant Director of Radar at
the Ministry of Supply until 1942. For the rest of the war he
commanded 48 Anti:Aircraft Bde, for his services in this appointment, he was appomted CBE. His last three positions before
retiring in 1951 were as AAG (AGll), CSO BAOR and finally
CSO Anti-Aircraft Command.
'
'
'Willie' as he was known throughout the Corps had an
es~entiall¥ cheerful character, he was always good company, and
enioyed lµ-e to the full ~ ~pite of his disability which undoubtedly
ca~s~d him to .spend. his life on the staff and prevented him from
galIUilg experience m field units. After retirement, he took up
empl~yment at the Hom~ Office and also devoted his energies
and ~cerests to lo~! affairs, becoming a county councillor for
Kent m 1966. He died, aged 78, at his home on March 31 1976
and a memorial service was held at his local parish chu~ch o~
April 24.

If you're so broke that this is someone else's WIRE
you are reading - boy you sure need sympathy I
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THE SELECTION MACHlNERY
F this is~ holiday-then bring back work'. Strange sentiments
. one i:ni~ht suppose. for a person to ~xpress in mid-January
whilst enioymg the delights that the Swiss Alps and St Moritz
have to offer-but a three-mile run around a snow-covered lake
in well under zero temperatures and the physical jerks devised
by Colin Campbell (Munich and Mexico Olympic sprinter)
are not quite the ' delights' that Cook's might advertise. Nevertheless, the two months' work-up to the 1976 Winter Olympic Games
did us all a great deal of good. The season was an extremely full
one, starting with Olympic selection in mid- ovember and ending
with the European Championships at the end of February. It
naturally had its high and its low points but that, after all, is what
a great deal of competition is about.
The Olympic Games were undoubtedly the pinnacle of the
season but as far as we bobsleighers were concerned, the European
Championships immediately afterwards were the 'true' race of
the season. The spectacle of the Olympic Games was fantastic,
and particularly the Opening Ceremony, which tended to make
all the hard work appear so worthwhile, and also being able to
enjoy all the other events taking place with one's fellow competitors. The bobsleigh track at Igls, just outside Innsbruck, has
come under a great deal of criticism and is commonly known as
the 'Joke Track'. The reason being that it is a slow track with a
disproportionate emphasis on the sprint over the first SOm to
get the bobsleigh moving quickly. It is, nevertheless, a technically
difficult track to drive faster than one's competitors but one gets
little enjoyment out of it. The story for myself there is not a
happy one. Three bobsleighs do the practice over the four days
preceding the race and the two fastest go forward to compete
on race day. For the two-man bobsleigh, I was driving 'GB III'
(ie, graded third fastest during earlier training) and hence I was
not particularly disappointed to find that I was not selected to
compete though I had given the two others a good run for their
money. However, with the four-man bobsleigh, I was driving
'GB II' and before Innsbruck I had established this fairly
convincingly but during the practice there was no way I could
get down the mountain as quickly as I ought to have done. Hence,
on the last practice day, Mark Agar ('GB III') and I had a race-off
using the same crews (ie, be given an equal push over the first SOm)
and I lost by one-tenth of a second. I could never describe the
disappointment I felt and the 'let down' for all those people who
had helped and supported me, but at the time I consoled myself
with the thought that the selectors had made the right decision,
though on the race day, by which time it was too late, Mark
co uldn't approach any of our earlier times. Every good story,
however, has a happy ending and this (I think) is a good story.

I

TRAINING IN EAST GERMANY
Before the Olympics, we had been training at Oberhof in East
Germany, which was an experience both in the way of life in a
Communist country and bobsleighing on a new, fast and difficult
track. Our first race was at Koningsee in West Germany- the
Nation Two-man Bobsleigh Cup- during which I set a new
British track record (my first of the season) and finished as the
highest-placed British bobsleigh. We finished in Koningsee on
the Monday afternoon and started our next ~ace-the .Nations
Four-man Bobsleigh Cup-in lgls the following . morning. For
this event I was driving 'GB II' and, though I enioy.ed th~ competition, finishing quite well, I could not get to gnps with the
Olympic track. One interesting sideline is that my brakeman (the
last person to get in who sits at the back) was C!>lin Campb~ll,
who had competed in the 400m at the Munich and Mexico
Olympics and is trying to be the first ever 'double Brit' by co?1pcting at Montreal this summer. He is an absolutely fascinatmg
man when it comes to getting fit and training people for running,
and I do hope that he gets to Montreal.
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THE RELIEF OF SITTING DOWN
After the Nations Cup, the team which, by the way, was 12,
comprising of three four-man crews and three two-man crews,
went over to St Moritz for two and a half weeks' intense (seriously)
training before the Olympics. The day started with an early
morning run, physical jerks, start practice (the technique of
pushing the bobsleigh out of the start gate), bobsleighing in the
afternoon and an hour and a half gymnasium ~ession in the early
evening. At one point it was sheer relief to climb into my bobsleigh on the track, and know I could sit down for about lmin
12-lSsecs. The two-man practice went well and, because there
was no race, we drivers could try new ideas and experiment. The
four-man practice was extremely exciting as the St Moritz track
is natural ice, very fast and run over a mile as opposed to l,000l,200m of Koniogsee, Igls and Oberhof. For example, one is
travelling at about lOSmph down the finish straight. Unfortunately,
'GB Ill' had two crashes towards the end of the training session,
and their entrance into the Olympic Village three days later was
viewed with curiosity.
FROM OLYMPIC TO EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Olympics then took their turn in the season's calendar,
and immediately afterwards six of us returned to St Moritz,
missing, unfortunately, the closing ceremony, to compete in the
European Two-man championships. It was a race that really
lived up to everybody's expectations, faster than we had known
it three weeks earlier and with 32 bobsleighs competing. I might
add at this point that, unfortunately, some countries do not enter
teams for certain events in the Olympics through fear of finishing
in the latter quarter but all, for example, support events such as
the European Championships. We raced on the weekend of
February 21/22, and with my new brakeman, Andrew O gilvy
Wedderbun, who had been teamed with me the previous season,
we finished as the highest-placed British bob leigh and set a new
British track record. The following week was the practice and
race for the European four-man championships and I was reinstated as the driver for 'GB II'. M a rk Agar announced his
retirement from bobsleighing which is extremely sad a he was a
very experienced and competent driver who was liked by everybody involved with the sport. The four-man bobsleighing again
was excellent and we managed at the weekend for the actual race
to finish 17th with Jackie Price driving 'GB I' finishing 15th.
We both ought to have driven better than we did but at last the
season had ended.

c
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THE TEAM
I have mentioned very little of the other members of the
British team with whom Iiived, worked, trained, competed against
and uffered disappoinanents with. My two brakemen were very
different Colin Campbell who is a fine athlete and in -demand
by the Pre and T which, perhaps, hindered his performance
toward the end of the season; and Andrew Ogilvy-Wedderbuo,
a Black Watch subaltern whom I know extremely weli after serving
alongside him for two year including a Belfast tour, and is an
e i.;ellent brakeman to have supporting a driver. Four other
members of the team deserve a special mention, and they will
undoubtedly interest many readers. They are four Welsh soldiers
from 1st The Queen's Dragoon Guards, one of whom is Cpl
Jackie Price, the number one driver and who could be a very
competitive international driver, and Sgt Bill Sweet who has
been Britain's top brakeman for the last five years. Sgt Malcolm
Lloyd and Lcpl Graham Sweet make up the infamous four
they, above everybody else have done most to improve bobleighing in Britain. The remainder of the team are civilians who
did a great deal in raising money to support us amongst their
friends in London as well as providing a good balance within the
team.
A FULL SEASON
It had been an extremely full season, with for example, only
two days break from bobsleighing since January 1; and one is
left with a great many reflections on the good and the bad of the
winter months. The excitement of the sport still very much exists
but the need to strive for perfection is greater than it was perhaps
two years ago when we tended to be content with reaching the
bonom of the mountain safely in a fairly respectable time. The
sport also confuses me slightly as, for example, during two of my
fastest runs in St Moritz with the four-man bobsleigh I came
out of one comer on the two right-hand runners only, doing
about 92-95mph, and only avoided turning over by the alertness
of my crew. The East and West German teams have turned the
sport into more of a science, the laner with the help of an aircraft
company; the top ations, Germany, Switzerland and Austria

have imported top International athletes for the first 50m of
sprint work, and all the top drivers have completed about 500
runs down a bobsleigh track before Christmas, as opposed to
our 40 runs. The picture bodes ill, perhaps, for us, but I believe
there is the ability in the present team to achieve a placing in the
top ten in the world in the near future. Jackie Price and I are
the only two International Drivers left in Great Britain, due to
the retirement of Mark Agar, and we are both placed in the top
twenty, the present brakemen definitely have the ability but it
will require us to work very hard physically during the summer
months in order to be prepared for a winter season. I personally
have linle intention, nor will my career allow it, to spend so
much time away during the winter as I have done over the last
two seasons but I hope to race in next year's British Championships
and, hopefully, the World Championships. If anybody in the
Corps is interested in the possibility of either crewing in my
four-man bobsleigh, or viewing the sport first hand, then do drop
me a line.

ACCOMMODATION PROBLEMS SOLVED WITH
FIVE STARS
There was a lot for the shipping agent to do. About 200 day
trippers to Amsterdam from Yorkshire had to be found places on
a ferry from Rotterdam for their return that night. The crew had
to be returned to their home port or accommodation found
locally. Holiday-makers tended to go ahead and find their hotels
but this left us, a handful of service personnel resident in Germany.
All we wanted was our cars and to be on our way, however, there
was no chance of getting cars off the ship, so accommodation had
to be found. All this took time; it was 1800 before a coach arrived
to cake the seven weary families to the Amstel Hotel. It was a
Jong wait but amply rewarded on arrival, the hotel was magnificent,
a five-star Grand Metropolitan hotel, red carpet down to the
pavement, frock-coated doorman, bellboys and waiters in black
tie and tails. The reservations manager was at a loss confronted
by 28 bedraggled British with no luggage, claiming Tor Line
would foot the bill; 'Just show us our rooms and what time is
dinner?'.
Once the hotel staff got used to the strange new intake of
ordinary folk, all was in order and the Service families got used
to the luxury, life was wonderful. Meals were served in a reception
room which was changed depending on bookings and availability.
Menus were French, naturally, and the food was superbly prepared
and presented. This was true luxury. People telephoned their
respective units to pass on information of their predicaments, and
I telephoned the Military Attache in the Hague to enlist his
help on behalf of all the Service families present. The Military
Attache arrived the following morning and supplied each head
of fami ly with 150 guilders, plus an assurance that our units
would be contacted telling of our plight. So, pockets lined with
silver, food and accommodation paid for by Tor Line, what
could be better?
Our little party was in constant contact with Tor Line to see
when the cars were to be unloaded. It transpired that the ship was

~

REPORT FROM ULSTER

Shipwreck in Amster dam
R ep ort by Ssgt (F of S) C. L. Priestley, 28 Sig Regt
AGAINST THE ELEMENTS
ROM the very beginning of this report I would like to dispel
ugly, jealous rumours put about by technicians ofTropo Troop
with no interest in furthering their careers, that I spent four
days in the fleshpot of Amsterdam being shipwrecked in Kanai
Strasse. There follows a true and tragic epistle of adventure on
the high seas and a battle for survival against the elements of
orth-wcst Europe. My well-earned short spell of leave was due
to end on Tuesday, March 23, but being anxious to return and
get to grips with any problems and outstanding jobs arising from
my absence, I travelled by overnight ferry from Immingham to
Amsterdam on Friday, 19th. The trip went very well, I think,
for being a terrible sailor and a coward to boot, I swallowed a pill
immediately prior to sailing and was dead to the sea-faring world
for at least eight hours.

F

SHIPWRECK
My two young sons, unlike their mother, have not yet grown
to appreciate a 'good lie in' so reveille was around 0700 hrs
(alpha). It was a fine morning and after breakfast and a chilly
stroll around the decks, the time was right for a quick geography
lesson on the approaches to Amsterdam, the merits of canals and
a critique on Dutch docking procedure. At 10 o'clock, 30 minutes
before disembarkation, disaster struck, at least I think it was
about then. Northing was heard or felt but shortly after 10 o'clock
all passengers were requested to form up on the outer decks
where life jackets were passed around. Passed around is a very
apt description, as no alarm was raised or explanation given,
most people passed them on like 'pass the parcel'!
The ship had stopped, but since it had been travelling so
slowly through the locks this was not immediately apparent,
however, when the crew appeared sporting their bright orange
life jackets it was realised that either something was amiss, or
yet another exercise was about to begin. Children were bribed to
lH
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wear the life jackets by showing them the attached whistles,
and women needed no encouragement when they saw wh'lt an
improvement it made to their bust! The atmosphere had grown
tense but it was very effectively relieved. The accident was
quickly reported to the shore and about a dozen coaches appeared
on the bank in clear view of the stranded travellers. Another
vehicle to arrive was a fire engine with an extend ing ladder
which arrived in a blaze of glory with siren blaring. A Yorkshire
wag appraised the situation and commented, 'Well, where's the
other one then, Halifax has two'!
At this point I'd like to point out that an Italian crew on a ferry
out of Sweden operating between England and Holland formed
the ingredients to a rather bizarre situation, but when the lifeboats
were lowered to an accessible level for still ignorant passengers,
the comedy vanished. Women and children and Foremen of
Signals first! My family and I just happened to be in the right
place to get into a lifeboat, which when full, was lowered a very
long way to the water below.
The lifeboat was pulled to the canal bank where its load was
discharged. Several spectators had gathered to see the stranded
ferry and there was much waving and cheering and taking of
photographs. A shuttle service now began with the lifeboats
between ship and canal bank, bringing people to the shore. Some
crept gingerly down the fire engine ladder which had been positioned
against the ship's side, but this was tricky, as it was a very
long way up and the ladder was not secured at the top. Once on
terra firma the waiting coaches took on their fares and the buzz
of conversation rose to a noisy din, due mainly to relief from
tension. The buses formed a convoy and drove from the locks
to the Tor Line terminal, a journey of about lOkm. It was only
from the coach that one realised the true danger of the accident.
From a distance one could see that the ship was listing badly to
port and several tugs were pushing hard on the port side. Water
was being pumped from the engine room and one realised how
good it was to be off the ship and safe on land.
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to be coaxed into a dry dock and once raised and dried out, the
cars would be lifted off by crane. This would be on Wednesday,
four days after the acci.d ent.
D day (departure day) duly came, and all car owners were told
that the cars would be lifted off at 1400 hrs. A coach collected us
from the hotel and I think I could detect a sigh of relief from the
reservations manager. The doorman need no longer hide in his
sentry box and the waiters were happy to see the back of the
handful of children in our party. On arrival at the dry dock
most cars were ready and waiting. Only a couple of people had
to suffer the agony of watching their cars being picked up and
lowered 50ft to the ground by the dock crane. All too quickly
BFG cars were speeding away to towns in Germany.
It had taken four days to get the cars and, in retrospect, it was
fun, but the anxiety of the evacuation, the uncertainty of the stay
and the unpleasantness of having no personal belongings was not
enjoyable at the time. Tor Line paid all expenses incurred whilst
in Amsterdam, and refunded the full fare for that leg of the
trip, so I'm glad I was right in travelling by Tor Line. It was
the cheapest route and far more exciting and eventful I am sure
than all the other ferries.
The personalities in this linle episode were:
British Military Attache in the Hague, Lt Col P. G. Duffield
(RA);
Cpl and W/Cpl Hargreaves (RAF);
Cpl Huntinton and family (17/2lst Lancers);
Lcpl Pickup and family (RE);
Sgt Brooks and family (RAOC);
Cpl West and family (RCT)
Sgt Hall and in-laws (RCT).
I'd like to express my thanks to them all for making it a
pleasant diaster and special thanks to Lt Col Duffield; the 'Tor
Line manager, Amsterdam' and Mr Hillbrink and the staff of
the Hotel Amstel for helping in every way possible to make
our unexpected stay so comfortable and enjoyable.
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DELEGATIO N OF RESPONSIBILITYROYAL SIGNALS STYLE
' JT'S our pleasure', was the somewhat quandary reply when
the Squadron Orderly Room were politely informed that it
was t heir turn to produce this month's WrRE notes! Lcpl G eoff
Parker quickly headed for the stationery store from where he has
yet to emerge. Sig 'J eb ' Philips explained that due to pressure
of work he, unfortunately, could not contribute, and Cpl 'Flu '
Kearsey disappeared towards Ballykelly Education Centre with
shouts of ' I've got to complete my EPC'. Maj J. P. Whit e (KOSB)
departed on leave and the civilian typist resigned. The Londonderry air instils such enthusiasm I

~

HATCHES/MATCHES/DE SPAT CHES
Our best wishes go to Sig 'Dusty' Miller on his recent
marriage.
We would like to extend our warm welcome to the following
new arrivals to the Emerald Isle: W02 (F ofS) Norman
Cowell and L cpl Allan F ishpool (RCT).
We bid farewell to W02 (F of S) Ian Forbes who has departed
for the flesh spots of Blandford where, in the School of Signals,
we hope he will not find wearing uniform again too strange.
Also leaving from Mike Troop are Ssgt Steve Gair and Cpl
Richardson. We wish them well. Our MTO, Lt 'The Laird'
John M acleod, has departed on his ski-ing swan song. We wish
him well in Blandford.
EXERCISE COLD BREAK
At present the Squadron is running a ski lodge in the Aviemore
area. Two parties will spend a fortnight each risking life and
limb on the ice fields of the Cairngorms. T he ski-ing has already
claimed its first victim: the OC, Maj Peter Burke, has returned
with a plaster cast around his ankle.

BORYS COURT PREPARATORY SCHOOL

LOCAL SITUATIO N
Apart from the recent mortar attack on our neighbours at
Creggan Camp, the general situation remains quiet.

Lei gh, Nr Reigate, Surrey.

SPORT
Perpetuating last month's sporting successes the football team
led by Sgt ' Scouse' D a vies competed in the orthern Ireland
Challenge Cup quarter-final against th~ Q~een's Lancas!llre Regt
and confirmed our expectations by wmmng 1-0; while at t he
other side of the sports ground t:.he Unit ru~by team (locally
known as the 'dirty dozen') scored an 18-4 victory over HMS
Rame H ead. It has been admitted that the re ult of the after-game
drinks competition held in the aptly-named Oyster Club have
not yet been decided.

Boarding School for 8-13{ year olds. Good
academic foundation given to prepare boys for
t hei r Senior Schools.
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Tel. 030 678 372.

Very good facil ities for science, recreation and
sport.
Apply Headmaster
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-News from Heat/quarters-

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

School of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset

THE SLOG
HE slog towards the final srarced at Lisburn last Oct ber
and after ix matches played in such diverse conditions,
the mud of Derry to the lush Catterick Central Ground, we were
set for the big day at the Aldershot Stadium on April 2.

T

THE BIG DAY
Our opponents were the formidable Depot Regt RCT with
it galaxy of Arm} and Corp stars. However, although feeling
apprehensive and carrying the undisputed tag of underdog, we
did not lack confidence. After all, along the way we had beaten
lat year's winners 3 Fd Wksp REME 3-0, 11 Sig Regt 3-1
and the super-fit 59 Ind Commando Sqn RE 3-2. But Aldershot
being the 'Wembley' of Army soccer and our opponents being
stationed a mere mile from the pitch were factors which were
bound to unsettle the prematch nerves of our younger players.
At about 1145 hrs our team was surveying the Stadium pitch
when a black cat sauntered some 70yds across the arena, to be
stroked by the superstitious, rather than cat-lovers, of the team.
Furthermore, Aldershot was about to have its first heavy rain
for ome six weeks-perhaps the <wee Green Men' had made the
trip! Thirty minutes before kick off we joined the RCT in the
shared dressing room. Any feelings of over confidence were soon
dispelled by the number of British Army travelling bags and
representative badges, on track suits hanging at our opponents'
end of the room. Intentional or otherwise this was a good psychological plug for the RCT and certainly served to remind us of
the task in hand.
·
EARLY GOAL DECISIVE
At 1500 hrs we marched on to the pitch and were given a
rousing 'British Grenadiers' by the Band of the Corps of Royal
Engineers-according to the Army Football Association, integrated units do not qualify for the Corps March! Four minutes
after the start of the match we were awarded a direct free kick on
the edge of the RCT 18-yard line. Lcpl 'Kev' Church placed
the ball and eyed the packed defensive wall. Skipper Jim Tierney
asked him: 'What are you going to do with it?' 'Put it in the net',
he replied. A neat chip over the defensive wall and the ball slid
into the top right corner of the net. The RCT stormed into the
attack and put our goal under severe pressure, but a cool, well
drilled defence held firm with Dvr Colin Lamb heading two
certain goals off our goal line and goalkeeper Sgt 'Rocky' Stone
taking care of the menacing high balls that were being pumped
into the penalty area. It must be said, however, that we came
very close to scoring on two occasions before half time, and that
we had more than held our own.
After the interval there was a sign of desperation in the RCT
play as they strove to produce a goal. We held out, however,
and consolidated our grip on the game, forcing several corners.
Both teams played hard and fast football until the final whistle.
At 1645 hrs we had won.

T

CHAMPAGNE RETURN
It's all smiles as Maj Conrad Garton pours Sgt Tierney a well earned
drink on the team's return to Lisburn

CHAMPAGNE RETURN
On Sunday morning the team and lady supporters left the
overnight ferry at Donegal Quay, Belfast, and boarded the
military bus to Lisburn. At the main VCP they were met by Maj
Conrad Garton and RSM Colin French with a Piper from
1 KOSB to pipe them to a champagne celebration drink and
welcome back to base
UNIT EFFORT
This success was truly a collective Squadron effort. Manpower
is ever short in orthem Ireland and many extra long hours
have been worked by the non-players whilst their colleagues
have captured the limelight. There has been a good deal of good
A UNIQUE DOUBLE
Smiling Sgt Jim Tierney shows the cup on his return to Lisburn.
Last year he lifted the Ma jor Units Cup as skipper of the victorious
8th Signal Regiment

natured ragging on this theme but each and all of us are fully
aware and grateful for the extra work load taken on by everyone
to allow this success.
CONCLUSION
It is said that we have earned ourselves a place in the record
books by being the first fully operational unit to win this competition. After the game, the vice-chairman of the Army Football
Association, Brig T. J. A. Hughes, said: 'The Association is
delighted that an operational unit has managed to defeat a training
unit'.
We are honoured to have achieved such a feat-even if we
enjoyed Irish weather and the luck of the 'Black Cat'. Perhaps
they will again be kind enough to do their stuff when we next
appear at Aldershot as winners of the orthern Ireland Six-aSide competition and once more take on the best in the Army.

UNIQUE OCCASION
Sgt Jim Tierney climbed the steps for the winner's cup.
Almost one year previously he had held aloft the Major Units' cup
as skipper of the victorious 8 Sig Regt team. This is a unique
double probably never to be repeated again.
SPLENDID SUPPORT
\Vie did not expect many supporters, certainly not on the scale
that flooded the RCT end of the stand, headed by no less than
the Transport Offi ...er-in-Chief in the VIP enclosure. For our
part we were honoured by the presence of Col R. S. Holbrook,
2 Sig Group; Lt Col G. S. Massey (Corps representative Army
Football Association); and Lt Col I. R. D. Shapter, our own
Commander Royal Signals in orthern Ireland. Pride of place,
however, must go to Sandra Stone, Margaret Liddle and
Dorothy Tierney who followed the team to Catterick and
Aldershot at their own expense. Our three girls must rate as the
Army's best football supponers-they're great and we are deeply
grateful to them for their unstinted support. Certainly their trips
were not in vain.
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Royal Signals Prize
HE Royal Signals Prize is awarded to the officer who is
judged by the Commandant of the School of Signals to have
given the best overall performance on the Communications
Qualifying Course. The prize for No 5 Communications Qualifying
Course was awarded to Lt A. J. Poppleton.
Lt Poppleton was commissioned at Sandhurst in December
1974 having obtained his degree at Sheffield prior to joining the
Corps. Since leaving the Academy he has spent nine months as a
Troop Commander in 7 Sig Regt before joining No 5 CQ course in
October 1975. He worked hard and enthusiastically throughout
the course. In both the formal examinations and the practical
work he achieved consistently good results and gained an overall
'A' grading.

Our photograph shows Lt Poppleton receiving his prize from
the Commandant, School of Signals, Brig A. A. G. Anderson.
SAM HENWOOD'S SECOND RETIREMENT
It was a very sad occasion for Blandford Station, when at the
end of January, the time came for Capt Sam Henwood to leave
his appointment of Station clerk on retirement. To mark the
occasion his many friends and colleagues gave him a farewell
party at the Camp and a carriage-clock which was presented to
him by Brig A. A. G. Anderson, Commandant, School of
Signals. Sam Henwood has had a long and distinguished career;
he joined Royal Signals in January 1928 and served in the Corps
for 21 years until his retirement as Captain (QM) in Decemb~r
1948; he . then became a civil servant at Blandford Camp m
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BLACK & WHITE OR COLOUR
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THREE HAPPY SUPPORTERS
Sandra Stone, Margaret Liddle and Dorothy Tie rney are happy to
display the Cup and Squadron flag
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Januar · 1949 where he erved for a further 27 years, including the
la t 12 years a tation clerk.
At the beginning of hi career he served in India with 'A'
Corps Sigs, returning to the UK in April 1935. He then joined
Div igs and was in France with the Division until its evacuation
at the time of Dunkirk and sub equently at Blandford. The GOC
of3 Div at that time being a certain Maj Gen B. L. Montgomery.
It was whil tat Blandford in 1941 that Sam met Mary, his wifeto-be. Jn December 1941 he was posted as RSM to 1 Inf Div Sigs
and served in the North African and Italian campaigns, including
Anz!o and for three years in Palestine, where he was commi sioned
s Li utcnant (QM).
In 1967 he was one of the three founder members of the Dorset
branch of the Signals Association: the other two being Maj Gen
R. J. Moberly, CB, OBE, president, and Mr Bob Simpson,
Sam Henwood being hon secretary, an appointment he held for
seven years. Sam's outstanding efficiency, untiring help and
sparkling humour will long be remembered. In wishing him and
his wife every happiness and good fortune in his retirement, we
are very happy to say that as they are residents of Blandfordwe expect to see them very regularly.

Corps Squash Rackets Individual
Championships
HE weekend March 12-14, 1976, was chosen to stage the

Corps squash rackets championships at Blandford Camp. There
T
were 25 entrant for the open event and another three who had
entered for the veterans' competition. It must be said that of this
total five withdrew for a variety of reasons; however, this did not
mar the event. The withdrawal of W01 M. G. E. Hall, the
current Corps champion, for the reason of the train strike actually
left the event more open as he was expected to retain his title.
Maj J. F. Storr (School of Signals) fairly easily reached the
final of the Open in the top halfofthe draw. Cpl P. Robertshaw
(264 Sig Sqn) played well in the semi-final against Storr but his
involvement in the Soldier Magazine Cup (UK Final) at Aldershot
on the same day must have affected even his most apparent fitness.
In the bottom half of the draw W02 J. P. McGovern (216 Para
Sig Sqn) quickly disposed of his opponents to become Storr's
opponent in the final.
On Sunday, March 14, 1976, the various final stages of the
minor competitions had been decided and the finalists came on
court. Whilst no one could write off either player, I judged
McGovern to have the edge, certainly where fitness was concerned,
and the match promised to be a close contest. Actually Storr
played fine squash to lead by 2 games to love after two long and
ev~ games,_ it se:med that his name was to appear on the cup yet
agam. At this pomt McGovern's fitness and determination came
to the fore. The games continued to be lengthy affairs but Storr's
accuracy had subsided enough to allow McGovern to take the
vital three games and become the 1976 Corps Champion.
In the Plate competition Cpl D. J. Higginson (264 Sig Sqn),
who was knocked out of the Open by Storr, beat Sgt C. L. Allen
(8 Sig Regt) by 3 games to love. Higginson, like Robertshaw,
was concerned with the Soldier Magazine Cup-it is a tribute
to his fitness that he played six good matches (plus a return
journey to Aldershot) in about 36 hours.
. The veterans' competition entry of three effected a 50%
mcrease over last year's entry, even so this is still a disappointment.
The ~ between Lt Col ~· C. Tripp (HQ London District)
and MaJ J. K. Heyes (32 Sig Regt (V)) went to five games in a
really topsy-turvey match with Tripp winning by 3 games to 2
The scores were: 9-1, 1-9, 9--4, 2-9, 9--0.
After a hectic weekend of good-standard squash Lt Col P. C.
Tripp, ~ur l?resident, presented the prizes.
At this pomt may I, as secretary, thank all players for making
the whole event most enjoyable.
FINAL COMMENT
For those readers/players who recall last season's report of this
Corps event you will note a certain similarity this season.
My letter to units encouraging entries from all standards of
players went to more than 50 MoD/Unit/Corps representatives'
addresses in the UK and to a further 24 known players. The
response by only 28 persons (and one other from Northern
Ireland regretting no entries from that unit due to pressure of
wo~k) seem.s PO?r-particularly considering the continuing growth
of mterest m this sport.
Could it be that some Orderly Rooms are simply filing such
letters for posterity and not for action?

1-48

DETAILED RESULTS
Corps Champ ion
W02 (RQMS) J. P. McGovern (216
Para Sig Sqn)
Maj J. F. Storr (School of Signals)
Runner-up
Maj A. P.H. Marley (School of Infantry)
Third
Cpl D. J. Higginson (264 Sig Sqn)
Plate Winner
Sgt C. L. Allen (8 Sig Regt)
Runner-up
Lt Col P. C. Tripp (HQ London Dist)
Veterans Winner

Army Apprentices' College,
Harrogate
RETIREMENT OF MR F. COOPER
Sadly, the spring term saw the retirement of one of the
College's best-known and most popular figures, Mr Fred Cooper
-a prop and mainstay of Telegraphist Wing since 1960, and as
Supervising Instructional Officer since 1971.
Service to the College apart, Fred's retirement brings to an
end some 45 years' service to communications. He joined the
Royal Navy as a boy early in 1931. Having passed out of HMS
Ganges as a Telegraphist with the standard morse receiving speed
of 25 wpm by hand, he was introduced to life afloat with a 2!-year
tour in the Far East.
The outbreak of the last war caught him in Hong Kong, but
by keeping one step ahead of the Japanese, he contrived to get
home again in 1942. There followed an interesting shipboard
period, which included escort duties in the North Atlantic, the
famous (or infamous?) convoy runs to Russia, and the D-Day
landings on Normandy, as a result of which CPO (Tel) Cooper
was Mentioned in Despatches for 'gallantry, skill and undaunted
devotion to duty'. A year later he was commissioned as a Warrant
Telegraphi&t.
Subsequent appointments included those of Signal Officer
aboard cruisers and aircraft carriers, Training Officer at Devonport
Signal School, and Principal Cryptographic Officer to C-in-C
Mediterranean Fleet. Fred Cooper retired from the Royal Navy
in 1960 having reached the rank of Lieutenant SD(C).
One of his many services to the College has been an unobtrusive
and fruitful liaison with HMS Forest Moor, a monument to which
is the lattice mast which it is proposed to erect behind Exercise
Troop Car Park.
To mark the occasion of Fred's retirement, Lt Col Ralph
Plant, Deputy Commandant and Chief Instructor, presented
him with a portable radio on behalf of Telegraphist Wing; he
also received an onyx cigarette-box from the Officers Mess.
Apart from the many thousands of apprentices who
benefited from his knowledge and experience, all in the
Corps who knew him will wish Fred and his wife, Nan,
every happiness in retirement.

45 YEARS' SERVICE MAN AND BOY
Lt Col Ralph Plant makes a farewell presentation to Mr Fred
Cooper on the occasion of his retirement
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THE ARMY JUNIOR CROSS·COUNTRY CHAMPIONS 1976
Back row, left to right: Maj David Elliott (RAEC); AT/ Lcpl Stewart Little; AT Phil McGiveron; AT/Cpl Chris Edon; AT Ron Rogers; Sgt Mick Gue
Front row : AT Bryan Hair; AT/Sgt John Boyes (capt}; AT/Lcpl Ken Patterson; AT Paul Cooper

CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM'S REMARKABLE SEASON
NE reads of teams achieving, or more often aspiring to, a
'unique double', but this season the cross-country runners
of the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, have brought off
a 'unique quadruple'.
In the North-East District Wednesday League, newly reorganised to admit civilian as well as Services' teams, The College's
'A' team took the trophy with 3,925 points; second were NE
Civil Service 'A' with 3,849 points; third, 8 Sig Regt 'A'-3,299;
fourth, the College 'B'-3,185; and fifth, Dishforth Police Trg
Centre 'A'-2,597. Over 30 teams competed, from 15 different
clubs.
Individual placings, judged over six races, were: (1) Sgt Mick
Gue (the College)-19 pts; (2) Sgt George Holden (8 Sig Regt)29 pts; (3) AT/Sgt John Boyes (the College)--47; (4) Ken
Fozard (Civil Service)-70p (5) Lbdr Stan Dalby (the College)
-71.
In the Escafeld League, in which strong opposition was provided
by the universities of Sheffield, Leeds, Bradford, York, Hull and
Man bester, the West Yorkshire and the South Yorkshire Police
Carnegie College, Leeds Polytechnic and Sheffield Polytechnic,
the College won the five-race championship with 240 pts, followed
by Sheffield University with 237 and Leeds University with 231.
The leading individual runner from the College was AT/Sgt
John Boyes, sixth of more than 80 scoring competitors.
The old, and handsome, Northern Command Shield has
changed its name to the orth-East, orth-West and Scottish
Districts Senior Championship. It acts as the qualifying round
for the Army Senior Championship, the TAVR Championship,
and the Army Minor Units' Championship. This year, there
were over 120 competitors-hence the high scoring. The College
won the shield, with 139; runners-up were the Green Howards
with 231, and, in third place, 8 Sig Regt with 256.
Best-placed College rurmers were: Sgt Mick Gue, 1st; Sgt
Peter MacMillan, 6th; Sig Jeff Warburn, 11th; Lbdr Stan
Dalby, 17th; AT/SSM Paul Staynings, 22nd; AT Steve
Brennan, 26th; Ssgt Harry Escott, 27th.
Our younger runners scored a comprehensive victory in the
Army Junior Units' Team Championship, held over a four-mile
course at Pirbright on February 19. The result wa : (1) The
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ACTON REYNALD SCHOOL
Educational Trust Ltd.
Nr. SHREWSBURY, SHROPSHIRE

(Established 1873)

Recognised by the Department of
Education and Science. Day and Boarding
School for Girls aged 8 to 18 years plus.
Situated in lovely countryside. Preparation for Universities G.C.E. in Arts and
Sciences. Associated Board of Royal
School of Music.
Swedish Gymnasium, Heated Swimming Pool. Excellent sports facilities,
Riding, Poetry, Handwork, Domestic
Science.
Service children especially welcome.
Illustrated prospectus on application
to the Bursar.
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College 63 pt ; (2) Inf Junior Leaders Bn Shorncliffe, 94;
( 3 Army Apprentice ' ollege Chepstow, 166; (4) ACC, 179;
(5, J ig Sqn, 241; (6) Army Apprentices' ollege, Arborfield,
263; (7) Junior Leaders Regt RE, 334.
Leading individual runners from the College were : .AT/ S
John Boye (2nd) ; AT Bryan Hair (4th) ; AT/Lcpl Stewart
Little (5th) ; AT Lcpl Ken Patterson (12th) ; AT Paul Cooper
16th).
During this, their most uccessful season to date, the College
c mpeted in nearly 50 races: no wonder the Harrogate Herald
commented 'They never stop running up at Pennypot Lane'.
Apart from the inspiration of OIC Cross-Country, Maj David
Elliott (RAEC) all the College teams and individuals owe
much of their succe s to their skilled and dedicated coach, Sgt
Mick Gue. All, of course, wish him well in his posting to 7 Sig
Regt; all equally, will miss him.

News lrom Regiments
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt
B.F.P.O. 46
THE EXERCISE SEASON IS HERE AGAIN
ARCH has been very busy. Exercise Bronze Key proved to
be a great success. Communications were of a very high
standard, despite the weather and it proved to be a good start in
our new role. Our first big test ca.me during exercise Flying
Falcon. We greeted a number of visitors and were pleased to
welcome visitors from Plessey, SRDE, RARDE and Harrogate.

M

WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS!
2 Div HQ and Sig Regr basketball team swept the board with
the BAOR and Divisional Championships. The team consisted
of: Capt Malcom Sinton, Lt Peter Jones (ACC), WOl
(RSM) Mike Jennings, W01 (Y of S) Alan Chapman,
Ssgt (Y of S) George Stubbings, Ssgt (F of S) Jan Jasiok,
Ssgt Terry Mumford, Cpl Brian Rees and, finally, Lcpl Fred
Tedby who once again has been selected to play in the Army team.
WOl (RSM) Mike Jennings maintains 21 is not too old for
basketball! Seriously though, the team are to be congratulated on
the excellent results during the BAOR competition.
The Army Cup was played at Aldershot on March 31, 1976.
The two contending teams were 2 Div HQ and Sig Regr against
the School of Electrical Engineering. The game started evenly
with both teams scoring basket for basket, but the School of
Electrical Engineering being the more experienced team, were
on top in the second half and finally beat us by 74 to 56 points.
Next year will be a different story.
SKI-ING
As expected, it was another busy year for the Regiment as far
as ski-ing is concerned. We participated in both the downhill
and uphill (Langlauf) at both Divisional and BAOR/Army
standard.
DOWNHILL SKI-ING
The team consisted of Cpl Nick Doveton, Lcpl Gordon
Townsley, Sig 'Dobbo' Dobson and Paul Ford for the 'A'
team and Lt Nigel Cory, Lcpl Harvie Johnson, Sig Davy
Cowan and Sig 'Titch' Dooley for the 'B' team.
The Divisional metcing was most successful with the team
coming first in the giant slalom and special slalom. Cpl Nick
Doveton came individual first in the special slalom. Overall, the
Regiment were the Divisional Alpine Combination ChampionsCongratulations !
CROSS-COUNTRY SKI-ING 1975-76
Bef?re the Diyisional ra~es took place, the team gathered in
Bavana, along with the Alpme team, for the final training period.
~gt Sean Dillon-White made a guest appearance for the team
m the 4 by lOkm relay. Cpl David Stanton performed well in
this race and also in the 15km race. The results of the 2nd
Divisional Championships were:
4 by lOkm relay-3rd place; 15km race-3rd place; and
Patrol race-6th place.
For the Army Championships, also held in Bavaria, the results
unfonunately did not improve. Our best race was the 15km
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race with Lt Tony Marvin and Cpl David Stanton ski -ing well.
The results for the Army Championship were:
4 by lOkm relay-5th place; 15km race-4th p lace; and Patrol
race-6th place.
Overall we were the highest-p laced team with no present or
past members of the British National squad ski-ing. Our gladia tors
were Sgt Sean Dillon-White who is performing in the potential
Yeoman field and Cpl Doug Elliot who is going on to the
Olympic Games, of course. We wish them the best of luck.
BUNDE AMATEUR DRAMATIC SOCIETY-'THE
BIRDWOOD PLAYERS'
On March 11 Sgt Terry Sutherland, in conjunction with
Mrs Helen Hope, presented a comedy 'The Amorous Prawn'.
Maj Bill Morgan, our erstwhile 2IC, played the 'Prawn' to
which he is admirably suited! Other stars from the Regiment
included Sgt Chris Maynard, Ssgt Wally Marsden, Sgt
Alf Holyoake, Sandy Allen and many other hopefuls. Rosemary
Breese again added and subtracted years, at her make-up table.
She was assisted by Glenda Biggs. There is no truth in the
rumour that Lt Miles Stockdale is to appear in the ' Desert
Love Song' with Hilda Baker. Congratulations on a very successful
performance. Our thanks to all those who took part and the
invaluable backstage support. It provided some very enjoyable
evenings' entertainment.
DEPARTURES
This month also proved to be the time when many old friends
left for greener pastures. We say goodbye to Majs Roger Breese
and Jim Brinsford, Lt David Miskin, Ssgt (Hon Tech) Ron
Ford and many others too numerous to mention.

8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison
BEAUTY SPOTS OF CATTERICK-No 4
HIS month's beauty spot belongs to one of 8 Sig Regt's
youngest privates, pretty trainee Jacky Adam. Jacky is
a native of Epsom, Surrey,
and has spent most of her life
in the south of England
though her parents were both
in the Royal Navy (the original
Epsom salts, so to speak).
She attended school in Beuwell and proved herself proficient at most popular sports,
showing a preference for
netball, swimming and hockey.
Jacky spent six months at
Guildford on one of three
pilot Junior Leaders' courses
for WRAC. These courses,
which are still in the guineapig stage, proved to be a
valuable stepping-stone to
adult life g1v10g the girls confidence and competence in rock
climbing, abseiling, canoeing, hill walking and off-shore sailing.
While at Guildford, she also passed her basic clerk's course and
took part in a number of sponsored walks to raise money for
Children's Homes. Since her arrival in Catterick, as one of the
youngest WRAC recruits, Jacky has been earnestly trade training
as a comcen operator to add another trade to her clerk's rating.
Naturally her ambition& are to make a career in the WRAC
and to sightsee as much of the world as possible. To these ends,
we wish you well, Jacky-and well done Junior Leaders Wing
Guildford-haven't you done well !

T

A WEEK-AS SEEN BY ONE OF OUR POTENTIAL
TECHNICIANS-COURSE PT17
Course Report-February 16-20, 1976
MONDAY AND AWAY
HE Coniston Expeditionary Force (PTl 7) equipped themselves
with the standard uni-size kit from 8 Sig's 'well stocked'
Adventure Training Stores. NAAFl break was thrust upon usthe first sensible order of the day. The journey started :
The route was scenic
The journey quick
The roads were bumpy
Sig Dennis Millington was, well .. . nearly sick.
We arrived and were met by three well-equipped standard
Army Issue Instructors. The accommodation- commonly known
as the barn- was above expectations. First things first, the meal
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was prepared. Compo a la carte menus were passed round by
word of mouth. I t was eaten! After a lecture on 'exposure' the
week got off to a good start when we paid a social call t~ the
purveyor of ales.
T UESDAY AND THE ROCKS
.
0600hrs ? Eventually, the move was executed and both groups
went to prove their worth on the fells. A game of follow-theleader ensued based on a map and compass. The aim was to
find the easiest and correct route from A to B though hardest
was sometimes substituted for easiest.
'
Up till lunch time-so far so good. Both groups met by Beacon
T arn for lunch, whereupon Cpl 'Tim' Haynes and Ssgt ' George'
Firth recalled the somewhat amusing route taken by each group.
Off a~ain. One group w~nt one way, the other group went the
opposite way and the shirkers-sorry, sherpas, went the easiest
way. Ably led by Sig Tom Lorn, we conquered the north face
of the Beacon. We eventually arrived at the quarry, 'fit ' and
ready for some elementary rock climbing. Having watched the
dynamic demonstrations by Cpl 'Tim' Haynes and Cpl 'Mitch'
Mitchell, the intrepid mountaineers that we were, attempted it
for ourselves. Everyone did well until Sig Mark Brocklebank
decided to hang from his rope like a puppet and Sig Tom Lorn
tottered precariously on the edge with his quote of quotes:
' Its an awfy way doon'.
WEDNESDAY AND SNOW AND ICE
The day started even earlier. The weather was overcast and,
according to 'Mitch', was due to an anticyclone.
Group One. The misty weather proved to be a face-saver for
Ssgt 'George' Firth as he may have had a mutiny on his hands
if we'd seen the height of the fells. The climb was steady till we
reached the snow line when the fun started. People were skating
around like fairies at the Palladium Ice Show. Sig 'Steve'
Sherwood decided to help Group Two by drawing directions
in the snow-all leading down hill. On reaching Great How Crags,
a snow-covered fell, there was a slight disagreement between
Sig 'Paddy' Jackson and Ssgt 'George' Firth. Sig 'Paddy'
Jackson's compass pointed one way but the Staff-sergeant's
built-in navigational aid knew a better way. Following the ' track'
over the edge we traversed the 'girdle' (snow and ice). Once more,
in a pained Scottish accent, we heard the cry: 'Its an awfy way
doon'. Due to adverse weather conditions we thought it unwise
to go to the Old Man of Coniston, rn, using an escape route, we
went down to Levers Water and then to the Land-Rover. Soup
and sustinence were waiting for us at the barn.
Group Two. Setting off an hour earlier, led by Cpl 'Mitch'
Mitchell, it took no more than a few hundred feet climb to sort
the men from the boys-taking an hour for us to reach the snowline. Ice axes at hand, Cpl 'Mitch' Mitchell's five trusty followers
ascended into the mist, ice and snow of the mountains. Things
were going well, we were ahead of schedule, there were only a
a few bruises and only 'Spic' Lopez had managed to get blisters.
As we were mainly walking our way, we suddenly noticed we
were veering off our bearing, the slope got steeper and steeper
and below us a mere l,600ft drop. We were ready to 'traverse the
girdle', slowly but surely we worked our way around Prison
Band ... Ahhhh ! ! came a voice from the rear, a quick look back
showed us we were a man missing; looking down to the ground
we saw 'Tank' Sherman lying down in the snow, with ice axe
implanted so far into the ice his arm was hardly visible. However,
he clambered back to his feet amongst such phrases as: 'Come on
Tank, stop hanging around', and such like. Eventually we all
reached the end of the girdle, to be met by a tin can-a message
from Cpl 'Tim' Haynes-bad weather-the others had bailed
out down to Levers Water. Against the elements and against the
odds we carried on to conquer the Old Man. It was then just a
matter of a few more miles, a few more blisters, a few more
bruises and a broken ice axe ('Tony Johnson kicked it too hard)
until we reached our destination and were met by the ever faithful
Ssgt 'George' Firth and Cpl 'Tim' Haynes with the LandRover, ready to take us back to the barn, where we spent much
time telling of the trials and tribulations of the day's adventure.
THURSDAY AND TIDYING UP
Our day as Combat Ditch Diggers started later than norn:ial
after a well-earned lie-in (Instructors note 0700hrs). Armed with
shovels and wellies we started. Nature came first as we rescued
floundering trout and stopped to watch two frogs .doing ~e know
not what! Sheep were in abundance, so ~hose wnh w~ll1es were
chained down and made to work. Workmg at a terrific rate of
knots the task was soon completed and we were aw_ay ~o the pub
for a quick pie and pint for lunch. After lunch, the odymg up was
soon done, and so ended a most enjoyable week. The week would
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not have been the same without the expertise shown by chefs
'Da ve' B oxa ll and 'Tank' Sherman.
INTER-SERVIC.ES VOLLE YBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
BLACKPOOL- 1976
H OUGH the sport still has to achieve official recognition
through the Army Sports Council, the Army was represented
for the fi rst time ever at the Inter-Services Champiomhips
competed fo r by the GPO, F ire Services, Police Force, Pension
Services, Royal Navy, Royal Air Force, Royal Marines and the
Army.
With the standard of play approaching national class, with
many international players on view, the flow of play was fast
an d furi ous. The overall winners for the fourth year in succession
were the Fire Services, followed by the Royal Navy and Royal
Ai r Force. T hough the Army team finished with the wooden spoon,
they were congratulated by the English Volleyball Association
on thei r enthusiasm and standards during the two-day event.
Two members of the Corps were ever-present members of the
Army team- both from 8 Sig Regt- W02 (F of S) John Hill
and Sgt Chris Bond. Another visitor to 8 Sig Regt, W02
Rasaq ( igerian Army), at present on a course in Catterick,
was also eligible and substituted on a number of occasions.

T

10 Sig Regt
Hounslow
HQ TROOP SET THE PACE
NCE again HQ Troop surprised one or two of its members
who thought that they had come to Hounslow just to drive
vehicles, look after stores or whatever. Sig Dave Cox, Lcpl 'Mac'
McLean and others found that they had leanings towards interior
decorating. This was soon put to use in the (self-help) plan to redecorate the Bruno Club. Sighs of relief were breathed as the
'Mural' came down for the last time, to be replaced by cries of
woe as the removal revealed a large hole in the wall. Undaunted,
however, and with the help of Demo Team's Sig 'Chippy' Woods
and Sig Jack (of all trades) Barry, a re-designed Mural was
used to bridge the gap. Events in the Bruno Club have been
varied as usual, from our renowned 'club lunch' to the more
sophisticated 'St Valentine's Dance'. Our next function, however,
should prove to be our best to date: a group called 'Opus', Roger
de Courcey (winner of TV's ' ew Faces') plus Teddy Bear and,
in the spare moments, our disco ably run by DJs Sig 'Donny'
Donegan and Sgt 'Marsh' Davey (BLC 4-09 MCD show).
Lcpl 'Dave' Jones, the Plv1C, has one or two surprises in store
for that evening, so we shall wait and see. The Troop have been
under some strain recently with the absence of Sgt 'Bernie'
Burnett on the Staff-sergeants' Course (rumour has it Canerick
was under some strain whilst be was there), but Mr 'Peter'
Scotting held the fort so well it would seem 'Bernie' has been
asked to apply for redundancy!
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2 SQUADRON REPORT
The Squadron held an upgrading course and test for civilian
operators during the month. The instructional staff consisted of
WOl (Y of S) Phil Phillips, Sgt Brian Slavin and Cpl Joe
Conlon•. Students came from far and wide and included Cpl
Mhairi Turner, of 2 Sqn, who will shortly be leaving for civilian
life.
Our other major task this month was to provide communications
on the sad occasion of the funeral of Field Marshal The Viscount
Montgomery of Alamein, KG, GCB, DSO, DL, at Windsor.
Radio Troop were deployed in force, with Capt Richard
Harrison manning the gun position and Capt 'Paddy' Henry
controlling the rate at which the guns were fired.
3 SQUADRON AWARD
Reading Commcen once again hit the headlines when Brig
J. M. Kneen, Commandant REME Training qentre,;-Prcsented
Mrs I. M. Skinner and Mr J. S. C. Vanscohna With a Gold
Comstar Award, during his Annual Inspection of the Records
Office on !'ebruary 24, 1976.
MRP.RUSHEN
It is with deep regret that we have to nnnounc.: the sudden
death, on Sunday, March 14, 1976, of Peter Rushen, DSO,
of the Bicester Commcen. Peter was born on April 19, 1932. He
served with the Royal avy, where he became a Leading Telegraphist. On June 3, 1957, he entered the Civil Service a a Tele151

IJBELY THIS MAKES SENSE!
Those in H.M. Forces know how vita l it is to plan ahead fo r operations, logistics, etc.
It is no less VITAL TO PLAN AHEAD for your future and that of you r family . Our Plans
can help you to do this!
Any plan for a serving member of H.M. Forces must be carefully selected , taking full
account of Service conditions, hazards and exigencies. This selection can best be done
by Brokers-such as ourselves- not tied to any insurance company and essentially those
who have specialised in advising members of H.M . Forces, as our Services Advisory
Bureau has been doing for more than a decade.
If you wish to SAFEGUARD the financial future for YOU AND YOURS take the first
step in doing so by writing to us NOW for our professional advice. We do not charge
any fees for our advice, you can accept or reject it as you please so why delay? Simply
complete and dispatch the appended proforma. Alternatively, you may wish to telephone
or write in confidence with further personal details to:

Brig P. H. F. Webb, MBE, presents LS and GC medal to WOI
(F of S ) W . G. Cochrane

the station plays within the system, the F of S and Sgt Co~in
Nowell endeavoured to show our visitors that there was something
inside the grey boxes and that they remembered some of the
Latina training-surprising considering the am~unt . of ume .spent
behind their desks doing paper work! Th~ Bngad1er was rntroduced to the day shift of Sgts John Ratcliffe, Jack Smart and
Carl Braganza and afterwards to Sgts Barry Lock, Steve
Andrews and Jim Hilton during coffee in the r~st room._ By
now, perhaps, he was wondering who was. tea boy m such h1ghpower company, but we believe he left w1.th the knowledge that
here a technician sees an end-product to his labours.

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL C. B. JOHNS, M.A.l.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.)
Services Advisory Bureau Manager

H. R. MARTIN &
27 /29

Gr~yfriars

~O.

LTD.

Road, Reading, Berks.

ASSOCIATED INSURANCE BROKERS

Brig J. M .~ Kneen presenting the Gold Comstar to t he staff of
Reading Commcentre

INCORPORATED MORTGAGE FINANCE & LIFE ASSURANCE BROKERS
MEMBER OF THE SERVICES INSURANCE BROKERS' ASSOCIATION
LIFE ASSURANCE & INVESTMENT CONSULTANTS (SERVICES)

communications Operator II. In N ovember 1967 he joined 2 Sqn,
10 Sig Regt as a Supervisor (A) Telecommunications. Oyer the
past few years he became well known to many coi;iun~nicators .
H e will be sadly missed by all, and we extend, to his wife, Jean,
his son and daughter, our deepest sympathy.

TELEPHONE: READING 56226 AND 56227

To: Services Advisory Bureau Manager. H. R. Martin & Co. Ltd .. 27/ 29 Greyfriars Road, Reading. Berks.
Name ........... .. .................. ...................... . . ..... ....... .. . . . . ................ ..

Rank .......................... .

Address .. . ..................... .......... . ............... . .................... . .... . ....... . . ................... . .. . .............. . .. .
Nature of Duties . .. .. .... .... .. ........... .. ............ ..

If Posted NO/YES to (Country) .................... ..

Married or Single ..... ... ............... . . . . Dates of Birth: Self ...... . . .... ... . ........ Wife ...................... ..

VISITS TO ACE HIGH STATION, COLD BLOW LANE
Comd 2 Sig Group, Brig P. H.F. Webb, MBE, visted Tropo
Troop in Dover and Ace High Troop in Maidstone on March 2.
On arrival at the Ace High station accompanied by the CO, he
was met by the station Quarter Guard comprising F of S Hugh
Woolf and Sig Barry Smith with fire extinguishers at the present!
The date of the Brigadier's visit had been changed due to the
pilots being grounded by 'flu. Who said ' germ warfare does not
work'? We' d all had jabs!
After a brief introduction on the Ace High system and the role

Children (Sex/ Age)

Please send me details of the Plans/ Policies I have ticked

0
0
0
0

Young Man's Life Assurance Investment Plan for regular monthly savings of£ .. . . . .. ..
Family Flexible Life Assurance Investment Plan embracing all possible future needs.
Flexible Plan to meet overall costs of Schooling and of bringing up Children .
Joint Life Plan to provide on death of Husband or Wife Monthly Income of£ .... .. . .. .
Economic House Purchase Plan for a Loan of£ . .... .. ... . . ... . .. . . in 19 . . . . .. ..
'1 Flexible 'Open-ended' Investment Plan for regular monthly savings of £ . . . .... ... ...
[l 'All Risks' Kit Insurance and Personal/Household Liability Insurance. Cover World Wide.
C 'All Risks' Transit Insurance for Unaccompanied Baggage and ALL Household articles.
[l Car Insurance UK and BAOR. Premiums payable by Instalments if desired.

n

.

.
.
.

NOTE : All Life Policies we arrange provide 'unrestricted' cover against Service and War Risks.
This of course includes duty in Northern Ireland, etc.
Wire/5/76
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TROPO SIGNAL TROOP-'South-East Frontier'
Chief
Capt (TOT) Denys Alblas
M edicine Man W02 (F of S) Malcolm Douglas
War Chief
Ssgt Joe Lovell
Braves
Sgts Pete Shepherd, Chris Harris, Chris
Boys, Tom Terras, Jim Carnegie, Eric
Stout, Bob Scott, Lorrie Adams; Cpls
Alan Dixon, Graham Hopper
Outgoing
.
Medicine Man WOt (F of S) Bill Cochrane
On Tuesday, March 2, an emissary, namely ~md 2 ~·~ Group,
visited the reservation and presented our outgomg medicme man,
WOt (F of S) Bill Cochrane, with big wa.mpum ~ong for many
moons long service (LSGC). Congratulauons, Bill, and good
luck to you and your family in th~ land of ~e ~ellow Faces.
The Brigadier, after a pow-wow with our Ch1e~, 1!1spe~ted the
Tribal Signalling Machine and later took a mp m Bird that
Whirls to camp of Junior Leaders Regiment (RE) where, whilst
firewater was tested, he met and talked to most of the Tri~e's
Braves and their squaws. On once again mounting Bird that Whirls,
to report back to the ' Great White Father', the Brigadier expressed
his thanks to our chief, Capt (TOT) Denys Alblas, for most
interesting and informative day.
SPORTS REPORT AND INS AND OUTS
On the sporting side, well done Sgt Scott for being selected
to play squash for local white settlement under s!1adow of Gr~t
White Cliffs. Congratulations also to Sgts Chris Harns, Jim
Carnegie and Cpl Alan_ D~on ~ho eac.h received i:iew War
Shields for being in the wmrung Minor Units Ball of ~de team.
Tribal farewells with due ceremony have been said to ~gt
Alan Reed and his squaw, Yvonne, Cpl Sean McH~e".'~D!-1th
and his squaw, Jenny. Welcomes: \Var-Feathers and mmauo~s
have been duly performed for W02 (F of S) Douglas and. his
squaw and Cpl Hopi:>er. ow, as _our signalling fires c.ontmue
to burn, it only remams for th~ Tnbe to send all Redskins who
signal with smoke, our best wishes.

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit and send in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
' During test of firewater' ..• the Brigadier chats to Sgt and
P. M. Shepherd and W02_{F_of S) A. M. Douglas
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course 'comments' from these courses in our next news letter,
in the meantime we have a small contribution from RSDCC 92.

11 Sig Regt,
C a tterick Garrison

INSTRUCTIONAL WING REPOR T FULL CIRCLE
OR all tho e who have passed through 11 Sig Regt, whether
cadre or course personnel, you will note from the heading that
over the last three years we have come the full circle. For many
year we were known as 'I' Wing, then we changed our. name to
Instructional qn, from there to 3 Sqn and when J umor Signalmen
'l ing moved from Catterick to Albermarle Barracks, just west of
ewcastle upon Tyne, we became 2 Sqn. On April 1, 1976, the
circle was completed and once again we are 'I' Wing. Only this
time we have lost our Junior COs from the Weapon School,
they have joined individual Troops in 1 Sqn, so our numbers are
very much depleted. Even so, we are still coping with our courses,
we had our largest intake of RSD CC 93/94, 35 men on March 22,
1976, along with a RSTMTC 16 of 13 men, they arrived as our
double RSSSC 109, 110 were on their way to Battle Camp, this
gave us a total course strength of 91 men, we hope to include

F

PERSONAL IMPRESSIONS FROM RSDCC 92
So there I was at the beginning of the course, all happy and
clean shaven, hair non-existent, when in walks SSM Greenhalgh.
' Cpl Roberts', he says, 'something funny will happen on your
night patrol this evening, remember it when you write your
course WIRE notes'. Nothing did happen but the rest of the
lads got a laugh at my misfortune in having to write these notes.
We had our comics, as every course does, but one of the funniest
conversations was between Lcpl Ken Hicks and Lcpl Jim Smith:
Ken: ' Smudge' how do you spell ORANGE, is it ORONGE
or ORENGE?
'Smudge': Neither, its ORINGE!
Both 'Smudge' and myself fell about laughing when we realised
Ken thought 'Smudge' serious.
A few mornings later Sgt Bob Lockwood realised we had an
evening free and promptly arranged a basketball match. We were
sure we had it easy as it was our course against the cadre, Old
Codgers, we thought-right up till they thrashed us 60-20.
Later still, on a night exercise, we are defending a comcen.
In comes the enemy patrol. Off go the flares, thunder flashes and
about nine million blanks till nobody has any left. But the undaunted ' Smudge' (defending) shouts: ' Bang, Bang. Lofty you're
dead, I can see you behind the tree'. Lcpl Dave Flynn, alias
'Lofty' (attacking): 'Thank God for that, let me into your trench,
Smudge I'm freezing!'

16 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 35
CHANGE OF COMMAND
H E major event this month has been the deparrure of Lt Col
Tim Hackworth, OBE. After two-and-a-half years of command he left in style with the traditional dining out and farewell
parade. We wish him well in his new post in MoD (DSS (AD)) and
welcome the new Commanding Officer, Lt Col Keith Allwright.

T

COMSTAR AWARD
o 4 Sqn speak proudly this month, justifiably so, of the achievement of the detached Commcen at Sennelager in winning a D C
Gold Comstar award. Already holders of two Bronze Comstars,
the detachment has worked consistently to improve its efficiency
over the last year and now has the coveted document to prove it.
Brig J.M. Palmer, Commander of Paderborn Garrison, presented
the Gold award to Cpl Pete Hall who has commanded the
detachment for the last 21 months. Cpl Des Wells, Lcpl Chris
Newby, Sig Ian Brewster and Keith B elcher were also present
as well as 4 Sqn Yeoman, W02 John Nichols, and the only per
son missing was Sig Steve Flannigan who was otherwise occupied on shifc with an 'Immediate' .

KREFELD ROD BENDERS
On the sporting side of life the Krefeld Rod Benders competed
very successfully in the Willich Annual Angling competition at
the Holzhafen in Duisburg. Out of 20 teams and 16 individuals
the 'A' team finished in a gallant third place behind the German
civilian teams. Sig Tom Ferriby took an individual prize for an
equal second heaviest catch of 4,500g. T he other team members
were Sgt 'Smudge' Smith, Ssgt Barry Ibbertson, Ssgt John
Batley and Sig Joe March. T hey are hoping to go on to even
better things in the Osnabruck International match on April 25,
1976, and the BAOR Royal Signals Angling Championships at
H erford on M ay 9, 1976.
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Report on 26 Allied Officers Winter
Course (Whiteshod 1976)
by 16 Signal Regim~nt
INTER in Norway conjures up many different thoughts;
snow-blindness, blizzards, blocked roads, cold and misery,
but to those who attended Whiteshod '76, many more favourable
thoughts have now taken over. The course assembled on March
18, 1976, at the Vapenskolen for Haerens Samband, Jorstadmoen
and consisted of:
Capt Peter Hallett (Conducting Officer) 16 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
Capt Peter Bonser
16 Sig Regt
Lt Danny McConnell
21 Sig Regt
2/Lt J oe Fletcher
22 Sig Regt
2/Lt Bill Butler
7 Sig Regt
2/Lt Terry Canham
12 Mech Bde HQ
2/Lt Alisdair Harrison
and Sig Sqn
2/Lt And y Ward
22 Sig Regt
The first day of the course saw the issue of Norwegian uniform
and the opening address which left us in no doubt as to what
was expected of us. To think that we had 'volunteered'! Ski-ing
got underway on the second day-fortunately all except Lt
Danny M cConnell had skied before on. Snow Que~n courses,
this, however, did not prevent the occas1ona1 nose dive on the
flat. Downhill instruction was kept to a minimum due to the
fact that the course had been shortened to four weeks. The
Norwegians had great faith in our ability to pray whilst going
downhill as we were often seen on our knees or, for the nonChristians, prostrate facing East.
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'All DRESSED UP AND NOWHERE TO GO '
Standing, left to right: 2/lt A. J. Ward, Capt P. A. Hallett, Lt Col
S0rlien, Lt D. McConnell, Capt P. J. Bonser, 2/Lt J. l. Fletcher,
Lt Herberg
Kneeling: Sgt S0yland, 2/lt M. Butler, 2/ Lt T. W. Canham, 2/lt
A. H. G. Harrison
AN ENFORCED REST
A well-earned rest was taken at the weekend, mainly because
very few had any strength left and those th:i.t did were saving it
for the 30krn military ski test which took place on the last full
day of the course. The ski test consisted of two laps of a 15km
course with each skier firing IO rounds after 22km, each round
missed counted as a 2-minute penalty. To those who completed
the course came satisfaction; to the one who failed to turn left,
came a ducking and to the one who jumped off a 20ft cliff cam!
a damaged ankle. The highlight of the race was le:i.rning that a
Norwegian soldier took 6 hrs 50min to complete the course, he
incurred 20 penalty minutes as the range was closed when he
eventually arrived there.
Our thanks must go to the Norwegian Signals for looking after
us so well during our four-week course. For those whose interest
has been aroused sufficiently enough to consider volunteering for
the next course the time to prepare is now, by droppi ng the correct
hints in the correct places. It will be well worth it.

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
(or:

KREFELD ROD BENDERS
Left to right : Ssgt Barry lbbertson, Sgt 'Smudge' Smith, Sig Tom
Ferriby, Ssgt Jo hn Batl ey and Sig Joe North

SENNELAGE R COMMCEN GOLD COMSTAR AWARD
4 SQN 16 SIG REGT
'THUMBS UP'
Left to right: W 0 2 (Y of S) Nichols, Bri g J. M. Palmer, Cpl Hall ,
Cpl Wells, lcpl Newby, Sig Brewst er, Sig Belcher

and cross words; it all seemed worth it though when they were
awarded the adjudicators special award for achieving most in
overcoming adverse theatrical conditions. In addition to this
they came fourth in the overall judging. This was a remarkable
achievement for their first production. Well done!
The play was produced by WOl (Y ofS) Alan Tasker. The
cast was, in order of appearance, Capt Lynn Relph as Sandra,
Sgt Dave Collis as Paul, Mrs Shirley Gladwin as the effervescent BC'r yl-nice one Shirley, Ssgt (F ofS) John (Precious)
Mellors as Mr Duval, Mrs Eileen Brown as Mrs Hennessy,
Mrs Joan Araniello as Mrs Hutchinson, W02 (SSM) Geoff
Northey ns the Vicar, Sig Mark Jones as Robert and, last but
not least, WOl (RSM) Bob (Explosion) Vale as Mr Hutchinson.
We must not, of course, forget the hardworking stage crew
headed by Ssgt (F of S) Peter (2 Sqn Ops & KATS) Araniello.
Flushed with success, KATS have already started rehearsals
for their next production due in July which we are all looking
forward to.

KATS PERFORM
T he KAT S, or to give them their full title, the Krefeld Amateur
T heatre Society, have at last shown their claws with an en try in
the 1976 BFG D rama Festival, 'The L iver Birds'. This was the
first major production the club has undertaken in its short life,
and proved highly successful. For three short nights the village
hall was transformed into a T heatre with the aid of tons of timber,
tables, boxing rings and the like not to mention the blood, sweat
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WEEK T WO
The ski training continued throughout the second week with
our sense of humour improving in inverse proportion to the
number of falls. Our ski-ing had advanced so much that we were
able to complete a 5km race and two IOkm rac~s .. 9ne o.f the
latter qualified members of the course for the c1vihan ski test
award.
WEEK THREE AND HEAT AND C O LD
The third week started in the warmth of a centrally-heated
classroom with the course being instructed on weapon handling
and Norwegian radio equipments. It ended after two ni~hts.spent
living ou t under canvas, which was not too arduous as 1t did not
get colder than -13°C.

A DOG INTO PLAY
T he fourth week was the dreaded lOOkm mountain march. We
found to our surprise that Lt Herberg, our cours~ instructor,
had brought his dog along-when he unloaded his dog pulk
(sled) we knew why his rucksack was so light. We had to pull our
own pulk and carry our rucksacks which were over-:laden with
goodies in true British fashion. The no~ma! Norwegian c~mpo,
to quote the pamphlet, 'offers no surprises -every pack 1s the
same-its calorific value is 2,670 calories for one day. We w~rc
told that whilst in th e mountains we would use 5,000 calories
per day. It was indicative of the amou_m of extra food carried th~t
some people managed to put on weight. T he lOOkm mountam
march proved, in spite of 1& days' inclement weather, not to be
as arduous as expected. We pushed on extremely_ well ~nd
surprised our instructors by finishing 24 hours early. I t 1s astomsJ:i.ing what hidden strength the human body can Cll;ll on to av_o1d
sleeping under canvas in the mid dle of the N orwegian mountam s.
THE WIRE , MAY 1976
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28 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 35
AN ADVERT
OW to explain what happens in 28 (B R ) ig Regt
( ORTHAG) and what has been happening receritly? It
tarted with tho e nvo chatty DJs on the early morning BFBS
radio show dedicating a record to all cooks in the Services. This
immediately reminded me of our fine cooks who had come third
in the recent Rhine Arca competition. We eat well! Whilst
driving to work I passed the minibus taking the sick parade to
the MR . Very few this morning, and I was reminded of all the
other Signals units around the area who had gone down seriously
with 'flu but we had not. A healthy unit!
On entering the camp I saw the square covered in interconnected communication containers. This was the big engineering
exercise of the month with our sister unit 840 Fernmelde Bn.
Communications in ORTHAG are only achieved by four different
nationalities working closely together. This time tl1e Germans
had come to our barracks and the knotty problems were being
solved by technicians of both nationalities. Anglo-German
engineering and co-operation!
A I drove further around to the office, I passed a man carrying
a guitar, which jogged my memory of Folk Artist, Cpl 'Ric'
Rickard who recently won the local heat of 'Opportunity Knocks'.
A good folk club!
My mind was not too attentive and I just missed a Belgian
signaller in the middle of the road. They do nine months' National
Service in our barracks with the sister Belgian Sqn. Perhaps his
mind wasn't on the job as well. Try Belgian beer.
Taking the next corner more carefully, I saw that the fish
pond outside 2 Sqn was frozen, which somehow reminded me of
the departure of2 Sqn's popular OC-Bob Brewis. There seems
to have been a series of farewell parties and I was wondering if
he would last the course but he made it and we are all sorry to
see him go. Best of luck at the School, Bob. A large contractor's
lorry caught my attention indicating the start of Operation Humane
in the barracks. First class accommodation!
Just before parking the car I passe<l the Squadron's pride and
joy-the mobile TARE computers, mobile auto exchange and
the Troposcatter radios, all mounted in transportable cabins on
Mercedes trucks. Unique technical equipment!

H

APPLICATIONS TO •••
If you want to know more about these international equipments
and wish to expand your knowledge in a good multi-national
environment, then volunteer for 28 (BR) Sig Regt ( ORTHAG).
PS. The Football officer would never forgive me if I did not
mention that we have an excellent football team-Rhine Area Cup
winners seven years running; Army Cup runners-up three years
running. Our Rugby Officer also states that the team is practically
unbeaten this year and we were also runners-up in the Rhine Area
golf competition.
Still interested, then apply to Records now.
INTERNATIONAL MARCHING BRINGS RELAXATION
A few warm-up practice marches around some well-known local
circuits and the marching team was on the international grid at
Baden Baden. The stalwart crew left on Saturday after breakfast
and were taken in a coach to the famous spa town. The minimum
time was spent unpacking in the French barracks and the team
were soon out 'sight seeing'. Tea was back in camp and consisted
of some black sausages immersed in pearl barley with natural
yoghurt to follow. An interesting combination which did not
agree with everybody's palate; however, the food was w~shed
down with an unknown vintage wine which can only be described
as 'rough'. After such a start the remainder of the evening was
spent visiting the many gasthaus and discos in Baden Baden.
The bus left the town centre at midnight and, in spite of a noteworthy print by W01 (Y of S) 'Mick' Golledge, he still
managed to miss it. Reveille (note the French) was 0630 hrs the
following morning and it was decidedly subdued. However, a
good old English breakfast soon set everything right.
The team booked in and the 36-km march started with lots o
songs to carry the merry band up the first of many long and steep
hill . It was a fine day and the cacophony of sound echoing through
the hills prompted the locals to wonder from where this joyous
team of walkers had come. After about three hours' marching
up and down the team came upon a particularly long and steep
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uphill slope. It was here that Lcpl Paul Lewis decided to take a
closer look at the ground. Prompt action with handkerchiefs soon
revived him. Much to the whole group's relief there was a refreshment stand at the top of the hill. The remainder of tl1e course
passed without incident · save for the c;:intinucd repeating of a
'repertoire' of seven songs and the casual prophecies that ' this is
the last uphill slope'.
A cup was presented to our team for coming from the greatest
distance and completing the course. The team was also complimented on its ' Fine Singing' by a French Colonel's wife who
found that coming in behind such a happy band of men gave her
'new strength'! Perhaps the best compliment was an invitation by
both the French and Canadian Colonels for any member of the
Regiment to use their camps.
We close with the thought that '28 surely is the Regiment that
is putting the Corps on an international footing'.
The team consisted of:
Sig Wilson
Lt Martin-Rhind
Sig Wilkinson
Lt Day
Sig Hayes
WOl (Y of S) Golledge
Sig Bullimore
Lcpl Barron
Sig Burns
Lcpl Hazell
Sig Jones
Lcpl Lewis
Sig O'Shea
Lcpl Watts
Sig Coulson
Sig Roberts
Sig Lynch
Sig Edwards
Sig Elgood
Sig Laidlaw
EXERCISE SILENT EXPRESS
Part of our lot as a ATO unit is the opportunity to participate
in 2 ATAF 'Tacevals'. The following is an account of one such
episode. After unsuccessful attempts to sell his memoires to a
Sunday paper, the author settled for THE WIRE as an alternative.
On the morning of the first day of the exercise we assembled as a
desperate band of 19 men to receive our briefing from our leader,
Lt Peter Day (our Get Up and Go, Ever Ready Soldier). 'Our
mission, should we decide to accept it, etc, etc, is to infiltrate into
and destroy various Belgian Radar sites dotted through West
Germany'. We accepted.
Time now 1345. Enemy position recced as Sgt Keith 'Brad'
Bradley does last-minute checks in the RV. 1400, tension
mounts. All look grim. Move out. Section 1 under Cpl Tommy
(the tank) Foy prepare the diversionary assault. 1419, diversionary assault starts. 1421, main assault takes place. A double ladder
is propped against the perimeter fence and it's a matter of up and
over but we find that our leader tells fibs, as the fence is higher
than mentioned at the briefing. Attack successful and the Base
is destroyed. Sig Dave (Polly) Leaning is captured but confuses
enemy intelligence by telling them that he comes from 'Grimsby'
-(is that near Koln?). Back for a rest in the Concentration Area
as our young leader swans off to pick up the lost sheep. Time now
1600. Enemy spotted to our front. 'Quiet, lads', says Sgt Keith
Bradley. Enemy open fire, we're boxed in and things look grim.
At 1610 the cavalry arrive in the shape of the Land-Rover driven
by Sig Eddie (Fittapaldi) Callaghan. Some brilliant tactical
driving routs the enemy, causing two of their wagons to bump
each other. Long live the Land-Rover I 1720 and the second
assault is launched. Enemy response is good and three of our
band are captured, presumed dead. They are: Sgt Keith Bradley,
Lcpl Mick McGuigan and Sig Davy (Willi) Williams. We
retire to lick our wounds and plan tomorrow.
Next morning the first section sets off at 0700 for the next
target. The recce proves that the target is impossible so a kamikazitype frontal attack is planned. A 500-m dash in the DAF lorry,
driven by our suicide driver (volunteered!) Sig Phil Holehouse,
gets us to the main gate. We charge and are slaughtered. The
second section does no better. During the course of the attack
they work themselves between two Belgian Bases and are caught
by the enemy reinforcements. The last attack is scheduled for
1430. The rear approach to the target is sheltered by thick woods
which give us excellent cover. The enemy are very active and
have sent out lots of road patrols. We are bumped several times
and have difficulty getting to the target. Attack starts at 1500.
Sgt Keith Bradley leads the diversionary attack on the main
gate which draws the enemy from the rear of the Base. Main
assault group move in for the kill. Lots of smoke and thunderflashes knock out rear defensive positions. Target totally destroyed.
We withdraw, leaving our wounded leader, Lt Peter Day, to be
captured to see if the enemy will find some secret papers on him.
After a lot of effort he manages to persuade them to capture him.
Our leader escapes and we all return to the concentration area.
An enemy radio wagon is spying on us so we attack it and it
disappears into the distance. On return, we discover an enemy OP
in the bushes. We capture him and he nearly dies of fright.
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Heavy enemy reinforcements seen on hill to our front so we
release our Belgian friend and leg it home before we all get caught.
Stop off at a 'schnellie' for vital resupply en route. Thus closed
the diary of exercise Silent Express. It was a most enjoyable and
interesting exercise and there are more than 19 desperate men
awaiting the word, and when it comes we'll be off on Silent Express
II.
FAREWELLS AND ARRIVALS
Farewell and good luck to Capt Crane, Sgt Latham, Cpl
Shelly, Lcpl Mayne, Lcpl Shaw, Cpl Flynn and Sig Tustin.
Welcome to Maj Goulding, Sgt Blake, Cpl Sullivan, Cpl
Mullinder and Sig McLoughlan.

30 Sig Regt
BIANDFOBD CAMP
REPORT FROM 1 SQUADRON
An Aeon in the life of HF Troop
By: Cpls John Floyd and Bob Waller
ELL at last we have been tracked down and forced to write
some WIRE notes.
We will go back as far as October when we started to pack our
Spearhead kit for exercise Inkling. During the previous few
mo.n~hs we had been having practices for practices, plus fitness
trammg, and at one stage we thought we were going to walk there l
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CAMELS, SAND AND A VIPER
On October 22 the advance party left. Their mission was to
arrive sober(?) and set up the compound for the communications
site, which would be shared jointly by 30 Sig Regt and 14 Sig Regt
along with some Boys in Blue from 38 GP RAF. By the end of
October everybody had arrived and the exercise started, but as
far as the advance party were concerned perhaps it should have
been ending! The !CS (Initial Contact Station) which was
manned by Cpls Tony Wilson, Tony West and Sig 'Pumps'
Mansley, looked more like a zoo. They were visited by camels
and a sand viper, but that was given the chop by Y of S Higgins
and an outsize spade. However, the pet of the exercise was
'Harry' the hermit crab, who made his home next to an earth
spike. He wasn't as stupid as you may think, because the way we
watered the earth [spike it is surprising that they didn' t burst
into blossom.
In the Commcen we had Cpls John Floyd and Bob Waller
as DSOs. That was a case of 'Ever been slung in at the deep end',
but they finally overcame all and did a grand job (got to say that
'cos we're writing this). Sgt John Brister was one of the exercise
Geffers-go for this and go for thatl The highlight of the
exercise, besides coming back to the UK, was the Desert Camp.
This was run by SSM (I'll wear you down to the neck)
Jarratt (not the CO). He had a jolly good try, but I think everyone enjoyed it. It surprised most of us just what you can do if
you have to. The day did finally arrive when we said goodbye to
'El land ole' and the rear party left on December 4. After
Christmas, seven members of the Troop went to Catterick to
take the Y of S crammer course. Following a solid month of
sitting in the YMCA and worrying, five of the seven passed the
entrance exam, of which three are on the selection board. We
wish them all good luck.
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KENYA VISITED TO SAY NOTHING OF CYPRUS,
BELIZE, NORWAY AND NORTHERN IRELAND
Also in January, Tony Wilson, Phil Davies, Jim Graham
and Allan Kershaw went to Kenya on exercise Swift Tiger with
l Grenadier Guards. They returned on March 2 muttering about
the joys of living in tents and working with Battalion Operators,
but at least they were in the warm!
Dave Gruncell went to Belize for his four-month tour, broke
his ankle and then said: 'Of course, this must mean a Medivac'.
To which a bi<.;ycle was magically produced. So we can expect
him when we see him. At the moment we also have lads detached
to Northern Ireland (enough said) and with the UN in Cyprus,
to which Jim Browne seems to have become very attached.
Sig Mansley, Fraser and Wilding were feeling left out of
things, but not for long as they were sent off to Norway along
with 3 Sqn.
Well, the only thing left to comment on is our Friday morning
stroll around the Camp with RSM Green and SSM Foggo,
and it should be said that there is no truth in the rumour that
they were thrown out of the APTC for being lenient. ...
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FAREWELL
Finally, we say goodbye to Sgt Sam Hackett who has been
posted to O~l?_ ( rou&h life) and Tony Wil on, who is posted to
the CL! (CIVIiian Light Infantry). We should like to wish them
all the best in the future.
TRAINING WING VIEW
30 Sig Regt have recently developed a new way to be different
from the r~st, we now have. HQ.' 1 and 3 Sqns! However, 2 Sqn
a~e rather m suspende? ammauon than bloody dismemberment
since one day 1 Sqn will become 2 Sqn, clear? Maj Dick Hood
has breezed off to the Ministry of Defence leaving the Wombles
to go to 1 Sqn with Capt Dick Stokes in their care. If you meet
some big-eared creatures playing in the mud on Wimbledon
Common on some dark night it will probably be a Womble reunion
. Sgt _Bob Tay~or's linemen are currently sunning thernselv~
m Be_hze, ~o th~1r transfer to 1 Sqn has been primarily a paper
exercise. Sig Mike Pawlak got a hearty laugh from the Regiment
when they heard he' d broken his ankle stepping on to a VClO
to Belize, but as he has not done a day's work since then perhaps
he gets the last laugh.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
SSM John Marr has retired from th- Army to be a coach for
the National Small Bore Club, we wonder if he works with
dwarfs? Sgt Tony ~ambert and Lcpl Jim Buckberry have
gone to sp!ead the light at ~arrogate. Our new training officer,
Capt Robm Dodman, havmg spent a month on a skill-at-arms
course and a month on an NBC course has now got himself
detached to orthem Ireland for a couple of months. When are
you coming back to work? Ssgt Frank Webber is home for
once, on his terminal leave. Sgt Bob Skillicorn is off on his
resettlement course. The best of luck to them all.
We welcome SSM Pete Hardwick, who is not a Squadron
Sergeant-major but ~e Unit .fyiaster Coach. This means he spends
one day a week shooung to kill and another day running around
the 30-m range trying to dodge the shots. On other days he's
always out borrowing. We welcome, too, Ssgt Ray Marshall
who as a Tele Mech will be acting Yeoman when W02 'Taffy'
Dunbar takes his rugger balls off to 644 Troop, also Sgts Dave
Trigg and Harry Million who are already booked for 'holidays'
at schools summer camps.
Ssgt John Hodgkiss is out on tour with his Recruiting Team
in Wales. He's only got 50 more shows to do this summer. It is
hoped all readers will note with sympathy that soon after Cpl
Wallr Hal~tead came back f~om a _four months' unaccompanied
spell m Belize, ~e OC rang him while he was visiting Wellington
School to tell him that he was off to orway for six weeks the
next day. Whilst his loyalty forbade comment at the tin1e, it is
rumoured t?at he almost had a s~nse of humour failure. Finally,
congratulations to our Clerk, Mick Muse on his promotion to
Lance-corporal, with a dozen pen-pushers to work for, he has
earned it.
3 AMF(L) SQUADRON NEWS
DARTMOOR IN JANUARY
Other Squadrons' years may have started with a bang, ours
began with a whimper of self-pity. Dartmoor in January didn't
appeal too much, even to our hardiest warriors. Still, we went,
the weather was fine, no one got lost (Sig Bob Shuker tended
to go his own. way,_ but ~e assures us he was never lost) and, in
the end, we qwte en)oyed 1t. Sgt Pete Sellars, manning an exposed
check point by moonlight was convinced his last hour had come
when he heard a cow cough from the darkness behind him, the
OC, Maj Peter Brunton, had been telling him about escaped
cougars loose on the moors, but he quite enjoyed it, too. Anyway,
it was a fine run up to the real thing- orway in the winter!
AND THEN NORWAY
We left in early February, had a good sea voyage across and
arrived in time to pitch our tents in the snow and settle in. The
old hands, like Cpls John Watt and Bob Hill showed the new
boys some of the wrinkles and we got organised. Long uphill
snow shoe marches followed. Cpl 'Barrington' Hobbs reckoned
he was better off on his own nvo size 12 feet and probably was,
but even his shoes weren't long enough for the ski down the
other side. The rest of us were fine but Sig Rober Baker's
body brake stops had to be seen to be really appreciated. After
a few days we went up into the hills for more ski.-ing and skijoring training. The ski-joring (like water ski-ing on snow behind
Volvos) was popular, particularly on the open stretches when the
speed built up. Sgt 'Geordie' Longstaff swears he diced at
50mph, and Sgt 'Sandy' Geddes who was driving the 'cat' thinks
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SPORT
For our sporting successes we have relied heavily on a few
talented individuals. W02 (SSM) Mick Hothersall returned
from Germany with a grin as wide as a Cheshire cat and a
trophy to prove his prowess at squash. Sgt Dick Ellis topped
this with his selection for the BAOR badminton team and Sgt Ian
Bell is a regular with the Corps basketball team.
Our football team provokes much talk and speculation and,
like certain professionals-no goals. This situation has prompted
manager, Capt Ted Noon out of retirement and has resulted in
the virtual domination of all opposition, but still no victories. As
a suffering supporter may I appeal to all strikers in the Corpswe need you .

Members of AMF(L) Sqn ski-joring in Norway. Speeds of SOmph
are said to have been reached

he's not that far out. \Y/e were visited by the CO Lt Col Michael
Jarrett who declined to ski on the grounds that he was out of
practice. It was good to _s~~ him and we're only sorry he's posted
soon and so won't be vmung the AMF(L) Sqn for a while. We
c_ouldn' t persuade our other visitor to ski either, though by the
nrne the group commander, Col J . H . Hild, MBE, visited us
we were hard at work on exercise farther north. The exercise
was successful and was combined with some useful trials work
on the Clansman PRC3ZO manpack set. We renewed old
acquaintances with our NATO allies and formed some new
friendships. Perhaps the most impressive demonstration of
ATO solidarity was when one of the allied Battalion Commanders, asked if he had any communication problems put his
arm around the rear link det commander Cpl Pete ' Tyers's
shoulders and replied, 'No problems, with my friend Peter here
how could we have problems?' Tyers's request for a cross Army
posting on democratic grounds has been turned do\'VIl.
CHANGES IN THE SQUADRON
And so home and into 1976. We say farewell to the OC soon
and the ZIC, Capt David Gardiner, and even the fa ithful
Y of S John Sydney has set sail alone and without even a compass
for the distant shores of the School of Signals. The AMF(L)
Troop ·c ommander, Cap t John Ambrose, is sulking because all
his friends are leaving him, so we're giving him the ZIC's chair
to make up.
The new boss, Maj Rodney Clare, will be supported by Y of S
John Butcher and Capt Rob Symonds when we leave for our
next trip.
TRY nus OUT
Incidentally, if you reckon we're shooting a line, just try
settling down for the night in the bottom shelf of your deep-freeze·
-ZO C gets a bit parky in a tent. Then put in your preference of
posting, but get it right, we're going independent soon.

A FRIENDLY GAME OF RUGBY
The amicable relationship that normally exists between
Operators and Technicians was transferred from Commcen and
Workshop to the rugby field. That is where it started, the reader
can use his imagination on how and where it finished. Ops Troop
had Lcpl 'Geordie' Sheen and Sig Billy Whale guesting;
Tech Troop opened their ranks to accommodate the Linemen
and the scene was set for a memorable game. Suffice to say it
was a hard match. Tech Troop urged on by Sgts Alan 'Beast'
Finlayson and Geoffry 'Bubbles' Callaway soon took the lead
and hung on to win 8-0. As a participant, I have the vivid memory
of Cpl 'Tommo' Tomlinson (Ops Troop's J, P.R. Williams)
holding the ball 5yds from his line, double marking time with
fear etched in every inch of his quivering body as the Tech
Troop pack charged towards him. Like a lamb to slaughter he
was engulfed in a mass of muscle and malevolence. There, but
for fortune, went I.

227 S ig Sqn.
B.F.P.0 . 18
Correspondent: Ssgt (Y of S) J. Isherwood
T has been some months since we graced these columns, but
as 90° 0 of the Squadron are buried deep in international
employment and spread over ZO miles of South Limburg, the
collection of material can be a frustrati ng business. However, as a
quadron we arc still very much alive and well, and Jiving in
Maastrichr.

I
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RADIO RELAY-NOW YOU SEE IT-NOW YOU DON'T
Phase II of the Malta Radio Relay project has been finally
completed by Ssgt (F of S) Norman Patton and his able
technicians, and at the moment surplus multiplex equipmett is
being withdrawn from the various sites, packed up and sent
back to th~ UK. Further wi~drawals of equipment will be taking
place . durm~ the year. This, of course, follows the principle
established m Aden and other overseas stations; once the new
communications are established it is the right time to start taking
them apart again.
ASSISTANCE TO MALTESE GOVERNMENT
Recently, the submarine cable between Malta and Sicily wa~
damaged due to heavy seas, and telephone traffic between Malta
and the outside world was seriously reduced. The Maltese
Government asked the services for help and a telephone circuit
was ~rovided for Tele ~alta from Sliema to the UK by the
combined efforts of Z34 Sig Sqn and 840 Sigs Unit at Siggiewi.
The Italian Army provided radio circuits direct to Italy.

A SUCCESSFUL SALE FOR A GOOD CAUSE
Mrs Susan Isherwood (wife of your's truly) ably assisted by
Mrs Lesley Dodson, Mrs Dorothy Rothwell, Mrs Ann Hall
and Mrs 'Trish' Sullivan held a bring-and-buy sale in aid of
Cancer Research . It was a remarkable success, raising DGZ,05Z
and 96 cents which has been donated to the Imperial Cancer
Research Fund. All the Squadron rallied round helping out in a
variety of ways stretching from providing transport to baking
cakes. No great motivation was required for this help or carrot
offered by way of reward. It's nice to know people care.
MOVEMENTS
Since our last contribution the Squadron has lost some familar
faces and gained some new ones. Gone but not forgotten are:
WOl (Y of S) Robin Dodman (on commissioning), Ssgt
(F of S) Mick Killick, Sgts Fred Blake, Tom Charteries,
Cpl 'Sprig' Lakin, Ssgt (Y of S) Fred Kendall and Cpl Ian
Vine.
We welcome: WOl (Y of S) Richard Hall, Ssgt (F of S)
Graham Rothwell, Ssgt (Y of S) Max Pond, Sgts 'Jock'
Rennie, Brian Nicholls, brothers Hough (Cpl Colin and Sig
Melvyn), Sig Roy Shackleton, 'Precious' McKenzie, Sgt
Brian Davies, Cpl Neil Wadey, Sgt 'Taff' Mugford, Cpls
Graham Penman and Dave Upton.

234 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 51
STORMY WEATHEREBRUARY and March have been very hectic months for the
vast majority of the Squadron, with the new Squadron Commander, Maj Eddie Pickup, now firmly entrenched in the 'boss's
chair'. The occasional mutterings with curses coming from his
office are not due to the strain of running his new Squadron but
mainly due to the weather.
It was stated by the Maltese at the end of last summer that a
total of 30in of rain was required this winter. That's what they
w~nt said all the old 'sweats' of the Squadron with two warm
wmters under their belts but they will never get it; Z8·5in of rain
later those same old 'sweats' are not quite sure, and there is
still another month to go before we expect the rain to disappear
for the summer.

F

News from Sr1uuclrons ·

Foreman, F of S Norman Patton (alias Norman the Foreman),
has been seen walking around with a smile on his face. Just wait
for the electrical storms, Norman.

TIME OFF
Left to right: NN Green, Cpl 'Tricky' Welch, NN Sampson

WHERE DID ALL THOSE NURSES COME FROM?
Those who have served in Malta will know that we share the
hill at Mtarfa with the Royal Naval Hospital. What is probably
not so well known is that we run a Central Restaurant both for
the Squadron and the RNH nurses. This means that on most
days you can find our single members oumurnbered by four to
one by nurses at mealtimes. Just to prove it we got our roving
photographer to pop in there one day! He also caught Sgt Ken
Swinburne who copes magnificently with all messing problems
that come his way, be it Officers or Sergeants Mess dinners (or
chicken and chip suppers for the Wives Club) in addition to
providing an extremely high day-to-day standard in the Central
Restaurant, with the able assistance of Cpl Dave Lee and our
LEC cooks.

Faraway Pl01Ces . . .
Unusual Jobs

-

MEANS HARD WO RK F O R LINE TROOP
A combination of low air temperatures, too much rain and the
occasional 'hot' day has played havoc with the network of Army
UG ca~le_s ~round the Island, resulting in a lot of hard work
for the iomtmg teams, an army of re-routers and faults parties.
A_ lot of praise must go to the records clerks who have had to cope
with non-stop telephone calls from the 'men in the field' requesting
re-routes. It's an ill wind, etc, etc, and for once the Radio Relay
THE WIRE, MAY 1976

Let's Have That Story!
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244 Sig Sqn (AS)
R.A.F. Benson
HE last few months have been somewhat busy to say the
least. \Y/e have had a nolil-stop series of exercises since the
T
beginning of the New Year. We've been to such exotic places as
Denmark, Norway, Cyprus and Germany. Not to mention our
detachment in Belize which changes round every six weeks or so.
If it's travel you want ...
EXERCISES HARDFALL AND ATLAS EXPRESS
Early in February, 14 members of the Squadron left Benson
on a three-day journey aboard the LSL Sir Lancelot, bound for
Norway, there they were to stay until the end of March taking
part in exercises Hardfall '76/Atlas Express.
The picturesque fjords greeted us on arrival and provided the
camera enthusiastics with some good shots. After unloading the
equipment by mexe float we set off to the youth hostel at Mjofjell
where we spent the next 18 days.
The first days were spent checking equipment, fitting our skis
and learning the basic principles of ski-ing from Flt Lts 'Irish'
McCartney and 'Neddy' Sparkes from RAF Odiham. S gt
'Paddy' Law still insists that his skis had a will of their own,
hence he was nearly always on his back. As time went by, we
progressed to other things like, ski-ing with a Bergen rucksack
and hauling five-man sledges uphill-not so easy if you've never
skied before. Also we went ski-jogging behind a Volvo Snow Cat;
this, too, can have its nasty moments as Sqn Ldr D a ve G r iffiths
knows only too well. When he fell most of the team skied right
over him before Lcpl Frank Collins was able to press the emergency stop button.
One ski expert emerged overnight-this was Lcpl 'Ginge'
Craghill. His shouts of ' Shift', 'Move', Look out' and 'Ahag'
were frequently heard on the slopes. Next year he hopes to be
able to learn how to turn and even stop.
EXERCISE FLYING FALCON
Late March saw elements of the Squadron once more deployed,
this time to Germany for exercise Flying Falcon; Capt D avid
Richardson was in command, whilst Ssgt Gor don Cheyne
was at 3 Div Main, Sgt Derek M cClelland at the Air Support
Comcen and Cpl Frank Smitheram and the remainder of 'A'
Troop kept things humming back at the ranch.
As April is upon us we have also turned our attention to the
sporting scene with the Station Sports Meeting due in May,
and our own in April, Ssgt Dave Welch is busily muscle building
and talent spotting with a view to winning the Station sports.
He and Sgt Ernie Feasey are at the moment training the SHQ
team for the Squadron sports; however, the Orderly Room
Corporal, Cpl Mick Price, suggested a few names from SHQ
and the events in which they should be entered:
OC
No comment (Confidential Report time)
ZIC
5,000 Metre Egg and Spoon Hurdle
AO
Hang Gliding/Free fall from 10,000ft
RSM
10,000 Metre Dash with Ice
Y of S Plans
Excused (Age)
CC
Benson to Newcastle Grand Prix
Sgt Tattersall
Sack Race (with Wclly Boots)
Cpl Price
10,000 Metre and Marathon
Lcpl Cotterill
Ladies Figure Skating
COMINGS AND G OINGS
During this time we have said farewell to som old faces in the
Squadron in particular, S gt D anny Abbs and Cpl Bob Legge
who have joined the ranks of the (temporary) unemployed; however, we say a welcome 'Hello' to the following : Cpl Troughton,
Spice (ACC), D r u mmon d, L cpl Dean, S ig Alde rsley,
Bebb ington and Jones. We wish them well in their tour with
the Squadron.

The WIRE

Without itYou're not With it!
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The Volunteers
260

~ig

Sqn, '8.F.P.O. 20

31 Sig Regt {Greater London) (V)
COMING UP TO SCRATCH
URING the weekend of March 26-28 the Regiment again
took to the field for the third in a series of · preparatory
exercises for annual camp in NW Europe in June. Exercise Moving
Target 5 combined the tactical and technical drills practised
during earlier exercises and although the working hours proved
to be rather longer than usual, circuits were established, transferred
and re-established successfully enabling a worthwhile traffic
handling exercise to be completed. On Sunday, we were visited in
field locations by Brig I. M. Rose, Comd 11 Sig Gp (V). As our
photographs show, the Commander took a keen interest in all
aspects of the Regiment; subsequently, he stated that our efforts
to prepare for exercise Calm Fence were impressive and he
looked forward to our performance with confidence.

D

THE MANAGEMENT

oc

Admm Offr
OC 'X' Troop
2IC 'X' Troop
OC ' Y' Troop
OC 'W' Troop
SM
SQMS

Maj R. J. G. M . Rumford
Capt S. F. Bloom
Capt W. J. Fiske!
2 Lt K. M. Soar
Lt N. P. Mansfield
WOI (F of S) W. Sawyer
W02 (SSM) D. W. Payne
Ssgt D. I. Wilcox

LOOKJNG BACK
O. 260 Sig Sqn has not been disbanded-yet-and to prove
that we are still going strong, here's a resume of recent
activities. We've been involved in a number of exercises, the
longest and most arduous-but also most worthwhile-<>f which
was exercise Flying Falcon. We were there in force but apart
from 22 Sig Regt and its friendly SUT which was attached to us,
we saw no other unit. The weather was bitterly cold and in sharp
contrast to that enjoyed on the 10 (ASSAYE) Battery and 111
(DRAGO
Battery exercises of the previous week. The Linemen's task was extremely unpleasant, more especially because of
the recovery and laying of cable had to be done in the dead of
night.
Highlighting the long six-hour trip to the exercise area was the
overturning of a l -ton trailer by Lcp l R a y C olley and ensuing
major traffic jam on the E73 Autobahn. Fortunately, however,
the only outcome of the near somersault was battery acid! POL
truck driver, Sig ' G eordie' Maddison, has particular cause to
remember that journey-he somehow managed to miss the
Release Point and was last seen heading south to Frankfurt.
Location entrance and exit was hampered by snow and ice and,
for a moment, Cpl E ddie M acaffer was a worried man when
he found his TEV ski-iog down a very steep hill, threatening to
overturn. Our excellent REME Section led by S gt M .i lford,
however, prevented what could have been a nasty accident.
Attempts by SSM Don Payne and S gt Billy L a wrence to find
some B70 and C41 detachments were made difficult by some
pretty convincing camouflage. Cpl Colin J oseph (Fish Fryer 1),
Cpl Vince Wilb y and L cpl 'Paddy' Sloan were particularly
professional.
o rest for the wicked- no sooner than we were back home,
we had to go out on a regimental exercise practicing movement
and deployment drills. The ground was so fiat and wooded that
large quantities of carrier quad were used as B70 shots were
virtually impossible. Cpl Des Duvall (Cbt Rmo) volunteered to
assist Cpl Davie M a r r's line detachment- little realising that

N

How on earth did he get the TEV in that position . Sgt (Generators)
Lawrence and SSM Don Payne discussing the problem

MAYOR HAS CORPS AS SOCIATIONS
As with any unit, maintaining our personnel strength has a
high priority. To convince the pessimists in RHQ that recruiting
really is given high priority and consi_dera~le effort, ~7. Sqn h~ve
produced incontrovertible photographic evidence! It 1s mterestmg
to note that the Mayor of Harrow, Councillor Graham Hines, has
service in Royal Signals to his credit and his tie shows his pride
in the association.

23 drums had to be put down. Five hours and many crossings
later he crawled into his sleeping bag. Cpl Wally Quirk's line
detachment were not really late but '27 drums does take more
than five minutes to recover ... Sir!' Our second move was to
high ground only a stone's throw from one of our married
quarters' patches. Capt 'Big Bear' Fiskel was reported to be in
technical difficulties which required a shovel recce of his home.
P E NTAT HLON SUCCESS
On the sporting side of life, the Squadron has won the
Regimental Pentathlon Competition and, by the time this is
printed, hope to have won the 7 Arty Bde Cup as well. The Chief
Clerk, Sgt Pete Tho mas, runs the Squadron air rifle team which
at the moment leads the Brigade league.
AU REVO m
Io addition to the aforementioned turnover of vehicles, there
has been a large turnover of personnel. Capt Chris Greig and his
wife, Pauline, have left for the School of Signals, 2/Lt G eor ge
Wilton off to 8 Sig Regt, Sgt J im Head to AAC Harrogate,
Cpl Bob McSeveney to 22 Sig Regt, and Lcpl Mick :ri{o rth
to 86 AYT. We wish them all every success in the future.

STOP PRESS We were outright winners of both the Brigade Pentathlon and Air R ifle League.

Lt John Geake and Sig Chris Gillespie of 47 Sqn 'catching 'e_m young'
when the Regimental recruitin g caravan was o pen for business one
Saturday in Harrow
Photo courtesy of Middlesex County Press

Co uncill o r G raham Hines, Mayor of Harrow, and Sgt Brian Carroll
watch Robert Smith of Harrow Weald signing on with 47 Sqn
Photo courtesy of Middlesex County Press

- - News from Troops - Unbeaten leaders of the station Five-a-side Hockey League.
Unbeaten in the station Volleyball League.
Not content with playing sport at section level, we also have
our 'gladiators' who have represented the station in various
overseas sporting tours. Namely: Sig 'Gary' A skew and ' S couse'
McClymont, and Lcpls ' Clive' Johnson and ' Pat' Burrow.

ELUSIVE TARGET
Over the weekend April 3-4, nearly 200 men1bers of the
Regiment made the long journey ~o.and from Knook_ Camp, near
Warminster for a combined trammg weekend which included
range classification on Bulford: _R anges,. ~GV and !ight vehi~le
driver training and assorted military trammg on ~ahsbury P~am.
Complaints about elusive targets were not entertamed-espec1ally
from those who fired on Saturday BEFORE the excellent informal
party held on Saturday evening. The parry organisers and those
who cleared up afterwards are to be congratulated on the success
of their efforts.

GOINGS
February 19 saw the departure of the Troop OC, W 0 2 (F of S)
Jim Hough. The aircraft was supposed to leave on the 18th,
but became faulty. Rumour has it that Jim sabotaged the aircraft
just so that he could stay on the island for at least another day!

THE WI RE please keep us well i nformed in advance

603 Sig Tp, R.A.F. Masirah B.F.P.O. 65
SUNNY MASmAH WITH A WATER PROBLE M AND
GIANT TURTLES
ASIRAH is a small island about 40 miles long by 5 miles
wide, and is situated in the Arabian Sea about 20 miles
from the Omani coasc. As it tends to rain not at all on Masirah,
vegetation is virtually nil, and the water supply has to be taken
from the sea and desalinated. The island's main claim to fame
is the giant turtles which come up at night in their hundreds
between the months of May and July, to lay their eggs on two
of the island's superb beaches (Surf Beach and Turtle Beach).
Anyone who enjoys beach fishing and boat fishing will find
Masirah a paradise. To catch a 61b Sea Bream is commonplace!
And, to cap it all, the temperature averages between 80 and 90°F
throughout the year.

M

SP ORT
The Troop continues to uphold the traditions set by previous
members of the Troop by beating the 'Blue Jobs' at virtually all
the inter-section sports on the station.
Semi-finalists in the Five-a-side Mini World Football Cup.
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AND COMINGS
We would like to extend our welcome to W02 (F of S) Pete
(pull your socks up) Wagstaff. The day after arrivin g, we
heard he had signalled the QM 30 Sig R egt to send out a supply
of suspenders for the Troop. We would also like to extend a
welcome to Sig ' Steve' Brunsdon and 'Geor die' C r ipps who
have recently arrived 'fresh out of the factory'.
T HE WIRE , MAY 1976

If you are serving and have a standing order for
of any change of address.

It i s impossible for us

to keep up with hundreds of posting orders and
your 'Wire' will go to your old address unless we
hear to the contrary.
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Lt Hel en Loh listens as the CO makes a po int o n WRAC e mployment
t o Brig Rose
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Jersey Branch
FTER many years of holding our meetings at the 'Cozy Corner'
pub in St Helier, we have now moved to the Jersey United
A
Services Club, Halkett Place, St Helier, where our meetings arc

Watched by 2/ Lt Tony Musgrove, Sgt Barry Skingle discusses life
in Line Troop with Brig Rose

Brig Rose with the CO and Ssgt Jack Mileham of 83 Sqn during
the vis it to Commcen India

Association· News
56 Division Old Comrades
Association

The Royal Signals Amateur Radio
Society

Hon. Sec.: D. Le Febvre, Esq., 59 The Millbank,
Ifield, Crawley, Sussex RHll OJQ

President:
Brig D. H. Baynham, GM (G3DHB)
Vice-president:
Maj Gen E. S. Cole, CB, CBE (G2EC)
Capt (TOT) J. Cooper (G3DPS)
Secretary:
HQ Station Manager: Sgt L Thompson (G3VYZ)
HQ Station Call Sign: G4RS
ECRUITING for The Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society
continues unabated. The present strength is now approaching
1,100 with 907 members holding amateur transmitting licences
and another 197 who are short wave listeners (or 'SWLs' as they
are known in the Amateur world).

ALUTATIONS ex-Blac:C Cats (I shall have to repeat my
S
opening greeting quite soon). At our Fifth quarterly meeting
held on January 30, 1976, at 83 Sig Sqn
WOs and Sgts Mess
(V)

the main subject on the agenda was Election of Officers. The
only change was that of vice-chairman; Capt Arthur Lambert,
TD, resigned (as he lives in Merseyside he found it impossible
to attend meetings) and Maj (TOT) John Woods, TD, was
elected in his place. Capt Arthur Lambert assures us that he
will endeavour to attend branch functions.

followed our lead and re-introduced Black Cats-does this mean
that future editions of 'BCC' &hould display a Government health
warning?
The branch notes were drafted on a commuter train and typed
during a lull in a recent TAVR weekend scheme.

Salisbury Branch

FUTURE EVENTS
Our Dinner Dance held at the Bridge House Motel, Reigate,
proved to be so popular that the committee was swamped with
ideas for future venues : our problem will be where and whenoh well, that's what committees are for.

THE CEREMONY OF THE KEYS AT HER MAJESTY'S
TOWER OF LONDON
John Maher ex-RSM (last unit 36 Sig Regt (V)) is now a
Yeoman Warder at The Tower of London, and on the off chance,
provisionally booked two evenings in March 1976, for the branch
to see the Ceremony. Both evenings are fully booked and it was
fortunate that John was able to book a third evening on April 1,
1976. Any April Fool jokers will be accommodated in the famous
dungeons!
NEWSLETTER
Our meetings to date have been very busy and show no signs
of changing. As a resul t of this, one sad item of news, namely
the untimely death of our one-time Training Major, Maj J. C.
Alcock-see THE WIRE, May/June 1975-was carried forward
from two meetings. This prompted me to send out a Newsletter.
I don't know how long the Corps took to decide upon the THE
WIRE as a title for the Corps' magazine, but I considered the
question of a title for our newsletter for some time. I finally came
up with Black Cat Review or Cat Chat. When asked to choose,
my wife, Jo, quite naturally came up with 'Black Cat Chat'.
From a simple beginning it just grew-first edition had branch
news, poetry, cartoons, advertisements for THE WIRE and Soldier
Magazi11e, recommended authors, etc. Members' reaction to
'Black Cat Chat' was favourable and I hope to 'publish' each
quarter.
It has come to my notice that a certain cigarette company has
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held on the first Tuesday of every month at 8.30 pm. We will be
pleased to see any serving or ex-serving members of the Corps
at our monthly meetings. At our annual general meeting held on
Tuesday, March 2, the hon sec, Mr 'Ted' Strutt, decided not
co run again for office, after 19 years as bi-anch secretary he felt
he had done his stint. The chairman, in speaking after the election
of branch officers, spoke highly of the good work that Ted had
put in over the years in keeping the branch going.
The highlight of the year was the annual Ladies Dinner night
held this year at the Atlantic Hotel, St Brelade, on March 27.
Owing to illness, our most distinguished member, Gen R. T. 0.
Cary, from Sark, was unable to attend, but he sent his good
wishes. After an excellent dinner, the toast to the Ladies was
proposed by our chairman, Capt John B. Rudkin, and, in reply,
Mrs Leese, on behalf of the Ladies, thanked members for their
kind invitation and the lovely rose each lady received. During
the evening an inscribed tankard was presented to Ted Strutt
in appreciation of his long service to the branch as hon secretary.
Members also saw for the first time a beautifully-made and suitablyinscribed block and gavel presented to the branch by Mr Alvaro
Salazar, an ex-member of the Corps now living in Guernsey.
This was much admired and appreciated by all present.
At a time when other Regimental Associations on the Island
are shrinking, we are happy to say our membership increased
during the year with the joining of Ronnie Euozan and Ken
Le Montais.

New Standard for Salis bury Branch of the Royal Signals Association .
Brig Frank Clarkson, MBE, performing his last official duty prior
to retirement on March 22, 1976. He is seen here handing to Mr
Laurie Blackler, chairman of the Salisbury Branch of the Association ,
the new Standard . Brig Clarkson, together with other serving
members of the Corps, primari ly WO I (Y of S) Gus Gurr and
WOI (SC) Ron Brod ie have been respons ible for raising the greater
part of the cost of the new Standard, from Royal Signals units and
individuals in the Sal isbury area. Those pictured are (left to right) :
WOI Gus Gurr, Mr Laurie Blackler, Brig Clarkson, WOI Ron
Brodie and Mr ' Doughy' Baker, the branch Standard Bearer
THE WIRE , MAY 1976
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CONT ACT WITH US ARMY SIGNAL SCHOOL
Amateur radio, as a hobby, has many aspects, not least of which
is communication. This can be to a station in the next county,
the next country or to a fellow amateur on the other side of the
world. Such contacts can be by chance or by arrangement. Such
an arranged contact took place recently when it was decided that
G4RS, the HQ Station of The Royal Signals Amateur Radio
Society at the School of Signals at Blandford, should contact
K4WAR at the US Army Signal School at Fort Gordon, Georgia,
during the visit there of the Signal Officier-in-Chief. A time and
frequency was agreed, and just before 2000 hrs on October 16,
1975, G4RS called K4WAR on the nominated frequency of 14·275
MHz. An immediate reply was forthcoming from Fort Gordon,
and a long voice contact followed with good signal strengths in
each direction with G4RS running about 150W input. Arrangements were made for the following evening when the SO in-C
would be present. Fortunately, equally good conditions prevailed
and Maj Gen P.A. M. Tighe had the opportunity of speaking
to Blandford via Amateur Radio. After the exchange of greetings
messages, K4WAR was invited to call 'CQ RSARS'. This
resulted in continuous contacts with members in the UK and
Europe until the operators at K4WAR, slightly hoarse and
somewhat tired 'pulled the big switch' in order not to miss their
evening meal.
WORLDWIDE 'FALL IN'
This type of contact is not unusual because every Wednesday
afternoon sees the RSARS World-Wide et 'fall-in' around the
same frequency and traffic is often passed between the UK,
Germany, Malta, Cyprus, Oman, India, Malaysia, Brunei, Australia
and New Zealand. Nearer home, regular RSARS Nets (on SSB
and CW) are held on Tuesday and Thursday evenings, and
Saturday and Sunday mornings on 3·720MHz. This net is
normally controlled by GW3ASW, Capt (Retd) C.R. Mountjoy
from Aberdare. Capt Mountjoy saw considerable service with
Royal Signals both before and during World War II including
service in India for several years.
THE WIRE , MAY 1976

SOCIETY JOURNAL HIGlil.Y THOUGHT OF
One of the 'services to members' is the regular issue of the
RSARS journal, Mercury, which contains articles of a technical,
historical and personal nature. The success of this publication is
due to the many members who contribute such articles and to
the Commandant, School of Signals, without whose encouragement
and help publication would not be possible. It is pleasing to note
that during 1975, Mercury was adjudged one of only six 'outstanding' amateur radio society publications from all those submitted
to the Amateur Radio News Service in the United States.
ACTIVITIES IN MANY FIELDS
Society members are active in many fields of Amateur Radio
and the recent award of their 1975 Plaque by the Canadian
Amateur Radio Teleprinter Group to Capt (Retd) Robin Addie
(G8LT,RSARS 0290) who made the first successful two-way
FSK contact with the USA through the Amateur Radio Satellite
OSCAR VII (Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio No 7).
This was achieved using an up-frequency around 145MHz and
a down-frequency around 30MHz. (The more technically minded
will appreciate that Satellite Doppler Shift does not make narrowshift FSK easy!) The Headquarters station at Blandford is also
interested in satellite working and, in fact, has made several
contacts via the Satellite. These have been made with rather
general-purpose antennae bur in the near future it is hoped to
obtain more appropriate antenna equipment and then satellite
working will become a regular part of the G4RS schedule. In
the meantime, the VHF working range of the HQ Station has
been extended by use of the Amateur Repeater station located
at Four Marks near Alton, Hampshire. This has an input frequency
of 145·125MHz and an output frequency of 145·725MHz and
extends the VHF range of G4RS to east Kem, up ro the Birmingham area and down to the West Country.
VISITS TO SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
'Professional' interest in amateur radio is encouraged at the
School of Signals by including a visit to headquarters station on
the progi amme of each TEM, Foreman and Yeoman Course.
The visit takes the form of a briefing on amateur radio techniques
followed by a practical demonstration. It is hoped that this
encounter will result in an increase in the number of serving
licensed amateurs in the Corps.

OPERATORS
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON

?

Why not contact

THE THREE TEES AGENCY
A.G., a former Corporal Supervisor, Royal Signals did and
he writes:
"My reception at Three Tees was very friendly and they
certainly went to a lot of trouble to show me the different
machines and systems used in civvy street.
"I wanted a job which was not only secure but interesting.
They had a very good selection to choose from and found
me a permanent job with a commodity broker at a good
salary and with chances of promotion. They also kept me
going with temporary work until I started the new job and
really made it easy to settle down. I'd fully recommend
them to anyone looking for a job in the Telex field ."

Call, write or phone:
110 Fleet St.,
London, E.C.4.
(01-lSl 3611)

124 Regent St.,
London, W.I.
(01-734 0365)

20 Eastcheap,
London, E.C.l.
COl-6'16 0601)
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DISPLAY TO THE PUBLIC
\\ith the longer day and (we hope) better weather forthcoming,
1t 1 the out-and-about season for the RSAR display stand. We
h 11 be uperating at the Derby Amateur Radio Rally in early
June, the Aldershot Army Display during the last week in June,
ignal View at ~ orcester the following week and at various other
locations throughout the season. Visitors are always welcome.
The annual general meeting of RSARS is due to be held in
0 tober this vear in conjunction with the Radio Exhibition at
Granby Hall Leicester. If you are in the area please pay us a visit.
Interested in joining the RSARS? Then write to:
The General Secretary,
Royal ignals Amateur Radio Society
School of Signals,
Blandford Camp,
Blandford Forum,
Dors t DTl 1 RH.
WANTED
A General Secretary for the Royal Signals Amateur Radio
ociety. Applicants should be serving in Royal Signals, of
commissioned or Warrant rank and should preferably hold a
Home Office Amaterur Radio licence. Tbey should be prepared
to serve at Blandford and devote a certain amount of free time
ro the Society. Further information from the General Secretary
at the above address.

-Sport--Army Football Final
SEME-2. 22 SIGNAL REGIMENT--0
E publish below an account by N orman Green, Daily
Telegraph Spor ts R eporter, of the final of the Army F ootball
Cup recendy played at Aldershot. Once again, a Corps team has
been beaten in the final by the SEME Bordon. Next year,
perhaps, we may see the cup coming our way.
The School of Electrical and Mechanical E ngineers grabbed a
2--0 win over the 22 Sig Regt in the Army cup final in the Military
Stadium at Aldershot recently.
The Signallers, with Boyd prominent, looked p romising enough
early on. Miller arove high over the crossbar when a weak backpass gave him a good scoring chance and went close soon afterwards when he forced a comer.
Then one of SEME's long high clearances was snapp ed up by
an alert and speed y Chinyou, who cleverly controlled the ball
before shooting the Engineers into a 20-rninute lead.
After the interval, the Signallers adopted offside d efensive
tactics to keep out the more skilful Engineers but Crawshaw put
SE ME further ahead after more good play by Chinyou, who
was easily the m an of the match.
22 Sig R egt: Cpls Swaine, Neil, Arnott, Burton, Sgts
Gilm.our (capt), Dyson, Sig Humpleby, Lcpls Boyd,
McCormick, Baldwin and Sig Miller.

W

win, and with only five minutes on the game clock led 16--8,
but then Signals pulled back to within one point of SEE, 23-24.
With Capt Bill Robson (APTC) setting up the plays for Lcpl
Fred Tedby to score some nice jump shots.
But then again the SEE side went ahead and, at half time, led
by five baskets.
The second half developed into a basket for basket game with
the final score in favour of SEE, who won 74-56.
A good fast fame with the first five players from the Signals
side playing very well but losing to a better team on the day.
Well d one 2 Div HQ and Sig Regt!

EXT YEAR'S FORECAST!
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt for the Army Cup-Basketball.
MINOR UNITS
On Wednesday, March 31, 1976, 233 Sig Sqn met Junior
Leaders Regiment ACC from Aldershot in the Army Cup
Basketball Finals at Aldershot at 1400 hrs.
This is the first time that a Royal Signals Unit (Minor Units)
have reached the finals, and with 2 Div HQ and Sig Regt in the
Major Unit finals this was a great achievement.
The game started with the ACC getting into their stride from
the off, and their 6ft lOin pivot soon showed what he could do
under the basket, scoring quite easily, and their fast-break
expert soon p u t 233 Sig Sqn behind. This was the shape of the
game from start to finish, height and speed which the Signals
could not match. But credit to the captain of 233 Sig Sqn, Ssgt
Paul Glover, he didn't give up and neither did the rest of the
team, bur the ACC having three Army players in their squad
and the Army coach, plus 250 screaming and shouting potential
Army Junior Cooks cheering on their side. On that note I would
like to say, WELL played 233 Sig Sq11, even if you did lose 85-41.

Badminton End of Season Report
HE 1975-76 badminton season ends with the Corps first team
in third position in Division I of the Army League with the
T
same number of points as REME, who finished in second place.
The second team did very well finishing as runners-up to RA I in
the Second D ivision. It has been a season of what might have
been IF all players could have been made available for all matches
although even with a full-strength team we could not have deposed
the RAOC as very worthy winners of the title.
The following have represented the Corps at badminton during
the last season.
Sgt I. Gilbert
3 times
Maj R. S. Clayton
6 times
3 times
Sgt J. Conway
W02 S. Hargreaves 6 times
Cpl P. J. Rowland 3 times
Sgt C. Harvey
6 times
Sgt W. A. Hutton 2 times
Capt G. S. Heasman 5 times
2 times
Cpl D. P otts
Capt E. Holland
5 times
2 times
Cpl R. Snape
Cpl A. L. H.
2 times
Cpl S. Croot
McAlpine
5 times
Ss gt R. Brown
1 time
Lcpl R. A. Reid
5 times
S gt K . Clark
1 time
W02 P. McLoughlin 4 times
1 time
SgtJ. Smith
Ssgt R. A. Leech
4 times

Hugger Skipper
Congratulations to Cpl Bill McConnell on skippering the
Army team which played West H ar tlepool on April 24. Also in
the team were Cpl Alan James and Lcpl Steve Peacock, all
of 8 Sig Regt.

Army Basketball Finals
MAJOR UNITS
N Wednesday, March 31, 1976, 2 D iv HQ and Sig R egt
met SEE Borden in the Army Cup Basketball F inals at
Aldershot at 1530 hrs.
2 D iv HQ and Sig R egt were the 1976 BAOR Army Cup
winners and SEE Borden the U K winners.
This is the first time that a Royal Signals Unit had reached
the Army Finals since 1960 when the Corps won it two years
running 1959 and 1960, whereas REME sides had won it
1970-73. Needless to say, a lot was expected from the 2 Div side.
Spectators arrived from all round the UK and BAOR to
support the Signals' side, and support they did.
The SEE side played a fast game and quickly went in front
with some excellent set plays and indicating they were there to

O
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Goods Available from Association Headquarters

Don~t

he disappointed!
COPY MUST BE HERE BY
12th OF THE MONTH FOR

The following lists Association items now in stock and available. In days of high inflation these represe nt really good value
for money.
Overseas
£

UK

Crested glass astra ys

0·72

0 ·78

Association lapel badge (members only)

0 ·32

0 ·32

Blazer buttons-Large
Small

0 ·18
0 ·16

0 ·18
0·16

Blazer badge (as appro ved by the Corps Committee) (on navy or black backgroun d)

1 ·70

1 ·85

Car badge-square, acryli c

1 ·52

1 ·60

Corps cravats-t eryl ene

1 ·60

1 ·70

Corps cuff links

1 ·23

1 ·32

Identity card holder

0 ·16

0·17

Key ring with Corps badge ta g

0·22

0·25

Corps cocktail mats (set of six)

2·00

2·10

10 ·25

11 ·00

Corps wall plaque (scrolls ' Royal Corps of Signals' or blank)

3·65

3·90

Corps scarves- woollen

1 ·60

1 ·80

Corps squares- terylene

1 ·30

1 ·40

1-13
1-18
0 ·57
0 ·55
0 ·45
0·90

1 ·20
1 ·25
0 ·70
0 ·60
0·50
0·95

Corps transfers- large (1 o• x 7 t•)
medium (7 !" x 5 l)
small (3 • x 2t")

0 ·55
0·51
0 ·30

0 ·58
0·55
0·32

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold

1 ·45

1 ·55

Corps table mats (set of six)

Corps ties- terylene
terylene
terylene
terylene
terylene
woollen

3 !"
3!"
type 'A'
type ' D'
type 'E'
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FREEDOM.THAT'S WHAT YOU GET
OUT OFA BANK ACCOUNT WITH LLOYDS.
Fill in the coupon below for a
Freedom from so much of the
copy
of our leaflet (Lloyds Bank
worry, routine and paper work that
Services for the Army,' or call into
can surround the business of money.
Lloyd Bank has been associated your nearest Lloyds Bank.
---~~
~vi th the Army for many generations,
and in that time~ e've built up a real
understanding of the kind of money
problems that service life can sometime create.
We can help with financial, tax
and insurance ad ice.
We'll take the V\ orry out of
remembering to pay regular bills on
time-we'll pay them by standing
orders.
I
ALOTMORETHANMONEY
And of course, we'll give you a
I AT THE SIGN OF THE BLACKHORSE.
cheque book to take away the need to
I would like more information
carry a lot of cash around.
I about the freedom a Lloyds bank
All these services, together ·with
I account can give me.
our Cashpoint dispenser for instant
ca h, our savings chemes, and our
current and deposit accounts, are
I - ~1E
(BLOCK CAPITAL PLEA E)
example of wnat we mean when we
I
ay we can give you freedom.
o feel free to find out more about
I
how our service can help people in
I To:D.P. ardinerT.D.,Service Liai onOfficer,
the ervice. .
LloydsBank,6PallMall ,LondonSWlY5NH.
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OFFICIAL NAAFI AGENTS IN THE UK AND BAOR
OUR COVER PICTURE
The gentle Georgian close of Gloucester Cathedral provides the setting
for our cover photograph this month. The occasion was the celebration of
the tenth anniversary of the granting to 14 Sig Regt of the Freedo m of the
C ity of Gloucester. Granted in April 1966, the Freedom has been exercise J
at least once during the tour of each Commanding Officer since, so many
sold iers in the Corps will recognise the surroundings.
Here the Mayor, Councillor Peter Robins , is shown ins pecting the
Guard of Honour, accompanied by
Capt Richard Holmes, and
followed by the Chief Signal Officer UKLF, Brig Derrick Baynham , and the
Commanding Officer, Lt Col Mike Hales. After the inspection the Regiment
took pride in exercising its right to march through the City with swords
drawn , bayonets fixed , drums beating and bands playing.
A fuller account of the celebration is to be found on page 184.

WILL BE AT

Norton Barracks, Worcester
ON THE

1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th July
FOR

THE ROYAL· CORPS OF SIGNALS
RECRUITING DAYS
COME AND SEE US ON THE SQUARE

*

Specialist advice on buying your new car for your overseas posting

* Film shows throughout the day

*

Our Group 1 Rally Opel Ascona on display with details of how to take up
Rallying

* A special attraction for everyone
* Various models from the Opel and Vauxhall range available for demonstration drives

E L MENDEL LTD
CAR SALES, SERVICE AND PARTS
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Going Classified
We propose to publish Births, Marriages and Deaths
as a separate section and, to this end, request that any
proposed notice be forwarded separately to The Editor
and not incorporated in Unit notes, unless the occasion
is specially noteworthy. For the record, this practice
was common in the 1950s.
Service with the Corps always involves fairly regular
movement, with all the consequential problems. On a
trial basis, we also plan to start a 'classified advertisement section' in the hope that it may help both buyer
and seller. We do not propose to impose any restrictions
but must ask . that the details are concise-25 words
excluding address/telephone number-be they related
to car, boat, house or smaller item-and the 'ad' must
incorporate the name and address/telephone number of
the advertiser.
There will be no charge for this service to any serving
member of the Corps. Neither will any charge be raised
against those subscribers to 'The Wire' now retired,
unless the 'ad' is related to a business interest. To those
ineligible for 'free space', we request that their notice
be forwarded to our Advertising Managers, Service
Newspapers Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough, Hampshire
GU14 7LR, who will provide details of charges, on a
case-by-case basis.
Our first classified advertisement section will appear
in the August issue, and all matters for publication are
requested to reach The Editor not later than July 12and the 12th of every subsequent month.
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BGS Signals Reviews Corps Affairs

GS Signals (Army), Brig A. L. Dowell, addressed Branch representatives of the
Association at their annual meeting on April 10, 1976. 'The Wire' is pleased to
B
publish the substance of his talk with the knowledge that it will be of much interest to
many of our readers.

First of all let me say to you how sorry Gen Tighe is not to
be here this morning to speak to you himself. He has spent the
last three days in the orth of England visiting the Apprentices
at Harrogate and the Juniors at Ouston, in both places taking
end-of-term Pass-Off Parades. He then spent a day in Catrerick
and I think at this moment he will be driving down from there
towards Bristol where he is spending tomorrow with 37 Regt
(TA VR). These were long-standing commitments and so I am
afraid he had no option bur to detail me off to address you in his
place this morning. However, he has particularly asked me to
say how much he appreciates, as indeed we all do in the Serving
Corps, the great contribution you and your members make to
the well-being of the Corps, and I am sure he would like me
publicly to thank you for your continuing loyalty and support.
ow I take it you C.'\.1Ject me to tell you how the Serving Corps
stands in 1976. You will all remember that when the new
Government took office in 1974 it launched a full scale Defence
Review, involving as always more reductions, more economiesthe whole process to be completed by 1979. Planning is now well
advanced and we have reached the stage where the effects of this
Defence Review are beginning to be seen on the ground. Most
of you will have seen on your television screens in the last two or
three weeks news flashes of the last British troops leaving Singapore,
the last VCIO leaving Gan Island and so on. The Corps, of course,
has been affected by these withdrawals, but only in a small way.
Sadly, these few remaining Imperial outposts have not been
major Signals stations for some time now, so the final withdrawals
have affected only a very few individuals; though I am sure that
you, like me, felt a nostalgic sadness about them. We are, of course,
still represented in Hong Kong, and for the next two or three
years at any rate in Cyprus and Malta. And, though one doesn't
hear much about it, quite a lot of us are serving in the Gulf on
secondment to one or other of the local forces there--in Muscat,
Qatar and similar places. But the great bulk of the Corps is now
concentrated in BAOR and the United Kingdom, and in practical
terms the reorganisation of the Army, as a result of the 1974
Defence Review, must mean the reorganisation of BAOR and the
Army in the UK.
In terms of total manpower the Army has to reduce by about
15,000 uniformed men . You will remember that it was decided
at the outset that there would be no more disbanrlments or
amalgamations of teeth arm units-no more situations setting
up a popular clamour to save the Argyles. And, of course, with
the orthem Ireland trouble on our doorstep we can all understand why that should be so. Instead, savings are to be found in
other ways, of which the rwo mosr important are the streamlining
of the system of Command and Control, involving the elimination
of the Brigade level of command altogether, and a reorganisation
of the UK command structure which will bring the regular Army
and the TA VR more closely into line.
ow, as you know, we in the Corps are very closely involved
in command and control, which is, after all, our primary function,
so we are particularly affected by the decision to do away with
the Brigade level of command. To summarise the changes which
the next three or four years will bring; we expect to see the
Regimental structure of the Corps unchanged. We have 17
regiments now and we are pretty sure we shall have 17 regiments
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at the end of it all, though one or two will have changed their
role. But the loss of the Brigade squadrons is a blow. In all we
shall lose about half our independent squadrons. These, of course,
have been excellent minor units; splendid commands for the
young Majors lucky enough to be given these squadrons, excellent
RSM appointments for the Warrant Officers sent there and so on.
So that is a pity, but, of course, we could not hope to get away
unscathed and the really important thing, as I see it, is that we
have managed to preserve the same number of regiments. T here
will be no change at all, incidentally, to the TAVR component of
the Corps.
In terms of numbers, the Corps' share of the Army rundown
is about 1,100, about 8 per cent of the Army's reduction, which
is perfectly fair. This will consist of about 100 officers and 1,000
men. ormal run-out will take care of much of that reduction
but there will be some redundancy. But this is nor entirely a bad
thing. There are people who welcome the opportunity to leave
rather earlier than they would otherwise have done with a handsome lump sum in their pockets, and certainly up to now there
have been more applications for redundancy than we have needed.
So we do not expect that there will be much compulsory redundancy, though it is perhaps too early to be certain about that.
Now I want to emphasise one thing to you, for we feel that
this is one aspect of our activity in which you can be of great
help to us, and that is that we still need every recruit we can get.
The Army remains as always a young man's life and the fact
that some of our older men are leaving the Army with the
redundancy terms, should not mislead you into thinking that we
can afford to ease up on recruiting. We most certainly cannot.
As we stand at the moment we are about 5 per cent short of our
establishment figure. And that, I may say, is the result of an
extremely good recruiting year in 1975. But that shortage of
5 per cent does not tell the whole story, for the Corps is always
faced with urgent operational tasks for which there is no established
posts and which can only be undertaken by taking chaps from
their proper units, which leaves ihem still further undermanned.
We have nearly 1,000 men 'misemployed' in this way, eg we
have in Northern Ireland some 20 officers and 480 men more
than the proper establishment there--we have 3 officers and 55
men with the UN Force in Cyprus for which there is no permanent
establishment, and so on. All this means that the Corps is very
stretched-but I doubt if any of you can remember a time when
we weren't, and it's certainly better to be too busy than to have
too little to do. But the Corps is over-stretched, and so recruiting
is still very important.
Last year our share of the Army's recruiting target was 576
adult and young soldier recruits, and we recruited 572. Now
you will know that many more of our chaps leave every year than
that. Indeed, the outflow, as the stasticians call it, is of the order
of 1,400 a year, so at first sight a recruiting target of 576 is nothing
like enough; but, of course, the balance lies in the very large
junior entry which we attract. Our allocation of the iunior intake
last year was 1,000, ie 10 per cent of the Army's total, and it
speaks well for our recruiting people that in fact we recruited 977only 23 short. The quality of this junior intake is very high and
despite a period of upheaval during the transfer of Junior Soldier
training from Catterick to Ouston, where we had to open up an
empty RAF airfield simply because we could no longer cope
with the increasing numbers at Catterick, our wastage rate among
these boys (ie those who decide fairly early on that the Army is
not for them) is only about half the Army average.
So, our soldier recruiting is going very well and with the large
number of excellent Juniors coming along the future looks bright.
But I do emphasise to you that there is no room for complacency.
One slight curiosity I might mention : the recruiters talk of
'committed' and 'uncommitted' recruits. The committed recru it
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is ~n7 who com~s into the Army Recruiting Office saying 'I want
to J?'.° Royal Signals, or Royal Tanks or the Northumberland
:f'.us1hers', or w~t~ver. The uncommitted recruit is one who
simply wants t? )om the Army. and has not really given much
thought to which Ari? or Regiment. About 45 per cent, just
under half, the r~cru1ts to the Army are committed and this
means that provided they meet the educational and other
standards of the Arm of their choice they will go there. However
only about a quarter of our recruits are committed to us abouf
half the Army average. Now it may be that this is becau;e what
we do is something of a mystery to the outside world, or it may
be that because our stand~rds are. so high many chaps who
present themselves to recrwters saymg they want to come into
!-l?yal Sign~ls . are so obviou~ly unsuitable that they never even
iom the statistics! Be that as 1t may, we are not attracting enough
committed men and we must do all we can to sell ROYAL SIGNALS
~o the .gen~ral public. This is important, because as I say every
commmed man who meets our standards will come to us. The
recruiters cannot divert him to some other Arm or Regiment
no matter how short they might be.
'
Before leaving the Corps' most important asset namely our
soldiers, I want to mention what has come to be kn~wn as career
manageme~t. We have put ~ lot of work into this in recent years
and we .believe that at no tllne has a career for a young man in
Royal Signals been better, and at no time has his training been
more thorough or professional. The Manning and Records Office
and the Training Branch in MOD have brought the career
management of our soldiers to a very high peak. We believe it to
be far better than most young men would have in civilian life.
Much of what goes on is, of course, behind the scenes and
perhaps it does not get the publicity it deserves. The Corps provides
a balanced career from the recruit stage right through to commissioned rank. Promotion speeds are first class and are among the
best in the Army. Indeed, in some trades they are beyond doubt
the very best. A~ part of our aim to produce balanced careers right
through to the time the chaps eventually leave the Service, we are
constantly negotiating with the trade unions and civilian professional associations to obtain recognition of the particular expertise
and technical, supervisory and managerial qualifications of our
soldiers. Most of the employments in Royal Signals are recognised
by the appropriate trade unions and a number of our employments
qualify for membership of a chartered or registered institute.
Another career factor which carries considerable weight in the recruiting field is the chance that soldiers have of achieving a commission, and we believe that in Royal Signals we offer a better
chance than almost anyone else.
ow just a quick word about equipment. Many of you will
know that the present generation of trunk communications
equipment, Bruin, is now about 10 years old and the present
generation of radio sets, Larkspur, is even older. Their replacements are now well along the development pipeline; the new
radio sets, the Clansman range, are beginning to come off the
production line now and they are quite excellent sets-a really
big step forward on their predecessor; and the new trunk equipment, called Ptarmigan, will be with us in the early 1980s. I
would just mention two areas in which we are perhaps developing
fairly new ground. One of the Corps' responsibilities is the setting
up and manning of operational ADP systems as they are introduced into service. You will know that operational ADP is now
in use in Northern Ireland so we are gaining experience there.
We are already planning a field system for BAOR and a small
pilot scheme, using commercial computers bought off the shelf
will be in the field in 1st British Corps in about 18 months. This
is an exciting and challenging new project. Secondly, I would
mention E lectronic Warfare, which is now a very fashionable cry.
The last Arab/Israeli war demonstrated beyond any doubt what
a very important weapon of war EW is. This, of course, is very
much our Corps' business and we expect to form an EW Regiment
in Germany in the next year or so.
However, of course it is not all work and no play. You will be
pleased to know that the Corps is maintaining its good reputation
in the sporting world and we continue to have more than our fair
share of successes. Last year, you will remember, we provided
both fi nalists for the Army soccer cup final, so we were bound
to win the cup. This year we had only one team in the final,
22 Regt from BAOR, which is, perhaps, a slight comedown on
last year, and they unfortunately lost last Wednesday. However,
you will agree that to provide three of the four finalists over two
years, and all from different regiments, is no small achievement.
We did, however, win the Minor Units soccer championship
with 39 Bde Sqn from Northern Ireland. We also did very well
in the Army basketball, golf, squash, swimming, water polo, as
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well as winning both the Athletics and Cross-country Army Team
Championships.
. As our overseas ~a~es have bee~ reduced, so there are greatly
increased opporturuties for soldiers to take part in overseas
adventurous training and in civilian and Service expeditions. A
number of our officers and soldiers took part in the Zaire River
expedition, .~hich I imagine you all read about or saw something
of on televmon, and we have been involved in mountaining in
the Himalayas, in round-the-world yacht racing, a sub-aqua
expedition in the Indian Ocean, and many more from Greenland
and Antarctica. So there is still plenty of opportunity for would-be
travellers.
So, to conclude, the Corps is in very good heart; good reports
on how well the Corps is functioning continue to come in from
Commanders who almost invariably include a word of special
praise on the quality of Royal Signals soldiers. Perhaps you saw
that when Mrs Thatcher visited BAOR a short time ago, one of
the two units she saw in some detail was 7 Sig Regt and she said
that she could not have been more impressed by the soldiers she
met; she was clearly delighted (and perhaps a little surprised)
by their obvious quality.
We are facing a period of change and challenge, but this is
stimulating and in no way depressing. There is certainly no
lowering of standards and our Signalmen of all ranks are going
forward to the new tasks ahead confident that we will carry them
off well.

DO YOU KNOW OF ANY JOB VACANCIES?
It may be that some of our readers in civilian life are aware of
employment vacancies which could be filled by those leaving the
Corps on retirement or those already retired who are seeking
employment. It would be greatly appreciated if details could be
forwarded to the Associated.

Morrison's

Academy
CRIE FF

PERTHSHIRE

T he Sch o o l c ompr ises separat e Boys' and Girls '
Sc h ools w ith 500 pupils in each , sit uated on
t he same campus and run by the same Board of
Governors and having many fac i lities, especially
extra- curri cul a r , i n common . It has an ideal
setting i n a small town surrounded by beautifu l
mount ain scene ry .
A t ypical Scottish education including a wide
rang e o f subjects leading to Univer sity and
Co ll ege entrance is offered to day and boarding
pupi ls f r om 5 to 18 years of age . A wid e
range o f extra- curricula r activi t ies and games
i s offe r ed .
Seven Board i ng Houses (entr ance age 8 years)
wh i ch are well appointed and operat e as fami ly
un its, are all situated close to t he Schools.
Board i ng Fees from Septembe r 1976 will be
£375 per te r m and includes laundry and tuit ion
fees.
Enquiries to, and Prospectuses from t he Rector
and Headmistress, as approp ri ate .
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249 Sig Sqn (FARELF)

-From· our "In ·" . Tra·y .- -

HARROGATE REUNION
HIS )'.ear for the first time since the inception of our Annual
Reunion
~chieved 'a . double'-a reunion in Harrogate
and another m L1ppstadt. Smee the writer was not fortunate
enough to attend both parties, this article must confine itself to
the Ha~rogate event on Satu~day, April 10; though doubtless
there will be a follow-up from our man in Lippstadt. We were
very luck to have the use of the Jimmy Club at the Army
Apprentices College, and for that we say thank you to Col Freddie
Ramsbottom, who I am glad to say, was able to join the assembled
company for a drink at the beginning of the evening.
The party was, as you might expect, a scene of relaxed and
bibulous celebration, as some 40 ex-members of the illustrious 249
met once again to S"'.'-'OP nostalg!c. f!lemories and bring each other
up to date on their own act1vmes. The attendance included
memb~r~ ?f the ~quadron in the early 1960s (some of whom are
now c1v11tans) right down to the period of its disbandment.
Loyalty to. the Squadron is perhaps exemplified by one Cpl James
McCormick who emerged from winter hibernation in St Kildacomplete with Puffin tee-shirt to prove his present affiliation!
And so, to the back-drop of Singaporean streets and water scenes
(by ~ind permis.sion of th~ Tourist Board), the talk and laughter
continued well mto the night, as the memories crowded in from
Borneo to Bangkok.
~II thanks for the success of this gathering are due to Capt
Cliff Webb who took on the truly dedicated task of laying it all on.
Perhaps those who were unable to come along may see the name
of a long-lost chum in the list of those attending. Well, that's
what reunions are all about. Last, by no means least, ex-249
members will be delighted to hear the excellent news that 249
is to be brought to life again in the very near future in the guise
of the AMF (L) Sqn. So, who knows, perhaps next year we
sh~ll be able to hold a reunion at 249 (AMF (L )) Sig Sqn. Watch
t his space!

T

From: Brig D. St J. Hoysted, CBE

May 2, 1976

FROM: SGT M.

19th Armoured Divisional Signals
Officers Reunion 1976
ir
Our fifth reunion took place on March 19-21 at FitzWilliam
College, Cambridge, by kind permission of the Master of the
College and through the excellent arrangements of Dr Jack Street,
Fellow of the College and ex-Signalmaster of Divisional HQ.
The following officers attended: Jack Street, Chris Denard,
Maurice Hewitt, Peter Woodhead, Jim Humble, Leslie Wardell,
Robin Jennings, Clifford Heap, and Desmond Hoysted. We were
very glad co welcome as our guest for the first evening Brig
Derrick Baynham, GM, wartime member of Guards Armoured
Divisional Signals and now CSO UKL F, representing the SOin-C who was unable to be present due 'to the exigencies of the
Service'. Denis Strange and John Badcock were also unable to
attend: the l:;ner, however, sent Jack Street a typical greetings
telegram from Australia, namely: 'l Corinthians 5 v 3. Psalm
25 v 7. 1 Timothy 5 v 8. Hebrews 13 v 1-Badcock'; to which
Jack Street replied suitably, assisted by Mr Barton the Head
Porter!
We dined as usual in the College Parlour an<;l. Fellows' Writing
Room was at our disposal. Mr Circuit, the College Butler (wartime K RRC), looked after our comfort admirably-as did ' Chef'
(wartime Polish D ivision I taly) in respect of the 'inner man'.
On Saturday, a beautiful spring day, we visited ' Grimes Graves'
in the Thetford forest and were duly intrigued by the neolithic
flint workings. A muntjac deer made off from nearby, recogn isable
by its white b:;:ckside.
After a satisfying 'pub' lunch' at the 'Ram', Brandon, which
we believe the Guards Armoured used to patronise when stationed
in orfolk, we took to the Langmere nature reserve to walk off
our lunch; bur, unhappily, its lakes and ponds were dry after the
drought.
Altogether a \\·onderful weekend. Provisionally, our next
reunion is planned for March 25-27, 1977, with a possible visit to
Castle Acre Priory, orfolk. Our guest for the first evening is to
to be D r Ray Kelly, the College Bursar (war time F ield Secruity
8th and 2nd Armies). The Reunion Secretary, Chris D enard,
22 Mountway, Potters Bar, Herts EK6 l EP, will be glad to hear
from any officer connected with our Regiment who may read this
note.
Yours faithful ly,
D. St J. Hoysted
OC Regiment 1942-43.
8 Chaplin Close,
Galleywood, Chelmsford,
Essex CM2 8QW.

Old friends meet again

J. CAMPBELL A.C.I.O. WALSALL

New approachito~recruiting?
Dear Sir,
Perhaps your readers may be interested /amused in my latest
recruiting campaign. The public are forced by their curiosity to
stop and decipher it. Even if they do not come in to enquire,
they walk away smiling and I hope tell their friends abour it
and in so doing give us the publicity that we are after.
THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS
TU COMYEW IKA YT IZ ER GERM
UN THU ROYUL SIG ULS IZ ER NERM.
AM YO CLEVERA THAN YER MAYT?
U BROIT SPARK UNNORA DAYT.
BETWEE 16 UN 25 YEERS OWD
KUN DEW U GUD JOB WITHERT BEEI TOWD.
THEN PRAPS WICO OFFAYO U JOB
WIGUD MUNEE ORRA CUPUL 0 BOB.
LETS JUST SEE WOTYA CUD DEW.
BEE A DROIVA, RADIO OPERAYTA URA TEKNISHUN,
LYNEMUN POWAMU ORRA LECKTRISHUN.
THATS JU STU NERM U FEW
THUS PLENTY MEWA YO CUD DEW.
SEW IF YA WONT U GUD TRERD
THIS MUSTBE THU BEST OF.FA YOWV EVA ERD.
SU NER YA WONT TU NOW MEWA
ALL YA GORRA DEW IZ WOAK IN THU DEWA
OIL TELLYA ALL ABERT IT AR WOW MIZ U THING
SEW CUM UN JOIN THU ARMEE UN START TU SWING
MAN SWING.

Caught by the Camera

Seen at the Reunion
(Left to right): Cpl Ridley, Mr Ernie Nugent, WO I Adam Patterson,
Capt Cl iffe Web b and WO I Jim Martin

T HE ROYAL CORPS OF SIG ALS
T O CO MMUNICATE IS OUR GAME
AND T HE ROYAL SIGNALS I S OU R NAME.
ARE M ORE C LEVER THAN YOUR MATE
A BRIGHT SPARK AND N OT A D ATE.
BETWEEN 16 AND 25 YEARS OLD
CAN D O A G OOD JOB WITHOUT HAVING TO BE TOLD.
T HEN PERHAPS WE CAN OFFER YOU A GOOD JOB
WITH GOOD MO EY NOT JUST A COUPLE OF BOB.
LETS JUST SEE WHAT YOU CAN DO
BE A D RIVER, RADIO OPERATOR OR A TECHNICIA
LINEMAN POWER MAN OR AN ELECTRICIAN.
T HATS J UST TO NAME A FEW
THERE' S PLENTY MORE YOU COULD DO.

OFFICERS' REUNION-ALDERSHOT- OCTOBE R 15
RRANGEMENTS are in hand to hold a reunion on similar
lines to 1975. The aim is to bring together serving and
retired officers-a nd their fami lies-who live within striking
distance of AJdershot for an informal evening from 6.30 pm
onwards. D rinks and a buffet supper wi ll be available.
A notice, giving full details, has been sent to all who attended
last year. A copy is available from the General Secretary on
request (Tel : 01-930 4466, ask operator for Chelsea M ilitary 395).

A
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(With apologies for any errors or omissjons.)

H ere is the translation for the non brummie readers.

SO IF YOU WANT A GOOD TRADE
THIS MUST BE THE BEST OFFER YOU HAVE EVER
HEARD .
SO N OW YOU WILL WANT TO KNOW MORE
AL L YOU H AVE TO DO JS COME IN THROUGH THE
DOOR.
I'LL TEL L YOU ALL ABOUT IT AND WILL N OT MISS
A THING
SO COME AND JOI N THE ARMY AND START TO SWING
MAN SW I NG.

(Left to right): C. Denard, LES W ardell, P. Woodh ead , R. Jenn ings,
M. HEv. itt, J. ~trett, J. Hu mble, C. Heap

:ve

Sgt Ray Betteridge
3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
Sgt Mick Mutlow
Sgt Chris Herbert
Cpl Jack Ridley
Sgt Bill Burley
Cpl Monty Monton
Cpl Jack Gibson
Sgt Rick Green
,,
Sgt Keith Greenhalgh
Army Careers Office, Bolton
632 Sig Troop
Cpl James McCormick
Cpl liarry, Jenman
264 (SAS) Sig Sqn
Sgt Harry Hetherington
7 Sig Regt
Cpl Mick Maguire
8 Sig Regt
Sgt Ken Thompson
Army Apprentices College
Sgt Bob Lockwood
11 Sig Regt
Sgt Pat Callagher
8 Sig Rcgt
Mr (ex-Capt) Maurice Caplan
Mr (ex-Cpl) Brian North
Mr (ex-WO! (F of S)) Ernie Nugent
Mr (ex-Sig) Bernie Comrruns
Mr (ex-Cpl) Ray Savage
Mr (ex-Sgt) Jack Ellis
Mr (ex-WO! ( Y of S)) Ian MacPherson
Mr (ex-Cpl) Dave Welsh
Mr Ted Heb:!en
33 Sig Regt (V

THE WIRE , JUNE 19 7 6

--...

Capt Cliffe W ebb, Sgt Ric k Gree n, WO I Adam Patterson , Ern ie
Nugent, W 0 2 Len Brown, Sgt Bob Lockwood , WO I Tim Martin ,
Sgt Hetherington, Lt Col N. Lyons, Mr Dave We lch, Sgt K.
Thompson, Cpl Rid ley, Sgt Greenhal gh , Mr Maurice Capla n, Cpl
James McCormic k, Sgt Pat Gallagher, WO I John Scrutton, Maj To ny
Woodh ouse, Ssgt D. Pentland , Mr D. Hebden, W02 Clive Howells,
W 0 2 Gus Boag, Sgt Ray Bette ri dge, Cpl H. Jenman, Mr North,
Mr Jack Ellis (Barman). Cpl Need ham, WO I Bert Bowes, Cpl J.
Gibson , Cpl Monton, Cpl Macquire
Attendan ce List
Lt Col eville Lyons
Capt Cljffe Webb
Capt Chris Dakin
Mai Tony Woodhouse
WO 1 Adam Patterson
WO! Tim Martin
WO! Bert Bowes
WO! John Scrutton
W02 Gus Boag
W02 Len Brown
W02 Clive Howells
W02 Adam Kennard
Sgc Jim Lennon

TH E WIRE , JUNE 1976

Presen t Unit
HQ 2 Sig Group
Army Apprentices College
HQ Trg Bde, Royal Signals
4 Paro
31 Sig Regt ( V)
8 ig Regt
244 Sig Sqn
33 Sig Regt (V)
Army Apprentices College
34 Sig Regt (V)
Army Apprentices College
Army Apprentices College
8 Sig Regt

WOl ._Bert Bowes and Sgt Pat Gallagher

(Left to right): Sgt Jim Lennon , Capt Cliffe Webb, Sgt K. Thompson ,
W02 Cli ve Howells and W02 Gus Boag
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249 Signal Sqn (FARELF)
BAOR Reunion

0

APRIL 24, 1976
evening, April 24, 1976, some 20 t<t-members of
•249Friday
Sig Sqn met at Churchill Barracks, Lippstadt for the

BAOR reunion. The numbers attenrung were a linle rusappointing,
perhaps it' the pres ure of work out here, but this did not stop
those pre nt having an excellent evening. Undoubtedly, the
highlight of the evening was the news from Lt Col Keith Olds
that on July 12, 1976, the name 249 Sig Sqn was to be used
again within the Royal Signals. This caused a lengthy and lively
di cussion as to how we should recognise the great day and who
we would like to see commanding the Squadron. In the end
we decided to wait for more details before putting forward our
proposals.
Those attending were: Ssgt Anderson, Cpl Clarke, Sgt
Coward, Maj Cullen, Ssgt Drew, Cpl Ford, Sgt Garrigan,
Sgt Hyde, Ssgt Mapletoft, Maj McCann, Lt Col Olds,
Cpl Parker, Maj Penny, S gt Pullman, Sgt Roper, Sgt
Warren, Ssgt Watson, Cpl Weedon and Sgt West.

ARMY CAREER S STAFFS CONVENTIO N BRINGS
T O GETHER FATHER AND SO NS
T the end of February, a convention was held at Training
Brigade Royal Signals for Army Careers Staffs of other
Arms and Services who were welcomed by the Signal Officer-inChief (Army). A total of 40 attended from all over the country
and enjoyed not only the presentations at Catterick and Harrogate
but also the hospitality which included the usual 'cordon bleu'
buffet produced by the staff of the WOs and . Sgts Mess at 11
Sig Regt.
At Harrogate, an event worth noting took place. Ssgt J. Boyle
(RA), from AClO Glasgow, met his twin sons, both of whom are
progressing well as apprentice telegraphists. The 'Boyle twins'
are seen below with 'Dad', supported by recruiters from 14
different regiments.
The Careers staff said they were impressed with all they saw,
and left with, we hope, a far bener idea of our trade structure
and content co use in convincing recruits co join us. They certainly
left behind the conviction that it was a worth while 'meeting of
minds' and that the convention should become an annual event.

A

\Vhat a life our old 120-watt has I ' Stand-to' has been almost a
nightly order for the Yorks, as a precaution against disturbances
caused by looting on the part of the National Army, which is
retiring 'according to plan'.
The last two days have been reminiscent of war-time, as each
morning an aeroplane has appeared and dropped bombs on the
Chinese city. Total casualties reported: one injured. Bad shooting!
As anti-aircraft guns are 'non est', and one looks in vain for
feathery puffs of smoke which used to indicate that a raider was
having a warm time.
The coming of spring has brought a welcome splash of colour
to the miles and miles of brown earth where, until a few days ago,
not the slightest sign of plant life was visible. The Departmental
tennis court is being relaid, and we are looking forward to some
strenuous exercise in our efforts to emulate the prowess of
Suzanne and Helen. If we fail in these efforts it won't be for
lack of practice, as tennis is the only summer pastime here.
Boy Nicklen's old squad instructor would like him to know
that he is excremely sorry to hear of his unfortunate accident,
and hopes that he is now completely recovered.
25 YEARS-'THE WIRE' JUNE 1951
11 Armd Div Sig Regt
April has been spent by the majority of units in preparation
for the BAOR spring exercises; a number of exercises have taken
place and we hope that we will uphold the good name of the
Corps during the next week, in spite of our fairly recent reformation. Between exercises we have been honoured by visits from
a succession of 'Very Important People'!
The Supreme Commander Atlantic Pact Forces, General
Eisenhower, visited Main Division in the field during an
exercise; Field Marshal Viscount Montgomery of Alamein
came to Divisional HQ at Herford, and addressed a combined
parade of Divisional HQ and Signals. The following week we
were visited by the Director of Signals, Maj Gen Scott, and his
wife. On the completion of his visit, the Director expressed his
pleasure at the progress that had been made in the formation of
the unit. We hope to be able to forward some photographs of
the visit with our next notes, including one of the very smart
guard under command of Sgt Whim of 'Able' Troop.
At the time of writing, a detachment of vehicles is taking part
in a review and march past of 11th Armoured Division at which
the Minister of Defence is taking the salute. A further part of the
unit is providing both telephone and wireless traffic control
facilities .
10 YEARS-'THE WIRE' JUNE 1966
7 Sig Regt R e por t Berlin M otor Cycle Trial
While exercise Robin Hood was in full swing the Regimental
Motor Cycling team was taking part in the Berlin trial-an event
they always look forward to. The trial, which was a one-day
event, was organised by 62 Sqn RCT. There were six teams from
Berlin itself and eight from the remainder of BAOR-in all
about 80 riders. The conditions in Berlin are different from those
in most other Army trials; the map-reading takes place in a built-up
area and most of the course is across sandy terrain.
The 'A' team rode as befitted BAOR champions and won the
cup awarded for the first visitors team. The 'B' team, consisting
of Lcls Ross and Lloyd and Sig Clark, only just failed to be
runners-up and, in fact, came third. This was a highly commendable result as none of the members of the team bad ridden
in a trial before. Clark won the cup for the best novice and
Ssgt S ankey won the individual cup for experts.

Attention all Philatelists

A at the Royal Signals
Cover will be on sale during July 1-4 1976
_Show, Sigr_ial View, at Worces~er. '
Commemorativ~

!h~ cover, envelope size 6i x 4!m, will depict a signaller
adiustmg a Clark Mast. A 7p Stephenson's Locomotion stamp
C3!1Celled by the Combined Services Handstamp (Serial No 1 ooo)
will be used.
.
'
Only 2,000 covers are being prepared for sale. Prices are:
(a) 100_ cover~ personally signed by the Chief Signal Officer,
Uruted Kingdom Land Forces.
£1 ·00 each
(b) 1,900 unsigned covers
£0·25 each
~ver~ may be ~urchased from the Postal and Courier Commu~1cat1ons RE Display at the show.
Bids for postal sales will be accepted up to June 28 1976 and
should be made to :
'
'
Philatelic Officer, 14 Signal Regiment, Norton Barracks
Worcester.
'
q1eques and Postal Orders made payable to PRI 14 Signal
Regiment, must be included with order. 6!p should b~ added for
postage (10 covers or more, free).

II
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Welfare

I

APRIL 1976
Number of cases assisted financially
24
Number of clothing parcels sent ..
39
Amount spent . .
..
..
..
£1,010·51
WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants
..
..
..
..
2
Amount spent . .
£65 ·00
ONE OF THE MONTH'S CASES
ER:VING Signalman, whose wife rued, leaving him with three
children. The Association made him a grant of £170 to meet
the fli:nera~ account and other necessary expenruture, and his
letter 1s pnnted below.
ONE OF THE MONTH'S LETTERS
N behalf_ of my family and myself, I would like to thank the
. _Royal ~1gnals Association for their most generous financial
aid _m meeting the _costs of my wife's funeral expenses. The help
which I have rece1".ed from both the Association and my Unit
has undoubtedly relieved me of a lot of worry at a time like this
I thank you once again.
•
THANK YOU!
. Gifts of clo~g, toys, books, etc, have been gratefully received
smce the b~gmrung of March from the following:
Mrs I. Lmle, Lt Col P.R. Davies, Brig and Mrs J. D . T. Brett,
Mrs G. W. Young, Aldershot Branch, Royal Signals Association
A. V. lent, Esq, Lt Col W. M. McCullogh, Maj B. Hordle:
P. Stevens, Esq, M . Stevens, Esq, Maj R. Trelawny, Brig W. C. V.
Gal".l'ey, W02 (~ of S) T. Crawley, Maj H . Marjoram, The
Thrift Shop, 10 Sig Regt, Cpl and Mrs A. W . Stokoe, Mrs Torrie
Lt.Col and Mrs P. R. Davies, Signal Work Services BAOR:
Bnstol Branch, Royl71 Signals Association, L. Wood, Esq,
Mrs G. D . T. Harns, Lt Col D. A. Dickson, Miss Dianne
Copestake, Maj and Mrs A. E. Carter, Mr and Mrs D. Morgan,
Mr .and Mrs J . Adlard, Brig C. Vincent-Smith, Maj J. F. Bedford,
MaJ A. Stokes, Mrs K. N. Smartt, Lcpl T. J. Richardson.

S

O

Royal Signals Association
and Benevolent Fund

Father a nd Twi n Sons

Looking Back
50 YEARS-'THE WIRE' JUNE 1926
North China Signal Section (Peking Detachment)
Once more. we are i~ the throes of civil war, and fighting is in
progress outside the city. Our telegraph li ne to T ientsin was cut
nearly a formight ago, and wireless is again the order of the day.
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Faraway Places . . .
Unusual Jobs

Let's Have That Story!

The following. donations were gratefully received during April 1976:
OC, 4 Sqn 16 Sig Regt . .
..
.•
..
..
..
..
OC, 83 (London) Sig Sqn (V)
..
..
..
..
OC, 37 (Wessex & Welsh) Sig Regt (V) . .
..
..
Secretary, 56 Div OCA Branch Royal Signals Association
..
..
Secretary, Bath District Branch Royal Signals Association
..
..
Secretary, Glossop and District Branch Royal Signals Association . .
Secretaty, Shrewsbury and District Branch Royal Signals Association
Mrs K . Joy Watkins (in memory of the late Lt Col R. F. Minion) . .
Mrs l. M. Oughton, Miss J.M. Oughton (in memory of the late Lt Col
R . F. Minion)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.•
Brig Sir Ralph Rayner, MBE
Secretary, Wilt0n Hunt Club
Mrs E. Louis
..
..
..
Maj R. J. Armstrong, Royal Signals
A. M. Stonebanks, Esq
..
..
E. P. Pears, Esq
..
..
Miscellaneous minor donations

12·40
2·00
3·60
10·00
10·00
21-00
60-00
5 ·00
7·00
40 ·00
34·00
l ·00
1·00
1·00
1·00
3·28
£212·28
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Movements -

Officers
Name
Lt A E. Abbott
Maj G. D. Birch
..
Col D . H: Briggs
..
Maj G. G. Campbell . .
Capt B . Chubb
Lt R. M. Crombie ..
Capt M . J.M. Emslie
Capt (Tfc) J. A. Es on
..
Lt D . T. Etherton
..
..
Capt (ToT) A. O. F. Falconer
Lt Col M. J. Flynn ..
2 Lt R. J. Good
..
Lt Col P . 0. E. Gregory
Lt Col B. 0. Haw
..
Capt J. D. Heck
..
Lt Col A. M. Hewson
..
Capt W. J. Hough
..
..
Lt Col (QM) T. Jones, BBM ••
Lt R . J. Kinnaird
..
Maj (Tfc) W . H. Lockie
Capt M. L . Martin ..
Capt C. 0 . Melhuish
Maj J.C. Milford
..
Capt (To'I} A. G. Norton
Lt Col G. R . Oehlers
Lt Col M. A. Pctheram
Capt A. J. Raper
..
Lt Col H. Rothwell, MBE
Maj J. R. Selby
..
Capt (ToT) E. M. Shon
Maj P. 0. Smith
Maj R . B. Smith
2 Lt 0. M. Steel
2 Lt J. E. Thomas

JUNE 1976
Unit to which po1ttd
224 Sig Sqn
27 Sig Regt
HQ 2 Sig Group
Moo D124(A)
~tit of Signals

..

1 Div HQ and Sig Regt
School of Signals
224 Sig Sqn
22 Sig Regt
SHAPE (BAE)
22 Sig Regt
HQ Army Group Signals (NORTHAG)
Moo oss (Army)
8 Sig Regt
Misc Appt.s Horue
10 Sig Regt
~S~ifig Regt
HS 224 Sig Sqn
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
HQ Northern Ireland
HSOADPTC
10 Sig Regt
DSS (AD)
MoO-DAAG (STC) AG!l
9 SigR~
HS 11 Sig Regt
CPA Royal Signals
School of Signals
4 Comms Unit
5 Allptble Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
28 Sig Regt
4 Div HQ and Sig Regt

W.O.s and Senior N.C.O.s
Rank and Name
WOl F. C. Pope . .
W02 E . J . Benham ..
W02 0. K. Cheetham
W02 (Y of S) M . Nicol ..
W02 (Y of S) L. Robinson
W02 ( F of S ) P. 0. McGinn
W02 (F of S) L . Tanner
W02 0. Hornsby ..
W02 0. G. Harrod
W02 R. J . Sheldon
W02 K. W. Webb
..
W02 C. E. M. Widdowson
A/W02 (Y of S) B. Smith ..
Ssgt B. Davis
..
..
Ssgt (Supvr) R. J. W. Groves
Ssgt J. Hepworth ..
Ssgt R. J . J. Hancox
Ssgt (F of S) R. J. Hill
Ssgt D . A. Ackers ..
Ssgt B . Selkirk
..
Ssgt W . G. House ..
Ssgt D. T. McGurk
Ssgt J . H. Sells
..
..
Ssgt (Y of S) R. G. Watson
A/Ssgt 0 . F. Hicks
Sgt B. F. Spencer ..
Sgt D. J. Stone
Sgt B . E. Campion
Sgt A. R. Lovell
Sgt K. Barnes
..
Sgt G . A. Y. West ..
Sgt F. Cowley
Sgt F. Dowie
Sgt A. Duncan
Sgt D . F. Curry
Sgt W . R. Stone
Sgt W . Higman
Sgt R. C . Muriel ..
Sgt N. E . Anderson
Sgt 0. S. S. Andrews
Sgt M . P. Aldridge ..
Sgt R. King
..
Sgt M. N . J. Lewis
Sgt L . G. P. Collie
Sgt H.J. Elder
..
Sgt T. P. M . Smith
Sgt P. S. Evans
Sgt L. Symons
Sgt P . W. Wall
..
Sgt M. Hemingway
Sgt E. A. A. Formosa
Sgt M. W . elson ..
Sgt M. J. Smith
..
Sgt A. T. Cheetham
Sgt B. Walker
..
Sgt T. E. Dempsey
Sgt J. Oshaughnessy
Sgt O . B. Barlow ..
Sgt J. Neil ..
Sgt A. M. Haston ..
Slf! M. W illoughby
A /Sgt D. Clark
..
A/Sgt J. J. Kirk

JUNE 1976
Unir to which Posted
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
11 Sig R.egt
HQ l Div Sig Regt
Honourable Artillery Coy BattY (RHA)
School of Signals
28 Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
School of Signals
MoD (Director of Manning (Army))
4 Communications Unit
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
Manchester Universi~ OTC(V)
SHAPE HQ Commd and Support (BE)
32 Sig Regt (V)
39 Sig Regt (V)
9 Sig Regt (Raclio)
233 Sig Sqn
UK Military Rep and Staff Brussels
8 Si!! Regt (Cadre)
22 Sig Regt (Corps Rear HQ)
259 Sig Sqn (West)
8 Sig Regt
London University OTC(V)
21 Sig Regt (Air Support)
224 Sig Sqn (Raclio Trg)
8 Sig Regt
8 SigRegt
22 Sig Regt (Corps Rear HQ)
240 Sig Sqn (Stenigot)
HQ 2 Div Sig Regt
262 Sig Sqn (East)
21 S~ Regt (Air Support)
242 Sig Sqn (Buchan)
242 Sig Sqn (Mormond Hill)
Army Apprentices College (Harrogate)
259 Sig Sqn (West)
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
244 Sig Sqn (Air Support)
Army Apprentices College (Harrogate)
259 Sig Sqn (West)
27 Sig Regt
9 Si!! Regt (Raclio)
16 Stg Regt (HQ BAOR)
9 Sig Regt (Raclio)
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
226 Sig Sqn (Raclio)
229 Sig Sqn (Berlin)
HQ 2 Div Sig Regt
8 S•!! Rcgt
21 Stg Rcgt (Air Support)
HQ l Div S~_Rcgt
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
28 s~ Rest
ORTHAG)
229 S1g Sqn (Berlin)
565 Rear Link Oet (Airptble Inf Bn}
8 Sig Regt"
8 SigRcgt
8 Sig Regt
H Q BAOR
3 Inf Bdc HQ and Sia Sqn
633 Sig Troop (Caribbean)
H Q 11 Armd Bde H Q and Sia Sqn
8 Sig Regt
226 Sig Sqn (Raclio)
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Commemoration of lmjin Battle

Crossword Puzzle No. 6

-ObituaryLt. Col H. P. Hart, OBE, MC

Report by Capt H. Jennings, Royal Signals
11 Sig Regt

Lt Col Hart, who died on January 28, 1976, at the age of 83,
erved continuously for 38 years before retiring in 1947. He wa
educated at the Duke of York's School and enlisted in the Royal
Field Artillery in 1909. Two years later he had reached the rank
of bombardier, very rapid promotion for those days, and was the
youngest rough rider in the British Army. His ability as a rider
and his love of horses remained with him throughout his service
and, while serving in India, he became adept at tent-pegging.
At the outbreak of the first world war he had reached the rank of
ergeant and was promored Battery sergeant-major in 1915. He
took part in the Bartle of Mons, the Somme, Marne, Ploeg Street,
where he was gassed and, as a result, was evacuated home in 1917.
After recovering, he remained in the UK and distinguished
him elf by shooting down a German Goths bomber with a Lewis
gun. He was commissioned in the field in 1916 and, after the
Anni rice, went to Russia as second in command of 412rh Battery
RFA, where he was awarded the MC. In 1922 he transferred co
the Corps after qualifying at Maresfield. He then served for five
year with 4ch Divisional Signals and, afrer a year, with che
Shanghai Defence Force in China, he returned co 4th Divisional
Signal co become Adjutant. In 1930 he went to India and saw
service on the orth-West Frontier. He returned co the UK in
1935 to command the Boys' Company at Catterick. He chen
returned to India and at che outbreak of the second world war
he took over command of 1st Indian Armoured Divisional Signals
wich which he served in Paiforce, when he was Mentioned in
Despatches, and lacer commanded 31st Armoured Divisional
Signals in che Middle East when he was appointed OBE. He
returned to the UK in 1944 co take over Southern Command
Signals until his retirement; he was then 55 and found it impossible
to obtain employment in competition with the vast number of
younger people leaving che Services at that time. He therefore
set about playing golf and enjoying himself within the limits of
his resources.
Mick was a soldier through and through, he loved the Service
and all that it meant. A man of great honour and integrity, he
put his country above all, honoured his Sovereign and loathed
politicians, beaurocrats and most civilians. He had a great affection
for, and understanding of, young people. All those who knew
him wm remember him with gratitude and great affection.

25th ANNIVERSARY AT GLOUCESTER
N the week ending April 23-25, 1976, the Gloucestershire Regr
assembled at Glouces.ter to commemorate rhe 25th anniversary
of the battle . of Solma-n on the Imjin River in Korea. Ar this
commemoration. I represented the Royal Signals Rear Link
petac11;ment which was attached to the Glosters in chat battle
m Apnl 1~51. The detachment consisted of three radio operators
~done dnver. T.hey were: Lcpl Sid Ward, det comd (Reservisr),
Sig Johnny Cairns (Korea Volunteer), Sig Henry Jennings
(Regula~) and Dvr Arthur Miles (Reservist). This seems an
appropnate moment for one who was there to give his impression
of what happened. An excellent report on the battle was wrirten
by che ~djutant of the Glosrers in the book, 'Edge of the Sword'
(Fredenck Muller, 1954). The following is what happened co
rhe Royal Signals detachment.

Maj. F. S. Petrie, MBE
It is with regret that we announce the death of Maj Frank
Petrie ar Westminster Hospital on Friday, April 9, 1976, after a
long illness.
Frank enlisred as a fitter in the RE (T A) in May 1939 and was
embodied on the ourbreak of war in September 1939. He served
in 237 Field Coy RE with the BEF in France and, after Dunkirk,
in the United Kingdom-rising to the rank of CQMS. He was
commissioned into the Royal Engineers in January 1943, and in
1946 was appointed Staff Captain with responsi bility for personnel
selection, when he was particularly aware of the needs of the
Corps in all its fields during the period of the call-up and allocation
of National Servicemen and achieved highly successful results in
selecting and posting suitable people into the Corps. In 1953 he
transferred co the Corps and was appointed Senior Personnel
Selection Officer in which capacity he served until retiring in
1966. During his 12 years in Royal Signals he identified himself
complerely with the Corps and soon became widely respected for
his inregrity and fair-mindedness. He was appointed MBE in the
New Year's Honours List of 1962.
On reriring, he was appoinred to Headquarters Army Department .Radio Service as a Retired Officer grade II responsible for
ecunty where, once more, he quickly established a reputation of
being both frank and fair.
In May 1975 he was struck down by a series of heart attacks
from which he never fully recovered, being able to return to work
for only a few weeks in July 1975.
He was a ~een gard~ner who would try his hand at growing
alrn~t anything, an avid reader and deeply interested in music.
By his death che Corps has lost not only a loyal and selfless servant
but a warm-hearted friend who at all times had the interests of
the Corps and its soldiers at heart.
To his widow and two sons we extend our deepest sympathy.
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THE BATTLE SCENE FROM THE REAR LINK

Solution next month. The Editor acknowledges this contribution by
W02 (F of S) J. Hill

Crossword Clues
ACROSS
Some service given to the pious, but not the ma ses (8)
Something fishy here; a quiet rodent lying amidships (6)
Dramatises enough to make gifts of it (8)
Not faithful perhaps, but definitely false (6)
The right listener turns up at the back (4)
Forbidden to operate against the musicians (10)
May be found ma long boat, awaiting the effects of alcohol to subside (7-6)
Submarine route which may finish up on the continent (7-6)
Cast off which may be responsible for the occasional slip up (6-4)
That feline look one may discover in Chester (4)
Shortly the Commanding Officer must adjust1 it's tradition (6)
Just the place evidently ior a fellow to stay with his bird (4-4)
30. Obliteracor as can be found amoung royalry (6)
31. Used and possibly even engaged (8)

1.
5.
9.
10.
12.
13.
15.
18.
24.
26.
28.
29.

DOWN
1. Politician in erin creating overseas posessions (6)
2. A red meal well prepared, may take on a different hu.e (7)
3. Forms part of our last enemies' armament (4)
4. Fisherman's occupational therapy, possibly used by the radio ham (7)
6. Bobbies' car, a product of China (5)
7. How to dispose of foreifP1 despatches, but when upset, I'm a liar (7)
8. Exhaust before Her Maiesry, obviously not the thrifty rype (7)
11. Where the sporuman may annually have his back to the wall (4)
14. Spring in Scotland and it's always wet (4)
16. Young swimmer discovered on the left bank of he river (3)
17. Current direction one has to travel to get to the spot (4)
18. Young Leo I start to clean will give one room to disrobe (7)
19. A complaint! Forget it (7)
20. Persist with the French Saint (4)
21. Standard and possibly No 2 to a soldier (7)
22. Recomposition required to clear New York of a reputation for theft (7)
23. States, Manchester! or Leeds ! (6)
25. May be the cause of breathlessness for one who hangs around too long (5)
27. He takes the Spanish dogs instruction (4)
SOLUTION TO PUZZLE No S

Across-I, Stepping stone; 8, Fair; 9, Pit; 10, Ankles ; 11, Black looks ; 13, Exam;
14, Street; 16, Windfall; 19, Consider; 22, Corpse; 25, Wood; 26, Resentment;
27, Rancid; 28, Elm; 30, Torn off a strip. Down-I , Scarlet/ 2, Earache; 3,
Populated ; 4, Not; 5, Stars; 6, Oakleaf; 7, Eyeball ; 12, Onwards; 15, Run;
17, Nicknames; 18, Map; 20, Odorant ; 21, Sidecar; 23, Rambler; 24, Suntrap;
26, Rodeo; 27, Elf.
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On April 22, 1951, the Chinese Forces arracked the United
Nations Forces, first in their tens, then in their hundreds and
finally in their thousands, and 29 Bde received the brunt of the
art~ck and when the reports came in by radio it was hard to
believe. that only tw<;> days previously a probing patrol had gone
app~ox1mately 10 miles over the lmjin River into enemy-held
territory and nor a trace was seen of the Chinese. Nevertheless
reports were coming in from 'A' Coy Gloucestershire Regt tha~
the enem¥ were fording the river and they were about to engage
them. This was confirmed when the 25-pounders of 45 Field Regr
opened up; and requests for resupplies of ammunition were
received over the radio. The first reporred death was of Maj
Angier, ~ho was Company Co~ander of 'A' Coy; then we,
the rear hnk detachment, knew this was for real, and nor just a
game.
Not only were the Glosrers being hard hit but the Northumberland Fusiliers and the Ulster Rifles were under heavy attack.
But the worst news received from Brigade was thar the Souch
Korea division on che Glosters' left, were really being hard hie
and the Chinese had overrun their positions. This was bad
news and a bad time for everyone. The night of April 22-23
passed with very little sleep for anyone.
GIN PALACE ABANDONED-AND BATTERY
CHARGING
On April 23 I was derailed by the rear link det comd co go
with the IO of the Regiment up on to a feature close to our
position with a 62 sec, ro esrablish comms with the Brigade Net,
as our comms were intermittent due to the Brigade moving co a
new location. Com.ms were re-established and a remote wire
laid to the Comd Post. We were then given orders to move from
the wireless vehicle ('Gin Palace') and take up new positions.
This was, indeed, a task because our new position was on top
of a steep hill, and co take up a 62 set plus batteries, equipment,
etc, was quite a haul. We knew we would not be coming back.
The Adjutant came and instructed us to smash the spare radio
equipment and bum the papers chat muse not be raken by the
Chinese.
In our new positions, comms were quickly established wich
Brigade and traffic was passed rhroughout the night of April 23-24
but, having no means of charging the batteries, permission was
given to close down and open up as required, wirh the Brigade
wireless set remaining on listening watch.
GLORIOUS GLOSTERS RESIST CONTINUOUS
ATTACKS
Storks came in fast of aces of bravery and how the battle was
going. I overheard conversations berween the IO and Adjutant,
how a chap called Walker had engaged and shot up a bunch of
30 Chinese single handed with a bren gun, also the RSM talking
to a CSM, saying it's fortunate our lads are well trained and
better equipped, otherwise rhey would have overrun us by now.
One hears or reads of Battalions being cut co pieces wich their
backs againsr the walls but I never thought I'd be in chat posirion.
It was happening! The way the Glosters were fighting and resisting
the conrinuous Chinese attacks was marvellous and I now know
why they are called the 'Glorious Glosrers' ! I was proud co be
one of them though wearing a Royal Signals cap badge.
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PLAN~D

RELIEF-AND FRESH BATTERIES
I.c was at this sra.ge the Brigade !"1-aior wanted co speak to the
Adjutant on the wrreless. The Adjutant arrived and was cold a
Philippino Batralion and a Squadron of Tanks from the 8th
Hussars were being senr forward to reinforce us, and tomorrow
April 24, we would be relieved by a combined force of armoU:
an~ infantry in brigade strength. We would then be in reserve.
Thi~ was mdeed good news. After a long nighr of heroic deeds,
daylight broke and our need for fresh barreries was acure if
communications were ro continue. The RSM with a force of
men was g.i':'en the ta:ik of going back to .our original positions
fo~ ammun1t.1on, ba~tenes and food, rhese bemg the main shortages.
W1chout losmg a. smgle ma:°, RS~ Hobbs's expeditionary force
returned and relieved our immediate needs. Once again we had
full-tim.e comms witho~t. haying to switch on and off. We got the
latesr ~1trep of the P~1llppmo force, they had reached a point
apl?roximately four rmles sourh of us, but were meeting strong
resistance, also reports were coming in from the Fusiliers and
the Ulsters each of whom were fighting a bitter action against
enormous odds.

THE ORDER TO HOLD ON
Then came the news thar the Chinese had mounted another
attack on the Philippin~ force. Moments later the Brigade Commander came on the w1reless and asked for the Battalion Commander. He told him the relief force would nor be coming due
ro str<;>ng atracks. There was no alternative bur to hold on. The
~attalion Commande~ then sa.id: ' I undersrand, but my battalion
1s no longer an effecuve fighung force; however, if it is required
that we sray, we shall, but I must point out the nature of my
position'. Being next to. the wireless set I knew these were grave
words the CO had said, but he had no alternative. I' d have
hated to have been in his place at that precise moment. It took a
little time co fully undersrand the situation but when the Battalion
Commander left co set to call an ' O' Group, I realised we were
completely surrounded and things looked really bad all the way
round.
AND STILL HIGHER WITH AIR SUPPORT
Ag~ we were ordered to move, this time to a still higher hill,
a posmon chat was better to defend, in view of our casualties and
shortage of supplies, etc. Communications were again a problem
so the on/off procedure was adopted as before. Then came the
news that the RSO had been killed, this real ly upset che rear link
det due to o~r cl.ose associatio~ with him. The night of April 24-25
wore on with JUSt an occasional enemy sortie until suddenly
bugles and whistles started blowing; the Chinese made a determined assault on our defences, this continued for approximately
an hour.
Then came the news that we were co have air support-great!
A BUGLE NEVER TO BE F ORG O TTEN
It was here char came the incidenr I shall never forget in my life.
All at once a b~gle sounded jusr above our dugout. Christ! I
thought, the Chinese have overrun us, but nor so, ir was che
Drum Major demonstrating co che Chinese how a bugle should
be played. He stood there, for all to see, on cop of the hill playing
'Reveille', the 'Long and the Short', 'Fire Call', ere. This, to rhe
Glosters, was like the bagpipes to a Scotsman and, when he had
finished, cheering could be heard all round our positions. I
never heard any more Chinese bugles, even they bowed co his
expertise. The expected air strike arrived.
The planes came over our positions and I felt, had I srood up
I could touch them. I saw them dropping their napalm bombs o~
the advancing Chinese which I could see clearly only 150yds
down the slope.
PRECISION G UNNER Y
I cannot finish this epic battle withour mentioning che Royal
Artillery for their precision gunnery, not only 45 Fd Regt with
~eir 25-pounders, ~ut ·~· Tr<>?ps, 170 Mortar Bty; not only
did they do a good Job w1th their mortars but also as infanteers
when called upon.
WITHDRAWAL AND C APTURE
Finally, the order came to withdraw due co our precarious
position and the massing of the Chinese for a further arrack! A
few minutes lacer, when moving off the hill ro try and get back
to the Brigade, with abour eight or nine other men, we were
surrounded. We had no ammunition left. When told 'Put down
your arms' in Chinese-the meaning was quite clear'. This was
the end-CAPTURE.
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REPORT FROM Ul,STER

~

-News from Heat/quartersSchool of Signals
Blandford Camp

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

LOOKING BACK
UR humourous articles don't seem to have been 'wireworthy'
of lace so our PR organisation has decided co open a new
front-educational. The unit has an interesting and varied history
which we have traced back to the pre-Royal Signals days of the
nineceenth century. Read on then-and be educaced.
The hiscory of 3rd Infantry Brigade begins during the latter
pare of the Egyptian campaign of 1882, when the order of battle
first mentions a 3rd Infantry Brigade. It was known however
a the Highland Brigade-being comprised of Highland regiments. The second occasion on which the Brigade was formed was
ac the oucbrtak of the Boer War when it mobilised along with 4th
Infantry Brigade. Again it was known as the Highland Brigade and
took pare in the actions at Magersfontein and Paardeburg and
the advances to Bloemfontein and Pretoria. It was disbanded in
1900.
I ts history as a permanent regular formation begins in 1904
when it was allocated to the 2nd Division. In 1907 it was re-allocated to the 1st Division in which it was to remain throughout the
two world wars. The principal actions in which it took part during
the 2nd World War were Medjez Plain April 23-30, 1943, Tunis
May 5-12, 1943, Anzio January 22-May 22, 1944, Rome May 22June 4, 1944, and Gothic Line Augus~ 25-:-September 22, 1944.
It was withdrawn from Italy to Palesnne m February 1945. In
1948 the Brigade moved to Egypt and then in 1955 to the Uniced
Kingdom. 1956 saw it in Malta and then Cyprus. It remained in
Cyprus until its disbandment on December 31, 1962.
3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn was formed on October 25, 1971 ,
for service in
orthem Ireland. The Signals element-203
Sig Sqn-mec and ~ormed in Bulford where 3 Div HQ an~ ~ig
Regc acted as midwife. It then moved to Shoeburyness to pick
up the staff' and complete .their training. In ~ebruary 19~2 the
unit arrived in Lurgan, taking over from 5 Airportable Bngade,
and established itself in the knicker factory of Lurgan.
Most soldiers serve a two year tour, but the unit is often reinforced with emergency tour personnel. The Signals element cover
a very large communications area of some 4,000 square miles
which include 270 miles of border. The aerial riggers have the
doubly unpleasant duty of climbing in all weathe_rs and locations
and also setting themselves up as 'coconuts' for miles around.

Dorset
No 3 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
MANAGEMENT COURSE OF HIGH CALIBRE
3 TEM, the firsc of the all-graduate courses, which completed
its year at the School of Signals on April 15, 1976, was of
a notably high calibre. Five officers obtained good 'C' gradings,
five earned 'B' gradings and, uniquely, Capts P. Whitemore,
M. A. Rice and M. C. Wilkinson were awarded 'A' gradings.
The performances of Capts Phil Whitemore and Mike Rice
were of such a very high standard that an exception was made
and both were given the Royal Signals Institution Silver Medal
for Professional Attainment which was being awarded for the
first time to a TEM course.

O

MANY CAP BADGES
There are numerous cap badges in the Squadron including
the well represented Royal Pioneer Corps whose members carry
out guard and escort duties. !he Squadr~n regul_arly provides
foot and mobile patrols and 1s well expenenced 10 local VCP
operations. Offensive action against the unit has left us with some
amusing as well as sad memories.
DOCS TEAM BRING PROBLEMS
In 1972 the DAA and QMG had eight shirts neatly shot
through the chest whilst they were hanging up to dry. Later the
same year a rocker attack on the factory coincided with the visit
of the Documents Inspection Team. One rocket passed through
and RCT Coach and then a 4-con Bedford whilst another finished
up in the Headquarters sign. The documents ceam decided
to leave early and the unit Chief Clerk was regarded with great
suspicion for some time afterwards! Another rocket in 1974 damaged the room of the Roman Catholic Padre. When this was
learned by the local IRA an unofficial and embarrassed apology is
strongly rumoured to have been made.
DOGS SATISFIED BY MOVE
The unit reaches another milestone in its long hiscory when it
moves down the road co Portadown in June. At last we will feel
grass beneath our feet when the confinement of our factory is
replaced by the wide open spaces of a football pitch and a tree
for the Squadron dogs-at lase!
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The present, but obsolescent, Headquarters in Lurgan

who has lovingly cared for the Corps Silver; Mrs Kathy Brockway, who has for many years supervised the cold buffet table in
the dining room; and Mrs Madge Riggs, who has looked after
many officers as a batwoman.
We wish them all much happiness and good healch in cheir
retire·m ent. It is sad that such old retainers have to leave us.
The Corps owes them a great debt.
FAREWELL TO MAJ NORMAN SHAPLAND, MBE
ORMAN SHAPLAND recently retired from his post as
Production Officer at the School of Signals. To mark the
occasion a farewell party was held in the Civilian Canceen ac
Blandford Camp on Friday, April 2, 1976. At the party Norman
was presenced with various gifts from his friends and staff ac the
School. The Woodworking Department manufactured a beautiful
coffee cable complete with inscribed brass place. The Drawing
Office came up with an illuminated scroll with signatures of all
the scaff. A third gift was a handsome wrist watch purchased
from subscriptions donated by civilian and military scaff at the
School.
Norman joined the Army as an Apprentice Tradesman in 1925
and received his initial training at the Apprentice Training School
ac Chepstow. He subsequently served continuously until retiring
from REME as a Major in 1964. His workshop experience was an
ideal background for the RO post as Production Officer at the
School which he cook up, ac Catterick, in early 1965. Since then
until his second retirement in April this year, he has given
expert and valuable service co che School, producing every
conceivable type of training aid, printed syllabus, programmes of
all shapes and sizes, and photographs of students, visitors and
events, etc, etc.
Our photograph (from orman's Studios) shows him receiving
the illuminaced scroll from Brig A. A. G. Anderson, Commandant, School of Signals, with the coffee table at hand. In a
brief speech the Commandant paid tribute to Norman's 50 plus
years of service co the Army, thanked him for his valuable work
at the School, and wished him and his wife, on behalf of all at
the School of Signals, a long and happy retirement. Norman's
home is not coo far from Blandford Camp and we hope to see
him from time to time.

N

Brig A. A. G. Anderson, Commandant School of Signals, presenting
the Silver Medal and the Wemyss Prize for the best student to
Capt Phil Whitemore
Part of the new Headquarters in Portadown (note the trees)

BORYS COURT PREPARATORY SCHOOL
Leigh, Nr Reigate, Surrey.
Tel. 030 678 372.
Boarding School for 8-13! year olds. Good
academic foundation given to prepare boys for
their Senior Schools.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS

Very good facilities for science, recreation and
sport.

New Regulation Pattern with Straps

Apply Headmaster

Made up as required
Capt Mike Rice receiving his Silver Medal

BE BIG - BUY YOUR OWN
COPY OF THE WIRE!
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NOTABLE STAFF RETIREMENTS FROM
HEADQUARTERS MESS
FFICERS who have visited the Headquarters Mess since it
opened in Blandford, will almost cercainly remember Mrs
Caroline Aplin, the dining room waitress who always made
sure thac they were well looked after. Caroline retired on May 6.
Three others retired at tl1e same time: Mrs Kathy James,

O
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WE HAVE
OUR
TRADITIONS
TOO!

N O 4 TELECO MMUNICATIO NS ENGI N EERING MANAGEME NT
COU RSE : MAY 3, 1976-MAY 4, 1977
Back row (left to right): Capts J. Kay, N. J. Mayne, T. F. Moncu r,
M. A. Rowbo ry, J. C. B. Simpson, M. S. Wallis, Lt D. R. W ilton
Front row (left to right) : Capts H. B. Bennett, W . K. Butler, W . M.
C larke, I. C. Gordon, B. C. P. Higson, D. P. Howshall

We at Gieves and Hawkes may enjoy a sen e
of history becau e we dressed ·the Iron Duke
and elson, invented the Shako, the cavalry
head-dress, were fir t to make the Solar Topee
and have been tailoring uniforms for over
two-hundred year , but we' re certajn ly not
hidebound!
Each garment- uruform or su it-is cut and
tailored by hand to our own exacting standards.
We have, after all, bui lt a tradition of success
by providing cl othes which, for generations,
have been accepted as the very best ...
Today we not only continue to tailor uniforms
and suits to the h ighest stan dards, we also offer
a fine choice of ready-to-wear clothes. Suits,
blazers, trou ers, knitwear, shirts, ties and
shoes in classical and modern styles, includ ing
Britain's largest range of Chester Barrie suits
and topcoats, all await you at Savile Row.

N O 5 TELECOMMUN ICAT IONS ENGI N EERING FOU N DATI O N
COURSE : MAY 3, 1976-APR IL 29, 1977
Back row (left to righ t): Capts G . E. Barna rd , P. J. Bo nse r, M ~j P. R.
Brewis, Lts M. J. P. Colli ns, B. E. Dwye r , Capts S. D. Galp in , F. J.
Gar rod
Front row (left to right) : Capts C. B. Greig, C. D . M. ~ e m p, Lts
M. S. Rei d, J. A. Shep herd , V. T. Sm ed ley, Capts J. T. Sm ith, A. H .
Symmons

..:t.~.

G•EVES &

HAWKE~

of avileRow
o. 1 AVILE ROW, LONDON Wl
Telephone 01-434 2001

o. 1 HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY
Telephone 0276-63659

and at Bath, Bexhil/, Brockenhursl, Chester,
Eastbourne, Edinburgh, Harrow, Leicester,
Plymouth, Portsmouth and Winchester
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N O 39 FOREMAN OF SIGNALS COURSE : MAY 3, 1976DECEMBER 7, 1977
Back row, (left to right): Sgts C. R. Bachelor, K. J. Bradley, A. Coates,
P. H. Coleman, D. C. A. Ellis, F. W . Ga rdner , A. H. Halfpenny,
L. C. Lightfoot
Front row (left to right) : Sgts J. C. Matth ews , V. G . McGar ry , J. KMcKay, J. Millar, R. Morley , R. W . Morris, C. Ramsay, D. Wooff
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RSRE CHRISTCHURCH MILITARY STAFF O FFIC ERS

left to right : Maj Mik e Bailey (REME), Maj Peter Chaddock , Lt Col Kev in Kirby, Maj Pet ar Wh ite, Maj Jim Brinsford, Ma j Alan Sharman
REME) . Absent Maj Nigel Vandyck

WHAT'S IN A NAME ?
S some readers may know, on March 15 of this year SRDE
Christchurch joined with SERL Baldock and RRE Malvern
to fo rm a combined Research and D evelopment Establishment
under the MOD(PE) rationalisation plan. Her Maje;;ty The Queen
vis ited Malvern on March 26 when she gave the combined
establishment the new title of the Royal Signals and Radar
Establishment. The parent location is at Malvern with outstations at Christchurch and Baldock.
So far the amalgamation has affected only our name and the
top managemen t. At working level it is business as usual. That
part of the Christchurch establ;shment that members of the
Corps know well is now called Communic1tions Group R SRE
and includes R, T, S and C Divisions. The Christchurch establishment will start a fairly protracted move to Malvern in July 1977.
If that is not enough since September last year, six of our seven
military posts have changed hands. With so many nev.: faces, and
a new identity, it seems an opportune moment to brmg readers
of THE WIRE up to date on who does what.

A

T H E GILDE D ST AFF
Looking like something out of a Moss Bros shop window, is
86 per cent of the present bargain pack of M ilitary Officers. We
couldn't let the other 14 per cent appear-he was in combat kit!
Lt Col Kevin Kirkby arrived in September 1975 fresh from
commanding 35 Sig Regt (V). He is involved with Ptarmigan in
Telecommunications Systems D ivision, and he keeps a fatherly
eye on military support at Christchu rch. He also answers .t~ ~e
call of 'G SO l (W) Communications Group'. In the same D 1v1s1on
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is Maj Peter Chaddock who joined in January 1976 from 9 Army
Staff Course. H e looks after all things Bruin. In Raclio Division
Maj Peter White is our oldest hmd. He has been dealing with
combat net raclio and ancillaries in th - for ward area sine- February
1975. Maj Jim Brinsford, who arr ived in , larc'.1 1976 from 2
D iv HQ and Sig Regt, is concernei with wideband radio
communication sys te.rns . Maj Nigel Van:lyck o:ne to the ight
Viewing Division ·from 264 (SAS) Sig S:;in in February 1976.
He was awav organising something mysterio:.is when the photograph was taken. He says it was a trial in Wale -we think it
was probably repainting the V D ivision beac::i h.1t.
T hat leaves our two REME officers, sho.vn here keeping the
signallers in check. In doing so they still mana~e to look reasonably
cheerful. Maj Mike B ailey work in Radio D ivision on Automatic
Test Equipment. He arrived in September 1975 from the Royal
School of Artillery. Ma j Alan Sharm ::m, who joined in January
1976 from 9 Army Staff Course, is applyin5 his m chanical
engineering backgrou nd to power supply problems, generator
noise and IR, Clansman vehicle inscailations and anything else
going.
As anyone who h:is worked at or visited Christch'.1rc~ will
confirm, we are always pleased ro try and solve your communications problems. Whatever our title or location, th'lt attitude will
prevail. O ur address is now:
Chief Superintendent,
RSRE,
Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 4JB .
Jt always helps if letters arc addressed tO individual officer by
name.
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News from Regiments
1 Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.0. 32
THE PATENSCHAFf (PARTNERSHIP) PARADE
HREE years ago, the Kommandeur Fernmeldebataillon 1

(CO 1 (Ge) Signal Regc) attended a ATO course _at our
T
own chool of Signals. During this it became apparent t~ him that

despite 1 Regc and his own being stationed less than 40 miles apart
linle contact had ever been made on the social or, indeed, on the
communications level. Amends were made on his return resulting
in study days at each Regiment, joint exercises and a number of
social events. Under the latter it should be mentioned that the
crgeants Messes have by far and away, since produced more
functions for their mutual entertainment than anyone else. It
was a natural progression, therefore, to mark the close liaison
which has been fostered by a parade.
At 1100 hrs on Friday, April 23, 1976, the inspecting officers
( Gen M a j W. Garken, Kommandeur 1st Panzergrenadier
Division and Maj G en D. B . Alexander-Sinclair, General
Officer Commanding 1st Division) were received with a General
Salute from the 600 officers and men on parade on the Caithness
square at Verden. After the subsequent inspection, both GOCs
returned to the saluting base each making an address to commemorate the occasion. Both commanders emphasised the
importance of such affiliations to further personal and working
relationships within the A TO alliance.
Two scroll parties had already marched on and the exchange
of commemorative scrolls between respective Commanding
Officers, Oberstleutnant G. Peters and Lt Col P. D. Alexander, cook place. The Bands of 1st Panzergrenadier D ivision and
the Prince of Wales Own Regr played the
ational Anthems
and then accompanied the march past.
In addition to a number of spectators, the parade was viewed
by C SO BAOR (ex-2I C 1 Regr) and CCR Signals (ex-CO). It
was also a particularly welcome occasion for the R egiments to
give the General Salute prior to the arrival of the inspecting
officers, to another previous Commanding Officer and now
Representative Colonel Commandant Royal Signals, Maj Gen
C . E. Page, CB, MBE.

THE PARADE AT TARMAC LEVEL
In a way it was Capt Jim Esson' s swan song in the Regiment
as the organiser and assistant producer of the parade. However,
such was his philosophical attitude chat nobody doub ted that
it would all proceed as smoothly as planned. And this it did,
despite a blistering Nor' -easter which at the critical moment of
the march on of the scrolls and during the addresses of the
Generals, billowed snow and sleet across the square. These
scrolls, carefully kept during their various journeys for signatures
of Commander l (BR) Corps and the Inspektor of the Bundeswehr

.--.

·~

-

.

3 Sqn ' Ayees Right' o n the Patenschaft Parade
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Komad remembering an incident on Exercise when General
Page was Commanding Officer. Mr Hecktor looks onj

Newly weds-Sig Kevin and Mrs Karen Salisbury

And, finally, Sig N i gel Lawn received the Urkunde of the
Printers' Guard which certifies that he has passed all the necessary
tests and in that he is recognised as a competent printer. The
presentation took place after a unique ceremony at which Nigel
was 'grabbed' by the craftsmen and immersed in a rub of water,
symbolising that he has been cleansed of the grime of an apprentice
and need not soil his hands performing the normal tasks of an
apprentice.
' Partnerschaft in unbemerktem Verbrechen '. Capt Speight and
W 0 2 Harding

were now threatened by the elements to be turned into papier
mache. However, by the time the large, bearded second-incommand of the German element had barked the order 'UM!'
p rior to the march past, those scrolls were being carefully
restored in t he dry, and are now framed, none the worse for their
wetting.
And, when all the entertainment after the parade had ended,
and the lase of our guests had left the Officers and Sergeants
Messes, for the sake of the participants one post script should not
go unrecorded. It was very noticeable that the Regiment was in
Good Order on Parade !

Mrs Knox dazzled by her husband 's achievement

OTHER EVENTS
Our rugby team, captained by Lt And y F orst er, reached the
quarter-final of the BAOR 7-a-side narrowly losing to lRRW.
Our shooting team, under Capt D erek Rutherford, has
once again pulled off the 1 Division Major Units championship in a very close finish with 1 PWO.
One of 2 Squadron's social limelights was the wedding in the
Garrison Church of Sig Kevin Salisb ury co M iss K aren Burns,
daughter of W02 Don B urns (RAPC)

VISIT OF REPRESENTATIVE COLONEL
COMMANDANT

~

'

Gen Page was on familiar scamping ground whilst he paid his
most welcome visit to us. As quite a number of staff were old
faces to him, he renewed his acquaintance with chem during tea
on t he first afternoon of his visit. However, he was not to receive
su ch hospitality as we would give with out being requ ested to
undertake two extra presentations in addition co reviewing the
parade. We all con gratulate Capt Chris Speight (T ech QM)
and his RQM S, W02 C ecil Harding, who were recipients of
L S and GCs and W01 (F of S) John Knox, now departed for
7 Sig Regr, on commissioning, who received the M SM . Capt
Speight has since had his work cur ou t in smoothing away a
severe hook that this new imbalance caused to his swing in time
for the BAOR golfing championships and for the sake of t he
Hohne Golf Club turf.
W hereas the foregoing achievemen ts are measured in years, it
is over t he last months t hat the now famous Page Trophy was
keenly contested between the Squadrons. The final result depended
on the ou tcome of t he afternoon's football and basketball matches.
T hese both proved exceptionally exciting; 2 Sqn almost had it
in the b ag but by last-minute goals 3 Sqn forced a tie for th e
trophy overall. T h e presentation was made, very appropriately,
by its donor.
THE WIRE, JUNE
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OPERATORS
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON

?

Why not contact

THE THREE TEES AGENCY
A.G., a former Corporal Super visor, Royal Signals did and
he writes:
"My reception at Three Tees was very friendly and they
certainly went to a lot of trouble to show me the different
machines and systems used in civvy street.
"I wanted a job which was not only secure but interesting.
They had a very good selection to choo e from and found
me a permanent job with a commodi ty broker at a good
salary and with chances of promotion. They a lso kept me
going with tempora ry work until I started the new job and
rea lly made it easy to settle down. I'd fu lly recommend
them to anyone looking for a job in the Telex fie ld ."

Call, write or phone :
110 Fleet St.,
London, E.C.4.
(01-353 3611)

1_24 Regent S · ~
London, W.I.
(01 -734 0365)

20 Eastchcap,
London, E.C.3.
COl-616 0601)

Sig Lawn receiv ing his certificate of pri nting competence
T HE WIRE, JUNE
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2 Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 46
L DY TAKES THE CHAIR
.
HE recent arrival of 2 Lt 'Pippa' Roberts to the Regiment
i welcomed by all. In her capacity as Assistant Adjura_nt she
ha a busy time keeping all the subalterns at bay: there 1s now
no hortage of \"Olunteers for eim-a duties!

GOLFING ACTIVITIES
It is a 'cause for concern' amongst members of the WOs and
Sgts Mess that our golf course is within the close. proximity of
many of their windows. A recent powerful dnve from the
Commanding Officer, Lt Col John Halford led to the RS M
saying, 'Waiter, there's a golf ball in my soup!' Perhaps the DoE
were not amused but at a recent Officers v Sergeants Mess games
night, Col Halford presented them with a tangible momento of
his swing !

T

National Sponsored Walk
AN you walk 50 miles in exactly 16 hours? No faster, no slower.
C
Eight people from 8th Sig Rcgt can, and did on May 6 and 7.
Ir was all in aid of charity-the Army Benevolent Fund, the
Outward Bound Trust and the Variety Club of Great Britainand the t~am itsel_f !Tianag~d to raise £.500. The 8 Sig Regt team,
representmg Trammg Brigade Royal Signals, consisted of six
men and two WRAC girls.
W02 John Woodhouse was the walking team leader and was
responsible for many things(!) but m1inly in getting the team
through the 50 miles to the finishing line at Imphal Barracks in
York. The girls-Lcpls Denise Bird and Jackie Thorley-led
the way out of Catterick, kept the team going ( !) and led the way
to the finish-spurred on by the sight of 50 pint~. Their comment~
on finishing and receiving ! pint of Coke--' All that, for this!!.'
Sig Chris Wragg and Sgt Bruce Ozanne had the courage (or
nerve) to take off their boots and admire their blisters, whilst
Ssgt Roger Foster and Sig John Thompson had a constant
battle with the rain which persisted through the night (and their
specs!) 'The only rain for weeks and it has to be tonight' (or
similar words!). Cpl Kelvin Cunningham 'soldiered' on to the
bitter end, having the help of the two medical orderlies who did
sterling service, when his ankle gave way.
The support team, under Sgt Nick Wilmot did a great job.
Sgt Eddie Mulvonna and Sig Alan Pocock went ahead by car
every few miles to establish the vital coffee stops whilst Cpls
Sharman and Harris brought up the rear. Many of the support
team walked long distances themselves 'just to help the girls
along !!'. At Imphal Barracks, York, they were met and congratulated by a welcome pint an d Brig Peter Prescott, Deputy
Commander of NE D istrict (in that order!).

Lt Col John Halford presents a 'special' NM and D for his golfing
prowess to WO I (RSM) Mick Jennings (left) with W02 (F of S)
Cick Offord looking on

THE LIGHTWEIGHT LOOK
In rccem weeks the Regimem bas been reorganjsed in preparation for its forthcoming role as a ' Light Armoured Divisional HQ'.
early all of the Regiment's -1-tonners have been bidden discreetly
away and we expect the au~ trairung to. be a real c~allenge.
The changes have brought with them their own termmoloey;
one such is Radpack. Radcon is no more: many will mourn its
passing. Some of our soldiers have been looking in awe at their
new loading lists and many ingeruous ideas have evolved!

Sig 'Tom' Dooley shows that ' Rad pack' can be carried in more ways
than one!
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The team (together with 24 Field Ambulance team) arriving into
Imphal Barracks at the conclusion of the SO-m ile walk

8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison
BEAUTY SPOTS OF CATTERICK No 5
HOSE followers of our 'beauty spots' series must be wondering
what has happened to our large civilian staff. In consequence,
we present our own, our very
own, the delightful, the delicious and the delectable darling Angela Raw.
Angela is at present the
supervisor in the TTS typing
pool, that group of charming
ladies with nimble fingers and
nimble figures. She is a local
girl having been born within
sight - nearly - of Kemme!
Education Centre-Kirkby
Fleetham. She is the daughter
of a local mobile shopkeeper,
one of a family of seven plus
a multitude of pets; leaving
school in 1968. She has
worked for 8 Sig Regt for
some six years, but has not,
as yet, realised her ambition
to work abroad with the Civil
Beauty spots of CatterickService. Her hobbies are ice
Ange la Law
skating, swimming and ...
watching rugby. She is fascinated by rippling muscle especially
on mature and dark men . .. get the boot polish out ... you're
next! She has an inbred ability to scare other motorists off the
road and brings in her feminine charm by enjoy!ng sewing .. In
an area bereft of social life, Angela loves dancmg and bemg
wined and dined-well, what are you waiting for, you guys.
She has brown hair, blue eyes, and measurements which can be
best described as 'cuddly'. Angela hopes one day to work as a
typist in Rome, but until then, she is single, unattached and free.

T

If you're so broke that this is someone else's WIRE
you are reading - boy you sure need sympathy!
THE WIRE , JUNE 1976

Line up for the start at Training Brigade HQ
Left to right : Ssgt (FofS) Roger Foster, W02 (SSM) John Woodhouse,
Cpl Kelvin Cunningham, Lcpl Denise Bird, WRAC, Lcpl Jackie
Thurley, WRAC, Sig Christopher Wragg, Sgt Bruce Ozanne,
Sig John Thompson

The team at the finish complete with support Landrover
Left to right: Cpl Kelvin Cunningham, Sgt Bruce Ozanne, Ssgt (FofS)
Roger Foster, W02 (SSM) John Woodhouse, Lcpl Denise Bird ,
WRAC, Lcpl Jackie Thurley, WRAC, Sig John Thompson, Sig
Christopher Wragg, Brig Peter Prescott, Deputy Commander NE
District
Standing left (back to camera): Maj A. M. P. Barker (fund raiser)

A Copper or Two Towards Mess Funds
BOUT 80 policemen from all over the orthern Counties
were guests of the Mess at a games night cum brouhaha. The
A
police, taking part in dog trials in the Catterick area, were given

The team at the finish-with girls in hand!
Left to right: W02 (SSM) John Woodhouse, Cpl Kelvin Cunn ingham,
Sig John Thompson, Sgt Bruce Ozanne, Ssgt (FofS) Roger Fost?r,
Sig Christopher Wragg, Lcp l Jackie Thurley, WRAC, Lcpl Denise
Bird, WRAC

permission by their dogs to challenge the Mess at ~kitties, can
walking, darts and one or two more obscure games it would be
provident not to mention. eedle, s to admit, however, that the
cabbage used as a ball for Mess rugby tasted pretty lousy at
lunch the following day. One of the highlights was the challenge
put out by W02 (F of S) Frank Jones to seek the shortest time
to demolish 'one yard of ale'. Frank's record of 13 c remained
unbeaten by our visitors-consequently we invite 'proxy' challengers from Messes. The law were again guests in the Me s
cwo nights later when they held their presentation dinner on the
premises. The RSM, WOl (RSM) Joe Frost and PMC, W02
(SSM) John Woodhouse dined with the police and accepted on
behalf of the Mess a presentation truncheon and handcuffs to
commemorate the week's events.
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AND CLUB EL LOO SO!!
Without a doubt, the night club atmosphere captured monthly
on upper club e\'ening has increased in popularity to such an
e.'<tent that 'first come first served' has to be t:nforced. The latest
'full hou e' witnessed an act well known in the North East on
stage and televi ion-'The Diamond Boys' whose brand of
humour and lap tick comedy almost brought the house down it
doesn't matter anyway-we'll be in the new Mess in December.
Talking of the ne''-' Mess ...
THE OLD MESS
By December this year the Sergeants Mess in Loos Lines will
have become part of history. How many thousands of Senior
NCOs will have pa ed through the building over the years is
beyond computation· how many RSMs it has dined out, beyond
mathematics. How many ' Old Comrades' have drowned their
sorrows beyond belief-What is missing however, is an exact
historv ~f the Mess; When it first became a Mess, and its subsequent .history to date. We are therefore, appealing to all members,
pa t and even paster ~o. let us hav~ their me~ories, l~owever
insignificant, and prov1dmg we obtam enough mformaoon, we
hope to produce a commemorative booklet . .. so think back, and
even further, wh en wer e yo u in 8 Sig Regt Sergeants
Mess? Please address all information to W02 (F of S) Hill8 Sig Regt.

10 Sig Regt

H ounslow
1 S Q UADRON CHANGES
D ECE TLY we have had personality changes in both the
ftmilitary and civilian staff of the Squadron, 2 Lt CherryHum e-Lewis (WRAC) has left us for sunny climes with 9 Sig
Regt; to step into Cherry's 'DSO's' shoes we welcome 'Su e'
B aker (WRAC) whom we trust will find the Commcen a fair
cbllenge to her newly-acquired Signals training. We saw 'J im'
William s off in Februarv to a well-earned retirement where he
plans to spend more time- in his beloved garden. To replace Jim
we welcome Mrs Jennifer Toze to the Squadron, she joined us
in January and we hope her stay will be a long and happy one.
Lcp l Alan C a rtwright successfully attended a course at
RAF Locking from November-December 1975 returning to
1 Sqn as an expert on 'Sky Net'-unfortunately Lhe equipment
has not yet been installed to enable him to put his newly-acquired
knowledge into practice but we trust his young mind will retain
all he learned during his course. Lcpl E ric Richmond has, by
all accounts, been doing a great job as PMC for the HQ UKLF
Junior Ranks Club, organising everything from dances to indoor
bowls. And to add to the hazards, Sgt Graham Chapm a n is
now running wild in the inner sanctums of the Communication
Centre having recently qualified on a crypto course at Catterick.
A party led by Yeoman Harry Beresford attended the RAC
fire-power demonstration at Bovington and came back suitably
impressed and despite using earplugs, somewhat deaf. Meanwhile,
W O l Sylvia P r a tt took another party to see the attractions of
Bath. As it was a mixed gathering it has been difficult to ascertain
in what circumstances they sampled the famous 'waters'.

2 SQU ADRON SPOTLIGHT O N L O ND O N
This time we feature our London District Troop. It is somewhat
out of the ordinary in that it consists of 33 Royal Signals, 30
WRAC atld 99 ..:ivilians Blld is widely dispersed with eight Commcens and 12 exchanges to mari in the London area, not to mention
the many others over which it has technical control. The OC is a
civilian, Mr Bob H anton our well-known CTO (Civilian Traffic
Officer). S gt Peter Russell recently took over from Sgt Pete
Stanger as Troop Admin Sergeant. Both Mr Hanton and
Pete R ussell officially reside in Squadron Headquaners at
Hounslow although the former spends a fair amount of his time
visiting the outstations. The latter would dearly love to do the
same but has little chance as every time the Squadron Admin
Officer, Capt Noelle Vickers (WRAC), discusses work with the
Squadron Yeoman, W Ot (Y of S ) Phil Phillips, the outcome
eems to be another job for the Troop Adrnin Sergeant. He has a
plot afoot to stop them talking to each other altogether! The
majority of Royal Signals personnel of the Troop are employed in
the London Central Commcen at Horse Guards. Here one finds
W02 (Y of S) Keith Allen, at least when he is not hiking around
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the country practising for 50 miles sponsored walks. Here too, one
finds Cpl Eddie Gallagher and Sig McClurg, both well-known
local figures. One of the shift supervisors, Sgt Bill Tatnall, is
to be congratulated on receiving his BEM for his work with
SHAPE. Unfortunately he leaves us soon for 5 Bde HQ and
Sig Sqn but as it is on promotion we have heard no complaints.
Also worthy of mention for their sporting activities are Sgt
Brian Slavin (football ), Sgt Pete Stanger (football, hockey
and cricl<et). Cpl Geordie Wilson (-22 shooting and pigeons)
and Lcpl Neil Leyland (football). Having put age before beauty
we must not forget the ladies. Ptes Marylin Coysh and Mary
Blacklock will be drawing the crowds throughout the summer as
they have joined the Regimental Recruiting and Information
Team. Recent arrivals include Pte Carol Atkin, who used to
swim for Yorkshire. Welcome also to Ptes Teresa Ward and
Norma Sutton and finally welcome back to Pte Rae Walker
who has returned to us from searcher duties in Northern Ireland.
Departures include Cpl 'Paddy' Conlon, soon to move on promotion, Cpl Geoff Ruffer, who also moves soon on promotitn to
recruiting sergeant. Finally, we say farewell to Cpl Mhairi
Turner (WRAC) who leaves us to devote more time to her
husband!
HOCKEY COMPETITION WON WITH SPLENDID
RECORD
Wednesday, April 14, 1976, saw the last game of the season.
The occasion was the London District Minor Units KO cup
competition. The team has been ably managed by WOl (Y of S)
Phil Phillips and he was determined that he should retain this
trophy. The final result was not decided until the last gameQAMH Millbank and RHH Woolwich. The QAMH never had
so many Royal Signals' supporters! Their 0-0 draw gave the
Regiment a win on points. Thanks must go to all team players,
especially the players from affiliated units AIDU (East) and
MC & ERE. The team which has changed so much due to postings
consisted over the last few games, of forwards; Lcpl 'Mitch'
Mitchell, Sgt 'Andy' Shoemaker, Capt John Vickers, Sgt
Chris Endean, WOl Brian Mitchell; the remainder, in various
forms of defence, were Ssgt (Y of S) Alex McArthur (capt),
Sgts Pete Stanger, Bob Axford, Carl Braganza, Bill Tatnall,
Ssgt B ob Chapman, Sig Roger Charlesworth. The final
score for this season was Games played 23 (won 19, lost 4).
EXER CISE BRINGS BLISTERS AND GLOWING
C OMPLEXIO NS
At 0400 hrs on March 11, 1976, eight WRACs from 3 Sqn set
out from Aldershot for a five-day adventure training exercise at
Penhale Training Camp in Cornwall. The party consisted of a
Troop Officer, 2 Lt Linda Heath, the SSM, W02 Carole
A u stin, Cpl Mitch Mitchell, and Ptes Jackie Bishop, Kim
F oley, ' Booby' Jenkins, Elaine Tho mpson and Rose Wakely.
The SSM turned out to be an excellent driver so everybody
managed to grab 'forty winks' on the way. (The dent to be found
on the minibus on returning was entirely the dust cart's fault!)
After arriving at Penhale shortly before midday and unpacking
the party took the opportunity of having a quick look through the
village shop.
Next morning consisted of a trek of about seven miles which
took them along footpaths and across fields. The weather kept
fine but it had been raining heavily and progress was hindered as
they squelched through the quagmires. Everybody enjoyed
the hike despite feeling somewhat alarmed at one point when
chased by curious bullocks with sharp-looking horns. Cpl Mitch
Mitchell aided by Ptes Rose Wakely and 'Booby' Jenkins
bravely shooed them off and enabled the rest of the party to
descend from the trees and continue on their way (SSM included).
The rest of the time the girls walked up hill and down dale,
acquired blisters, hearty appetites and glowing complexions,
but they could at least read a map confidently, use a Silva compass,
work as a team, cook with reasonable expertise, and tell you the
best pubs in the area to boot (!). You might be wondering why
the exercise was called 'Beavers Disorder'. Perhaps it was because
it was always one dam thing after another!! No photographs
are included, the SSM has burnt the negatives! (It's them curious
bullocks with sharp looking horns again).
G O LD COM S T AR AWARD
We extend our congratulations to M r s E . T ownend and
Mrs. M. M cCann from Didcot Army Commcen who were
presented with a Gold Comstar Award on April 23, 1976.
THE WIRE, JUN E 1976

13 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 40
NEW ANGLE ON DEFENCE CUTS
FTER a long period without 'taking to the boards' the
Theatre Club put matter right in late March by staging a
very successful revue. Written entirely by members of the club
(inclu?ing W02 Peter Jones, Cp! Bob Hodges and Capt Ian
Morris) the theme was the possible (but unlikely!) effects of
de~ence cuts on 13 (~~nee the title ' 12!'). Needless to say, institutions and personahue~ from _the Regiment (including the CO,
Lt Col John Taylor, m particular) had their legs pulled unmercifully .Cthoug.h not, we h?pe, unkindly); the CO was played
by Ssgt Bill Irvmg so well, m fact, that even behind the scenes
he found himself accorded far more respect than normal. The
scene was a television studio with an announcer present throughout
the show (played by Maj Roger Breese). MT, the MO, the
RSM, and the Ops Block and, of course, NAAFI, all come under
close scrutiny by W02 Tony Orrell, Cpl Paul Barker Linda
Barker, David Wass and Cpl Les Jones to name bu~ a few.
Mem~er~ o~ the church cho!r turned their thoughts away from
angelic smgmg for the occasion under the musical direction of
Capt Peter Smith. The finale of the evening was a ' What's M y
Line' sketch where the real CO (Lt Col John Taylor) was
i~vited (unrehearsed) on to the stag~ to tell us what he really
did, he accepted and put up a splend1d performance; this sketch
was chaired by the civilian producer Pete Ricketts (no one else
wanted the job). Thanks are; due to many others too numerous
to mention but included Cpl Arthur Openshaw the stage
manager, Christine Lumb, Rosemary Breese, Cpls Ian
Farquharson, 'Pip' Page and Jenny Hale.

A

ARCHERY SUCCESS
Since the formation of the BAOR Archery Association in 1975,
the sport has continued to grow and is becoming more firmly
established all the time: last year there were two major tournaments in BAOR, while this year we hope to stage five or six.
The Regiment's turn to host one of these events came at E2ster,
whe_n we put ?n a two-day event, shooting double St George,
Albion and Wmdsor rounds. Although the first day was bitterly
cold, the second day was warm and sunny, providing superb
shooting conditions and the scores improved dramatically!
The Regiment secured the team trophy with 4, 798 points to
Napier Bowmen's 3,709. The Regimental team consisted of:
Cpl 'Kirk' Lewis, W02 Peter Cant, Cpl 'Rick' Retallick and
Mrs Lyn Cant. Cpl Bill Davidson just missed a team place,
which was a pity because he had driven from the other side of
Germany in order to take part. As far as in dividual results are concerned, Mrs Cant won the Albion outright, while Cpl Retallick
fought point for point over the two days with Capt Muir of the
2 RTR team and finally beat him with a superb 1,519 (to Capt
Muir's 1,514) to take first place in the Windsor. Also in the
Windsor, special mention must be given to two of our archers
who began shooting only within the last year-Ssgt Alec Janaway,
who scored a very creditable 1,142 to come sixth and Cpl Norman
Everett who came ninth overall, with 891.
It was a very pleasant weekend's shooting and good experience
for the forthcoming BAOR Championships at Bad Lipspringe
in June, to which we hope to take a strong team.
THE COLONEL'S CUP
The idea came from SSI Bob Parkinson in January soon
after his arrival. It was talked about, expanded, modified, and
eventually the rules were agreed. The cup was to be competed
for twice a year and the competition to be based on the assault
course and to include elements of light rescue training and
marksmanship. Teams of eight men were to tie a WRAC girl to
a stretcher, carry her approximately half a mile to the assault
course, negotiate the obstacles and then shoot at biscuits on the
30-m range using the SMG and the pistol. Penalty points were
awarded for the time from the start to the finish of the assault
course, and for the number of biscuits remaining standing after
the shooting. Bonus points were awarded for team members
over the age of 40.
Twelve teams of eight participated in the first competition, and
to fit in with the shift system, teams were allowed to compete at
any convenient rime during the week. 'O' Troop volunteered
to start the competition on the Monday morning and put up a
very creditable performance, finishing with a time considered to
be well under the bogey for the course. However, the spies from
the other Troops were out watching the techniques used and, as
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the week progressed, the timings improved (but not the shooting) I

'C:' Troop, not realising that they had to bring their own WRAC

girl, were lucky to co-opt Mrs Carol Dodds who willingly
volunteered to be the 'casualty'. Both the two Squadron teams
had the advantage of bonus points for W02 Tony Orrell and
Maj John Healey who gave a superb performance (and afterwards vowed never to do it again). The team most heavily backed
to win, HQ Sqn No 3 team consisting of PTis, athletes and
Regimental shots were eventually beaten by 'B' Troop, who won
with a time of 5min 34secs, a record which may well remain
unbroken in the next competition. Had the weight of the team
not broken the wooden spar on the scrambling net, leaving Cpl
'Art' Weaver to disentangle himself from the pieces, a further
lOsecs could possibly have been saved. This was an excellent
performance by a team selected from a small Troop, and ably led
by W02 Dave Smith.
VISITORS INCL UDE CGS
On April 12 we were honoured with a visit by the Chief of the
General Staff, Gen Sir Peter Hunt, GCB, DSO, OBE, ADC
(Gen), accompanied by the Commarider-in-Chief BAOR,
Gen Sir Frank King. This was a farewell visit by the CGS
and, after inspecting the quarter guard, he toured the Operations
Block, watched the Royal Signals Detachment Commanders
course manning a vehicle check point, and met the civil labour
personalities.
The Director, Womens Royal Army Corps, Brig E. J. Nolan,
Hon ADC, visited the Regiment on May 3. After lunching in the
Officers Mess, she toured the Regiment, including the Operations
Block and mer many of the WRAC personnel.

The CGS arriving to inspect t he q uarter guard at Mercury Barracks

Don!'t he disappointed!
COPY MUST BE HERE BY
12th OF THE MONTH FOR
PUBLICATION IN THE
FOLLOWING MONTH

The WIREWithout itYou're not With it!
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14 Sig Regt Worcester

TENIH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FREEDOM OF
GLOUCESTER
EGULAR reader of THE WIRE will know that 14 Sig Regt
hold the Freedom of the City of Gloucester, conferred in
1960. This year' celebration of the Freedom had a very special
ignificance: not only was it the tenth anniversary of the conferring
of the Freedom, but it was also the last occasion on which the
Regiment, in it pre enc form, would be able to exercise its right
to march through the City with swords dra\'>'n, bayonets fixed,
drums beating and bands playing. It was decided a long rime ago
chat it would be treated as a special occasion and with this in
mind various e\·ems were planned. The celebrations were to be
held on May 3 and 4, and would stare with a sponsored walk by a
team of oldiers from Worcester to Gloucester bearing a mesrnge
of Greeting from the Mayor of Worcester (Councillor Rowland
Blackwell) to the Mayor of Gloucester (Councillor Peter
Robins). The message would be delivered to the Mavor of
Glouce ter at a Band Concert given by the Corps Band ·in the
Leisure Centre at Gloucester, to which all the civic dignitaries
and Military VIPs were co te invited. The concert was to be
followed by a theatre supper in the Guildhall where the officers
of the Regiment could entertain the City Council.
On the evening of May 4 there was to be a thanksgiving service
at Gloucester cathedral followed by the Mayor of Gloucester
inspecting a guard of honour and then a march and drive past by
the Regiment through the streets of Gloucester. Afterwards the
City Council were co invite the officers and members of the
Regiment and their wives to refreshments in the Guildhall.
Al o on l\1.ay 4 the team of marchers would make the return
journey from Gloucester to Worcester, and a message of goodwill
from the Mayor of Gloucester to the Mayor of Worcester would
be deli\·ered on May 5.
Our principal military guest for the celebrations was co have
bee:i the Representative Colonel Commandant, M aj G en C . E .
Page, CB, MBE, but unfortunately a sudden illness prevented
his coming. However, the Chief Signal Officer UKLF, B rig
D._ H. Baynham, GM, who had also been invited, was hastily
briefed and took over Gener al Page's role at the various functions. Ocher guests invited to the ceremonies, with their wives
were the COs of the Regiment since the conferring of the Freedom'.
Of the four, Cols Emley, Willia ms, B a ker and Ward, all but
Col Ward (who was c~lle~ away to a conference in Brussels)
were able to anend. Also mv1ted were all the Mayors of the City of
Gloucester over the past ten years, who were ab.e to renew their
acq~aintances with their CC'rresponding COs. The Commander
1 Signal Group, Col J. H. Hild, MBE, and his wife also attended
the celebrations and the GOC West Midland D istrict, M aj G en
R . W. T. Britten, MC, joined us with his wife for the Band
concert and theatre supper on May 3.

R

Signing the_Visitors Book. From left, Col J. A. Baker, the CO , Col
F. D. W1ll1ams, OBE (pen in hand) and Col D. B. Emley, OBE
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THE PLANNERS
The planning of the celebrations was put fairly and squarely
on the shoulders of Maj Mike Brock who, having lose his
sat~lites gained the Freedom of Gloucester. He was very ably
1
as 1sted m the task by one of the three remaining members of his
Squadron, Sgt Ken Barnes, who was able to handle all the
detailed searing plans and distribution of tickets for the Band
concert. As tickets were flying in all directions during the la t
rwo weeks before the concert, he was heard praying for the day
when he would be able co get back co the simpler things in life
such as satellite communication ! The complicated transport
arrangement _were all worked out with meticulous care by our
suddenly baldmg MTO, W02 Rod Dixon. He is loo!dng forward
co the comparative calm of being an RSM! The drill for the
Guard of Honour and the march past of the troops was worked
out by a committee in RHQ , the RSM, WOl Bill Scott making
all th:: important decisions.
'

I

l

SPONSORED MARCHERS DO THEIR STUFF
May 3rd started with the setting off of the sponsored marchers
from orton Barracks at 0830 hrs. The team consisted of W02
(ORQMS) Jack Frost and Ssgt Bert Barron, BEM, with
Cpl Frank Lunness, Lcpls Ian Campbell and Bill Buchan
all representing 602 Sig Troop. The first half of the march from
~orcesce~ to Gloucester (approximately 30 miles) was completed
m good nme, the team arriving at their destination at 1600 hrs.
They were seen several time> along the route and were never
caught in a pub!
The next event was the Band concert given by the Corps
Band at the Leisure Centre in Gloucester chat evening. The
Director of Music, Maj Keith Boulding, provided a wonderful
selection of music for the evening, including items to suit all
tastes. The theatre was packed and, by all accounts, everyone was
enthralled by the versatility and dexterity of the Band. It was also
nice to see old faces from the days of Gloucester, Mr Sadler
(from the Offic_rs Mess), Mrs Iris Saltmer (s till working at
Boddington) and Miss Mona Wright, who had all heard the
concert was takin_g place and had come along to renew old acquaintances. After the mterval, the CO, Lt Col Mike Hales, introduced
the ream raking part in the sponsored walk and the message of
greeting was delivered to the Mayor of Gloucester. The message
was read and a reply was handed to W02 Jack Frost co deliver
to the Mayor of Worcester after the team's return march. The
CO invited members of the audience to dip into their pockets to
help towards the charity walk and the No 1 Dress hats of the
ushers were duly passed round. After much jingling and rattling
of change during 'Jesus Christ Superstar' (the next number on
the programme) the collection was counted and it was found chat
no less than £92·67 had been donated. The concert was enjoyed
by all, except for the unfortunate former CO whose car had
broken down on the way to Worcester. He was 'recovered' but
in a series of complicated moves failed co connect with his Mess
Kit until just before the National Anthem. However, he made the
most of the rest of the evening's entertainment.

a first-class rendering of the final hymn 'Onward Christian
Soldiers' for w~ich they have a special arrangement with the
Cathedral orgamst.
. ~ter th~ thanksgiving service the Mayor of Gloucester was
mv1ted to mspecr a Guard of Honour formed up on the nowcle~rcd ~ar park. He was accompanied on his inspection by the
Chief Signal Officer UKLF, Brig D. H. Baynham, GM, and
th~ CO. The Guard was commanded by the Adjutant, Capt
Richard Holmes, and the Guard Sergeant-Major was W02
~~SM) Jerry Jarrett. The Mayor, the CSO and the CO then
JOmed the head of the Civic procession which proceeded through
the streets ?f Glou~escer to the Guildhall. Meanwhile the parade
was reformmg outside the Cathedral. Maj Tony Edmonds the
ZIC_, too~ over co~and from the Adjutant, and the resplendent
vehicles !med up m preparation for the drive past. On the receipt
of a mes~age from Ssgt Harry Ryall at the Guildhall that all
the VIPs were assembled, Maj Edmonds gave rhe orders for
the parade to march past.

Journey's End . W02 Frost hands the message to the Mayor 0
Worcester, Councillor Rowland Blackwell. The rest of the team
from left, Cpl Lunness, Lcpl Buchan , Lcpl Campbell, Ssgt Barron
A MAGNIFICENT SPREAD
Foll~wing on from the Band concert the officers of the Regiment
~ntertamed_ their guests, both military and civic, to a theatre supper
m the Gmldhall. A ma!Plificent spread had been prepared by
Sgt Frank Caton and his staff in his kitchen in Norton Barracks,
and 1t had been brought down to Gloucester in a 4 ton vehicle
that afternoon. The Officers Mess st_aff under the Mess Sergeant,
Sg~ Dave Berry, had been prepann~ the tables and setting up
vanous bars .all afternoon and evemng and they provided an
excellent service du~mg the supper. With meticulous planning, a
bell ha~ been provided to enable Maj Mike Brock co signal
~he p~ssmg _of the port. The bell turned out to produce an almost
maud1ble tinkle as a result of some previous 'running repair'
but somehow the port was passed anyway. The evening was a
great success and our r~anks and appreciation go co the cooks and
Mess Staff for the considerable effort they put into their work.
ADVICE TO WALKERS FROM VIPs
Our attention turns again to our intrepid marchers who sec off
from Gloucester at 08~0 hrs on their return journey to Worcester.
They were VlSlted durmg the afternoon by the military VIPs who
~ffered chem all sorts of advice and assistance, short of an actual
lift back to Worcester. Eventually they arrived at Norton Barracks
at 1530 hrs fee!ing exrremely tired but still in high spirits. At the
latest count 1t_ 1s understo?d that the total collected is in excess of
£200, and nsmg; and this sum is co be denoted co the Outward
Bound Trust and the Army Benevolent Fund. We chink the sore
feet were worth it.
During the morning the former COs were taken on a tour of rhe
barracks. They were impressed by the changes of recent years,
notably the new telephone exchange, the redesigned soldiers'
resta_urant (cookho? e to. the uninitiated) and the vastly improved
furmture and fimngs 1_n the single soldiers' accommodation.
They rook the opportumry co meet members of the civilian staff
and were astonished at the number of loyal staff still working! n
the Regiment since their own rime in command. The tour ended
at the Officers Mess where they joined their wives and ocher
gues~s for a buffet luncheon, served by a Mess Staff manfully
fightmg the effects of an almost sleepless night.
THANKSGIVING SERVICE CONDUCTED BY THE
DEAN AND BISHOP
In Gloucester, prepa~rions for the thanksgiving service, co
be ~eld at 5.1? pm, contmued: The R~M carefully laid out the
service sheers ~n the C'.a~hedral m good ume, only to discover that
as fa~t as he did so, "'.1mors to the Ca.chedral picked them up. As
the time of the service approached 1t was observed with some
concern that the car park, soon to double as a parade ground
~as ~till _half full. 'T am_ a r;ligious man', said the head verger'.
and It will be empty by '.J .45 . It was! The Service was conducted
by the Dean of G loucester, the Ver y Rev Gilbert Thurlow
and the Bishop, the Rt R ev John Yates, gave the address'.
Lessons were read by the CO,. Lt Col Mike Hales, and by the
Mayor of Gloucester, Counc1llor Peter Robins. The Corps
Band played in the Cathedral accompanying the Cathedral choir
and organist, M r J ohn Sanders, in the Hymns and the Anthem
(' 0 Clap Your Hands', by Vaughan Williams). As usual they gave

At the Band Concert. The Mayor of Gloucester ha nds to the Chief
Clerk, W02 Frost, his message to the Mayor of Worcester. The CO
looks on
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The Mayor, accompanied by t'.le CSO, inspects the Corps Band
IMPR ESSIVE MAR CH AND D RIVE PAST
The ~rch through the City was led by the Corps Band, giving
the magnificent performance that we have alJ come to expect. All
the rehearsals at Pershore Airfield of the riming of the march and
the _drive past paid off as the vehicl~ Squadron, commanded by
MaJ Ton y Seward, passed the dais exactly the right distance
behind the marching troops. The salute was taken by the Mayor
of Gloucester at the Guildhall and as the vehicles rumbled past
the saluting dais Sgt Colin Robin son provided a commentary on
the various equipments that were being displayed. There were a
total of 12 vehicles carrying a D 13 station, an E21 station a D 13
station again, but in Arctic colours, and finally, two Land~Rovers
from 602 Sig Troop commanded by C a pt David Case. In all
it was a most impressive display. The march and drive past was
followd by a reception in the <;Juildhall given by the City Council
at which members of the Regiment were entertained to 'tea and
buns'.. For those who did not arte~d, beer was provided by the
PRI to be_ consu~ed on the return Journey to Worcester. During
the recepuon, a gift was presented by the Mayor to our Swedish
au-pair Officer Cat>t Rolf Olsson. It was a very handsome
book on Gloucester Cathedral, which we are sure he will treasure
for a long rime, and it was a very firring memento of his visit
co the Regiment.
EFFORT WELL W ORTH WHILE
The reception brought to a close our celebrations of the tenth
anniversary of the Freedom of Gloucester. Ir was a remarkable
occasion and it had both its amusing moments, like the retired
officer who had co get a special haircut to fir his 'duty bowler'
again, and its panics, though we think these were all confined
behind the scenes, where they should be. Certainly a lot of effort
was put into it, and we chink it was worth it. It is sad to think
th.a t with the at;1algamarion of the Regi~enr with 30 Sig Regr 1t
will be some nme before the Corps will be able to renew its
associations with t!'te City of G loucester. One thing is cerrain,
however, and that 1s that whenever and wherever 14 Sig Regr is
reborn, as we understand it will be, the City of Glouce ter will
wish to continue its long and happy affiliation.
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FROM OUR WAR CORRESPONDJ;lNT
HE rumour heard around 1 Sqn office had been true, my
tru t and Pavlovian insinct wrong. There I was in the back of
a -1-ton Bedford going to who know ' where, 2 am in the morning
at 5 below zero. Dropped on a dark, lonely road, armed with
on! · LR but map, compass and a grid reference which could
haye been a 1,000 miles away. Thi , then was what it was all
about, Bartle Camp II had begun, the section's teeth rattled like
GP 1.G on ustained fire and OC 1 Sqn Maj Tony (Let's
change the Caribbean Image) Seward, and his SSM, 'Y02
Jerry (White-teeth) Jarrett), would have been shot on sight.
In retro peer, it was continuation training at its best but at the
time it wa energy-sapping and just a little bit roo much like the
real thing.
. .
We arrived at the RV, not I am glad to say, the last section m,
to be faced with helicopter handling tests and, for those with
too much adrenalin, casevac drills. Sig 'Tich' Brown and Philip
Br)•an were lashed in and rorored off as casualties in a contour
flying demonstration. The English language at this point lacks
the colour and depth to describe them on their return; suffice it
to say 'that they had changed'.

T

AMBUSH AND INSTANT DECORATIONS
Things then went from bad to worse as far as I was concerned.
Delicious 'Beef a la 24-hour pack' and a cup of 'Chareau Sennybridge 76' was followed by a move to our RV where as Platoons
we picked up our transport for our night move. The enemy, I
can smile when I say it now, ambushed our vehicle, we won;
advanced; cleared houses in the fog of war and then mercifully,
after what seemed a lifetime, were once more back on four wheels.
But no, our intrepid Platoon Commander, Sgt Alan Protheroe,
willing to win his VC posthumously, halted the truck, we were
briefed and launched against a deserted farm. At this point my
memory fails somewhat, perhaps it was the sight of WOl (F of S)
Brian Livesey crouched in a corner of the upstairs room as the
attack went in, complete with respirator CS and smoke grenades,
or maybe the blur of speed with which my respirator magically
appeared in my hands, it's difficult to say. One thing is certain,
the gas chamber palled into sheer insignificance. For a technician,
Cpl Steve (CS) Bevis rook a long time to realise that it wasn't
a smoke grenade. He is, today, a much wiser man. Would the
night never end? Surely we must have used up the Army's
supply of 2in mortar illuminating, 120mm simulated, 84mm
mortar simulators and other pyrotechnic devices. The ringing in
my ears had nothing to do with Raquel Welch. Still more to come,
a move to our defensive area chosen by our intrepid Sergeant in
an air recce earlier in the day. Ice on every blade of grass, rum
ration before collapsing into fitful sleep dreaming of my warm E21
transmitter cabin which seemed a lifetime away. Next morning,
digging in, I still bear the blister scars, interrupted by range
firing and, heaven forbid, the assault and bayonet courses;
strange how the filling never seems ro run out of the targets l
NAVIGATIONAL ERROR
Worse, however, was to come, tactical nuclear simulators
arrived, fighting patrols were detailed, ordered and rehearsed. In
the frost we set off to plant the 'nuc' in the enemy company area,
it weighed 'stones' but at last despite schermulys and 2in para
illuminating, we made it, laid the egg, rwo other charges and
withdrew; the result was spectacular to say the least. Sgt Rupert
Lund, in charge of the other fighting patrol, exploded his minutes
later, some l,200yds away from his enemy position; he, nevertheless, did a brilliant job in attempting to lay blame on the RAF
officer accompanying him as safety officer; I think the cry was
inertial navigation!
The last night in sections of 10 involved a move through
hea\l y wooded country to a new RV in the south. We established
new records in night illuminating and number of ambushes.
There are many who even now relish the moment when the
hierarchy of l Sqn, in the shape of Maj Tony (Thunderflash)
Seward and W02 (SSM) Jerry (Carry that LMG) Jarrett,
flashed fleetingly across gun sights.
NAMES MADE AND LOST
Like in any nightmare, one eventually wakes up. Friday, the
last day, fire and movement with live ammunition and Platoon
attack drills, but the sun shone and the pain in my feet had become
a dull ache. Transport arrived, weapons were cleaned and,
u.d?enly, it was all over. In the ensuing days, as with most things
military, memory became less sharp, bangs became bigger, and
tac nucs were spoken of with offhandedness in the Cabin Club.
The shock to the system of the first beer after five days'
ab tinence was almost worth the pain, bur, for all that, the new
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training system was a success, names were made and lost and the
feeling of achievement still lingers, come to think of it so does
the pain in my feet.
FROM OUR ARCTIC REPORTER
Having settled down to life in the Polar regions of Norway and
adjusted ro the hazards of icicles on the extremities, the detachment were amazed to discover that the D13 was not managing a
do-it-yourself exercise. Communications from the auroral zone
produce problems never experienced in temperate zones. A little
help from the crew and excellent co-operation from the staff of
Commcens Stanbridge and Whitehall, our UK anchor stations,
produced good results and enabled everyone to learn some very
valuable lessons. As an incentive (bribe?) WOl (F of S) Jim
Southall offered two bottles of whisky to the first shift to produce
22 hours' traffic time in a day. A quick call to the University of
Tel Aviv had convinced him that with auroral storms and geomagnetic disturbances bis money was safe. Alas, they reckoned
without the musical virtuosos of 'A' Troop. Lepl Tony (Cumberland Gap) Hodgson orchestrated a communications stare for 22
hours to carry off the prize. The Toop now have a poorer bur
wiser foreman.
SPECTACULAR AURORA BOREALIS
Throughout the exercise the detachment were treated to some
very spectacular displays of the Aurora Borealis which amazed
and delighted almost everyone. The notable exception was F of S
Southall; these grandiose natural phenomena had him foaming at
the mouth and muttering weird incantations such as high AP
values, geomagnetic turbulence, auroral storm, sporadic E and
increased absorption. Some people have no eye for beauty.
RESUPPLY RUN WITH PROBLEMS
During the exercise, Ssgt Bob Mills did sterling work braving
blizzards and avalanches on his resupply runs to arvik. This
journey of some 150 miles was over a road which had to be seen
ro be believed. On one occasion, following a quick thaw, he was
accompanied by the detachment commander, Capt (Tfc) Colin
Heaps. Returning in the dark with the OC driving, Staff remarked
how clear the road appeared to be. Shortly afterwards they reached
a steep hill and were surprised to discover a number of articulated
lorries with engines roaring but no forward movement. With
commendable elan he weaved between them as he roared up the
hill. Eventually they came to a row of vehicles obviously held
up by an obstruction. Staff Mills stepped our to investigate and
disappeared ar the speed of light. As he moved downhill at an
ever increasing speed, a tremulous plaintive cry echoed, '-----,
it's black ice !' Ir was noticeable that Staff had marked reservations
about allowing the QC ro drive after this event.
In the culinary field, Staff Mills wrote another page of history
when he discovered yet another use for the Kango Hammer:
it is ideally suited for breaking up 10-kilo blocks of frozen minced
beef. Any wife who has physical proportions less than the average
Irish navvy risks a slipped disc if she attempts to emulate his
feat. Staff points out that the hammer should nor be used during
health and hygiene inspections as the inspectors rarely appreciate
avant-garde irmovations.
SLEEPING SICKNESS ENDEMIC
Another remarkable discovery was that the tsetse fly was active
in the vicinity of the transmitter site. Sleeping sickness was
endemic amongst the crew. The star performer was Cpl Gordon
(Kipper) Moir. His habit of social somnolence inspired the
production of a book. His ability to fall asleep in any position
under any circumstances after 2300 hrs attracted punters ro bet
on the precise moment of slumber. Two other notable sufferers
were Lcpls Bob Underwood and Bob Walker. Both insist
that they were victims of voracious man-eating sleeping bags,
which crept up on them whenever they relaxed their vigilance.
Only herculean efforts prevented their being devoured by these
insatiable monsters.
SKIS AN ASSET IN THE BAR
Life in the icy wastes affected some people in strange ways.
The detachment were convinced that Sgt 'Taff' Assender was
cracking up when he took to coming into the bar wearing skis.
However, it soon became obvious that there was method in his
madness : you cannot get close enough to the bar to buy a round
on skis. This was part of Sgt Assender's 'Joy through health'
campaign in which he and his followers forswore nicotine and
alcohol. His disciples stoically maintained their resolve for almost
24 hours. Sgt Assender lasted slightly longer bur did not manage
to complete the exercise.
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VILLAGE RESTORED AND MANY FRIENDS MADE
The departure of the Regiment's Arctic Trappers has allowed
the normally quiet Norwegian village of Tverlandet to resume its
usual air of somnolence. After 10 weeks the incessant cacophony
of Pte 'Ginger' Jones' non-stop disco has ceased to reverberate
across the peaceful fjord. The detachment are convinced that he
rook his equipment along on the principle that music soothes the
savage breast. Ir worked-he was not lynched for any of his
burnt offerings.
During the course 6f the exercise many friends were made
among the civilian and Norwegian military population of
Tverlandet. The hospitality extended to everyone by them was
of the highest order and has left a lasting sense of gratitude. All
members of the detachment are now keen to do further exercises
in the area.
BALMY BAHAMAS
IN the never-ending search for new and more exotic locations
for our ubiquitous Dl3/R234 !detachments Capt Tony Pennington, ably aided and abetted by W02 (F of S) Len Sant,
recently ventured forth with a detachment to explore the many
and varied delights of Nassau. This, as everyone knows, is rhe
capital of the Bahamas and is situated on New Providence the
most important island of a group of 20. The group lies between
Florida and Haiti, is a very popular tourist resort and enjoys a
pleasant semi-tropical climate. A suitably picturesque site for the
station was provided by the Royal Bahamian Police; this was
adjacent to their police college and appeared to have all mod cons.
The rapturous acclaim of Capt Pennington's choice of sires
lasted until 0530 hrs on the first morning when training commenced for the police recruits, as it did every day, with drill and PT.
Cpl Steve (Kipper) Potts admits that even such a fervent
disciple of Somnus as himself was unable to steal a wink of sleep
once the first stentorian roar of the drill instructor tore the mantle
of night to shreds and scattered ir to the four corners of the universe. The Regiment's SOPs have now been amended to ensure
that decibel meters are used to check noise levels between dawn
and noon before detachment commanders choose future sites.
PONTIAC COMFORT
Transport for the detachment was provided by the staff of the
British High Commission. They obviously appreciate the high
standard of comfort demanded by our crews as they hired a
large, lavishly upholstered, only slightly ostentatious Pontiac.
This was fitted with the usual necessities such as automatic
drive, air conditioning, reclining sears and radio. The generous
proportions of this monarch of the road were capable of taking
the whole detachment at a squeeze with room in the boor for a
few cold beers. The Troop's resident psychiatrist (QC) is having
an uphill struggle convincing them that the 'in' vehicle is now
the bartered, olive drab Land-Rover.
BEER AND JAWS
Sgts Terry Winsor and Jim Smiley in company with
Lcpl Martin Collins sustained badly grazed chins while carrying
out a reconnaissance of the local hostelries. This resulted from
their faces falling when they were presented with the bill and
they discovered that beer cost £1 ·50 per bottle. A thirst for
learning is an expensive item in Nassau. Having made this momentous discovery, Sgt Winsor spent the remainder of the exerci e
exchanging humorous and calumnous signals with the detachment
in North Norway.
The golden sandy beaches and azure sea attracted the more
athletic members and those who believe that bronze is beautiful.
While sporting on rhe beach Sig Steve Morris found a baby
shark which had been washed up. Our courageous crew never
showed any fear in the sea, even after this discovery. They simply
stopped swimming.
FAULTLESS D13
With the Dl3 producing its usual faultless performance and
maintaining excellent communications to Belize W02 (F ?f ~)
Len Sant provided the picture of contentment as he lazed m his
deck chair, savouring the bouquet of his duty-free brandy and
puffing on a huge Churchillian cigar. On his retirement in September 1976 I am sure that he will not find the Costa Del Bradford
with occasional adventurous forays ro Saltaire, Shipley Glen and
Blackpool quire up to this standard.

and Cpl Harry Brant were working frantically as liaison team
in Belize. Cpl Brant considers that he was very fortunate in that,
while he concentrated on the simple problems of operating procedures, compatibility of equipment, antennae and on line equipments, W02 Frost undertook the arduous task of public relations.
In this he was more than ably assisted by the senior NCOs of
633 Sig Troop who looked after his every comfort while he was in
Belize. They also organised a programme guaranteed to dispel
every vestige of jet lag. This included jungle training, trips to
Caye Chapel, plus visits to the sophisticated elegance of the Big
'C' and Double Barrel cocktail lounges. Apart from a marked
shake he has now almost fully recovered from their hospitality.
To round the trip off W02 Frost also managed a quick visit to
Nassau, nor bad for a grossly overworked chief clerk; as he is
always ready to tell any sympathetic ear.
The exercise was nicely rounded off with a farewell parry for
the Royal Bahamian Police. This firmly cemented a number of
friendships. The police provided a steel band to ensure that the
parry went with a swing. The hit of the evening was undoubtedly
Lcpl Graeme (Snake Hips) HosseH who gave a completely
uninhibited exhibition of modern dance routines with a very
pretty Bahamian Customs Officer-female of course. His dedication, energy and suave debonair charm convinced everyone
that he was intent upon getting something through customs.
Lcpl Hossell denies this and insists that the young lady was
simply instructing him in the art of detecting the most expert
snuggler. The 21C, Maj Tony Edmonds, managed to visit the
detachment in Nassau but refuses to divulge the hardships and
privations he endured on this arduous duty.
TURNABOUT
Complete confusion has recently been rife in the Regiment with
the production of an updated version of Thome Smith's popular
novel, 'Turnabout'. This resulted from Maj Tony (Hello
Sailor) Seward's decision to trade in his Toyota Celica for a
more opulent model. The Regiment's answer to Prince Monolulu,
Capt (TOT) Don (I've Gotta Dog) Clarke, decided that this
was a wirmer, put his Austin 1300GT and his money on the nose
and took possession. He was surprised to receive with the car
a UK pilot s licence and comprehensive flight plans covering the
whole of Grear Britain. These, the salesman assured him, are
always supplied with Maj Seward's cars. Meanwhile Maj
Seward, having decided that Concorde was the most suitable
vehicle for his style of driving, found that there was a slight delay
before he could take delivery of his new model. To his chagrin
he was loaned the Austin 1300 traded in by Capt Clarke ro
bridge the gap. This, he dispairingly reports, is like driving a
Hercules after acquiring a taste for Hunters. We can only hope
that his new car will satisfy his thirst for supersonic flight and
end the confusion about who owns and drives which car.
DEFROSTED
After enduring 10 weeks in the icy wastes of North orway
WOl (F of S) Tim Southall was given an opportunity of
dispelling the last vestige of ice from his veins with a reconnaissance in Sardinia for an exercise with the Royal Marines.
He refuses to confirm or deny the report that he has sited the
Dl3 station in a sun worshippers' colony, bur reports that he has
considered the Costa Smeralda, Santa Teresa Di Gallura and
Cagliari as possible sites. A full report on the mystery, romance
and scenic beauty of this sunny holiday resort will be included in
later notes. For those nor fortunate enough ro enjoy the excellent
facilities of 14 Sig Reges Travel Agency, Thomas Cook's and
other agencies offer package deals from around £131.
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WITHOUT IT
YOU'RE N0T WITH IT !

BELIZE LIAISON
During the rime our crew were stoically enduring all the hardships in Nassau, the Chief Clerk W02 (ORQMS) Jack Frost
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16 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 35

GOLFERS HIT THE JACKPOT
We had a very successful time in the BAOR Royal Signals
championships, held at Bruggen on April 29 and 30, 1976. Maj
Ken Bicknell and Cpl Michael Cotton (RAPC) won the
Regimental Foursomes, Cpl Chris Carveth won the scratch
competition, Sgt Colin Gibbon won the 36-hole Stableford on
countback from Lt Col Sam Wyatt and W02 'Reg' Simpson
won the first 18 holes Stableford competition. So, it was practically a clean sweep for the Regiment-well done the golfers!

NEW COMMANDER VISITS
.
HI month ha been a very busy one for the Reg1me_nt.
Hardly a dav ha passed without one e~ent. or another t~k1Il:g
place. Col R. H. Gilbertson, Commander 4 Sig Group, paid his
first vi it to th Regiment since taking up that pose. He came for
the day on April 22, 1976, and was ·ho~vn all aspects of the
Regiment. He al o presented che Long Service and Good C?nducc
medals to Ssgts Thomas Ditch, Peter Cole and Sg Michael
Challoner each for 1 vears' service with 'irreproacha'Jle conduct'. Congratulation ! . ,
.
On April 20 1976, we were treated to an evenmg s cntc:rca_mment by the Welwyn Garden City Silver Band. They were v1smng
Krefeld over Easter and gave a varied and ~joyable perfo~mance
of music in the village ball. The hall had, m face, only J~S~ _recovered from a raucous weekend's extravagances by the VISl tmg
Vigo rugby team, together with one from Eindhoven and, of
course, our own team.

T

HAVE YOU HEARD?
A new word is being whispered in the corridors of powerPANCHAYAT . . . when two or three ex-Gurkha officers are
gathered together in Thy name . . . The S COs and young
officers have been looking very bouncy of late (or rather early)!
The reason? Spring Drills!
The Adjutant, Capt Mike Powell, was placed in the embarrassing position of telephoning Army Legal Services at Rheindahlen
one day for some advice. His problem? One of our Signalmen
(anonymous) had his car hit by-Flying Sheep!

22 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 107

Sgt Ken Hendry receiving his prize fro m Brig M. Callan after winning
the Rh ine Area championship fo r the second time

Left to right : Cpls Burgess, Mitche ll , Sigs Andrews, Ham, Marr and
Bebbington. Col R. H. Gilbertson inspecting the Quarter Guard
accompanied by Lt Col K. S. H. All wright

ORIENTEERING SUCCESS
On Wednesday, April 28, the Regimental orienteering team
took pan in the Rhine Area championships. In this they were up
against their old rivals 13 and 21 Sig Reges. This year the team,
W02 (RQMS) Jim Bowman, Sgt John Kemp, Ssgt (SSI)
John Nicholas, Sgts Mick Davis, Denis Glanville and Capt
Pat MacCulloch was one with experience. It was this that was
reflected in the times achieved by the members of the team. When
the total team time was confirmed 16 Sig Regc came out a full
half hour ahead of 21 Sig Regt, thereby winning the Rhine Area
Major Unit Orienteering trophy. Cpl Bob Murray who had
entered as an Individual achieved an excellent time and gained
himself a place as an individual at the BAOR Army championships.
COOL ATHLETICS
On a bicrerly cold day, April 27, 1976, the Regimental athletics
was held. In addition to the inter-Squadron competition, which
HQ Sqn won.
A vacancy exists for the appointment of athletics officer. The
present incumbent being unable to count and so enable the
RHQ team to win (by definition!) is being made available to the
Mil Actach ~ Peking in order to familiarise himself with the
' aba us'.
MOTOR CYCLING HONOURS
It has been a good time for those ' magnificent men and their
flying machines' and this was mo£t ably demonstrated by the
Regiment's Motor Cycling team when they captured a number of
honours in exercise Master Rider 1976, The Rhine Area Motor
Cycling Trial . Sgt Ken Hendry of the Regiment's MT Troop,
riding with his normal skill, determination and eye for picking
out the easy ground, dropped only 18 points in the morning map188

reading section when corning away with the Rhine Area indiv!d~al
championship. In the afternoon be took the Hubbelrath trammg
area observed sections in his stride. (Hubbelrath must be one of
the best motor cycling trials ever held in BAOR, with its long
wooded valley with steep sides which sorts out the men from the
boys very early on.) To add to the Regiment's good day, Sgt
Bob Gillespie (RAOC) from HQ Sqn carried off a Novice prize
with a characteristic 'never say die' performance.
Sgt Buckley of 2 Sqn showed what the ~eld squadrons .could
do when he took First-Class Novice award with the very mm1mum
of cycle training before the trial.
The team now goes to the Army Motor Cycle Championships
at Pirbright.
BADMINTON CLIFFHANGER
It was with a makeshift team Capt Terry Cantle, W02
Nino Papandreou (captain), Ssgt Tom Ditch, Sgts Petc:r
Death (RAPC), Sid Steele, Ian Cameron and Cpl Chris
Carveth, and a heavy heart that we set off for Rheindahlen on
Tuesday, April 13, to meet 21 Sig Regc in the finals of the Rhine
Area major units knock-out competition. _Ir turned out t~ be one
of those rare occasions when every one rises to the task m hand
and gives of his best. It was indeed a cliff-hanger of a game in
every sense of the word with the positions being 4-all with o~y
the last double remaining and having a set each and 13 all m
the final set; and still the game only pr~gressing point by po!nt.
Finally, the game was won by us havmg won the last pomt.
Thank you 21 Sig Regt for being such good competitors and bad
luck you had to lose. But let's hope we'll meet again next year.
Having won the Rhine Area finals we. then wen~ forward to the
BAOR semi-finals at Osnabruck on Friday, April 23, where we
drew against 7 Sig Regc. Within the first minutes of the game, o~r
newly-acquired star, Sgt Dave Branson, fell and badly hurt his
right leg and had to retire. Once again we fell back on ou.r super
sub, Ssgt Tom Ditch. Again ever~one rose to the occasion and
despite our shaky start we beat 7 Sig Regt by 5-4. In the finals
however, we met more than our match when we came against 32
Regt RE, and try as we m_ay, we could only get. three garl'.es out of
nine. But we were not disgraced really by this score, smce they
had four Army and BAOR champions playing in their team.
All in all the make shift team did very well.
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LOOKING BACK FROM SPRING TO WINTER
PRING has arrived in Lippstadt, but before all is forgotten
of the past few months we start of our notes with some
reminiscences of the winter.

S

EXERCISE SNOW QUEEN
Throughout the winter, some of our wives have watched with
envy as their husbands have departed on the Regiment' s exercise
Snow Queen, and the returning husbands, bitten by the ski-ing
bug, have prompted the ladies to ask, 'Why can't we go ski-ing?'
Consequently, it was decided that on completion of our official
ski-ing courses we should retain the hut for another week to
let the ladies 'have a go'. Here is an account of 'most' of what
happened during the week.
DIARY OF A SNOW QUEEN
It all started with an innocent suggestion, 'Why can't the Ladies
Club go ski-ing?' Envisaged, was a day's trip to Winterberg,
but here we were, 13 members of 22 Sig Regt Ladies Club,
· ski-ing in Southern Germany on exercise Snow Queen. The
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party consisted of Mesdames Carol Whittingham, Mary Young,
Gina Bamforth, Val Lowe, Sheila Atkinson, Caroline.
Howes, Kath McMillan, Pat Rogers, Hazel Pain5, Jean
Berrington, Elaine Morris, Carol Minter and Linda Price.
We hired the 27 Medium Regt RA minibus complete with
driver (Lbdr Meenan). We left Lippstadt just before 7.30 am
on Monday, March 15, and waved goodbye to the brave band of
husbands and well-wishers (including the CO's wife, Mrs Dean
Wheawell) who had turned out at such an unearthly hour to see
us off. \Ve spent the long nine-hour journey getting to know
each other and trying to pick up a few hints from Carol Minter,
the one member of the party who'd skied before-in fact, she'd
spent a month in the ski hut over Christmas! On arrival, we
were met and made welcome by the permanent staff: Lt Alistair
Gordon-Rogers, Sgt Ken Dawe, Lcpl 'Fergy' Ferguson,
Sig 'TP' Hamer and Pte Roy Steven>. After gallons of tea we
were shown to our rooms to unpac'.' while the staff wondered
what they'd been let in for! We learnt later that when the idea of
a dozen or so non-ski-ing women being allowed on e •erci e
Snow Queen was fir t suggested to them, they thou5ht it a jokenot a very funny one either!
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Ir too a Jong time and a lot of patience to fit most of us with
boot and ki from the Regimental assortment. The 10 of us
who had been kined out er off full of high spirits and nervous
energy for the ki slope at Bol.srerlang. After a quarter-?f-an-ho.u~
in the minibus we were standing at the bottom of the n:iouncam
wat hing the chair l!f~ disappearing ?ver the ,first ndge and
w ndering Why me?
hat am I domg her~? Th.. very. first
1 on for a number of us was how to overcome a fear of heights
and dread of chair lifts. The lift took a full 14 minutes to get ~o
the middle ration where we got off and had the !unch we d
ta.ken with u . The next lesson was how to put on skis and walk
sideway . Then we learnt how to fall over and get up.
The falling over bit was easy, most of us accomplished that
without even trying. Gening up ag'.!1n was a dif'.ferenr matter. In
fact, after a very frustrating five minutes of trymg ro sca.n~ one
of us was seen to be 'resting' in the sitting down posmon . A
pa sing German stopped with concerned offers of. help. 'No
thanks', came the quick reply, 'I'm sining here trying to take
ome action photographs'. During the afternoon the three who
had had to hire boots and skis locally joined us and we had our
first casualty, although we didn't realise it at the time.
On Wednesday, we hit the slopes at 10 am and at regular fiveminure intervals until lunch time! Unfortunately, P at Rogers
had fallen more awkwardly than the rest of us on T uesday and
she could hardly walk that morning. Sgt Ken Dawe took her to
the MO at Sonthofen, who prescribed complete rest for the
knee and no more ski-ing. But still a change is as good as a rest,
and she read lots of books that she wouldn't have had time to
read at home.
After lunch we took the second stage of the chair lift to the
very top and took photographs of our two very patient instructors
'Fergy' and 'TP' ski-ing so elegantly and quickly ~ow?- what
looked to us like a sheer cliff face! We all took the chair lift back
to our gentle beginners' slope! Later, tluee of us ~d manage to
ski down from the top-not very elegantly or qwckly but we
felt pleased with our progress.
Thursdav was Carol Minter's birthday and, after another day
of slow progress on the slopes, we arrived at the hut to find Pte Roy
Stevens, the hut's cook, had baked and iced a magnificent cake
for tea instead of preparing supper. He'd loo~ed ~er us so ":'ell
we decided to all go our for a meal and so give him the evenmg
off. We'd booked a table for all 19 of us in a beautiful restaurant
in Sonthofen and had a truly magnificent meal with wine, ere,
and the result was a memorable evening.
On Friday we woke up to the unmistakable sound of rain!
T he idea that it might be falling as snow on the mountam tops
was met with mild disbelief and we all went shopping! We'd
planned to have an afternoon in Oberstdorf anyway, so we made
the most of the bad weather and bought our souvenirs and
postcards knowing we weren't missing the ski-ing anyway. That
evening Alistair had arranged a visit by a local well-known yodler
and his partner with an accordihn to entertain us ~ th some
'Hausmusick'. Dieter played the spoons and the fool, m between
yodelling, and we ended the evening aching more from laughing
and cheering than from ski-ing.
Saturday~ur last chance; at least the weather had improved,
it was colder and had snowed overnight. About half of us felt too
sore and tired to try again but the other half were determined.
Unfortunately, on the last run from the top-having used the
drag lift to get up the other side for a longer, more difficult runCarol fell and caught the side of her head with a ski tip. She
managed to ski on down to the cafe for a coffee and a rest before
we all went home.
Roy treated us all to Schnitzels for supper (we'd eaten well
the whole of the time were were there) and when Carol returned
from the MO complete with two stitches we all gathered in the
common room and presented Herr and Frau Beck (the h ut
owners) with a souvenir plate of Lippstadt. Alistair and 'TP'
then gave us a short talk on the history of ski-ing followed by
sound advice on what to look for if we decided to buy our own
boots and skis for the next time. ext time? Yes, please. We all
agreed it had been a wonderful week and we had all caught the
'ski-ing bug'. We couldn't have been all that terrible as even the
staff agreed they'd enjoyed the week and would be prepared to
do it again next year!
The journey home on Sunday seemed too m uch for most of
u and we slept most of the way- which was a compliment to
' Ginge' Meenan's driving. We were sorry to leave but those
of us with children waiting for us in L ippstadt were glad to be
going home. As for the one who made the origin.al suggestionthank you-but don't listen to any talk about a sailing course at
the Mohnesee !
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'NOW, KEEP THEM LIKE THAT AND YOU WON'T FALL OVER'
Lcpl 'fergy' Ferguson, an able instructor

ARMY FA CUP FINAL
At the start of the current football season when it was whispered
that 22 Sig Regt's newly-styled team had set their sights on the
BAOR and Army Football cups, those not in the know replied,
' Surely you mean 28 Sig Regr?' No reminders are necessary to
recall the prominence of that regiment on the BAOR and UK
football season during recent years. Yet, on April 7, Sgt Jimmy
Gilmour the captain, lead our team into the Aldershot Military
Sta<;lium to be presented to Sir Matt Busby before commencing
to battle with those giants of the UK football scene, SEME
Bordon. We had beaten the 1st Bn the Para Regt at Sennelager
to take the BAOR Cup. Despite continuous pressure from the
'Red Devils' in the second half we had retained our 2-1 interval
lead and ran our worthy winners. Under the Aldershot floodlights,
however, it was soon apparent that SEME were a different matter
altogether. In the first 15 minutes our spectators' spirits rose as
our team, refusing to be overawed by the occasion, pushed
SEME back and matched them in every department. Gradually,
however, the experience of the REME team began to show and,
in the 15th minute, Chinyou scored to give them a 1-0 lead.
Every member of our team played his heart out but to no avail,
and after the interval SEME increased their lead and eventually
ran out winners by 2-0.
22 Signal Regiment Team
Cpls John Swaine, Jim Niell, Dave Arnott, Terry Burton,
Sgts Jimmy Gilmour (captai n), Pete Dyson, Sig Colin
Humpleby, Lcpl John Boyd, Sig Frankie McCormick, Lcpl
Steve Baldwin, Sig Jimmy Miller and Sub Lcpl Dave
Rogers.

2 8 S ig Regt, B.F.P.O. 35

A BUSY MONTH
PRIL has been a busy month for the Regiment both at
work and at play.
We started off with a one-week exercise and came back to face
the ordeal of the annual TUV Inspection. This, for the benefit
of the less well informed, is the preparation and inspection of all
our vehicles to NA TO standards-these change monthly and
defy all reason but, nevertheless, have to be adhered to. Needless
to say, the drivers and powermen disappeared under a sea of grease
and kero and no one has seen them since!

A

SPORT S R E PORT
On the sporting front we have had a busy month rurming,
nearly winning, and retaining some coveted trophies.
Lcpl 'Fe rgy' Ferguson an d Sig 'T P' Hamer o ur Snow Q ueen
in structors dem o nstratin g how easy ski-ing really is by nego tiating
a jump on one pair of skis

Volleyball
The first of these was the NSSG (NORTHAG Signal Support
Group) Volleyball Inter-unit Competition. It was held at Rheindahlen Army Gymnasium on April 14, 1976. We entered two
teams under the leadership of S sg t (Y of S ) 'Mac' Johnson
of l Sqn and S gt Pat Ga!rigan of 2 Sqn .. All competitors,
which included German, Belgian and Dutch enmes, were surpnsed
at the efforts of our teams and although we did nor win the
competition outright we did take a game or two from the Belgians.
This is no mean fear considering it is their national game.
Shooting
The NSSG Skill at Arms meeting was again an international
event held over three days. The competition was run at sub-unit
level and the Regiment was therefore only permitted to enter a
team from one of the Squadrons for the team events. HQ Sqn
took up the challenge. In addition, we were also permined to
enter individuals for a number of other events. The full results
are as follows :

Inter-unit Rifle and SMG march
Rurmers-up: HQ Sqn
enior Rifle Championship
Winner: Sgt Terry Warren
Runner-up: Sgt Mick Colley
Junior Rifle Championship
Runner-up : Cpl Eric Calvert

\

Sig 'TP' Hame r 's hows th e way '
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Junior SMG Championship
Winner : Cpl Ian MacKinnon
Open Individual Pistol Championship
Winner: Sgt Terry Warren
Invitation Team match
Runners-up: 28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
Fa/lint;[ Plates Competition
Winners : 28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
The Falling Plates team was:
Cpl Ian MacKinnon
Capt Keith Dewis
Cpl Eric Calvert
W02 (F of S) Dewie
Treharne
Football Success
Having won the Rhine Area Cup last month the Regimental
1st XI went on to win the North Rhine Inter-Services Cup at
Rheindahlen on April 24, 1976. Having defeated two other Air
Force bases on our way to the final we were reasonably confident
of victory against RAF Laarbruch. Our task was made harder
by the absence of our ace striker Sgt Peter C a mpbell and
mid-field dynamo Sig 'Taffy' M ould s. Nevertheless, the team
rose to the occasion and we had a resounding win 3-0 with goals
from Pte Danny Cole and two from Sig T ony Horan. Cpl Roy
Pickersgill, our captain, duly collected the trophy at the end
of his last Regimental match. We shall miss Roy not only for his
football ability and coolness as centre back but also for his
sportsmanship and dedication. Having played in four consecutive
BAOR cup finals and tluee UK finals in Aldershot, Roy was
still a very modest, unassuming player and an inspiration to the
younger members of the team. Our very best wishes go to Roy,
June and their two children for the tour in orthern Ireland.
MUSIC ALSO
ot only can we boast a good sporting record but now, it seems,
that we have a musical one, too. It may or may not be common
knowledge that the well-known TV personality Hughie Greene
has held an 'Opportunity Knocks' show in the area and the
BAOR winner was none other than our own Cpl ' Rick' Rickard.
He is now a well-known voice on radio, too, having taken part in
interviews for local radio. Cpl Rickard writes and sings all his
own ongs and is presently working on one for his television
appearance in the UK in the next round of the competition. We
wish him the best of luck. (I t is rumoured that early morning calls
are now sung by our virtuoso-bookings via G uard Room at
DMl per verse!)
C OMINGS AND GOINGS
It is with regret that we have to say goodbye to tluee members
of the Regiment. Maj Bob Brewis, OC 2 Sqn is leaving for a twoyear rest at the School of Signals on a somewhat belated TEM
course. Our Specialist Catering Officer, Capt Gordon Walker,
is leaving to teach recruits ar the ACC School in Aldershot and
our Technical Adjutant, Capt John Selby, is going to the Communications Project Group. We would like to thank them for
all their help during their tours and wish all three good luck in
their new appointments.
On a more cheerful note we welcome Maj Ken Goulding as
OC Training Wing, Capt Sandy Lovatt as OC 'D elta' Troop
and shortly to arrive, Maj Barry Cox as the new OC 2 Sqn.
We hope you will all enjoy your stay with us.

If you are serving and have a standing order for
THE WIRE please keep us well informed in advance
of any change o f address .

It is impossible for us

to keep up with hundreds of posting orders and
y our 'Wire' will go to your old address unless we
hear to the contrary.
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OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit and send in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
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News from Squadrons
19 Airptbl Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn
Colchester

PANTHER OF THE MONTH
IG John Sneddon enlisted in his home town of D unfermline
after working as an apprentice chef. During 1972 he completed
his basic training at Catterick and his trade training as a Clerk
Royal ignals at Catterick and Deepcut. His first posting was to
22 Sig Regt in BAOR. In that Corps athletics hothouse he mamged
to represent the Regiment on the track. Then to 28 Inf Bde in
Singapore where he regularly represented the Squadron in the
soccer team. John, a bachelor, enjoys such pursuits as hanggliding and free-fall parachuting in his spare time. After a shortened tour in the Far East, John returned to the realities of
UK soldiering. He currently works as our big mover and promises
to con:e on exercise if he can find the right warrant to get him
there!

S

Cpl Mitchell, Lcpl Howard, Sigs Price, Alston, Hornby;
and Ptes Bellew, Caddock and Graham (all RPC).
And a cheery farewell to the older and wiser panthers who
leave us for lair anew:
Capt and Mrs Phil Cooper, off to ADP via a sleep depriviation trial. W02 Billy Butlin (RMP), to civilian life in Colchester.
Cpl Pearse, Lcpls Thompson and Hodgson, Dvr O'Grady
and Sig Page on discharge, and Cpls Childs and Graham
and Lcpls Crooks and Meakin on posting.
FOOTNOTE
Fashion moves in mysterious way from flared trousers through
waxed moustaches to noisy motor cycles. But the latest fad is
even more obscure in origin. Perhaps following the inspiration of
Capt Peter Dick, our late 2IC, who spent many months on
sick leave, we have seen plaster casts on W02 Billy Butlin
(RMP), Ssgt Dave Bell, Sig Alan May and 'Monty' Montgomery and even Cpl Gerry Rose (broken 18 months ago).
Rumour has it that the RSM is instructing the Military Hospital
to install Perspex windows in the casts to show the breaks!
PANTHER PRESS
Since our last press deadline the 'flaming black panthers' have
been active from the playing fields of Colchester to the battlefields
of Topcliffe Camp via the byways of Southern England. Incidentally the flaming is a mistaken reference to our symbols heraldic
tongue and not a derogatory remark by our critics. Our badge is,
in fact, a heraldic version of Baghera, Kipling's famous black
panther, known for his qualities of alertness.
EASTERN DISTRICT SPORTS
Six-a-side soccer. The Squadron entered three teams in this
popular annual event in a district known for its high standards of
Army soccer. However, with such talent as Cpls 'Boots' Watts
and Pete Coathup, Lcpls Jock Fearon and Alan Howarth
under the playing management of our Suptg Clerk, WOl Mick
Hartley (RAOC), we faced the challenge as a minor unit without
fear. After a morning's valiant effort in th: rains and mud the 'B'
and 'C' teams had done themselves proud by finishing in the top
half of their groups, due mainly to the efforts of Sig 'Legs'
McFadyen and 'Chips the Cat' Davies. The 'A' team progressed to the quarter-final stages and were defeated by 1 DERR.
The competition was eventually won by the Black Watch, Army
UK finalists. However, we cherish our performance as a minor
unit against such opposition.
Rugby sevens. The overworked cliche 'better to have played
and lost ... 'could complete our story. However, in their defence,
the Squadron VII met the ultimate finalists, D epot the Queens
Division, in the first round. Apart from the unmentionable final
score we are told that wind, sun, pitch, grass, referee and hot dog
man were against our boys. But the fact that the game was played
before NAAFI break and that the team managed to discreetly
return to work, showered and changed, pink faced rather than red
and answered all enquiries with a blank unawareness tells some
sort of tale. Y of S Keith Finch promises that next year's team
will support their local hooker!
19 Bde Sp orts. But spring has dawned, East Anglia has been
blessed with its first rain for several months and we hope that
DoE (PSA) will give their blessing to the 19 Bde summer sports
festival. We continue our training in sublime ignorance. The
GSO 3 Trg hopes that the event will be postponed another year
so that he can keep the unawarded cups on our trophies' shelf for
another year. More later, given more rain.

Sigm Sneddon, Panther Personality of t he Mont h

P ANTHER SHtPS
It could be spring and romance or, more realistically, the
effect of this year's full exercise forecast on our bachelors. Whatever the cause we offer our congratulations to these new pantherships:
Lcpl Ted and Mrs H aines; S ig Bob and M r s Por ley; and
Sig Colin and Mrs F ielmar.
EW AND OLD CATS
Welcome to the following who will have plenty of chances to
test their claws with the Squadron:
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A DOUBLE STRIKE
After the monotonous rigours of the same woods in Stanford
training area we were delighted to trek north to the luxurious
static sites offered by our colleagues from 24 Bde at Topcliffe
Camp. Since all the dramas of the exercise will surely be covered
in detail by the other participants we will leave the subject,
except for Pte Ian Sco tt's attempt to kill three stars with one
blow. Following a visit by the GOC, M aj Gen Robin Carn egie
our valiant regimental policeman attempted to seal the GOC into
his Land-Rover minus one leg! Upon hearing the GOCs tortured
cry in parallel with the oncoming RSMs screech, Scott produced
an immaculate salute nearly braining the Brigade Commander,
Brig Dick Vincen t, DSO, who was standing behind him.
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CONVOY
E ncouraged by the Brigade's ability to reach Stanford Training
Area unaided within a working day, 3 Division decided to put
one on us, a Divisional movement exercise. After concentrating at
our beloved Stanford, the 3 Airptble Bde HQs competed to
produce the most splendid plan for movement to Salisbury
Plain. At a dramatic point of the exercise, heightened by delay
due to the exercise controll er's difficulty in reading his Black
Watch in bright sunlight, the BMs drew straws. Maj Christopher
Wallace (RGJ ), recovered his luck, lost in a series of transport
dilemmas with our Commander, and 5 Bde drew a short straw.
They did us well with all the right TPs and communications.
W e succeeded in meeting the GOCs emphasis on speed but had
to admit that not all our packets, who arrived at the release point
in order and well in advance of the schedule, had crossed the
start point at all.
NATIONAL SPONSORED WALK
D espite the short notice given us by MoD and HQ UKLF,
we agreed to produce a team in the National Sponsored Walk to
walk 50 miles for charity befo1e May 12. Preparation training and
the fund raising of sponsorship has been hectic due to our exercise
commitments. In planning the training administration and drumming up of funds, the OC, Maj Iain Kerr, who is reported to
have walked from his last job in Washington, has involved nearly
everyone. The team will consist of four whittled down from the
original 19 volunteers after some hard tramping around the wilds
of Colchester. We hope to raise £800 plus for the Almy Benevolent Fund and Outward Bound Trust, and to earn a place for the
whole team at the Variety Club of Great Britain's annual luncheon. As we go to press the team of four is being selected from
the seven final trained men shown in our photograph. They will
be walking over the same 25-mile course in the Colchester area
on May 11 and 12.

Brig Vincent speaks to Ssgt Boot and WO I Burnett after t he
presentation of LS&GC medals

strated on the occasion of the presentation of the LS and GS
medal to WOl (ASM) Murd o B urnett (REME) and S sgt
Dave Boot (RCT), both members of the Squadron. The presentation was made by Brig D ick Vincent, DSO, the Brigade
Commander.

48 Gurkah Inf Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn B.F.P.O. 1
WIND OF CHANGE
E start with an apology to the OC, 248 Gurkha Sig Sqn,
but we can assure him that we were as dismayed as he was
to see our last notes credited to his Squadron!
[Editor's note.-We apologise, also!]
The Squadron is now well on the way to becoming the Gurkha
Field Force HQ and Sig Sqn, although our official title will not
change until the end of this year. We have added two new Troops
to our strength: 'N' (Line) Troop from 27 Sig Regt and the All
Arms Gurkha Signals Training Troop from 248 Gurkha Sig Sqn.
We now have in the Squadron some 30 Chinese HKMSC personnel employed as Linemen with 'N' Troop and RPs with
Q/Garrison Troop. With reorganisation we have lost one officer
and gained two-which can't be bad. The 2IC, Capt Les Smith,
has departed for BAOR (via JDSC) and we wish him and Ann
all the best. We welcome in their place Capt 'Rick' B r own and
his wife, S ue, and C a p t C hris D urham and his wife, 'Kem ',
all of whom are new to Gurkha Signals.
Since our last appearance in these pages we have also had a
change of Brigade Commander. B rig John Whitehead , MBE,
has departed for Camberley, where he takes up the post of Deputy
Commandant RMAS later in the year. We wish him every success
in his new appointment. Our new Commander is B r ig J . L.
Chapple, M B E, who having been heavily involved in the Defence
Review and subsequent reorganisation of the Army from the
corridors of power in ASD 2, has now come to see what it will
all look like on the ground! We hope he likes what he sees and
wish him a happy and successful tour.

W

The last seven before selection for the National Sponsored Walk.
. OC Maj Kerr at rear
Left to right : Sgt Gallant, Sigm Jones, Smith, Booth, Taylor
Kneeling : Pte O 'Do nnell, Sig Gilbert

SERGEANTS MESS REPORT
The Sergeants Mess is now approaching its first birthday in
Goojerat Barracks. Amongst the committee busily preparing for
this anniversary event, which will be commemorated by initially
dining-in the new Brigade Commander, are W02 (Y of S)
Keith Finch , Ssgt Colin Amey, Sgts Ch arlie Zammit and
Alan C ooper. The latter we congratulate on being promoted into
the Mess. Jn the year since the formation of the Mess, much has
occured, all of which has served to put the Mess on the map. It
is most edifying to note that even with a very full and active programme approached in a manner of modern-day soldiering these
standards which have Jong been associated with Sergeants Messes
have not been allowed to lapse in the slightest. This could be
because of the ever vigilant eye of you know whom; on the other
hand it serves as great credit to the many young Mess members.
One of the movation of president of the Mess, WOl (RSM)
'Wally' Lockwood is the presentations of long service and
good conduct medals. An occasion mixing the formal with a
degree of informality. It ha proved a huge success as demonT H E WIR E, JUN E 1976

RACE O RIGIN F ROM N- W F RONTIER
One of the highlights of the 'Brigade of Gurkhas Week' in
February was the Khud Race, a competition which originated
from the ' orth-West Frontier' days when battalions indulged
in keen rivalry to see who could place-their picquets on the ridgeline first when moving through the mountain valleys. This year
there was a considerable turnout of British units and some
civilian runners from the local Hash House Harriers. The winning
time in the Major Units race set a new record of 15min 34·4secs
to climb and descend l,300ft over a distance of 1 mile and 614yds.
This year no British personnel from the Squadron took part in
the race. However, Lt H a rry Ross and S gt Peter White
193

accompanied by their radio operators did gee to the summit, by
h hcopter, of course, to give a commentary co the pectators at
the foot of the h ill . Sgt P eter White wh o excelled himself is
now thinki ng of auditioning for 'Grandstand '. Capt Les Smith
who organi ed the event thought differently, as the main commentator he could hardly gee a word in edgeways.

SSM
: J ust over 10, Sir.
OC (eyebrows raised): H ow many just over 10, Sergeant
Major ?
SSM (sheepishly)
Just over 6, just over 10, Sir.
A R E SOUNDING S UCCESS
As the finale co a comprehensive programme of communications
training the Squadron recently despatched five detachments
ca.c h.commanded by a Corporal, to the four points of the compas~
within the UK. Each detachment was to practise both Al6 and
Cll SSB RATT communications back co a base station in
Aldershot using the relatively untried ' Square D ipole'. T he
exercise proved a resounding success and rumour has it that
satis~ed with the unit's ability to carry ou.c its role, W02 (Y,of S)
Devme feels chat he can now devote a lmle more of his time to
free-fall parachu ting.
The successful Squad ron hoc key t ea m captained by t he OC, Maj
'Stan' Go rdon

ST OP PRESS : At the R Sign als/9 Sign als six-a-side competition,
the Sqn produced all fou r teams in the semi finals.

Sgt Peter White w ith the rad io operators descending down the
Khud race route towards the start/finish point where the pr izegiving can be seen in progress

RENT-A-GUARD
Our resident Guard of Honour has been kept busy recently
with three performances in less than five weeks. One of these
guards was part of the handing-back ceremony of an Army Camp
co the Hong Kong Governmenr. The Camp had last been used
to house Viemamese refugees in 1975. This, at least, meant chat
the guard saw an action replay on TV because in real estateconscious Hong Kong any ground acquired by the Government
is news. The other two guards were for the visit of the outgoing
Commander British Forces, Lt Gen Sir Edwin Bramall,
KCB, OBE, MC, and the incoming Commander British Forces,
Lt Gen A. J. Archer, OBE.

The outgoing Commander British Forces, Lt Gen Sir Edw in Bramall,
KCB, OBE, MC, inspects the Guard of Honour commanded by
Lt Harry Ross

HOCKEY SUCCESSES
The Squadron hockey team has gone from strength to strength
this season and very nearly won a clean sweep of all the competitions we were eligible to enter. Our only failure was in our own
Brigade six-a-sides where we had to be content with winning the
Place. A tremendous season for us and our successes have been :
48 Gurkha Bde League.
48 Gurkha Bde Six-a-Side Plate.
Land Forces Cup-Minor Unit.
Land Forces Six-a-Side.
Ben Line Trophy (LF Cup, Minor Unit winners v Major Unit
winners).
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SINO/HONG KONG BORDER-THE FORM
As can be seen from any map of Hong Kong, Sek Kong, where
the Squadron is based , is very close co th e Sino/Hong Kong
Border. The Border is some 22 miles long, running from D eep
Bay ease to Mi rs Bay. T h e Border is marked along two-thirds of
its cliscance by the Sham Shu R iver. The three main crossing
points are :
Lo Wu: the main crossing place where Immigration, H ealth
and Customs officials are to be found on both sides of the railway
bridge which crosses the Border. Much of Hong Kong's fresh
food is imported here from China by train.
Man Kam To : is a road bridge over which some 10 p er cen t of
the imported food passes, quite a lot of it 'on t he hoof' .
Sha T au Kok : is a clivided village with half in China and half
in Hong Kong.
The Frontier area was declared a Closed Area in 1956 and
Hong Kong residents require a permit to enter. There are some
12,000 people who live in the Frontier Closed Area and to further
confuse the issue, some land in Hong Kong is owned and farmed
by persons who live in China. These people cross the Frontier
every day to cultivate their fields and are checked across the
Border by Chinese solcliers.
Before 1967 the Army had only deployed on the Border once
since the end of the war. In 1962 the Army helped the Royal
Hong Kong Police deal with some 120,000 refugees who came
across the Border early chat year. However, the situation changed
in 1967; at 1100 hrs on July 8, 1967, co be precise. At that time the
militia opened fire from Chinese territory on an RHK polic!
company drawn up to deal with a hostile crowd in Sha Tau Kok
killing five policemen and wounding 11. During the course of
that day it became clear that the British Army Garrison would
have co deploy to face a situation which required the presence of
troops who were equipped and trained to deal with an armed
and aggressive enemy. Ac the height of the 1967 troubles the Army
had three battalions (each 600 strong) deployed along the Border
from Sha Tau Kok to Lok Ma Chau . The Army held the Border
secure whilst the RHKP, supported by other Army units, got
on with the main task of dealing with the troublemakers within
the Colony.
Since 1967 our strength on the Border has been steadily reduced
as a result of improved relations with China . Our present deployment is aimed at maintaining a minimum presence consistent
with the tasks we have been given by the Hong Kong Government.
The Army presence supplements and complements the RHKP.
Operations are Pol/Mil operations, carried out as a result of
decisions taken jointly at Police, Military and Government level.
The responsibilities are split so that the RHKP are responsible
for the maintenance of law and order in the Frontier Closed Area
which also involves dealing with minor/accidental Border crossings
from China and acting in support of the Army.
The Army is responsible for watching the Border and occupies
a string of observation poses along the Fontier which are manned
around the clock. We also maintain the integrity of the Border.
This involves active patrolling of the Frontier area by day and
particularly by night, with a view to apprehending illegal immigrants. The great majority of illegals who are apprehended are
handed back co the Chinese authorities. Lastly, we ace in support
of the Police. This covers a multitude of minor operations such
as providing escorts, carrying out joint patrols, visiting villages
in the Border area, etc.
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A view from the British Army OP across th e di viding line in Sha
Tau Kok vill age. The two dogs in t he for eground mark th e Bord er
w ith on ly a solitary guard ind icat ing the prese nce of the Ch in es e
Commun ist Army

A NEAR MISS
Royal Sign als personnel of the unit recently took pare in the
annual Para Bde Inter-Unit spores competition competing for the
coveted Minor Units lsmailia Cup. After a number of very hardfough c matches, 9 I nd Para Sqn RE deservedly won the trophy.
A certain amount of bad luck dogged the Squadron when beaten
into second place, initially in the football by a goal in excra time
and then in the hockey by a long corner, the winner in each
case being 9 Ind Para Sqn RE.
BOXING JACKPOT
Sig Danny Kaye won the Brigade Minor Units cross-country
indi vidual competition and lacer that evening won a hard-fought
bout co become the Brigade Light Middle-weight Minor Units
Champion, helping the Squadron team to beat the rest of the
Brigade 7-nil. W01 (F of S) Harvey was responsible for
training the team and deserves all our thanks. Lcpl Geoff Guy
having fought his way to the Army individual finals, held a~
Aldershoc in March, was beaten by a narrow margin when he met
the Army Champion, Tpr S. Holdsworth (QRIH). After the
fight, Tpr Holdsworth stated that it was the hardest fight he
had ever had-praise indeed. Subsequently, Geoff Guy has
boxed for the Army against a combined Reading Boxing Club's
team and the Navy, winning both fights.

The Chinese Commun ist Army check point o n the Man Kam To
Road Bridge

T he Squadron's main interest in the Border is, of course,
communications. Ac present this mainly involves maintenance of
the telephone system in the Border area because battalions
provide their own radio nets. However, later this year we plan co
instal commercial raclio in the majority of Border posts. W e will
then assume responsibility for this ' static' raclio network.
In adclition, in partnership with Brigade HQ we also run a
' Cooks Tour' service along the Border for visiting cligoicaries.
The BM, Maj Miles Hunt-Davis (6 GR), or the G 3 Int, Maj
'Nick' Claypoole (RA), generally provide the commentary and
we p rovide the FFRs, operators and armed escorts. The 'package'
comes in a vari ety of for ms, suitable for every grade of VIP!

216 Para Sig Sqn,

Aldershot
DUBIOUS PLEASURE
HE Squadron has been busy of late in the pursuit of a number
of rather dubious pleasures, namely: bi-monthly APFA and
battle efficiency tests and night shoots. A conversation recently
overheard went something like this:
A very tired OC
How far was chat march, Sergeant
Major?
SSM
Noc far, Sir.
OC
Exactly how many miles, Sergeant
Major?

T
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CROSS-COUNTRY BONANZA
Congratulations are in order for the Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
cross-country team who, led by W02 (SSM) Baikie and W02
Macaree (APTC), won the South-East District and subsequently
the Army Minor Units team event held at Pirbright.
REPRESENTATIVE AWARDS WELL EARNED
Capt (QM) J. G. Turner and W02 (RQMS) McGovern
both deserve special mention, Capt Turner on being selected
co play for the Combined Services indoor hockey team and the
award of Corps Hockey Colours and the RQ on becoming
the Corps Individual Squash Champion. Finally, our congratulations go to Cpl Wayne Ardern on being awarded Colours
for both Corps and Army Hockey.
RUGGER REPORT
The Squadron 7-a-side surprised itself by bein~ runners-up
in the 3 Div Competition in April, beating the current holders
of the trophy, 1 DWR. They lost to 7 Para RHA in the final.
The following day they got co the semi-finals of the Aldershoc
Services Competition beating the current holders, RMCS; 7 Para
RHA were again our betters on the day and they went on to win
the competition.
By our efforts we qualified for the Courage Army Sevens but
only managed to reach the quarter-finals being beaten again
by 7 Para RHA. l DWR, our victims in the 3 Div competition
ran out the winners. The team was picked from the following :
Lt C. L. G. Wright (captain), Sgt Pete Whitehead, Cpls
Tommy Aitken, 'Jock' Fairbairn, Lcpl 'Tiny' Shaw, Sig
Martyn, Graham, Ward, Cpl Alan Joels (RMP), Sgt Steve
Tryer (Para) and Sgt Colbeck (Para).

AND SOCCER
Our football 6-a-side team were semi-finalists in the SED ST
6-a-side competition. Cpl Billy Adam was the sole Royal Signals
member. The OC considered that the Brigade CPX had co cake
priority for once and the rugby 7-a-side team had put their bid
in first.
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HQ 16 PARA BRIGADE SKILL AT ARMS MEETING
UCCESSES
Two ection , each commanded by an 9fficer were entered to
compete in the 1arch and Shoot competition on the first day of
the meeting. Both sections acquitted themselves favourably,
Lt N. C. Jackson knocking a taggering five minutes off the
record time for the march. On the second day of the meeting a
four-man team, Jed by ::he OC, won the team pistol event. Capt
(Q M) J. G. Turner had a good day, winning the individual SMG
event and coming third in the pistol. Ssgt Marsh all managed
joint third in the individual rifle event.

THE END O F AN E RA
{arch 24 heralded the end of an era for Airborne Signalling
when 10 men of the Squadron boarded a RAF Hercules aircraft
on the way to completing their last descent as professional parachutists. Amidst cries of 'hand your berets to the despaccher' and
a less-than-tuneful chorus of 'The Ride of the Valkiries' the
men tumbled into the slipstream for the last time. Forty-five
econds and l,OOOft later W02 (Y of S) Devine took five years
off his life when he managed a spine-shattering stand-up for the
benefit of the camera. Not knowing that the camera was watching,
Ssgt Steve Marshall gave a good exhibition of how not to land;
whilst Ssgt 'Taff' Roberts vented his wrath (no doubt brought
on by a loss of Para pay) on Sig Bob Hope, to whom he gave a
very detailed and ungentlemanly explanation of how to steer away.
Fortunately, the Corps has not lost all its parachutists.
Radio Telegraphists, Combat Powermen and Radio
Technicians of the unit will continue to support the UK
Parachute Force and, for the foreseeable future, we will
still require volunteers for parachute training in these
trades. H you want to become an Airborne Signaller, ask
your Orderly Room for a copy of "Annex A to AGAI
Chapter 37, complete it and forward it to Royal Signals
Manning and Record Office.

THE BARDIE AND DENNIS CUPS
These cups are awarded annually to members of the unit for
achievement in the field of trade and sport. Lcpl Des Faherty
was awarded the Dennis Cup for the best Trade Course Report
and Sig Danny Kaye the Bardie Cup for his sporting prowess.

229 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 45
PERSONALITIES
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ZIC
OC Radio Troop

COMINGS
Welcome to Sig Mick Smith, Dick Livsey and Brian Clark
who join us from the AAC Harrogate via the 'Airborne factory'.
Welcome also to Lcpl Mick Dawson who joins us from 12 Mech
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.
G OINGS
Best wishes go with Sgt John Bailey to 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt
following his second tour with the Squadron. Cpl 'Mac•
Macfarlane leaves us headed for 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn,
and Sig 'Scouse' Liversidge leaves for civvy street.
SQUADR ON REUNION-JULY 23, 1976
A lener containing the details of the Reunion on July 23, 1976,
has now been posted to the ex-Squadron members whose whereabouts are known. If you have not received your copy please
contact the Squadron as soon as possible.
O BITUARY
S gt Jim R obins
I t is with deep regret that we must report the sad death ot
Sgt Jim Robins, killed in a free-fall parachuting accident on
Easter Monday. Although Jim had but recently joined 216 Para
Sig Sqn, his sense of humour and quiet competence had earned
the respect and friendship of us all. We know that Jim had many
friends throughout the Corps and feel sure that they would wish
to join us in offering our sincere condolences to his wife, Maria,
and daughter, Wendy.
A Remembrance Service, followed by a Military Funeral, was
conducted by the Brigade Padres at Aldershot on April 26, 1976.

TOT
SSM
Fof S
Yof S
RQMS

Maj J. E. Barnes
Capt J . A. Speakes
Capt (Tfc) D. V.
Boddington
Capt (TOT) E. Holland
W02 R. While
W02 (F of S) P. Jones
W02 (Y of S) E. Jones
W02 (RQMS) J. Tunney

TECHNICIANS TOUR MAIN POWER STATION
ARCH was a quiet and uneventful month, although the MT
Section of Radio Troop didn't think so. UEI came and
went, ably assisted by Sgt Dick D ickinson and his intrepid
drivers, one of whom I must mention because he asked me to!
Sig 'Jock' Keatings has been a member of the Squadron for
nearly two years and is shortly to be posted to 28 Sig Regt.
Married, with one child, he has been an asset to the Squadronwe wish him the best of luck in his new Unit.
MQ & L Troop must get a mention for their efforts on the
Tels side of the UEI, the F of S was woken early from his
winter hibernation to organise and co-ordinate a very busy
programme. Seventeen Technicians had a conducted tour of
the main Berlin Power Station early in April. It was suggested
(unkindly) by an un-named Line Sergeant that the visit qualified
them for their next promotion! The Squadron's two rally experts
(a qualification, not a fact}, Sgt D ave Callear (driver) and
Ssgt G eorge Day (navigator), continue to strive for another
first place, they do get their problems though, like the time the
UEI team refused to inspect their somewhat modified Land-Rover
because, 'We don't do civvy vehicles' l These two gentlemen are
at present training more members of the Squadron to enable a
team of three vehicles to be entered for exercise Magnum Spirit,
an annual rally sponsored by the British Army Motoring Association. C pl Deering, Lcpl Burnett, Sig Latham and Hull
are now learning what Trace, Tulip and Herringbone mean (mapreading systems).

M

RIDING PROBLEMS
Radio Troop recently spent a day in the Grunewald Forest on
cross-country driver training. There were two phases, LandRovers and motorcycles. The Land-Rover phase was of a high
standard with Sig 'Monty' M ontgomery winning the speed
section. Uneventful apart from Sig Dave Higgins' turn; he
happened to be driving the aforementioned rally Land-Rover
at high speed through trees 2ft apart, and the only interest shown
in his surviving was a scream from one SNCO, 'Watch me quartz
halogen headlights'!
The motorcycle section was slightly more difficult, most of
the Troop were riding for the first time. Amongst many amusing
minor spills was a classic by Sig ' Shaky Shaun' Kirk. He tried
to obtain a pilot's licence instead of qualifying on a motorcycle!
His very first attempt ended with him going forward a couple of
inches and upwards three feet. His application for the White
Helmets has been forwarded!

CllAMPAGNE LUNCH OVER BERLIN
Two members of the Squadron recently spent a couple of
hours as guests of Laker Airways-flying above Berlin in a 727
and being served a champagne lunch, on a trip to commemorate
the introduction of Brigade 'Package Holidays', Cpls Ramsey
and Vince were amongst other members of the Brigade, which
included our Brigade Commander, Brig L. A. H. Napier,
OBE,MC.
BUSY PERIOD AHEAD
Preparations for some of the 'Social' duties in Berlin are now
going ahead, to mention a few of them we have: exercise Rondo,
our tripartite signals exercise in early May; closely followed by
the Allied Forces' Day parade outside the Charlonenburg Palace
and, in June, HM The Queen's Birthday parade. Our sporting
activities continue, one notable achievement is by the basketball
team who, led by Sig Joe Strou d, won both the Berlin Minor
Units KO Cup and League yet again.

Berlin Inf Bde Minor Un its Cup ar.d league Winners 1975-76
Back row, left to right: lcpl Pete Morgan , Sig Joh n Meikle, Sgt John

W allace, Sgt Joh n Bain bridge, Cpl Gordon Thursfield, Cpl Jim Adams
Front row, left to right: Sig 'Ginge' Hu nter, Sig Joe Stroud (Capt),
Sig Bil l Atherton, Cpl Ron Gregory
THANK YOU, AND WELCOME
Turnover in the Squadron is so busy it would be impractical
to mention all, so thank you to all those who have gone, and welcome to the new arrivals.
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If you are posted overseas and wish to dispose of you r present car we will give you a high cash/credit
not e figure against any future purchase. For full details fill in this coupon .

name

address
model

tel
mileage

extras
tax paid yes/no

colour
mot yes/no

rank
make of car
first registered
lhd or rhd
condition

v'

poor

average

Walton Lodge Garage
PART OF THE WEIR LODGE GROUP -

good

We Even Teach Birds to Fly

H

excellent

Bridge st. Walton-on-Thames, Sy. Tel 42881

VW. •Audi •Triumph • Ford • MG •Austin • Rover
5/ 1539

Lcpl Ken Goll ings atte mpting t he hazardous 'sand funnel ' du ri ng
Troop motorcycle t rai ning
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Reports from 259 Sig Sqn
AV I G been trained by a German gamekeeper to h unt for
game using buzzards and kestrels, it was an unp leasant
su rprise for Cpl Alan Harding to find n umerous exotic birds
cooped up in cage in a back-alley_ shop. in L im.a sol. In parti_c~ar
his eye was taken by an 18 x 9 ' 9m chicken wire cage contammg
a young male kestrel.. H avin g ):>een. kept in this c~ge. since. a
fledgling and now havmg a 1 5 -~n wmgspan, the maJor_ity o~ It
wing feather were broken. Bemg unable to spread It wmgs
there had been hardly any muscular development and the bird
was unable to fly.
F or the last six weeks the bird has been made to flap its wings
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F OS
YOS
Troop Sgt
Storeman

Capt N. Steven
W02J. White
W02 B. Smith
Sgt A. Cerqua
Sig B. Porter

IDEAL LOCATION FOR ADVENTURE TRAINING
As well as normal continuation training in the trade and
military proficiency, we are ideally situated in the Caribbean to
enjoy the rigours of sub-aqua, swimming, sailing and island
survival plus an extensive range of adventure training. T wo
members of the Troop, Cpl Steve Birch and Lcpl John Webb
have just completed a week's sub-aqua course, and it is hoped
that all members of the Troop will have the opportunity of
attending one of the numerous courses during their six-month
tour here. So, if you have six months with nothing better to do,
then come and join us in the sunny Caribbean.

SUNNY CLIME
OR those of the Corps who do not know, the Troop is located
at Airport Camp, aptly named as the camp is just across the
runway of the Belize International Airport. Belize, formerly
British Honduras, is a self-governing colony situated in the
Caribbean Basin in the Bay of M exico. The neighbourin g states
are : to the North Mexico, and to the South and West Guatemala.
The climate is sub-tropical with average temperatures of 85°F ,
in fact, the temperature ranges from the lower seventies to the
upper nineties during the year.

F

Comd 4 Sig Group, Col Derek Briggs, presents the Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal to Cpl R. S. Stephens, of HQ BAOR
Sig Troop
competition. They beat all the RAF teams they played, and so
reached the finals where they lost to Kent School at a wellattended match.
' Raj' with Cpl Alan Hard ing in attendance
on every possible occasion and been fed on an intensive diet of
sparrows and mice. As a result, 'Raj' is starting to build up his
m uscles and, after moulting away his bedraggled feathers, the
new plumage is even more striking than 'flower power' disruptive
camouflage. Because Raj can only hop, mice and sparro"':'s leave
him standing and Cpl Harding has to be the hunter at this stage.
So dependent on him is the bird that every time he leaves, there
are loud calls of protest as Raj falls over from walking too quickly.
T he big fear is that, after training, R aj may never return from his
first free fligh t.
Al ready the new OC, Maj Grundy, has earmarked Raj for
PPCM* d u ties and Brig Acland has offered the fruit bats in
Flagstaff House as priority one victims.
*PP CM = Pigeon post counter measures.

WRAC OPERATORS SUR VIVE GAS CHAMBER
March 21 saw the start of exercise Plain Sailing, which required
us to operate at our normal place of work, BAOR Commcen
Rheindahlen, in NBC suits and respirators. For the men in the
Troop the NBC suits were a matter of routine, but the WRAC
needed a little advice and assistance. Eventually they were declared
gas-proof, and proved it by going through the gas chamber. The
switchboard operators were doubtful if their subscribers would
be able to hear them through their respirators, and were pleasantly
surprised when they did.

HQ BAOR Sig Troop BFPO 40
PRESENTATION BY COMD 4 SIGNALS GROUP
N F riday, Februar y 7, Com d 4 Sig Group, Col Derek Briggs,
p resented the LS and G C medal to Cpl 'Steve' Stephens
in the Corporals Club, Bradbury Barracks. Cpl Stephens' wife,
Freda, and his two children were there to witness the presentation,
as were the CO, 16 Sig R egt, Lt Col Tim Hackworth, OBE,
and RSM Bob Vale. Lcpl 'Sandy' Gahan (WRAC) was th e
medal bearer. Cpl Stephens' career has been long and colourful.
I t began with the F leet Air Arm and continues with the Royal
Corps of Signals. So far, it has spanned a quarter of a century,
three oceans and four continents. Congratulations to Cpl Stephens
on his p romotion to Sergeant on April 4.

O
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WRAC switchboard operators operate the 40( 160 switchboard in
NBC suits during exercise Plain Sailing
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Cpls Al Parry and Sid Davison at a party in Beli ze City. The plastic
mugs melted during the evening, t he local rum is potent stuff

EMERGE NCY B RINGS REINFOR CEMENTS
The recent emergency with Guatemala involved a great deal
of hard work for us all as, within a week, the Troop strength
doubled and so did our responsibilities. Luckily, most of the
reinforcements have now returned to their respective units and
Troop activities have returned to their original state. We would
like to thank those who joined us during the emergency for all
their hard work and resourcefulness during the recent crisis,
especially Cpl John Aldrid ge who helped the defence budget
by his numerous contributions. Along with the return of the
reinforcements, restrictions have been lifted and, with no enforced
curfew, our social scene is on the up and up.
S U N BASKING POPULAR
On Saturday, March 13, the Troop turned out in force to witness
the demise of Sgt Rick Thom a s who got married to the lovely
C armen Cardoza, and we would like to take this opportunity
to wish them all the best for the future.
One of our other favourite pastimes is basking in the Caribbean
sun on one of the numerous cays (small islands) which abound
off the coast of Belize yet within the Barrier R eef. D eciding to
go one better than a day trip, our cays' trip member, Sgt Ron
Kirkwood, organised a weekend 'exercise' on Cay Chappel.
Sgt Ron Kirkwood actually managed to con certain members
of the Troop not only to attend but to pay Belize 40 for the
privilege. Once on the cay, W02 (F of S) ' Chalkie' White
became ' G overnor' and Sgt Ian Holmes was the local squire.
The weekend was only marred by the occasional shower of rain.
Island jaunts are not our only form of recreation out here,
five members of the Troop, Lcpl 'Mo' Glover, Sig 'Porridge'
Hunter, Chris Heeles, Bob Porter and John Holmes have
just spent a p leasant two days in M exico

- - News from Troops - -

SPORTS REPORT
In the sporting field, the Troop reached the quarter finals of
the Rheindahlen G arrison .22 shooting competition. The Troop
football team, und er the leadership of the veteran right-back,
Cpl Bill Kane, entered the RAF Rheindahlen inter-section

THE TASK
The Troop has a number of roles including an HF radio link
to RAF Stanbridge in the U K , ship-to-shore links with Royal
Navy frigates off the Belizian mainland and HF communications
throughout the Caribbean area. W e are also responsible for the
telephone exchange network within Airport Camp.
The Troop, which now includes the old 14 Sig Regt detachment,
is currently about 40 strong. Our OC, Capt Nick Steven, and
W02 (F of S ) ' C halkie' White are both here on 18-month
tours but the rest of us do six months at a stretch.

EARTHQUAKE DURING COMMANDER'S VISIT
Col J. H. Hild, Commander 1 Sig Group, visited the Troop
recently, and during his visit there was an earthquake in the
neighbouring state of Guatemala. T he Troop was put on standby
to provide emergency communications, the Y of S, W02 Bernie
Smith, was seen with his survival pack of toothpaste and clean
underwear standing awaiting a friendly Puma helicopter of 33 Sqn
RAF. This helicopter was to take him into the unknown.
Some say that the Commander I Sig G roup arranged the 'quake
to test the Troop, but even Col Hild cannot command that
amount of power . . . can he? ?
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CAUGHT IN THE ACT
Sgt Bob Botfish 'su pervises' while Sgts Ian Holmes, Pet e Roge rs
an d a bevy of ED's attach an unwilling receiver cabin to its mob ilisers

BARBEQUE ON THE CAYES
Lcpl Andy Munro tries his hand at cooking over charcoal. Meanwhile,
Sig Pete Freer replaces some of the juices
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___...,__ -- The Volunteers

Test Engineers

31 (Greater

~ondon)

Sig Regt {V)

MEDAL MEDLEY
URING our evening drill night on Wednesday, March 31,
the Chief of Staff, HQ London District, paid his second visit
to the Regiment. After supper in the Officers Mess, Brig A. P.
W. MacLellan, MBE, toured RHQ and HQ Sqn offices, spoke
to personnel of 'K' (Comm HD) Troop practising their skills in
the Commcen training rooms and finally officiated at a medalpresentation ceremony in the Regimental Sergeants' Mess. Our
relatively new RSM, WOt Keith Childs, received his Long
Servcie and Good Conduct Medal, and Ssgt David LeFebvre
and Sgt Chris Frampton each received the TA VR efficiency
medal. It is a matter of record that all three medals were well
and truly 'wetted' that evening!

D

EMI have all kinds of
future for you at Hayes
With several different EMI industries
background with knowledge
concentrated at Hayes, Middlesex,
equivalent to ONC.
the Company offers you work on a
Given these minimum conditions, Test
wide variety of equipments - plus
Engineers of all levels are required opportunities to win promotions in
and you 're starting salary will
one direction or another without ever
faithfully reflect the experience you
have accumulated to date.
having to move out of the Hayes area.
And, since the entire EMI Group is
Terms and conditions of employment
constantly expanding - and. indeed.
at EM I are everything you would
looks likely to continue to expand for
expect of a major international
years to come - these opportunities
organisation, and assistance towards
may be expected to come up
relocat ion expenses will be
frequently.
considered where necessary.
To apply, please write to Bill Clark,
Recent practical testing a~d fault
finding experienc.e, either in industry
Personnel Department EM I Limited,
or with HM forces is essential. Ideally,
135 Blyth Road, Hayes. Middlesex.
it will have involved work on
Or telephone him on
advanced and complex
01 -573 3888 extension 639
electronic devices. Certainly
:j U
or Record-a-call anytime on
you'll nee d a good technica l - ••• • 01 -573 5524.
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precious possessions
Regimental Jewellery
For the most treasured person in your life there
is no more fitting gift than a jewel led replica of your
regimental badge. As a brooch in gold and enamel,
or set with precious stones, it is a badge oflove
and loyalty.
You will be proud to wear regimental cuff Jinks, e~r~l~i'-.l.ii!\\~m'l\
tie pin or scarf s tick also made by Carrington, who
have been regimental jewellers and silversmiths for
well over a century.
When in London, visit Carrington to see the fine
selection of jewellery, si lver and watches always on
display in the showrooms or just write for details.

z
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Brig A. P. W. Maclellan, Chief of Staff HQ London District, congratulating Sgt Chris Frampton on his TAVR Efficiency Medal. Also
in picture, left to right, are Ssgt (YofS) ' Dinger' Bell, W02 (SSM)
Steve Bland, WO I (RSM) Keith Childs and Ssgt David Lefebvre
(Courtesy TYRER Photography)

TAVR TERRORISTS
A notable feature of our weekend exercises this year has been
the existence of a well-briefed and highly effective live enemy
organised by the Adjutant, Capt Gordon Giles. Judging by
some highly-coloured reports of their activities one might suppose that they operated in Company strength at the very least,
consisted solely of terrifying supermen possessing exceptional
physique and were armed with an unbelievable variety of modern,
sophisticated weaponry.

3 2 Sig Reg t :(V ), Glasg o w
RHQ PERSONALITIES

co

2IC
Trg Maj
Adjt
QM
RSM
MTWO
RQMS
Chief Clerk

Lt Col R . F . Hills
Maj A. S. Petrie, TD
Maj T. C. Livingstone
C apt R. D. A b b ott
Capt F. R. Gardner
WOt F . T. T oole
WOt R. Stanley-Jones
W02 P . Sp ratt
Ssgt P . Burdes

THE SCO TTISH SCENE
T is not very often that this Regiment is featured in THE WIRE,
and this point was brought home by our new Adjutant, Cap t
Ron A bbott, who said, 'How about it, RSM, put us on the map'.
We are the only Royal Signals Regiment orth of the Border
though most of the Permanent Staff are Sassenachs; however, we
soon fall into line and become indoctrinated into the Scottish
way of life. We wear a G lengarry with the Red Grant Tartan
(that is a side hat with tassels) and Highlend Brogue shoes-even

I

CARRINGTON
only atl30Regent. treet, London W1R6HU.
Telephone: 01-734 3727
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the WRAC are different, they wear a Tartan Skirt! All in alT
we are very proud of our Scottish connections and, as we have a
Squadron in Northern Ireland, therefore we sho d perhaps say
Celt rather than Scots.
AND NORTHERN IRELAND
The RHQ, together with HQ and 52 Sqns are based in Glasgow;
?l Sq~, the .Hig~and Squadron, is based at Aberdeen; 61 Sqn
IS srauoned m Edinburgh and our proud
orth Irish Squadron,
69 Sqn, is based in Londonderry. So, as you can see, when we all
get t?gether we become q~te a co~mopolitan Regiment. As every
Englishman who serves with us will tell you, we need an interpreter to understand the different accents. Of course, being a
Scottish Regiment, we have a Pipe Band, who are all Volunteers,
'.1-Ild when they parade in full dress are a sight to behold. They are
m great demand and we send Pipers to many Regiments who have
Scottish ties for Regimental and Mess functions. Recently, the Pipe
Major played at 30 Sig Regt at the dining out of Lt C ol J arrett.
WRAC PSI RETIRES
PSI's who come to TA VR Regiments hardly get in the news,
so our volunteers will excuse me if I mention a few who have
come and gone during the last few months. A great loss to the
Regiment is our WRAC PSI, Mary Sloane, who left us for the
gay civvy life in Aberdeen, but there are rumours she may return
as a TAVR Volunteer.

m
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GOLF AT 22p A ROUND
A lot of us during our stay orth of the Border have learnt,
or improved ourselves, in the national sport-golf. Ss gt Joe
Gibson and Sgt Charlie Mit ch ell played in the Army in Scotland
Tournament, wee Ssgt Neil MacD onald did not appear this
year, and a great loss to the Regimental side was Maj John Heyes
who has given up his hobby-the Army- to retire to his new
home in the Highlands to spend more time in his main occupation,
horses, dogs and shooting. Did you know his race horses carry
the Corps Colours? At 22p a round of golf, this is the place to
learn. The RSM (Fred Toole) is still handicapped by the golf bag.
Squash seems to be the main keep-fit craze for PSis. The CO
and Ssgt (Y of S) Bob McL aren play very regularly, Bob is
posted shortly to RMAS on promotion- there is no truth in the
rumour that he lets the CO win! Meanwhile, the new Training
Major (Maj Tom Livingstone) is trying hard to get us to join
the Western Hockey Club, at the last time of asking he was in the
third XI!
Our Chief Clerk, Paul B u rdes, spends all his spare time going
on sailing courses and has become a yachthand. Chay Blythe
watch out!
H Q S Q UADRO N OUT AND ABOU T
In this article we are featuring mainly HQ Sqn which is based
in Glasgow. It is commanded by Maj Eric Suther land (another
man from the GPO) and his 2IC is L t Bob M cGarvey who
works. for Cadburys. Recently, HQ Sqn carried out two exercises
-Snow White One and Long Jump One.
Exercise Snow White I
The advance party of two 4- ton trucks full of ski equipment
and one mini complete with OC, Maj E ric Sutherland, TD ~
2IC, L t B ob M cGarvey, plus 'Biscuit' (Bob's dog) left Glasgow
bound for Aviemore. All arrived in tact at the Post House Hotel.
The OC managed to obtain some special tickets for the use of
Aviemore Sports Centre, which enabled exercise to be taken on
the ice rink, curling swimming and the dry ski slope. This was
just as well because the one thing that failed to arrive was some
snow! A small party of all ranks went to Glen Affrik to help bag
a few deer at the invitation of our Honorary Colonel, Ian \Votherspoon, TD, AD C. The 2IC was kept busy ensuring the remainder
were taking part in the adventure training despite the lack of
snow, though this was not all work since an enjoyable social
evening was he.Id during which W 0 2 Tom Craigon was
presented with a tankard on the completion of his term a SM.
Sport continued on the Sunday, and a tired group joined the train
at 1730 hrs for home. Low and behold snow wa encountered
in the form of a blizzard on the route south to Perth. However,
despite the lack of snow while at Aviemore the exercise was
considered successful by all.
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Exerci e Long Jump I
.
This exerci e wa in the form of a treasure hunt testing, mapr ding, driving and organi ing ability. The exercise started with
map-reading in rruction, and lectures on MT stores, accounting
and vehicle maintenance. The Squadron was then divided into
even team who were allotted a Land-Rover each. All tores
loaded, the teams were led in convoy from TAVR Centre to
Garelochhead by the OC, a sisted by Capt John Chown, OC
LAD, who practised road movemenr control. Luckily at this
tage no recovery was required, but all vehicles were inspected
en route. The stores were checked by Lt Bob McGarvey and,
at 10-minute intervals, the teams were issued with maps and
their map-reading problems by Maj Eric Sutherland. A safety
net which used Cl l from 52 Sqn, was set up by O /Cadet Alan
Stobo from a central check-point back to our peacetime base;
170 miles, plus or minus a few, and five hours p lus or minus a
few minutes (or was it hours?) later the teams arrived back at
the start. A timed section over the training area and changing a
wheel on OC LAD's Land-Rover followed. Early next morning
the teams were led back towards Glasgow, where a police escort
took them to a driving testing ground at Bishopbriggs. Here
Mr Magnus Ross (Police Reserve) had set up an advance driving
test. Driving forward seems to present little or no problems but
doing the same in reverse is another story I The police escorted
the vehicles back to the Drill Hall through Glasgow and then the
stores were handed in, the vehicles cleaned and inspected again
byREME.
The course now being complete the winning team was announced, and Mrs Irene Sutherland presented the winners
Ssgt Burdes, Ssgt (Y of S) McLaren and Pte Curran (WRAC)
with Vintage Car Ash Trays.
SUPPORT OF CCF AND ACFS
Anober responsibility of the Regiment is to support Cadet
Forces in the various Squadron areas. Here in Glasgow the local
ACF unit is Royal Signals. The Boy SSM, E. O.'Harney, has
been promoted to the rank of ACF/RSM for the Strathclyde
Region. This is some achievement because the competition is
fierce with all the other cap badges in the area competing for the
appointment.
A STAGING POST?
Here in Scotland we are always glad to see members of the
Corps. Already several Signals units use us as a staging post on
their way north to the Highlands for ski-ing or adventure training
exercises. There must be some consolation in having this 'foreign'
posting thrust upon you as our previous adjutant, Capt Rick
Brown, has landed himself a posting to Hong Kong and our
Colonel is packing his skis ready to go to Canada at the end of
the summer! We all expect the same treatment in future.

proved to be a long exacting task. It was interesting though, and
I have some bottled samples preserved in formalin as a reminder
of our 'seaweed harvest'.
NO WHISKY GALORE
On August 23 we packed up and moved to Ludac on the
South coast of South Uist. Not being able to reach the island of
Hartarnul for a visit, we made a dive in a bay sheltered from the
heavy seas round Melvick Point. We found an abundance of
underwater life there such as I had never seen before in British
waters. On August 24 we began our hunting in earnest and set
off for the East coast of the island of Eriskay (Seal Island). We
carried out circular searches for the wreck of the Politition (whisky
galore) but with no success. On our return we were surrounded
by seals and two of us dived to spend an exhilarating 40 minutes
swimming with them. If ever you have the chanc to try this do
so, it is not to be missed!
The 25th was spent on another kelp-sampling slog, but on the
26th we tried for the Politition again. We had by now abandoned
our Decca soundings and advice collected prior to the expedition.
Even the wealth of detail supplied by the local fishermen failed
to help us that day. We had great fun, nevertheless, and our
educated 'Aquaman' (RAEC) caught a 4lb lobster.

AND HOME
On September l we washed off all our equipment and packed
up. The 'wreck fever' began to slip away as we neared the
departure time but one last fling in the Balivanich Island Restaurant
helped to bring the expedition to a suitable ending. On September
3 we slipped away by LCT and beaded east and south on the
long trek home.

36 Sig Regt {V) Wanstead

Maj W. I. M. Allan, Royal Signals (V), leads 45 Sig Sqn as they march past the saluting party. Also in the picture are Capt K. R. J. Harvey,
Royal Signals (V), Lt R. Buston, Royal Signals (V) and Capt W. D. Milne, Royal Signals (V) (march ing). Cpl L. W . Drakes (Lance Man) and the
Hon Col, Brig P. D. Vaigncourt·Strallen (on the Dais)
(Courtesy of London & Essex Guardian Newspapers Ltd)
ALL FROM A REMARK
T all began at last Remembrance Sunday parade. The Mayor
of Redbridge Councillor Frank Cobb remarked to the then
new Commanding Officer, Lt Col John Swindells that it had
been a long time since the Regiment had marched through the
Borough to exercise the freedom rights given in 1963. Thus
began a lot of bard work which culminated in the parade on
April 10, 1976. The last time the Regiment had marched through
the Borough was in September 1972. The Corps Band being
available, served to encourage an excellent turnout of Volunteers.
Unfortunately a last-minute engagement prevented the Director
of Music from attending so WOl Ral:rh Danells led the Band in
what was, in fact, to be his last formal parade prior to retirement.
Only RHQ, HQ Sqn and two Troops of 45 Sqn are actually
situated in the Borough of Redbridge. The remainder of the
Regiment comes from Norwich, Bedford, Cambridge, Colchester,
Brentwood and Gillingham. In coaches and cars, accompanied
by many families they travelled from these places to assemble
at Ilford TAC where they were fed and watered by the Quartermaster, Capt Bob Jones and his hard working team of cooks and
fatigue men. As geographical separation had prevented any rehearsal the RSM, WOl Frank Jepson, took the opportunity
for a short spell of marching practice! Aided by the Band the men
and women (WRAC) taking part soon showed that they had been
practising hard for the parade.
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By Cpl Chris Collier, 35 Sig Regt (V) Birmingham
EXERCISE MOUNTED FROM HMS 'NEPTUNE'
S I look forward to the warm summer seas of the Eastern Med
(posted to 9 Sig Regt) let me tell you of a trip made to the
colder waters of the Outer Hebrides. Last autumn expedition
Wreck Hunter was mounted out of HMS Neptune, the submarine
base at Gareloch. There were 10 civilian members and eight
military comprising the complete team. The base was moved by
LCT in 24 hours to Balivanich Camp near Loch Caman in
outh Uist where the Gunners (and Signal Troop, of course)
kindly gave us accommodation, and our dives began from there.

A
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made for pleasant diving after the filthy conditions of the day
before and we located a brass porthole, too heavy to raise, similar
to the four found by the other party. On the 31st we returned
here and, after much eager effort, managed to prise free one of
these portholes and raise it. Sea urchins also came up as souvenirs
and six starfish for research purposes. In the meantime one last
dive was put down on the Polititwn and as I left my life jacket
behind this time I was able to slip deep into the hole till just my
fin tips were showing. I found another five bottles to raise my
personal tally to 21, and we left to share out our spoils. We were
finally allowed four bottles each, and I had first choice, having
retrieved most of them.

THE JACKPOT
The following day we struck lucky and cruised right over the
very wreck we were after. The water was so clear that parts of it
could be seen from the boat. With our traditional chivalry we
Service personnel stood back to allow the civilians the first dive
(we were too slow!) and, after half an hour, the first pair surfaced
waving ancient whisky bottles above the water. The civilians,
having retrieved 12 bottles in all, left the field free for us and we
plunged down with high hopes. Unfortunately, we did not find
any more whisky, though we were down for an hour, but we saw
many large pollock, a big dog fish and conger eels which had set
up home in much of the wreck's piping. Conditions inside the
wreck were poor by this time as the sediment had been stirred up.
I did find part of a telephone handset (should have been a lineman)
and resolved to dive again when conditions had improved.

Outer Hebrides Diving
Expedition Wreck Hunter

PADDLE STEAMER WRECK LOCATED
Our first, on August 20, was intended to test the scientific
equipment which had been brought up from Reading University
by their eight members. We pumped up the boats and set off to
dive on an unknown paddle steamer wreck in Loch Carnan.
The magnetometer was towed behind one of the inflatables but
it failed to register and the wreck had to be found by trial dives.
The boilers were located in 60ft of water and other wreckage at
85ft. We explored and then resurfaced with a haul of scallops.
Three other dives were carried out in Loch Carnan, two of them
to collect kelp samples as part of a Durham University pollution
survey. For this we worked in teams of three, one cutting, one
bagging and one carrying. The amount collected from carefully
predetermined depths and locations was considerable and this

MORE BOTTLES
9n the 28tf1 we ca_rried out a ca_reful .search of the wreck by
usmg one pair at a time and by disturbmg the bottom as little
as possible. Cpl Alan Knott and Lcpl Charlie Cartwright
(RCT) were first down and, on their return, they described a
hole they had marked where odd pieces of broken glass and
wood could be seen. Pte Keith Brogdale (RAOC) and I dived
to search this spot. Using a torch and a gentle approach we
could see that the hole was in metal plates and that inside it
appeared to be full of sand. There was nothing else for it but to
w_rig~le the top half of my body in and search by groping and
d1ggmg. Once I had moved some sand I could not see a thing
anyway, but after much scraping and stretching I had seven
bottles to lift out to Keith. Up we went as proud as punch. That
afternoon we returned and retrieved another nine bottles of all
types but we had to stop at this as we were disturbing a lot of
.filthy fuel oil sediment which was then messing up our kit and the
boat.
On the 29th we gave the Politition a miss and tried the wreck
of an ocean-going steam tug that our other party had located. It

Whisky, whisky and then even a lobster!
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PARADE LED BY CORPS BAND
The parade led by the full Corps Band consisted of five contingents, 44 Sqn and elements of HQ Sqn led by Maj Chris Gale,
45 Sqn Jed by Maj Willie Allan, 54 Sqn led by Maj Brian
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Motteram • the WRAC led by Capt Marion Lilley. A vehicle
detachment Jed by the MTWO, WOl Roy Stark, brought up
the rear. Marching at the head of the Regiment immediately
behind the Corps Band was the Commanding Officer followed by
the Adjutant and the RSM. The salute outside the Town Hall
was taken by the Mayor, Councillor Frank Cobb. Also on the
dais were the Honorary Colonel of the Regiment, Brig P. D.
Vaigncourt-Strallen, the Commander of 12 Sig Group, Brig
W. A. Sykes, and the Deputy Lieutenant of Redbridge, Brig
H.B. Jolly, OBE, TD, DL, JP. We bad been reasonably confident of a large crowd, having chosen to march down Ilford High
Road at 1500 hrs on a Saturday afternoon! and we were right, the
many spectators at one time forcing the Band to take avoiding
action.
'THE CABLE WAGON' PRESENTED
After the parade the Mayor and other distinguished guests
were entertained to afternoon tea by the CO and Officers of the
Regiment. During the gathering the CO took the opportunity to
present the Mayor with a framed picture of 'The Cable Wagon' to
commemorate the evenr. In his reply the Mayor thanked the
Regimenr on behalf of the Borough for putting on such an impressive display. (Later the picture wasre-presented to a full
meeting of the Council on May 5, 1976, where the Council
Members showed their appreciation of the Regiment' gift.)
Everyone who saw and those who took part in the parade agreed
that it was a great success, having the Corp Band lead us was for
most of our Volunt('ers, a unique event-and undoubtedly did
much to make a very worthwhile occasion.
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COMINGS AND GOINGS
Maj Brian Motteram has been appointed Regim~tal
cond-in-C.Ommand. Hi place as OC 54 Sqn at Cambridge
h been taken bv Capt Derek Latchford now promoted to
Major. Capt Ken.Harvey of 45 Sqn has taken Derek'~ place a.s
2IC 54 qn. Other promotions i~ the Regi~ent durmg April
have been Roy Williams of orw1ch to Captain· R?ger Buston
of Colche ter and Mike Stewart of Eastbourne to L1euten~t~.
Col B. M. Prophet, Deputy Group Commander, v1S1ted
5 9 Corps Sig Troops at Eastbourne during the weekend
fav -9 1976. It will be his last visit to Eastbourne as Deputy
C.Ommander as he i shortly handing over his appoinonent.
~ e would like to welcome Ssgt (F of S) Bob Chapman to
the Regiment from 30 Sig Regt and Cpl Malcolm Ma!111 from
ig Regt and ay goodbye to W02 (F of S) Paul McGinn who
returns to the regular Army for service with 16 Sig Regt.
94 GIRLS ARRIVE
The Regiment was tasked by 12 Sig Gr~up <
Y> to run ~ T ~ VR
\'\TRAC recruit training camp. Though primarily for Umts m 12
Sig Group, we, in fact, accepted bids from the other two UK
Volunteer Groups. Early estimates of some_ 50 recruits were S?On
proved wrong. It caused considerable surprise (and consternanon)
when 110 vacancies were requested (this was because of the succes of the March recruiting campaign). Eventually 94 girls
attended the camp, including six from the Infantry, 7 LI at
Durham. The Training Major, Mike Alden was given the task of
running the course. He was assisted by Maj Pat Ruston, OC,
WRAC, the regular Quartermaster, Capt Bob Jones, Paymaster
Maj Don Latham, Lt Sally Cassanet, the RSM and other
members of the Regiment; 34 and 40 Sig Regts also sent personnel
to help.
Proteus Camp near Ollertoo, otts, was taken over oo Thu~sday,
April 22, 1976. The recruits arrived on S_arurday, April 24,
1976, and training began in earnest the followmg day.
TRAINING UNDER WAY
They were organised into three Troops commanded by Lt
Sally Cassanet, W02 V al Marshall and W0 2 Keith Coates.
Tue latter sprouted a pair of bushy mustaches so that there
would be no doubt about his sex. Then began two weeks of
intensive training to turn the girls into trained volunteers. The
programme was much as would be expected, drill, lectures,
tailoring, etc, but extras included BC training, complete with
practical respirator training with CS gas, field cooking, tent
erection, a night exercise and map-reading (ests.
COMMAND ER TAKES P ASS OFF P ARADE IN THE
HEAT

That the training achieved its object was shown by the marching
and turnout of the girls on the pass off parade which was held
on what turned out to be the hottest afternoon in May. The
inspecting officer was the Commander 12 Sig Group (V) Brig
W. A. Sykes. Some 50 parents, relatives and friends made the
journey to Proteus to wimess what must surely be the largest
pass off parade of WRAC Volunteers yet held. The prize for the
best overall recruit was won by Pte Margaret Halnan of 36
Sig Regt (54 Sqn). Other prizes being won by Pte A. S. Lee of
35 Sig Regt and Pte J. L. Brown again from 36 Sig Regt. Following the prizegiving the parade marched off, led by Lt Sally
Cassan et (WRAC). At tea, which followed the parade, most of
the recruits and their parents had an opportunity to meet the
Inspecting Officer and ADWRAC (North East District) Lt Col
F. Cook, who also anended the parade.
HARD WORK AND RELAXATION
Although the permanent staff and the girls worked hard there
wa time for fun and relaxation. Sgt Terry Williams founded
and ran the camp underground magazine aptly called 'Camp
Boobs'. Every slip, verbal or otherwise was recorded, including
PSI, Sgt Harry Wis h a r t, saluting a visiting naval petty office:,
and the RSM roaring at the recruits to 'get em down' after they
had finished putting up tents. We wonder what he means! There
were recreation runs to civilisation and, during the second week,
Troop parties. There was the Irish contingent from 40 Sig Regt
who not only provided the guard but also helped out in so many
ways. They brought their own interpreter, Cpl John Shaw, an
Englishman now living in Belfast whose services for translation
purposes were much in demand. Their habit of hunting in a
pack was soon noticed and they earned the title of'Rent-a-Gang'.
The cooks, led by Sgt George Turner , from orwich did a
terling job and Messing was of a very high order. The Quartermaster and his volunteer SQMS 'Pip' Wood of Gillingham

performed prodigies in kitting all the girls out during the camp.
The Chief Clerk Ssgt John Celino, aided by his WRAC Clerks
Cpl Doris Goh' and Pte Carol Phillips, worked long hours to
provide administration of a high order and was rewarded by the
RSM with being allowed to appear on the pass-off p_arade as a
pike-man, an honour which he viewed with some ambivalence.

Association News
1976 INDIAN SIGNALS ASSOCIA:rION A~M
N April 10, the Indian Signals Assoc1_anon held its ~ual
general meeting and dinner at the Victory Club, presided
over by Maj Gen R. J. Moberly, CB, OBE, an event which
gave rise to the thought that here under one roof were m~ny of
those who were responsible for a whole ch;apter of Corps hi~tory.
Each year they meet, a living link with history, these old-timers
who, in the days of the B:itis}1 Empire, learnec:t at, first ban~ the
true meaning of phrases hke breath_ of the Onent and the lure
of the East'. This year there were delightful speeches by Col W. I.
Moberly, CBE, and Lt Col R. Atkinson, OBE. Both spoke
.
.
freely of their reminiscences.
From its inception, the Corps played a large _part in nursmg
policing and protecting this '~rightest Jewel m. the Crown'.
Often its presence meant the difference between hfe and death.
One remembers the Querta earthquake as an example. To
the casual observer at the dinner it would have been difficult ro
imagine these benign, gentle-mannered elderly gentlemen ~s
being the same young tearaways some of whose escapades in
those far-flung outposts even when considered in retrospect leave
.
such hair as remains standing on end.
Gone are the V-shaped necks, the brown arms and, in many
cases, the sylph-like waists. Gone, tO?, ala_s, Murray be~r by the
sack but much else remains. The bearmg snll betrays the mfluence
of the Srickleys and the Fegans of the Corps, a day's difference
in the date of enlisrmem still separates the ' Old Sweat' from the
'Rookie'; any date of enlistment after 1930 lays one open ~o the
'Red Posteria' label, right arms are still powerfully applied to
their rightful task; that precious sense of humour so_ o~te_n the
saviour of British troops in times of stress has not d1mm1shed,
and most of all there remains that marvellous esprit-de-corps
which over-rides all else.
The means of communication in their day ranged from lamp,
flag and helio to 'A', 'C' and '120-watt' set; and the ~ride ~f them
all was that little modern wonder, the No 1 Set. This lastmentioned was hailed as being the last word in Military pack
radio by all save the unforturiate operator who, for some obscure
reason took umbrage at being attached by the ears to a mule and
dragged for days on end over rock and boulder, up hill and
down dale, over mountain and goat track, through s_and and
dust srorm and river, parched of throat and drenched with sweat
under a merciless tropical sun. All this on a diet of bully-beef
and biscuits and we haven't even mentioned the blistered feet
and the tribesmen's bullets!!
Alas all the aforesaid instruments and, indeed, several of their
succes;ors are now only to be found in the Corps Museum at
Blandford, or the History Room at Catterick; bu~ ol~-timers
beware, the curators of neither encourage the application of a
'Kick and throw test' to their now very precious Dill telephones!
There are, to our knowledge, a lot of respected citizens who
qualify for membership of this Association (we talk about you, you
know). If you are one of them, whether General or Jankah Wallah,
come out of hiding, or if you know any, tell them ro. The heat
was off long ago, all is long since forgiven. Our worthy secretary,
Na t G ould, yes, the very same Nat, will be more than happy
to provide a.II the ' gen'. There are lots of episodes to be retold
an d acquaintances to renew, give it a go. We can assure you
there is nothing to lose and much to gain.
The dinner, by the way, was yet aga in an enormous success;
and for anyone interested, Nat Gould 's address is : Lt Col G. R.
Gould, The Sycamore, Church Lane, Dunnington, York YOl 5QA.

O

If you are so broke that this is someone
else's Wire you are readingboy you sure need sympathy!
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LIFE ASSURANCE
ITS F:'JNCTI~N.

The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against
hardship resultmg from your premature death and provision for Y,Ourself and them in later years if you survive normally.
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however, also the best possible long-term investment, because the money is invested wisely and widely by the Life Assurance Companies and because it is the only form of
investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on half of Premiums. For those
liable to Tax at 35%, this means 17·5% abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £82·50 a year provides a permium of £100 a year
which is 21 ·2% increase.
'

SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service
problems. I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for
each type of risk.
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single,
dates of birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can affor d in addition to any
existing outlay. If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are
good value. In any case they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you
reconunendations which you can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Cap ital, and
the advantages/disadvantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
SURTAX, the WEALTH TAX and GIFT TAX/ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can reduce the burden. If these p rob lems
are at all large let me advise you how to increase your net income and net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best m arkets.

R.~~~
F.C.l.B.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

MAjor

T. F. Williams
F.C.l.B.

2, Duke Street, Brighto n, BN 1 1 DE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines)
Incorporated Insurance Brokers
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers
Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association

PJ.-int ers
Publishers
Newspaper Proprietors
Lit hographers
Process Engravers
Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation,
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems

F. J. Parsons-Ltd
Newspaper House, Great New Street. London EC4P 4ER
Printing works at Hastings
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Have avery good crossing
at avery good price!
Home leave? Townsend Thoresen will take you over
in style. Their big, comfortable, modern ships have a
warm, friendly atmosphere and helpful staff. There's
always a good restaurant and buffet on board, a
cheerful bar, comfortable, spacious lounges,
attractive cabins for night crossings and a wellstocked duty-free shop for last minute presents.
There are worthwhile fare reductions for British and
Commonwealth Forces personnel, and attached
civilians, stationed on mainland Europe. Your
immediate family stationed with you get the
reductions too. During winter we also reduce the fare
for your car, caravan, trailer or motorcycle.
Cross from Zeebrugge if you're coming straight from
Germany, Belgium or Holland. Zeebrugge is ideal - a
fast run on the E3 or E5 motorway. You can cross to
Dover, or to Felixstowe - handy for orth London the
Midlands and the orth. Or you can cross Calais-

___

.,. _, II

.....;..._....-..._,

ti

THE

Dover. If you 're visiting France on the way, or live in
south-west England, there are also the Le Havre Southampton and Cherbourg - Southampton routes,
and our new one, Cherbourg - Portsmouth. Townsend
Thoresen have frequent sailings day and night, so you
can pick the one that makes the most of your leave.
Townsend Thoresen also have special low cost
schemes for short trips home. You can have a halfprice return trip with your car that gives you 48 hours
in the UK, or a 5-day visit at an inclusive price for
4 adults - your car is carried free. (Fares for these trips
are already specially reduced, so no extra Forces
concession is available.)
Find out all the details - routes, sailing times,
prices - from our leaflet 'Travel Bargains for Forces'.
Send in the coupon for your copy or ask your local
travel agency.
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One step ahead
-for the third time

OUR COVER PICTURE
Ou r cover picture shows Lcpls Mick Pallad ini, 'Budgie' Burgess and Sig Vince
Borda watch ing the clown act while waiting for their next ride at the Dove
Group Show at Purley Airfield , near~London, a few weeks ago

Our first generation 100 watt solid-state broadband .line?r
amplifier for military use- the GA480 - was the first in
the world.

Our second generation version-the GA481-gave continuous voice operation and a much extended frequency
range-again for the first time.

THE

WIRE

THE ROYAL SIGNALS
MAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association
Editor:

Our third generation model- t he HFA 125-is now
in production. It is anot her w orld leader, giving
continuous operat ion o n both voice and CW, with
no liquid coolant or fa ns.
It is lightweight, sealed, and achieves the full
100 watt CW specified operatio n on 24 volts over
the frequency range 1·5-30 MHz.
All three generations have represented significant technical
advancement and were produced to full DEF133 military
specification.
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Assistant Editor:
MRS. G. M. CRAWFORD
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All correspondence and matter for publication in THE WIRE should be addressed to
THB WIRE, Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London
SW3 4RH. Tel No: Chelsea Mil. Ext37I
STD 01-930 4466. Ask operator for above
extension.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Individual: Yearly £3·00; momhly 25p.
Bulk (five or more copies): Yearly £2·40;
monthly 20p.
Remittances should be made payable to:
Royal Signals Association.

Please write for full details

REDIFON

\Jf"\I
TELECOMMUNl"ATIQNS

•..on /and and sea

Redifon Telecommunications Ltd
Broomhill Road, London, SW18 4JQ
Tel: 01-874 7281 Telex: 264029

1976

JULY
Vol 30

{New Series)

To:

Officer C o mmanding
The White Helmets
Catterick Camp
North Yorkshire

I am interested in becoming a White Helmet, please send me more information

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th
OF THE MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION.

"

t)

y'

LT COL R. L. MURRAY, O.B.E.

Last year t he Royal Signals Motor Cycle
Display Team travelled thousands of
miles by road, sea and air. In the United
Kingdom, they put on shows from
Cornwall to Edinburgh and Glasgow and,
in the process travelled some 30,000
miles in their luxury coach. Besides this
they performed in Belgium, BAOR,
Berli n, and even flew out for 10 days in
the Oman to perform at the Sultan of
Oman's birthday party. During the
season they stayed in luxury hotels at
£40 a day each, down to rough barrack
rooms with leaking roofs. The life is hard
work combined with firm discipline and
absolute loyalty to the rest of the team,
while training, putting the show together, and during the performances.
The rest of the time on tour it is acting
as ambassadors for the British Army and
Could this belong to you 1
Royal Signals. The reward is possibly
the best and most exciting job in the
British Army.
.
.
Speed, precision, thrills, spectaculars, 28 men perfo rming unbelievable
tricks at incredible speeds. We can train you t o do this, if yo u have enough
willpower, determination and self control. O ur rid ers are made--not born.
Many of our best team members had never ri dd en before join ing us. Ask for
information from your Orderly Room or fill in the co upon and send it to us
for details.

No7

No . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. Rank ... .. .... . ..... . .. Name ............................ ... . .
Address

... .... ... ... .. . ... . :... .... ... . .. .......................................... ..

Regular Forces Employment Association
Well over 1,000 soldiers of the Corps retire every year and are confronted
by all the problems of 'resettlement'. There can be few, if any, who are not
aware of the very considerable resources which are deployed in the Services to
assist all ranks to proceed on the seco d career of their choice-or to guide
them where they are uncertain of the opportunities.
We are pleased to highlight the work in this field of the Regular Forces
Employment Association. In presenting the 9l st annual report of the Regular
Forces Employment Association, the president, G en t h e L or d B ourne of
Atherstone, said: 'In this current very difficult employment situation, the
ex-Regular is doing well because he is reliable, adaptable, ver atile and reasonably mobile'. The report states that only 350 ex-R egular Servicemen were
registered as unemployed after six months last September. Although twice as
high as the comparable 1974 figure it is still very low when compared with 15,000
men and women who leave the Services in a six-month period.
Roughly one-third of these, some 5,000, register with the Association who
currently place two out of three in permanent jobs within six months. More
ex-Regulars found employment in the public sector (as opposed to the private)
than before, especially in the Police forces.
Continued on page 206
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Maj Gen Patrick Claxton, the general manager
paid particular tribute to the .Association' 42 local employment officers who 'have been working very hard to achieve
thi result'. He al o emphasised that the Association works
in do e co-operation with the two executive arms of the
Manpower Services Commission-The Employment Service
Agency and the Training Service Agency.
The Head Office of the Association is 25 Bloomsbury
Square, London WCIA 2LN. Tel: 01-637 3918. The
addre se and telephone numbers of the 42 branches of the
A sociation can be found by reference to local telephone
directories.

N

-From· our "In" Tray-Congratulations to the following

ATTENTION DRs WHO SERVED IN 1939-45
Royal Signals Despatch Riders who served during the war,
interested in locating old comrades, etc, please ring or write :
A. Taylor, 'Brooklands', Sea Lane, Sutton-on-Sea, Lines. Tel:
Sutton-on-Sea 234.

Birthday Honours List
C.B.
Maj Gen H. E. Roper
M.B.E.

Maj J. B. Hordle, TD
Maj (TOT) J. A. Parkin
Capt (QM) A. S. R. Alfred
B.E.M.

Ssgt C. Selkirk
Sgt C.H. Cook, PAVR

Northern Ireland List
O.B.E.

'MEMORIES'
from Rosemarie Hodge, wife of ex-Cpl Derrick Hodge
OST ALqIA grips me when I remember our Army days.
The pam resembles somewhat the pangs of childbirth
(which you fortunate gentlemen escape!) and the pre-natal waiting.
One always seemed to be waiting for something and the excitement
of the wait- be it promotion or postings, spurred one on to ·
enthusiastic day-dreams. The pains came when the day-dreams
didn't materialise but, like the childbirth pangs, were soon
forgotten.
Happy days at 13 Sig Regt (1962-64) when I was actually
asked to write an article for THE WIRE. Trips to Rheindhalen and
Wildenrath NAAFI. Not what the average serving family will
regard as tremendously romantic-but you probably will when
you've left it all behind.
30 Sig Regt and the fun we had there. Dear old Blandford
before she had her face-lift and was rebuilt. My husband and I
ran the youth club-indeed opened and ran the youth club (lest
an man forget! ). I ran it single handed sometimes when be was
out on exercises and the like (1965-68). I wonder, often, of those
super kids, the fun we all had and the misery we all shared when
vandals broke in and ruined all we'd all worked hard to achieve.
Also I wonder how many of the crowds are now themselves married
and possibly part of the Corps in their own right.
T hen on to 223 Sig Sqn and lovely Winchester. And on to
Z24 Sig Sqn where we came to the end of the line regretfully as
multiple sclerosis had sneaked up on me from behind and I wasn't
the biggest asset to the Corps at the best of times but became even
less useful.
Though I mention only four camps in that time we occupied
10 houses/flats (not all at once I hasten to add) and still I'd be
back tomorrow if they would have us. I haven't forgotten
' march-outs' and 'march-ins' and all the rigmarole those entailed.
Friends made in the Services are seldom forgotten. As we left
HM Services my young niece married a young soldier and went
straight from her honeymoon to BFPO 801-not with our lot
I'm afraid but at least keeping up a tradition-and I feel I must
have been useful in some small way, if only by recruiting!
'224' is only down the road from where we now live ... so at
least I feel I'm not completely divorced from the old life. To
those of you who mark off the calendar until demob arrives don't
be too dissatisfied-even if the RSM is the most unfortunate of
men; and the chap in the next bunk gets promotion before you do.
You will one day look back, as I do now, and remember only the
happy times. Take heart and keep being spurred on by those
enthusiastic day-dreams ... they might even reach fruition.

VACANCIES FOR RETIRED OFFICERS GRADE 3
AT ROYAL SIGNALS MANNING AND RECORD
OFFICE
WO vacancies in the grade of Retired Officer 3 will occur at
Royal Signals Manning and Records, Reading, one in September 1976 and the other in November 1976. Both posts are concerned
with the management of the careers of Royal Signals soldiers.
Applications to fill these posts are invited from ex-Royal Signals
officers or ex-WRAC officers who have served with Royal Signals
units and from serving officers about to retire or contemplating
retirement.
Terms of service for Retired Officers and the procedure for
applying for these posts are contained in Army General and
Administrative Instructions Chapter 47 Section I. Officers already
retired should apply by letter to Ministry of Defence (CM(S)4f),
Lacon House, Theobalds Road, London WClX 8RY. The
current starting salary for a R03 in the Reading area is £3,358
per annum, rising by three annual increments to £3,983 per annum.
These figures include an increment of £6 per week awarded recently
under the Government pay policy.

T

Lt Col C. N. Last
ATTENTION ALL PHILATELISTS
COMMEMORATIVE Cover was on sale during July
1-4, 1976, at the Royal Signals Show, Signal View, at
Worcester.
The cover, envelope size 6t X 4t in, will depict a signaller
adjusting a Clark Mast. A 7p Stephenson's Locomotion stamp,
cancelled by the Combined Services Handstamp (Serial No 1,000)
will be used.
Onl y 2,000 covers were prepared for sale. Prices are:
(a) 100 covers personally signed by the Chief Signal Officer,
United Kingdom Land Forces
£1·00 each
(b) 1,900 unsigned covers
£0·25 each
Bids should be made to:
Philatelic Officer, 14 Signal Regiment, Norton Barracks,
Worcester.
Cheques and Postal Orders made payable to PRI, 14 Sig
Regt, must be included with order; 6&p should be added for
postage (10 covers or more, free).

29 Herrick Road,
Woodhouse Eaves,
Loughborough,
Leices LE12 8RX

SUMMER SKI CAMP-AN INVITATION
This is Cpl Nick Doveton slalom training at 10,000ft in
Saas Fee Switzerland in August last year.
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt are again running a summer ski
camp from August 28-September 25, 1976, in Neustift, Austria.
Skiers from other Royal Signals units are welcome to join us and
share our trainer.
For details contact: Maj G. R. Funnell, HQ Sqn, 2 Div HQ
and Sig Regt, BFPO 22. Tel: Lubbecke Military 325.

A

Dear Sir,
May I, through your columns, ask if anyone can lend me a
photograph of Lt Col Frank Carse Seely, OBE, even in 'l
group. I can have it re-photographed and can return it to tl1e
lender within 14 days.
Colonel Seely joined Royal Signals in 1926 and served on the
NW Frontier in 1930-31; be commanded 15th (S) Div Signals
for three years during the second world war. He was latterly
Chief Signal Officer Malta 1951-54.
May 1 mention that I shall refund postage to anyone who can
lend me a photograph and suggest that any photos should be
protected by cardboard and the envelope marked 'Photographs,
please do not bend'.
Yours faithfully,
Matthew E. Taylor
Ardlea, 11 Horselethill Road,
Kirk.lee, Glasgow G12 9LX,
Scotland.
From: Maj John G. Baker
Sir,
Reference 11 Sig Regt notes in the May issue.
Well done Instructional Wing. It never was and never could
be a Squadron.
Yours faithfully,
John G. Baker (Major Retired)
OC Instructional Wing 1965-69
Monks Meadow,
lreley, r Wincbcombe,
Gloucestershire
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THANK YOU
Mrs Dorothy Evis wishes to thank friends world wide for
their kindness, floral tributes and condolences during her
bereavement.
Her future address is: 162 Medway Road, Ronkswood Estate,
Worcester.
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LOOKING BACK
50 YEARS-'THE WIRE' JULY 1926
School of Signals
The absence of notes from the June publication of THE WIRE
is regretted. If excuse is needed, remember the strike! We
continue to plod along very merrily in our little paradise, notwithstanding the heat. Our latest innovation is work in the cold
grey dawn on some mornings of the week.
Our lines continue to improve steadily. A rock garden has made
its appearance by the Sergeants Mess, not to mention a kitchen
garden where we grow 'things'. One day a Ford got in somehowit was not by the gate--and many enquiries have been made as
to where the seed was purchased. The gardener keeps this very
secret, and vague rumours are afloat that he is trying to produce
a Rolls-Royce at a later date. The Company have a walk round
every morning at 9 a.m. to admire, and also to remove sundry
pieces of rubbish which contaminate the flowers, etc.
Threats of the annual inspection overshadow us, and we live
in fear of the dark day when orders say 'Ye shall don armour,
and get into a heap for overhaul, and condemnation if necessary'.
Our carpenter will have to hurry in transforming those Tate
sugar boxes into a recreation room, or the Company will have
nowhere to go when the chief says, 'Get ye hence, scurvy knaves,
and let not my orbs behold ye for twelve moons'.
25 YEARS-'THE 'WIRE' JULY 1951
Hong Kong Signal Regiment
We welcome 27 Inf Bde Sig Troop back into the fold this
month, the whole Troop now having returned to Hong Kong
THE WIRE, JULY 1976

from Korea. We're sure you'd all like to join us in congratulating
them on a good job well done.
In the sphere of wireless 'W' Troop continues its battle with
the Heavyside layer and the local tram company. The transmitter
station staff who live on a hill overlooking a tropical blue sea are
novi complaining of a lighthouse complex. This is not taken
very seriously nor are the reports from members of the recently
air-conditioned Signal Office staff that frost has been found in the
teleprinters.
Several more members of the Regiment have taken advantage
of the leave cruises to Japan aboard civilian ships. Owing to the
generosity of several of the shipping companies here it is possible
for chaps to spend a most enjoyable and interesting leave in Japan,
the length of which depends solely in how long it takes to load
and unload the cargo in Japan, at very small expense. The trips
usually last from two to three weeks.
10 YEARS-'THE WIRE' JULY 1966
19th Regiment
'Malaysia' Troop tell of a 'Divine Method of Cable Location'.
Labuan Island, ever a fruitfu l spring of unconventional happeningi;,
was recently the venue of the re-education of our Line Detachment
in cable-locating techniques.
Situation: An Air Formating cable buried under the site of a
proposed hardstanding. The RE officer in charge of the construction wants to know exactly where it is-not an uncommon
situation.
Execution: Before the Detachment CO could double away to
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bring out hi newly-arrived cable locator the RE officer Capt
John Ander on, picked up two brazing rods, bent each into an
'L'-shapc, placed one in each hand so that one arm of the 'L'
(about 12in long) was held parallel to the ground, and slowly
walked over the uspect area. Soon he stopped, the rods having
wung in towards each other. 'Dig there', he said. ure enough,
in five minutes or so, the cable lay revealed. 'It's quite easy really',
aid Capt Anderson, 'most people can do this, there' no magic
in it'.
Follow up: Half-an-hour later, back at Detachment HQ,
everybody was practising using 20lb cable conductor wire. Sure
enough-it worked for everybody. \Vhat is the secret? Well,
nobody knows for certain, but you operate this one best if you
have moist hands; and you must hold the short arm of the 'L'
loosely in your closed fist, so it is free to swing. It works for water,
too, and most metals. It's a well-known useful aid in the RE; so
why shouldn't we take a leaf from their book? After the 'twist'
comes the 'twitch', so to speak.

Crossword Puzzle No. 7

II

Welfare

i

f

MAY 1976
Number of cases assisted financially
Number of clothing parcels sent ..
Amount spent . .

17
65
£860·32

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants
Amount spent ..

11
£355 ·00

ONE OF THE MONTH'S CASES
IGNALMAN, discharged on medical grounds after 13 years'
service. The Association made a grant of £150 to help him
and his wife with the furnishing of a council house which had
been allotted to them. His letter is printed below.

S

ONE OF THE MONTH'S LETTERS
WOULD like to thank the Royal Signals Association most
sincerely for the grant I received at a time when I was desperately in need of help. I now know that the saying in THE WIRE
magazine 'The Corps cares for its Own', is really true.

I

THANK YOU!
Since the beginning of May, gifts of clothing, toys, books,
etc, have been gratefully received from the following:
S. Springer, Esq; 56 Div OCA Branch, Royal Signals Association; Sgt and Mrs D . Fryer; Maj Gen M. S. Hancock; The
Thrift Shop, Blandford Camp; Brig and Mrs C. H. Stoneley;
Brig W. A. Sykes; Lt Col and Mrs A. Howard; Maj P. Whitmore;
The Thrift Shop, IO Sig Regt; Maj and Mrs C. F. Lewis; Mrs
K. N. Smartt; Mr and Mrs H. Palmer.

Royal Signals Association
Benevolent Fund
The following donations were gratefully received during May 1976:

£

15·50
30·00
3·00
7·69
2·10
1·00
5·75

OC, 54 (EA) Sig Sqn (V)
..
..
..
..
..
Secretary, North London Branch Royal Signal Association
Maj A. A. Taylor
W. N. Dawson, Esq ..
T. W. Vigers, Esq
W02G. Webb
..
..
Miscellaneous minor donations
I

9.
10.
l l.
12.
13.
14.
16.
17.

19.
21.
23.

25.

26.
27.

ACROSS
States they too are !he communicators (6-S)
Apparatus used by !hose having a swinging time aloft (7)
Ttme perhaps for !hose old soldiers to remustcr (7)
Puzzled about being drilled full of holes (7)
Tom's feeler, possibly for improving reception al one time (7)
The enemy in the Lrench, under attack (3)
The gun ed. managed to exchange turns up to give him the elbow (S)
Given a big hand 1 and may ensure one gers warm applause (5)
ewlyweds lose tneir heads, and ~oes on horseback (5)
-And the colours worn by the Lmle People (5)
Not descriptive of the cricketer carrying his bat (3)
Lie about in a gale, and you could finish up all at s~ (7)
Communications received about Southampton or Liverpool (7)
I am a certain length, when I joined up (7)
Intentions to bring about a show of earnestness (11)
DOWN

I. Suggestion from the robber: 'Get up and help tl~e ~idwifc' (5-3-7)

2. MingJer, though when twisted, may get up to rmsch1ef (7)
3. May be considered to be the other side of the coin-up front (5)
4. Turnover of the agricultur~ industry perhaps. (9) .
.
5. Ring out the changes, putung things 10 the right di rection no doubt (7)
6. Could be the order given to soldiers with after!houghts having spilt jam
on me;, weapons (5-2-4-4)
7. May indicate how stiff the pressing examination turned out to be (6)
8. Erroneous, as two-timers may appear (6)
15". Press dial disintegration, and proved to be an area for dissipation (9)
17. Engineer with a drink inside may frequently be seen in Windsor (6)
18. Pick one inside !he boat, as one who decides who will play (5)
20. Consequently softly flowed out to nowhere, only to reappear dressed as a
choirboy (7)
22. Prepared to drive off around the street, this was no doubt examined (6)
24. The right time to go back and forget (S)

Solution to Puzzle o 6
Across: I, Evensong; 5, Sprats; 9, Presents; 10, Untruo;z 12, Rear ; 13, Contrabandj 15, Drunken Sailor; 18, Channel Tunnel; 24, Hanana skin; 26, Grin;
28, 1,.;ustom; 29, Love-nest; 30, Eraser; 31, E~ploxed. Dow11: I , Empire;
2, Emerald; 3, Sten; 4, Network; 6, Panda; 7, Airmail; 8, S pender; II , Eton ;
14, Bum; 16, Ef!j 17, Acne; 18, Cubiclei_i9, Amnesia; 20, Last; 2 1, Uniform ;
22, Larceny; 23, umted; 25, Noose; 27, H eel.

Solution next month (The Editor acknowledges this contribution by

£65·04

DO YOU KNOW OF ANY JOB VACANCIES?
It may be that some of our readers in civilian life are
aware of employment vacancies which could be filled by
those leaving the Corps on retirement or those al ready
retired who are seeking employment. It would be greatly
appreciated if details could be forwarded to the Association.

BORYS COURT PREPARATORY SCHOOL
Leigh, Nr Reigate, Surrey.
Tel. 030 678 372.
Boarding School for 8-13! year olds. Good
academic foundation given to prepare boys for
their Senior Schools.
Very good facilities for science, recreation and
sport.
Apply Headmaster

W02 [F of S] J. Hill]
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Movements-- - Officers
Name

H. N . S. Colborn Esq
I..>. S. Ewin g Esq
..
N. J. R. Ferriman Esq
J. L. Fletcher Esq
A. D. Forster Esq
M. N . Johnston Esq . .
A Leather Esq
..
ll. H . Mard o Esq
..
f. R. M . M cGrath Esq
K. Pritchard Esq
..
P. Smith .Hsg
S. J. S mith Esq
J. E. T homas Esq
R. M. Thurston Esq
S. J . Turpin Esq
R. T. Weston Esq
K. G. Wilson Esq
G. W . Wilton Esq
..
Capt (TOT) D. P . Albas
Maj R . I. F. Amos
M aj J . J. Bally . .
Cap t I. D . Bingham
Cap t A. F. Browne
Cap t D . J . Buckley
Capt T. Bushell
M aj B . C . Carpenter ..
Capt (Tfc) F. Coope r . .
W . P . Crowley, Esq ..
Capt (Tfc) J . V. Culbert
Capt 1<. G . Danby . .
Maj A . R . D ominy ..
M aj W. I!. A. Edmonds
M aj R. A . Ellis
M . S . F isher, Esq
J . W . Fletcher, E sq
I. Foxley, Esq
I. N . Greig, E sq
Maj I. J. Hamilton
Capt (QM) D . Henry ..
R. R . Holmes, Esq . .
G . W. E . Hope, Esq ..
N . K. P . Hope, Esq . .
P . J . Hryhoruk, Esq ..
S . G . Hughes, Esq
Capt (QM) G. James
D . A. Lynham1 Esq . .
P . L . McDonai, Esq . .
J . A. MacFarlane_, Esq
Capt B. W . Malt1>y ..
T. R. Manders, Esq . .
R. J . Mathieson, Esq
P . Parfitt, Esq . .
Maj (QM) J. A. Peck
Lt Col M . J. Pickard ..
M. F . Podmore, Esq . .
Capt (TOT) D . F . Poner
Maj M . H. Priestley ..
S. C. Richmond, Esq
P . A. R. Rouse, Esq
Maj B. H . Rowe
Capt A . J. Schuler
J. W. Stabler, Esq
N . H. Stewart, Esq
M . R. Telfer, Esq
..
Capt (QM) D. G . Thomas
G . P . Watchus, E sq ..
A. B . Wood, Esq
Maj S. Wood ..

JULY
U11ii to which porttd

l
C Q Course o 7
July 5-D ecembe r 17, 1976

J

8 Sil{ Regt
21 S1g Regt
HQ Royal Brunei Malay Regt
AA College, Harrogate
J3 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
35 Sig Regt (V)
7 Sig Regt
11 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
22 Si~ Regt
644 Sig Troop (HQ UNFICYP)
A Man SG (WS) UK (Central team)
JOCPT Project WAVELL
IO Sig Regt
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Faraway Places

ObituaryIt is with deep regr t that we record the sudden death in
Hong Kong, on May 16 1976, of Maj (TOT) Peter Dale. Peter
enli ted as a 17-year-old and, after recruit and trade training as a
Tg Mech, was promoted lance-corporal in October 1946. He
served in the Central Mediterranean Forces before attending o 2
Foreman of Signals course at The School of Signals, where he
qualified as SQMS (F of S).
His first (F of S) tour was with Scottish Command and, in
April 1950, he married, shortly before joining Gibraltar Sig Sqn
for a four-year tour. Whilst in Gibraltar he qualified as a hockey
umpire and started a long association with the game for which
he will be remembered for his dedicated chairmanship of the
Army Hockey Umpires Association. He was still actively umpiring
in Hong Kong.
After further service in the UK, he returned to Gibraltar in
1971 as OC 642 Sig Troop where his earlier service stood him in
good stead. His last UK tour was at Signals 36 prior to his posting
to Hong Kong in November 1975 where, in a short time, he had
become well liked by all his colleagues through his calm approach
to the many crises which communicators meet.
His funeral, with military honours, took place at Cape Collinson
Hong Kong, on May 24, 1976. Our sympathy is extended to his
wife, Eileen, and his family of three sons, Dennis, Richard,
Martin and daughter, Margaret.

Cpl H. A. Dunn
It is with deep regret that we announce the death of Cpl H. A.
Dunn, 2 Div HQ and Sig Regt at BMH Millbank on May 22,
1976. To his wife and family we extend our condolences.

It is with deep regret that we announce the death of Ssgt
(F of S) Alan Goldthorpe on May 22, 1976. Alan joined the Corps
as a boy soldier on September 29, 1961, and subsequently served
in Singapore, BAOR and Hong Kong. His first appointment as a
Foreman of Signals was in August 1974 to 'N' Troop, 27 Sig Regt
at Sek Kong Camp, Hong Kong.
He will be remembered particularly for his enthusiasm for the
Army, the Corps and his own task within the Troop. At the
time of his death he faced the challenge of integrating British,
Gurkha and Chinese soldiers into 'N' Troop, with his characteristic
zeal.
All those who knew him extend their deepest sympathy to his
widow, Wendie, and his two sons, Paul and Migel.

Maj J. Saul

We have just heard from Brig H. V. G. Bloodworth, CBE,
MSM, of the sudden death of his old friend Jack Saul. He writes:
'Jack served with the Machine Gun Corps in the first world war
and transferred to the Corps as an Operator Wireless in 1920,
later remustering as a clerk. During the second world war he was
posted to India as a Quartermaster, where he helped to form
No. 1 Indian Air Formation Signals. I was always most impressed
by his endeavours to attain the highest possible standards in
everything he undertook. He was extremely studious, always
willing to help others and had a dry sense of humour. Jack leaves
behind him his very charming wife, Anne, and three sons, two
of whom are serving officers; one a Major in REME and the
other a Major in the Corps. To them all I extend my deepest
sympathy in their very sad and great loss'.

Striking
power
This magnificent sterling silver model of the M110
self-propelled howitzer shows the remarkable
accuracy and authenticity achieved by Garrard
craftsmen. Superbly finished, the model
measures 9~ inches long and 4! inches wide .
Garrard models such as this take pride of place
in regimental messes and military museums in
the United Kingdom and all over the world.
Garrard also produce a wide range of cups
and trophies , mess silver and other
presentation pieces, together with
a range of delightfu l regimental
jewellery. The Military Department
will be pleased to handle
your enquiries.

IV J..PPOINTMF.Jn'TO
Mtll MAJtSTYTHE Q.UEEN',
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Report on RSLC 16
By Cpl Mills ;;and Lcpl Jacobs
11 Sig Regt
THREE TORTUOUS SECTIONS
LC 16 or, as it was more commonly known, Royal Signals
Leaders~p Cour~e 16, was a five-week challenge to test
your leadership potenaal, open to selected Royal Signals soldiers
and '0'-type entrants of the Kings Division and the RAPC and
others. The sentence itself could be split into three tortuous
sections, command situations, classroom work and Battle Camp.

R

TASK v TIME
During the command situation phases a student was given
command of a group of men and given a command task. These
tasks varied but were mainly of the type that require a leader to
take his group plus any equipment over obstacles, in a given time.
For example:
'The student has to cross a 15ft gap using a lOft plank and
several ropes taking with him his group and suitable "burden".
The problems begin when the student is told he may not
touch the ground, the area about him is mined and that he
has got 15min to get across due to a pursuing enemy. Actually,
the solution to this problem is very simple, all you have to
do is . . . . Ah, but that would be telling!'
They also involved taking a patrol across country to search
for the missing 'Prime Minister's daughter, or breaking into the
well-lit and guarded compound of a nearby military establishment
to rescue an injured man. During these command situation
phases the student leader is expected to display those characteristics,
and carry out those functions of leadership such as planning,
briefing, controlling, supporting, etc, in which he has been
instructed during the classroom periods.
FROM MELTING ICE FLOW TO COMMUNISM
These instructional periods make up one-third of the course.
They were designed to teach the student to express his thoughts
confidently and logically, both orally and on paper. This was
achieved through the medium of instruction in the writing of
appreciations, service papers and reports and through the giving
of presentations, debating, discussions and through the real meat
of the course, the instruction and thought-provoking discussions
on the subject of the functional approach to leadership. The
problems confronting the student in this section of the course
ranged from writing an appreciation on how to rescue a group of
men drifting on a melting ice flow 180yd from the shore with
only lOOyd of rope, to arguing for or against the motion that
Communism is the salvation of Western industrial society!
NO WATER OR FOOD
Week 4 of the course was Battle Camp. A gruelling six-day
exercise which was incredibly demanding both physically and
mentally. Starting with a 12-mile approach march carrying everythin~ including the kitchen sink the exercise progressed with
continuous patrolling against an illusive but omnipresent enemy
(and DS)! Each student was placed in command for some part
of the exercise. Whilst in command he was solely responsible for
making an appreciation of the situation and planning the action
that his patrol was going to take, not forgetting the administrative
needs of his group. A point ably illustrated by one commander
who not only failed to collect the water for the section bu t arrived
late at his RV for rations just in time to see the enemy disappearing
over the hill with the compo! It was also found to be helpful to
have a working knowledge of map reading for, as Cpl M .. . S
(no names, etc), discovered on several occasions, one wood looks
very much like the next.
REWARDING AND T OUGH
On the whole, the practical problems we were set were not in
themselves difficult but they did demonstrate to us the necessity
of careful planning and briefing and how hard it can be to motivate
a group of people towards achieving a common objective. T he
classroom work was interesting but very intense and great emphasis
was placed on the student thinking for himself and working in
his own time. Battle Camp was demanding, both physically and
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mentally but very rewarding. We are both in agreement that this
was one of the hardest exercises we had ever completed.
A MESSAGE FOR COMMANDING OFFICERS
The standard of instruction throughout the course was xcellent
and all the instructors approached the course with enthusiasm
and were genuinely interested in helping the student reap maximum
benefit from this course. We both feel that this is possibly the most
worthwhile course either of us has attended. Certainly with
regard to the Corps members on this course the aim was achieved.
However, it is a great pity that more individuals and units of the
Corps are not taking advantage of the unique Jong-term benefits
which may be derived from this course. Only 30 per cent of
course vacancies are now being filled by Royal Signals personnel
and two courses this year have had to be cancelled owing to
lack of support. The course is run by the Corps, let it be run for
the Corps and not, as is the case at the moment, as a resting
ground for potential officers from other arms.

Faraway Places . • .
Unusual Jobs
Let's Have That Story!
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REPORT FROM UI,STER

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
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MISSION AT SEA
PARTY of one lance-corporal and seven soldiers, Jed by
Lt Ken Hadfield (Royal Signals), recently formed a boarding
party co assi t the Royal Navy in controlling the high seas. This
Joint Service operation took place in May 1976, and consisted
of a seven-day arrachmenc to minesweeper HMS Fittleton. After
a briefing at HMS Maidsrone and some Gemini boat training,
HMS Fittleton put to sea.
The boarding procedure wenc as follows : On sighting a suitable
vessel, i.e. one within the three-mile-limit of territorial waters,
HMS Firtleron's Captain would order 'action stations'. Immediately Lt Hadfield would report to the bridge for briefing
with Pte Pete Taylor (RPC) who was detailed as Captain's
bodyguard 'marksman. Meanwhile the remainder of the party
mustered by the Gemini under Lcpl 'Titch' Reed (RPC), all
the while lamenting the passing of the ' Good old days of cutlasses
and issue rum'! The suspect vessel would then be informed of
the intention to board under the Northern Ireland (Emergency
Provisions) Ace 1973 and the Gemini would be launched.
Having boarded the vessel, Sig Bob Kervin armed with an
SMG, would keep a wary eye on the crew whilst Lt Hadfield
collecced the ship's details from the Captain and Lcpl Reed
and his merry men search the ship. Having searched the ship
and ascertained the lack of incriminating evidence the party
would make their way across the brine to the parent vessel.
During the week-long attachmenc, all concerned benefited
from a stand-down period in Campbeltown, on the Mull ofKintyre,
where Lt Hadfield was present at a ship' s officers' dinner night,
dressed most unsuitably in combat kit owing to his Jack of
foresight in neglecting to bring his Mess kit. The following day
the ship ran into foul weather soon afrer leaving Campbeltown
Harbour, in the form of a force-eight gale. This induced ' the
soldiery' to reach for the sickness pills, in some cases to no avail!
Without exception, the boarding party found the anachment
to be an interesting and exciting week, and are grateful to the
officers- and men of HMS Fittleron for making their stay so
interesting and pleasant. We hope to have some photographs which
caprure the Squadron's nautical efforts.

A

~

NORWAY VENTURE
Capt 'Les' Fox, our intrepid explorer is away with ten men
walking and canoeing in Norway. \Vle hope to feature this trip
in the next issue.
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SQUADRON CARAVAN IN BUSINESS
The Squadron caravan is once more ready to take its place on
the beaches of Portrush. Much of the credit goes to Capt (QM)
Harry Bell and his team for their many hours of hard work
in preparing the caravan for the summer season.
STOP PRESS
Lcpl Sandford's efforts were not in vain: the Squadron won
the Army Minor Units swimming championships (Northern
I reland). The team now goes forward to the next round at
Harrogate later this month. The result was in question until the
last relay event and was only clinched by an all-out effort by the
medley team.
First places were achieved in the following events:
Sgt 'Scouse' Davies
Individual 50m freestyle
Individual 50m backstroke Lcpl 'Sandy' Sandford
Individual lOOm freestyle Lcpl ' Sandy' Sandford
4 X 50m medley relay
Sgt Davies, Lcpls Sandford,
Warren and Cpl Graham.
Others competing were: Capt ' Nick' Williams, Lcpl Mick
Brady, Sig 'Tich' Fallowfield and Alexander.

THE ANSWER TO DEFENCE CUTS?
The Squadron has just taken the daring step of arming its wives.
However, this is not due to any change in defence policy but
purely for entertainment. Although from the serious expression
on Ssgt Stuart Harvey's face it would seem that the problem
of coaching would-be 'Annie Oakleys' was a daunting project.
The venture has been well supported. Perhaps this is the answer
to furure defence cuts!

WELCOME AND FAREWELL
The Squadron wishes to welcome the following : Lt K. J,
Hadfield, Sgts Stokes and Bell, Cpl Griffiths, Lcpl Fishpool.
and Sig Johnson, Stack, Thomas and Robinson.
The Squadron takes this opporrunity to say farewell to the
following: Sgts John Bird and Geoff Board, Cpls 'Blacky'
Blackwell and Mick Callaghan, and Dvr 'Checkers' Wright
(RCT).
SPOTLIGHT ON A SQUADRON PERSONALITY
I:cpl 'Sandy' Sandford is well known in the Squadron social
whirl, almost as well known as he is in Army swimming circles.
Recently Lcpl Sandford took
part in a three-day swimming event for the Army
against Halifax Swimming
Club, Leeds Carnegie College
and York on April 27, 28 and
29, respectively. As well as
participating in individual
evems 'Sandy' was a member of the Army water polo
team, in which over the three
days he was the highest goal
scorer. We wish Lcpl SandLcpl 'Sandy' Sandford swimming
ford well in the forthcoming
in an Army competition
inter-Service matches. He is
at present training the Squadron swimming team for the Northern Ireland Minor Units
competition taking place at Ballykelly this month.

u
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Front row. (left to right): Maj Tony Meagher (REME), Lt Phil Grey,
Capt Stephen Paul, WO I (RSM) Colin French. Bock row (left to
right): Maj Conrad Garton (OC Sqn), Cpl 'Taff' Clements, Sgt
Wally Kitching, Sig 'Geordie' Hume, Sig Roy Holcombe
WINNERS AGAIN
T was the rum of the Squadron shooting team to come back
with the prizes this month; this time from the orthern Ireland
Small Arms annual meeting (NISAAM). The shooting team,
under the guidance of Lt Phil Grey, were lucky and were able
to spend quite a lot of time practising before the competition
but even they had to stop for the Jambing season. The closest
range to us, on Divis Mountain, was closed for a month before
the competition as it tended to upset the sheep during Jambing.
However, they did manage to practice enough to win the Northern
Ireland Minor Units pistol and SMG and come second in the
overall competition. This was a particu.Jarly good achievement in
the face of so much competition, 25 major units, 13 minor units,
all the TAVR and the Royal Ulster Constabulary.
The outstanding individual performances were : Lt Phil Grey,
who came fourth in the individual pistol, and WOt (RSM)
Colin French who came sixth.

I

TABLE TENNIS CHAMPION
Dvr Ted Abbott of MT Troop surprised us all by winning
the Northern Ireland singles table tennis championships, and
doubles as well. He surprised us all because it was only afrer he
had won that we realised he was as good as he was. The photograph shows him in action during the championships.

OPERATION BOARDING PARTY
Pan .O~ the. system for preventing arms being smuggled into
the Province 1s run by the Royal Navy. They patrol these shores
and search the various boats that ply between the North and South.
Sgt Bob Sinnott from our Commcen recently led one of these
boarding parties and had five days with the Senior Service. He
takes up the story:
'The four personnel selected were briefed by the RSM and, in
a great State of excitement but a little apprehensively, duly reported
on board HMS Maxton, a sister ship to HMS Gromzington which
HRH The Prince of Wales commands. Any anxieties we had
were swept aside instantly by the warm and friendly reception
we received from the officers and ratings; they made every effort
to ensure that every provision was made for our comfort.
'Our first day aboard was spent on patrol along the eastern
coast of Ireland on a stop-and-search mission. Sgt Bob Sinnott
took part in seven boarding parties during this time. On the
second day the ship had an RV at sea with HMS Finesron, where
it was intended to hold a jack-stay transfer from one ship to the
other. Sgt Sinnott was unanimously elected to be the first to
cross and duly arrived on board HMS Finesron, where a sergeant
of the Royal Marines was being made ready for the return trip.
On Sgt Sinnott's return he was given what is known in the
Navy as the 'bounce'; this meant the slackening and tightening
of the rope to make the man on the line bounce about 20 to 30ft
up and down. Sig Mick French was also selected for transfer
but had an uneventful trip. On the thi rd day the ship docked at
Campbeltown on the west coast of Scotland, where everyone
went ashore and spent a pleasant day shopping and taking in the
local sights. The fourth day was spent once again on stop-andsearch missions. This was a rough day for Sig 'Herbie' Jervis
and Cpl Ken John who had a tough time keeping hold of their
breakfasts. At lOOOOhrs on the fifth day, back in Belfast, sad
farewells were said to the friends we had made. We all ag reed
that we had a really terrific trip and cannot thank those who
arranged it enough.'
COMINGS AND GOINGS
Lcpl 'Bugs' Barker and his wife, Joan, were pleased to
announce to the world that they are now the proud parents of
daughter, Victoria, and can be seen around the quarters with
their armoured pram.
Four of our staunch bachelors fell victim to the Leap Year
bug recently, and there are a lot more on the way. The first
'batch' were Sig 'Gus' Emerson and Stuart Leary, Lcpl
'Biscuit' Hales (RCT) and Cpl Harry Gowan.
Once again we have had a large rurnover of personnel; the
main features of the handover/takeover game were the MTO
and the RSM. Capt Mike Graham. (RCT) goes to Aldershot to
join the staff at HQ SE District and we welcome Capt Sandy
Forbes (RCT) as the new MTO. The changeover of RSMs
went along well and the Squadron said farewell to WOt (RSM)
Colin French; he leaves us on commissioning, to be posted to
11 Sig Regc. He handed over the ceremonial pace stick to WOt
(RSM) Roger Harris who, we hope, wiJJ lead the Squadron to
even greater achievements. The other arrivals are almost too
numerous to mention; but, nevertheless, here they are :
Sgts James and Rogers (RAOC), Cpls Marsh and Roberts,
Lcpls Bradshaw, Mullen, Stewart, Westrop, Muckell (RPC),
Pearson (RCT) and Croft, Sig Smith, Dvrs Baker, Murray
and Marshall. All, we hope, will have an exceJJent time here in
LiSburn.
The departures were: Sgts Hunt, Hemmingway, McKenzie
(RAOC) and Stone, Cpls Denman (RAOC), James and
Slater, Lcpls Brown, Ure and Whittaker, Sig Jackson and
Dunn and Dvr Terry. We hope that they enjoy themselves in
their new iobs.

No Grouse on the 12th I
A shock for those on the grouse
moors but a smile on our faces
if your notes arrive with us
each month by this date

~~~~~~~~~ 1;·,~"'""""''...... ~
SSGT STUART HARVEY KEEPING WELL BEHIND THE LINE OF
FIRE
Firers (from left to right) : Mrs Claire Burke, Mrs Cathy Hadfield,
Mrs Tessa Cameron , Mrs Sue Groves
Wotching : Mrs Sue Graham
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GENTLE SHAKE UP
.
AY 1976 proved to be a double-header as far as unsettling the
quadron was concerned. Firstly, we said goodbye to the OC,
Maj Mike Walker, who leaves us for two years R & Rat RMA
Sandhurst, and said welcome to Maj Neil Hoder, who has just
finished his R & R at Blandford! Secondly we have moved from
the Stables Block behind HQ Northern Ireland. For those who
have ser:ved in Thiepval Barracks SHQ, Admin and Tech Troops
are now housed in 13 Portakabins parked on the grass opposite
the Guardroom. With luck, we shall have telephones as well
before we move back into the new building (which is to be built
on the site of the stables). All in all, a gentle shake-up which
at least made Tech Troop take stock physically of all their bits
and pieces.

WlllSKEY TROOP
As yet, only the OC (des) is actually on the ground (Capt
Alex Littlejohn) but we understand that one or two 'jildy'
posting orders are flying around. Never mind, lads, it's what
you joined for. When Whiskey are in station we are in danger
of exceeding the legal limits for minor-unit status, so we shall
have to let 39 Bde win the football again.

A PROBLEM OF DIMENSION
Rent-a-car is having problems again. As fast as a vehicle is
put on the road the next one goes off! We think OC LAD is trying
to get all our vehicles in his workshop at once for an entry in the
'Guinness Book of Records'. However, the onus will shortly be
transferred to some user-drivers who have been pampered so far.
The Q department have secreted a mountain of kit in three
Portakabins. OIC Records please note that new staff should be
no taller than 6ft no wider than Sin any measurement and have
telescopic arms!

ARRIVALS
We welcome: Maj Hoder, Sgts Green, Hall, Henning,
Kerr, Cpls Combe, Hallgate, Hollands, James, Smallwood,
Tiernan, Wilson, Lcpl Penfold, Sig Bentley, Humphries,
Humphrey, Marsden, Parkinson, Vout and Wilson.

M

EXERCISE TARTAN SPECIAL
The PRI had grave doubts about financing yet another of
Tilson's Tours, but was reassured that as a break from the
Province with some outdoor activities thrown in it was enjoyed
by the two courses who could get away (a full report followspromises !).

SHOULD OLD ACQUAINTANCE .. .
AT/ RSM Clarke lead~ Sgt Miller, the 'i mproved' 'Col Johnnie' and
the Senior Squadron past the saluting dais
APPROPRIATE PRESENTATION TO MAYOR
Cllr Leslie Heaton regretted that this would be his last
appeara~ce as Mayor of H.a rrogatc, but hoped to maintain the
!mks with the College which had been established during his
tenu r~ of office. He also expressed his continuing gratitude for
the kmd thought of Col and Mrs Ramsbottom in presenting
him for Christmas, after his forthright comment on the weather
for December's Graduation, with a pair of highly valued Long
Johns.

News from Regiments

DEPARTURES
Bon voyage: Maj Walker, Sgts Baird, Emmott, Fleck,
Roberts, Stevenson, Cpl Birchall, Brown, Duncan, Efford,
Knox, Mau-tin, Sykes and Thomas, Sig Bibby and Lavall.

3 Div HQ and Sig Regt

Bulford

-News from Heat/quartersArmy Apprentices' College, Harrogate

Maj Gen P. A. M. Tighe, accompanied by Col F. Ramsbottom

GRADUATION DAY-SPRING 1976
T was good to welcome back, as reviewing officer for our
spring graduation parade, an old friend of the College in the
person of the SO-in-C, Maj Gen P. A. M. Tighe, MBE. The
parade, held on Thursday, April 8, was commanded by AT/RSM
'Jock' Clarke, a TE Technician from Edinburgh, who earned a
special word of praise from Gen Tighe for his assured handling
of 'what is probably the biggest parade he ever will command'.

I

TEETH PAR EXCELLENCE
Reviewing the term's events, the Commandant, Col Freddie
Ramsbottom, regretted that he could not mention all the 50-odd
sports and hobbies available to apprentices. But he did congratulate the boxing hobby on producing three Army Junior champions
despite a term that had had its 'ups and downs' (he also suggested
that their report could have been phrased differently), the crosscountry team who, as reported in last month's WIRE, had won
no fewer than four major trophies-in spite of one 'Little'
apprentice who contrived to sleep throughout one of the races;
AT Rob Steel on his outstanding achievements in swimming;
and, finally, the Dental Officer who bad achieved 100 per cent
dental fitness for those graduating (we are not sure, however,
whether this is a sport or a hobby f).
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AW.ARDS
Prizes were awarded to the following:
THE MASTER OF SIGNALS AWARD (for the best all-round Apprentice
of the Term)-won by AT/RSM 'Jock' Clarke.
SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF'S AWARD (for the best all-round
Tradesman of the Term)-won by AT/Cpl Martin Widdicombe.
COMMANDANT'S PRIZE (for Conduce, Discipline and Example)won by AT/SSM Paul Staynings.
DIRECTOR OF ARMY EDUCATION PRIZE (for outstanding academic
progress whilst at the College)-won by AT /Lcpl Steve Driver.
PRIZES AWARDED BY THE ROYAL SIGNALS CoRPS CoMMITTEE to
the best Apprentice of the Term in each trade:
Technicians-Radio Relay-won by AT/SSM Jerry Peck.
Terminal Equipment-won by AT/Lcpl Tim Terry.
Telegraphist-Special-won by AT Simon Pinkney.
Data-won by AT Barry Hayes.
ED~CATION PRIZES (for the best academic progress during their
nme at the College) :
Technician-won by AT/SSM Paul Staynings.
Telegraphist-won by AT Mick Davis.
THE COUNCIL OF THE BOROUGH OF HARROGATE PRIZES (for the
best essay on local government):
Technician-won by AT Dave Sanders.
Telegraphist-won by AT Chris Scott
THE CHAMPION SQUADRON CuP-won by Bradley Sqn.

SO-in-C's ADDRESS
Having come to know the College better than most as Commander of the Training Brigade, Gen Tighe, not surprisingly,
had things to say which covered a wide range of College and
Corps life. He welcomed the large number of parents, who must,
he felt, have been touched by the sight of so many young men
'symbolically entering adult life'; he congratulated the College
on a very good parade; he complimented 'Colonel Johnnie' on
his improved behaviour following his 'adjustment'. ' In fact',
added Gen Tighe, 'he's now a good deal better behaved than
his namesake! He had', said the SO-in-C, 'seen a lot of the Corps
in the last year. People think-I think-they are doing a good job;
even more important, the soldiers think they're doing a good job.'
For the 'graduates', Gen Tighe had words of hope-'We shall
soon have an ex-Junior Major GeneraJ'-and some words of
warning: 'You have been well looked after here, but tomorrow
you will face the harder world of the Army. My advice to you
is "Mind your p's and q's, and tread softly. And do keep in
touch with your people".' In conclusion, the SO-in-C reminded
his audience of some well-chosen words from another source'Be of good courage; render to no man evil for evil; succour the
helpless; hold fast to that which is good'.

The reviewing officer pauses during his inspection for a chat with
AT Prince
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JUBILEE MARKED BY REUNION
HIS year is the Jubilee of the formation of the 3 Div Signal
Reunion Club, and also probably the last year when the Regiment would have been able to host a reunion in Bufford. And so
it was that on a glorious sunny Saturday, 90 ex-members of the
Regiment, together with their wives, friends and guests descended
on Carter Barracks (that's right, the one where they burnt down
the Officers Mess) to spend May 8/9 with the Regiment.

T

PROCEEDINGS ENHANCED BY CORPS BAND
The day started at dawn when the Regimental Police Sergeant,
Denis O'Donovan, was out checking his signs in to camp.
RSM Les Dickey had checked all other arrangements and we
were all prepared for the anticipated rush at 1030hrs when our
first guests were expected. Sure enough, at twenty past nine the
first appeared, Mr Mills from Doncaster. The reception organisation burst into action-tickets, proformas, guides, accommodation
were all thrust upon the unfortunate Mr Mills. But there was
more to come. To the Tartan Badger Club, where he was confronted by 14 serving members of the Regiment, each one
per~onally selected for his friendly, chatty, extrovert nature, and
ab1hty to talk to complete strangers for long periods about nothing.
However, this Regiment can now boast a cadre of men who are
pretty clued up about greengrocery in the West Riding!
Anyway, an hour-and-a-half (and many cups of coffee) later
the second guest arrived, the RSM declared the bar open, and the
weekend started in earnest. After a lunch, which set the standard
of excellent catering for the entire weekend, the Old Comrades
moved to the Regiment's new barracks in Beacon lines to hear an
interesting and informative welcoming talk from the Commanding
Officer, Lt Col Ray Bell; several serving members of the Regiment .learnt quite a bit tool The rest of the afternoon was spent
catching up on new equipment and techniques, and comparing
Clansman with carrier pigeon, in the setting of a Regimental
open day.
This culminated in the ceremony of Beating of Retreat, played
by the Corps Band. Their presence throughout the weekend was
much appreciated by all, and added a certain something to the
proceedings. They played again at the dinner-dance at which
Maj Gen M. D. Price presided, and Maj Gen A. M. W.
Whistler was the guest of honour. His speech will be remembered
for a Jong time by those who heard it. Over 175 sat down to
dinner which w.as magnificently organised by SSM 'Taff
Buxton, Sgt Sam Black and, of course, 'Q' John Kelly (ACC),
who was responsible for all the catering.

Two 'Old Comrades' re-acquaint themselves with the cable barrow

KEEP YOUR UNIT NOTES
SHORT AND TD THE
POINT PLEASE
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during the last two-and-a-half years). He ~as appropriatel,Y
conveyed off the premises o~ the top of the Vmtage <;:ar Club_s
1943 Daimler-Benz fire engine. We sha_ll rememb_er him for _his
tireless energy, fantastic memory for de~ail and passionate d_evot~on
to the welfare of his soldiers. We wish both he and his wife,
Georgina a happy and successful future. In the same breath
we welco~e Lt Col David Whitehead as our new CO and hope
that he and his wife, Gill, will enjoy their time in Herford. In
addition to the change of COs there has been a big turn-over of
other personalities in the Regiment during the last three monthsfar too numerous to list here. Instead we invite you to read the
'Movements' section in the front of this magazine! But, none
the less, we say goodbye and thank you ro a~I departing friends,
and hello and welcome to the many new arrivals.

The 'visitors' were joined by some young members of Bulford
Garrison in looking at the displays
REMEMBRANCE SERVICE FOLLOWED BY MARCH
PAST INNOVATION
Sunday was another fine day, on which the main event was. the
Remembrance Service followed by a march past. The Garnson
church was full to hear another Col Bell, the 3 Div Chaplain,
reveal his Royal Signals' service by centring his address ~m the
four pieces of metal that make the Corps cap badge (work it out).
The lesson was read by Capt R. D. H. Hardy who had been ~n
the congregation when St George's Church was consecrated m
1923. An interesting innovation of the march past was that ~e
serving Regimental Guard, after passing the saluting base, spl~t
and halted to allow their predecessors to march through their
ranks. This mark of respect to so many years' service was much
appreciated by the Old Comrades.
Finally, to the third different NAAFI Club of the weekend
for a curry lunch. If nothing else _our visitors gained a g_ood
working knowledge of the NAAFI m Bulford; and one retired
lance-corporal was heard to enquire of a serving Brigadier ?<?w
we had left out the Depot in Amesbury l But after the final remm1scences and farewells it was home to the thank you letters and
WIRE notes.

4 Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 15

LEAN AND MEAN
. .
The training season is well under way and the new organ1sat1on
of the Headquarters in the field is gradually being ironed out.
We are now 'Jean and mean'-no box-bodied vehicles for the staff
and roughly one-third of o~ pr~vio~s size. Exercise Flying _Fal~on
saw us in 20 different locat10ns m eight days, so the new slim-lme
HQ is very agile! And now over ro sports report ...
SPORT
In between exercises and FFR the Regimental track record
for this year has been quite good. Starting with hockey. BAOR
is still resounding to the vocal octaves of Cpl 'Paddy' Baxter
who helped lead the Regiment to the BAOR semi-finals and ~>n
the way still found time to win the Divisional cup and also qualify
for the BAOR Sixes.

The soccer front
We managed to get to the semi-final stage of,the BAOR cup
only ro be beaten by 1 Para in Berlin. We couldn t figure out 1f it
was the weather or the gods that were against us, but undetered,
we turned to the Divisional cup to give us our first success bur,
alas and alack, our luck wasn't in and 7 Sig R.egt went on to ?1e
final after beating us 2-1. Then to crown 1t all, Capt .Mike
Patterson, the footba ll officer, got himself a cush:y posting ro
Rhinedahlen so we were beginnli\g to get used to losmg, although
in the Domestic League competition we did quite well. Congratulations are in order to the following players on being selected for
this year's BAOR side: Cpl Barry Warburton and Lcpl
Billy Malone.

ON REFLECTION
We didn't do too badly with our winter sports and we look
forward to next year with great expectations. But for now we
don our cricket pads, try on our Bermuda shorts, t_ake out o!-lr
kites for hang-gliding or just sit back in our deck chairs and, with
a sigh of relief, put it all behind us until next season.

HAIL AND FAREWELL
Das the sun sinks slowly in the West, so we say farewell ...
to Lt Col Jack We11tlake. Sometimes known as 'Fiery Jack'
(well, there have been a large number of fires in the Regiment

A•
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PROGRAMMING OFFICE,
TRADE TRAINING SCHOOL
HE programming office is one of the 'key' cells of the Trade
Training School and the smooth running of the school programme as a who~e does! to a large extent,_ depend upon t~e
abilities of Mr Bill Lengo, our programmmg officer, and his
staff of three. The programmers have two main tasks:
To produce an annual course programme.
Producing the weekly detailed Timetables/Programmes.
The annual Course Programme is published in book form
showing assembly and dispersal dates of all courses run in the
school during a training year. No mean task considering the
number of trades/employments taught to Regular Army, TAVR,
ACF/CCF and overseas, basic and upgrading students.
The weekly detailed timetables/programmes are the responsibility of the three programmers, and very close liaison must be
maintained in order to ensure no duplication in the allocation of
common-user lecture rooms, equipment rooms and examination
centres. They each prepare a weekly master plot showing instantaneous activity of each course and instructor, taking into consideration the requirement of the block programmes, room availability
and instructor availability. Close liaison with all training groups
mu t be maintained throughout. (It can and often is a difficult
task, and an eraser is a must!) Timetables/programmes are
usually produced a month in advance and show the subject to
be taught, where it is to be taught and by whom.

T

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit and send in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
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BEAUTY SPOTS OF CATTERICK-No 6
TE TINA HARDING. Tina, a 'reet Yorkshire las', hails
from Barnsley, where she attended Broadway Grammar
School gaining six '0'
Levels. On leaving school,
she started work in a local
factory, but found the mundane life far too dull; and,
like many of her generation,
decided that a far more
adventurous time could be
spent in the WRAC. This,
she has now discovered, enlisting as a Commcen Operator in December 1975. She
has an interest in basketball,
ice-hockey and dancing. Her
particular branch of music is
Soul.
As regards marriage, Tina
is quite content with life as a
single girl with plenty of
dates and, in her own words,
'I don't intend to get wed or owt daft like that'! She is currently
on route to 16 Sig Regt-her first posting where we wish her
well. Oh yes! Worthy of mention for any future admirers in
16 Sig Regt. She adores chocolate-and hates Women's Lib.

P

GOLF-FOR BOTH GLADIATORS AND.BEGINNERS
HE season has started well. Our events, named after flowers,
have been a qualified success. Crocus, Daffodil and Snapdragon
meetings have raised the standard and numbers who play the game.
In the Royal Signals spring meeting, Maj 'Bernard' Hodgson
won the handicap challenge cup, after a count back with Sgt
'Mick' Raybould. The Regiment won the Shardlow trophy for
the sixth successive year. Two of our three teams were first!
Our PRI are well stocked with half sets for the beginner.
Incidentally, the golf course at Catterick can be classed now as
one of the best and toughest in the country. Players who competed
years ago would see a magnificent change. Many of the 'tees'
are as good as the greens in the south!

T

The rugby scene
On the rugby scene we managed ro get to the BAOR quarterfinals where we were narrowly beaten by the Gunners from Celle.
After that, things slowed down but we still m'.111aged to get ~o the
Divisional final only to be beaten by that bastion of Royal Signals
rugby, 7 Sig Regt. But not to be upset, Maj .P~!er Webster
rallied his boys to the flag and entered the D1v1s1onal Sevens,
where in the final, we were beaten by 7 Sig Regt's 'A' team!
Some of the rugby stalwarts who playe~ so consistently this ye~r
were: Maj Peter Webster, Capt Eric Mercer, W02 Colin
Bawden, Cpl Frank McCardle, Lcpl 'Taffy' Williams.

Basketball
..
To qualify for the semi-final stage of the BA<?R COJ:?petmon
we had ro win the Divisional cup, and what a thriller this tur~ed
out to be tlte CO Lt Col Jack Westlake, was seen tO be shouting
madly a; we pla~ed local rivals 7 Sig Regt (again!), but 4 _Div,
ably led by Sgt Matt (The Fingers) Mathews, won this by
virtually the last throw of the ball to put u~ all out of our agony.
But in the semi-finals of the BAOR we agam narrowly lost.

DING, DING-LET'~ GET TO THE FIRE !
•Fiery Jack' mounted on his chariot heads out of camp

8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison

Civilian Instructional Officer
Grade I, Bill Lerigo

WOI 'Jackie' Foulds
Assistant Programm ing Officer

REGIMENTAL RUGBY-THE SEASON IN
RETROSPECT
HE season started with a defeat by AAC Harrogate in the
Army Cup. On the day, they deserved the win but the Regiment got its revenge by
defeating them in the final of
the North-east District Cup
by 22 pts to 7 pts. We also
won the seven-a-side knockout, beating 38 Regt RE in
the final by 24 pts to 14 pts.
Maj Clive Arthur, our enthusiastic Welsh rugby officer,
handed over to Capt John
Grigsby in December. He
now carries on the good work
as secretary for everything, Cpl Bill McConnell, Lcpl Steve
from organising rugby kit,
Peacock and Sgt Alan James with
food, first aid, rugby club hot
the Yorkshire RU cup
water, what about keys, to
last but not least, getting 30
rugby players out on a Wednesday to play rugby.
We have had our successes-Lcpl Steve Peacock was capped
for the Combined Services v Australia and the Army; Cpl Bill
McConnell gained his Yorkshire cap and Sgt Alan James,
captain of the Regimental side, pl~yed for the Army.. All three
played for Middlesbrough ~FC which won the. Yorkshire Rugby
Cup this season. Players hke Cpl Andy Hickling and Sgt
Paul Bains have helped ro produce enjoyable rugby, and team
.
spirit both on and off the field.
Mention must be made of our 2nd XV, normally all tramees or
upgraders, who have had a successful season, ending on a high
note outplaying Darljngton RFC 2nd XV by 10 pts to 4 pts. A
thought for those arriving at 8 Sig Regt on. short/long courses:
if you want a game on Wednesday (Regiment) . or Saturday
(Catterick Services) contact the rugby officer on arrival.

T
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'A' GRADINGS
Listed below are the names of Basic and Upgrading students
awarded 'A' gradings recently. Well done.
CR25U-2
Cpl Horsfall, M. A. R.
Cpl Davies, S. R.
RT18B-3
SC37S/-3
Cpl Bodimeade, A. T.
Cpl Manton, D.R.
RR17U-1
Sig Richmond, D.
DT46B-3
CR26U-2
Sig Ledger, P. W.
S029BW-5
Pre Jacques, V. E.
Pre Torrent, J. A.
C057BW-5
Lcpl Conway, P.
CR27U-2
CR28U-2
Lcpl Pakes, R. R.
Sig Ferguson, S. N.
CR29U-2
Sig Webb, M.
CP34aB-2
TE19U-l
Cpl Chaplin, G.
Lcpl Higgins, D.
CR67B-2
Pre Garland, M.
C063BW-4
HNC PRESENTATION
T COL G. W. YOUNG (OC TTS) congratulating and
presenting Ssgt (F of S) Hirst with a HNC in Electrical
Engineering. David Hirst
served his apprenticeship at
Harrogate during the period
1963-66 and held the rank of
A/T RSM. His academic
achievements included nine
'O' Levels, City and Guilds
second year and ONC in
Electrical Engineering. On
entering adult service he was
posted to 21 Sig Regt Laarsbruch. He attended his Tech
Class 1 course, and took City
and Guilds third year in
1970-71, then served in Malta 234 Sig Sqn 1971-72, participating
in the withdrawal of British Forces from tlte Island; 1972-74
travels took him to 27 Sig Regt Hong Kong, his employment being
NCO IC static radio relay; 1974-75 was spent as a member of
No 36 F of S Course and in achieving his HNC. He is currently

L
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F of for our cheme's Group TT . In order to encourage a
greater intere t in th.e HNC amon~ our future teclu_licians of ~he
Corps, this presentation took place m front of the eruor tcchmc1an
course in training in the Trade Training School.

9 Sig Regt B.F.P.O; 53
FETE IN THE BALANCE
HE Regiment held its summer fete on Saturday, May 22,
but it was touch and go as to whether it would go on, as the
usually magnificent weather had forsaken us; 11:s on t;he 19th and
20th the skies opened and we had non-stop ram. Friday dawned
to a cloudy but mercifully, dry day, so it was decided that the
fete would go on.
Saturday came and the weather held, so at two o'clock the fete
was opened by the Band of the 3rd Royal Anglian Regt playing.
There was just about everything imaginable, produce stall,
duck-the-lady, train rides, pony rides, a shooting gallery, book
stalls, bottle stall and many others. In the arena, events
were going on: a police dog display (by the RAF), children's
races, a riding display by the Saddle Club, even a freefall parachute
display into the arena where three out of the four parachutists
were smack on target. The fete came to an end by Mrs Jennifer
Milton drawing the raffle and, co crown the finish, the 3rd Royal
Anglian Regt Band played the evening hymn. A great deal of
thanks must go to Capt Dick Richards (RPC), W02 Tony
Davies, Sgt Ray Jefferies, the Pro Troop and TM Troop for
setting up the fete site.

T

COMMANDER BRITISH FORCES NEAR EAST,
FAREWELL
A farewell parade to honour Air Marshal Sir John Aiken,
KCB (RAF), was held in Dhekelia, which represented all units
in the Eastern Sovereign Bases and was commanded by Lt Col
David Milton. At five minutes co eleven the four guards, led
by the Band of the 3rd Royal Anglian Regt, marched on to the
parade square. Capt G. Kyle (REME), parade adjutant, handed
the parade to Maj M. Y. Miller (Royal Signals). When the
officers had fallen in the parade, 2IC handed over to Lt Col D. J.
Milton.

ranks of the ESBA to Sir John, the advance in review order. At
the same time three helicopters of 16 F light Army Air Corps led
by Maj P. G. C. Childs (AFC) flew across the parade ground
discharging a ttail of blue smoke. The parade was addressed by
Sir John, who congratulated Lt ~ol Milto~ and all ra~s .ou
parade, and complimented 16 Fhght on their excellent tmung
and flying skills.
FAREWELL TO 'POSTIE'
Beyond a doubt the most important p erson to many of us when
far away from home is the 'Postie' l For the past twenty-odd
months Lcpl Allen Yates has
been that man for us, a job
which he carried out willingly
and with humour, even
though he has worked all
hours, especially in the Cyprus
troubles, when all the families
returned co the UK, and the
post room had many times its
normal volume of mail to
handle.
Allen has now left us for
a resettlement course ac
TO THE AIRPORT, DRIVER!
Catterick, as he has served 22
Standing: Lcpl Les Holden. Sitting : years in the Army. Before
Mr Allen Yates (ex-Lcpl Royal
leaving he threw a party in the
Signals)
Elephant and Castle at which
Photo : Stan W ilson
Lt Col David Milton, the
Commanding Officer, presented him with the Regiment's plaque. Allen was also presented
with a silver cigar box from his many friends by Maj Bob Aitken.
When Allen finally departed from the unit he went in style,
being picked up by Lcpl Les Holden in a staff car and accompanied by Lt Col and Mrs Milton to the airport.
GRAND CHARITY BED-PUSH IN CYPRUS
Those members of the Royal Signals and Royal Pioneer Corps
at 9 Sig Regt who are collectively known as the 'Black Hand Gang',
performed a feat of great endurance on Sa~day, Apri~ 17 in
aid of the Wireless for the Blind Charity. Takmg approxlffiately
three-and-a-quarter hours in each direction, they managed to
push a standard Army bed from Ayios Nikolaos to Dhekelia and
back. The day started for the two teams of eight men at 6.45 a.m.
at the Guardroom of 9 Sig Regt, where the bed was inspected
and duly declared 'safe from hazards' by Fire Officer, Sid Orrey.
The bed had been decorated by Mrs Sylvia Davies, the wife of
W02 Tony Davies, and was loyally flying the flags of the
Regiment and RPC, whilst the lads were all wearing their BHG
T-shirts with, appropriately, 'Roadrunner' motifs emblazoned
on the back.
Miss Dawn Davies, looking extremely attractive in a bi~ini
and negligee, was installed on the bed, and with five men pushi_ng
and three men running with collection boxes they set off. Whilst
the bed carried on uninterrupted, the collectors flagged down

AIR MARSHAL SIR JOHN AIKEN INSPECTS
left to right: Lt Col Milton, Maj Radford, Col Curl, Sir john Aiken
Photo: Stan Wilson

Just be ore eleven the Garrison Commander, Col G. J. Curl,
Commander 3 Sig Group, arrived on the saluting dais and
received a salute from the parade commander. At eleven, Air
Marshal Sir John Aiken arrived and received a General Salute.
Then Sir John inspected the parade. Number one guard consisted of Sappers of 62 Support Sqn RE. The second guard was
provided by soldiers and airmen of the Regiment and was commanded by Maj J. Radford (Royal Signals). Number three
guard was from 262 Sig Sqn commanded by Maj M. Allen
(Royal Signals). Dhekelia Garrison made up the fourth guard
which consisted of soldiers drawn from aH the minor units in
Dhekelia Garrison. On inspecting the parade, Sir John was
escorted by Col Curl and Lt Col Milton to the saluting dais,
for the march past.
After the march past the four guards returned to the centre
of the parade square to pay the final farewell salute, from all
218

THE GREAT BED-PUSH
Left to right : Lcpls Mcleary (RPC), McHugh (RPC), Ssgt Moore,
Pte Jones (RPC), Lcf,1 Thomas, Pte Scott (RPC), Lt Ladds (Royal
Signals), Slack Alice' (alias Padre Parkinson)

Photo: Ston Wilson
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every passing vehicle, the occupants of which were asked to put
a donation in a box. Buses, tractors, cyclists, in fact every vehicle
that ~assed in ~ither direction was stoppe~, and generally good
donaCJons obtained, the donors' generosity no doubt being
stimulated by t he sight of Dawn. At the bottom of the hill,
just past the carton factory, the teams changed at the run for the
first time, but, alas for the second team, at this point Miss Davies
had to return to Ayios Nikolaos. N evertheless, they carried on
with high spirits taking every obstacle in their stride. The collectors
were just as enterprising as their predecessors, even managing to
stop a N AAF I van.
T he second changeover took place at nine-mile point and,
not ro be outdone, Lcpls Pete Thomas and Geoff Underwood
waved down an SBA police car and fined them on the spot.
Alternately running and walking against fresh winds they pushed
on, laughing and joking all the way. A passenger that hitched a
lift at one point remarked that it was better than British Rail as
the service ran to schedule, was very comfortable and the staff
polite.
One more changeover took them to Xylotymbou junction by
9.00 a.m. with F ort Bravo being invaded by Ssgt John Moore
and his collecting box on the way. At this point the teams rested,
whilst technicians from BFBS strapped a transmitter and two
enormous aerials to the bed, and fixed the radio link to BFBS at
Dhekelia. With the popular radio DJ Richard Nankivell safely
installed, the teams set off again, this time broadcasting their
efforts to the whole island. The collectors were not tardy in
taking advantage of the crowds that had turned out along the
final stretch. As the bed turned off the main road, both teams
joined in , and the final stretch to Dhekelia NAAFI was taken at
a gallop, possibly the only time in history that a bed has been
eligible for a speeding fine.
They reached the NAAFI to the applause of a huge crowd,
and whilst Richard Nankivell continued to broadcast from a
mobile disco, the teams dispersed amongst the spectators with
their collecting boxes rattling. A rough check of the takings was
then made and something in excess of £C70 had already been
raised. At 11.00 a.m. when you would have thought that they
would be needing a rest, the lads set off again on a tour of Dhekelia,
still pushing the bed, to call at the married quarters' areas, where
house-to-house collections were made. On arrival at Minden
Village, they all piled into the house of Lt Norman Ladds,
where his wife, Jan, had a magnificent lunch waiting them. After
their gruellihg morning, the lads felt that their feet needed a
soak. This was not denied them, so imagine if you can, a bunch
of men sitting on the side of Mrs Ladds's bath, all dangling
their feet in the water.
However, all good things come to an end, and after some sttong
verbal encouragement from road manager Ssgt Les Walker the
long haul back commenced. The first stretch was the worst of the
day as by then high winds were blowing against them for the first
few miles. The return journey continued uneventfully, though
by this time some very original 'traffic stoppers' had been devised,
all loosely based on those perfected by one Richard Turpin, Esq.
Just past nine-mile roundabout, a Land-Rover screeched to a
halt and an extremely volurnptuous young lady (?), with rather
generous proportions, alighted, and tucked herself up in the bed.
' Slack Alice' had arrived. To the sounds of 'Onward Christian
Soldiers' the bed pushed on, with many raised eyebrows from
passers-by.
Up to that time there had been few signs of tiring, but when
confronted with the hill before the carton factory, the men
sat down to chalk up the first 'refusal' of the day. They stated
catagorically that they would go no further, and made helpful
suggestions as to what could be done with the hill. They could
not hold out against the encouragement and coercion of the team
leaders, however, and wearily climbed to their feet and pushed
on as they had never pushed before to the cheers of the onlookers.
This was the last big obstacle and there was no stopping them
after that. Bang on schedule at 5 o'clock, they roared into Ayios
Nikolaos with the bell clanging and 'Slack Alice' hanging on for
dear life. Their last effort did not go unrewarded, as Lt Col D. J.
Milton, the Commanding Officer, had bottles of champagne
waiting for them, to toast their success. The Black Hand Gang
were well justified in feeling proud of their achievement and
everyone in the crowd that had gathered endorsed this.
The day was wound up with a subdued gathering in the
Elephant and Castle, where the runners of the day were pinpointed by the sandles or flip flops on their feet. The cash boxes
were emptied and the money counted, and after supper had been
served, Lt Norman Ladds, the Troop Commander, announced
that the following sums of money had been raised:
Money collected around the Regiment
£C51 ·250
in the week prior to the bed-push
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'The Wombles of 9 Signal's Green'
Photo: Vic Shelley

Money collected along the route of the
£Cl27·250
bed-push
5! new pence
1 lira
1 drachma
50 kuros
This made a grand total (in Cyprus currency) of £178·500,
although this was subsequently boosted to exceed £340 sterling
by sponsorship contributions. Lt Ladds stated this was a
fantastic achievement, an opinion that was shared by everyone
present, indeed everyone who watched the teams perform. He
thanked Cpl (Call me Grandad) Mitchell and all those who
had helped to put the show on the road, the people chat had fixed
the bed, the back-up team that had followed the bed, and indeed
anyone who had given help and support to the venture. A special
thank you, however, was given to the Padre, Frank Parkinson,
who had given up some of his precious time during Holy Week
to fill the role of 'Slack Alice', a personage who had done much
to swell the coffers for the most deserving charity.
NEARELF SHOOTING CHAMPIONS 1976
Many saw the annual NESAM shoot, held in two stages, the
first on the ETR range at Akrotiri and the second on the gallery
range in Dhekelia where 1 Sqn out-shot strong opposition from
other teams which were: 3rd Royal Anglians, 1 RGJ, RM and
RAF teams. The 1 Sqn team comprised of Ssgt Mick Hollins
(team captain), Capt Derek McLean, WOl (RSM) Bob Wade
and Sgt Bob Hanson (REME), who between them won the
SMG match and pistol titles, were runners-up in pistol match and
falling plates; third in overall rifle matches and eighth in the
LMG match which together gave them the title NEARELF
shooting champions 1976.
Capt Derek McLean was the individual rifle winner and
runner-up with the SMG and pistol, being joined in the CLGCs
by Ssgt Mick Hollins and Sgt Hanson. Immediately after the
shoot WOl Bob Wade went off to the RSM's convention and
Ssgt Mick Hollins left on posting, so Capt Derek McL~an
and Sgt Bob Hanson declined the offer to go to Bisley as
individuals.

Capt Derek holding the W inners Shield

Photo : Poul_8rohom
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A
ROUND TUIT

public roads and no use of military transport support or anything
that would make the task too easy. Maj D a vid Lycett-Gregson
sucked his teeth, consulted the oracles and the Thames Water
Authority, and was struck by the idea of following the route of the
Thames. A quick map recce ascertained that Reading to Hampton
Court was exactly 51 miles if one walked down the middle of the
river. This was difficult to organise for a team of eight, bu t there
is a towpath for most of the way so the route fi lled the bill
admirably. After several training sessions for the 15 volunteers,
a team of eight virtually selected itself. Most were hardened
campaigners of many a Nijmegen, etc, the rest were types who
simply d idn't know when it was best to give up-some were
both!

A. pause· between shooting for N ine's team
Pho co : Poul Braham

-

ESBA RESIDENT MINOR UNITS RUGBY CUP
Early in the 1975 rugby season it became obvious that the
rugby scene in Cyprus would be somewhat limited, especially in
the ESBA. The idea was put forward within the Regiment to
promote the game at squadron level, thus creating more fixtures .
Seven reams entered for the newly-formed cup competition;
these were the three squadrons of the Regiment, 33 SU (RAF),
62 Support Sqn (RE), 262 Sig Sqn and a composite BMH/RAOC
team called ' The Mongrels'. The preliminary stages were run on
a league basis, all teams playing each other. The .top four teams
then played off in two semi-finals; 1 and 2 Sqns of the Regiment
contested one match, and 62 Support Sqn (RE) took on 3 Sqn
of the Regiment.
The grand final was played between 1 and 3 Sqns at Ayios
ikolaos, which turned out to be a hard-fought, high-scoring
local derby. The result was in doubt for most of the game, with
1 Sqn leading at half time but 3 Sqn turned the tables in the
second half and were the winners by 33 points to 15.
Winning the cup crowned the best season of rugby that 3 Sqn
have enjoyed for some years. They were creditable plate runners-up
at the Akrotiri Open Sevens early in the season, plate winners at
the Dhekelia Open Sevens.
A GOOD HOCKEY SEASON
No 2 Sqn have just completed their best ever hockey season.
It is also their second successive season to win the ESBA Hockey
League, by outclassing all their rivals. The following league
record speaks for itself-played 13, won 12, drawn 1, lost nil;
goals for 69, against 6; 1 Sqn being the only team to grab a point.
The Squadron were also well represented in the Army v RAF
(Cyprus) game, by Sgt Alan Thompson, Cpl Kevin Manger
and Lcpl Kevin Birrell for the Army and JT Trevor Banks
and SAC Paul Marels for the RAF. The result, incidentally,
was a 1-nil win for the Army; 2 Sqn have also won the ESBA
knockout cup and the ESBA six-a-side competition but were
unfortunate to be beaten by the ' Saxons' in the semi-finals of the
Dhekelia cup.

THE ST ART F ROM CAVERSHAM
The final team was to be led by Maj Dick Smith and was
made up of W02 ( Y of S) Keith Allan, Ssgt Colin Hayton
(an ex-Para and steely-eyed type), Cpl 'Taff' Morgan (T he
Regr AIPT by volunteering), L cpl Pete Reynolds (a dedicated
walker), Sigs Kevin Herrity and Stewart F leming-all from
Hounslow. Sgt Jim Graley from the Ace High Station at
Maidstone, joined them (he has also walked the odd mile in his
time). They were escor ted by a 'front runner' Sig Pete Lawler
and ' sweeper' Sig Charlie Charlesworth, all bright-eyed and
bushy tailed (on their bikes). At Caversham Lock, Read ing, at
the cool and reasonable hour of 0830hrs, Sunday, May 9, 1976,
Brig P. H.F. Webb, MBE, Commander 2 Sig Group, started
the walkers and their cycle escort on their journey to the first of
a series of check points. Also at the start to express encouragement
were the CO, Lt Col R. K. Nice, and the 2I C, the latter making
proficient sounding clicks with a camera to catch the sight for
posterity. The exercise was not a race, but it did not take long
to see who was going to head the line. Lcpl 'Speedy' Reynolds,
who once walked to Windsor from Krefeld, opened up a lead
that was, at times, to stretch into a matter of hours rather than
minutes over the back marker(s). N umbers two, three four and
five were normally Ssgt Colin Hayton, Sgt Jim Graley, Sigs
Stewart Fleming and Kevin Herrity. Number six was Maj
Dick Smith with seventh and eighth place occupied by Cpl
'Taft" Morgan and W02 (Y of S) Keith Allen.
WELCOME REFRESHMENT
At the first of many check points orange squash and Mars bars
and other sympathetic comforts were dispensed by Sgt Bernie
Burnett and Sig 'Taff' Kessel. It may be remembered that the
day in question was a scorcher; there is no better place to see
the female form almost unadorned, than on the decks of Thames
cruisers as they pass by. That, and the view of expensive waterside properties and river craft helped to steer the numbed mind
away from the throbbing feet! Endless hours of marching, many
blisters, about 55 miles and two days later we arrived just on
opening time at Hampton Court Bridge. The time between our
Sunday morning start and Monday evening finish had best fade

10 Sig Regt
Hounslow
NATIONAL SPONSORED WALK VIA THE THAMES
HE Variety Club of Great Britain set our to make £100,000
by mearu. of sponsored walks, the money to go to various
charities, principally the Outward Bound Trust and the Army
Benevolent Fund. This year, the Army took part for the first
time and 28 teams raised over £11,000. The Regiment and other
units in 2 Sig Group managed to net over £1 ,000. The Regiment's
team represented the whole of 2 Sig Group and acquired £326·75
worth of blistered cash on our own account. The news that we
would be participating came three weeks before the walkleaving plenty of time for needle sharp reaction and careful
selection through extensive training! The idea'1 was to walk 50
miles in daylight over two days, the constraints_being to avoid

T
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COOLING OFF AT HAMPTON COURT BRIDGE

Left to right : Sig Charlie Charlesworth, Pete Lawler, Kevin Herrity,
Stuart Fleming, Y of S Keith Allen, Sgt Jim Graley, Lcpl 'Speedy'
Reynolds, Cpl 'Taff' Morgan, Ssgt Colin Hayton, Maj Dick Smith
(in comic hat with champagne)
Photo) >Y courtesy of Middlesex Chronicle
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At long last , we have
a sufficient quantity for
each of you to have your
own. Guard it with your life.
T hese tuits have been hard to
come by especially the rou nd ones.
This is an indispensable item. It
will h elp you become a much more
efficient worker. For years, we have
h ear d people say : 'I'll do this as
as soon as I get around tuit'.
Now th at you have a round
tuit of your ver y own ,
many things that have
been needing to be
accomplish ed will
get don e.
WORM'S-EYE-VIEW O F A SPO NSOR ED WALK
Cpl 'Taff ' Morgan, Ssgt Colin Hayton, Y of S Keith A llen , Lcpl
'Speedy' Reynolds-BRUN O pushes the drum!
Photo by courtesy of Evening Mo il

11 Sig Regt,
Catterick Garrisou

into the mists of time, but it was good to be met by those who
sent us off, and a large and enthusiastic reception party from the
Regiment. Quite a party developed.
TEAM AT G ROSVENOR H OUSE FOR L UNCHEON
The 10 Sig Regt team was one of the most financially successful
in the extensive fund-raising exercise organised by RHQ and H Q
2 Sig Group. Consequently they were invited with other Army
teams to the Variety Club of Great Britain annual luncheon at
Grosvenor House on W ednesday, M ay 12, 1976. The guest of
honour was Admiral of the Fleet, The Earl Mountbatten of
B u rma . Also present was a veritable 'Who's Who' of showbiz
personalities. Although not exactly rubbing shoulders with these
illustrious guests, we did share the same delicious menu and a
thoroughly good time was had by all well into the late afternoon.

1 SQ U ADRON WILTON
Earlier this month the Commanding Officer, Lt Col R. K .
Nice, visited the SW District SWS Troop at Bulford and was
able to see alt the Troops, vehicles and equipmen t displayed on
their parade ground. Even for the Troop commander, Maj Les
Knight, this is a rare event as the T roops' commitments are so
varied and geographically dispersed that getting the whole Troop
together is no mean feat. H is current and most interesting task is
the identification and sorting out of the recently-returned automatic telephone exchange equipment from Singapore.
We welcome Cpl John Robson, a new arrival from 28 Sig
Regt and congratulate Ptes Leslie, Moss and Smith (WRAC)
on successfully com pleting
their canoeing course. Finally,
Mrs Jean Sainsbury, our
telecommunications operator
at Larkhill gained her first
Comstar Award; our photoshows her receiving the award
from Brig J. S. Badley,
ADC, Commandant Royal
School of Artillery.
3 SQUADRON
Life in 3 Sqn in M ay has
been very hectic, with preparation for camp and now with
everyone at summer camp
(more of this in next instalment! ). At least SHQ is quiet but rather
busy.
Anyone else in the same situation may borrow the foliowing cut-out which has proved very helpful to those left behind.
T hey can be seen on 2IC, Troop Office and Clerks' desks,
and all ' point tuit often'( !).
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfll'

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW .1
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OUSTON REPORT
SQUADRON reformed on Mar 10, 1976, with a comprece
re-shuffle of Troops. Those boys who were not old enough
for trade training formed 12, 13, 14 and 15 Troops with 17 . Troop
continuing their training. For those boys who ~ought their ~ro
term was going to be monotonous, a shock was m store. Here 1s a
list of the Squadron's commitments for June/July :
VTNDOLANDA
June 1-4
Rebuilding part of
the Roman Wall
En to 24
June 4-5
Ex BIG GRIFFIN II
Bde
June 8-9
Ex BIG GRIFFIN III
En toTAVR
June 6-18
Ex RED SHOES
June 14-17
VINDOLANDA
Stirling
June 7-12
ADV TRG
June 14-17
VINDOLANDA
Otterburn
June 2-25
ADV TRG
June 25-July 5
Ex SIGNAL VIEW

3

CATTBRICK ARMY

WEEK
ROYAL TOURNAMENT

June 23-July 5
July 20-31

ATHLETICS STANDARDS WITH A DIFFEIIBNt...1!.
The athletic, cricket and tug-o'-war season opened immediately
on our return from leave and, as usual, caught us on the hop;
how many of you readers have selected an athletics team using
the following methods?
Run around the hangar (approx 500m). Tarmac surface, no
lanes, no take-over boxes, no hurdles and, to add t? that, RAIN!
High Jump-Indoors on to four U/ S Dunlop1llo mattresses
(don't tell the QM).
Long Jump-We were stumped for a while on that one, then
some bright sadist suggested the sand pit at the end of the ramp
on the Assault Course, not a bad run up, that is using the technical
term; in fact it was a run down (even a cow would have difficulty
keeping its feet on that surface).
The rest of the field events ate not really worth reporting on,
suffice it to say we now know why throwing implements are
divided by weight and size into junior, intermediate and senior.
Surprise !-we only have senior implements in our sports store!
On May 26 our team of would-be athletes took part in the
Training Brigade Royal Signals athletic meeting ~t Catterick,
competing against 8 Sig Regt and the Army Apprentices College,
Harrogate. Although, as always, it turned out to be a rather onesided competition, as we have few boys over 17! and at the most
in their third and last term of training. Therefore, we tend to be
at a disadvantage in both size and continuity. However, we did
manage ninth equal out of 12 teams, beating our arch rivals, 4 Sqn,
who are the only ones who compete on the same level as us.
Under the circumstances it was a good alt-round team effort and
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pedal mention must be made of the 4 lOOm relay team con.1 ung of J Lcpl McPhee, 15 Troop; J Sig Akabusi, 13 Troop;
J Sig McGlinchey, 17 Troop and J Sig Lyons, 17 Troop, who
reached the A' final. J Sig Akabusi again deserves mention for
a fine second plac~ i~ the 400m 'A final.
The following Juniors repre ented the Squadron at athletic
200m
J1Sig McGlinchey
17 Troop
400m
J Sig Akabusi
13 Troop
OOm
J ISig Wilkinson
15 Troop
1500m
J Sig Green
15 Troop
5000m
J Sig Needs
15 Troop
J Sig Hamilton
13 Troop
These Juniors plu the 4 lOOm team will form the bulk fof
~he team to repre enr the Junior Signalmen's Wing of 11 Sig Regc
in the Army Junior Championship's first eliminating round in
June. We wi h them the best of luck.
NEARLY 500 JUNIORS
Th~ increase of Junior str.ength ~~ nearly 500 brought three
new instructors co Ouston m add1aon to the Catterick staff.
Mr John Parker deserted his settlement in the Welsh marshes
Lt Roy Dixon was brought down from the ivory tower of AEC
and shown what a Junior looked like, and the splendid Capt
Keith Gordon Smith-Butler wore ruts in the Al on his (their?)
week~y forays to. bring enlightenment to this outpost of the
Empire. The spnng term at Albemarle saw the arrival of two
new civilian lecturers. Maj (Rtd) Edgar Hall replaced Keith
~utler and ~ordon S~th while Lt Dixon appeared in a spores
Jacket muttamg something about being fed up with doing Orderly
Officer.
The vast Pass-Off parade left us wondering what we were
going to do when all the Juniors had left. We need not have
worried, ?i.ey will not. go. One rumour says that they are awaiting
trade murung vacancies, but we all know that it is · because they
like the place so much.

FARAWAY

PLACES t
- UNUSUAL JOBS t

SEND

VS

THAT

STOICY

down , a treble brace of trembling knees and then back to work as
usual.

14 Sig Regt Worcester
ISLAND OF MYSTERY
LITTLE myst~9· alwa~s improves .the romance of foreign
parts and Sardinia has its mystery m what every visitor is
encouraged to see--the strange scones of the Nuraghe. Just who
the
uraghe were and what purpose the scone constructions
served nobody really knows. The Dl 3/R234 detachment which
Capt Tony Pennington and WOl (F of S) Tim Southall
recently took to Sardinia on exercise Dawn Patrol now have their
own theory.

A

STORMY WEATHER
Ssgt Barry Brown and Sgt Terry Winsor maintain that an
even _b igger mystery is how the local tourist board arranged perfect
English summer weather for their visit. They were prevented
from feeling homesick with rain, hail, high winds and almost
constant storms. They reckon chat such rain has never been seen
since Adam was a lad. In fact, so much fell chat Ssgt (F of S)
Graham (Bandpass Filter) Pritchard signalled for EMERs
on Arks. He and Sgt Jim (Where's my dog?) Smiley also
appointed ~emselves as the party's Ferdinand de Lesseps and
Isambard Kingdom Brunel as they produced an intricate network
of canals and ditches co drain the area. During one storm the
world sitting-start high jump record was broken by three men
simi:Jtaneously. Capt Pennin~on, WOl Southall and Sgt
Smiley all cleared seven foot rune from the sitting position when
lightning sa;uck the receiver an~enna and cables. Ssgt Brown,
who was domg the only productive work at the time (completing
a crossword puzzle), fell off his chair in fright as blue sparks
flashed across the table. Selection for voluntary redundancy on
the part of Cpl 'Yorkie' Renshaw was almost negated as he
was lit up like St Elmo w_ith his lights before being hurled bodily
from the generator on which he was working. In the best tradition
of ~e Corps, the set shuddered, coughed sulphuric smoke and
earned on unperturbed. The crew gave themselves a brisk dust

P,rinters
Ptlhlisliers
Newspaper Proprietors
Lithographers
Process Engravers
Parso~

and ~rioting. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the

same tlffie takmg advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems

F. J. Parsons Ltd
Newspaper House, Great New Street, London EC4P 4ER
Printing works at Hastings
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SPECTACULAR SCENERY
Guidebook~ extol the wonders of the luxury resort of Costa
Smeralda built by the Aga Khan. This consists of 35 miles of
w?~t look like Sardii;iian villages surrounding an emerald sea.
VJSJto_rs are also p_rev~1.led upon.not to miss the many architectural
beauties and anuqumes of the capital, Cagliari. For lovers of
natural beauty, the coast around Santa Teresa di Gallura has
n~merous _picturesque villages ~otted along a coastline of soaring
chlfs. Up in '.he central mountains the unusual beauty of Sardinia
comes mto its own .. Water.falls fly down gorges in glittering
cascades, the road, hoed with fennel fronds and wild flowers
winds _through spe_ctacular unspoiled scenery and sheep wearing
bells tmkle about m lush meadows which might be Swiss.
SPARTAN SURROUNDINGS
Our detachment with stoical indifference to creature comforts
and scenic beauty cho~e to forego all the sensual pleasures of
th_ese resorts; they decided to endure a more spartan existence
wit~ HQ 3 Co~ando ~de Royal Marines at Camp Juliano.
This, Cap~ Penn111gton informs !Ile, must have been designed
by two Italian second world war prisoners who had been interned
respectively in the Salisbury Plain and Catterick areas. The most
barren and rugged fea~res of.both locations have been ingeniously
blended . to prod_u ce a site which conforms to all the requirements
of the mternatJona1 template for military training areas. The
deta~hi;i1ent a:e convinced that the Nuraghe stones are a
Sard1mai: vers1?n of Stonehenge. The training area, in general, is
rugged, inhospitable and barren. The usual hot sun of the area
shrivels all vegetation and bakes the earth to a fine, dry powder·
for this reason the area is generally known as the dust bowl'.
However, as a result of the almost incessant deluge the area had
been transformed into a sea of glutinous mud which threatened
to engulf the station and all who worked on it. For exercise Dawn
Patrol 76 delete dust bowl insert porridge bowl.
EXCELLENT COMMUNICATIONS
As always, the D13 was completely indifferent to the constant
precipitation (NATO rain) and dank, dismal conditions. It
positively purred with pleasure as it produced excellent communications to Commcen Stanbridge. Daily traffic availability was in
the high ninties and on a number of occasions a 100 per cent
success ~as achieved. The station almost had an apoplectic fit
and expired when a member of the Royal Marines voiced his
opinion on its identity and purpose. A party of Marines were
helpfully disinfecting the area. Accracted by the noise they
gathered round the open door of the cabin and gazed in openmouthed awe ac the myriad of dials and flashing oven lights.
Eventually the most knowledgeable member of the party muttered,
'Must be Doctor Who' s flying telephone box'. The Dl3 coughed,
spluttered and was only prevented from giving up the ghost by
prompt action and the kiss of life from Foreman Pritchard.
TANK PROBLEMS
In spite of being better qualified technically and possibly more
smartly turned ouc than Doctor Who, WOl (F of S) Tim
Southall daily gave an excellent impersonation of the histrionics
practised by that gentleman as Italian tanks manoeuvred danger?usly close to his antennas. He was convinced that they were
mtenc on converting his sloping Vees into spaghetti. Eventually
the Italians realised that his daily dance, wild facial contortions,
and foaming lips were not some quaint old English custom and
found somewhere else to play.
A LOCK UP
The villages of Porta Pino Teulada and Saine Anna Aressi
provided welcome diversions from the delights of Camp Juliano.
The detachment are convinced that these viJlages have recently
been visited by Bernard Miles and rehearsed in one of the most
successful plays staged by him at the Mermaid Theatre. Nightly
at 1900hrs they stage 'Lock Up Your Daughters'. Or could it be
that their mothers remember only too vividly the British soldier
on the 1939-45 exercise? The crew consoled themselves with
cheap Italian wine which, they consider, is not nearly as bad as
the French wine-growers suggest. One evening while WOl Tim
Southall, Ssgts Barry Brown and Graham Pritchard and
Sgt Jim Brown were returning from the village, the Land-Rover
developed a nasty cough and showed all che symptoms of overheating. A leaking radiator was quickly diagnosed and a temporary
repair swiftly effected. Like all good soldiers, the party had a
replacement coolant at their finger tips and, after a brief delay,
the journey was resumed. The Regiment has now added odoriferous
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to the list of adjectives applied to at least one of our Land-Rovers.
After his success with the exploded version of a number one
cooker produced in Sardinia in 1975 Sig 'Taff' Morri demonstrated his ingenuity by producing the slim-line fire bucket in
1976. This useful device is designed to slot into any space of
one-and-a-half inches. Units which have numerous narrow paces
a plentiful supply of fire buckets and a spare Land-Rover should
apply to' the Adjutant for his services.
HOME VIA COPENHAGEN
The log for the return flight gives the distinct impres ~:on that
Capt Pennington and the detachment took over naviga1:on. The
aircraft returned to the UK via Denmark-how else could they
see Copenhagen? The RAF promised them a hot meal on arrival
in Denmark. With gastric juices flowing freely the crew found a
very impressive restaurant but no food. Our friendly airlines then
provided them with lavish helpings of inedible apologies and
assured them that slimming is healthy. Only weakness resulting
from starvation and a natural revulsion for crustaceans prevented
our party from making their own crab salad. All are now fully
nourished and are busily preparing for further forays co exotic
foreign parts.
HOLIDAY AT HOME
One of our always popular economy holdiays in the UK was
recently enjoyed by Capt Roger Morgan and W02 (F of S)
Len Sant when they took a Dl3/R234 detachment to RAF
Colerne on exercise Pasha 7. The crew revelled in participating
in all che usual holiday activities such as tactical deployment,
camouflage and defence of the Commcen as well as finding time
to communicate very successfully with Commcen Gibraltar.
With the Dl3 providing comms as usual without assistance
and RAF Colerne busy closing down and selling ouc, Capt
Morgan's biggest problem was to prevent che crew selling the
station. The more enterprising members of the detachment
would have had no problems in disposing of the whole station to
the numerous government surplus dealers thronging the area.
A very hectic night life was organised by Ssgt Des Ackers
who produced parties at all sorts of unearthly hours to raid other
locations, plant notional bombs and seize prisoners. In this he
achieved some notable successes and made sleep superfluous for
everyone. Friends in 30 Sig Regt will no doubt be relieved to hear
that we have now posted him co 22 Sig Regt and he will not
disturb the peace on future exercises.
GIBRALTAR LIAISON
Whilst all this was going on Lcpls Bill Laurie and John Webb
were enduring unbelievable hardships on Gibraltar as liaison
team. They report that hospitality ac HMS Rooke was up to the
usual high standard and plenty of time was available for sightseeing. As they happened to be passing that way they also managed
a flying visit to Commcen Gibraltar. Both are now hoping that
on future exercises of this nature they will be allowed to participate
in all the fun in the UK.
SWEDISH-BUT NOT A RHAPSODY
Visions of Christmas card-like snow-covered terrain, pine trees
artistically dusted with frost, rides on sleighs drawn by reindeers,
relaxing sauna baths followed by invigorating beatings with birch
twigs prompted Maj Ken Wright to volunteer to be an au pair
and participate in an exchange visit with the Swedish Army.
Carrying bags bulging with rakish holiday attire he joined the
Gora Signalregemente in the ancient fortress of Karlsborg in
Sweden. His host officer, Capt Rolf Olsson, quickly convinced
him that reality was going t be vastly different from anything
which he had envisaged.
The Swedes were e.x pecting superman and had planned
accordingly. Every minute of their detailed programme was
packed with strength-sapping, muscle-rending physical activity.
This included parachute training, a 40km langlauf and extensive
exacting military training. Maj Wright, with becoming modesty,
declined to don his leotard with the 'S' motif and suggested a
number of modifications to the programme.
FROM SAUNA TO SNOW
A thirteen-to-one reduction in the langlauf produced a manageable brisk 3km event. The majority of this was done on his back,
head, stomach, a combination of all of these and, on rare occasions,
his skis. Col Edvin Eriksson, a lean, fit, wiry, parachute and ski
expert who accompanied him, now has a new fund of anecdotes
for future dinner parties. On completion, the colonel suggested
that a sauna would ease the bruises, relax the body and restore
the circulation. For a while Maj Wright luxuriated in the hot,
humid, aromatic atmosphere as cares, bruises, aches and pains
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wer washed from him in ::i flood of perspiration. Convivial
company, ice-cold wedish beer and delicious sausage soon
produced a ense of euphoria. This was rapidly dispelled when
the colonel jumped up and announced, ' ow we dive into the
now'. A laugh died in Ma; Wright's throat as the colonel
uited action to words by throwing open the door and dashing
out into a cold as brittle as glas , before diving headlong into a
IOft snow drift. With enthusiastic whoops the other Swedish
officers followed his example. Realising that the honour of Great
Britain rested squarely on his pink, damp and rapidly cooling
houlders Ma; Wright steeled himself, dashed out, then with
omc trepidation executed a passable swallow dive into the huge
mound of now. We are delighted to report that he has now
almo t topped shivering, is slowly recovering his faculties and
show promi e of not being permanently numb.

all god-fearing soldiers :ire fast asleep in warm beds. On arrival
they found torrential rain descending in an unbroken sheet.
toically they settled down to enjoy themselves with rain cascading
from their hats in spectacular waterfalls before disappearing
down unsuspecting necks. Pleasure is an enduring thing for our
anglers. The trout seemed to be incapable of discerning where
the lake finished and the air commenced. Inside two hours they
had landed the permitted quota of six fish per rod and 24 fat
succulent trout lay glistening on the wet grass. Having had their
appetites whetted our bold fishermen decided that it was their
day and that they should play their luck out at another site. A
wild dash took them on to Crawdy Lake at Davidstowe. After
paying £! apiece they settled down confidently to repeat their
performance. Alas, the fish had the last laugh and our party
failed to even get a nibble.

DC3 SHOWS ITS PACES
Another modification to the programme was to observe rather
than participate in a parachute drop. This seemed a harmless
diversion until he saw the aircraft involved. This was so ancient
that he was convinced that his namesakes, Orville and Wilbur,
must be the pilots. It was, in fact, one of the original DC3s taken
into ervice in 1940. Owing ro a large number of modifications this
consisted of more masking tape and string than original fabric
and airframe. Once the aircraft was airborne, draughts cut through
the cabin with the venom of a mother-in-law's tongue, revealing
a myriad of holes which had evaded the art of the masking tape
experts. The jumpers needed no encouragement to leap from an
aircraft which was obviously defying every law of aerodynamics
and Ma; Wright wondered whether he had made a wise decision
in not jumping. However, the gods smiled favourably on our au
pair and the plane eventually reached terra fimza safely. The programme also gave him a chance to fire a wide variety of Swedish
weapons. The most impressive of these was a water-cooled, twin
anti-aircraft medium machine gun capable of firing 500 rounds
per minute. This triggered off just a trace of nostalgia for the
Hotchkiss and Gatling guns which he remembers from his youth.

SURPRISE, SURPRISE
Another of the Regiment's keen anglers Sgt Dave Bayley,
recently bought a new lure and decided to try it out in the River
Teme which is close to his quarter. Deftly he cast and almost as
soon as the lure hit the water his arms were almost wrenched
from their sockets. Visions of old bedsteads, scrap cars and other
such prize catches crossed bis mind as he played his line. Eventually he managed to reel it in and, much to his surprise, discovered
that he had managed to hook and land an 8lb pike on a 3~lb
breaking-strain line. Dave is now contemplating mounting and
stuffing this prize specimen.

INTRICATE HANDIWORK
In a lighter vein the itinerary included a visit to a Lapp handicraft centre. Here the Lapps gather in their colourful national
costume and offer their handiwork for sale. Although a very
primitive people, their handiwork is very intricate and colourful,
consisting of wood carvings and various artefacts made from the
skin, bones and horns of the reindeer. Their prices are very
sophisticated and Maj Wright is convinced that someone stopped
off at some stage ro give them a crash course in modern commercial
practice.
RELAX.ATION IN STOCKHOLM
A visit to Stockholm gave him the opportunity to relax and take
in all the sights of the capital. These included a number of museums
and the magnificent galleon Wasa. This vessel was recovered from
Stockholm Harbour and is now housed in a custom-built building
wh}ch was designed to prevent the vessel deteriorating in any way.
It 1s probably the only ship of its kind available for public inspection. In common with all tourists he attended the changing of the
guard at Stockholm's Royal Palace. A week after he wimessed
this colourful and impressive ceremony the whole guard contingent
~eported sick with s~me mysterious malaise. Ma; Wright has
issued a categonc denial of the rumour that he put the evil eye on
them.

DOG GONE TOT
It is with regret that Capt (TOT) Don Clarke announces the
end of a very successful era in greyhound racing. No longer will
he thrill to the sight of his lithe, lean animal straining every sinew
as it hurtles round the track in pursuit of the electric hare. Never
again will he risk laryngitis as he roars encouragement to his dog
leading the field, only to have it change to chagrin and vituperation
as the dog sits down to make sheep's eyes at some flighty bitch in
the same heat. No more will the sign on the door of the Technical
Adjutant's office read, 'gone to the dogs'. These and many other
pleasures associated with the sport are now things of the past.
When he sold the last dog in his kennels; in the best Sid James
traditions, a fast-ta lking owner compensated for a lead-footed dog
and a handsome profit resulted from the transaction.
In preparation for his impending retirement Capt Clarke is
now concentrating on his golf. This, he considers, is more in
keeping with the executive image he wishes to project!
THE GOURMET NET?
Visitors to Signal View 76 would appear to be in for a gastronomic
surprise. A staff officer closely involved in the organisation of
the event recently wrote to Ordnance and requested an issue of:
' IO Large Camouflage Nets Dessert'. The Regiment's Messing
officer is now in a quandary whether these are to be eaten as a
delicacy, or used to hide the sweet.

DWRAC SEES THE FORM
N Wednesday, J!1.ay 5, 1976, the Director Women's Royal
~Army Corps, Brig E. J. Nolan, CB, Hon ADC, visited the
Regiment . as part of her farewell tour round BAOR and was
acco~parncd ?):' the ADWRAC, Lt Col D. P. Clarke, MBE.
Durmg .her v1s1t she. talked to many of the WRAC and their
Royal Signals employing officers.

O

GIRLS SHOW THE WAY
~any . miles hav~ bee~ ·covered, several IFOs (identifiable
ftymg ObJeCt~) seen m orbit, and an enormous number of calories
burned up m the last few weeks in the interests of athletics
And well .wort!'i it tool The Morrison cup was held here in Krefeld
and despite bitterly cold weather great fun was had by all Our
tug-of-war team pulled magnificently, as can be seen i~ the
photog!aph,, and ~ey are now training hard for the BAOR
champ1onsh1ps having alrea~y won the Rhine Area competition.
In contrast to the Mornson cup, the Rhine Area athletics
took place on a day of sc~rching heat and many sore bodies
suffered next day. The Regimental team put all of its training co
good u~e. and th~ men's team was rull?er-up in the Major Units
competmon, while the WRAC team did even better by winning!
S~ now the men to on to the BAOR championships while the
girls go off to England next month. Good luck!
30km ANNIVERSARY WALK ROUND KREFELD
To celebrate th~ hundredth anniversary of the founding of the
Westdeutscl_ie Ze!tung, the newspaper in Krefeld organised a
30km walk m which 10 members of the Regiment were asked to
take part. Cpl Fred Share writes: On Thursday, May 27, the
10 of us made our way to the centre of Krefeld and the starting
post. Westdeutsche Zeitung had really gone to town to make this
a day to remember. To our amazement we saw numerous beer
tents and entertainments of all kinds. Even a stage had been
erected for the local pop groups to perform on.
~t 0945l_irs, with banners flying, we started out, our objective
bemg to gam gold awards all round. We were only a few kilometres
out when Mac (Big Boots) McKerron burst into song, the
rest of the team only. ne_eded an excuse and it wasn't long before
~he ~est of us were smgmg too. Even the local population joined
m with us.
UNEXPECTED REFRESHMENT
Sixteen kilometres had gone by when we came across a wayside
refreshm~nt tent and, to our delight, all was free; so there was
no stoppmg us from sampling the local brew. No sooner had
we downed the last few drops with it hardly touching the sides
when some of us .went racing off to the nearest hedgerow, whilst
the rest of them JUSt put on a brave face!? The free drinks had
been cold black tea! Ugh! Despite this, we marched off again to
complete the last 14krn. It wasn't long before some of the younger
G~rman competitors were keeping pace with us and it was at
this stage that they started to feed us biscuits, sweets and refreshing

cold drinks. Needless to say, we encouraged them to stay up with
us!
JOURNEY'S END
With feet and legs aching and just lkrn to the finishing post,
we heard the sounds made by the pop groups and the roar of the
crowds. This gave us that extra something, so, singing away
once again, we finished the course in grand style and well-earned
beer (real this time) awaited us. Some of us even managed to
get home that night. At this point I would like to mention Lcpl
Wendy Hunter (WRAC) who represented the girl~ of the Regiment. Well done, Wendy! The other members of the team were:
Sig Mark Jones, Cpl Billy Pounder, Sgt John Baker, Sigs
'Paddy' McConnell and Jimmy Nisbet, Cpls Tony Churchward, Dave Sparks and 'Mac' McKerron.
TRANSPORT TROOP SAYS .••
'It's a doddle', said Ma; John Stroud on handing over to the
new MTO, Capt Steve Bresloff, 'you have a Troop of characters'. That's why it's undoubtedly, beyond any question, and
without bias, the best Troop in the Regiment, headed by Assistant
MTO, Ssgt Barry (Can you spare five minutes, Sir?)
Ibbertson, BEM, Sgt (Do you play golf?) Tom Wilson,
Sgt (Rough Rider) Ken Hendry (see last month's WIRE) and,
never to be forgotten, Cpl (I must have a 756) John Plumb.
Like all MT Troops, unless something goes wrong we are the
unsung heroes of the Regiment. Our task is all domestic details
plus re-supply to the field Squadrons. An average week sees us
completing eighty-odd domestic details, so as it is very rare for
the Troop to be together it gave great pleasure to have a Troop
party on May 21. This was to say farewell to a very popular
member of the Troop, Cpl 'Perky' Ian Perkins, who has run
the Servicing Bay for the past three years, and his wife. Dancing
and food made for a good evening, and our guests, Ma; John lent
and his side-kick W02 (SSM) (Get a haircut) Geoff Northey,
even took time off from talking golf and were seen dancing.
A breath of fresh air blew through the Troop when our new
Commanding Officer, Lt Col Keith Allwrigh~ paid his first
visit. A chief clerk's dream, the CO said: 'I want to save paper',
so a new system of making returns was instituted. Our leader
now comes once a month; we're not sure if it's the fact that he
is content with us, or just to see the 'monthly bird' displayed on
a certain calendar in the MTO's office.
We welcome Lcpl (talk a lot) Pete Searle and his family;
Sig Ray Dunn, Johnlffeppleston, 'Tiny' Haigh, and Sig and
Mrs Keith Kershaw_and hope you have a happy time with us.
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A RECORD?
The editor of the 'Guinness Book of Records' should note that
our globe-trotting major has now managed two overseas trips in
29 years' service--he managed a three-day visit to a Dl3 detachment in Sardinia in 1975!
RAINBOW'S END
Four very cold, wee, dishevelled, but far from dispirited anglers
report seemg the end of 24 rainbows in one day but fai ling to
find a singlr. pot of gold. The Regiment's Izaak Waltons, Ssgt
D~s Ackers, Sgt Dave Poole and Cpl Phil Hall in company
with WOl 'Barney' Hill, celebrated the opening of the 1976
fishing season with a resounding success; photographs and wellst~ked freezers _provide irrefutable proof of this. Unfortunately,
their prowess with a camera is not on par with their skill with a
rod and the prints are not suitable for publication. A visit to
iblyback Lake near Liskeard in Cornwall was organised by
S~gt Ackers. This, he ~ssured his fellow enthusiasts, was stocked
w1th rainbow trout which had been crossed with mosquitos to
ensure a bite every time.
The party set out in the wee small hours of the morning when
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TUG-0-WAR

Left to right : Sig Dave Butters, Cpl Steve Long, Sig Mick Wells,
30-km ANNIVERSARY WALK ROUND KREFELD

Sgt Dave Dodds, Lcpl Fred Cottington, Lcpl Ron Wilkinson,
Lcpl Jay Blake, Sig Bruce Barnes. Looking_on is the team manager
and coach, Capt Terry Cantle

Back row, left to right : Sig 'Paddy' McConnell, Cp l Tony Churchward,
W02 (SSM) 'Di' Salisbury, Cpl 'Soo' Priddy and Cpl 'Robbie'
Stewart meet Brig Nolan
THE W I RE, JULY 1976

Sig Mark Jones, Cpl Billy Pounder, Cpl 'Mac' McKerron, Sgt john
Baker
Front row: Cpl Fred Share, Cpl Dave Sparkes, Lt Col Keith Allwright,
Lcpl Wendy Hunter, Sig Jimmy Nisbet
THE WIRE, JULY 1976

Stop Press: Our heavyweight and lightweight Tug-o-War teams
were runners up in the BAOR Championships and will now go to
England to compete in the Army Championships.
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27 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 1
DISBANDED FOR THE SECOND TIME
N May 31, 1976, after four years 336 days, the Regiment
disbanded, for the second time.

O

21 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 42

128 YEARS' SERVICE MARKED WITH CHAMPAGNE
N May 13 1976, Maj Geu H. A. J. Sturge, CSO BAOR,
presented six Long Service and Good Conduct medals to
member of the Regiment. It is not a record but it is a memorable
event to present six such medals on one parade. The NCOs
between them have completed 128 years' service; and top of the
league was Cpl Joe Hughes, with 26 years! After the presentations,
the CSO and Mrs Sturge joined the rcos and their wives for
tea and, of course, champagne to christen the medals.

O

A NOISE PROBLEM
The spring Harrier Deployment is always a welcome event in
Wildenrath. The Harrier Squadrons and our own 2 Sqn take to
the field and the sky over Wildenrath is free of aircraft. In the
spring sunshine, birds can once again be heard and all is well
with the world. However, all too soon, back the Harriers come
and it is noise again as usual! No 1 Sqn also deployed in May on
exercise Crested Eagle. We have certainly come a long way from
the days of Air Formation Signals with two Bruin Squadrons in
the Regiment. However, just to remind us that cable was originally
our business and still a great part of our life on the airfields, we
have had two Troops of 81 Sig Sqn (Y ) with the Regiment. The
majority are GPO men and are always sure of a welcome on the
airfields.
SPORT R OUND UP
Didn't they do well! This is the comment on our sportsmen
who have done well in a full range of activities. In the Rhine Area
motor cycling trials we retained the shield and one of our young
riders, Sig Keith Ran dle, won a first-class novice award. In

SIX OF THE BEST!
The reci pients of Long Service and Good Conduct medals presented
at RAF Wildenrath by the CSO BAOR. left to right: Ssgt M. W .
W ilso n, Ssgt P. H. M. Toovey, W02 (F of S) P. Bruce, Maj Gen H. A. J.
Sturge, Lt Col B. F. Allen , W02 M. P. Thomas, Ssgt R. D. V. Federl,
Cpl G. C. Hughes

the Army championships, Sig Haverson finished fifth and
collected the Royal Signals trophy and also the Soldier Magazine
shield. There were 62 pairs in the Army ten pin bowling championships and Cpl Pete Cavill was determined to follow his BAOR
success with an Army tide--and be did. Cpl Cavill and LcplJeff
Davies of 13 Sig Regt won the doubles in convincing style and
in the team competition we finished fourth. Capt Dave Potter
won the Royal Signals BAOR golf competition. After the apparent
ease with which he won the match, it was only proper that his
handicap was reviewed! Finally, on June 2, at Krefeld, our
athletes retained the Morrison cup. Whatever your sport, try us.

OPERATORS
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON?
Then contact

The Three Tees Agency
and let your Service skills pay in Civvy Street
The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and deals solely with vacancies for Telephon e,
Telex and Teleprinter Operators. You can be assured of a warm welcome and free advice and
guidance on employment prospects in the Commercial world of Telecommunications. If you
are rusty we can give you the opportunity to brush up your oper ating and also familiarise you
w it h commerc ial routines and equipment, and then guide you to the right job, permanent
or temporary . Call, write or phone :

The Three Tees Agency
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110 Fleet Street,
London EC4

124 Regent Street,
London W1

20 Eastcheap,
London EC3

Tel 01 -353 3611

Tel 01 -734 0365

Tel 01-626 0601

THE HISTORY OF ROYAL SIGNALS IN HONG KONG
The first reference to Signals in Hong Kong comes in January
1932. At that time the Hong Kong Signal Section, with subsections at Tientsin and Shanghai, was part of Headquarters
China Command. Postwar, the first Royal Signals unit to anive
after the relief by the Pacific Fleet, is believed to have been 19
Ship Signal Section. In 1946, the Hong Kong Sig Sqn was
formed, becoming, in 1949, the Hong Kong Sig Regt, with
Squadrons in Kowloon and the New Territories.
On September 1, 1959, the Regiment was redesignated 27
Sig Regt, whose only signal predecessor of this designation, was
the 27 RE Signals Coy, which saw service in France and the
Middle East during the first world war and was disbanded in
l919. As such, 27 Sig Regt was very short lived (168 days)
because on February 15, 1960, it was reorganised once again
into HQ Royal Signals, 252 Sig Sqn (Hong Kong) and 235 Sig
Sqn (Kowloon). On July 1, 1971, the Regiment was reformed
as an amalgamation of 252 and 253 Sig Sqns with 1 Sqn operating
and maintaining the static communications, and Troops of 2 Sqn
installing and maintaining telephone communications for the
three services.
THE FUTURE
On June 1, 1976, all Signals personnel in the Far East were
badged Gurkha Signals for Command and Administration simplicity.
The new Signals organisation is:
Joint Service Signal Sta.ff-Responsible for technical policy and
planning with MoD and civilian agencies.
HQ Gurkha Signals-Overall administration of all Gurkha
Signals.
British Forces HQ an.d Sig Sq11-Administration of HQ British
Forces (HQ Land Forces closed on June 1, 1976) and manning
of the Joint Commcen Hong Kong ('O' and 'S' Troop of the
old 1 Sqn).
48 Gurkha Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn-Operational communication for and Administration of HQ 48 Gurkha Bde; manning
Commcen Sek Kong and provision and maintenance of all
telephone and static communications in the New Territories.
248 Gurkha Sig Sqn-Operational communications for HQ
British Forces and, while it remains, HQ 51 Inf Bde; provision
and maintenance of all telephones and static radio relay
communications on Hong Kong Island and in Kowloon, and
manning Commcen Kowloon.
FINALE MARKED BY BALL
This was marked by an all ranks Royal and Gurkha Signals ball
held in the grand ballroom at the Hilton Hotel. Over 180 officers,
soldiers, WRAC and their wives, girlfriends, boyfriends (as
appropriate!) attended. As always one shift, of volunteers ( ?),
manned the static systems.
FULL TROPHY CUPBOARD
The Regiment finished with the fullest trophy cupboard for
many years. In alphabetical order:
Athletics. Winners of the Land Forces Hong Kong and 51 Inf
Bde Minor Units championships. The WRAC won the
Women's Services championship.
Cricket. A Regimental team was not fielded but Sgts Mick
Richards, Dave Smith and John Tope, played for the Army.
Football. Runners-up in the Land Forces Minor Units championships. The team captain, Cpl Rick Licence, was also team
captain of the Army in the Inter-Services cha!Ilpionships,
which the Army won. Cpl Stan Stanley was also m the Army
team.
Hockey. Won the Land Forces Minor Units League easily.
W02 Ted Banh am, W0 2 Gerry Markwell and Cpl R alph
Howard also played for the Army.
Squash. Winners of League 5 of the Hong Kong Squash Rackets
Association, a civilian league. The team, led by Sgt (now Ssgt)
John Knell, was complimented by the South China Morning
Post for their high standard of turnout and sportsmanship.
SEA-GOING D UTIES
C p l Nick F ost er and Sig Pet e B ebb each spent three days
afloat in HMS Waspercon, one of the Hong Kong Sqn patrol
craft, at the end of May as Tg operators.
THE WI RE, JU LY 1976
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WRAC ADVENTURE TRAINING
The WRAC girls continue their adventurous pursuits, the
latest being free-fall parachuting. Lcpl Julie Silver and Pte Jan
"'.oodco.c~ completed the Joint Service course at Sek Kong,
without miury.
A SAD DOUBLE BLOW
The Regiment was dealt a double blow just before disbanding,
with the deaths of Maj (TOT) Peter Dale and Ssgt (F of S)
Alan Goldthorpe within six days of each other. Obituary notices
appear in this issue. Our sympathies are extended to their
respective widows and children.

News from Squadrons
4 Guards Armd Bde H Q
and Sig Sqn, B.F.P .O . 1 7
SQUADRON PERSONALITIES
QC
Maj R. F. Maynard, MBE (Royal Signals)
2IC
Capt D. S. McLuckie (Royal Signals)
Adjt
Capt W. G. Northwood (Welsh Guards)
Comms Capt Capt A. E. Truluck (Royal Signals)
QM
Ca pt H . F. Groves (Irish Guards)
MTO
Capt B. E. Thom p son, BEM (Genadier
Guards)
OC 'A' Troop 2 Lt S. W. Jones (Royal Signals)
QC 'B' Troop 2 Lt R Baxte r (Royal Signals)
RSM
WOl T. Guest (Royal Signals)
W0 2 J. F inney (Royal Signals)
F of S
Y of S
W0 2 J. Creevy (Royal Signals)
Chief Clerk Ssgt M. G. Judge (Royal Signals)
FORMULA FOR HOCKEY S U CCE S S
UCH of the credit for the Squadron hockey team's success
this year must go to Ssgt John Di don. Just to remind
readers: the team won the
Garrison competition, the 2
Div Major and Minor Units
competitions, the BAOR
Minor Units cup and were
beaten by one goal in the
BAOR Major Units final. In
addition the six-a-side team
won the Divisional and BAOR
Sixes. Ssgt D idon is the
Squadron's SQMS but certainly during the spring, when
he was organising the team's
participation in all the competitions and the league, a
great deal of his daily work
:"
had to be completed in his
own time. As the Squadron is
changing role and equipment
tables this meant that he often
worked late into the night.
John was born in 1942 in
Mabe, Seychelles, where in
1962, he was recruited into Royal Signals by a visiting recruiting
team. He arrived in 7 Sig Rcgt for his first tour, having played no
serious sport before. He soon realised that as a non-sportsman he
ended up doing more fatigues so he took up football and shinty.
In 1967 he met the Adjutant of 7 Sig Regt (now Lt Col Noel
M oss) on the shincy field and his hockey training began. In 1968
he played occasional games for the School of Signals and commanded a place in the Blandford town hockey club. His three
years at the Army Apprentice College, Harrogate, were filled with
hockey. John played for the permanent staff and assisted in the
coaching of the Apprentice team. That year they won the Army
Apprentice cup by 10 goals to 1.
In August 1973 John was posted to 4 Gds Armd Bde HQ and
Sig Sqn. He was now a qualified umpire and had decided to
hang up his stick. However, the Squadron Commander was one
M aj N oel M oss, so John found him elf captain of the hockey

M
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The succes of the team has been mentioned· on an
i~div.idual note John has now played for the Divisional, BAOR
and Corps teams. He thus .br~ngs o the Squadron team a knowledge and experience that 1s mvaluable. His hockey is based on
ba ic skills, sound tactical principles !ffid ~ ~owledge of the
better players that the team will meet m unit sides.
John is well supported by his wife, Michelle, who must see
very little of him during the hockey season. They have. two very
attractive children Julie (10) and Paul (8) who are both mterested
in sport. Julie ha repre~ent~d ?er school at .netb~ll and Paul
has gained a junior gradmg m iudo and a sw1mm~ng medal for
winning his first race. He already has a hockey suck.

exercises in Italy, Denmark, Belgium, Germany, cotland and
Wales; expeditions to Iceland and the Gulf of Mexico in America;
has successfully completed a free fall parachuting course and
managed to win a cup for shooting in the South-West District
meeting. His trade has enabled him to command a radio detachment both within the Brigade HQ Ops Complex and handle
comms for an FAC. Can other units beat this?

t !3ffi

~
CCV

NUMBERED DAYS
Like other Brigade Squadrons in 3 Div, our days are numbered
before we shrink into a Field Force HQ. But one thing is certamthe spirit and performance of the 'Flying Fifth' and its Saxon
Horse symbol is as strong as ever!

5 Airptbl Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn,
Tidworth

7 Arty Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
5 AIRPTBL BOE MARSHALLING TEAM
Lt lain Robertson, Sgt Todd (No I), Sgt Keats (No 2), Sgt Forbes,
BEM (No 3) with the man who said he didn 't require a megaphone,
RSM Gerry French

Unfortunately, not everyone has been able to take part in trips
abroad. Our recently departed Chief Clerk, Ssgt (now W02)
Del Harrod, has been firmly padlocked to his desk for three
years and only with the help of Lcpl 'Stan' Stanley, Sig Alan
Monaghan, Bob Ferguson and Martin Glover plus ROPO
number 11 /76 has been posted to 4 Comms Group. The offer
by Lcpl 'Ziggie' Gray to drive him seemed optimistic after an
amazing display of vehicle wrecking which failed to convince his
shaken instructor that he should pass any form of driving test!
Farewell also to Capt (now Maj) David Williams, W02
(F of S) Barry Jepson, Sgts (now W02) 'Eddie' Davis and
Ssgt Gordon Hanson. Welcome to W02 (F of S) Bob
Phippard and Ssgt (ORSQMS) John Knell.

GETTING ABOUT
HE 'Flying Fifth' has ~a_intained its .zeal for travel to faraway
places. Since its expedmon to Sarubel Island, Florida, the
Squadron has been busy in less exotic places such as S~a~for_d a~d
Salisbury Plain training areas. For example, ou: par.uc1pauon m
the 3 Div exercise Swan Lake VI, held on Topchffe airfield, could
be summed up as follows:

T

COLD ODE
It's cold outside, can't feel my toes
Damn Topcliffe with its frost and snows
Stay in the sack where dreams are made
Miss the RSM's parade.
RSM Gerry French-airborne model for the 5 Airptbl Bde haircut

Good grief it's tough on exercise,
Just can't open wide my eyes
Lay back again, pull up the zip
Get another four hours' kip.
Who will be the first to shift
From the pillow, head to lift?
But from here all is working
Might as well continue shirking.
Must at last make a start
Now it's well past sparrow fart
Time has come, Swan Lake has past
Movement home begins at last.
ot all our activities have been confined to the UK; Wh!lst
part of the Squadron underwent a period of infantry-type hve firmg
at Warcop under W01 (RSM) Gerry ~rench and W02 (RQMS)
John Smith in March, a 46-m_an con_nngent drove to _Gern:any to
shiver their way through exercise Flymg Falcon. Luckier still have
been our men detached to Infantry Battalion exercises in Cyprus
and Belize. Cpl Don Bruce, Lcpls Pete Bensley and '.Spud'
Duddell are presently attached to 1 RGJ in Cyprus helpmg out
Sgt Tom Wardle, our rear link signal detachment and fr~m
where Sig 'Mac' McMillan has just returned before departmg
for Masirah.
.
.
Rc~ently returned from an attachment with 2 Queens m Behze
('heart of the Caribbean basin') with tales of jungles, cay~s and
the 'Big C' are Lcpls Pete Sibbald, Steve Allsopp and. Sig Ian
Selkirk. Right now we have another detachment replacing them
including Lcpl Jack McBride and Sig Alan Mc~ardle. All
are working closely with Sgt Barry J?oughty w~o is o_ur man
with 2 Queens. Presently in Cyprus with 1 R WF m an mfantry
company role are Cpl 'CD' Clark-Darby, Pte 'Tich' Spittle,
Sig Jon Wheeler, 'Danny' Daniels and Joe. Layfiel.d. N?t
quite so warm but an interesting and worthwhile experience is
the attachment to 3 Field Sqn RE for Cpl 'Ginge' Turnbull and
Sig 'Luigi' Scowcroft in Northern Irel~nd. Cpl 'P.a~dy'
Murphy is preparing for his four mo~ths ~change v1s1t to
Australia, whilst the rest of the Squadron 1s lookmg forwar~ to an
expedition in Norway and exercises in Germany and Belgium.
Scop Press. Lcpl 'Baz' Palmer has just flown off to Jamaica
for three weeks with 1 RWF. Rum lad!
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SPORTS REPORT
On the sporting side our notable success so far this year was
the football team and triple win in the Salisbury Plain League
Knockout cup. The team was captained by our Army triple jump
champion Lcpl 'Wilf' Masson and managed by Ssgt (now W02)
'Eddie' Davis. The exciting climax of the season was the final
match against 3 Div Ordnance Airhead Coy which was eventually
decided on penalties. Outstanding performances were given by
Lcpl 'Sid' Smellie and Cpl Dennis Jevons. Cpl Steve Swann
has now retired from football for the ninth time after this exhausting match at the young age of 38 !
The athletics team was most successful in a quadrangle match
against three infantry teams including a visiting Australian
company by winning the 4 x 200m and long jump; and ~omi!'lg
second in the 4 x l00m, 4 x l10m hurdles, 4 x 800m, iavelm,
discus and tug-of-war. It was unfortunate that Capt Bill Legge,
our 2IC, decided to turn his ankle purple when attempting to
take three hurdles in one leap in the final leg of the relay!
So far the cricket team, led by Sgt Dave Taylor, is top of the
South-West District League, having won all matches played.
The shooting team is training hard under W02 'Danny' Kay
for the forthcoming South-West District and Royal Artillery/
Royal Signals meeting with a view to taking a team to Eisley.
Our Communications Officer, Capt Ray Lloyd-Jones, is
convinced that orienteering is soon to overshadow all other sports!
FOND FAREWELLS-WARM WELCOMES
The wind of change is blowing hard as we shortly bid farewell
to our explosive OC, Maj Kelvin Kent. During his command
he has maintained a frantic level of activity both workwise and
on the adventure training scene. There are few people in the
Squadron who have not had the opportunity to 'get away' whether
it be on an expedition to Iceland or canoeing in Wales. Even
now elements of the unit are canoeing in Weymouth, mountaineering and rock climbing in the Lake District and off-shore sailing
in the English Channel. We wish him and his family the very
best for their future in America (PS-he is spending Christmas
in Nepal with that other famous globetrotter Lt Col 'Blashers'
Blashford-Snell !).
We welcome Maj Dick Smith in his place and wish him and
his family a happy stay with the unit.
THE WIRE, JULY 1976

IN THE BACKGROUND
Our own very special Saxon Club has continued to flourish
under the guidance of Cpl Tony Lea and, more recently, Cpl
'Paddy' Murphy, with a 'Brain of Tidworth' quiz competition,
disco and cabaret nights and games evenings. Our star guitarist
and entertainer Lcpl 'Greg' Bunyan did very well to win the
Army singing competition, and we wish him all the best in civilian
life.
The Officers Mess staff under Sgt Alan Thomas (who
managed to have a six-week holiday in Hong Kong, Malaya and
Singapore over Christmas!) have been extremely busy. Apart
from the the exercises and day-to-day work they have staged
ladies' nights, film shows, dinner nights and, recently, a VIP
dinner for the sponsors of the Army horse trials. In between
times some staff have managed time for a break, such as Sig
'Marty' Martin (free fall parachuting), Pte 'Scouse' Hislop
(detachment to Belize) and Pte 'Super Mac' McFarland
(detachment to Cyprus). Congratulations to Lcpl Dave Ashton
who gets married in July.
A RECORD?
To end, we state the case of 20-year-old Lcpl Ken Sirr (RTg).
Inside of two years with us he has been on operations in Belize;

5 Airptbl Bde at work- Marshaller is Sgt Alec Forbes, BEM
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LOOKING BACK
INCE our last appearance in THE WIRE, regrettably some
time ago, many of the Squadron's 'old faces' have passed on
to new pastures; although too many to give all a mention it is
important that Cpl Jim Freeburn, who left us some months
ago, should be mentioned if only for the wonderful work he did
for the Jimmy Club . .Jim has. lefc us for 16 Sig Regt, who, if
they have any sense, will have him on the Corporals Club committee! T~nks, Jim, and all the best to you and your fa;nily.
Exercises have come and gone, nothing of particular interest
forthcoming from those. The Squadron acquitted itself very well
on its not-so-recent FFRI under the eagle eye of the now departed
Brig G. W. Hutton. In true military style this aspiring Commander left Dortmund having bought all the Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
a drink and, in turn, being presented with an overnight case and
a Squadron plaque. Good luck and our best wishes to Brig Hutton
and his family and welcome to Brig M. C. M. Steele, MBE,
and family.

S

WITH 'PETASUS' AND A ROUGH DEAL

One of the disadvantages of being such a small Brigade Signal
Squadron is that we can rarely take advantage of the adventure
training schemes available to BAOR soldiers. This being due to
our leave and courses plot, very much leaving us with only enough
available personnel to 'do the job'. However, we were able to
provide a crew from the Squadron to charter the Corps' yacht
Perasus for five days and with the invaluable assistance of Cpl
Andy Foreman of 1 Div HQ and Sig Sqn who was our skipper,
we arrived at Kiel on April 26 ready to encounter the Baltic and
all its evils, with the intention of going to Denmark. The crew
was made up from volunteers and included two offshore-hands,
Cpl 'Don' Partridge and Sig 'Ned' McGowan, 'ably' assisted
by Sgt 'Ginge' Burgess, Cpls Chris Bell and Steve Evans.
We set sail on Monday and harboured at Schilksee for the night
where we were able to sample the beer and hospitality of the
locals in a pub not far away from the moorings and, having
imbibed satisfactorily, we all hit the sack looking forward to
Tuesday and our destination, Denmark. However, when morn did
dawn, all was not well, as the wind, which had been steadily
increasing all night, was fairly strong in the harbour. We set sail
but once out in o the open sea found that the swell and the wind
(force 7, gusting 8) was too much and, after a very harrowing
experience of broaching and those poor off-shore hands frantically
tearing down the sails with one hand, whilst clinging to the various
halyards for dear life with the other, we decided, unanimously,
to return to the safety of Schilksee under motor. Throughout the
operation we were buzzed by a German Marine Helicopter who
was obviously concerned with our welfare!
REFLECTIONS AND RELAXATION
Back at Schilksee and, after a few drinks in the plush Olympia
Hotel, we decided to sit the storm out and try again the next
morning but luck was not ours, and Wednesday was spent
sight-seeing around Kiel and Laboe where we visited a German
U-boat. Thursday, the sea was much calmer and we were able to
do a little sailing but, unfortunately, our target Denmark, could
not be reached due to lack of time. Friday saw us heading homewards and the off-shore hands 'Don' Partridge and 'Ned'
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McGowan wanting a kipper 35 course and rhe not-so-offi horehand de iding thar they would remain so! Neverrhelcs , a~
extremely enjoyable week, nor without its experiences. Any unit
who have not availed themselve of a Petasus charrer are strongly
recommended to do so.
A WATCH FOR smPS
Some members of Radio Troop, namely Cpls Mick Hunt,
Bob Stewart, Ray Nicholson, Lcpls Alan Pardoe, Brian
Smallman and Sig Ted Green, were raskcd with providing
vederte ' ar Todendorf ranges for a series of All Arm Defence
Courses organised by HQ 7 Arty Bde. Their job was to report
the pre ence of any shiJ?S which may happen .ro 'stray' in~o the
firing area. one were sighted, but on the nudist beach, ad1acenr
to the ders a dead body was found which the police were called
ro deal with.

11 Armd Bde HQ
& Sig Sqn
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A SECOND AWARD
Mention must be given to the Dortmund Commcen derachmenr of 16 Sig Regr who, under the guidance of Cpl John
Hutchings, now with 30 Sig Regt, gained its second consecutive
Gold Comstar award, which was presented by GOC 2 Div.
Congrarulations to the Commcen who, during this period, were:
Cpl John Hutchings, Lcpl (now Cpl) Bob Evans, Sig (now
Lcpl) Andy Dingle, Sig Joe McAvoy and Sig 'Haggis' Millar
on an event which, surprisingly, bas had no publicity.

EXERCISE FLYING FALCON VISIT WITH A
DIFFERENCE
E on the square for 1145, my husband said, and so I was,
along with 40 other wives and 62 children of the Squadron.
We were off to visit our menfolk on exercise Flying Falcon.
We were 'fell in' by Sgt Wall, who organised the visit, together
with a volunteer (I was under the impression no one in the Army
volunteered for anything), who said chat we should all put our
watches on Zulu. Zulu, who's Zulu? (Still waiting to meet Zulu).
Anvway we got away at llOOhrs which I still don't understand
beeause it was 1145 when we arrived in camp; wasn't it? Over
20 vehicles of various shapes, makes and sizes travelled to our
field location in one long line. There was one offender; Lyn
Wel~h's passenger, Jennifer Hunt, decided that nature couldn't
wait and she was going before the trip started. Never mind, they
caught us up.

COMINGS AND GOINGS
Before these notes appear in THE WIRE our SSM, W02 'Tony'
Perkin, will have assumed his new post as RSM of 7 Armd Bde
HQ and Sig Sqn. A debatable point as to whether it is hard luck
us or bad luck them. Seriously, we will miss W02 Perkin and
his guidance in all matters both social and military and we wish
him, his wife, Renee, and family every good wish in his next
posting and thank him for the stalwart work he has done for the
Squadron during bis tour.
Well, the pen that writes these notes (providing it doesn't get
pinched!) and its owner, Cpl Chris Bell, depart Dortmund for
the fresher air of 21 Sig Regr in July and, therefore, in future,
THE WrRE notes from this Squadron will be written by some
other 'literary' recruit. Good luck to him and for those who have
been gracious enough to read my pasttwitterings-thank you, and
to those who have read them and since joined us, don't say I
didn't warn you!

BEASTIES INDEED?
A 40-minute drive and we were in the wood, united with our
menfolk. All around us were Army trucks draped with big nets
covered with square holes and green and brown streamers;
weird I thought! We were all guided to a 'safe area' to watch a
demonstration of a 'Brigade Battleaxe' moving into location.
' Here comes the Beasties', I heard someone shout. 'Beasties', not
in the 'safe area', I hope. And, sure enough, in they came winding
in and out of the trees into a clearing where they started to set up .
Maj Genders, the OC, was giving a commentary on the proceedings. 'The complex is now going up', he said, 'including the
"penthouse" '. (Thought for a moment there we were in Hollywood!). Once it was up we were told we could have a look, but
don't touch anything. To be honest I would have been surprised
if anyone stayed to touch; the smell! Diesel fumes, dust inside
the penthouse, awful. But I think we all agreed the move-in
looked most impressive. From the Battleaxe we moved around
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the va~io~s ~rigade set-ups, .echelon (looked it up in the dictionary,
I call it esh now). Begmrung to learn! Over to 'main', step-up,
and then lured by the smell, we headed down to the cookhouse.
He~e we most certainly ~ere dc;ine well by Sgt Colin Young
and his band. Bratty and chips, chicken and chips and a hot drink
went down well, as we were all feeling the cold. The new RQ (I
really am an 'old sweat' now) Ian Buckley and Sgt John (£8 000
in my ha~d) ~loman weren't. letting on they were cold, but'Ian
stood behmd his truck and drmk stall with red ears and a nose
that really was a Rudolph and 'I don't mean a 'Valentino'.
LADIES DRIVE THE BEASTIES
After lunch all the ladies had a chance to drive a 'Beastie' ·
what an experience, frightening at first; but, under the exper~
guidance of 'Nellie' Knowles, Terry McCann and 'Paddy' Hoy
we soon got the knack. I must point out that Y of S Allen
~instanley after three years of trying to get a go in one finally
did that afternoon (even though he pushed in front of me). Vicky
Reade caused the only disaster of the day, she put her foot
on the wrong pedal (I mean they're only 12 x 6in). Vicky knows
all about 'Dead man's pedal' now. At about 1630 (Alpha, Zulu?
Gosh, I've forgotten) I looked about me, women in coveralls
comba.t jackets, combat hats, parkas' there really were some sights'.
Anything to keep warm. A group of us even admitted that 'long
Johns' were great I About 1700 we heard the RSM, Derek Leggott
say something about 'Stand-to'-guns, helmets, gas! That wa~
too much. We bid the men goodbye, a quick kiss and we got into
our transport and went home. Thanks to those who made it
possible.

Quartermaster
Troop Officer
SSM

Capt A. Burns
Lt A. Abbott
W02J. Acey

CULINARY KUDOS
One of the traditions of 224 Sig Sqn has been the constant
high standard of cuisine. This very high standard has been
maintained and probably even improved by the Squadron Catering
Manage~-, Sgt John Pengelly (ACC) who, with the help of hi
staff of culinary wizards, continually entices the diners with
dishes of mouth-watering appeal. Mention must be made of
another of the catering staff, Cpl Hugh Bullock (ACC), who
substantiated the above acclaim by winning the
orth-East
District cookery competition for his work in Pastillage.

Relief driver Mrs Moore under instruction

224 Sig Sqn, Loughborough

The CSO UKLF, Brig D. H. Baynham, GM, seen talking to Lcpl
Marshall during the inspection of the Quarter Guard

FOREWORD
L THOUGH it has been some considerable time since the
Squadron last appeared in the pages of THE WIRE, there is
no reason for thinking that the unit has not been very much alive
since we started, way back in the 'dark days' of 1940, as the
Special Operator Training Battalion at Trowbridge, Wilts. In
1942 the unit moved to Douglas on the Isle of Man, and later to
Shenley, Herts, before coming to our present home at Woodhouse,
Leicestershire in 1946. The unit was then known as 10 Wireless
Trg Sqn until we rook on our new name of 224 Sig Sqn in 1961.

A

AMALGAMATION WITH 223 SQUADRON
The unit has now begun a new chapter in its history with its
amalgamation with 223 Sig Sqn. April 2, 1976, was the day chosen
for the official Amalgamation Ceremony, when the CSO UKLF,
Brig D. H. Baynham, GM, was invited to demonstrate his
horticultural skills by planting an oak tree (despite repeated
requests by the Adjutant, authority was not granted for the tree
to wear a yellow ribbon). The CSO also unveiled a plaque to
commemorate the occasion.
PERSONALITIES
To acquaint readers of the current hierarchy of the Squadron,
we list below the 'management':
Officer Commanding Maj J. R. S. Ovenden
Chief Instructor
Maj J. M. Ellingworth, MBE
Adjutant
Capt (Retd) G. Hayes
Operations Officer
Capt A. G. Maxwell, MBE
THE WIRE, JULY 1976

224 Sig Sqn {Radio)-Winners of Eastern District Minor Units
Hockey-knockout competition 1975-76
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PORT SPECIAL
Sport is another 'feather' which 224 can 'proudly wear in its cap.
The quadron has Jong been known for its sporting achievem~ts
and indeed envied by many. Carrying on the proud tradmon
thi year has been the Squadron hockey team who won the
Ea tern Districr Minor Units knockout cup by beanng 1 RCT
by 5 goals to 3 after a very hard-fought final. This win was the
culminating glory of a sea on which began with more losses than
win by a team which boasted more enthusiasm than skill. The
cup-winning team wa made up as follows: Sgt Sid 'Stoppa'
Goddard, W02 Ron 'Whackum' Watson, Sgt Bob 'Dive'
Carty, S gt Dave 'Slasha' Sykes, Sgt Bob ' Blocka' White,
S gt Fred 'Sniffa' Calvert, Sgt Bill 'Back-up' Bowles, Sgt
Keith 'Lefty' Robinson, Sgt Mick 'Missum' Moore, Lcpl
Jim 'Mind-ye-Heeds' J\icCourt, W02 Tom 'Knees' Landey,
\V02 Denny 'Crunch' Byrne. Congratulations to the team on
their fine win.
END OF NOTES HOPES
After much scratching of heads it has been decided to close our
literary effon at this point but hope that ' Notes from 224' will,
in future, be a regular feature of THE WIRE.

227 Sig Sqn.
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LINE TROOP REPORT
HIS month's main contribution is by kind permission of the
Line Troop who have submitted the following report. We
have often wondered what the hairies get up to in their ' shack',
and now we know.

T

MAY FAIR

This year's May Fair was held on Saturday, May I-cup final
day-(the best-laid plans, ere). We in the line shack having the
monopoly on flair, brains and imagination were tasked to produce
the side shows. Under the careful supervision of Sgt Frank Byrne,
Cpl Neil Wadey and Sig 'Jock' (Corset) Campbell we made
and refurbished 15 games and side shows to delight the eye and
tickle one's fancy. We are considering taking orders in advance
at very reasonable rates.
GUESS THE AGE
\Ve are in possession of one very old automatic telephone exchange. As it is the only one we have got, we are stuck with it.
Its past is Jong and murky, its vintage doubtful, its pedigree nonexistent and its temper unpredictable. We keep it working with
wire, solder, tender loving care and lots of luck. It has, to our
knowledge, survived at least two-and-a-half decades, countless
exercises, numerous overhauls and at least one fire. Any visitor
to the Squadron is invited to look it over and guess its age and
country of origin. We are considering willing it to the Corps
Museum at Blandford.
PERSONALITIES
We are blessed (as are most line Troops) with more than the
usual share of characters. Cpl Pete Cosson, our own 'George
Best', has fallen foul to the very agreeable charms of one of the
good ladies of Maastricht and is getting married. After a week
of careful planning and alterations to a Bromfiets (Dutch for
moped) vhich included blocks on pedals, extended handlebars
and controls, a surrounding net (in case of sudden falls) and
strategically-placed steps at home and in camp, Line Section have
successfully launched their own version of the White HelmetsCpl Frank (poisoned dwarf) Allan. Finally, our leader,
Ssgt Terry Dodson, one time Technician, now gravel cruncher
extraordinaire, is shortly to leave us for a Guards course and
posting to Cyprus.
He received a mysterious joining instruction allegedly from
Pirbright requiring him to be familiar with 'drill with whip and
cane', 'drill with sword' and to be in possession of full ceremonial
dress-cavalry dismounted. When informed by R SM Dave
(Crunch) Parker that his duties would include following behind
the horses with a bucket and shovel our intrepid leader smelt a rat!
He is fortning a shortlist of hoaxers for revenge. Chief Hairy,
Sgt John Telford, caught him sticking pins in effigies and
muttering veiled threats while making personal deletions in the
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WALKER CUP WINNERS 1975-76
Back row: Cpl Penman (traine r), Sgt Byrne, Cpl Sheldon, Cpl
Hatton, Sgt Dullaghan , Cpl Duncan
Front row : Ssgt (F of S) Rothwell, Sig Andrews, Sig Hough, Maj
R. A. H. Hoghton, OC 227 Sig Sqn, Capt J. T. Noon, Cpl Hough,
Cpl Cosson
blue book. Joking aside, bon voyage, Terry, and good luck to
you and your family.
UPS AND DOWNS
After a very mixed season of ups and downs we managed to
finish on a high note. At the end of every season all teams compete
in a knockout competition for the Walker cup. By a lucky mixture
of byes and abstentions we played and won one game and found
ourselves in the final. This was against the RAF element who are
considered the strongest team in the league; it was a hard tussie
with the Squadron getting the winning goal in the 89th minute.
This is the first time the Squadron have won the competition
since its inauguration in 1970. So hearty thanks and well done
to manager Capt Ted Noon and his team.
CONG RATULA TIO NS
To: Sgt Roger Farmer and wife, Gillian, on the birth of
their daughter, Erica Louise; Cpl Graham Butler and wife,
Sharon, a son, Liam.
PROMOTIONS
Roger Farmer and Bill O'Halloran to Sergeant. Dave Ship
and Ron Mutch to Corporal. Not forgetting Sgt John Morgan
on his posting to Hong Kong.

The Troop consists of approximately 30 men under the command of a W02 (Y of S)-the presem incumbent being Eddie
(All I want for Christmas is a Comstar) Jones, late of 7 Sig
Regt Sergeants Mess football team fame. We work a permanent
three-way shift in the Commcen (other BAOR Commcens
please no~e), but the way we work the system usually allows for
enough. nme o~ to enable th~ mcm~ers of the Troop to enjoy
the vanous dehghts offe.red m Berlm. However, we still have
the longest working week in the Squadron and must bear that
burden with squared shoulders!
We provide two three-man detachments: one at HQ Allied
Staff Berlin (ASB) here at the Olympic Stadium, the other attached to the Autobahn Control Detachment RMP Helmstedt
the border-crossing point between East and West Germany. '
The first, at ASB, helps our American and French colleagues
to run the Tri-Partire Commcen there. The British personnel are:
Cpl Max Steele, who also doubles as Squadron photographer;
Lcpl 'Paddy' Keeffe-who had been heard to suggest that the
Commcen be redesignated Quadro-Partite; and last, but not least,
Sig 'Rock' Hudson who is on his second tour with ASB-he
couldn't take a full day without a 'coffee call' so we had to send
him back.
Assisting the Royal Military Police at Helmstedt are: Cpl Alan
Hales-now on permanent detachment complete with married
quarter and Isolation Allowance! Lcpl 'Mac' Mcarthur-still
getting used to the freedom after a tour in Northern Ireland; and
Lcpl Noel Thacker who is counting the days to do before retiring
to civvy street. Our men at Helmstedt do a lot more than just
man the small Commcen there, they help to lighten the load of
the RMP staff by assisting them in their documentation duties
and manning the daily 'sweep' vehicle which travels between
Helmstedt and Berlin. The detachment is held in high esteem by
the RMP and is actually regarded as 'one of us'-an honour indeed!
ON THE SPORTING SCENE
After having held the Squadron inter-Troop athletics trophy
for the past two years, Commcen Troop was narrowly defeated
by Radio Troop 'A' team in the recent competition. Despite the
fact that Cpls Jim Adams, Gordon Thursfield, Andy
Marshall and Dave Vince all won their events, and the rest of
the team put up an excellent show, Radio 'A' was just too strong
for us. However, when their gladiator is posted there won't be

SOMETIIlNG DIFFERENT
Since the ~rrival of !'~r ath l ~tically sadistically- (delete according
to your physical condition) mmded Troop commander, bewildered
Berliners have been seen either scratching their heads in amazement or doubled over with laughter at the rather unusual behaviour
of a group of slightly-pear-shaped individuals marching, runn ing,
and scrambling with difficulty over an assault course.
Y cs, folks-Commcen Troop is back on the road! What started
as preparatory training for our battle efficiency tests has now
become part of our regular timetable.
It's hard, but everyone looks fitter for it. It was rumoured that
evil Alec Brown had forgotten how fresh air tasted until he
went on his eight-mile bash through the Grunewald Forest.
Andy Seales, our resident Barbadian, swears that his colour is
fading but I'm sure that a good summer will see him OK. This
training must be paying off, Sgt Eric Rock, Lcpls Jim Ryan
and Steve Atkinson are accompanying W02 Eddie Jones on
the Rheindahlen marches. I hear they've got an eye on the Cyprus
walkabout-the accomplishment of which will really be an
achievement. On a recent local Sunday walk at Spandau, open
to the public as well as all three military nations here, Sig 'Geordie'
Holden ran the 15km course just for something to do and came
fowth in the whole field! I hear it took a crate of Schultheiss to
bring him to his senses.
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
In closing, I would like to welcome the following to the Troop:
Cpl Jim Reeves, Lcpls 'Paddy' Keeffe and Steve Atkinson,
and Sig Dave Taylor. I wish them well, and hope they enjoy
their stay in what must be the best posting left in the Army.
Congratulations to Cpl Jim Lander on his promotion ro
Sergeant, Cpl Dave Hall on being selected for a recruiter's post
and subsequent promotion, and to me for being selected to attend
Yeoman of Signals course No 29 this summer.
Finally, goodbye to Sgts J oe Wells and Keith Thomas, Cpls
Andy Marshall and Dave Hall, and Lcpls No el Thacker and
John Pringle. And, of course, goodbye to me!

Test Engineers
EMI have a ll kind s of
future for you a t H ayes

229 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 45

With several different EMI ind ustries
background w ith knowledge
concentrated at Hayes, Midd lesex.
equivalent to ONC.
the Company offers you work on a
Given these minimum conditions. Test
wide variety of equipments - plus
Engineers of all levels are requ ired and you're starting salary w ill
opportunities to win promotions in
one direction or another without ever
faithfully reflect the experience you
having to move out of the Hayes area .
have accumulated to date.
And, since the entire EMI Group is
Terms and conditions of employment
constantly expanding - an d, indeed,
at EM I are everything you would
expect of a major international
looks likely to continue to expand for
organisation. and assistance towards
years to co me - these opportunities
may be expected to come up
relocation expenses will be
frequently.
considered where necessary.
Recent practical testing and fault
To apply, please write to Bill Clark,
finding experience, either in industry
Personnel Department EMI Limited,
135 Blyth Road, Hayes. Middlesex.
or with HM fo rces is essential. Ideally,
it w ill have involved work on
Or telephone him on
01-573 3888 extension 639
advanced and complex
electronic devices. Certainly
-t LJ
or Record -a-call anytime on
you'll need a good technical
- ••• • 01-573 5524.

COMMCEN TROOP REPORT
HIS month it is the tum of Commcen Troop to entertain and
inform the readers of the Corps magazine, these notes penned
by the fair hand of Sgt 'Taff' Watts-who, it must be noted, was
coerced into making his literary debut by promises and dreams of
greater things to come. During the intervening months between
receiving my posting order and actually arriving in 'the walled
city' (as our American television announcers so dramatically call
Berlin), I searched through innumerable copies of THE WIRE
in a vain attempt to discover what exactly would be facing me
on arrival here. Now, after having been here for two-and-a-half
years (an eight-month extension wrung out of Royal Signals
Records onl y after promising them my soul) and having been
promoted in the meantime, I feel qualified enough to write a
brief explanation of the role of the Army Commcen in Berlin
and the challenge facing the operators working therein .

T

m

THE TASK

The Army Commcen-so often carrying the misnomer Brigade
Commcen, when, in fact, it is so much more--serves and provides
static communications for HQ Berlin (British Sector), HQ Berlin
Inf Bde, Brixmis, The British Military Government Berlin, and
all units and organisations which come under the control of these
headquarters. We also serve a number of civilian and voluntary
organisations in the city. In addition to the static communications
we can also provide a mobile Commcen immediately upon demand
to provide a teleprinter facility should the staff in the field find
this desirable.
TH E WIR E, JU LY 197 6

any compctirion there at all, so the little brass bear will soon he
decorating th e Commcen again. Anyway, W02 Eddie Jone defeated all comers in the Officers Warrant Officers race-wonder
what happened to the bottle of champagne?

1
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234 Sig Sqn (Malta), B.F.P.O. 51
REARGUARD ACTION
HEY say that April- 1ay i the be t time of the year LO see
1.alta and that the climate is like an English summer (ugh! ).
o far there ha n't been much eviden.;e of this. After nearly
dro\ ning in the winter deluge (twice as much as any two previous
winters put together!) we have ince been buffeted by unseasonally
high winds, choked with 'fallouts' of Libyan sand (from the ahara,
I'm told) and generally made to feel unsettled. The other unettling influence has been th threat of a move from our rather
uperior residence on the hill at Mtarfa to the hot dusty plains of
Luqa. However, the 0 , Maj Eddie Pickup, with typical
I ri h stubbornnes is fighting a gallant rearguard action to prevent
this and the rest of us are hanging on by the skin of our teeth
and a few broken fingernails. It's all to do with the 'quality of life'
as someone high up once said and the battle hymn of the unit is
definitely 'We shall not be moved'. By the way, whoever wrote
last month's notes rashly promised Maj Eddie and Valerie Pickup
that they would see the sun soon-they're still waiting!

T

INTER-SERVICE KNOCKOUT
The Squadron has recently taken part in many Inter-Service
sporting activities, sad to say not all of them successful if you
count success by the number of victories. Amongst our more
notable defeats have been the Inter-Service badminton, squash,
hockey and volleyball. ever mind, we did take part!
HOCKEY TOUR
As part of our work-up for the Inter-Service hockey competition
someone managed to arrange a five-day, three-match 'tour' of
Cyprus, where we were very kindly hosted by 9 Sig Regt. Actually
it wasn't so much a 'tour' as a 'static display' since the opposition
came to us rather than vice versa. Sgt Neil (Super Mac)
MacPherson's notes on the event follow. Friday, April 9: The
Army (Malta) hockey team left RAF Luqa for a five-day whirlwind
tour of Cyprus.
In Cyprus we were hosted by 9 Sig Regt who provided W01
(F of S) Wally Ha1nmond as PR man and general information
bureau. In between 'keo suppin' and 'Meze Noshin' (two wellknown Cypriot sports) we managed to fit in three very fast and
exciting games of hockey. The first against Dhekelia Garrison XI
resulted in a 1-1 draw-but they were lucky! Our second game
also finished in a draw, this time 2-2 against 9 Sig Regt. This
game was so fast that Wally Ha1nmond came on and went off
again without being noticed! (Sorry, Wally). By the third game,
on the day before our return to Maira, the team was so weakened
by indulging in the aforementioned Cypriot sports that we lost
2--0 against an Army (Cyprus) select.
Other highlights of the tour:
Ssgt Tony Parnis travelled 1,000 miles from his native Malta
only to meet a Jong lost friend from Harnrun in the very first
cafe pub he visited. Sgt Neil (Super Mac) MacPherson still
insists it rains indoors in Cyprus. To this day the customs are
still trying to figure out exactly what Sgt 'Ginge' Gibbons was
All in all
smuggling through in his five brand new suitcases!
the tour was a tremendous success. Our thanks to Ssgt John 'C(
Rkhardson for making it possible, to Wally Hammond for
the excellent manner in which we were hosted and to Capt 'Ludo'
Clark for just being there.
SOCCER REPORT
The Army Malta football team consists mainly of 234 Sig Sqn
members and, when they are not on exercise, three members from
8 (Alma) Bty RA. We give a good account of ourselves even
though we are outnumbered numerically by the RAF, RN and
RM. In the major league we finished third. Played 12, won 6, Jost 6.
This was a very open league which we led for most of the season.
Unfortunately, we failed at the final hurdle. 1:he only excuse
was our own bad play.
Happier news from our Squadron team. We play in Division 2
Minor Units League. We were runaway winners of the league.
Played 20, won 19, lose 1. In the Minor Units cup we reached the
semi-final and lost 3-1 in a close game with HQ Coy 41 Cdo RM.
The League Trophy was presented on Tuesday, May 4, after
our final major league macch of the season by C-01 The Hon W. D.
Arbuthnott, MBE.
Thanks must be given to Sgt Harry Earsman (RAOC) our
manager, first aid man, general runabout, and occasional left
winger. All spectators will miss his touchline support with: 'I've
seen better centres in a Polo'; 'Cross a ball, you couldn't cross a
road'. But seriously, Harry, from all the team, Army and 234,
we really appreciate all your running about. Memo to OIC Records:
We've got enough hockey players, what about a few footballers?
lH

248 Gurkha Sig Sqn,
B.F.P.O. 1

PERSONALITIES FOLLOWING NEW ORGANISATION
N. completi.on ?f .the new organisation of Royal and Gurkha
Signals unit w1thm the Colony, the main Squadron personalities are as follows:
OC
Maj L. G. Fraser
2IC
Capt A. McVittie
SQGO
Capt (QGO) Pritamsing Gurung
OC 'J' Troop/Ops Offr Lt J. W. Rollins
QC 'I' Troop
Capt A. R. Hill
OC 'K' Troop
Capt (TOT) R. Banham
OC 'M' Troop
W01 (F of S) W. G. S. Cochrance
Y of S
W02 J. E. Lovell
F of S
W02 D. J. Harries
RQMS
W02 R. Fortune
June 1 of this year saw the implementation of the new reorganisation of Royal and Gurkha Signals in Hong Kong.
The .disbandment of 27 Sig Regt, which was marked by the
oc.cas1on of the very successful Royal Signal ball, held in the
Hilton Hotel, has meant a considerable increase in both the size
and role of 248 Gurkha Sig Sqn.
'I' and 'K' Troops, under the command of Capts Reg Hill
and Reg Banham, have both come under the wing of the Squadron. These are responsible for all SWS duties and maintenance
of the telephone exchanges on both Hong Kong Island and
Kowloon. In addition, 'M' Troop, under W01 (F of S) Bill
Cochrance, has expanded to take on the substantial increase in
technical maintenance within the Colony. 'A' and 'B' Troops,
the Squadron's old radio Troops, along with the 51 Bde Commcen,
have all been combined to form 'J' Troop, under the auspices of
Lt Johnny Rollins. Despite the problems of administering a
Squadron located throughout Kowloon and Hong Kong and
comprising British, Chinese, and Gurkha ranks, the Squadron
continues to contribute to all aspects of military life.

O

Col The Hon W . D. Arbuthnott bein g presented to the Army team
team by Cpl Ian Anderson
In the picture from left to right: Cpl Pete Halstead, Sgt Eddie Smith,
Cpl Charlie Mifsud (shoking honds), Lcpl Mario Spiteri , Sig Vince
Sciberras a:id W02 Terry Ph elps

From left to right. Bock row : Sgt Harry Earsman (manager), Sgt
Eddie Smith, Bdr 'Nobby' Clarke, Lcpl Freddie Parnis, Cpl Ian
Anderson , Sig Vince Sciberras, Cpl Brlan Moore, Sgt John Beaumont.
Front row: Sig Ian Drinkall , Cpl Charlie Mifsud, Cpl Freddie Grixti,
Lcpl Mario Spiteri, Cpl Pete Halstead

Royal Signals Badminton Tournament
1976-77
The Corps Badminton Tournament is to be held at Blandford
Camp from September 21-24, 1976. The corps first and second
teams are normally selected from the players who enter this
competition so come along and partake.
Entry forms have been sent to units, but further copies and
any other information may be obtained from:
W02 (ORQMS) S. Hargreaves,
Assistant Secretary Corps Badminton
30 Signal Regiment,
Blandford Camp,
Dorset DTI 1 8RP
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SPORTING SUCCESS
In the sporting world the Squadron has been remarkably
successful in recent weeks. The annual Sutherland six-a-side
football competition, played between teams representing all
Signals units within the Colony, was won very convincingly by
'A' Troop. In the Land Forces rifle meeting, although beaten
overall by a visiting team from the Royal Brunei Malay Regt, the
Squadron team surpassed all other teams in the Minor Units
competition by finishing runners-up, with a resounding victory in
the snap competition.
The athletics season was marked by some creditable individual
performances. Sgt Lilbahadur Gurung won the Land Forces
Minor Units shot putt, while Lt Rollins scored victories in the
800m and 1500m in the same competition, and the Combined
Services individual 800m.
The most unusual and certainly most colourful event in which
the Squadron has competed recently, was the dragon boat race
festival held on June 2. This is a Chinese festival held annually,
involving the organisation of six traditional boat races held
throughout the Colony. The Squadron entered a team to compete
at Cheung Chau Island che occasion being colourful, spectacular,
somewhat hilarious, and surprisingly successful.
COMMSTAR AWARD
On a more professional note, the period Septen1ber 1975February 1976 saw the occasion of what must be a very rare feat
in the communications world. It was in this period that the two
Commcens operated by members of the Squadron, namely the
51 Bde Commcen at Osborn Barracks, and the Commcen in
Brunei, earned silver and gold awards, respectively. As a result
of leave, exercises, and courses, there is a continual rotation of
men through both Commcens. Therefore, credit for the Commstar
awards is due throughout the Squadron, and in particular, to the
junior, more inexperienced operators, on whom the greatest
demands are made in order to achieve such a high standard of
accuracy.
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CBF, Lt Gen A. J. Archer, OBE, presents the Silver Comstar award

The CBF presents Sgt Kulbahadur Rai with his LS & GC medal

CBF's VISIT TO THE SQUADRON
As part of his introduction to the Colony, the new CBF, Lt Gen
A. J. Archer, OBE, visited the Squadron on April 12, 1976.
Having been introduced to the range of commercial radios in
use in Hong Kong, and having been explained the Squadron's
role, the CBF then presented the Squadron with its latest
Commstar award and Sgt Kulbahadur Rai with his Long
Service and Good Conduct medal.
RURAL AREA PATROLS
One of the Squadron's regular and varied tasks is that of
providing communications for the fortnightly patrols which visit
remote areas of the ew Territories and the Colony's off-lying
islands. These patrols, which usually include two members of the
Squadron, are run in conjunction with the Royal Hong Kong
Police, in order to promote community relations.
TRIPLETS
Finally, this month, we wish to contratulate Cpl Mekbahadur
Thapa on the birth of triplets-all boys-the second such
occasion in the Regiment's history. All member of the family
are reported to be in excellent health.

BE BIG -

BUY YOUR OWN
COPY OF THK WIRE!
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SPORTS REPORT
The Troop have reformed their football team and won their
first match by beating 33 Sqn RAF 4-2. A very good effort
when one considers we only have 28 men to pick from and then
we still have to keep the circuits and shifts going. Anybody seen
a Cbt Pmn running a system control before! We meet HQ Coy
next but more of that in our future WIRE notes.

- - News from Troops - 603 Sig Tp, R.A.F. Masirah
B.F.P.O. 65
THE MANAGEMENT

c

Troop Sgr Line Sgr
Troop Tech gt
Tech gr ( alalah)
Line
0 (Salalah)

HELLO, GOODBYE AND QUESTIONS
Just enough space to say goodbye and good luck to Y of S
Bernie Smith who leaves us for 32 Sig Regt (V), and welcome
to his successor, W02 Tony Lomax, our new broom.
A sneak preview of next month's issue:
What was our OC, Capt Nick Steven, doing in the Mayan
Mountains with three FFR Land-Rovers last week?
Was it true he met a bearded hunter with a pack of dogs?
Who bit who?
Watch out for next month's issue.

W02 (F ofS) P.R. Wagstaff
Sgt J. W. Garbutt
Sgt P. J. Davies
Sgt R. Kinnar
Cpl S. G. Whitfield

ALL GO
MID the confusion of a change of operational hours due to
large cue backs in RAF manpower on Masirah, and the cries
of, 'There's more work now, for less men', from the ' Blue Jobs',
the Pongos of 603 carry on undaunted. The Troop has suffered
no obvious change except in the increase in work load and a
waiting list of work required which seems endless. The Tele
Mech population of the Troop certainly can't complain that there
isn't any work to do.

A

VISITORS SEE THE FORM
Capt (TOT) G. Geldard (Ro}•al Signals), from our ever
patient parent unit 30 Sig Regt, paid us a visit from May 3-11.
Please note that to visit the Troop travelling by VClO one has to
stay a week, as the VClO schedule offers only one flight per week,
out on Monday and return on Tuesday. The TOT managed to
last out the week fitting in as much time as possible sunbathing,
fishing, globe-trotting (a visit to our detachment at Salalah for
an overnight stay) and 'socialising'. He didn't quite get over the
shock of watching the Troop during one of the twice-weekly
fitness sessions. This particular session involved assessment
circuit training under the supervision of PTI Ray Willis (RAF).
Ray captained the four-man freefall parachuting team which
won the British Championship last year and so we know we
are in good hands (we are?). We would always be pleased to
greet members of the Royal Signals Association, but obviously
they do not normally manage to land on Masirah. We were delighted, however, to meet Maj Douglas Gardiner, the chairman
of the Aldershot branch who, by coincidence, was here on a
liaison visit as a representative of Lloyds Bank. We thank him
for the genuine interest shown in our welfare out here.
SPORTING ACTIVITIES
Our sports captain, Sig 'Scouse' McClymont, was recently
heard to say, 'Now we've got our Troop KOSs (kindly old soulsalias SNCOs) fit we've got to teach them to play football'.
'Scouse' is determined to uphold the fine sports record of the
Troop without the aid of our late superstars Sig Gary Askew
and Terry Thornley who have now left on completion of their
nine months. Thanks for being fine Troop members, lads and
good luck in your new units.
A CHALLENGE
The spare-time activities of the Troop are numerous and cover
such things as:
Masirah Stace Railway--a narrow-gauge railway system used
during the war to ferry stores from the jetty to main camp
area. It is now used purely for recreational purposes.
Radio 65-the camp's own radio station run entirely by volunteer
amateurs. One can either become a comped!, controller or
engineer (overnight apparently).
Photography-there is a fully equipped photographic club and
every offer of assistance.
Cinema Managemem (OR)-one member of our Troop is the
cashie·
Mountain Desert Rescue Team-three members of the Troop
are now on the team which since April 1 this year covers
emergencies on the island only instead of those within a 200mile radius. Desert survival and mountaineering are just two
of the skills taught on the team.
Fishing-the fishing is excellent both from a boat and on the
beach. Some of the fish are so large that the only way to land
them is to use a nylon rope and winch.
Ocher acciviries-other activities include: swimming in the
station salt water pool (swimming in the sea is forbidden,
unfortunately, due to dangerous currents and natural predators),
budgie-breeding and, of late, gardening, tree planting and wall
building.
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Man theibarricades

Left to right: Sgts John 'Geordie' Garbutt, Phil Davies and Lcpl
Clive Johnson

Who needs 'spare time' anyway? Come join the Troop in the
sun but do so only if you are good at your job, fit and can grow
grass from seed, in sand, at temperatures of 100°F in the shade.
WHAT'S AFOOT?
There has been a lot of activity on the area in front of the Troop
of late with rumours that the F of S has received a sub-contract
from Wimpeys; certainly DoE have disclaimed all responsibility.
There has been bricks and mortar everywhere for almost a month
and walls are appearing, apparently, anywhere. We hope to
enlighten readers next month.

SALALAH
The Detachment at Salalah, supposedly the 'Sharp-end',
enjoy life there so much that Cpl Stan Whitfield and Sig 'Bing'
Crosbie have both applied for an extension of tour. Enough
said! Appointments with the ' trick cyclist' in Cyprus have been
arranged!

CPA TEAM
The visiting line party from 30 Sig Regt led by Sgt 'Spud'
Taylor have now left our sunny shores and are back in Blandford.
We are happy to report that all the cable trenches seem to go to
the right places. The line party must have made an impression
out here as, when they left, the 2 Queen's Corps of Drums were
at the airport to play them off, as can be seen in the attached
photo. We must add that the CSE show personnel were on the
same aircraft, but Sgt 'Spud' Taylor assures us that the drums
were for him and the line Troop. We are pleased to welcome
W01 (F of S) Brian Holder, who is now in Belize officiating
as Clerk of Works for the new Comcen and transmitter building
projects. Brian Holder can be seen most days beating the local
workmen or tearing out his hair after receiving yet another
signal changing the size, location or completion date of the various
new buildings.

TRADE TRAINING AND UPGRADING
The Troop not only keeps fit but also manages to keep up with
trade training and upgrading despite its isolation. Sig Jim Udale
and Terry Thornley both passed B3 to B2 Tele Mech upgrading
tests under the supervision of Sgt 'Geordie' Garbutt and
Cpl Stan Whitfield. Cpl Mick Crabtree and Lcpl Pat Burrow
are, at the time of writing, in Cyprus on a refresher course and
Tl entrance exam as guests of 259 Sig Sqn. We wish them every
success and thank 259 Sig Sqn fur their co-operation.

633 Sig Tp, Caribbean
B.F.P.O. 12

Brunei Sig Tp, B.F.P.O. 605
THE GENERAL PICTURE
FTER the publication of articles from our parent unit in
Hong Kong and from the Royal Signals' element of the
Royal Brunei Malay Regt (who recently stole the cover picture, too),
it was felt news from the other professionals here in Brunei was
somewhat overdue. Well, here it is. In order to avoid any confusion, it is worth outlining our organisation as there are, in fact,
two Gurkha Signal Troops here in the western end of the state,
namely 541 Gurkha Sig Troop (7GR) and rhe Brunei Sig Troop541 Troop, as its title suggests, is the rear link Troop for the 7th
(DEO) Gurkha Rifles, the resident Battalion. The Brunei Sig
Troop mans 'Army Commcen, Seria', the Brunei Garrison link
with the outside world and is part of 248 Gurkha Sig Sqn.
Both Troops, a total of 30 men, are located within the Communication Centre compound and although the rear link Troop
is strictly under direct command of the resident Bartalion we are
for day-to-day routine united by our cap badges and work as
one entity. The main personalities are:
OC
Lt R . W. Batho
2IC
Capt (QGO) Bishnuparsad Thapa
Troop Sgt
Ssgt Krishnakumar Thapa
DSO
Sgt Tarasing Tbapa
SES
Sgt J. V. K. Battisby
Sgt P . C. J. Lavers
Cpl R. E . Smith
541 /Troop Sgt
Sgt Ekbahadur Rana

A

GOLD CO,MSTAR AWARD
The Brunei Sig Troop was recently awarded a Gold Comstar
for the period July-December 1975. Brig D. Boorman,
Commander 51 Inf Bde, presented the award to the Troop on
April 10. Sig Chandrakumar Rai, our most junior operator,
received the plaque on behalf of the Troop. It is believed to be
the first Gold Award to be awarded in the Far East for two years.
Fort Knox? No, the new Commcen

CARIBBEAN REPORT
OME more utterings from the sleepy backwater of Belize.
The Troop have been able to partake of the pleasures of the
Caribbean. Sgts Ian Holmes, Ron Kirkwood, Y of S Bernie
Smith and Sgt Bob Botfish spent a happy few days on a liaison
visit to Ambergris Caye to visit our local weather reporter and
character extraordinaire Pete Hancock. Pete runs a busy shortwave radio link for the hotels on the island of Ambergris, and also
gives much useful advance weather and hurricane reports.
Many old members of the Troop will remember Pete with much
affection.

S

633 GO TO WAR
During April the Troop plus the rest of the force (clerks,
cooks, etc) found themselves at standto around the confines
of ·Airport Camp. The plot of the exercise was to practise
defence of Airport Camp in the event of a direct attack. Cries
of ' Oh look, I've got a gun! ' could be heard from the Commcen;
while the more sterner types were digging shell scrapes and
camming up. Afterwards, the resident Battalion 2 Queens,
admitted to being quite impressed by our display of arms and
warlike manner.
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30 Sig Regt Line Troop leave to the accompaniment of Pipes and
Drums
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Sig Chandrakumar Rai receiving the Gold Comstar Award from
Brig D. Boorman, Commander 5 I Inf Bde
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HASTY PREPARATIONS INCLUDE CHEESE AND

WINE

After some fairly hasty preparations, including selection of a
25-mile route between our TACs at Coulsdon and Cobham and
arranging a cheese and wine party for the first overnight halt, the
team duly formed up at Cobham bright and early on Saturday,
May 8, 1976, and were started on their way by the CO, Lt Col
John Brian. Despite having to walk during one of the hottest,
sunniest weekends of the year, the five members of the team
survived the long two-way trek and arc to be congratulated on
their stamina and determination. The full amount they earned
for charity is not yet known as it is still being collected throughout
11 Sig Group (V), but the total is expected to be in excess of £700.
Pte Elizabeth Elliott (WRAC) and Sig Peter Lazarides later
represented the team on Wednesday, May 12, 1976, at the Variety
Club luncheon held in the Grosvenor Hotel, an occasion they
both enjoyed to the full.

Sgt Tarasing Thapa and the operators with the award
'BRIT' RECREATION
The bright lights of Hong Kong and Si°:gap?rc arc a long way
away and, as one might expect, while. ser~mg m a faraway place
like Brunei entertainment and recreauon 1s very much what you
make it yodrself. However, the scope is varied. Sgts.Jeff Battisb~
and Pete Lavers have established themselves 10 the Brunei
sailing world. The numerous sitings .of crocodiles. i~ the rivers. a;id
estuaries make sailing, not to menuon water ski-mg, an cxcinng
sport in Brunei. Cpl Bob Smith has kept both feet firmly on
the ground and has taken to fishing and pig shooting. In fact he
is leading the field as far as pig shooting is concerned and has
put some of our acclaimed Gurkha hu~ters to. shame. W~at
about the OC? Well he, too, dabbles in pig shootmg but having
recently completed a six-week jungle training instruction course
he has seen enough jungle to last him for a few more months at
least!

NATO ANGLE
The weekend of May 8/9, 1976 was extremely busy. Not
only was the charity walk in progress but also personnel of every
squadron were involved in an exercise designed to complete trade
training preparations for the annual camp in June. At camp we
will work closely with our NA TO allies and, therefore, we were
fortunate in having the help of two SHAPE instructors, Sgts
Ron Spence and Jim Weaver, to guide the data telegraphists
through the required traffic handling procedures. The exercise
was conducted at our four principal TA Cs using a communications
system set up and engineered by our combat radiomen and
technicians. As 'J' Troop were also involved in radio telegraphist
training there was something for everyone and our photograph
illustrates the training in progress.

Association · News
LONDON(EAST)BRANCH
N May 15, 1976, we held our annual dinner and dance at
the TAVR Centre of 36th (Eastern) .Sig Regt (V); it was
attendc~ by some 138 me~bers and wives.
!Before dinner
our chairman, Mr K. Kirby, announced the death of two branch
n:icmbers: A. Gatfield and K. Allen, and asked for one minute's
silence.
Presiding at the dinner was the branch president, Maj G.
Dyer, ~D, and our toast master was Mr K. Kirby, our chairman.
~ffic1al guests wer; the Mayor and Mayoress of Redbridge,
Ma1 .G en M. D. Price1 CB, OBE, Lt Col J. Swindells, CO
36 Sig Regt (V), and wife, and Maj W. Hill, TD, and wife. A
toast to the guests was proposed by Maj G. Dyer, who welcomed
all gu.ests and mc:mbcrs and hoped that everybody would have
an enioyable evenmg; he also thanked all members for the work
that. had bee~ put in to make it a success. The response by
MaJ Gen Price thanked the branch for inviting him and the
other guests to a sple_ndid funct~on. ~e went on to speak of the
work of the Assoc1auon and paid tnbute to the Serving Corps
and the invalu.able contribution under the one day's pay scheme.
~.fter the dinner there was dancing to 'Disco De Lux' music
wh!ch was started . by the Mayor and Mayoress of Redbridge.
This went on until 1 o'clock in the morning. It was a most
enjoyable evening for all present.

O

SECOND TIME UNLUCKY
For the second year in succession, the Regimental squash team
reached the final of the London District Squash Championship
only to be defeated by a strong team from the HAC. However,
although defeated the team is far from disheartened and aims to
keep going until it can turn the tables.

-· - The Volunteers
31 (Greater London) Sig Regt {V)
Maj Gen Price with the branch president's wife, Mrs Dyer

56 Division Old Comrades
Association

THE ' FIVE PROUD WALKERS'
AT THE TOP OF BOX HILL
Left to right : Lcpl Dave Abel,
Cpl Geoff Day, Pte Elizabeth
Elliott (WRAC),
Sig
Peter
Lazarides, Capt James Mill

Sgt Jim Hodge, PSI of 41 Sqn,
checking a point on the D 11
training station with Ssgt (F of S)
Bill Williams (left) and Ssgt Dennis
Rose
FIFTY M.n.ES FOR CHARITY
URING April, we learned that the Variety Club of Great
Britain was organising a national sponsored walk for various
charities and had asked the Services to participate. The requirement was for teams of four to walk 50 miles at any time before
Wednesday, May 12, 1976, first seeking as much financial sponsorship as possible. As the Army Benevolent Fund was included in
the list of charities scheduled to benefit from the walk, it was
not long before Capt James Mill of 41 Sqn discovered that his
reputation for being a keen, fit young officer had gained him the
honour of leading the all-Volunteer team of walkers selected
from 31 Sig Regt to represent 11 Sig Group (V)!

D
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Hon. Sec.: D. Le Febvre, Esq., 59 The Millbank,
Ifield, Crawley, Sussex RHll OJQ

LONDON DISTRICT SQUASH CHAMPIONSHIP FINALISTS
Standing (left to right): Lcpl John Bliss (HAC), Sgt Alan Lafferty
(31 Regt), Sgt Roger Barron (31 Regt) and Lt Jamie Wilson (HAC)
Seated (left to right): Lt Roger Howells (HAC), Lt Col John Brian
(CO 31 Sig Regt, who presented the trophies), and Capt James
Allan (31 Sig Regt)

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required

by the WELFARE SECTION
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' WHAT oh there', you ex-Black Cats. The main events since
our last notes have been the three very successful visits
by the branch to Her Majesty's Tower of London to see the
Ceremony of the Keys. All reports in from the separate visits
were unanimous-it was super (which I'm assured by a Regular
Army colleague at 31 (GL) Sig Regt (V) is an officer word).
Vic Burgess, a committee member-and a friend of 25 years
standing-said that when he went, members and their wives
wives, and he says he quotes me, 'falling about with enthusiasm'.
The following is a personal reaction to my visit, which, I hope, does
not cause too many blushes to come from John Maher--' thinks'
can RSMs blush?
We were met at the West Gate of Her Majesty's Tower of
London at 2000hrs sharp by Yeoman Warder Ex-WOl (RSM)
John Maher. Already, in less than a year, John has a splendid
command of the history of the Tower and, indeed, of the English
history needed to embellish his dialogue. Facts and figures
flowed in an exciting and occasionally gruesome manner, an aside
here, a joke there. All delivered in a professional manner in keeping
with his previous military status. Here is one ex-NS man, cx-T A,
ex-Regular soldier who has found his true vocation in life. Our
history lesson and tour lasted nearly an hour, though in no way
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did time dra,g-then into the Yeoman Warders' Club for drinks
and a splendid .cold buffet. The buffet was supplied by the wife of
ex-W~2 (14 Sig. Regt) Allan Copcsteake, chairman of the Club.
Her qmche lorrame was quite something. Our hunger satisfied and
our thirsts quenched, we were off again into the now-darkened
grounds o~ t~e Tower ~or .the history of the Ceremony of the Keys.
We then iomed the mv1te:i members of the general public to
waich the age-old ceremony: performed with precision by the
Welsh Guards and the Senior Yeoman Warder. With the sound
of the. Last Post still ringing in our ears it was back to the Club
to finish off the buffet. At this point I met ex-W02 'Len'
Harvey-w~o ~ecame a .Yeoman Warder after completing his
Regular service m 1969 with my present unit (31 (G L ) Sig Regt
(V))-followed by a chat with the Yeoman Warders' Club chairman. A great evening which I'm sure will become a fixrure on the
branch calendar.
<?ur sixth quarterly meeting was held on April 30, 1976, at
whic~ we .saw a film on Clansman equipment. Even the nontechnical like myself found the film interesting and fast moving.
Oth~r events were: two new members were signed on, I Jost my
Reg1mentally famous umbrella, and a large quantity of clothing
was collected and delivered by Gilbert Peasy to the Welfare
Section at RHQ. Our attention was drawn to the fact that an
ex-member of the Regiment now living in Rhodesia, ex-Sgt
Joseph Maughan, brother of our committee member and onetime RQMS Bernie Maughan, laid a wreath at the Memorial
Service of Field Marshal Viscount Montgomery on behalf
of 56 Div Sig Regt (TA).

- - - Sport
8 Sig Regt, Catterick Garrison
ARMY ATHLETICS
OUR a~hletes from 8 Sig Regt were selected to represent the
Army m an athletic competition v RMAS and Achilles AC
on June 9, 1976:
Maj R. Dransfield
Pole vault
Cpl Mbasu
400m
Cpl Gitahi
400m hurdles
Sig Lancashire
3000m
The ~rmy \".On the ~atch comfortably. The indidividuals from
the Reg1.ment m scorching hot weather had mixed fortunes.
Ma1 R. Dransfield (Royal Signals)-failed his opening height
Sig Steve Lancashire-legs turned to lead
Cpl Mbasu-50· lsec
Cpl Gitahi-58 · lsec

F
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OUTSTANDING SUCCESS BY CORPS GOLFERS
MEMORABLE SUCCESS AT ST ANDREWS
HIS has been our most ucces ful appearance at the Army
Golfing Society spring meeting. This year the venue was the
!mks at Sr Andrews-the home of golf. It was the first occasion
when two Royal Signals Generals had been among the contenders
for the 'General's' cup and the fir t occasion when we had been
able to enter three teams for the 'Ordnance' and 'Egypt' cups.

T

past champion, lost in the quarter-finals and W02 (Y of S) 'Reg'
Simpson lost in the semi-finals to the eventual winner. Well
done both, and better luck next time. Maj Dick Carroll has
been the Corps' leading golfer for many years and it was with
great pleasure that we wimcsscd his election at the annual general
meeting to be captain of Army golf for this year. We congratulate
him on the honour and wish him well in his leadership of the Army
team in the representative matches.

WELL DONE THE GENERALS

In the 'General's' cup we had the unique pleasure of watching
an all-Signals final. Maj Gen Jimmy Jackson arrived in the
final by beating, in successive rounds, Maj Gen W. A. Lord,
Lt Gen Sir Patrick Howard-Dobson and Maj Gen J. H . S.
Majury. Maj Gen Eric Cole defeated Maj Gen T. M. Creasey
and Maj Gen H. S. R. Watson to gain his place in the final.
The cup now bears the name of Maj Gen Jimmy Jackson for
1976-and our congratulations to him. In consoling the loser it
would be appropriate to mention that Maj Gen Eric Cole's
name appears on it four times already!
CONGRATULATIONS TO MAJ DICK CARROLL
In the individual Army championship two members of the
Corps qualified for the knockout stages. Maj Dick Carrroll, a

THE 'A' TEAM WIN ORDNANCE CUP
The last two days of the meeting are given over to the team
competitions. In the 'Egypt' cup (for small Corps and 'B' and 'C'
teams of large Corps); we entered two teams. Our 'C' team was
Maj John Heyes, Col Arthur Scott, Maj Eric Gill, Capts
Ray Ewens and Roy Smithard. The found the Gunners 'B'
team rather too strong for them and bowed out gracefully in the
quarter-final round. The 'B' team contained our two Generals.
They played in the order: Maj Gen Eric Cole, Lt Col Stan
Schofield, Capt Peter Dixon, Maj Gen jimmy Jackson and
Col Don Fairman. They won their first round match against
the Pay Corps 'B' team but were then narrowly beaten by the
Ordnance Corps 'B'-who were eventually the losing finalistsin a very hard-fought match.
The 'A' team won! For the first time since 1948 'Royal Signals'
will appear on the 'Ordnance' cup. The team was: Maj Dick
Carroll, Capts George Heaney, Don Reed, Lt Col Mike
Hales and Capt Harry Meekings. They played three rounds,
beating the Pay Corps by 16 holes to 2, the Sappers by 8 holes to 7
and RCT by 22 holes to 3. They all played consistently well;
some of the best performances were in keeping the losses to a
minimum (which in this form of team golf is vital). The results
are set out in full below:
Quarter-final tJ RAPC
(won 16-2)
Carroll beat Drake
Heaney beat Bassil
Reed lost to Stephens
Hales bear Thompson
Meekings beat Cockburn

1 hole
3 holes
2 holes
3 holes
9 holes

Semi-final tJ RE
(won 8-7)
Carroll lost to Merry
Heaney lost to Jenkmson
Reed beat Stevens
Hales beat Hamilton
Meekings beat Van Recnen

3 holes
4 holes
2 holes
3 holes
3 holes

Final tJ RCT (won 22-3)
Carroll beat Marston
3 holes
Heaney beat Hill
4 holes
9 holes
Reed beat Moorcroft
6 holes
Hales beat Davis
3 holes
Mcekings lost to Lambert

Maj Gens Eric Cole and Jimmy Jackson who were finalists in the
'General's cup' at the AGS spring meeting. A un ique occasion in
Corps history

Blandford and Catterick
Reunions 1976
UR next issue will report fully on the Blandford

and Catterick Reunions of 1976. There cannot be
O
too many years when the Blandford weather was dull and
overcast (June 20) and a few days later Cattcrick greeted
all with days normally associated with a holiday in Spain
or the South of France.
But so it was and both events were splendidly staged
by the School of Signals and Training Brigade. A very
special thank you to the Commandant (Brig Anderson)
and the Commander (Brig King) and the respective
staffs at Blandford and Catterick-and many unseen
soldiers whose careful preparation set the scene for two
memorable occasions.
The Accounts of the Royal Signals Association and
Benevolent Fund which were approved by the AGM
on June 27, 1976, are included with this issue.

Thi: Corps holds the Championship of both the Army Golfing
Society (the Ordna~c~ cu_e-on the right in the picture) and the
Army Golfing Assoc1at1on (The Royal Irish Rangers cup-on the left).
The photograph records this unique event

FLASH from 229 Sig Sqn. After a one year lapse we are happy
to announce that the Sqn is once more in the forefront in swimming, having just won the Berlin Bde Minor Units Swimming and
the 2 Div Minor Units Swimming and 2 Div Inter Unit Water
Polo.
THE WIRE , JULY 1976
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Cut the paperwork OUT!
THE

TARIF doesn't use torn paper
TARIF saves manpower
TARIF saves time
TARIF has high capacity
at high speed
What is TARIF?
TARIF is the fully
automatic, mobile
message switching system
for field operation
Another Marconi Space and
Defence Systems product

Marconi Space and Defence Systems Limited, The Grove, Warren Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex, England
Telex 22616 A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company

;f elephone 01 -954 2311
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OUR COVER PICTURE
Our cover picture this month shows some of the visitors to Signal View '76
at the Para Sig Sqn stand. The show broke all previous records, and
over 17,000 youngsters, cadets and the general public saw the Corps at work
and play at Worcester during the period July 1-4. An account of the show
appears on page 248

Benevolence in Action
Many Servicemen and women would like to line themselves up for a job well before reaching
their terminal date. Most Personnel Officers, however, are chiefly concerned with filling
immediate vacancies. To cater more effectively for those preparing to leave the Service, we are
setting up a Data Bank.
If you are considering or being considered.for release and are therefore wi thin 12 to 18 months
of terminal date, we invite you to fill in the Data Slip below and send it to us. You will then be
automatically registered in our Data Bank so that, if a vacancy arises which suits ou r qualifications and ambitions, we can contact you as you approach your fina l 3-6 months of service.

It's impossible to give a complete list of possible
openings for ex-Servicemen and women, and
we shall always be pleased to consider any
skilled and experienced personnel. Among the
most likely openings are the following :

Proiect Engineers
Trials Engineers
... it can pay you to reserve any resett lement period fo r the company in which
you are com ing to be employed ... we may be able to nominate some junior staff senior Systems Analysts
fo r rented housing in Stevenage ... those buying propert y w ill receive exce11ent
relocation assistance to help meet agency and lega l fees.
Quality support Officers
Most important of all, if you join us at BAC Stevenage, you will find yourself in the company systems Evaluation Engineer
of many other ex-Servicemen and women, many of . whom have risen to Management
positions. This is perhaps the greatest single aid any company can offer you towards smooth Quality Task Analyst
and swift settlement in civilian life.
Planning Engineers
Product Suppon Officers
I
BAC STEVENAGE· DATA SLIP
I contracts Officers
Name ..
I Test Engineers
Trade .. ... ·-········· ················· . ·- I
Service rank ..
systems Engineer
Address ...
I
I Inspection Engineers
Married/single
Release date
Age
I Design Engineers
I
Qualifications
I Operational Research Analysts
Residential status - Buying/Renting/Undecided
Type of job desired ..
. ................. .
I Technical Authors
I QualltY Assurance Engineers
Are you willing to work overseas? .... .
I
I Test Technicians
Ref osco:. Personnel & Training Dept..
I Inspectors
British Aircraft Corporation,
Guided Weapons Division , Stevenage, Herts . SG1 2DA.
I
I Draughtsmen/Draughtswomen
Remember that ...

r---------------------------,
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Editor:

The Army Benevolent Fund (ABF) has publicised recently its work during
1975-76. The Corps, in company with all Regiments and Corps, makes an
annual donation to the ABF (£22,000 in 1975) and very little of what follows
could happen were it not for the magnificent support received under the 'day's
pay scheme'. The ABF a nd t h e Royal S ignals Association are deeply
grateful to all serving memb e rs of the Corps-the vast majoritywho support the scheme and enable timely assistance to be given to
all those in need, w henever ci rcumstances so justify.
COMPASS IONATE GRANTS
19,023 Soldiers, ex-soldiers and their dependants received grants from
their Corps and Regimental Associations (to which the Army Benevolent F und
contributed £97,225) totalling: £597,512.

LT COL R. L. MURRAY, O.B.E.
Assistant Editor:
MRS.G.M.CRAWFORD
All correspondence and matter for publication in THE WIRE should be addressed to
THE WIRE, Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London
SW3 4RH. Tel No: Chelsea Mil. Ext371
STD 01-930 4466. Ask operator for above
extension.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th
OF THE MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Individual: Yearly £3·00 ; monthly 25p.
Bulk (five or more copies): Yearly £2·40;
monthly 20p.
Remittances should be made payable to:
Royal Signals Association.
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COMPASSIONATE L O ANS
The ABF makes interest-free loans to soldiers or widows awa1tm g the
outcome of claims for compensation for death or wounds received on service
in Northern Ireland.
Transition from the R egular Army to civilian life presents th e m arried
soldier with many anxieties. As well as seeking a job, he has to find a home
for his family and furnish it. Where hardship or compassionate need warran ts
it in individual cases, the ABF also makes interest-free loan s in these circumstances. The loan is normally made d ur ing t he soldier 's last year of service
and is secured against his terminal benefits. During 1975-76 com passion ate
loans totalled £290,845 •
HELP AND T R.AiNING F OR THE DISABLED
The ABF on behalf of all Corps and R egimental Associations m ade
payments totalling £59,834 to 16_ n ational char ities \".hich provided care and
training for disabled soldiers durmg 1975-76. T h ese mcluded :
British Limbless Ex-Servicemen 's Association
Ex-Services Mental Welfare Society
R oyal ational Institute for the Blind (Sir Beachcr oft Towse F und)
Prin cess Lou ise Scottish H ospital for Limbless Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen
Queen Alexandra H osp ital Home (Gifford Hou se)
St David's Hom e
Scottish National Institute for the War Blinded
Sir Oswald Stoll Foundation
The Chaseley H omes for D isabled Ex-Servicemen .
CARE F OR THE AGED
I n evitably, there comes a time in th e !iv s of the aged when they n eed
nursing an d special understanding and care. ~he ABF m_ake~ payme~ts to
n ational charities, which care for t he aged e.x-sold1ers and their wive or widows
in the evening of their lives. D uring 1975-76 these paym ents totalled £68,114.
241
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WEEKLY ALLOWANCE S FOR THE AGED
The welfare of aged ex- oldiers and their wives or
widow , with all it involve , is a very special charge upon
Army Benevolence. One of the way in which th_e ABF f~fils
chi obligation, on behalf of all Corps and Regunen~s, 1s by
providing weekly allowances up to the amount which may
be di regarded by the D parcment of H ealth and Social
Security in a scssing Supplementary Benefits; these amounts
of 'di regard' vary according co · individual circumstances
but the current maximum is £ 4. During 1975-76 the total
expenditure on this account by the ABF reached £59,435.

CARE OF THE CHILDREN
The ABF make payments to chools and homes concerned with the care and up-bringing of children of exoldiers in need. Priority i normally given co orphans,
children having only one parent, and those from broken
homes; the payment are usually supplementary to grants
made by the local authorities concerned.
A number of the children are mentally handicapped and
special arrangements have to be made, taking into account
the fact that the serving soldier is constantly on the move
and is often stationed in remote areas of the United Kingdom
or in countries abroad where no educational day centres
exist of the type to which such children would normally be
sent. To meet the very special needs of these children the
ABF purchases vacancies in a residential organisation known
as the 'Macintyre Schools' which is particularly well suited
to care for all classes of sub-normality in children.
The total payments made by the ABF during 1975-76
for all these services amounted to £81,399.

HOLIDAYS FOR WIDOWS AND THEIR CIDLDREN
Each year the ABF, aided by Corps and Regimental
Associations, seeks out widows and children whose health
or other circumstances indicate chat they desperately need
a holiday but are unlikely ever to be able to afford one.
During 1975-76, 671 such children and accompanying
parents (usually widow) or guardians, were given holidays
at a cost to the Fund of £10,390.

CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT FOR DISCHARGED
SOLDIERS
5,653 ex-Soldiers were helped by the Regular Forces
Employment Association and by the Officers' Association to
find employment during 1975-76. To these organisations
the ABF made payments totalling £35,980.

GENERAL WELFARE AND CASEWORK
Army benevolence can only operate with full efficiency
if proper knowledge exists of the full circumstances of each
case, so that relief can be both appropriate and effective,
and is given only where it is really needed. Army.benevolence
is fortunate in being able to call on the services of certain
national charities, largely Services orientated, who employ
persons with a special aptitude for this work. These include
the Soldiers, Sailors and Air Force Association, Forces Help
Society and Lord Roberts Workshops, Royal British Legion
Scotland and Royal British Legion Ireland (Southern Area).
During 1975-76 the financial support given to such
organisations on behalf of all Corps and Regiments totalled

£129.647.

THE ASSOCIATION AT WORK
During 1975, £18,439 was expended directly by the
Association in the field of benevolence, supporting 647 cases
-and a further £1,400 was committed to some 64 holidays
for widows and children.
All cases are investigated initially 'on the ground' by
experienced representatives from such organisations as
SSAFA, the Forces Help Society, the Royal British Legion
242

and welfar e representatives from branch es of the Association.
On completion and when satisfied that the n eed for h elp is
real, a comprehensive repor t covering all fac tors of in come
and debt is forwarded to t he Headquarters of the Association. Here, our Welfare staff scru tinise every case and refer
back, as necessary, for supplem entary detail.
Each case is th en put before our Welfare Committee
which m eets every W ednesday morning. It is composed of
a senior officer (ex-Royal Signals) as chairman , a serving
officer, a serving soldier and the two m ember s of our W elfare
staff-both ladies. These are the 'm echanics'-we believe
the system works well, and that our funds, derived
largely from the 'day's pay scheme', are properly
safeguarded.

--From our "In,, Tray--

ROYAL SIGNALS CHRISTMAS CARDS 1976
ORPS Christ~~s cards-size:. 4 x: 6in landscape (102 x
.
152mm) cons1stmg of a cov~r dies tamped with the Corps Badge
m fu!J colour (five colours) with an insert printed page 3 with
greetings only, each card tied with Corps ribbon and supplied
with matching envelopes.
UK price, .inclu_ding V.AT and postal charges. . . . 15p per card
Overseas pnce, mcludmg postage by ordinary surface mail
15p per card
,
(Over eas postage has more than doubled, hence the same price
for Home and Overseas.)
(In the event of the need to despatch by Air Mail this will be an
extra charge to the customer.)
Ex_tr~ for printing a brief address on greetings page.
Mm!n;ium charge up to 100 cards . .... .. .... .. ..... £3·70
Addmonal cards ordered at the same time and in excess of the
first 100 cards .. . .. ..... . . . . . . ..... . . . .......... 1p per card
Individu~I orders, accompanied by the correct money, should
be sent direct to the Forces Press, NAAFI, Crimea Road
Aldershot, Hampshire.
'

Crossword Puzzle No. 8

C

TIIE GUARDS PARACHUTE COMPANY ASSOCIATION

London Gazette
All will be delighted to hear the news of and to congratulate Sergeant Melvill Keith Townsend (now 11 Sig
Regt) on the award of the Distinguished Conduct Medal
for distinguished conduct and bravery in Oman.
From: Maj K. R. R. Boulding
Sir,
I was fortunate enough to be present at Signal View ' 76 on
July 1, 1976, and was delighed to bear the first public performance
of our Corps March-'Begone Dull Care'-played as a Pipe Tune
by the Band and Pipes of the Army Apprentices College, Harrogate.
May I, through your columns, congratulate all concerned for the
originality and style which this fine young band carried out their
duties at this most important show-the shop window of the
Corps.
Yours sincerely,
K. R. R. Boulding
Director of Music,
School of Signals,
Blandford Camp,
Bland.ford, Dorset DTll SRH
From: Col G. L. V. Pring
Dear Sir,
The work of the Corps of Commissionaires continues to expand.
More employers are approaching us with requests for exServicemen to work for them as drivers, storemen, clerks, administrators and on security duties. Some jobs are carried out in
'plain clothes'. Others require men to wear the distinguished crossbelted uniform of the Corps.
As Commandant of the Corps I am constantly receiving requests
for information concerning the work of the Corps. It occurred
to me that readers of your magazine might be interested in a
short informative article on this unique organisation (see page 245).
Yours faithfully,
G . L. V. Pring
The Corps of Commissionaires,
Exchange Court, 419a Strand,
WC2R OPX

SIGNAL VIEW COMMEMORATIVE COVER
There is still a small quantity of Signal View commemorative covers available for sale.
The covers, which were on sale at Signal View at
Worcester from July 1-4, 1976, were part of a limited
issue of 2,000 covers.
A few covers, signed by CSO UKLF, are available at
£1 each.
There is also a quantity of unsigned covers at 25p each.
Orders should be addressed to Signals Branch, HQ
UKLF, Salisbury, Wilts.
Cheques/postal orders made payable to the Royal
Signals Association should be included with order.
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GUARDS Parachute Company Association has been formed
A
to afford continuity of comradeship and to organise reunions
and get-togethers of all ranks who served in either The Guards
Parachute Batta!ion or Guards Parachute Company.
Membership 1s open to all ranks who served in either the
Guards Para Bn or Guards Para Coy, and application for membership should be made to:
Csgt D. Lowery,
1st Bn Goldstream Gua rds,
Chelsea Barracks,
London, SWl
until September 1, 1976, thereafter to:
Csgt D. Lowery,
1st Bn Goldstream Guards,
Victoria Barracks,
Windsor,
Berks.
The design of an Association tie has been approved for wear
by bona fide members of the Association and can be made available
through the secretary.

II

Welfare

II

JUNE 1976
Number of cases assisted financially
Number of clothing parcels sent . .
Amount spent . .
..
..
..

39
21
£1,547·23

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants
Amount spent ..

11

£349·25

ONE OF THE MONTH'S CASES
IDOW of a Signalman who was killed in a road accident in
1969, whilst serving, leaving her with five children. She
manages very well, but a gas account was worrying her, and the
Association made a grant of £39·34 to clear this.

W

ONE OF TIIE MONTH'S LETTERS
U ST a line to let you know we received the parcel safely, and
also the wonderful news of your grant to us. We were both
speech.less at such a wonderful gift. There are no words to find
to thank you enough for such kindness to us. It really touches
us to think that you have thought of us. Only wish we could
do something to repay you besides words of thanks, but we truly
mean Thank You for everything.

J

Royal Signals Association
Benevolent Fund
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ACROSS
I. H eavyweight vehicle which must be worth a packet (6)
4. N o cross member of the d<>$'s home (8)
8. Canter around the countryside, it's for the bees, honey (6)
9 . London District still standing, producing a rapturous sensation (8)

12.
13.
15.
16.
18.
20.
23.
25.
28.
29.
30.
33.
35.
36.
37.

Could well be noticed at the end of a ser, but may be beneath the net (4)
May well be considered King of the Jungle beneath the waves (3-4)
Almost entirely learners, and may send one to sleep (4)
F ool! Return t he jewel. Very spicy (6)
May h elp protect iris, but could still have fifty lashes (6)
Cross ! Seen, for example, the sailor returning and being put inside (5)
S trip of money, in the sheep-skin coat (6)
A burner who may be interested in notes (6)
Strictly for the birds among the pines, teaks and elms (4)
Monkey around with the vegetables in an attempt to pacify (7)
And trees one may expect to find at Epsom, but not Newmarket ( 4)
On oath ! And almost entirely clothed (8)
Cave which though ornamental may be prerry rubbishy inside (6)
M ay well be u ed by the sailor to tic up alongside the island ( 4-4)
A new day which though muddled was opened up (6)

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
10 .
11.
14.
17.
19.
21 .
22.
24.
26.
27.
30.
32.
34.

DOWK
F lagged by Muslims, and finally smelling sweetly (8)
Problem testinl!" students mastery of principles of horsemanship (5)
Abou t' a cat losmg the chance of a sentimental peep into the past (9)
Transmit a letter to a place where a soldier is on guard (4)
ot the clever one, occupying Jack Homer's position (5)
Ring round thus keepinj! the services of a barrister (9)
G o wrong little worker in the quest of adventure (6)
Submariner who may shut up and put the pressure on occasionally (4)
Steps through the fence, rebuilt and surrounded by water (5)
One kiss, one point, one chopper (3)
F ar-reaching talking point, signified by the end of the line (9)
For a start agree, something one may never see in the future (9)
-About that which never existed before, and restore to its original state (5)
Sat at the head of the table, as did Kennedy and Ford (8)
Girl from the variety club (3)
High time for a cowboy to get married ( 4)
Read about a children's horse and get a point (6)
Rub with friction that belonging to us finally (5)
Just once more; this time without loss (5)
From it ; one may be put our presumably (4)

SOLUTIO TO PUZZLE No 7
A crosl'-1, Signal Corps; 9, Trapeze; 10, Reunion; 11, Riddled; 12, Whisker ;
13, Hun ; 14, udge ; 16, Glove; 17, Rides; 19, Silks; 21, Out; 23, Galilee ;
25, Reports ; 26, Measure; 27, Resolutions.
Down-1, Stand and deliver ; 2, Gremlin ; 3 , Ahead; 4, Cartwheel; 5, Routing;
6, Stick to your guns; 7, Starch ; 8, Untrue; 15, Dispersal; 17, Regina; 18, Selects ;
20, Soprano ; 22, Tested; 24, Remit.
G. E . Homer, Esq ..
G . W . Devenish, Esq
Singh.I. Esq . .
G. W. Cook, t>Sq . .
F . W. Kendall, E sq
..
L . E . Peacocke, Esq
..
The late F. E. Mitchell, Esq
Col R . G. L. Gibben, OBR
Maj F . C . Forbes, TD
. .
Miscellaneous Minor Donations ..

Jugd.ish

T he following donations were gratefully received during June 1976 :
Secretary, Catterick Branch Royal Signals A ssociation
Treasurer, Garrison C hurch of St George (3 Div HQ &
Anonymous
W02 J. Roberts
H. A. Simons, E sq

Solution next month. The Editor acknowledges with thanks this
contribution by W02 (F of S) J. Hill

..

2·00
45 ·80
10·00

1-75
1-90

2 ·00
2 ·50
1·25
3 ·14
2 ·50

1·00
300·00
1·00
1·00
1·00
£37684
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Classified Section
DVERT! EME T shocld be oncise-25 words excl~ding
address telephone umber- be they related to B~rths,
1.arriages Death or iLcm requi~ed or for sale. There is no
charge for this service to any serving m ..mber of the Corps ,Co_r
tho e retired who sub cribe to Tm! \YJR'?)~ unless ,the ad is
related to a business interest. To those mehg1ble for free space,

A

BIRTHS
Appleby-On June 23, to Sig and Mrs Appleby, 22 Sig Regt,
a son, Keith Robert.
.
Carrol-On June 11, to Sig and Mrs Carrol, 22 Sig Regt, a
daughter, Kristen Louise Cheryl Anne.
McL oughlin - On June 22, co W02 ~F .of S) and Mrs
kLoughlin, 22 Sig Regt, a daughter, Ab1ga1l Frances.
MARRIAGE

D O UBLE WEDD ING AT
WOOLWICH
Cp l Tony Thorogood
( RAOC ), CAD Kineton,
married Jacqueline, and Cpl
Andy Roberts (Royal Signals),
NATO FSS RAF Brizzlewood, married Beverley ,
daughters of WOl (SMAC)
A. F. Ross, The Depot Regt
RA, in a double ceremony at
The Royal Garrison Church
of St Michael and All Angels,
Woolwich, on March 10, 1976.
Picture shows from left :
Cpl and Mrs A. Thorogood,
Cpl and Mrs A. Roberts.

DEATHS
Boyland-Lt Col J. N. Boyland ~ste~ in the Corps i~ 1928,
was commissioned in 1941 and renred m 1968. After rearement
he was Welfare Officer to the rorth Yorkshire Constabulary.
Jim rued at Northallerton on June 8, aged 62.
Brown-It is with great regret that the death is a~ounced. of
Cpl J Brown who died as a result o! a ~af?c . accident which
occurred last April. He suff~red serio~s miur1es and showed
great spirit and fortitude until he died m hospital on June 28,
1976. We shall remember John because of his cheerful forthright personality and as a person who was pleased to help
whenever he could. He was a keen sportsman. and an excel.lent
soccer player, having captained the Corps s_1de on occasions
and who was awarded his Corps Colours this year. We offer
our deepest sympathy to his family.
Colman-Lt Col E. S. Colman enlisted in the. Corl?s in 1940
and was commissioned in 1942. 'Mustard' reured m .1961 to
take up a retired officer appointment at the School of S1gnalsand later with 8 Sig Regt where he became well known, ~es
pected and greatly appreciated by many officers and soldiers
who passed through his hands. He died suddenly on July 12,
1976, at the age of 63.
Dowse-Capt S. A. D owse served. in the Corps from 1934-46
and was commissioned TMO durmg the ':"ar. He was recall~d
for the Suez campaign and afterwards emigrated to Canada m
1957. He rued at Calgary, Alberta, on May 11, 1976.
Ferguson-W02 D. Ferguson died on April 5, 1.976. Donald,
dearly beloved husband of Murie!. ~te W02, retired 1956. He
was a Life member of the Assoc1at1on.
Holden-Lt T. J. Holden enlisted in 1926 and was commi~sioned
in 1941. He was taken prisoner of war by the Jap~nese m 1942
and was released in 1945. He retired in 1946 and died on March
18, 1976, at the age of 68. He was a Life member of the
Association.
H ooper-Lt Col R. H. Hooper, MBE, enlisted in the Royal
Lancers in 1911, was commissioned in 191 7 and transferred to
the Corps in 1926. He retired in 1948 and died on January 9,
1976, at the age of 83.
Lawson-Maj J. L. Lawson enlisted in the.Royal .Artiller~ in 19~7
and joined the Corps in 1921. Most of his service was m India,
he took part in the Waziristan Operations of 1921-24 and t?-e
North West Frontier Operations of 1936-37. He was commissioned in 1940 and retired in 1946. He died at the age of 78 on
April 22. He was a Life member of the Association.

we request that their notice be forwarded to our Advertising
Managers, Service Newspapers. Ltd, ~O Box . 4, Farnborough,
Hampshire GU14 7LR, who will provide details of charges, on
a case-by-case basis. All matters for publication must reach the
Editor not later than the 12th of every month (for publication the
following month).
Littledale-Capt C. R. Littledale, who was a chartered accountant, was commissioned in 1940 for the duration o_f the war, he
retired in 1946 and died at the age of 64 on Apnl 23, 1976.
McVittie-Brig A. B. McVittie, OBE, was commissioned into
t he Corps in 1929 and retired in 1959. Of his 30 years' service
he spent 19 years overseas, 14 of which were continuous, 11
being in India. Arthur died on June 8, 1976, at the age of 67.
Minion-Lt Col R. F. Minion enlisted in 1917, was commissioned as a quartermaster in 1940 and retired in 1957. He was
a loyal supporter of the Association, which he joined as a Life
member in 1928. Reginald Frank died on April 6, 1976, at the
age of 74.
Spaight-Lt Col T. H. L. Spaight, DSO, was the oldest surviving
ex member of the Corps when he died, aged 96, on January 31,
1976. Tom was commissioned into the Royal Engineers in 1899,
transferred to the Corps in 1922 and retired in 1929. His early
days were spent with Balloon an~ Man-car~ying Kite Sectioi;is
but he later joined the RE Signal Service and stayed m
' communications' for the rest of his service. He was Administrator of the Corps Benevolent Fund from 1935-45.
Stanley-Maj G. A. Stanley, DCM, enlisted in the Corps in
1931 and was commissioned as a TMO in 1942. ' Spike' met
and married his wife, Jeanne, whilst with the BEF in France
in 1940 but had to leave her on the beaches during the evacuation from Dunkirk. They were not re-united until after the war.
He was awarded the DCM for commandeering a sports car,
fitting it with machine guns, breaking thro~gh the German
lines during the retreat and successfully shootmg down enemy
aircraft. He died in hospital on June 17, 1976, at the age of 63 .
Vigers-Col T. W. Vigers, OBE, MC, TD, DL, enli~te.d in t~e
Royal Engineers Volunteers in 1908 and was comm1ss1oned m
1913. During the first world war, he won the MC and was
appointed OBE. He p~oduce~ th~ prot?type <?f the Lucas
Signalling Lamp and, m con1uncuon with MaJ Gen Fuller,
the prototype of the No 1 Set. He transferred t? the Corps, as a
Territorial Officer, in 1921. He was Deputy Lieutenant for the
County of London in 1940 and during ~e second world war,
whilst Honorary Colonel of 47 Div Signals, he served . as a
Major in the Home Guard. He was for many years the President
of the London BrBQ.ch of the Association, to whom he gave
dedicated and valuable service-he was a great friend and
supporter of the Corps throughout his life. ' Chips' died on
August 3, 1976, at the age of 89.
White-Maj K . E. White enljsted in the Corps in 1935 and was
commissioned as a TOT in 1947. Ken retired in 1960 and
died suddenly at his home in Belfast on July 21, 1976, at the
age of 64.
Willey-Capt M. H. Willey was commissioned as a n~ti<?nal
service officer in 1951 and was later granted a regular comnuss1on.
He retired in 1962 but continued in the Territorial Army. He
was particularly interested in the }'.Oung,. and for .fou.r yea~s
served with 6 Boys Trg Regt. Whilst with a terntonal urut
he ran a local Scout group in his spare time. After retirement
he devoted his spare time to youth work in the Southwark area.
Maurice died on April 9, 1976, at the early age of 45.
Wright - Capt G. Wright enlisted in t~e Cor.ps in 1931 a~d
retired as a TMO in 1947; most of his service was spent m
India. He was a member of the Indian Signal Association and
a Life member of the Royal Signals Association. He died at
East Herrington, Co D urham, on May 18, 1976.
P E RSONAL
Wish to contact those with whom I served-1 Indian Div Sigs
at Rawalpindj 1930-35; 5 D iv Sigs at Scarborough in 1935;
and the 3 Inf Div (Monty's D iv) at the outbreak of war, 1939.J. w. 'Bill' Holden, 5 Charlone Square, Timbrell Street,
Trowbridge, Wilts.
WANTED
Officer's sword, scabbard and frog.- Col D. D. Ranft. Telephone
Tidworth 3230.
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Corps of Commissionaires
Report by Col G. L. V. Pring
JOBS FOR THE BOYS
'JOBS fo! ~l}e .boys' is the unoffici~l motto of the Corps of
Comm1ss1ona1rcs whose membership is open to all men and
women who have served in the ranks of the regular forces, the
T~rriers or other reserve forces, provided they were discharged
with a character record of at least 'very good'. The aim is to find
work in civilian life for those who have completed their uniformed
service to the nation. The Corps boasts that in the hundred and
more years of its existence there have been few occasions when
Its promise has not been matched by performance.
A STRONG INFLUENCE
The depression of the 'thirties, in particular, saw unparalleled
demands upon its resources from out-of-work ex-Servicemen.
Nevertheless, most of them were found jobs. Today, with the
economy once again gripped by recession, the influence of the
Corps remains strong. Recently, Mr icholas Goodison, chairman of the London Stock Exchange, recommended that a member
of the Corps, who had worked for his company for more than 25
years, should be elected a Freeman of the City of London. In
doing so he said of Sgt White: 'He is one of the most loyal servants
a company could have. He is efficient, courteous and reliable. His
Army service taught him the importance of discipline, but he
knows how to combine this with a sense of humour. He is the kind
of man who makes the uniform of the Corps of Commissionaires
something of which Britain can be proud'.

FOUNDED IN 1859
The public image of the Corps is very high. The neat, distinctive
cross-belted uniform is respected everywhere. This was one of
the objectives of Capt Edward Walter when he founded the
Corps in 1859. He wanted the public to both respect and help
ex-Servicemen; but in those days the task was less easy than today.
When he left the Army Capt Walter was appalled by the grim
conditions facing the old soldier. He decided to do privately
what the authorities declined to do publicly. He knew that the
men who had served their Sovereign could serve private employers
with equal loyalty.
At first he limited the Corps to wounded men. After he succeeded
in finding work for seven soldiers and a sajlor, each of whom had
lost a limb in action, he marched them on Sunday, February 13,
1859, to Westminster Abbey for a service of thanksgiving. The
Corps was officially born. It proved a thriving irifant. Soon its
uniform was being seen and recognised throughout the United
Kingdom.
ROYAL REVIEWS
At the turn of the century it received Royal recognition for the
first time when King Edward VII became a Governor. Since then
every King and Queen has maintained this tradition and held
office of Chief Life Governor. The firs t Royal Review of the
Corps took place at Buckingham Palace in 1907. Others followed
in 1934, 1948 and the present Queen reviewed the Corps in 1959
when it celebrated its centenary.
THE PRESENT DAY
So much for history. What about today? And tomorrow?
Increasingly, members of the Corps are being found jobs in
civilian life. Although much of the work still consists of providing
uniformed Commissionaires for permanent and part-time duties
with private companies, government departments, at national and
international exhibitions and sporting events, the emphasis today
is increasingly towards civilian jobs. Today Commissionaires
work as drivers, storemen, clerks and administrators, indistinguishable from their workmates. Another field where the service of
members of the Corps is much in demand is security. Men are
on daily duty round the clock at offices, factories, and public
buildings guarding them against terrorists and hooligans, and
nowhere is their work more in evidence than in Northern Ireland.
For those Cornmissionaires who wish to earn extra money at
weekends, or during the evenjng, there are special, temporary
assignments. In London, for example, a hundred or more men
are often on duty for the big occasions inclurung the cup final,
international marches, pop concerts and at exhibitions at Earls
Court, Olympia and the new sports complex at Cry ta! Palace.
Of course, the Corps has changed. Origina1Jy it was meant to
help only those who had served in the army and navy. Later,
membership was expanded to include the Royal Air Force.
Next, the Corps opened its doors to those who had served in the
police, civil defence, fire service, merchant navy and coastguards.
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In 1970, women were admitted for the first time. Last year
another unique tradition was broken. For the first time in 116
years the Corps did not have a member of the Walter family as
its Commandant. In 1975 Lt Col Reginald Walter retired and was
succeeded by an 'ouLsider', Col Geoffrey Pring, who now commands the Corps.
TRIBUTES
A letter from Florence Nightingale, handwrincn from 32 South
Street, Grosvenor Square, London, Wl, begins: 'Sir, I have
been unable from illness to write and thank you before for having
sent me a man so steady and obliging in the house, or so careful
of my welfare, as Commissionaire Farrell appears to be'.
A cutting from The Times on November 25, 1877, declares:
'In consequence of the armed robbery of diamonds in Hatton
Garden, officials of the Postmaster General have engaged the
services of large numbers of Commissionaires to act as guards at
various sub-post offices at present in the charge of young women'.
DISTINCTLY BRITISH
Although a few similar organisations exist in other parts of the
world, the Corps remains a distinctly British organisation. In
fact, its only un-British characteristic is its name. Capt Walter,
the founder, imported it from France where the word 'comissionaire' indicates someone who can be trusted with responsibility,
a message, money, or a post of duty. With security work playing
such an important role in the activities of the Corps today, the
name remains as suitable now as it was more than 100 years ago.
Perhaps, however, it is time for a new, unofficial, motto : 'They
can be trusted'.
Note.-The headquarters of the Corps of Commissionaires are at:
Exchange Court, 419a Strand, London, WC2 (01-836 6453).
There are branch headquarters in Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester and
Newcastle upon Tyne.
CORPS OF C OMMISSIONAIRES- JOB VACANCIES
E always have a number of residential posts in the London
area with free (limited) accommodation. We are also able
to put applicants in touch with Divisions of the Corps throughout
the United Kingdom for local employment. Examples of the sort
of jobs we always have on our books are as follows :(a) Front Door Commissionaire-Prestige Posts. Piccadilly Wl
( b) Hall Porter. Prestige Bllilding. Piccadilly Wl £45 +
( c) General Office-City messenger. Regent Street Wl £2,700
( d) Reception. Berkeley Square Wl £2,500 +
(e) Hall Porter. Northumberland Avenue WC2 £40 +
(f) Post Clerk-Messenger. W5 £2,000 -t(g) Reception/Security. Knightsbridge SW3 £45 +
(h) Security. Deptford SES £3,000
(i) General Office-Messenger. Fenchurch Street EC3
£2,400 +
(j) Post- Messenger. Queen Victoria Street EC4 £2,500
( k ) Reception/Messenger. Southend-on-Sea, Essex
(i) Reception/Security/Car Parking, Basingstoke, Hants
£2,301
The Corps requires that all its members shall b.! of proven
good character.
AppHcants may write or telephone for an appointment; but
there is, in fact, no real need for this as we are always open for
interviews on Mondays to Fridays between 9.30 a.m. and 3.30 p.m.
Men are ad ised to bring their Service/Public Service Discharge
papers with them.

W

BORYS COURT PREPARATORY SCHOOL
Leigh, Nr Reigate, Surrey.
Tel . 030 678 372.
Boarding School for 8-1 3! year olds. Good
academic fo undation given t o pre pare boys for
t heir Senior Schools.
Very good facilities for science, recreation and
sport.
Appl y Headmaster
2'45

Mo v~ments--~

S1JBEL .Y THIS MAKES SENSE!
Those in H .M. Forces know how vital it is t o p lan ahead for operations, logistics, etc.
It is no less VITAL TO PLAN AHE AD for your future and that of your family. Our Plans
can help you to do this!
Any plan for a serving member of H.M. Forces must be carefully selected, taking full
account of Service conditions. hazards and exigencies. This selection can best be done
by Brokers-such as ourselves- not tied to any insurance company and essentially those
who have specialised in advising members of H.M . Forces, as our Services Advisory
Bureau has been doing for more than a decade.
If you wish to SAFEGUARD the financial future for YOU AND YOURS take the first
step in doing so by writing to us NOW for our professional advice. We do not charge
any fees for our advice, you can accept or reject it as you please so why delay? Simply
complete and dispatch the appended proforma . Alternatively, you may wish to telephone
or write in confidence with further personal details to:
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL C. B. JOHNS, M.A.1.8., R.A.O.C. (Retd.)
Services Advisory Bureau Manager

D. B. MARTIN & CO. LTD.
27 /29 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks.
ASSOCIATED INSURANCE BROKERS
INCORPORATED MORTGAGE FINANCE & LIFE ASSURANCE BROKERS
MEMBER OF THE SERVICES INSURANCE BROKERS' ASSOCIATION

Officers
Nam•
Capt (QM) R. Adams
Maj B. A. Blackwell ..
Lt R A. Clague
..
Lt R. E. H. Clutterbuck
Lt R . C. T. Cuthbert..
Cape (TOT) P . Devenney ..
Col P. J . Evans, MJJB ••
Cape L. G. French ..
Maj C. H. Glydon
Capt G. S. Hand
Lt H. A. R. Hancock
CapL (Tfc) G. S. Hessman ..
Lt R. T. Hoole
..
Lt Col M. S. Jarratt ..
Cape T. Keany
..
Capt (ToT) J.C. Kirton
Capt W. G. Lidster, BEM
Cape G. P. Maddren . .
..
Cape I. W. Morris
Lt Col H. A. Morrison
Maj J. H. T. Nealon ..
Maj (ToT) J, A. Parkin
Capt R. A. Peake, BBM
Maj L . W. Prescot ..

..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Capt D. C. Richardson
Lt J. H. Richardson ..
Mai R. Saville
..
Capt J . R Selby
Capt J. D. Stokoe
..
2 Lt P . J. Swindlehurst
Cape C. R. Treeby ..
Maj B. A. Watson
Capt I. R . Wilson
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Unit to which posted
13 Sig Regc
HQ Trg Bdc Royal Signals
11 Sig Regt
4 Div HQ and Sig Regc
11 Sig Regc
MoD DSS (Army)
DOAE
School of Infantry
226 Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regc
3 Inf Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regc
10 Sig Regc
HQ Trg Bde Royal Signals
244 Sig Sqn
BFHQ and Sig Sqn Hong Kong
7 Sig Regt
16 Si!! Regt
233 Sig Sqn
UK CICC
3 Div HQ and Sig Regc
240 Sig Sqn
244 Sig Sqn
Royal Signals Manning and Records
Office
21 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regc
Regular Commissions Board
8 Sif! Rcgt
4 Div HQ and Sig Regt
3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
MoD (A)
HQAFNORTH
602 Sig Troop

WOs and Senior NCOs
Ra1U.
WOI
WOI
W02

and Narm
A. J. Harris
..
(YofS) P . J . Daniel
T. J. Pengelley

W02
W02
W02
W02
W02

R. S. Dehdashry
R. F . Dixon
..
A. S. Reid
..
..
(F of S) D . G . E. T reharne
(Y of S) D. Moat

..

..

..
..
..
..

U11it to which posted
11 Sig Regc
HQ 2 Div Sig Regt
British Forces HQ and Sig Sqn
Hon~ Kong
38 Sig Regt (V)
34 Sig Regt (VJ
HQ 3 Div Sig Regt
11 Sig Regc (Depot Troop)
233 Sig Sqn

W02 (Y of S) L. Robinson .
..
A W02 K. R. Thurley
AIW02 (F of S) H . E. Connor
Ssgc A. V. Lamb
..
..
Ssgt (F of S) G. A. Banni8ter
Ssgt D. C. Thurston . .
..
Ssgt (YofS) W. M. Watson .
Ssgc T. D. A. Davis ..
Ssgt S . Evans
Ssgc C. L. Napier
Ssgc B. M. Hudson ..
. Ssgc R. V. Huxtable ..
Sgt R. C. Boys
Sgt R. N. Coulson
Sgt J. H. Jackson
Sgt A. J . Clifton
Sgt B. F. Tuffin
Sgt F. D. M. Gordon
Sgt H .J. West
Sgt J. Murtagh
Sgt W. J . Summers ..
Sgt J.M. C. Bevan ..
Sgt P. R . Lumb
Sgt R. J . Baker
Sgt R. A. Foote
..
Sgt R . G . Myerscough
Sgt K. I. Woodford ..
Sgt D. Whitworth
Sgt M. Robinson
Sgt J. A. Chamber ..
Sgt H . G. Squires
Sgt G . W. Bartliff
Sgt M. F reedman
Sgt P. L. Gethin
Sgt G. S. Gibson
Sgt J. D. Haytrce
Sgt J. Hindle ..
Sgt A. R. Tait
Sgt D. G. Wright
Sgt G. Scott ..
Sgt B. J. Bradshaw ..
Sgt G. Walker
Sgt P. J. Daisy
Sgt D . A. Hand
Sgt W. Venus ..
Sgt J. V. Longstaff ..
Sgt Ai. Murphy
Sgt D. Moore . .
..
Sgt B. A. F. Thompson
Sgt G.D. Middleton
Sgt I. M . Mclnnes ..
Sgt T. R. Beckett
Sgt R . Smith . .
Sgt M. Kenning
Sgt C. J . Davies
Sgt I. . Morgan

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..

School of SienaL
HQ 4 Div S111 Regt
SHAPE Support <International) BAE
School of Signals
227 Sig Sqn (AFCENT)
632 Sig Troop (Hebrides)
260 Sip; Sqn CSA . \ )
HQ AFNORTIJ
HQ 12 Mech Bde Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn
3 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
HQ 39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
262 Sig Sqn (Cape Greco)
7 Sil! Regt (Corps Main HQ)
22 Sig Regt (Corps Rear HQ)
HQ 4 Div Sig Rcgt
608 Sig Troop (EQIPT)
HQ 2 Div Sig Regt
36 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
HQ 6 Arrnd Bde Sig Sqn
248 ~Gurkhas) Si~ Sqn
13 S111 Regc (Radio)
233 Sig Sqn
234 Sig Sqn (t.1alta)
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
21 S!.11 Regt (Air Support)
227 Sig Sqn (AFCENT)
Army Apprentices College (Harrogate
HQ 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
SHAPE SP (International) BAH
HQ I Div Sig Regc
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
227 Sig Sqn (AFCENT)
30 Sig Regt
HQ 1 Div Sig Regt
School of Signals
35 Sig Regt (V)
HQ 4 Div Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
262 Sig Sqn (Ease)
28 Sig Regc (NORTHAG)
229 Sig Sqn (Berlin)
Army Apprentices College (Harrogate
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Rlv1A Sandhurst
13 Sig Regt (Radio)
30 Sig Regc
21 Sig Rcgt
HQ 12 Mech Bde Sig Sqn
HQ 20 Armd Bde Sig Sqn
13 Sig Regc (Radio)
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Britisll Forces HQ and Sig Sqn
Hong Kong

LIFE ASSURANCE & INVESTMENT CONSULTANTS (SERVICES)

TELEPHONE: READING 56226 AND 56227

------------------------------To: Services Advisory Bureau Manager. H. R. Martin & Co. Ltd., 27/ 29 Greyfriars Road, Reading , Berks .
Name ......... . . . . ........ . . . . .. .... . .. . . . ..... . .. ... ..... . ....... . . . . . .........................

OPERATORS
LEAVING THE ARMY S·OON?

Rank . . .............. . .. . ...... .

Address ..................... . .. .. . ..... ........ . ...... . ... .. ...... . . . ..... . .. ... ... . ................ ... . . ........ . ... . ......... . ..... .
Nature of Duties ... ... ....... . ... . ... .... . ... ...... . .... . .

Then contact

If Posted NO/YES to (Country) .... . ................ .

The Three Tees Agency

Married or Single ........................... Dates of Birth: Self .............. . ......... Wife ....................... .
Children (Sex/ Age) . . . . ....... ............. .......... .... . .. . ........... . . ... . . . .. ............. ... .. . ........................ . . .. .

Please send me details of the Plans/Policies I have ticked

O Young Man's Life Assurance Investment Plan for regular monthly savings of£ ....
D Family Flexible Life Assurance Investment Plan embracing all possible future needs.
O Flexible Plan to meet overall costs of Schooling and of bringing up Children.
D Joint Life Plan to provide on death of Husband or Wife Monthly Income of£ .. ........ .
D Economic House Purchase Plan for a Loan of £ .... . . . ............. in 19 . . .. .... .
D Flexible ' Open-ended' Investment Plan for regular monthly savings of £ ...... ....... .
D 'All Risks' Kit Insurance and Personal/Household Liability Insurance. Cover World Wide.
D 'All Risks' Transit Insurance for Unaccompanied Baggage and ALL Household articles.
D Car Insurance UK and BAOR. Premiums payable by Instalments if desired .
NOTE : All Life Policies we arrange provide 'unrestricted' cover against Service and War Risks.
This of course includes duty in Northern Ireland, etc.
Wire/8/76

2%
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and let your Service skills pay in Civvy Street
The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and deals solely with vacancies for Telephone,
Telex and Teleprinter Operators. You can be assured of a warm welcome and free advice and
guidance on employment prospects in the Commercial world of Telecommunications. If you
are rusty we can give you the opportunity to brush up your operating and also famil iarise you
with commercial routines and equipment, and then guide you to the right job, permanent
or temporary. Call, write or phone:

The Three Tees Agency

a
TEES

110 Fleet Street,
London EC4

124 Regent Street,
London W1

20 Eastcheap.
London EC3

UMITED

Tel 01-353 3611

Tel 01-734 0365

Tel 01-626 0601

AGIN CY
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Signal View-A Recipe for Recruiting
THE RIGHT MIX

AKE every type of military communications sy 'tem in use
today and an equal number of leisure pursuits followed in
the Corps. Select some good arena events like the Blue Helmets,
the White Helmets, the Corps Band and displays by Apprentices
and Junior Signalmen. Sprinkle with a dash of supporting arms
and services. Mix into a smooth consistency and simmer gently.
During the last week in June, reheat to about 95°F. When
thoroughly cooked serve out in large portions according to an
agreed plan. Garnish well with representatives of the Corps, some
Apprentices and Junior Signalmen and what have you got?
JG AL VIEW.

T

THE CORPS MAJOR RECRUITING SHOW
Held this year, for the last time in Worcester, over the period
July 1-4. The show attracted over 17,000 youngsters, cadets and
the general public. It was rated a huge success and the Army
Recruiting Office on the showground received no less than 115
firm enquiries from young men and women to join the Service.
Some quotes from letters of appreciation already received show:
' It was undoubtedly a great success, and well worth the effort.
The Army recruiting value is high.'
'I enjoyed the day very much and can't think why I didn't
join the Royal Signals.'
'As usual it seemed to me it was a great success.'
'It had an air of cheerfulness, quiet efficiency and sense of
purpose.'
' I doubt if any other Corps or Regiment could possibly have
put on such a good show.'
'It was a most impressive display and everyone I talked to was
keen, enthusiastic and thoroughly professional.'

'I particularly enjoyed the spirit displayed by all the participants
both in the arena and on the stands.'

THE BIGGEST ASSET
These extracts speak for themselves, and the camera's views
portray the main theme of the show-PARTICIPATION. It is,
however, the last two quotations that mean so much. For with
all the most sophisticated equipment in the world, a wide variety
of leisure activities and arena attractions, our biggest asset at
Signal View 76 were the officers and soldiers who presented it.
They were fine ambassadors of a fine Corps. Our sincere thanks
go out to all who took part, for their sheer hard work and the way
it was presented.
As we go to press this delightful letter was received from the
children of Red Deeps Special School (ESN), Nuneaton,
Warwickshire:
'Dear Sir,
We are writing to say thank you for letting us go to Norton
Barracks in Worcester last Friday. It were a great day and we all
enjoyed ourselves a lot.
Yours sincerely,
Anwar:
it was the rifles I liked the best of all
Pezer:
the games were super and the hockey was the
best
the "Girkas" were the best
Leslie:
everything that was there I liked
Marlin:
I liked the walkie talkies
William:
I liked the tracked vehicles
Swart:
TV sets, girls, shooting-they were all great
Anthony:
I liked everything.'
John:

Cpl 'PC' Lonsdale of the White Helmets entertains the crowd
First world war uniforms don't go with temperatures in the 90sbut the Heliograph was never without power

,
Cpl D. Elliott of the British Biathlon Olympic team at the Arctic
Communications stand
A defensive position at the Air Support stand

The 'QAs'-a good attraction to both the girls and the boys

Faraway Places . . .
Unusual Jobs
Let's Have That Story!
2"8

A daunting task but none the less a very popular attracti on

Don"t be disappointed!
COPY MUST BE HERE BY
12th OF THE MONTH FOR
PUBLICATION IN THE
FOLLOWING MONTH
THE WIRE , AUGUST 1976

Fl~mming,

Sec retary Army Mountaineering Association,
JUSt down from Everest in time for the show

The ' Hands On ' capability at the TAVR Signals stand
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Faraway Places

• • •

Unusual Jobs

REPORT FROM Ul,STER
3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
· B.F.P.0. 801
HERE AND THERE
ES, the dread of any Commanding Officer has been met and
coi;iquered _by Maj T ony Hunt. He has moved 3 Inf Bde H Q
and Sig Sqn 1~to. a new ba.rracks. Maj Keith Ryding had the
headache of bu1ldmg the umt, we have moved it-who will wind
it up? It wasn't all easy going either. T h ere was the nasty li ttle
incident where a crane was repositioning our wooden G uardroom
but the ropes broke at a height of 6ft. The eternally optimistic
~~uad~on Com1"!1andcr, kneeling b~side the wreckage said : 'No,
1t s alnght, I thmk we vc cracked 1t'-upon which not only did
the hut collapse but so, too, did the working party of a dozen
soldiers.

Y

SWIMMING INCIDENT
We entered the Northern Ireland Swimming Champion hips,
bur despite some strong swi mming from Lcpl Paul Bowerbank,
fai led to reach the finals. Even had we done so we may well have
been disqualified for 'offending public decency' as a result of a
lost swimming costume halfway through the race. The naked,
and nameless, swimmer completed the race in fine style but
complained he would have done better without the extra drag
effect.
FOLK CLUB
W e now run a thriving Folk Club which, like 'Opportunity
Knocks', has produced two important discoveries. Firstly,
Lt Mike McMahon (RPC) (late Royal Signals) plays a mean
mouthorgan-so mean that he has already been posted out.
Secondly, Cpl Dave Ashworth since his first shy appearance
several weeks ago is now a regular performer in the Tom Jones/
Frank. Sinatra style. ' He even uses his hands'. Royal Signals
Mannmg and Records please note-more musicians please. We'll
exchange Cpl Ashworth!

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

248 Gurkha Sig Sqn battle for honours, as they fight for the lead with a Chinese team in the Dragon Boat Festival in Hong Kong

Chinese Dragon Boat Festival
Report from 248 Gurkha Sig Sqn BFPO 1
days so far this year, these watery mishaps were not unwelcome
ORIGINS FROM 200 BC
Two days later the Squadron's 28 oarsmen, drummer, and
E of the many spectacular and colourful annual Chinese
helmsman, accompanied by the rest of the Squadron and their
festivals is that celebrated by the Dragon Boat races. Longtreasured tales from the past, ancient legends and traditions all
families, once more made their way over to Cheung Chau.
Although the day of the competition was swept by monsoon
lend themselves to the mystical aura of Chinese festivals. The
rains, this d id not take anything away from the spectacle. Instead,
Dragon boat races are no exception. They trace their origins to
200 sc, when a Chinese statesman threw himself into the sea to
as most of the island's 1,800 fishing vessels were obliged to shelter
demonstrate his d isillusionment with the corruption of the
in the bay in which the competition took place, this only added
Imperial Court. On hearing of the statesman's gesture, the
to the atmosphere.
people of the province set out in boats, splashing their oars and
THE
YEAR OF THE DRAGON
casting rice cakes into the sea to distract the fish from eating the
For one member of the team the race was to have a special
statesman's body. They continued their search well into the night
significance. For after 12 years of lunar obscurity it is once again,
by the glow of lanterns.
in the Chinese yearly calendar, the Year of the Dragon, a symbol
of hope and prosperity. Not only was Sig Fong Wai Kin born
FEASTING AND MERRY-MAKING
in that year, but he is also engaged to be married before the end
This incident has been commemorated ever since, the festiva l
of the present year. As a result, to compete in the Dragon Boat
being celebrated by feasting, merry-making and, of course, the
Festival was to assure his good fortune for the future.
boat races. The events take place each year on the fifth day of
the fifth month of the lunar calendar. This year, it fell on June 2.
UNDERWAY
Each year the long, slim, canoe-shaped boats, with the carved
All too soon we were under-way. We had been invited to compete
shape of a dragon adorning their bows, are ceremoniously launched
in the competition which included all the government (including
from six points around Hong Kong.
police, marine department and local European residents) teams.
The rhythmic, caterpillar-like tread of the paddles through water;
INVITATION TO COMPETE
the spectrum of the bright, striking colours of the teams' vests;
One of the six races is that held at Cheung Chau, an island to
the sight of those almost life-like lithe wooden forms cutting
the West of Hong Kong Island, and it was in this race that the
their way through the sea, surrounded by a flotilla of denselyteam from 248 Gurkha Sig Sqn were invited to compete. Our
packed towering fishing junks-all these impressions afforded an
participation in the festival began several weeks in advance of
atmosphere that was awesome, spectacular and exciting.
the race, when the officers of the Squadron were invited to
attend the organisational committee for the festival. Here, the
A CLOSE THING
Squadron mixed with representatives from various government
After a hard-fought and tense battle over the 500m of the course,
departments and local fishermen associations. The administrative
a panting Squadron team hit the sandy beach, which ma.rked the
programme having been decided in a light-hearted and amiable
finishing line, a very close second behind the team from the
manner, a date for team practices was set.
Royal Hong Kong Police. Amidst hand-shaking and light-hearted,
jovial comment among the teams, two members of the team along
INTERNATIONAL FLAVOUR
with the Officer Commanding, Maj Lachlan Fraser, made
The Squadron team, which was of a somewhat international
their way to the presentation rostrum where our trophy, a colourful
flavour, comprising Chinese, British and Gurkha ranks under
Chinese banner, was presented. This was followed by an exchange
the auspices of Lt Johnny Rollins with the help of Cpls 'Taff'
of plaques, banners, and flags between the Squadron and the
Murray, Jim Bradshaw and Lcpl Cliff Kerry, soon found its
local fishermen. This final event was indicative of the whole day,
form. However, this was not until after a few involuntary dips
when the barrier of language was easily overcome through
in the water. Still, as the practice took place on one of the hottest
goodwill between all concerned.
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START OF 25-MILE WALK
The Charity walkers looking happy before their march. Extreme
left: Sig Jed Philips, eighth from right: Lcpl Kenny Niblock

£1,000 FOR CHARITY
N a windy Sunday in June, some 60 men and women of 8 Inf
Bde, including Squadron representatives, set our to complete
10 laps of a 2}-mile circuit around Ballykelly Airfield. Throughout
the 25-rnile walk strong winds took their toll in spreading out the
field and remarks about competitors' sanity, the organisers and
the Olympics were quickly whisked away from the onlookers'
tender ears.
Lcpl John Taylor of 7 Field Sqn RE was first across the line
in 4hr 26min, closely followed by two Sig Sqn marchers, Lcpl
Kenny Niblock from the Commcen and Sig Jed Philips, the
Squadron's movements cleric (two lazy office bods, no doubt).
Sig Jed Philips, who was sponsored to the incredible sum of
£142·75, is well known for his memorandums left discreetly
around the Squadron. ot to be outdone Ssgt 'Taff' Duffy,
our Chief Clerk and Jed's boss, has disappeared to Denmark to
take part in the Veibourg Marches. We hope to have news from
the team if and when they return from Denmark.

O

Removal of hele-tele station from roof of HQ

THREE-HOUR SITTING
At the height of the move, which took two weeks, Lt Tom
Richardson was handed a classic delay factor. He had to send a
party of soldiers to our remote hilltop rebrosite for their portrait
~o be painted by a visiting artist! It involved a three-hour 'sitting'
m flak jacket and wary middle-distance looks. And guess who
the chosen few were ... Cpls Barry Thorpe and Dave Dalton
an.cl Sig 'Mucky' Waters. ecdless to say, the artist changed his
mmd when he saw them. Rumour has it that he has decided to
stick to wild-life painting as a result.
When the move was over, the OC decided to address the Squadron and then spring a happy hour on them. It must have been
a well-kept secret because people were trying to skive off the
parade right up to the last moment. However, as the happy hour
was declared Cpls Ron Woodger and Barry Thorpe sprung
forward pulling beer mugs from their pockets-giving us cause for
doubt.
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SAILING-COLERAINE YC 24-HOUR ENDURANCE
RACE
In an almost international event at Coleraine against team
from England and Northern Ireland, the Brigade managed 15th,
16th and 17th positions. The OC Squadron, Maj Peter Burke,
crewing for Cpl 'Paddy' Stuart CREME) of 'M' Troop,
discovered how easy it is to capsize while putting up a spinnaker!
He also found it difficult to communicate, while swimming, to
Cpl Steve Johnson, 'M' Troop, the hore-based drinking watch,
via a marine pocket phone link (shore-type pocket phone modified
for marine use by placing it into a plastic bag). PS, and it floated!
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ORTHERN IRELAND ARMY CHAMPIONSHIP
ongratulations go to Capt Garath Mann. (<;>Ur man in ~de
HQ) for becoming the orthern Ireland' Individual Champ10.n
helm in a competition held on Strangford Lough. He, and h.1s
rew Capt Nick Williams gained a first and second place m
the two race to be placed first ovcral:.
GOLF
On June 2-5 Sgt Brian Carty (RPC) gave a highly creditable
performance in the Remy Martin Amateur Tournament on the
Four Cau eway Golf courses by achieving joint winner in the
third round, and eighth positi<;m overal.l. Out ?f270 topjintern.ational
amateurs, be played below his par s· handicap. He IS leaving ~he
Arm · to take up position as an assistant golf pro. W~ all wish
him the best of luck. How about a few free lessons, Bnan?
In a local competition a sbeepisb-lo.oking Sgt Tony Har~ie
was allowed without penalty, to take his first hole tee shot agam.
eedles to ay be did not ucceed in winning.
ADVENTURE TRAINING
Despite the constant call on manpower for operational tasks
the Squadron still manages to end soldiers on adve1:1turous
training courses. The following two reports shed some hght on
the whereabouts of Capt Leslie Fox during his last few months
in the Corps. For those who do not know, Leslie is to transfer
to the King's Regt during July. We wish him every success in
his chosen career as a 'Kingo'.

BOBC NORWAY
It was during the times of early Irish history that the Vikings
had prepared their fastest longboats and chosen their stoutest
oarsmen to make the perilous journey from orway to Ulster.
With only their basic skills of navigation and the crudest of charts,
it took four days of hard travelling to reach their destination.
·iany centuries later, in an era of rapid communication, jet planes
and speedy ships, it took four days for Capt Leslie Fox and his
composite party to reach BOBC Norway at Isefjaer !
A cold water swimming test on arrival put paid to any ideas of
looting, pillaging and raping; cold enough, in fact, to make the
latter impossible in any case. ' I'm a Kingo not a bleedin' Eskimo',
muttered Kgn 'Johno' Johnson (1 Kings), as our 16 adventurers

OUTWARD BOUND TEAM BY THE ARAKSBO FJORD
(left to right) Back : Sig Thompson, Sgt Martin, Cpl Short, Sig Thomas,
Sig Martin, Dvr Billing, Kgn Dale, Lcpl Ledsham
Front: Pte Price, Kgn Mistry, Sig Worsell, Lcpl Milne, Capt Fox,
Lcpl Betts, Kgn Richardson, Kgn Johns
shivered themselves back into tracksuits. Nevertheless, with
spirits as high as their voices, the party prepared their kit and
canoes for the first half of the expedition. What with kit bags,
sleeping bags, rations, tents and the like even the large comrade
double canoes did not offer much in the way of crew comfort.
Cpl Sean Short (RMP), our inaptly named 'bobby', found
particular difficulty in squeezing over 6fr of law enforcement into
his canoe. There's not much room in the second class', he said
to his partner, Sgt Pete Martin. 'You're in the engine room,
shut-up and paddle', came the answer. Thus the eight canoes,
our instructor, Paul Keely, and the safety boat set off with the
open sea in front of them--<Jr behind them in the case of Sig
'Mangle' Worsell and Pte Denis Price (RPC) who seemed to
enjoy canoeing backwards, sideways and even upside down on
one occasion.
The four days of canoeing on sea and fjord remained relatively
uneventful apart from a few incidents. One of these was when
the two previously-mentioned canoeists, having canoed from one
side of the fjord to the other (presumably in search of better
scenery?), tried their hand at sub-aqua in 6in of water. The
other, somewhat less amusing, occurred in a very fast-flowing
channel under a bridge. Confident in their ability to canoe (and
swim, if necessary!) Capt Fox and Kgn 'Scouse' Dale (1 Kings)
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attempted to negotiate the hazard in advance of tbc remainder of
the party. Unsucce sful they manoevrcd their canoe into quieter
waters only to find that two canoes had capsized. Cpl Sh?rt
lost his dentures in the process and now assures us that suckmg
a 'compo' sausage is not the best way t? breakfast. The '."'cather
was not particularly kind for the period of the canoemg but
eventually the sun came just i~ time for the trekking.
. .
After re-rationing and packmg rucksacks, the party d1V1ded
into two to begin the long, and mostly uphill, slog to Treungen.
By the end of the fir t day blisters began to appear and all became
awa1·e of the 'pica urcs' that lay ahead for the next three days.
Invariably each camp-site was 'just over this hill and round the
corner'.
The remaining days were spent abseiling orienteering and
showering away what had earlier been thoug~t . of as a s~ntan.
Finally, the big silver canoe sailed fr?m Cbnsl!a~san~ v.:1t~ 16
fitter and healthier people than had amved. Dvr Bdco Billings
(RCT) had had a recce of his next posting and all agreed that
orway was a good place to revisit-by car.
EXERCISE MARRAKESH EXPRESS III
It has now become a regular feature in the Squadron calendar
for OC Comms Troop and as many Cbt Rmn as can be spared
to take part in the annual exercise Marrakesh Express. Bas~d
and accommodated at RAF Machrihanish, Kintyre, the exercise
is designed to re-acquaint our radio operators with some of. the
more basic operating techniques and skills. At the same tlm~,
some of the non-Royal Signals members are able to try their
bands (or rather, feet! ) at map-reading and hill-walking in fairly
testing conditions.
On June 17 the party· started the 300-mile drive to Kintyre.
By 2100hrs that evening they were established on the UHF side
of the Guard Net to Brigade, back in Londonderry; 300 miles on
UHF? A glance at the map and this phenomenal feat is explained!
After some initial instruction on A4ls and revision lessons on
voice procedure, the first two competitive exercises tested minds
and bodies round an orienteering course. The final exercise Fox
and Toads involved two 'terrorist' parties trying to locate each
other's headquarters. Due to the onset of very thick mist throughout the 36-hours exercise, over 50 per cent of time was spent
trying to locate themselves! Sig 'Stimpy' Stimpson's patrol
was talked down off the hills by radio. Having complained bitterly
of not being mentioned in THE WIRE for two years, he now has
his wish: Sig Stimpson you are the worst map-reader in 8 Bde!
The Commander, DAA and QMC, OC Squadron and entourage
visited the exercise and brought with them the only period of
sunshine during the fortnight and departed with a disputed
quantity of large prawns and kippers.
Sig 'Robbo' Robinson won the Best Student tankard. ~or
having gained the most points throughout all the competmvc
exercises and Lcpl Allan Fishpool won the general knowledge
quiz. Sig 'Fingers' Farrell, 'Taff' Thomas, 'Colonel' Jones
and Ptes Gerry Whittaker, 'Jock' Hemming and Mick
Gleadhill all searched for Russian submarines in RAF N imrod
sorties which was generally agreed as being a better occupation
than walking round with an A41 for 8 hours. Despite several
serious attempts, Campbeltown Loch was not drunk dry.
ARRIVALS
Welcome mats go out to:
Sig and Mrs Johnston and Sig Priestman to Linc Section.
Cpl Tim Howley from Catterick Camp.
Sig Latham (MT), Dvr Roberts (MT), Sig Teirnan
(Comms) and Cpl Thomas (Comms).
DEPARTURES
Farewell to Lcpl and Mrs 'Taff' Thomas of Line Section.
He will be missed by the folks of Creggan and Bogside.
Farewells also to Sig 'Tich' Fallowfield, 'Dusty' Millar and
McBain (who is to be married), all late of 260 Sig Sqn.
Cpls Parker and Ould also depart for fairer shores.
STOP PRESS-SWIMMING SUCCESS
We won ... I ihi11k! After their success in the Northern Ireland
Swimming Championships, our swimming team travelled to
the AAC Harrogate to compete in the Northern District Championship. The team won all its races, with personal best times put
in by many of the team. It was a little disappointing to be told
that, in fact, the team had not actually won the Northern District's
Competition, but instead had won the Group 4 qualifying round,
and could not, therefore, collect the prizes which went to the
runners-up. The team now goes forward to the Army finals at
Sandhurst in July.

u

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

JUNE REPORT
.
H E month o.f June was a busy one for the Squadron, but to
ease the stram of the problems of communications in Belfast
and th e oncoming of the ' marching season ', there has been much
ac u vity fro m the ad vcncure training aspects of li fe.
SAILING
A number of us, including F of S Colin Doyle, have attended
week-long courses at the Sailing Centre at Whiterock on Strangford
Lough. Cpl John Taylor, rumoured to be one of our more affluent
corporals (even owning his own new yacht), lent his considerable
expertise into instructing.
Al~o Capt ~obin Burr?ws,_ Cpl Bob Carter, Lcpl Pete
Hewitt and .Sig Alc:x Austin disappeared for eight days' sailing
aboard Brmslz Soldier around the Western Isles. With, unfortuna tely, so~e heavy weather and onl y one night ashore, it was
ha~dl y a holiday: However, some good sailing experience was
gamed and the urc.d, salt- covere~ bodies which got off the boat
when she finally tied up alongside HMS Maidstone in Belfast
Lough, felt that the break had been well worthwhile.

T

road, has been very interesting and provides a new cutlet for rhe
Combat Radioman and Radio Telegraphist skills in 1olved.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Cpl Barry Marsh and his wife, Elizabeth, became the
proud parencs of a baby boy after many weeks of indecision.
SHQ has survived a 40 per cent turnover, all in two weeks as
we said goodbye to Cpl Jerry Raffell, Lcpl Harry Roberts
and Pte Rod Hardcastle (RAOC), and welcomed to our small
organisation Lcpl Joe Cotterill and Sig Bob Heath. Sig
'Chippy' Wood returned to us after a three-month loan tour at
the Bde HQ. Other new faces are: Sgt Dewsbury (RAOC), Cpls
Goodman, Harper and Hayward, Lcpl Brocklehurst (RAOC),
Sig Hogan and Brewer, Ptes Dewsnap and Galloway (both
RPC) and Pendleton (RAOC).
Departing for pastures new were Sgts Conway, Sinnott,
Saunders and Fraser (RAOC). Cpls Knaggs and Laveriek
(RAOC), Lcpl Appleby and Sig Taylor.

MOURNE MOUNTAIN WALK
With ears ringing from terrifying tales told by previous participants, a group of 10 Soldiers and two dogs left Lisburn at 0530hrs
?n a bright Sunday morning bound for the Mountains of Mourne,
m the south-east of the province. This 22-mile walk, with a total
~s~ent of 10,000ft, is a major event in Ireland. About 1,200 people
iom together for an advertised 'carefree outing, in good company
and in beautiful surroundings'. These last words have little
significance after about nine hour of strenuous activity-with
the steep descent becoming almost more of a problem than the
ascents. The two Communications Troop dogs, 'Bilges' and
'Erasmus', aroused considerable comment, as they walked with
Capt Robin Burrows and Ssgt Tony Thomas. It was decided
to decline the offer of a formal TV interview but considerable
filming took place. Three corporals decided to drop out at the
Hares Gap reporting point but Cpls Alan Culton, Brian Howe,
Lcpl Neil Widdup, Sig Paul Mellish and Alex Austin all
finished in fine fettle.
SQUADRON SUNDAY BRINGS VAST CONSUMPTION
A new experiment (for the Squadron) took place on June 20,
aiming to provide an enjoyable day and to add a seal to the family
spirit of the HQ and Sig Sqn. Following a church service at which
Maj lain Johnston read the lesson and Y of S Tony Whydell
and Ssgt Tony Thomas took the collection, there was a barbeque
outside the Horseshoe Club. Vast amounts of food and drink
were consumed in hot sunshine by about .80 soldiers and 120
wives, girl friends and children.
RUC LIAISON
Our work has continued at a good pace and just to prove that
we do liaise with the RUC, Sig Roy Holcombe was featured in
a number of newspapers during an advertising campaign aimed
at improving our community relations. Sig Holcombe has
continued to use his Radio Telegraphist skills during our Motorway
VCPs-to date our record of vehicles processed is 1,280 over a
three-hour period. These VCPs, during which we sort out vehicle
after all the traffic on a motorway has been routed through a slip

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TlES
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All polyester Crested
(one colour motif)
(full colour motif)
Crested Cuff Links ..

Silk Blazer Badges .. £1·50
£1-70 Gold Wire Blazer
Badges £5·50
£4-65
£2-45 Wall Shields
£2·95 Car Badge (Special
£3·50
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- News from Heat/quartersSchool of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset
VISIT BY THE DEFENCE COMMUNICATIONS
INWARD MISSION 1976
. .
.
HE Defence Communications Inward Mission is an annual
event sponsored by che Sales Branchof~eMinis~y~fDefence o
in which Chief Signal Officers of other ~auons ar~ mv1ted to the
United Kingdom to visit fu;ms enga~ed m the design .a~d manufacture of celecommunicanons eqwpmenc. The ~1s.s1on ~ds
with a visit co the School of Signals. This year the M1ss1on_, which
consisted of representatives of 16 counmes a~d. started HS tour
on June 1, visited the School on June 17. The v1_s1cors saw demonstrations of signal equipment and had lune~ m the HQ Mess.
They were accompanied throughout by MaJ Gordon Barnett
Royal Signals.

T

MILITARY STAFF, SIGNAL WING , SCHOOL OF INFANTRY

Signal Wing, School of infantry
NE of the Corps' outp?sts of ~mpire,_ probably not before

here at the School
O recorded in THE WIRE, 1s the Signal Wmg
of Infantry and, to put the record
we offer
few
straigh~,

SO-in-C India, Lt Gen R. P. Sapra; Maj Gen R. J. Moberly; Brig
Anderson, Comdt School of Signals, with rep lica of Indian Signal
Corps War._Memorial
Among the distinguished delegates to the Inward ~ss~on was
the SO-in-C India, Lt Gen R. P. Sapra. After the M1ss1on had
departed the General stayed on for the afternoon for a tour of the
School. Also present for lunch and for the start of Gen Sapra's
tour of the School was Maj Gen R. J. Moberly, CB, OBE, who
was the lase British Commandant of the Indian Sig Trg Centre,
Jubbulpore, and, as Representative Colonel q<>mmandant, ~as
present atithe celebrations for the Golden Jubilee of the Indian
Sig Corps in 1961. Our photograph sh<;>ws Lt G.en Sapra, G.e n
Moberly and Brig Anderson with a silver rephca of the Indian
ig Corps War Memorial at Jubbulpore, which Gen Sapra
recently presented to our own SO-in-C.
ACCIDENT-FREE AWARDS
On June 3, 1976, the Commandant, Brig A. A.G. Anderson,
presented certificates awarded by the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Accidents to 15 civilian and military drivers of the
School who have all completed 12 months' accident-free driving.
Our photograph shows Brig Anderson presenting a certificate to
his own driver, Cpl David Sanderson. Cpl Sanderson has
17 years' accident-free driving to his credit. He won the Cyprus
Driving Championship in 1963 and qualified for the Corps
Motor Cycle Display team for the 1969 and 1971 seasons, but was
unable to take part. He became the Commandant's driver at
the School in 1974. Cpl Sanderson holds HGV Class I and PSV
licences, and has passed the Institute of Advanced Motorists'
driving test.
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Our organisation is a compact but h1~hly functional one_ with
the following form (we have emphasised all Royal Signals
personalities):
Lt Col M. G. H. Wise
Commandant
Maj C. H. C. Valentine (RRF)
Chief Instructor
Capt A. Sugdon
Assist Chief Instructor
WOl P. Schoneville, MBE
Sgt Maj Instructor
(Gordons)
Assist Sgt Maj Instructor W02 G. S. Playfair (R Irish)
W02 D. Phillips
RQMS
Ssgt K. Harris
Foreman of Signals
Cpls Green and Cliff (both REME),
Tels Workshop
Mr E. Davis
Cpls K. Allen and W. J. Celtel
Main Stores
Sig S. McCulloch, Pte M.
Fishwick and Mr J. Hyde
Lcpl R. Marland and Pte B.
Line/General Stores
Melnyk
Cpl B. McSherry and Mr R.
Battery Charging Shop
Vincent
In addition to this power house we have the four instructional
D ivisions:
OC Regimental Signal
Capt M. J. Strudwick (RS)
Officers' Division
W02 (S) T. C. Radley (RM)
W02
(ex-School of Signals)
Three Sergeant InstructorsInfantry

OC Regimental Signal
.
Capt P. I. D. George (R Irish)
Instructors' Division
W02
W02 D. Ferguson (RS)
Three Sergeant InstructorsInfantry
OC Regimental Signallers'
(Standard I) Division-A Capt J.P. O'F. Webster (Glosters)
W02
W02 R.H. Hughes (RWF)
Five Sergeant InstructorsInfantry
OC Regimental Signallers'
(Standard I) Division-B Capt A. M. D . Palmer (RGJ)
W02
W02 R. J. Kennett (RRF)
Five Sergeant InstructorsInfantry
And lastly but not least, our girls:
Chief Clerk
Mrs Beryl Frost
Courses Clerk
Mrs Steve McGurk
Librarian
Mrs Janette Parker
Typist
Mrs Maggie Lugg
Typist
Mrs Anne Romer
Warminster is a sleepy little market town on the A36 at the
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edge of Salisbury Plain, and almost mid-way between Salisbury
and Bath. Both cities are interesting and have well-endowed
shopping centres and both are well served by trains and buses.
Something of our life in the Wing: we are at present fully
engrossed with the introduction and teaching of the new range
of Clansman equipment. All our DS links on the many exercises
are Clansman, and this tends to cause cau~tic comment when we
make comparisons of instructors' and students' abilities! It far
out-performs its published performance figures. (We opened a
new VHF control link from Warminster to Bampton, near
Exeter, this week, with a direct link using the PRC352 over the
distance of some 80 miles, and our often-used PRC320 link from
Warminster to Chester throughout the 24 hours is now 'old hat'. )
Our charter requires us to train all Regimental Signal Officersusually 30 per course for 12 weeks, all Regimental Signal Instructors-usual ly 30 per course for 6 weeks, and all Standard I
Signallers-up to 60 per course for 7 weeks; this will soon be
increased to include both Larkspur and Clansman instruction by
the end of this year.
We run courses for all TA VR and UDR Regimental Signal
Officers and Instructors and give initial instruction to all Infantry
Battalions converting to the mechanised role. Needless to say, we
also pay considerable attention to assisting and advising all
Infantry Depots and Battalions with Signal training problems.

'

It may be of interest to some to know the 'Six levels of Infantry
Signalling Skills':
Casual Radio Users
All infantry soldiers. Instruction
at depots and in Battalions
All lance corporal and Standard
Regular Radio Users
II soldiers. Instruction in
Battalions
Standard II Signallers
Instructed in Signal Platoons
Standard I Signallers
}
d
s· 1 w·mg,
Regimental Signal Instructors Instructe at the igna
Regimental Signal Officers
School of Infantry
Those of you who have passed through the Signal Wing will
be interested to know that we have dropped the Standard I Course
intake test, with the exception of 8 wpm Morse. The first two
weeks of the Course are now devoted to student standardisation:
then we apply the pressure, frequently producing the students at
16 wpm and presenting those who pass a speed and telegraph
procedure test, with a much sought-after and handsome certificate.
Much is left unsaid but we must respect the Editor's pleas to
keep our notes short. However, we offer an open invitation to any
Corps member who is in Warminster, whether on a JDSC Course
(which is literally next door), or just nearby on 'The Plain' to
come in and visit. We have much of general signalling interest,
and are at least a good touch for a cup of coffee!

HQ AFNORTH BFPO SO

RUMOUR
HE rumour spread throughout the Headquarters, but unknown
to the unsuspecting victim a 'bombshell' was going to land
on his heavily-laden desk. As fate would have it, the HSO thought
he would add to the explosion.

T

FACT
The overworked and underpaid W02 (ORQMS) John
Roberts received a phone call from the (equally overworked and
underpaid(?)) HSO, Lt Col W. D. A. Poole, which I have been
told was as follows :
HSO: We are going to celebrate Corps Day on June 18, 1976.
Please make the necessary arrangements.
Q:
But! ....
HSO: By the way I have just received a signal stating you are
posted to Catterick and you will be leaving us in July.
Q:
But! ....
However, Reading had a change of heart, and instead of packing-planning for Corps Day continued.
CORPS DAY
Whilst the Corps members are away from the normal Corps
environment, we, nevertheless, remember 'Jimmy' and proved
this by having our (1st) Annual Corps Dinner on June 18, 1976.
All Corps members (with the exception of the unlucky ones who
were on shift and Cpl Bill Strachan who was sunning himself
in Spain attended and, with guests, numbered 59. After a
pleasant dinner, Col Poole reminded us (in between ad libs by
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'WELL, SIR, IN THE CANADIAN SIGNALS WE .. .'
Mrs Goodwin, CWO Goodwin (Canadian Signals), Mrs Unwin,
Lt Col Poole, Mrs Poole, Ssgt Lund
W02 Bill Kerr) of the history of the-Corps, and ended his speech
with a 'classic' of which I am claiming copyright. Within minutes
the disco was in full swing with Maj and Mrs Metcalfe demonstrating the 'Bump', Cpl and Mrs Tommy Hope 'The Twist'
and Cpl Barry Weaver his interpretation of the 'Turkey Trot'.
Thanks go to W02 John Roberts for the way he organised a
very enjoyable evening and special thanks to Mrs Rowina
MacDonald for supplying and arranging the flower .
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FIRST AID
I went to cht..'C k on the state of the victim. My wife was already
administering first aid to Fiona. he had two large bald patche ·
and scratches on her back, a bloody nose and she was still limp
with shock. \Vle laid her on some straw and gave her a drink of
water.

gb so well. M essage to RHQ Sqn- 1t's alright lads ! Capt William
assures me that your crate is on the way, for having the best stall.
ROYAL SIGNALS SAILING REGATTA
The Regiment entered two teams in the Royal Signals Baltic
Regatta.
Dan Class
Cut/as Class
Skipper Capt Bill Coxon
Lt Martin Bevan
Crew
Lt Tony Cudlip
Lt Nigel Cory
Capt Benny Goodman
Capt Roger Barry
Sgt Arundel
Sig Orange
The regatta consisted of three passages-Kiel to Copenhagen;
Copenhagen to Hemdestedt (North Zealand); Hemdestedt to
Kor~or (West Zealand). The result was a sweeping victory for the
Regiment. Lt Martin Bevan and his crew in the Cutlass Class
had one first and two seconds, and brought back the black cannon.
Capt Bill Coxon and his crew in the D an Class had two firsts
and on~ second and retained the Copenhagen Cup and the
telescopic for the overall winning skipper.

JUSTICE
After Fiona had been tucked up in bed, W02 George Shepherd
and I went to check the 'mugger' and decide his fate. His punishment was a severe reprimand and the loss of one week's walks.
The 'mugger' was W02 Shepherd's dog and the victim- my
daughter's guinea pig.

News From Regiments
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt
B.F.P.O. 46

ODD ONE OUT!
W02 (ORQMS) George Shepherd, Sgt (D Tg) Steve Macdonald,
W02 (ORQMS) John Roberts

MAD DOGS
ARD on the heels of the Blue Nile and Zaire River expeditions,
nine adventurous souls from 1 Sqn decided to brave the
untold dangers of the River Weser. The party consisted of Lts
Martin, Bevan, Cpl Mick Cranny, Lcpls Dave Heaton,
Trev Smith, Sig 'Mincer' Frost, 'Mendy' Cockrill, 'Flanny'
Flanagan, Lcpl 'Lou' Brice with one Lcpl George Selkirk
(RCT) as admin support. The intrepid travellers took to the
water in two GP14 dinghies from the Dumersee Yacht Club and
one Mirror 10 dinghy belonging to the Regiment and the recentlycompleted product of the craftsmen of 1 and 2 Sqns.
Due to disease and other pestilence, the trip was limited to
three days, during which time 80km were covered in a necessarily
down-river direction. The results, eight stiff, numb seats; some
interesting sailing experiences and the finding that most of the
natives are friendly, if somewhat surprised, to see sailing craft on
a river that is now the preserve of craft and canoes. Mad Dogs ze
English men!

H

NOT THAT PHOTOGRAPHER AGAIN ! I
Mrs Carol Sharp, Mrs Shirley Ayre, Sgt Jack Ayre , SgtJJohn Sharp

SKI EXPERTS
Standing on the sportsfield of Birdwood Barracks, Bunde, in
April 1976, are three skiers of 2 Div HQ and Sig Regt wearing
three much sought-after sweaters. They are (left to right}:
Cpl Nick Doveton who wears the Regimental sweater, but who
also skied for the Army Alpine team against the Royal Navy and
the Royal Air Force in February 1976; Sgt Sean Dillon-White
who wears the Army sweater but who also skied for Great Britain
three years ago; and Cpl Doug Elliott who wears the National
Ski Federation of Great Britain sweater, having recently returned
from competing in the Winter Olympic Games in Austria.
Sgt Grayshan , Mrs Lund, Maj Lewis, Mrs Grayshan , Cpl Weaver,
LWren Turner

CRIME-NORWEGIAN STYLE
_The s_ociet}'. in which we live is subjected to many terrible and
fnghtenmg crimes. One of the latest crimes to appear is 'Mugging'.
The crime of the 'seventies takes the form of a vicious arrack on
defenceless victims by persons who create violence for their own
enjoyment. In some cases, the victims of these barbaric anacks are
'loved ones' quite close to us, and because we feel for them so
deeply, the true horror which they have been subjected to is
driv_en home to us. A member of Sgt Steve MacDonald's
family was the victim of one of these wicked attacks, and his
tragic story is reported below.
THE ATTACK
The an. .::k took place in a quiet neighbourhood, not far from
the ' orwegian capital of Oslo, in daylight and inside the front
porch of my house. I heard a scuffle and went to investigate. I
saw the attacker dragging Fiona down the path. I took off in
pursuit immediately. He sprinted about fifty yards onto the green
~nd tossed her in the air. She fell and lay limp on the ground. He
1umped on top of her and mauled her about the face and neck
~hilst he held her down with his foot. She broke away, but
instantly he was on top of her again continuing his vicious assault.
She broke away again, but he continued in pursuit. I took up the
chase and cornered him behind some dustbins. I grabbed him
by the ~ollar and he was led away by my neighbour to be locked
up m his house.
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Left to right : Cpl Nick Doveton, Sgt Sean Dillon -White, Cpl Doug
Elliot
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ADIEU
We say farewell and congratulations to WOl Len Jeffery
who, on commissioning, has been posted to 48 Gurkha Inf Bde
HQ and Sig Sqn in Hong Kong. We wish him and his wife
Heather, the very best for the future.
'
FINALLY!
The following was overheard in a conversation during exercise
Crown Queen I after an early morning move:
'Sir, I don' t think I will have stand to at 0500hrs.'
' Thanks, Sergeant-Major, you are all heart.'
'I'll have it at five past.'
MORRISON CUP
HE ~egiment agaU: e_n tercd the Morrison Cup Athletics
Meetmg at the begmrung of June. Lt Richard Mardo led
the team to a best ever, 4th position overall, out of nine teams.
Notable for their achievements were Ssgt (Y of S) George
Stubbings, 1st in the discus and 2nd in the shot, and the 4 x 400m
team of Lt Richard _Mardo, Ssgt (F of S) Jan Jasiok, Lcpl
Dave Taylor ~d S_1g Robb Boyd who came in 3rd. Ssgt
(Y of S) Stubbmgs 1s sure that next year the team will come
even higher, providing that the Regiment can extend the tours
of some of the athletes.

T

KOHIMA WEEK
Again all work stopped for Kohima this year, and the Regiment
became party and fete orientated. The Corporals Club started
the 'ball' rolling with their own Ball on Saturday, June 19. This
was followed by the Sergeants M ess Kohima Ball on Wednesday
23, with the Officers Mess Sapper/Signals Guest Night on th~
Thursday. All these events led up to the Kohima Fete on Saturday,
26. The weather was very warm with a scorching sun beating
down upoi;i the assembled throng, as Richard Astbury of BFBS
fame officially opened the afternoon's proceedings. There was
then a fly past by six scout helicopters of 652 Sqn AAC, followed
by many sp ectacular events including a Free Fall parachute
display involving Ssgt (Y of S) Bill Ritchie, 2 Sqn. There was
a large static display of Army vehicles and also a Wessex helicopter
kindly loaned to us by RAF Gutersloh. Unfortunately, the Wesse~
had a slight argument with a 4-tonner and was eventually rowed
away a few days later, still with a rather urthealthy-looking rotor
blade-we are trying to play this one down a bit!
~e were honoured to have Maj Gen D.R. Horsfield, OBE,
Chairman of the Royal Signals Institution and Chelsea Pensioner
George Smith attending the fete. In fact, George had been in
attendance right from the word 'go' and had enjoyed all the week's
functions. We wish him well and hope to see him again next year.
At the end of the fete, of which some DM24,000 were amassed,
the Officers of the Regiment had to do a quick change and attend
th~ Anglo-German Cocktail Party in the Officers Mess. Following
this, each Squadron had its own party, finishing in the early hours
of Sunday morning. The week finally ended with the Kohima
Church Service held at St Andreas Kirche, Lubbccke, followed
by a curry lunch. It would be fitting now to thank Capt Frank
Williams and his band of helpers who made the whole week

REGIMENTAL SAILORS AND TROPHIES

Left to right: Lt Martin Bevan, Lt N igel Cory, Maj Morgan (21C),
Capt Benny Goodman , Lt Tony Cudlip and Capt Bill Coxon

CONGRATULATIONS
On\Thursday, June 24, the SO-in-C presented LS and GC
medals to WOl (F of S) Richard Limb, Ssgt (F of S) Pete
Maiden, Sgt Derrick Adams and Sgt John Boye • Congratulations.
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FINANCIAL
PLANNING
JT p RPO E i' to make the best u e of Income,
Capital and other
set , to prepare the way. for the
individual to achieve financial aim . The'e may include:
-against the effect
of po session
Jo t or damaged
-for pr ent or
JAL C URlTY
Fl
future dependants
-immed ia tely or in
HOU E PUR HA E
the future
EDUC TlO E PE ES
-for present or
future ch ildren
COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT- based on an
adequate
continuing income
backed up by an
adequate capital
reserve
TRA SFER OF A SETS
-to the next
generation

FI

IAL PROTECTIO

WE ADVISE on the u e of avings from income, the
investment of capital, the u e of other assets where
applicable, insurance against ill health and the ins.urance
of po ses ions. We help clients to lay the foundations of
ound plan , to develop existing plans and keep them up
to date, and then to make the best use of resources when
the time comes to meet commitments.
GOOD INFORMATIO is the basis of sound planning.
The more clients take us into their confidence the better
we can assist them. Please let us have full detail of
exisring resource , your ability to save, and any expectation . Please also tell us all you can about commitments
with which you expect to have to cope. We, of course,
treat all such information as confidential.
AN EARLY START helps, and we will be pleased to
a sist you however modest your resources may be now.
Jf you have existing arrangements which may need
developing, the ooner you refer them to us, the more
help we are likely to be able to give you.

O R ADVICE i free and does not commit you to ;my
action: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 28 years of
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advising
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but
is given in writing for you to study at your leisure.
AR

YOU MAKING THE BEST USE OF YOUR
J COME AND OTHER ASSETS?
WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS TH
EAREST
POST BOX OR TELEPHONE
LET U SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLAN ING CAN
HELP YOU
Brigadier
R. T. Williams
F . .I.B.

R. T. WILLIAMS T. F.Major
Wil liams
LTD.
F.C.I.B.

2 D KE TREET, BRIGHTO , B 1 JDE
Telephone .Brighton 28181 (5 Jines)

Incorporated Insurance Brokers
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers
A Founder Member of the Services Insura nce Brokers
A sociation
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3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
Bulford
ET no one ever suggest that 3 Div's last yea~ in. England
was empty and boring; 1976 looks as though it will be the
busiest year eve.r with exercises almost every month. May and
June have been no exception and, in addition to ~c usual athletics,
swimming and shooting, we had had exercise Ten Tors ~m
Dartmoor; exercise Nordic King in the Isle of Man; and exercise
Summer Sales in BAOR (plus the u ual three-day run up on
Salisbury Plain).

L

SHOOTING
After the usual complaints of lack of training Lt Geoff Crook
(RPC) produced some good res~ts with the help of a very
cosmopolitan team. The team consisted of one officer RPC; one
staff sergeant RRF; three staff sergeants Royal Signals; one
sergeant RAPC; one sergeant RAOC; one signalman and two
privates RPC.
In the South-West District Skill at Arms Meeting, June 7-11,
the Regiment came 4th out of 11, beating both the School of
Signals and 30 Sig Regt. The notable shot was Pte Mussellwhite
(RPC) who won the Junior Champion at Arms Trophy (B Class).
In the Corps Skill at Arms Meeting, June 21-25, held at Bu~fo~d,
we maintained the good results from the South-West D1stnct
event and came first. Congratulations to all team members.
SWIMMING AND WATER POLO
There were more good results here for the Regiment whefl: we
won the South-West District swimming and water polo championships. This qualified us for the Army Swimming Championships
at Sandhurst at the end of July but we have yet to play 8 Sig Regt
to see who goes forward for the Army Water Polo Championships.
On Friday, June 25, the Regiment held the Annual Inter-Squadron
swimming gala at Larkhill open-air pool on a blisteringly hot day;
3 Sqn arranged and won the event. You know the saying 'He
who makes the rules .. .' ! The Victor Ludorum Cup (if there
had been one) should have gone to the Bridgeman family, who
seemed to take part in most events (or was it just the announcerCapt TOT John Bridgeman-slightly overdoing it?).
EXERCISE TEN TORS
This year we increased our commitment yet aga.in for this
worthwhile event. Over 2,500 youngsters took part m the walk
and probably as many as 200 members of the Regiment assisted
in communications, administration, emptying ablutions and car
parking. Some can remember the days when a!l that was require~
from 24 Bde in Plymouth was one man and his dog. At least this
year no one stole the Admin Officer's Land-Rover as happened
in 1975.

4 Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 15
MANAGEMENT CHANGES
S we intimated in a recent contribution, the Regimental
management had undergone a considerable change in the
past three to four months. Accordingly, a short resume of the
major appointments in the Regiment might be of interest to readers
and particularly those who might be joining us in the near future.
As mentioned last month, Lt Col David Whitehead is our new
CO, and one sign of his interests has been the frequent appearance
of cricketing gear in RHQ! Jn 1 Sqn Maj Brain Belton has
replaced Maj Peter Webster, and the two Troop commanders
are Capts Dick Hoyle and Ian Noble; 2 Sqn has seen fewer
changes but has a new SSM in the person of W02 Tom Foody,
and one new Troop commander, Lt Gus Gurr; 3 Sqn has a
nc~ OC, Maj David Strong, who replaces Capt (lately acting
Maior) Mike Patterson. HQ Sqn is unchanged except for the
arrival of Maj Leslie Pemberton as daymastcr to replace Maj
Bob Bedford who left us recently on retirement.

A

FLAMIN' JUNE
In common with most of our readers we have enjoyed or
endured (according to our individual tastes) a quite remarkable
summer so far. The swimming pool, which we are fortunate
enough to have in the barracks, has been very popular, despite the
fact that the bathers arc frequently bombarded with cold water
from, dare it be said, the windows of certain offices in RHQ-no
names, no pack drill!
SO-in-C's VISIT
The SO-in-C and Mrs Tighe visited us on Tuesday, June 22.
Whilst Mrs Tighe, accompanied by Mrs Whitehead, visited
Herford, Gen Tighe spent the morning around the Regiment
as our photographs show. The visit culminated in lunch for
Mrs Tighe in the Officers Mess with the wives of the officers
and warrant officers of the Regiment, whilst the SO-in-C was
entertained in the Sergeants Mess.
T AILPIECE (or how to get on in the world)
Overhead on exercise Summer Sales (during which these notes
are being written) certain Squadron commander (ralking to CO
about movement between the HQ locations):
'And all the important people will leave about 1800hrs, Sir?'
CO: 'Yes'.
Sqn Comd: 'What time are you leaving, Sir?'

EXERCISE NORDIC KING
One of the better exercises, this was the Regimental Summer
Camp in the Isle of Man. The military element was a weekend
escape and evasion exercise which was an intrusion into the
mountaining, off-shore sailing, fishing, water-ski-ii;tg, dinghy
sailing and horse riding. It was an excellent exercise and we
hope to go again next year. With Maj Bernard Strange (P~
man extraordinary) out of the way maybe next year there will
be fewer ladies at the dance-which would make it more manageable on a one to one ratio.
EXERCISE SUMMER SALES
These notes are being written in BAOR on this, our second
Germany exercise this year. We have three m?re yet to ~o
stocking up on duty-free has now become a Regimental pasume.
However, we must get into practice for next year.
As usual there are far too many personalities to mention but
we welcome all newcomers and wish those leaving us all the best.
Perhaps one mention may be made of the departing Adjutant,
Capt Mike Martin, who has gone to Northern Ireland. He
claims the only thing he learnt in 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt was
how to put a quart into a pint pot.
FARAWAY

PLACES!
- UNUSUAi, .JOBS !
SEND VS TllAT ST"RY
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A MATTER OF DETAIL
The SO-in-C discusses a technical point with Sig 'jock' Maher, the
Regimental draughtsman, during his visit to TM Wing
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1976

IS IT AN FFR?
The SO-in-C admires Maj David Dudley's (OC Radio Sqn) 1932
Morris Minor whilst the CO looks suitably amused (at the 'line'
being shot by the owner?)

7 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 15
TOT AND F of S CONVENTION-1 (BR) CORPS 1976
o all but the interested and invited parties, the idea o~ a
convention for TOTs and F of Ss was looked upon with
varying degrees of amusement, disdain or incredibility. The venue
being Herford gav.e rise to .s~spicion as,. ~~spite. 7 Sig R~gt's
renowned hospitality, ameruues and facilmes, 1t was widely
believed that the local brewery had offered special terms and
guaranteed deliveries. revertheless, the convention was nurtured
and organised into being in April by ~01 (F of~) Tony Poi:ritt.
The aims of the two-day convenaon were to mterchange ideas
concerning communication and equipment problems within 1 (BR)
Corps and to make recommendations which were t<;> _be put to
higher authority. A total of 5 TOTs and 25 Foremen iorned those
of 7 Sig Regt at Maresfield Barracks. Lectures included a description of TARIF by Capt (Tfc) Peter Brown and a discourse on
Telegraph Network within Bruin by Ssgt (F of S) Arthur
Threlfall-Searson.
The convention included, for better or worse, a dinner night
on the first evening held in the Sergeants Mess by kind permission
of W01 (RSM) Nick Nicoll, RSM of 7 Sig Regt. The guest
at the dinner was the CO of 7 Sig Regt, Lt Col M. R. Topple.
The evening was a temendous success and thanks go to the. Me~s
staff and Roy Cockcroft, the Mess manager, f?r making 1t
possible. It was generally agreed that the conventlOfl: had been
constructive and stimulating. It also gave an opportunity to meet
old friends and to meet new ones. In all an unqualified succe~s,
defying all cynics.

T

ATHLETICS
After a number of cross-country triumphs during the winter
the Regiment has enjoyed a most successful athletics seasoi;t. The
inter-Squadron Page Trophy was won by 2 Sqn. The distance
runners recorded good times in this with Sig Archie Bain
winning the 5,000m in 16min 13sec, closely foll?wed by 2 Lt
Nick Ferriman in 16min 15sec. In the Mornson Cup the
Regiment again took second place to 21 Sig Re~t. The 4 Div
Championships saw 7 Sig Regt win in fine style with a clear l~d
of 57 points. Jn this Sig Glyn Broom broke the BAOR high
jump record with a jump of l ·95m.
. .
Some good results were achieved at the BAOR Individual
Championships. In the field events Cpl John Gumbs took second
place in the shot with a putt of 13·80m os did Sig Bob Hamilton
in the pole vault. Sgt Tom Taylor's "52·80m j:iveiin. throw.~avc
him second place with Cpl 'Harry' Worth taking third posmon.
On the track Sgt Mick Gue took the first place in the l,500m
with Sgt Ian Haldane and Lt Adrian Morgan each g~tting
second place in the llOm hurdles and 400m hurdle , re pect1vely.
All stops were pulled out for the BAOR Team Champion hips
on July :;, Both triple jumpers, Sig Bob Hamilton and Lcpl
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Steve .M onk, recorded personal bests. Cpl John Gumb's first
putt in the &hot narrowly mi scd an official at the 15m mark co
fall at 15·22m-the best in the rmy this year (Cpl Gumbs is
now to repre cnt the Army in thi event). Cpl 'Harry' Worth' s
opening javelin throw seemed co hang in rile sky to finally land at
58·16m. Sig Archie Bain and Lcpl Ronnie Campbell both
raced in the 3 OOOm SC for the first Lime and managed to take
ccond and fourth places, both behind 21 Sig Regt's runners.
And the final resul t-a win for 7 Sig Regt by 3} points. We now
look forward to the close competition of the Army Championships.

8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison
SIGNIFICANT FAREWELLS
Sergeant Mess Report
' QLD oldiers never die, they just fade away', says the songwriter, but nothing could have been further from the truthat two recent farewell dinners held at the Sergeants Mess. These
were to honour WOl (ASM) Mick Whitlock and, later, WOl
Fred Wilkinson; and far from fading away-they both went
out with a bang. Though Mick Whitlock had only served with
the Regiment for a short time, he was respected by REME and
the Corps alike. In appreciation of his years of service, and as a
way of thanks for the many 'gissits' he acquired for the M ess,
he was presented with a silver candelabra . In his future career,
and in his new life as a Catterick villager, we wish Mick and his
family well-and then there was Fred!
FROST WARNING
Fred Wilkinson first joined up during World War II as a
wireless operacor in the Royal i avy. After demobilisation, he
lived in Durham but, in 1957, joined the Corps for a further 20
years (to see if he liked it). At his farewell dinner, he spoke of
the many changes since he joined-they all do that, you knowbut expressed also his sadness in leaving many friends. Fred has
now sertled in Spennymoor, where he is co run the TA Centre;
and has been accepted as a Captain in the ACF. Thanks, Fred,
for many pleasant memories; good luck to Lil, your family and
to yourself in your new life. Fred presented the RSM, W01 Joe
Frost, with a barometer to decorate the new Mess-this barometer,
incidently, is equipped with a 'Frost Warning', andrto reciprocate,
the RSM on behalf of the Mess presented Fred~with a clock.

the beast-and with typica l Beverley Boy luck-it came tltirdit was favourite, too!
ATHLETICS REPORT
After an exhaustive programme of Squadron athletic trials and
a Regimental athletics trial, May 26 dawned. Training Brigade
inter-Squadron athletics competition was ably organised by 11
Sig Rcgt and held at Cattcrick Stadium on Wednesday, May 26.
Four squadrons from 8 Sig Regt, six squadrons from the Atmy
Apprentices College Harrogate, and two squadrons from 11 Sig
Regt were pitted in combat for the coveted T raining Brigade
trophy. This meeting also decided the 8 Sig Regt champion
athletic squadron. After an exciting and very close competition
H Q Sqn from 8 Sig Regt emerged as winners, closely followed
by Bradley Sqn from the College. The final of the tug-of-war
competition was between 2 Sqn and H Q Sqn of 8 Sig R egt2 Sqn won in two straight pulls. Detailed results arc:
1st-H Q Sqn, 8 Sig R egt
118
2nd- Bradley Sqn, AAC
11 4
3rd-Rawson Sqn, AAC
113
4th- I Sqn, 8 Sig Regt
106

Sig Steve Lancashire rece iving his prize from Brig R. A. King,
Comd Trg Bde, watched by Sgt Pawlack and Cpl Hales

RSM'S CONVENTION
Whether all that shouting and bawling has the long-term effect
of enlarging the throat is purely a matter of speculation, but
there has got to be a reason for so much being washed down in
so lirtle time by so few. To be fair, however, the convention had
been assembled for a few days, so by the time the hallowed mass
were entertained by 8 Sig Regt Sergeants Mess, plenty of warmers
into the bank had been fired. However, gentlemen, on behalf
of all these who turned up to 'sup some stuff' it was great to
have you along-and as THE WIRE is all about names-good to
see you Bill Naiswith-and good luck with Bromley; and nice
to sup a pint again with John Richardson; and to say hello to
Jerry Jerry French French; talk over old times with Mick
Jennings, Dave Spiers and Bill Dick-or share a joke with
Wally Lockwood-thank heaven they only come once a year!
MORE FAREWELLS
The Cabaret evenings once a month-four-course candleight
meal ; dance till the early hours and first-class entertainment are
a re~ar feature of Mess life worthy of note. From their infancy
when, naturally, teething troubles were expected, they have now
blossomed into a near perfect evening on a par with any night
club in the orrh. They also act as a rendezvous to say farewell to
many of the Mess members who spend their last tour with this
Regiment prior to leaving the 11..rmy. The latest of these saw a
fond farewell being bid to Sgt Phil Weatherall (yet another
good 'Beverley Boy'-there ain't many left now) after his 22
years'-plus boys' service and an early breakfast, and to Sgt Jim
Smith who leaves to join a university course prior to becoming a
probation officer in civvy street.
••• AND THE LAST WORD
The five ex-Beverley Boys in the Mess, all warrant officers,
namely F of S John Goldsworthy, Denis Hall and John Hill,
Y of S John Morrison and school warrant officer Bill Forrest
saw an easy way of making money. Running in the 1.30 at Ayr
was a horse called 'Beverley Boy'. A quick whip round, ' this was
a 1.:ert', 'put it on to win', so two-and-a-half quid was laid out on
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HQ SQN , 8 SIG REGT, WINNERS OF TRG BDE ATHLETICS MEETING

(Left to right) Back row : Sgt Robinson, Lcpl Gibbons, Maj E. Byrne, Col D. G. Catermull, Lcpl Woodhouse, Cpl Oliver
Front row: Pte Alexander, Sig Lancashire, Cpl Robertson, Junior, Sgt Pawlak, Cpl Hales. Absent: Sgt Baines

Army Individual Athletic Competition Medal Winners
The Regiment sent a team of seven athletes to Aldershot on
June 15-16 to compete in the individual athletic championships.
The team returned with three bronze and one silver medal, a
very creditable performa nce. The medal performan ces were :
Cpl Mbasu
400m
2nd 49·6 secs
Cpl Wood
800m
3rd
1 min 57·6 secs
Sig Lancashire
3000m SC 3rd
9 mins 32 secs
Maj Dransfield
Pole vault 3rd
3·20m

2 Sqn, winners of the tug-of-war competition

Cpl Mbasu romps home in the 400m
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UNITED STATES ARMY OFFICER AWARDED
BRITISH REGIMENTAL COLOURS!
If this were being written in 1776, your scribe might well have
been shivering in the Tower tomorrow for allowing such a thing
to happen! This is, fo rtunately, 1976 and everyone here agrees
that the award of 8 Sig Rcgt Basketball Colours to Lt Col
Joe Fitzgerald (US Army) could not have happened to a 'nicer
guy'. Col Joe, who is the CI(Eng) in the Trade Training School
and, of course, has a busy programme, has been one of our
stalwarts in the Regimental team. At 38, when most players have
taken to the coaching bench, he can be found most Mondays in
the training session encouraging the youngsters and playing hard
and well in matches throughout the season. We don' t know if
this Colour award is unique, but even if it is unusual we can
assure readers that it is well deserved. The Colonel tells us that
he plays the game ' to keep on top of the bulge' but we have a
sneaky feeling that, in common with the other 39- and 37-year-olds
who regularly turn out for us, he just likes the game and will
continue to play as long as we pick him I Congratulations al o
on the award of Colours to Sgt Chris Bond, Cpl 'Ollie' Olliver
(since departed for a youth team in Nottingham-well done,
Ollie) and Lt David Llewellyn.
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1976

Lt Col J. P. Fitzgerald receives his Basketball Colours from Col
Cattermull
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B ilLDING FOR 1977
.
.
.
\'\'ith the seas n completed now, the mam problem is m~kmg sure
th.n we build a good cadre side for next cason and to this we have
to keep at our training sc·sion arid attend as .m:iny tournament~
and civilian invitation matches as possible. 1 Jus season saw us
fini h midway in the Tee side League and, although we lost our
hold on the Nelson Trophy agai nst five civilian clu~s, there was
no hame in this-the winning team had TWO a~1onal League
plaver . It is a pity that uni t sides are so few m. this nee~ of the
woods as the game is really taking off on a national basi~. Over
7 000 people paid co see the cup final at Wembley this year,
a~d over 100,000 people have paid to see ational League games
this year.

NEW CANOE CLUB LOCATION IN HOOGE L~S .
The canoe club moved from its windy and cold locanon ~n
Baghdad Line to a much brighte~ imd more pleasant locaaon.m
Hooge Lines in March. The Reg1memal club has merged with
the Garrison club and with some very hard work the two clubs
now rack up some 30 boats and have a decent mixing 'preparation
area as well as a light, warm and spacious workshop area. We are
currently sorting out a rest-cum-tea bar area.

MASSIVE REPAIR PROGRAMME
After a season of wild-water canoeing most of our boats looked
like a lot of holes surrounded by glassfibre! With the move and
the weather, which has been bad for canoeing (no water!), we
virtually stopped canoeing and concentrated on repairs. We can
now put some 18 boats on the water each Wednesday on our
unit training sessions on the placid waters of the Selser storage
area and some of our new faces in the club are drawn from our
\VRAC contingent-we hope they will stay with us when the
waters become more turbulent. Many of our members have now
become keen GRP workers and a great deal of the repair work
has been highly professional. If you think of a boat which had
been thrown on the scrap heap in at least two parts, now on the
water and looking very good, you can imagine that a ~eat d~al of
expertise went into putting the bits back together. This parucular
challenge was undertaken by Steve Jackson.

This is what it's all about. Happy faces during the DevizesWestminster event
THE OLD COMRADES REUNION
As seen by our 8 Sig Regt Correspondent
HOULD old acquaintances be forgotten, the 1976 Old
Comrades Reunion was just the place to renew them. From
early Saturday, July 26, until last light July 27 many mem~ries
were recalled, many reminiscences revived, many recollecuons
were narrated and from some of the patter that was heard in
8 Sig Regt's Sergeants Mess one or two war stories became a
little more ostentatious and inflated than reality; but then that's
what it's all about .. . with every pint that was put away, the
enemy became meaner, more overwhelming and multiferous.
The origin of the old Loos Sergeants Mess may never be
discovered. ' I was here when it was built in 1918, 1924, 1936,
1942, 1943,', etc, etc-try and write a history on that!
However, that 'Gateshead lot' started things off-what 'Supermac'-and ' Keep thee feet still, Geordie Hiney' has in common
with Old Comrades is purely in the minds of the .G ateshead
Minstrels; didn't it set the scene for 'It's a long.way to Tipperary:! aim 'arf proud of my old mum' and a mulmude of other lyncs
which, though seldom harmonious, were, nevertheless, rousing
enough to ensure that no Old Comrades re~nion will ever again
be held in Loos Sergeants Mess-but pamc not, veterans and
campaigners, though the Loos Mess will shortly close, the battle
of Vimy Mess has hardly begun.

S

COMPETITION AND INDIVIDUAL SUCCESSES
Anyone who has taken part in the Devizes to Westminster race
will remember the long weeks of training and back-breaking effort.
For those who are not familiar with the race-have a look at
your map! To say this is a marathon is putting it mildly. Cpl
John Smith and Sig Steve Jackson entered this year's event,
and finished at Westminster in 24th place. When you consider that
83 crews started, and the race took its toll of nearly half of the
competing crews then their performance can be seen to be very
creditable indeed. To finish in this event is a reflection of the
determination and toughness of the crew, and many a top-flight
pair dropped out along the way. Well done both of you. Well
done also to Steve Jackson yet again on being awarded Corps
Colours. We couldn't actually find young Steve to tell him about
this because he was away in Belgium-you guessed it-canoeing
his leave away.
We 'had a go' in the Army Slalom Championships in Llandysul
in May. Most of our lads were novices with little or no experience
at the sport. Reports of there being no water proved to be wrong
as it had rained heavily and the water was two or three feet up
on normal. Discretion being the better part of drowning, our
youngsters became spectators! John S m i th tagged on to the AAC
Harrogate team and competed with them. Obviously we have a
good deal of talent here (and we don't just mean our WRAC
canodst !) and with the return of our C2 boat we shall be able to
put out teams in many of the events in the coming season including
~lalom, wild water, sprint and long distance. This gives the club
the broad base which we are aiming for-beginners to champions.

THANKS DUE
, ro-one enters competition without a good and patient support
crew. For the Army Slalom event we must thank Sgt O'Brien
and his crew from Schemes Group and 3 Sqn for running the
BCU communicatio.ns and control system in the cold and damp
Wild Welsh mountains, and for the D-W event Cpl Cliff A br ons,
Lcpl Rod Whateley, and Sig R oy Isb ell, Gu y Pettigrew,
John Boughcy and 'Appy' Appleby-all deserve full credit.
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Looking back 45 years. We are indebted to H. W. Palmer, Esq for th is photograph of yesteryear
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN A NUTSHELL
PRIZES:

Royal Signals Skill at Arms Cyprus 1976
Pistol Team
LMGPair
Champion Shot-Capt McLean
Pistol Champion Shot-Capt McLean
NEAREAST Skill at Arms meeting
Rifle Team
SMG Team
Pistol Team
LMG Team
Falling Plates
Pistol Tiles
NEAREAST Champion Team

3rd
1st
3rd
6th
2nd
1st
1st

individual results NEARELF 1976
Capt D. J. McLean
Winner of stage 1 and 2 of Rifle
Champion Rifle Shot
Champion Shot NEARELF 1976

Who was the mysterious 1925 soldier who turned up on parade at
the Catterick Reunion 1
Rumour has it that a certain Ssgt Gordon Pickard may provide a clue!
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1976

Back row, from left to right: W O I (RSM) Wade, Sgt Hanson (REME),
Ssgt Hollins
Front row, left to right: Lt Col D. J. Milton, Capt D. J. Mclean,
Maj R. G. Aitken, OC I Sqn
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1976

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERS
(GRADE TTO Ill)
req u ired by
M etropol itan Police - Engineering Department
Applicants should ideally have experience of work in
professional broadcast studios on aud io and video tape
recorders. They should be fully conversant with
checking tapes for quality and defects. Abi li ty to
innovate would be regarded as an added advantage.
Successful candidates will be working in close collaboration with Police Officers.
QUALIFICATION S : ONG or City and Guilds Intermediate Telecommunications Techn ician Certificate or an
equivalent qualification.
SALARY: £2545 (at age 21) to £3475 (at age 28,
maximum entry point), rising to a maximum of £3780
per annum. Additional London Allowance amounts to
£465 per year an d there is an annual supplement of
£313·20.
ANN UAL LEAVE: 4 weeks 2 days, rising w ith service
to 6 weeks.
PROS PECTS: There are prospects of promotion to
higher grades.
Apply for further details and application form to :
THE SECRETARY, ROOM 213 (TIE/W),
1 05 Regency Street, London SW1, or
Telephone 01-230 3122 (24-hour service)
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Get with it ! Order your Wire NOW I
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Glorious weather and excellent organisation
made it a very happy gathering
I, 2, 3 Saturday night entertainment in the Messes brought many old friends together
for a carnival evening
4 Maj Bob Edwards, cross bearer for many years at the Sunday service, poses for the
camera flanked by Brigs Good and Hobson who took up the very generous offertory

5, 6, 7 March past after the service led by Branch Standards in profusion, then Old
Comrades and, finally, a smart contin gent of serving soldiers. Maj Gen Charles Page,
Representative Colonel Commandant , takes the salute
8 Blue Helmet's (Corps freefall parachutists) view of the Sunday afternoon gathering
for displays and sideshows on Messines Ground
(Photos I to 7 courtesy of Glovers o( Richmond)
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10 Sig Regt
Hounslow
RHQ HOUNSLOW
1onday, May 17, the Regiment was·visited by Commander
2 ig Group, Brig P. H. F. Webb, MBE. During his visit
he presented the Long ervice and Good onducl Medals to
\ 02 (ORQMS) Eddie Duncan and Ssgt (SQMS) Colin
Hayton.

0

of the Mill bank supporters altered with the state of their fortunes !
At 80 for 7 Sig Alan Kccrs wok a good catch off square leg and
th en S gt B ill T atna ll, B E M, LOok yet another catch to make
it 101 for 9. The tension was almost unbearable as Knight lifted a
six in an o'.ler from Capt Vicke1·s Lo make it 107 for 9. Millbank
needed 7 runs off just over three overs and we needed just that
one wicket. However, Knight attempted yet another six but was
neatly caught by our Corps player, Sgt Robin Gipson, 3 yards
from the boundary.
Thus, against the odds, 10th were victorious and all Millbank's
wickets had fallen to catches. Although this is not rare enough for
Wisden it clearly indicates a high standard of team work. Even in
defeat Millbank were gracious enough to congratulate us on our
fielding which they said was the best they had seen this season.
We look forward to meeting 20 Sqn RCT in the final.
ATHLETICS
Cpl Steve Hall who is a
Terminal Equipment Technician (TE Tech for short)
with 2 Sqn 10 Sig Regt,
proudly displays the cups he
won at the Army Individual
Championships held at Aldershot on June 15-16. Steve is
the Army's lOOm, 200m and
400m hurdles champion and
has been selected for the
Army team in the InterServices Championships. It's
enough to make a Bear feel
proud.

W02 Eddie and Vikki Duncan, Ssgt Colin and Audrey Hayton ,
after the presentation of LS and GC Med als

1 SQUADRON WILTON
We have once again taken on the role of film stars, as the
Communication Centre and Exchange have been appearing in a
new recruiting film appropriately called 'Signal View'. At the same
time the opporrunity was used to take still photographs for
publication at recruiting displays and in recruiting literature. We
await the results with interest. On June 25 the Squadron hosted
the Regiment's parties attending the School of Artillery demonstration at Larkhill.
The Communication Centre at Warminster received their
second consecutive Silver Comstar. As this indicates only one
error in a six-month period it is to be assumed that the two
operators Messrs Bryant and Walford enjoy their discussions
as ro who was responsible for the error.
Cpl Nicola Rochelle (WRAC) our PTI is ro be congratulated
on achieving an 'A' grading on her military qualifying course,
whilst Pte Gill Legge has been selected for the Army Women's
Swimming trials.

CRICKET
Wednesday, June 16, was a glorious sunny afternoon, in
Hounslow anyway, ideal for the semi-final of the London District
s~ge of the Army Minor Units Cricket Cup competition; 10
~1g Regr were OD:e of the teams to have reached this stage although
1t must. be admm~d that we ha~n't been required to play any
games m the earlier rounds mainly because of the inability of
other teams to produce a side 'on the day'. Our opponents were
Queen Alexandra's Military Hospital, Millbank, who were well
fancied to win. Post-match investigations indicate that the local
RE and RCT were responsible for passing this information to
rumour control.
Milloank won the toss and decided to make the Regiment bat
first. After 34 overs the Regiment were 113 all out. The only two
ba~smen really wonhy of note were a startling 35 by WOl Brian
Mitchell and 19 valuable runs from Capt John Vickers.
Millbank went in to bat, full of confidence-they only needed
3·5 runs an over to win! The_ firs~ four wickets. ~ent down cheaply,
all to catches, undoubtedly msp1red by a brilliant West lndiansryle catch in the gully by Yeoman Keith Allan (who had
ventured fro!ll his den in Whitehall for this important game). The
next four wickets went to catches also, off the bowling of Hall
Vickers and team player manager, WOl 'Phil' Phillips. One of
these catches ~as ta~en behind the stumps by 'keeper, Sgt Pete
Stanger, playmg his last game with us before his depanure to
AFCENT. After a short-lived revival by Millbank their score
reached 80 for 7-it was interesting to note how the expressions
26£.
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ARCH E RY
Further Archery Successes by the Mc1·eu1·y Bowmen
OLL OWING .o ur n e~ r clea!l sweep in the BAOR meeting
held here at B1rg: Ien m_~pnl (see June edition of WIRE), we
embarked upon ~ stn~t tr~mmg programme prior to the BAOR
A~·chery_ Champ1onsb1ps m June. These were staged at Bad
the BAOR Summer Show and lasted two
L 1ppsprmge as part
days;. 144 _ a rrow~ bemg shot each day. Without a doubt our
pracuce paid off smce Mrs Lyi:m ~ant won the Ladies' Competitu;>n , W02 ~eter Ca_nt was third m the Gentlemen's Competition
w1th_CJ!l Kirk L.e~1s fo.u rth, and Cpl Rick Retallick won the
Novices C~mpeution. F mally, to our great delight, we won the
v~ry .fine Silver Cup presented by Erinmore Tobacco for the
wmmng team.
We are now in training for the next meeting to be held at
Dortmund on July 24 and 25. Regrettably, WO and Mrs Cant
have been posted away fro~ Bi~gelen,_ and although we hope to
see them at J?ortmund, we will m1ss their enthusiasm and expertise
very much m the months to come. They lifted our Club and
d~voted much time and patience to training our members~ We
w 1 s ~ the~ luck and hope they manage to infect their new duty
station with the archery bug.

F

or

ARMY TEN-PIN BOWLING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1976
T _hese Championships were .held at Tolworth, Surrey, on
Apri l 10, 1976. Lcpl Jef_l' Davis of HQ ~qn practically swept
the board. He won ~e sm~les, doubles, high game, high series,
and all events champ1onsh1ps, and was also fourth in the team
event. _H is parmer in the_~oubles was Cpl Cavill of 21 Sig Regt,
and this deadly duo was iomed by three players from Rheindahlen
to compete in the team event.
Besides covering himself in glory, Lcpl Davis covered himself in
silver as his prizes were candlesticks, clocks, and trays, all made of
t his metal.
We offer <_>ur . congratulations to Lcpl Davis, and would like
to add an ed1tonal comment that he achieved such distinction by
hard work, bowling an average of five nights per week.

INSTRUCTIONAL WING REPORT
N June 4 the members of Instr Wing enjoyed an evening out
in a local hostelry, the occasion being the dining-out of
Maj Stuart Law who has moved to Harrogate. A pleasant
evening was had by all, thanks largely to the efforts of QMSI
John (It's the way I tell 'em) Ions (APTC). By the time these
notes are published we shall also have said goodbye to Sgt Mick
Kenning and Cpl Barry Gibbons who will be particularly
missed by the staff of the Weapon Training School-they could
only hit targets that stood still, anyway. In fact the only reason
they will be 'hot shots' at Bisley will be because of the heatwave
we're all going through.

O

CONTRAST
Talking of weather, those of you who shivered and froze on
the Staff Sergeants' Courses in the winter might spare a thought
for the members of RSSSC (113 and TAVR 7) who, at the time
of writing, are sweating their way through Battle Camp at sunny
Warcop (wish you were here?).
RSTMTC 17, Butler's Commandos launched the usual assault
on Hudswell Grange to rescue the kidnapped 'professor'. The
result was as successful as other courses' attempts, but why do
they keep shooting the professor?
RSDCC 95 enjoyed their summer holiday in Catterick where
the highlight of the course was the thunderflash attack by Cpls
McMahon and Ronald on RSSSC 111 and 112 and at times on
RSDCC 95 itself!

DO YOU KNOW OF ANY JOB VACANCIES?
It may be that some of our readers in civilian life are
aware of employment vacancies which could be filled by
those leaving the Corps on retirement or those already
retired who are seeking employment. It would be greatly
appreciated if details could be forwarded to the Association.
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MERCURY BOWMEN IN ACTION
Training for_ Bad Lippspringe BAOR Archery Championships 1976
Left to right: Mrs E. Cant, Cpl D. Lewis, W02 P. Cant

jacketted ~andsmen of 1 Bn T~e Prince of Wales's Own Regr.
WO Martin, the Bandmaster, directed a fine performance which
was what one expected, having seen the Beating of Retrea: which
was executed with such excellence as a prelude to the cocktail
party. Ow; thanks are due to Lt ~ol A. B. Crowfoot, MBE,
Commanding Officer of the Battalion, by whose kind permission
the Band appeared.
ROYAL SIGNALS (BAOR) BALTIC REGATTAJUNE 1976
The Regiment was represented by Sgt Parker (skipper)
W02 (RQMS) Hall, Ssgt (SSI) Parkinson and Cpl Harding~
ham..
Four races were scheduled :
Kiel-Copenhagen
Copenhagen-Hundested
Hundested-Korsor
Korsor-Kiel
The Regimental team came second in the first two races and
first in race three, and thereby obtained an overall placing of
secon~ in the 'Dan' class. The fourth race was cancelled.
. Racu?-g took plac_e in variable winds, with the team greatly
1mprovmg as the wmd dropped markedly in the third race Our
boat finished this race almost three hours ahead of the ~inner
of the first two races.
Race four was cancelled as the fleet arrived at Korsor 14 hours
overdue, which left insufficient time for completion of the Regatta.
The fleet was towed over 70 miles back to the British Kiel Yacht
Club, which took 12 hours per boat.
M?r~ experience is r~qui.red for ~his s<_>rt of Adventure Training,
and 1t 1 hoped that this will be gamed m the forthcoming eason.

SERGEANTS MESS
The highlight of the month was a fabulous evening of drinking
gluttony, and general tom foolery. On the evening of Saturday'
June 5, the Mess was transformed into a Medieval Banqueting
Hall. Members wo e costumes of the period. There was only one
Henry VIII, but countless princesses were waiting to be
rescued from nu!1'1crou_s s~rfs, barons and jesters by a not-too-tall
gentleman, described, m iest, of course, as the 'Shortest Knight
of the year' !

REWARD OF HARD WORK
Lcpl Jeff Davis receives the singles prize from Mr Sandy Duncan,
MBE, Secretary British Olympics Committee
Photo courtesy Peter R. Beodle, 22 Hedies Close, Shipton Bellinger, Tidworth, Honts)

ANNUAL REGIMENTAL COCKTAIL PARTY
This was held on June 24, and some 120 British Dutch and
German guests were entertained by the Officers of the Regiment.
The weather was warm and the event took place on the lawn of
the Mess to the accompaniment of music provided by tl1 red THE WIRE, AUGUST 1976

'HOT' OFF THE PRESS
. At the time of writing, the daily life of the Regiment is utterly
disrupted. There have been two serious outbreaks of fire. In the
current tinder-box-dry conditians the heath and woodland
~urrounding the Camp has caught alight and the fire ha spread
mto the Camp._ On Sunday an~ Tuesday, July 4 and 6 respectively,
our own soldiers were fightmg t~e flame alongside German,
Army, RAF and Dutch fire appliances. Three German Police
water cannon and a helicopter al o appeared.
'!'h.o ugh the fire ha neither caused serious injury nor damaged
bu1ldmgs, round- the-clo k vigilance is required to detect and
extingui h the frequent flare-ups .
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HAVING A WONDERFUL WAR
\X'ill Rogers so aptly put it, 'You can't ~ay civ!Jisation don:t
advance however, for in every war they kill you ma new way.
Thi succinctly covers rhe experience oft.he panicip~ts in ~a~tle
Camp 3 during a very hectic few days m Sennybndge trammg
area. With all their usual elan Maj Tony 'Hello Sailor' Seward
and W02 (SSM) Jerry Jarrett. demonstrated tl1ei; ~onsummate
kill in devising new and ingeruous methods of k1llmg off both
friend and foe, straining endurance to the limit and instilling the
will to kill. The fact that they are now planning Battle Camp 4
proves conclusively that they are born survivors.

A

GUY FAWKE'S NIGHT COMES EARLY
Throughout the ~P the fog of war was realistic~lly P.roduced
with live firing during secnon attacks and the Army s enure stock
of pyrotechnics being e.-...-ploded by the ubiquitous Distaff whenever
there was a momenrarv lull in the proceedings. Constant explosions
evil-smelling smoke, slllphurous fumes, the smell of burning cordite
and a series of ear-splitting noises all served to disorientate the
mind, recreate Dante's inferno subject everyone to maximum
stress and produce all the chaos and confusion of armed conflict.
NIGHT STARVATION
The move into base camp was achieved by a forced march which
culminated in a platoon attack. In this they were watched by a
group of phlegmatic sheep who, on recognising them, stood up,
waved, and watched with interest as they charged screaming like
dervishes and bayoneting everything in sight. When the position
was declared free of enemy they erected barbed-wire obstacles,
dug in, applied personal camo~flage, po~ted sentries, erected
bivouacs and crawled gratefully mto sleepmg bags. Two hours
later they were rudely awakened by the scream of banshees to
find that it was 0430; light, and the position was under attack.
ELASTIC HOURS
Rorkes Rift was re-lived as 'VCs' were won before breakfast
and the attackers were soundly defeated. A hearty meal of compo
soon put new life into them and revitalised everyone for the serious
business of the day. Instruction in the use of pyrotechnics, atomic
simulators, 2-in mortars, the Shermuly, prisoner handling and
helicopter marshalling was completed before lunch. This left the
afternoon free for practical instruction on the Section Battle
Range. Here everyone ran round wildly in an organised manner
engaging and annihilating enemy positions. Lcpl Bill Laurie
excelled himself by almost destroying a cardboard enemy with a
frenzied bayonet attack: like a famous royal personage, the range
warden was not amused.
THEY'RE ALL HEART
The end of the day found everyone totally exhausted and
requiring no encouragement to crawl into their beds. As a special
concession a lie-in was allowed and all had three hours sleep
instead of the usual two. Little acts of kindness like this made the
party feel quite emotional and brought moisture to the eyes.
BLOW UP
The following day an amalgam of the battles of the Somme,
El Alamein, and the beach landings of Gallipoli and Normandy
were staged as Maj Seward and SSM Jarrett attempted to
break all records for the number of soldiers they could blow up
with thunc.ierflashes. By the end of the day all were convinced
that a real war must be far more peaceful and less physically
demanding than this.
ENTOMOLOGY AND AIRCRAFT RECOGNITION (F)
On another day a patrol commanded by Sgt Ian Brydon was
despatched to a spot in the middle of nowhere with instructions
to call down a helicopter, load the patrol and fly back to base.
Sgt Brydon's complete mastery of the art was demonstrated by
him calling down 17 dragon flies and four other helicopters
before he got the correct one. The patrol is now expert at boarding
helicopters and is convinced that the cry of 'Fourteen who?
Gerroff' is part of the procedure associated with air moves.
WHAT A GAYE DAY
Whilst attacking one position Sig Peter Gaye earned undying
fame for his unswerving devotion to duty. He was selected to
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brave lcrhal crossfire, charge forward and hurl a smoke grenade
to conceal his fellow attackers. \'<lith the speed of a gazelle he
executed a perfect approach and reached the outer defences
unscathed. Nonchalantly he reached for his grenade, grasped the
pin, a deft flick of the wrist and his task would be completed, a
quick expert tug and hi face contorted with a mixture of disbelief
and consternation. The pin was firmly in his grasp but the grenade
was swinging gently from it. Oblivious to all danger he grabbed
frantically at the offending object. For 30 seconds or more he
grappled with it as he gave a moving impression of Samson shorn
of his locks trying to rip the complete London telephone
directory asunder. John Wayne and Audie Murphy never have
this trouble. Eventually, still wrestling franctically with the
offending pin, he disappeared beneath a welter of defenders. After
being subjected to prisoner handling techniques and interrogation
he has now added a perfect Larry Grayson to his repertoire. We
really must endeavour to get them to dispense with the cheese wire.
ALL IN THE MIND
Now that the fog of war has subsided, tonsils have been
lubricated and limbs relaxed in soothing baths, the mind has
demonstrated its resilience by convincing the warriors how
enjoyable it was. They are now contemplating Battle Camp 4 and
yet another tussle with the martial arts.
THAT GET AWAY FEELING
In spite of a change of management we are pleased to report
that 'Hales Happy Holidays' travel agency, is contining to function
at full power and produce a veritable plethora of inflation-proof
holidays in numerous exotic and out-of-the-way places. Our
new director of tourism, Mrs Carol Vine, is pulling out all
stops in an effort to realise her ambition of moving more men
than Helen of Troy. Thomas Cook's pale to insignificance as she
demonstrates her unerring ability to get the right men, to the
right place, at round about the right time.
LAWRENCE AT LARGE
The Regiment's second in command, Maj Tony Edmonds
Pasha, has recently completed a _spell as au pair with the
Jordanian Army. A brief but extre!Jl.ely . interesting visit gave
him the oppommity to practice his Arabic, renew his ac'quaintance
with the Bedu warrior, study Jordanian military techniques and
tour all the major places of interest. These included the capital
Amman, the major port of Aqaba, the town of Jaresh and the
ancient red city of Petra. The last-named is a must for all visitors
to South-West Jordan and consists of a collection of unusual
ruined buildings carved out of red-hued, multi-coloured stratified
rock.
Near the biblical city of Jericho Maj Edmonds stood in the
middle of the King Hussein bridge and had an eyeball-to-eyeball
confrontation with the Israeli troops occupying the west bank.
Old Jordan hands will remember this as the Allenby Bridge.
Fortunately the Israelis were not having one of their famous sixday exercises, and he has returned unscathed. He has promised
to write a full and graphic account of his travels when he overcomes
the hectic events of Signal View 1976.
SCANDINAVIAN SCRAMBLE
In the European theatre Maj Tony Seward has been demonstrating the truth of Rudyard Kipling's statement that: 'He
travels the fastest who travels alone', as he made a whirlwind tour
of Jutland and Denmark while carrying out a reconnaissance for
future exercises . He complains that a very full itinerary left no
time for the fleshpots. His trip was sandwiched in between
summer camp at Cwm Gwdi in Brecon, Battle Camp 3, and
organising the various aspects of Signal View. In his spare mome~ts
he is busy organising a more leisurely trip to Norway. Quite
fortuitously his reconnaissances in this area always occur in
summer while the detachment brave the savage Arctic winter;
rank has its privileges.
UBER ALLES
Enjoying all the delights of summer in Germany we have
W02 (F of S) Tom Wilkinson and Lcpl Jon Morris with
16 Sig Regt in Krefeld. Ostensibly these t\~o are ~arrying <?ut
liaison duties for the Aldershot Show and Signal View. Judgmg
by the surfeit of holiday attire that they have crammed into
suitcases they have no doubt that they will have time to savour
all the many delights of the area. Yeoman Wilkinson has been
tasked with procuring beer mats for an avid collector. He assures
me that only the sense of duty which this task has instilled can
make him overcome his aversion to drink and cajole him into
touring the local hostelries.
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EAGER SEARCHER
Cpl Yates frisks Sgt Lund during Battle Camp 3

TEUTON TUTORS
In on~ of th~ more popular tourist resorts in Southern Germany
the Regiment 1s well represented by Sgt Bob Alexander. He is
at present attending a course with a German civilian firm in Ulm
and also investigating the tourist potential of this picturesque area.
A recently-received postcard waxes eloquent about the
architectural splendour of the Dom, drools over the scenic beauty
of the area, sings loud praise of ice cold Bavarian lager, extols the
grace and pleasing form of the local fauna but studiously avoids
all reference to work. Sgt Alexander will, I assume, find time
to complete the course when he has given sufficient attention to
the first priorities.
In a manner which would have delighted his Scottish ancestors
he forbore paying the full postage on this card. The Chief Clerk,
W02 (ORQMS) Jack Frost, is now foaming at the mouth as a
result of having to pay 12p excess postage, in order to read the
gloating report of one of his sergeants wallowing in luxury while
he slaves away in a hot, dusty office.
KNIGHTS OF MALTA
At the moment we have Cpls Brian Coombs and Hughie
Allison proving to the George Cross islanders that the age of
chivalry is not yet dead. At least I assume that this is what they
are doing. Before departure they announced that they would
show everyone how good the Maltese Knights could be.
Their liaison duties with Commcen Malta during Signal View
should allow them ample time to take in the Grand Harbour, see
all the essential sights, soak up enough Mediterranean sunshine
to promote a good tan and check whether a street called Straight
is inappropriately named.
ROCK APE
Happily sunning himself at Europa Point and other 'in' spots
on sunny Gibraltar we have Lcpl Martin Webb. For a little
variety from the rich diet of this Mediterranean fleshpot he has
managed to fit in a spell of adventure training with the Royal
Green Jackets in Morocco. Should he lose the taste for iced drinks
in glasses frosted with condensation, become satiated with sunbathing, or bored with sight-seeing and adventure training,
arrangements have been made for him to amuse himself by
assisting Communications Project Agency on their telephone
network.
BALMY BELIZE
The Regiment's only permanent holiday camp situated with
633 Sig Troop at Airport Camp, Belize, is now enjoying an
unprecedented surge in popularity. Everyone is now clamouring
to book one of our unique package tours in this noted sun trap.
In addition to our E21 e.xperrs we have Ssgt Roy Jennings
Sgts Paul Ponsford, Fred Fowler and Graham Russell;
Cpl Steve (2nd Tour) Bevis and Lcpl Marty Collins assisting
Communications Project Agency. \'!(fork is geared to ensure that
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TOUGH GOING!
Sgt Winsor bears testimony to how close he got to the limits of
endurance during Battle Camp 3

ample time is . avail~ble for caye trips and taking in the many
delights of Belize City. We are sure that there is little chance of
these Jacks becoming dull boys.
Amongst our regular contingent enjoying a six months'
vacation we have Sgt Keith Kennard, who has recently volunteered to extend the two-year de luxe holiday as camp redcoat.
Reports suggest that Sgt Kennard has now acquired a caste for
the local brand of coffee. One who obviously enjoys his style of
e~tertainment is I:cpl Steve Wyles, who has now expressed the
wish to be the resident happy camper for the same period.
WHILE THE CAT'S AWAY
The ladies of the Regiment have also got into the act with
Mrs Ann Botfish organising her own Belize holiday. This trip
was arranged to visit her husband, Sgt Bob Botfish, serving six
months in the sun. Ann was called forward for her flight at very
short notice which left no time to contact her man in Belize.
However, being confident in the telepathic link which exists
between husband and wife, she felt sure that Bob would be on
hand to greet her.
Arriving in Belize on a Saturday morning she searched in vain
for a Royal Signals sergeant executing a neat line in hand springs.
Eventually she was informed by a very sheepish emissary from
the Troop that her husband had gone off with W02 (F of S)
'Chalky' White for a weekend in Spanish Honduras.
Returning on Monday morning to find a wife who had travelled
4,000 miles to catch him out, Sgt Botfish wasted no time in
demonstrating the persuasive power of his silver tongue and
convinced her that he had been dragged off, much against his
will, by the Foreman. Peace was restored, but Ann immediately
deleted the Foreman from her Christmas card list, and declared
him persona 11on grata .
The couple then spent a few idyllic leisurely days on Ambergris
Caye revelling in the lush tropical climate, the warm coral sand,
cool sea and solitude. Ann also found time to take in all the
exciting sights of Belize City before flying back to the UK and
austerity. She now has a new appreciation of all the hardships
and privations her husband is enduring.
FUNNY PEOPLE?
Another of the ladies who has been getting away from it all is
Mrs Sue Cole, the Training Office typi t. Accompanied by her
family, she has been enjoying an early holiday in sunny Guern ey.
Sue now goes into raptures about the numerous quaint coves
she saw over there. This puzzles u as the Regiment has more
than its share of unusual characters and she does not need to travel
all that way to find them.
THERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS
Touring the provinces WC have had wot (F of S) Tim
Southall producing a sma h hit and stopping the show at
Aldershot \vith his Dl3 revue. Visitors to the Army Show have
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been cntcrtamcJ by his all- tar cast nroducing their usual tuneful
lyric · intricate choreography and mystifying prc~tidigitation as
they produced cir uits to 16 ig Rcgt in Krefcld . The Foreman
in i t that the iring of a commcen staffed by n'1bile \1 RAC
girl alongside his detachment was purely formitous and was not
r pon ible for in piring hi men to make even greater efforts to
project the be t possible image.
The pirit of co-operation between the two parties was admirably
demon trated by Lcpl Ken Myerscough when he gave lecture
on ba ic electronics to a pretty \\7 RAC commcen operator who
reque ted the loan of an AC·DC convenor. We arc not sure
\ ho benefited mo t but Lcpl Myerscough is now auditioning
for the part of the Cheshire Cat in 'Alice in Wonderland'.
UP WEST
Ju t outside of the West End at Earls Court we have Ssgt
(F of S) Graham (Band Pass Filter) Pritchard wooing the
more sophi ticated show-goers with a scintillating musical ver5ion
of rear link communications. With the Dl3 in its usual starring
role he has music from massed military bands and a full supporting
programme of speciality acts. He is sure that all visitors to the
Royal Tournament will enjoy the involved dance routines and
slick patter of his virile, young male chorus.
CLIMB EVERY MOUNTAIN
In the land of song we have had W02 (SSM) Jerry Jarrett
holidaying with the Regiment's Welsh 3000s team. He was the
non-marching manager and spared no effort in ensuring that
Sgt Mick Knights, Cpls Kevin Livermore and Bernie
Temmen, Lcpls Sedge Hossell and Nigel Johnson, and
Sig Ritchie Gunson were in peak condition for the event.
The team were given a conducted tour of the course by W02
'Sandie' Shaw who is a native of the area and knows every
sheep by its Christian name. He readily admits that he was no
longer capable of maintaining the speed the team wanted to set.
This is not surprising when Cpl Bernie Temmen was on the
short list for the Great Britain Biathlon team in 1975. The
remainder, although not up to this standard, are young, fit and
raring to go.
After a fortnight's training on the Malvern Hills, the team
moved to Snowdonia to complete their training. This change
made them appreciate that, by comparison, the J\1alverns are
almost a plain. More lung-searing, muscle-tearing effort was
essential if they were successfully to complete the course. In
spite of the comparatively short training period available to them
the team managed a very commendable fifth place out of 25 teams.
Sgt Knights gives every credit to the winning team, 2/2 Gurkha
Rifles, who were in a class of their own, and richly deserved their
success. As he points out, they have the advantage of being built
for this event, have 18-20 years training in one of the world's
most mountainous countries where three- or four-day walks are
commonplace and they also showed a single-minded dedication
to the training carried out in Snowdonia.
In retrospect, every member of the team enjoyed the experience
and feels confident that be can improve on his performance next
year.
A CHANGE IS AS GOOD AS A REST
Enjoying one of the now universally popular working holidays
we have Capt (QM) Mark Wilson recently posted in from
Catterick. In exchange for a few relaxing months (June 1976 to
January 1977) in the balmy rural tranquility of the picturesque
Worcestershire countryside he has to take on a few light chores.
Thes, include the day-to-day running of the unit's quartermongering department, organising the procurement of all stores
required for exercise Signal View 1976, setting up the show,
returning all stores on its completion, supervising the handover
of the complex technical stores associated with the HF radio
squadron when this joins 30 Sig Regt, backloading all remaining
stores and closing all 14 Sig Regt's accounts, handover the
accommodation in Norton Barracks and undertake any other small
tasks which might come his way. To fill in his spare time and avoid
boredom he organises the odd round of golf with the Paymaster,
Capt Bill Steeden.
Apart from losing the spring in his step, the swagger from his
walk, developing shoulders which droop with the weight of
responsibility, a sudden increase in the number of grey hairs, the
acquisition of a myriad of worry wrinkles and having his smile
transformed into a permanent grimace he does not seem to have
suffered any ill effects from the change. Capt Wilson is quite
confident that a brief sojourn in the Corps Shangri La (Catterick
Camp) will soon rejuvenate and restore him to his former vigour.
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BRADBURY FAIR 1976
ATURDAY, June 26 dawned upon a scene of tranquility at
Bradbury Barracks. In the cool of the morning people were
suddenly to be seen scurrying hither and thither setting up
displays, laying out games all within the tentage on the Square.
The day for Bradbury Fair had arrived.
As the time for the 11th hour approached the temperature
steadily rose and the hoped-for fine weather was, if anything, just
too much.
The fair opened at 2 pm and was a hive of activity until it closed
at 6 pm. All elements of the Station were in evidence running
stall or games. The star attraction was probably the ducking stool
on which several well-known Station personalities slid gracefully
(pitched undecorously?) into the pool of water. As the afternoon
grew hotter the volunteers for ducking increased. The stool was sited
cunningly between the highly successful teddy bear raffle and the
tempting Irish coffee stall run by the representative of Rome. On
the other side of this stall was Control (hie) l

S

DUCKING STOOL STRIKES AGAIN
Even the RSM, WO I Bob Vale, takes:the plunge

THE SECOND GREMLIN STRIKES
We arrived at the BKYC to find the jetty deserted; the Regatta
had sailed. With heads hung low we reported to the duty watch
who issued us with the relevant charts and documents but added,
' It's a pity you are too late to start, you've drawn a good boat'.
Downhearted we turned in for the night. The next day we were
informed that we could start independently so, with our fourth
member, Pte Butterworth, off we set with three rolls in the
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Main and No 1 jib flying. Determined to make a race of it we
shook .out the rolls ai:d put up the .Genoa whilst on our way to the
star~ !me. After crossmg the start hoc the wind increased. Nothing
for it but all hands on dec:k to put in three rolls. Gremlin two
struck, the reefing. gear stripped; undaunted we continued until
the boat became virtually unmanageable. Reluctantly we returned
to the BKYC for repairs-only to be told that all the spares were
locked up untll Monday!
A CHANGE OF PLAN
Once the ~oat was repaired we decided to set sail to make the
best of a bad Job and at leas~ use the boat. Bagcnkop was eventually
reachc~ and .an~r four trips around the harbour we made up
alongs1.d~ a Fmmsh boa~, .the owner of which intimated that only
the British would go sailing without an engine.
On Tuesday morning. the wind in. the harbour was strong enough
to persuade those leaving. to _PUt .m a few rolls, not wishing to
b~ the odd ones out, we did hke"'.1sc but, as time progressed, the
wmd dropped and dropped until we were forced to put into
port at J\farstal rather than stay becalmed in the narrow Marstal
Channel. Wednesday we set .sail det~rrnined to reach Faaburg,
however, one of those be:iut1ful Baine calms set in so that by
22~0hrs we were becalmed m the Faaburg Channel with the current
takmg u~ further away from our destination. The only good
about ~emg b.ecalmed wa~ that Lcpl Tom Ferriby managed to
catch six codlmg so we dmed well. By midnight, after paddling
hard we cvenmally m~de up alongside the Avemaak Mole.
.On Th~rsday morn mg there. was little c~ange in the weather,
still no wmd, but lots of sunshme. We decided to return to Kiel
so that we wo~dn't miss the prizegiving which was scheduled for
l lOOhrs on Fnday. The weather improved slightly in that the wind
i;ose to F~rce 21 but not for long. Friday's dawn found us becalmed
m the Kiel Fiord. Once again the current was against us and
t~e paddle was b.roken out so that by 0530hrs we made up alongside the BKYC Jetty. To our horror we found the jetty deserted
and learnt later that the Regatta fleet were being towed back
What a series of disasters! Somehow we felt that somebody·
somewhere, had had it in for us!
'

...
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CGS IN WILDENRATH
HE Chief of the General Staff, Gen Sir Peter Hunt, visited
the Regiment on June 30, 1976, accompanied by Brig M.
Callan, Comd Rhine Area. The CGS was welcomed to the Regiment by CSO BAOR, Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge, and Lt Col
B. F. Allen. The time available for the visit was short but the
CGS did have the oppormniry to see a demonstration by 1 Sqn
and the work so far achieved by 'K' Troop, our airfield Troop,
wiring the new COC. The visit coincided with the retirement of
our German civilian tailor, Herr Walter Krause. Walter has
served the British Forces in Germany for 31 years; the last 17
w!th the Regiment. The CSO kindly agreed to present Walter
with a farewell gift from all ranks of the Regiment. Gen Sir
Peter Hunt also thanked him for his magnificent service to the
British Army. A notable farewell by any standard.

T

WEST GERMANY, TUESDAY, JULY 6, 1976,
TEMPERATURE 35°C
CO to Adjuiam: 'I feel the conference room is a little warm for
this ~eek's conference. Can we find an alternative place?'
Ad1uta11t to CO: 'I will see what we can find, Sir'.
Result? See picture.
FAREWELL TO WALTER AFTER 31 YEARS OF TAILORING
Left to right : Herr Walter Krause, Lt Col B. F. Allen, Maj (QM)
P. H. W . Lafferty, Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge

Around the bottle stall, run by the Sergeants Mess, there was
continual activity and a certain amount of shrewd bargaining
amongst winners was noticeable. Due to the pony rides and
Noddy train there was a distinct lack of children running loose.
At the end of an exhausting hot day the Paymaster declared the
fair was a financial success and that the spoils would be divided
among several deserving causes.
'THE GREMLINS STRIKE' OR 'A TALE OF WOE'
Bright and early on the morning of Friday, June 19, the skipper
and crews left Bradbury Barracks, Krefeld for Kiel, they were:
Capt Peter Hallett, Sgt Geof Douglas-Hiley and _Lcpl
Tom Ferriby. The fourth member of the crew was to be picked
up at Kiel. They were to compete in the Royal Signals Regatta.
Everything seemed perfect, there was sunshiae and wind then,
30 miles south of Hamburg, gremlins hit us, the Rover stopped
with water gushing out of the radiator cap. Needless to say it was
half way between two telephone points. Sgt Douglas-Hiley was
immediately appointed telephone operator so off he trotted. After
a long wait an ADAC VW appeared and the man diagnosed a
blown cylinder head gasket. The Rover, oddly enough, started
again, the ADAC VW escorted us off the Autobahn to a phone
where we could contact the military recovery. Time crawled past
as did our reporting time, but eventually we were on tlle move
again.

-
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DIGl:ilNG THIS 'OLE
The Airfield survivability measures programme is now in the
final stage and daily, 3 Sqn has deadlines to meet. It is now
only months to the RAF Staff activating the new hardened
Combat Operation Centres and the Squadrons dispersing to their
new aircraft areas. We calculated that the cable buried
underground for this project, if laid end to end, would go
one-and-a-half times round the world! Although ~ost of
the cable trenches were dug by contractors with mechanical diggers,
many miles of.trenches were prepared l_>y our airfield troops with
the good old pick and shovel. Many an innocent soldier has found
himself 'press-ganged' into digging a 'ole. In fact, even soldiers
on temporary attacnment have been persuaded! The photograph
shows ' K' Troop in Wildenrath with assistants from 81 Sig Sqn
(V) and off-shift soldiers from 244 Sig Sqn, when the Squadron
was on a recent exercise from the UK!

COMMANDING OFFICERS' CONFERENCE
Deeply immersed in matters of state!

KEEP

OTES SHORT A D TO
TJIE POI TT PLEASE
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THE MORE THE BEITER
Soldiers of 'K' Troop assisted by members of 81 Sig Sqn (V) and
244 Sig Sqn working on the long hole
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PORT
The BAOR Royal Signals Cricket Competition held at
Birgelen and Wildenrath was a great success and, much to our
urprise we finished level on points in ou r league which included
teams from 7 ig Regt, 13 Sig Re t and 22 Sig Regt. We fai led
to reach the final by 0·4 on the run rate but, nevertheless, enjoyed
an e citing final which saw 16 ig Regt beat 13 Sig Regt, here at
'\ ildenrath.
The Rhine Area wimming Championships resulted in our
achie\•ing the runners-up spot in both water polo and team
swimming. The Rhine Area runners-up do n~t go forward to £?c
BAOR competition, but although the team did not go .to ~~rim ,
nine of our swimmers qualified and went forward to the md1v1dual
events. In the BAOR Athletic Championships we had a setback
and fini bed second to 7 Sig Regt. However, by the time th is
editon of THE WIRE is in circulation, the result of the Army
Athleti Championships should be known. We are still going for
that seventh consecutive victory. Despite the loss of many of our
Army Class athletes in the last year, we are still the team they all
have to beat and we might just pull it off again.
FAREWELL TO BILL VENUS
We do not normally list our arrivals and departures, but there
is one forthcoming departure we must mention. Our 'D addy of
all the Athletes', Sgt Bill Venus, leaves for the AA College,
Harrogate. A dedicated athlete and a sportsman who is respec;ted
by all Service athletes and cross-country runners. If the Apprentlces
train as hard and follow his example and conduct then we can
expect the athletes to maintain the high standard we now enjoy
in the Corps. To Bill and his very patient and understanding wife,
Enid, we wish all the very best in Harrogate.
STOP PRESS
21 Sig Regt win Army Athletic Championships by 24
points! 21 Sig Regt 197 points, 7 Sig Regt 173 points. 8 Sig
Regt finish 4th. A notable success for the Corps.
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S t eve Bald win, and Sig Colin Humplcby were selected for the
BAOR Army Squad. T he team was managed by Capt Jim
Thornton and coached by QSMI Billy Burns. Our leading
goalscorer was Lcpl Steve Baldwin with a total of 24 goals.
SUMMER SPORTS ROUND UP
At the time of writing, with the temperature in the mid-30s
(C), it would seem logical to mention events more in keeping
with the weather. A successful inter-Squadron swimming competition was held in the camp pool which was won by 4 Sqn,
due mainly to some inspired swimming by 2 Lt Alistair Blease
ably supported by Sgt Bev Hewitt and Sig Ben Bevan.
Following this competition, our team then went on to surprise
us all by finishing in second place in the Divisional championships
in Hameln and consequently earned themselves the right to
compete in the BAOR championships in Berlin in early July.
Our athletes have also excelled in recent events, the interSquadron competition, held as a warm up for the Morrison Cup
was again won by 4 Sqn. Sgt Bev Hewitt won the Victor
Ludorurn trophy as the outstanding athlete of the competition.
The Regimental team then went to Krefeld to compete in the
Morrison Cup and bettered last year's creditable performance by
finishing in third place behind 21 Sig Regt (161 points) and 7 Sig
R egt (140 points). Our points tally was 109. Following this meeting
we then finished as runners-up in the Divisional championships
and go into the BAOR finals at Sennelager in July, in which no
less than four Royal Signals teams will be competing. Although it
is difficult to single out individuals when every team member
gives of his best, special mention must go to Sgt Bev Hewitt
for a first-class all-round performance in both field and track
events; Cpl Martin Taylor and Sig John Usher both ran
consistently well in the 5,000 and l,500m, respectively. Lcpl
Dave Purnell ran an inspired race in the Divisional championships 400m relay to make up a deficit of approximately 30m to
gain us a second place in even time. Our 100 and 200m relay
teams of 2 Lt Bob Weston, Sgt Bev Hewitt, Sig Zef Iqbal,
Paul Collins and Frank Carter were invariably amongst the
honours, and going outside the Corps to our LAD, Sgt Alan
Ward bettered his own personal best by no less than lOin in the
pole vault. L ast but not least, much credit for our successes
must go to the team manager and organiser WOl (RSM)
Gordon \Vallace.
SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF'S VISIT
On June 23, in blazing sunshine, we were honoured by a visit
by the SO-in-C, Maj Gen P. A. M. Tighe, MBE. He was
greeted at the gates of Churchill Barracks by a very smart Quarter
Guard commanded by Sgt Adam Smith. After being wined by
the WOs and SNCOs, he was dined by the officers and in the
afternoon saw the Regiment at work, including soldiers of our
TAVR Corps Signal Troops (858/859) who were with us for
their armual training camp.
SNIPPETS
Table Tennis
Belated congratulations to Sig Phil Giles who won the BAOR
individual Table Tennis Championships.

(Left to right) : Back row : lcpl McCormick, Cpl Swain, Cpl Bu rton,
Sgt Dyson
Centre row: W02 (QMSI) Burns, Lcpl Boyd, Sig Fuller, Sig Miller,
Cpl Arnot, Cpl Aldous
Front row: Ci pt J. F. Thornton, Sig Humpleby, Lt Col T. H. Wheawell,
Sgt G ilmour, Lcpl Baldwin

LOOKING BACK ON A FINE SOCCER SEASON
OW that the dust has finally settled on a very successful
football season we can reflect on the ream's many achievements, which include:
BAOR Champions
Army Cup runners-up
4 Div (South) League Cup winners
4 Div (South) League runners-up
In addition to the above military football honours we also
participated in and won a local tournament which included five
semi-professional German teams. We lost only four times throughout the entire season, Cpl Terry Burton, Lcpls John Boyd,

N
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Commissioning
WOl (F of S) Alan Falkener was dined out of the Sergeants
Mess and duly signed for, sealed and delivered (literally), to the
Officers Mess at midnight June 14 when he became Capt (TOT)
Alan Falkener.
NEWCOMERS TO CRICKET
The Officers have finally found a game in which they can beat
the Officers of our associated Fernmelde Bo. On June 29 they
took to the field against the German officers after having initially
spent five minutes explaining the rules of the game via an
interpreter. That particular event was in itself an education, how
does one explain to a German that to score a 'run' one must
first hit the ball then run between the 'wickets', etc. The ensuing
game was even more amusing. It is surprising how difficult it is
to drop a catch convincingly; however, our Ops Officer, Maj Dick
Drew, has completely mastered the arr. The Bar-B-Q and social
evening which followed the 'game' was also a great success.
Finally, in order to convince any MP who may read these notes
that it is not all sport and festivities in 22, I must end these notes
and start preparing for Summer Sales.
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Lippstadt Players
T he Lippstadt Players staged ye t another extremely successful
extremely low Rev ue, wr itten and produced by Ssgt (F of s)
Alan Harper and featuring amongst others Ssgt (Y of S) Steve
MacQueen and hi.s wife, ~ee; Mrs Audrey Harper; Lcpl
Gcof Alexander wi th his wife, Barbara; Cpl Brian Black and
wife, Jacky; Pauline Welch, wife of Sgt Phillip Welch· and
Sig Steve Holliday, pl~s numerous other back-stage workers.

Members of the 'Lippstadt Players' relax after the final performan ce
of their Revue

put them in. We couldn't quite manage the mountain mist but
we do hope that the ra~n made them feel at home, alrhough we
do apologise for not finding any mud so that they could be winched
out I
Once back in barracks the Regiment also acquitted itself well in
the NSSG sports. Full honours to HQ Sqn for being the fi r t
Squadron ever to win •he Athletics competition since it -;tarted-it
ha's always been won by one of the Companies of 840 (GE)
Fernmelde Bn. To add to this I Sqn also won the tug-of-war
competition. Congratulations also to the individual win ners
as follows:
Lcpl Clark-Javelin, 200m; Lcpl Emmott-5000m; Cfn
Murray-Discus; Sig Eyre-400m; Lcpl Dignam- 1500m.
The Regiment also did well in the British Forces Inter- ervices
Ten-Pin Bowling championship. Cpl Andy Younger and Cpl
Dave 'Strike' Bowman (RAPC) finishing runners-up in the
doubles competition. An all-Signals team of: Cpl Jeff Davies,
13 Sig Regt; Cpl Pete Caval, 21 Sig Regt; Cpl Mick Langley,
28 Sig Regt; Cpl Dave Bowman, 28 Sig Regt; Cpl Andy
Younger, 28 Sig Regt won the five-man team event with Cpl
Bowman finishing runner-up in the Masters competition. In all
it was quite a victory for Royal Signals in a blossoming new
Army sport.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Posted in
We welcome W02 Paul (REME), W02 (F of S) McGinn,
Sgt Nelson, Cfn Nichols and Peart, and Sig Brooks, Brown,
Cane, Carlin, Cosgriff, Cutts, Mills, Norwood, O'Conner
and Potterton.
Posted out
Farewell to Sgt Lewis, Cpls Braithwaite, Cullen and
Shires; and Sig Dixon, Hughes, Lewis, Lyons, Priestman,
Staddon and Tough, and Pte Byles.
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News from Squudrons
FIRST IMPRESSIONS-BY THE TECHNICAL
ADJUTANT
AVING recently arrived in the Regiment from the Commcen
Country, the Adjutant, Capt John (maybe I should have
joined the Navy) Young, inveigled me to write the August WIRE
notes. 'Of course', I said, it being June 28. Two days later he said :
'The WIRE notes are to be in by the third of the month'!
We made a deal-I agreed to write the notes when the Adjutant
managed to persuade the CO to grant me an interview. However,
it's now the 6th so here goes anyway.
My first impressions of the Regiment are now proved correct.
It is a friendly place and an interesting one. Where else does the
British Army operate field Troposcatter, use Durch cable,
German-operated Radio Relay, Belgian HF radio, and work from
German-registered vehicles? The vehicles themselves are a mixture
of Mercedes and DAF four-tonners and are remarkable in that
an averaged-sized man can stand up without bumping his head
in them. The DAFs have the only independently suspended cab
seats that I've ever seen, each seat complete with its own spring
and shock absorber. They say it is possible to become sea-sick in
them.

19 Airptbl Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn
Colchester

H

EXERCISE CRESTED EAGLE
For the major exercise of the month, we sallied forth as far afield
as Leuth and Monchengladbach for exercise Crested Eagle.
Having been used to saying 'No good, not high enough', if I
could get to an exercise location without engaging low ratios,
Leuth came as a bit of a surprise. It was absolutely flat, the highest
things being the 'sleeping policeman'-tree trunks laid by Capt
John Cotton on the main track-the idea being to slow down
enthusiastic Continental drivers. They worked quite well until a
Belgian driver managed at the same rime to flatten them all and
create the biggest dust cloud since Hiroshima.
Exercise Crested Eagle became quite famous for the number
of high-ranking officers who 'Wisited' (Anglo-German 'W') us,
including COMNORTHAG himself, Gen Sir Frank King.
An engineering high spot-the T ARE/T ARIF interference
problems- was solved before we could even decide upon the
spelling of T ARIF by the arrival of a TEV from 22 Sig Regt.
The TEVs crew were clearly unhappy at the thought of being so
far west (another 200 metres and they would have been in Holland),
but felt slightly better when we managed to find a bit of forest to
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PANTHER PERSONALITY OF THE MONTH
HIS month we rum the spotlight on Sig Bob Porley of
Alpha Troop. Sig Porley is something of a local boy, having
been born and bred in
Ipswich. He joined up in
1972, soon after leaving school
and went to the Army Apprentice College, Harrogate,
where he was 'best recruit' of
his intake. He joined us in
January 1974, and his ambition to see the world wa
quickly fulfilled when the
Squadron went to Cyprus in
July of that year, to become
operational when rhe Turkish
Army invaded the island.
Within days of returning to
Colchester he was on his way
again to join the Zaire River
expedition for four months.
On the expedition he operated
the rear link to Catterick,
using a RACAL931 HF SSB
set, with 1,000 Watts at his
finger tips. He then became
Signaller to the Medical
Research Team on the expedition. Although he travelled 1,000
miles down the river, it was all the comfortable way, by steamer.
He will be due a posting soon, and says he would like to go
to the Far East (Records and Mannings please note!), and would
have volunteered for SAS duty, but for his recent marriage!

T
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'D & E' Platoon with Sgt Henry Banks as team captain pushed
rhc winners of several events very bard, but our best results were
a 2nd and 3rd. Cpl George Musselwhite and Lcpl 'Taff'
Power were well placed as individuals. Belter results we~e
obtained at the Eastern District Skill at Arms Meeting: 4th 111
the team rifle (second Minor Units); 3rd in the team SMG.
Special congratulations are to be ~iv.en to ~Pl. !Jeor~e
Musselwhite for his achievement of ga111111g 2nd 111d1v1dual 111
the SMG and equal 2nd in the pistol.
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TRIUMPHANT
The latest effort of the team was the Corps Skill at Arms Meeting the team con isting of W01s Murdo Burnett, Mick Jone~,
Sgt Henry Banks, Cpl George Musselwhite, Lcpls 'Taff'
Power and 'Paddington' Nicholls, were particularly successful
in the SMG matches winning the team concurrent match and the
SMG match.
They were presented with the 1 HQ Signals Cup and six
individual medals or bars, and Lcpl 'Paddington' Nicholls
won a medal for the best Class B SMG shot.
Cpl George Musselwhite has now gone on to the RASAM at
Bisley to compete as an individual and as a member of the RPC
Methuen team.

THE SERGEANTS MESS
Since last going to press our social life _has been hectic to say
the least. In the space of six weeks we have ~ad two dini;iers,
five whist nights, two Regimental games evenm~s and cricket
every Sunday not to mention the weekly cabaret mghts and darts
league match~. The result of this social whirl is baggy-eyed,
financially-pushed but happy Mess members. The second of
our dinners during the period was co dine out our RCT and
REME members of 1 Sqn RCT who leave shortly on a fourmonth tour to Northern Ireland. The dinner, which was a huge
success, was also to celebrate our first ' birthday' in Goojerat
Barracks.
Our darts team has capped a first successful season by wi~ng
their league in the Colchester Garrison championships. Something
of an achievement in such a highly competitive area. The team,
ably led by Sgt Joe Dean, includes such stalwarts as Sgt John
Coulson, Csgt George Dowdall and Sgt Bob Smith.
One of the few advantages of being a Mess in its infancy is
that you are able to set the pattern for the future. As ~egards
tradition we are the poor cousins of the Infantry Battalions of
the Brigade. To counter this, the RSM has 'invented' a number
of Mess traditions which are, of course, rigidly enforced! After
much mirth, they are now an accepted part of Mess life. Some of
us still find it difficult to tackle our prawn cocktail wearing respirators, but we are working on it! Seriously though, the determination of all members to make the Mess a going concern must be
the best guarantee we have of the continuation of Mess life as
we have always known it.
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ARMY COLOURS PRESENTATION 1976
N June 2 an informal gathering took place in the Amenities
Centre to present Army Colours and re-awards to the sporting
members of 234 Sig Sqn and Army Elements (Malta), and 8
(Alma) Bty RA.
The Chief of Staff to the CBFM, Col The Hon W. D.
Arbuthnott, MBE, kindly presented the Colours and certificates
and remarked upon the achievements of the Army sides in Malta
considering the relatively small numbers that can be called upo~
to. rei;>resent the J\rmY in inter-Service competitions. Although not
w1nnmg many mies over the past year, the sporting spirit in
which all games were contested set a high example to service
sport in Malta.
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RSMs OF 3rd DIVISION
During the last RSMs' convention the opportunity. was afforded
to gathe r together for the last time the RSMs of 3 Div HQ and Sig
Regt, 5, 19 and 24 Bde HQ and Sig Sqns
Th is picture records the final gathering. Left to right : WOI (RSMs)
Worler, Lockwood, Dicky, Fren ch

BRIGADE SPORTS FESTIVAL
On Thursday and Friday, July 1 and 2, 19 Bde held a sports
festival in the Garrison. This was originally planned over a year
ago, but was delayed continually, owing to the number of Northern
Ireland tours the various Brigade units have done. The Squadron
came a creditable 6th out of 15 teams of roughly equal strength,
mainly due to the efforts of the Quartermaster, Capt Brian
Turner and his volleyball team, who were easy winners of that
competiti n. The score in the final match was 15-13 first game
(a bit ofover-confidence by the Squadron team) ; 15-1 final game.
The unlucky losers were HQ Bry 47 Lt Regt RA. The other
sports played were: athletics, swimming, tug-of-war, crosscountry, basketball and soccer. Although everyone tried very
hard in their various sports, one of our best individual efforts was
Sig 'Chippie' Wood's second place in the long jump competition.
Well done!
SQUADRON SNAPSHOOTERS 1976
.
The Squadron shooting team have had a season of rruxed
fortunes, with a team of nine drawn from Royal Signals, Royal
Pioneer Corps and Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers. At
the RPC Corps Small Arms Meeting our team from the Squadron

COMINGS AND GOINGS
HIS month.secs the departure of Cpl Ebbage attached to us
frof!l 602 ~tg !roop and W02 (SSM) Jim Redgrave who
has claimed his discharge after 23 years' loyal service. We wish
Jim Redgrave all the very best for the future and are sure that
he will soon fit into civilian life. Good Luck, Jim. The arrivals
produced a few surprises, W02 Bryan Selkirk not only arrived
on promotion from RMA Sandhurst but brought the British
E~pire Medal a~ well. Congratulations, Bryan. Sgt Curry
arrived from 30 Sig Regt ex-605 Sig Troop, with, alas, no wife-who was eventually traced to Malta-but no-flap Carman is
with us now. Sgt Anderson is also very welcome to 259 Sig Sqn
but as he is employed at Akrotiri; SHQ probably won't see him
again until RHE.
ANNUAL INSPECTION OF RAF LUQA
Ssgt Wringe, Sgt Farrugia, Air Vice-Marshal R. D. Austen-Smith,
CB, DFC, RAF, AOC AHQ Cyprus, and Gp Capt C. H. Foale,
Station Commander RAF Luqa

SERGEANTS MESS REGIMENTAL DINNER NIGHT
Lt Col J.C. Evans, CRCT 3 Div, signs into the Sergeants Mess under
the supervision of WOI (RSM) Wally Lockwood

GOC visits QM 's Dept. Meets QM- Capt Brian Turner; Lcpl Terry
Gilbert is in the foreground
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THIS MONTH'S SCRIBE
(After note by the OC) Ssgt Mick Wringe, who commands
Airfield Detachment at RAF Luqa, was cho~cn by the fickle
finger of fate to write the n?tcs this month. The enclosed photograph shows what he describes as an every-day event in the life
of Airfield Detachment!

GOZO WALK-ABOUT 1976
On May 27, 10 intrepid members of the Squadron set off for
the fair island of Goza with the intention of discovering Gazo on
foot (sorry feet). Complete with a Cordon Bleu chef, the parry
embarked on the good ship Jyland for the tortuous crossing of
the Gazo Channel. This Channel, it is said, used to be 20 fathoms
deep but is now only about six, due to the number of Hopleaf
bottles that have been dropped over the side of the ship on its
3-mile crossing.
The idea of Sgt Maj 'Danny' Lamerton was to lull the
younger element in the party into a false sense of security, so after
having completed a pleasant couple of days in Gazo, gently
strolling around the hills, they would volunteer for the Cyprus
walk-about, which is to take place in October. Somehow it seems
to have worked! (Many pounds (weight) were shed during the
day only to be put back in the evening, when feasting upon the
culinary delights of Lcpl 'Joey' Mifsud, much to the disappointment of Sgt (A.int Love Grand) Smiff (REME) who is now
known as 'Mr Perpetual Motion', and Sgt Ken 'A.iwa' Swinburne
(ACC).
Night life is not one of the strong points on Gazo, as Cpls
'Streak' Thomson and 'Hawkeyes' Haines will testify. They
can tell you every bar and night club that is shut by 9 o'clock at
night (all of them).
The party returned to camp on the following Monday having
had a very enjoyable and worthwhile weekend all agreeing that
it's good to get away from it all, literally!
SERGEANTS MESS NOTES
A truly tri-Service event was held in the Sergeants Mess in May.
A living-in-members' dinner was held to say farewell to CPO
Brian (Road Runner) Smith on his return to the UK.
Members of all three Services who were living in the Mess
anended including our 'Ladies of the lamp' from Mtarfa Hospital.
On completion of the meal and an abundance of local wine,
Brian was presented with 'The Order of the Silver Dap' by
WOl (CDR) Roy Evans (RAOC) the senior 'living-in' member.
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STRAIGHT SHOOTING
This year produced another crop of wins for the Squadron
shooting team.
In the Royal Signals (Cyprus) Skill at Arms competition 1976,
the team gained the following trophies:
The Royal Signals Squadron Team Trophy.
The Rifle Team Cup.
The Falling Plate winners.
Sig Hannan
Individual Rifle runner-up
Individual SMG runner-up
Capt Goodman
Individual pistol runner-up
Sgt Chivers
Sgt Chivers
Runners-up in the LMG pairs
Sgt Brown

SHOOTING
Back row, left to right: Sgts Dave Chivers, Neil Brown, Ssgt Bob
Howe and Sig Brian Thomson
Front row, left to right : Sgt Martin Roberts, Sig Derek Hannan,
Capt Hugh Goodman, Ssgt Charlie Manning

The first team continued to do well in the NESAM 1976 shoot,
gaining a trip-as Minor Unit winners-to Bisley. At the time of
writing, the team are training in the UK with 3 Bn The Royal
Anglian Regt. We wish them well.
SUCCESSFUL ATHLETICS
The athletics season got off to a flying start with the annual
inter-Troop athletics meeting organised by WOI (F of S) Bob
McKay, being held in the lovely Happy Valley Stadium, Episkopi.
With families' races included in the programme, a successful day
was brought to a close by Mrs Grundy, wife of our new Squadron
Commander, presenting the prizes and the inter-Troop trophy to
ream captain Sgt Harry Pegg of ystems and Workshop Troop.
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Paras. Ssgt Manning already has one son in the crviccs and
as there are a further three sons still at home, the possibility of
an improvement in the recruiting figures in years to come cannot
be ruled out.

VIP VISITORS
. Nearly all our visitors arc shown in the photographs accompanymg the notes. They were all very welcome and, to judge by their
subsequent cm:nments, they were suitably impressed with what
they saw. Ty,PtCal of the views expressed by many visitors were
those comparmg us favourably with a Divisional Signal Regiment
in the field in BAOR.

The Volunteers - 31 (Greater London) Sig Regt .(V )
ANNUAL CAMP
s the culmination of its two-year training cycle, between June
12 and 26 this year the Regiment moved to North-West
Europe in order to test fully its military and technical skills and
techniques. A great deal of hard work was packed into the 15-day
camp, including assembly and movement to the continent by sea
and air, deployment on an eight-day fully tactical and mobile
communications exercise, holding the traditional parties in the
Regimental Messes and, finally, the recovery phase and dispersal
in England.

A

ATHLETICS
Brig J. H. B. Acland, Commander Land Forces Cyprus, presents the
Minor Units Cup to team captain Sgt Harry Pegg

It was now down to serious training for members selected to
form the Squadron rerun with sights set on the Commander 3 Sig
Group meeting and the Army Minor Units Chrunpionships. In
the former, despite wins by Sgt Bernie Thomas in the 400m;
Sig John Miles, 800m; Sgt Harry Pegg, 1500m; Cpl Ron
Thompson, discus; and an excellent second-place performance
by Sig 'Dino' Farrell, our rivals, 2 Sqn, 9 Sig Regt, narrowly
emerged the victors. However, some excellent pulling by our
tug-o-war team did the trick and team coach, Sgt Ted Fitzsimons,
collected the honours.
A CONVINCING WIN
Determined to make amends our team went on to a convincing
win in the Army Minor Units Cup held on Wednesday, June 16.
Sig Eric Swift made certain of his Army (Cyprus) team place,
taking the high hurdles title in a cool 16-0secs along with teammate Sig Neil Gabb winning the javelin with 45·78m. TJ:ie glint
in our ream captain's eye as he received the cup from Brig J. H. B.
Acland, Commander Land Forces Cyprus, expressed rhe
satisfaction of a well-earned ream victory.
ACIO TOO
Recently 259 Sig Sqn (West) became an ACIO and Maj Grundy
ACO. This unique occasion was caused by David Manning, son
of Ssgt Charlie Manning, wishing ro enlist as a Junior in the
Parachute Regt. We are pleased to say that everything went off
all right and we hope that David will enjoy his service with the
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ENLISTMENT
Maj C. E. Grundy hands over the 'loot' to David Manning
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MOVEMENT SUCCESS
Having heard fearsome tales of movement problems which
allegedly occurred in previous years, W01 Adam Patterson
(MTWO) and his team worked very hard to ensure success this
year. Meticulous detailed planning coupled with close liaison with
London District Movement Staff resulted in successful outward
movement of an air party from Brize Norton to Brussels, and a
larger surface party crossing overnight Saturday, June 12/Sunday,
June 13, on three separate ferries between Dover and Zeebrugge.
For the overnight return trip on June 25/26 there was no air
party and the main body of the Regiment travelled back to
England on five ferries between Zeebrugge and Dover.
EXERCISE CALM FENCE 1976
Between June 14 and 22 the Regiment deployed with 33 Sig
Regt (V ) under command of HQ 11 Sig Group (V ) to provide
an area communications system in support of elements of SHAPE
and AFCENT. Fully tactical throughout with a live enemy and
the periodic imposition of a CW environment, Calm Fence 1976
was an ambitious and demanding exercise with the Regiment
deployed in Belgium and Holland over an area measuring approximately l 70km west to east and 80krn from north to south.
Commcen I and Admin Echelon carried out successful night
moves-with the only heavy rain during the whole period falling
while Admin Echelon and the Regimental Command Post were
moving!
Physically separated by l 70km, Commheads F and N were
linked by a long radio relay chain utilising three relays, backed up
by a Dll /R234 HF link (operating in the ISB duplex mode)
provided by 'J' Troop. The HF link was so good that at one
period, from 3-12 teleprinters were tested successfully using
multiplex equipment on the looped circuit. To prove the RR
system thoroughly, the two terminals were transposed and each
of the relays were moved, and once again the complete link was
established and handed over for traffic.
Throughout the exercise traffic levels were very high, with
maximum effort being demanded from the cheerful and willing
Data Telegraphists in the TRC at Commcen I and the Commhead
message centres.
No less effort was required of the combat linemen whose hard
work was typified by the long cable route connecting Commhead F
and Commcen I in ics first location.
During rhe first two days of the exercise the CO visited locations
in a helicopter provided by 669 Sqn AAC. At each site location
commanders and other personnel were taken up to see just how
effective their camouflage was against air reconnaissance .
TIME TO RELAX
On returning to the base camp at Chievres near SHAPE, in
addition to coping with preparations for return to England
everyone found time to relax and celebrate a job well done. Coach
trips were run daily to and from Brussels, the Sergeants Mess
organised a cheese and wine party and the Officers Mess cocktail
party brought guests from as far afield as HQ AFCENT as well
as our many friends from SHAPE .
Finally, the journey back to England was completed without
any insurmountable problems and we can reflect on a very
enjoyable and worthwhile annual camp-while planning for a
return visit in 1978 !
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Lt Geake and Maj Vokes talking to Gen Schulze

DSAC EU R, Gen Sir Harry Tuzo, congratulates 31 Sig Regt on a
job well done on exercise Calm Fence 1976

The Mayor of Harrow with the linemen Sig Jenkins, Skinner and
Westfallen, R.

ADWR.AC BAOR, Col Clarke, Capt Ensor and the Adjutant, Capt
Giles
~

--'

The engineers ('M' Troop), the SO-in-C and a non-technical joke!

CINCENT, Air Chief Marshal Sir Peter Le Cheminant, checks out
Commcen 'I' Command Post (2 Lt Mote on watch)
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CSO BAOR Gen Sturge, the CO and the LAD in serious mood
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3 i 1 Regt (V) Liverpool

'LIVER POOL FOR EVER'
Meml'-ers of 80 Sqn line crew show where they come from

EXERCISE CALM FENCE 1976
UNE saw the arrival of the Regiment's bi-annual communications exercise in which the Regiment moves .to the Continent
and provides a mobile area communica~ons system for AFCENT.
This year our volunteers from the Liverpool, Manchester and
Chester areas deployed across the Channel to work in conjunction
with our sister Regiment in 11 Sig Group, 31 (GL) Sig R egt (V)
under the command of HQ 11 Sig Group.

J

THE PREPARATION
The problems of assembling 450 all ranks, 176 vehicles and some
70 trailers and moving them to the Continent have occupied the
majority of our Permanent Staff for some considerable time. In
particular the Training Major, Maj Bob Mansfield, has got
through more than his average consumption of tobacco. It is
thought that his double-ended candles are also in short supply.
THE ASSEMBLY
The peaceful scenes at our TAVR centres at Edge Lane,
orman Road, Gilwern and Alamein were suddenly transformed
on Saturday, June 12. As large numbers of volunteers from all
walks of life descended to change into their military uniform and
begin the metamorphosis from butcher, baker and comp~y
director into communicators, ready to face the challenge of exercise
Calm Fence 1976.
Much to the surprise of the Adjutant, Capt Alan Davies,
there was a 95 per cent turn-out for the exercise, and in future he
has promised to take note of the TA VR saying ' Don't worry,
it will be alright on the day'!
THE AIR PARTY
The air party departed by coach from RHQ at Huyton for Brize
orton under the eagle eye of the 2IC, Maj Pat Jolliffe, and
had a pleasant crossing by courtesy of RAF VClO to Brussels
International Airport where they were met by WOl (RSM) Alan
Burt, our Regular RMTO, who directed them into coaches for
the short ride to our base camp at Olen in Belgium. For many of
the Regiment this was a new experience and all enjoyed the
hospitality pP vided by the Royal Air Force. With the air party
went 31 WRAC recruits who were, to some extent, pioneers in
that with the blessing of North-West District and HQ UKLF
were to attend their Recruit Training course at Olen-more about
this later.
THE MAIN PARTY
Reveille was at 0430hrs on Sunday, June 13. After a quick
wash and shave (nose powdering for the other half), breakfast was
served. (Sausage and beans again for RHQ !). Vehicles were
loaded and each Squadron convoy headed for Hull, stopping en
route for refreshments. Bringing up the rear was our Bluebell team
under the command of Lt Keith Gosney (REME) (V), who
managed to get us all to Hull by large amounts of skill and little
help from chewing gum and string. Hull was to be the point at
which the Regiment embarked for the Europort. The sight of
the entire Regiment lined up on the quayside was an impressive
one for those who were seeing it for the first time. The North Sea
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Ferry Norland was to take u to the Europort. Tl~~ was th.e
same ferry that carried the .Regiment as the first ~htary umt
on its maiden voyage back m 1974. The most worncd men ?n
the quayside were our RAO, Maj Edward Emett, and our Chief
Clerk, Ssgt Dave Berry, who in conjunction with the fe.rryloading staff had the problem of fitting a large number of vehicles
into a seemingly shrinking ship.
To add to our problems of loading the Movement Staff at
Hull informed us on arrival that it was necessary to detach all
J-ton trailer for separate l~ading in the ship's hold. This trying
exercise was eventually achieved accompani~d by the .comme.nts
from Maj Arthur Nolan, OC 42 Sqn, that 1t wa~ an mterestmg
place to play musical trailers. It was a great rehef for ~he CO,
Lt Col John Bromley, when at long last the embarkanon staff
were able to report that all the Regiment's vehicles were at last
loaded.
Fortunately, every member of the Re,giment had been alloc~ted
a berth and after a refreshing shower, dmner and duty-free drmks
at the bar memories of the drive and loading were forgotten.
W02 (SSM) Fred Nuttall and 2 Lt Mike .Smith wer.e the
night duty staff and had very little problem seemg the Regiment
to its bunks.
EUROPORT
.
At 0600hrs on Monday morning the Norland edged its way mto
Europort. WOl (RSM) Ala~ Burt and ~ team C!f the reg~ar
PSls were waiting at the dockside to help with the disembarkanon
and, eventually, after another tense game of musical trailers, the
Squadrons were formed up into packets ready for the road
journey to Olen Camp.
The move from Europort to Olen was covered by b<;>th the
Dutch and Belgium Police. Even so, many of the Regimental
drivers driving on the right-hand side of the road for the first
time ~vere glad of the continental driving courses they had
att~ded at Swynnerton Camp. In particular Sig Ian Smith,
who works for the Liverpool Corporation as a refuse vehicle
driver, was heard frequently to say, 'This i~ great'.
Eventually the Regiment reached Olen with, . what we hope,
was the minimum inconvenience to the Belgian and Dutch
Nationals. It was a trouble-free journey for the Regil!lent tha~s
to some careful driving and the help of both Nanonal Police
Forces.
BASE CAMP-OLEN
The Quartermaster, Capt (QM) Ernie Webb, had ~)ready
been at Olen for some days with the advance party preparu~g the
camp for the Regiment'~ arrival. The camp was soon a hive of
activity, refuelling, drawmg weapons, checkmg crystals ant! many
other last-minute preparations for the start of the exercise the
following day. One or two fortunate detachments from 80 and 59
Sqns, under the command of Sgt J?erek La~bert, were deployed
that night to set up a skeleton Rad10 Relay gnd under the watchful
eye of Capts Roger Cl~rke:Lomas ~nd Doug Murray. Both
officers had arrived earlier with the air party and were already
deployed in location ready for the Radio Relay Detachments who
were by now heading in their direction.
.
The next morning (Tuesday) saw the Regu!lent fully fed and
watered and moving out through the sleepy village of Olen mto
their exercise locations. As with the arrival at Olen, the departure
went smoothly thanks to the excellent organisation by the Volunteer
Quartermaster, Maj Derek Beckett, and the Regular Quartermaster, Capt Ernie Webb.
IN THE FIELD
.
Maj Tony Groves with Switch Yankee, together "Y1th Echcl~n,
commanded by Maj David French, was soon set up mt.he heavily
wooded area of Baraque Michel. Maj Arthur Nolan with Switch
X-ray made for the woods at Baraque ~e Fraiture: The ~egiment's
communication centres and the pick-up pomts d1sappeai;-ed
eagerly towards the comparative ~ux~y of the NATO Ace High
stations with whom they were to hnk m. Not so lucky were CaJ>tS
Adrian Leech and Mike Gravett who were to be located with
RHQ, Group Headquarters an~ t.J:ie AFCENT mobile comm?nication centre. This close proxmuty to the centre of op~rat1ons
was to mean that they were to bear the bru.nt of rece1vm.g .t~e
many visitors during the exercise. The exercise, after the mmal
problems were sorted out, prov.ed to be a ~remendous success.
A considerable volume of exercise traffic bemg passed over our
many links. The Regular Ye?man of Signa!s, Ssgt Mick Altha1:11,
was slightly taken aback with AFCENT s response for exercise
traffic when packages containing som.e 2,000 messages were
handed to him at the start of the exercise.
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Throughout the cxcr~isc a lot of hard work was completed by
our Commcen and Switch Operators and, in the words of the
ACOS CANDE, Brig Gen A. F. Delizee, 'All taking part in
the exercis~ were a great ~red it to the Corps'.
For a b1-~n~ual . exerc1s~. as laq~e as this it is not sup rising
that many d1stmgu1shed v1s1tors wished to visit us in the field.
It was a great pleas~re to receive them all, and the Regiment
was grateful for the mtcrcst shown. Amongst our visitors were
the Deputy CINCENT, Air ·Chief Marshall Sir Peter le
Cheminent, Lt Gen Schulze of the German Army from
SHAPE, our Signal Officer-in-Chief, CSO HQ BAOR, Brigs
Baldwin and Bohannan, and our Honorary Colonel Col
Graeme Bryson. On two occasions we were able to di~e our
pri nciple visitors in a degree of style in the Officers Mess thanks
to the efforts of Capt Jonathan Keane and Ssgt Ron Gawthorne
his te~m of c<;>oks and the ~mall Mess staff headed by Sgt Georg~
Aus.tin. Inc1dentally, this was George's last camp with the
Regiment after 18 ~ years as a Royal Corps of Signals Volunteer.
We were particularly delighted to see our Honorary Colonel who
visited the Regiment over a two-day period. It was a very long
tour of locations and a very tired Honorary Colonel who was
released to the Ferry at Ostend. Each of the visitors was met
and given a briefing by the CO and our Technical Adjutant,
Maj C~lin ~arw??d· Manr of the visitors, including our Signal
Officer-m-Chief, v1s1ted the lmemcn and were given the traditional
lineman's cup of tea! There was a pleasant moment when the
SO-in-C was asked to add his signature to a letter being sent by
the Troop to a member of their detachment who was unable to
attend camp through illness. When advised that there was some
doubt whether the recipient could read, the SO-in-C thoughtfully
added an X after his name. Among our visitors we were delighted
to receive a visit from ADWRAC, Lt Col D. Clark, who was
escorted around the various detachments by our Senior WRAC
Advisor, Capt Marjorie Carline. Lt Col Clark was able to
speak to many of our WRAC, and amongst the RHQ Staff in
meeting Sgt Laura Nuttall and Pte Alison Keen, was surprised
to find a husband and wife team working in the same complex.
SiJ Lol Keen was not only on exercise but took his City and
Guilds examinations whilst in the field.

exercise and the relurn move was under the command of Maj
Pat Jolliffe who had assumed command of the Regiment following
the unfortunate demise (exercise only!) of the CO. On close down
the Regiment was grateful to receive many congratulatory messages
from senior officers at SHAPE, AFCENT, and our own Group
Commander. Some indication of the determination of the
Volunteers was their insistence that they continue for a further
hour after permission to close down had been given in order to
re-establish an errant radio path.
At the end of it all there were many very tired Volunteers,
not the least were the Radio Relay men headed by Capts Roger
Clarke-Lomas, Roger John, Doug Murray and 2 Lt Bill
Matthews.
METAMORPHOSIS IN REVERSE
The return to Olen Camp was uneventful and, after a day of refuelling, sorting out and revitalising by means of showers and
duty-free, the Regiment was ready to enjoy its day off sightseeing.
Thursday saw a whole line of coaches lined up ready to take
the Volunteers on trips to such centres as Amsterdam, Brussels
and Antwerp. Some chose to remain behind in Olen relaxing and
visiting the nearby swimming pool at Emblem. This particular
location was enlivened by a unique display on the art of Yoga
by Capt Margorie Carline, witnessed, with looks of amazement,
by Sgt Mick Powlesland and Lcpl Jean Selwood (WRAC).
Europort was reached with little problem, thanks again to the
stirling support of our Bluebell teams and the return crossing was
made in an atmosphere more of relaxation than the air of anticipation that was evident during the outward journey. Our reception
by Her Majesty's Customs at Hull could not, in truth, be described
as disinterested, it taking some five hours to pass the Regiment's
vehicles through some very rigorous checks. We are sorry Her
Majesty's Customs efforts did not meet with the expectation they
obviously held.
So it was on the final Saturday that the M62 carried a very
hot and tired Regiment back to its TAVR centres. Behind us we
had left a testing and worthwhile exercise. We had also left
what we hoped was an enhanced reputation in the eyes of
AFCENT, and with us we took a sense of achievement and a
host of vivid memories which will undoubtedly last the Regiment
into its next Continental exercise in 1978.

35 Sig Regt .(V), Birmingham
95 (SHROPSIIlRE YEOMANRY) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(V) REPORT
HE offered the chance, we accepted RHQ's invitation to
write notes for T11E WIRE as it seemed a good opportunity
to tell our story (and perhaps
save our PSO, Capt Charles
Baalham, from again ending
up in a Catterick Guardroom
for wearing a Yeomanry stable
belt with barrack dress).

W

'Stomachs in, chests out', and a big smile from the WRAC Recruits
Course

Let us not forget our WRAC recruits course back at Olen Camp
being run by Sgt Colin Elstob and other members of the
Permanent Staff, under the guidance of Lt Ros Redwood
(WRAC). Despite the little time available all the necessary subjects
such as military law, drill, military history, etc, were covered in
the required detail in an effort to convert attractive young Indies
into equally attractive soldiers. This course came to a very successful conclusion at the end of the second week with a pass-off parade
and prize-giving taken by the CO. Ptes Bambury and Bateson
tied for best recruit and were both presented with an Olen Mug
(the design of which dates back to King Richard the Lionheart's
time).
The standard of drill achieved in such a short time and displayed
at the pass-off parade was such that it drew a spontaneous round
of app lause from a large portion of the Regiment that had come
along to witness the event. The spirit of the course was remarkable,
and credit for this must go to all the Instructors involved with
the course with a special mention to W02 (SSM) Bill Goss
(Royal Signals) and Sgt Shirley Stott (WRAC).
.Exercise Calm Fence came to an end on Tuesday, June 22,
with the Regiment closing down communications and preparing
to move back to Olen Base Camp. The final 36 hours of the
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PRECEDENCE FROM
1795
The Shropshire Yeomanry
take precedence from April 17,
1795, the founding date of a
Troop of Horse at Wellington,
Salop. During the early part
of the 19th century many
units came into being in the
area with many colourful
uniforms and such picturesque
names as 'the Wrekin Company', 'The Hales Owen
Yeomanry' (Halesowcn was
then in Shropshire-QM,
Maj Dennis Newton please
note!), 'The Brimsrree Loyal
Legion', 'Oswestry Rangers'
and 'The Pimshill Light Horse'. In 181"4 these amalgamated to
form three Regiments, 'The South Shropshire Yeomanry Cavalry',
'The Shrewsbury Yeomanry Cavalry' and 'The North Shropshire
Yeomanry Cavalry'. In 1872 another amalgamation formed the
'Shropshire Yeomanry'.
From 1814 all units were trained as 'Dragoons', ie mounted
infantry, named after the 'Dragon' musket with which they were
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armed, and•a such formed part of the Imper~al Ca~lry durin~
the Boer'\ ar, gaining the Battle Honour . South Afnc~ 1900-2 .
t the outbreak of war in 1914 the Regiment was dismounted
and formed part of 10th Bn KSLI, seeing active service in Egypt,
Palestine and France, incidentally winning the only VC _for the
KSLI. Between the wars it again became Cavalry, but m 1~39
wa formed into two medium Field Re~im~ts RA ~swoppmg
horses for 5·5in Long Toms) and saw acuon m the Middle East
and Italy.
REGIMENT JOINS RAC
.
.
. .
On the re-introduction of the TA m 1949 the ~eg1_mc.~t iomc.d
the Royal Armoured Corps and, by the. re-orgamsauon m 1967,
was the Reece Re.gt for 53rd (Welsh) Div, having been equipped
with tanks armoured cars, scout cars and, finally, Land-Rovers
in the interim. In this role the Regi!11ent pr~ded itself_as a m?re
than competent 'communicator' as mformau~n from 1.ts. leading
Reece Troops had to be passed to Rear HQs with the minimum of
delay, this being achieved by means of the much beloved No 19
and No 52 sets.
PRESENT ROLE FROM 1969
Enough of the past, what of the prese~t? In 196~, after a spell
in Home Defence (and some months m forced mothballs ) a
Squadron was formed to become 4th (later 95t~) Sqn of 35th
(South Midland) Sig Re.gt (Volunteers). It contami:d SHQ and
two radio relay Troops at Shrewsbury and a Courier Tr~p at
Hereford. Today there is a RR Troop at each of the 10<'.3Uons;
Salop commanded by Capt John Beswick (ex-Royal Signals),
and Hereford by Capt Nick Candler (ex-Shropshlre Yeomanry).
MASCOT HUGHIE
·
When the Squadron first joined it is true to say that the res! of
the Regiment wondered what ~ad befallen them, but as ume
progressed and we became fully m~egrated and bett~. known the
wonderment became incomprehension! The word ongmally used,
however, in the description 'Donkey Wallopers' changed from
one of derision to, dare we say, one of respect and regard, so
much so that we now have as our mascot 'Hughie' (a donkey!). It
is untrue that it took three years and two RSMs to teach us to
use the command 'Halt' instead of 'WHOA'! The majority of
the Squadron do not reme_mber ~e old days, only_ a small hardcore continue to mumble mto the.tr beer late at mght about the
merits of the 19 set, the comfort of a Dingo or of advance to
contacts long passed. The remainder are communicators of a
high standard, many Class I and II tradesmen. Some have
qualified at Cane.rick, our latest success being Si!f P. Snoo~ who,
attending to qualify for his TIU, came away with Tl. This feat
has not only earned him praise from the Group Commander

down, but will, we arc sure, improve the T AVR's image with
tl1e Regular Army.
.
In nearly every respect we arc now Royal S1~nals, but we keep
a little of a long tradition going in the odd d1ffercnces of dress
such as stable belts, badges and chain mail on Nos l and 2 dress
(see photo of SQMS) and our officers, as befits the Yeomanry,
often appear in colourful plumages. W e venture to suggest that
this is not a bad thing, for as members of the present TA VR, we
are maintaining a link with all those who have served as Volunteers
in Shropshire and Herefordshire during the past 100 years.

36 Sig Regt {V) Wanstead
URING the last two months there have ~een ~ee major

activities. The first was a Regimental exer~1se wh!ch brought
D
the whole Regiment together for the first nmi: ~s year. ~t

FRONT PAGE NEWS
. .
.
To the surprise of numerous p~rsons w1thm th,e Regu~1ent,
exercise Rhine Rehearsal has been p1pp~d to the post. pressw1senormally one would only expect a Regimental exercise to app73r
in such scholarly tomes as THE WIRE and the TA VR Magazine.
However, as the heading suggests, thls was not the ca~e an~,
very shortly after the exercise we appeared not only five t1~es m
the Essex Press (including two front-page splashes), twice on
Radio Orwell and twice, if somewhat ~riefly and thei;i only on
page two, in a co~ple of S1:md~y nauonals. Why this sudden
interest in the Regiment? Give m?
EXERCISE RHINE REHEARSAI:-JUNE 11-13, 1976 .
The mounting of a three-day Regimental ! AVR exer~ts~ ts
always an arduous task fo~ all c<;>ncer~ed (especially for us c1vv1~s)
but is vital when one views 1t~ obJe~ts: The obiect of Rhine
Rehearsal was to exercise the Regrment m its role ~o be und~rtak~n
in North-Western Europe, over a short, if sus.tamed, penod-m
a confined area (to iron out with ease technical problems and
avoid waste of petrol) . Immediately, therefore, vast problems
were put at the door of Maj David Thorpe1 the Ops Officer, to
find a relatively close-to-hand small area suitable to squash the
Regiment into, and Maj Ken Ch~stian, ~he TOT, to allocate
frequencies that wouldn't mutually mterf~re m ~his confined space.
Much to the delight of Capt David Milne an~ the vast
majority of 45 Sqn stationed at Colchester, the locauon chosen
was the Colchester Training Areas (wt: knoyv the~ well!) .. The
rest of the Regiment, whilst naturally no~ b~mg qwte so gnpped
by the idea, did .not refuse. to play on pnnc1ple.
.
Exercise locauons, cunrungly pre-recced ~y dayhgh~ by those
in the know, were occupied during the evening and i:ught of the
11th-despite the main tactical element of_ 45 Sqn havm~ do~bled
in size within the last few months to their re_cce officer .s dismay
and the fact that 44 Sqn lost its way (well, 1t .was getting da:k)
and having to ask 45 where to go ( ?). Field locations duly occupied
by the three 'teeth' squadrons and RCP in more comfortable
accommodation not too far from the renowned. Colchester TAC
... bar (but we won't let on where), the exercise began.
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CRASH MOVE ORDERED
.
'Crash move from your location in there', . _had said
WOl (RSM) Frank )epso!1 cu~tingly to the. reccc/s1tmg ?fficcr
concerned the previous evenmg, liberally bandmg out promises of
a couple of extra duties at camp. Not to be outdon~, !he three
Troops involved (obviously showing concern for. t~e mc1dence. of
these promised extra duties) duly crash moved w1thm a stagger!ng
half-hour of being first alerted, to a safe, fire-free reserve locauon
some half mile distant. One of the first on the scene from RHQ
was the QM, Capt Bob Jones, who, knowing soldiers, fires, kit
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The afternoon was devoted to Squadron Commanders plannmg
administration instruction for the move to BAOR and drawi ng up
nomi nal rolls of sea and air parties. Later there were eparate
Mess meetings.
In the evening t he officers held a Regimental Dinner. Among
the guests who attended were the Master and the Bursar of
Selwyn College. The College dining hall presented an impressive
setting for the event with its panelled walls, musicians' gallery and
the portraits of former Masters gazing austerely down on the
fes tivities. The Sergeants Mess held a cheese and wine party and
the latest news is that Cambridge is now facing a wine shortage
to add to the water shortage. The RSM wishes to place on record
that his Mess did not contribute to the water shortage.
There are not many occasions during the year when the Regiment can get together because of the distances involved and each
occasion is invaluable for fostering a Regimental spirit, exchanging
information and renewing friendships.
858/859 CORPS SIGNAL TROOPS
858/859 Troops, based at Eastbourne, went to Lippstadt for
their annual camp to train with 22 Sig Re.gt from June 19-July 4.
They were led by their intrepid Commander, Maj Peter Upton.
No doubt he will be submitting an account of the Troops' activities
to THE WIRE in due course.

Roger Bus ton of Colchester TA VR Centre wa~ mv1ted to write
our account of exercise Rhine Rehearsal and without more ado,
over to Roger:

RAISON D'ETRE ••• CRASH OUT?
.
The best part of this story lies, somewhat naturally1 with 45 S9n
commanded by Maj Willie Allan and, more parucularly, with
the Colchester Centre Troops (750/3) and the appended part of
Lt Bob Hill's 817 Troop; for, on the hot surmy Saturday afternoon
a very observant guard, one Sig lva!1 Ki~g (naturally 750 Tr~p)
noticed ominous clouds of smoke b1llowm_g toward~ C!ur !~cations
aided in the van by a passing wind. Immediately nonfymg his DSO
of this alarming development the situation was assessed, SHQ
informed, and Colchester Fire Brigade alerted.

SQMS C. LEWIS
Showing Badges, Logger head and Chain mail

and OC 750 Troop of old, proceeded to do a mental and complete
CES check for all three Troops plus SHQ in two minutes flat (it
takes us, mere Troop commanders, hours to do!). The kit, now
as safe as it ever would. be, and accoun!ed for, 45 Sqn returned
to fight the fire (sec picture), ably assisted by some eight fire
engines from all over the Colchester area and photographed and
interviewed by m e mber~ of the P ress. T he !ntrepid SSM 45 Sqn,
W02 Larry Grey, achieved the notable distinction of appearing
in all the front-page pictures (and most of the others, too!) that
subsequently appeared in th e press.

Personnel of 45 and HQ Sqn fighting the fire which destroyed 30
acres of woodland in Colchester training area

In all, some 30 acres of Army land were ravaged by the fire
before 45 Sqn (and, of course, the fire brigade) could extinguish it.
Following a swift kit sort out, the CO, Lt Col John Swindells,
directed the continuance of the exercise in the Squadron's reserve
locations-and, in a very short time, 45 were, yet again, operating.
The rumour that the fire was started by 44 Sqn to cover up their
apparent slothfulness in establishing communications has been
hotly denied by their OC, Maj Chris Gate, and Trg Maj, Mike
Alden.
INSPECTED IN THE FIELD
During the evening after the fire the Regiment was inspected
in the field whilst operational by Brig W. A. Sykes, Comd 12 Sig
Group, accompanied by the CO by which time all systems were go
(again!). Pleasant surprise was expressed by the Adjutant, Capt
John ~ri:ne, accompanied by MTWO, WOl Roy Stark,
when v1s1tmg the Colchester Troop's new location to discover a
thriving hamburger, sausage and banjo producing establishment in
a secluded corner of our location, ably run by Cookie, Cpl Dave
Barton, Le.pl 'Pete' Nelson and Sig Mick Davis with other
willing helpers. Also providing pleasant surprises (?) were the
WRAC, led by 2 Lt Chris (Congrats on your pip) Redrup,
who proved that Paris was not the only appropriate place for
Chanel No 5-a fact well noticed by the resident Combat Radio
Detachment commanded by Bdr Sid Kent (RA) who, working
hardest, with the least numbers, for longest, proved appreciative
of the pleasant perfumes wafting past their hot C4ls.
WOl (RSM) Frank Jepson's comment when asked by
Colchester PSI, Sgt Harry Wishart, 'How long did 750 take to
crash move, Sir?' are unprintable in this couth magazine-but
sufficient to say that this officer, who would have been the subject
of the extra duties mentioned ante, eagerly awaits his free pints
which he intends to share, with the aid of a few straws, with his
Troop. Ah well, as we say in the legal profession, Sic Frangit
Crusculum-that's the way the cookie crumbles.
REGIMENTAL STUDY PERIOD
One hundred and nineteen officers and senior NCOs attended
a joint study weekend at Selwyn College, Cambridge. They
assembled on Friday evening, July 2, and dispersed during the
the afternoon of Sunday, July 4. The main subject for discussion
was annual camp in BAOR which takes place in September.
Selwyn College made an attractive setting for reflection on the
important topics discussed. After the opening address by the
Commanding Officer presentations were given by the Operations
Officer on our mobilization role and by the Training Major on
the movement instruction. After a coffee break, a team from 20
Security Coy gave a very good presentation on security in BAOR.
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VISITS TO BAOR
May and June saw an 'invasion' of BAOR by officers of the
Regiment. The Training Major, QM and OC WRAC, Maj Pat
Ruston, went on the pre-camp recce from May 17-27 which took
in a good number of stations and units in Germany. The Adjutant
slipped across from June 14-18 on a mob liaison visit and he also
clocked up the mileage. Last but not least, the CO paid a visit to Corps
Troops annual camp between June 21 and 24.
OTHER NEWS
Charles Herbert of Brentwood, Jim Rennie of Newbury
Park, and Alan Choat of Bedford have all been promoted
Lieutenant; W02 Alec Dormer of Wanstead becomes the first
Volunteer in the Regiment to be promoted WOl within living
memory. Cpl John Mortimer of Norwich and Cpl Peter
Minshell of Brentford were promoted into the Sergeants Mess.
There were also nine promotions to junior NCO. During the
same period Officer Cadets Ron Wilkinson of Gillingham and
Christine Redrup of Brentwood were commissioned. Also
joining the Regiment on commissioning into the TAVR is Archie
Gibson who becomes Adrnin Officer of HQ Sqn at Wanstead.
Readers will remember Archie as a former RSM of 16 Sig Re.gt
and MTWO of 71 Sig Regt (Volunteers). We welcome Archie
back to active soldering after two months in civvy street. To all
of them we offer our congratulations.
We hope that Regular soldiers leaving the Corps, reading
the last paragraph will note that they can have a worthwhile part-time career in the TAVR with good promotion
prospects.
Among visitors to the Regiment was Col E. T. Mealing
(United States Army Reserve) who spent an evening at Wanstead
and Dford on June 10, 1976. It was very interesting to see one of
our counterparts from the United States Army and we hope he
found us as interesting as we found him. Another visitor was
Lt Col Dennis Kentish, TD (CREME) (V) South who carried
out the annual technical inspection of the LAD. He came on
Sunday, May 23, and spent the day with us.
Finally, we would like to say goodbye to Sgt Terry Williams
the permanent staff instructor of Cambridge TAVR Centre who
was posted to 13 Sig Regt in early June. Terry was a very popular
figure in the Regiment and we wish him good luck in hls new
posting.

DO YOU KNOW OF ANY JOB VA_CANCIES
It may be that some of our readers in civilian life are
aware of employment vacancies which could be filled by
those leaving the Corps on retirement or those already
retired who are seeking employment. It would be greatly
appreciated if derails could be forwarded to the Association.
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71 st Sig Regt :(V) Bromley

40th

Sig Regt (V)

39 Sig Regt {V) London

Belfast
APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
E apologise for a ~ther long absen~e f~m these p~ges
which it is hoped, will now be remedied with the appomtment of our new Regimental Press Officer.

W

PEOPLE AND EVENTS
.
.
During May the Officers Mess held a Ladies' Night which was
very well attended by present and past me~bers, no less than four
previous Commanding Officers of the Regiment we~e there!
Recently we have been sorry to lose two long-servm~ members
of the Regiment : Maj Laurie Boylett (RAPC) has renred as our
Paymaster after eight years :ind Maj Jill Dearmer (WRAC), who
is leaving to live and work m the USA.
We are happy to welcome two new officers and the return of
another. 2 Lt Neville Page (RAPC) has taken over a~ Paymaster
and Capt Mike Clemson who has joined us from 37 Sig Regt 01).
Lt John Burgess has returned to the Regiment after servmg
with the 1st Bn The Wessex Regt for 18 months, where he was
a Mortar Platoon Commander.
ANNUAL TRAINING
. ,
.
The main body of the Regiment was based at St Maran s Plam
Camp at Folkestone, for the Ann~ CaI_Dp in June. ~etachments
of the Unit were overseas at locaoons m Cyprus, Gibraltar and
BAOR. For a change the weather was better in Folkestone than
in the other locations this year.
We would like to take this opportunity to say thank you to
our host units for all their help and hospitality.

PERSONNEL CHANGES
.
INCE our last entry in the magazine a few changes m personnel
have taken place and more than one event has been successfully completed. The Adjutant, Maj Ke~ Goulding, has departed
for tlle wider plains of BAOR to 28 Sig Regt, and has been replaced by Capt Ian Strong who has just returi;ied from the
somewhat warmer climate of Cyprus. Capt Rob10 Dodman1
who stood in as Training Major, has now handed over .to M~1
Eric Carrel who has just finished with S~E. By the time this
gets to print we will have received from 7 Sig Regt our ~ew RSM,
Mr Cole. We all hope he and his wife enjoy their stay m B~fast,
at the same time our thanks go to W01 Loveday who is not
only leaving the Army but settling down about 500. yards from
RHQ (what loyalty). We all wish him and his wife the very
best for the future. Capt Linda Squance has taken over the
reins of OC WRAC from Maj Joan O'Hara to whom our thanks
and best wishes also go.
.
In March we ran the Northern Ireland TAVR cocktail party,
but it didn't actually make a profit, the only person who maI?-aged
to was Maj Richard Chappell who gained a few grey hairs.

S

LORD MAYOR VISITS •••
The Lord Mayor of Belfast came to see the Regiment at w~rk
on Sunday, May 2, and was impressed with w1?-at we allowed him
to see and was also grateful for the opportu!-11tY t? ta~k to some
of the members of the Regiment who mainly live m Belfast.
Naturally, he spent some rime in the Sergeants Mess before
lunch with the officers.
On May 15 and 16 the Officers Mess almost took over the
Northern Counties Hotel in Portrush for a study weekei:id,
although there were some. interesting. le~tures the ~ne thing
that sticks in everyone's mmd was Ma1 Sid Howard s talk on
the Colonel's G1098 during which he told us ho~ to. look aft~r
a watch by 'dunking' it in water and then throwmg 1t over his
shoulder. The watch belonged to Lt Ron Laird (OC LAD). A_s
per normal, everyone had their midnight swim, but for so"?e 1t
didn't finish until 5.30 in the morning. Most people made It to
the conference room on time ...
AND WE CONTRIBUTE TO ms SHOW
' ·The Lord Mayor's Show rook place in Bel~ast on M~y 22,
and we were very proud to be the only Service entry m the
parade. Unfortunately, due to the inevitable b~mb scares, the
parade was held up for some 45 minutes but our Pipes and Dru;ns
with the Silver Band of the North Irish Horse, who were p~aymg
outside the City Hall, took it upon themselves to entertam ?ie
gathered crowds and put on a fine display of music an? marchin~
despite the fact that at one stage everyone went qwet when 1t
appeared that they were going to play 'The Sash', fortunately,
this did not happen.

Best recruit cup winners Pte Jill Jackson and Sig Bob Neaves of
39 Sig Regt

Lt Ian Fisher and 2 Lt Lorna Latham ran a tough Unit
Recruit training course during camp. The two deservin~ prizewinners as best recruits being Pte Jill Jackson and Sig Bob
Neaves. As another compensation for those unable to go overseas
there was the visit to Folkestone of the shapely, and I use the
word advisedly, 'Penthouse Pet' Angela, who.gave a mo~ak boost
to the male recruits. Angela, who is 22 and likes embroidery and
raffia work, said, 'I am really delightec! with my visit', and so were
we.
APRES CAMP
..
Following Annual Camp, the Re~iment ~ave been b~sy tr.ammg
and preparing for their forthcommg sen es ?f exercises . m the
autumn. By the time these notes are published we will also
have taken part in manning the TAVR stand at the Royal
Tournament.
Future WIRE notes will feature our out-of-town Squadrons
based in Dundee, Tunbridge Wells and Banbury, and news
from the Regimental HQ in the 'City'.
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Regimental Pipes and Drums entertaining the crowds at the
Lord Mayor's Show

During this period we have managed to find ~e to exer~ise
a little and each of the Squadrons have held their own e~erc1ses
in Scotland to prepare for summer camp. Recently a Reg1mental
exercise has been held which turned out to be a great success.
A note to our Group Commander: 'All our circuits were t?roug~
10 minutes after you left the Regiment at Castle Kennedy airfield ·
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON REGIMENTAL
ORIGINS
T is not often that anyone has a full year's warning of their
next posting and even less often that having had a year's notice
that they actually arrive at that posting and not the other side of
the world. It was thus with some interest that I received notice
in May 1975 of my posting to 71 (Yeomanry) Sig Regt (V) for
March 1976. I spent some time during the intervening year
scanning THE WIRE and other publications looking to see what
this Regiment was all about-after all, who has ever heard of a
Yeomanry Signal Regiment, and in Kent of all places? My
search for information proved fruitless and I resolved that if I
could do nothing else for the Regiment I would at least attempt
to gain some WIRE space.
For the uninitiated this Regiment was formed in 1969 and was
granted the title of 'Yeomanry' to fit with the maintenance of
the Yeomanry traditions of the four Squadrons which make up
the Regiment. In Central London is 68 (Inns of Court and City
Yeomanry) Sqn which is based on Lincolns Inn in the centre,
and Whipps Cross on the northern side of the City. In deepest
Essex is located 70 (Essex Yeomanry) Sqn based on Chelmsford,
with detachments in Harlow and Southend. On the other side of
London is 94 (Berkshire Yeomanry) Sqn at Windsor with detachments at Southampton and Brighton. Last, but not least, is 265
(Kent and Sharpshooters Yeomanry) Sqn which is the HQ Sqn
based on Bexleyheath and Bromley on the south-eastern edge of
London.
Since my arrival in March this year, the Regiment has seen
the departure of the Commanding Officer, Lt Col B. 0. Haw, who
has sought sanctuary in MoD, and RSM Alan Abbott who
departed on commissioning and appears to have sought sanctuary
at a country house in Leicestershire! Their places have been taken
by Lt ColJ. M. Craig, TD (who is the Regiment's first Volunteer
Commanding Officer), and RSM Bill Naismith who arrived
from somewhere north of Scotland (where he picked up habits
like a great thirst for Glenmorangie) !
Luckily for our continuity we retained Maj John Garratt the
Training Major and Capt Colin Smith the Traffic Officer, along
with the other RHQ stalwarts W01 Phil Winton the MTWO,
and Ssgt Dave Perry the Chief Clerk.

I

ANNUAL CAMP
Just to ensure that all the new personalities were thrown right
in at the deep end 'the powers that be' laid on exercise Red Shoes V
during the period June 5-19. The majority of the Regiment was
in the Norfolk area with the RHQ and Echelons on Stanford
Training area. We did, however, manage to spread some parts
of 94 (Berkshire Yeomanry) and 265 (Kent and Sharpshooters
Yeomanry) Sqns as far away as Cornwall and Scotland. To
show what sort of exercise it was in the more distant areas, the
following is an excerpt of a report on the activities of 885 Troop,
part of 94 (Berkshire Yeomanry) Sqn. They spent their two
weeks at Penhale in Cornwall.
'The Troop at Penhale did not have such good weather as the
remainder of the Squadron, but nevertheless maintained communications and enjoyed themselves. After many fruitless excursions Lcpl Billy Walker managed to appear with a dead rabbit.
Bue we are sorry to report that we have since heard a rumour that
he caught it after it had been run over by a car. Whilst off duty,
one of the shifts was asked by some local equestrians whether
they would like to have a bare-back ride on one of their poniesthe challenge was taken up by Sig John Munford, who was
soon disappearing over the horizon shouting for help and for
information as to where the brake pedal was situated.'
Meanwhile, back at the ranch on Stanford Training area the
Regimental Training Team were running a recruits' course. The
Training Team, consisting of W02s Alan Foot, 'Del' Delaney,
and 'Dixie' Barton (WRAC), with the assistance of W02s
Ernie Howlett and Jim Wolfe, Ssgts. Roy Old~el~ and Bill
Smith put a lot of effort into the course with most sat1~fymg results.
The course was 42 in strength with the eventual passing out of 39.
The morale during the course was of the highest standard, a fact
which many VIP visitors remarked upon. On the first day our
newest recruit W01 (RSM) Bill Naismith, was seen to look,
heavenwards and murmur some oath; however, as the course
progressed a grin was seen to develop and a satisfied look was
definitely in evidence by the pass-off parade.
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The Parade Salute was taken by the CO accompanied by the
Adjutant and the RSM. The best male recruit prize was won by
Sig Frank Head of 68 (Inns of Court and City Yeomanry) Sqn,
and the best female recruit prize was won by Pte Eileen We ton
of 70 (Essex Yeomanry) Sqn. All in all a very succes~ful course.
DININGS-OUT AND IN
Whilst at Camp, both the Officers and Sergeants Messes took
the opportunity of having a Dinner Night.
In the Sergeants Mess Lt Col B. 0. Haw was dined out and
W01 (RSM) Bill Naismith was dined in. The PMC, W02 Del
Delaney, is to be congratulated on the splendid organisation for
a first-class evening. The talents of W02 (F of S) Ben Lawson
as a trumpet player were appreciated by all, but, when the said
Foreman attempted to play his version of Reveille whilst riding a
bicycle the appreciation quickly disintegrated. The MTO,
WOl Phil Winton, did not take kindly to a rude awakening as
he regularly spent hours counting sheep (or was it jerricans) to
get a real deep sleep in spite of a mattress resembling the Hymalayas.
On the following night the Officers Mess also took the choice
to dine out Lt Col Brian Haw and to both dine in and dine out
Lt Alan Abbott on commissioning and posting. I am sure all
the Mess members who were present thoroughly enjoyed the full
fish menu laid on by Capt Tony Jewell. If the large stock of
empty port bottles on the morning after was anything to go by
then it certainly was a very successful dinner.
It was very nice to see the Honorary Colonel, Maj Gen Sir
John Anderson, KBE, on the Tuesday and Wednesday of the
second week. With the Regiment spread over such a large area
he could not possibly get to see everyone, but in a very full
programme he did manage to visit almost all of the Norfolk part
of the exercise. On the second Wednesday we were also pleased
to receive visits from all of our affiliated TAVR Associations.
With the Regiment spread across four different Association areas
it is a special pleasure to see visitors all on the same day and make
it into a good Regimental occasion.
••• AND NOW FOR THE FFR
Now that Camp is over for this year we have had time to look
around and to find that those of us thrown in at the deep end
still appear to be swimming and are now looking forward to g~es
like the FFR in October! (Life is never dull in a TAVR Urut).
In the normal pattern of putting together a WIRE article an appeal
was made to all the Squadrons for suitable material and, in the
normal fashion, the reaction was somewhat slow. However, 68
(Inns of Court and City Yeomanry) Sqn has in its ranks Lcpl
Mike Evans who, in his civilian life, is in public relations in the
City (mustn't advertise!). He has produced an article for his
Squadron which follows hereon in the hope it may generate some
words from the remainder of the Yeomanry with which to regale
you at a later date.
THE DEVIL'S OWN
by Lcpl Mike Evans
With a title as long as 68 (Inns of Court and City Yeomanry)
Sig Sqn (V) it comes as no surprise that there is ~ . even longer
history. For this is perhaps the oldest Volunteer urut m the army,
dating back to the 16th century when members of the law court
joined together to protect the City of London. Throughout tht
300-year history of this unit it has changed name and fon;n .on
many occasions, even serving as a very successful officer-trammg
corps until the second world war.
The change from armour to Signals in 1969 brought the
biggest upheaval and meant that Volunteers had to turn to a
completely new way of life. The success with which they have
made the transition is illustrated by the consistently good results
obtained by the Squadron on exercise. This culminated in the
Group Commander saying he thought 906 Troop had the best
organised Commcen in 2 Group.
Located in the Thetford, Norfolk, area for the annual camp,
June 5-19, 68 Sqn operated an AFHQ Commcen and a remote
sub-region staffed by members of 883 Troop. The Squadron's
VHF Troop was responsible for the provision of voice co~
munications for the Regiment throughout the orfolk exercise
area.
_
The success of the Squadron in Commcen operation is even
more remarkable when it is realised that, unlike other Squadron
in the Regiment, 68 has no WRAC and has to rely on all-male
staff. This means that everyone has to be trained from scratch
with no benefit of previous typing experience.
The old traditions of the Squadron are maintained at SHQ,
located in historic Stone Buildings, Lincoln's Inn, under OC,
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Maj John Grove, TD (Roy:,il Signals) (V) and SSM W02 Jim
\Volfe. The quadron is fortunate in having another base the
TA entre at ~ hipps ~ros , on the edge of Epping Forest, and
thi allow a valuable s cond parade night each week as well as
providing a fruitful recruiting ground among the boroughs of
East London.
·
!ways ready to play it part in recruiting, 68 Sqn has b~en
active in supporting the national TAVR advertising campaign
by taking part in big displays at Hackney Stadium and Battersea
Park ; consequently, the intake of new recruits .has been well
above the national average and no fewer than eig;ht complete_d
their initial training course during Camp, producing the Regiment's top recruit, Sig Frank Head. More recruits are now
attending Catterick.
From the days of the Spanish Armad a to the present
day, the Inns of Court and City Yeomanry has come a
l ong way. It was King George ID who, noticing the Volunteers at a par ade in the late 18th centur y, d ubbed t h em
the 'D evil's Own'. The tag has stuck and m emb ers of the
Squ adron are inordinat ely proud of their ' d evil' collar
dogs and distinctive white lanya r d which sets them into a
s p ecial category among p rofessional Signallers.

ACTIVE LONG VACATION
Looking forward the Roy.al Signals .Sub-Unit promise.s to be
the most active in the Contmgent dunng the long vacation. By
the time these notes go to press, a detachment will have taken
part in exercise 'Signal View V' at Norton Barracks, Worcester,
and a number of members will have been detached to assist in
the provision of communications for the .RA and Infant~y ~ub
Units at camp in Otterburn. Later events mclude commumcauons
support tasks at the Northwood One-day Event in July and
during Poole Yachting Week in August.
As always, there will be a warm welcome at Handel Street for
past members of the Contingent who care to drop in on term-time
drill nights.

Association News

Royal Signals Sub-unit University of
London Contingent OTC
INDEPENDENT C AMP A S U CCESS
HIS year it was decided to hold camp independently of the
rest of the Contingent. The extra vehicles and equipment
made available as a result, supplemented by inter-unit borrowing,
enabled us to pursue a more ambitious training programme than
would otherwise have been possible.
The fortnight began with exercise 'London Wire' in which six
detachments roamed the roads of Britain, each one spending
two or three days under the friendly eye of a regular establishment
before disappearing (or trying to disappear) into the field. The
emphasis was on self-sufficiency and improvisation, and members
acquitted themselves well on both counts. On the technical side,
voice communications of an unexpectedly high standard were
achieved between Blandford and Harrogate and Scarborough,
respectively, using CU .
At the weekend the Sub-Unit reassembled at RAF Benson, to
spend two days as guests of 244 Sig Sqn, converting to a radio relay
role in preparation for the second week.
Week two was concerned with the Sub-Unit's major annual
exercise in aid of the civil power, the provision of official communications for the Devizes-Newbury leg of the D evizes to
Westminster Canoe Race. Exercise <D exterous D igits', the dress
rehearsal, lasted for three days and gave each of the three
detachments the opportunity of acting as rebro. D uring exercise
'Paddle' itself, a VHF rebroadcast net was added to link canal-side
checkpoints with the major information centres. Once established,
communications were maintained with 100 per cent success in
the best tradition of the Corps.
Thanks are due to the many units and individuals without whose
advice and assistance Annual Camp 1976 could not have been
the success it was. Considerations of space prevent an exhaustive
list, but special mention must be made of: AAC Harrogate,
8 Sig Regr, STC Scarborough and, of course, 244 Sqn.

. It 1s many years since the Catterick & District Branch submitted notes for THE Wme but I think that on this occasion it is
opportune so tC? do. The 293rd meeting of the branch held on
Fn~ay, July 16, 1976, marked the 25th anniversary of the formauo~ 9f the Catteric~ & District Branch of the Royal Signals
Assoc1at1on. T~e occasion was celebrated in 8th Signal Regt Sergeants Mess with a.i:i attendanc~ of 34 members (our usual average
attendance) plus Vl'.1ves and fn~nds resulting in an assembly of
approx. 70. Followu~g the meeting, the entertainments committee
under th~ cap!ibl~ guidance of ~erry Fla.ke I?rovided bingo, a raffle,
community smgmg and dancmg. The highlight of the evening was
the pres~ntation o~ ~ suitab!y insc~ibed tankard to Mr. F. J. (Alf)
Butto~ m recogmtlon of his services as standard bearer since the
formation of the branch. The presentation was made by our
Chairman, Brig. E. D_. Good, CBE, who made reference to Alf's
long and devoted se~v1ce to the br~nch and the Association and
th~ked the enter~amments c~mm1ttee for organising an appropriate and most enjoyable evemng.
On behalf of the bran_ch we would like to express our sincere
thanks to 8th and 11th Signal R eges Se1geants Messes for their invalua.ble ~elp ?Ver many years and the facility of holding our
meetmgs is thetr messes on alternate months.

NEW PRESIDENT FOR THE ROTARY CLUB OF
WANDSWORTH
AKING over on ~uly 1, although his actual Investiture does
not take plac~ unnl July 13, as ~resident of the Rotary Club
of Wandsworth 1s Capt R. N . Stilwell, TD (Royal Signals).
Although this is not the first
time that an Officer of the
Services has been in the
Presidential seat, it is, in fact
the first time that a full-tim~
serving soldier has occupied
~e P?Sition. This is a unique
s1tuaaon as far as the Rotary
movement is concerned, and,
as far as we know, it is a 'firsttime situation'.
Capt 'Bob' Stilwell is at
present the Administrative
Officer !it ~3 (L ) Sig Sqn (V),
a Temtonal Army Unit at
Southfields. A position he has
Capt Bo b Stillwell
held for the past two years.
He is no stranger to Rotary,
.
having previously been a
mem.ber .of the . Chislehurst Club, likewise he is no stranger to
~erv1ce life, havmg first worn the 'Kjng's Crown' as jr was then,
10 1939, when h~ ':"'as a member of the Auxiliary Fire Service.
He subsequently iomed the ~oyal Corps of Signals, rose through
t~e ranks to become the Regimental Sergeant-Major of 22 Corps
S1g.Regt, and later, 21 Army Signals, which were by then Reserve
Uruts .. He was subsequently Commissioned.
D.u:mg his sojourn in civilfan life as a proprietor of an electrical
serv1cmg company, he was a very active member of his local
~harnber of Trade, serving as President of the Chislehurst Chamber
m 1972 and again in 1973. He was also Chairman of the SouthE~st L~ndon Area of the Combined Chambers of Trade during
this period.
He also takes a keen interest in local matters in his home town
of Bromley, and has served on the local Road Safety Consultative
panel.

TH ANK YO U, SCHOOL O F SIGNALS!
A very successful Association reunion was held by kind courtesy of
t he Co mman dant at the School of Signals at Blandford Camp on
Jun e 20. Some 450 members of the Association with their wives,
famil ies an d guests enjoyed an excellent lunch followed up by
visi ts to vari ous departments of the School and the Corps Museum.
The day ended with a musi cal programme and playing of Retreat by
t he Corps Band who were in t heir usual good form. Pictured at the
reunion , left to right: Mr Jimmy Wilds (Dorset Branc h), Mr Brady
(Salisb ury Bran ch), Maj Dougy Gardiner (Alders hot Bran ch),
Bri g Pat Hobson (Alders hot Branch), Maj ' Paddy' How ley (Dorset
Bran ch), Capt W ard (Dorset Branch) and Mr Parry (So utham pt on
Branch)
(Photo courtesy S. Jardine, Photographer, 61 East Street , Blandford Forum)

Don~i

he disappointed!

11 Sig Regt, Catterick Garri on

SOCCER IN RETROSPECT
Left to right. Back row : Cpl Pritcha rd (coach}, Sgt Lockwood, Lcpl
Mumford, Sig Hunter, Sgt Hudson, Sgt Nixon
Front row : Sgt Walker, Sgt She lto n-S mith, Sgt Downie, Maj Todd,
BEM (football officer), Lcpl Faulkene r, Sgt Irwin, Sgt Hys lop (A PTC)
Absent on Duty.: Lt . Anderson, Sgt Dagless, Cpl Keegan, Cpl
M.cCo~non~ Sig Knight, Lcpl Goodacre, Cpl Merrick, Cpl Elkan
H~vmg hved m the ~hadow of the success of 8 Sig Regt we decided
this season to come to the fore on the foot ball scene.
Successes this season : Yorkshire Services League Div 2- Cup Winners
Yorkshire Services League Div 2-Runners-up
North-East District Football Challenge Trophy-Winners

Royal Signals Spor ting Fixtures
Summer 1976
RESULTS
Tennis
June 2 v
9 v
16 v
30 v

Staff College at Camberley
REME at Blandford
RA at Tidworth
RAOC at Blandford

Lost H-7.!
Lost 2::._7 •
Won6-3
Lost 2!-6!

Golf
June 11
17

RCT at Hindhead
RAPC at Worplesdon

Won 7-5
Won 7-5

v
v

Arhletics- BAOR Meeting
Major Units
Minor Units

COPY MUST BE HERE BY
12th OF THE MONTH FOR

1st
2nd
1st
2nd

-

7 Sig Regt
21 Sig R egt
4 Gds Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
12 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sgn

If you are serving and have a standing order for
T HE WIRE please keep us well informed in advance

PUBLICATION IN THE
FOLLOWING MONTH

of any change of address.

THE WIR E, AUGUS T 1976

It is imp ossible for us

to keep up with hundreds of posting orders and
your 'Wire' will go to your old address unless we
hear to the contrary.

T H E WIRE , AU G UST 1976
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T
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PERSONNEL CHANGES
Last term it was with great regret that we said goodbye to th e
outgoing Commanding Officer of the Contingent, Lt Col D. P.
Robinson, TD, BSc (Royal Signals). A BBC television engineer
in civilian life, Col Robins on has served with the OTC si nce
1954. He will be missed by the Contingent as a whole, but
nowhere more than in the Sub-Unit, which has lost the services
of one of the finest Tl Techs ever to wield a hammer!
Belated congratulations on his promotion are due to Maj R. P.
J enkins, who took over command of the Technical Wing this
summer. His place as OC Sub-Unit is taken by Lt Stephen
Bright, late of 71 Sig Regr (V).
June saw a change of P SI. W02 Ken Wade, who will be
remembered for his fostering of an interest in sailing among
the members of the Contingent, left to take up the post of R QM S
at the School of Signals, and we welcome his replacement, W02
Dav e McGurk, until recently a Troop staff sergeant with 3 D iv
HQ and Sig Regt.

Catterick and District Branch

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN

Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit and send in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
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ot Cricket
AG11 v The Rest
FTER careful deliberation the selectors have chosen the
following to represent AG 11 in the forthcoming series against
The Rest :
Col John Agar (capt)
Maj Roger Garlick
Maj Colin Brown
Lt Col Mike Petheram
Maj Joe McGlynn
W02 Dave Hornsby
Ssgt Peter Hilton
Mr Martin Lawrence
Mr Arthur West
Mrs Dot Smith
Mrs Jean Evans
Mr Steve Searchfield (12th man)
The opening batsmen are Col John Agar and M a j Roger
Garlick who together face the bouncers of the fast-bowling senior
officers of the Corps. This is likely to be Col John's last season
as captain and opening bat and this will be the last opportunity to
witness his adroitness and skill at scoring quick singles, thereby
leaving Roger Ga rlick as DAAG(O) the 'privilege' of facing the
bowling. DAAG(O) is fast finding his bat and shows promise in
his special brand of glance-to-leg (best witnessed as he stalks the
corridors of Stanmore).
Coming in at o 3 is the anchor of the team, Maj Colin Brown
the DAAG(A), who is renowned for dealing with the ferocity and

A

unpredictability of captains and subalterns, some of whom have
learnt the art of delivering, in rotation, yorkers googlies, swerves
and even wides. DAAG(A) manfully accepts the lot, returning
them by and large straight down the wicket; though he has been
known to score a six by posting a staunch mysogynist to 16 Regt.
Our No 4, Maj Joe McGlynn, has been tried and tested as a
member of the team over the last 4t years. He has become famous
throughout the Corps with handling of the spin and other devious
forms of bowling used by Quartermasters, Traffic Officers and
TOTs; many is the time he has shown his greater guile and
deftness in handling all they can throw at him.
Our new cap is Lt Col Petheram, recently joined from
SHAPE. He responds very quickly to the wiles and tenacity of
the hopefully redundant with an impeccable straight bat and virile
song (the like of which has not been heard on the hallowed turf
of Stanmore since the departure of the choral ensemble of the
Bacon and Fats Division of the Ministry of Food in 1952). No 6
and the middle-order mastermind, W02 Dave Hornsby, is
applying his knowledge of the Cyprus wickets to those here.
o 7, Ssgt Peter Hilton, is our allrounder dealing with all the
rubbish that no one else will touch, he is also wicketkeeper and
long stop for the White List.
Our bowling is in depth with Mr Martin Lawrence, Arthur
West and the deadly speed and accuracy of Mrs Dot Smith and
Mrs Jean Evans. Twelfth man is Mr Steve Searchfield, who
turns a devastating arm when required and has been known to
score a ton in the despatch department. Usually with a cut
through the covers.
That, then, is a quick resume of the team, and challenges will
be readily accepted-any offers?

THE RO YAL SI.GNALS

ASSOCIATION

Minutes of the 31st Annual General Meeting held a Catterick Garrison on Sunday, 27th June, 1976

MINUTES OF THE 31st ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
HELD AT CATTE RICK GARRISON O N S UNDAY,
JUNE 27, 1976
Present
Maj Gen M. D. Price, CB, OBE, Chairman; Col L. W. Wright,
TD, Vice-Chairman; Lt Col R. L. Murray, OBE, General
Secretary; and some 80 members of the Association.
The Chairman opened the Meeting by welcoming Brig R. A.
King and some 610 members, wives, families and guests attending
the reunion. The Chairman went on to thank The Rev J. Westmuckett (RAChD) for his stimulating sermon and the Risedale
School Choir for their significant contribution to the service at
St Martins. The Royal Signals Association Squadron on parade,
with a right marker 'suitably dressed', contained 21 Standards,
with escorts, and 180 marching members and was commanded
by Lt Col ' at' Gould.
The Chairman went on to thank Brig King and his staff, the
'Reunion Committee', the Corps Band, The \Vhite Helmets,
The Blue Helmets and the very many members and wives of the
Training Brigade who had helped to make the weekend so
successful.
1. MINUTES O F T HE 30th ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING
These were approved unanimously by a show of hands and
signed by the Chairman.
2. CHAIRMAN'S REVIEW OF ASSOCIATIO N AFFAIRS
B r anches. During the year new Branches have been established
at Preston and East Anglia (Colchester). This is good news and
special thanks and credit go to those hard-working members
who have brought these Branches into being. I am sad to report
the closure of the Croydon & District and Blackpool Branches,
both due to lack of support.
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The situation today, therefore, is that we have 50 Branches of
the Association, including five Unit OCAs and the SHAPE
Branch.
Memb ership. Association membership has again increased;
the numbers joining the Association were some 37 up on last
year; but well over 1,000 serving soldiers leave the Corps every
year so we have no grounds for complacency. Association HQ
now writes to those leaving the Corps some six to eight months
after they retire and the correspondence is copied to the appropriate
branch, providing there is one nearby, in the hope that personal
contact by the branch will lead to individuals taking an active
interest in Branch meetings and functions. Our 'track record' is
not very good and I agree with our new General Secretary that it
is only likely to improve when Branches invite both member and
wife to attend and support all Branch Meetings and functions.
Welfa re. As you might expect, calls on our welfare funds have
increased during 1975 by some 30 per cent-£18,439 was spent
supporting some 647 cases compared with £14,135 on 664 cases
in 1974. Included in 1975 was £1,058 in Christmas grants to 205
of our very deserving cases and £1,442 to provide holidays for
those badly needing them.
During 1975 we sent out 534 clothing parcels to needy families,
and special thanks are due to the many serving and retired
members of the Corps who often made special journeys to deliver
the clothing to our Welfare Section. The many appreciative
letters from recipients make us feel that our efforts in this area
are well worthwhile.
Loans and grants totalling £3,594 were made to 13 serving
soldiers. Although this may appear a very modest effort and sum,
it must be borne in mind that the serving soldier is well paid
today and our loans are supplementary to those made by the MoD
and Army Benevolent Fund. At Christmas we sent £400 to CR
Signals Northern Ireland to support the expenses for the restricted
Christmas amenities available for our soldiers serving there.
T H E WIR E, AU G U ST 1976

We.made a donation of £22,000 to the Army Benevolem Fund
to assist the excel.lent work whicJ:i they do for Army welfare as a

whole. The ~ervmg <;:orps receives benefits from the Fundso~e 20 sold1ers nearmg retirement received a total of £15,250
as mte~est-free loans, mo~t to support house purchase or bu in
of furmture. We also received some £2?9q6 in the form of grints~
The Fund also supports SSAFA and smular organisations on
behalf.
our
~e 7J'Pect tI:e substantial calls on our Welfare Section to be
mamtamed durmg 1976,
I .c annot overemphasis~ the value of the contribution from the
scrvmg Corps, ~der the One Day's Pay Scheme', which enables
us ~o ~e both active and sympathetic whenever the circumstanc s
SO }UStlfy.
e
Finance. Our 1975 accounts have been audited. The Accumulated Funds stand at _£213,628 against £199,854 a year ago. The
market value of our investments as at December 31 1975 we
£241,541 against a ' book value' of £205,064 and a ~arke{ val~~
of £113,069 a year ago.
The Benevolent Fund showed a surplus of income over expenditure of £13,884. T~e General Fund overspent £110 instead of the
£1,562 of th~ previous year. The net overall surplus of income
over exp_end1~e. was, th<:refore, £13,774 and this is a very
healthy s1tuat1on m these difficult times.
'The Wire'. In comm~n with a~I journals and magazines THE
\~I~ ha_s been faced with steadily mounting production and
~1stnbut1on cos.ts. In May last year the Central Committee found

Itself forced to mcrease the price.
~he cost ~f production of THE WIRE in 1975 was £17,353
whilst subscnptlons and advertising brought in £12,396. The
loss, ~erefore, was £4,957, about double th~t in the previous year.
This :(Car we shall have th~ benefit of the mcreased subscriptions
but, owmg to a _MoD cut m ~Q stat:f, we are now having to
pay for the services of a part-time Assistant Editor. There will
clearly be a further substantial loss in 1976.
In November the Central Committee again considered the
futu!e of THE ~IRE ~d, as a result, received a report from the
SO-m-C at their meeting last month on the views of the serving
Cor~s. All are _agreed that the _magazine. must remain a highquahty production but ~e~e is little consistency of view beyond
~t. The balanc~ of . op1mon fav~>U~S a bi-monthly production
with a J!lOdest pnce nse. The maionty agree that unit notes are
only of mterest to a f<:w, compared to more general articles.
The Central Commmee decided that THE WIRE should continue
as a monthly pub_lica?on until the end of 1977, and that the
frequency of publication from 1978 should be decided at their
meeting in November this year.
I have spoken at some length on THE WIRE since I felt you
should know of ~e problems and to give you an opportunity to
expres~ your views to your representatives on the Central
Committee.
Staf!. . During April, we lost on retirement Mr Shelbourn
(Ass?c1ation ~ccountant for the past 10 years) and Mr Wood
(~ss1stant Editor of !HE WIRE for the past 15 years). Both have
given loyal and efficient service to the Association for which we
are all very grateful. The staff now is :
Welfare
Miss M . Hyde Parker
Miss M. Cook
Mr J. de Cruz
Accounts
Mr K. Nazarin
Mr D. Greenbrook
Assistant to the General Secretary
and Records
Mrs G. M. Crawford
Assistant Editor of THE WIRE
Mr A. Walsh
WIRE distribution and post
Conclusion. The Association continues to thrive based on 50
Branches. Our general financial position is extremely sound and
at present well able to meet the many and varied demands in the
field of Benevolence.
3. ELECTION OR RE-ELECTION TO THE CENTRAL
COMMITTEE
The _Meeting elected or re-elected the following to the Central
Committee by a show of hands:
Chairman and Treasurer: Maj Gen M. D. Price, CB, OBE
(re··election)
Vice-Chairmen :
Brig T. I. G. Gray (re-election)
Col L. W. Wright, TD
(re-election)
Branch Representative for Mr M. W. E. Charlton (Chester
Branch), vice: Maj T. S. Wragg,
Zone 'B':
MBE, TD (Chesterfield Branch)
retiring
THE WIRE, A U GUST 1976

"4. IND~ SIGN~S ASSOCIATION-AFFILIATION
The Cha1rm~n advised the Annual General Meeting that the
Central Comm1~e': of t~e Association had approved, with great
pleasure, an affiliation with the Indian Signals Association which
woul~ lead _to all members of that Association becoming Life or
Associate Life Members of the Royal Signals Association.
5. WRAC ACCOMMODATION
. Mr _Black (Liverpool Branch) raised the question of accommodation .for lady members at Catterick, supported by
representatlv~s of the N~wcastle upon Tyne and Manchester
Branches. Bng King explamed that the Garrison were doing their
best to _accommodat~ as many female members of the Association
as possible and until future development programmes had been
completed there was no_t much hop~ that the figure could exceed 20.
ewcastle representative asked if the Training Brigade could
supply addresses of ~uttable ~otels and.'or boarding houses for
fut~re years, who !llight possibly accommodate the overflow of
ladies tha~ wo~d l~e to attend the reunion. This proposal was
noted for mvest1gat1on.
6. 25 YEARS OF CATTERICK AND DISTRICT
BRANCH
Lt Col !1tkinson r~minded all present that on July 18, 1976,
the Catterick & D1str1ct Branch was celebrating its 25th Anniversary and that ~!so their Standard Bearer had held this office for
the whole penod.
7. ANY OTHER BUSINESS
C?I L. W. Wright,_ TD, proposed a vote of thanks to the
Chairman on t!:ie. admu~~le way he had conducted the meeting
and the Assoc1at1on affiurs throughout the past year and also
propose~ a. vote of thanks to the General Secretary and the Staff
of Assoc1a~on Headquarters for their efficient running of the dayto-day affaus of the Association.

If you are so broke that this is someone
else's Wire you are readingboy you sure need sympathy !

JOB VACANCY
If anyon~ OVf'.r the age of 50 is interested in retiring to Portugal,
therf'. is a Job for a marned couple as House Supervisor (no
~ooking) and ge?eral handyman at a private house on the coast
JU~t north of Viana do Castelo. The husband must be able to
drive; kno~ledge of Portuguese is not essential. Separate
accornmo_dauon and food is provided with a small emolument.
Anyone mterested should apply to Lt Col D. A. Dickson,
RHQ Royal Signals, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea SW3 4RH
who can provide further details.
'
FOUND
Ex Signal View 76-~p eetacles ~wo pairs of e.xpensive spectacles were foU?d durmg the clearmg up after Ex Signal View
76. Anyone laymg a claun to the spectacles should contact either
Worcester M.ility Exm 381 or 422.

MENS CLOTHING
1s still URGENTLY required

by the WELFARE SECTION
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Looking back
50 YEAR S-'THE WIRE' AUGUST 1926
Rhine Signal Units-Wiesbaden

The air is full of rumours and whispers of the forthcoming
General Staff signal e.xercise, when we shall teal away into the
misty distance and against the uncanny skill which we are assured
is posses ed by the imaginary enemy, the Signals will, slightly
aided by the other arms of the Service, put forth its strength with
fluttering flags lamps, sounders, Ack sets, C sets, Field W /T,
Command WT, watt sets, helios, mokes, DRs Albions, orderly
rooms, sergeants and lance-corporals, confound 'em (the imaginary
enemy).
Already preparations are in hand, and many marks have
changed hands with the injunction, 'Bring me back some fresh
butter and don't forget the spare kit bag for the apples'.
The piece de resista11ce will be the newly-formed mechanical
lines section, which will lay communications at express speed.
We shall watch to see the Albion lay her eyes back and strain
forward at the sound of the whistle.
The newly-formed committee for the OCA have got busy, the
units rallying in grand style by virtually 95 per cent becoming
members and buying the magazine. There is to be a grand outing
by all members early in August, preparations being in hand under

CSM.Jones.

The incident which occurred between the three supplying
firms, The Drages, Harrod's and Selfridges of these units, would
have been annoying if it were not humorous. 'Come to me', said
Mr D, 'if you want anything in the household line'. One went
for brushes, sweeping, but 'Mr H is the p lace for you', he was
told. Mr H. was indignant; 'try Mr S', he said briefly. Mr S radiated
sunshine and was sorry, 'but 'it was up to D or H'. H said D;
D said S ; and the weary one went round all day and still the
canteen was not swept.

25 YEARS-'THE WIRE' A UGUST 1951
Amphibious Warfare Signal School
o 1 Ship Sig Troop has, during the last three months, given
up its instructional role at the Amphibious Warfare Centre and
welcomed the opportunity to fulfil its n ormal function. In the
early months of the year, the R oyal Navy brought forward from
reserve and refitted the frigate HMS Moon as a Landing Ship
Headquaners (Small). She remains basically a frigate but with
considerably increased communication facilities and the provision
for an operations room and accommodation for the three Service
Commanders of the assaulting forces and their staff. No 1 Ship
Sig Troop, together with an equ ivalent detatchment from the
Royal Navy and R oyal Air Force, con stitutes a perman ent part
of the ship's. complement and are respon sible for providing all
the commurucations for the Assaulting Formation H Q whilst
afloat. We train as one unit and it is not unusual to find an op erator
of one Service manning a wave (net to the Army) of another.
T he majority of wireless equipment is Naval ship-installed sets
backed by a number of Army portables on the bridge.
We have taken part in exercise R unaground in the Solent
during ¥ay which provided us with an opportunity for a trial
run. This was followed by exercise Red Dagger in June, being an

assault on the Dorset coast by forces of the R VR and TA.
The climax has been exercise Silver Strand this month, being
an assault on the Isle of Arran, to test the communications organisation. Here, a Brigade Group was landed from an LST (3), four
LCTs (8) and various other craft. The assault was supported by
a cruiser, two destroyers and three squadrons of aircraft. A
most interesting and successful exercise.
When not engaged in communicating we paint the ship, lower
away boats and are generally becoming 'Jack of all trades'. In
return, the Royal Navy feeds us well and presents us with our
daily tot of grog and duty-free cigarettes.

10 YEARS-'THE WIRE' AUGUST 1966
262 Squadron (Cyprus) BFPO 53
The trials and tribulations of ship-to-shore
communications (subtitled 'The Aquatic Communicator')
Once upon a time there was a ship called HMS Layburn,
whose task in life was to maintain moorage points and buoys in
the Mediterranean Sea. It came to pass that this vessel arrived
at Dhekelia, in Cyprus, to carry out its mundane tasks and it fell
to the lot of 262 Sqn to provide ship-to-shore communications
for the said vessel during her stay. At the appointed hour, a party
of the said unit's communicators, assured that no HF facilities
existed aboard, invaded her decks equipped with AN/TRC and
A40. To their chagrin, however, the ship's powers were unable
to provide for the former, but could fully provision her own HF
equipment; accepting all with good spirit the party arranged
schedules for communications on HF/Cll and alternatively A40
links and departed to their natural landlocked habitat.
Again, at the appointed hour, the party switched on and called
the ship for a period of time, with no response. Two communicators, by name 21C and Foreman, returned in some haste to
the shore, whence to summon, as previously arranged, the ship's
launch by waving from the quay. However, despite frantic efforts,
followed by periodic tooting of vehicle horns and flashing of
lights, no shore-bound launch was seen. (It is said that one
member of the ship's watch did comment at the time: 'Look at
those .... idiots on the quay, they'll have fiat batteries soon!').
The frustration of effort became too much for the exhausted
communicators and their batteries and, knowing that no rest
could be achieved until the circuit was through, the 21C bravely
stripped to his underwear and entered the cool evening water
intent on using fishpower for a half-mile or so. Some 20 minutes
of puffing and blowing resulted in his remrn to the vessel, accompanied by the encouragement of her crew for the last 50 yards,
where he found that such things as communications had been
neglected, despite previous arrangements, in the excitement of
the crew's first day off for..rwo weeks. However, a 'subtly' worded
reminder brought action and a circuit within five minutes. A
discreet enquiry produced a towel and a dry journey to shore with
the libertymen. Once again, the Royal Corps of Signals had
overcome all to give communications and, it is hoped, impressed
some at least of another Service. The aquatic communicator-oh
yes, Capt I. J. Hamilton.

Removals
f:JStorage
For local,
distance, or
overseas
moves. One
1tem,or a
whole houseful.

Travel
Service
Advice and help
for holidays
and all for ms
of travel.
Whenever you're
going places.

WeTeinyourphonebook

Piek do
P rinters
P11l•lislte rs
Xe,vspaper Proprietors
Litltogra1•lters
Process Engravers

Faraway Places . ..
Unusual ]obs
Let's Have That Story!
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P arsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a trad ition to uphold, at the
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation,
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems

THE WIRE ...
WITHOUT IT

F. J. Parsons Ltd
Newspaper House, Great New Street. London EC4P 4ER

YOU'RE NOT WITH IT!
T HE WIR E, AUGUST 1976

Printing works at Hastings

September 1976
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precious possessions
Regimental Jeweller
For the most treasured per on in your life th re
is no more fitting gift than a jewelled replica of yow·
regimental badge. s a brooch in gold and enam I,
or set with precious stones, it is a badge oflove
and loyalty.
You will be proud to wear regimental cuff link . •
tie pin or carf stick al o made by Carrington, who '~~~~
have b en regimental jewellers and silver, miths for
well over a century.
When in London, visit arrington to ee the fine
election of jewellery, silver and ,-v atches always on
display in the showrooms or'just write for details.

THE

CARRINGTON
only at 130 Regent treet, London WlR 6HU.
Telephone: 01-734 3727

The style is
Vintage but not
the price

For these and
all bar supplies
contact your

There is nothing like a

&
~

PIMM'S ~

nearest NAAFI.

Deliciously Different
I

~·~ELC{D
Amontillado Sherry

~
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Goods Available from Association Headquarters
THE 1977 CORPS DIARY
This item is again produced in Planner Style. The outer cover is in flexible dark blue vinyl,
embossed with a gold 'JIMMY'. Included with the diary is an address and telephone insert.
Cost : Home--45p. Overseas--40p.

.

..

The following lists Association items now in stock and available. In days of high inflation these represent really good value
for money.
Overseas

UK

£

£

Crested glass ash trays

0·72

0·78

Association lapel badge (members only) . .

0·32

0·32

Blazer buttons- Large
Small

0 ·18
0 ·16

0 ·18
0 ·16

Blazer badge (as approved by the Corps Committee) (on navy or black background)

1 ·85

2·00

Car badge-square, acrylic

1 ·60

1 ·70

Corps cravats-terylene

1 ·60

1 ·70

Corps cuff links

1 ·23

1 ·32

Identity card holder

0·16

0·17

Key ring with Corps badge tag

0·22

0·25

OUR COVER PICTURE
This is a general view of part of the Royal Signals static display stand at the
1976 Royal Tournament in Earls Court and shows the Corps Robot, known as
' Magnetron', together with displays from AMF (L), 216 (Para) Sig Sqn , MoD
Sigs 32b (Publicity) and Royal Signals Demonstration Team display material.
A fuller accou nt is included on page 302.

WIRE

THE

THE ROYAL SIGNALS
MAGAZINE
The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association
Editor:

LT COL R. L. MURRAY, O.B.E.
2·00

2·10

10·25

11 ·00

MRS. G. M. CRAWFORD

Corps wall plaque (scrolls ·Royal Corps of Signals' or blank)

3·75

4·00

All correspondence and matter for publication in THE WIRE should be addressed to

Corps scarves-woollen

1 ·60

1 ·80

THE WmE, Royal Signals Association,

Corps squares-terylene

1 ·30

1 ·40

Corps ties- terylene 3i'
terylene 3!'
terylene type 'A'
terylene type 'D'
terylene type 'E'
woollen

1'13
1'18
0·40
0·40
0·40
0·90

1 ·20
1 ·25
0 ·45
0 ·45
0·45
0·95

Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London
SW3 4RH. Tel No: Chelsea Mil. Ext 371
STD 01-930 4466. Ask operator for above
extension.

Corps transfers-large (1 O' x 7 t•)
medium (7!' x 5!)
small (3 • x 2i' )

0·55
0·51
0·33

0·58
0·55
0 ·35

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold

1 ·60

1 ·70

' Begone Dull Care'. The Corps Band Record . (LP)

2·10

2·25

Corps badged ball point desk set

0.75

0.80

Corps cocktail mats (set of six)

Assistant Editor:
Corps table mats (set of six)

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACK ING

MATIER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th
OF THE MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Individual: Y early £3·00; monthly 25p.
Bulk (five or more copies): Yearly £2·40;
monthly 20p.
Remittances should be made payable to :
Royal Signals Association.

SEPTEMBER

1976

Vol30

No9

(New Series)

The Economics of 'The Wire'
The production costs of THE WIRE have increased by
just over 10 per cent this month compared with last. This
is largely attributable to the National wages awards earlier
in the year.
This significant factor gives us the opportunity-and
the necessity-to make an appeal to our contributors. Unit
notes frequently contain items of a comparatively trivial
nature-already widely known within units-and of no
great interest to outside readers. May we ask for a concentration on unit activities-and achievements-of general
interest, supported by high quality black and white photographs (gloss). If there is nothing worth writing about,
don't write at all!
General interest articles, covering the problems of
communications in unusual places, are always welcomeand other adventures out of the ordinary. Do not hold back
in this area, please.
Clearly, we must try and cut back THE WIRE to something
like 32-36 pages, rather than the 40-48 pages which is
quite common. This would show an appreciable aving,
both in production and postal charges.
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--From our "In" TrayFrom: Maj K. N. Smartt
Dear ir,
3 DIV SIGNALS REUNION CLUB
Bulford Reunion, May 8-9, 1976
The weekend May 8-9, when we were entertained by the
Regiment, has been well written up in the recent Regimental
note . It would be uperfiuous to add more other than to express
on behalf of all members who attended, together with their wives
and friend , a very big 'thank you' to the Regiment for such a
memorable occasion.
However, I do wonder if there has ever been a similar gathering
where 10 past and present Commanding Officers of a Regiment
have sat down together at a reunion dinner. Nine are shown in
the photograph, but regrettably Brig G. Proudman (1964-66),
who wa present at the dinner had to leave early.
I believe the photograph could be fairly unique, and of interest
to many readers.
Yours faithfully,
K. N. Smartt (Major retd)
Chairman
Imber,
Millway Road,
Andover,
Rants.

II

JULY 1976
Number of cases assisted fi;nancially
Number of clothing parcels sent . .
Amount spent ..

28
37

£1,079·74

9
£187·00

ONE OF THE MONTH'S CASES
IGNALMAN, enlisted 1973. The sad and sudden death of his
wife involved him in very considerable expense, and the
Association made a grant of £75·00 to help him. His letter is
printed below.

S

WINGS PARADE-245 ARMY PILOTS' COURSE
Sgt John Marsden being presented with the Army Flying Badge
on Friday, July 23, 1976, by the Director Army Air Corps
(Maj Gen R. L. C. Dixon , MC, late RTR)

From Lt Col M. R. Topple, Royal Signals
Dear Editor,
For the past three months Maj Doug Burt has been compiling
the history of 7 Sig Regt. He has received tremendous help from
past Commanding Officers and ex-members of the Unit, who
in many cases have delved deeply into their memories to produce
a record of the life and times of their period of service.
May I use your 'In Tray' to express my sincere thanks to all
those who by their interest and detailed correspondence have
assisted in this formidable task.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Topple
7 Signal Regiment,
BFPO 15

Report by PR, HQ 1 Division
AKING time off from their holiday in Germany, Mr and Mrs
Fred Baker made a short visit to 1 Div HQ and Sig Regt.
Fred was a Despatch Rider in India and Burma from 1943-45
and served under Maj Gen Max Sawers, a former Signal
Officer-in-Chief. As a DR he took part in the first ever Army
Motor Cycle Championships in 1937.
In our picture Mr and Mrs Baker take a close look at the old,
well trusted and highly respected motor cycle; in the background
is the new-an airportable Land-Rover. Needless to say, Fred
gazed long and hard at the motor cycle. Also in the picture are
WOl (RSM) Kevin Cheethan\, Y of S George Coles and,
on the motor cycle, Sig Wilman.

T

PREVIOUS COMMANDING OFFICERS
Left to right: Lt Col R. Bell (1976- ), Lt Col J. A. P. Russel (1973-76).
Col D . H. Briggs (1971-73), Brig P. H. F. Webb (1966-69). Brig
J. D. T . Brett (1959-61). Col T. W. Baynes (1961-64), Maj Gen
M. D. Price (1956-59), Brig C. G. Moore (1946-47), Maj Gen A. M. W .
Whistler (1951-54)
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WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants
Amount spent . .

'DR' Fred takes a Nostalgic Look

From: Maj I. E. Kerr, Royal Signals
Dear Sir,
Now that this Squadron is approaching the notable age of 30
years and will be transforming itself into a Field Force HQ and
Signal Squadron we would like to produce a short history of the
unit and our associated Headquarters.
We have already used and will be drawing further on such
resources as back numbers of THE WIRE, Brigade and Squadron
scrapbooks and the memories of earlier Squadron Commanders
What we need to flesh out the bare bones are human stories.
May I ask through THE WIRE for any old Black Panthers to send
me anecdotes, photographs and other material which can develop
such chapter headings as Cyprus 1974, Northern IrelanJ 1971,
Borneo 1965, Bersatu Padu 1970, and countless overseas exercises.
Any tales of individual or group endeavour, no matter how tall,
will be welcome. We will, of course, take great care of any material
and ensure that it is returned to the owners.
Yours sincerely,
Iain Kerr
19 Airportable Bde HQ and Sig Sqn,
Goojerat Barracks,
Colchester C02 7 Z

Crossword Puzzle No 9

Welfare

ONE OF THE MONTH'S LETTERS
LEASE accept my grateful thanks for your donation. Your
assistance enabled me to give my wife the kind of funeral
she would have wished and I would not have managed without
your help.

P

THANK YOU
Since the beginning of June, gifts of clothing, toys, books, etc,
have been gratefully received from the following :
Maj R. A. Ellis, Mrs I. Little, J. F . Stokes, Esq, Maj H . J .
Crocker, Lt Col and Mrs P . R. Davies, Mrs H . Smijth-Windham,
Mrs J. D. T. Brett, Mrs K. N. Smartt, Brig W . G. Tucker,
Col and Mrs G. J . C . Moss, Mr and Mrs H. W. Palmer, Brig and
Mrs F . W. P. Bradford, Maj R. Iliffe, Maj T. F. Jenkinson,
Lt Col E. J. Beale, Capt P. H. MacCulloch, Mrs E. Pickett,
Maj C. J. Bayfield, Mrs G . Finch, Maj P. Whitemore, Lt Col and
Mrs J . J. H . Swallow, The Thrift Shop, 10 Sig Regt, Lt Col T. I.
Ronald.

Royal Signals Association
Benevolent Fund
The following d onations were gratefully received durin g Jul y 1976 :

[,
270·00
48·29
3 ·00
47 ·66
21 ·98
25 ·00

Wives of 8 and 11 Sig Regts (Catterick Reunion)
..
St Boniface Church, Rheindahlen, HQ BAOR (Signals)
OC Support Group 38 Sig R egt ( V) ..
OC 11 Sig Rcgt ..
OC 16 S ig Regt . .
..
..
..
..
..
Secretary, Reading Branch R oyal Signals Association
Maj D . S. A . Hutley, GM
..
The late Maj M. M . Simmonds
H . R . W . Marsh, Esq ..
G. M . Welsford, Esq ..
D . W . Lloyd-Davies, Esq
..
R. A. Oswick, E sq
..
..
Miscellaneous Minor D onations

Solution next month The Editor acknowledges this contr ib ution
by W02 (F of S) J. Hill
ACROSS
I. Pus h a little bit forcefully in defence (7)
5 . Thin on the ground, though mainly boxes with an Eastern following (6)
9 . Not to the point, caused by Reg and Sid' s deviation (7)
10. May be responsible for that shocking feeling one gets on the gri d (7)
11 . I am permitted to go to sleep or prevaricate with the French (3)
12. Jus t the type of person who refuses to get his head down at night ( 11)
13. Female singer, namely one who could do with a little more polish (5)
14. Hoc scuff whlch may cause one to get browned off (3)
IS. Full of regrets but, nevertheless, resentful (5)
16. Small Dickensian returns to the Sappers to provide vestment for the
clergy (5)
18. One hundred are cue off, but transport may still be found (3)
19. And a certain amount of energy is found among the Marines (5)
22. Patio dJ:iven around, but separation is inevitable ( 11 )
2~ . Once described as a cross word, a way of halving the score (3)
26. Look at the courier; notice the perspiration ( 7)
27. Point of time, in the street one worker (7)
29. Appearance of a cap set to provide form (6)
30. Should be the type of chap who returns from the races with his shirt
intact, or acting on cue (7)

2-12

100·00
JO·OO
3 ·00
1·25
1·00
1·92
£535·22

DO\'\TN
1. Full of holes and noticeably puzzled (7)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
14.
15.

Do11~i

be disappointed!
COPY MUST BE HERE BY
12th OF THE MONTH FOR

CORPS SERGEANT HELPS TO RAISE OVER £500 FOR
BRITISH LIMBLESS EX-SERVICEMEN'S FUNDS
E were pleased to hear of the fine effort of Sgt Roger
Sansom of the Corps who along with a fellow recruiting
Sergeant-Sgt Winterborne (REME)-gave up two weeks'
leave to take part in a 273-mile sponsored walk along the
Pennine Way to raise funds for the above deserving charity.
Well done!

W
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PUBLICATION IN THE
FOLLOWING MONTH
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16.
17.
20.
21.
23.
24.
28.

Sounds like aristocrats, but may have a different type of attraction (7)
Excellent service one expec1s from the courts (3)
Thanks, nearly all the stew gives a beautiful flavour (5)
Grindstone, or alternatively, may assist the artist to get to the point (9)
In the beginning. this was just a creek (5)
Old centre forward, but may even be the match (7)
So back to the victim, one of our feather ed friends (6)
This is sheer elegance, the Spanish back behind the pigpen (5)
American town almost e:uirely complete leaving one at the solemn church
service (10)
Tina's sure to change into a materialistic form (5)
Fa hions followed to a 'T' may be seen as humble and without vanity (6)
Beheaded, or perhaps just naked from the waist upwards (7)
Contender from whe re the opponent ran to (7)
O ne Scottish man, one saint, one queen, one ogre! (7)
Not the object of looking into a mirror (5)
African leader back to complete the fool (5)
Pass back, lose direction and finally Jose strength in depth (3)

Solution to Puzzle No 8
Across: 1, Carron; 4, Pedigree; 8, ectar ; 9, Ecstatic ; 12, Curl; 13, Sea-lion ;
15 Lull; 16, Nutmeg ; 18, Eyelid· 20, I rate ; 23, Fleece; 25, Singer; 28, e t ;
29, Appease, 30, Oaks; 33, Swearing; 35, Grotto; 36, Reef-knot ; 37, Yawned .
Doruu: l, Crescent; 2, Rider; 3, Nostalgic; 4, Post· 5, Dunce; 6, Retaining;
7 , Errant ; 10, Clam; JI, Islet· 14, Axe; 17, Telephone; 19, Yesterday; 21, Renew;
22, Presided; 24, Eva; 26, oon ; 27, Dagger; 30, Scour; 32, Again; 34, Exit.

BE BIG - BUY YOUR OWN
COPY OF THE WIRE!
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Classified Section
DVERT! EM.E T
hould be concis'c-25 words excluding
addrc 'tclcphon number - be they related to Birth
A
l\1.arriage , Death or items required or for ale. There is no
charge for thi ervice to any serving member of the Corps (or
tho e retired who subscribe to THE WIRE), .unles the 'ad' is
related to a bu iness interest. To those ineligible for 'free space,
we reque t that their notice be forwarded to our Advertising
i\1.anager , ervice ewspapers Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough,
Hamp hire GU14 7LR, who will provide details of charges on
a ca e-by-case basi . All matters for publication mu t reach
the Editor not later than the 12th of every month (for publication
the following month).

BffiTHS
Brice--On July 19, to Sig and Mrs Brice, a daughter. (22 Sig
Regr).
Grimmer-On March 31, to Sig and Mrs R. C. Grimmer, a
son, Richard Clive (1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn).
Hallgate--On July 13, to Cpl and Mrs Hallgate, a son, Matthew
Thomas (233 Sig Sqn).
Hill-On December 28, 1975, to Sig and Mrs J. L. Hill, a son,
Barrie John Timothy (1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn).
James-On July 12, to Lcpl and Mrs James, a son (22 Sig Regt).
Lane-On July 9, to Lt and Mrs R. D. Lane, a daughter (22 Sig
Regt).
Lightfoot-On July 11, to Sgr and Mrs K. J. Lightfoot, a son,
Colin (1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn).
Lilley-On January 27, to Cpl and Mrs D. W. Lilley, a daughter,
Clare Elizabeth (1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn).
Ramsey-On March 14, to Lcpl and Mrs Ramsey, a daughter,
Melenie (1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn).
Thompson-On June 2, to Lcpl and Mrs C. P. Thompson, a
son, Philip Andrew (1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn).
MARRIAGES
Charnock-Many congratulations to Cpl Iris Charnock, who
was married last month to Sgt Pete Downey from 9 Sig Regr.
James-Congratulations to Cpl James on his marriage to Miss B.
Maxwell on July 3 (233 Sig Sqn).

Mui R. K . Wa rd
Lt C. J. Whittaker
Mui F. P. Wilkinson ..

Norman-Sig Jame Norman who joined the Corps in September 1975 died suddenly at Catterick on September 3, 1976.
He had been undergoing basic training as a technician in 8 Sig
Regt since January 1976. We extend our deepest sympathy to
his family.
FOR SALE
Three SD Uniforms. One almost new, and two 2 years old.
All in excellent condition. One complete set of Mess Kit in
excellent condition. Will suit person approx 5ft 6in average
build. Any offers considered. Tel: Capt Brown, Redcar 76009.
Officer's Sam Browne belt by Peal & Co. Unused and in excellent
condition. Height approx 5ft 6in; waist approx 3lin. £12.
Maj M. G. Taylor, 91 Kings Ride, Camberley, Surrey. Tel:
Camberley 21702.
Stocks of the recently approved tie are now available from the
PRI, 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, BFPO 801, price £1 ·75
(including postage, etc). The tie incorporates the Brigade
colours of dark green and black, it is striped and cut on a bias
from top left to bottom right. There are white squares on the
black bars representing the horseshoe nail holes. The material
is of Terylene/Crimplene, and the tie is 52in long and 4in wide.
WANTED
Photographs
The Historical Library at Blandford is lacking suitable records of
Signals activities that have taken place in operational theatres
since the last war. If anyone has any papers or photographs
concerned with such operations, which they no longer require,
they would be gratefully received. In the case of photographs
they should as far as possible depict some action or communications layout rather than personalities. The photographs could
be copied and returned to the owner if necessary. Any contributions should be sent to Lt Col D. A. Dickson, Historical
Officer, Royal Signals Institution, Cheltenham Terrace,
Chelsea SW3 4RH.

Movements Rabbetts-On June 26, at
Redcar, Denise, daughter of
Capt (Retd) and Mrs Peter
Brown, to Ian, son of Mr and
Mrs Rabbetts of Bournemouth.

DEATHS
Komad-It is with deep regret that I Div HQ and Sig Regr
announce the death during the evening of August 17 1976 of
~SO Superinten~nt D. I. Komad, MBE, aged 62. Supt Ko~ad
JOmed the MSO m January 1947 and had served in Verden
since 1951. His loyalty and dedication to duty with the British
Army was outstanding. He was awarded the MBE in 1962.
Al_! ranks from. General to Signalman, past and present,
makmg up a considerable number from the · Corps who must
have known Mr Komad, will realise they have lost as much a
true friend as the Regiment has lost an irreplaceable member.
Skinner-Capt Arthur Cyriac Skinner enlisted as a volunteer in
the R~y~l Wiltshire Imperial Yeomanry in 1909. He was
commissioned m the Royal Engineers (TF) in 1912 and served
from. 1915-19 in France and Germany with the RE Signal
Service and was three times Mentioned in Despatches. He
transferred to the Corps with a regular commission in 1921
and retired in 1924. During the Second World War he served
at HQ . W~stern Command and with Civil Defence. He was an
enthusiasuc supporter of the Corps. Over the past 10 years he
presented many items of interest which are now on display in
th~ M~se~m and Historical Library. He died on May 5 at
H1ghchffe m Dorset at the age of 85.
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Officers
Name
Maj M. R . Adams
..
Maj A. R. J. Ainsworth
Maj M. Allan ..
Lt M. Anderson
..
Cape (TOT) D. C. Ashton
Lt R. W. Blum
..
Maj D. A. Brockhurst
Lt I. R . C . Brown
Capt J. F. Budd
..
Capt (TOT) M. D. Cherry
Maj M. F. H. Colman
LtC. M. Cox..
..
Lt A. D. Cumming ..
Maj (TOT) W. G. Davis
Lt M. J.M. Oyer
Lt Col G . Ferrier
Maj D. W. Gent
..
Maj M. Q . M. Greaves
Capt (QM) K. Hadfield
Lt C. R. Harper
Lt Col R . F. Hills
Maj E.W. Hum
Maj P. 0. Jones
..
Capt (QM) R . W. Kay
Capt J.E. F. Kirby ..
Lt L. A. Little
..
Lt Col H. G. MacKinlay
Lt M . J. McKinlay ..
Lt A. M. Morgan
..
..
Capt (TOT) 0. O'Connor
Maj M. G . Panton ..
Lt Col F. H. Pedley ..
Lt D. G . Proctor
..
Lt T. E. M. Richardson
Capt (TOT) K. A. Rutter
Capt C. P. B. Smith ..
Maj F. Smith ..
Maj P. A. Spooner ..
Lt M . R. G. Stockdale
Maj C. E. R. Story
Lt M. Strong ..
Capt A . Sugdon
Lt Col R. J. Tanner
Maj L . R . J. Tilson

..

..

..
..
..

..

..

SEPTEMBER
U>1it to which posred
3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
SHAPE (BAE)
22 Sig Regt
1 RHF
224 Sig Sqn
RMCS Shrivenham
HQ 38 Group RAF
11 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
22 Sig Rcgt
National Defence College
RMCS Shrivenham
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt
CPA Royal Signals
RMA Sandhurst (Course)
School of Signals
MoD DSS (A)
National Defence College
11 Sig Regt
School of Signals (Course)
NDHQ Ottawa
Northumbrian University OTC
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt
234 Sig Sqn
RMA Sandhurst
RMCS Shrivcnham (Course)
QATAR Security Force
l Cheshire
Cambridge WOTC
HQ 1 (BR) Corps
Regular Commissions Board
38 Sig Regt (V)
3 Div HQ and Si!! Rcgt
48 Gurkha Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
244 Sig Sqn
Attached 7 Sig Regt
262 Sig Sqn
HQUKLF
RMCS Shrivenham
National Defence College
22 Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt
MoD DSS (A)
3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
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9 Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham (Course)
School of Signals

In Civilian Life

W.O.s and Sergeants
SEPTEMBER
Ra11k a11d Name
' Uru'r to which posred
WO! (F of S) B. Holder
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
W02 (F of S) C. M. Dor.le . .
l l Sig Regt Depot Troop
W02 (F of S) B. P . Pemfer . .
. . l3 Sig Regc (Radio)
W02 (F of S) P. C. Smurthwaite
7 Armd Bde Si~ Sqn
W02 (F of S) M . P. Coley ..
244 Sig Sqn (Atr Support)
W02 F of S) C . J. Meredith ..
30 Sig Regt
W02 (F of S) K. F . Gordon ..
. . School of Signals
W02 (F of SJ (Supvr R ) P . M . Davis Project Wavell Military Team
W02 R . P. Etherton . .
..
13 Sig Regt (Radio)
W02 ( Y of SJ W. J. Donnelly
. . School of Si~nals
W02 ( Y of S) A. J. Whydell. .
HQ l Div Sig Regt
W02 G. S. Kennard ..
11 Sig Regt
W02 E. J . P. Kellett
259 Sig Sqn (West)
W02 W . M. Kerr
..
8 Sig Regt
Ssgt (F of S) R. B. Mcinnes
642 Sig Troop (Gibraltar)
Ssgt (F of S ) J. H. Young ..
. . HQ 2 Div Sig Rcgt
48 (Gurkha) Inf Bde Sig Sqn
Ssgt 1F of S) M . E. R. Gatley
..
HQ 39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
Ssgt F of S) G. Rothwell
Ssgt F of S) P. D. Shawyer
Army Apprentices College, Harrogace
Ssgt T. E. Trent
10 Sig Regt (Swingate)
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
sgt T. B. Dodson
Ssgt B. F. Cudd
..
39 Sig Regt (V)
Ssgt (Y of S ) A. C. McArthur
227 Sig Sqn (AFCE T )
38 Sig Regt (V)
Ssgt G. L. Fuller
..
..
Ssgt 0. J. Dove
. . HQ Royal Signals Manning & Record
Office
Ssgt F. F. Anderson ..
HQ 3 Div Sig Regt
Ssgt A. Brighton
.. HQBAOR
Ssgt D. Brown
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
8 Sig Regt
Ssgt P . I. Fraser
Ssgt J. R. Lawless
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
Ssgt G. S . Lowe
HQ 3 Div Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt
Ssgt H. Lund ..
Ssgt B. P. McGerty
. . 22 Sig Regt {Corps Rear HQ)
Ssgt F. A. Winton
. . 21 Si~ Regt (Air Support)
Ssgt M . R. Wringe
242 Sig Sqn
Ssgt D. V. Vockings
. . 71 Si~ Regt (V)
Sgt B. Jones ..
227 Sig Sqn (AFCENn
Sgt I. M. L. Orr
28 Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
Sgt G. R. Anderson
8 Sig Regt
Sgt P. Brabbins
. . 234 Sig Sqn (Malta)
3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
Sgt P. C. StaP.les
Sgt D. S. Chilton
HQ 12 Mech Bde Sig Sqn
Sgt R . A. Key
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
Sgt B. T. Wood
.
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
Sgt 0 . G. McGonicle
. . 9 Sig Regt (Radio)
Sgt F. T . Patterson
642 Sig Troop (Gibraltar)
Sgt D. E. Meredith ..
. . MVEE Kirkudbright (AE)
Sgt T. Hornby
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
gt P.A. Ryan
26 Cadet Training Team
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
Sgt D. R. Roberts
Sgt R Hawkins
. . 233 Si11 Sqn
Sgt A. Finney
HQ 8 Inf Bde and Sig Sqn
Sgt W. Banks
229 Sig Sqn (Berlin)
Sgt T. A. Stevens
8 Sig Regt
Sgt R. G. Douglas
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
Sgt P. Walker ..
. . 8 Sig Regt
Sgt J. McDermotr
. . HQ orthern Army Group (British
Sgt A. J . M. Cooper
Element)
Sgt G . Marlow
HQ 3 Div Sig Regt
Sgt R. N. L. Wade
. . HQ 1 Div Sig Regt
Sgt J . Davidson
. . 8 Sig Regt
Sgt J. R. Palmer
8 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt (Air Support)
Sgt D . Bramley
224 Sig Sqn ( Radio Trg)
Sgt G. M . Liddell
Sgt W . 0 . Collinson
248 (Gurkha) Sig Sqn
234 Sig Sqn (Malta)
Sgt I. G . Underhill ..
21 Sig Regt
Sgt P. D. Carre
Sgt A . Kubu ..
. . 8 Si!! Regt
21 Sig Regt (Air Support)
Sgt D. P. Poultney
259 Sig Sqn (West)
Sgt L. S. Lawton
259 Sig Sqn (West)
Sgt P. M. Shepherd
Sgt K . R. Kennard
633 Sig Troop (Caribbean)
Sgt A. Murphy
. . School of Signals
Sgt I. Holmes ..
HQ 2 Div Sig Regt
37 Sig Regt (V)
Sgt T. A. Dorritt
gt P . l3. Mitchell
. . School of Signals
11 Sig Regt (Depot Troop)
Sgt C . M. Dawkin
Sgt A. E. Turner
. . H9, AFNORTH (BAE)
gt P . Barratt ..
8 Sig Regt
B Sig Regt
Sgt J. R. Hawdon
Sgt L . J. Brians
10 Sig Regt
Computer Centre BAOR
gt F. J. AJmond
. . 227 Sig Sqn (AFCE T )
gt W. A. Coltman ..
<l ig Regt (Radio)
Sgt J. Wells . .
..
560 Rear Link Oet (Airptbl Inf Bn)
Sgt '.El. W. Cowling ..
. . 225 ig Sqn (Radio)
Sgt M. P. Grimshaw ..
Sgt D. Kay
..
584 Rear Link Det (Inf Mech Bn)
HQ 3 Div ig Regt
Sgt M. Ashworth
HQ 3 Div Sig Rcgt
Sgt 0. W. Garner
568 Rear Link Oet (Airptbl Inf Bn)
Sgt J. 0. Smiley
. . HQ 1 Div Sig Rcgt
Sgt R. S. Frith
20 Maritime Regt RCT
Sgt S. G. Tucker
. . 22 ig Regt (Corps Rear HQ)
S!!t W. J. Orourke
HQ 30 Eng Bde Sig Troop
A/Sgt B. Heapy
. . HQ 2 Div Sig Regt
A Sgt M. Corcoran
. . HQ 4 Div Sig Regt
A Sitt $. R. Kent
. . 71 Sig Regt ( V)
A Sgt S. G. Davis
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Enjoy
Service and
Comradeship
in THE ROYAL
BRITISH LEGION
Your service to Queen and Country
needn't stop when you leave the Forces.
The Royal British Legion has as much interest
in and responsibility for young ex-servicemen
and women today as it has for those of
two world wars and looks to them for its
leaders of the future.

The Royal British Legion, 49 Pall Mall, SW IYSJY

Faraway Places . ..
Unusual ]obs
Let's Have That Story!

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
ew Regulation Pattern with Straps
Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. inc. VAT

each £2·76p
·~ £2·98p

CP<>•••1• Estral -

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER
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also respon ible for the issue of technical publications and modification policy for all signals equipment in the Jordanian Arm y.

Faraway Places . • •
Unusual Jobs
A Guest in the Hashemite Kingdom
By Maj Tony Edmonds
ECHANGE AU PAIR
1ay of this year I was very fortunate in being able to carry
out an echange au pair visit to the Jordanian Signal Corps.
Thi was a fascinating 14 days spent in a very interesting country
among very charming people. For the main part of the visit I
was accommodated in the very comfortable officers' club at
Zarqa which has its own swimming pool and is located 24~
north-east of the capital, Amman. The last few days of the visit
were spent in an officers' rest house on the beach at Aqaba on
the Red Sea.
During the visit I was accompanied by Capt Omer Saleh
Omer who was a squadron commander in the GHQ Sig Bn.
Just after my visit was completed Capt Omer left Jordan to
join a TE course in Pakistan.

I

STORES ORGANISATION
The Base Stores is commanded by a full colonel and consists of
a m ain depot and one sub-depot. There are three main groups
within the depot, precurement, accounts and stores.
Procurement is responsible for making a case to general headquarters for the purchase of new or replacement equipment and
then for implementing the procurement instructions received. All
equipments received into the stores are checked by the Base
Workshops befo re being accepted into stock. The accounts and
stores groups carry out the functions as suggested by their titles.
I also visited a number of Divisional Signal Regiments during
my stay in Jordan. I was always very hospitably received and
every effort was made to ensure that m y visit to the Regiment
was informative and interesting .
HISTORIC INTEREST
My visit was not completely taken up with visiting military
establishments. Jordan abounds in very well preserved historic
sites of great interest and I was fortunate to be taken to some of
the more famous locations.

SIGNALS BASE AREA
Having been briefed by the Director of Signals. I spent .several
days in the Signals Base Area at Zarqa. The uruts m this Base
Area being the School of Signals, the Signals Base Workshop and
the Signals Base Stores. From this you .will realise that the
Jordanian Signal Corps is responsible for its own fourth line
servicing and equipment supply.
The School of Signals, which is commanded by a Lieutenant
Colonel, consists of an administrative wing and four training
wings. It is pleasantly sited among well-laid-out gardens with airy
and well-equipped classrooms. The chief instructor of this
school, Maj Mabommed Abu Saif, made the second half of
this exchange visit to the UK in July of this year.
The Basic Wing of the school equates with 11 Sig Regt, taking
new recruits and giving them a basic military training before
they commence their trade training. The Driver Training Wing
although part of the Signal School is co-located with the
Jordanian Anny MT School and was not visited by me.
TRAINING BREAKDOWN
The Officer Training Wing is responsible for trammg both
signal officers and regimental signal officers of other arms on the
following courses:
Signal Officers Part I and II Courses which are very similar to
those which used to be held at our own School of Signals.
Signal Officers Mechanics Courses which are preparatory.
courses for those officers about to attend overseas TE courses.
Signal Officers Command and Control Courses.
Regimental Signal Officers Courses for all arms battalion signals
officers.
The Signal Wing is responsible for all other rank trade training
including all arms regimental signallers. All trades are taught at
two levels in the school. The first course is known as the Basic
Course and successful candidates pass out as class four tradesmen
who must then have on-the-job training to prepare them for
their class three trade test which is set and marked at the School
of Signals. This is then followed by another period of on-the-job
training followed by a trade test at the school to become a class
rwo tradesman . Before becoming a class one: tradesman the
signaller must return to the Signals School and successfully
complete the Advanced Course on his trade. The trades taught
in the wing are:
Radio Technician, Line Technician, Generator Mechanic,
Dispatch Rider, Radio Operator, Cable Jointer, Linesman and
Regimental Signal CO.
WORKSHOPS POLICY
The Base Workshop is commanded by a Signals Lieutenant
Colonel and manned by signals and civilian personnel. It is
capable of stripping all signal equipments currently in use in the
Jordanian Army down to a bare shell or frame and then completely
re-assembling it. To do this it has a number of electric, electronic
and mechanical workshops backed up by the services of carpenters
and blacksmiths. In addition to this static element there are a
number of mobile workshops mounted in three-ton box bodies
which can be deployed in support of the 'M' Troops of signal
regiments on an as required basis. The workshop commander is
29'4

The rose red city of Petra is probably the most well-known
archeological site in Jordan . I t is without doubt the most impressive
ancient monument that I have ever seen in any of my travels
throughout the world. This city which dates from 797 BC and
covers an area of 40sq km is worthy of several days' study. It
is situated almost half way between the Red Sea and the southern
end of the Dead Sea. The dw.elling places, temples, palaces and
tombs are all carved out of the soft red rock of the area. The
fasades are impressive in themselves bei ng several hundred metres
long and up to 50m high but these are backed by vast rooms cut
into the hillsides linked with stairs. Although Petra came under
Roman protection in 63 BC the N abataeans who built the city and
ruled most of Transjordan allowed very little Roman influence to
impinge upon their capital city hidden away in the desert mountains
wi th its approach through a narrow gorge Sm wide over lOOm
deep and over lkm long. Mechanical vehicles other than those
owned by the armed forces are not allowed into Petra, therefore
the tourist must either walk or hire a horse in order to see the
wonders of this place. I was more fortunate as a guest of the
Jordanian Army and was allowed to do my sightseeing using a
Land-Rover.
Unfortunately, lack of space prevents me from describing
the many other interesting places I visited, which included
Mount Nebo from which Moses looked out on the Promised
Land. However, the 14 days I spent as a guest in the Hashemite Kingdom were some of the most interesting that I
have ever spent.

Tall Ships Race
(Exercise Sail Ubique)
By 2 Lt R. J. Steed, 1 Div HQ and Sig Regt
SAIL UBIQUE!
HY am I writing in our magazine about an exercise with
the Gunners' motto as its name? Explanation-this year's
T all Ships Race was from England to America (plus a few stops
in between) to celebrate America's 200th Anniversary of Independence. The Army entered two boats, one S abre, a' icholson
55' sponsored by the Royal Artillery Yacht Club, and second K ukri,
another 'Nicholson 55 ' sponsored by the Armoured Corps Yacht
Club. Exercise Sail Ubique was the exercise set up to organise
the Royal Artillery's entry.
For various reasons the Artillery could not keep the entire
crews (for they changed with each leg of the race) restricted to
Gunners. So various units sent people along for selection and
two other members of our Corps were selected besides myself.
Leg 1 Plymouth to Tenerife
Leg 2 Tenerife to Bermuda (WOl (F of S) Bill Carr)
Leg 3 Bermuda-Newport- (Sgt Geoff Adams and
New York-Boston
myself)
Leg 4 Boston to Plymouth

W

OUTS IDE THE FORT AT AZRAQ OASIS
Left to right : Two Army officers, a civilian teacher, Capt Omer and
the Fort Custodian

The Azraq oasis is about 90krn due east of Amman in the
desert. Ir is an area of large fresh water pools which covers several
hundred acres. The water is sweet and clear with the classic
palm trees adjacent to it. Yet within half a mile of these pools
there is a mineral spring which pours forth a very strong flow of
highly sulphurous mineral water. A project is now in hand to
pipe water from the fresh water springs for 160km to the northern
city of Irbid. There is a very strong English connection with
Azraq, for in the castle here is the room in which Lawrence of
Arabia had his headquarters during the winter of 1916-17.
Lawrence wrote of this place in the Seven Pillars of Wisdom;
'The spirit of God is here. Azraq's unfathomable silence was
steeped in knowledge of wandering poets, champions, lost
kingdoms, all the crime and chivalry and dead magnificence,
radiant with half memory of the luminous, silky Eden which had
passed so long ago'. The area is now a national park and is visited
by many species of bird on their migratory flights.
The remains of the Roman city of J crash lie 45km north of
Amman. The ruins cover an area of approximately lsq km, and
are remarkably well preserved with many standing columns and
paved roads. The first city on this site was built in 300 BC; it
became a member of the Decopotis in 63 BC, reaching the height
of its power and prosperity between AD 117 and 180, after which
it entered into a period of rapid decline. A well-known saying in
Arabia is to compare something with the ruins of J erash, ie
magnificent shambles .
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Leg 3-The Warm Up
The crew for Leg 3 gathered for the first time at RAF Gutersloh
for our flight to England for our warm up. \Vie were a mixed
bunch, besides Geoff Adams and myself, there were a handful
of Gunners led by our Navigator, Lt Col Roger Young (RA),
plus an Infantier, an American Gunner from Paderborn (our
interpreter) and a Staff-sergeant (REME) who was to be our
Engineer/Radio Operator (more of that later). We arrived at the
Joint Services Sailing Centre, Gosport, for our warm up on
British Soldier, a 'Nicholson 55' similar to our own boat, Sabre.
We spent two days sailing around the Isle of Wight practising
our watch system and getting to know the type of boat.
Bermuda
So, on June 17, we flew out of Gatwick, on a plane chartered
by the Sail Training Association, for Bermuda (with a refuel at
Gander in Newfoundland). Our only delay was while the 40 girls
of the Sir Winston Churchill were photographed waving goodbye
to England.
We arrived in Bermuda about 1300hrs, having had dinner on
the plane! We just had a glimpse of the outgoing crew at the
airport before we were whisked down to the harbour in Hamilton,
where we boarded Sabre and met the skipper, Maj Mike May
(RA), and the Bosun, Lbdr Jim Mann (RA). We spent two
days in Bermuda soaking up the sun and swimming in the clear,
warm waters. In the evenings we found plenty to occupy ourselves,
including a folk concert ~iven by the crews of the tall ships
beside the Russian four-masted hHrque Kruzenshtern.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1976

ONE ROYAL SIGNALS TEE SHIRT IN A SEA OF RED
GUNNERS' SHIRTS
Left : Gnr P. Cook (RA) ; Right : l Lt R. j. Steed (Royal Signals)
(I Div Sigs)

The race was due to begin on Sunday afternoon-we set sail
early in the morning and spent the time leading up to the start,
training. The start of this 632-mile race was a disaster for many
of the boats. Several of the large schooners were involved in a
collision. The Spanish four-master Juan Sebastian Elcano hit the
three-masted Argentinian Libertad and broke her foremast. The
start of our own class was disastrous with many boats going
about on the line, causing us to have to come around again, losing
valuable time. One boat, which shall remain nameless, ran out of
wind and rammed HMS Eskimo (the starting marker) and made
a hole in her side. The race did eventually get started bur light
winds soon caught us and we spent the next two days 'flapping'
around. Our speed was only 3-4 knots, and the heat was terrific.
Communications
You might assume that for this race with two members of the
Corps on the crew that we would supply the radio operators.
For Leg 2 we did, WOl (F of S) Bill Carr was the Engineer
Radio Operator. But for Leg 3 Sgt Geoff Adams and myself
were not to be involved (or so we thought). Geoff was the second
Mate and I was a buckshee deck hand and assistant radio operator
(this meant I had to rig the antenna, very technical!). However,
our radio operator, Ssgt Frank Lyons (REME), had never seen
the Clansman range, let alone the PRC320, with which we were
equipped. The other problem was he'd only just learnt Morse,
and his speed was about one to five words a minute. So Royal
Signals came to the rescue in the form of Geoff Adams, whose
Morse was excellent for 22 Sig Regt's MT Sergeant. We maintained daily contact with the Signal Wing at RSA Larkhill with
varying results. Our main problem, however, was that the boat's
engine was faulty and could not charge our Clansman power cellso the skipper would not allow us very long 'trying' to find a
frequency quiet enough to work on. However, although we used
CW, we did manage to work voice on one occasion from a posirion
west of Bermuda, a distance to Larkhill of some 2, 700 miles.
Our only other communication's story came one night when the
author thought he'd show everybody that he could communicate
as well. So he started signalling by Aldis Lamp to the American
aval Cadets on a nearby yacht-but they replied with such
speed that he had to get Geoff Adams to come and read for him!
Leg 3-The Race Ends
On the fourth day our of Bermuda the wind increased and our
speed rose to between 6 and 10 knots. We estimated arrival in
ewport, Rhode Island, the following day. Our speed rose again
during the night to over 10 knots and we sighted land the next
morning. We crossed the finishing line uru:ler spinnaker doing
10 knots just before lunch on June 25. We entered
ewport
Harbour to a fantastic reception, as we were one of the early
arrivals, and the crowds had been waiting 24 hours for the fleet.
So began a week of festivities where we lived up to the boat's
motto 'we do love a party' (printed on our tee shires). Our berth
was right alongside all the quayside shops and bars, and we were
photographed from dawn to dusk. \Ve now know what it's like
to be celebrities-I've never signed so many autographs, been
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SENIOR
TELEPHONE
TECHNICIAN
Starting salary
c.q,600 p.a.(tax free)

audia - the airline of the 1'.ingdom of :audi
\rabia i. seeking - as part of a planned programme
of expansion - a thoroughly experienced telephone
cechnician to . u . rain the exi ting Ie,·el of operations
and al:o to \\'Ork on the new cqmmunications
equipment which is currently being in. railed.
Du tie. will include • troubleshooting
• analy:i. and repair of malfunctioning equipment
• laying of cable. • in. tallation of junction boxes and
telephones • relocation of existing telephone.
• location and correction ofline trouble
• . en·iceof PABX batteries and relay equipment
• in. tructing telephone user. of proper proceclu res
e aclYi . ing the records section of number chan<res
"
• mainre~ance of sen-ice records

photographed so many times or waved to so many people in my
life.
July 1 came all too soon, and we left Newport, RI. It was a very
ad occasion (for some more than others) as the people of cwport
had been very kind to us with their hospitality. We set sail for the
trip down to New York for the Independence Day Celebrations.
We spent one night at sea and the next day at the town of
Huntingdon on Long Island. Once again the hospitality was
fantastic· we were taken to an o.fficial reception in a school bus
with an escort of State Police on Harley Davidsons with lights
and sirens!
The following day, July 3, we sailed into New York up the
East River and anchored in a rendezvous area for the whole fleet.
Next morning, Independence Day, we awoke, anchored amongst
a huge fleet made up of some of the most famous ships in the
world. ew York Harbour was closed to commercial shipping
because of the size of the tall ships' fleet and the estimated 20,000
spectator craft. The police had 8 million visitors in cw York Ciry
to see the fleet and to take part in the July 4 Celebrations. The
fleet sailed into ew York together; past a line of warships from
all the major maritime nations of the world. The salute was taken
by President Ford aboard an American aircraft carrier. We only
spent a day-and-a-half in ew York, and everybody agreed that
that was long enough. We did sample our first English beer for
many weeks in New York-it was in the wardroom of the Chief
Petty Officers of HMS Felixstowe! We set sail again on the 6th
for a small seaport Maritime Museum called 'Mystic'. We were
now sailing back orth again towards Boston. We spent the night
in 'Mystic', which was very relaxing after New York. We then
sailed on up through the Cape Cod Canal (sailing past Martha's
Vineyard of Jaws' fame) and arrived off Boston Harbour in the
early morning of the 10th. Once again the fleet gathered and we
paraded through the harbour of Boston without incident, except
that we were attacked by the 'Woolworth's Wonder', Chay Blythe's
boat, Great Britain II, with flour bombs.
The last couple of days in Boston were spent buying stores and
loading compo for the long race back, and attending various
parties given for us.
On the afternoon of the 14th the new crew arrived and we
handed the boat over to the new skipper and set off for Boston's
Logan Airport for the return flight to England.

~

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801
UR scribe indicates with poetic skill that despite the
O
rigours of service in Northern Ireland time is made
for the more attractive aspects of Service life.
'WITH THREE ON OUR SIDE'
It isn't all work, you should come out and seeyou can't wear a flak jacket breakfast to tea.
We carry on sporting and doing quite well
So let us in rhyme our successes re-tell
'
Volleyball, volleyball, over the net.
We put up a show that is hard to forget.
Jumping and diving, with '3' on our vests,
In all Northern Ireland we finished the best.
~d

what about sailing, a colourful race,
salt on yo?r br?w and the wind in your face.
J 1bmg and tackmg with '3' on our sails,
In all Northern Ireland our team didn't fail.
\YI~

Cricket, with tea, is a gentleman's game.
But that didn't matter, we played just the same.
Batting and bowling with '3' on our caps,
In all Northern Ireland, the last to collapse.
We haven't won everything, sad to relate.
For instance the swimming was won by the '8th'.
But it isn't too bad to be beaten by those.
With a Jimmy on top they're more friendly than foes.

1\pplicant. . houlcl hold a certifi.cate of
training in the field of telephone instrument
systems maintenance together with 3 to~ years
practica l experience.

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

Thi . job, which is for a 1 year (rene\\·able)
contract period is based in Jedclah and offers a
starting salar~· of c. £- ,600 p.a. (income tax free)
plus free unfurnished accommodation for \·ou and
your family. •audia prO\·ide a generou . re--locarion
allowance, free and reduced air tickets and 40
calendar days lea Ye per annum.

Miss Connie Mulshaw
.K. Personnel Representative
or-589 8177 Ext. 24 .

Completed application forms should be
remrnecl no later than ~orh September 19-.G.

.
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SWIMMERS STRIKE SIL VER
F1:ER their_ suc~ess in the Northern Ireland and Northern
D1smct Sw1mmmg Championships, the Squadron swimming
team competed in the Army finals at Sandhurst on July 28. The
final placings were in dispute until the very last event and even
then it ~ook some careful arithmetic to discover the Squadron
had achieved the runner-up's position. A really good result for
a Northern Ireland unit. 229 Sig Sqn received a deserved first
place.
Sgt 'Scouse' Davies
50m freestyle
Cpl Mike Graham
50m breaststroke
Lcpl'Sandy'Sandford
lOOm freestyle
Lcpl 'Sandy' Sandford
50m backstroke
4 x 50m medley relay Sig 'Treacle' Thompson
Cpl Mike Graham
Lcpl 'Sandy' Sandford
Sgt 'Scouse' Davies
4 x 50m freestyle relay Sig Paul Alexander
Capt 'Nick' Williams
Cpl Mick Brady
Lcpl Jan Warren
. Much of the team's success was due to training. We would
like to thank all those who had to stand in for team members,
thereby freeing them for training. Another note of thanks for
those who trained but did not swim including the OC, Maj Peter
Burke, and Sig 'Tich' Fallowfield and 'Jake' Martin.

A

Plea~e telephone for an application form,
l]uming the job title and reference i\ E-~02 - ..,6, to:

Saudia's

REPORT FROM UIJSTER

PREPARING TO LEAVE NEWPORT, RI
Left to right: Lt P. Atwell (RA), Maj M. May (RA), Gnr G. Batty (RA),
Sgt G. Adr.ms (Royal Signals), 2 Lt J. Steed (Royal Signals), Gnr P.
Cook (RA)

A Great Trip
And so ended one of those experiences of a lifetime which I'm
s~re nobody will forget. There were no problems throughout the
tnp, the only bone of contention we had was the wearing of the
specially-designed Sabre tee shirts which had printed on them
'Sail Ubique'. The Gunners got quite upset when I appeared
with one with 'Sail Royal Signals'!
The food on the boat was specially prepared compo by the
Navy-consisting of tinned kippers, Rise 'n Shine, powdered egg
and many other luxuries.
Probably the fact that made it all worthwhile was that in
Newport, Sabre was presented with two trophies for winning
our class in the overall race from Plymouth to Newport, RI.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1976

STORY OF THE MONTH
We arc 11;lad to announce that Ssgt 'Taff' Duffy did arrive
back from Denmark and his report on the marches follows.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1976

~

THE VIBORG MARCHES
Background
The Viborg marches were _held in Viborg, Denmark, on June
26-27, 1976. The march consisted of two days' marching each of
~km.
'
'Up, up and Away'
A parry ofvolunteers-Ssgt 'Taff' Duffy, Sgt John Gallagher
Lcpls John Wallace, 'Sneaky' Withers, and Sig Jo~
Whiteley-reported to RAF Aldergrove on June 25 1976 to
catch the ~rly morning flight; Mu~h to the team's disap~ointm~nt,
they were. informed that the elastic band' had once again broken
and the flight would not be departing until 1230hrs. After passing
through the Giitersloh's Customs amid shouts of' icht to declare
begorra', we were met by a driver kindly loaned by 11 Armd Bde
HQ and Sig Sqn, who was to deliver us 'unharmed' to Viborg.
'We love to go a Wandering'
. South of I:Jannover we decided to stop for a snack-to our
dismay we discovered we had encountered the inevitable 'fiat'.
After a quick wheel change-which would have done Brands Hatch
proud-we were once again on our way. The drive, via Hamburg
and subsequently Flensburg on the Danish border, was both
long and uneventful. On arrival at Viborg we located 'Sondre'
School and by 0230hrs had settled in.
The Moment of Reckoning
_At 0500hrs, after a 'full' two-and-a-half hours' sleep, we awoke
with the thought of breakfast fresh in our minds. Alas, bread and
cheese 1s not the British Soldiers' idea of breakfast· however we
ate and enjoyed it. After breakfast, we reported ~o Tiinghillen
(Sports Stadium), reported in and obtained our check cards.
We commenced marching at 0615hrs with the temperature
about 20°C. The route for the main part followed roads but
s~ortly after passing through the village of Viskum, we wer~
diverted on to a sandy track which stretched for about 7-8km.
The heat, by this time, was beginning to increase and the whole
team were glad to reach the second check point where we had
lunch and refreshments. The Prince of Denmark arrived to
ir;ispect the Danish troops who were participating and found
tune to chat to a lot of spectators.
The last part of the march was by far the worst with the
temperature into the nineties. The route spread over Siem of
sandy _terrain which was littered with large stones. At 1600hrs
we arnved at our finishing point, all rather the worse for wear.
It is interesting to note that 1,000 participants fell out during the
march.
The Second Day
Reveille rang out at 0430hrs. The party were all suffering the
after-effects of the previous day's march. Sgt John Gallagher
was _the first up ~nd out. After the first leg of the march, the
Darush heat took Its toll and the team gradually admitted defeat.
Sgt Gallagher pushed on and eventually finished at 1600h~.

ON THE LAST LEG, FLAG FL YING
Sgt John Gallagher in the Viborg march
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When not acting as infantry we are fully employed in our
communicating role providing trunk communications over radio
relay for HQNI; and this includes practising contingency shots
from various locations throughout the Province. In one week
alone recently, Cpl Don McLennan and his crew, Sig 'Shug'
McVicar, were deployed to Newry, Bessbrook and Ballykinler.
'Shug' was stationed last in Singapore and reckons Ireland is a
pleasant change, apart from the weather. (The rest of us reckon
.he got too much sun out East!)
A major social event recently was the Troop Bar-B-Q organised
by the livers-in. Paid entirely from Troop funds, this was a huge
success, contributed to in no small way by the presence of 10
young ladies from 40 Sig Regt (V) from Belfast. There can't be
many Troops where the Troop Staff-sergeant goes round detailing
soldiers to escort such charming charges. Few required much
detailing and Lcpl Wally Rumford showed so much enthusiasm
that he had to be pegged out and doused with cold water before
he could be let loose in the Club!
A true picture of the Troop would be incomplete without a
mention of our fish pond, of which we are very proud. Located
outside the Troop offices and built in our precious spare time, it
pro·1ides a constant source of enjoyment. Emptying it out, repainting the bottom, refilling it; emptying it out, repainting it
again, refilling it; emptying it out .... Having had our first
fountain stolen its replacement is now shackled to the pool floor
by four large bolts and if this fails we plan to replace the goldfish
with piranhas! Finally, a word of thanks to Cpl 'Dusty' Rhodes
of Tech Troop, who sometimes helps in cleaning the pool. ..

Exercise 'Hob on's Choice'
The team had arranged a return lift to Giitersloh with another
Briti h Army contingent but unfortunately could not contact
them when the time came o leave. After a quick discussion, it
wa decided that the team should use th opportunity of its
'lack of transport' by dividing into two groups and using any
'lawful means in getting back to Giitersloh by Tuesday morning
to catch the return flight.
Ssgt Duffy and Sig Whiteley arrived at 1200hrs on Monday
with plenty of time co spare after hitch-hiking. The second
party arrived at l 900hrs. One individual member arrived the
following morning after catching a train-it was agreed by all
that he had 'cheated ' and was made to buy drinks all round !
Homeward Bound
We gathered at Giitersloh Airport for our return flight at 1200hrs
on Tuesday morning. Alas, this was not to be. We eventually took
to the air at 1500hrs. Immediately we were airborne we sprung
a leak' in the hydraulic system. We all had the dubious thrill of
participating in emergency landing drill. At 2130hrs we managed
once again to become airborne. \Ve arrived in the sunny shores
of Ireland at 2359hrs. Despite our transport catching fire-and
bcing abandoned in the area of Lame-the team arrived in
Londonderry at 0530hrs. 'Home Sweet Home'!
It has been agreed by all that the trip was successful despite
the obvious 'small' problems that were easily overcome-the
unanimous decision was that all would like to compete again
next year. We look forward to it.

A dog's best friend

The Squadron was very proud to rece ive the first Comstar award
to be presented to a Brigade Signal Squadron in Northern Ireland.
The Silver Comstar was awarded for the period November 1975April 1976. Brig B. C. Webster presents Sgt Bagga ey with the
Siver Comstar award. Looking on from left to right are: W02
Y of S Tunmore, Lcpls Betts and Bernard. Our congratulations go
also to 39 Bde Sig Sq n who have struck gold . It is not too often that
small Brigade level Commcens are able to claim success in this fie ld

A DOG'S BEST FRIEND
Fortunes of hostility have recently turned two young pet lovers
to find their true vocation in life. Sig ' D inger' Bell and 'Bowsie
Wowsie' Robinson have applied for the Dog Handlers' Coursea three-month holiday in the land of pork pies and WRAC-at
the RAVC Centre at Melton Mowbray. We wish them all the
very best of luck with their interviews and for the sterling job
they will find themselves doing in Ulster in the near future.
Sig 'Dinger' Bell is shown demonstrating the versatility that
is demanded by virtue of being a Member of Communications
Troop. The tower in the background has recently been damaged
beyond repair by a bunch of local 'yobbos'. These gentlemen,
who seem to have little else to do, keep us well occupied, exercising
our ingenuity and initiative. Yes, if you are bored with disbandment, you will find that, in D erry, a bus,1Troop, is a happy Troop.

EXERCISE TARTAN SPECIAL
Exercise Tartan Special took the form of two consecutive oneweek adventure training activity camps based on the Rothiemurchus
Lodge in the Cairngorms. Led by Capt Lee Tilson, the Squadron
2IC, each course consisted of four male and four WRAC participants, with an additional permanent staff of three. Cpl Bob Welch
(now a sergeant) looked after the administration and catering,
whi le Cpl Johan Terry and Lcpl Paul Fisher instructed rock
climbing and conoeing, respectively.
The weather for both courses was, on the whole, very good
and all the participants tried their hands at climbing, canoeing,
mountain-walking and camping. The accompanying photographs
give a good idea of what was undertaken.

PTE ANN CRUTCHLOW (WRAC)
O ne of the prettiest views in the Cairngorms !

Sig 'Shug' Macvicar taking the quickest way down-bar one!

Cpls Bob Welch (now Sgt), john Terry, and ' Dusty' Rhodes pathfinding across the Falls of Avon

233 Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801
THE GLORIOUS TWELFTII
AVI G been told by the old hands that the fun started
H
around July 12 it was almost a let-down when nothing
happened, at least, as far as we were concerned. There was the
odd confrontation, but nothing to speak of. We are in the silly
season for leave and all who can are getting away before the next
peak, _che FFR. The following article was written by Cpl John
Topptng.
COMMS TROOP
The title 'Comms Troop' tends to conjure up visions of a runof-the-mill Troop providing basic communication facilities for
various users. A Troop that can prepare a forecast of events with
little f~ o~ amendment; ~eekends over which one can arrange
an outmg without the naggmg doubt that something will come up.
The nice, easy-going, Monday to Friday Comms Troop ....
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Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, here in Lisburn this is
far from the case and we must be one of the few Troops who
can claim to be fully operational in every sense of the word.
-When mortar-making equipment was di scovered in the Maze
a few weeks ago, it was ten to five in Comms Troop on what had
been a fairly quiet sort of day. Vehicles were being parked up,
and there were murmurs about an early tea. Suddenly the OC
appeared with a fami liar glint in his eye which we all recognised.
Twenty minutes lacer we had grabbed a bite to eat, were gunned
up, were aboard our vehicles and ready to go. Our 'quiet day'
finally ended at eleven o'clock after five hours of mobile patrolling
and static VCP duty around the prison . This was quite a short
job as they go-normally occurring late on a Friday and spreading
right across the weekend. (Funny how they never happen on a
Monday morning and how the SSM's parade survives eternally
unsullied!)

ARRIVALS
\Ve welcome: W02s Guest, Letori, Sherwin; Ssgts Hepworth, Dallow; Sgts Guy, Hutchings; Cpls Coxon, Hallgate,
McLeod, Pickersgill, Roberson, Wilcox; Lcpls Brown,
Mayhew, Morgan, Smillie, Taylor; Sig Blyth and Dodd.
COURSE No 2
Pte Ann Crutchlow, Cpl Bill Medland, Lcpl Judy Wilson, Pte Vicki
Woodhead , Sig 'Shug' Macvicar, Lcpl Steve Tupling, Cpl 'Dusty'
Rhodes
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FOOTNOTE?
Flushed with his successes in the Cairngorms, and fed up with
sponsoring the rest of the Squadron on all-night volleyball
marathons and 48-hour darts matches, the 2IC obtained detailed
some.60-odd sponsors and entered himself in the annual Mourne
Wall Walk. This is a sort of Irish Ten Tors involving 13 mountains, 22 miles and a total climb in excess of 10,000ft, all in 12
hours. The event took place on the hottest June day on record,
and the 2IC himself admits that on more than one occasion he
entertained thoughts of giving the whole thing up in return
for a cold shower or a pint of lager. He was however, inspired
by the sight of the S02 Signals from HQ I (a man almost old
enough to be his father), battling on in the fierce heat, and carried
on to complete the course within the time allowed. Thanks to
the generous sponsorship, this effort raised almost £30, which
was donated to the British Olympic Appeal Fund.

DEPARTURES
Bon voyage to : Ssgt Evans; Cpls Barlow, Welch; Lcpls
Daley Tupling; Sig Hall and Jones.
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- News from HeaJquarters-

T

School of Signals
Blandf o rd Camp
Dorset

No 7

ROYA L SIGNALS COMMUNICATIO NS QUA LI FYING
COURSE, JULY 5-DECEMBER 17, 1976
Le~ to right. Bock row : Lt H. N. S. Colborn , 2 Lt D. S. Ewing, Lt
N. J. R. Ferriman, 2 Lt J. L. Fletche r, Lts A. D. Fo rste r, M. N.
John ston , A. Leather, R. H. Ma rdo, J. R. M. McG rath
Front row: Les K. Pritcha rd , P. Smith, 2 Lts S. J. Sm ith , J. E. Thomas,
Lts R. M. Thurston, S. J. Turp in, 2 Lts R. T. Weston , K. G. W ilson ,
Lt G. W . Wi lton

RE-DEDICATION OF THE ROYAL CANADIAN SIGNALS
CAIRN AT BLANDFORD CAMP
HE Cairn was erected at Southwood Camp, Cove, near
Farnborough, Hants, by Royal Canadian Corps of Signals
personnel in 1945 as a memorial to those members of Royal
Canadia n Signals who served overseas during the second world
war. W ith the prospect of closure of Southwood Camp, the Cairn
was moved to Blandford by 3 Training Regt RE in May 1975.
On Sunday, July 18, 1976, the Cairn was re-dedicated in the
presen ce of Maj Gen C. E.' Page, CB, MBE, Representative
Colonel Comman dant and Brig Gen J. B . Clemen t , C D ,
Colonel Commandan t, T he Communications and Electronics
Branch, Canadian F orces.
A guard of honour was provided by 4 CMBG HQ and Sig Sqn,
who flew from Germany for the occasion. Among those who
attended the ceremony was Maj Gen R. J. Mober ly, CB, OBE,
who was SO-in-C at th e ti m e that Brig Gen Clem ent was the
Director of the Royal Can adian Signals. After the ceremony the
Royal Signals officer s an d t heir wives were entertained to lunch
in the H eadquarter s M ess by the Canadians.

BIRD LIFE AT BLANDFORD
The year 1976 has brought an in crease in t he number of species of
resident birds at Bla ndford . Observers may have noticed th at fo r
some t ime a Ptar migan has roosted in t he higher barren placesseldom descend in g below 2,000ft. Apart from hu nger, the only forc e
which can drive this bird down to the sheltered carri es is a full-sc ale
blizzard . She is seen to change her dress in April, August an d
November, being blue r and paler in August. Th is bird has a notab le
lik ing for fruit.
So completely have the Greenfi nches adapted themse lves to li fe in
th is man-dominated countryside that they are hard ly ever far awaysome even nesting locally. They are sociable birds, and as befits those
so fond of company they have an extensive vocabu la ry, stringing
together a number of calls in twittering medley. Several floc ks
have passed through-most noticeably in February and late June.
Three or four Wrens have been found nesting in a single coconu t
shell-keeping warm is a pro blem for them. The smallest of birds ,
they have lo ng been a DAD PTC favourite and , considering their
piercing t rill ing so ng and perky stance, it is easy to see why. To
ad d t o the variety o ne of t he most frequent American vagrants
ap peared at Blandford in January, and passes its days in the thick
reeds of CCTV. The boom of the American bittern is a so un d th at
o nly retu rned t o Britain thi s ce ntury. With such an asso rtment of
birds-is it any wo nder that little Consolido Ambiguo remains at
Blandfo rd?

Brig A. A. G . And erso n, Maj Gen C. E. Page, CB, MBE, Brig Gen
J. B. Clement, CD, Maj T. C. Bisso n, Canad ian C ha plain, and Rev
A. C. Carrut hers, Station C ha plain Blandford, standing on either
side of the Royal Canadian Signals Cairn after its re-dedication at
Blan dford Camp o n Su nday, July 18, 1976

FATHER AND SON MEET AT BLANDFORD
Lt Col Joh n Ellis, photographed with his son , 2 Lt Jeremy Ell is, in
the Co r ps Museum at Blandford . Lt Col Ellis is currently th e
DAA & QMG at HQ School of Sign als. Son , Jeremy, who stud ied
at Loughboro ugh University on a University Cadetship, recently
grad uated w ith a BSc in El ectronics, Computer and Systems
Engin eering. He was making his mandatory visit to t he School of
Signa ls prior to posting.

If you are posted overseas and wish to dispose of your present ca r we will give you a high cash/ credit
note figure against any future purchase. For full detai ls fill in this coupon .

name
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condition
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colour
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good
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Bridge St. Walton-on-Thames, Sy. Tel 42881

VW . •Audi •Triumph • Ford • MG

•Austin • Rover
5/ 1S39
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US ARMY SIGNAL CORPS IN BLANDFORD
In O ctober 1975 th e Royal Signals Hall in t he Milita ry Scie nce and
App lied Communications Depart ment of t he Un ited Stat es A rmy
Signal School was dedicated in t he presence of ou r ow n Signal
O ffi cer-i n-Ch ief. Subsequ entl y framed pictures of th e ce re mon y
were presented to the School of Signals, Bla ndford . These are now
displayed in the USA Room at th e School
Ou r photograph shows th e Comma nd ant, Brig A. A. G. And e rson
with t hree members of th e US Army Signal Corps, Capt Carla
Fishe r , Maj jack McGrath , th e outgoing exchan ge o ffi cer, and
Maj Dom inic Basile, th e incom ing exchange officer, in USA Ro om
with th e pictur es
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1976

Ssgt D. B. Thomson of the Royal Australian Sign als being congratu lat ed by Col C. J. Gil bert, Chief Instructor, School of Signals, o n
the award of the Royal 1Signals Institut io n Prize for Professio nal
Attainment for his exemplary stand ard on No 37 Foreman of
Sign als Course {Ju nuary 6, 1975--August 4, 1976). He is th e first
Aust ralian NCO to recei ve the In st itut ion Prize
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Photoreport of The Royal Tournament 1976
From HQ 3 Division
These phorographs depict together with our cover picture,
the high standards achieved and show some of the work of the
Corps which we were able to illu trate to the public.
and man the Royal Signals Static Display at the Royal Tournament m Earls Court for the period July 14-31 1976.
July 7 1976, an 'Ad Hoc' Troop from various UK-based
wa formed at Hounslow by CSO 3 Div to establish
0 .units

FREEDOM. THAT'S WHAT YOU GET
OUT OFABANKACCOUNTWITH LLOYDS.

4

3

Crookham supervises ' try it yourself' morse. In the background
can be seen Larkspur versus Clansman

Keeping a beady eye on potential Arctic Signallers
2

Scnool of Signals computer termina l

3

A lighter moment

4

Cpl Pushabahadur Rai of the 2/2 G u rkha Rifles fr o m Church
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5

The White Helmets and 21 6 (Para) Sig Sqn proved to be among
the most crowd-pulling d is plays

6

14 Sig Regt Jun gl e Dis pl ay. Note the tree-cl imbing alli gator
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are all very grateful. Ir is now hoped that the CSO BAOR will
visit us at least once a year.

•

HQ AFNORTH BFPO SO

VISITOR TO HQ AFNORTH
IKE the Olympics, records are made and then broken, but at
AF ORTH we were preparing our entry for the 'Guinness
Book of Records', quire confident that our record could not be
broken. For some obscure reason we have nor had an official
Corps visitor for over four years; however, someone with their
ear to the ground heard rumours and ...

L

News from Regiments

FAREWELL AND WELCOME
We have said farewell to W02 Bill Kerr on promotion to
WOl, Ssgt Harry Lund on promotion to W02 and Sgt Pickles
Unwin who is still trying.
We welcome W02 Tony Davies and Sgt Roy Poole.

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for:

Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Capital Transfer Tax.
Education. Endowment.
Low Cost and Flexible
Endowments for House
Purchase.
Mortgages Arranged.
Retirement Policies.

1 Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 32
CANADIAN VISIT
N May, the Regiment was pleased to receive a visit from a
team of Canadian Signal Officers who were on a liaison and
fact-finding tour of BAOR. The Canadian visitors were led by
Lt Col Bill Batt, the Commanding Officer of 1 Canadian Sig
Regt in Kingston, Ontario. Lt Col Batt was no stranger to
Verden since he had completed an exchange tour with the
Regiment in 1966-67. He was accompanied on this visit by
Majs Bill Cowperthwaite, Jim Brittain, Pete Boule, and
Capt Alan Wallace, who is the Royal Signals Exchange Officer
with 1 Canadian Sig Regt. Capt Wallace had justified his
inclusion on the 'Canadian tour' by insisting that he must go to
Verden to ensure that Capt Bill Richard, our Canadian Exchange
Officer, was holding up his end of the exchange bargain. Many
Regimental Officers actually questioned the authenticity of
Capt Wallace because of his unusual Scottish Canadian accent!

I

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
WHEN HE ARRIVES l'VE GOT A FEW QUESTIONS FOR HIM!
Ssgt Harry Lund ; W02 (RQMS) Bill Kerr; W02 (ORQMS) John
Robert.s

VISIT OF CSO BAOR
Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge, CSO, BAOR, arrived in AFNORTH
on July 29 and, escorted by our Headquarters Signal Officer,
Lt Col W. D. A. Poole (Royal Signals), called on the Chief of
Staff, Maj Gen P. Hudson. The C~<? ~nd HSO then ~o°:Ded
battle kit and visited the 'hub of acov1ty , the Commurucanons
and Electronics Division, where they were met by the Assistant
Chief of Staff, Capt M. F. Parry (Royal avy), and the Administrative Officer, W02 (ORQMS) J. Roberts. After various other
calls around the Headquarters our guests proceeded to the SNCOs
club for a buffer lunch; kindly arranged by Mrs Shepherd, Mrs
McDonald and Mrs Roberts.
WORKING LUNCH
After meeting all Royal Signals personnel in the SC Os Club,
Maj Gen Sturge took part in our version of 'Twenty Questions',
most of the questions being fired by our 'tame Scotsman', W02
(RQMS) Bill Kerr. The CSO spent a great deal of time briefing
us on the proposed changes in the Army structure, and, in
particular, brought us up to dare on Corps matters for which we

Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit.
Home Insurance w ith full cost replacement.
Motor Competitive rates Home and Foreign.

B. £ THOMPSON & CO. l TD.
INCORPORATED INSURANCE BROKERS

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
YORKSHIRE DL 4HR. Telephone No. 2308
Lt Col Paul Alexander and Lt Col Bill Batt exchanging Regimental
plaques

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
BLACK & WHITE OR COLOUR

D. & G. MANSELL
6, FINKLE STREET,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.

Also Domestic Electrical Appliances
Our Record Dept. contains one of the largest
selection of records in the district, also sheet
music and musicaJ instruments.
CASSBTTl!S AND CARTRIDGES

If you are serving and have a standing order for
THE WIRE please keep us well informed in advance
of any change of address.

It is impossible for us

to keep up with hundreds of posting orders and
your 'Wire' will go to your old address unless we
CSO BAOR ANSWERING W02 BILL KERR's QUESTIONS
W02 George Shepherd (eating); Sgt Roy Poole (beaming); W02
John Roberts (admiring); Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge, CSO BAOR
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hear to the contrary.
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The Canadian visitors were given a tour of the Regiment and
several briefings on the organisation and operational concepts of
a Division Headquarters and Sig Regt. After a long day of viewing
Regimental equipment, Lt Col Batt and his team entertained the
Regimental Officers and SNCOs to an informal ' Champagne party'
and briefing on the 1 Canadian Sig Regt. Having solidified
British/Canadian relations, the Canadian visit was concluded by
a culture tour of Hamburg under the guidance of Capt John
Snowdon and Lt Andy Forster. We are sure this visit provided
a pleasant interlude for Col Batt prior to his return to wrestle
with all the problems of providing the Security Forces communications for the Montreal Olympics.
NIJMEGEN MARCHES 1976
On July 18, 1 Sqn travelled to Nijmegen to take part in the
annual four-day march. The team consisted of the minimum 11
men, they were: Ssgt (F of S) Gary Sharp, Cpl John (Where's
Your Horse Gone) Pritchard, Cpls Alan Taylor, Ian
Hannigan, Bob Scrivener, Lcpl 'Bogey' Wilsoncroft, Dave
McCombie, Sig John Smith, Graham Guy (bike orderly),
Tony Hodge (tent orderly). We were given until 2200hrs on the
19th to see the sights and chat up the talent. We then starred the
march at 0400hrs on the 20th, the weather was kind and, for two
days, it never got too hot. Each day we finished by 1500hrs.
By the third day the bike orderly had given up riding the bike
to give those with blisters a rest. It was on this day that our
illustrious Foreman Sharp dropped out to give Sig Tony Hodge
a chance to see the countryside, while he went back to bed!
Lcpl 'Bogey' Wilsoncroft was promoted to skipper and off
we hobbled. About half way round some had to go to the 'Yanks'
for medical aid. We still say if 'Dinger' Bell had been a horse
they'd have shot him!
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The last day, surprise, surprise, the Foreman can walk again,
and with him to inspire us we limped to the finish five miles outside
ijmegen. It was here that the march into the town centre began,
and as we marched behind our British band we all forgot our
sore feet when we were greeted by thousands of spectators lining
the route. This was the moment we all waited for and seemed to
make the effort worthwhile.
Will you see us there next year? You bet your sweet DMS boots
you will!
3 SQUADRON, SHQ TO THE FORE
Each Troop of 3 Sqn is tasked in turn to organise and run a
competition on the six-a-side basis and this time it was the lot
of SHQ to organise a falling plate shooting competition. The
competition itself was for a team of five men to shoot at five
falling plates and 10 balloons set in a wooden frame. Snippet of
conversation heard between 2IC and SSM . . . 2IC: 'Can
you get 450 balloons for the competition?' SSM : ' I have sent a
man to Toe H, Sir'. Later ... SSM : ' Sir, like most things rubber,
prices have gone up so I have sent a man to the MI Room'.
Later still ... 2IC : 'Balloons, Sgt Major'. SSM : 'Fixed, Sir'.
The competition was arranged for June 16 and the day arrived
warm but overcast. The first part of the morning of the competition, up to 1045hrs, was set aside for reams to select a weapon
from the pool and fire it to see where the weapon was firing for
them. The sights were not adjusted as three or four teams used
the same weapons. All weapons bad been checked zeroed on the
previous day. The competition was divided into the main competition and a losers' plate for teams who were knocked out
in the first two rounds of the main competition. Having been
marshalled by Capt Derek Rutherford, the teams were issued
one magzine of 15 rounds by Lcpl Bob Burnett and then passed
on to the firing point controlled by W02 (SSM) Bob Bates.
Line Troop ' B' team, captained by Lcpl Billy Beevers, had
a good first shoot against G Branch 'A' team, but due to a point
of rule the committee decided the match should be re-shot. The reshoot saw G 'A' make no mistakes and won with the fastest time
of the whole competition.
We eventually arrived at the finals with PCCU v Bravo Troop
in the losers' plate and G 'A' v HQ REl'l!.E 'A' in the main
competition. In two very thrilling finals, the Posties emerged
winners of the plate and G 'A' winners of the main competition.
The Posties then challenged G 'A' to a shoot off, and Sqn Ldr
Henry Prince (RAF) wanted to shoot for a crate of beer but the
Posties declined. It was a very close contest with the Posries
just beating G 'A'.
Line Troop, although fielding three teams, failed to produce a
winner. However, their Troop Sergeant, Sgt Ralph Porter,
made good by winning the pistol pool bull which was run throughout the day by Ssgt (Y of S) Keith Bark. A special mention
must go to Sgt Allan 'Paddy' Pierson and the butt parry who
kept-up a steady flow of balloons and plates, and to Lcpl Steve
Fletcher who kept up a steady flow of refreshments.
FINALLY FROM 3 SQUADRON
Arrivals and departures are too numerous to mention but
special congratulations go to Ssgt Pete Bawden on his promotion
on posting to 16 Sig Regt (your gain, 16), and also to Lt Charles
Le Gallais on his recent marriage.
REGIMENTAL SUMMER (SHOOTING) CAMP
The familiar Rendsburg Training area and range again witnessed the concentrated Regimental effort to improve the standard
of shooting of all ranks and to achieve a high classification re ult.
Additionally this year an extra camp site was set up on the southern
shore of Eckernforde Bucht to provid swimming tasks and
warersport recreation for each training platoon to spend one day
at. Exercise Summer Sales had been stiflingly hot and it seemed
the weather must break. However, with only a weekend between
this exercise and the erring up of the large 'marqueed' camp under
RQMS 'Paddy' McLaughlin, the first cour e of 120 were soon
cracking the rounds down the ranges in brilliant sunshine.
Ssgt Bob Mawson, a Beachrnasrer, ensured everyone kept
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a wet a po ible with such water operations as he devi ed.
There wa , for instance the long distance wim for a Regimental
Dolphin award. 'Out to the buoy and back again, not more than
a kilometer and a bit, you can do it easily, you can ... 'Rescue
launch over here' !
FEW FAILURES
i~nificant number of pa es were al o obtained on alternative
weapon te ts in addition to personal weapons. Ssgt (Y of S)
Keith Bark with four master coaches ran the ranges from
morning to night with at lea t a couple of night shoots each week.
It wa particularly noticeable how an SMG pass is now much
harder to attain as it certainly needs far more practice and coaching.
The eventual percentage of fai lure , however, was very small,
which again underlines the value of this type of camp .
IMPRESSIVE REACTION
Of all the incidents that provided light relief, the demonstration
bomb designed to put the
into NBC, watched by over 200 and
planned as a surprise during the debrief of Course I. must get a
mention. Indeed, it detonated on cue and produced a really
plendid smoke mushroom as the Company carried out IA drill.
But you cannot have smoke without a good fire, and this most
impressive secondary reaction rook hold across the field. With a
massed charge which had all the elements of Balaclava and
carried the Training lv1ajor in the van, it was soon trampled underfoot. At this stage there seemed little reason to stop the momentum
for any final points of the interrupted debrief. The charge carried
on into the waiting tra::J.sports which rumbled off in the direction
of Verden, carrying a course that gained truly distinguished
honours for field service!

3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
Bulford

rest while the children under Ssgt Les Budworth were entertained with films, disco or a bar-be-que. Heard during a bar-be-que.
'Isn't there any more, I have only had sixths?' (yes, the cooks
under Cpl Roy Short did a very good job, thank you).
RELIEF
As Saturday, July 31, arrived, and 'Snoopy and the Red Baron'
was switched on, there was no noise from the campers' tents.
Could it be they did not want to go home, or were they just tired?
By lOOOhrs the camp was down and the bus loads departed. The
staff gave a sigh of relief, and were looking forward to a week
back at work, for a rest!
AVONHURST CCF SUMMER CAMP
Diary of a Cadet
Monday, July 19. Dear Diary, today we arrived at Carter
Barracks. I must say it looks a bit old and decrepit, just wooden
huts stuck on Salisbury Plain. \Vie were shepherded about by a
'Beefeater in Denims', Yeoman Somebody or other, and a Sergeant
called Spink. Never had time to buy any fags from the NAAFI
as this Yeoman Burke, 'well, that's what the old Sergeant
called him' had organised an inter-section sports league and we
were all so shattered that we went straight to bed.
Tuesday, July 20. The Yeoman took us on PT at half past six
this morning and ran us up to the swimming pool. When we
got in there he had us playing Mark Spitz's for a million lengths
and then doubled us back to camp . The PT Mister said, 'Fatty
had enjoyed it most because he was sick twice'. In the afternoon
we did a map-reading exercise on Salisbury Plain, the Headmaster's
sorry, Lt Col Jones', section got lost and were late back,
so we didn't finish the sports league until after half past eight.
P.S. I think I'll cut down on my fags.
Wednesday, July 21. Today we visited the Royal Tournament
at Earls Court. There were lots of soldiers and officers there. A
fellow called Mr Mike Dyer was in charge and a Sergeant called
'Muffin' Mullin kept popping out in a Land-Rover to borrow
things. Sgt Spink was annoyed because he couldn't get away to
visit his grandson, who is a pensioner down the road at Chelsea!
P.S. No sport today so maybe I won't stop smoking after all.

A COMMAND AND CONTROL PROBLEM
HE morning peace of Fresden Farm, set deep in the rolling
Wiltshire countryside, was suddenly disturbed as a fleet of
vehicles unloaded hordes of screaming boys and girls. A quick
look round by RQMS John Allen and Capt Robert Freeman
revealed that only one of the 130 children had failed to make
Bulford Garrison Children's Summer Camp 1976. (Exercise
Youthful Venture, July 24-31.) A carefully-laid programme had
been drawn up to ensure that the children, aged 7-11 years,
would have little energy and time to get into trouble. However,
the first night would be an exception. RQMS John Allen and
his wife, Wendy, had volunteered to act as duty parents that night.
Slowly they quietened each tent and moved to the next. By the
time they reached the last tent so the first tent needed attention.

T

EARLY RISERS
Towards the early hours of the morning a sort of hush spread
over the camp, but as soon as dawn broke so the children began
to wake. One enthusiastic camper was found to be washed, and
dressed and ready for break-fast at 0400hrs! A few 'kind' words
soon put him back in his sleeping-bag. As soon as 0630hrs
arrived any semblance of quiet vanished as the camp PA broadcast
'Snoopy and the Red Baron' . Once the music died down Mrs
Gale Ross and Cpl 'Titch' Fuller were busy rousing the
children from their beds for a 20-minute segsion of PT (who
would have thought it was a holiday !). Once PT was over, a team
of helper inspected the children's tents for tidyness. With
thoroughness they checked each tent, finding dirty KFSs and even
wet swimming costumes hidden in cases.
MANY ACTIVITIES
Once formalities round camp had finished, the children were
sent out on various activities. Swimming, horseriding and canoeing
were all done locally, while on camp itself Lcpls John McCaffery,
Tony Nall and Cpl 'Titch' Fuller had built a confidence course
in the trees; this had a scramble net, death slide and Burma Bridge.
Here soldiers who had second thoughts about going on it were
put to shame as young girls of 10 and 11 years went over the
course.
Though no serious accident occurred, the Medical Tent was
always in demand. As soon as surgery opened the queue of young
girls grew very quickly. Could it be they had a crush on Cpl
'Scoop' Sayer! During the evenings, the weary staff got a short
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Thursday, July 22. Back to the grindstone, that Yeoman (I
can't remember his name) took us for morning torture at the
swimming pool again; a Staff-sergeant called Uncle Bill Tuplin
let us play with some guns that he called SLRs; he taught us all
about them (SLR stands for SHOOT AT LoNG RANGE).
Another Staff-sergeant called Friendly (no that can't be right)
had us square bashing, he kept crying and saying 'TARA will go
mad on Sunday'.
P.S. The sports league was. on again, it's like the Olympics
here. At this rate I'll never find the bar!
Friday, July 23. PT was cancelled this morning so we had a
lie in until seven (Hope Y of S 'Chippy' Wood enjoyed his lie in).
Then Capt Alan Hutt took us to the Army Air Corps at
Netheravon. Col Jones walked ever so near the rotors (we had
our cameras ready!. The pilots flew us back to Stalag Carter for
lunch. The Cook Sergeant, Tom Hall, calls us the locusts. This
afternoon Ssgt Fendley (I knew it wasn't Friendly!) took us
for drill again and Uncle Bill let us play with those guns.
P.S. The sports league finished tonight, hurray!
Saturday, July 24. Today we went on the ranges with Capt
Alan Hutt, Uncle Bill, the Yeoman 'Chippy' Wood fellow
and Sgt Spink. The 3 Div shooting team came to coach us shooting
SLRs (I think it was because they didn't trust us with real bullets).
One of the shooting team was a 'real soldier' from the Royal
Anglians called Eddie Davies, he's a real Sergeant-Major with
a moustache like Windsor Davies. There was a couple of Staffsergeants there as well, one called Dave Barnes and another
called Bryan Carter. Saturday night we had a rave up in
Salisbury.
Sunday, July 25. Big bull parade today, the Head, sorry,
Lt Col Jones, inspected the parade, and then the RSM, Mr
Dickey, judged the inter-section drill competition, afterwards we
all went to church. It was lovely and quiet in there after the RSM!
This afternoon we had a trip to Bournemouth.
P.S. That Yeoman 'Chippy' Wood has left to go to some
swimming championships, and they say he won't be back until
we've gone!
Monday, July 26. Sgt Mullin taught us all about NBC, he'd
borrowed some suits and gas masks. Later in the morning he took
us in the gas tent. Ssgt Fendley said he could have some Zyklon B.
but Sgt Mullin said he'd borrowed some CS gas (I think it
stands for cough and splutter). This afternoon Sgt Spink took
us to Larkhill to see the gun puk. Now if we could take them on
the ranges I would be impressed. Tonight we had a farewell party.
Sgt Spink and Capt Alan Hutt took the officers to the Sergeants
Mess afterwards to watch TV (or so he says).
Tuesday, July 27. Everyone said goodbye to us today and we
climbed on our coach (I prefer them to 4-ton trucks). Sgt Spink
said he had to go to the Post Office after we left to draw his
pension. It doesn't seem eight days since we arrived (more like
eighty).
P.S. I think I'll come again next year!

OVER THE TOP OF THEIR HEADS
The children work on unconcerned as adult discussion and laughter
goes on around them
Left to right: Mr John Burdess, Mrs Sturge, Mr Budd, Mrs Gill
Whitehead and Miss Brenda Rowlings

a very pleasant day the CSO made a comprehensive tour of all
departments, lunched in the Officers Mess and, finally, watched
the 3 Sqn swimming gala. Meanwhile, Mrs Sturge, accompanied
by the CO's wife, Mrs Whitehead, visited the local BFES
Primary School and attended a charity lunch in aid of SSAFA
funds.

4 Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 15
Ssgt (Y of S) ' Chippy' Wood in action

FAREWELL TO THE 'BADGE MAN'
AVING survived his last exercise (Summer Sales) with the
Regiment without falling into any more shell scrapes, RSM
John Richardson has now left us on commissioning. He was
'lunched out' by the officers of the Regiment and presented with
the regimentally traditional 'grant of arms' recording his achievements whilst in the unit. We wish him and his wife, Jackie, all
good fortune in their new posting to 21 Regt. At the same time
we welcome our new incumbent, WOt Frank Worral, and his
wife, Sylvia, to the Regiment and Herford.

H

THE SEVENTH MONTH
Exercise Summer Sales has occupied a great deal of our thoughts
and energies during yet another month of this incredible summer.
It was a hot, sticky and dusty period for most of us and, to the
puzzlement of our wives, most returned looking (after they had
washed) a paler shade of brown than when they left home. This
anomaly is, of course, explained by the excellence of our camouflage deep amongst the trees!

Capt Martin Roberts with a prob lem
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VISIT OF CSO BAOR
On Friday, July 2, we were visited by the CSO BAOR, Maj Gen
H. A. J. Sturge, accompanied by Mrs Sturge. In the course of
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1976

A STUDY IN EXPRESSIONS
Our photographer catches three rather interesting .faces. du~ing
the 3 Sqn Swimming G.i. la as seen through a poolside hfe. ring.
Left to right: RSM John Richardson, Maj David Strong and Ma) Gen
Sturge. Exactly what they were watching remains a mystery/

KEEP YOUR
UNIT NOifES
SHORT!
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javelin event of 119·94.m. The old record of 112·63m was set by
1 Cheshire Regt in 1964. Sig Steve Bate's steady improvement
in the pole vault has been impressive, but the truth is that all
our competitors have improved their performance throughout
the season. We wi h them further successes next year.

l
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The style is
Vintage but not
the price

y

For these and
all bar supplies
contact your
nearest NAAFI.

Deliciously Different
I
Amontillado Sherry

VISIT OF SACEUR
During exercise Summer Sales in July the Regiment was
honoured to have a visit by the Supreme Allied Commander
Europe, Gen Alexander Haig, Jnr. The General visited Commhd
Papa showing a special interest in the communications diamonds.
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FAREWELLS AND GREETINGS
HIS summer the Regiment says a special farewell to two
officers of the Corps on their retirement from the Army. The
two officers, Majs 'Gary' Grant and 'Douggie' Burt, were
dined out on July 23 by a somewhat depleted, but none the less
pirited, Officers Mess.
Maj 'Gary' Grant ends 28 years' service in the Corps this
year. Trained as a cypher operator he was promoted to W02
by the age of 21 serving in Egypt Paris and Gibraltar. In 1960
he was commissioned as a traffic officer carrying out service in
the UK, Far East and BAOR. Maj Grant leaves in September
to read for a B Ed degree at Worcester College of Education
and thereafter to pursue a second career in teaching. We wish
him and Joan every good wish for the future.
Our second retiring officer, Maj 'Douggie' Burt, leaves the
Army after nearly 32 years' service. Enlisting in November 1945
into the East Surrey Regiment, he served in orthern Ireland,
Egypt, Greece, Italian Somaliland and Germany. He was commissioned inco Royal Signals in 1956 taking up appointments in
the UK, Malta, France, the Far East and BAOR. 'Douggie'
hopes to continue with the Army in the UK as a RO. Our best
wishes go to him and Rosemary for their future happiness.
We also bid belated farewells co Capts Ian Bingham, at
Harrogate, and Tom Moncur, who is now studying at the School
on the TEM Course. These are replaced by Capts' Les Smith
and Hugh Smith-just to add confusion in the unit. Farewells
also to Maj (TOn 'Rusty' Davis who leaves after nearly four
years in the unit and who has overseen 7 Sig Regt rugby team
to its successes; and to Lt Adrian Morgan, who leaves to read
for a degree at Cambridge.
From the Sergeants Mess we bid farewell to Sgts Ivor Noble,
Sid Soqo and Mick Barstow, Ssgt (F of S) Gerry Bannister
and three W02s, Harry Cole, Nick Scott and Sandy Reid,
who all leave co take up RSM's appointments.

ATHLETICS-RUNNERS-UP IN ARMY TEAM EVENT
Members of the team started to arrive in Aldershot on July 16
for the Army Athletics Team Championships. The weather was
~e and morale high throughout the day. There were many old
friends-both among the competitors and the spectators. Several
ex-members of the Regiment took time off from their courses at
the School to lend their support, and Lt Col Oehlers and
WOl Wii:tdicombe, our previous Commanding Officer and RSM,
were paracularly welcome. At first all went well for the Regiment
as the programme covered field and track events in which we
were strong, but then came some disappointments in the middledistance events from which we were unable to recover. evertheless,_ the ~al result ?f runners-up in the Army Athletics T eam
piamp1onships and wmners of the Field Events Trophy were
~mprovements o:i. last year's results. Perhaps we can further
llllprove our position next year.
. Several members o_f the ~earn remained in Aldershot. to compete
m the Army Athleacs Smgle Event Team Championships on
July 23, and were successful with a win in the javelin and shot
e':'ents and runners-up in the high jump and pole vault. It is
difficult to select individuals for special mention as most of them
have produced_ personal ~ests during the competition. Sgt Ian
Haldane continues to wm the l lOm hurdles event while Lt
Adrian h:lorgan js an_ up-and-coming 400m hurdler (~ow posted
to ~ambndge :Uruvers.1ty), 2 ~t Nick Ferriman and Sig Archy
Bam are contmually 1mprovmg their l,500m and 5 OOOm times.
Undoubtedly it is in the field events where we are 'blessed with
tl!rs. Sig Gle_n Br~ome set up a new BAOR high jump record
this seaso_n with a Jump. of ~ ·94m 1 the previous being l ·90m.
He then 1mpr~ved _on this with a Jump of 1·95m in the Army
Team Champ1_oi;iships. Cpl Johnny Gumbs was runner-up in
~he Army Individuals shot event, but his best performance was
in the BAOR Team Championships with a putt of 15·22m.
Cpl Harry Worth ~d Sgt Tom Taylor threw the javelin 62·80m
and 57·14m, respeet1vely, to set up a new combined throw in the

~ t--F-::-A_M_o_u_s--=:--D-.-Rr=I=N=K=S==IN=::::;Y.-O_U_R_M_E_s_s-itl

Cpl Joh nny Gumbs makes his winning putt at Aldershot

OPERATORS
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON?
Then contact

The Three Tees Agency
and let your Service skills pay in Civvy Street

Sig Glen Broom in a casual pose. He took first pl ace in the Army
Team Championships with a jump of I ·95m

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit and send in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1976

The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and deals solely with vaca cies for Telephone,
Telex and Teleprinter Operators. You can be assured of a warm welcome and free advice and
guidance on employment prospects in the Commercial world of Telecommunications. If you
are rusty we can give you the opportunity to brush up your operating and also familiarise you
with commercial routines and equipment, and then guide you to the right job, permanent
or temporary. Call, write or phone :

The Three Tees Agency

Ia
ms

AGENCY

LIMITED

110 Fleet Street,

124 Regent Street,

20 Eastcheap,

London EC4

London W1

London EC3

Tel 01 -353 3611

Tel 01 -734 0365

Tel 01-626 0601
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8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison
DINING OUT OF THE CGS
June 16 we were privileged to dine out the Chief of General
taff, Gen Sir Peter Hunt, in the Royal Signals Mess,
Catterick. It wa a prestigious occasion with four major generals
of the Corps, including the Master of Signals and the Signal
Offic<!r-in-Chief present together with 100 officers of the Training
Brigade.
After a splendid dinner, the CGS and assembled company
were entertained by the Corps Band and then by 526 Sig Troop
Gurkha Signals, who performed a 'small nautch' in honour of
the CGS. At its conclusion, the Gurkha dancers garlanded the CGS
in traditional style and then finished off with the 'khushiko nautch'
dance in which the CGS and all the senior officers joined.
The CGS was presented with a cartoon of the high table and a
pa tillage casket a mementoes of the evening.
The occasion was much enjoyed by all and we wish General
Sir Peter Hunt a long and happy retirement.

O"

the weather. The wind, a frequent visitor to Catterick, lifted a
17-section marquee plus some of the men holding it, turned it
inside out and dropped it some distance from where it took off.
Sgt Aldridge was not happy. His wrath was loud enough to
waken even the deepest sleeper in TTS. After the storm, another
problem came into sight. That of digging eight holes for flagpolescum-rugby posts. After scratching at the surface of this poser,
the answer came in the shape of a tractor-mounted/driven auger.
Like a dentist's drill, this infernal machine chewed its way through
everything in no time at all.
EFFORTS REWARDED BY GREAT DAY
After two weeks' hard work the masterpiece was complete, the
'seal of approval' had been given by the CO and the Brigade
Commander and, with only the great day to get through, the men
of courses RT24AB and DT54B could relax. They all worked
hard, in extreme weather conditions, and are to be congratulated
on their efforts. Worthy of note are Cpl Barrett (Queens) and
Lcpl Drewitt (Para), who are on a Basic Trade course prior to
transferring to the Corps. They were remarkable for their good
humour and seemingly boundless energy.
INTERVENTION BY A REAL FIRE
The great day was long and hot but very successful-although
the Auxiliary Fire Service would not have agreed. Due to take
part in the fire-fighting demonstration in the arena, they were
called away to a real fire. However, they extinguished this, refilled their tanks and arrived just in time to perform their second
act.
Of the other acts, no more words from me. Suffice to say that
the demanding task presented to 3 Sqn was complete--there
were no complaints, only thanks.

Traditional garlanding of the CGS by one of the Gurkha 'nautch
pa rty'

CRICKET SUCCESS
On a rain-threatened afternoon-of July 31, 8 Sig Regt did
gentlemanly battle against 27 Regt RCT, in the semi-final of
the Army Cricket Cup. Sgt Mick Raybould won the toss and
decided to bat on a pitch he described as ' a lot of grass' ! It was
a 40-over, action-packed innings, in which the top scorers were
Sgts Gil Williamson (50) and John Gilbert (22), helping '8'
to their grand total of 123 in 39·3 overs. 27 Regt RCT then
took over and started slowly against demon bowlers Sgt Chris
Bond (3-15 runs) and Cpl John M oulson (1-12 runs). Twoand-a-quarter hours later, with two overs to spare, 27 Regt were
all out for 112 runs. Well done '8', see you in Aldershot on
September 7.

Team
Sgt Mick Raybould (captain)
Sig Bill Banner
Sgt Chris Bond
S~ Ian Gilbert (WK)
Ssgt John Hague

Cpl Pete Knight
Cpl John Moulson
Cpl John Swaine
Sgt Bob Watkins
Sgt Gil Williamson
Lt George Wilton

ARENA DISPLAY PULLS THEM IN
The Royal Signals 'At Home' weekend took place in Catterick
on June 26-27, 1976. Of all the activities going on throughout
the weekend it was undoubtedly the final event, the Arena Display,
which drew most attention. On Sunday afternoon the Old Comrades and the great general public came in their hundreds to see
an interesting and varied programme.
A STORM AND PROBLEMS
'Arena Display' is so:newhat of a misnomer-after all, whoever
saw a 'displ.ay of arenas'? Nevertheless, the showground had to
be perfect, It was to be a showpiece. This task, too difficult for
ordinary mortals, was given to 3 Sqn. Commanded (or piloted)
by Maj John Messer-Bennetts. The Squadron set about the
construction work in a truly professional fashion. Other members
of the crew included Capt Mike Crane, Sgts Brian Ald ridge
and Paul (Yknowotimeen) Grocott. To bore you with details
of putting. up such things as 740ft of marquee tentage, 8 flag poles,
11500 chairs, 300 fathoms of rope, l,500ft of bunting is not my
Sim. However, there were one or two talking points; for example,
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TREMENDOUS FUND-RAISING EFFORTS BY LADIES
An additional arena attraction this year was a cakes/preserves
and handicraft stall and a raffle, run jointly by the ladies of 8 Sig
Regt and 11 Sig Regt. The response to appeals for contributions
was magnificent and the ladies had a wide range of good-quality
goods for sale. As a result they were able to send a cheque for £270
to the Royal Signals Association for the specific use of distressed
Royal Signals families. The success of the stall was in no small
way also due to harmonious teamwork throughout.
CATTERICK ARMY DISPLAY
The Catterick Army Display took place over July 8-11. TE
Group and Schemes Group under Capts John Grigsby and
Fergus Mackenzie, respectively, combined to produce the
Royal Signals Static Display. The theme was a ' hands on' system
of working equipment for the public to use. All current Royal
Signals communication media were available--C42 net radio,
teleprinter and mufax links and the 'Bruin' auto exchange system,
represented by a working model of a Divisional layout and a 20-line
Brigade communication head auto exchange. The Bruin model
relies on the Static Exchanges in Room 60 'T'TS for its operation.
The display area being 2 miles away from TTS the problem was
solved by the old standby 'metallic pairs' and a heroic effort by
Schemes Troop linemen, led by Sgt Bill O'Brien, produced a
working 20-pair cable route from TTS to the Display site. The
static display was a great success and the 'hands on' aspect much
appreciated by the public, particularly the younger element. It
would appear that quite a few 'teeny bopper' dates were made
over the telephone system.
The Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society were represented by
the Garrison Club (G3Cl0) led by Capt John Grigsby (GSWNG)
and Maj Ray Webb (G3EKL) plus Lt Dave Lewellyn (G3T AN),
Capt Jim Heck (G3WGM), Sgt Colin Harvey (G3YBT) and
Cpl Mick Joyner (G8FYJ). The station worked the HF Bands,
voice and CW, and 270 contacts were made, mostly on 80m with
RSARSmembers. The furthest QSOwas with Tokyo, Japan, and,
naturally, we received the information 'it is not raining in Tokyo
also'. We were also visited by 'Peter G3MMM' from Scorton
Hospital who had a few QSOs from his wheelchair. Although he
he has been off the air for a number of years, he is still remembered
as 'Twinkletoes' by members of the RSARS.
SIX SQUARE MILES AND STILL BURNING
Those of you who follow the national press will no doubt have
read of the large heath fires on the North Yorkshire moors.
Due to the size of the fires the Army was called in to assist and,
hardly surprisingly, 8 Sig Regt was placed on standby. More
surprising was that we actually deployed and the evening of
July 21 saw 30 aspiring technicians from 1 Sqn standing at the
Fire Control wondering where to start. The scene is d ifficult to
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describe and only those who have witnessed a large heath fire
can visualise the damage and destruction caused. Suffice to say
that the fire had destroyed an area of about six square miles and
was still burning. The underlying peat had caught fire and there
were frequent outbreaks as the wind changed. In fact, the wind
changed seven or eight times during the 24 hours that the Regiment was there. The task of the Army was to assist the local
civilian fire-fighters to contain the fire within the firebreaks.
These firebreaks had been dug by the Forestry Commission and,
it was hoped, would stop the fire from spreading. There was the
ever-present threat that the wind would carry sparks across the
breaks and small 'whirlwinds' (!Oft across at the base and reaching
up over lOOft) added to the danger.
PRAISE FOR ADMIN PARTY
Divided into sections led by Cpls Ian Buick, David Millington, Vince Skinner and John Steele the fire-fighters worked
throughout the night at the critical points on the firebreaks.
Much praise at this point must go to the admin party under
Ssgt James Greeney and Sgt Tom Craft who supplied nonstop tea, coffee and soup during the night. Dawn broke on a scene
that would have done credit to a 'Dr Who' film; several large
fires blazing and the whole area smouldering. Then the wind
changed again, freshened, fanned another blaze and Sgt Eddie
Mulvana found himself fighting a fire that spread across a 50yd
front almost singlehanded. A quick radio call for reinforcements,
another change in the wind and the danger was averted.
IT DID NOT PASS
And so it continued during the day, with each wind change
bringing more blazes. At the end of the day, however, we could
put our hands on our hearts and say 'It did not pass'. The fire
had been contained within the firebreaks and we handed over to
the next unit a situation that was virtually under control. The fire
was being allowed to burn itself out and we returned to Catterick
to a long-awaited bath.

VOLLEYBALL REPORT
From a sporr which has laid dormant up to some 12 months
ago, volleyball to British Volleyball Association Rules (rather than
the ' jungle rules' normally associated with Service teams) has
improved in leaps and bounds. During the past six months two
members of the Unit, W02 (F of S) J. Hill and Sgt Chris Bond,
have represented the Army, whilst in addition to the above, Sgt
Bob Watkins, Sig Taschi and Sauta Pun (both Gurkha Signals)
have been awarded their Regimental Colours.
A CHALLENGE
Meanwhile, a steady stream of keen individuals are making
their marks-Sgts Terry Witts and Joe Gleisinger, Ssgt
Gordon Philbrook and Sgt Danny Flanagan have all improved
considerably, and in the RAF Inter-Station League we suffered
only one defeat at the hands of RAF Leconfield, who consi.sted
mainly of the Harriers, the recognised RAF (UI~) t~m. Certainly,
this defeat brought us down to earth-there 1s still a lot to be
learned, but what we really require is opposition; so WHERE ARE
THE VOLLEYBALL REPS? We are prepared to play anybody,
anywhere, anytime. We have the equipment-now we need
games, games and more games ....
ATHLETICS
Zone 'B' Qualifying Competition
On June 30, 1976, 8 Sig Regt athletics team won the zone 'B'
athletics competition, which qualified them for a place in the final.
After a closely-fought competition the results were:
1st
8 Sig Regt
180 pts
2nd
1 Royal Anglian
161 pts
3rd
AA College, Harrogate 139 pts
The Regimental team success was due largely to a lot of guts
and determination.

FOOTNOTE
At the time of writing the fires on the North Yorkshire moors
are still burning, and have destroyed an enormous area of heathland. The Forestry Commission estimate (conservatively) that it
will take at least 25 years before the land has recovered. The
cause of the fire is th.o.ught to have been a discarded cigarette end.
ANGLERS HIT THE JACKPOT
Newsflash-Sport! 8 Sig Regt anglers virtually sweep the board
at the RAF Vale of York mid-season team match. Yes, although
angling is not yet recognised as an 'official' sport, the Regiment
has a flourishing and, as can be seen, a successful Angling Club.
The RAF do recognise angling and have a well-organised and
well-supported angling set-up. With the help of local RAF
Stations the Club was formed in 1972 and was invited to become
a member of the RAFAA Vale of York League, using water
owned by RAF Catterick as a 'home' base.
To date, the membership numbers 24 and, in addition to the
league fixtures, by being affiliated to the NFA and orth Yor~s
South Durham Federations, members are able to take part m
the many open matches fished on the Tees, Swale and Ure.

8 Sig Regt-Winners of the Zone 'B' qualifying round of the Army
Athletics cup

RAF CLUBS VERY GENEROUS
Although the Club does not have exclusive rights to any water
(the current going price is £1 per yard per season!), the RAF
Clubs have been very generous in allowing the purchase of
several permits which allows at least a dozen members to be
out and about most weekends. Also, several local clubs are very
generous in allowing visitors permits at reduced prices and are
very helpful with seats O? 'trips', etc.
BEGINNING WITH A BANG AND A PONG
This season has begun with a bang! In the fur 'feather match
at RAF Leeming, club members were 1st, 2nd, 4th, 6th and 7th
and, in the recent Inter-Station team match, teams from the
Regiment were 1st, 3rd, 4th and 5th, with the first three individual
and four section prizes going to club members. We make no
apologies for our 'dress' when meeting at the gym en route to a
match-nor for the aroma of maggotts, stale. bread and chees~.
We enjoy it and are glad to get the opportunity to put t?e Regiment's (and, in this area, the Army's) name on the anglin_g map.
Tight lines to all fellow anglers. If you are en route to 8 Sig Regt
come and wet a line.
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A Great Army Final for The Corps
At the Army Inter-Unit final held on July 21, 1976, in
Aldershot, the Regiment came 4th:
1t
21 Sig Regt
193 pts
2nd
7 Sig Regt
175 pts
3rd
RMA, Sandhurst
157 pts
4th
8 Sig Regt
149 pts
At the Army single event champion hip held on July 23, 1976,
the following positions were obtained by members of the Regiment :
4 · 100m
4th
4 400m
1st
4 800m
3rd
2 x 1,500m
2nd
2 · 300m steeplechase
2nd
Hammer
2nd
Triple jump
3rd

Representative Successes
Lcpl Lancashire and Sig Akabusi were selected to represent
the Army Junior Athletics team vs the Navy at Aldershot on
Saturday, July 24.
2 OOOm sc
6min 07sec
1st Lcpl Lancashire
.Worn
51 ·5sec
1st Sig Akabusi
Both athletes were selected to represent a combined Army/Navy
team to compete against Wales on July 26, but only Lcpl
Lancashire was available.
2 OOOm sc
5min 59sec
1st Lcpl Lancashire.

Cpl Steve Dunlin hands over to Lt George Wilton

10 Sig Regt
A cool moment for Sig Danny Kaye
Army Junior Individual Athletic Championships, July
9-10, 1976
This Regiment entered three junior athletes into the competition.
The results speak for themselves
Lcpl Steve Lancashire 1st 2,000rn steeple chase :
5min 56sec (new record)
2nd 5,000m: 15min 25sec
(This and the winner's
time broke the old. record)
Sig K. Akabusi
1st 400m: 52·4sec (pers best)
2nd 200m : 24· 1sec (pers best)
Sig Dean Ward
Qualified for discus final with
33m but had three throws
in the final
The Royal Signals has a great future in middle-distance events,
as in the Junior championships the following results were achieved:
1,500rn
new record !st Sig Robertson
21 Sig Regr
2,000m Sc
1st Lcpl Lancashire 8 Sig Regr
5,000m
lst Lcpl Carr
11 Sig Regt

Lcpl Steve Lancashi re leads the field
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Hounslow
1 SQUADRON REPORTS
N Wednesday, June 30, the Squadron held its annual
supervisors' conference. We were pleased to welcome
Lt Col Nice, our Commanding Officer, Messrs Hayes and
Waring from HQ 2 Signal Group and Maj (Retd) Adcock of
HQ SW District. In addition to SHQ personnel 16 supervisors
of communication centres and telephone exchanges were present.
These conferences prove very useful as get-togethers whereby
current problems and situations can be discussed and presentation
on future developments given.
The Squadron representatives llt the Aldershot Show and
exercise Signal View have returned to the fold having, by all
accounts, acquitted themselves very well over quite a long period.
Personnel concerned were Sgt Graham Chapman, Lcpl Linda
Foreman, Ptes Brenda Leslie and Denise Smith.

O

2 SQUADRON SPORTS REPORT
2 Sqn have had a successful month on the sports 'front'.
Cpl Geoff Ruffer of London District Troop bas excelled on the
tennis 'circuit'. For many years the Army singles final has been
between two players of commissioned rank. Not so in the 1976
final, played at the Officers' Club, Aldershot, on July 31, 1976,
which featured Geoff and Lt Mark Jefferies of the REME.
Unfortunately, Geoff lost 6---4, 6-1 but certainly gave the
opposition a good run for his money. Geoff was Singles Champion
at both the London District and the Corps meetings. Sgt Carl
Braganza from the Ace High Station, Coldblow Lane, Maidstone,
teamed up with Cpl Ruffer and together they won the Corps
Regimental and Open Doubles. Geoff leaves us shortly to join
AAC Harrogate on promotion to Sergeant, and we hope to see
him winning next year's Army singles final.
Both the WRAC and the Regimental swimming team have done
extremely well in the District swimming championships on June
24. The WRAC won their competition and the men were runnersup in theirs.
The Regimental team went on to come third in the Area final
having lost to the winners by only two points. Pte Carol Atkins
of the WRAC is achieving considerable success in the swimming
pool. At the London District championships she won the 50m
freestyle and was runner-up in the individual freestyle event.
At these championships Carol was selected to swim in the District
team at the Anny championships, which came fifth overall.
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EXERCISE WHITE WYE
The last weekend in July saw a detachment of Radio Troop,
led by Lcpl Wally Wallace providing communications for the
1976 Army canoe championships at Monmouth. From there it
seemed a shame that the boys shouldn't just have a go! Thus
Capt Richard Harrison, Lcpl Wally Wallace, Sig Donny
Donegan, Pete Lawlor and 'Paddy' Johnston took to the
water. On the first day the communications went well-(we only
wish the canoes did too!). Sig Donegan and Johnston were
knocked out of their heats in Class 3A whilst Capt Harrison
lost in the semi-finals of Class lA.
With some reorganisation, we left Sig Rab Lee, 'Bif' Berrie,
Steve Sellors and 'Geordie' Lee to run the communications
on the second day while the remainder set off on the 14-mile
long distance race. Lcpl Wallace and Sig Lawlor, first time
ever in a canoe, paired up in a Class 4 double and finished in
great style with still some canoes finishing behind them. Donny
Donegan and 'Paddy' Johnston in si ngle canoes finished about
half way down the field in very good position. Meanwhile, Capt
Harrison had teamed up with Pte Phill Turner of 2 Para and,
with much hard labour, managed to pull 4th place in Class IA.
Altogether a most rewarding weekend with all of us promising
that next year we really must do some training.

3 SQUADRON-COMINGS AND GOINGS
For a change this month it is not only the WRAC on the move!
Maj Stan Wood has left us for the murkier climes of MoD after
one year eleven months (one month off for good behaviour). We
were just getting used to his trendy clothes. Best wishes are
extended to both Stan and Jean from the Squadron. Maj Dick
Ellis is growing accustomed to all the 'green things' that he is to
work with. (Lcpl Elaine Smith has the honour of being the
first to call the new OC 'Ma'am'.)
Since April, the following members of the Squadron have left
'sunny Aldershot': Ptes Cartwright and Frankland to 9 Sig
Regt; Ptes Mayes, Wilkie, Chubb and Burke to 27 Sig Regt;
Ptes Reid and Davies to 16 Sig Regt; Cpl Jones to Episkopi
Garrison; Cpl Mason, Ptes Harris, Gibbons, Hooper,
Woodward and Roberts to 233 Sig Sqn, and Pte Hiscott to
the AAC Centre.
We wish them all luck in their new postings, and are sure that
they will never forget their time here.
ALDERSH0T ARMY DISPLAY/EXERCISE SIGNAL
VIEW
On June 17, 1976, the Regiment's team for the above events
assembled at Rushmoor Arena, Aldershot, and comprised of the
following:
Maj E. Tye (WRAC)
OIC Display
Lt C. A. Lee (WRAC) (3 Sqn)
DSO
Ssgt (Y of S) A. McArthur (2 Sqn)
Project Manager
Sgt G. A. M. Chapman (1 Sqn)
Supvr
Sgt C. Endean (2 Sqn)
Tech
Sgt S. J. Whytock (2 Sqn)
Data Tg
Sig C. Geelan (HQ Troop)
DR
Cpl G . J. Smith (3 Sqn)
WRAC Commcen
Lcpl A. M. King (2 Sqn)
Ops
Pte R. E. Walker (2 Sqn)
Pte D. A. Kennedy (3 Sqn)
Pte D. E. Smith (1 Sqn)
Pte C. B. Marsh (2 Sqn)
Swbd Ops
Pte B. S. Lesley (I Sqn)
Other personnel involved were: 2IC, Maj D. Lycett-Gregson,
who was responsible for overall co-ordination. WOl (RSM) J. J.
McElvogue and W02 (SSM) A. S. Cotillard who made up an
excellent tent-erecting party (who said we're not short of man
power). The Regiment's display was a Static Commcen which
had been planned and built some time in advance by the Y of S
and the 2IC. So on the day the setting up went according to plan.
Having some time in hand before the show opened, which was
June 24-27, the majority of the team, including all the girls, were
stood down to 'get some sun bathing in' (just to remind you
this was during the time of the record-breaking temperatures),
and so the show began with everyone in high spirits (and stories of
topless sun bathing in a hidden area somewhere within the WRAC
Accommodation?).
The general public seemed very keen to 'have a go on a teleprinter' especially three small girls who spent some hours eVC'fY
day typing out their news. It was thought they belonged to the fairground people who were set up next t~ us. ~gt Gr~am ~hap
man, a married man with much experience m handlmg children,
tried many devious methods to get them to have a look at other
stands but all to no avail. Even the 'free ice cream over there'
gambit gained only five minutes' respite!
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The girJs worked bard explaining to the public what to do,
and were a great success. Pte Brenda Lesley turned out to
be the comedienne of the team and kept us laughing throughout
the show.
Much like the fairground folk beside us, on June 28 we packed
the display into our 4-tonners and moved up to Worcester for
the start of exercise Signal View. The sun shone as bright as
ever for the duration of Signal View which made our Tech Sergeant,
Chris Endean, work harder than ever keeping everything in
working otder. His main battle was against the dust which
eventually claimed our uncovered demonstration automatic
exchange. Nevertheless, he did very well.
The very brown Pte Rae Walker was taken ill with tonsilitis
and had to return to Hounslow. However, she was replaced by
Lcpl Linda Forem.an who soon caught the spirit of the team
and carried on the good work. Our free telegram service was run,
in the main, by Lt Caroline Lee, Lcpl Allison King and Sig
(now Lcpl) Steve Whytock under the ever-watchful eye of
Y of S Alec McArthur. The 40/ 160 telephone exchange, which
was connected to two other stands, proved popwar and our two
switchboard ops, Pte Carol Marsh and Brenda Lesley did
very well especially in resisting the many propositions (though
not all) for dates. The show finally came to an end and we all
returned to our respective squadrons. The fact that the team
enjoyed their different job was borne out by the tears that were
shed on the final departure!
CONFERENCE BRINGS TOGETHER
REPRESENTATIVES FROM NEAR
AND FAR

Left to right. Back row: Y of S Botham, Commcen, Salisbury ;
Mr Fenner, CTO, I Sqn ; Mr Wareing, HQ 2 Signal Group ; Mr Hayes,
HQ 2 Signal Group ; Mr Perley, Salisbury Exchange ; Mr Brown,
Bovington Exchange; Mr Cutt, Commcen, Middle Wallop
Centre : Mr King. Taunton Exchange; Mrs Maxfield, Old Sarum
Exchange ; Mrs Gorrett, Exeter Exchange; Mr Richards. Blandford
Exchange ; Mr Hampson, Bulford Exchange ; Mr Hodges, Commcen,
Taunton; Mr Walford, Commcen, Warminster; Mrs Waite,
Warminster Exchange ; Mrs Taylor, Commcen, Bulford
Front row : Mrs Davies, Netheravon Airfield Exchange ; Mrs Reading,
Tidworth Exchange; Mrs Toze, CPO, I Sqn; Mr Bray, CPO, 10 Sig
Regt ; Lt Col Nice, CO, 10 Sig Regt; Maj Carroll, OC, I Sqn ;
Maj Brandreth, RTO, 10 Sig Regt; Maj (Retd) Adcock, HQ South·
West District ; Mrs Saunders, Commcen, Bovington ; Mrs Steer.
Commcen, Exeter

KEEP YOUR UNIT NOTES
SHORT AND TO,_.. THE
POINT PLEASE
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. 11 Sig Regt

Catterick Garrison

3 SQUADRON JUNIOR SIGNALMAN WING
PERSONALITIES

oc

Maj D. W. Dobson
Capt F. D. Rogers
2IC
W02 T. E. Benham
SSM
Ssgt J. Young
SQMS
Officers Commanding
Troop S ergeants
11 Troop Lt B. M. M. Jackson Sgts Farrell and Mackenzie
12 Troop Lt D. G. Kirkup
Sgt Rodgers and Cpl Prinn
14 Troop Lt R. G. Dibley
Sgts Plum.mer and Walker
15 Troop Lt C. K. R. French Sgts Guyatt and Irwin
17 Troop Lt D. J. Robertson Sgts Downie and Derwanz

JUNIORS IN THEIR STRIDE
Now that the summer term is drawing to a close we can look
back on a number of tasks and events which the third term
junior signalmen have taken in their stride and completed successfully, many of \'"hich came as quite a shock to some of the cadre,
especially Lt Bob Dibley, OIC Pitching and Striking of tentage
at the Catterick Reunion Weekend and Catterick Open Day.
He was ably supported by Sgt 'Mack' Mackenzie and the boys
of 13 and 14 Troops, many of whom are now in training. Among
the many tasks allotted to the ·Unit (see June WIRE notes) was
Vindolanda (on numerous occasions), Lt Brian Jackson and the
boys of 13 Troop bearing the brunt of the work for 3 Sqn, who
were there for the visit of TV and the Soldier Magazine (see
September copy for the article). As Vindolanda was disguised as
an educational project it is fearured in our education department
notes.
Among our other events were exercise Signal View at Worcester
and the shooting team at Balford and Bisley (see articles).
MAKING THEIR MARK
As the weeks went by, we gradually lost more and more of the
third term to training, many of whom we hope will be an asset
to their future units among those who have already made their
mark are:
Ex-J Sig Akabusi, 12 Troop. Army Junior 400m Champion
and Runner-up in the 200m; also selected for the Army Under 21
team versus the Navy. J /Sig Green, 16 Troop. Sixth in the l,500m
-which is good for a 5,000m runner. Other personalities who
have recently left the Squadron and made their mark in the fields
of cricket and tennis are: (all ex-Juniors)
Cpl Fitzpatrick, 14 Troop; Lcpl Dublin, 14 Troop (our
allround sportsman) ; Sig McGlashan, 14 Troop; Sig Shelley,
12 Troop; Sig Wells, 14 Troop; Sig Baldam, 14 Troop;
Sig McMichael, 14 Troop; Sig Blacker, 16 Troop; Sig
Gardiner, 14 Troop; Sig Hayes, 14 Troopi Sig Woodall, 12
Troop; Sig Jeffrey, 15 Troop; Sig Green, 16 Troop; Sig
Spencer, 16 Troop; Sig Haigh, 12 Trrop; Sig Simm, 16 Troop;
Sig Bayley, 15 Troop; and Lcpl Mayes, 16 Troop. We wish
them all the best in their .future careers.

EDITOR
It was once said that a newspaper editor sorts the wheat from
the chaff and then prints the chaff I hope th ere is not too much
chaff among this offering. [Editor's note: A hazard we try to avoid.]
NOT SO EASY
After endless weeks of preparation, 45 Junior Signalmen from
3 and 4 Sqns reached the point where they were confident and
competent enough to stage and produce the greatest show on
earth. Our opening 'night' was scheduled for the Reunion Weekend
in Catterick, and from there we were booked for a short tour of
the provinces (at an annual theatre called ' Signal View'). The
cast felt sure that we would make it to the West End and Broadway
eventually! At this point the reader might imagine that a production of 'Hair' or 'Godspell' was in the offing. Nothing could be
further from the truth. The Junior Wing was abou t to display
its many talents in the form of an obstacle/assault course race
with a decidedly Royal Signal's flavour.
Two eight-man teams would race over a series of horrific
obstacles-7ft wall-low-wire entanglement-stepping stonesminefield-defy death by leaping a rigid coil of barbed wire and
reach a safe haven. Sounds easy? Not when you're laden with a
40ft mast and a self-loading rifle.
The remaining boys were part of our slick arena team, commanded by Sgt (work on my whistle blast only) Terry
Beckett and were responsible for erecting and dismantling the
obstacles prior to the race proper.
KOJAK TREATMENT
Our opening 'night' at Carterick was a tremendous success.
Realism went beyond the call of duty when J /Sig Richardson,
in an attempt to leap the final barbed wire obstacle, managed to
nose dive into the middle of it! Despite the blood flowing from
his head (barbed wire can be unusually sharp and to the point!)
he carried on like a true entertainer. His subsequent visit to the
Medical Centre resulted in a large portion of his head receiving
the 'Kojak treatment' and his resultant nickname of ' Buzzard'.
SIGNAL VIEW PUTS ON THE PRESSURE
At Signal View '76 we appeared twice daily and, after two days,
the strain of constant perfection was beginning to show-one
broken collar bone and various lacerated limbs. Lt Brian Jackson
by this time had become so blass about setting up the electric
minefield that he 'accidentally' stood on it and nearly removed
his leg with the resultant blast from a 'Medium Maroon' (for the
technically minded: Medium Maroons make Thunderflashes
sound like damp squibs).
Lt David Turner, when we could drag him away from the
bar, was the compere and his unintentional/aux pas when describing mast 'erections' and team 'members' being killed on the
minefield gave our audiences many a laugh. The Junior Signalmen
by this time had dray.rn crowds of admiring young fans (mostly
fema le) and, by the last day, J /Lcpl (Robert Redford) Walters
was complaining of writer's cramp, having signed so many
autographs. The final comment must lie with an anonymous
junior, who whilst watching the White Helmets perform at
Signal View, casually remarked: 'Motor Bikes! I wonder if we
could stage our show riding them?'.
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING
This was the first year that the Junior Signalman Wing of 11
Sig Regt have entered for Competitive Shooting. Lt Richard

COMINGS AND GOINGS
New arrivals this term include Lt Colin French, W02 (SSM)
Ted Banham of Corps hockey fame, and Sgt Chas Irwin
from Training Wing, we hope they have a pleasant and enjoyable
tour. We say goodbye to Lt Martin Stretch late of everywhere
and everything, and W02 (SSM) Briant, neither have gone
very far; just to other appointments within the camp-Training
and Camp Sergeant-Major, respectively!
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THE VINDOLANDA PROJECT COMPLETE
The task was to rebuild a portion of the Roman rurf wall
which had collapsed due to a series of dry years. The work was
to be completed during the month of June so that the Vindolanda
site would be ready for the main rush of visitors which occurs
from July to October.
Interest was first kindled by the staff of the Vindolanda Trust,
when the resident Director of Archeology, Mr Robin Birley,
lectured to the Hadrian Project Lobby. From that point on the
arrangements were made, through the Commanding Officer, by
Mr John Parker and Capt Neville Davies. The task was duly
completed in the allotted time to the satisfaction of all concerned.
We are now awaiting the 'topping off' ceremony and the fixing of
a plaque to commemorate the completion of the project.

No 7 ROYAL SIGNALS STAFF SERGEANTS COURSE,
TAVR, AS SEEN BY SGT BREEN (RAOC)
HAT, you may ask, is a RAOC sergeant doing on this
course? Being a member of a Royal Signals unit I was
sent on it. We reported to 11 Sig Regt at 1600hrs June 19, for two
weeks' training which turned out to be a completely new
experience. The lads on the course were from all walk of life.
We even had a part-time undertaker in Sgt Ruck. His financial
status could have improved but for the determination of the
course not to give in!
Sunday morning, 0800hrs, what a time to be on the square.
We were initiated to the thrills of foot drill by the ex-Irish Guards
expert Ssgt 'Paddy' Lavery whose antics and vocabulary have to
be seen and heard to be believed. His able assistant, Sgt Nixon,
was also in attendance complete with temperamental right knee.
It kept going despite all the 'drive the foot to the ground' nonsense.
We all took our turn at giving the squad drill during the course
of the week and by Saturday we had certain members, ie Ssgt
Haworth, Sgts Fothergill and Blackwell croaking away
o~casionally losing their voices whilst attempting to be heard by
'Jimmy' on his pedestal. The Heineken consumption in the

W

CONG RATULATIONS
All members of 3 Sqn congratulate Lt Colin French, OC
15 Troop, for his Mention in Despatches, Sgt Townsend,
Training Wing, for his award of the DCM, and Capt Alan Alfred,
our QM, on the award of the MBE.
FOOTNOTE
No 17 Troop Pass-off on Friday, August 6, 1976. We wish
Lt Derek Robertson, Sgts Les Downie and 'Dulux' Derwanz,
and all the lads a good parade and a quiet and rewarding leaveCadre AD 16th!

Hoole was given the task of producing a team and training them
to the necessary standard and to assist him he called on 3 Sqn
to supply a suitable NCO as coach and general trouble shooter·
the finger eventually pointing to Sgt Mo Guyatt, who in ~
moment of unguarded relaxation had h appened to mention that
he had once (or possibly twice) been to Bisley. To those people
who don't (can 't) shoot, that word Bisley has a special significance
even if the person concerned was only putting up tents, so h~ ·
got the job!
·
The first task was to sort out a team of 16 from 24 starters and
eventually reduce it to l?, after weeks of hard training the final
the final team looked like this:
}/Cpl 'Taff' Evans
12 Troop, 3 Sqn
J /Lcpl 'Mel' Melville
30 Troop, 4 Sqn
J /Lcpl Needs
15 Troop, 3 Sqn
J /Lcpl McPhee
11 Troop, 3 Sqn
J /Sig 'Par' Laverick
15 Troop, 3 Sqn
J /Sig 'Mitch' Mitchell
15 Troop, 3 Sqn
J /Sig (Cup of Tea, Sgt)
Jefferson
15 Troop, 3 Sqn
J /Sig (Where's the birds)
Read
14 Troop, 3 Sqn
J /Sig (Tut) Ewen
15 Troop, 3 Sqn
J /Sig (North) West
14 Troop, 3 Sqn
Our first competition was the Corps shoot at Bulford, June
20-26, where the team performed very well. J /Lcpl Melville,
who was 16th in the Roberts cup, won the best Junior Soldiers
cup and Lcpls Evans and Needs, J /Lcpl Melville and J / Sig
Ewen won a cup each as best of their class and, with that result,
it looked very good for Bisley; though it was difficult to assess
how well we would compare with other junior units, especially
the infantry companies.
JSSAM Bisley-The team left Ouston at 0700hrs for Bisley,
everyone eagerly looking forward to a good shoot and possibly
bringing back one or two prizes; however, this was not to be, the
mini bus (not for the first time) broke down and re.fused to go
again. We eventually reached our destination some seven hours
later than planned, giving us little time to settle in. The team
found it hard to settle down and had great difficulty matching
the high standard of the opposition and eventually finished 10th
out of the 11 junior unit teams.
The lesson learned from our first attempt at competitive shooting
should stand us in good stead for the future; next year could be
ours.

Left to right: J/Sig Ewen, 15 Troop ; J/Cpl Evans, 12 Troop; J/Lcpl
Melville, 4 Sqn ; J/ Lcpl Needs, 15 Troop
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Sergeants Mess increased in an endeavour to ubricate our voca
chords for the next session.
The first week was spent mainly on preparation for 'Warcop
Health Centre', ie the Bartle Camp. Under the expert eye of
Capt Macpherson (LI) and Sgt Kerr of the Weapons School,
who did a good job all round, we were soon dreaming of SLRs,
LMGs and SMGs. Our shop convenor, Sgt 'Scouse' Connolley,
tried to persuade the Instructors to work according to union
rules, but alas, to no avail. We even asked our airline executive
Sgt Brian Guinnessy to arrange an aeroplane or h elicopter to
hijack them.
The middle weekend was Old Comrades' weekend, and
I must say the Corps put on a very interesting show for all
concerned. We met two grand old soldiers from the Royal
Hospital, Chelsea, who thoroughly enjoyed themselves
telling us stories of the past-before s ome of us were
even born.
So we come to Monday of t he second week and with it our
departure to Warcop for what was to be a very enlightening
experience. Battle ranges, section attacks-you name it we did it.
Never was so much sweat shed in so short a time by so few for
the good of the Corps.
Not satisfied with nine to five hours it was decided we should
embark upon a night patrol. Our section under the command of
Sgt Dahl was success.fully negotiating a trip flare when our
referee, Ssgt Tom Sharp, thought it time we had some light
and pulled the trip. The abuse he received from his comrades
would, of course, be unprintable in this magazine.
Time passed quickly, thank goodness, and the time came to
return to Carterick and what a welcome sight. On our last night
we entertained the permanent staff with our impressions of the
camp. W02 Greenhalgh was made the official shop steward of
Instr Wing and we also presented them with a new motto 'Do ot
Disturb'. Future course participants will understand the meaning
of this.
Departure time arrived with 17 wiser, more knowledgeable and
fitter SNCOs of the TAVR leaving to pass on the good instruction
given to us. New friendships have been formed, which no doubt,
will last for a long time. My thanks to everyone for everything. If
you feel like having a go at this course do so, but don't ask me
about it as 'Mum's The Word'.

Before Endeavours Fade
By Rose E . B. Coombs
A Guide to the Battlefields of the First World War
This guidebook to the battlefields of the First World War
has been produced with all the thoroughness associated with
'After the Battle' magazine. Over 20 different routes, illustrated
on Michelin maps, cover all the major British, American and
French battlefields. Every significant fearure, memorial, cemetery
and preserved battlefield is described and illustrated, some using
modern aerial photographs.
Rose Coombs, now Special Collections Officer at the Imperial
War Museum, has made more than 100 visits to the areas associated
with the First World War. She has attended many 'llernorial
dedications and unveilings and her unique knowledge on what
can be seen today is sought after by many veteran groups and
servicemen's organisations seeking to tour the battlefields.
Miss Coombs has now combined years of knowledge, travel and
research in this pro.fusely illustrated publication.
Size A4 (11 i x 8t in) 136 pages, over 400 illustrations, 25 maps
Price :
UK: £2·50 + 40p post and packing
Overseas: US 6·00 + 90c post and packing
Published by Battle of Britain Prints International Ltd.
3 New Plaistow Road,
Stratford, London El5 3JA
Telephone 01-534 8833

STOP PRESS
The Old Welbexian Association
The annual Vice Presidents dinner will take place at
Welbeck College on Saturday, November 6, 1976. Any OW
wishing to attend should contact Capt D. J. G. DaviesPellow, RAOC, Welbeck College, Worksop, Notts S80 3LM.
(Tel Worksop 6326 or 6579) by October 22, 1976, for further
details.
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13 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 40
14 Sig Regt Worcester
INTRODUCTION
HE month of July was bu y wlth the usual Regimental
activities continuing. 'i e are concentrating this contribution
on three of the more unusual events: The fire, 'H' Troop's
Anglo German activities and the CO's farewell.

T

NO IMPACT
A_ very young visitor was avidly watching every move of the
'\X;1hite Helmets as they perform~d their intricate and spectacular
display. As they left the arena his mother noticed that he looked
very disappoir;ited. 'Didn't you like them?', she asked. ' Oh yes',
he answered-, Then why do you l~k so miserable?' 'They didn ' t
have a crash . No doubt Capt Mike Prymaka can rectify this
fault.

THE FIRE

For tho e who don't know Mercury Barracks it is very pleasantly
landscaped amongst the local pine woods. A purpose-built
barracks with tree growing to within lOm of buildings. This is
all very well, of course, until you have a drought, when life can
become very interesting. Such was the case on July 5 when a
fire started in the woods just outside the camp and quickly swept
into the barracks threatening the operations block and much of
the living accommodation. The whole Regiment stood to and, with
the aid of 40 fire engines from local civilian RAF and Army fire
services, we were able to bring the flames under control.
Maj Alf Reed, our fire officer, had just finished wiping his
brow when the fire broke out again on July 7. However a second
effort of all hands to the pumps produced the required result and
the 20ft flames were doused in the afternoon. We would like to
thank all those who came to our assistance during this period, in
particular the members of 21 Sig Regt who so gallantly fulfilled
the task of fire patrols.

'H' TROOP TO THE FORE IN LOCAL EVENTS
SCHUETZENFEST
Schuetzenfest started off the proceedings early in the month
with 'H' Troop being honoured by an invitation to march through
the town with the local shooting guilds. The contingent, led by
the OC, Capt Eric Sambell, included W02 (SSM) Tam
MacDonald, Sgt Denis Weir, Cpl Dave Morrison, Lcpl
John Sutherland (ACC) and Sig Allen Dixon.
ENGLISCHE WOCHE
Undoubtedly 'H' Troop's production of the year was the
'English Week' held in co-operation with the local Chamber of
Commerce. This was held to cement the already excellent relations
between 'H' Troop and the local community.
With Dannenberg bedecked with over thirty Union Jacks and
the local shops full of British products the week kicked off on
Saturday with a football tournament, involving eight local teams,
organised by Sgt Denis Weir and a fete run by the ladies of 'H'
Troop who bad spent months making articles for sale on the
handicraft stall. Other stalls included the bar run by Capt Mike
Clowser, Ssgt 'Geordie' Fisher, Sgt Steve Howard and
Cpl 'Foxy' Fox. A Bratwurst stall run by Cpl Brian Wells (ACC)
and a darts stall run by Cpl 'Paddy' Sherwood. Thanks to
local patronage and the weather, this turned out to be a huge
success. On Sunday, the 22 Sig Regt football team raised the
prestige of British football in this area by drawing 3-3 with the
Dannenberg first team. Our thanks to them for travelling all the
way from Lippstadt.
On Wednesday, 13 Sig Regt played Brunswick in the first
game of rugby seen in the Dannenberg area. Ssgt Pete Derrick
:ind Lcpl Jim Keay were amongst those of 'H' Troop who joined
rn the battle. Our thanks to Capt Laurie Storey and our Regimen~ team ~or providing Dannenberg with a truly memorable
spomng occasion.
Thursday was market day with roundabouts for the children
and fish and chips for the parents to sample. A Double Diamond
stall was set up and run by Ssgt Colin May, Sgt Drew Duncan
and his wife, Jean, with support from other members of the
Troop. There was also a fine collection of English motor cars to
test drive. Friday saw a jazz evening and Saturday a parade
through the town by the Band of the Queens Dragoon Guards
and mem ers of the local riding clubs. The week came to a close
on Sunday with a show jumping tournament attended by enthusiasts from all over Lower Saxony and a concert by the
Band of the Queens Dragoon Guards.
THE CO's FAREWELL
This m<?nth saw the ch~ngeover of COs. Lt Col John Taylor
and Norn were entertarned throughout the Regiment. To
enumerate each occasion would take too long, instead our pictures
re~ord the theme .of Col John's last journey. They will be greatly
missed and we WlSh them well for the future. In doing so we, of
course, welcome Lt Col Martin Pickard and Anne and know
that their stay with us will be a happy one.
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CO's FAREWELL (1)
Lt Col John Taylor mounts a llama, assisted by RSM Tony Jones,
W02 Jack Hall and Ssgt Bob Parkinson

TUPPENCE A BAG
The fol~owing is the text of a very interesting letter received
from 30 Sig Regt shortly before exercise Signal View '76.
'HOME SCALE RATIONS-PIGEONS
Dur.ing the period June 29-July 4 exercise Signal View, the
Regiment has been casked with the manning of the " Historical
Stand'. The stand takes the form of a 1914-20 Signal
Cen~re. Among the many it.e ms on display from that
particular era are Qty 4-P1geons-Live--Message Carrier
Would you please make available the necessary Home ·
Service Ration Scale for these birds.
Qu~rter~aster 30 Sig Regt will issue the necessary eating
utensils, pigeon cote, etc.
The bi~ds will remain on strength of 30 Sig Regt during
the exercise a.nd are. not to be TO~ 14 Sig Regt.'
Members of thi~ Regiment were ~wc:k to point out that they
~o not normally pmch other people s birds if they appear to be
m the 56-62-year age group. They also draw attention to the
fact that, with almost perfect performances from E21s and Dl3s
on every exercise, trained animals/fowls would be superflous in
this Regiment.
A BIRD WITH AMBITION
A few days after receiving the letter from 30 Sig Regt, W02
Sandy Shaw opened the door of RHQ and felt a knock on the
highly-polished toe of his DMS boot. Glancing down he was
surpri~ed t<;> discover a very smart pigeon standing smartly to
at~CI?-non with not ~ feather out of ~lace. The bright, alert eyes,
brilliant sheen of his plumage and nngs on his legs marked him
out as a bird of quality. We can only assume that he was the
most ambitious one of the quartet pushing for promotion to
lance-corporal.

CO's FAREWELL (2)
Mounted inspection of cookhouse staff

FLY HOME LITTLE BIRD
In an effort to introduce a touch of realism and add interest to
the 1914-20 Signal Centre, Maj (QM) Gordon Schofield
tasked the Technical Adjutant, Capt (TOT) Don Clarke, with
producing homing pigeons for exercise Signal View '76. He was
amazed ~hen, within five minutes, he was offered 12 birds a day.
It transpired that Capt Clarke's greyhound trainer is a man of
many parts who races pigeons.
<;>n the first day of the show lf very nondescript birds duly
arnved. These were released dunng the day and winged their
way northwards to Wolverhampton. The following day 16 sleek
muscular birds which would have gladdened the heart of any
pi~eon fancier appeared. When they were released they took off
With all the unleashed power of a Saturn Rocket to disappear
northward in a blur of swiftly beating wings. Mystified by the
sudden transformation in quality Maj Schofield rang their
owner to enquire what the reason was for the change. With
engaging honesty he was informed, 'The first day I sent you my
scraggies; when these all returned, I decided that I could afford
to let you have my good birds'.
Checks carried out during the show revealed that the birds
completed the journey from Worcester to Wolverhampton in 30
minutes. This was an average of between 45 and 50 miles per hour
in flight. Our visitors were all impressed with the grace and
obvious speed of this archaic form of communications.
THE SUBSTANCE OF MESSAGES
A young visitor was taking a keen interest in the pigeons as
they were released from the 1914-20 Signal Centre. Suddenly
he turned to the loft man and asked, 'Are messages wet, mister?'
' o son, why?' 'Well in that case that can't be what he's just
dropped'.

.
CO's ~AREWELL (3)
Finally dismounted! The Regiment gives three cheers. The llama
looks rather stuffy about it all
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LAST VIEW OF WORCESTER
ITH the visitors all having departed, delighted with a
treasure house of memories of the biggest and best ever

W
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The White Helmets draw the Crowds at Signal View
Signal View to be staged here in Worcester, the Regiment can
now look back with pride /relief at having acted as host unit for a
final show which has surpassed all previous ones. Fulsome
praise has been lavished on all concerned in this, the annual showcase of the Corps. Superlatives have been scattered like confetti
at a society wedding and a full account of the outstanding success
has been produced by 1 Sig Group. This, however, will not
include the human and fowl stories of the participants.
A TOUCH OF THE BLARNEY ST0NE?
During the setting up stages a senior officer was being shown
round the leisure activities area when he came across a party
commencing to erect a large tower. On being informed that this
was a forty-foot climbing tower, he enquired: 'And just how tall
is the forty-foot tower?' Chaos reigned whilst everyone sought to
find the answer.
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HE CONVERSES WITH 'THE WIRE'
Throughout the show W02 (SSM) Jerry Jarr~tt was closely
hadowed by two white-coated gentlen~en carrymg what was
obvious!}' a trait jacket. They made copious note~ as he passed
periodically and convers~d long and . ean:iest;Jy with a copy of
THE WIRE which he earned rolled up m his nght hand. The fact
that THE WIRE appeared to be equally garrulous caused them
more than a little confusion. Enquiries eventually revealed that
SSM Jarrett was working on security and had a .radio conc.ealed
in the magazine. Having completed the show he is now available
for duties with the men from U. .C.L.E.

KEEN KIPPERS

A party of young cadets visiting the. show were deeply
engrossed in discussion when a very seruor o.fficer strode by.
'Excuse me, are you in charge?' Somewhat nonplussed .the
officer glanced round to find that he was the target for the quesoon.
'Yes, I suppose that you could say that'. ',\Veil there's ten of us,
and only eight beds, so sort that one out . eedless to say, the
problem was very swiftly resolved. The youn~ . man who posed
the problem obviously possesses all the quahoes every one of
those unforgettable second lieutenants we have all met posse_sses.
No doubt he too will prove to be an asset to one of our signal
regiments one day.
AGE SHALL NOT WEARY THEM, BUT THE YOUNG
CONDEMN
Whilst preparing for the command and control competition,
Majs Ron Saville and Ted Hill found helping hands very
hard to come by. As the day was e.xtremely hot they both took off
their shirts and commenced painting signs and equipment. Two
young signalmen coming across them immersed in their work,
studied them for a while, then one remarked to the other, ' Some
regiments have real old siggies, don't they?' 'Yes', the other
replied, 'It makes you wonder why they keep them on to that age'.
Perhaps we should consider providing a humane killer at future
shows!

will be, we can look forward to further reports on future successes
in his new venrure into the sport.
PIZZA AND WINE PARTY
Recently rerurned from a long course on Italian wines and
pizzas, we have Sgts Dave Fountain and Derek Chadwick.
They found Latina situated between Rome and Naples to be an
ideal tourist centre. During their long vacation in Italy they
managed to visit Rome, Naples, Monte Cassino, Pompei and
Vesuvius. They go into raptures over the many architecniral
masterpieces and old masters they have found time to study.
Both are somewhat mystified by certificates they have discovered in their cases suggesting that they are now fully qualified
to operate and service Ace High Microwave and Radio Relay
systems. They can only assume that someone secreted them there
while they were out sightseeing.
A SECURE DEMISE
Having failed to obtain one of the small revolvers invented by
Sir George Sitwell for killing wasps, the Adjutant, Capt Richard
Holmes, has shown great ingenuity in devising a devastating
technique for decimating those wasps which invade his office.
Death results instantaneously from a swift blow from a Secret File;
this can be hand held or thrown with unerring accuracy. The
mangled remains have so far refused to divulge whether they
appreciate the honour of being despatched by such important
documents. He takes pains to draw attention to the fact that
Queen bees qualify for swatting with Top Secret Files; however,
he requires notice of a visit from one of these exotic creatures in
order to have the appropriate file to hand.

In April came t~e Regimental inter- Squadron competition,
won by 2 Sqn. This was followed closely by the Rhine Area
C hampionships held at 28 (BR) Sig Rcgt, Krefeld. This competition, well stage-managed by our comrades at St Tonis, resulted
in a victory in both the 640kg and 560kg events, thus qualifying
the team for the BAOR Championships at Bunde on June 23-24.
T he Morrison Cup also held in Krefeld resulted in a victory for
the team at the old weight of 100 stone. This competition was
organised on a regional basis to save teams travelling the very
Jong distance involved, only the finalists appearing on the day
to entertain the large crowd.
The Bunde BAOR events came in the middle of the long Europ ean beat wave. As this competition is done on a league basis,
with eight teams in the league, a minimum of 16 pulls were
necessary. Sixteen pulls on a cold day would be hard work.
Sixteen pulls in that heat was agonising. In both the Heavyweight
640kg and Lightweight 560kg events the teams were defeated in
the first pulls of the day by 39 Med Regt RA, under the management of the well-known tug-of-war personality Capt 'Tug'
Wilson (RA). An unbroken run of victories, after this set-back,
qualified the teams for the UK final with second place in both
events. The result of the second place depended on the final
pulls of the day.
It was after this event that Capt Terry Cantle was posted.
He was able to make a lightning visit to Aldershot to ' chase' the
team in the finals. Between times Maj Greg Grist kept an eye
on all the press-ups and did 'front of horse' for the teams. Before
the Army Championships at Aldershot a friendly against the
best two teams of RAF Germany resulted in a repeat of the
BAOR final with the two Army teams defeating RAF Wildenrath
and RAF Bruggen.

THE COMPLETE CURE
On his third Signal View Cpl 'Slim' Cummins gave another
faultless display of the nearest thing possible to perpetual motion
and this year avoided falling asleep on his feet. This, W02
(RQMS) Tony Morgan artributes to two things: the Morgan
Mark Five whip which dispels every vestige of sleep, and the
fact that Cpl Cummins taught the QM, Capt Mark Wilson,
to drive the tractor and operate the fork-lift. In this way he
managed to share his troubles.
UNEASY LIES THE HEAD WHICH MAY GET
CROWNED
A marked schism has developed in the usual placid, harmonious
habitat of Capt (TOT) Don Clarke. This has resulted from his
following in the footsteps of so many mature men and Jetting his
head be turned by a flighty young bitch. He has proved to be
incapable of resisting the lure of limpid oval brown eyes fringed
with soft silken lashes, a firm, slim, supple young figure, with a
pink tongue moistening slightly parted lips, soft sensual heavy
breathing and hair like spun silk. The lady is, of course, a greyhound, who, he feels sure, will develop into a world beater.
Capt Clarke insists that he is going to make another 'Mick the
Miller' out of this greyhound. I feel sure that he must have contact
with the Christian Barnard of the veterinary world as there is at
least one obvious difference between the two animals.
His wife, Gisela, does not share his enthusiasm and was
decidedly cool when she was introduced to his latest acquisition.
Since her husband has proved that he cannot remain a dog-gone
TOT she is undecided whether she should crown him or simply
hang him from the nearest tree. While he is a little uneasy, Capt
Clarke is completely unrepentant and emphatically denies that
he has gone back on his word. He points out that a female of the
species is not known as a dog. Gisela is not convinced and
refuses to split hairs unless it is Don's with a sharp axe. Should
Capt Clarke prove to be as fleet of foot as he predicts the bitch
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THE BEST IN THE CORPS
HE Regiment's rug-of-war team have just finished a very
good season and can well boast of being the 'best in the corps'
this season. They have just returned from the Army finals in
Aldershot which took place at the same time as the Army athletics
finals. The team, under the watchful eye of trainer and manager,
Capt Terry Cantle, started way back in January with an out~
of-hours lunchtime training programme.

T

TAKING THE STRAIN
1he Heavyweights take the strain in the RAFG v BAOR match at
RAF Wildenrath
From the front of the rope : Lcpl Ron Wilkinson, Lcpl Fred Cottington,
Sgt Davy Dodd, Cpl Bill Parker, Sgt Brian Greenwood (behind cooch),
Sig Kevin Plant, Cpl Steve Long, Sig Dave Butters, Coach Lcpl
Joey Snailham

The Army Championships held on the now dry brown grass
of Queen's Parade, Aldershot, produced two wonderful days'
sport. In the lightweight event the team went through to the semifinal only to lose to the 'old enemy' 39 Med Regt RA, the final
winners. In the heavyweights the team just finished in front of
the School of Signals with 4 points in pool 'A' against the School's
3 points in pool 'B'.

16 SIG REGT-TUG-OF-WAR TEAM
LIGHTWEIGHT AND HEAVYWEIGHT
Seen with Mrs Mary Newman at RAF Wildenrath BAOR v RAFG
Left to right :. bocl( row: Cpl Steve Long, Sgt Davy Dodd, Cpl Bill
Parker, Lcpl Fred Cottingham, Sig Kevin Plant, Sig Dave Butters
Front row: Lcpl Ron Wilkinson, Cpl Mick Brummell, Sig Mick Wild,
Sig Bruce Barnes, Sig Kevin Morgan, Sgt Brian Greenwood
With Mrs Newman, wife of RAF Wildenrath Tug-of-War Officer,
who presented the prizes, Lcpl Joey Snailham
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EARLY START
The accommodation was spacious, at least, that is, until the
other 300 moved in. It was, however, friendly and, after a few
days marching, it was luxury. Reveille was at 0230hrs on most
mornings and we collected our breakfast1lunch together at 0315!
Cheese and ham sandwiches are fantastic at this time in the
morning (you've never tried it?). After washing our meal down
with warm coffee, we would set off between 0345 and 0445.
Our task was to march 50km per day for four days. Easy enough
(or so we thought). We had trained for some two months beforehand in an attempt to make it easier, but this failed miserably
and we were all taken aback by our own fatigue after only one day.
Archie Arbuckle had a rather deli::ate problem after the first
day and, despite a little 'support' from the US Medical team, he
unfortunately had to retire.
Ignoring a strong urge to stay in the warm, we went on our
merry way for the second day. We lost 'Poison Dwarf' in the
morning because of his bad feet (should anyone find him-will
they kindly wrap him up and renirn him to us). It was towards
the end of the second day that we learnt the true value of singing
(unfortunately, Nijmegen thought otherwise). At times our
fatigue gave way to delirium. The end of the third day's marching
saw a group of British soldiers (I wonder who?) doing the 'hokeykokey' in the middle of Nijmegen. Three-quarters of the marches
were complete and we were to finish.
RAIN!

Instead of the rain that we had got used to, the final day proved
fine and sunny, and we set out bright and early (well, early anyway). The final march seemed shoner, but this may have been
all in the mind. We were ready for the march past by one o'clock
and after a lot of argument about our position (gallant lad is
'Uncle Rod'), we picked 'Uncle Rod's' pieces up and set off
proudly displaying our medals. 'Haggis' carried the Colour and
seemed determined to play jousting with anyone who came
within reach. We stumbled, crawled and generally got past the
saluting dais in a fairly straight line-I hope that's what the smiles
were for!
Special mention must go to Alan Marsden who began as cycle
orderly but left his 'wheels' to join us. Also Dave Lestrange who
forgot his glasses. We all hope a little boy will hold his hand next
year (next year?). Our many thanks go to Capt Jim Lane for
allowing us so much time to train, and to all of 16 Sig Regt who
gave their support. Rumours that we are taking up singing
instead of marching are, however, unfounded. See you all at the
next march!

DRINKS FOR THE THIRST TO COME
One of the Pioneers on our Regimental Police detachment
seems to have achieved the ultimate in hard drinking: he is
reported to favour lemonade and water. He apparently finds
straight lemonade too strong for his palate. I feel that he must
be a natural for the latest series of Skol adverts on ITV. He
would probably be the first actor in a TV commercial to get
intoxicated from an empty glass.

A TIDY LAD
A combined cadet force from a northern school were participating in the command and control competition. A very senior
officer was giving them a linle vocal encouragement and a few
pointers. One young man who could only have been drawn by
Bill Tidy, then nrrned round and remarked, 'Reet, could thee
stop mythering now and leave us to get on wi' it'. These north
country lads are born diplomats.

of ' Mike' Troop (which could have something to do with the
initial idea, but we are not saying anything).

NIJMEGEN MARCHES
Someone, somewhere in 16 Sig Regt, came up with an idea.
As a direct result, on Sunday, July 17, a happy (?)team of marchers
alighted at Nijmegen for the 60th Four-Day Marches. Our OIC
Marching was 2 Lt Colville (\VRAC), who fought bravely to
get us tllere ... and succeeded. Sgt (Uncle) Rodney Fox
headed the team, closely followed by Cpls Mick Harrod, 'Mac'
McCartney, Tony (I've got a chit, so mind my feet)
Churchward, Archie (Self-supporting) Arbuckle; Lcpls
'Haggis' Copland, 'Chippy' Ryan, Alan Marsden, Terry
(Look-no hands) Inman; Sig (Poison Dwarf) Hilson and,
finally, Dave (Very) Lestrange. Most of the team were members
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1 SQUADRON SAYS GOODBYE TO AN OLD
SOLDIER
Mr Hutchins enlisted into the Corps on January 7, 1931. He
was trained as a Lineman at Catterick. His war service reads
rather like the Banle Honours on Regimental Colours.
1935-38
India with 1 Div Sigs
1939-40
BEF with 3rd orthumberland Corps Signals
TA
1940
Dunkirk
1941-42
North Africa with the 8th Army Ala111ei11
Italy with 4 Indian Div Sigs Casino
1942-43
Greece with 3 Infantry Bde
1943-44
Salonika 'Mentioned in Despatches'
1944-45
Italy with 1 L of C Signal Regt Bologna
After the war he was posted to 3 Sqn 17 Cheshire Yeomanry in
Brussels. Being concerned with the L of C through to the newlyformed BAOR. He met and married his Belgian wife, Jean,
while in Brussels. He stayed working with L of C unit until 1947
when he moved to o 1 Wireless Regt at Hamburg. In 1949
Mr Hutchins was posted to 2 L of C Regt (lacer to become 16
Sig Regt). Apart from a short period from 1950-52 he has served
with the unit in one capacity or another continuously for 23 years.
He applied to work in Belgium on his retirement from military
service and started as Chief Clerk to 3 Sqn, 2 L of C Sig Regt
on April 13, 1953. Hi experience and ability have been invaluable.
He was awarded the Meritorious Service Award in July 1965.
Alas, time catches up with us all, and Mr Hutchins has decided
to retire from his work at the Emblem Detachment and to rest
on his laurels. We say goodbye and thank you. We hope that
your retirement is happy and contented, and feel that the date you
go, July 30, 1976. should be remembered by all who have had
the pleasure of knowing you through the years.
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1 Squadron Head for H olland
With the same aims in mind 1 Sqn headed for Holland and
the following is a first-hand report:
'
The Squadron, accompanied by a few members of HQ Sqn
journeyed to ljmuiden on the North Sea coast of Holland for th~
annual summer camp. Ijmuiden is part of the Velsen district
and is a prosperou s industrial area at the mouth of the North Se~
canal with an excellent beach.
Sgts Tom Charteries and Garry B eattie returned from
the rccce with glowing reports and Lt Duncan McKenzie took
pleasure in ordering all to enjoy themselves! Sports against the
Velscn police and tours of factories and places of interest were
the main events. T he town officials and police could not do enough
to help and most n ew arrivals were obligingly escorted to the site
by police car.

22 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 107

H E RE ha been an air of peace and tranquillity about Churchill
Barracks for the la t two weeks. This is due to the bulk of
T
the Regiment h avin g p a sed safely th!ough th.e 'exerci e
,
seas~n

ca tching up on their leave or, what 1s more important, relaxmg
at one of the Squadron' ummer camps. N ot all p lay though, as
you will see later.
SGT GOFF ADAMS SAILS UBIQUE
In earl y ovember 1975, a signal was received in the R e.gi~e~t
a king for volunteers to .h elp .make up a crew to t~ke par t m Sail
Ubique'. This was the title given to a rrai:s...atl~uc yacht 1'.lc~ b y
the RA Yacht Club, organised by the Sail Trammg AssoCJatlon.
The race was pan of the many events organised to celebrate the
200th Centenary of American Independence. Although from the
Army point of view, basically a .Royal Artillery-organisl'.d occasion,
invitation were put out to umts of other arms, allowmg the RA
Yacht Club to qualify for financial assistance from Army funds.
Sgt Goff Adams was quick to recogn!se. the potential ~f the
occasion and, being a Royal Yacht Assoc1auon Grade II skipper,
he applied. His application was duly recognised and the selection
proce began with him flying to the UK, where he attende? a
familiari ation course on a ' icholson 55', and at the same nme
qualified in a complet.ely different .direction by gaining a GPO
Restricted Radio Cernficate; all this was earned out under the
auspices of the Joint Services Sailing Club, Gosport. Then back
to Germany to attend the Kiel selection course on a ' St Barbara II',
the result being, confirmation that he had been selected as a
member of the crew for the big event. He then returned to the
UK for working up trials on British Soldier.
VOICE TO LARKHILL
Goff Adams was to be part of the crew of the ' Sabre' to cover
the Bermuda to Boston part of the race. So on June 17, Goff set
off for the romantic-sounding Bermuda, where he found he was
part of a 12-man crew, all other arms, except for himself and
Lt John Steed (Royal Signals) of 1 Div. So started, says Goff,
some of the most exciting moments of his life, not only because of
the sailing, but because he became involved in a series of events
which obviously had a deep historical significance to the Americans,
and in typical fashion they celebrated this in a big way. The
sailing was almost uneventful and the six days went by, except
for the company of some beautiful p orpoise, without incident.
Goff was both surprised and impressed, however, with the
behaviour of the RC320 on board. He worked 'voice' to Larkhill,
approximately 3,500 miles, on a sloping wire for the first two
days, and then went to what Goff, a Combat Powerman by trade,
described as 'slow morse' ! This is not the first report we have
had of the quality of the new Clansman range of radio.
CELE BRATIO N PAR EXCE LLENCE
The ' Sabre' arrived at Newport in fine feule displaying this
by gybing under full sail and spinnaker without a hitch a number
of times. They were spot on time and were delighted to find
they were class winners, Plymouth UK to Newport. They then
cruised on to Huntington, Long Island, where the celebrations,
in a 'big way', started with a king-sized picnic being organised
for them by the Centre Port Yacht Club. An indication of what
was to come was given by the provision of an outrider motor cycle
escort from the boat to the party. To give some idea of the size
of the party, 20 chefs were flown in from New York to feed the
huge numbers. After the party, they set off for Gravesend Bay,
where, at 0700hrs on July 4, they were to take part in an event,
that, even today, leaves Goff somewhat speechless when he tries
to describe it. This was, the Parade of Sail up the Hudson River,
a parade of approximately 20 miles, finishing at 2100hrs (taking
14 hours in all) ! The route was lined almost all the way with
Warships of every class, and helicopters patrolled the area ensuring
that nobody offended the occasion by entering into the path of
the 'Parade of Sail'. As if the promise of a 50,000 fine for anyone
who had the temerity to do this was not deterrent enough!
Via an aptly named bay, Mystic, itself a museum of sail, they
set off for Boston, of course, the historic centre of the celebrations,
but only after they had had a go at sailing an old 36-ft whaler,
in itself a unique experience Goff will never forget.
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The ju nction of t he Hudso n River and t he East River, as seen fro m
Sabre by Sgt Goff Ad ams o n approac hing Gravese nd Bay fro m
Huntington

LINK UP WITH ROYAL YACHT ' BRITANNIA'
On arrival at Boston, they foun d th emselves preparing for another
Parade of Sail, n ot as long as the Hudson event, but equally
impressive. T his cu lminated, after a visit to the boat on which
the Boston T ea P ar ty started, in all t he British crews assembling
on GB II, and sailing head-on for the dep arting Royal Yacht
B ritannia, even tually tacking to her starboard side, whilst lining
the side of GB II and to the obvious delight of H er Majesty and
the Duke of Edinburgh, the crew proceeded to sing 'Rule Britannia'.
Another moment which will stay with Goff for the rest of his days.
The Queen' s del ight was written on her smiling face and demonstrated b y the enthusiastic waving and clapping with which she
greeted the crew as they sailed majestically by.
Finally, Goff came down to earth at Gutersloh via Larkhill,
arriving back at 22 Sig Regt, mellowed in t he depth of the
occasion in which he had been privileged to be part. We of the
Regiment take pride in the fact that we were so well represented
both as a Regiment and a Corps.

Great Interest in Final Product
The town p rovided a luxury coach and 45 campers were
conducted on a tour of the local area to improve their geographical
and historical knowledge. The party who visited the vast paper
factory were educated in all aspects on the production of newsprint.
The two parties who visited the Amstel brewery showed great
interest in the production process and even greater interest in the
final product.
Police Opposition
While t he majority were enjoying the local scenery, Lcpl Bill
Allen was training the volleyball team for the international
match again st the police. Lcpl Jed Bridgeford and Sig Steve
McKnight worked hard to perfect their service but the team
were narrowly beaten in the fina l set.
On the indoor rifle range the rivalr y con tinued with a challenge
on rifle and pistol. Cpl John Thorpe led his team from the
front and recorded the high est individual score. Lcpls Chris
Bough, Jim Hillam, Ken McSherry and Dawny Pampel
were all on target, helping the team to win with the rifle but lost
with th e unfamiliar pistol.
Wi th their success at volleyball and shooting, the police morale
was h igh at the start of the soccer match. Cpl Ron Bragg, the
organ iser, and Sig Biddy Baxter, the manager, both boasted
confidently of the result. Sig Jimmy Miller and 'Jock' Gregory
both scored goals, and despite the efforts of Cpl Williams with
an unfortunate own goal, and Sig 'Jock' Gray practisi ng semaphore as a linesman, the team finish ed comfortable winners.

A TRIBUTE
Goff has asked that I particularly mention how impressed he
was with the organisation that the ' Gunners' had anything to do
with; this in no small way contributed to the quality of the
memories that he now has of this historic occasion.
S UMMER CAMPS 1976
2 S quadron B low Awa y the Cobwebs
There is in Germany an abundance of towns named Neustadt,
but this Regiment has a historical connection with Neustadt in
Halstein, in that it was one end of a radio relay chain the Regiment
laid across Germany, from Neustadt in Halstein to Neustadt on
the Swiss border in 1973. It was for thi s reason that 2 Sqn decided
to hold their Summer Camp 1976 there. The camp site was only
2km outside of the town but, what is more important, only Sm
from the beach.
The aim of the camp was to blow away the cobwebs of
Churchill Barracks, and switch off whilst at the same time carrying
out activities which would engender the comradeship of the
Squadron. A daily programme of constructive activity was
therefore designed, starting with a 2km run every morning at
0700hrs, and ranging through canoeing, well supervised by
Cpl 'Blue' B ostock and L cpl C huck Walker; orienteering in
marathon style, organised by Sgt Tony Paines and, of course,
the old faithful of volleyball. The camp was split into ten sections
so that the activities were inter-section and on a competitive basis.
The morning over, the rest of the day was devoted to local PR
set on its feet by a barbecue, to which the local population was
invited. Due to a first-class effort on the part of the intrepid
C p l Vic Walters (ACC), it was a roaring success.
The highlight of the camp must have been the trip to Hamburg,
about which I cannot find out anything. When I ask, however,
I get lots of broad and knowing smiles and in one case an actual
'blush' but nothing else. The whole event was a credit to the
organising ability of SSM K en Woods and SQM S B rian Smith
both of whom put in a lot of time and effort. I'm sure that as
time goes on many stories will out, revealed throu gh the witticisms
of the SSM.
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NIJMEGEN MARCHES
HE Sixtieth Anniversary proved to be a vintage year for
Regim ental marching. Two teams, consisting of 11 men and
1 cycle orderly prepared themselves to maintain the high standards
achieved in last year's Nijmegen. There were a few veterans in
both teams but it was refreshing to note the introduction of
much 'new blood'.
Although there was not a great amount of time to practise
(owing to a very full Regimental programme) the two teams
were soon meeting the challenge of the international marching
environment. All member of both teams succeeded in completing
the gruelling four days' marches and both captains were presented
with the coveted team medals. The 'A' team was determined to
get a respectable position in the final march past and achieved
second place in BAOR.

T

The f allowing took part:
Team 'A'
Lt Martin-Rhind
Lcpl Barron
Lcpl Dignam
Sig Burns
Sig Davies
Sig Edward
Sig Evans
Sig Hayes
Sig Roberts
Sig Wilkinson
Sig Will iams
Sig Stainthorpe
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T eam 'B '
WO! f:l of S) Golledge
Sgt Von Anrep
Sgt Sly
Lcpl Hazell
Lcpl Barr
Lcpl Amplett
Lcpl Wood
Sig Laidlaw
Sig Bennett
Sig Fulton
Sig Massingham
Sig Horan

NIJMEGEN MAR.CHERS
Tea m 'A' sett in g a good pace in th e Nijmegen four-day marches
Amongst th ose ma rching can be seen Sig W il kinson , Lcpl Barron,
Sig Evans, Sig Bu rns, Sig Roberts and Sig Edwards. The flower shirted gentlem an, we und erstand , is not the CO

OBITUARY
It is with much sadness that we report the death of
21-year-old Sig John O'Shea who died suddenly on
Sunday, July 18, 1976, a few hours after arriving at
N ijmegen where h e was to participate, for the second
time, in the four-day march.
John was a character in his own right and a pleasant,
very well-liked member of the Regiment. He will be
sadly missed and long remembered for his dry wit,
kindness and good humour by all members of the Regiment, their wives and families. The deepest sympathies
are extended to his family in the UK on their great loss.
INTERNATIONAL ZEALAND SHOOTING
COMPETITION AND 20km MARCH
Following the Nijmegen Marches and Bisley, the Regimental
marching and shooting teams joined forces for an international
shoot and march in Denmark from July 28-August 1, 1976.
With several persons on leave the final team consisted of 25 per
cent marchers, 25 per cent shooters and 50 per cent untried
volunteers.
The competition was held at Hoveltegaad at the Danish Army
Signal School. Eight A TO nations took part.
The teams were given a day's tour of Denmark by coach with
stops at tourist areas. The final stop being at the Tivoli Gardens
in the evening. The last coach left for the camp at midnight, for
those that caught it.
With a contingent of 14, we entered three shooting teams of 4,
and two individuals; and one marching team and three individuals.
All who entered complered the course successfully.
Our 'A' shooting team consisting of Maj Ken Goulding,
Sgt Mick Colley, Cpl Ian M ackinnon and Lcpl Malcolm
Cook was the highest-placed team of the visiting nations. The
Danish Home Guard team won the event but this was to be
e.xpected as all teams had to fire the Pl4 rifle which happens to
be their personal weapon. The Americans who are normally armed
with Arrnalites immediately nicknamed the Pl4 the 'Cannon'.
RSM Frank Atkins and Capt Bob P ie r ce entered as individuals, they marched first and shot afterwards and missed the
rain all day-good planning by PRI. The shooting and marching
teams hot first and then marched and were soaked over the 20km
march by torrential rain.
Although it was not a race, Lt M oray M artin-Rhind's
marching team went round the course in the fastest time, beating
the last team by over two hours. All marchers received a medal
to commemorate the occasion.
In the evening a Marchman's Ball took place. This continued
until breakfast for some, who were then 'poured' into cars for
the 500-mile drive back to St Toms, Krefeld (I hasten to add they
were 11ot driving).
A good effort by all concerned, who were a credit to the Corp
and the Regiment.
M a j Goulding, however, till cannot under rand why the
R SM's eyes kept oscillating until well out of Denmark.
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EXERCISE FRANFEST-REGIMENTAL
SUMMER CAMP
After many fru crated months of searching Maj John Cotton
finally found a location for the Regiment to carry out it annual
range cla ification and field training exercise. He had, by S?me
deviou mean , persuaded the Commandant of the Amencan
Army 'I\ ildflecken Training Centre to offer us facilities for a
t\vo-week period.
Wildflecken is ituated 15km from the East German border
a tride the boundary ber-.veen the tate of Hesse and Bavaria
ome 450km from the Regiment's home at St Tonis, Krefeld.
The terrain in this picture que rural area is composed of high
rolling forest-covered hills. Unfortunately tho e lovely hills
alway seemed to go up.
Once our dates for camp had been confirmed it wa found that
we would be at Wildflecken during the American Bicentenary
celebration and the Commandant a ked if we would arrange our
programme so that we could take in the activities during the
weekend July 3-4.
After many weeks of preparation and planning we finally
managed to get our priorities right and loaded the refrigerators
and beer, and by some stroke of misjudgement there was even
room for our QM, Capt John Mann, to load his weapons and
ammunition-but, of course, that was after his golf clubs had
been securely stowed aboard.
Finally, on June 29, the advance party, commanded by our
Commodore-sorry, OC, Maj Jim Robinson, set off for Wildftecken. It was duly noted that Capt Doug Rumsey showed his
faith in our ancient transport by riding in the new Volkswagen
Combi bus while Capt Paul Holden nursed one of our 1964
Land-Rovers along the route. During the journey everyone was
congratulating themselves on the excellent weather we had
chosen, but, alas, this was to be our undoing, because on arrival
we found that due to the lack of rain the whole training area was
tinder dry and one large area was already on fire. All shooting
and training bad therefore been cancelled. It was decided that
as we were commined to taking part in the weekend's celebrations
to bold on and hope that the weather would change and allow us
to do some shooting later in the week.

THE BRITISH ARE LEADING
On Sunday, after a hectic night of celebrations, we were to
take part in a Bicentenary parade. The British contingent were
seen to be forming up in a square (5 men X 5 men) with a Colour
party and escort at the 'rear' (a maner which even the US Cavalry
questioned). One point which provoked comment from a certain
United States Marine was the unit's place in the parade; he was
heard to say, 'Oh hell, the British are leading'. It took a lot of
tact to e:Kplain to him that after all we were the senior Army.
With regrets, on Tuesday as the ranges were still closed,
we had to make the decision to return to Krefeld. During
our short stay at Wildflecken many friends were made,
many stories were swapped, we hope in the future to see
some of our American friends in Krefeld.
ARRIVALS
We welcome to the Regiment and hope their stay will be
pleasant and rewarding Capt Alan Plummer (RPC), Lt Bob
Hope (Royal Signals), Ssgt Pete Tams, Sgt Bob Heyes
(RAPC), Cpls Jerry Calderbank, Bob McQueen, Gerry
Raffell, Dennis Hopkins (RPC), Lcpl Bob Ranger (RPC),
Sig Steve Lane, Howard Ripley, Rick Howard, Brian
Comerford, Bob Nicholson, Mike Moss, Pte Jack Milne
(ACC), Cfn Dave Peart.
DEPARTURES
Bon voyage and many thanks for their services to the Regiment
-Capt Bob Peake (Royal Signals), W01 Ted Starkey (REME),
W02 (F of S) Dewi Treharne, Cpls Eddie Taylor, 'Taff'
Jenkins, John Morris (RAPC), Lcpls Ian Munro' Bob
Walton (ACC), Sig Bob Kirk, Steve Ward, Mike Bell, Linton
Dawkins, Pte Ron Beckman (RPC).

SIGNAL VIEW 1976
Posed in period gear for the show are Sig Eddie Key, Lcpl Brian
Bower and Lcpl Pete Dennis (no need to write about the Collar
Dogs-this has been well and truly hoisted in)

30 Sig Regt
INVOLVED IN AMERICAN BICENTENARY
CELEBRATIONS
The training having been cancelled, most of the workload now
fell on our sports and social co-ordinator, Lt Moray MartinRhind, who had to quickly organise a sports programme for
our soldiers and also organise the various teams to take part in
the anniversary celebrations.
The first anniversary event was on the Sarurday morning-a
road relay race around the town of Wildflecken, the course
consisted of four laps of 1,275m of very hot road which included
a 'first-gear' hill. Our team consisted of Lcpls Brian Emmott,
Peter Dignam, Sig Chris Williamson and Alec Williams.
A total of five teams stood ready to do banle. Lcpl Emmott was
the first of the British team. He showed great determination and
spirit and, at the changeover, he was in the first group of three
runners to come into sight, he handed over to Sig Williamson
and at the change he was only yards behind the leader. At the
next change Sig Williamson was some 300yds behind the
leader after he had handed the baton to Sig Williams; he
explained that some quaint old lady had thrown a bucket of
water over him as he reached the summit of the hill. le was
interesting to note that this lady did not extend the same courtesy
to the Wildflecken competitors. It fell on Lcpl Dignam to take
the baton for the last lap. With his normal competitive spirit and
determination he fought every pace and annoyed and delighted
the spectators by making up 150m on the lead runner. Despite
this blistering performance, however, he was unable to catch him.
Although second in the final order, 28 (BR) Sig Regt was the
first military unit to complete the course.
A CHEST OF TEA IS PRESENTED
On the Sarurday evening the officers were invited to the
Bicentenary Dinner and Ball. This was a very grand affair with
many local dignitaries in anendance. As our officers made their
entrance, there was a marked hush from the assembled crowd. I
believe they thought the Redcoats had come again! After dinner,
Maj Barry Cox made a congratulatory speech and presented
the Commandant with an ornamental tea chest suitably decorated
with a Regimental plaque. Yes-it was full of tea and we did
include instructions for the use of same!
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SIGNAL VIEW
The Regimental contribution was the Arctic Communications,
Miniature Range and Line stands, with 3 Sqn providing half the
Jabour force to put it together. The show was well anended, as
has been reported elsewhere. This year the Historical stand
attempted a display of a Signal Office of the l 920s-including
pigeons, loaned by local clubs, which helped to add realism not
only to the show but to the mystified ration storeman of 14 Sig
Regt. Our photograph shows our three 'historical' lads posed for
PR at Blandford- yes, we know the Collar Dogs are wrong, so
please don't write!

lllANDFO- CAMP
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
T COL MICHAEL JARRETT handed over command in
April and departed for 2 Signal Group. We shall miss the
sound of those bagpipes through the mists of a morning 'stand to'!
We take this opportunity of thanking his good lady, Ann, for
her devoted work for the Regiment and wish them both good luck
for the furure. A warm welcome is extended to Lt Col Arthur
Byng and Marion.

L

NATIONAL SPONSORED WALK
On May 10 and 11 a team of five from the Regiment and the
School of Signals (Lt Paul Gorford, Sgt John Collett, Lcpl
David Neale, Sig Allen Wellock and Roger Cassey) went on
a marchabout in the local countryside for the benefit of the
Variety Club and the Army Benevolent Fund. They succeeded
in raising the sum of £507-well done all of them!
CYGNET DINNER
The Plime Warden, Renter Warden and senior officials of the
Dyers Company were entertained to dinner in HQ Mess by the
officers on May 21. Ir proved to be an excellent night, enjoyed
by all-not least by Col 'Tubby' Marshall who gave a superb
rendering on the piano.
ALDERNEY
The annual camp on the island was almost the non-event of
the year, as our friends in the RCT Shipping business were
forbidden to make navigational errors of that sort. Eventually
some 50 aJI ranks made it to the island thanks to Skywave, skippered
by Maj Warren (Shiver me Timbers) Armstrong, which
transferred stowaways from the mainland as fast as the wind
and tide permitted. We arc also indebted to the Senior Service
for their assistance in the form of HM Ships G/asserton and
Wootton. Fog prevented Skywave taking the rear party (Maj
Stubbs, Ssgt Friend, SQMS Hehir) off the island, and they
were later rescued by the Navy after two days on gin and compo
biscuits.

RE-FORMATION OF 249 SIGNAL SQUADRON
A parade was held ac Blandford on July 19 to mark the independence of the AMF(L) Sig Sqn, ceasing to be 3 Sqn and
assuming the title of 249 Sig Sqn. The Salute was taken by
Col Hild, Commander 1 Signal Group, and four previous 249
Sqn Commanders were present. A pennant was presented to the
Squadron Commander, Maj Rodney Clare, by the last 249 Sqn
Commander, Lt Col Hamish McKinlay.
AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPLETELY
DIFFERENT ...
3 SQUADRON AMF(L) NOTES
Although this year has been, by comparison with past years, a
quiet one so far for AMF(L ), the Squadron was fuJJy involved
with the preparation for Signal View 1976. To this end most of
the Squadron spent at least a week at Worcester toiling in the sun
erecting tents and constructing the arena. This year's reward
was granted immediately after Signal View, when the Squadron
became independent, taking up the name of 249 Sig Sqn AMF(L ).
Our new resting place, for at least two years, will be Old Sarum.
In preparation for this event Ssgt (SQMS) Fred, Sgt
Bradshaw and our soon-to-be-left-behind civilian storeman,
Jim, have been busily packing and despatching stores to our
new home. Sgt Benson, the Squadron's Chief Clerk, has feverishly been indenting for untold numbers of publications. In fact,
it is now a guaranteed certainty that our 2IC, Capt John
Ambrose, thinks of a new publication every night. It has something to do with the five-hour bath that he takes (who said that
there was a water shortage)!
Earlier in June the Squadron, as a prelude to the visit of the
new Commander of AMF(L), put on a display of equipment for
the Commander of 5 Bde, Brig P. M. Welsh, OBE, MC.
Sgts Sellars and Longstaff laboured hard and were well rewarded
by a most professional display. This was closely followed by a
NATO inspection of all vehicles and Radio Equipment. To this
end Sgt Geddes lined up the vehicles and trailers on the square
in true Guards fashion (S SM take note!) whilst Ssgt (F of S)
Flanagan and his team attempted to present the radio equipment
both to the Tels team and the NATO Representatives. Both
bodies were suitably impressed and the F of S was even seen
to be smiling later.
The Squadron has welcomed its new OC, M<1j Rodney Clare,
and his wife, Marianne, and said au revoir to Maj Peter Brunt?n·
Other notable departures have been Sgt Adams on promonon
t~ Staff-Sergeant after four years and many, many exercis~s i.n
different countries, and W02 (SSM) Friend (though It 1~
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rumoured that he is returning) who has been posted to Alderney as
Fisherman Extraordinaire.
We wish good luck and thanks to Cpl Hughes and Sig Lythall
on posting and Sig Bennett on his return to the civilian environment.
We also welcome Ssgt Garrod and Sig Ramsey to the
Squadron.
The SSM finally rerurned, but when fishing was mentioned
to him he just replied with a wry grin.
EXERCISE MALTA ADVENTURE I
For two-and-a-half weeks in July a party from Blandford
Garrison Sub-Aqua Club dived in Malta on an adventure training
expedition. The seven divers were kindly hosted by 234 Sig Sqn
in Malta. The hsopitality given to the expedition by the OC,
Maj Eddie Pickup, the Admin Officer, Lt Eric Le Quesne,
and W02 (RQMS) Moody, to name but a few, was very much
appreciated. The expedition comprised Majs Don Herring of
the School of Signals, David Stubbs, Lt Jill Siddall (WRAC),
Ssgt John Skepper (APTC), and Sgt Brian Ramsden of 30
Sig Regt, Mr John Vine of REME Tels Branch RSDE,
Christchurch, and Flt Lt Chris Price of the RAF Legal Services.
Most divers got in some 20 dives and the depth hounds
managed to get twice to the 40m mark by special dispensation of
the Army Sub-Aqua Association. Though only the odd grouper
and octopus were found there were many beautiful scenes of soft
coral, shoals of the smaller fish and some interesting caves. Two
night dives showed a hundred colours and emphasised the eerie
beauty of the sea creatures. Training was given to the novices
under the excellent conditions of calm sea, good visibility and
warm water. The divers were regrettably restricted to shore dives
since although the RAF flew out our engine and our air cylinders
they failed to fly out our inflatable and our personal diving gear
since it bad low priority as adventure training stores. Fortunately,
through the kindness of Malta Garrison Sub-Aqua Club, we had
enough kit to attain our main aims.
Needless to say, the expedition was thoroughly enjoyed by all
members. All returned browner, somewhat wiser in the ways of
the sea and replete with Hopleaf and Marsovin.

SUB-AQUA DIVERS AT MALTA

Left to right : Mr John Vine (RSRE, Christchurch), Sgt Brian Ramsden
(30 Sig Regt), Maj David Stubbs (30 Sig Regt), Maj Don Herring
(C PA, Blandford). Lt Jill Sid dall (30 Sig Regt), Ssgt John Skepper
(30 Sig Regt), Flt Lt Chris Price (RAF)

Faraway Places . . .
Unusual Jobs
Let's Have That Story!
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number of subjects, ranging from weapon training to watermansh.ip. Our thanks to Cpl Dave Lindsey of 9 Ind Para Sqn RE
who introduced us to the art of blowing up people and things
(known in the trade as booby traps and demolition) ; and to
Sgt Fisher of 23 Para Fd Ambulance who taught us how once
we'd blown people up, to put them back together again!

216 Para Sig Sqn,

A NOVEL FORM OF RACE
On May 6 the unit was invited to enter a number of teams in a
40-lap Paarlauf being held on Faslane Naval Base. For the benefit
of the uninitiated, the idea is that a three-man team sets out to run
a 40-lap race in relays. Only one man in the team may run at
any one time and he may cover as much or as little ground as he
wishes. It became apparent at an early stage that a race of this
nature required not only a good deal of physical fitness, but also
a certain amount of technique. Having decided to run in 220-yd
stints, the Squadron's 'A' team, comprising W02 (SSM) Baikie,
Cpls Pete Doherty and Steve Margison, completed the race
in 43 minutes 30 seconds, being beaten into second place by the
'A' team from 45 Commando RM with a time of 43 minutes 21
seconds. All credit goes also to the Squadron's 'B' team who
were placed fifth with a time of 45 minutes 54 seconds.

Aldershot
SHOOTING
ITH the South-Ea t District Skill at Arms Competit!on
behind them, and a place at the Regular Army Meenng
firrnlv secured the Squadron shooting team, led by Capt (QM)
J.
Turner, moved to Bulford to compete against other UKbased units at the Corps Skill at Am1s Meeting. Following an
extremely enjoyable week of competition shooting the team
returned to Aldershot carrying with it for the second year in
succession, the winner's trophy for the Minor Units Section Match.
Our congratulations go to Cpl Don Milton who returned clutching
a medal marked Corps Individual SMG Champion!
July I dawned to find a slightly over-awed team finding its way
around the Mecca of the shooting world. Despite it being his
first year at Bisley, Cpl Don Milton again excelled himself by
achieving a place in the second stage rifle event, only to miss
selection for the Army 100 by a mere 7 points. Capt (QM) J. G.
Turner, Cpl Don Milton and Lcpl Steve Pickwick each won
medals and bars for a placing in the SMG Match, and the
Regular Army Skill at Arms Meeting 1976 closed to find the
Squadron in a credible tenth position out of a total of 33 minor
units competing. (The only Corps unit to better us was 259 Sig
Sqn (MELF).)

W
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FREE-FALL-ARMY NOVICE CUP WON
Congratulations go to Cpl Jim Turner who, whilst competing
in the Parachute Championships held at etheravon in May,
won the Army Novices Cup.
TRAINING CAMP
Under the guiding hand of Lt C . L. G. Wright, the Sctuadron
annual training camp was held earlier this year at Garelochhead,
Scotland. Having been divided into three groups, each went
about learning the more advanced techniques involved in a

A FINE EFFORT
Cpl Jim Turner, recent winner of the Army Novices Free-Fall
eve nt at Netheravon

ATTS AND DETS-SQUADRON REPS IN CANADA
AND USA
Commanded by Sgt John Tovey, a detachment of the Squadron
has recently returned from a six-week exercise in Canada with
7 Para RHA. Following the exercise, a rather lengthy R & R
period found Cpl Tommy Aitken and Lcpl Billy Haslam
visiting the United States Army's 268th Signal Coy stationed at
Fort Lewis, near Seattle, Washington. Despite their unheralded
arrival, both NCOs were made most welcome and, courtesy of
the Commanding Officer, proceeded on a two-day chauffeurdriven tour of the camp. Having discussed at length the pros and
cons of satellite communications, the two NCOs said their farewells
and hitch-hiked back to Canada. Part of the return trip was
made by Boeing 707 from Vancouver to Edmonton, a distance of
over 700 miles, at an equivalent cost of £1 ·50 each. Airborne
initiative indeed!
Cpl Steve Whittick has just returned from a tour with 3 Para
in Northern Ireland. Our interests 'up the sharp end' are now in
the capable hands of Lcpl Eddy Newton and a detachment of
five men from the Squadron.

trav~lled to Mtarfa to the Headquarters where he inspected a
ceremonial guard commanded by Ssgt Mike Wringe. He then
presented Long Service and Good Conduct medals to W02
(RQMS) Jim Moody and Ssgt Ray Turnbull (RE). After a
short tour of the Headquarters he then went to have drinks in
the Warrant Officers and Sergeants Mess and met a large number
of the Army SNCOs in Malta. He was entertained to lunch in
the Officers Mess, where we managed to muster a total of 21
Army officers. We're still trying to figure out where some of
them are normally hidden away !

INSPECTION OF THE CEREMONIAL BARRACK GUARD
Lt Gen Sir Hugh Beach accompanied by Maj E. Pickup. The Guard
from left to right : Ssgt Wringe, Sig Wood, Cpl Mifsud, Cpl Hopper,
Cpl Attard, Sig Drinkall, Sgt Smith
SUB-AQUA VISITORS
For the first two weeks in July we were pleased to hosr seven
members of30 Sig Regt who came to Malta on sub-aqua adventure
training. We've given them all the PR photos so we won't steal
their thunder, except to say it was nice to see some Corps visitors
and hope they can make it again next year.

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
As Lcpl Chris Birks and Sig T om Woodall leave our ranks
for the dubious pleasures of civvy street, we extend a welcome
to Lt P. L. McDouall who joins us from the RMCS Shrivenham.
Lt McDouall assumes command of Communications Troop vice
Lt C. L. G. Wright, who moves on to greater things.

P.riuters
234 Sig Sqn B.F.P.O. 51

P1d1lishers
Ne,vspaper Pro11rietors
Litllographers
Process Engravers
Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation,
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems

F. J. Parsons Lid
Newspaper House, Great New Street, London EC4P 4ER
Printing works at Hastings
32"4
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SQUADRON TO REMAIN AT MTARFA
wo months ago we mentioned the fact that there was a
move afoot to transplant us from the heights at 1\1.tarfa to the
Safi dustbowl. We're delighted to report that the battle has been
won and we will now remain at Mtarfa until sometime in 1978.
Two days after the decision was received we held the annual Army
cocktail party and a certain VIP was heard to ask the OC if the
party was in the nature of a celebration or a bribe!

T

VISIT OF DC-in-C UKLF
We are used to seeing a succession of Admirals and Air Marshals
visiting Malta and a cou ple of months ago the OC remarked that
it was about time the Army had a senior visitor. Someone must
have heard it because two weeks later we were notified that
Lt Gen Sir Hugh Beach, KCB, OBE, MC, Deputy C-in-C
UKLF, was coming to visit the Army in Malta on July 15.
During his visit he was escorted by Col The Hon W. D.
Arbuthnott, MBE, Chief of Staff to CBFM, and ~aj E.
Pickup (Royal Signals) as OC Army Elements Malta. His first
call was to RAF Luqa to meet Gp Capt C. H. Foale (RAF),
Acting Air Commander Malta. From there he travC:1led to Safi
to meet 1 Air Survey Liaison Section RE and was bnefed on the
Section's role in support of 13 Sqn RAF.
At No 2 Site RAF Luqa he saw Airfield Detachment who were
installing a new overhead cable. He then visited 277 PCCU RE
(our pasties) and Gladiator telephone exchange whe.re _F of S
Chris Shone briefed him on irs operation. At RAF S1gg1ew_1 he
visited Systems Control where F of S Norman Patton explamed
the island military radio relay system.
With the more technical aspects of his visit concluded, he
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Lt Gen Sir Hugh Beach signs the visitors' boo k in the WOs and Sgts
Mess watched by W02 (SSM) Danny Lamerton and W02 Malcolm
Tranter
WOs AND SGTs MESS NOTES
On Friday, July 9, we held a Ladies' Dinner ight, seating 90
members and their ladies. Guests of honour were the OC, Maj
Eddie Pickup, and his wife, Valerie. An excellent meal was
prepared by Cpl Dave Lee and his staff. At the end of the meal
W02 Danny Lamerton presented Mrs Pic~p with a large
bouquet of flowers to mark her first formal v1s1t to the Mess.
Music for dancing was provided by The Court Four and by
Sgt Mack Macdonald's disco, whicb. played on into the early
hours of the morning. A highspot of the vening was the announcement by the OC of the engagement of.Sgt Peter Sm_ith (REME)
to PO Wren Ann Beith. Our heamest congratulanons to them
both.
.
Our farewells 11:0 to Sgt Peter (The Pen) Carre and his wife,
Rosalind; and Sgt Mike (Singalong) Wringe who is leaving
on promotion to W02.
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Shetland is not 'Just off the Moray F irth as BBC weather charts
tend to claim'.
hetland is not 'About the same size as the Isle of Wight'.
Shetland is not 'A large floating oil rig with a population of
sheep'.
On the contrary, Shetland is an archipelago some 180 miles
11orth of Aberdeen, the main port supplying the islands. Our
latitude of 60°N puts us in line with Anchorage Alaska. To
travel by Land-Rover from Mossy Hill in the south to Saxa Vord
in the north takes some three-and-a-half hours, requires two
ferries and clocks up 86 miles over narrow, winding, unfenced,
sheep-infested roads.
(MoD PSlO please note).

244 Sig Sqn (AS)
R.A.F. Benson
PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
Admin Officer
OC 'A' Troop
0 'E' Troop
RSM
RQMS
Chief Clerk

Maj Geoff Allen
Capt Peter Myatt
Capt Tom Keany
Capt Jack Boyle
Capt Geoff Strivens
WOl Bert Bowes
W02 Phil Tuppenney
Ssgt Barry Belton

CORPS SHOOTING
HE Squadron entered a team in the Corps Shoot held at
Bulford ranges June 21-25, 1976, and despite the fine weather
and excellent conditions we came away empty-handed-but at
least we tried. It was more like a Corps reunion, and there was
plenty of time to meet old friends as well as make new ones.
The two younger members of the team found time to visit a
pop festival at Stonehenge and by the lurid stories they brought
back the senior (older) members were wise to opt for a tour of
th_e more i~teresting sites of Salisbury, where the sound of a shop
wmdow bemg smashed brought forth the following conversation
betw~en Sgt P~ Atherton and a youth(?):
Phil:
I think we should go find a man in blue.
Youth: OK pig, so I'm busted.
Phil:
Come on then, let's find a policeman.
Youth: Hey man, are you a pig? Am I busted?
Phil:
Call me a pig once more mate and you'll be busted
alright.
Youth: PEACE MAN!
Later the two youths were helping police with their enquiries.

T

TAKE OVER BID
Ssgt Dave Longhurst has been brought up to SHQ from
' E ' Troop to stand in for Y of S George Lile while he is on
leave again. Since stepping into the job he is impressed with his
new-found power and, now the OC is on leave he can be seen
drinking from the OC's cup and trying out his o'ffice for size and
comfort-watch out Maj Geoff Allen, with all the defence cuts
Dave is aiming high!
CHANCE MEETING
Last month the OC, Maj Geoff Allen, was endeavouring to
~rnmge some travel _arrangement? with the Motorail booking office
m London. When 1t came to givmg the unit address it became
apparent as each successive line of the address was read out that
the person on the far end was not only ex-Army, not only exRoyal Signals, but was one of the founder members of the Red
Hand Gang (2567676 Sgt Bernard King) who served with
No 2 Air Support Signals Unit (ASSU) from its formation in
19~ throughout the remainder of World War 2; 244 Sig Sqn
(Air Support) despite some gaps in its service, is a direct descendant of Nos l and 2 ASSU. After this chance phone call, there
has been an excti:inge of c?rrespondence, and below is a poem,
wn~ten by Sgt Kmg and his crew during the war, describing the
dunes of an ASSU Tentacle now, of course, called a BASOC.
All past and_ present members of the Red Hand Gang will, I'm
sure, reco~1se themselves somewhere.
. [Ed. The rpoem referred to will be published in a later
issue.]

THE TEAM
Rear : Sgt Ian Durrant and Lcpl Steve Cragdill. Front: Sgt Phil
Atherton, Capt Dave Richardson (captain), Cpl Ken Riches

News from Troops - -

FAREWELL DRINKS AT THE MAYBURY CLUB

Pictured left to right: Lcpl Alan Cochrane (ACC), Sgt Ming Gordon,
Sgt Tom McGuinness, SO-in-C

Maybury, and organised by the Wives' Club to raise funds for
the local OAP's Christmas Party. Unfortunately, rain started on
the Friday and persisted well into the Saturday so it was necessary
to revert to an indoor programme. In spite of the weather a large
number of visitors were attracted and £470 was raised for the
OAPs. Our Christmas notes could make some interesting reading!

NATO FSS Shetland
PERSONALITIES
QC/Station Supervisor
Mossy Hill
RSM/Administrative
Support Officer
Technical Assistant
Mossy Hill
Station Supervisor
Collafuth Hill
Technical Assistant
Station Supervisor
Saxa Vord
Technical Assistant

633 Sig Tp, Caribbean
B.F.P.O. 12

Capt (TOT) A. J. Cook
WOl (RSM) A. S . Walton
Sgt D. Mason
W02 (F of S) G. A. Nickson
Sgt N. R. Staden
Sgt M. P. Munn
Sgt G. C. Daffern

'THE WIRE' AND ACE lllGH
U CH browsing through back copies of THE WIRE, during
rare leisure moments, has strengthened my impression that
our Ace High stations receive only minimal coverage in the
magazine. At best we seem to merit a paragraph at the tail end of
the support unit's notes. The remedy is obviously in our own
hands, hence these notes, which I hope will induce other Ace
High stations to burst into print in the near future.

M

WHERE AND WHAT IS SHETLAND?
Let us first disclaim some of the more popular fallacies:
Shetland is not ' One of the Western Isles somewhere around
Benbecula'.

l

l

TALKING TO FAMILIES AT FSS CALLAFIRTH HILL
Pictured left to right : Mrs Webb, Brig Webb, Mrs Beach and Sgt
John Beach
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WHAT GOES ON?
On May 2, at extremely short notice, a sponsored bed-push
was arranged over 15 miles of local roads. The proceeds of £130
went to local charities and, as a donation to our support squadron,
towards the Outward Bound Trust. A local lovely, Miss Jennifer
Leslie, reclined uncomplaining as the bed's suspension failed
to deal with the Shetland roads. Hitch-hikers were firmly rebuffed.
May also saw the visit of the Commander 2 Sig Group, Brig
P. H. F. Webb, MBE, accompanied by Mrs Webb, who was
much delighted by the island's wall-to-wall carpeting of lambs.
In June the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Maj Gen P.A. M . Tighe,
MBE, and Mrs Tighe visited the Ace High stations and a large
colony of puffins. All passed muster. This visit was followed
immediately by the Summer Fete, held at the Domestic Site at
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AN INVITATIO N
ow that your annual holidays are over, you are no doubt
planning for next year. What could be better than a quick
six months in surmy Belize with the Kings of the Caribbean.
Now is a chance to catch the flavour of this exotic posting. Old
friends are calling in regularly. Sgt Jim Smiley, an ex-633 man,
is back (involuntarily) and we hear on our voodoo drums that he
could be coming again. F of S Fred Brown and his installation
team can't tear themselves away. Fred keeps muttering about
local contractors and built-in delays but this is all a cover story.
He was overheard saying 'it's good 'ere innit', or similar words.

N

CHANGE OF COMMAND
We welcome our new OC, Capt Brian Chubb, and his family,
and wish them a pleasant stay in Belize. There is no doubt it will
be unforgettable. It will come as no surprise to readers to hear
that the new OC has already played football, volleyball and
cricket, and spends his lunch break in the swimming pool. Regular,
voluntary sport has been re-introduced; Sgt John Brister, on
loan from 30 Sig R egt, has been keeping a list of the volunteers.
In a Troov of frequent arrivals and departures, WOl (F of S)
Brian Holder is worthy of mention. Originally sent to Belize as
liaison for the new Commcen, Brian held the fort in the gap
between OCs and still managed to hustle some progress out of
the DoE.
VISITS TO MEXICO, MIAMI AND SPANISH
HONDURAS
Trips to the offshore cays (pronounced keys) are still very
popular, with Cpl Jim Leggate putting a lot of work into the
organisation. Cpl John Murray would prefer thicker clouds on
order next time. He was deceived into thinking that they would
shield him from the sun, and was later seen giving his boiled
lobster imitation in the Medical Centre. Lobster has not yet
appeared on the Barbeque organised by our galloping gourmets,
Sgts Graham Russell and Keith Kennard. Almost everyt;hlng
else, edible or otherwise, is cooked with great gusto and occasional
flashes of cuisinary skill.
Being in the centre of the Americas, Belize offers an excellent
base for trips around the Caribbean Basin. Sgts Ian Holmes,
Barry Doughty and Keith Kennard have spent 10 days R and R
in Mexico City and Acapulco. Lcpl Neil Turner, Sig 'Tich'
Porter and 'Scotty' McLay have just returned from a fou~-day
trip to Merida in Mexico. Trips are being planned to Miami,
El Salvador and Spanish Honduras. In fact we are trying to reTHE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1976

WO I (F of S) Brian Holder and W02 (F of S) 'Chalky' White in
consultation

assure the Force Commander that it is pure coincidence that
Foreman 'Chalkie' White, the Troop 2IC, is booked into the
same hotel in Salvador and not just another effort to impress him
with our indispensability.
NOTABLE SOCCER SUCCESS IN THE SUN
Last week the Troop football team, led by Cpl John Murray,
took on and defeated a garrison team in a tense match which kept
the spectators chewing at their fingernails right to the last whistle.
After only 30 minutes our midfield star, Sgt Ken Gent, was
stretchered off with a back injury which we all hope is not too
serious . Jim Leggate came into the back four alongside Yeoman
Tony Lomax doing his personal 'They shall not pass act' on the
left flarik. After some close shaves and some shaky back-passes
to the OC in goal (which won't do any good to the confidentials
this year), the Troop took a shock lead after good work by Lcpl
Steve Major on the left wing led to Sig Jim-my Jobling coolly
slotting the ball in after a goalmouth scramble. Although the
garrison equalised just before half time, hard running by all the
team, but especially Sgts John Brister and Barry Doughty,
upset the garrison team and allowed Foreman 'Chalkie' White
to score the winning goal with a shot which beat the 'keeper from
30 yards out. Even defender Sgt Keith Kennard was alleged to
have smiled, but with a bristling moustache and missing front
teeth, who could be certain?
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- - The Volunteers - 32 Sig Regt (V), Glasgow
WRONG AGAIN!
ELL, the last time we were featured in THE \VIRE we put
the spotlight on Glasgow, RHQ and the Permanent Staff
Instructors (sometimes known as regular soldiers). As you might
imagine with squadrons in Londonderry, Aberdeen and Edinburgh
we were ordered to redres the balance. So this time we have
decided to give the main story to the other squadrons.

W

RED SHOES V
The Regiment deployed successfully on summer camp and
this year we were committed like the other Regiments in 2 Signal
Group to exercise Red Shoes V. We sent the Irish Sqn to
Scarborough, the Aberdonians to Ripon, the Glaswegians to
Altcar, near Liverpool, and the fair folk from Edinburgh to the
heart of the Midlands: Leek Camp. The aim was to provide
point-to-point HF communications to other members of 2 Signal
Group and to RAF stations and RN ships. The OC of 52 Sqn
(Glasgow), Maj Colin Cunningham, decided that it was nor
enough merely to make communications work. He informed his
henchmen, Capts Mike Sandys and Finlay Fountain, that all
information must be recorded on a VDU. The training major,
Maj Tom Livingstone, was not, therefore, allowed to watch
TV in the command post. Instead, his television was connected
to a coaxial cable and fed the latest communications state from
Radio Control. We feel that there is a lesson to be learnt here by
all units!
ABERDEEN GOES TO THE CAIRNGORMS
The 51 (Highland) Sig Sqn's OC, Maj Alex Ramsay, decided
that his Aberdeen Sqn would go to the Cairngorms for weekend
training after summer camp. Ssgt (Y of S) Bernie Smith and
the Adjutant, Capt Ron Abbott, were present on this memorable
occasion. Lt Ian Murray and Sig Malcolm Mackay linked up
with the RHQ element to make up a team to walk over Ben
MacDhui and back down the Lairig Ghru. All went well except
the Adjutant's black labrador, sometimes called ' Silk', nearly
became the subject of a mountain rescue bid. The Cairngorm
granite proved to be too much, and for five miles she had to be
carried, suffering from sore paddy paws! We can assure you
that labradors do fit into Bergen rucksacks. Capt Kenny Sutherland, the Squadron ZIC, organised a superb meal on Sarurday
night. However, RHQ, smarting from the loss of face over being
forced to carry the Adjutant's dog, suffered another blow. It was
decided to play liar-dice. After an hour's play Capt Bob Esson,
the Permanent Staff Administrative Officer (late RMP), declared
darklv that he would never believe another thing that came out
of RHQ. Ah! Well surely that was the point of liar-dice?

Jura is reached by a two-and-a-half hour ferry journey from
Tarbert on the mainland (this can be confusing, as there are two
or three Tarberts in Scotland-the word means Isthmus), to the
Island of Islay and then by a short LCT trip to Jura.
The MTO, W01 Robin Stanley-Jones, was so keen to get
on the ferry he fell in (or was he pushed?) fully clothed, and
subsequently had to dry off in the engine room, much to the
amusement of the SQMS, Bill Cree, and the rest of the main
party.
So in good heart the boat party arrived at Jura to be greeted
by Capt Jim Rhynas who directed them to the base camp that
his advance party under Lt Pat Heslin and Cpl Sheila Conrad
had established and, after a good meal, the radio sections were
briefed on the following day's tasks, with particular regard to the
weather as the cloud base drops very quickly on the 'Paps'.
After weeks of eager anticipation and a desire to harness the
energies unused since annual camp it came as a sad blow the
following morning to be told that due to the lack of competitors
the race had had to be cancelled .
Not to be outdone, after a hearty breakfast served up by Cpls
John Grant and Bob McDonald the party divided into four
groups, two for climbing and two for walking; so, free from all
spectators (and wirnesses), we successfully assailed two of the
Paps, in doing so setting a record on 'Beinn an Oir' by beating
the 'majority' who had failed to climb it the previous year!
Cpl Pete Graham claims to have sponed an adder, this is
substantiated by the speed he ran in the opposite direction,
according to Cpls Rita Thorburn and Mary Aitken, who
declined 'tae have a gander'.
Back at base, W02 John McGrath, Sgt Mick Denton, Sgt
Sheila Douglas, Cpl Ann Barton and Pte Dot Wilson went
swimming (fully clothed as per the MTO's example) albeit
involuntarily.
On the return to base camp the hill parties discovered a new
recruit, a rabbit, 'Bugs' by name; when the Adjutant, Capt Ron
Abbott, enquired as to the rabbit's health he was told Al .
However, the following morning 'Bugs' was no more, its untimely
demise being attributed to half a bottle of Jura whisky.
The Western Ferries steamer, Sound of Jura, lived up to its
name when, on the homeward journey, 61 Sqn 'shivered its
timbers' in a spontaneous 'Ceilidh'-being a party with the
emphasis on dancing, singing and music. Sgt Brian Murray on
mouth organ and tin whistle plus two of the friendly islanders
on accordian and fiddle accompanietl the antics of the passengers.
Owing to this friendly atmosphere, remarks were passed about it
being the shortest journey ever and there were numerous requests
for a return journey. This we hope to do next year.

THE PAPS OF JURA

61 Sqn for their post-summer camp training were called for
duty to the Island of Jura. For the uninitiated the 'Paps of Jura'
consists of a number of hills on the Island of Jura, 55° 53' North
by 50 48' West; or, for the laymen, off the west coast of Scotland,
up a bit and to the left of Glasgow. 61 Sqn visit the island once a
year co provide communications for the annual Paps race round
the hills.

AND TO CONCLUDE
Rumour has it as we go to press that 52 Sqn in Glasgow have
sent Comrncen Troop training in Glen Affric led by Capt David
Aird and Lt Liz Campbell (WRAC). They say it was a great
success but we will leave their story co next time along with
some from 69 Sqn in Ireland!

33 Sig Regt (V) Liverpool
BISLEY 1976
OR the third successive year a Regimental team took part in
the Territorial Army Rifle Association Central Meeting at
Bisley m July. The team consisted of Capt Chris Clark, 42 Sqn;
Capt Roger Clarke-Lomas, Sig Stewart Convery of 80 Sqn;
and Capt Reg Bissell, W02 (RQMS) Nick Robinson, W02
(SSM) Fred uttall, Lcpl 'Stoker' Gardiner and our shooting
Padre, Barry Whitehead, all from HQ Sqn. A strenuous
training programme in preparation for the event was supervised
by the team manager, W01 Alan Burt, who is quite convinced
that although we didn't win any prizes this year we have the
potential to achieve fame in the future. However, we remember
that the honour is not necessarily to have won but to have taken
part! 'Good Shooting'! Let's have more TAVR Royal Signals
Unit· represented at Bisley next year!

F
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THIRTY-THREE GOES TO SEA
A TE May saw some members of the Regiment rake to the
high seas on an adventure training cruise aboard the
Corps yacht Quicksilver. The lucky members who made up
the crew for this venture were: WOl (RSM) John Scrutton,
BEM; Sgt Derek Reynolds; Cpls Sheila O'Brien and
Margaret Selwood (WRAC); Sig Dave Buxton and Bob
(Jaws) Cloherty. It all began at Huyton TAVR Centre on
May 21 when, after the usual exchange of a suitcase for a kit bag,
we hit the road for Gosport. The port was reached just after
1500hrs and we were 'all at sea' by l 900hrs. With the wind
from the WSW, a course was shaped for Cowes. We arrived off
The Royal Yacht Squadron a linle after 2300hrs with some of
the crew suffering from the effects of the long ride down from
Liverpool.

L
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U NPLANNED CASTING INTO THE DEEP
Saturday descended u pon us with a SW wi nd and a bright
sunny day. T he morning was spent in sail training in the Solem
followed by a 'wet lunch' in Yarmouth. Al 1430hrs we mad~
ou r depa rture from Ya rmou th for some more crew trai ning. W/c
made L ymington ou r harbour for Lhe nighL and moored at the
Mari na at 1700hrs. The usual mooring at the town quay was out
because the ladies insisted on , a shower. We departed from
Lymington at 0820hrs on Sunday and sailed through the Needlcs
al 0950hrs. A most enjoyable day was spent running down to
Weymouth under main and spinnaker. The pleasant sail was
somewhat marred later in the evening when (Jaws) Cloherty
cast every knife, fork and spoon on the inventory into the deep.
Monday morning saw us around the shops of Weymouth
comparing the prices of our much-needed K F S replacements.
We departed from this haven, with our pocket money somewhat
depleted just after noon ; 1800hrs saw us in a somewhat hairy
situation off Anvil Point in a very bad cross sea en route for Poole.
W e arrived at the Town Quay at 2000hrs and there is no need
to cell the sailors of the Corps where the evening was spent.
RELUCTANT DECISION
We awoke the following morning to di scover that the fair sex
were both suffering badly from the effects of sun-burn. Margaret
Selwood's face was so badly burned that it was decided to seek
medical help. After a wait and the usual trip to that well-known
chemist for an antidote, we departed from Poole at l 120hrs.
After a fast run down to the harbour entrance, under reefed main,
we were off Handfast Point at 1230hrs and with a W force 4
wind a course for the 'other side' was set. The course was held
until 1650hrs but alas the sea began to build up. With at least
two hours of tide against wind to face on the French coast, a
reluctant decision to put the boat through the wind and return to
the Solent was made. The run back to the Solem went well until
2020hrs when the wind went to the north and died away. Thoughts
of having a night spent tacking to and fro outside the Needles
were envisaged but fortunately only two tacks were necessary,
and by 2145hrs we were 'IN'. After fighting the ebb tide through
the Hurst Narrows we made Yarmouth just after midnight and,
after a meal, we settled for the night, thankful not to be still
outside the Needles.

Two of Quicksilver's crew. Cpls Sheila O 'Brien and Margaret Selwood

THE FINAL LEG
After a nice long lie in, we watered ship and set sail for the
Beaulieu River at mid-day. Good progress was made against the
tide with the help of a force 4 westerly. After mooring up to
Bucklers Hard at 1630hrs a most enjoyable evening was spent
in the Master Builders Arms. After a short spell ashore in the
morning to visit the Maritime Museum we sailed from the Hard
at 1130hrs, clearing the river without incident. The afternoon
was spent running over the tide with a westerly wind and, after
a short spell at anchor in Osborne Bay, we sailed into Cowes for
the last run ashore before returning co Gosport.
The final leg back to Gosport was started at 0600hrs the
following morning with a somewhat subdued crew. Even the
wind tried to tell us the adventure was over by falling away completely. Our eventual return to Gosport was somewhat spectacular
with a 'gun duel' being fought by HMS Dolphin and a visiting
USSR destroyer.

36 Sig Regt {V) Wanstead
eA'tra incentive by being p laced next to the very professional
display put on by the Royal Signals.

INTENSIVE PLANNING AND PREPARATION
ULY was a busy month with the Regiment intensifying its
preparations for annual camp which this year is in BAOR.
At the beginning of the month the Training Major, Mike Alden,
and the Operations Officer, David Thorpe, with worried frowns,
disappeared underneath a mountain of paper and, at the end
of the month, emerged with happy expressions, bearing two
weighty and formidable documents entitled 'The Regimental
Admin Instruction', and 'The Regimental CEI'. ow it is the
recipients of these documents who are looking worried! One
disgruntled officer was heard to mutter, 'They look like the first
draft of "War and Peace''. Mention must be made of the Chief
Clerk, SsgtJohn Celino; Yeoman of Signals, Ssgt Rod Lingard;
Orderly Room Corporal, Cpl Ralph Pollard, and the permanent
and volunteer staff of the orderly room who worked hard to
produce and distribute these documents.

GOOD DAY'S SHOOTING
This annual event was held at Middlewick Ranges, Colchester,
on Sunday, August 1, 1976. On Saturday, the RSM, WOl Frank
Jepson, and a small party of volunteers erected tents and completed the admin arrangements. The weather was fine and set
the scene for a good day's shooting. The 54 Sqn team led by
Lt Alan Choat, of Bedford, emerged as champion squadron,
winning all but one of the team competitions. Maj David Morfoot
of Wanstead was the best SLR shot. Cpl Barker, of Bedford,
was the SMG shot and W02 Ron Bartlett, of Gillingham, was
the best pistol shot. The meeting was well attended both by
volunteers and their families and the butt party was provided by
the Cadets of 3 Group (North-East London).

SUCCESS AT ROYAL TOURNAMENT
We were tasked with providing and manning the TA VR Static
display at the Royal Tournament, Earls Court, on Monday,
July 19, 1976. Led by Lt Bob Hill, a detachment of soldiers
(including WRAC) from Ilford and Wan tead set up two message
centres and a recruiting display. They wfre gc1tified by the
interest shown by the public in the Display and the Chairman of
the Greater London TAVR Association had some kind words to
say about their enthusiasm and bearing. They were given an

TRAINING RESOURCES TESTED
It has been a busy month with Vange Training Camp the centre
of activity; with a Det Comd course, a recruits cour e and an HF
Radio course testing the resources of the RSM and his instructors.
HQ Sqn took to the woods during the weekend July 17-18, 1976
at Mereworth, where they practised movement, concealment,
deployment, defence and other military subjects. At the same
time Capt Roy Williams Jed the Norwich Volunteers to the
orfolk coast where they practised BC tr~ining.

J
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C AVALRY S Q UADR ON
E:i.rlier this year, after some protracted negotiation , another
di tinction was conferred on the Regiment. This was the adoption
and reviva l of an old Rcgimcnral name by our 5 Sqn at Banbury.
This quadron has brought to life the name of the Queen's Own
Oxfordfh.ire Hu sars and is now known by the somewhat lengthy
title of: ' o 5 (Queen's Own Oxfordshire H ussars) Sqn 39 (City
of London) Sig Regt (Volunteer ). Ssgt Keith Wheatly, the
SQMS of 5 Sqn, is at the moment still researching the h is tory of
his new-fou nd h eritage and would welcome any information
about the QOOH from any reader.

Association ·'News ,
LINCOLN BRANCH
E are pleased to report the inaugural meeting of the Lincoln
Branch of the Association . All will wish to congratulate
those whose efforts led to an 'anendance of27 members on Monday,
August 9, 1976. T he fo llowing Committee was elected:
Chairman
Maj F . V. B . Philp The White House,
Higson Road,
Lincoln LN l 3XB
(Tel : Lincoln 30784)

W

Ho11 Secretaiy

Mr T.

J. Stubbings TAVR Centre,
Newport,
Lincoln
(Tel : Lincoln 24389)

Hon Treasurer

Mr A. Lawson

PETERBOROUGH & DISTRICT
E are delighted to report the establishment of the Peterborough & District Branch of the Association.
At thei r inaugural m eeting on August 5, 1976, those present
elected Lt Col J. W. Rayner to th e office of Chairman and
Maj R. S. Rowland as SccretaryjTreasurer .
Ex-members of the Corps living in the Peterborough area are
urged to support the Branch and to make their presence known
to Maj Bob Rowland, Crown House, 49 Crown Street,
Peterborough PEI 3HY.

W

EFFICIENCY MEDALS PRESENTED
The Group Commander, Brig W. A. Sykes, visited Colchester
TA YR Centre on July 8, 1976. During the evening he presented
six Volunteers with their Efficiency Medals. On July 29, 1976,
he visited Bedford TAVR Centre and returned to Colchester on
August 1, 1976, to attend the Skill at Arms Meeting.
On August 3 1976, the Secretary of Greater London TAVR
Association, Brig A. J. Woolford, MC, visited Wanstead. After
having a buffet lunch with the Officers and Warrant Officers, he
toured the Centres at Wanstead, Newbury Park and llford.

- -- -Sport
Royal Signals Gliding Club
OY AL Signals Glider pilots should forward their individual
claims for grants from the Games fund for the period December 1975-November 1976 not later than November 20, 1976, to :
Major S. G. FALLA, Royal Signals,
OC TSS,
School of Signals,
Blandford Camp,
Dorset DTl l 8RH
The following details are required :
e Flying fees paid in the period (NO other expenses) less any
sum received from other sources in this re pect.
e umber of launches in 1976 and total launches.
e Cross-country kilometres 1976-and total kilometres.
e Results of competition or badge attempts.
e Qualifications held.
e Full address of claimant including Regimental o.
e Details of UK bank and account where cheque is to be paid.
e Confirmation that you subscribe to Corps funds under the dayspay scheme.

R
39 Sig Regt (V) London
Watched by 2 Lt Lorna Latham and Lt Ian Fisher the Hon Col, Col
the Hon L. H. L. Cohen , presents the City of London shield to
Sig A11dy Greenhead of 3 Sqn from Tunbridge Wells
AN IMPORTANT CEREMONIAL EVENT
ECENTLY the Regiment had the priviledge of providing a
Guard of Honour for Admiral Sir Terence Lewin, GCB,
MVO, DSC, ADC, Commander-in-Chief Naval Home Command.
The occasion was his installation as a Freeman of the Skinner' s
Company, one of the City of London's oldest livery companies.
The Regiment is very proud of its very close links with the
historic Skinner's Company and it was an honour indeed to provide
a Guard for this rare and ancient ceremony. The Guard was
made up of COs and men of the Regiment and commanded by
Lt John Burgess.
The Regiment was adopted by the Skinner's Company in 1967,
continuing the privilege granted in 1954 to 65 (City of London)
Sig Regr TA, the unit from which 39 (City of London) Sig Regt
was formed .

R

PRESENTATION OF SWORDS TO RECRUITS
At the passing out parade of the last unit run recruit training
course the Honorary Colonel, Col the Hon L. H. L. Cohen,
presented swords to all the successful recruits. The swords were
not real, however, but embroidered on pieces of cloth, and coveted
none the less. This sword badge is the City of London Shield,
worn on the left sleeve of their uniform by all members of the
Regiment. This is the right of the Regiment since being granted
use of the title of ' City of London'-the only Signals Unit entitled
to wear the City of London shield.
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SLR

Roupcll
Whitehead
Association
R oberts
Army 100
Champion Shot

S sgt Hall
Sgt Corcoran
Ssgt Hall
Cpl Furby
Lcpl Copley
Sgt Corcoran

School of Sil!flll)s
Attd l R WF
School of Signals
8 S i~ Regt
30 Sig Rc~ t
Attd 1 RW F

SMG

SMG xxx
Pistol xxx
Bislcy Cup

Cpl Milton
Sgt Hunt
Capt Hudson

2 16 Para Sig Sqn
16 Sig Rcgt
10 Sig Rcgt

l Caenby Street,

Lincoln
(Tel : Lincoln 27012)
Those ex-members of the Corps livi ng in the Lincoln area
are urged to supp ort the Branch and to make themselves known
to the hon secretary.

Taking the opportunity to wet the Efficiency Medal in the Club bar
after presentation are (left to right): Cpl Bob O'Mara, W02 (SSM )
' Dolly' Gray, Sig David Griggs, Lcpl ' Jock' Craig, Lcpl Bob Smith
and Lcpl Dickie Chaplin

Sgt 'Cor ky' Corcora n was a Champion hot after he and
Ssgt C h as Hall had battled it out throughout most of the
meeting.
3 Div HQ and Sig Regt was Champion Major Unit but this
win, with School of Signals coming second, was very close with
the result depending on the last LMG pair in the final match.
It WflS gratifying to sec 3 Div back in shooting business after an
absence of several years.
5 Bde H Q and Sig Sqn won the Minor Uni t trophy despite
great efforts by 11 Sig Regt and 216 Para Sig Sqn o catch them
in the last th ree team matches. This was just reward for 5 Bde
after their splendid efforts as host unit for the meeting.
The Presiden t of Corps Shooting, Brig W. A. Sykes, presen ted
the prizes and thanked all those who organised a very successful
meeti ng, shared as in the previous year, with the Royal Artillery.
Maj Kelvin Kent had a special mention as the OC of 5 Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn, this being his last task before leaving the Service.
The winners of the main individual matches were as follows:

Pirro/

TR

REGULAR ARMY SKILL AT ARMS MEETING (RASAM)
JUNE 30 - JULY 10, 1976, AT BISLEY
Fifty-seven Royal Signals competitors from five major units
and four minor units attended RASAM. The really hot weather
experienced at our Corps meeting continued and could be the
reason for some of our top marksmen shooting below par on
occasion.
Sgt 'Corky' Corcoran and Ssgt Chas Hall coi;it~ued their
rivalry but this ~me Ss~ Hall ha~ the ~dge ~y finish}ng ~ very
creditable 30th m the Rifle Champ1onship-h1s first nme m the
Army 100. Sgt Roberts had his moment of glory by tieing with
the eventual winner in the Roberts match with 48 hits out of 50.
This feat pulled him from 253rd to 68th in the final. sta~e-a
staggering performance. Capt Roger Howard dist11~gu1shed
himself by getting 2nd place in the SMG first stage. Six Roy~
Signals competitors fired in the Army 100 but ~ further S?C
were within a single hit of qualifying-how small 1s the margm
between glory and failure?
. .
.
Team performances were disappomtlllg a~art from 259 Sig ~qn,
led again by Capt Hugh Goodman; 259 shot splendidly
throughout and although an inexperienced team, they were
placed 4th out of 33 teams in the Minor l!nit Champion.s~ip for
the second year running. Fot other teams 1t was the farmhar tale
of poor scores due to insufficient training, low standards in Class B
shots (less than five years' service), and the problem presented
by LMGs shooting in direct co~petition with .GPMGs: Added
to this was the record entry of 42 mfantry battahons makmg team
honours even more difficult to attain; 16 Sig Regt had the best
placing (35th) in the Major Unit Championship. The Methuen
team had the potential for getting among the medals but once
again scores were well down on those achieved in practice and at
the Corps meeting. The team finished in 16th place.
The hest placings in individual matches were:
S LR

T

Admiral Sir Terence Lewin, Commander-in-Chief Naval Home
Command, entering Skinner's Hall to be made a Freeman of the
Company, passing the Guard of Honour from 39 (City of London)
Sig Regt (V) commanded by Lt John Burgess
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Sgt Hunt
3rd (B Class) Cpl Cowie
9t h Sgt Corcoran
2nd Sgt Roberts

llth

30th
Army
Championship 53rd
58th
71 st
90th
95th

Shooting
Report by captain of Corps Shooting
Maj G. A. S. Exell
ROYAL SIGNALS SKILL-AT-ARMS MEETING
JUNE 21- 25, 1976, AT BULFORD CAMP
EMPERA TURES hovered around the nineties for mo t of
the meeting and reduced competitors and range staff alike
to a state of perspiring exhaustion particularly in the competitions
requiring 'running'. Despite these unusual (for UK) conditions
the standards of shooting were high and, not surprisingly, the
top 12 places in the Individual Championship were taken b)' 10
of those who had been in the training squad during the previous
week.

R oupell
Whitehead
Association
Roberts

16 Sig Rcgt
16 Sig Reg!
And 1 RWF
259 Sig Sqn

Ssgt Hall
Ssgt Wright
Sgt Corcoran
Sgt Roberts
Capt Howard
Cpl Cowie

School of Signals
35 Sig Regt (
Attd I RWF
259 Sig Sqn
School of Signals
16 ig Regt

SMG' 45

13th
22nd
27th
35th

Ssgt Manning
Capt Howard
Sgt Hunt
Capt Goodman

259 ig qn
chool of Signal
16 Si1t Regt
259 Sig Sqn

Pistol 3 0

16th

Sgt Hun

16 Sig Regt

In summary, certain individuals did exceptioi:i~ly well to \".'in
medals 1 nd bars against some very fierce compennon. Team-wise
the Cori 1s is lacking shooting strength in depth and this can only
be improved by concentrating on raising the standards of our
younger shots. It is hoped that we can improve in thi respect in
1977.
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ERVICE RIFLE (SR) EVENTS AT NRA MEETING
BISLE\ JULY 12 - 15, 1976 .
even Royal Signals competitors shot in the SR events and
found honours at thi meeting as hard to come by as in RASAM.
Sgt Corcoran once again showed his consistency by qualifying
for the tcond stage of the Queen Mary. He was in the' hort list'
for the J rmy VIII but unfortunately did not quite make the
final team-his day will surely come. He earned six bars a feat
equalled y Ssgt Hall so these two kept up their close rivalry
right to the end. Ssgt Hall was 37th and Sgt Corcoran 50th in
the R Champion hip These placings were obtained against the
top shots of all three ervices and the Commonwealth. The
tandards can be judged by the fact that Cpl Furby got 47 out
of 50 in the itting Match but was still only placed 32nd !
Lcpl Copley earned five bar and L t Hoole four bars, respectively,
but these shors were all firing as Tyros (newcomers to RA SR
events). l\laj Exell and Lt Evans shot as 'O' Class and found
life difficdt by only mustering four bars between them!
The experience gained by Corps shots at the National Meeting
is invalualJJe as the standards are very high indeed. It is hoped
that the lessons learnt can be applied to good purpose at RASAM
in the fumre.

Target Shooting at Risley

S

EVE serving members of the Corps shot in the ational
Rifle Association's Target Rifle competitions at Bisley between
July 16 and 24. Prominent retired members shooting included
'Paddy' Walsh and Tommy Thompson. The Corps had no
conspicuous individual successes, but two members were selected
to represent the Army in the Inter-Services Short Range Match,
and one in the Long Range Match.
Jim Evans (Lt R. J. E v ans, currently reading for his degree
at the University of Wales) was observed shortly before the
meeting to be organising a team of Old Welbexians to shoot in
the Public Schools veterans. He also organised a team from the
University of Wales to compete in the Universities' Aggregate,
in which they came second to Cambridge University, a very fine
performance for a new team. He shot in the R egular Army Short
Range Team, and for Wales in the National Match. He also
qualified for the second stage of the Queens, and, not content with
his individual achievements, he brought along his younger brother,
Alan (Lt A. T. Evans) who shot in the Corps team in a minor
match.
Col Richar d Gilbertson shor well in the opening days of
the meeting. His short-range rifle then developed a defect which
plagued him for the rest of the week, and brought him 'personal
worsts' in both the Army and Welsh teams in the Inter-Services
Short Range and National Matches for the Army and for Wales.
He shot with bener success in the long range matches, but a very
low score in the Queens first stage ruined his Grand Aggregate
for the meeting, and spoiled our chances in both the 'Bank of
England' and the 'Ranelagh'.
Many members of the Corps Service Rifle teams in former
years may remember Cpl Cheese. He transferred into the
Intelligence Corps some years ago, and as Ssgt Cheese, achieved
a no_rable s.uccess in the meeting, winning the Queens First Stage
outright with the remarkable score of 104 out of 105. This brought
him the NRA Bronze Medal, the first time one of the N R A's
higher honours has been won by an ex-member of the Corps.

ROYAL SIGNALS TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS 1976
HE Annual Royal Signals Tennis Championships took place
at Blandford from June 23-26, 1976, in weather more applicable to India than to England. RQMS John Carr, the acting
secretary of Corps tennis and a Blandford resident, organised the
meeting, with as istance from Capt Keith Butler, and did it
magnificently.
There were 26 entries for the open singles championship, a
slight increase over last year and the draw provided a number of
interesting and hard-fought matches. Cpl Ruffer was a convincing
winner-he only dropped eight games in his steady progression
to the final, where he defeated W02 Adlington 6- 2, 6-1.
Other results were :

T

Men's Open D oubles W inners
R 1m11t rs-11p

Cpl Ruffer and Sgt Braganza
Lt Podmore and W02 Adlington

Inter-Unit D oubles

lViuuers

MLxed D oubks

W02 Adlington and Mrs Burrage
H7i m1ers
Rwmcrs-11p Lt Col and Mrs Lowe

Singk s Plate

lfl i1111cr

Ruuuer-up

A /Tech Groom
Sgt Aston

Singles Saucer

\fliuucr

Capt Burrage

D ouble Plate

Lt Col MacLean and Sgt Hamer
Rmmers-up Ssgt Hand and Sgt Ferns

10 Si\R'if.t
(Cpl u er and Sgt Braganza)
Runners-up School of Signals
(Lt Col (Retd) Lowe and Capt Butler

\fl i m1c:rs

The prizes were presented by Mrs Scott, who in turn received
a bouquet of flowers from Miss Lowe.

Col R . H.
Gilbe r tson
140
Maj J. Cox ( a )
Capt G . L. P .
Hudson
Cap t P . D . Hayler
Lt R . J. Evans ( b ) 131
Lt R . T. Hoole
139
Lt A. T . Evans
133

543
(29th out
of IOI)

'Belgian'
'Ranelagh'
(Stock
(Queens 1)
Exchange
Aggregate)
141

84

ability and management potential

Ideal age 28-40-car and home
telephone essential

Basic pay £3,640 per ann um plus
quarterly bonus based on resu lts
UNIT DOUB LES W INNERS
Sgt Brag;mza receiving the Inter-Unit Doubles Cup from Mrs Scott,
watched by his partner, C pl Ru ffer

No experience is necessary as full

54 1
539
512
507
549
525
507

139

95

512

141
134

98
90

549

355
(13th out
of 46)

367
(12th out
of 15)

We at Gievcs and Hawkes may enjoy a sense
of history because we dressed the Iron Duke
and elson, invented the Shako, the cavalry
head-dress, were first to make the Solar Topee
and have been tailoring uniforms for over
two-hundred years, but we're certainly not
hidebound!
Each garment-unifo rm or suit-is cut and
tai lored by hand to our own exacting standards.
We have, after all, built a tradition of succe s
by providing clothes which, for generation ,
have been accepted as tbe very best ...
Today we not on ly continue to tailor uniforms
and suits to the highe t standards, we also offer
a fine choice ot ready-to-wear clothes. Suits,
blazers, trousers, knitwear, shirts, ties and
shoes in classical and modern styles, inc luding
Britain's largest range of Chester Barn.: suit
and topcoats a ll await you at Savi le Row.

service anytime within the next six
months please apply for further
details to
Mr. F. W. Perry
Capital Management Services Limited

GrnvEs & HAWKE§
of Savile.Row
No. 1 SAVILE ROW, LONDON Wl
Telephone 01-434 2001

Coniston House
Ring Road

No. 1 HIGH STREET, CAMBE RLEY

Chapel Ash

Telephone 0276-63659

Wolverhampton WV3 OXA
West Midlands

ta1
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OUR
TRADITIONS
TOO!

so if you are due to finish your

2,141
(33rd out
of 43)

Shot for the Regular Army in the Inter-Services Short and
Long Range Matches, and for Wales in the National
and Mackinnon.
l b) Shot for the Regular Army in the Inter-Services Short
Range Match, and for Wale$ in the National .

WE HAVE

training is given by the company

'Bank of
England' Grand
(Grand
Aggregate
Aggregate)
541
539

A progressive Life Office has
vacancies for N.C.O.s with sales

Scores of the Corps teams were as {ollows :
'Steward,
(ClementiSmith
Aggregate)

SALES CONSULTANTS/
AREA MANAGERS
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
SERVICES LIMITED

PROMISING YOUNG PLAYER
A/Tec h G room won t he sin gles plat e competiti on fo r th e seco nd
.....,
year r unning
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and ar Barh, Bexlzill, Brockenlzurst, Chester,
Eastbourne, Edinburgh, Harrow, Leicester,
Plymouth, Portsmouth and Winchester

October 1976

THE

An overseas posting can mean more than just a
Then Ford will continue to look after you wherever
change of air: it gives you a beautiful opportunity to get
you are posted, with a worla-wide service and parts-supply
yourself a better car, without breaking the bank.
network. If you are going to be driving overseas, it makes
FO!J means value for money, even without the taxsense to choose a manufacturer which is really
free concession you get And the Ford range gives you the
international.
'<ind of choice you need, with a wide selection of
When it's time for a change, it will pay you to look
specifications on every model.
...ollllllllllllll.._~
to Ford.
Ford also offers expertise on Personal ~~·~~""T.11
For full details of Ford's service to military
ExportAspecialistsubsidiaryisattheservice
personnel, write to your local Ford dealer or send the
of your nearest dealer to give expert advice
form below to:
on loca~practical and legal requirements and
Ford Personal Import Export Limited, (Military Sales),
can deal with red tape from Customs forms to delivery
8 Balderton Street, London WlY 2BN.
arrangements.
FORD
Telephone: 01-493 4070.

PERSONAL
EXPORT

Our experience will take you a long way.

r----------------------------1
I
I
I

Please send me information about Ford military sales.
Name and rank
Address

I
I
I

L----------------------------~
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Hyoursonis brightenough
to be anArmyOfficei;
we1lhe]pwith his education.

The Army has its own boarding school for boys
who want to be Army Officers one day; Welbeck
College. It's an old stately home set in beautiful
grounds.
Entrance requirements are highly competitive
and to qualify for consideration for a place, a young
man must be well up to GCE 'O' level standard (or
SCE 'O' grade) in maths, physics, English language
and at least two other subjects, preferably chemistry
and a foreign language.
Of course, he must also have a genuine interest
in a career as an Army Officer.
If he has and we think he's good enough, we'll
give him the best possible start in becoming an
Officer in the Army's technical Corps.
(It will, incidentally, be largely at the Army's
expense not yours. Your contribution is very reasonable and in some cases nothing at all.)
What your son will get is basically a 6th form
education to 'N level standard in maths, physics
and related subjects.
ince there are only 1.50 boys at Welbeck, we

can afford to give a great deal of individual
tuition
Academic standards have to be high
because success at Welbeck guarantees a
place at the Royal Military Academy at
Sandhurst.
Not only this; once commissioned, the
majority of Welbeck boys go on to
university at the Army's expense.
Most boys are commissioned into the
REME, R Signals, RAOC and RE. Some
go to the RA and RCT and a few to the
RAC and Infantry.
We ought to point out that it is only
at Sandhurst that your son will begin
to wear uniform. At Welbeck he is a
civilian.
Furthermore, apart from some outward-bound or adventure training plus
Cadet corps training, the syllabus is little
different from that of a first-c1ass public school.
There's plenty of sport, too. As well as school
games, he can go sailing, rock climbing and
orienteering.
Applicants for the term starting in September
1977 must have been born between 1st July 1960
and 1st December 1961. The closing date for
applications is 31st December 1976.
To obtain our prospectus and application form
just fill in the coupon and post it to the Headmaster.

1.- - - - - - - - - - ,

• To: The Headmaster, Welbeck College, I
I T Worksop, Notts. S80 3LN.
I Name
I
I
I Address_
I
I
ILSchool
____ ______ ~I

OUR COVER PICTURE
Our sincere congratulations to the Champions whose efforts will be acclaimed
by all our readers
229 SIG SQN (BERLIN)-ARMY MINOR UNITS SWIMMING CHAMPIONS
1976
Winners : Berlin Inf Bde Minor Units
Runners-up : Berlin Inf Bde Water
Swimming
Polo
Winners : 2 Div Minor Units Swimming Winners : 2 Div Water Polo
Winners : BAOR Minor Units Swimming
Left to right. Stonding : Sgt Wallace, Sig Atherton, Maj Barnes (OC), Sgt
Myerscough, Sig Brew
Kneeling: Cpl Vince, Sig Kirk, Sig Steel, Cpl Deering, Sig Bennett and Lcpl
Morgan
Pharo.: cO<Jrtesy of PR, HQ Berlin (British Sector)
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Some guidelines for our contributors
Last month we judged it timely to draw attention to the increasing
production costs of THE WIRE and to make a general appeal to our contributors
to review the content of their notes. We would like to follow this up with
more detailed guidance to those who volunteer--0r have been detailed to
volunteer-to write up events for publication. As we see it, there are two
principal aspects to which attention must always be paid.

SUBJECT MATTER

If there is nothing really worth writing about, don't write at all. When
setting out to write notes, try and avoid stereotyped reports on everyday
military, sporting or social events. Pick out the achievements and the highlights
and expand on these with particular reference to the human aspect and make
full play of any humorous incidents. Do write up individuals who have
done something out of the ordinary--0r are good sportsmen--0r are unit
characters-and include Christian names.

PRESENTATION
The Editorial staff will do all they can to ensure good presentation but
contributors can do a lot to help themselves. The first and obvious requirement
is really good accompanying photographs. These should be large, sharp,
black and white 'gloss'. People make the best subjects and the nearer they
are to the camera the. better! Please caption all the photographs. A second
requirement is suitable paragraphing of notes with side headings. Even the
best written notes set out in a long column look dull. A few well-chosen side
headings catch the eye and bring them to life.
Please help by ensuring that contributions are typed with double spacing;
enveloped with maximum protection for photographs-paper clips/pins do
cause damage and should not be used. And, please despatch to arrive early in
the month and not later than the 12th. We do work to a defined production
schedule.
We would emphasise, finally, that many of our contributors cover all these
points more than adequately. This Editorial is addressed primarily to those
who are tackling a formidable task for the first time. We hope the guidelines
will help.
ARMY CRICKET SUCCESS
Congratulations to 8 Sig Regt on winning the Army Cricket Cup for the
Corps for the first time.
The final v 39 Engineer Regt was played at the Aldershot Officer Club
ground on September 7. 39 Engineer Regt batted first and were all out for 96
8 Sig Regt reached 97 runs for 5 wickets and won the competition and the
cup-well done, indeed.
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P ,r iuters
Puldislters
N e\vspaper P1·01•rieto1·s

Major-General Sir William Scott, KCMG, CB, CBE

Lithographers
Process Engravers
Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation,
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems

F. J. Parsons Ltd
Newspaper House, Great New Street, London EC4P 4ER
Printing works at Hastings
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I New Opportunities
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I
I
•
•
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Racal-BCC is a member of the internationally renowned Racal Electronics Group. We design and manufacture a highly
sophisticated range of HF/VHF mobile radio communications equipments and peripherals- undoubtedly the most
advanced of its kind in the world.
Further expansion of operations means we are now seeking addit ional staff- male or female.
We are engaged in an exciting new development programme and require engineers and technicians who are qua lified
to HNC level in electronics and have experience in maintenance, test and repair of VHF radio eq uipments.
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Electr on ic Engineers and Techni cians.

•

I

I

Communicate with Racal

•

I
•

Applications giving full personal details and sufficient career history to justify initial short-listing shou ld be addressed to :
The Personnel Manager Racal-BCC
South Way, Exhibition Grounds, Wembley, Middlesex, HA9 OHU.

•
•

is with deep regret that we report the death of our first
of Signals, Maj Gen Sir William (Arthur) Scott,
IwhoTMaster
died at the age of 77 in Middlesex Hospital on September
12, 1976. General Scott was commissioned into the Royal
Engineers in 1917 and transferred to the Corps in 1921.
During the First World War he served on the Western Front
with Army and Corps Signal companies. Between the wars
most of his service was spent in India with a short break in
the UK as Adjutant of 5 Div Signals. Whilst in India he
gained experience both in field units and on the staff. He
commanded a Brigade Signal section during the Waziristan
Operations of 1919-21 and 1921-24 when he was appointed
MBE. At the outbreak of the Second World War he was at the
War Office as a GSOl but managed to get away to France in
the spring of 1940 where he raised an improvised divisional
signals to support the Beauman Division which had been
hurriedly formed to help stem the German advance and which
was subsequently evacuated through Cherbourg. For the rest
of the war he received rapid promotion after Commanding
59 D iv Signals, culminating as CSO 8th Army in Italy,
having previously served as DCSO Allied Forces HQ and 18th
Army Group in North Africa, with 15th Army Group in
Sicily and Italy and as Deputy Director of Signals at the War
Office, this latter during the planning and implementation of
the invasion of North-West Europe. During this period of his

··················••lI1fiJSfiJCJ•

career he was appointed to CBE, twice Mentioned in Despatches and appointed Commander, Legion of Merit (USA).
After the war he was CSO Vienna and Southern Command
before becoming Director of Signals in 1948, a time at which
manifold problems had to be solved in connection with the
reorganisation of the Army, the post-war run-down, the
unsettled state of the world, particularly in the Middle East,
Kenya, Egypt, Cyprus, Malaya and the outbreak of war in
Korea. It fell to General Scott to initiate a number of reforms
and take difficult decisions during this trying period which had
far-reaching effects on the Corps. In recognition of his services
and wise direction he was appointed CB. His final appointment
on the Active List after leaving the Directorate was as
Director of Weapons and Development which he held until
he retired in 1955; meanwhile, he had already been appointed
a Colonel Commandant. His active connection with communications continued after his retirement, for he served for
four further years as Director of Communications at the
Foreign Office. On leaving this appointment in 1959 he was
created KCMG. In 1955 he was appointed Honorary Colonel
of 43 (Wessex) Inf Div Sig Regt (TA) which he held for 12
years and of the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry Service from
1959-70 and was Chairman of their Advisory Council from
1964-72.
In 1961, Her Majesty The Queen approved the appointment
of Gen Scott as the first Master of Signals. He handed over
the reins of this important office during 1970 after the Corps
had celebrated its Golden Jubilee, by which time he had
devoted 53 years of continuous service to Signals, first with
the RE Signal Service, then in Royal Signals, than as a Colonel
Commandant and finally for nine years as Master of Signals,
a fine record which is unlikely ever to be surpassed.
His success throughout his whole service owed much to
his imperturbability, his analytical and receptive mind, his
resolution and determination and unfailing courtesy. As Master
of Signals and an 'elder statesman', his devotion to the Corps,
wise guidance of our affairs and unfailing encouragement over
the years have been of the deepest significance and benefit to
us all. His high sense of duty and integrity have not only been
an example to all who knew him but have contributed in no
small measure to the high esteem in which the Corps is now
held.
Apart from his purely military duties and responsibilities,
the General was a keen lover of sport, particularly riding in
the early days, and sailing throughout his life. He brought
great encouragement and active support to the Corps Yacht
Club and whenever time permitted would help in the preparation and fitting out of the Corps' boats at the beginning of the
season. He was mainly responsible for the purchase and design
alterations of Petasus. He would cruise and sail in 'round the
island race' whenever opportunity offered. He had his own
boat at his home in Devon and built a Mirror dinghy to
encourage his young grandchildren in the delights of sailing.
On top of all these activities he devoted much of his time
during the last 20 years to local charitable organisations in
Devon and he took a very active interest in the Royal British
Legion. For his contribution to the Legion he was awarded a
certificate of Life Membership for Meritorious Service, one of
the highest honours the Legion has in its power to bestow.
The Corps owes a great debt to Sir William and also to
Lady Scott who has so charmingly supported him in all he
has done. To her, her two daughters, their husbands and their
children, we extend our very deep and sincere sympathy.

The Electronics Group
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CORPS PRIZES
Congratulations to Lt N. C. Jackson (Royal Signals) on being
awarded I.he Whistl er Trophy for 1975-76, and also to Capt
A. M. H. Barrin gton-Ward (WRJ\ ) on the award of the
Royal Signals prize for WRAC Officers 1975-76.

--From our "In" Troy-IS THIS A RECORD?

WESTMINSTER FIELD OF RE M EM BRANCE
November 11, 1976
HE Field will be opened on T h ursday, November 11 1976.
T his annual act of Remembrance co those in the Services
who have fa llen for their country is marked by a short service
outside the Abbey at noon.
An y past or present member of the Corps who can spare the
time is invited to meet at the Corps plot (No 203) on the righrhand edge of th e path leading from the Victoria Street entrance.
It is advisable co arrive nor later than 11.45 am.

T

Sig Cliff Speirs (2319441) and Sig Whitehead (2319444)
After passing out from Maresfield 1925-28
ROYAL SIGNALS METHUEN TEAM 1976

Left to right : Lcpl G. Copley, Cpl C. J. Furby (Res) (standing),
The Corps cricket team that played against the RAC at Bovington .on June 29 were. all proud owners of their C~rps Colours, in addition the
umpire and scorer also possessed their Colours for cricket The photograph shows.
.
.
Left to right. Back row: W02 (Y of S) Ken Coker (umpire), Sgt Gill Will iamson, Sgt Ian Gilbert, Cpl Percy Drummond, Sgt Robin Gipson ,
Lcpl Nigel Scott, Sgt ' Benny' Grossmith, Sgt Tom <:ommons (seer.er)
.
Front row: Sgt Mick Raybould, Sgt David Tayfor, Col Alan Yeoman (captain), Lt Tom Richardson, Cpl Terry Smith

ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, SHRIVENHAM GRADUATION
Once more graduation day at Shrivenham was fine and warm, although not so hot as to make the wearing of service dres~, Sam B~owne and
academic robes totally unbearable. The SO-in-C was present to witness the ceremony at which 15 Royal Signals Officers received their degrees.
This was the largest number of Signals graduates in recent years. There wa.s, however, quality as well as quantity; members of the Corps
won several of the prizes awarded.
Lt David Lynam as well as gaining first-class honours in engineering won the ' Davies' prize and the Royal Signals prize. Lt Gordon Hughes
won the ' Davey' prize, Lt Bob Holmes won the Royal Army Education Corps prize and Lt Tony Wood won the Commandants' prize.
The photograph shows (from left to right): Lt Peter Parfitt, Lt Col Gerry Coady (CELE exchange officer). Lt Tony Manders, Lt John Macfarlane,
Lt ' Paddy' Crowley, Lt Mike Podmore, Lt David Lynam , Lt Bob Holmes, Lt Col David Morris, the SO-in-C, Maj Gen Tighe, Brig Archie Birtwis.tle
(Deputy Commandant RMCS). Lt Bob Hope, Lt Tony Wood, Lt Neil Stewart, Lt Jim Stabler, Lt John Fletcher, Lt Gordon Hughes, Lt Mike
Fisher, and Lt Philip McDoualJ
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Sgt M. Corcoran, Maj G. A. S. Exell (team capt), Ssgt C. T. Hall,
Capt R. G. Howard, Lt R. J. Evans, Ssgt D. Wright (Res) (standing)
Editor's note-Readers w ill recall the report on Bisley in cluded in
the September issue.

SIGNAL VIEW COMMEMORATIVE COVER
There is still a small quantity of Signal View commemorative covers available for sale.
The covers, which were on sale at Signal View at
Worcester, from July 1-4, 1976, were part of a limited
issue of 2,000 covers.
A few covers, signed by CSO UKLF, are available
at £1 each.
There is also a quantity of unsigned covers ac 25p each.
Orders should be addressed to Signals Branch, HQ
UKLF, Salisbury, Wiles.
Cheques/postal orders made payable co the Royal
Signals Association should be included with order.
From: W02 (F of S) J. Hill
D ear Editor,
While I realise chat the vast number of your reader are serving
soldiers, it is obvious from comments at ' Old Comrades' and
'Royal Signals Association' meetings, that THE WIRE does have
a following from older members also.
Would it, therefore, be convenient co try and trace a few 'golden
oldies' through your pages? These pictures were sent to me by
2319441 Sig Cliff Spiers, who is shown on a group photograph,
centre row, fifth from left, Depot Trg Bn 1928 (71 /72 Sqn).
He would be delighted to hear from anybody el e hown. The
other group shows 3 Div Signals in 1937. Cliff again asks for
anybody who recognises themselves to drop him a line, via my
address at Catterick. The third picture is of Cliff and his good
friend 2319444 Sig Whitehead whom he says he would dearly
love to contact.
Yours sincerely,
J. Hill
8 Signal Regiment,
Catterick Garrison,
Yorkshire DL9 3PS
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1976

Hut 8, Depot Trg Bn 1928, 71 / 72 Sqn
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3 Div Signals 1937
He wants to know-Wn!!re is Lcpl Juniper?
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Movements ---

'

Officers
OCTOBER 1976
UP1ir 10 where posrtd
HQ 1 Sig Group
RMCS Shrivenhrun-Coursc
(Held strength~ 11 Sig Regt
8 ig Relit
4 Div H and Sig Rcgt
2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
HQ 'orthern Ireland
1 Canadian Sig Regt (Exch Appt)
36 Sig Regt (V)
RMCS Shrivcnbam-Course
3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
CDE & MRE Porton
4 Div HQ and Sig Regt
10 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham-Course
School of Signals
248 Gurkha Sig Sqn
16 Sig Regt
HQ UKLF
CPA Royal Signals
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt
7 Si!! Regt
16 Sig Regt
3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
MOD DSS(AD)
School of Signals (Held strength)
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
(Held strength)

1''amt
Col R. Benbow
faj W. R. Clare
..
Capt (QM) B. Cleaver
Lt R. L. Danells
Maj J. R. Dawson
..
2 Lt R. 0. . Evans .
..
Capt (TOT) A. D. F. Falconer
Capt R. A. Farrimond
..
Maj (QM) W. J. Gahan
Capt M. J. C. Galloway
Capt (Tfc) C. Heaps ..
Maj A. J. Hervey
..
Lt J. D. Knox
Ma! C. F. Lewis
..
MaJ 0. M. Lewi
Capt D. S. McLuckie
Capt A. McVittie
..
Caot P. L . .Malone}'
Capt G. J. Mann
Col R. W. Millo
..
Maj (TOT) J. H. Nixson
2 Lt D. E. Rowlinson
Capt D. Shakespenre ..
Capt (TOT) F. A. Smith
2 Lt P. C. A. Smith ..
Capt C. E. Stephens
Maj D. W. Stubbs
Lt Col R. J . Tanner
Capt A. M. Wallace
Capt (Tfc) W. Weir

Sgt A. C ..Munroe
Sgt M. A . Shechnm
Sgt W. S. Mattl1cw
SgL D. M. Wallncc
Sgt J. A. Lees
gt R . G. Assendcr
Sgt A. Protheroc
Sgt T. . Winsor
Sgt T. WilHrunson
Sgt W. J. Thomas
Sgt R . C. Gordon
Sgt M. W . Watson
Sgt J . Cole
..
Sgt R. K. S. Gent
Sgt F. Kinnar
Sgt S. Harrison
Sgt I. J. Higgerson
Sgt J. Cadman
Sgt .M. R. C. Davies ..
Sgt R . Dickenson
..
Sgt R . Fenton
Sgt H. Ridley ..
Sgt G. W. Russell
Sgt I. E. Sargent
Sgt M. D. Bennett
Sgt D . J . Game
Sgt D . J . Poole
Sgt M . G. Punter
Sgt P. C. Rollers
Sgt R . K. Sawyer
Sgt R. G. Thomas
Sgt P. J. Towns
Sgt F. E. Bentley
Sgt S. P. Bevis
..
Sgt P. W . W. Ponsford
N Sgt B. Walker
..
A/Sgt J. Harkin
..

1 Div Sig Rcgt
1 Div igRegL
Div Si1t Rcgt
16 Sig Rcgt (IIQ BAOR)
16 Sig Rcgc (HQ BAOR)
30 Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Rcgt
32 Sig Regt
37 Si~ Regc
233 Sig Sqn
633 Sig Troop (Caribbean)
233 Sil! Sqn
SHAPE SP International BAE
13 Sig Rcgt (Radio)
3 Inf Bde Si!{ Sqn
39 Inf Bde Sig Sgn
225 Sig Sqn ( Radio)
10 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
12 RSME Regt
Edinburgh & Heriot Watt University
OTC

Classified Section

A

DEATHS
Crowhurst- Sgt Henry Crowhurst died in August 1976. He
enlisted in 1920 and was discharged in 1936. During his 16
years' service ~e spent six years in India from 1921-27. Maj Gen
C. M. F. White, CB, CBE, DSO, knew him well and writes:
'Harry Crowhurst was a very loyal member of the Corps whose
st3.!1d~~ds, both morally and technically were high, and his
reliability and pleasant manner made him a valued NCO of
the various units in which he served. He was one of the original
members of the Corps transferring from the Royal Engineers
when "Signals" were formed in 1920'. We extend our sincere
sympathy to his widow, three sons and their families.

W.O.s and Senior N.C.O.s
Rank and Name
WOl (F of S) R. F. W. Livesey
WOl (F of S) T. G. Southall
WO! (F of S) E. C. Harriss ..
WOl J.P. McMahon
..
W02 E. G. Bird
..
..
W02 (F of S) G. J. Sullivan
W02 (F of S) A. W . Calver ..
W02 (F of S) K. V. Bamforth
W02 (Y of S) T. G . L. Green
W02 T. Jarrett
..
W02 G. S. L. Markwell
W02 J. H. Parkes
W02 M . G. Springer
W02 A. E. Vickers . .
..
Ssgt (F of S) K. A. Underwood

OCTOBER 1976
Um"c to t11hiclt posted

..

Ssgt G. A. Pritchard ..
Ssgt (F of S) J. Terry
Ssgt (F of S) L. J. R . Nicholas, BEM
Ssgt E. R. J cnnings . .
..
..
Ssgt (Y of S) B. J . Alway
Ssgt J. Bonnett
Ssgt B R Brown
Ssgt P. Cain . .
..
Ssgt J. G. Chambers ..
Ssgt T. Curtis
..
Ssgt M . J. T. Edwards
Ssgt (Y of S) K. Halliwell
Ssgt M. J. Long
..
Ssgt (Y of S) P. G. Pond
Ssgt V. T. Zimmer ..
Ssgt J. G. Soulcy
..
Ssgt P. F. J. Lenis ton
Ssgt F. A. Brown
..
A 'Ssgt P. 0. Bentley ..
ASsgtT.J.Crook ..
Sgt R. Hughes
Sgt C. L. Ulett
Sgt P. L. Blakeway
Sgt M. H. Yates
Sgt J. Stevenson
Sgt S. Walley ..
Sgt P.H. Waring
Sgt J. H. Hobley
Sgt V. E . Irons
Sgt M. P. J. Smith
Sgt P.A. Downie
Sgt M. Farquhar
Sgt T. C. Spicer
Sgt R. Sidney ..
Sgt A. G. Wood
Sgt B. L. Bacon
Sgt D. Wild ..
Sgt B. C. Vanparys
Sgt R. . Breeze
Sgt N. G. Baker
Sgt H. Wriaht
Sgt E. P . W. Lewis
Sgt M. G. Healy
Sgt B. L. Bartrum
Sgt V. M. Buttery
Sgt R. J. Watts
..
Sgt R. H. Hutchings ••
gt C. Jones . .
•.
Sgt R . W. Lockwood
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30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt (Corps Rear HQ)
HQBAOR
8 Si~ Regt
2 D1v Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt (Air Support)
262 Sig Sqn (East)
10 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt (Co:ps Main HQ)
11 Armd Bde Sig Sqn
21 Si~ Regt (Air Support)
Intelligence and Security Group
Germany
30 Sig Regt
School of Signals (Cadre)
48 Gurkha Inf Bde Sig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
31 Sig Regt (V)
Oxford University OTC (V)
30 Sig Regt
11 Sig Regc
21 Sig Regt (Air Support)
30 Sig Regc
259 Sig Sqn (West)
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Fegt
22 Sig Regt (Corps Rear HQ)
11 Armd Bde Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
HQ 39 Inf Bdc Sig Sqn
HQ 11 Armd Bde Sig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
4 Div Sig Regr
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
28 Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
241 Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
633 Sig Troop (Caribbean)
262 Sig Sqn (East)
262 Sig Sqn (East)
School of Signals (Cadre)
242 Sig Sqn
11 Si!{ Regc (Depot Troop)
224 Sig Sqn (Radio Training)
242 Sig Sqn
10 Sig Regt
2 Div Sig Regt
l Div Sig Regt
4 Div Sig Regt
262 Sig Sqn (East)
School of Signals
233 Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn
21 Sig Regt (Air Support)
HQ 2 Div Si)! Reitt
21 Sig Regt ~Air Su ppon)
Communicaoons Project Agency
603 Sig Troop
13 Sig Regt (Radio)
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
40 Sig Regt (V)
28 Sig Regt (NORTHAG)

II

Welfare

i

I

AUGUST 1976
N umber of cases assisted financially
Number of clothing parcels sent ..
Amount spent ..
WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants
Amount spent ..

25
29
£1,088·40
11
£214·67

ONE OF THE MONTH'S CASES
IGNALMAN, served 1922-28. His health is poor, and he
and his wife live very quietly on their pensions. A grant of
£15 was made from the War Memorial Fund to enable them to
have t1.vo or three days out, and his letter is printed below.

S

ONE OF THE M ONTH'S LEITER S
OW ever can a few words on paper convey the true feeling
of the debt of gratitude we owe to all those concerned who
make such a handsome gift as this possible. To you all, our very
humble but none the less sincere than.ks. We have planned three
lovely days by the sea, all possible because of you dear people.
For once in my life, I am at loss for words, so won't try any
more. With all our thanks to each and every one of you.

H

Since the beginning of August, gifts of clothing, books, toys,
etc., have been gratefully received from the following:
56 Div Signals OCA, Ssgt and Mrs F. Stevenson, Foreman and
Mrs N. Crowder, Mrs V. E. Haslett, Mr A. Walsh, Mr J. Young,
Lt Col D. A. Dickson, Lt Col and Mrs E. J. Beale, Brig and
Mrs W. G. Tucker, Maj Gen and Mrs E. S. Cole, Mrs S. Gray.

Royal Signals Association
Benevolent Fund
The following donations were gratefully received during August 1976 :
Tidworth Tattoo Committee . .
..
..
..
Secretary, Huddersfield Branch Royal Signals Association
A. Tulley, Esq ..
J. I. Johnston, Esq
..
..
Miscellaneous minor donations ..

Crossword Puzzle No 10

DVERTISEMENTS should be concise-25 words excluding
address/telephone number - be they related to Births
Marriages, Deaths or items required or for sale. There is n~
charge for this service to any serving member of the Corps (or
those retired w!:io s~bscribe to THE WIRE), unless the 'ad' is
related to a busmess _mtcre~t. To those ineligible for 'free space',
we request that their nonce be forwarded to our Advertising
Manage~s, Service Newspapers . Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough,
Hampshue GU14 .7LR, who will provide details of charges, on
a case-by-case basis. All matter,s for publication must reach the
Editor not later than the 12th of very month (for publication
the following month).

£

70·00
5·00
1·75
5·00
0·50
£82·25

T HE WIR E, O CTOBER 1976

Hoysted-BrigD. St J. Hoysted CBE was commissioned from the
RMA Woolwich in 1926. He served in India, the Far East and
Middle East. During the war he was mentioned in despatches and
made an Officer of the Legion of Merit (USA). Before reaching
the rank of Colonel most of his service was in divisional signals.
He retired in 1958 and died on 15 September at the age of 70.
Page-Lt Col A. Page died in Iran in September, he joined the
Corps as a boy in 1934 and qualified as an instrument mechanic.
He was commissioned as a quartermaster in 1960 and retired in
1974. He was a keen sportsman, particularly in hockey, cricket
and football.

CORPS OF COMMISSIONAIRES-JOB VACANCIES
E always have a number of residential posts in the London
area with free but limited accommodation. We are also
able to put applicants in touch with Divisions of the Corps
throughout the United Kingdom for local employment.
Typical examples of the sort of jobs we normally have available
are as follows :
Filing and Records Clerk. Westminster, SW!. £2,500
Maintenance Assistant. Conduit Street, WI. £2,500
Messenger/General Office Assistant. Wl (moving to
Chelsea in six months). £2,304
Receptionist. Strand, WC2. £50 p.w.
Security. Lyons, W6. £47 p.w.
Driver (Granada Ghia). To live in Finchley, work Pall
Mall, SW!. £60
Porters, Kings Road, SW3. Wages to be arranged
Security/Reception. EC2. £2,500
Reception/Management Suite. EC3. £2,946
Security. Edmonton, N9. £46 p.w.
Clerical duties (incl. Typing). NW8. £50 p.w.
Handyman/Maintenance. Tring, Bucks. £2,362
Driver, small van. Eastcote, Middlesex. £40 p.w.
The Corps requires that all its members shall be of proven
good character.
Applicants may write or telephone for an appointment; but
there is, in fact, no real need for this as we are always open for
interviews on Mondays to Fridays between 9.30 a.m. and 3.30 p.m.
Men are advised to bring their Service/Public Service Discharge
papers with them.

W
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Solution next month. The Ed itor ackn ow ledges with thanks t his
contribution by W 02 (F of S) J. Hill
ACROS S
l. May cause the middle man to lift a finger; it's one way out (3-6-6)
8 From nought to five hundred joining us in the reli~ious book (6)
9. Regression formed by de line on de West Indian pitch (8)
12. Rush like the stag rerurning to the bank (4)
13. Points out the French tax will go up (7)
15. Heavy enough one sees to make Fido keep his head down (4)
16. Half the business of the day is general information (6)
18. Graphics around the back of the inn seen to be very sudden (6)
20. Even in the animal world she may be responsible for looking after the kids
(5)

23. Goes over the limit quick enough to fall into the trap (6)
25. The question is, where does one put the holes (6)
28. Thanks to me, the friend has now been found and reduced to submission
(4)

29. Month the foreigner found time to participate in the country dancing
accessory (7)
31. Found above your door when you finally reach the top (4)
33. Give weapons to our Sovcreiitn-or the manufacturer (8)
35. Taken by a Frencn soldier without his commander's authority (6)
36. Make a collection for a film exclusively about beadgear ( 4-5-3-3)
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
10.
11.
14.
19.

21.
22.
24.
26.
27.
30.
32.
34.

DOWN
Fractured limb whlch could not have been caused by a Chinaman (3-!>)
Happy to go east into the valley (5)
'Fly Danair' for a change-and finish up among the little folk just here (9)
Sounds like the line-up of duties for the helicopter blade crew (4)
Perhaps may do many a rum on the travelling roadshow (5)
Got carried away when the youngster was having forty winks (9)
Vineyard employee who will always have 'one in the barrel' (6)
eed to have a charige from the garden (4)
o matter how you observe it, it's still a seat with poles at either end (5)
For which one may require part of the hearirig aid (3)
Could be the sound of the cricketer asking the umpire for a couple of
extras (2- 7)
Change in the rates expected because of the extra colour in the garden (5)
He would certainly expect to be crowned if he joined up with the major (8)
Partly the feeling one got about oneself (3)
Does have to be shaken up in the medicine bottle (4)
Stubborn type who, nevertheless, may be seen in the Lucky Charm (6)
Girl who will take nothing; particularly in the Wild West Show (5)
Found partly in the fireplace bur, nevertheless, it's still all rubbish (5)
111-cempered, but still considered to be not below average (z)

SOLUTION T O P U Z ZLE No 9
Across: 1, Rampart; 5, Sparse; 9, Digress; 10, Amperes; 11, Lie; 12, Sleepwalker; 13, Dusty; 14, Sun; 15, Sorry; 16, Mitre; 18, Car; 19, Therm; 22,
Deprivation; 25, Ten; 26, Seepage; 27, Instant; 29, Aspect; 30, Tipster.
Down: I, Riddled; 2, Magnets; 3, Ace; 4, Taste; 5, Sharpener; 6, Alpha;
7, Striker; 8, Osprey; 12, Style; 14, Sacrament; 15, Satin; 16, Modest; 17,
Topless; 20, Entrant; 21, Monster; 23, Image; 24, Idiot; 28, SAP.

REGULAR F ORCES EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION
Looking for a job in civilian life? If so, contact your local office
of the RFEA. Branch addresses and telephone n umbers can
be obtained from Resettlement Officers, Regimental Associations,
Post Offices or Employment Offices.
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Faraway Places
Crossing the Hardanger. Vidda
Report by HQ AFNORTH, BFPO 50

•••

Unusual Jobs

Sgt Jack Ayre (Royal Signals)-To gain experience in this
kind of expedition. To achieve a high standard of fitness
with the Holmcnkollen ski race in mind.
Mr Don Gumm (UK civilian), British Embassy-to photograph the area and, in common with the others, to enjoy the
pleasures of the wilderness.

THURSDAY-A LONG DAY
Probably the worst day, although the excitement of being
underway helped. A long drive via Rjukan, where one car was
left for the return journey, to Rode!, where we turned off the
main road and drove as far as the Bristol Hotel in the Valldalen.
Thankfully, after 7t hours in cars, we sorted out equipment,
donned skis and by 1600hrs were away, leaving the driver to
his lonely drive back to Oslo. The temperature was -5°C, but
we soon warmed up as we climbed steadily on well-marked tracks.
A short swi h down the bartks of a dam and we were on the lake
that would take us to the first night's stop. The lake seemed endle s
and our packs grew heavier. However, eventually the head of the
lake was reached and in growing darkness with a tricky bit of
navigation we found the hut. Thankfully we tumbled in, cooked
a meal and settled down for the night. It had been a long day,
although we had only skied about 15km.
The Hardanger Vidda

ARCTIC CONDITIONS
HE Hardanger Vidda is a high mountain area in Central
South orway and is generally considered to be Europe's
largest plateau. The top is approximately 200 sq km, varying in
height between 1,000 and l,600m and consists of rock peaks,
valleys, lakes, rivers and bog in the summer, but in the winter
an area of deep snow and ice giving Arctic conditions. During
the winter months a team consisting of three men, one CPO
one Sergeant and one UK civilian decided to cross the Hardanger
Vidda. The crossing would take four to five days and would cover
a distance of approximately llOkm.

T

TEAM PLANNING
Originally the crossing was to be done with the official backing
of the UK element at AFNORTH in terms of finance, transport
and equipment. As time passed, however, the conditions of this
aid being given became more restrictive for planning purposes,
and despite the team going to great lengths to comply, the support
was eventually withdrawn and the team made all their own
preparations.

ESSENTIAL TRAINING
A venture of this type calls for fimess of all taking part. Training
consisted of as much ski-ing as possible and in the three weeks
preceding the crossing each member skied between 20 and 30km
daily. In addition, one long weekend was spent on the Hardanger
Vidda practising the art of building and living in snow holes and
testing equipment.

...

.

•

THE TEAM
CPO Sid Whaley, Sgt Jack Ayre, Mr Don Gumm

THE TEAM
The aim of the expedition varied according to each member:
C~O S~~ Wha~ey (Royal. Navy)-To gain valuable experience
JO ski-mg, winter survival and map-reading, which, as an
instructor designate, will be put to much use.
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FRIDAY-A COMPASS PROBLEM SOLVED
Although we were awake early, cooking breakfast was a slow
affair, and it was 0730 before we were away. Full of enthusiasm
and porridge we set off for Hellvesbu hut. Immediately we were
confronted by a difficult traverse on an icy slope with a small
ravine at the bottom, and icy water waiting for us if we slipped.
We proceeded cautiously. The next four hours a continuous
uphill slog was enlivened only by a phantom animal which, by its
tracks, we decided was a large dog. Looking back at the breathtaking view as we gained height made it all worth while and
progress was hampered by the taking of photographs. Midday
and, thankfully, we emerged on to the top of the Hardanger Vidda
at a point approximately l,200m high. In front of us numerous
peaks thrust up to a clear blue sky for as far as the eye could see.
At this point the complexity of navigation was realised and careful
study of the maps and compass bearings were made before we
set off again. Here we also found that metal ski poles adversely
affected the compass, so we followed a procedure of sticking the
poles in the snow and ski-ing on a few yards before reading the
compass.
An enjoyable fast downhill swish was brought to an abrupt
halt by a steep and heavily corniced drop. Caution out-voted
bravery and we took off our skis and, gently prodding the snow
with our ski sticks, we made our way around the cornices to
safer ground below. After lunch was eaten we recognised another
problem. Much thought had been put into the procedure to adopt
in bad weather, but no thought had bee,n given to the problems
caused by the brilliant weather we were now enjoying. The sun
greatly advanced dehydration, from which the whole party was
suffering. It was decided that regular stops must be made to
brew tea.
After lunch, several downhill swoops were encountered, and
surface conditions varied from powder snow to rock-hard ice.
On these downhill swoops all three adopted individual methods
of descent. These took the form of cautious and shallow Z-sweeps,
greater-angle sweeps, and suicidal headlong runs that were fast
but always ending in instability and the final formation of a
'yeti pring' (hole in the snow).
Early afternoon-and the success of our navigator brought us
to a lake on which we saw Hellvesbu hut. Once inside and after
thirsts had been satisfied, an intellectual discussion took place
about the casting on the side of the wood stove. This consisted
of a young man playing a guitar whilst looking between the outspread legs of a naked female. Tomorrow would be our longest
day and gathering snow clouds made a gloomy evening scene.
SATURDAY-BACK TO WALKING
At 0700 we were all outside and ready to go. Low cloud and
snow restricted visibility, but having taken a bearing the night
before, there were no delays. We were soon working our way
up a gentle slope which gradually steepened and became increasingly icy. Height was gradually gained until, at last, we
emerged into sunshine again. The morning sun caught the
peaks and tinted the mist pink, creating a splendid picture that
appeared more like a water colour rather than the real thing.
The sun warmed us and good progress was made. Soon we
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1976

were at the top! loo~in~ aero s a complicated area of lakes and
small peaks which, JO its wmter coating of ice and snow took
on the appearance of a moonscape. In every direction land fe~tures
looked !he .same, and absolute faith in the compass was necessary
for nav1ganon.
. We were. no:"' well into th~ Hardanger Vidda. There was no
sign of hab1tauon anywhere, )USt snow, ice and absolute silence
un der a clear. blue sky. The only sounds were those produced by
ou:selves '""'.hich, when we were ~n the move, consisted of the
swish of skis and a pecular. humming noise, produced by the ski
po!es as they we~e thrust mto the snow. Eventually, navigation
bemg true, we picked up a lake system that would lead us to
Morgan Valley. On a sweeping downhill slope on to the lakes we
a~tempted to ~averse to save time. This turned out to be more
difl?cult !han it appeared, an.cl ended with one member sticking
to it while the other two chickened out and slid down into the
valley to ski along the lake.
The very welcome si~ht o~ the head of the valley, in which
Morgan hut lay, cam~ mto view. Sta:ting down into the valley
we could hear. runrung water-music to the ears of thirsty
travellers. Caut10n was, however, called for as we had no wish
to fall through the ice. Eventually, a hole was spotted and there
clear, wonderful, running water. After a desperate tummy crawl
to ~he edge we had a flask full of water that was eagerly drunk.
Thirsts quenched we made our way down the valley but worsening snow and ice co~ditions and stunted trees eve~tually forced
us to remove our skis and agam resort to walking.
A;t 1700 we reached Morgan hut. The evening meal, we
decided, was to be a change from the Norwegian Army rations
so we cooked mountain house food. Again we had an early night'
much needed after travelling a distance of 6lkm, and climbing
over two sets of peaks-a total of l,500m of climbing. Tired
though we all were, the night was not to be an undisturbed one.
A.t 02~0 one member, thinking he was alone, quietly quenching
his thirst from the water we had melted that evening, found he
had the rest of the team queueing behind him all with a similar
thirst. We decided that it was caused through ~dding insufficient
water to the mountain house food during cooking. Having all
drunk our fill, we returned to still-warm sleeping bags.

SUNDAY-AND T-BONE STEA.KS
There were complaints about porridge for breakfast again, but
it was a choice betw.een porridge and kakoblok from the day pack,
so we ate our porndge, packed up and went on our way. Our
first problem was a steep 600m climb. Packed, icy snow and
stunted .tree~ made th.e progre~s slow and very hard. Walking
wa~ agam ~1ed, but without skis the party was soon floundering
wa1.st deep m snow. The only answer was to side step on skis,
which we did for the whole 600m. A broken boot welt added to
the problems but, with a strap around the boot we continued.
After four very tiring hours we reached the top to rest and
admire the view. We went on again through a wilderness of snow
and ice. Several good slopes with reasonable snow gave us some
pleasant downhill ski-ing. Tracks of elk were seen but the animals
did not show themselves. Then, a steady drone broke the silence
and a small 'plane appeared above the hills. We stopped and
watched as it made its way south, until we were again in silence.
An insignificant incident, but this was the first sign of human life
we had seen since the beginning of the trip. By early afternoon
we could see the long lake we must follow to reach Kahlvod hut.
This is a staffed DNT hut and thoughts of cooked meals and hot
showers gave us added speed. The surface of the lake was not
smooth but bumpy with windblown snow and ice. Ski-ing was
not good, making the thought of another 15km very unpleasant.
Again snow clouds were building up to the east, so we pressed on,
hoping to make Kahlvod before it snowed. Large cracks in the
surface of the ice added wings to our skis then, on the horizon,
we saw telephone poles and wires and Kahlvod hut.
We dined that evening in luxury, and were positive that the
only memory we would have of the trip would be the young girl
at Kahlvod with three of the biggest T-bone steaks we had
ever seen. The journey was not yet over as we had over 20km
to go back to the car.
DAY FIVE-BACK TO THE CAR
We were up too early for the hut staff, but they had left us a
flask of coffee. Outside we were greated by an icy wind and snow.
The Hardanger Vidda was not to let us off easily, and for two
hours we skied into the storm until a long downhill track took
us deep into a valley and we were protected from the wind.
Another two hours of uninteresting ski-ing along a tree-lined
track brought us to the car, and the end of a successful journey.

COMPLETE SUCCESS
The expedition was a complete success. The weather was
good, gi':'ing ~om!! unus.ual effects. The Army equipment generally
proved infenor m design, particularly the rucksack, which was
very uncomfortable in use. The Norwegian Army man-day
rauon proved adequate but uninteresting. The mountain house
dehydrated food was good, but it is necessary to add the correct
amount of water. The petrol stove proved its worth and is far
~uperior to th.e Gaz ~roves in these cold conditions. This crossing
is not for ~e mexpenenced. A high standard of fimess is required,
together with a need for accurate navigation. Experience in winter
survival, mountaineering in general, ski-ing, and first aid is
necessary for all members taking part. The whole area is extremely
dangerous, and no easy escape routes are possible. The whole
team must be self-supporting, as survival depends on what you
carry. The DNT huts* are the only assistance available but
these must not be relied on as they are not frequent, and bad
wea£?er or a very sl.ight error in navigation may make it impossible to find them m such a wilderness.
*Tourist huts.

Equipment
Each member :

Rucksack
Sleeping bag
Sleeping mat (closed cell foam)
Spare clothing
6 days' food
Compass
Torch
Whistle
Knife, fork, spoon, cup

Team:

First aid box
2 shovels
Petrol stove
2 bottles petrol
1 kettle
2 saucepans
Glacier cream
Camera and film
Ski stirrup

Food
Food consisted of:
9 day/man orwegian Army Arctic rations
6 Mountain house 2 men/ I meal dehydrated food
packs
2lb porridge mixed with raisins
1 pkt powder milk
1 pkt sugar
1 pkt in tant tea
1 pkt Milo drink
12 Mars bars

If you're so broke that this is someone else's WIRE
you are reading - boy you sure need sympathy!
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of the Cyprus team in the form of Ssgt (Y of S) Ian Haylock
Cpls Geo~ge Cartlidge and Andy Thompson. A fourth
representative, C1_>l Mic~ey Whitley, would also have been
present but for an 1mpendm~ Tl entran~e exam. Cpl Jim Turner
of ~16. won the Army novices championship (and the prizes,
which included a very handsome stop watch and altimeter set).

Upward bound (Euroglide 1976)
Report by Capt Leigh Hood, 4 Div H Q and Sig Regt

THE SCENE

VERY year the Army Gliding A ociation enters its repreenrative team into three major championship . The last of
these i 'Euroglide', which was held thi year at Dunstable on
Augu t 21-30. Thi is a national champion hip with invited
European pilots or teams, to boo t up the tandard of competition.
I wa fortunate enough to be selected for this competition, flying
one of the Army competition aircraft, a 15-m 'Cirrus', alongside
another Army pilot, Sgt John Mitchell CREME). We both were
in the 'standard cla ' (as oppo ed to the 'open clas '), since it is
in this cla that the AGA has decided to specialise.
It is frequently a umed that height or duration have something
to do with gliding competitions. In fact it is upon speed races
that results are determined. Every day the weather forecast is
a sessed and the rask setter sets a task accordingly. The lengths
may vary between 200 and 500km over a triangular or out-andreturn course, and the fastest will probably be averaging 90km/h.
We were blessed with outstanding weather during the practice
week preceding the actual competition. This was spent at the
South-West District Gliding Club's site at Upavon, attempting
the sort of tasks that we could expect in the championships.
Perversely, the weather deteriorated over the actual period of
the championships. I will not weary you with a 'blow-by-blow'
account of the proceedings. Briefly, we had si.x days of fairly good
weather, during which time six tasks were set. Four were completed triangular races, all between 200 and 300km. On the
remaining two days the weather prevented anyone from returning
to the base airfield, so all pilots landed out. On one of these I
landed at a disused airfield, which was nice, until I found how far
I had to walk to the nearest telephone! Sm:h are.the perils of gliding.

E

- AND DISPLAYS
. The. Blue Helmets were booked'. for five displays this year,
mcludmg. shows at the School of Signals, the Training Brigade
ar,id 14 Sig Regt. The sh?w at Catterick consisted of two team
displays from a Scout helicopter, the second one being mounted
from the arena, and at Worcester, exercise Signal View saw two
pe~-for~ances. from the last piston-engined Whirlwind helicopter
m service with our forces. The team manager is Capt Jack
Tur:11er ?f 216, and W02 George Devine does the work (and
the iumpmg).

Tiger Moth launching my aircraft at the start of a task
A SATISFIED DUTCHMAN
For the last four days, we watched the gloom settle, as the
customary Bank Holiday weather got into its stride. The Dutch
were delighted. One of them came up to me and said, 'This is
what we have come all this way for-to see the typical British
weather!' After a very mediocre start, I clawed my way up to
fourth place in the 'standard class', coming after two other British
and a Dutchman in a field of 25. I was fortunate enough also to
be _the leading. Service pilot. in my class. Competition gliding at
?aoonal le':'el is ~f a very ¥gh standard now, and, dare I say it,
~s also gettmg qw~e expensive. On the first point, one has to stay
m constant pracace. On the second point, I continue to be
grateful to t~~ AC:A for sel.ecting me, and for making a really
good compeonon arrcraft available to me for these Championships.

PERSONALITIES
:First, I should like to record with great sadness the death of
~gt Jim Robins of 216 Para S.ig Sq_n, following a training descent
JU~t before the Army champ1onsh1ps. Due note of his passing
will be made elsewhei:e, but those ?f us wh~ knew him recognise
that we have lost a friend <;>f the highest calibre. On the brighter
side, I have beei:i most impressed to notice during visits to
~arachute centre.s m Cyp_rus, BAOR and the UK the high proporuon of Royal Signals bids for basic courses. A recent check of
th.e coui;se register at the Rhine Army Parachute Centre at Bad
L1ppsprmge showed no less than 15 'Signallers' allocated courses
this year. This is a great encouragement to the older hands who
wo~l~ like t!:ie Corps w be~ome as well known for its freefalling
~s It 1s for us cornmumcaung, shooting and motorcycling. So I
mclu~e here a cross-section of 'Signallers' of greatly varying
experience and rank who can offer information and advice to
anyone who might like to cry rhe sport.
Our president : Col Henry Hild, MBE
BAOR

2 Div HQ and
Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
13 Sig Regc
16 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regc

Cyprus

CJSATC
9 Sig Regt
262 Sig Sqn

Ssgt (Y of S) Bill Ritchie**
Sgt Len Broadbent, Sig
Roger Lawton
Lcpls Martyn Saxton and
John Hickman
Lcpl David Wright*, Sig
Chris Manderson
Sgt Andy Starling, Lcpl Phil
Mercer* and Sig Peter
Jarvis
Ssgt (Y of S) Ian Haylock,*
Cpl Andy Thompson*
Lcpls Mick Thurman and
John McEwan
Cpl Mickey Whitley

Northern 8 Inf Bde HQ and

Ireland

(Posed!) Self and my glider on the launching grid at the start of a task

England Staff College
5 Airptbl Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn
216 Para Sig Sqn

Jimmy's still jumping- a resume of
sport parachuting in the corps

8 Sig Regc
14 Sig Regr

R eport by M aj Mike F orge
.SHORT article in THE WIRE, 'Jimmy Goes Jumping',
A
mtroduced our freefallers to the Corps four years ago. Since
then much has been achieved, and their quiet success deserves
a mention. In 1972, Royal Signals had five known jumpers, of
whom three have since left the Army. Four years later the situation
is much improved. Following the win by 216 Para Sig Sqn in
the 16 Para Bde novices competition last year, Corps freefallers
have been consolidating in 1976.

Doing the daily checks of the glid er before t he st art of a task
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WELL REPRESENT E D AT ARMY CHAMPIONSHIPS
In the Army championships at Netheravon in May we were
well represented. In addition to the Corps team, T he Blue
Helmets (W02 (Y of S ) George D evine, W02 (F of S )
Norm an Cowell, S sgt (Y of S) B ill R itchie, Sgt Bru ce
Smith and Cpl Wayne Ardern), we provided three-quarters
T H E WIR E, OCTOBER 1976

Sig Sqn

30 Sig Regt
School
AA College

W02 (F of S) Norman Cowell
Maj Mike Forge
WOl (RSM) Gerry French
W02 (Y of S) George
Devine,** Cpls Wayne
Ardern, Jim Turner, Nick
J oannes, Lcpl George
B u rrows
Cpl George Cartlidge
Lcp ls Rich G unson and Rick
Cooper
Sig Keith R atcliffe
Lcpl Phil Legrove
Sgt Bruce Smith*

Casteau to Canada
Report by Sgt Ron Spence, SHAPE, BFPO 26
members of the Corps, W02 (F of S) Nick Nicholas
T HREE
BEM, Sgts ~ria~ Nesbit~-Clarke and Ron Spence:
part m an
adventurous training exerr~cently t~k

1nte~-serv1ce

cises held m the Kananaskis Lakes area of Canada. (Exerci e
Backstop 58 175.)

General view of surrounding Rockies
THE BEAUTIFUL R OCKIES
_During the course of the exercise the party walked over 200
miles and anempted several different aspects of mountaineering.
The party, led by Flt Lt John S tyles (RAF), left RAF Gutersloh
on May ?O by VClO bound for Calgary International airport via
Gander m Newfoundland. On arrival they were met by Maj
Smythe, MBE (RGJ) of the BATUS T rg Group and were then
transpo:red to their . base camp via the Trans-Canadian Highway
and various mounram track roads. On viewing the vast Canadian
Rockies. that. surrounded us it was soon made apparent that the
mountameenng aspect of our expedition was going to include
an awful lot of backpacking as the snow was in bad condition
the ~':alanche threat was for ever constant and the generai
condiaon of the rock surrounding us was far from safe as the
very .~ard w~nters had reduced the rock faces to a crumbling
condmon. With these factors facing us, it was decided that lowlevel c:<Pe~tions involving snow-climbing where it permitted,
rock-climbmg and map and compass work in the near blackout
conditions of the forests was to be our main task. The first
C}..1Jedition started the day after our arrival and consisted of a
steady plod throu~ the local Elk and Opal Ranges near the
base camp area. This gave all the members a chance to take in
and_view the beauty and ruggedness of the Rockies. During this
p~riod we met. ~e local fire warden of the area who greeted us
w~th tea contammg honey and explained that his wife had just
shpped down_ to. the local shops-a mere 47 miles away! Thi
made us realise JUSt how remote and away from civilisation we
were. Suitably refreshed, we made our way through forests and

**British Parachute Association Qualified Instructor
Joint Services Parachute Centre Assistant Instructor

*

WHAT O F THE FUTUR E?
The older hands have done their best in the lean years of the
past; the future lies with the youngsters of the Corps. In due
course we might ask to use a UK-based unit as 'home' for the
ream, but such plans will be short-lived if we do not continue
!O receive such a steady supply of bright-eyed beginner , with
iusr a little fire in rheir bellies.

Sgt Spence at Kananaskis Lake which surrounds base camp
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very dangerou scree on the south-east ridge of Elpoca Mountain.
At 7 500ft a fierce and worsening wind forced us to retreat to
lower ground and then back on rout!! to our base camp.
SNOW AND MEDICAL PROBLEMS
The second expedition saw us underway with heavi ly-laden
ruck ack (approximately 50lb) bound for Elbow Lake which
we had potted on the previous expedition lying east of Elpoca
Mountain. This particular area provided u with ome suitable
now slopes for the practice of ice axe braking, roped movement
and the u e of 'dead men' aid (a metal wedge placed in the snow
and attached to the body to act as an anchor in the event of a fa ll).
After thi , a 1,000ft snow ascent was carried out. This strenuous
climb which took two hours wa de cended in two minutes by a
very enjoyable form of 'glisade' (sliding down on one s rear
u ing the ice axe for braking when needed ). The expedition was
rounded off with rock climbing and techniques on a suitable
crag. At this stage some members were eiq>eriencing various
medical problems and a much-needed day's rest was granted.

Looking back

Moun t Foch

clim bing the par ty was forced back just l,500ft from the summit
as the evening was setting in and the descent back to base camp
was to take us three hours. I would like to add that if any mem bers
are considering an expedition to the Rockies they would be well
advi ed to aim for the Mount Foch region which forms part of
the Elk Lake area and promises some excellent clim bs and
breathtaking scenery. Unfortunately, this was for us the end of
the expedition and we disappointedly made our way back to
base camp. F rom there we enjoyed the hospitality of th e Canadian
population of Calgary and then back to dear old Blighty via
Edmonton and Goose Bay and eventually into RAF G utersloh.

LOOKING BACK OVER TH E YEA RS
John Hole, an old-ti mer of the 1920s, has sent us his perso nal version
of happenings in th e Corps in those days. W e ar e hap py t o publish
two ext racts from John 's 'secret' Corps history. O ld fri e nds can
contact him at 79 Ridgeway Road, He rne Bay, Kent

' SE CRET' HISTORY OF THE CORPS
No 1- BIRTH OF THE CORPS BAND
F you have ever been to King's College Hospital, Denmark H ill,
London, you will know the long corridor. Some say it is
nearly a mile long. W hen I was at this hospital in April 1947
they were thinking of having a ligh t railway from the entrance
to the wa rds which we knew as 'Fish and Chips'.
After a major operation I left the ward carrying my sui tcase
and staggered along the path of pain. A sister saw me as I reached
the entrance and made me walk back to the ward. It was then
that she p ut me into an invalid chair and pushed me back again,
to the entrance. I thought to myself, 'just like the Army'. At the
bus stop opposite I was climbing on to the platform when the
driver shot off, so that I was dragged along the road. I soon
came to the conclusion that there was no future in this so I let go.
After a crowd had asked me if I was all right I managed to get
on the next bus, reaching home a bit shaken. A week later I
went by train to the monastery at M eads, Eastbourne. There I
found m any others in a similar predicament.
We had fish for bre1kfast, dinner and tea every day, and the
nuns acte:i as nurses, waitresses and the like. D o not ask m e
what I was doing in a nunnery. Army habits die hard. I always
obeyed!
One day the May sun enticed me out and I walked along the
front to the bandstand in Eastbourne. I paused and studied a
poster proclaiming a recital by the Band of the Royal Signals.
As I was absorbing the details a man came along and did likewise.
H e turned to me saying, 'Is it any good ?' ' It should be-I started
it', I replied. H e gave me a look as if I was something the cat
had brought in and sloped off.
My mind sailed back down through the corridors of time to
Maresfield Park in the early part of 1920. I had just completed
my nine months' course at Crowborough as a line telegraphist
and had been shifted to ' C' Coy at Maresfield for my equitation
course. Having done my square bashing in 'A' Coy I was on
familiar ground. One Sunday morning I was mucking out the
stables and had got pally with my fiery steed. We used to talk
to each other about this and that-a thing you cannot do with
an internal combustion engine. I found that horses are more
intelligent than some of my superiors. I was giving my nag a
quick rub down when he pushed me against the side of the stall.
I shouted out, 'Give over you big stiff'. The duty sergeant shouted
out to me, 'If I catch you ill-treating that horse again you will
be on a charge' . I said softly to my horse, ' You'll get me into
trouble. I'll tell my mum of you'.
'You wouldn' t dare.'
'They don't call me dare devil Jack for nothing.'
A little later the sergeant came back and called me out of the
stall. He looked me up and down and said, 'Can you play the
violin?' I thought to myself, 'He wants me to shift a piano'. I
replied, 'I don't know' .
'What do you mean?'

I

Typical surrounding countryside view during our first expedition

BLACKO UT C ONDITIONS
Our next expedition was a three-day pull through the South
Kananaskis Pass which was to give us some practical experience
of marching on a compass bearing only through dense and termiteriddled forests. After three hours of near blackout conditions and
falling over carpets of dead timber, we were much relieved when
the glacier of Mount orthover loomed in front of us and our
real climb began. During the day we counted no less than nine
avalanches in very close proximity and as the snow conditions
were rapidly worsening we ascended to a suitable camp area for
the night. The following day, after a long and tiring hike, the
party came across a near-frozen lake and three foolhardy people_
including yours truly, took a very quick swim in what was later
learned to be water of 40"F. Very refreshing all the same.
MAD DOGS . . .
At this stage of the exercise it was decided to debate on the
next mission, making it more of a 'rest and recuperation' type.
One member, namely S gt P ete Knight, mentioned going for a
beer in the tiny mining town of Canrnore which lies just 48 miles
away, following the Smith Doreen creek route through the
mountain pass. The following morning we set off and, after a
13-hour treck, a very tired party succeeded in becoming a legend
to the Ukranian population of Canrnore who, it seems, had heard
of the 'mad Brits' arrival and had all congregated in the one
and only drinking house to which we were made most welcome
and soon forgot the long day before us. The next day we made
tracks to Banff just 15 miles away and paid a visit to the worldfamous Banff hot springs, in which we all rested our aching
limbs and, of course, our heads as well. After two days' sightseeing
it was another Jong hike back to base camp, made a little shorter
by a Greyhound bus which took us 13 miles and left us on a
different route which we followed for the remainder of that day
plus most of the next to base camp.
FINAL FLING AND CANADIAN HOSPITALITY
Our rest period complete, we continued on the more serious
note of mountaineering, and five members of the party, including
Sgt Nesbitt-Clarke and myself, attempted a last chance assault
of Mount Foch which at a height of 10,500ft was to give us
some excellent rock and snow climbing. After a full St hours of

Base camp at Elbow Lake

The mining town of Canmore with the three Sisters Range in the
background

W ORTHY STATEMENT
To finalise I would like to add that if any member is interested
in a full and detailed report including equipment used and its
effectiveness plus a wild life report I will ensure that a copy is
forwarded to them. Also whilst visiting a ranger station at Ribbon
Creek the following was noted decorating the wall, and I feel
it is true of all of us who participate in this wonderful pastime :
'We must st r ive to touch the land gently a nd care for
it a s true stewards, that those who follow u s and assess
our record may see that our mar k on the land was one
of r espect and love, n ot cruelty a nd disd ain.'
ROBERT

B.
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·' Well, I have never tried.'
'Parade with the Band at 10 o'clock.'
I went back into the stall feeling depressed. Then I perked up.
The cook of 'E' Coy knew his job. He made the most succulent
rissoles I have ever tasted. They were large and round like a
grapefruit, made with bully, sage and onions. Together with mash
and gravy, bread and a basin of tea (mugs were not invented then),
this was a meal fit for a king. It gave me such strength that I
could have knocked down a row of houses.
After breakfast I got ready for church parade. Breeches, spurs
and bandolier that shone like a diamond, I was the envy of all.
When I arrived on the parade I found the Band consisted of five
players-me and the drummer plus CSM Norton, who carried
the drum stick on which was mounted a solid silver figure of
'Jimmy'. Except for the bloke who banged the drum and myself
who carried a case with the violin inside-the remainder played
brass instruments. A Lt Wasey in spected us and told CSM
Nor ton that it was a smart turnout. Incidentally, Norton knew
as much about music as do most of the present-day pop group
leaders, i.e. nothing. However, he looked smart which was the
main thing. We all formed up, the Band leading and, at a safe
distance, Brig Gen Godfrey Fausset, CB, CMG, with the
Troops giving the parade strength, dignity and sparkle.
o
patrols in those days! The march was not long enough to tire us,
and I found the church more stately than I expected. We, the
Band, were seated by the font away from the common herd.
My sergeant played the violin remarkably well. The Padre, a
newcomer to us, was named Yule. H e was more mature than
the previous one and had been in F rance throughout the war.
The Rev Yule was the type the troops loved and he and the Band
and the lusty singing m ade the occasion most satisfying.
I assembled with the Band outside the church and several
people complimented me on my playing of the violin. Godfrey
said to me 'You did splendidly. I did not know violinists wore
spurs'. Neither did I. I had long since found that the top brass
did not make mistakes. If they say black is white then it is so.
Not long after, I went to the School of Military Engineering at
Chatham on a special course. Godfrey put an advertisement in
t he papers for a Bandmaster. Ricketts got the job problably
because he had his own baton. Later, a few lads from Kneller Hall
joined him. So was the Band conceived at Maresfield.
No. 2 HONG KONG EPISODE
LIFTED the handset off the hook of the Ericcson wall set.
]im.in.ie Stainer, the supervisor of the exchange at Seven-andsixpenriy Hiil, was speaking.
' There is a very heavy contact on all lines of that Lia-Chee-Kok
route.'
' Anything else ?'
' Isn 't that enough ?'
Replacing the receiver, I told my number one, Lung Tung,
to stay in the shop. On the corner of Wanchai I stood ruminating.
The season was hot and dry, hence it was unusual to have heavy
contacts in such conditions. In the wet season when we got more
rain in 24 hours than fell in a year at home, heavy contacts were
frequent. With an instinct that, even to me seemed uncanny, I
could correctly guess the fault and its position on every line that
Jimmie reported in the morning. But this one had me stumped.
I hailed a rickshaw boy and flopped into my favourite vehicle.
We bowled along Des Voeux Road, the main thoroughfare in
Victoria. I called to see m y 'comprador' at his office and the. boy
sat on the curb in the shade. Crossing to the mainland on the
Star ferry I boarded the L ia-Chee-Kok bus. These buses were
in those days model ' T' Fords tied together with string and bent
nails. Keeping one eye on the six-arm route and the other on
the driver of the jaunting car I could see nothing untoward.
When the car stopped in the centre of the town I continued on
foot in the direction of Gin-drinkers Bay. Just on the edge of
the town I pulled up with a jerk. Placing my hand on the iron
pole that carried the route, to make sure that I was not dreaming,
I let my eyes follow the 200-lb GI wires a they disappeared into
the front window of the top floor of a house. I had surveyed this
route a couple of months previously, but the house was nor rhere
then J It was not just a matshed but a good solid con truction of
bricks and stucco. The house was full of Chinese but I ignored
their prote ts and went up to the top floor. It had been built in
the centre of the bay, the wires going.into the front room window,
running across the room and out of the back room wi ndow.
They were being used as clothes lines for wet garment ! A couple
of days later when I had diverted this section of the route I told
Lung Tung to cut out the now dead wires. \Vhat an uproar thi
caused. To the many tenants of the house I was a Yami-pingi-chow
(tail-less son of the devi l!).

I
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REPORT FROM Ul.,STER
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3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801
CRICKET SUCCESS
UR photograph hows the Squadron cricket team that won
the orthern Ireland Minor Units cricket final. Since then
the team won the Minor Unit group 'B' final at York on August 4,
beating ]LR RAC Bovington and it now goes on to play in the
UK Minor Unit final at Aldershot. The Squadron has now won
the Northern Ireland sailing competition, the orthern Ireland
Minor Unit volleybaJI championships, the
orthern Ireland
Minor Units cricket competition, the Northern Ireland six-a-side
competition and we are waiting with bated breath for the
Aldershot result.

O

Left to right. Bock row: Lcpl Marshall, lcpl Spencer, Sig Mart in,
Pte Golby, Cpl Tippen , Cpl Baker
Front row : Sig Lodge, Cp l Neve, Lt Richardson, Maj Hunt, Lt Shaw,
Lcpl Hayward
ARMY COMMCEN PORTADOWN REPORT
This is a new name among Commcens, not only did we cbange
our location recently, but also our name. We had a very hectic two
months during May and June, in which we had to prepare for the
move and then finaJly close down the old Commcen at Lurgan,
During this period we had, of course, to man both Commcens.
a feat we managed with the help of Data T elegraphists on loan
from 8 Bde Sig Sqn, 39 Bde Sig Sqn and 233 Sig Sqn. There is
no comparison between the old Commcen in the factory at
Lurgan, which old 'Lurganites' will remember as a dark, depressing
place, and this new bright shiny location at Portadown. We
even have air conditioning-much to the disgust of the rest of
the Brigade staff! This may not be the busiest Conuncen in
Northern Ireland, but handling 18,300 messages and packages
per month with only 12 operators on a four-way shift means we
do our share.
A recent departure was Cpl Ken Harding, who was responsible
for the smooth running of the signals despatch office, a job he
did with the ' utmost of ease'. We wish Ken and his family all
the best for the future, they are sure to enjoy their tour in Berlin.
On the arrivals scene we welcome Cpl Allen Frankland and his
family and also Sig 'Ginger' Lacy, we hope they will have a
happy and peaceful tour with 3 Inf Bde.
Congratulations are in order for Sig Jphn (Stoke Rules OK)
Saunders and Sig Keith (Rangers) Duncan on their marriages,
wishing them every happiness for the future.
On the sporting side of life, we managed to enter a team in
all the camp leagues, such as football (six-a-side), volleyball,
shinty, etc., we even won the shinty league. Sgt Bob Harrild
is the new Commcen Sea Angling Champion. After a day's seafishing at Bangor he managed to clinch the title with a catch of,
well, er, actuaJly only one fish.
OPERATIONS
We still put on our flak jackets every now and then, and our
photograph hows Lcpl Dalton, Tpr Finney and Pte Savage
'in action'.
3'46

MSM PRESENTATION TO SSGT R. A. BRUNTON
On July 20 the Sergeants Mess said fareweJI to Brig Anderson.
One of his last duties was to present the MSM to Ssgt Brunton
who had been Officers Mess Steward for the period of the
Brigade Commander's tour. Ssgt Brunton is to be congratulated
on the award and the excellent manner in which his medal was
'wet,.

EXERCISE BONNIE LAD
ICK up a map of Scotland and find Stranraer in the southwest. Now run your finger southwards down a trip of land
called the Mull of GaJloway. Just before you get to the end, and
the lighthouse, you'll find Drumrnorc-an oasis m the wilderness
and the site of our summer camp. Just like any activity carried
out more than 100 yards from the NAAfl it had to have an
exercise name, so we caJl ed it Bonnie Lad. Fifty soldiers, in three
consecutive parties, travelled across from Northern Ireland on
the Larne-Stranraer ferry and each spent three days canoeing,
sailing, fishing, snorkelling, hillwalking and abseiling. The
camp was organised by Capt Chris Shuker, who also ran the
canoeing. Sgt Tony Salter looked after the hillwalkers, Lcpl
Ian Johnstone ran the sailing, and two members of the RUC
Mountain R escue Team instructed in abseiling. Things like
fishing managed to run themselves.

P

Dramatic start
T he camp got off to a dramatic start when, on the first day,
our sailor-in-chief and Sgt Bob Harrild capsized in heavy seas
and spent the next hour perched on top of-or rather bottom oftheir dinghy. As they moved steadily towards disaster on either
the rocks or round the notorious Mull, the rescue boat crew was
bailing out furiously having been swamped. The local rescue
boat arrived just like the cavalry and plucked our two heroes to
safety-leaving the dinghy to its own fate. However, just before
the boat reached the rocks Lcpl Paul Bowerbank and Sig Bob
Huskisson, clothed in wet suits, life jackets and safety ropes,
plunged in and managed tofree the centreboard. It was now
only too easy to right the boat and tow it to safety with little
more damage than a question mark-shaped mast.
The boat was given running repairs and sailed on for the
rest of the camp. It even survived the 17 stones (18 stones with
wet Harris tweeds) of Sgt Fred Biddle as a passenger. Actually
his weight saved the dinghy from another disaster. Whilst jibbing
(the one where the boom hits your head), the main sheet (rope
connecting driver to big sail) jammed. This caused the boat to
lean over-and over-and over until Lcpl Ian Johnstone
screamed, 'Lean out, Fred'. A truly bionic act followed with
Biddle versus the elements. Sixt een horizontal stone supported
by ten white toenails and hinged at the ankles. Biddle rules OK?
In calmer waters
Closer to shore the canoeists contented themselves with
exploring the coastline. This was dotted with sea-filled caves,
runnels and reefs. The water was so clear that no one with a fear
of heights went into deep water. Sig Dave Stokes, a first-timer,
had a really wonderful day canoeing and says that he can't wait
until next year to learn how to paddle forwards. Lcpl Frankie
Vaughan learned that you don't necessarily just get wet when
you capsize amongst the rocks . You also get a bump on yer 'ead.
Even closer to the shore one finds not only crabs but the
snorkellers and fishermen. Sig 'Jock' Burns, another 20-stone
weakling, became known as the ' Great White' and gathered
considerable crowds every time he launched himself into the sea.
On the surface Cpl Steve Hartlebury, complete with a £25
fishing rod, sat patiently, but unsuccessfully for three days.
From the corner of his eye he watched, silently envious, whilst
'complete amateur' Capt Shuker hauled in pollack after pollack
with a 25p hand line.
Our catches generally were very small and unexciting except
for one glorious half hour which began when Sig Dave King
pulled in a 2-ft dogfish, this was foJlowed by a variety of bass,
Jing, pollack and dogfish, and the biggest codling you ever did
see, which got off of Sig Pete Lacy's line just as it was being
pulled into the boat. Have you ever seen a grown man cry?
Cpl Hartlebury finally got his fish-an ugly-looking 6-in basswhich even the seagulls wouldn' t accept. No joke. Sgt Jim Neil
caught nothing.
Water problems
The hillwalkers, having pent the day struggli ng round Glen
Trool, were too tired to tell us any stories so we have none to
recount. The abseilcrs were similarly silent about their 150-ft
controlled fall. As the instructor said, 'If you open your eyes and
stop screaming I can communicate with you'. Other notable
events included a two-day drought during a break in the water
main. On the second day Sgt Tony Salter managed to bath,
shave, wash hi socks and make a cup of tea out of his waterbottle-and still have enough left to wa h down the 4-tonner.
Ssgt Bill Metcalfe became OIC Drought, but had returned
to Northern Ireland before relief arrived in the form of a Water
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Board Rescue Bowser. Amazing-to be rescued twice-the first
time from water, the second time with water.
And so the camp came to a close with the 4-tonner running
out of petrol on the beach, an hour before the ferry was due to
leave.
But all's well that ends well. With the sun and the sea by day
and a pint of best by night, Northern Ireland seemed more than a
boat trip away.
THANKS
Our si ncere thanks go to 89 Army Youth Team, 3 D iv ig
Regt (Kirkcolm D et) and 32 Sig Regt (V ) for their assistance.

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
·B.F.P.O. 801
COMMUNITY RELATIONS CAMPS
HE Squadron bas been busy over the last six weeks in helping
to run two Community Relations Summer Camps at the
local beauty spots of Downhill and Roebridge. These camps take
young people between the age of 11 and 20 years for a week at a
time, and provide the opportunity for them to participate in
outdoor activities. It may seem strange that many of those who
attend can also be seen demonstrating their opinion of the security
forces on the television newsreels!
evertheless, these camps
provide an ideal opportunity for teenagers to meet the Army in
a pleasant environment.

T

'QM' TROOP
This month 'QM' Troop have insisted on a mention and provide
an insight into the Irish way of life : Just imagine a warm day
with a pleasant breeze, and a cold glass of lager by your side
and the lazy patterns of the guJls as they drift around in a clear
blue sky. Then pinch yourself hard to remember, this is Northern

Roebridge Summer Camp

Downhill Summer Camp
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Ireland! Ye , in pite of niper in the Bogside, fire bombs in
the City and even two bomb in the barrack , there is till rime
to get away from all thought of 'the trouble' and have a day
among friendly people on one of the lovely beache between
P rt tewart and Lame. till time to w ndcr at the glen of
Antrim, the majc ric bluJt around the Giant'
au cway and the
myriad of country roads and forest walk where the rural cene
eem never to change.
There is a story often told of an old farmer returning from
market one day in an old Ford car. Ic was mid-afternoon the
sun was blazing in a clear sky and as he turned hi car into the
village street he saw an American tourist in a long leek Chevrolet
apparently halted for no reason. The rouris~ wa ~umpin~ his
horn impatiently. The farmer stopped his car 1mmed1ately
behind the tourist and walked forward; in the middle of the road,
in front of the American's car, was an old sheepdog fast asleep
and oblivious to the commotion. The following dialogue transpired:
Amen-can: Is that your dog?
Farmer: o Sir.
.
A.: Do you know who it belongs to?
F . : o Sir.
A.: Well can you move it?
F.: No Sir.
A.: But it's blocking the road and I cannot drive on.
F.: o Sir.
A.: Will you help me lift it?
F.: o Sir.
A . : (to approaching village policeman): Thank goodne s, at
least you can move this dog and let me get on with my
itinerary.
Policeman: o Sir, the dog's licence is paid and he has as
much right on the road as you have! Now, how long have
you been waiting, Sir?
A.: About thirty minutes already!
P . : Without moving?
A. : How could I move?
P.: Then I'm afraid it's you that's in trouble, Sir.
A.: Me! How?
P.: You see those double yel low lines? They indicate you are
not allowed to park on the road at this point!
A. : But I wasn't parking.
P.: But, Sir, I have a witness behind you who will surely
verify that your car was stationary for thirty minutes when
you appear before the magistrate.
A. :(now irate)! Whose damn animal is that anyway?
F. : Oh that one, Sir, sure it belongs to the magistrate himself!
A true story? perhaps, but brief as it is it does somehow indicate
how 'polite' the locals can be.
COMING AND GOING
We have had no less than 15 new arrivals during the last month,

not quite all different cap badges but plenty of variety. Postings
our are only 10 so either a few came early or some left early.
The Squadron ha also gained two 30ft Portakabins in the last
month so we must be expanding and, last but not least, a beagle
pup who only answers to calls of 'food'.
Our gem of a photo this month shows our magnificent 'Resupply and Materiel Managen1cnt and Control Organisation Team'
or RAMMACOT for short. \Vie did suggest shirts off in view
of the heat wave but only one of our team was willing while the
rest decided that so much beefcake would be just too much.
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GOLD AGAIN
GT GEO RGE WILKINSON (RPC) has won a gold medal
from a fishing tackle manufacturer, to go with our hard-earned
' Gold Comstar'. This came as a result of a 95lg red guinard,
caught whilst fishing off the Giant's Causeway and was a fitting
pair to the fine achievements of our Commcen under the leadership of the now departed Y of S, Tony Whydell. Y of S Wbydell
put in some excellent work during his tour in Belfast, and his
personality and technical abilities will be sadly missed.

S

W02 (Y of S) Whydell talk ing to the GOC, looking on are Lt Col
I. R. D. Shapter, CR Signals Northern Ireland, and Maj C. T. Garton,
OC Squadron
just in rime for Tony Whydell, as within a week of the presentation he was posted to Germany.
39 Ede's Commcen is different from other Brigade Commcen's
inasmuch as they work directly down to the units under command.
This means a total of 16 'ponies' down to battalion and detachment level. Because the units concerned do not have highly
trained operators but use mis-employed clerks to run their
telegraph links, all their messages out of the Brigade need
checking and reprocessing before onward transmission. Also as
the majority of the units are only on four-month roulement
tours the job of checking and training is an unending part of
everyday life.
The operational nature of the work in Northern Ireland and
Belfast in particular means that the traffic levels are also very
high, the monthly average is between 16,000 and 17,000, which
only goes to emphasise the magnitude of the achievement.

ISLE O F MAN
After much organisation and re-organisation, Sgt Tony Smith
(RCT) led away a party of 12 men to the Isle of Man for a. short
adventure training exercise. After a near disaster, when 1t was
discovered that the Land-Rovers could not fit on to the ferry
because of the canoes on top of them, they arrived at Jurby
Aerodrome via a somewhat circuitous route by virtue of Cpl
Bria n Howe's doubtful map-reading. Then followed three
days of canoeing, walking and dawn swimming and rurming.
Despite rumours concerning their doubtful relationship w.ith a
friendly local donkey, we are assured that the group en1oyed
themselves.

ATTENTION DATA TELEGRAPlilSTS
For Data Telegraphists throughout the Corps:
Are you good at your trade?
Do you spend enough time practising your trade?
Are you capable of hard work, all the rime?
If so, ask for a posting to 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn !

COMINGS AND GOING S
Once again it has been a busy time, with the departure of Maj
(QM) Joe Adams and Capt (TOT) John Kirton, who were
relieved by Capt (QM) 'Paddy' H enry and C a pt (TOT) David
Potter. Both of the departing officers were awarded GOC's
Commendations for their efforts and service in Northern Ireland.
A fitting tribute to both of them.
Also arriving from all over the world were W0 2 (Y of S)
Castle, W02 (F of S) Rothwell, W02 (RQMS) Huxtable
and W02 Chapman (REME), Sgt Anderson, Cp ls Grist,
Beeley and Stott (RPC), Lcpls Bush, White and Lloyd (RCT),
Sig Stark, Ptes Bsihop (RPC), Brennan (RPC) and H ogg
(RAOC), and D vr Bartlett. Also posted in, at fairly short notice,
was Cpl Kelly (RCT) who only left us some 12 months or so ago,
after serving five years with the Squadron. He is now with us
for another rwo years.
We said farewell to W02 (Y of S) Whyd ell, W 0 2 (F of S )
Doyle, Ssgts E dwards and T ierney, S gt U lett, Lcpls
Hoggett (RPC) and Newman (RCT), Sig H ynd and Par k er ,
Dvrs Bain, Bussey and Lamb. We wish them luck in their
new postings.

Don~i

be disappointed!
COPY MUST BE HERE BY
12th OF THE MONTH FOR
PUBLICATION IN THE

GOLD COMSTAR AWARD
Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn are getting used to producing
'fir ts', this month's achievement is the award of a Gold
Comstar, the first awarded to an operational unit in Northern
Ireland. The photograph shows the GOC, L t Gen Sir D a vid
H ouse, KCB, CBE, MC, presenting the award to W02 (Y of S)
Ton y Whydell who was largely responsible for this considerable
achievement. Sgt P e te Wishart who is in charge of the Commcen
and S g t Mick Matthews, the ever-present technician, are in
the foreground of the Commcen members witnessing the occasion.
W02 Tony Whydell had the dubious honour of taking over
at the time of 39 Ede's other Comstar award, when the Squadron
were the first operational unit in orthern Ireland to be awarded
a Comstar. The occasion was a Bronze. Since that time he and
the rest of the Commcen have consistently striven for only the
highest possible standard. T his was justly rewarded but only

39

RAM MA COT
Cpt •Shin y' Bartl ett (RAOC) , CQMS Derek Hold en (PWO) , W02
Doug Ellis, BEM (Queens), Sgt Henry Stewart (RAOC), Lcpl
'Stretch' Fishpool (RCT)
Sgt ' Brad' Bradbury, Cpl Matt Gamb le (RCT), Cpl ' Jesse' James
(RAOC), RQMS Harry Hemstock (Royal Signals), Cpl Ben Casey
(RCT), Mr Barn ey Simms
Mr Geo rge Har ris, Sig ' Piggy' Cameron, Capt Harry Bell (Royal
Signals), Jane, Lcpl 'Sooty' Mil nes (Royal Signals), Mr Larry Zammit
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Faraway Places . • •
Unusual ]obs
Let's Have That Story!
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FOLLOWING MONTH
....._

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit ancl sencl in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
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-News from HeadquartersSchool of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset

and duri ng this period instructed the D uke of Edinburgh fo_r two
weeks on hi Officer's Divisional Course. H e then worked with an
earth-moving firm unt il he becam e ti red o_f the constant travelling
involved and looked around for somethmg with regul ar hours.
Fortunately fo r us he was living at Leyburn, York~, and successfull y applied for the vacant post as 1n ·tructor m M etalwork,
Technical Drawing and M etallurgy. In 1967 Geoff moved from
Catterick to Blandford with the chool, only intending to stay
for 18 month and then return to Catterick to take another job.
The other job fell through '.-Ind Geoff stayc:;d for nine years, living
in the Sergeants Mess, with freq:ient _mps home to Ley.burn.
During that time he has been ac_ove with the Mode~ Engmeers
Club which in 1969 merged with metalwork evenmg classes,
which still continue. H e also assisted with the formation of the
Blandford Station Angling Club in 1974 and introduced several
members to the art of fly fishing for trout.
Our photograph shows Geoff receiving a memento from the
Commandant School of Signals, Brig A. A. G. Anderson.
He is a happy and popular personality and will be greatly missed
in Blandford Station.

with a 'Jimmy' and the names of all the senior instructors who
have served in the Wing since 1950, which are reproduced below:
19'>0-53 Lt Col G. Mellor
1953-55 Lt Col P . C. Wllllams
lQ55- 59 LtColE.G.Oay,OBE,TD
Lt Col Sir Evan Ncpean,.
Bt
1959- 61 Lt Col C. E. Booth
Jones

News from Regiments
4 Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 15

HE Signals Wing, originally Signals Branch, was formed in
the School of Artillery, Larkhill, in 1950 when the All Arms
T
Signals Training Wing in
a'?-d. the Arms

Report by Lcpl Brian White

Catteri~k disb~nded

' FLIPPIN KIDS '
If you want to know where the flies go in the _s ummer tim_e, the
answer is the Blandford Station gym. Once again Sgt Durkin and
his team of Als kept most of the Station children occupied for
some of the time during the holidays. We cou ld on ly get 48 in to
the photo-the others were up the other wall. Only 471 Oh well,
you can't win them all

FAREWELL TO GEOFF ANGUS
EOFF ANGUS has been a metalwork instructor at the
School since 1961. All Foremen of Signals currently serving
and many TOTs have passed through his hands. He started in
1961 with No. 17 F of S Course, whose syllabus included 28
afternoons in his workshop. Over the years this has been gradually
reduced and today stands at 16 afternoons for metalwork and
technical drawing. The last course to benefit from Geoff's
instruction was o. 39. Geoff served in the RNVR from 1937-47

G
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Col P. R. R. de Burgh, OBE, PMC of the Officers Mess, Royal School
of Artillery, receiving the Signals Wing goblet from Lt Col A. V.
Swindale
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R . s. Ki n g! :ro
A. L a mb, MBE
M . H. Broa dway
J. F. Bla ke
'O. Hall
D . D. Ranft
A. V. Swind a lc

Lt Col Sir Evan Nepean stood in for Lt Col E. G. Day between
September 1956 and January 1957 while the latter was at Suez.
T he presentation was a corporate one by those who have served
as Senior Instructors during the last 10 years. Those who follow
will be pleased to learn that there is still room for a few names,
so all they will have to arrange is the engraving!

Signals Wing
The Royal School of Artillery
Larkhill
Schools became responsible for their own signal trammg.
The Corps retained control of training, however, in. the person
of the Senior Inscructor supported by an ever decreasmg n~b~r
of Royal Signals NCOs. Lt Col G. Mellor formed the Wmg m
1950 with six senior NCOs and seven corporals from the Corps.
Today only the Foreman and Yeoman of Signals remain within
the Wing, the remainder of the instructional staff, officers and
COs, being Royal Artillery. .
.
.
.
The primary role of the Wmg today 1s. to tram _Regimental
Signal Instructors (AI Signals) and Regunental Signallers at
Advanced level. The annual capacity is 72 of the former and 216
of the latter. In addition the Wing is responsible for the signal
content of the other courses held in the Royal School of Artillery
and TAVR signal courses which brings our annual throughput to
well over 1,000 students.
One of the milestones in the history of the Royal School of
Artillery was the amalgamation in 1971 of the Schoo~ of Artill~ry,
Manorbier, which taught Air Defence gunnery, with. the Field
Gunnery school at Larkhill and the subsequent granong of the
Royal title. To mark this eve0;t for~atio~s and ~ts of the Royal
Regiment presented suitably mscnbed silver wme goblets to the
Officers Mess at the School. It is now the practice in the Mess at
formal lunches and dinners for those dining to have set for them an
appropriate wine goblet, normally one presented by a formation
or unit in which they have served.
It quickly became obvious from the variety of goblets ~et a~ the
SI Signals place at the table that there was no goblet with either
Royal Signals or Signals Wing associations. There was also another
deficiency within the Signals Wing itself, in that there was no permanent record of past Senior Instructors.
To rectify both these omissions a silver goblet has be.en inscri~ed
as a presentation to the Officers Mess from the Signals Wmg

1961- 2 L t Col
1962- 5 Lt Col
1965- 70 Lt Col
1970-72 Lt C ol
1972-74 Lt Col
1974-75 Lt Col
1975Lt Col

A SPECIAL OCCASION
NCE again the time came around for one of the world's
greatest gatherings of masochists to take place in Holland
and, true to form, 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt sent a representative
ijmegen marches. In
force. The event was, of course, the
order to complete the marches successfully and thus receive one
of the coveted medals, each individual competitor, both civilian
and military, must complete the four days' marching within the
stipulated times. The marches are held in the area around Nijmegen
and attract thousands upon thousands of sightseers, and alcoholics!
This year, however, had the special significance of being the 60th
anniversary of the event.
Our team this year consisted of the following:
Ssgt (Y of S) Bob Wright, Lcpls Brian 'Chalky' White,
Nick Rasey, Tom McLeod, Jim Dunlop, Vaughan Philips,
Sig Dave Fearnley, Lenny Williams, 'Schultz' Hughes,
Dvr Wally Walters, Spr Ricky Wilson and Ssgt George
Paton (cycle orderly).

O

Preparation
One of the biggest drawbacks to the preparation for this year's
marches was that due to Exercise Summer Sales the team could
not train right up to the time of the event. Two weeks' intensive
training were, however, managed immediately before the exercise.
The aim of this was to toughen up the legs and feet, establish a
good rhythm and pace, and select the final team. This toughening
up phase was essential, as in our category, we had to march for
approximately 40km on each of the four days. All of this on roads,
a great many being cobbled, and carrying full '58 pattern webbing'
(less large packs) made up to 22lb with sand.
Generally the training went very well, most of the team progressing through the required stages from simple tiredness and stiff
muscles to pure agony! The effort was especially worth while on
two particular days when we finished our marching at the village
of Lassebruch, just outside Rinteln. Th.is village has a top-class
swimming pool frequented by some of the most beautiful women
in Germany. [Editor's note.-Photographic evidence lacking.]
It is sufficient to say that at least 50 per cent of the team fell in
love with a certain young lady with long dark hair who nearly
managed to dress herself in a black see-through swimsuit. The
other half were in raptures over a blonde in a light blue bikini
who, for some reason, was given the name 'Miss Melons'.
The Nijmegen scene
Sunday, July 18 eventually dawned, and the team left Herford
in one of the famous RCT 'coaches' and equipped with the
necessary liquid refreshment. The journey was a non-stop singing
battle with our old friends from 2 Div, whom we successfully
outsung. In the early afternoon we arrived at Humensoord Camp
and settled into our highly desirable accommodation-quite a
large marquee-the only drawback being that we had to hare
it with roughly 500 other bodies. The food, too, was excellentthat is if you like watery boiled potatoes and cabbage.
Monday was a free day and most of us took advantage of this
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IN FULL CRY
The team led by Ssgt (Y of S) Bob Wright (extreme left) swinging
along to a good rousing chorus
by going into Nijmegen to sample the local brew. Everybody was
struck by the great friendliness of the Dutch, particularly the
girls. The town itself was completely given over to the festivities,
all the streets being lined with tables and chairs and full glasses.
Most streets also had their own bands or pop groups all striving
to outplay one another.
Under way
0430hrs Tuesday morning arrived all too soon and the team,
more or less correctly dressed and weighted, stumbled out,
complete with bloodshot eyes. We set off at a good steady pace,
which was maintained all day, and finished the course in a decent
time. To our amazement most of the American teams passed us
early in the day going at a tremendous pace.
Day two was similar but stiff legs and sore feet were now a
problem and although we were again passed by the US contingents
early in the day they were slowing up noticeably by the end.
Wednesday ended with the presentation, to all taking part, of
replicas of a statue erected to commemorate the 60th anniversary
of the marches.
Hard going
The third marching day, Thursday, came as the day we had
dreaded most. The course was the longest of the four, most of
it being made up of long steep hills. By now most teams were
really pushing themselves in order to keep their legs, feet and
blisters going. One thing that did make it a lot easier was the
sight of the Americans dropping farther and farther behind us.
By this time our team choir was in great form, much to the delight
of the onlookers. They gave us a great reception over the final
few kilometres when we joined up with a team of Canadian Paras
and a team of US soldiers dressed as 'bluecoats' to mark the 200th
anniversary of American Independence. Instead of the normal
two ranks we ended the day by marching into camp eight abreast.
Welcome medical attention
Friday morning, 0500hrs, a Piper playing (a lament?). 'OK
lads, by the front march', and so we limped away (on the last leg?).
This was the big day, and to mark the fact the route was lined
with spectators throughout its full length. By now that 22lb of
webbing and sand felt like 22 stone. Vaughan Philips had
been suffering a lot from blistered feet and his limping had
affected his leg muscles quite badly. However, after visiting a
Swedish medical tent he returned, still limping, but with a broad
grin splitting his face. Said Vaughan, ' It was worth the pain
lads, this gorgeous blonde piece just gave me a massage'. Only
the father figure of Bob Wright prevented th vhole team staging
a mass desertion to the Swedes.
Bicycle orderly plays his part
We finally reached the la t rest point of the day where the
military teams change into their best kit prior to the final marchpast through the centre of ijmegen. Having changed, we
formed up behind the Pipes and Drums of the Royal Scots
Dragoon Guards. Aches, pain and blisters were forgotten a
we passed through the overflowing streets collecting our share
of flowers and drinks from the young ladies of the town. One
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FINANCIAL
PLANNING
I

PURPO E i to make the be t u e of Income,
Capital and other A et , to prepare the way for the
indiddual to achieve financial aims. These may include:
-again t the effects
of poses ion
Jo t or damaged
-for present or
Fl A CIAL ECURITY
future dependants
- immediately or in
HO EPURCH E
the future
-for present or
EDUCATIO EXPE
S
future children
COMFORTABLE RETlREME T- based on an
adequate
continuing income
backed up by an
adequate capital
reserve
-to the next
TRA FER OF ASSETS
generation
Fl

CI L PROTECTIO

WE ADVISE on the u e of savings from income, the
investment of capital, the u e of other assets where
applicable, insurance against ill health and the insurance
of po ession . We help clients to lay the foundations of
sound plan , to develop exi ting plans and keep them up
to date, and then to make the best use of re ources when
the time come to meet commitments.
GOOD IN"FORMATIO is the basis of ound planning.
The more clients take us into their confidence the better
we can assi t them. Please let us have full details of
existing re ources, your ability to save, and any expectation . Please al o tell us all you can about commitments
with which you expect to have to cope. We, of course,
treat all uch information as confidential.
AN EARLY START helps, and we will be pleased to
a ist you however modest your resources may be now.
If you have existing arrangements which may need
developing, the sooner you refer them to us, the more
help we are likely to be able to give you.
0 R ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any
action: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 28 years of
examining client ' problems, analysing them and advising
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but
is given in writing for you to study at your leisure.
ARE YOU MAKI G THE BEST USE OF YOUR
1 COME A D OTHER ASSETS?
WE AR AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST
POST BOX OR TELEPHO E
LET US . HOW YOU HOW GOOD PLA NI G CA
HELP YOU
Brigadier
R. T. Williams
F.C.I.B.

R T WILLIAMS
Major
T. F. Williams
' • LTD
•

F.C.I.B.

2 D KE TREET, BRIGHTON, B 1 lDE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines)
Incorporated Insurance Brokers
Incorporated Life As urance Brokers
A Founder Member of the Services Insurance Brokers
Association
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eye's right, and that was it, 160km fin ished. Just a matter of
getting on the coach and travelling back to collect our medals.
Special m ention mu t be given ro Ssgt George Paton, our
cycle orderly who kept us going throughout the four days
marching. Nor only did he provide an endless supply of cool
drinks bur proved to have an excellent eye for resting points with
plenty of sears. In spotting the better sights of ~olland and
giving us advance warning of their approach he was m a class ot
his own!
The final tally
We received the following medals for our efforts:
7 first-time medals
5 econd-time crowns
1 team medal
1 cycle orderly's medal
Despite all the comments heard during the four days I am
ure that as many as are able of this year's team will be there
next year-it's a unique experience.
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REGIMENTAL FETE ATTRACTS RECORD
NUMBERS
Augu r 7 the Regiment held its Annual Fete and opened
the camp to the local population. All manner of stalls and
sideshows attracted a record number of visitors. The most
popular was probably the Ducking Stool, provided by 'Papa'
Troop, 5 Sqn. The victims who felt the spite of the spectators
included Sig Pete Malloy, Sig 'Nuckles' Jackman, Cpl Tony
Woolley and Sig 'Bamba' Gascoigne. Donations from the
proceeds of the fete were made to:
DMl,000
UJ Club Appeal ..
DM2,000
SSAFA
DM 500
Royal Signals Benevolent Fund
DM2,000
Various local German charities ..

0

SUMMER CAMPS
The month of August has seen the Squadrons of 7 Sig Regt
dispersed around Europe-just about as far away from Herford
as petrol coupons and leave claims will allow. From Grobbendonk
in the west to Mohnesee in the east and from Berchtesgaden in
the south to Eckenforde in the north, the Squadrons have sought
the sun and fresh air; 3 Sqn were one of those who found the sun.

backwater called Aabeuran and discovered that it stayed that way
even on Saturday night. The group had some good diving,
i ncluding one to a sunken German motor-torpedo boat destroyed
by RAF bombing on May 5, 1945. Other weekend excursions
included boat trips to Donderborg in D enmark and a visit to
the German Naval Memorial at Laboe.
The culminating exercise consisted of a 40-mile march with a
number of tests at check points, and two compulsory overnight
stops. This was organised by Sgt Dave Brooker. Patrols were
divided i?tO groups of four men,, each man being given the
opportumty to lead the group at some stage. This was a useful
exercise for observing potential junior NCOs. The team judged
to be best over the course was that of Cpl Dave Barnet, Lcpl
'Brummie' Seaton, Sig Steve Nickerson and John Pickering.
The camp was most successful in all respects, and special thanks
go to the camp organiser, W02 (Y of S) Jim Rayment and the
camp SQMS, Sgt Mick Gue.
SAILING 1976 SEASON REPORT
The Regiment entered crews for both the 4 Div and Royal
Armd Corps ofi"shore regattas, but, unfortunately, were unable
to get a suitably qualified crew for the Royal Signals event. In
the 4 Div Regatta the boat, skippered by WOl (F of S) Bill Carr,
came first in the Cutlass class and second overall. The crew were
Sig Cliff Butters, Spr 'Lou' Armstrong and Sig Gus
Diamond. The Royal Armd Corps regatta, which we entered
as a guest crew, proved less of a problem and we won all three
races, the crew being the same except that Lt Alan Poppleton
replaced Sig Diamond. The Armd Corps looked after us very
well and we were quite happy to retire in favour of I RTR who
were the actual winners of the cup.
The Regiment has not been notable for dinghy sailing successes
in the last few years, but this year we have at least competed in a
couple of events at the Mohne See. There are now a fair number
of dinghy sailors in the Regiment and we look forward to really
getting our teeth into this side of sailing next season.

8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison
PRESENTATION OF MEDALS-AUGUST 12, 1976
N August 12, 1976, Maj Gen H. G. Woods, MBE, MC,
GOC NE District, presented the following medals:

O

3 SQUADRON REPORT
This year was the first time-to the best of our knowledge-that 3 Sqn had visited Eckenforde on the Baltic coast of SchleswigHolsrein. Our camp was located beside the beach on the northern
shore of F..ckenforde Bay. We were allowed to use the land by
kind permission of Herzog zu (Duke of) Mecklenburg, whose
property it was. A short distance along the coast was a Bunde~
marine Training School where we were afforded the use of cerram
facilities. From the day the advance parry arrived to the day the
last man kft we enjoyed hot, sunny weather. The first week of
the camp was spent in improving fimess with various physical
pursuits and undergoing instruction in some basic military
subjects. The activities culminated in a 2!-day march and initiative
exercise in the final week.

W02 'BOB' CHARLES
The Meritorious Service Medal
W02 Charles enlisted as a boy soldier m February 1949. He
was trained as a Combat Powerman and has seen service in
Singapore, Germany and the UK, and was stationed in Cyprus
during the Suez Emergency. He is currently employed as A sistanr
Group Supervisor Driver Power Group, under the sales and
training manpower scheme.
WOl (Y of S) 'TOM' MARTIN
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
WOl Martin joined the Army as a .National Serviceman on
October 7, 1954, and subsequently transferred to the Regular
Army in February 1955. He was trained as a Communications
Centre Operator and has served in Singapore, Malaya, Aden,
Germany and the UK, as well as a tour at Mons Officer Cader
School. He has been in the Regiment for 18 months and is the
Assistant Group Supervisor of Communications Centre Procedures
Group.
WOl 'JACKIE' FOULDS (WRAC)
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
WOl Foulds joined the Army in January 1958 and was trained
as a Teleprinter Operator. She has served in Singapore, Cyprus, ...
Germany and the UK, mainly with Royal Signals units, and was
awarded the General Service Medal (Malay Peninsular) in 1962.
She has been in the Regiment for 14 months and is employed in
the Programming Office of the Trade Training School.
CPL RAYMOND HODGES (ACC)
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
Cpl Hodges has been working in the Sergeants Mess, 8 Sig
Regt, since January of this year-his previous service with
Royal Signals was with 226 Sig Sqn.
CATTERICK PERSONALITY RETIRES
Miss Kay Davies, manager of NAAFl's Harewood Club at
Catterick Garrison, retired on Saturday, July 31. During her 36
years with NAAFI, which started in Pontefract in 1940, she
saw service with British Forces in many parts of the world and
was awarded the British Empire Medal in the Birthday Honours
of 1976. To mark the occasion of her retirement there was a
presentation to Miss Davies of a piece of wedgwood by Col
David Cattermull, Deputy Commander Catterick Garrison, in
the Garrison Officers Mess on Friday, July 30, followed by a
luncheon parry.
Miss Davies's record with NAAFI is a memorable one. After
her initial training as a manager she was employed in Leeds until
1943 when she transferred to the (uniformed) Auxiliary Territorial
Service and Emergency Forces Institutes (ATS/EFI) and was
posted to North Africa. Following North Africa there was a short
spell in the UK which ended with a move to Bunde, Western
Germany; she remained in Germany for four years, serving in
several stations including Buckeberg with the RAF and later Celle.
Returning to the UK in 1949 Miss Davies was at home for
only one month before being posted to the Middle East Land
Forces in Egypt where she served for two years at Fanara and
Fayid. In August 1952, she was posted to Paris for employment

AUSTRALIAN ACCENT
3 Sqn have the unusual privilege of being commanded by an
Australian exchange officer, Maj J. A. J. Sulc (Royal Australian
Signals). In keeping with this, the camp patrols rejoiced under
the names of Dingo, Wallaby, Abbo and Wombat. Our choice
of location and the excellent weather certainly lent itself to a
variety of pastimes which included volleyball, fishing, swimming,
canoeing, sailing and sub-aqua. The programme included football
and volleyball matches against the Bundesmarine Training
School. Unfortunately, we lost both of these but results were not
important when it came to enjoying the barbeque that we gave
afterwards.
DELIGHTS OF DENMARK
During the weekend a group of sub-aqua enthusiasts, under
the Squadron Commander went to taste the delights of Denmark
as well as to spend some time under water. They went to a sleepy
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Maj Gen H. G. Woods, MBE, MC, GOC NE District, after presentation of medals, with (left to right) Cpl Hodges, WO I Foulds,
WOI Martin and W02 Charles
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By courtesy A. J. Clover & Sons, Richmond, Yorks
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squash and even playing soccer. Her main love however is
athletics and she has represented the Regiment' in inter-~it
championsh.ips. Carole's interests spread from space travel to a
ra~e collec.non of Teddy. Bears, ca.ch individually named. She
cn1oys eatmg out, especially Continental foods with a srrong
German and Italian flavour.

with HAPE and later, tran fcrrcd once more to. \V/e tern Europe
where he tayed until 1954.
It \Va then that 1vli Davies came to atterick for the first
time a manager of the Harewood Club. Her tour with the Club
la ted for over two years unti l 1957 when she left the UK to
become Official-in-Charge of the Officers Club Episkopi, Cyprus.
further po ting followed in 1960 to the Piccalo Capri Club,
Tripoli.
At the end of 1961 she went to Kuwait on an emergency tour
and staved to erve on in Aden and Bahrain until September 1962.
Her fin-al po ting wa a return to Canerick where, again, she was
appointed manager of the Harewood Club.
When Mi s Davies retired on July 31, the Harewood Club,
where she ha been manager for a total of more than 16 years,
do ed for the la t time; AAFI Headquarters had announced
with regret that the Club, which opened in January 1949 was no
longer an economic proposition. I t is the end of an era.

Our cricket XI

EXERCISE LONG LOOK-AUSTRALIA
Sgt John Button, NBC Instructor with Military Training
Group, 8 Sig Regt, is one of the fonunate people selected for
the e.xchange training scheme with the Australian Army. Sgt
Button left our shores on August 11 for a four-month tour with
139 Sig Sqn, stationed at Brisbane, Queensland. Best of luck,
down under!

-and

our~golfers

ROYAL SIGNALS/RAF SUPPORT SIGNALS SPORTS
DAY-A SUCCESS
Whilst our Olympic athletes were striving for medals in Canada
and our cricketers struggling for life against the West Indies,
another titanic struggle was taking place in the playing fields of
Canerick. After cancellation in 1975 due to the Royal Visit, the
annual Royal Signals versus RAF Support Command Signals
Sports Day once again took place at Catterick on Friday, July 23.
The games involved were: golf, cricket and tennis and, between
these three, about 80 players and spectators of both sides enjoyed
a very sociable and sporting day.
The cricket ended in a draw which, by applying the appropriate
number of ' ifs', both sides could equally claim they might have
won. The tennis, we definitely lost and, since scores are unimportant in sport, the score is not recorded here. The golf team, spearheaded by the SO-in-C, fonunately won. Thus the final result
of one drawn, one lost, one won, although not pre-planned, left
the honour of both sides intact at the end of the day.
We look forward to a return fixture on RAF ground next year.
CANOEING IN SPAIN
On August 3, 1976, Sig Steve Jackson left Catterick, where
he is on a basic Technicians' course, for a trip to the coast of
orthern Spain, as a member of the Army team competing in
the Spanish long distance canoeing championships.
The major race, the Sellar Descent, took place on Saturday,
August 7. This consisted of 10 miles of shallows and rapids.
The start was somewhat unique-at the signal, 450 canoes and
their crews rushed from the bank and exploded on to the river
where a fight for survival ensued. Sig Jackson survived, and
finished ixth in his class. Of the remaining races, Sig Jackson
finished seventh in the Villa Visconcia Estuary race, a round paddle
over 7 miles of mudbanks. Anybody on route to '8' come and
join us canoeing.
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Pictured in the grounds of the Trade Training School, black
and white can never capture her real beauty. She has green eyes,
fair hair, and the smile you see never leaves her lips. Sadly for
any would-be suitor, Carole is engaged to a Royal Signals Sergeant
and is to be married shortly-when she hopes to have a posting
nearer her future husband's unit.
What is even sadder is that this is the last in the present series
of Beauty Spots. Our thanks go to the Editor for permitting us to
present the feature. In making our selections, we have not only
sought after beauty, but all aspects of womanhood, charm, humour,
poise, personality and those little extras that make them stand
out in a crowd-mmm-could have worded that better, couldn't
I? The research was compiled by W02 (F of S) John Hill
and Sgt Pete Dummings, while the photography throughout
was the work of Mr Steve Heritage of Audio Visual Aids Group.
[Editor 's note: We look forward to the next series.]

10 Sig Regt

Hounslow
RHQ-BRUNO CLUB
UR Regimental Club, the Bruno, continues to flourish,
despite its non-appearance in print recently. Such well-known
names as Roger de Courcey, The Minitones, Rod King and
Paul Tracey have all appeared on our cabaret dance 'spots'.
October's big name is Terry Seabrooke, of BBC televi ion fame.
A very successful games night against the staff of the West
Middlesex Hospital enabled us to donate £20 to the Hospital's
research unit. Dickie Dog's Disco (who appears regularly in the
Club) gave his services free on this occasion. The evening, MC'd
by 2 Lt Linda Heath (OC Radio Troop), was the brainchild of
Lcpl Dave Jones who, as PEC, does so much to make the Club
a 'going concern'. The present PMC is Lcpl Burke and the
committee consists of Cpl Viv Fortune, Lcpl Sheila
Bussingham and Sig Bruce Thomson, Pete Lawlor and
Willy Berrie.

O

Our tennis team
BEAUTY SPOTS OF CATTERICK-No 10
HIS month we are proud to present Cpl Carole Gardiner,
an instructor with 8 Sig Regt. Carole was born on January
2, 1955, in Ballymoney, Co Antrim, where her father, an exDesert Rat, was serving with Royal Signals. When she left Arden
High School in Warwickshire, she worked as a chemist until
deciding to join the Army in 1972 as a switchboard operator.
Her first posting was to Rheindahlen, where she enjoyed tennis,

T
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1 SQUADRON, WILTON
The continued tropical climatic conditions have not prevented
our ' business as usual' policy or deterred personalities of the
Squadron from getting 'out and about'. Pte Gill Legge's
appearance at the ' Royal Cornwall Show' was of interest to many
visitors, not least of which were the young potential Royal Signals
recruits as shown with her in the photograph.
We also congratulate Pte Legge on the sports front when in
the Army swimming championships 1976 she came fourth in the
lOOyd breast stroke and, as a result, was selected to represent
the Army in the inter-Services championships.
Pte Betty Kirkham has also been breaking in to 'show biz',
recruiting as a member of the ' Quick Silver Team' she has now
returned to base a wiser but very enthusiastic young woman.
New arrivals to the Squadron include from 'down under'
WO Linsey (RACS) who is visiting us from August 16-September 6, we hope he will not find our way of life in the Commcen
too ' up side down'. Our new Yeoman also arrived on August 16
in the form of Ssgt M. J. Taylor hot foot from No 28 Yeoman
of Signals Course, we welcome him and hope he will enjoy his
tour of duty with the Squadron.
Our loss is the Army School of Physical Training's gain in
that our PTI, Cpl Nickie Rochelle, has left us on posting and
well-earned promotion to Sergeant, she is replaced by an enthusiastic Cpl Tulley who has yet to appreciate the enormous task
before her to keep 1 Sqn in good shape!
TROPO SIGNAL TROOP, SWINGATE
Troop Personalities:
Capt (TOT) George Norton
W02 Doug Douglas
FofS
Troop members Sgts Jim. Carnegie, Bob Scott,
Graham Hooper, Eric Stout,
Keith Morrissey, Dave McKay,
Chris Harris and Cpl Alan Dixon

oc

WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
In bidding farewell to Capt (TOT) Denys Alblas, we extend
our best wishes for the future to himself and family. He will
be remembered for the souvenir he bequeathed us-a momento
which provided Troop members with hours of endless fun. Sad
to see the departure of Ssgt Joe Lovell, wife, Linda, and familyTroop members wish them all the best for their stay at 2 Div.
Smoke signals from charcoal fire made for a fitting farewell for
Sgt Pete Shepherd (of Indian-style WrRE note's fame) as the
Troop held a 'double departure do' in the form of a Bar-b-cuethe other member being 'dined out' wa Sgt Chris Boys. Best
wishe go with them and their respective families as they make
camp on reservations in Cyprus.
We bid welcome to our new OC, Capt George Norton,
his wife and family-Troop members hope hi stay at Swingate
will be a happy one and that if he does foresee more trouble with
the radio equipment that he will come up with the fault next time.
We acknowledge the arrival of Sgt Keith (I've got a copy of
DCls in my back pocket) Morrissey and wish him well in
what appears to be about the shorte t stay on record at Swingate
to date-a posting to Latina having been accepted. The Troop
also ays hello to Sgt Dave (where are we going?) McKay
and his wife, Prue-congratulation are extended on two account
- firstly on the addition of a bouncing baby girl to the family and,
secondly, on Dave's recent promotion.
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FOOTNOTE
(For the benefit of recently departed Troop members.)
W02 'J\iaigret' Douglas reports 'no progre s' in the case of
the 'mi sing poratoes'-which upposedly involves the mysterious
di appearance of an unknown quantity of potatoes from his
garden on site, by person or persons unknown. The F of S states
that the file on this case i to remain open.
ACE lllGlI TROOP
W02 (F of S) Hugh D.
Woolf married Jean Susan
Gallivan on Saturday, July
24, 1976, at the Union Street
Methodist Church, Maidstone. The reception was held
in the ergeants Me s, 36
Engineer Regt and attended
by 75 guests.

1 1 S ig Regt
Catterick Garrison
1 S QUADRON REPORTING
S well as giving basic training to recruits, an activity with
which most members of the Corps are very familiar, we of
1 Sqn run two-week TAVR courses and an adventure training
Troop.

A

LAKE DISTRICT ADVENTURE TRAINING
This summer the adventure training base was at Borrowdale,
a small village in the Lake District. Several two-week courses
were run there, one of which was attended by Sig Tony Small
and 'Jock' Russell, who submitted the following brief report

rctw·n home to your colour TV, comfy chair and easy life remember, he who laughs last laughs loudest. Isn't that why we arc
in the TAVR?'
JUNIOR SIGNALMAN WING-ADVENTURE
TRAINING REPORT
During the early spring and summer months of this year, the
very gho t of Rob Roy would have been hard pressed not to
notice the trampling of DMS boots around his native country.
The glens and lochs urrounding the Stirling and Blair Drummond
area were for that period, invaded by each Troop from the
Junior Signalman Wing. Lt Andrew Bowering was in charge
of the permanent adventure training staff and disclaims all knowledge of the damage done to Lady Jane's estate during the period
of invasion. With him at Drip Bridge Camp were Sgts Ron (Crag
Rat) Turner, Denis Brock, Cpls 'Leepy' Lee, George Hardtoff
and the two drivers, Sig Peter Hunter and 'Jock' Reechie.
The training for each Troop was interesting and varied, ranging
from long high-level snow and ice walks to abseiling, climbing,
camping and canoeing. The expeditions ranged from the peaks
of Ben Ledi and Ben Lawers to the crags of Ben An and the
rivers Forth and Tay. When the weather made these activities
impossible the boys took the opportunity to visit the Regimental
Museum of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders and to
avail themselves of the chance to use the Para-built obstacle
course at Drip Bridge.
Among the permanent staff the attraction of the ladies ' frae
the isles' did not go without result. Sig (My vehicle is VOR)
Hunter is getting married shortly and Sgt Ron Turner has
fallen completely and married one of the bonnie lassies. We
wish Ron, Peter and their wives much happiness and 'Lang
may their !urn Reek!'
It is rumoured that next term we will not be returning to
Stirling, hence an era has passed. We would like to thank all
members of HQ Scotland and Drip Bridge Camp for the glorious
hospitality enjoyed by all ranks of the Junior Signalman Wing.

for THE WmE :

JEVER DETACHMENT
PERSONALITIES
The Royal Signals Detachment of Jever consists of seven men
and their families. J ever itself is situated 25km West of the shipping
port of Wilhelmshaven on the North coast of Germany. After a
mass changeover of personnel in the detachment, we would like
to say a belated farewell to Ssgt and Mrs Groves and Cpl and
Mrs Genge who have left sunny J ever for the even sunnier
Cyprus; best wishes to them in their new posting. Also a belated
warm welcome to Ssgt and Mrs Waite, Cpl and Mrs Sipson
and Cpl and Mrs Smith. Welcome aboard!
The Detachment therefore now consists of:
Ssgt A.G. Waite, C:pls K. S. Sparrow, M. D. M. McKeating,
M. C. Sipson, B. Smith, Lcpl J. N. Lay, Sig S. J. Dews.
SELF-HELP SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
Being a small detachment we have to 'make' our own entertainment and where else other than our own club? The Keyboard Club
is our source of all activities and, on Wednesday evenings, we
hold a 'prize bingo' session. All our German friends and neighbours come along and take away the prizes and leave us with a
dry bar-some frien ds! Thursday is our 'Kino' night which is
again held in the small club and although we only have one
projector the show is enjoyed by all. Apart from the weekly
functions we hold other parties and dances such as our latest
achievement which was the Summer Ball.
SUMMER BALL TO DAWN
On July 31, with a guest list of 75, which included senior RAF
officers, Maj Alan Browne, OC 1 Sqn, 13 Sig Regt; Capt
Laurie Storey, BEM, 13 Sig Regt, W02 David Smith and
his wife, Pamela, numerous German and American friends,
everything was set for a big night. Thanks to Cpl 'Titch'
McKeating and Cpl Marc Sipson it was a complete success
to say the least; pass the key and pass the orange are a must for
any party. Unfortunately, team 'A' of pass the key was disqualified
when a certain gentleman decided that the quickest way to pass
the key up his trouser leg was to take his trousers down. Needless
to say the Ball was enjoyed by one and all and a few stayed behind
to watch the sunrise.

'We arrived at Borrowdale on July 19 after 10 days of blissful
leave. On arrival the first thing that happened was chat we were
doubled off to go swimming in the freezing river by the OC
Troop, Lt T ony M arvin, and Cp l "Mac" Maclean. The
rest of the fortnight was no easier and among the more arduous
aspects of our training were rock climbing, abseiling, and fellwalking, the latter alone seemed to lase for the fortnight. However,
it was not all hard work and we were able to go for nice relaxing
canoe trips (!) and even out on the town sometimes. All in all
it was a very good fortnight, made better by the glorious weather
and thoroughly enjoyed by all who took part.'

A SIMPLE SPORTING LIFE
Badminton and volleyball are held on Mondays and Tuesdays
in the local American school gymnasium. With the help of some
of our German friends a bit of weight is lost, but, being thirsty
work, it is soon put back on again in the club afterwards.
Once in a while a football team is 'scraped' together and a
game is held against the local German Airbase. Although we
have yet to win a game the two teams get together and celebrate
a victory all round. Which way to Wembley!

TAVR TRAINING FORTNIGHT
The last TAVR course was run by 3 Troop, commanded by
WO l T ony P feiffer and ably abetted by Sgt Ray Crook and
Cpls Archie Cairns, Gerry Richard son and Mick Foster.
The following account is of that course seen through the eyes of
one of the recruits, Sig Ted McAlpine.
'On arrival at HeJJes Barracks we were issued with a great mass
of kit, most of which was totally alien to us, and then marched
into the cinema for our opening address. We heard there that
during the next two weeks we were going to become proficient
at drill, fieldcraft, military law, map-reading, shooting, stripping
and assembling weapons, first aid and a list of other things;
everything, in fact, to turn us into trained soldiers. During the
next fcrmight we learnt how to present our rooms for inspection,
how to dress by the squad instead of by "Burto.:is" and all the
other things necessary to turn us into trained soldiers, because
by hook or by "Crook" they were going to ensure that we all
passed off.
'Although our NCOs were known to saunter around the drill
square like a mother hen " Fostering" its children without a
"Cairn" in the world there was no way that we could do so,
regardless of whether it was flies in your ear, Sig B a xter climbing
up your back or just Sig Johnstone taking the "micky" out of
you. The saying of the course came during weapon training when
someone, who shall remain nameless, said, " I have no live rounds
or empty cases in my position, Sir". The pass-off day soon
came though, and, after that and the prizegiving, the closing
address and then finally home. It was a most enjoyable two
weeks but remember, no matter how long you are in the Army.
sooner or later you, too, will be "a civvy" . So lads, when you

FIREFIGHTING NOT IN SYLLABUS
The D etachment Commanders' courses for Western Europe
are run at 13 Sig Regt. They are four weeks long and qualify
junior NCOs for promotion to Sergeant. Course 5/76 assembled
on June 20 and was made up of 26 NCOs from many signals
units in BAOR. The course members very soon began to pull
as a team and this paid off when a forest fire threatened the camp.
The whole course was at the scene of the fire before the alarm
had been formally raised. I think it is safe to say that their quick
reaction saved the camp from extensive damage (we w.ere all
impressed by the lengths that ~t Bar.rY: Style~ and ~s . staff
would go to in the way of creatmg realistic trammg condmon ).
Also included in the syllabus is a three-day Battle Camp held on
the Grobbendonk Training Area. However, the extremely dry
conditions made the use of Pyrotechnics prohibited and a lot of
time was spent playing sport. I use the term .'sp?rt' !oos~ly as
some of the games which sprang from the ferule unagmanon of
SSI Bob Parkinson or was it Monthy Python? have to be seen
to be believed. For instance, imagine the temperature in the high
80s and on the rugby pitch are 25 men dressed _in full NBC kit
playing murder-ball; the ball is a 40-gallon plastic d~um and the
prize a bucket of orange juice and a loaf of bread! Time ~as also
spent on section attacks, cordon and sc;a~ch and chasmg the
13 Sig Regt Parashot team round the trammg area!.
.
Grobbendonk over we were in our final week, which consisted
of tests. The course finally dispersed on Friday, Jul¥ 16.
The course, apart from being hard \~Ork, was en1oyable. The
personalities are too numerous to mention but one or two face
stick in my mind. Lcpl Billy Allen s', !n the ~iddle of.a scrum
when somebody put their hands over his respirator camster and
he couldn' t breathe. Lcpl Roly Thom pson's (the human mole)
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Cpl 'Leepy' Lee rescuing his training aid

13 S ig Regt, B.F.P.O. 4 0
INTRODUCTIO N
AST issue we featured 'H' Troop, this month we spotlight
another of our detached units, the Jever Detachment. Though
small, you will see they are very active and not to be overshadowed
by anyone. As many will know, as a Regiment we are responsible
for running Detachment Commanders' courses for soldiers of
BAOR units. We therefore thought it would be of interest to
many to read our own Cpl Dave Mills' report of course 5/76.
Many yet have the delightful experience in store! Finally, an endof-season (well nearly) piece from the cricket club. Since the
end-of-season dinner has yet to be held, the piece I refer to is the
epistle below!

L
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on digging a battle trench then being told to fill 1t in and mov~ it
three fe et to the right. Also two members of the staff, Sgt Jim
Harris when he thought he was going in the sewage tank, and
the SSM, W02 Tony Morpeths', when he did go in the sewage
tank!
SUCCESSFUL CRICKET SEASON
The Regimental team . ~ave had a succ~sful season._ We were
entered in three compennons. In the Rhme Area secuon of the
BAOR knockout cup we lost to Rheindahlen Garrison by 12 runs
in the semi-final. In the Royal Signals BAOR knockout cup we
lost by 14 runs to 16 Sig Regt in the ~al (w~ have subsequently
had our revenge by winning by 10 wickets m a league .match).
Finally we won Division 1 of the Rhine Area League, losmg only
one of the seven matches played. The six matches were won as
follows:
1 by 10 wickets
3 by 9 wickets
2 by 8 wickets
To date, with one match to play we have played a total of 28
matches, won 15, drawn 3, lost 10.
.
The team has had a large following to draw from but the mam
gladiators have been:
Ssgt Frank Dempster Captain
W02 Dick Good
Vice-captain
W01 Dave Dyke
Cricket qfficer
W01 Fred Mitchener R Aust S1gs
W02 Dave Wilson
Int Corps
Ssgt Brian Williams
Maj Ken Aitken
RTR
W02 John Berry
Int Corps

Cpl Chris Grennhill Wkpr
Cpl John Hudson
Sgt Don Shrive•
Maj Alan Browne
Im Corps
Sgt Tony Dandie
Sgt. Dave Luckett
Int Corps
Mai Joh~ Healey
Cpl Eddie Leech

Our special thanks go to the followmg:

Sgt Doug Kempster
W02 Tony Tyrer

Umpire
Secretary and
scorer

Sgt ~live "f1!omP_son Scorer
Sgt Chalkie ~hite and
Cpl Gerry Cntchell Barmen

In addition to Regimental matches an inter-Troop knockout
competition was held throu~out the season. Th,e final was an
exciting match which was ~~nm the last over by C Troop, 1.Sqn.
A single-wicket compennon was held on June 23 the winner
being Cpl John H u dson.

14 S ig Regt Worcester
FAREWELL TO WOR CESTER
.
.
AKE a host of pretty ladies in their most becommg everung
dresses, add a similar number of ~andsome we~l-dressed
men, moisten lavishly from a bar. posse~mg. the capacity of the
Moehne Dam, sprinkle liberally wtth dmmgwsbed guests and old
friends, garnish with a banquet fit for an East~rn potentate! pl~ce
the mixture in a large ornate marquee, then brmg to the boil with
lively music and you have the perfect recipe for an unforgettable
farewell ball. Maj T ony (Hello Sailor) Seward, who was
tasked with organising the R egiment's. Farewell .Ball, produced
this recipe, demanded perfection and with the ass1~tance .of Capt
Roger Morgan and a host of willing helpers achieved 1t. ~rom
the word go the floor was packed with livc;ly dancers as m1lnary
and civilian staff combined to dance the rught awa.y. The strong
ties forged by the Regiment were vividly reflected m the number
of ex-members who returned for the. event. The only ~egret
expressed during the course of the everung was that tJ:ie Regrment
is severing connections with an area of the country which everyone
ha enjoyed serving in.
.
Distinguished guests included the CSO UKLF, :1Jr1g D . H .
Baynham GM and Mrs B aynham ; Comd 1 Signal Group,
Col J. H . H ild, M BE, amd Mrs Hild ; the Mayor and Mayoress
of Gloucester, Cllr and M rs Wathen; the Mayor and Mayo!c;ss
of Worcester, Cllr and M r s Sage; the S!ieriffs of the two cmes
with their re pective wives and the Chief Constable of West
Mercia, M r A. R ennie and M r s R ennie. All too soon 2 am was
reached and the CO Lt Col Mike Hales, had to call a bait to the
proceedings. Everyone now has one mor_e ple~sant memory to
treasure of the Regiment and our many friends m Worcester and
Gloucester.

T

.
F OLLOWING IN FATHER ' S F OOT STEPS
Although RSM Bill Scott and his wife Joan re~1re from ~e
Corps in ovember of this yea~ afte~ 24: years' service. they ~II
retain a very strong and close link with 1t through their 16-yearold son, Alan. On leaving Pershore High School this summer he
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which left most people free to concentrate on the serious business
of ight-seeing and enjoying the local amenities.
TALLYHO!
The member of the Norton Hunt reported good sport and a
record bag. In tead of brushes they collected claws; their prey was
the local evil-looking land crabs which generated a feeling of
revul ion in everyone. Numerous ingen ious novel methods were
devised to decimate their number with golf clubs, DMS boots and
WlY other handy missile. Everyone was delighted that these crabs
were not capable of jumping. A case of 1aramism?
On one occasion the party was alarmed by a series of ear piercing
screams of anguish and fear emanating from Sgt Colin Sobers'
tent. Before anyone had a chance to move, the tent flaps burst
asunder and he emerged with eyes rolling in alarm, an expression
of abject terror on his face, froth beading his lips and feet performing a wild crazy dance like a man possessed. Eventually he revealed
that he had been bitten on the arm by a huge, evil-looking, hairy
black spider. The mangled remains of this were examined by
experts and pronounced completely harmless.

Alan Scott joins ' Dad's Army'

decided to follow his father's example and embark on a Service
career in the R oyal Signals. On August 26, with his father and
mother looking on, Alan was attested by the CO, Lt Col Mike
H ales, and received the traditional first day's pay. This was
fortunate, because in the evening of the same day when the family
was attending the farewell Ball, the RSM discovered that he had
no money, when his round was due. This could have been embarrassing had not Alan saved the day by loaning him his first day's
pay. o doubt he has now assimilated this important object lesson
'Never let an Old Soldier know you have money'!
'
. Alan reported for duty at the Junior Signalman Wing of 11
Sig R egt on September 14. He is hoping to train as a Combat
Radioman and intends to complete a full career of 22 years. No
doubt he has p_lans for putting his father's pace stick to good use
one day. We wish him every success and hope that he finds life in
the Corp as rewarding as his father has.
LEE WARD ISLAND CARNIVAL
Visions of tropical islands with feathery palms and coral beaches
washed by brilliant blue seas, are conjured up as the air throbs
with the melodious foot-tapping rhythm of the genuine steel
bands. Calypsos are performed with gusto and supple bodies
undulate sensually as new low records are set in the limbo. No
it is not the oning Hill Carnival in new and more peaceful
surroun<;U!lgs, it is si~ply 'E' Troop indulging in nostalgia after a
recent v1s1t to the Caribbean Island of Antigua on exercise Errant
Knight.
~or his first happy holiday with the Regiment L t Tony Wood
a~s1st~d by WOl (F of S) Brian Live sey, took an E21 static~
to this popular tourist resort. Their visit coincided with the local
carnival and _al~~w~ the'? to observe at ?-rst hand the gay and
colourful fcsnvmes 10 their natural authennc setting. The organis~rs ensured that everyone got in the correct party spirit by arrangmg that every other stall was a bar and ensuring that there was a
liberal helping of cane juice for everyone. Members of the detachment have now managed to get just a trace of white back into their
eyeballs.
SOLID-ST ATE
The E21 produced its usual faultless performance and achieved
100 per cent success on a number of days. Overall communication
averages to both Stanbridge and Malta were over 90 per cent
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the outset for all gas turbine machinery in a twin-screw arrangement. The main engines are two Rolls-Royce Olympus TM3 gas
turbi nes which give a top speed in excess of 30 knots. The armament consi~ts .of a Vick~rs. 4·5-in Mark 8 automatic gun, quadruple
Seacat ant1-a1rcraft i:i1ss1les and two 20-mm Ocrlikon guns. A
w.e ~land Lynx. hehcop~cr armed with air-to-surface guided
miss iles and ant1-submarme torpedoes adds a sting to the ship's
offensive capability.
'

HISTO RIC HARBOUR
Sight-seeing tours were organised to Shirley Heights which overlook the impressive, picturesque English harbour with numerous
sleek colourful yachts lying at anchor. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries this important harbour was the home of the
British Fleet and was visited by Admiral Nelson. In the evenings
the country club and the psychedelic disco were very popular and
were well supported. No doubt their profits have now gone into
decline. The detachment have now fully recovered their usual
vigour and are eagerly looking forward to further trips of this sort.
DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS
While Ssgt (F of S ) John Terry and his band of sun worshippers acquired golden tans around a D13 in tropical Worcester
during a recent Jocomex, C pls Steve C r oss and Bob Underwood endured all the rigours and privations of life at sea. Their
luxury cruise liner on this trip was HMS Amazon, one of the
first Type 21 frigates to enter service in the Royal Navy. The ship
was first commissioned in 1974.
FUTURISTIC F RIGATE
This class of vessel represents a new generation of warship and
incorporates many features destined for future naval surface
vessels. They are also the first Royal Navy ships to be designed from
T HE WI RE, O CT OBER 1976

THIRST TIME IN GlllRALTAR
On arrival in Gibraltar the crew announced that ir was thirst

t~me in Gibraltar and whisked the liaison party off to drink in the

sights of the Rock. During this whirlwind tour they paid a visit to
the 'Hole in the Wall', one of the better-known p ubs on Gibraltar.
B<;>th Steve . ~ross and ~ob Underwood were most impressed
with the stnkmgly beaunful barmaid and could not understand
the sailors being amused. They were informed later that it wa in
fact a strikingly beautiful barman! We are now arranging a crash
course in biology for them.
TOURIST AT LARGE
During their brief stay on the Rock they managed to visit Catlan
Bay and all ~e ?~er popular beac~es. They also worked through
th~ full tourist mnerary and took m all the places of interest in
this very popular resort. Their verdict on this somewhat arduous
trip was 'perfect'. They are now eagerly looking forward to future
Jocomex and more liaison duties.

AQUA ACROBATICS
The excellent facilities of the sports centre at Halcyon Cove were
available to the detachment throughout the exercise. These included horse riding, scuba diving, snorkelling and watcr-ski-iog.
The latter proved to be very popular and produced some spectacular and hair-raisi ng performances. Leading exponents of the art
were Sgt Harry Ridley, Cpls Steve Lundy and Pete Watts,
Lcpls 'Geordie' Matheson and Chang Metcalfe. One local
bather almost lost his head over Cpl Pete Watts' display of
virtuosity; he managed to submerge it a fraction of a second before
Pete' s ki scythed along the surface where it had previously been.
The bather left before we could get his views on this polished
performance.
The most spectacular display of aquabatics was produced by
Sgt Harry Ridley. He performed a series of very spectacular and
intricate manoeuvres as he sped across the water. Somersaults,
pirouettes, back flips, spectacular leaps, power spins, cartwheels
and handsprings were performed with elan and a complete
disregard of personal safety. Spectators gazed in amazement as he
defied the laws of gravity, aerodynamics and feasibility; the impossible was made to appear simple and the miraculous became
commonplace. A close study of high-speed film has revealed that
on one occasion he even managed to get his skis to make contact
with the water.
ROUGH RIDE
A beach trip and steak barbeque proved to be an unforgettable
experience for everyone. The organisers chose the most inaccessible
beach on the island, two hours' drive on a ramshackle hired lorry
over rugged, potholed, unmade mountainous road. At the end of
this hair-raising ride, everyone was convinced that they had been
riding a runaway vibro massage machine, driven by a demented
leprechaun intent on shaking the world asunder. Full credit must
be given to the driver, Sgt Pugh (RAPC), for keeping the vehicle
on the road during that nightmare ride. The swimming was
excellent and a first-class party developed. However, the detachment report that Maj Warren Armstrong does not pose any
threat to the galloping gourmet.

they found time to pay one of their infrequent visits to the radio
room, they di covered that as usual the D13 was going it alone and
producing almost perfect communications.

HMS Amazon, one of the Royal Navy's most modern frigates,
carrying out a full power trial

AUTOMATED ARMAMENT
By use of a fully computerised, highly automatic weapon
system and various other sophisticated equipments it has been
possible to reduce the crew to 11 officer and 160 ratings. This has
enabled accommodation to be provided which is far superior to
any provided previously on warships. Whilst accepting this, our
two seasoned tars are quick to point out that this is not quite up
to QE2 standards.
A MANOEUVRE FOR EVERY SITUATION
The ship sailed from Port mouth in company with HMS
Cleopatra and for two days they entertained the liai on team with
a series of elaborate and complicated manoeuvres. During one of
these Cpl Steve Cross was doing a spell on the wheel when the
alarm shrilled and the shout of 'man overboard' galvanised everyone into a frenzy of activity. With commendable coolness, resourcefulness and instant reaction he handled the situation with
all the panache of an Old Salt. In the best traditions of the service
he took bold decisive action and leapt away from the wheel as if it
had been transformed into a king cobra, then hid in the darke t
corner of the bridge. This quick thinking on bis part caused the
ship to yaw and drew the captain's attention to the fact that he
should take charge. Later Cpl B ob Und erwood had a spell on
the wheel; however, after Cpl Cross's display of pongo power,
the Captain very wisely avoided any very involved manoeuvres
during this period.
KINDNESS C AN KILL
The remainder of the voyage to Gibraltar wa relatively uneventful and gave the party ample time to enjoy the lavish aval
hospitality. CPO Roy Wellbourn ensured that they were well
looked after and his good office were almost instrumental in
having them killed with kindness-only those NCO with iron constitutions should volunteer for shipboard liaison parties. When
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NO ROAD HOG
The usually.~ocile wi_l~ life of.the Worci:stershire countryside
are now orgarusmg a m1htant acnon group 1n a despairing effort
to protect their environment, prevent pollution and avoid having
their number decimated. A particularly malevolent Bean has taken
to racing along the ditches at 70mph, destroying the local flora
and any lethargic fauna which happen to stray into its path.
Toad of Toad Hall is threatened with extinction, and budding
Kenneth Grahams in this area are doomed to sit with mute pens.
Sgt 'Taff' Bean has recently perfected a technique for racing his
CZ 125 motorcycle along the dry ditches which abound in the
lvialvern area. The mode of entry which he recommends is to race
along the road at 70, have your plug explode like a miniature
Guadeloupe volcano, swerve madly across the road to disconcert
all other road-users and dive with the bike, Kamakaze fashion
into ?ie nearest ditch. Lesser spirits may quail at the thought of
hurtling through the tangled undergrowth, but 'Taff' maintains
that anyone with a brass neck and thick skin will find the sensation
of being whipped by brambles, bracken and the occasional hawthorn bough very invigorating.
When the present drought ends he looks forward to introducing
another variation to the activity, 'sub-aqua scrambling'. We have
no doubt that he is now well on his way to revolutionising the
sport and look forward to bringing you further reports on our
avant garde enthusiast.
HONEYMOONS CAN BE A B REATH O F F RESH AIR
Having recently married, C pl ' Slim' Cu.mm.ins brought his
charming bride, Julia Ann , to honeymoon in their married quarter
on Manor Park Estate. The peaceful tranquility of the beautiful
rural Worcestershire countryside seemed to offer an idyllic setting
for this purpose.
Unfortunately, DOE, with their own inimitable brand of logic,
decided that this was the most propitious moment to replace the
bedroom windows in that particular house. A small army of
workmen appeared and proceeded to get on with the job. With
remarkable good humour the young couple stoically endured a
period of two or three days where the air was rent with the raucous
cacophony of sound normally associated with demolition and highpowered building sites. The air was heavy with grit which clogged
the pores and irritated every fold in the skin. The bedroom was
liberally littered with rubble and the varied paraphernalia of the
building trade. There was a real danger that the bed would di appear beneath this and be lo t forever. Their time was fully
occupied with clearing up and watching the workmen make
agoni ingly slow progre toward completing the ta k. Eventually
all work was completed, the workmen moved off and a frantic
flurry of activity removed the last vestige of dirt and debris.
Breathing a sigh of relief, they were just about to settle down
and enjoy ~eir interrupted honeymoon, when the doorbell rang.
On answermg the door they found a very sheepi h-looking
DoE Clerk of Works who said, 'I feel we owe you an apology, your
window were not due for replacement; the workmen came to the
wrong house'. A very hasty retreat saved hi m from being framed
with his own windows and having his ears blistered by the vitriolic
phra es Cpl Cummins ummoned up from his carpet lippers.
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16 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 35
CELEBRATI G ONE'S RIGHTS
10 G T the welcer of activicy brought on by Lhe 'long _hot
summer' there was a ignificant date on Lhe honzon which,
from a mere dot, wa suddenly upon us. Bei~g . ul;>jected to more or
Jes con cant change in all phere of our hfe 1t 1s perhaps undertandable chat we shy away from doing ~e ame ,thi1?g year after
year. '\ ith an occa ion uch as celebraung one s nghts to che
Freedom of the City, the alternatives open really narro':V down
to one--marching in the approved manner through the city. .
In looking at thi problem the RSM, W01 Bob Vale, with
hi usual alacrity eized upon a murmured comment by the 2IC,
Maj Derek Copeland, and created an occasion which atisfied
both worlds. In short, we mounted a guard on the Freedom

A

in trument which wa situated on the steps of the Rathaus.
Supported by the Band of the Queen's Own Hussars we managed,
therefore to march and carry out a simple ceremony for che
benefit of both the Stadt and the Regimenc. Not that we have
too many subaltern officers b~t, in creating su~h a parade, there
i the inevitable questions of JUSt what. to do with those we have.
We mounted the flags of the Stadt, City of Leicester, and the
Corps on staffs borrowed from local Scout and Guide ~roups,
topped each with a brass 'Jimmy', and these were earned by
Messrs Mike Stanners, Richard Blum and Ian Fraser.
This trio needed very little practice in adopting the correct
'carry stance' as all had obviously spent long hour at the bar
. ..
perfecting it.
Included in both the parade and the fesuvmes that followed
was the farewell visit of Commander Rhine Area, Brig M. Callan.
Ic was rather a fluid visit as he started by sampling the beer,
provided by the Stadt for the Corporals and below, in the Village
Hall, followed by a visit to the Sergeants Mess and thence to the
Officers Mess. Whilst in the Sergeants Mess he met our 'Yeoman
Farmer', W01 Vaughan Rayner, with whom, it is repor~e.d, ~e
bad a long and interesting discussion ~s to the la~k. of fernhty m
certain breeds of goat! Since our stmt at Mag!lhgan we have
noticed a tendency for 'Murphy's Law' to be included in anything
we do. The only shower of rain in the entire day arrived just
as the Brigadier was leaving, and prevented the Band from
playing him out with 'Auld Lang Syne'. . .
.
.
Although this occasion was certainly highlighted m the period
under report we also had a very successful youth programme
which included an 'It's a Knockout' competition. Based on this,
the CO Lt Col Keith Allwright, threw out a challenge to the
Burgers' of Krefeld for such a competition in 1977 which, ~t 0e
time, evoked no response whatsoever! P_erhaps next year. th~s will
form the Freedom Celebrations-if this takes place w1thm the
Stadt the citizens may well request that we revert to our formal
Freedom March !

If you' re so broke that this is someone else's WIRE
you are reading - boy you sure need sympathy!
The Oberburgermeiste r of Krefeld inspecting the guard with the CO

OPERATORS
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON?
Then contact

The Three Tees Agency
and let your Service skills pay in Civvy Street

21 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 42
THE ASM SAGA
HE complete modernisation of Airfield ground communications
proceeds apace on all four airfields. As regular readers will be
aware1 this prograi:nme has be~n _underway for some years in the
plannmg stage with the maJOnty of the practical trenching
jointing, installing and terminating taking place over the last
!11onths or so .. All the deadlines for operational completion are
m J 976, and mdeed August saw the systems go 'live' at both
Bruggen and Laarbruch; much to the delight of the RAF-and
the well-disguised surprise of the Troop Commanders responsible
- these systems were commissioned with remarkably few teething
problems, although much tidying up remains. Indeed, the surprise
has yet to be registered with Capt John Worrall, Troop Commander at Laarbruch; a well-planned deception by the card
school managed to mislead him so smoothly over the commissioning
date that he was on leave at the time, and the credit for the whole
show must go elsewhere!

T

IS

SPORTS ROUND UP
It would be sad indeed if 21 could not find time for a little bit
of recreation while coping with operational commitments, and
August was no exception. A Regimental team won the 1 Div
motor cycle trials exercise Flying Cycle, with Sig Mick Haverson
as winner, Sig Keith Randle 5th and Lepl Bryan Thompson
14th out of 50 entries; and to achieve this, the team beat entries
from two RCT Regiments into second and third places. Soccer
is with us once again with HQ Sqn beating a combined J1N Troop
team in the final of the inter-Troop knock-out competition 5-2;
and a very satisfactory showing in the RAF Wildenrath interSection competition resulted in an all Army final, with 1 Sqn
beating HQ Sqn 3-1. At cricket the WOs and Sgcs retained the
Slazenger trophy in a Sunday match, the rules of which were so
complex that the officers have not yet been convinced they
really lost; certainly Lt Jim Stabler's three years at Shrivenham
have taught him little about assessing the trajectory of a cricket
ball, but we feel we might have found a shot-putter for the
athletics team instead.
FAREWELLS
In a brief farewell visit to the unit before taking up his appointment as DOS, Commander Rhine Area, Brig Mike Callan
took the opportunity to talk to as many soldiers as possible while
seeing several different facets of our work. Our photo shows him
relaxing with the CO and recipients of the LS and GC medal- W02 (AQ MS) Joe Conway, Ssgt Alan Blagg and Sgt
'Taff' Owen. Another who has cause to remember the visit is
Lcpl Das who was surprised to hear himself addressed in fluent
Gurkhali with reminiscences about hillwalking in his home area
of Nepal.
Finally, a little bit of Regimental history walked off into the
sunset, when Sgt Sid Walley inadvertently allowed himself to
be posted out after nine years on the same airfield. Rumour has
it that the Families Officer at RAF Laarbruch hadn't realised that
the Walley's house was a quarter-he thought he owned it !
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F of S Stephen Farrow, Sgt James Hazzard and Cpl Richard JonesThe Collection Team
This T ARIF will go to Commcen uniform and, in fact, has
already been in action for the 'plug up' display provided for th_
visit of the Corps Commander on August 24, 1976. We now look
forwar~ to receiving our second version but no dates as yet.
There 1s, of course, no doubt that when it does arrive life on
exercise for the D Tgs should be T ARIFIC-Ugh !

----

\

--

SATIS FIED S O LD IERS
Have we got any, you may ask! Well we are doing very nicely
thank you. There are, of course, very many, coo shy to come
forward, wallowing in the sporting life and thriving on the fresh
air obtained, at no extra charge, on exerci e. Our specifically
satisfied soldiers who have actually taken part in the scheme are
so far: C pl P. Wilson, Lcpl J. W. Griffiths, Sig J.P. O gburn,
Sig B . B lain, L cpl J. T. B oyd, and Sig J. T . Smith and have
enjoyed the experience. A fairly good score, I think!

The Three Tees Agency
124 Regent Street,

TARIF ARRIVES
SUPPOSE to some of you TARIF is no longer news and in
an operating sense this is the case with this Regiment.
However, having had to borrow for so long we welcome our
very own beast with some enthusiasm. It was driven from the UK
by Sgt James Hazzard and Cpl Richard Jones, both of whom
appear to have become quite attached to it, so much so that they
showed great reluctance in handing it over to Sgt John Keen,
the QM Techs representative for checking.

F of S Stephen Farrow and Sgt John Keen carry out the takeover
check

The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and deals solely with vacancies fo r Tele.phone,
Telex and Teleprinter Operators. You can be assured of a warm welcome and free advi c e and
g u idance on employment prospects in the Commercial wo r ld of ~elecommunicati?~s .. If you
are rusty we can give you the opportunity to brush up your operating and also fam1l1a n se you
w ith commercial routines and equipment, and then guide you to the right job, perm anent
or temporary. Call, write or phone :

110 Fleet Street,

22 Sig Regt, B.F.P.0. 107

Left to right: CO, Ssgt Alan Blagg, Brig Callan, Sgt 'Taff' Owen,
W02 (AQMS) Joe Conway
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LIPPST ADT PLAYERS
The players have once again got their nose to the grind tone
preparing for their production of Murder in Company'. The
play is being produced by M a ry Bonaker, wife of our 2IC, to
be pre ented October 7-9. In spite of the 'rehear als ver us
exer~ise' struggle Mary i looking well on it and the play is
commg on.
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FOOTBALL
· an d
apt Jim Thornton ha rnrted to crack h'1s wh'1p again,
la t year's BAOR champions and Army runner -up ar~ hard at
It preparing for a new sea on. They haYe alrca?y picked up
another trophy rlaying in a local weekend <:?mp tltton a1:d they
have also beaten the local Lippstadt V;ctona team 4-1, 10 be
fair though, they had previously been _bea~cn 2-1 1?Y ihe same
fm has been granted an CXteflSIOn ID the UOJt SO We can
1
~ ·fo:ward to at lea t two more active. seasons. The team will
be playing 16 Light Air Defence Regt m the first game of the
rmy cup in early October.

f

Lcpl John Melvyn Bull
.
When one Jook-s around a unit .it's arn_azm& what one. finds.
Whilst Lcpl John Melvyn Bull is nothing hke the canc~~e
of good old John Bui~ he does. ~splay ~.lot, of t~e chara~te.n ocs
exemplifying the Brinsh and ~litary sp1r!t. Mel , as he 1s ~nown
by his friend , is a hard-working, re-enlisted ~ombat R.a dioman
working in a Radio Relay capacity. ~hy_I decided t? write a fe~
Jines on him i because it caI!le to h&ht m co~versanon, that this
slightly built, quiet unassummg soldier, has, ID fact, represe?ted
Great Britain no less, in that most strenous of sports, canoeiD:&.
He started canoeing in 1966 on an Army proficiency c~oeing
course and slowly developed over the year~, repr7sen_ong ~e
Army in a number cf events. His efforts culm1~ated ID ~ being
selected to represent Great Britain in 1972. Qu~te an achievement,
and it is nice to see him back in the Corps With us.
In last month's notes I promised a report on £?e 3 and 4 Sqn
Summer Camp. Here it is put together by the fa.JI hand of SSM
4 Sqn, W02 D. A. Ackers.
SUMMER CAMP-3 and 4 SQUADRONS
The advance party assembled on the .square at 0790hrs, July
28 1976 Route cards were issued, vehicles and trai.lers finally
ch~ked ·and by 0730hrs W02 (SSM) Ackers took the first
packet ~ut of Churchill B~rracks and headed for Krusend_orf,
just north of Kiel. Everything went well for the first 100 miles,
until mey had to change from the Hannover Autobahn to ?ie
Hamburg Autobahn. Just before this point a RE convoy mov~ng
east had to leap-frog through their conv?y, and when the leading
vehicles changed Autobahn the remamder followed the RE
convoy. However, everyone was event1;1allY co1:Jected toge~er
again at the refuelling point, after a 30-mmute wait. They arrived
at Krusendorf at l 700hrs, and the plan was to_ get as .much tentage
erected as possible. This was found to be 1mposs1ble ~ue to a
force 8 gale. They did manage to erect two ~60lb tents with gr~t
difficulty, but decided to wait till the morrung before anempnng
any more.
Thursday
.
Reveille was early, as the wmd speeds were expected to be low
first thing in the morning. Cpl Latchford (AS:C) made a hasty
but enjoyable breakfast and everyone got crackmg. Cpls Parker
and Rawlings (REME) were given the job of tent and marquee
erection. All went well until an eight-section marquee was raised
to the upright position. The wind caught hold and there were
visions of 16 men becoming hang-glider pilots, but Cpl Parker
came to the rescue, very sma.;tly backin.g a t-ton _Land-Rover
close to the marquee and securing the roam guys to 1t. To ever}'.one's horror the Land-Rover was dragged backwards approximately 8-lOft! However, after much shouting and lots of. effort
the marquee was finally pegged down. At about l 600h!'5, JUSt. as
the tent erection finished, the local Tuborg. rep a~nved with
SO barrels of beer. He insisted on the SSM paymg for It there and
then, a mere £500, but the problem was quickly s?lved by £?e
traditional provision of a quick signature, coupled with a promise
not to leave the country!

unfortunately the fourtll refused to start. Cpl Sommerville,
RR Tech, came to the rescue, unscrewed the covers and managed
to fix it in no time al all! Cpl Hodgson, a boat handler of some
repute (or so he ays), gave 'potential skippers' instruction on
the use of the assault craft.
Sunday
.
.
.
.
On the unday the wmd was still approximately force 6;
nevertheless, 2 Lt Butler and Sgt Harris took. two ~oats, full
of volunteers for a trip to Eckgrnkerde, 10 miles distant. On
arriving som~what wet and cold, it was decided that what they all
required was a hot coffee. It was at this point they realised .they
had all omitted to bring any cash, so they were blessed wah a
cold IO-mile trip back to camp, unrefreshed ..
Lunch time saw a barbecue/curry lunch laid on for our happy
campers these included 15 families who were raying at the local
camp pl~tz. Just after lunch Mrs McCann challenged Lt Willis
(or it may have been the other way ro1!nd) t? a race UI? and over
the marquee, lengthwise. To everyone s delight, espec1~lly .those
supporting women's lib, Mrs McCann won I After thi_s di.splay
it became apparent to all why Maj McCann whose passion is the
Jess-active style of camping, bought a caravan rather than a tent.
Wednesday
.
This day saw tile start of inter-Troop/Squadroi:i sports orgarused
by Lts Blease, Willis and 2 Lt Bu_tler and, durmg the afternoon,
a boat trip to Denmark was orgamsed for a parry of 20 by Lcpl
Mitchell. Unfortunately, tile boat failed ~o dock and conse:
quently the trip did not take place. The silver tongue .of. MaJ
Penny managed to persuade Maj McCann to go for a trip_ m an
assault boat. One for tile 'Guinness Book of Records', I think!
Tuesday
Lt Blease took a parry to Hamburg to watch the Manchester
United v . Hamburg match. A great idea and a great day. The
big surprise was that all soldiers returned to camp. It can only
be assumed they had shouted themselves into a state of
complete exhaustion.
Wednesday
.
Once more Cpl Latchford provided a splendid barbec1_1e. In
addition to Sgt Maj Drugan, SSM 3 Sqn, persuaded a fnendly
German farmer to provide us with a 4-cwt log ~o we could play
the game of 'Nageling'. As many persons ~s possible stand around
the Jog with a 3-in nai~ apiece and, w_ith high strokes,_ each p~son
has to drive their nai.1 completely mto the Jog, with a ch1selheaded hammer. The mixing of this activity with a Latchford
barbecue and Tuborg beer provided a ratller unusual and entertaining evening.
Thursday
..
Lt Willis set this day's scene by orgamsmg a treasure hunt-type
exercise. This went down particularly well ~s some ans".".'ers to
questions could only be found in the occas1onal Gaststa.rte. A
new style of water-ski-ing was observed off tile coast on this day.
A 6ft GS table replaced the normal skis du~ to tile r?ugh sea
having made it impossible to use normal skis. The things one
can use a 6ft GS for are truely infinite. Sig Jarvis sh.owed the
way by staying above the surfai::e for th<: lon~est period. Man
overboard drills were also pracused, by iumpmg overboard at
about 15 knots I The day certainly went with a splash!
Friday
The day started early in order to break camp. By 1030hrs the
last packet had departed for Churchill Barracks, and everyone was
safely back in Barracks by 1830hrs.
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Friday
This was naturally a free day for the advance party, as they
threw off a hectic Thursday. The main party arrived at 1800hrs,
looking rather weary after a seven-hour ride in the rear of four
4-ton Bedfords. The scene was set!
Saturday
On Saturday all were paraded and the camp rules were read.
The four assault boats plus their 40-hp Johnson outboards were
taken to the beach for trials. There was no shortage of volunteers.
The sea was quite lumpy as win~ were _still about force 6.
Sig Roden, when given the opportumty to drive the boat at ~peed,
turned quite pale, and had to be replaced at tile helm, obviously
not his cup of tea. There were three boats out for an hour but,
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YOUTH 1976
..
ENERALLY speaking August is a quiet montll for the British
Army, during which we catch our breath after tile summer
exercises review the first half of the year and prepare ourselves
for tile n~xt half. For those who are parents of children_fr?m school
age upwards, the word 'quiet' is. ~eing us~d. ~upham1socally and
probably only refers to their military act1v1t1es. For the p~re~t
the children are ' home for the hols' and all that that entails 1?
terms of energy and cash. One person to whom every parent is
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grateful is our 21C Maj Mike Burridge, who organised tile ·
programme called 'Youth 76'. This scheme was designed to keep
children, from toddlers to teenagers, amused by organised activities such as camping, adventure training, sports and evening
activities. From the number of bus-loads of children we have
witnessed arriving in the camp the scheme is extremely popular
and many a parent must be thankful for mis.
SOCCER PROSPECTS
The Regimental Soccer team, despite the loss of Cpls Roy
Pickersgill and John Mizen, has gone from strength to strength
in the close season. Six very good players have arrived, and the
problem now is selecting who should play and who should sit
on the bench. How are we going to fare in this season? On mat
score all we can say is we will be trying our best, as usual, to
win as many competitions as possible (including mat elusive
Army Cup this year) but, as it is goals that count in tile Jong run,
we will not make any predictions. Suffice it to say all the squad feel
confident.
The team is managed and trained by WOI (Y of S) Mick
Golledge, ably assisted by Sgt 'Mac' Maclean.
RUGBY BUILD-UP
Rugby is not a sport for which the Regiment is famous, but in
recent months we have built up a squad of good players that
we are now faced with the same dilemma as the soccer team-who
to play and who to keep in reserve. The team is hoping for a very
successful season and our showing in recent games seems to
promise this. In the Double Diamond competition we beat Sig
Regt 28-0 in a 20-minute match and were pipped in the semifinal 4-3 by RAF Wildenrath, who lost 6-0 (two penalties) to
7 Sig Regt. Compared to our past record this is a dramatic improvement.
FREEDOM OF TONIS-VORST
The next major event in the Regiment's calendar is in October,
when we receive the Freedom Tonis-Vorst. This event will be
marked by a parade in which tile Regiment will march through
the twin towns of St Tonis and Vorst with bayonets fixed etc, led
by the Corps Band. The occasion will also be marked by a number
of social events which should enhance our Anglo-German relations
even further!
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Farewell and good luck to:
SSgt (F of S) Catley, Sgts Davidson, Squires, Thorley,
Underhill, Cpls Griffiths, Kiely, Garner and Cook, Lcpls
Jarrett and Graham and Sig Bell, Geden, Will and Elgood.
We welcome to the Regiment:
Ssgt (Y of S) Haytree, Sgts Orr and Daisey, Cpls Raffell,
McHale-Smith, Edge, Hartley and Burgess, Lcpls Hughes
and Upfield and Sig Powell, Chalkley, Thomas, Benson and
Jones.

30 Sig Regt
BIANDFO- CAMP
A WEEK OF FIREFIGHTING
ITH tile long, hot summer continuing into August, the
threat of fires in the soutllern area was always present. The
fire brigades of tile Southern counties had done a marvel_lous job
in containing the many small fires that sprang up connnuo1_1sly
amongst the tinder-dry heath land. It was only .a matter C!f tlme
before military assistance was requested and this came with the
huge forest fire at Ringwood. Several hundred acres of forest and
the St Leonards Geriatric Hospital at Ringwood were threatened.
Approximately 300 patients were evacuated as the fire raced
out of control towards the hospital. Miraculously a change of
wind direction saved tile hospital. It was at this point, on Sunday,
August 22, that the assistance of 30 Sig Regt was requeste~.
Within a short time of receiving the call, a party of 15 soldiers,
led by Sgt Allan Dodd, was on its way_ to a~sist in. fighting ~he
fire. This party toiled throughout the mght m helpmg to brmg
the fire under control and then assisted in damping down the
still-smouldering peat. At 0600hrs on Monday, August 2~, a
further party of soldiers was despatched from Blandford to relieve
tile now exhausted first party. Within a few hours of tlleir arrival
their assistance was required as the rising sun heated the ground
and started further fires. Throughout the rest of the day they
assisted the fire service in fighting numerous fresh outbreaks and
one man, Cpl Graham Pollard, was seen no fewer than five
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times via the television medium. (We're led to believe he,s asked
for a screen test!)
For the rest of the week parties were placed on standby to
assist in any further outbreaks of fire in our area. At approximately 2000hrs on Thursday, August 26, a further call for assistance
was received. This time a much more serious threat, as fire broke
out near the RAOC Petroleum Centre at West Moors and
threatened tile village of West Moors. Over 200 families were
evacuated from tile village, including Mrs Mollie Clark who
works in RHQ, as tile fire threatened storage tanks. This time some
30 soldiers of the Regiment were despatched to assist the Dorset
Fire Service and the soldiers stationed at West Moors. Although
this fire was not as large as tile one at Ringwood it was potentially
more dangerous because of the hundreds of thousands of gallons
of highly inflammable liquid stored there. At one point tile fire
badly scorched some of tile pipes carrying petroleum and
threatened to engulf the storage tanks but, regardless, tile firefighters fought on and finally contained the fire.
Even though the fire was technically out, several acres of peat
still smouldered so the assistance of tile Regiment was still required
to damp down and watch for further outbreaks of fire; 24-hour
shifts were organised to man tile fire tenders at West Moors
throughout the holiday weekend. No one was spared this task
and at one point three clerks (who said clerks can only push pens)
W02 Stan Hargreaves, Sgt Ray Yallop and Lcpl Dave
Peters, were on tile same shift. It was rumoured at the time that
these three couldn't tell the back end of a fire tender from tile
front end of a typewriter. Fortunately this was never proved, as
no further fires broke out. The weary Regiment finally stood
down on Monday, August 30, after having spent more than a
week assisting non-stop in fighting fires. In a letter received from
Lt Col David Simpson (RAOC), Commandant of the Petroleum
Centre, expressing his sincere appreciation for the assistance given
by the Regiment, he mentioned that 'not a drop of fuel was lost'.
It was indeed gratifying to all tllose who helped fight the fire at
West Moors to know that their efforts helped to achieve this.

ERRANT KNIGHT-ANTIGUA 1976
HIS was tile emblem proudly emblazoned across 84 che~ts
at the end of 30 Sig Regt's latest exotic spree. For seven
weeks from early July to the end of August we were alternately
baked and soaked on the Caribbean island of Antigua. Exercise
Errant Knight, commanded by Maj Warren Armstrong,
consisted of 84 all ranks, a mixture of Royal Signals (from 30 Sig
Regt and 14 Sig Regt), Royal Air Force from 38 Group TCW
(our old friends from many previous concomex's) and various
attached personnel, ranging from two pipers from the Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders, to an Airborne medical officer.

T

IT NEVER RAINS IN ANTIGUA-AT LEAST NOT
OFTEN ...
These were the words of Mr Colin Lane, the Assistant Deputy
British Government representative in Antigua, when it was
decided that for our first night, we would sleep in the open.
Colin was proved consistently wrong on this point, as not only
did it rain that night, there were one or two other occasions
when. we began to wonder if we were actually communicating at
sea! Still, the rain didn't last Jong and was nearly always followed
by blazing sunshine and things dried as quickly as tlley got wet.
The first fortnight in Antigua was spent in arranging the sort
of details mat all advance parties arrange, acclimatising and, for
those not on shift, learning to water-ski. At the one end of the
success scale was Sig John Lathbury, who was mono-ski-ing
in a very professional manner within a very few days, and at the
other, 2 Lt Sue Rollo, the exercise Admin Officer, who demonstrated many, many, stylish ways to fall off water-skis, and never
did succeed in ski-ing more man about 25 yards. Other sporting
events during the e.xercise included softball, and soccer matches
against teams from our host unit, US Naval Facility Antigua
(which we Jost and won respectively); a cricket match against
the Antigua Police Force (not surprisingly, we lost this one, but
then Antigua is Vivian Richard's home!), soccer matche against
various local teams, and >ome adventure training in the form of
sailing, snorkelling and scuba diving. Cpl John Tucker de erve
a prize for the most short-sighted helmsman of 1976, after nearly
sailing a ho bi-cat (a very fast boat indeed) into tile side of 'Shortie's
glass-bottom boat' (a stationary boat). However, accidents and
mishaps aside, everyone had an opportunity to learn one of the
water sports, and this training also offered an opportunity to
relax.
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AVAL FACILITY ANTIGUA
The e cryptic initial from the titles of the unit which looked
after us o · plendidly whilst m Antigua, the United rates . aval
Facility, commanded by Lt Cdr Ken Martin. To all U?e friends
we made in Antigua go our heartfelt thank for their superb
ho pitality and kindne during our stay. '\'? were _offered use .of
all the camp facilitie , from the norkel equipment 10 the 'Special
rvic ' tore co the avy Exchange Club.
eedlcss to say,
the c facilitie were all used to the full!
Tho e of u who spent many happy hours in the avy Exchange
nack bar have now confirmed the theory that with hamburgers,
you either love em or hate 'em-but you can't ignore 'em! (I
think the same might be said for Schlitz, which, as everyone knows,
i 'the beer thac made Milwaukee famous') ('for what', you may
well ask?)
WE DIDN'T JUST SUNBATHE,_ YOU KNO.W ... .
Our primary aim was to commumcate, and thi we did very
succe fully. However, we were also involved in numerous liaison
activities, a short summary of which follows:
.
e Arranging and running a ummer camp for the Anagua
Defence Force (aided by our two attached Infantrymen,
Cpl Ward WFR) and Cpl Hosking (LI).
.
.
e Renovating the weapons of the ADF and the Antigua Pohce
Force (Cfn Ashton CREME)).
e Renovating the radios belonging to the Antigua Police Force
.
.
(Cpl Robins (Royal Signals)).
e Teaching Voice Procedure to the Anagua Pohce Force (some
very valuable work here from A/T Howie and A 1T Mclnnos
both from the AAC, Harrogate).
e Cookery demonstrations to the avy Base Wives Club (Cpl
'Jock' McLory (AC<;:) even had U?e ?usb3:-fldS .turning UJ? at
one of his demonscrattons, as they didn t beheve It was possible
to de-bone a chicken without slashing it to pieces)!
e Providing a contingent in the 'welcome home freelance'
parade (Freelance being an Antiguan sail training vessel which
had problems returning after a tall ships race in the USA).
This was a parade never to be forgotten, as SSM George
Foggo will verify-he still trembles when he thinks of the
way the Band struck up the National Anthem in the middle
of his 'Open order-right dress'!
e Instant stardom for Maj Armstrong and 2 Lt Rollo following
a TV interview.
The exercise finished at the end of August and we were flown
back on 'RAF Airways' (on one occasion we even had a scenic
tour of Cornwall to round off the trip)! On arriving back, however,
we discovered chat everyone else looked as though they'd spent
the summer in the Caribbean as well, and that England was even
dryer than Antigua! I suppose there must be a moral there
somewhere, buc I can't see it....
'TOT, SIR-IT'LL NEVER FLOAT'
This was one of the comments when ic was revealed chat
OC 'TM' Troop, Capt (TOT) George Geldard, had sold his
famous (infamous?) boat Megawot? and bought a caravan.
Don't take any notice of them, George--just think-no more
bottom-scraping! (And you'll be all right if you just steer clear
of the sandbanks.)
Other characters in 'TM' Troop to make the news recently
are Lcpl Holden, who has proved once and for all that he has
got a leg under all that plaster; and Sgt Chris Fielding, who
as well as passing his Foreman of Signal's Selection Course has
found time to win the Army long disi;ance canoeing championship.
Lcpl Dave James has been making his face known as well, not
only by providing a very successful PA for Bournemouth Regatta
and Carnival, along with Sig Dave Bodily, buc also by forming
part of our fire-fighting force. Together with our very own
Cpl Graham Pollard (of SHQ) he has managed to appear on
television no less than five times, whilst fighting fires in the
Ringwood area.
RETIREMENT
After 10 years in the Regiment as MTO and, latterly, as OC
HQ Sqn, we must say a fond farewell to Maj Fergus Elliott.
Fergus joined us in 1966 from KOSB and during his ti me here
in Blandford has been one of the mainstays of the Regiment.
He has done much to maintain the continuity and we all hope to
ee him again before too long. Our best wishes to him and his
wife, Beryl, for their future.
Our present MTO, Maj Desmond Spence, has also retired,
much to our loss, and is keeping very quiet about what he intends
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doing- omething about memoirs! We have enjoyed his tour
with us and wish him and hi wife, Gwen, good luck for the future.
REGIMENTAL SPORTS DAY
EADQUARTERS Sqn looked upon Regimental Sports Day
1976 as a fait accompli wich complete confidence. Being the
only Squadron in Station this was hardly surprising b~t to
provide some competition the rules were changed, and an mterTroop sports day was held instead. All the usual hazards were
avoided, the sun shone, the beer tent was well attended and a
good time was had by all. Refreshments were provided by the
Station Messing Staff, ably led by Lt Paul Lindsey-Scott (ACC).
The sports re ulcs showed some good potential ~or ~e Moscow
Olympics and amongst our stars were the CO wmmng the shot
putt; Pte Green (RAPC), Ssgt Skepper (APTC), Ssgt Mars~all
doing the 400m; and, last but not least, was Capt Alex Leitch
winning the Old Soldiers' race.
The overall winning team was RHQ (which disproves the
rumour that they sit down all day pushing pens), and in our
photograph we show the Commanding Officer's wife, Mrs Byng,
presenting the 'winning team' cup to W02 (ORQMS) Stan
Hargreaves.

News lrom Squadrons

H

1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 102
SITREP AFTER AWOL
FTER an absence of some 18 months from the pages of THE
WIRE, and in view of the falling revenue from WIRE sales, it
has been decided to make some profit for the PRI and, at the same
time, pass on some information to any prospective members of
this Squadron.
Firstly our location: the Squadron is situated in the North-East
of Germany, not far from Hannover, and not too far from the
East German Border. The town itself is a thriving commercial
town and very pro-British. We serve an Artillery Brigade HQ,
and the Establishment of the Squadron is about 60 Royal Signals
personnel together with about 30 RA, REME, ACC, RAPC, and
sundry Corps attached.

A

PERSONALITIES
OC
Maj David Hunt Royal Signals
2IC
Capt Jim Blake Royal Signals
QM
Capt Gordon Baker RA
OC 'A' Troop
Lt Steve Crane Royal Signals
OC 'B' Troop
Lt Malcolm Touchin Royal Signals
SSM
W02 Brian Young
Chief Clerk
Alistair Sykes
Y of S
Ssgt Bob Holt
F of S
Ssgt Steve Sims
The personalities have one or two interesting details co their
records. For example, Lt Malcolm Touchin is a graduate who
is serving on a SSVC with us. The OC, thanks to his own personal
German tutor (his wife, Inge), will be leaving the Squadron to
attend the German Staff College, and our QM was formerly at
the School of Artillery as an Instructor in the Signals Wing.
RENTADETS Q UADRON
The Squadron will be phased ouc in September or October 1977
but will then move to become I Sqn of the reformed 3 Armd Div
Sig Regt at Soest. Our role will then be chat of Commcen Squadron
but, in the meantime, we continue co fulfil a wide variety of tasks,
so widely varied and so frequently called upon that we are all
sure that the Squadron role as listed at HQ Royal Signals is
that of RENTADET SQN. Shortly we will be ceasing our
Radio activities to concentrate on our Telephone procedures,
but until that happens we will continue to practise our Morse
and HF training and to run the Static Commcen.
COMMCEN AWARD
Talking of the Commcen, it is very worthy of note that the
Commcen Operators have just succeeded in winning a Silver
Comscar award. By the time these notes go to press, the Commander
4 Sig Group, Col Richard Gilbertson, will have presented the
award; our second award, although the first was a Bronze some
three years ago.
Mrs Byng an d W02 Hargreaves

Faraway Places . ..
Unusual Jobs
Let's Have That Story!
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4 Guards Armd Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 17

LOOKING BACK
It is impossible to chart all arrivals and departures from the
Squadron so Jong has been the time between notes, likewise it
would be difficult to record many of the visits and sporting and
social events. It can be recalled that we were visited by the Corps
Commander and by his German equivalent, Gen Dr Klein.
We have also been visited by the CSO, Maj Gen John Sturge,
and his wife.
INCENTIVE FOR NEWCOMERS
The Squadron has taken part in Anglo-German activities such
as fire-fighting competitions as well as sports such as handball
and soccer. Finally, as a possible incentive to those about to be
posted here, we have been in Holland for a fortnight, are going
to Denmark for a fortnight and have plans for exchange training
next year. As regards spotts, not only do we field hockey, soccer,
rugby, and various minor sports teams, we have a keen nucleus
of a rally team and plenty of opportunity for swimming, golf and
many ocher sports. W e hope co appear again in these pages before
long, at least next year when we move, if not before!
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PROGRESS REPORT ON RESTRUCT RING
N December l this year the Brigade Squadron in 4 Gds
Armd Bde takes on a new role as part of the resrrucruring
process within BAOR. It will become the first of the new Task
Force Signal Squadrons and although it will remain in Munster
it will become the 4th Squadron of the Divisional Signal Regiment.
Fortunately, there will be few changes in personalities, although
we will sadly lose our Household Division Adjutant, MTO and
Quartermaster, many of our RCT drivers and some of our E2
soldiers. All of these will be greatly missed and we are grateful
to them and their predecessors for the excellent service they have
given to the unit over the years .

O

THE 1975-76 SPORTING SEASON-THE BEST EVER
As 1975-76 was the last season we would be competing as a
brigade signal squadron the Squadron Commander was determined chat this should be the best year ever for sporting achievement. This was no mean target bearing in mind the very strong
sporting tradition within the unit. However, it was achievedeven to the extent of the Squadron claiming now to be the most
successful sporting minor unit in BAOR, probably in the Army.
Our trophy cupboard holds some 26 formation trophies and in
addition to the numerous Brigade/Garrison competitions we
have won, our list of successes includes:
BAOR CHAMPIONSHIPS
( a) Winners
Athletics
Hockey
Major Units Six-a-Side Hockey
Cross-country
(b) Runners-up
Major Units Hockey
Squash
DIVISIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Cross-country
Hockey
Major Units Hockey
Major Un;ts Six-a-Side Hockey
Squash
Basketball
Table tennis
REGIONAL COMPETITIONS Westphalia Cross-country League
(Major Units)
Western Hockey League (Major
Units)
Credit for this success must go largely to the very hard-working
team captains for each sport and in particular to Sgt David Moore
(cross-country), W02 John Didon (hockey), Ssgt 'Dusty'
Miller (athletics and table tennis), Sgt (Y of S) Brian McAneny
(basketball) and Capt Derek McLuckie (squash).

226 Sig Sqn (Radio)

B.F.P.0.23
PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC Ops
Adjt Adrnin
OC 'A' Troop
TOT
SSM

Maj C. H. Glydon
Capt C. G. Cruickshank
Capt (QM) T. J. Cantle
Capt D. J. Thorp Int Corps
Capt D. Prime
W02 P. D. Robinson

REMOTE BUT ATTRACTIVE LOCATION
REMOTE but attractive corner of North-East Germany
is our home and the local Panzer Grenadier Battalion are
our hosts-we share a barracks with them; well actually we are
tucked away in one corner by ourselves. This does have it
advantages such a no guards or picquets to do and its disadvantages
when they switch off the water, electricity or telephones without
warning. Apart from that everyone seems to enjoy it judging by
the number chat ask for an extension of tour.

A
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COMMCEN MARCHERS T O THE F O RE AT
RHEINDAHLE N
HE Squadron's physical activities during the last m onth
have been diverse and a large percentage of our personnel
have been involved in feats of endurance which have tested fitn e s
in a variety of ways.
On J uly 7 a team of nine from Commcen took part in the
Rheindahlen Allied M arch 1976, led by W02 (Y of S) E. C .
Jones ; our team elected to cover the largest di~ tance. of the
various march routes, 40kn1 over roads and tracks m agncultural
country, which had to be covered in II hours. In fact, the team
almost ran around the course finishing well ahead of the required
time in 7! hours. T hey had put u p a better time (6! hours) in
a practice· march but they can be excused for taking longer rests
on this occasion due to the extreme heat on the day of the march.
At the finish of the event they were rewarded wim cold drinks,
collected by the tean1 orderly, Sgt Wilson, and R heindahlen
M arch medal , presented by me Rheindahlen Garrison Commander. The team were also delighted to meet the CSO BAOR,
Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge, who was at the finis h to welcome mem
home. Although each member of the team did ex"tr~mel y w~ll,
special mention m ust be made of Cpl R yan who did not give
up despite severe blisters.

T

Rear Admiral Perowne with W02 (SSM) Rob inson and Flt Sgt
Gaughan during his recent visit to the Squadron

RECENT VISITORS
or having been seen in print for many an edi tion it is d iffic;ulr
to know where to start; however, recently we have been pleased
to welcome:
Rear Admiral B. C. Perowne DMSI and Col H. A. Johnstone from MOD, Maj Gen and Mrs H. A. J. Sturge, and
Lt Col and Mrs C. R. A. Sumner (at our FFR), Brig J. N. S.
Arthur, Comd 7 Armd Bde, and many others too numerous to
mention.
SPORTS ROUND UP
The hockey ream are now in training having notched up a
fair record towards the end of last season by winning the BAOR
orthern Minor Hockey League championships and were finalicrs
in the 1 Division Hockey competition; beaten by 1 AAC in
extra time. They also reached the quarter-finals of the BAOR
Minor Unit competition. Our table tennis players won the
1 Division Inter-Unit championship and were beaten in the
BAOR Inter-Unit championships by the eventual winners, 27
Med Regt RA. All in all a very creditable effort by a small band
of lads who spend quite a lot of their time out on exercise.

SOUTH OF FRANCE AND NORWAY FOR SOME!
We have had small parties of Squadron personnel enjoying
the delights of me Brigade Summer Camp in me Soum of France.
Lcpl McLuckie, Sig Birtle and Wildman being just three of
the lucky ones. Sig Holden and Chilton went off to N orway on
a trekking and canoeing expedition. This was somewhat more
arduous than the life style in F rance but the suntan acquired was
just as good .
RALLY SUCCESSES
In recent monms Sgt Callear (driver) and Ssgt Gay (navigator)
have been quietly clocking up victories in BAOR motor rallies
and are well placed in points in the BAOR championships. T wo
other rally teams, Sgt Rowan, Lcpl Burnett and Sig Hall an d
Latham participated in me 'Roaring Ninetees' rally at Osnabrock
in early July as a warm-up for exercise Magnum Spirit, the 2 Div
rally, on July 16-18. Our three teams had a most enjoyable weekend on exercise Magnum Spirit and Ssgt Gay and Sgt Callear
managed to secure seventh place, being one of only 19 vehicles
out of the 120 starters to finish the rally.
We still endeavour to preserve the traditional Royal Signals
skill on two wheels and a team of three entered the Army motor
cycling championships in late May. Sgt Dickinson, one of our
more experienced riders gained 42nd place with our novice,
Sig Atherton, not far behind in 57th place out of 130 riders.
Sig Shaw was forced to retire, but even so gained some invaluable experience from the event.

CHANGE OF COMMAND AND COMINGS AND
GOINGS
A special farewell to our recently departed OC. Maj M. Q. M.
Greaves, and his wife. Our congratulations to them and best
wishes for the future. Other departures worthy of mention are
Sgt Roy Crossland to civvy street after 15 years' service and
Cpl 'Paddy' Morris back to Blandford ; his hard work helping
to renovate the Corporals Club was much appreciated . We
welcome into the Squadron our new OC, Maj C. H. Glydon,
and our new Adjutant and Administrative Officer, Capt T. J.
Cantle. Also Cpl Salmond from disbanded 24 Bde and Lcpl
Keatley from 3 Div who arrived just as the Squadron received
the good news that their future is secure for several years to come.
RQMS O'Brien, you can put all those works services in now !

oc

2IC
OC Radio Troop
OC ' MQ' & 'L ' Troop
SSM
RQMS
FofS
Yof S
Chief Clerk
Pay Sergeant

Ssgt 'Geord ie' Gay and Sgt 'Taff' Callear in their 'standard ' Rover
entry X-ray Charlie S2 during exercise Magnum Spirit 1976
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Maj J. E. Barnes
Capt J. A. Speakes
Capt (Tfc) D. V. Boddington
Capt (TOT) E. Holland
W02 (SSM) R. While
W02 (RQMS) J. Tunney
W02 (F of S) P. S. Jones
W02 (Y of S) E. C. Jones
Sgt I. Murray
Sgt P. Rowan RAPC

OUTSTANDING A CHIEVEMENTS
Of course, pride of place in sporting achievement must go to
our swimming and water polo teams. Our victories include the
Brigade 2 Div and BAOR Minor Units swimming championships
and 2 D iv I nter-Unit water polo championships. Our swimming
team has just returned victorious from the Army Minor Units
championships held at RMA Sandhurst on July 28. Sig R. A . J.
Steel has, in his short time in me Squadron, broken the BAOR
1OOm breast stroke record and has been awarded his BAOR
Colours. (Special report by Sgt Wallace on page 276.)
AND WORK AS WELL
Lest it be thought that it is 'all play and no work' in th e Squadron,
it should be mentioned that in the last two months we have
partici pated in and provided communications for the Queen's
Birmday Parade, completed a large installation task in the
Headquarters, provided PA fo r all sorts of military and civilian
events, trained our drivers as rad io operators, conducted three
signals training sessions for me staff and, in the normal run of
events, transmitted some 8,400 signals and received 11,400 in
our commcen. P reparation is well under way for exercise Rondo,
our twice-yearly Tri-Nation communications exercise--about
wh ich, m ore later.
Sp ecial mention must be made of Sgts Watts and Cole man
who gai ned 2 of the 16 available places on the next Yeoman of
Signals course and Sgt Harper who gained selection for me next
Foreman of Signals course (how he did it from a yacht on the
Havel/Baltic we have yet to d iscover).
ACTIVE LADIES
Finall y, mention must be m ade of our ladies who have not missed
all the fun. The Wives Club activities have included a most in4
teresting ' Open Forum' when fire, crime preven tion, road safety
and SSAFA social and medical experts were su bjected to a barrage
of questions. The most popular of the recent activi ties was the
evening tour of West Berlin culminating in a Pizza meal, on July
19. There is nothing to report on the children's activi ties to date
but with the school holidays now in full swing there is no prize for
guessing where attentions will lie over the next few weeks.
DEPARTURES/ARRIVALS
During August 1976 we have said far ewell to Sgts Reader,
Myerscough, Dorritt, Cpl (MT) Ramsay, Lcpl Sherwood
and Sig Bennett, and offer our best wishes for their future and,
in return, welcome to m e Squadron Cpls Kiely, McGonigle,
Wood, Lcpls Mott, Sands, Tupling, Sig Hall, Jones,
Spencer and Worsell and trust their stay in Berlin will be an
enjoyable and happy one.
SPORTING ACCENT
HE month of August, on reflection, seems to have centred
almost exclusively on sporting events. First, a mention of
me cricket team which is composed of members of the Squadron
and also of 3 Sqn, 13 Sig Regt; they are known as ' Royal Signals
Berlin' and they have recently completed meir fixture list in a
comparatively strong Minor Units league. They finished a
creditable third. Two members of the Squadron also play in the
GOC' s XI. They are Capt J. A. Speakes and Sgt 'Andy'
Seales, and both recently played against Royal Signals BAOR.
Both teams were below full strength but an entertaining game
ensued. The Royal Signals team lost the match but meir visit
to Berlin was most successful in the renewal of acquaintanceships
and discussions of times past. It is worm mentioning that the
last team to beat the GOC's XI was Hampshire, who were at
that time playing seven county players.
No one can say that life in Berlin is dull! In addition to the
city's more obvious ' interests', the sporting activities are wide
and varied. We have recently been able to watch a three-day
polo tournament with entries from as far afield as Kenya and the
Argentine. The event was most enthralling (the clothing of some
of the spectators was quite unusual too!).
The cross-country team are training with a vengeance. An
early inter-Troop competition in July enabled us to select
individuals for training for our Brigade event which, following
a recent programme change, now takes place in early November.
As the present Brigade Minor Units champions we are most

keen to retain our title and trophy and prove to the Brigade
that we are gQOd at other sports, swimming being bu t one of our
successful fields.
FAST M OVER S
'MQ & L' Troop have at last achieved a sporting success. It
just so happens that the TOT, Capt (TOT) E. Holland, is a
Corps badminton player and thus mere has been a miraculous,
sudden interest in badminton within me Troop. The interest
has not, howev,er, been va in flattery as witnessed by the 'MQ & L'
victory against the oilier two Troops in a competition consisting
of doubles games where each pair played all omers. Before cries
erupt of ' Shouldn't wonder wim a Corps player there', it should
be pointed out that the TOT had his arm in plaster wim a broken
bone and thus did not participate. This success seems to have
gone to meir heads as 'MQ & L' T roop are now training three
times weekly on the 'mean machine' (Multi-Gym) and many
hard-earned inches have already been shed by some of m e more
amply-endowed member. To prove 'MQ & L ' Troop can also
perform military-type tasks the F of S, W02 Peter Jones held
an initiative training exercise one afternoon where groups were
dropped off around th e city, having first been searched and
divested of all money (as far as was possible). Each group had
to collect information about a memorial or monument in me city
and return to the workshop in the shortest possible time. One
group, led by Sgt Ray Burgess, even managed to return before
me F of S, despite some feverish driving by Sgt Wallace in the
Bedford 4-ton diesel used to drop the groups. The ingenuity of
'MQ & L' T roop is now beyond doubt as nobody walked back.
You 'd never believe some of the places where money was hidden!
SELF-HELP ACHIEVEMENT
For some time now the Squadron Club has been undergoing
a re-build on a self-help basis. Except for some wiring installation,
all me work has been done by Squadron members, in particular
by Sig '149' Smith. D espite the best attempts of me Fire Officer,
which at times appeared to defeat every one of our suggestions,
we have succeeded in lowering me ceiling while maintaining
safety standards and all is about ready for the grand re-opening
at m e beginning of October. If the enjoyment gained from it
equals me effort and sweat gone into it then it will be a huge
success and all will have been worth while. The PRI wasn't hit
half as hard as he thought he would be, either.
Our camping OC, Maj J. E. Barnes, recently returned from
leave with a grin on his face and a gleam in his eye. We all thought
m at he'd had a particularly good holiday. No one connected
long periods spent in his office wim lots of paper fl ying about
with anything at all, except possibly 2048s. At last all is revealed .
The Squadron has a training programme designed to fully equip
us for our FFR Inspection. This has been made necessary because
of the large turnover within the Squadron and the 'new guys'
need to tone- up a bit (i t won' t hurt some of the ' old guys' either).
Reports on the programme's progress will be featured in our
next report.
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APPOINTMENTS

The Inter-Troop cricket compenuon was won by Commcen
Troop, well organised by Sgt Seals. ' MQ & Line' Troop, not
to be forgotten provide me majority of our golf enthusiasts and,
for a change, we are in wim a chance of success in me Minor
Units League.

SPORTS ROUND UP
On July 15 we held the Squadron Inter-Troop cross-country
event and, despite the breamtaking heat (and some obstruction
by Schultheiss-weary locals), some good times were achieved
by me first-string runners. The back-up runners, including
Sig 'Ginge' Hunter who ran, so he says, 'for football training',
ensured a closely-run race, eventually won by Cpl Gregory of
Radio Troop. Indeed, it was Radio Troop who again succeeded
in winning the team trophy.
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234 Sig Sqn, B. F. P. 0. 51
WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS MESS
(From our Mess correspondent)
HE month of August proved to be another very active month
with major functions happening at the rate of one each
week. Early Augu t saw the departures of Ssgt MUe Wringe,
Sgts John Beaumont, Ivor Gibbons, Chris Vanparys and
'Mac' Macdonald. They pooled their resources (and money)
and provided the Mess wim yet another memorable 'Happy hour',
and were sent on their way rejoicing. On Friday, August 6 a
Regimental Dinner was held to dine out WOl (CDR) Roy
Evans (RAOC) and Ssgt Tony Parnis, born returning to
civilian life after 25 and 23 years, respectively. In his speech,
the Mess President, W02 (SSM) Danny Lamerton, gave
brief resumes of meir career conjuring up nostalgia and making
some very interesting revelations. During the inevitable afterdinner games, the Officer Commanding, .Maj Eddie Pickup
proved to W02 (F of S) Chris Shone that tennis training pays
dividends, when he won the 'bottle walk' and a large number of
Christmas draw tickets.
The following Friday, members had recovered sufficiently
enough to attend an Asian Night in the Mess. The decor and
costumes were very inventive and showed tremendou imagina-

T
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·ion, thL play d a big part in another succes ful evening. The
· unm r Ball happened on aturday, August 21, and, due to
th large number of members, guests relative and friends, the
venue had to be the playground of St David' School overlooking
the beautifu l ilenc city of Mdina.
The work of converting the playground into the end product
wa carried out bv the encerrainment committee, consi ting of
six members of the pecialist Team Royal Engineers, led by
W02 John Diplock. Their labours were not in vain, for the
tran formation made a uperb setting for the Ball. The evening
flowed without a hitch and all presem enjoyed good company,
good entertainmenc and a really magnificent buffet prepared by
J\1r Pisani, our civilian chef.

SQUADRON PERSONALITIES
OC
Maj C. E. Grundy
OC Support T roop
Maj S. J. R. Dunlop
TOT
Maj M. R. Edge
2IC
Capt G. H. Goodman
CSE
Capt P. B. Neale
OC Airfield T roop
Capt M. J. Jefferis
OC Mountain T roop
Lt S. G. Hughes
SSM
W02 B. Selkirk, BEM
Chief Clerk
Ssgt J. M. Powles

Pictured from left to right : Mrs Nora Grech, Mrs Iris Parn is,
Mrs Camileri, Mrs Martha Hales, Mr (ex-Sgt) Remy Hales, Ssgt Tony
Parnis, Mr Camilleri, Ssgt Ralph Grech ·

Maj W . R. Clare, OC 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)), receives the 249 Sig Sqn
pennant from the last OC, Lt Col MacKinlay. Lt Col Byng (left )
heads 30 Sig Regt on the independence parade

Brig P. H. F. Webb, MBE. It would seem that command of
this particular Squadron leads to better things and Maj Clare's
eyes do sometimes seem to focus a little above our heads .. . .
With the formalities of the parade over the Squadron settled
down to the serious business of saying farewell to 30 Sig Regr.
SSM Tom Friend and his senior ranks had a right royal send off
from the Sergeants Mess and the All Ranks Squadron party,
ably organised by Cpl Billy Henderson and his committee,
was a great success. Sig 'Taff' Duffy, pre-empting the Squadron
Commander, accepted a ' Swan' shield from Lt Col Byng,
and we're still trying to prise it from him for the OC' s office wall.

TUG-OF-WAR TEAM

Left to right. Standing: Cpl Rick Robinson, Sig Garry Gillings, Sig
De-Clancy, Lcpl Derek Tressider, Sig ' Basher' Bayly

Sitting : Sig Alan Cowie, Sig Bob Lane, Sgt Ted Fiusimmons (coach),

The Officer Commanding, Maj Edd ie Pickup, pictured with Mr
(ex-Ssgt) Tony Mifsud

Pictured from left to right: Mrs Valerie Pickup, W02 (SSM) Danny
Lamerton, W02 Malcolm Tranter, Mrs Elsie Tranter, Mrs Barbara
Lamerton and the OC, Maj Eddie Pickup

249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L)) Old Sarum

WELCOME AND FAREWELL
We welcome several other new faces and say farewell to some
old friends, Lcpl Mick Denny is off to Cyprus, Lcpl 'Geordie'
Dodgson and Sig Ron Reilly are staying with 30 Sig Regt.
Sig 'Tich' Warren and Lcpl 'Chick' Gillespie leave us to
Brigade Squadrons in Germany. We saw them all off in some
style--the landlord of the King's Arms in Blandford wa so
sorry to lose Dodgson, Reilly and Warren that he laid on free
beer for the night for the Squadron! Good pub that!

BEGINNING ANEW
HE restructuring of Royal Signals units within the UK
includes, among other things, the move into independence
of the AMF(L) Sig Sqn. Authority has .been given by MOD(ASD)
for the forming of 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)).' And that's how 'Force
Radio Troop' came of age. On August 1, 1976, we left 30 Sig
Regr (Cpl Cass Cassidy vividly expressed the parting in his
cartoon of a flying swan and caption of 'free at last') and accepted
the mantle of a proud name-249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)).
The new 249 Sig Sqn resurrects a unit title which was Jost
when 18 Sig Regr disbanded in 1971. The old Squadron had
enjoyed a particularly high reputation as an efficient and happy
unit and the AMF(L) Squadron are proud to be given the chance
of maintaining and then improving on the old high standards.

T

THE FUTURE
So now life goes on. The Mediterranean beckon in September,
Southern Norway next January/February, and after that, something
is sure to turn up. We're sorry to leave 30 Sig Regt, but not too
sorry to relish our new independence and to look forward to
adding new laurels to the name of 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)).

SE DOFF
In July, 30 Sig Regt gave the new 249 Sig Sqn a fine send off.
Lt Col Arthur Byng headed a regimental parade to see us on
our way and the Squadron Commander, Maj Rodney Clare,
was proud to receive the Squadron Pennant from the last OC 249,
Lt Col A. G. MacKinlay. Col J. H. Hild, MBE, Commander
1 Sig Group, took the salute and recalled his time in Singapore
when 249 Sqn formed part of his regiment. Col Hild was joined
on the saluting base by yet another past-Squadron Commander,
368

THE MOVE
The mov ' tself, from Blandford to Old Sarum has gone
smoothly with our new QM, Capt Jack Simpson, arriving in
the nick of time to help the 2IC, Capt John Ambrose, to coordinate the movement details. Jack's combination of experience
and sporting prowess is going to stand us in good stead for the
future and we welcome him to the AMF(L ). We're not too sure
how his Ghurkali will fit into the already multi-lingual set up.
Everyone has worked hard during the past months but Sgts
Sandy Geddes and Alan Benson deserve special mention for
their success in organising their departments for the move and
gaining excellent results on staff inspections during the proces .

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required

by the WELFARE SECTION
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Maj C. E. Grundy (OC), Ssgt .Phil Evans, Sig Kelly McNish

AIRFIELD TROOP-TUG-OF-WAR CHAMPIONS
T has been tradition within the Squadron that Airfield Troop
provide the Tug-of-War team. This custom has been with us
for some years, with the result that a large amount of experience
has accumulated in the Troop.
We started this season by winning the Squadron's competition,
and from there went on to 3 Group sports, where once again a
Squadron team from 9 Sig Regr were determined to beat us.
However, this was not to be their lucky year and we went on to
win the (3 Group) cup.
An island-wide competition for as many teams as possible was
set for June 22, 1976, in Happy Valley, Episkopi. We were soon
back in training, this time in real earnest as fitness was going to
be a prime factor. With all the teams assembled, the competition
was run on a league basis, with the runner-up and winner in each
league going forward into a knockout competition. After many
pulls we came up against our old rivals, 1 Sqn, 9 Sig Regt. We
beat them in two straight pulls to take the tide 'Champion of
Cyprus'.
The team would like to than· our devoted supporters, e pecially
Tom McGrandles and Pete Cunningham, and not forgetting
the wives, who eemed to know more about tug-of-war than we
did, judging by the noise they made.

I

EXERCISE SUMMER VENTURE 1976
Thi year the Squadron was able to mount it fir t Summer
Camp for some time. After having begged and borrowed all the
nece sary equipment the camp was set up near Evdhimou Bay,
and the 'inmates' for the first week were welcomed. The training
was laid on by Sgt Bernie Thomas who had organi ed a very
full week's programme, which included such delightful activities
as night ambush patrol and ection attacks. Many thank must
go to all the local unit who helped to provide in truction and
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demonstration . A you can see from the photograph, this
include the Royal Air Force who were able to give most of the
lads first-hand e.xperiencc of being plucked from the sea to the
afcty of a hoveri ng helicopter.

Cpl Brian Allan being lifted from the blue sea of Evdhimou Bay

SUCCESS AT BISLEY
Helping to keep the Corps on the map at Bisley this year was
our shooting team. Consisting of Capt Hugh Goodman, Ssgt
Charlie Manning, Sgt Marty Roberts (that's me) and Sig
Derek Hannan we embarked on a training programme as far
back as February. With lots of practice and several competitions
with which to gain experience we arrived at Bisley on June 30.
After two days on the practice ranges, Eisley '76 began in earnest
on July 1.
We all knew that if we continued to fire at the standards we
had achieved in practice then we would do well. Maybe it was
this knowledge that let us down because on the first two days
when firing the Association Cup only Capt Goodman and
Sig Hannan did well. Ssgt Manning and Sgt Roberts shot
well below par and consequently the team finished a disappointing
ninth our of 33 Minor Unit teams. This was to be our lowest
team position gained in any subsequent match. After this poor
start we went from strength to strength reaching a peak when
the SMG team consisting of Capt Goodman, Ssgt Manning
and Sig Hannan won the Minor Unit SMG team match. This
was a particularly fine achievement as their closest rivals were no
less than 24 points adrift. Capt Goodman and Sgt Manning
both gained places in the top SMG 45 (individual) for their
efforts.
The Moving Target match which was new to us turned out to
be easier than we had expected. Capt Goodman gained an
individual Bronze Bar which helped the team to an overall third
place. The match that the spectator can really enjoy is the Team

Snap. It involves the team running from the 400 LO 300yd firing
point negotiating three obstacles along the way. The team is
required co crawl under an !Sin trestle, vault a 4ft tre tic and
scale a 5fc wall before engaging the target. Despite arriving at
the first trestle in the wrong order, two fallers at the second and
two bayonet charges at the wall (which didn't help our rifles any)
we then shot like champions and gained second place. Ssgt
Manning nearly didn't make it to the firing point for laughing
at the antics of the rest of us. When he did get there he only had
time to fire one round and all the targets were down.
This is the list of the nine team competitions, with our positions:
ROUPELL Cup
4th
HE RY WHITEHEAD
6th
ASSOCJATION
9th
MOVING TARGET
3rd
SMG
1st
PARA CUP
6th
LMG MATCH
9th
SECTION MATCH
6th
TEAM SNAP
2nd
giving us an overall team placing of fourth and a MU terun
Bronze Bar.
'ROBERTS' REPORT
Three of the rifle team went on to stage II of the individual
Rifle Championship. They were Ssgt Manning, Sgt Roberts
and Sig Hllll:11an· Stage II is ~he 'Roberts' cup and was fired by
the top 252 rifle shoes. Maybe it was the fact that the cup carried
my name I don't know, but I certainly got some inspiration from
somewhere, for with one of my better shots I came equal first
with 192 our of 200 points. Unfortunately, I lost the re-shoot,
giving me a Silver Bar for second place. Ssgt Manning and
Sig Hannan also did well but unfortunately we don't have their
final positions at this time.
I went on to fire in the Army 100 which is stage III of the Rifle
Championships. Firing for the Association cup I pulled myself
from 86th position to finish an overall 7lsc place.
This, then, was the end of a long, hard, but enjoyable shooting
season. It really was worth it when you look at the list of our
Bisley awards.
Capt Goodman
SMG
Gold
Team Snap
Silver
Moving Target
Bronze
MU Team Championship
Bronze
SMG
45 Medal
Ssgt Manning

Sgt Roberts

Sig Hannan

SMG
Team Snap
MU Team Championship
Old Comtemptibles
SMG

Gold
Silver
Bronze
Bronze
45 Medal

Roberts' Cup
Team Snap
MU Team Championship
Rifle
-

Silver
Silver
Bronze
100 Medal

SMG
Team Snap
MU Team Championship
Association Cup
-

Gold
Silver
Bronze
Bronze

FORMULA FOR 1977
Next year we will win it if two rifle shots mysteriously volunteer
for 259 Sig Sqn Cyprus.

260 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 20

DOING OUR JOB ..•
NCE again the Squadron bas reformed for an OP Banner
tour as an infantry unit due co begin in mid-November.
As .is by now almost obligatory within 36 Hy AD Regc Royal
Artillery, our host unit, up to date nominal rolls-positively the
last one-have rolled hoc from the press with monotonous
regularity, only to be instantly discarded as nor only Troop
commitments but even the Squadron's task is changed. However,
now that the Squadron bas actually started training, the situation

O

SISLEY SHOOTING TEAM

left to right: Sgt Marty Roberts, Sig Derek Hannan, Capt Hugh
Goodman, Ssgt Charlie Manning
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has stabilised and the general feeling is one of ' we have got a job
to do, so let us do the best we can and gee it over with'.
. ... AND OTHER THINGS BESIDES
On the sporting sicle, we managed to capture from the Brigade
the water-polo and lightweight rug-of-war cups thanks to Sig John
Fox and .Ssgt Dave Wilcox, re~pecrively. We also managed, for
the first ~1me, to send a team co N1imegen co take part in the annual
International four-day marches. We formed a combined team
with our affiliated uni.t, 8 US .Sig Bn, and most of us managed to
force our weary aching bodies around. the daily 40km course
ably led by our Squadron Commander, Maj Rollo Rumford
(his third and, quote, ' definitely the last time') and 2 Lt Mike
Farrell of the American Army.
On the rally scene Cpl Brian Caffrey was a member of the
BAOR B;AMA team a!1d acJ:iieved a very. creditable position in
the Scottish rally despite losmg valuable ume whilst towing out
of ditches less fortunate/skilled drivers. What would they do in
times of difficulty without us 'professionals' I shudder to chink.
e~ercise season fu:Ushed with .a flourish, with the Squadron
agam trymg to communicate over difficult country; however, this
time successfully using the C41 instead of the much older B70
radio relay equipment. It was so successful, in fact, that if anyone
wishes to own one of these rather quaint little sets-an excellent
souvenir in view of our forthcoming disbandment and bound to
go up in value-they have only to write to a member of the
Squadron care of BFPO 809.

qur

The marchers

The OC, Capt Jon Henderson, denies vigorously that everywhere around Nijmegen is 'just a few kilometres further on'! but
Sig Steve Carmichael and Lcpl Steve Toms reckons its
'cause he's no good at map-reading.
HF DOES WORK!
August was spent operating an HF rear link from a Battery
down in the Black Forest back to our Barracks in Dortmund, a
very worthwhile exercise which proved not only to the Gunners
but also to ourselves that HF rear links do work! A lot of worthwhile traffic was passed and our ex-Radio Operators had a field
day teaching us 'young uns' how it was done in the old days.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to the OC on his marriage on August 7 to
Miss Trysh Baker (he now appears in pressed shirts more often),
and also to Lcpl Steve Toms on passing his BI 'Q' Test-good
luck on your forthcoming EPC and BI.

603 Sig Tp, R.A.F. Masirah
B.F.P.O. 65

Combined 8 US Sig Bn /260 Sig Sqn Nijmegen marching team.
Cpl Dougie Brown and Specialist 4 Geen are holding the quidons

THE MANAGEMENT

oc

OC Designate
TP/Line Sergeant
Tech Sergeant
CO i/c Det Salalah

- - News from Troops - 551 Sig Troop B.F.P.O. 20
is a fair while since our Troop last contributed to THE WIRE
Iill Tfounded.
and rumours char we had gone bankrupt are, I am glad to say,
[Editor's note. Welcome back.]
NEAR MISS
We spent a month earlier this year in the wilds of Luneberg
Heath-along with the Missile Regiment that is attached to us!carrying out various NA TO tests that we have to undergo and
finished up by firing 12 Honest John missiles. Lcpl 'Diddy'
Watkins acquired instant fame when he attempted to stop the
local NAAFI wagon-by running into it! Luckily it stopped
and he wasn't hurt-damage to NAAFI truck was slight so no
FMT 3 action was necessary.
A FEW KILOMETRES FURTHER ON
During July we took part, along with some Gunners and our
Pay Sergeant, in che Nijmegen Marches. These marches are
held each year in Holland and teams from all over Europe come
to compete. The Dutch, as alway , were very hospitable and,
apart from having to walk 40km a day for four days, the ream
thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Sgt Tom Padden did an excellent
job as cycle orderly and Cpl Colin (Lips) Ager kept spirits up
by singing. (The OC kept spirits up by getting the beer in.)
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W02 (F of S) P. R. Wagstaff
Ssgt (F of S) A. Hall (Oct)
Sgt J. Garbutt
Sgt P. J. Davies
Cpl Whitfield

APOLOGIES
T seems all too often that apologies are extended to readers
for . the lack of contributions to the Corps magazine and I
now find myself in the position of having to do just that. Time
passes all too quickly in Masirah and, whilst one attempts to collate
notes and photographs (where official photographic facilities no
longer exist), the months fly by. An attempt will be made,
therefore, to cover che life of the Troop since the publication of
our last notes as well as to provid items of general interest
pertaining to Masirah.

I

WITHDRAWAL
The main item of news is that HM Government announced,
finally, the withdrawal of the Services from Oman by March 31,
1977. This means, of course, the withdrawal of the RAF from
both Salalah and Masirah and with it 603 Sig Troop. Preparations
for the pull-out have already commenced with requests for freight
bids on planned (?) shipments to the UK. For those involved in
the withdrawals from other stations, such as Malta, the situation
brings back bitter-sweet memories. For the Corps it means yet
one more overseas unaccompanied tour of duty less, and a sad
loss for those genuinely keen to see an interesting part of the
Middle East. As an afterthought, however, the majority opinion
might just say, 'It is a posting we can do without', and no doubt
new arrivals in Masirah will be quire happy being 'short-toured'
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Our beloved patio barbecues
left to right: Sgt ' Geordie' Garbutt, Sgt Phil Davies, Cpl Andy
Fullwood, Sgt (PTI) Ray Will is (RAF)

•

I'

-

Left to right. Bock row: Cpl Andy Fullwood, Sig ' Mac' Macmillan, Lcpl Clive Johnson, Lcpl Mick Leek
.
.
Centre row : Sig 'Scouse' Creighton , Lcpl Jim Hankin, Sig 'Scouse' McClymont, Sig Mark Lyon '. Lcpl .Pat Burro~s, Lcpl 'Shiny' Hams
Front row : Cpl Tony Dubois, Sgt John Garbutt, W02 (F of S) Pete Wagstaff, Sgt Phil Davies, Cpl Mick Crabtree

even though they have been dubbed 'Non-hackers' · by the
veterans.
TEAM MANAGER'S NIGHTMARE
The last three months have seen numerous depanures and,
in rum, the arrival of white-skinned enthusiastic (in the main)
personnel who apparently volunteer for Masirah to escape the
Telecommunications Mechanic's 'routine' of unnamed Regiments
in BAOR.
Late members of the Troop are: Sgt Roy Kinner, Sig
'Smudge' Smith, Cpl Gil Brooks, Sig Ian Aspinall, 'Scouse'
McClymont, Lcpls Pat Burrows, Clive Johnson, Jim
Hankin, 'Shiny' Harris and Cpl Mick Crabtree. On top of
this our Technician, Sgt Phil Davies, leaves us on September 7.
His technical expertise and frequent renderings of 'Salomie' will
be sadly missed.
The arrivals include: Cpl Tony Dubois, Sig 'Scouse'
Creighton, 'Mac' Macmillan, Mark Lyons, Steve Brunsdon,
George Cripps, Cpls Dave Thompson, Steve Potts, 'Taff'
Thomas, Andy Fullwood and Lcpl Mick Leek.
As one can see, with a Troop establishment of some 18 personnel,
we have an almost ' brand new' crew. Alas, with the numerous
departures went our crack football, hockey, volleyball and squash
stars and in came a team manager's nightmare. However, our
new sports manager, Cpl Andy Fullwood, is busily, amid
occasional outbursts of frustration, rebuilding the Troop sports
teams and is promising a strong display of Pongo Power in all
aspects of sport in the best traditions of the Troop's sporting
history.
To our departed friends we take this opportunity of wishing
you luck in the future and especially to Lcpls Pat Burrows,
Clive Johnson, Cpls Mick Crabtree and Gil Brooks on your
trade upgrading courses (obvious proof that Royal Signals
Manning and Records Office do not forget those tucked away on
remote desert islands).
MO SOON PROBLEMS
Since June the island has been battered constantly by the
south-we t winds of the summer monsoon. The wind speeds
have varied from 20 to 40 plus knots, transforming suntans into
that rugged weather-beaten look. A sudden increase in windspeed normally occurs in the late evening and, at one stage, a
rather fierce cyclonic wind, ironically, lifted the whole of the
Meteorological Office roof off its foundations and delivered it to
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O ur new patio with appropriate backdrop
Left to right: Cp l Mick Crabtree, Lcpl Clive Johnstone, Sig Mark
Lyon, Sgt John Garbutt, Sig 'Mac' MacMillan, Lcpl Pat Burrows,
Cpl Andy Fullwood, W02 (F of S) Pete Wagstaff, Sig 'Scouse'
McClymont, Lcpl Jim Hankin, Sig ' Scouse' Creighton, Mr Gordon
Burch, Cpl Tony Doubois, Lcpl Mick Leek , Sgt Phil Davies

the Unit Fire Station some 150 yards away (much to the consternation of Sgt Phil Davies, who was nearby at the time)!
When questioned on the incident the Met boys were heard to
remark, 'Of course, we knew it was coming'. The high winds
subjected us to all kinds of miseries, eliminating the possibility
of sea fishing, sailing and, more to the point, our beloved outdoor
patio barbecue parties. The Met boys in their usual 'dry' manner
summed up the situation by reporting, 'You will be subje~t to
rising and blowing sand' . (In reality comparable to sand-blasting!)
'The larger particles of sand may be quite painful to the eyes
while the smaller particles will penetrate into any unsealed room
(by "unsealed" we have since assumed they meant completely
airtight!) leaving copious deposits of dust'. In practical terms 1t
meant that sand goggles had to be worn most times, especially
when driving.
Happily, the winds arc decreasing and the fishing boats arc
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venturing cautiously out to sea once more. eedless to say the
patio barbecue parties are already under way, putting to use the
huge catches of the various species of popular fish which include
large sea bream, Spanish mackerel, barracuda, rays and sharks.
The monsoon season in Salalah is just as unpleasant as that in
Masirah but in quite a different way. The monsoon weather
covers the large Salalah plain in heavy mists and rain falls, heavily,
quite often. For our Detachment in Salalah it means numerous
faults on ageing unmapped cables and jointing cable in trenches
deep in tepid mud. Things got so 'hot' that reinforcements led
by the Troop's ' Supermech' (he's also the Troop's fish marketing
rep), 'Geordie' Garbutt, were despatched from Masirah to help.
The lads spurred on by 'Geordie' Garbutt and Stan Whitfield
worked for days in the mud and rains clearing faults and did so
well that an acolade of well-deserved praise was sent to 'Pongo HQ'
in Masirah from the Wing Commander at Salalah.
MASIRAH'S WILDLIFE
One often hears Masirah referred to as 'That barren island'.
Compared to the UK countryside it is, but it is surprising just
how much interesting wildlife does exist here, and I think it is
worth a mention. To start with there are gazelles, believe it or
not, all of the Gazelle dama ruficollis species, and of which there
are an estimated 600 on the island. There are many groups of
wild donkeys, generally in family groups of three to six, as well
as herds of domesticated goats, and camels which seem to eat
rubbish and cardboard boxes in preference to the sparse rough
graze (there is some)!
Of the reptile family there are to be found chameleons, the day
gecko, Turkish gecko, Thomas's dabb lizard, sand skink, desert
lacertis lizard, moila snake, sand snake, carpet viper, common
frog and agames. Black scorpions arc also common and ha~e been
found up to six inches in length. Contrary to popular belief, the
sting, although a very painful one, is not fatal and is a very rare
occurrence. Camel spiders, too, are quite common and though
large, as Troop members of the Desert Rescue Team have found
out, they also are not as dangerous as their reputation suggests,
their poison being ineffective to man.
Masirah has an abundance of bird life especially in the winter
season and on the sea shore. Gulls and terns arc common as are
heron, and a large variety of waders, plover, oys~erca~chers,
stint, sanderling, curlew and turnstone. A common s1!!lht 1s that
of the ever-anendanr Egyptian vultures, other raptors bemg kestrel,
black kite and osprey. Most of the land birds are migrant but
breeding residents are the chestnut-bellied sandgrouse and the
palm dove (often heard 'billing and cooing' around our accommodation). Other passcrine species include the desert wheatear
and white wagtail.
INTRIGUING TURTLES
Of Masirah's wildlife the turtle arc the most intriguing. The
east coast of the island is ideal for turtle rearing and, in April to
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The AOC's Inspection. 'How do you tell one wire from another!'
Le~ to right: Sgt ' Geordie' Garbutt, Air Vice-Marshal R. D. AustenSmith, CB, DFC (RAF), Flt Lt R. J. Lawley (RAF), W02 (F of S) Pete
Wagstaff, Flt Lt Mike Curtis (RAF), Lcpl Bob Crossley

May a large number of female loggerhead and green turtle co!11e
ashore in the evening. After finding a suitable spot above the high
water mark, and this may take several attempts, they dig a hole
about 20 inches deep using the rear flippers in the soft sand.
About 50 to 80 eggs are laid, the egg being the size and shape of
ping pong balls and rubbery to the touch, after which the hole
is carefully filled in and the sand smoothed over by the turtle
adopting a swimming motion (this procedure is often. accompanied
by the clicking and flashing of cameras held excitedly by the
amazed amateur photographers). The female then returns to the
water before daybreak. She may end the night a long way from
the water and may be caught by the rising sun perhaps 5 to 600
yard from the water. She must regain the water within two or
three hours or she will die of heat exhaustion, after which the vultures take over the story! The eggs are a prized delicacy of the
local population who dig for them, but survivors hatch out about
three months later and mutually assist each other ro clamber out
of the hole. They then have to make their way to the water in ~e
heat of the sun and running the gauntlet of sooty gulls which
have assembled some weeks earlier. Few survive even though a
familiar sight is that of member of the station filling up bucket
or other receptacle with many newly-hatched turtles, only l k
inches long, in order to deliver them safely to the se~ .
Again in Augu t there is another bout of egg-laymg and the
climax of egg-laying seems to coincide with the full moon. A fullgrown turtle may weigh up to .3001b and over, and ~me can
imagine the energy expended durmg the cycle of egg-laymg.
ALL 'GO'
The sporting activities on the island a.re numerous and int~r
Section competitions take place almost mghtly on the five-a-side
court which must compare with the Gladiators' Aren~ o~ ancient
Rome. Games the Troop have been represented m include:
football, hockey, volleyball, basketball, tug-of-war, cros -country
relay races, squash, badminto~, tennis and ..swimi:ning. 1:hc
'Pongo' team always does well m the competmon , 1f not wm;
and to keep fit we attend circuit training sessions, followed by a
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p ·riod o. ~imming, twice a week, under the upcrvision of the
RAF PTI, gt Ray Willis, the pioneer of Pongo circuit training,
who ha now left us for the Parachute Training School at Brize
orcon; with him go our thank and best wishes. Ray's replacement, Sgt Darral Ackerman, has taken over and has expressed
hL urpri at the level of Troop fitne s. The ration is a veritable
pore man's paradi c and the older members of the Troop have
often, between gasps for breath, been heard to remark, 'I haven't
been so fit in years'.
To balance the sporting activitie there are numerous social
vents which eem never ending. The longer one spends on the
i land the greater one's circle of friends become and, subsquently,
the more invites one receive to Ma Salaam (farewell) parties and,
let' be honest, who can refuse such invites? Members of the
Troop, with guests, have spent many a happy evening-nightmorning on our new patio, built ourselves with the help of our
personal DOE liai on officer, Gordon Burch (honorary Pongo),
which boa ts a built-in barbecue and budgie aviary. The patio
is illuminated at night with an 'acquired' RAF sodium lamp and
built-in, rain-proof, electric, home-made table lamps. The tables
are old cable drums sunk into the ground and painted in Corps
colours, naturally. Added features are a 15ft high palm tree
which Lcpl Bob Crossley says he grew overnight-with the
help of some friends ( ! !) and a patch of green grass grown from
seed sent from the UK. The grass is tended each day with loving
care by our 'duty gardener' Cpl Tony Dubois, and is the only
decent patch of grass on the island.
The patio parties inevitably combine fitness with pleasure and
games such as, 'Fastest round the Patio without touching the
floor', 'Beer can walking' and 'Fan stopping' (a new and exciting
game for which no explanation can be offered here!) abound.
These games are infinitely more competitive on Pongo/Blue Job
mixed evenings when the Pongos usually demonstrate their
physical superiority to the full.
PLANNED ESCAPES
Although we have our fun and the local wildlife, sporting
activities and social events help to pass the nine months
enjoyably (quickly too) it often helps to get away from the island
for a few days when possible. This can be arranged, although
' refuges' are becoming somewhat limited. Adventure training
courses are available in Cyprus under RAF arrangements.
These courses cover freefall parachuting, canoeing, sub-aqua
diving :lild outward bound. Members of the Troop have attended
the freefall and sub-aqua diving courses doing well on both
whilst 'suffering' an expensive social life. Visits to the Detachment
at Salalah are easily arranged but normally involve giving a
helping hand in the muddy cable trenches. The F of S, known
general!}• as 'Peter the Pongo', did manage a trip to Muscat on
the mainland. The trip was supposedly for 'the day' to visit a
colleague but the 'day' extended over fow·. The excuse offered
went something like, 'The Hercules aircraft forgot to pick me
up on the return journey, really it did'!
Another method of 'retreat' is made possible by our friends of
259 Sig Sqn in Cyprus who despite 'accommodation problems'
of one sort .or anoth~r continue to invite would-be Tl Upgrading
and education candidates to attend their courses and examination
centres. The F of S and Sig Steve Brunsdon are hoping to
'.make it' to Cyprus, albeit the hard way, in October to take part
m the Cyprus Walkabout as members of the Masirah Station
team. They are now training, they say, by walking round in everdecreasing circles.
TO SUM UP
Life in Masirah has been described, on interrogation, in such
terms as, 'hell', 'never again', 'as a whole it should be filled in',
'.great'~ 'different', 'an ordeal', 'a good break from the wife', or
iust .s1mp~y as 'an experience one will never forget'. Life is
ce~a1nly hved 24 hours a day in a tight-knit community. One learns
agam the real values of the civilised world, equally the disadvantages, and more to the point, what one takes so much for
granted at home. When one eventually rides out to 'His VClO'
aboard the home-made 'Gozomi Chariot', he must there and
then decide whether his time on Masirah was wasted or when
looking at the local inhabitants with their pathetic oil~dru'm and
wooden shacks, lacking electricity, water and most times food,
'There but for the Grace of God go I'.
One could go on forever discussing or describing the merits
or demerits of a nine-month tour on Masirah, our work, single
events, such as the AOC's Inspection, experiences with visiting
Pad;es (Whe;e do they all come from?) and general amusing
stones hke, How the F of S and Sgt Phil Davies took over
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READING BRANCH
Report by Mr N. A. Wickens
HE Branch have been having a very active and most enjoyable
summer season. Parties from the Branch have attended
Aldershot Branch Dinner Catterick Reunion, Blandford Open
Day, The Grand Band Concert at Kneller Hall and The Royal
Tournament. Our Branch chairman, Alec Carpenter, also
organised a trip to Artillery Day at Larkhill.
To finish off the season the Branch joined with 94 Sig Sqn
TAVR to enter a demonstration of Signal equipment and recruiting
stall at the two-day Reading Show. Both Branch and the Squadron
were pleased with interest shown and also with the sales of
Association goods.
We were also pleased to contact 30 Regt Display team who were
also showing the flag at the show.

T

The ' beginn ings' of our now greatly modified 'Gozomie' chariot

the running of the Sergeants Mess'; 'How Flt Lt Mike Curti
(our RAF Flight Leader!?) became an Honorary Pongo' or
'How Cpl Mick Crabtree received his GSM NI on a "parade'
held in an RAF Salalah bar!' But, understandably, our space
in THE WIRE must be limited and, hopefully, more stories about
life in Masirah will unfold in print before the eventual closur
of the station in March next year.

---:-- The Volunteers

lcpl Colling (WRAC) being briefed by Capt A. P. Verey for her
team's next task

halls the event was made open to other Squadrons within the
Regiment and this year a team was entered by 68 (IC & CY)
Sig Sq~. (V) and our own LAI? 71 (Yeomanry) Sig Regt (V).
Both v1s1tmg teams won a section of the competition and were
all well rewarded for the effort made to enter. The overall winners
this year were Windsor 'A' team, and the WRAC winning team
was from the drill hall at Brighton. Our thanks are due to CO
2 Bn The Wessex Regt (V) and QC Fd Amb RAMC for assistance
in infantry and first aid tasks and to LAD 71 (Yeomanry) Sig
Regt (V) for providing a 'REME' task. The exercise was noted
a great success by all who took part and we hope that more
teams will enter next year.

71 st Sig Regt :(V) Bromley
WINTER THOUGHTS
ITH Annual Camp and summer holidays behind us we
now look forward to the winter training and a strong
emphasis on recruiting. In this connection may we take this
opportunity to appeal to ex-members of the Corps who live in
the following areas to consider joining the Regiment as Volunteers:
Bexleyheath, Brighton, Chelmsford, Windsor, Bromley,
Southend, Southampton, Whipps Cross and Harlow.
The Regiment has a keen, enthusiastic establishment with many
skilled tradesmen and women but the red carpet would be
rolled out to welcome ex-members of the Corps, particularly
with the trade of Technician (R and TE), Radio Telegraphist or
Data Telegraphists. A good backbone of communicators is our
main requirement and all trades would find a rewarding worthwhile task with the Regiment.
On behalf of all our members I would like to say a fond farewell
to Sgt John Vincent who has left the Colours for employment
with Marconi. John Vincent spent his last six months of service
serving with 68 (IC & CY) Sig Sqn (V) where he quickly proved
his worth. We wish him and his wife, Sheila, all the best for the
future.
The last WIRE notes from the Regiment invited our Squadrons
to produce notes for future publication and the following is a
response from 94 (BY) Sig Sqn (V) based at Windsor:

W

NOTABLE TEAM COMPETITIONS
Exercise Round Robin has been run for the last three years
by 94 (BY) Sig Sqn (V) of 71 (Yeomanry) Sig Regt (V). It takes
the form of a team competition and is designed to test basic
military skills and to give junior NCOs an opportunity to command
detachments undertaking several and varied tasks. The tasks
include map-reading, first aid, REME, shooting, patrolling and
ambush drills and an initiative test. Each team is fully selfsupporting, the team leader briefed on each task and the team
as a whole marked by the DS on its performance at each task. A
debrief is held after each task so that all members of the team
are able to see why they were marked as they were and what
points should have been learned as a result of their team's approach
to the task.
Whilst the exercise was primarily designed for the Squadron's
own benefit and one team invited from the male and one from
the female members of the Squadron at each of our three drill
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The ' DS' Capt A. P. Verey, Lt S. H. Frost and W02 (SSM} B. P. Lane
discuss a team's results with the Commanding Officer

~Sport
CORPS CRICKET REPORT-1976
NOTHER cricket season is over and it is pleasing to report
that the Corps had another successful season. For the record
the games played resulted in :
Played 9
Won 4
Drew 3
Lost 2
Following the tradition of all good WIRE articles these days, it
seems that reports begin with a list of the 'Management', so let
cricket be no exception:
President and Captain Col Alan Yeoman MOD
Maj Clive Collier RMCS
Secretary
Sgt David Taylor 5 Airptble Bde
Match Secretary
Sig Sqn
Catterick Representative Sgt Mick Raybould 8 Sig Regt
Umpire
W02 (Y of S) Ken
Coker
8 Sig Regt
Sgt Tom Com.moos
Scorer
RSA

A

Those who follow cricket will know that this season wickets
have certainly been on the side of batsmen and in all bar one of
our games, our team took full advantage of the conditions. The
exception was the RCT game, our first of the season, played on
May 17 when rain was still a well-known word in the orth of
England and before five of our players had put bat to ball.
Despite the lack of practice, Sgt Ian Gilbert (8 Sig Regr) our
opening bat for all Corps games this season, produced a very
creditable score of 39 out of the team's total of 90.
Our second game against RMCS produced our batting find of
the year. Lt (now Capt) Chris Wright (216 Sig Sqn (Para))
came into the team as a last minute replacement, was our top
scorer and went on to be our leading batsman with an average
of 54 for the season. Deservedly Chris was awarded his Corps Cap
and was presented with it just before the start of the RAPC
game, he celebrated the event with scores of 47 and 61.
The most satisfying game was undoubtedly our win against
the RAC, the only team to have beaten us last year. Eleven capped
players took the field and they were supported by the umpire and
scorer who also had their cricket Colours. As can be seen from
the detailed results, the side Jived up to its reputation; however,
the figures cannot describe the excitement of the last hour when
110 runs were scored in 16 overs to give us a memorable victory.
The skipper will long be remembered for the times he checked
the score and the number of cigars he smoked whilst doing so.

The WIREWithout itThe winning team receiving their prizes from Lt Cof J. M. Craig, TD,
Commanding 71 (Yeomanry) Sig Regt (V), OC 94 (BY) Sig Sqn (V)
in attendance
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You' re not Wjth it!
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Rcturnu~ to th~ batting highlight~-if ,1wards were given
th y \\ ould be as follow :
Jli'gh sl . cor
· 4 v RAPC by Cpl Percival F i tzroy
Drummond (Percy to his friend )
244 Sig Sqn)
T.clmicall · best
19 v RM by Sgt Gill Williamson
(8 Sig Regr)
,\lost exciting
Joint winner
55 not out v RE in the second inning
by Sgt Mick Raybould (8 Sig Regr)
44 not our v RAC by Lcpl Nigel Scott
(244 Sig qn)
·
3 not our v RAC by Cpl Terry Smith
(AAC Harrogate)
B est slog
59 nor our v RM by Lt Tom Richardson (3 Inf Bde Sig qn)
Bowling has again been our weakness with no new bowlers
emerging ; we always had problems if we were without any of our
four recognised bowlers. Regrettably from the Corps team's point
of view, Lcpl Nigel Scott achieved even greater fame than in
the pa t by representing both the Combined Services and th&
Armv. Indeed, it was his fine bowling in the Army v Royal avy
game when he took 6 wickets that did much to help the Army win
the Inter-Service tournament. In the five Corps games that he
was able to play in, his performance against the RAC when he
took 5 wickers, undoubtedly was his best and gave us rbe chance
of rhe win already described.
Because of unit commitments, both of our opening bowlers,
Lt Tom Richardson and Sgt Robin Gipson (10 Sig Regt),
were limited in the number of games that they played in. This
resulted in the brunt of the bowling faJJing on the shoulders of
Sgt David Taylor, he played in every game and could always
be relied upon to bowl well. This fact speaks for itself with his
record of 27 wickets at a cost of 15·8 runs each.
Finally, a word must be written about Sgt Benny Grossmith's
(Int Centre Ashford) all-round ability. Batting anywhere in the
order he averaged 28·5, be bowled occasionally and, apart from
the wicketkeeper, Col Alan Yeoman, he topped the catching
league.

Results
.May 19 v RCT at Alderslio1-RCT won by 6 wickctr
Scores: Royal Signals
90
Gilbert
RCT
91-4
June 2 ,. RMCS at Shrivm ham-Cnrps wo11 by 2 wickets
Scores: &\-'\CS
188-8 dee
Taylor
Scott
Royal Signals
192-8
Wright
Coltman
G ilbert
S cott

39

4-49
4-67
42 not out
38
38
33

71111e 3 v REME at Arborfield-Corps wo11 by 6 wickets

Scores :

REME

134

Royal Signals

135-4

7uue 26 v RAOC at Bramlry-Drawu
Scorn: Royal Signals
179
RAOC

132-9

7mie 28 v RJ.1 at Rla11dford-Draw11
Scores: Royal Signals
22Q-6 dee
RM

171-7

Scott
G ipson
Wright
Raybould

3-41

Wright
Raybould
Richardson
Taylor

45

Williamson
Richardson
Fisher
Gipson

79
59 not out
2-20
2-39

J 1me 29 v RAC at Bovi11gto11-Corps wou by 6 wickers
Scores : RAC
193
Scott
Royal Signals
197-4
Scott
Smith
Raybould
Drummond
Gilbert

3-52
67 not out
30

35
3-31
3-33

711/\• 21 22 v RAPC "' Ca11r:r1cJ..~R,JPC wuu by 6 ruickctr
Scores: Royal Si~nal
Smith
I t innings
226
Wright
Drummond
254-6 dee
2nd innings
Wrlght
Raybould
RAPC
Taylor
1st innings
268-9 dee
Taylor
2nd innings
2 13--4
July 23 v R , JF igual.< at Cat1crick-Draw11
Scores: RAF Signals
204-8 dee

R oyal

ignals

173-6

Scott
Taylor
Smith
Scott

50
47
8<l
61
43

4-9'1
2-68
5-81
3-60
54 not out
42

SWIMMING
Report by Sgt J. Wallace
(229 Sig Sqn)
APRIL START PAYS OFF
WIMMING began in late April when the Inter-Troop
competition was held. Performances at this stage led us to
hope that we might have a chance in the Brigade Minor Un its
competition. A reasonable team standard was improved somewhat
with the arrival of Sig R. Steel from Harrogate. A team wa
even entered for the water polo despite having only two member
who had played the game before. We won the Brigade Swimming
competition by quite a convincing margin and managed to b
runners-up in the water polo to a very strong and experienced
team from 1 Para.

S

DIVISIONAL, RHINE ARMY AND ARMY CHAMPIONS
The next test was the 2 Div competition, and we dared to think
that perhaps this, too, might be within our capabilities. As it
turned out we defeated our closest rivals, 12 Mech Bde HQ and
Sigs, by a narrow margin of three points and also won the Water
Polo competition. This was when training started in earnest a
it was realised that we had the potential for a very strong team.
Training was hard but all members were exceptionally keen and
team spirit grew daily. We were assisted even more in that the
weather was good throughout the training period. Our sights
were set at this stage on winning the BAOR Minor Units Swimming
championships which was accomplished after a fight with 5 Fd
Wksps REME. Again our strength in depth in relays paid off.
It came to us quite suddenly that we were through to the Army
Final. We could only wonder at the strength of the opposition,
although we bad an idea who our main rivals would be. All
swimmers really pulled out their best in this competition, and we
emerged clear winners by a margin of 12 points. (This would
have been even more but for an unforrunate disqualification in
one event.) Runners-up were 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. Thus
the Corps made its presence very noticeable.
So there it is, from humble beginnings and hopes of taking. the
Berlin Brigade competition, we had become Army Champions
for 1976. Next year's team should be even stronger; but then
again, perhaps the opposition wi_ll also imJ?rove. We sh;all have
to wait and see, but 229 are definitely back m the reckonmg.
Stop Press: BAOR Minor ~Jnits cricket final.-11. Armd !3de
Sig Sqn beat 6 Armd Bde Sig Sqn by 21 runs. Brig Perkins,
Comd 6 Bde, was awarded 'the man of the match award'.

BE BIG - BUY YOUR OWN
COPY OF THE WIRE!

5-54
46 not out
38 not out
37
32
31

If you are serving and have a standing order for
111/y 11 15 v RE at Chatham-Corps wo11 by 6 wiclutr
Scores : RE
!st inningi
203
Taylor
Gipson
2nd innings
162
Grossmith
Taylor
Richa rdson
Royal ignals
lst innings
224-S dee
Gilbert
Wright
Grossmith
2nd innings
145-4
naybould
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THE WIRE please keep us well informed in advance
3-37
3-43

4-62

1-11
3-33
59
44
36 not out
55 not out

of any change of address.

It is impossible for us

to keep up with hundreds of posting orders and
your 'Wire' will go to your old address unless we
hear to the contrary.
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Redilon advanced technology
revolutionises retnote control of transtnitters
This new SD1 synthesised drive system from Redifon Telecommunications
now enables radio transmitters to be sited virtually anywhere without
the penalties of high cost or low reliability.
Full remote control is provided for up to te~ transmitters. including each
having up to fifteen programmable channels.
For full information please write, phone or telex
High speed frequency changing and selection can be
made in 100Hz steps within the frequency range
1-30 MHz. and automatic error detection and
correction ensure complete system reliability.

REDIFON

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
...on land and sea
Redifon Telecommunications Limited
Broom hill Road, Wandsworth, London SW18 4JQ
Tele hone : 01-874 7281 Telex: 264029

Travel bargains
forForcestravelTownsend Thoresen
crossing that makes the most of your leave.
Go ing home on leave? Save yourself some money,
And make the most of the crossing by sailing
cross by Townsend Thoresen at specially reduced
Townsend Thoresen ! The
fares . You qualify if you are
ships are modern, big,
British or Commonwealth
comfortable. The staff look
Forces personnel, or an
after you well - And the
attached civilian, stationed
whole atmosphere on board
on mainland Europe. Your
is warm and friendly. You
immediate family stationed
can have a good meal in the
with you also get the
restaurant or buffet, enjoy a
concession. During winter,
Le Havre
drink
in the bar or just sit
your car, caravan, trailer or
Cherbourg
back
and
relax in a
motorcycle goes with you at
comfortable roomy lounge. Attractive cabins are
a reduced fare, too.
available too, and a well stocked duty-free shop for
If you' r e coming straight from Germany, or
:;
last minute presents .
Holland or Belgium, speed
.. ~
Ifyou'veonlyashort
up the journey by making
leave it's still worth going
Zeebrugge your exit port. A
home! Townsend Thoresen
fast run along the E3 or E5
have a half-price return
motor way and you are ready
scheme that gives you 48
to cross to Dover - or to
hours in the UK, or a 5-day
Felixstowe, handy for North
visit at an inclusive fare for
London, the Midlands and
four
adults - the car goes
the North. Or there's
free. (Fares for these trips
Calais-Dover, another of
are already specially
our routes. If you 're visiting
reduced, so no extra Forces concession is available.)
France on the way, or live in south-west England,
Find o ut a ll the details - routes , sailing times,
there are also the Le Havre - Southampton and
- from our leaflet
Cherbourg - Southampton
1 -To :Town~nd Th~esen C~Ferries~ ---- , prices
'Travel
Bargains for
routes, and our new one,
1
4000Dusseldorf1, Oststrasse 80.
I
Cherbourg - Portsmouth.
I Forces'. Send in the
I Please send me your 'Travel Bargains for
I Forces' leaflet.
I coupon for your copy or
Townsend Thoresen have
I
I ask your local travel
frequent sailings, day and
I NAME
I agency.
night, so choose the

I
I
I

I

ADDRESS

I

i

~~

*111\1°

I
I
I

I
L _ __ _________ _ _ _______

I

The European Ferries
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! Could your
i
i engineering skills I
;I tal<e on the world? I
•

Systems Engineers

:

To plan, design and engineer complete cost-effective, communications systems to meet customers'
operational needs. Ideally, you will be qualified to C & G Telecommunication Final but enthusiasm
to learn would be equally helpful. Experience need not have been in Systems Engineering and
may have been gained in Installation/Commissioning, Design/Development or Servicing Maintenance. However, relevant experience in two or more of the following would be a particular
advantage: HF/VHF/UHF equipment and propagation data and line transmission, control techniques, antenna systems principles, logic and processors. telegraph, line printers and exchange
practice.
You'll also provide technical advice on systems to the marketing department and the customer.

:
•
-

•

;

Commissioning Engineers

ii

I

To test, install, commission and carry out surveys for radio systems in the UK and abroad. The job
involves. working in Systems Test and, after an initial period of about six months, the probability
of extensive travel throughout the UK and abroad, so would probably suit a younger engineer.
Of course, allowances will be provided whilst working away from Cambridge. Our systems cover
a wide range of equipment including VHF, UHF, link, control and ancillaries, so you should preferably have HNC or C & G (Final), although ONC or C & G (inter) would be considered if coupled
with relevant experience of the Company's type of equipment in such fields as testing and maintenance.
Salaries are negotiable coupled with the excellent benefits of the Pye/Philips Group, which include
pension and sickness schemes, assisted travel to work, staff restaurant and sports and social club.
Generous relocation assistance will be given to Cambridge and the surrounding area which is an
attractive place to live and work, the surrounding towns and villages offering a wide range of
reasonably priced housing.
If you're interested and would like to work with the people who are world leaders in communications technology please write in the first instance to: R. W. Turner, Staff Personnel Officer.
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One of the highlights of ~he visit of the Master of Signals to NW Europe
during last month was his attendance at the ceremonies bearing on the
granting of the Freedom of Tonisvorst to 28th (BR) Signal Regiment
(NORTHAG) on Saturday, October 9, 1976
Our cover picture, taken at St Tonis, shows the inspection of No 2 Guard of
the Regiment. Right to left : The Commanding Officer, Lt Col Terry Byrne,
the Burgermeister of Tonisvorst, Herr Becher, the Gemeindedirektor, Herr
Hochbruch, the Master of Signals Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley, CB, CBE, DSO
A fuller account is included on page 382
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For over 25 years, Pye Telecommunications have been leading Europe in radiotelephone technology.
To meet increasing world market demands. we are now expanding our systems activity, which is
why we need go-ahead engineers in the following disciplines :-
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Assistant Editor:

MRS. G. M. CRAWFORD
All correspondence and matter for publication in THll WIRE should be addressed to
THE WIRE, Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London
SW3 4RH. Tel No: Chelsea Mil. Ext 371
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LT COL R. L. MURRAY, O.B.E.

Pye
Telecommunications Ud
Newmarket Road Cambridge England CB5 8PD

:

Tel: Cambridge (0223) 61222 Telex: 81166 PYETELECOM CAMBGE
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The Master of Signals, Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley, CB, CBE, DSO,
normally visits the Corps in NW Europe once every five years and this month
we are glad to highlight his recent tour. Inevitably, it has not been possible
to cover every visit he and Mrs Bradley paid in a remarkably busy programme
over a period of more than two weeks during October, but we have done our
best.
Some of our readers may wonder why
the Master exists and why he needs to visit
units at all. His responsibilities are laid down
in Corps Memoranda. For the sake of those
who do not have immediate access to this
excellent document we must explain that the
Master of Signals is the statutory head of the
Corps. He is the guardian of Corps tradition
and custom and his appointment ensures
continuity of Corps policy. He is Chairman
of the Royal Signals Corps Committee. He
is President of both the Royals Signals
Institution and Association . As such his
interests are directed towards the happiness
and well-being of units and individuals,
rather than their military effectiveness. Your
Editor, from personal experience, would
advise no obvious breach of the latter before
such an experienced eye! If one has commanded two regiments of the Corps, 6th
Airborne (1944-46) and 1st Corps, now 7th
(1952-55), and has been Signal Officer-inChief (1965-67), a Colonel Commandant since 1967 and Master of Signals
since 1970, one has not forgotten it all!
When he left BAOR after his recent tour the Master sent the following
signal to the Chief Signal Officer, Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge, which at the
Master's express wish we are very glad to publish:
'As Peggy and I leave BAOR after two and a half fabulous weeks, we would
like to thank you and Jean and all ranks Royal Signals and their ladies for their
infinite kindness to us during our visit. It was wonderful to see you all happy
in your work and in your life. We enjoyed every minute of it and send to you
all not only our thanks but also our kindest regards and very best wishes for
your future happiness.'
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--From our "In" Tray-FATHER AND SON JOIN FORCES AT BATH
Report by PR NE District Catteri.ck
T i an unu ual circumstance when a senior serving Army
officer and his son srudy identical subjeccs at the same faculty
of the same universicy ac the same time-albeit on opposice ides
of the Jeccem.
Thi will happen shortly when Brig Reg King, who has been
awarded a ervice Fellowship takes up his appoinonent as an
Honorary Visiting Research Fellow ac Bath Universicy, where
Peter, hi eldest son started an Electronic Engineering Degree
Course in the Electronic Deparonenc last month. The Brigadier
will be carrying out research into certain aspects of speech and
signal procedure under the direction of Prof William Gosling
who is Head of the School of Engineering and Professor of Electronic Engineering at the university. P eter was awarded a Civil
ervice Procurement Executive Scholarship earlier this year.
Brig King, 48, who was commissioned into Royal Signals in 1949,
recently handed over his appointment as Commander Training
Group Royal Signals and Catterick Garrison co Brig N or man
Butler.

I

J UBILEE CELEBRATION BY JANUARY 1925 ENTRY
ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY, WOOLWICH
Report b y Brig W . G. Tucker, CBE
Officers commissioned 50 years ago into RA, RE and Royal
Signals celebrated the jubilee of their commissioning by lunching
together at the D uke of York's Headquarters, Chelsea, on
September 1, 1976.
Twenty-five officers were present. Col 'Paddy' Hill (RE),
Senior Under-Officer of the bacch, was in the chair and the
following officers of the Corps were p resenc: G. B. Bell, L. W . J.
Dryland, M. G. Gordon-Wilson, L. D. M . Patter son, W. G .
Tucker and D. N . Van Der Goot. I t is hoped to have another
reunion in 1981.
(Note.- The other officers of the batch, commissioned into the
Corps were: D. M. Smyth, killed in the desert in 1942, wh en
C S030Corps;J . B . Adams, W.J. S. Gray and J. M. C. Hoblyn,
all deceased; J. N. Barker, crippled; and I. St. Q. Severin,
writing difficulty.)
8th REUNION OF THE HON G KON G SIGN AL
COMPANY 1939 - 45
Report by Harold Copsey
BLANDFORD VENUE
H IRTY-SEVEN members and 36 wives and guescs assembled
at Blandford Camp on August 20 for the annual reunion of
the old Company. We were all disappointed at the surprising
absence of ' Molly' Morgan but h ave since learned that h e had
been struck by a hit-and-run driver. We wish you a speedy
recovery 'Molly' and look forward to seeing you nexc year.
Wilf Scully, from Langley Moor, Co D urham, was a very
welcome guest, being the brother of John, on e of our most
popular comrades, who was unfortunately drowned in the Lisbon
Maru in 1942. He was able co learn of the deep regard we had h ad
for John.

T

Maj Gen and Mrs R. J. Moberly and Brig A. A. G. Anderson.
Both officers delivered splendid speeches which were very
interesting, topical and highly entertaining. Gen Moberly, in
hi speech, said that we were something very special and that we
had a tremendous spirit of comradeship. Goodwill messag
were received from the Gurkha and WRAC Signals Hong Kong,
and the customary toasts to these units were proposed by Jake
Hannan, our latest lost sheep who has returned to the fold.
The evening festivities continued to the sounds of a Disco with
the more energetic trying out the dance floor buc the majority
chatting away with old pals and re-living the past. A completely
impromptu tenko took place under the command of 'More Loud'
Bennett which brought the house down. The lads were paraded
as for a working party in PoW days, numbered in Japanese and
then searched. The climax was reached when Bob Cogbill's
trousers fell down to prove he had no loot. Our smuggling secret
were revealed at last. When everyone had recovered, Bob
Parkinson and Bob Cogbill put on a comedy act which would
rival Morecambe and Wise. Well done, Frank and the two Bob
I have never seen so many people staying up so late.
Thanks and Sayanara
Once again we have to thank Monty Truscott for laying on
such a wonderful weekend and we do so appreciate all the work
he does to get us together.
After lunch on Sunday we dispersed in good order. Even the
birds who flock to meet us each year seemed reluctant to leave
but after an extra circle around the camp, as if in salute, they
slowly flew eastwards. Sayanara.

C O MMUNIC ATIO NS COMPUTER FOR
B RITIS H F ORCES GERMANY
Report b y Maj Ron Roberts, HQ, BAOR, PR
COMPUTER worth more than £1 million will soon be
A
providing British Forces in Germany with the most
sophisticated message routing facility to be found within NATO
Forces. When commissioned it will serve as 'the gateway' for
message and data traffic between Germany and the rest of the
world. It will significantly speed up the delivery of signals and
introduce a considerable saving in deployed personnel.
At a handing-over ceremony in Rheindahlen the 6450 ADX
computer was accepted on behalf of BFG by Wg C d r Paul
Dollimore of the Ministry of Defence Air Signals staff. The
computer has been developed by the Data Systems Division of
Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd of Great Britain. It will
replace the Army's traffic routing centre ac Krefeld and the Royal
Air Force's communications centre at Rheindahlen. Its complex
circuitry allows for an automatic switch to a duplicate computer
in the event of component failure.
T he facilities provided by this electronic marvel illustrate how
well modern technology is being harnessed on behalf of the

N ostalgia and humour
Friday evening was spent as usual in recalling memories of
pre-war Hong Kong and less happier ones during the war years,
but everywhere it was obvious that laughter and happiness ruled
the day. Above the buzz of conversation could be heard names
and places that brought back a feeling of nostalgia. Wanchai,
Clearwacer Bay, Kowloon, North Point, Shamshuipo, Osaka,
Narurni, Okinawa, Manila, Legs Eleven, etc., etc. Bob
Parkinson has a wonderful memory and keeps us in fies of
laughter recalling humorous tales of the prison camps. This is
the place to be for aching ribs and tears in the eyes purely from
laughing too much.
Saturday morning the wives invaded Blandford whilst we held
our AGM at which Harry L iley was elected chairman for the
ensuing year. When the wives returned, a raffle was held, organised
by ' B rack', which raised some funds from the prizes donated by
member . Thank you all who contributed.
Dinner a nd unplanned e n t ertainment
The dinner held on Sarurday evening was scrumptious and
the proceedings well controlled by the chairman, 'Duchy'
Holland, and the president, Vic lent. The chief guests were
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British Services. It will accept typed instructions direct from a
teleprime.r of formations, units'. r?ute information and message
texc and instantly convert all this mto the standard international
military coded ~ormat. for transmission. It automatically accepts
and assesses all mcommg messages, scores them if necessary and
distributes them in correct priority order to all addressees a~ and
when lines become available. It also has a memory so that texts
and transmission decails may be checked at any time. Operators
may monitor its operacion or override its programmed priorities,
and at the touch of a button call up information on its own
op eration or the communications network as a whole.
Working on the project for Data Systems Division were two
ex-members of the Corps. Col Denis Thomas is their general
manager, and Maj (TOT) Peter Thomson their product
~ana~er for computer swicchi?g systems. Peter was in charge of
mstallmg the computer at Rhemdahlen. They were also in harness
10 years ago when working on the conversion of the British Army
of the Rhine to the Bruin communications network. Denis
was in the planning group at the Ministry of Defence, and Peter
was concerned with vehicle installations and user trials. This
benign electronic 'big brother' will be fully operational serving
the British Forces in Germany before che end of the year.
WERE YOU WITH 19th SIGNAL REGIMENT
1955 - 58
From: Cpl Mo Hays
Sir,
I am a former member of 19th Signal Regiment stationed at
Changi, Singapore, from 1955-58. I was discharged from the
service early 1970, after completing my time. I tried one or two
jobs, but due to domestic problems I have recently moved to
London and am now working for a company as a messenger in
Mayfair.
A week or so ago I was leaving my firm on an errand when I
had occasion to speak to a GPO telephone engineer. I thought his
face looked familiar, but thought no more about it. When I
returned from my errand he was with the hall porter who stopped
me and asked if I knew the chap. I confessed that he looked
familiar, then without saying a word he pulled a photograph from
his wallet and said 'look at that'!
When I saw the photograph it was one taken of this chap,
who I know to be Ken Riley and myself taken in the happy
world in Singapore in 1956. As so often happens this led to many
pints and long talks about the old days and the lads that we served
with in Singapore.
One day, sitting in a pub just off Curzon Street, Ken turned to
me and said: 'You know, Mo, there muse be several other lads
who are probably doing what we are doing, just sitting, drinking,
and talking of old times'. It was then that we thought of a sort
of reunion if we could only get in couch with them. So we both
thought of a publication in THE WrRE.
If anyone who reads this and served with 19th Signal Regiment
in 1955-58 would get in touch with me at the address below, I
will answer their letters and Ken and I will arrange a reunion.
The people I am thinking of are 'Pop' Bonner, 'Cocoa' Rowntree
(whose life ambition was to build a raft and sail the Atlantic),
'Smudger' Smith, Harry Vass, to name only a few. Our 'management' at that time was: CO Lt Col P. C. Williams, ZIC Maj P.
Smith, RSM WOl G. B. Symonds, SSM W02 Simmons,
TOT Capt F. R. Pedley.
I am afraid that is about all I can remember.
Yours sincerely,
Mo Hays (Cpl)
38 Cecil Rhc-des House,
Pancras Road,
London, NW l.
L O NE RANGER-M O DERN S TYLE
E were p leased to hear from Mrs O 'Mahony, wife of
ex-Sgt P et er O 'Mahony, who writes as follows from
Ardlarigh, Tyninghame, Dunbar, East Lothian:
'My husband who until last year was a Sergeant in the Corps
receives your magazine regularly. It occurred to me that you
might be interested in the enclosed newspaper cuttings. I felt that
interesting or unu sual occupations involving ex-members of the
Corps m igh t interest your readers.' [The newspaper cuttings
referred to show pictures of Sgt O'Mahony astride his horse
patrolling the J ohn Muir Country Park, near Dunbar.)
Mrs O'Mahoney goes on to say, 'My husband's job is a very
interesting and varied one. He is responsible for the conservation
and preservation of a large area of land and coastline. He does
projects with schools and youth organisations and conducts nature

W

Col Denis Thomas and Maj Peter Thomson, both retired Royal
Signals Officers now with STC, who were in charge of engi neering
the new communicat ions comp ute r, pictured at the handover
ceremony at Rhei nd ah len
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walks and gives lectures on his work to the public and other
organisations. My husband's Army background was a very helpful
factor in gaining .the job, selected from over 100 applicants. When
the present period of economy is relaxed it is hoped to equip
~e Ranger service with radios and Peter has been appointed
inst ructor. He was for three years PSI with 39 Sig Regt and 5
Banbury Sqn before his final posting to 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt.
He is a Radio Telegraphist Al and served just over 15 years with
Royal Signals. We have many friends throughout the Corps who,
I am sure, would be incerested in these developments. It seems to
me that the whole idea of ex-Corps' activities might be worth
featuring in THE WIRE. Perhaps you might like co consider it.'
[Thank you Mrs O'Mahony for your trouble in writing. We
would certainly be pleased to hear from any ex-members of the
Corps who have found successful and interesting employment in
civilian life -Editor.]

Looking back
CORPS 'SECRET HISTORY'-No 3
'FIFTH DIMENSION' by John Hole
HERE were just five of us on the mainland of South Chinaa saddler of the Army Service Corps who looked after the
harness of the Indian Artillery Pack Battery; a couple of Sappers
and another bloke; I was the Lineman who maintained all the
communications in the New Territories, Hong Kong.
The barracks we five occupied were empty except for us and
our pets. There were large wide verandahs where we used to live
and sleep. The animals thought it was an annexe of Regents Park.
Every evening I used a blowlamp on the iron McDonald bed
to get rid of the bugs. There were not just one or two but literally
hundreds. They moved in clouds and roasted bugs have a perfume
all their own. Being young I could put up with anything.
One night I was lying on my bed with my head resting on the
iron headboard-perfect bone conductance to the concrece floor
of the verandah. The moon was giving almost daylight brilliance.
It was about two am. Suddenly, the Hong Kong canaries opened
up and shattered the silence that tore the nerves to shreds-like
tearing tin. After a couple of minutes it stopped. The silence
seemed worse than the noise. The sweat poured off me. I did
not know if it was sweat rolling off me or the bugs having a
jamboree. As I got used to the silence I seemed to sense some
kind of a movement. In the near distance I could see the Indian
guard sleeping on his charpoy that was placed across the door of
the Mob store. My range of vision encompassed the length of
the store and the whole length of my own verandah. My hearing
in those days was exceptional. I could hear no sound yet sensed
a movement as if somebody was gliding along the wall. I could
detect no shadow, no smell-just the sense, the feeling of a ghost.
I woke next morning when the boy brought me my mug of char.
After a much needed shower, I began to remember the strange
dream I had had during the night. I saw the guard commander
open up the Mob store to make his routine inspection of the
interior. For a long time two machine guns and all their spare
parts had been laid out on the floor. They had all disappeared,
leaving just the dust marks where they had been. They had
vanished into thin air. The small windows, high under the eaves,
had not been tampered with and the door and the padlock were
intact. Neither the sentry nor the guard commander could give any
explanation. le appeared to be the greatest mystery of all time.
Two months later the Police told me that the cwo machine guns
had been found on a battlefield in the heart of China where two
Chinese War Lords had had one of their regular skirmishes.
But how were the two machine guns taken from the Mob store?
Looking back down through the corridors of time and with the
knowledge of the occult gathered since then, there is only one
explanation. Two Chinese actually passed through the brick wall
of the store. This is known as ' T he ifth D imension'!
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Royal Signals Association and
Benevolent Fund
The following donations were gratefully received during September 1976:
[,
111·61
7-C>O
35-C>O

7 Sig Regt
••
..
..
HQ Signal Officer, HQ AF ORTH
CIR.AC Signal School . .
C. D. Webster, Esq
T. H. May, Esq . .
Miscellaneous donations

]o()()

·30
33·72
£196·63
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Welfare

II

SEPTEMBER 1976
rurnber of case a i ced financially
rumber of clothing parcels senc
Amounc penc

II
49
53
£2,496·26

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
umber of grant
Amount spent

11

£230·58

ONE OF THE MONTH'S CASES
IG ALMA who served 1960-Q3, died very suddenly this
ummer, leaving a widow and one boy aged 8. The Association
made the widow a gram of £150 to clear the funeral account and
some other bills and to give her a fresh start, free of debt.

S

ONE OF THE MONTH'S LETTERS
WOULD like to expre s my gratitude for all the Association
has done for my family and myself. It was a wonderful feeling
to know that someone would help us in our hour of need. I feel
I cannot thank you enough. Although we feel it is always betcer
to give than to receive, it has brought us a great deal of pleasure
and peace of mind to know that there are others who care, and
again we thank you and will never forget.

I

THANK YOU
Since the beginning of September, gifts of clothing, toys,
books, etc., have been gratefully received from the following:
Sgt A. W. Lythaby, Col J. H. Hild, Maj G. Schofield, Mr and
Mrs C. Fry, H. W. Young, Esq., Lt Col P. R. Davies, Maj and
Mrs F. Iveson, Mrs J. L. Purdon, Maj and Mrs G . .H. Cowsill,
Mr and Mrs H. W. Palmer, Lt Col D. A. Dickson, Maj M. P.
Walker, Maj H. J. Crocker.

- - - Movements
Officers
i

OVEMBER 1976

N~

Unit to which po.sud
Maj R. E. Barber
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
Mai J. G. Billin ham
11 Sig Regt
Lt J. R. Cadw;:Jfadcr . .
School of Signals (Course)
Maj R. B. Carroll
HQ l Signal Group
Capt I. M . S . Cross
RAPC Training Centre
Lt Col P. A. Dally
..
School of Signals
Lt Col P. R. Davies . .
I Div HQ and Sig Regt
Capt (TOT) A. F. Dyer
7 Sig Regt
Mai L. D. Edinger
SHAPE (BAE)
School of Signals
Maj (QM) M . Ham . .
Mai (TOT) D. P. Herring
Br Forces HQ and Sig Sqn Hong Kong
Brig J. H. Hild, MBE
School of Signals
Lt R. D. Lane ..
RAPC Training Centre
Maj S. Law . .
HQ Trg Bde Royal Signals
Capt P . B. Overland
II Sig Regt
.\.\aj C . K. Powell
School of Signals
Mai S. W. Read
..
..
21 Sig Regt
Maj W. H. D. . Robotham
. . 55 Sig Sgn
Lt Col E. L. Rogers . .
HQ AFCENT
Capt (TOT) G. A. Sharp
28 Sig Rcgt
Capt J. R . Stnith
RMCS Shrivenham
Lt J . Wraith, MBE
4 Div HQ and Sig Regc
CORRECTION OCTOBER 76 LIST
Capt O . S. McLuckie
October 1977 and not October 1976!

W.O.s and Senior N.C.O.s
NOVEMBER 1976
Rank and Name
WO! ( F of S) R. K . Owen ..
WO! ( F of S) D. J. Finighan
W02 ( F of S) M . Scott, BEM
W02 P. D . Hinton ..
W02 J. W. H. Martin
..
W02 (Y of SJ P. J. McLoughlin
W02 (Supvr Rad) W . J. Clark
W02 A. G. Morgan . .
..
W02 0. R. Heyes
W02 J. Crannage
W02 R. I. Buckley . .
..
A W02 (Y of S) R. W. Badger
A W02 (Y of S) A. P. Lomax
S gr (F of S) C. W. Payne ..
SgcA.j. Hall
..
S•gc (P of SJ J. Logan
Ssgc CF of S) N. Patton
S•gc J . D . SteWart
Ssgc A. G . ielson
Ssgc M. J. Radford
Ssgc W. E. Tuplin
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..

..
..

..

Unit to which posted
11 Sig Regc (Depot Troop)
8 Sig Regt
3 Div Sig Regt
22 Sig Rcgc (Corps Rear HQ)
HQ 2 Signal Group
22 Sig Regc (Corps Rear HQ)
9 Sig Regc (Radio)
244 Sig Sqn
Br Forces HQ and Sig Sqn Hong Kong
22 Sig Regc (C"Orps Rear HQ)
8 Inf Bde Siii§qn
33 Sig Regc (VJ
3 Div Sig Regt
Telecom Branch Tech Group REME
603 Sig Troop (Masirah)
D emonstration Team IO Sig Rcgt
Army Apprentices College, H arrogate
28 Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
30 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAORJ
HQ 48 Gurkha Inf Bde Sig Sqn

sgt A. J. Cole
..
Ssgt R. S. G. Georgeson
A/Ssgt T. Ditch
..
Sgt G. H . Holverson ..
gt J. McLaughlin ..
Sgt K. Harewood
..
Sgt L . E. Gill ..
Sgc R. B. Galway
gt F. Green ..
Sgt D . M . Arscou
gt P. G. Ferns
Sgt S. Gardner
Sgt M . Macdonald
Sgt W. A. Collyer
Sgc A. M. Haston
Sgt M.. J . J. Wickens
Sgc I. Durrant. .
Sgt T. R . Watson
Sgt A. A. Simpson
Sgt D . S . Berry
Sgt V. Unwin ..
Sgt G. J. Mason
..
Sgt W. L. M.cAlister ..
Sgt P. G . Taylor
Sgt K. G. Preston
Sgt D . L. Edwards
Sgt B. Law
..
Sgt C. J. Fielding
Sgt G . A . Atkinson
Sgt A. Davie ..
Sgt J. L . England
..
Sgt E. A. Haryer
..
Sgt D . J. L . Oiadwick
Sgt D . H . Fountain
Sgt J . G . Turvey
Sgt H. S. Kernohan
Sgt M. L. Boor
Sgt B. L. J. Munday ..
Sgt A. B. Harper
Sgt M. T. evill
Sgt G . Fotheringham
Sgt B. E . Whitton
Sgt G . M. Morgan
Sgt J . D. Smart
Sgt B. Inglis . .
..
Sgt B. Sims . .
..
Sgc S. W. G. Bromidge
Sgt K. A. Ease
Sgt J. Bainbridge
Sgt D . C . Welham
Sgt R. W. Haslett
Sgt P . A. Evans
..
Sgt M . R. Appleyard
Sgt F. C. Roisserter
Sgt G . E. Saxton
Sgt F. I. Gibbons
Sgt W. D. Reynolds
Sgt T. . O'Brien
Sgt P. J. Davies
A/Sgt P . Crone
..
A /Sgt D . J. Eastman ..

..
..

..
..

I Div ig Regc
259 Sig Sqn (West)
School of Signals
8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
30 Sig Regc
8 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
30 Sig Reg t
8 Sig Rcgt
2 Div Sig R egt
3 Div Sig Regt
3 Div Sig Regt
SHAPE Support (International) (BAE
216 Sig Sqn (P ara Bde)
I Div Sig Regt
532 Rear Link Oct (Med Rcgc)
535 Rear Link Oct (Med Regc)
590 Rear Link Det (Inf Mech Bn)
229 Sig Sqn (Berlin)
3 Div Sig Rcgt
3 Div Sig R egt
233 Sig Sqn
ORTHAG Air Support Radio Sqn
School of Signals !Courses)
School of Signals Courses)
School of Signals Courses~
School of Signals Courses
School of Signals Courses
School of Signals Courses
School of Signals ~Courses)
School of Signals Courses)
School of Signals Courses)
242 Sig Sqn
242 Sig Sqn
School of Signals (Courses)
10 Sig Regt
11 Sig Regc (Depot Troop)
71 Sig Regc (V)
10 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
7 Armd Bde Sig Sqn
229 Sig Sqn (Berlin)
II Sig Regt (Depot Troop)
259 Sig Sqn (West)
8 Sig Regt (Cadre)
31 S~ Regt (V)
262 Sig Sqn (East)
16 Sig Regt (HQ BAOR)
4 Div Sig Regt
244 Sig Sqn
34 Sig Regt (VJ
30 Sig Regt
35 Sig Regt (V)
School of Signals
30 Sig Regt
1 Div Sig Regt
244 Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regt (Corps Ma.in HQ)
229 Sig Sqn (Berlin)
20 Maritime Regt R CT
241 Sig Sqn

James-Brig E. A. James, OBE, TO, DL, JP, enlisted in the Royal
Warwickshire Regiment in 1917 and was commissioned in the
RE Signal Sc1vke Ill J<lJ8. He join d the Rov;il 'iguah Ti\ in
1921. I le was an cnthus1a~11<.. and dedicated tanton.11 ofl1ccr
throughout his life. During the last war he was CSO L of C
21 Army Group when he was appointed OBE and a Knight
Commander of the Order of Orange Nassau. He was a keen
student of military history and publi&hcd a number of works
on the subj ect. He died on October 2 at the age of 77.
SITUATIONS VACANT
.
Two well-paid telecommunications equipment sales appointments
are available with a leading British firm. UK based, 10 days a
month in North Africa. Applicants interested, who should be
aged between 30 and 45, should contact Maj Gen Page on
01-934 4851 or 0243-573191.
WANTED- The Seletar Trophy
The Sclctar Trophy is a small (Sin?) statuette of Jimmy which
has, in recent years, been awarded to the winners of the dinghy
sailing match between the Corps and RAF Support Command
Signals.
.
This trophy is now missing and the RSYC committee a~e
anxious to trace it. If any reader has any knowledge of this
trophy would they please contact: The Chairman, RSYC (UK),
School of Signals, Blandford Camp, Dorset.

Crossword Puzzle No 11

MARRIAGES
Brady-Congratulations to Lcpl Mick Brady, 233 Sig Sqn, to
Pte Jean Dowd (WRAC), on September 6.
Crowther-Congratulations to Lcpl Phillip Crowther, 233 Sig
Sqn, to Pte Sheila Paterson (WRAC), on August 25.
Stephens-Congratulations to Lcpl Barry Stephens, 233 Sig Sqn,
to Pte Wendy Brooks (WRAC), on August 25.
DEATHS
Douthwaite-Lt. Col. (QM) J. W. Douthwaite enlisted in the
TA in 1937 and as a regular a year later. He was commissioned
from the rank of RSM in 1957 and retired in 1974. He died on
October 9 at the early age of 57.
THE WIRE,
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(Apologies for no clue to '17 down' in Puzzle No 10!)

I

GOODS AVAILABLE FROM ASSOCIATION
- HEADQUARTERS

,2_..._

-.

We notify, with regret, certain increases to the cost of goods
available from Association Headquarters. Revised prices
are as follows:Overseas
UK
Car badge-square, acrylic
Corps cocktail mats (set of six)
Corps table mats (set of six)
Corps ties-terylene 3i in
woollen

£

£

2.20
3.33
11.60
1.35

2.35
3.60
12.50
1.45

0.95

1.00

PATSALIDES TRAVEL
OPENS IN LONDON

DVERTISEMENTS should be concise--25 words excluding
A
address/telephone number - be they related to Births,
Marriages, Deaths or items required or for sale. There is no

BffiTHS
Combe-On August 10, to Cpl and Mrs Combe, a son (233 Sig
Sqn).
Daubney-On August 3, to Sgt and Mrs Daubney, a son (233
Sig Sqn).
Gray-On August 30, to Sig and Mrs Gray, a daughter (233 Sig
Sqn).

Solution co Puzzle No 10
Acro.ss: I, Leg befo;e Wicket; 8, Exodus; 9, Decrea-e; 12, Re.ed; 13, Elevate;
15, Lead; 16, Agenda; 18, Abrupt; 20, Nanny; 23, Speeds; 25, Riddle; 28, 'lame;
29, Maypole; 31, Star; 33, Armour!'r; 35, Leav~; 36, Taite round the hat.
Down: I, Leg brealt; 2, Glade; 3, Fairyland; 4, Rota; 5, Wheels; 6, Kidnapped;
7, Taster; JO, Eden; 11, Sedan; 14, Ear; 19, By requ~t; 21, Aster; 22, Sergeant;
24, Ego; 26, Dose; 27, Amulet; 30, Lru.so; 32, Tra.•h; 34, Mean.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CYPRUS
COMMUTERS

Classified Section
charge for this service to any serving member of the Corps (or
those retired who subscribe to THE WIRE), unless the ' ad' is
related to a business interest. To those ineligible for ' free space',
we request that their notice be forwarded to our Advertising
Managers, Service Newspapers Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough,
Hampshire GU14 7LR, who will provide details of charges, on
a case-by-case basis. All matters for publication must reach the
Editor not later than the 12th of every month (for publication
the following month).

4. Happy recollection of di1tg111g where X marked the spot (9-1\)
5. May go round.before making that cull (1)
~een wuh relief when tudying the map 6)
8.
1 hi< i' a little more (~l
12. J;r1~hlc11111~ one enough In 'end ~hiV<:rjJ dowu tlw 5J>inc t8)
M. Aspiration, noticing the bit in the middle (8)
18. Madam, not the foreign chappy I thank (8)
19. With which one may reflect on how thing< look today (6)
20. The way out, escorted hy Sappen; (5)
23. Though uny may be mi~ty enough to cause an explosive uuolion (1)
25. Could well be called Chrmian; mean to have a change f·I)
6.

Solution next month. The editor acknowledges with thanks this
contribution by W02 (F of S) J. Hill
ACROSS
2. Descriptive of wood normally found in a rubber plantation (5)
4. A definite offer to train to curry the coal (6)
7. Get stuck into most of the animal flesh (3)
.
!!. To find the sign for inflation take the main road to the nght (3)
9. The German returns, ond obviously comes from the East (3)
10. Go wrong and then ultimately get 1he message (6)
JI . Excused, so shuffled across the Roor. Could be Paul Jones (6)
13. Notice: not to be removed and consequently frozen (3)
15. The price one has to pay if the note is found behind Jack (6)
16. They may be expected to use a certain amount of stick on the bent (8)
17. May well be the age of a crossword compiler .(2·3-2-3-5)
19. The incorrect thing to call anybody-something sadly wr ng here (8)
21. I follow mother into the hiding place to l~k for the y_oung Indy (6)
22. The soldier goes out east in search of u nuneral deposit (3)
24. Style in which Anne comes in, and the gentleman goes out (6)
.
26. Circulate a tear in part of the eye (6)
27. The be!linning of training objectives and nothing more (3)
28. Recognise an overseas road, curse it I (3)
29. May well have to be put down if one wants m keep the place clean (3)
30. Stntement made about one of the twelve (6)
.
31. Weird-sounding place, even if it is likely to get the bird (5)
DOWN
I. Vetted an unusual form of feud (8)
2. Senseless, and this is almost a knock-out .(4) ,
3. Seemingly where the Arsenal play when m Wales (7-4-4)
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PATSALIDES TRAVEL, the leading Cypriot travel agency,
have opened a branch in London at 53 Seven Sisters Road,
Holloway, London N7 .
Now members of H.M. Armed Forces can arrange their
personal and family travel requirements conveniently
knowing that they are dealing with the specialists.
Flights are daily from Heathrow on scheduled British
Airways and Cyprus Airways. Patsal ides offer these special
fares to H.M. Forces.

RETURN
Adult: £117.50; Children (2-12): £76.50
Infant: £12.00
ONE-WAY LONDON-LARNACA
Adult: £64.50; Children (2-12): £42.50
Infant: £6.50
LARNACA-LONDON: Cyprus £50.600 mils
For further information, write, phone or call Mrs Cost at
01 -263 4203. 53 Seven Sisters Road, Ho/Iowa¥.. London
N7 and Cyprus Offices at Limassol- 119 Makarios Avenue,
PO Box 1311, Tel: 051 53222. Larnaca- Kition Buildings,
PO Box 395, Tel: 041 55301 /2.
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The Master of Signals Visits NW Europe
The Editor gratefully acknowledges tltis report compiled by Capt Peter Hallett, 16 Sig Regt
,..[HE vi it of the Master of Signals started on Wednesday,
October 5, at ]HQ, Rheindahlen, where the CSO, BAOR,
Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge took him into the 'White ~ouse' to
meet the Commander in Chief, British Army of the Rhine, Gen
Sir Frank King, GCB, MBE.

BIRGELEN FIRST STOP
With so many units to be visited and so little ti!11e !\'laj G.en
Bradley accompanied by Mrs Bradley wasted no t1!11e m starting
their programme. They began the first week at 13 Sig Regt, commanded by Lt Col Martin Pickard. One of the roles of the
Regiment is to run Detachment Commanders Courses for
BAOR; a course was in progress so The Master was able to m~et
soldiers from many units at 'a stroke'. Mrs Bradley accom.p~n~ed
by Mrs Anne Pickard visited the Kindergarten before re1ommg
Gen Bradley to have coffee with some of the wives. After .coffee
The Master met the SNCO's in their Mess before lunch m the
Officers Mess.

FROM MUSEUM TO COMPUTER
On . the second day the Gc!1eral and Mrs Bra<llcy were met at
1<1 Sig Regt by 2IC, MaJ Derck Copeland. Mrs Valerie
All~i;-ight, wif~ of the Commanding Olfo:cr, took Mrs llradlcy
to v1s1t the .texule n~useum-Krefcltl having a long history of the
manufacturing of silks. The Master flew by helicopter to the
Sauerland, w~ere the .rwo field squadrons were adapting themselves to the hilly tcrram. After a tour of Commcen Juliette which
included the latest arrival, TARIF, Lt Col Keith Allwright
invited the General to lunch with some of the Officers and SNCOs
of the R egiment.

Following the General Salute, the Burgermeister, accompanied by
the Master of Signals, inspected 1he parade. The Regiment,
divided into four guards, was formed up in a hollow squarr, wi1h
some 350 officers and men on parade.
The Burgermeister then delivered a speech in German and
English outlining the close association between the town and the
Regiment. The granting of the Freedom was then marked by the
presentation .by the Burgermeister to the Master of Signals of the
framed Freedom Scroll. This the Master then formally presented
to the CO, Lt Col Terry Byrne. The Master then replied to the
Burgermeister's speech. This was also delivered both m English
and German, a gesture obviously appreciated by the crowd. To
mark the occasion, the Master in his tum presented to the Burgermeister a silver statuette of Mercury.

THE TRAIN VISITED
At 21 Sig Regt they were met by Lt Col. Bernar~ Allen. The
Master was shown the JRC (a railway carnage acquired from the
RCT and known as 'The Train') whilst Mrs Bradley was taken
on a tour of RAF Wildenrath by Mrs Jean Allen. After 'The
Train' Gen Bradley was able to see the .Regiment at work, 1 S.qn
were preparing their vehicles for PRE whilst 2 Sqn were competmg
on tlle assault course. Both The Master and Mrs Bradley met
some of the soldiers with their wives in the conference room over a
cup of tea.
Maj Ivan Double OC 2 Sqn an d Ssgt (F of S) Peter Johnson, talking
to The Master
... AND SO THE NETHERLANDS
The Master visited 227 Sig Sqn where the OC, Maj Dick
Hoghton invited him to inspect the quarter guard. On completion
of a tour of the Squadron, General and Mrs Bradley were taken
to lunch at Brunssum where they met the Commander of the
British Army Element, Brig P. A. C. Baldwin and the Royal
Signals Officers and the wives serving with AFCE T. After lunch
the Master went to HQ AFCENT where he met the Deputy
Commander in Chief, Central Europe, Air Chief Marshall Sir
Peter Le-Cheminant, KCB, DFC.

CSO BAOR Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge and Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley,
CB, CBE, DSO, at JHQ Rheindahlen

HISTORICAL FREEDOM CEREMONY
28th (British) Signal Regiment (Northern Army Group), to give
it its formal title, has been stationed in Francisca Barracks, near St
Tonis since 1957. It is the only major British unit assigned in
direct support of NATO, and forms part of the four nation signal
group, providing communications for HQ NORTHAG. Tonisvorst
is the combination of two small country towns, St Tonis and Vorst,
a few miles outside Krefeld.
A break from greasing veh icles, Lcpl David Bycroft meets the General
with his OC, Maj Graham Haliburton

CORPS BAND ACCLAIMED
The Freedom was given a fair bit of advance publicity, and the
local council went out of their way to make it a memorable occasion.
In fact, the parade itself came at the end of a week of festivities of
one sort or another. We were fortunate in having the Corps Band
to play at the Parade, themselve favourites in St Toni , and with
clear blue skies the weather could not have been better.

The Master presenting the Burgermeister of Tonisvorst with the
statuette of 'Ji mmy'
The Freedom having been granted, the CO then requested
permission to exercise the rights to which the Regiment was now
entitled. This having been granted, the Regiment fixed bayonets,
drew swords, and formed up for the march past. The Regiment
marched through St Tanis, over a route of about lkm. The salute
was taken by the Burgerrneister, accompanied by the Master of
Signals.
PHASE 2 WITH A BUS PROBLEM
This, however, did not mark the end of the parade, for as
Tonisvorst consists of two quite separate towns, the Regiment
exercised its right to march through both. Having completed the
march through St Tanis, the Regiment embussed, moved to Vor r
and re-formed. Meanwhile, the Burgermeister and the Master
travelled by car to overtake the Regiment and reappeared at the
saluting dais in Vorse. After a short delay to remove a doubledeeker bus, the Regiment then marched through Vorst.

PRELUDE
As a prelude to the parade on Saturday, October 9, General and
Mrs Bradley attended a buffet lunch at the Officers Mess. Here,
the Master was introduced to the Burgermeister, Herr Becher
the Gemeindedirektor, Herr Hoehbruch, and their wives. Other
guests included Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge (CSO BAOR), Brig
R. M. Merell (ACOS G-3 HQ NORTHAG) and Col W. F.
Klauck, GE Armx (Commander NSSG). Also, amongst tho e
present was our QM (Admin), Maj (Rtd) Harry Newsham,
who as WOt (RSM) Newsham was RSM of 1 Corps Sig Regt in
1954 when it was commanded by the then Lt Col P. E. M.
Bradley, DSO.

Some of the Detachment Commanders Course. Left to Right : Lcpl
'Mitch' Mitchell (7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn), Lcpl Deeming (22
Sig Regt), Lcpl Pat Burns (28 Sig Regt), Lcpl Paul Lewis (28 Sig
Regt) meet Gen Bradley
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A well earned 'cuppa'. At the end of the first day, The Master
relaxes with Cpl John Corbett and his wife, Janette
THE WIRE , NOVEMBER 1976

CEREMONY INCLUDES SPEECHES IN ENGLISH
AND GERMAN
Following lunch, Officers and guests went their separate ways
to the parade in St Tonis. The Master of Signals and the Bu.rgermeister, accompanied by Lt Peter Day, left last of all to arnve at
St Tanis after the Regiment had marched on and formed up.
THE
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The Freedom scroll party. Left to Right : Ssgt (Y of S) Keith Stephens,
Lt Murray Martin-Rhind, Ssgt (Y of S) Malcolm Johnson
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RHEINDAHLE OFFICERS FUNCTIONS
During the fir t we k, General and Mrs Bradley rayed with
G neral and Mrs Sturge in Rheindahlen . T wo evening dinner
paruc , the first ho ted by Mrs Jean Sturge and the second by
Col Richard Gilbertson, Commander 4 Group, provided the
opportunity for the Officers of HQ Royal Signals BAOR and 4
ignal Group to meet the Mastei.

PALATIAL BARRACK ROOM
A fast drive brought the General and Mrs Bradley to the
Officers Mess, 1 Div HQ and Sig Regt where they were met by Lt
Col and Mrs Alexander. After lunch in the Mess with the
officers and their wives the General met the GOC 1 Div, Maj Gen
David Alexander-Sinclair. This was followed by a visit to RHQ
to look at the e.'<llibits in the Regimental Museum, whilst Mrs
Christine Alexander took Mrs Bradley. on to Verden. The
Master toured the barracks where Lcpl David Willis showed his
palatial barrack room which was very much his home. During the
visit, the final of the inter-squadron tug-of-war was 'pulled', the
final event in the Page Trophy Summer League. Gen Bradley
presented the trophy to the winners-3 Sqn.

- -

NO LOSS OF IDENTITY
The _next day's. programme was nol quite so hectic with only
two um ts to be visaed! The first of these was 22 Sig Regt commanded by ~t. Col To~ Wheawell. The Regimental Officers
we~c on a tr_ammg day laymg cable, tuning sets and erecting masts
which provided some amusing entertainment and enabled Gen
~radley to talk with so m~ of the soldiers who were doing the
mstructmg. Before lunch with the officers and their wives the CO
put ngh~ one of t~e Master's grievances. As a retired officer, the
General 1s n?t enutled to _a M<?D 9~ (Identity Card), 22 Sig Regc
corrected this by presenting h;m with one he could not possibly
lose-it measures 8 by 4in.

R ·L
ED PHASE 3
The parade over, the Rlgimcnl retum ..-d to barracks for a free
be r whilst th~· ollkcrs and offiaal guest~ proceeded lo the Ofhccr:;
, k tor ome n:frc hmcnt.

BANDAGES AND TRACK BASHING
With clear skies and high temperatures at the start of the
econd week General and Mrs Bradley visited 11 Armd Bde HQ
and ig Sqn commanded by Maj Douglas Genders. After meeting
the Brigade Commander, Brig Mike Swindells, Gen Bradley
toured the quadron and saw Alfa Tp eying themselves in knots
with bandages (First Aid) whilst Bravo Tp were ' track bashing'
changing track on AFV 432 for the uninitiated). For the RSM,
WOt Maxie Springer, it was a new e.\.l'erience--it was his first day
in office.

-

'

On the steps of HQ 4 Guards Bde, W02 John Didon greets Th e
Master with Maj Russell Maynard

THREE BROWNS
On his arrjval at 6 Armd Bde, General and Mrs Bradley were
~et by_ Ma1 Stephen Carr-Smith and his wife Nicky. After
mspectmg the quarter guard, the Master presented the RSM
WOl Ken ~tewart _wit? his LS and GC. The Squadron wa~
taku:ig part m Exercise Delphic Oracle' close to the barracks
wellingtons were needed to visit the field location as the weathe;
had not been_ too favourable. Remembering names was made
somewhat easier by three Corporals being introduced to Gen
Bradley as Cpls Brown.

EQUALITY OF PAY
4 Gds Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn were visited by General and
Mrs Bradley on October 12. They were met at the steps of Bde
HQ by Maj Russell Maynard, MBE, and his wife, Marguerite.
The General then met the Commander, Brig Desmond Langley,
MBE. This was followed by a tour of the Squadron whilst they
were carrying out an 'in barracks ' exercise. It is worthy of note that
a Corporal (who shall be nameless) admitted to earning as much as
Gen Bradley did when he was SO in C ! Before lunch in the
Officers Mess, The Master met the SNCOs in their Mess.
UNIQUE EVENT FOR WOls
The evening was a memorable occasion. 2 Armd Div HQ and Sig
Regt had invited all the WO ls in Rhine Army to a dinner night at
which Gen Bradley was the guest of honour. In all 55 WOls
attended which made it a unique event in Corps history. The
following day General and Mrs Bradley visited the Regiment.
Whilst the General completed a 'walk about' with Lt Col John
Halford, Mrs Bradley saw the new amenities centre with Mrs
Madelaine Halford.
NEW SOLDIERS FLATS
The Master and Mrs Bradley then proceeded to Detmold to
visit 20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn where they lunched with
officers and their wives. The General accompanied by the OC,
Ma j Tony Boyle, saw most of the Squadron and their equipment
in a lightning tour and soon had to head North to
Herford to 4 Div HQ and Sig Regc. The Master inspected the
quarter guard before touring the Regiment with the Commanding
Officer, Lt Col David Whitehead; the General showed great
interest in the new soldiers flats which had only just been taken
into service. General and Mrs Bradley were pleasantly surprised
to meet Sgt Alistair Mackenzie and his wife. Sgt Mackenzie
had been the General's orderly when Gen Bradley was Chief of
Staff, AFNORTH.

' T~lking ove_r Rug~y'. Left to Right: Sgt Trevor lohnson (team captain), Cpl Billy 0 Connell, Lt Col Micky Topple, The Master

LAST BUT BY NO MEANS LEAST
The last unit to be visited was one which Gen Bradley had
previously commanded, 7 Sig Regt. The Master's car was escorted
~o the Regimental gate by two motor cyclists. Gen Bradley
inspected the quarter guard after which the Commanding Officer
Lt Col Micky Topple, took the Master to RHQ where he me~
Capt Peter Bonzer, the Regimental Historical Officer. Mrs
Bradley, accompanied by Mrs Chris Topple, had coffee with
some of the wives of the Regiment.
The Regiment was taking part in the annual potted sports
competition which was won by 4 Sqn. Mrs Bradley presented the
cup to Ssgt John Lawrence and then Corps and BAOR colours
to members of the Regiment who had won them. Prior co lunch the
Master and all the officers had their photographs taken outside the
Officers Mess.
The following day Gen Bradley proceeded to Berlin, which
will be covered in a later edition of THE WIRE.

,

Quarter Guard , 6 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. Le~ to Right : WO I
(RSM) Ken Stewart. Maj Stephan Carr-Smith, The Master, Sig Bob
Beswick, Cpl Tom Wilson (REME), Cpl John Lewis

7 Sig Regt Quarter Guard. Left to Right : WOI (RSM) Jack Nicholl,
Lt Col Micky Topple, The Master, Ssgt Ron Russell, Sig Stewart
Edwards, Sig Ray Briggs, Cpl Nick Jeffrey, Sig Dave Johnson

WOI (RSM) Kevin Cheetham and Lt Col Paul Alexander greet
The Master at RHQ I Div HQ and Sig Regt
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'Your ID Card, Sir'. Lt Col Tom Wheawell presents the General with
his MOD 90
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Gen Bradley congratulates WO I (RSM) Ken Stewart
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Sgt Mick Codd being presented with his BAOR colours for rugby
by Mrs Bradley
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Faraway Places .

Unusual Jobs
WHAT ARE THEY DOING NOW?
We arc more than happy to publish news of two ex-member s
of the Corps who have made a successful transition from
the Corps into 'civvy street'. Both agree that the experience
they gained in the Corps was of much benefit to them in
making this transition.
FARAWAY PLACES- UNUSUAL JOBS
by ex-Ssgt W. K. L. Bell, BEM
A LONE 'LIMEY'
UOTE 'There ar e six American engineers in this company
and o~e of ~hem is a 'Limey' ! This i the usual reference by
the managmg director-Mr A. N. Generaux-to the engineers
in Fortress-leas, Inc, a joint venture USA/Iran company operating
in Iran, the ' Limey' being Ken Bell, one of the senior field
engineers currently employed here in Tehran.

Q

Largest cable contract in the world
The field of operations of the company is communication cable
installatio~. \Ve have been operating in Iran for some two years
and have JUSt completed a contract for the Ministry of PTT in
record time, 132 sites in ten months. A site was usually a num'ber
of_ cab!es from a microwave site to a nearby military base, anythmg m length up to 3·5km. The contract is now complete and
we are about to embark on the installation of telephone cables for
the city of Tehran, this contract will be the largest cable contract
to have been awarded, anywhere in the world.
Two other ex-Corps personalities
During our previous contract we had one other ex-member
of the Corps on our books, ex-Sgt Jim Hamilton, and I have
had contact with at least two other members. Firstly, ex-W02 Joe
Green, currently employed by TAI Inc, consultants to the
ministry of PTT, the other, ex-Sgt Malcolm Bentley, who is
employed by GTE, the company now installing the PABX
switching equipment throughout Iran. All of us have been out
here during the past five years, since we left the Corps.
Our jobs
During the past 4! years I have been involved in the supervision
of installation crews in many parts of Iran and at present I am
working in the office in Tehran, trying to do what can be done
on the preparations prior to the signing of our new contract.
. Mal~olm B_entley ~as been flying up and down the country
mspectmg vanous bmldings-I never realised that we 'bred'
Clerks of Works Building in the Corps !-in preparation for the
switch installation. He has travelled extensively in Iran, through
some of the roughest country. His comment is that he was well
trained in his previous career, for coping with the rough life.
Joe Green, the lucky guy, has spent the last four years or so in
Tehran, the past few months 'in low profile', at the offices of
PMO, Ministry of PTT (these consultants seem to do little else!)
Real opportunities lie ahead
~erving members of the Corps, especially those about to
reure, can see that careers do not really come to an end just
because they have reached the end of their 22 years, but like
Malcolm, Joe and myself they can start into something really
worth while, providing that they are prepared to put themselves
out and try. I can say, personally, that the past four years or more
!1as been JUSt a natural progression from my previous work but
m a much larger degree. Little did I imagine that I would ever
be involved in the design of manhole and duct systems and build
them, or who would have thought that I would be involved with
a group of people making contract bids to the value of 20m to
400m. I certainly never had to do that in the Corps!
Rewards unlimited
For those with a thorough knowledge of cable installation
wh<;i ~re prepared to 'rough it' overseas, the possibilities ar~
unluruted. At the pres~nt moment there are cable installation
projects. goin~ on all over the world, particularly in the Middle
East. Financial rewards can be tremendous for those with the
necessary know-how and who can prove they have the capability
to work hard.
A faraway place- maybe! But not such an unusual job!
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A Peak too Far
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THE WELSH 3000
Described by W02 (SSM) D. S. Baikie-216 Para Sig Sqn
ONE OF THE TOUGHEST COMPETITIONS
HE Welsh 3000 is one of the toughest mountaineering
competitions in the British Army. The 25- mile course has
earned competitors the well-deserved nickname of ' Skyline
Soldiers' for their feats of endurance amid the mountain crags of
Snowdonia.
In order to compete, each team member must be competent
in the use of a map and a compass in wild and difficult country.
This competition is sponsored by the Liverpool Daily Post and the
Liverpool Echo Perhaps to most of you, thoughts of the Welsh 3000
have been of a leisurely stroll in the hills of Wales, getting slightly
hot. 'Wrong' ! It is, in fact, the most gruelling, mind-, body- and
soul-destroying competition that a British soldier will endure in a
lifetime. It consists of running and marching for 25 miles, during
which the competitor will climb and descend 14 peaks, all over
3,000ft high, whilst carrying military equipment weighing
approximately 30lb, including an SMG and the safety kit necessary
for training in mountainous terrain.

T

TRAINING GETS UNDER WAY
Our involvement began after the Army Cross-Country championships in February. The OC, Maj J. V. Fielding, and team
manager, Capt A. Homer (Int Corps), suggested we start off
lightly with three 6-mile runs a week in boots over hilly countryside with anything extra we wished to do in our own spare time
to count as a ' bonus'! This initial training proved no hardship,
as most of the squad were cross-country runners.
Let me introduce you to the squad (Royal Signals unless otherwise stated) :
Capt A. Homer (Int Corps) (team manager), W02 (SSM)
D. S. Baikie, Sgts P. Whitehead, B. Boughan (RAOC),
Cpls S. Margison, P. Doherty, R. Coates (RAOC), Lcpl
Warren (Int Corps), Sig J. Graham, C. Vincent, and our
Admin Drivers Lcpl C. Birks and Sig T. Woodall.
In mid-March a programme was devised to take in 40-60 miles
a week of running and marching.
UNDER PRESSURE
Our first taste of pressure was to be on tl:e local South Downs.
W02 T. Macaree (APT!) and his staff were to set the pace of
the 14-mile course. The squad of nine, loaded with 30lb of
equipment round their waists, lined up at the starting grid. The
pace was ferocious as we ran most of the way, but everyone must
have been feeling good that sunny morning as we all finished
inside 2 hours 12 minutes. This was a morale booster at this
stage of our training.
Much of our training until April saw us training over a local
course, taking in six hills over cross-country. The 'circuit' usually
took about 40 minutes. A 'session' normally took in three times
the 'circuit' . Again, this was done with equipment.
In the first week of April we were fortunate to be able to go
and have a look at the course in Wales. With two vehicles and a
party of 12 men we arrived at Bangor on April 5. The idea was
for fitness training and familiarisation of the course. For the five
days in the area we decided to do half the course daily, taking in
some 50 miles training. Unfortunately, at this time of year the
mist is constantly low and slowed us down on some of the peaks
but gave ample opportunity to all team members to brush up on
map reading and compass work. On April 10 we returned to
Aldershot for some Easter leave and a 'rest'!
DRIVERS PLAY THEIR PART
On April 21, back to Wales and the 'beasty' mountains. At this
stage of our training our team manager decided that we split up
into teams and race each other. This was a good idea as it sorted
out the gazelles from the whippets and gave a fairly rough indication for future team selection in June. At this stage I must make
mention of our two drivers, Lcp1 'Chris' Birks and Sig 'Woody'
Woodall. Coming off the mountains at either the half-way point
or finish, they were always there to greet us with a brew and
sarcastic comments like, 'Took your time didn't you?' or, 'I'm
shattered, been here 30 minutes in this hot sun waiting for you!'
Seriously, their presence and humour helped to diminish the
feeling of exhaustion and brought us back to reality with thoughts
of 'Thank God that session's over'.
On April 30 we returned to Aldershot with souvenirs of bruises
and blisters, only to pack kit for our Squadron Training Camp in
Garclochhead, Scotland, starting on May 3.
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SCOTTISH INTERLUDE T HEN BACK TO WALES
In Scotland we were fortunate to be gi ven a free hand to
organise our own programme, which really meant thrashing the
body over the 'Jock' hills for three weeks (Uggh- the thought!).
T here was much moaning, groaning and 'Whose bleedin' idea
was it to come here?', as we grinded over Ben N evis, Ben Lomond
arid Ben this and Ben that, at the end supplemented by good
Jock beer 'shandics' !
At the time, we didn' t realise, but looking back, the trip to
Scotland proved a good break from the 'on-pressure' training
over the now-familiar Welsh 3000 course. On May 24 we returned
to Aldcrshot for some 'R & R'. R & R consisted of several sessions
on the local circuit in what was becoming an early, hot summer.
Needless to say, it was necessary to get back to Wales to investigate who was training and at what standard. We arrived back in
Bangor on June 1 to complete our progr::mme for the attempt on
winning the Welsh 3000.
On the first day's training we met members of 9 Ind Para Sqn
RE, 14 Sig Regt, 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn, 3 RRW and 2/2 GR. We
learnt from the Gurkhas that there was a Welsh IOOOm Peak Race
on Saturday, June 5, 1976.
WELSH 1000m PEAK RACE AS A WARM UP
Our team manager decided that it would be a good 'warm-up'
and give us an indication of our own fitness and our chances
against one of the top teams-the Gurkhas. So we entered two
teams (same as the Gurkhas). The Welsh lOOOm Peaks Race is
civilian organised with a military event covering some 18 miles.
It starts at sea level on the beach at Aber (Conway Road) and
finishes at the summit of Mount Snowdon.
The race, with a field of 340 runners, commenced at 0900hrs.
There was no sun and visibility was fair. Although it is a team
race (four man) team members may split up and make their own
way from check point to check point, of which there are eight.
The time of the fourth man decides the finishing time of the
team and each man carries a weight of 12lb. Up to the half-way
point the Gurkhas and ourselves were fairly even paced and it
was hard for our team manager to work out what the final outcome
would be. After about 15 miles up the Pyg track towards Snowdon
the Gurkhas forged slightly ahead. At the finish they had beaten
our first team by some 9 minutes. The Gurkhas' second team was
third and our second team fourth. There was much handshaking
on the summit after the event. From there a mutual respect
between the Gurkhas and ourselves grew. We had given them a
shock, as they admitted they didn't e>.'Pect us to be as fit as we
were.
We all gained the Gold Standard Certificate (all inside 6 hours).
So we parted at the summit to look forward to the Welsh 3000
on Sunday, June 13. It was going to be a hard race!
We took the next day off, but on Monday, June 7, it was back
to the familiar territory and more body thrashing. We tapered
our training down towards the 13th and, on the last two days, all
we did were a couple of 5-mile runs on the road around Bangor!
THE BIG DAY ARRIVES
June 13-the big day itself. After a good steak, a good night's
sleep we were up at 0330hrs, both teams nervous, but keen to
get started. The race starts at the top of Mount Snowdon, in the
form of a kit check prior to the commencement of the race. o
penalty points were awarded against either team. The race started
-the first team moved off at 0650hrs; 9 Ind Para Sqn RE, one
of the top teams, moved off two minutes later.
We had two teams entered, one running 14th and the other
24th. Other top contenders were 23 Para Fd Ambulance drawn
11th, Junior Leaders Regt RA drawn 18th, 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn
drawn 17th, 2/2 G /R drawn 19th and 21 SAS drawn 25th.
There are three locations on the course where unit spectators
can support their respective teams: Y nys Ettws, Ogwen East and
the approach to the finish. Under no circumstances may spectators
aid their teams.
mGH HOPES
Both our teams got off to a good start and suffered no initial
injuries on the descent of Snowdon. Over the first part of the
course it was hard to tell how well we were doing, but after passing
a few teams over the first two peaks it was an indication that we
were going well. It was not until descending Tryfan, towards the
half-way point, that we managed to catch 23 Para Fd Ambulance
and our 'A' team. Approaching Ogwen our team manager shouted
out that we were the third team to the half-way point. This was
good news as we had started as team 24. There were only 9 Ind
Para Sqn RE and the Gurkhas in front. After refilling our water
bottle, it was on to catch the 'enemy'.
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At thi tagc, 11 wa - ju 'C aflcr noon, and the sun was throwing
out an almo t deliberate fierce heat on the competitor as we
Jogged up Penvrolcwcn in l hour 2 minutes. Ac the top we
learnt that the Gurkha had taken I hour 4 minutes and were
going well; 9 Sqn had taken 1 hour 33 minut•'S. On arriva l at
Yr Elen, three check points from home, we caught 9 Sqn, who
had unfortunately lo t a man. o time to waste, we pre ed on
hoping for a glimpse of the Gurkhas. At the second to last check
point till no sign but we till went flat out for the finish.
A YERY HONOURABLE SECOND PLACE
On arrival, dramed of energy and soaked in sweat, we were

~

IN RETROSPECT
Looking back on our training, approach and attitude to
the competition, we were all thoroughly satisfied that we
had given all, plus we gained a great deal of satisfaction a
individuals by completing the course in a respectable time.
Roll on next year-we'll be there again!

REPORT FROM Ul.1STER

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 809
THE SQUEEZE
HESE notes are being penned by an author who awaits tl1e
arrival of the SO-in-C by great-iron-butterfly from the i orth.
Only one hour to touch-down-better hurry.

T

OPENING OF NEW CAMP ENTRANCE
Maj Tony Hunt snips the tape, watched by the Sapper section who
had constructed the new entrance
COMMUNICATIONS TROOP REPORT
Our Communications Troop, with their new Commander, Lt
Hugh Hancock, have had a long hot summer keeping an ever
expanding Communications network on the road and acting as a
flying doctor to Brigade units. The aerial-rigging crew, commanded
by Cpl 'Blue' Baker, are having no shortage of volunteers to
climb into the sky. The present team consists of Lcpl Terry
Walsh, Sig Davie Browne, 'Bluebottle' Sullivan and

THE COMMCEN
Lc:pl Ron Allen and Sig Barry Blain handling two of our 17,500
(monthly) signals
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informed that we had been beaten into second place by 14' minutes.
All that way and only 14 mi nu te in it! Still , you can't win 'cm all!
It was hats off to the urkhas and handshakes all round, again!
21 SAS came third and our 'A' team fifth. T he winning time of
7 hours 55 m inutes sets a new course record .

~

'Smudge' Smith. Under the guise of leadership, Lt Hugh
Hancock confirmed his complete insanity by climbing the 200ft
tower which dominate the camp. H is next test is to do the same
thing under fire and with a yagi antenna (transmitting) between
hi teeth.
The Brigade operations room receives its radio communications
via the radio room from which our operators can overlook the
Brigade watchkeeper-advising him from time to time on the
conduct of operations ! The radio room is manned by Lcpls Ian
Johnstone, Pete Fox, Dickie Henderson and Davy Clapson.
No-they are not all on together. Player of the month was Cpl
'Wopper' Woodger who, in an atten:ipt to install a new .radi_o
into the Brigade Commander's car, drilled two neat holes m his
petrol tank. His first question was-'Does the Commander
smoke?'. Having been told that he does, Cpl Woodger felt
obliged to plug the holes.

THE RADIO ROOM
Lcpl Pete Fox advising Brigade Watchkeeper to go left flanking
TEMPORARY ABSENCE OF COMMS OFFICER
Lt James Shaw, our Comms Officer, who is himself a walking
high-spot, has been laid out on the rugby field. He is presently
languishing in hospital with a broken cheekbone. Not only does
this prevent him from giving the SO-in-C a Comms briefing but
(worse still?) will prevent him compering the Wives' Club fashion
show next week. Get well soon, James-it won't be long before
you are back to your former 'cheeky' self.
THE BLACK CUILLIN OF SKYE
Last month's edition of THE Wum included a report on our
summer camp in Scotland, at which we were assisted by two
members of the RUC Mountain Rescue Team. As we had hoped,
things didn't stop there, and Sgt Tony Salter was invited to
accompany the team on their training week in the Isle of Skye.
His sole claim to fame is the Mountain Leadership Certificate
(Summer) earned in Scotland, and a 10-day expedition in the
Austrian Alps. He writes: 'After a fair crossing of the Irish Sea
and a day's drive up the west coast of Scotland, we arrived in
pouring rain at the Kyle of Lochalsh to make the short ferry
crossing to Skye. In mist and rain we travelled to our camp site
in Glen Brittle at the Southern end of the Cuillin (a nine-mile ridge
I was soon to know well). Looking up at the ridge we could just
make out the broken outline of Squrr Alisdair-at 3,25lft, the
highest peak in the Cuillins. Not much when compared to the
Eiger or Everest, but with its sheer rocky outline it is a force to
be reckoned with.
<we settled down that night and worked out our plan of attack
for our nine-mile, but two-day, trek along the ridge. I teamed up
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with RUC Sgt Mervin Waterworth and Constable Nigel
Robinson-two of the team's longest serving members. We
decide<;! t? rccc~ the ridge fo r a likely bivouac site and to plant
water m 1t. This would solve our biggest problem, since water
cannot be found up on the ridge and has either to be carried up
or plai;ited beforehand. The site we settled for was just below the
summit of Squrr Dearg, half-way along the ridge.
' The following morning we set off from sea-level, to the southern
end of the ridge at Gars-Bheina (2,934ft). Near the top we found
evidence of old bivouac sites. We now followed the ridge up to
Squrr Nan Eag (3,037ft) and towards Squrr Alasdair. We were
going well until we reached the lower shoulder of Alasdair. Here
the route demanded that we do our first serious rock climbing
and by now the wind was getting up. With our party of good, but
out-of-practice, climbers we picked and crawled our way for two
hours around to the north side of Alasdair. It had now taken us
three hours to cover the two miles from Gurs-Bhinn. In order to
reach our precious water and bivouac site before night fall, we
had to come off the ridge, descending the Great Stone Shoot of
Alasdair (said to be the longest shoot in Britain) and then traversing Coire Lagan up the other side to An Stac. From there it was
a steady climb to the aptly named Inaccessible Pinnacle. This
has the appearance of a giant's tooth jutting up from the ridge.
It is sheer and very exposed with a 4ft square plateau at the top.
Not much room for a soldier and two large policemen. The
descent involved a long, tricky abseil. However, once back on
the ridge, it was an easy walk to our bivouac site (and water). We
built a shelter of rocks and bivvy-bags and had no trouble getting
to sleep. Next morning visibility was poor but there was a good
north-easterly wind promising to clear the cloud. After breakfast
of All-Bran, hot milk, glucose and a boiled egg we made good
time reaching Squrr-a-Mhadaidh by mid-morning. With a steep
drop on either side and a strong cross wind we were too exposed
on the ridge, so we traversed the west side of it. This was a 40minute traverse to make your legs weak, your heart pound and
your brain to question its own sanity. I still haven't had the nerve
to estimate the drop. Immediately after this we temporarily lost
our route and the climbing became more difficult and dangerous.
We reached Bidein-Druim-Nan-Ramh tired, parched and,
personally, suffering from a combination of nervous and physical
exhaustion. From here it was a comparatively easy climb to Am
Basteir (3,070ft). Now we were lifted by the knowledge that our
goal was near-Squrr Nan Gillean (3,167ft) was only 30 minutes
away. Then the welcome descent, down over the boulder field to
Sligachan and our pick-up point. After 36 hours on the ridge all
I wanted to do was sleep-but not before wrapping my blistered
hands around a beer mug.
'The trip not only improved my climbing skills, it taught me
the importance of being part of a team and the mutual reliance it
develops. I would only recommend the ridge to experienced
climbers. Of course, the expedition has strengthened the ties
between ourselves and the RUG-even at my lowly level-and
I hope that there will be many more in the future.'

INS AND OUTS
It is only when one studies the 'postings in and out' files that
one realises how rapid is the turnover of soldiers in the Squadron.
Unfo rtunately, this month the list is just too long to mention in
fu ll. Nevertheless, to those that have just arrived, 'Fu are ye dein'
and those that have left 'fare ye wecl'.
BIRTHS AND MARRIAGES (Should it be the other way
around?)
A television programme seen about nine months ago seems to
have affected our production lines. We ;ire proud to congratulate
Sig and Mrs Han on the birth of their daughter. Congratulations
also on their marriages go to Lcpls Parker and Noland and Dvr
lley. [Editor's note : A little more detail. please, enables this to be
incorporated in our Classified Section.]
'TRAUMATIQUES'
A worrying time was had by all during the month. Because of
an accident to one of his 'brood', the OC, Maj Peter Burke,
had to cancel his leave, the first one after a rather Jong, hard slog.
When all was well again it seemed a simple thing to arrange. The
hotel was booked, but horror of horrors, no berths were available
or car space. Everyone was on tenterhooks until a compromise
was reached and off the family went. The Seaman's strike threatened to interfere with their return, but all went well in the end
and he is safely back with us.
SPORT-BIATHLON
An inter-Troop summer biathlon proved to be a great success
with the 'old hands' of Bde HQ/SHQ proving that skill still
counts in the hockey and volleyball field. A current one for soccer
and basketball will, no doubt, give the younger generation their
chance.
RUGBY
Preparation for the rugby season started with the re-formation
of the team and the inauguration of a clubhouse. We hope to do
well, and so far the interest has been very favourable. The brains
behind the push this season are Lt Mike Fisher, Ssgt 'Taff'
Duffy and Sgt 'Scouse' Davies. Other stalwarts involved who
wear all cap badges are shown in the photograph. Already the team
is proving its worth by becoming runners-up in the Barbarians
Rugby Cup competition held at Lisburn on Saturday, October 2,
being narrowly beaten on points by 12 Int and Sy Coy, a team that
they had defeated after a hard match in the competition.

MUST GO
The SO-in-C has arrived.

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 807
FAREWELL AND THANK YOU
HIS month we must unhappily say farewell to our Admin
Officer, Maj John White (KOSB), who has done sterling
work for the Squadron. His helpful manner and sense of humour
have been appreciated by all the Squadron not to mention the wives.
As a parting gesture, the AO has insisted he writes this month's
WIRE notes.

T

CR SIGNALS CONFERENCE
Old friends' trips were renewed and new friends made at
Londonderry this month when CR Signals, Lt Col Ian Shapter,
held its regular conference, this time in 8 Inf Bde. This was combined with a visit by key personnel from other Royal Signals units
in the Province. After our initial issue of 'Paludrine' the conference
commenced. Those not involved in high-level discussions were
taken on a tour of the Signal Squadron and the sights of old Derry.
A buffet lunch was held in the Oyster Club, at which all the current
problems of the Province and Corps were well and truly sorted out.
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Left to right. (Back row): 'Taff' Duffy, Jeff Jones, Evan Douglas,
'Scotty' Handibode, Mick Fisher, ' Dog' Smith, 'Cook' Smith.
(Front row): Nigel Akehurst, Mick Davies, Jeff Baker, Sandy Sandford,
Mick Graham, 'Paddy' Short, Mick O'Day, Andy Gibson. Those not
shown include 'coach ' 'Scouse' Davies, Bert Lockhart, Dave Morgan,
'Jock' Duncan, Peter Burke, Nick Williams

TRUE STORY
Verified by a very senior person:
Wife goes shopping-calls into pet shop and sees two budgies
for sale, one priced £2·50 and one £3.
Wife: 'What's the difference between those two budgies?'
Shopkeeper: 'One is more expensive than the other'.
Is it not time he went?
WIVES CLUB GOES FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH
These notes would not be complete without a mention of our
Wives Club which is going from strength to strength thank to
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VISITORS TO CORPS MUSEUM

the effort of Mrs Claire Burke and her committee. Late t
monthlv innovations include ·22 hooting and keep fit classes
' lovelyf. Well done, girls.

JOB SATISFACTION
Difficult to describe. Rewarding when experienced.
Easy to achieve-ask for 233 next!

CONCLUSION
.
To all who have pa ed this way we wish the very best of luck
and happine for Chri tmas and the ew Year.

ARRIVALS
We welcome WOl Moat, W02 Courtney, Ssgts Baker,
Napier, Sgts Faulds, Hawkins, Cpls Abrons, Cavill, Cory,
Phillips, Poppmacher, Stewa1;·t, White, Young, Lcpls
Graham, White, Sig Archer, Bowden, Elgood, Flannagan,
Gray, Hartley, Hodgson, Hoy, Montgomery, Nash and Owen.

233 Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801
HERE is no doubt about it, the last two or three months have
been pretty wearing. As you can see by the arrivals and
departure , the two-year posting cycle bit. hard into our stock of
old hands.

T

WHISKEY GALORE
With acknowledgment to the film of the same name, we
welcomed the formation of our new Troop (another one!) which
was officially 'opened' by the SO-in-C, Maj Gen P.A. M. Tighe,
MBE, on Thursday, October 7, 1976, during his visit to the
Province. Capt Alex Littlejohn, having served his apprenticeship
in 'Victor' Troop, becomes OC 'Whiskey' Troop, and Capt Al.a n
Chapman takes over in Victor. Sgts Peter Bovenizer (interpreter) and 'Fred the legs' Roissetter have moved across,
together with Cpl 'Chippy' Wood to give the new Troop some
I expertise.

The photograph from Blandford shows two brothers who can ri ghtly
claim to have first-hand knowledge of many of the exhibits. Maj W . E.
(Bi ll) Parks (left), served from 1931-67 and now lives in Wickham,
Hants. His brother, Mr A. G. Parks, served from 1934-62
and lives in Heywood, Lanes.

require

TELECOMMUNICATIONS (TV)
PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNOLOGY
OFFICERS Ill

DEPARTURES
Bon voyage: Capt Tilson, WOl Gray, Ssgts Glover,
McGerty, Underwood, Sgts Liddell, Meredith, Sheehan,
Cpls Fawcett, Harker, Talbot, Lcpl Edwards, Sig Johnston,
Scott and Ralphs.

-News from Headquarters-

for

BRITISH FORCES GERMANY

School of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset
Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
GRADUATION DAY, SUMMER 1976
HE Summer Graduation Parade and Prize-giving were held
this year on Thursday, August 12, wondrously for the second
year running in glorious sunshine. So glorious was it indeed that
remarkably-and a great credit to all concerned-not one of the
615 apprentices on parade found the heat too much for him The
Reviewing Officer was Lt Gen Sir Hugh Beach, KCB, OBE,
MC, MA, Deputy Commander-in-Chief UKLF, who told
AT/RSM Ian Lumsden-Gordon and all those on parade:
'You did well. Great occasions deserve to be marked by
ceremonial of quality: there is great value in a difficult
task done well, especially when the effort is made
corporately.'

T

HAWKINS' IIlDEAWAY
Our equivalent to a mountain-top restaurant has a new manager,
Sgt Ray Hawkins. The staff have changed, too, and now includes
the intrepid Sig 'Jacko' Jackson whose latest escapade was to
'help' the DOE contractors by stirring their asphalt as they were
repairing the roof. No one knows what he did, but the next dip
into the bucket by the workmen produced a fl.are-up which
neatly trimmed one very Irish beard.
Our own pet chef, Lcpl 'Willie' Williams, produced a very
good meal for the Inspecting Officer, Brig C. P. Campbell,
during his visit to us as part of our Annual Report. The inevitable
question to Sig 'Shug' McVicar. 'Do you get food like this?'
produced a very non-committal, ' o, Sir, ours is better than that'!
We are thinking of asking Egan Ronay if he would like to visit
us for a meal--everyone else seems to have been!
SITUATIONS VACANT
Spring 1977-a person of mature years, articulate at both low
and high pitch, of smart soldierly appearance and bearing, possessing a skin like a 10 KVA cover, able to decimate mere humans
with sheer vocal power, knowing the drill book (incl uding the
ceremonial bit) backwards, and fairly insensitive to anything but
the words 'the PRI's paying' is required to fill the SSM spot in
233 Sig Sqn. Applications, in writing, to OIC Records.
UNFRIENDLY NATIVES?
Now, if that were all, we would have no problems! Ssgt
Muggins (Huggins, really) has a commissioned wimess to the
fact that a rock, Ulster-type, large, ran into the road and was
unavoidably run over by the 'W' Troop car. Result: Scratches on
rock, Ford shell dented, oil filter smashed, engine mounting
distorted, lots of bangs, two cussin' soldiers! As they said, who
will believe the FMT 3? To cap it all, the recent high winds
almost uprooted a very large tree, which given a little more oomph
would have neatly (!) bisected 'W' Troop's new home! They
had to go out at 3 o'clock in the morning and chain it to two
other trees.
And we haven't mentioned the people.
ANGLERS' RETREAT
Quite the opposite, really. Our fishing rep, Lcpl Bob Pullin,
and most of the MT manage to get out and about fishing some of
the most expensive water in the UK. We are now in the first throes
of re-furbishing our 16ft clincher built whaler for use on Strangford
Lough. Within two days of the boat's arrival here for repair we
had no less than four offers for it, which shows how popular
fishing is, despite the troubles.
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LESSER-KNOWN CORPS TROPHIES-The Haida Totem Pole
This Totem Pole was presented to the Corps in June 1970 by the
Royal Canadian Corps of Signals to mark our SOth anniversary.
Totem Poles are the unique hallmark of the maritime Indians of
British Columbia and Southern Alaska. The Haida Indians are justly
famed for their classic sculptures in wood and argillite stone. A
totem is roughly equ ivalent to a European coat of arms. It is respected but never worshipped, having meaning but no religious
significance.
This argillite totem depicts two of the most popular of legendary
animals, the Raven and the Beaver. The Raven is shown with a
symbolic frog in his beak and the Beaver in traditional posture,
with prominent incisers and gnawing stick. A symbolic porcupine
is etched on his tail
THE
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for the transmission of multi-channel carrier
and colour TV signals over microwave links
and maintenance of low power TV broadcast
transmitters. Considerable travel to unattended
stations and emergency on-call duties may be
involved. Candidates should be British subjects, hold a current British driving licence, and
must possess a City and Guilds Certificate for
Telecommunications Technicians Final or Part
II (or Intermediate plus three 'B' Subjects,
which must include Mathematics and Telecommunications Principles) or Radio, Television and Electronics Technicians Final or
Part 11, or an equivalent or higher acceptable
qualification. Candidates must have served a
recognised apprenticeship or had equivalent
training and have at least three years' appropriate operating experience. Ex-Service candidates who do not fulfil the above requirements
will be considered only if, after completing a
course of approved technical training they have
served for at least three years in an approved
technical capacity in HM Forces with the rank
of Staff Sergeant or equivalent. A knowledge
of German, though not essential, would be an
advantage.
Salary : £3,450 on entry rising to £3,925 plus
a pay supplement of £313 pa and an allowance
equal to Inner London Weighting of £465 pa
and Foreign Service Allowance ranging from
£875 to £2, 130 pa . There are additional grants
and allowances, dependent on individual
circumstances.

Escorted by AT/Sgt Terry Waites and AT/RSM Ian Lumsden-Gordon,
the Reviewing Officer pauses for a chat during his inspection of the
Senior Squadron

For further information and an application
form (to be completed and returned by 15th
December 1976) please write to: Ministry of
Defence, SPM3eii(PE), Room S14, Shell Mex
House, Strand, London WC2R ODT, or telephone 01-217 4674/5396.

(Photo: W02 (Y of S) C. M. Eastland)
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Reviewing the events of the term, the Commandant, Col
Freddie Ramsbottom, spoke of the 54 sports, hobbies and other
spare-time activities available at the College, but lest the audience
should chink that the College did nothing but play, 'My job'
said Col Ram.sbottom., 'is to era in soldiers : we play hard because
we work hard' It was a typically nice touch that Col Ram.sbottom
should thank the Senior Term 'for all your efforts and all the
help you have given me and the staff in running the College'
He thanked also Messrs Cale, Mcintyre and Clarke who had
travelled all the way from the Bristol Branch of the Royal Signals
Association to see the presentation of the Wessex Trophy
Having welcomed, in his turn, the parents, friends and relatives
of the 'inmates', Lt Gen Sir Hugh Beach spoke mainly to those
graduating. Three things, he said, would be important in their
pursuit of a successful career: 'Study-there are 850 officers
in the Arm.y, including one General, who started their
career as boys; Sport-keep your body fit, your mind
fresh and your skill and nerve tested; and self-respectwe cannot all win prizes: the chief thing is to compete
against yourself and settle for nothing less than the best.
Always remember', added Sir Hugh, 'that if you're freewheeling you must be going downhill.'
In presenting the Borough of Harrogate Prizes, the Mayor,
Cllr Beaumont, who was making his first official visit to the
College, said that, too young for World War 1 and too old for
World War 2, he was delighted to have arrived to the strains of
the only possible tune for him, played by the Brass Band-the
signature tune of 'Dad's Army' He hoped that those now leaving
would 'devote some of your time to the service of your fellow men,
and take away with you happy memories of Harrogate'.

Army and avy (under 20) against Wales, who, nevertheless
'
narrowly won the match.
A great deal of the success of our athletics team is due to the
determination, enthusiasm and sense of humour of OIC Athletics,
Maj David E lliott (RAEC), and Mr John Platford, Lecturer
in Mathematics and athletics coach.
'A HIT-A PALPABLE HIT'
Royal Signals Dominate Royal Tournament Fencing
The Fencing Club of the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate,
supported by two ex-apprentices, may justly claim to have
dominated the inter-Services under 20 fencing finals held at the
Royal Tournament, Earls Court (July 19).
Three apprentices from the College had qualified in two
weapons each: AT/Cpl Richard Arundel in foil and sabre;
AT Allen Cooke and AT Mick Jones in epee and sabre. In
addition, two ex-apprentices, Sig Pete Martin (now serving
with 11 Armd Bde) and Lcpl Chris Lumley (7 Sig Regt) had
qualified for sabre and epee and epee, respectively. Sig Martin
was able to come to the college for a week before the Tournament
to train with the apprentices under their coach, CSM Brian
Matless (Grenadier Guards). In the epee, AT Allen Cooke

AWARDS
Prizes were presented as follows : ·
THE MAsTER OF SIGNALS AWARD (for the best all-round Apprentice
of the Senior Term)-AT/SSM Robert McCallum.
SIGNAL OFFICER - IN - CHIEF'S AWARD (for the best all-round
Tradesman of the Senior Term)-AT/Sgt Anthony Rock.
THE CoMMANDANT'S PRIZE (for conduct, discipline and example)AT/RSM Ian Lumsden-Gordon.
DIRECTOR OF ARMY EDUCATION'S PRIZE (for outstanding academic
achievement at the College)-AT David Ogley.
PRIZES AWARDED BY Tm! ROYAL SIGNALS CORPS CoMMITTEE to
the best Apprentice of the Senior Term in each trade:
Technicians-Radio: AT David Ogley.
Terminal Equipment: AT/Cpl Philip Sadler.
Telegraphists-Special: AT/Cpl David Gamble.
Data: AT/Cpl Stephen Ross.
Radio: AT/Sgt Frank Evans.
THE WESSEX TROPHY-presented by the Bristol Branch of the
Royal Signals Association and awarded to the best all-round
Apprentice from the West Country-AT/Sgt Anthony Rock.
EDUCATION PRIZES (for the best academic progress whilst at the
College):
Technician-AT/Sgt Michael Thurman.
Telegraphist-AT James Webster.
THE CoUNCil. OF THE BOROUGH OF HARROGATE PRIZES (for the
best essays on Local Government):
Technician-AT Philip Cooper.
Telegraphist :-AT David Marriott
COMMUNITY SHIELD (awarded to the Squadron giving the most
aid to the local community in the past year) : Penney Sqn.
CHAMPION SQUADRON CUP-Bradley Sqn.
COLLEGE ATHLETES' SUCCESSFUL SEASON
The athletics team of the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate,
have just completed a remarkably successful season. For the
third time in the last four years they won the Army junior interunit team championship at Aldershot, scoring 99!- points out of
a possible 108. Wins registered included the 4 x lOOm, 4 x 800m
2 x long jump, 2 x high jump and 2 x discus. They also tied fo;
first place in the 2 x pole vault.
In the Army junior individual championships, the College
won no fewer than 12 medals-three 'gold', four 'silver', five
'bronze'-alrnost twice as many as any other unit. Current Army
junior champions from the College are AT/Cpl Derek East
(llOm hurdles) who also has his Army senior Colours, AT Rod
Stoddart (pole vault) and AT/Lcpl Chris Skelton (shot).
The athletics team also won outright-the only College team
to do ~the annual Triangular Games against the Army's two
other big Apprentices' Colleges at Arborfield and Chepstow.
Seventeen Harrogate apprentices were selected to represent the
Army against the Royal Navy (under 20); as a result of that
match, which the Army won, nine were chosen to represent the
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finished first, Lcpl Chris Lumley second, and Sig Pete Matrin
third. AT Mic.k Jones came second in the sabre
AT /Cpl Richard Arundel and AT Mick Jones had been
selected for the six-man Army team against the Royal Navy. To
round off a most suc~essful <;lay, Arundel won one of his fights
and Jones ho.th of his, helpmg the Army to a convincing win.
It was reward mg, m more ways than one, that all the serving and
former apprentices at Harrogate's Army Apprentices' College
who qualified for the Royal Tournament came back with a medal:
Capt Geoff Simmonds, OIC Fencing at the College, and
CSM Brian Matless can be well pleased with their, and their
pupils', efforts. CSM Matless amply proved the adage about life
and old dogs by coming second in the senior epee competition a
few days later.

ATOUGH BREED•
CARS FOR ATO•H
BREED OF PEOPLE ...

RETIREMENT OF MR DAVID TYRIE
The end of the Summer Term 1976 signalled, sadly, the retirement of Mr David (Jock) Tyrie, who has devoted virtually the
whole of his working life to the Corps-and the last 26 years of it
as an Instructional Officer in the College's Telegraphist Wing.
As a mark of appreciation, the Commandant, Col Freddie
Ramsbottom, presented him with a silver coffee-service. Originally trained as a motor mechanic, Jock Tyrie served as a GunnerS!gnalle~ in the R?y~I Artillery (TA) and enlisted in the Royal
Signals m 1935. Within two years he found himself on the NorthWest Frontier of Inrua with Waziristan District Signals at Razmak.
There cannot be many still serving the Army who mobilised
for the second world war as a member of a horsed unit as did
Jock Tyrie in 1940 with the Signals Section of 8 Field Regt RA.
On .arrival at Mersa Matruh in the September, however, the
Regiment was mechanised and Jock saw active service in such
famous encounters as those at Tobruk, Sollum, Derna, Halfaya
and _Sidi Rezegh. In February 1942 he embarked for Java (John
Collms at 4d a glass!) but was diverted at Colombo to join 70
British Division, whose single four-pointed red star Div Sign
caused them often to be mistaken for Russians!
Few soldiers can have experienced such rapid promotion as
J ock Tyrie. Starting the war as a Signalman, he was granted a
Commission in October 1944 and by 1946 he had risen to the
rank of Major. He left the Army in 1949 and joined the Army
Apprentices College, Harrogate, in May 1950. Since 1952 he
has been a loyal member of the Royal British Legion, and is
Poppy Day organiser for Killinghall, where he lives.

AT TAX-FREE PRICES
If you 're stationed i n Germa ny - or if you 'll soon be posted
there - you know you need a car that stands up.
Consider the Colt. Tough enough to wi n the East Africa n
Safari in 1974 and 1976. And the Australian Cross in each of
the last three years.
Consider the Chrysler Alpine . Acclai med " Car of the Year"
for so many good rea sons.
Consider the Avenger. It's the lowest-p riced car in its class.
And we've got the program that meets your special needs on
both sides of the Chan nel :
•
Tax-free discounted prices.
•
Mandatory German safety equipment included.
•
Free altern ate transportation if your car is tied up for more
1han a no rmal period of ti me for warranty repairs.
•
NAAFI (financing (just 10% down) and NAAFI insurance,
both liaisoned by your local Chrysler rep.
Want more informati on to consider? Fill in and post the coupon
below. We'll get rig ht back to you wi th lull in formation .

'

BIG 17~% MILITARY DISCOUNT

··-----·----------~
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(Photo: WOl (Y of S) C. M. Eastland)

CSM Brian Matless (Grenadier Guards) with AT Allen Cooke
(Photograph by courtesy of R. Ackrill Newspapers Ltd)
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Jock's retirement will not, happily, sever the links between the
Tyrie family and the College, for his wife, Jean, continues to
nurse at the MRS. He does, however, hope that retirement will
give him more time to devote to his hobbies of motoring, amateur
dramatics and rose-growing. Being twice blown up in the last war
seriously affected Jock's hearing, and one wonders now if it did
not also affect his eyesight: fittingly in the manner of Nelson, he
has elected not to see the signal announcing his retirement, and
his cheerful presence continues, for the moment at least, to be
felt throughout the 'corridors of power' of D block.
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MILITARY PHONE

--- -

-

O~TS ADDRESS
I am currently stationed in Germany Send me a FREE V 1.P: tut
I am cu u enlly stal1oned in the UK but expect to be posted to Germany.
Send me a free Welcome to Germany kit.
MY NEXT POSTING DATE IS
PLEASE SENO DETAILS OF FOLLOWING CARS
D COLT
ALPINE 0 AVENGER 0 SIMCA 0 AMER ICAN CARS

o

D

Stationed 1n Germany - mail immediately to ·
CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES
STRESEMANN ALLEE 30. 6000 F RANKFURT AM MAIN

Stationed in u K and Norldw1de - maul immediately lo
CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES LTD.
38 HUNTINGTON STREET. ST. NEOTS. CAM BS.
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News lrom Regiments
~
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2ArmdDivflQandSigRegt
B.F.P.O. 46

Q UIETER MONTHS
UGUST and September have been quieter months in the
Regiment with no major exercises and plenry of time for
sport, leave and summer camps. All the Squadrons have been
away to camp in such places as the Moselle Valley and Bavaria,
and the lack of detailed reports indicates that a good time was
had by all! Even RHQ managed to close up for a day to enjoy a
barbeque and visit to the Dummersee.

A

W0 2 (F of S) R. OFFORD R EPORTS
However, there is still one, lonely voice crying over exercise
Summer Sales and, in order to get some peace and quiet, we have
agreed to put his thoughts into print.
I am writing to you in the hope that others who follow after me
might be warned of their eventual fate. I am only just managing
to commit pen to paper as I am enclosed in a converted LandRover (mobile bedroom), which has one tiny window in the rear
door through which I can nearly get my head. We left Main HQ
for Step Up about an hour ago. Though unable to stand, sit or lie
comfortably due to the confined space caused by the two officers'
kits who are in front, life could be worse, as there is adequate
light getting in through the tiny window, fortunately it is very
bright outside, 95°F in the shade.

Immediately after Summer Sales a party of 13 led by 2 Lt Steve Green
and Sgt Bill Mc:Couaig took part in the Nijmegan marches. Ten out
of twelve completed the march and a 'good' time was had by all
(Photo courtesy

of PR, HQ 8AOR)

Seals a t stake
They have written 'Do not feed the animal' on the back door
and they have not either, apart from two stolen cherries en route.
They told me there was nowhere else to travel but I am now con-
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vincedit's the knackers yard for me. I don't know when, possibl y on
this move or the next who knows? Getting weaker .. . How much
longer can I resist breaking the seal on this bottle of whisky that
belongs to one of them in the front.
SOS possibility
If I had a short length of wire for an antenna I might be able
to get the voice net within Bruin (VNWB) box to transmit an SOS .
It might be possible, it invariably picks up Voice of America
during the General's conference call.
If I ever manage to escape I shall continue my relentless hunt
for the designer of the VNWB. He must be stopped, there is
no telling what he will produce next. I think he must be at Corps
somewhere because we had a sleuth arrive uninvited from there
yesterday. He said: ' There's nothing wrong with the box, your
circuits aren't good enough; you've got your Comcens in the
wrong place'. So the General has agreed the only way of making
VNWB and the conference call work is to put Comcen Echo
20 miles into enemy territory ... (Now there's a thought, no
more editions of the satirical ' Daily Echo' . I may not go after the
VNWB chap after all.)
Can't last much longer now, time is running out. We've stopped.
We're at Step Up, it is not to be tonight then. They must have
more work for me again. Trouble with Comcen Echo again no
doubt.
Later.-Well, now I know it is definitely going to be tomorrow,
they're going to put the RSM in with me next time. They've
always had it in for him, can't understand why, he's always such
a pleasant chap (aren't they all). For heaven's sake tell the NSPCA
at Heathrow to get over here. London Airport is a birds' paradise
compared with this.
SAILING REPORT BY LCPL DICK PARK
One hundred and twenry soldiers (including some WRAC)
have sailed at Durnmcrsee Yacht Club and the Baltic on a series of
five- and six-day dinghy and offshore courses run by the Regimental
sailing officer, Capt Bosun alias Capt Bill Coxon. One of the
120 seems to have enjoyed it (there may have been others) and
Lcpl Dick Park reports ...
EXERCISE SURFBREAK II
Skipper
Crew
Cpl R. Bailey (RTR)
Lcpl Park
Lcpl Harris
Yacht
Pte Robinson
Flamingo (BKYC)
Dvr Evans
D vr Gunning
Dvr Hawes
We reported into Kiel as the crew for the Flamingo and were
introduced to the skipper (Richard Bailey). After dinner
Richard took us down tp the yacht where we stowed our gear
away and then we were shown the parts of the boat, rigging and
changing the jibs and also, last but not least, were told the safety
precautions and shown the safery equipment. This took until tea
time, whereupon Richard left us to go and have his tea and we
were left to our own devices until the next morning.
We were finally ready to move at llOOhrs. We cast off in a
very slight breeze and motored up to the lighthouse where we
hoisted up the mainsail and the jib (as the wind had got up) and
set course for Sonderberg which was to be our first port of call.
The day was lovely and sunny and the wind was '4 to 5' which
made it a wonderful first day of the course. We arrived in
Sonderbcrg at approximately l 745hrs, moored up, cooked a
lovely meal and then went and looked round the town.
The next morning (Tuesday) everything completed and everyone in high spirits we cast off at approximately l lOOhrs again and,
after about 15 minutes (waiting for the bridge to open up) we
set course for Assens which was our second port of call. Again it
was a lovely sunny day and the wind was about the same. On
both of these days we averaged a speed of 7 to 8 knots. On this
leg of the journey we hadn't much to do in the way of changing
the jib, so we all sat or lay on the deck and enjoyed the beautiful
weather. Lcpl Harris, D vr s H awes and Gunning and myself
all took turns at the helm and thoroughly enjoyed the experience.
We arrived in Assens at 1800hrs and again moored up and cooked
another beautiful meal. Assens boasted a shower, which we all
looked forward to but, unfortunately, the water was only Juke
warm, but none the less we all lapped it up. We again looked
around the town and with Skip's knowledge of the place we had
a really good time.
On the Wednesday morning we had planned to make Fredericia
our next port of call, but after listening to the Met forecast we
abandoned that idea as the radio mentioned a stormy day and
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we di~'t want Y? risk being storm-bound for the rest of the
course m Fr~denc1a so we plotted course and set sail for Abenra.
~e amved m Abenra at 1730hrs after having a rather rough
!ourney and only averaged about 4 to 5 knots. It was on this
Journey that we experienced change the jib in rough weather and
alt~ough we all go_t soaked, I think, speaking for all, that everyone
cx_i.ioy17d the expenence. We left Aberna the next morning slightly
d1spmted as the Met forecast was not very favourable and set
course for Farberg, The weather was very drizzly and the wind
was only 3 to 4, and the water was fairly calm so all in all we
averaged _4 to 5 kn~ts again. We docked in Farbcrg at l 740hls.
_On Fn_day mormng we left Farberg for the return journey to
K!el. This was our worst day as again it was very drizzly, no
wmd (well not enough to fill our sails) the water was very calm
and we had to motor all the way back. We arrived in Kiel at l 730hrs
Saturday morning we cleaned up the boat ready for the next ere,;
and after saying cheerio to Skip, we left the Yacht Club at 1130
and arrived back in Lubbecke at 1645hrs.
SUCCESSFUL COMPETITIVE SEASON
The Regiment have also had a successful competitive season.
We won the Copenhagen cup and the 6ft long Blake cannon in
the Royal Signals Baltic Regatta. Capt Bill Coxon was a member
of the successful BAOR team in the inter-Services regatta.
Lt Tony Cudlip and Capt Benny Goodman crewed our local
AAC Squadron boat to win the AAC BAOR regatta much to
'
the dismay of teeny weeny airways.
We ~~e still co~peting in the BAOR dinghy regatta plate
c<;>mpetmon and will be entering a strong team for the Corps
dmghy regatta to be held at the Mohnesce in September.
FOOTBALL-PROMISING START TO NEW SEASON
The team is now under new management by W01 (Y of S)
Phil Daniels, and has made a promising start to the new season
Having entered the 2 Armd Div (North) League, we have wo~
our first two games, beating 10 Regt RCT 6-3 and 1 D and D
4--2. We have also entered the Army cup which starts next
month and hopes are high for a successful season. The two new
stars to watch out for are Lcpls Chippendale and Wyatt.
RUGBY POTENTIAL ALSO
The team has had a reasonable start to the season with four wins
a~d three defeats b~t the potential is there and the hard training
will no doubt have its rewards. The team is run by 2 Lt Green
and W02 Leggett and, with such old and bold members as
Sig Thomas, Cpl Ford and Sgt Biggs, success must be inevitable. However, even though it is early in the season, injuries have
ocurred and we are all eagerly awaiting the return of Capt 'Lips'
Sinton!

competitions will appear in THE WIRE in the New Year! (We
hope.)
AU REVOIR
To finish off the notes from the Regiment we must say farewell
to OC 2 Sqn, Maj Owen Lewis, and also to WOt Alan Chapman. We wish them both and their families all the best for the
future. We congratulate WOt Chapman who has gone off to
Northern Ireland on commissioning, muttering something about
Cyprus.

4 Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 15
EXERCISE COOL GIN
OR Maj Freddie Hodges (RH), our indefatigable OC HQ
Sqn, the month of September was a long camping 'holiday'
on some delightful stubble fields a few miles west of Hildesheim!
There, aided by his SSM, W02 John Keenan, W02 (RQMS)
Brian Bucknall, and supported and encouraged by frequent
visits from the QM (A), Maj Maurice Taylor (LI), he controlled
and ran a fabulous tented ciry now known as 'Hodgeshausen'.
This was the control and umpire HQ for Exercise Cool Gin, an
FTX involving 19 and 20 Bdes and incorporating elements of the
US lOlst Airborne Division. Thanks to the efforts of Maj H odges
and his team this very successful but rather uneventful exercise
(from the Regiment's point of view) was spent in conditions of
comfort and much good food (too much for some, to judge from
certain profiles to be seen around RHQ and other places).

F

BACK T O BASICS
2 Sqn (Dudley's Own) acquired a new title for their radio
vehicle area by courtesy of an unknown signwriter. This is now
known as 'Radio Hamlet'! OC 2 Sqn also distinguished himself
by getting a lecture on Ohm's Law from no less a personage than
CCR Signals, Brig Wyn Gittins, during the latter's visit to the
exercise.
The rest of our notes are a contribution from 1 Sqn on their
recent trip to Denmark.

HOCKEY MANAGEMENT OPTIMISTIC
The fact that the hockey team has only played one game, and
lost that 5-1 to 4 Armd Div Sig Regt, gives no indication for
the rest of the winter! Of this I have been assured by the team
managers, Capt Jones (ACC) and Ssgt 'Lofty' Drake. The
whole Regiment wishes the hockey team the best of luck in the
future!
MOTOR SPOR TS SUCCESSES
The Regiment's club has really come to the fore during
the last few months due to a Jot of successes in both national and
international rallies. The two heroes of the club are Ssgt Dave
S hotts and Ssgt McGuire (REME) who have entered five
'restricted', two national and two international events in Germany
and Scotland in the past few months. Out of this they have gained
three firsts, one third and one fourth and are, therefore, well in
the running for the top driver/navigator award in BAOR. We all
look forward to hearing of more successes by the team, especially
in the Dutch International Rally in October.
SKI-ING TEAMS
Both the Nordic and Alpine teams are now under new managemanagement by Lts Telfer and Wa tchus. Due to many changes
and postings, both teams are now rebuilding, and have just
completed four weeks summer training in Bavaria and Au tria.
Fortunately we have been able to rely on the experience of such
skiers as Cpls Doveton, Elliot and St anton to assist us with
the training and we are all determined to do well at the competitions in January 1977.
After the major exercises in October/November, the Nordic
team are off once again to the 'frigid' North for four weeks' ski
training in Norway whilst the Alpine team travel down to Neustift
in Austria for the same period. Reports of our successes at the

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
Silk Blazer Badges ..

TIES
All polyester Striped ..
All polyester Crested
(one colour motif)
(full colour motif)
Crested Cuff Links . .

£1-90 Gold Wire Blazer
Badges
£2-45 Wall Shield~
£2·90 Car Badge (Few only
in stock)
£3·75

£1·50
£5·50
£4·65
£4.75
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skilfully assembled by the Danes. The exercise took most members
of the Squadron the length and breadth of the island using
whatever transport they, or more often their Danish team mates,
could lay their hands on. Not every team managed to answer all
the questions, but it seems that everybody had a great time trying
and thoroughly enjoyed their enforced sight-seeing. Much to the
relief of the two OCs everyone was back on time and there were .
no diplomatic incidents. The Danish prizes to the British first
' three went to Sgt 'Dutch' Holland, Ssgt (Y of S) Nigel Cox,
and the duet of Corporals, John Hyde and Dick Millett.
GREAT SUCCESS
Exercise Tuborg Mercury proved a great success largely as a
result of the tremendous efforts made on our behalf by our Danish
hosts. The programme proved a good mixture of hard work and
equally hard play and we made many firm friends. Most people
ran out of money before the two weeks were up, but in any
case we all needed to return to Herford for a well-earned rest.
It was a trip that will be remembered for many things, and most
people brought back a souvenir of some sort. Inexplicably, blue
films proved more popular than the traditional Copenhagen
mermaid statuettes!
DANISH FINGERS ON THE BLOCK
A trusting Danish Signaller lets Sig ' Dangerous' De Angelis try
out his sledgehammer. Bet he took his hand away when the
photographer had finished!

WHEN IN ROME ...
Sampling the •local brew' in its true surroundings are left to right:
Sig 'Scouse' Brown, Cpl Les Bennett, Sig Dave Rowan and Sig
John MacKereth

7 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 15

(Photo courtesy of PR, HQ 4 Div BFPO 15)

EXERCISE TUBORG MERCURY IN PERFECT
WEATHER
1 Sqn, commanded by Maj Brian Belton, and including a
number of excellent supporters from the other Squadrons, visited
Denmark for exchange training with a Radio Relay Company of
the Danish Army, stationed very conveniently some 25km from
Copenhagen.
Throughout the summer camp the weather was perfect, and
from the outset there was complete integration with the Danish
soldiers in most of our activities. Our first day was spent on the
ranges, with a British/Danish shooting competition using our own
and the Danes' rifles with scores based on the aggregate of both
weapons. It was interesting to see that our soldiers scored much
better with the Danish rifle than with their own. Overall honours
went to the Danes, but Lcpl Robbie Taylor (2 Sqn) achieved
the.second highest score and was presented with an engraved glass
tankard. The second day was taken up with our annual 'shoot to
kill' classification and, after 18 hours on the range, many wondered
who the shooting was supposed to kill!

YOU LOOK THROUGH HERE ...
Sig Dave Rowan gets a lesson on the Danish version of the SLR
rifle, which they rent from the German Army. In the background,
Sig Mick Licence and others examine a Danish SP gun

EXERCISE FOLLOWED BY LIGHT RELIBF
An internal security exercise (Exercise Rude Awakening)
controlled by Capt Dick Hoyle had its amusing moments and
~as a gr<;at su~cess. The exercise proved to all the difficulties
mvolved m trymg to cordon and search a house occupied by a
we!l-armed bi-national enemy led by such fanatics as big Max:
(aha Lt Max Little) and supported by a highly aggressive medic
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in the form of Sgt 'Jock' (the Doc) Forbes. At this stage a little
light relief was built into the programme. With the formal title of
the Camp being exercise Tuborg Mercury the Squadron just
had to include a visit to the Tuborg Brewery. This was a great
success and the free beers, including extras for good singing, were
excellent warmers in the bank for a party held that evening for
our Danish hosts and organised by Cpl Dinger Bell and his
committee.
SPORTING EDGE
On the sporting scene the Squadron did very well by winning
both football matches (no doubt owing much to the expert
coaching by Cpl Jim. Lowery). The Danes are very keen on
running and orienteering, and we entered teams in two competitions. The first was two teams for a IO x l,200m cross-country
relay race. Once again we triumphed, gaining a first and third
place, and prizes were presented to Capt Dick Hoyle for the
fastest individual lap and to Sig Gerry Foster for the fastest lap
in the B team. Lcpl Gerry Parker was given a prize for the best
effort. The lavish provision of prizes by the Danes continued with
the orienteering, where mixed British/Danish teams competed
and Cpl Dick Millett and, much to his surprise, Lt Max Little,
proved to be our leading lights. A special mention must be made
of the 'old man team' consisting of W02 (SSM) Ken Thurley,
Ssgt (Y of S) Nigel Cox and Sgt 'Jock' (the Doc) Forbes,
who together with the Danish CSM came third out of 15 teams on
their particular course (something to do with brain over brawn
they claim).
REWARDING RELAXATION
Even with the very active and exhausting military training and
sporting events, most people were still not too tired to 'hit the
town' on several evenings, and Danish discotheques and night
clubs are now aware of the many varied and entertaining methods
of dancing adopted by the British soldier. Such Old World
British compliments as 'You are the best thing since sliced bread'
may certainly have come as a surprise to some of the charming
Danish girls. One DJ even offered Cpl Mick Kirk free drinks if
he could keep the place swinging for the remainder of the evening,
and for a free drink he would try anything. The Danes tried hard
to outdo us in the entertainment stakes and we were entertained
quite handsomely by them with a smorgasbord/aquavit meal
washed down with liberal helpings of other liquid refreshment.
This was a fitting end to a Sunday of bird watching amongst the
sand dunes of one of Zeeland's better known 'let it all hang out'
bathing beaches and there were some who followed the maxim
'when in Rome .. .'.

INITIATIVE TEST
The climax of the camp was an initiative test called Exercise
See Zeeland, this was controlled by Capt Ian Noble with the
help of the Danish officers. In the majority of cases, teams consisted of two or three mixed Danish/British soldiers, and the aim
of the exercise was to tour the island of Zeeland over a 36-hour
period and obtain answers to a set of tourist-type questions
THE WIRE,
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ANGLO-GERMAN RELATIONS
Part of the proceeds from our summer fete were presented to
the Oberburgermeister of Herford, Dr Kurt Schober, on
September 27, 1976, for German charities. The cheque for
DMl,500 was handed over by Capt Brian Overland, the
Regiment's PRl.
EXERCISE PROSE
The following anonymous prose introduced exercise Sudden
Squall which took place after a Rest Exercise and preceded
exercise Fresh Wind:
'When one's ship is becalmed in the doldrums of life,
forcing one's ship to REST idle, how often, when
longing for a FRESH WIND to gently get one moving
again, is one smacked in the a .... by a SUDDEN
SQUALL. '
Anonymous, circa 090530A Sept 76.
SPECIAL EXPEDmON TO NORWAY
In August a party under Lt Colin Whittaker attended the
British Outward Bound Centre, Isefaer in Norway for a special
Expedition. The other members of the expedition were taken from
volunteers from 1, 3 and 5 Sqns; Cpl Stevie Higgins, Lcpls
Paul Archibald, George Rowley, 'Ginge' Kershaw, Ian
Douglas, Spr Mick Gerrard, Sig Neil Gray, Chris Hatenboer, Mark Levy, Davy Phillips, Dougie Stevenson and
Ray Briggs. The special expedition was in two phases, crosscountry walking and canoeing.

.. . _

The Corps Commander presentin g LS and GC Awards to Sgt John
Hodge and Ssgt 'Taff' Roberts. The Commanding Officer, Lt Col
M. R. Topple and WOI (RSM) Nicolls look on

VISIT OF CORPS COMMANDER
N September 6, 1976, the Regiment was visited by the
Commander 1st British Corps, Lt Gen Sir Richard
Worsley, KCB, OBE. During his visit he presented LS and GC
Medals to Sgt John Hodge and Ssgt 'Taff' Roberts. He also
visited the Rest Exercise on the square and visited soldiers in
their barrack rooms.

O

RUGGED COUNTRY
The cross-country walking was over some of the most rugged
country in Southern Norway, with steep hills and thick forests.
The hard work involved in fighting through the tree line was
worth while when one stood on a 'trig point' and enjoyed the
magnificent landscape.
LUMPY SEA FOR CANOES
Phase two of the e.xpedition involved canoeing in double canoes
both in landlocked fjords and in the open sea. The most exciting
and e.'Ch.ilarating experience was the canoe trip across three miles
of open sea, infamous for its ability to sink ships. On Lhe journey
it was officially described as ' lumpy' with waves of about six feet.
Whilst canoeing, certain members attempted fishing with no luck,
despite the prolific amount of fish seen caught from the jetty at
Isefaer. The weather was superb throughout the course and
thanks must go to the instructor, C ofH Barry Harman (the
local weather expert) for organising the administration of the
course and the weather.
MEET THE SQUADRONS
7 Sig Regc have the distinction of being the largest
Signal Regiment in the British Army. In an attempt
individual Squadrons some limelight we are starting a
series where each Squadron has a chance to parade
month we start with 1 Sqn.

The Corps Commander discusses hi-fi with Sig 'Mac' McDermott
during his visit to the barrack rooms
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1 SQUADRON MANAGEMENT
OC
Maj R. A. C. Siderfin
2IC
Capt H. Smith
OC 'Echo' Troop
Lt A. J. Poppleton
OC 'Sierra' Troop
2 Lt T. J. Gigg
SSM
W02 (SSM) C. Coventry
F of S
Ssgt (F of S) J. MacDonald
Y of S
Ssgt (Y of S) J. T. Cowen
SQMS
Ssgt D. Remmer
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1 qn provides cornrncen Alpha in the Bruin communications
y tern. The high point of our recent activities in this respect was
erci e ummer Sales. This tested our communication skills
considerably, and the F of S's patience still more. This commitment
out of the way the Squadron turned its energies to the much
more exhau ting event of summer camp.
MIXED BAG AT MOEHNESEE
This year the Squadron 'invaded' the Moehnesee for our summer
camp; a mixed bag of sailing, canoeing and orienteering. The
advance party did an excellent job of brightening up the rather
dull accommodation and a very conscientious recce of the local
night life. The camp errupted into life with S SM Charlie
Coventry rousing one and all for the 0700hrs' run. F of S John
MacDonal d led the way and the shattered remnants later retired
for shower.; courtesy of 6 Bde Sig Sqn. Our thanks to them
for saving our lives! The weekend activities consisted of orienteering and the cryptic clues left a trail of bewildered contestants
across the countryside. The 'knobbly knees' contest was won by
Lcpl ' Slip' Shivington wearing snappy little Lederhosen and
DMS Combination that somehow slipped through the Hamburg
fashion net! Sailing and canoeing were tackled next and the first
capsise was provided by Lcpl Bill Watson . His crew at the time
was Lt Alan Poppleton, who somehow managed to stay dryall water off a duck's back!

NEW TALE NT
Sgts Stan Hooley and Gray-Cowan displayed their folk
singing talents in the local Gasthaus and were later seen in deep
debate trying to turn down all manner of offers of contracts from
the owner. (We still don't know what the small print said!)
With a change in the weather for the better and the presence of
some British girls on the lake, the lads took to the boats once
more. A splendid form of ' Apres Sink' was provided by the
yacht club. In return for the hospitality the lads provided some
amusement with a 1 Sqn ver.;ion of the Seven Dwarfs, engineered
by Sig Neil Richmond. As ever, summer camp was all too short.
However, everyone enjoyed it and some discovered their aptitude
for sailing for the first time-Bonjour Mattellot!

8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks

CATTERICK SPORTS PERSONALITY- No. 1

for :

STEVE LANCASHIRE is a young man destined to go
in the sportsworld. He has just started his Al PT
SIGplaces
Course in Aldershot with

Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Capital Transfer Tax.
Education. Endowment.
Low Cost and Flexible
Endowments for House
Purchase.
Mortgages Arranged.
Retirement Policies.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit.
Home Insurance with full cost replacement.
Motor Competitive rates Home and Foreign.

B. £ THOMPSON & CO. l TD.
INCO RPORATED INSURANCE BROK ERS

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
YORKSHIRE DL 4HR. Telephone No. 2308
THE C O RPO RAL AND THE ACTRESS
N September 28, 1976, at Catterick Garrison, a corporal
crossed swords with an actress. The confrontation came after
Stacey Tend eter, well known for such parts as Amye Dudley
in BBC television's 'Elizabeth R' and at present appearing in
'City Sugar' at Darlington Civic Theatre, threw out the challenge
'Any good swordsman in the areas want to duel with me?'

O

OPERATORS

N T u esd ay, September 7, 1976, 8 Sig Regt w on the
final of the Army c ricket major units co mpetition. It
O
was a fitting end
a most successful season in which the cricket
to

squad had won the Yorkshire Services League with a 100 per cent
record, together with the cup for the NE/NW Major Units, and
were also finalists in the Yorkshire Services cup competition.
The opponents in the Army final were 39 Engineer Regt, an
unknown quantity except for their Army player, Vic N urse. The
playing surface was unpredictable due to Jack of rain in the
South-East and, together with the water restrictions, the Aldershot
Officers Cricket ground was not up to standard.

Then contact

The Three Tees Agency
and let your Service skills pay in Civvy Street
The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and deals solely with vacancies for Telephone,
Telex and Teleprinter Operators. You ca;i be assured of a warm welcome and free advice and
guidance on employment prospects in the Commercial world of Telecommunications. If you
are rusty we can give you the opportunity to brush up your operating and also familiarise you
with commercial routines and equipment, and then guide you to the right job, permanent
or temporary. Call, write or phone:

The Three Tees Agency

A:=cv
ilu•mo
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124 Regent Street,
London W1

20 Eastcheap,
London EC3

Tel 01-353 3611

Tel 01 • 734 0365

Tel 01-626 0601
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many athletic achievements
already under his belt. Steve
has been awarded both the
Army junior and senior (at
the ripe old age of 19 !) crosscountry Colours, competing
this year in the Army team v
Welsh national team and the
Inter-Service team v British
national team.
He also did superbly well
this summer in all the major
athletic championships,
getting his Junior Army
Colours and being ranked
nationally (in the top 10 in
Britain). He specialised in
in the 3,000 and 5,000m for
the 8 Sig Regt team, and the 2,000m steeplechase for the InterService team v Navy, and Combined Service team v Welsh
national team.
Whilst down in Aldershot, he took part in some biathlon trials
(cross-country, ski-ing and shooting) and has been selected for
the British biathlon team to compete in Underboden, Switzerland,
on November 25, 1976--the only Signals representative in the
team. (NB.-This is notan jArmy team but the civilian ' Olympic'
sports team.) The next step will be to represent the Army in the
Corps Divisional Championships in Switzerland in January 1977.
Biggest disappointment; non-selection for the Combined
Services team because of a broken lace! Biggest satisfaction :
holding the Army Junior 2,000m steeplechase record at 5·56min.
(14secs better than previous record).
Ambition: building up to MARATHON.
Watch out for Steve-he is going places ... and fast!

ARMY CRICKET SUCCESS

LEAVING THE ARMY SOON?

110 Fleet Street,
London EC4

The brave man to take up her offer was Cpl Steve Graham,
a technician with 8 Sig Regt. He is the reigning Yorkshire Men's
Foil Champion and twice British Army Foil Champion ( 1972 and
73). They met in 8 Sig Regt's gym. Five three-minute bouts later
and victory-for Cpl Graham!

H O W IT C AME A BOUT
39 Engineer Regt won the toss and decided to bat. C p l John
M oulson and S gt C hris B ond opened the bowling and did a
fine job as they have done throughout the season. The first wicket
fell after 2 runs and the E ngineers were finding runs difficult to
get. However, when N u rse came in he played some adventurous
shots and looked set for a big score. Cpl John Swain e then took
a hand and a brilliant return to wicket-keeper, Sgt Ian Gilbert,
resulted in Nurse being run out. Not content with that, Cpl
Swaine in his spell of left arm medium pace bowling, took a
further four wickets at a cost of only 13 runs. 8 Sig Regt's skipper,
Sgt Mick Raybould, bowled a good controlled spell and 39
Engineer Regt succumbed to the good bowling and fine fielding
to reach 96 all out, using 32·5 overs of the allotted 40.
A bad start a f ter lunch
After lunch it was 8 Sig Regt's turn to bat and events looked
black at one stage. The scoreboard read 3 runs for 2 wickets.
L t G eorge Wilton will try to forget the shot he played when
bowled out. Sgt Gil Williams on received what wa probably
the best ball of the game and he too was bowled. The Engineers
were now scouting for victory and the Signals' skipper had come
in at a most difficul t time. So Sgt Mick Raybould had to curb
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his normal game and played a wonderful captain's innings,
restoring the odds in favour of Signals. His partner in the open er,
S gt I an Gilbert , had managed to thwart the opening assault and
together they began to build up the innings. The Engineers had
other ideas and managed to dismiss both these batsmen. Sgt Bob
Watkins and Cpl Pete Knight then took over and both played
good innings-Cpl Knight getting 23 not out and later with the
help of Ssgt John Hague (REME), 8 Sig R egt passed 39 Engineer
Regt's score losing 5 wickets in the process.
C up and m edallion s presented
It had been a tense cricket game with both sides' bowling and
fielding taking the upper hand. Brig N. J. Withall, chairman,
Army Cricket Association, presented the medallions and the
Army cup. And so it was a grand finale for this cricket team from
Catterick.
Some r eflections and thank yous
Thank yous are in order to W02 Barry Sylvester (RAPC)
who did a bit of playing and organising. As ever, sterling work
was done by Sgt Joe Gleisinger in the scorers' box and his
assistant, Sig Mick Luckes· and W02 'Nobby' Hill and Ssgt
Dougy Stewart were gracious umpires.
It was gratifying to see two young Signalmen, Sig Bill Banner
and Gordon Len n ox emerge as good players and no doubt
their progress will be watched by the Corps selectors. Sgt Ian
Gilbert the established opening bat for the Corps and Regiment
volunteered for the job of wicketkeeper at the beginning of the
season. Hi ability grew with each game and has reached recognition as being as good as one will get in the Yorkshire Services
League. Sgt Gil Williamson had a fine season with the bat and
his stroke play was much enjoyed by our team but lamented by
the oppositions. It was a bad blow to lose Sgt Bennie Grossmith
early in the season and it is hoped Lt George Wilton will be
able to get over his recent marriage and become an opening
399
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Hounslow

(Photo courtesy of Roy Worner Ltd, A/IP, Dover)

COMSTAR AWARD TO 1 SQUADRON
The first photograph shows the Supervisor, Mr Ivor Jones,
and the Staff of Shorncliffe Cornrncen receiving the bronze
Comstar award for January-June 1976 from Col Atherton,
Shorncliffe Garrison Commander. The other awards notified at
the same time are:
Worthy Down - Bronze Comstar
Arborfield
- Silver Comstar
Reading
- Gold Comstar.

Bock row: Sgt

J.

Banner, Cpl J. E. Swaine, Ssgt J. Hague (REME), Sig G. Lennox, Sig M. C. Luckes
Sgt C. D. Bond
Knight, Sgt I. G ilbert, Sgt M. M. Raybould, Col D. G. Cattermull , W02 B. L. Sylvester (RAPC), Sgt G. R. Williamson,
Cpl J. Mou lson
·
(Absent: Lt G. Wilton)

H. Gleisinger, Sgt R. M. Watkins, Sig W .

Front row: Cpl P.

J.

J.

batsman. Cpl Peter Knight emerged as a good aggressive bat
and his middle-order batting was a decisive factor in the team's
success.
Bowling honours were shared by pacemen Sgt Chris Bond
and Cpl John Moulson. Cpl John Swaine and Sig. Bill
Banner carried on with the good work as relief bowlers. Skipper
Sgt Mick Raybould must be pleased the way the season finished .
The team in return should be grateful that they had a very able
leader in some of the more precarious moments.
Some statistics for the season are as follows:
Batting
Sgt Ian Gilbert
Sgt Gil Williamson
Sgt Mick Raybould
Cpl Pete Knight

634 runs
520 runs
461 runs
434 runs

Bowling
Sgt Chris Bond
30 wkts, av 12·7
Cpl John Moulson 27 wkts, av 12·07

The acruevement in the number of runs scored is considerable
taking into account that there were 22 games, the majority
restricted to 35 overs.

A WELCOME VISITOR
The second photograph is of NZWRAC Cpl Robyn Katene,
who is at present on exercise Long Look attachment to 3 Sqn.
Cpl Katene arrived in August and will be returning to New
Zealand in December. During her time here she has already
visited 242 Sig Sqn and seen the Edinburgh Tattoo.
We hope that she will enjoy her stay here with us.
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Don"t he disappointed!

INTER-SQUADRON AND WRAC ASSAULT COURSE
COMPETITION
NCE again the annual assault course competition held on
·October 1 turned out to be full of enterprise and unexpected
O
happenings. Teams from Krefeld and Bielefeld (4 Sqn) took part

COPY MUST BE HERE BY
12th OF THE MONTH FOR
PUBLICATION IN THE
FOLLOWING MONTH

An invitation

Next season promises to be a bonanza in Catterick. The new
commander of HQ Trg Group Royal Signals is to be Brig N. A.
Butler whose enthusiasm for cricket is well known. Any player
or follower should therefore make tracks for Virny Lines, Catterick,
where they will be most welcome. It is understood that the Army
cup win was the first by a Signals unit, and hopes are rugh to
maintain the challenge next year.
EDITORS OTE
Score sheet included under "Sport" on page 415.

A couple of very entertaining weekends were spent with Radio
Troop providing the Radio Communication at the Masters
International Water-ski Championships and later at the Barefoot
Championships. A great time was had by all, thanks mainly to
the bikini-clad doll y birds who kept the lads' eyes permanently
out on stalks and the bronzed lifeguards who flocked round O
Radio Troop, 2 Lt Linda Heath.
When the heatwave had cooled, Radio Troop were also invited
to have a go at water-ski-ing, so on Friday, September 24, 1976,
when the idea of plunging into cold water was met with as much
enthusiasm as is warm flat beer, six hardy individuals set off for
the water-ski club. A natural leader, Lcpl Sam Burke took
the first plunge and did very well perfecting a style of rus own
wruch can only be described as the stomach cramp position or
ski-ing at the double! Lcpl 'Kip' Hall took to ski-ing like a
duck to water (even the ducks were surprised) and nobody believed
him when he said he had never done it before. After many threats
and promises Sigs Berrie and Johnston were persuaded into the
water despite protests of weak ankles and bad circulation. Unlike
'Kip' Hall it took Sig 'Biff' Berrie several duckings in the
water before he got the hang of it, he was thrashing about and
could be heard muttering angrily several hundred yards away. He
was a great source of entertainment to the professional skiers
until, unfortunately, he became quite proficient.
At first it was thought that Sig 'Paddy' Johnston was being
very ambitious as it looked as though he was going to ski barefoot
but then we discovered that he could not get his feet in the skis.
This problem was soon resolved with the aid of a pretty instructress
who can be seen in the photograph.
2 Lt Linda Heath decided that water-ski-ing was not something
to be sneezed at but she was wrong and she now has a red nose
and a box of tissues tucked firmly under her arm. Nevertheless,
she still considers that it was worth it!
On Saturday, August 28, 1976, a river boat trip, brilliantly
organised by Lcpl Berny Randall took place on the Thames
from Windsor to Runnymede. A patty of over 20 people set out
in two coaches for the good srup Windsor Castle, and soon entered
into the spirit of tlllngs amidst cries of 'Yo Ho Ho get the bar open',
and 'Where are the oars?' A cold buffet was provided and everyone
settled down to three glorious hours on the river. Having had
three months of constant sun and warmth it stood to reason that
it would pour down with rain during the trip wruch was precisely
what it did! Nevertheless, everybody thoroughly enjoyed themselves and they are all looking forward to the next trip!
Sgt Pete Graham of ' SWS' Troop, not to be outdone by the
sponsored walkers who did so well back in May, organised a
sponsored swim in aid of SSAFA in July. Eight members of the
Regiment took part and managed to raise £70. Lcpl Wally
Wallace and Sig 'Geordie' Lee and Kevin Herrity deserve a
special mention for completing 100 lengths of Chelsea Barracks
pool and Capt Noelle Vickers qualifies for the booby prize by
only managing to complete a pathetic 30 lengths.

(Photo courtesy of PR HQ South-East District)

RADIO TROOP TAKE TO THE WATER
UR Radio Troop are in the process of heaving a very long
sigh of relief now that summer has officially ended. The
Careers Information Team have packed away their Mahler Haley
Boards and their its 'a great life in the Army folks' smiles for another
year. At least now they will be able to have the odd weekend free
in which to do important trungs like relaxing and catcrung up on
one's sleep, etc. l

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit and send in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER
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but regret ably the WRAC team from Rheindahlen had to withdraw at the last minute. 3 Sqn 'B' team were first on the course
and set the clock at 2min 46sec. Trus proved to be too fast for the
next five teams, although HQ Sqn ('M' Troop) team clocked up
2rnin 55·5sec. 1 Sqn 'B' team unfortunately lost time at the 12ft
wall when Sgt Coxon who had effectively heaved rus team over,
attempted to go through it-at least it looked that way.
To break the monotony of men competing, the WRAC teams
from Bielefeld and Krefeld came on to the course to show their
skill but less the scrambling net and the 12ft wall. Bielefeld were
first to go and, for a team only having arrived in Krefeld some two
hours before and had a couple of practice runs, they set up a
challenging time of lmin23·5sec. Naturally, the Krefeld team
were favourite to win and it was a sight to see the speed and
polish in which they mastered the obstacles. Unfortunately,
however, Lt Rosemary Hewlett, who was going full pelt, mi footed on the logs and fell into the log-trap, thumping her head
in the process. Although knocked out, she soon came round and
was able to stagger off, to the appreciation of the crowd. The rules
required all team members to finish the course and as such,
WRAC Bielefeld took the Ladies Plate.
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one of the 'A' team along with Sgt Dave McKay, Cpl Pete
Ingarfield and Sig Bob Tough, who was the team leader.
The morning of the competition dawned wet and cold, and
as I struggled into combat kit and webbing, I began to wonder
who was going to need first aid, the casualties or me. (I was
convinced that I would never get out of that webbing-it ju t
isn't designed with females in mind.) However, when I finally
reached tl1e guardroom my warlike appearance caused some
hilarity and we all set out for Dusseldorf in a light hearted mood.
The competition was set up in the gymnasium at Caernarvon
Barracks in Dusseldorf. After all the preparation we had done it
didn't seem to be too difficult. For a very rushed 30 minutes we
bandaged, splinted and comforted casualties and answered
questions on first aid. We then sat down to wait for the other
teams to finish (a wait of 4 hours!). When the results were finally
announced the 'A' team had come second and t.he.'B' team eighth.
A very good result!

2 SQUADRON 'A' TEAM VIEWING THEIR. WELL-EARNED
TROPHY
Left to right: Lcpl Ferriby, Sig Miller, Ssgt Crowe, Sgt Law, Sig

REPORT BY~ 4!SQUADRON- TWO GOLD 'IDTS' FOR
SENNELAGERDETACHMENT
N Tuesday, August 24, the staff of Army Commcen Sennelager
were presented a Gold Comstar award for the period JanuaryJune 1976. This award, the second consecutive gold was presented
by the CSO BAOR, Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge,' to Cpl Peter
Hall, NCO IC Commcen, and his staff, Cpl Des Wells Lcpl
Chris Newby and Sig Keith Belcher. Also presen~ were
Mrs Carol Hall and Mrs June Wells. Other members of the
Commcen staff who helped gain the award but were unable to
attend the i;>resentation we~e Sig Ian Brewster (RMP Training
Centre, Chichester) and Sig Steve Flannagan (233 Sig Sqn).

O

SOCCER REPORT
This season we are in the fortunate position of having a squad
of 28 players, this being a vast improvement on last season when
we existed on 14 players. The Squad is represented in the 2nd
Division of the North Rhine Inter-Service League on Saturdays
and the 'Wednesday' League. We have had a mixed 'bag' so far
this season with the 2nd XI being defeated once in five matches
and having a farly healthy goal average of 23 for and 12 against.
The 1st XI have had a shaky start to the season in the League
and although scoring regularly have only managed 1 point from
3 games. However, with a resounding 7--4 defeat of 3 BAPD in
the first round of the Army Challenge Cup the turning point has
been reached.
Morale and spirit are high within the Squad, and 46 goals
scored in 11 matches are not the goal-shy figures of last season.
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NE of the great anractions in serving in this Regiment is
that there is always something going on somewhere which
O
originated here in Churchill Barracks, be it a sporting event an
Anglo/ German event or simply an exercise. This month I w~t to
start off by reporting an expedition.

Wheaton and Ssgt Smith (team capt)
The CSO, who arrived by helicopter, was accompanied by
Col R.H. Gilbertson (Comd 4 Signal Group), Lt Col K. S. H.
Allwright (Commanding Officer 16 Sig Regr), Maj R. E.
Barber (Officer Commanding 4 Sqn) and W02 (Y of S) W. J.
Cheesman. Our thanks g~ to th~ Commcen's host Regiment,
39 J\;1ed Regt RA, whose kind assistance made the presentation
possible and also, unfortunately, had their Regimental Headquarters' sign severely mauled after being blown off its mounting
by the CSO's helicopter!

On again to the male competition, 3 Sqn 'A' team clocked a
sizzling 2min 4·5sec and it seemed that the competition was sewn
up. 1 Sqn 'A' and HQ Sqn (LAD) teams pressed hard to record
very good times but not enough to beat 3 Sqn. Last team to go
was 2 Sqn 'A', and the encouragement from the crowd seemed to
spur them on. As they reached the penultimate obstacle they had
a good 30sec left to beat the clock. Having no trouble at the ramp
they reached the 12ft wall and, as if endowed with wings, all
cleared it in superb fashion. The final sprint brought them home
in lmin 59·5sec, taking the trophy-well done.

CHANGE OF COMMAND
. Maj Roy Barber (Royal Signals) and his wife, Eva, were
dmed out by the Officers and SNCOs of 4 Sqn, 16 Sig Regt, on
September 16, 1976, and we welcome Maj Jim McKail and his
wife, Margaret, in their stead.

FILMSTAR IN THE MAKING
Early in the New Year a new recruiting film for the Junior Army
called 'A Head Start' will be in circulation, and one of the stars is
Lcpl Jim Armour of 'M' Troop. He was initially filmed at
Harrogate while training and this month the film team came
out to Germany to follow-up his progress. They arrived in a
bustle of cameras, light meters, tripods and reels of film, and
swept Lcpl Armour off to various parts of Germany for filming.
We look forward to seeing the results.
VISIT OF ACIO LEICESTER
Maj Fred Stork, well known to many members of the Corps,
visited the Regiment at the end of September as ACIO Leciester.
Apart from leaving his briefcase, and a dubious-looking brolly at
the airport-in England-his visit ran smoothly and was appreciated all round.
A BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF FIRST AID
By Capt Lynn Relph (WRAC)
'How's your first aid?' asked Maj John Graham (QC 1 Sqn)
as he came into my office brandishing a lener.
'Why?', said I suspiciously.
'We have to send three people from the Squadron on a crash
course in first aid so that the Regiment can select a team for the
Rhine Area first aid competition on September 10, 1976.'
'Oh yes', I said.
'But we can only release two--so how about it?'
I agreed to make up the numbers, and a week later found myself
sining in a classroom being taught first aid, much to the amusement of the 11 men on the course. (Amusement which later turned
to embarrassment during the lecture on childbirth.) Sgt Tony
Williams (RAMC) instructed us in first aid techniques and
managed to make a good team our of a very dubious collection
of would-be first aiders.
Anyway, eight people were finally selected to make up the two
Regimental teams and, as luck would have it-yours truly was
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Binks, .made the .m~st of t:!1e fresh air, blue skies, cold water and
steel? hills to rev1tahse their wan complexions and tone up their
saggmg muscles. Sgt Mick S~inks and Cpl Badger Campbell
were heard to say that every mch of the forest was 'stirred' and
that th~y prefe.rred one of the less foot-sore pursuits such as
sw1mn:ung, sa1lmg or fishing, but it was noted that once the
summit of some hostelry was reached, they supped their share of
Ptls and· came back for more, however steep the ascent.
After a~duou~ days, the party, living under canvas, watched
SKC movies, witnessed the deer and wild boar being fed (not by
the ~am!? cook, Pte Dixie Dixon), and ventured on to the local
skating nnk. Many of the party were unable to skate and a hilarious
sho~ was ~ut on for the local German populace by such famous
dancmg pairs as Sgts Carr and Lodie (Royal Signals) or Ptes
Shepherd and Taylor (WRAC). The more experienced tumblers
Ptes 1:-angworthy and Conway (WRAC) were able to show
off their paces. To add flavouring to the visit Herr Kyling of
A~TC Silberhune co~ducted an interested party to the border
with the GDR and pointed out the landmarks in the beautiful
countryside. We hope to repeat the exercise next year.

THE MISSING LINK
The missing link between Y of S and F of S was found swinging
through the walnut trees at Bradbury Barracks on or about
September 18 this year. He was skilfully apprehended by Sgt
Dodd and questioned as to his place of origin. It would appear
that he hails from 28 Sig Regt, and that they keep him caged in
RHQ and hang a sign over his door which says RSM. There was
some reluctance on the part of duty personnel to come and claim
this member of their unit and indeed inferred that as we had
now got him we could keep him.
However, after much persuasion he was returned and was last
seen parading around the square at St Tonis crunching walnuts
in his toes.
(Sorry, Frank, but you left yourself open.)
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NORWAY BOUND
The expedition team, consisting of 16 'hand-picked' hardy
adventurous members of the Regiment, assembled at the Outward
Bound Centre just north of Kristiansand, Jed by Lt John Willis.
The aim of the expedition was to walk, taking a week, from a
sta.r:t point just n_orth of Tjonneloss to a point over lOOkm away.
This RV was a fJord where cano<:s were to be picked up, and the
second half of the exercise was to canoe back to the Centre. Fresh
and raring to go, the team set off on the first day at a brisk pace,
lucky enough to find a good track to see them on their way. The
weather was also kind, being warm, and morale was therefore
high and the exceptional weight of the packs went unnoticed.
The first night they camped by a beautifullake at Clonne-oygarden.
Full of enthusiasm and despite their protests Lt Willis had them
on the move again by 0730hrs the next morning. Sig Al Bennett
was ' elected' navigator and so far so good, the easy pace was
maintained. A pleasant break for lunch, plus a sunbathe, prepared
them well for the hard scramble along a dried-up river bed and
then a stiff climb over a ridge. This was the route chosen by the
new navigator, Sig Mick (I prefer this to exercise) Henstock,
who showed some surprise when they all arrived as planned at
the next camping site. The pace was already beginning to show
on the Jess hardy members of the team. However, Cpl Paul
Robertshaw looked about the finest and reckoned he was good
for another 10 miles.

(Left to right) : Maj Roy Barber, Maj Jim McKail
WITCH IS WHICH?
The Harz Mountains, well known for low-flying witches, were
taken over recently by a swarm of signallers who put up tents
next to the bubbling stream of the Odertalsee Lake. About 80
WRAC and Royal Signals personnel from 4 Sqn, 16 Sig Regt,
lead by SSM John Blake, Capt Rosie Warne and Lt Katy
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The hardy and the adventurous on the Norway expedition
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VOLLEYBALL AND HANDBALL
The officers of 7 .l:'crnmclde Bn, the local German signal
regiment with whom we have a ' patenschaft', sought revenge for
their recent defeat on, of all places the cricket pitch, by challenging
the officers of this Regiment to ' Wolleyball' and 'Handball' . I am
pleased to say that we won the 'Wolleyball' but lost the Handball
game. It was, of course, the first time that any of the officers had
played handball. The star of.the game was our Paymaster, Capt
Bob Roberts, who, to the eternal astonishment of the Gennans,
scored using his armpit!

Cool rejuvenator
.
ome form of' rejuvenation was nece sary and this fact was
immediately recognised by Lcpl Barry McGovern. He co~
·equently charged into tl1e icy watcl'1'. of a near~y l:ik7. Thetr
spirit of competition awakened by his challenging enc , Cpl
Paul Robertshaw, Sig Jim Lynch and 'Posh' Kurthausen
were right behind him. The following ~orning the wea~er
remained good, and although omewhat s~ff fro~ the prev_i~u
day, they tarted the steep clim? up the Stembass m good sp1~1ts.
Concentration and control remained very necessary for the tricky
descent down to a rocky river bed that followed.
Sore of foot, the evening saw them camped by anothe~ lake.
After sampling the culinary delights of Sig Al Bennett, m ~e
form of a curry which was obviously camouflage for omething
el e, crie of delight from the lake, eminating from Sig 'Posh'
Kurthausen, caused another mad dash to the water! It \".3S
ab olutely freezing but, nevertheless, the effects wer~ therape:uuc !
On the third day they all reached a farmhouse, m the middle
of nowhere, where the unpopular exercis~ o~ resuppl)'. ~as car~ied
out! Unpopular because it meant re-establishing the ongmal weight
of the packs.
Variable navigation
Next day navigation was once again under new manag~ent,
this time taking the form of Lcpl Trev Walker. He quickly
picked up the guideline of the pylon route and before they knew
where they were they arrived at the next planned camp site.
Confident, Lt John Willis directed a 'press on' to the next lake!
Two lakes, two-and-a-half hours, and two mountain ridges later
they found the next campsite! Even John Willis recognised his
decision had not been a popular one!
A little late, the next day started badly, by the whole team
climbing the wrong ridge. Although this suited Cpl Barry
McGovern and Sig Tony Hogg very nicely, thank you, as they
both love raspberries, and they were in abundance, the mistake
did not really serve the aim of the expedition well. Sig Kevin
Parker redeemed the day by finding the path to Ark"Ubo, the RV
for the second half of the expedition, and the only shop for miles.
They ran the last three kilometres to the shop and within minutes
had bought them out of milk and ice cream.
Water brings welcome refreshment
After a day of rest the canoes arrived, brought by another
expedition not from 22 Sig Regt. Capsize drills were then practiced,
providing incidental entertainment for the other expedition,
experienced canoeists. Undeterred, and delighted at the chan~e
in the direction of muscular endeavour, they set off back to their
place of origin by canoe. It was a somewhat erratic procession
that headed off down the fjord with Cpl John Thorpe and
Lcpl Trev Walker alternately inspecting both banks of the fjord.
It was a motley crew that pulled in at the various campsites down
the fjord. The shopkeepel'1' welcomed them though. They had
never sold so much ice cream or milk in their lives, I think.
Journey's end
After three days they reached the Skageraak, led, strangely
enough, by Cpl John Thorpe and Lcpl Trev Walker, who in
more adverse conditions seemed to be better suited to straight lines.
The last part of the expedition was spent relaxing in a sense of
achievement whilst trying out some fishing. The last night was
identified by a barbeque on an island near the Outward Bound
Centre and it was with regret that they left the next morning,
heading for that most mundane of events, in comparison, a
regimental exercise.
WIVES ENJOY SUPERB EVENING
There appeared in the Regiment recently the most peculiar of
notices, encouraging the wives to attend a meeting where there
would be a Mr Lippstadt competition accompanied by wine and
cheese and a film of Lippstadt. The wives were encouraged by a
drawing of a very muscular individual, back view, drawn as he
was lifting weights in what can only be d::scribed as an outstanding
fashion. One hundred and twenty, yes 120 wives turned up for
this sparkling event, organised with a lot of help by lots of others,
by Mrs Ulli McCann, wife of QC 3 Sqn. It was apparently a
superb evening and it only goes to show that it doesn't all happen
on exercise or on the sports field.
CROSS-COUNTRY DAY
There were those who thought that the Regiment was experiencing an 'extra' Active Edge having just returned from one. This
was because of a mass exodus out of Churchill Barracks. However, looking closely, you would have noticed everyone was in

This happy photo shows W02 Ken Woods being presented with
his prize, by Lt Col T. H. Wheawell, for coming first in the
cross-country (over 35 of course)

THE FREEDOM OF LIPPSTADT AND HERBSTWOCHE
We are all looking roward to the arrival of the Corps Band
shortly. They are coming to lead the Regiment's parade through
Lippstadt, exercising our right to the Freedom of Lippstadt.
7 Fernmelde Bn will be marching with us, for the same purpose,
of course. We received The Freedom with them in October 1973.
The Band is also giving a concert in the local Stadt Theatre, an
event which is being looked forward to with some excitement by
the local population. The Band is very popular here. It is, of course,
also part of the Herbstwoche (Autumn Weck) celebrations, about
which more will follow.

28 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 35

SUMMER TO WINTER
HE summer is at last over and as the Regiment returned from
leave and other assorted excuses for absence, everyone looked
at the full winter time-table with a sense of apprehension. Exercises,
Freedom Parades and courses various, seem to take up a large
chunk of the rest of the year planner. The exercise period started
off with a vengeance with exercise Canary Caper, a joint exercise
with 35 Sig Regt (V).

T

The winning cross-country team Page trophy-Golf Troop

running kit, for it was 'the day of the cross-country'. A Page
trophy event involving nearly all the members of the Regiment
under 40, and one over 40. Winners were 'Golf' Troop with
'Delta' runners-up. Two 'almost too olds' received prizes, W02
K. Woods (over 35) and WOl D. McKenzie (over 40).
FOOTBALL TALENT
The Page trophy (football) certainly revealed the amount of
talent there is in the Regiment with respect to football. The
competition started early Saturday morning and culminated in,
believe it or not, RHQ beating SHQ 1--0 in the final. There
had not been a bad game all morning and the final teams by the
time they had finished had played four full games.
The Regimental team is due to play 16 Light Air Defence in
the first round of the BAOR cup. They are hard in training and
looking forward to another successful season. The Sergeants Mess
turned out again recently in their annual battle with Lippstadt
Victoria. A 0--0 result at full time resulted in extra time with a
4--0 defeat for the Mess which seems a shame after such a grand
effort. However, in spite of the fact that there is an apparently
long complicated story behind it all, that's sport. But full marks
for effort and that's what is important.
PROMISING START FOR RUGGER TEAM
The Regimental team has started the season well with the
following results: All wins-1 Combat Sup Bn 36--6, 27 Med
Regt RA, 29-4, 16 Lt Aid Regt 49--0. They are worth keeping
an eye on this season.
SKI-ING PROSPECTS GOOD
The notices are up, the recce has been carried out, the vacancies
are almost full and the scene is set for another successful Snow
Queen. Capt Gordon Raku reports that the ski hut is located
in beautiful surroundings. Reports on results will no doubt follow.
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All in all, exercise anary Caper was a good exercise. l'lent
of stand-tos, NBC attacks and other activities designed to hake
off the summer cobwebs. After the exercise came the ~ocial
functions before our friends in 35 Sig Regt (V) departed. We
look forward to seeing them in September 1978.
28 GOES AIRBORNE
Whilst the Regiment was tied up in knots with 35 Sig Rcgt (V)
on exercise Canary Caper, 12 members of the Regiment decided
that they could not stand the pace and opted out to do something
a little less hectic. Lt 'Ever Ready' Day, Lcpl 'Mitch' Mitchell
and Sig 'Biff' Bailey, Steve Coulson, 'Fred' Court, 'Hazzer'
Hayes, 'Jenks' Jenkins, Kev Jones, 'Buzz' Jordon, Andy
Lindell, Les Lloyd and 'Arnie' McCullogh packed their bags
and high tailed it down to the Joint Services Parachute Centre at
Lippspringe to participate in a two-week Freefall parachute course.
The course started on Monday, September 6. After 2! days of
practicing parachute landing falls, plane exits, emergency drills
and canopy handling, the 60-odd students on the course were
ready for their first jump. The first jumps went without incident
and that night in 'Uncle Tom's Cabin', the centre clubhouse,
there were a lot of 'first-timers' describing their adventures, over
many a beer. The Regimental team soon got into its own routine.
Up, breakfast and off to the airfield by 0815. Jumping started at
0900 and, except for a two-hour break for lunch, went on until
last light. The days were spent packing parachutes and jumping
and maybe practicing in the hangars. When jumping ceased at
1900 it was a case of a quick clean up and then down to the Globe
to watch the famous SKC films. The day ended with a trip to the
'Schnell Imbiss'.
Our only casualty came when our heavyweight, Sig Les Lloyd,
tried for a speed landing and landed facing down wind. A' 10-point'
landing resulted in him using the second half of his warrant
sooner than expected. Sig 'Hazzer' Hayes did better. After a
few very good jumps he decided to show the rest of the world
exactly how easy he considers the sport to be. He was caught by

CANARY CAPER WITH 35 SIG REGT (V)
By the end of August the last elements of our sister unit had
arrived in the location. However, before going out on exercise
the Regiment had a warm-up on the square. This was to sort
out any interface problems with 35's equipment and to give the
TA girls some experience in working with TARE. After a couple
of days the warm-up was going so well (or badly) that everyone
packed up and left camp for the exercise locations.
Helicopter Jinx
l Sqn found themselves in a new location for a change. What
didn't change was the high standard of food (1 Sqn always have
it cushy!). There is, however, a disadvantage in working with TA
girls-their appetite. After a couple of days WOl (Y of S) Denis
Gallacher and his merry band were crying out for food parcels.
(Maybe this is why 2 Sqn hid themselves from the TA!) Maj
Denis Bees, our friendly Ops Officer, continues to have a jinx
on the poor Dutch helicopters (on the last exercise the window
fell off his chopper)! This time he was accompanied by QC Tropo
and Maj Christensen, a Danish officer on a visit. Maj Christensen had never flown before and didn't realise that the rotors are
not meant to come loose in flight! He certainly knows now!
Meanwhile, 'A' Troop, who are used to lo ing messages in
TARE were quite upset when they also lost their Land-Rover.
All drivers and works tickets were present but one Land-Rover
was missing. However, a search of the exercise area uncovered one
Land-Rover-neatly camouflaged in the woods. In the interest of
NATO units one dare not disclose which of our NATO allies
was responsible. Next exercise, 'A' Troop is being issued with
Crook Locks.
Ssgt (Y of S) Ross Graham cut his head and wa driven to
RAP at 35 (V) Sig Regt Commcen. He arrived in the commcen
area just after dusk. Driving down the track towards the commcen
he could see nothing and hear nothing. Just as he was thinking
that he was in the wrong wood a little man from Birmingham
jumped out of a bush, stopped the Land-Rover and announced
that the Rover must stay still until the end of tand down. 'Very
impressive', thought our gallant Yeoman. Ten minutes later a
deafening scream shattered the silence 'STAND DowN! STA D
DowN' ! On went all the lights, people and vehicles started moving
about. Things were back to normal. 'B' Troop faired better. In
their second location they discovered some apple and pear trees
laden with fresh, ripe fruit. No ration problem in that location.
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A confident Sig 'Hazzer' Hayes 2,500ft above Lippspringe
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the hicf In truc tor '~ amera i n a perfect stable p o ition with an
expre . ion which can only insti l confidence in the beginning.
ig Steve C oul on faired les welJ. He spent most of the course
trving to per uade the Instructor that the 'Coulson exit' was in
fact better than the normal aircraft exit. eedle s to say h e was
un ucce ful. Sig 'Biff' Bailey wa the first member of the team
to break the barrier and go free-fall, and an excellent first 3- ec
delay it wa too. Sig ' Buzz' Jordan, not wi bing to see 'T errible
Tropo Troop' outdone, at 3,000ft was soon to follow suit.
The course finished on September 20. Of the 12 team members
who tarted, 8 want to continue the port. Although only 3 got
on to free-fall, some were not far off. The team made a total of
143 de cents between them. Every weekend members of the R egiment can be found at Lipp ringe and in October another 16 are
attendin g the Course. So-you redundant Paras of 216, if you
want to con tinue jumping you know where to come !

had a worrying week prior to the match as three of the team were
unfit to p lay and the R egiment h ad not beaten R AF Wildenrath
on their h ome ground for three years. It was a good match and
by h alf time we were 2-0 up with the p ressure easing. Despite
an own goal caused by an accidental deflection off Sgt Brian
Parkhill, the game finish ed 4-1. A good start to the sea on and
one we intend to con tinue.
What about the Arm y cup ? W ell, we play our fir st round game
at home on October 20 ver sus Dtisseldorf Station. Unless t here is
a big shock result we should h ave a good win on the day. Did
omeone mention 22 Sig R egt? W e did hear that 4 Div HQ and
Sig R egt beat them 3-0 th e other day-W ELL REALLY !
CON GRATULATIO NS
Congratulations to Maj and Mrs Pat Thomas on the birth
of their first child, a daughter, Lucy. Congratulations are also
due to Lcp l and M r s Tilley, on the birth of their son, Rob ert,
and to Sig and Mrs Saxton on the birth of thei r daughter,
Mandy.

SOCCER REPORT
The R egiment ha had quite a successful month in the sporting
fiel d . Both the footbalJ and rugby teams have started off their
ea on well and have clocked up some good wins. T he footbalJ
eason tarted with a few friendly g rmes, on e again t the FA
Coache ' Course at Rhein dahlen wh ich we won 3-2 an d the
other against a local G erman team. The third match of the season
wa against the Q.O .H . who were b eaten 5-2 with Sgt Pete
Campbell and Sig 'Scouse' Murray scoring the goals. I n the
in ter-Divisional competition 10 of the first team were selected to
join the Rhine Area Squad and all 10 played at least one match
during the tournament. T h e r esult was a win for the Rhine Area
team, with the final game being the decider. 4 Div required a
draw to win whilst the Rhine Area team need ed to win. It was a
hard-fought game and the score was a stalemate 2-2 right up to
10 minutes before the final whistle. The game was won by Sig
'Scouse' Murray (who h ad just recovered from an injury and
seems as though he is to be our match winner this season ). All the
team played well but sp ecial mention must go to Sgts Pete
Campbell, Morris Nelson and Sig Tony Horan, who p layed
well over the whole three days .
The first league game was played on September 25 again st RAF
'\ ildenrath. WOl (Y of S) Mick Golledge, the team manager,
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GOING S ...
It is with regret that we say farewell to Ssgt (Y of S) Halliwell,
S gts Cherry, F oy (RAPC), W ild and David son, C pls McShane,
Taylor and Hodgs on, Lcpl P eck and Sig Swailes, McLay,
Sanderson, Bell and Grant. May their stay in their n ew units
be at least as enjoyable as their stay here.
•.. AND COMINGS
We would like to welcome t he following to 28 Sig Rcgt :
Sgts Orr and Baddeley (RAPC), C p l L a ngl ey, Sig Dunk,
Taylor, Rose, Rowden, Jenks, Keating, Rouse and T imperly,
and Pte Righton (AAC). May their stay be a prosperous and happy
one.
F AUA WAY
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For ten mo~ths of thf? year Prins Ferries cut single and return.
fares for servicemen (on or off duty) and their families by at l east
50% - and the cost of taking their car is reduced too
And with a Prins ferry sailing every day between Harwich and
either Hamburg or Bremerhaven that's some service.
Add it to the facilities on board and you've got a mini holiday
instead of just a North Sea crossing.
There's a top-class restaurant, a good-value cafeteria,
comfortable bars, dancing- even a casino.
At bedtime there's a choice
from pullman berths to
comfortable family cabins.
So whether you're coming
home on leave or just taking a
holiday - travel Prins Ferries
.. . service for the Ser vices.
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UK Office:London:13/14 Queen St . Mayfair
London W1 X SBA
01-629 7961 also 01-4917641
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G O LF SUC CESS
HE Regiment entered a team in the South-West District
T
Army Golfing Association meeting at Sherbornc GC on
Septer:n.ber 22- 23, 1976, and came third against formidabl e

oppos mo~-a good s ~art to ~he members who have onl y recentl y
taken this game seriously m the unit. Maj (Retd) G ordon
And rews (PRI) was the lucky one to win the second-day 18-hole
m~dal with n~t 71, and, .coupled with a n et 71 on the first day
this placed him second m the 36-hole competition- a splendid
effort. Both C apt A lex L eitch and Sgt L eslie W estgate were
ten~cious players but they lacked local knowledge of the course
which had much to offer those who knew the difficulties. At the
Tidworth spring meeting to be held by South-West District it
is hoped that a second team will be entered in this competitio'n.

News from Squuclrons

12 MECHA NISED BRIGAD E HQ AND SIGNAL SQUADRON
Runners·up in t he Army Minor Un its Ath letics Competition 1976.
From left to right, standing : RQMS Springer (coach), Ssgt Newm an ,
L~pl Godfrey , t he OC, Sig Forbes, Sig Davies, Sgt Elli ott. Kneeling :
Srg Rey nolds, Sig Bantin, Sig Eggleston e, Sig Robi nson , Cpl Ra mos

5 Field Force HQ and

Sig Sqn B.F.P.O. 36
REORGANISATION-N OT A DRUM WAS HEARD
N OT A FUNERAL NOTE
'
N September 1, 1976, 12 Mech Bde H Q and Sig Sqn slipped
gently away into history and 5 Field Force H eadquarters and
Signal Squadron came impercep tibly into being. T he transition
was as much a surprise to th e Squadron, wh o were gearing
themselves up for a D ecember reorganisation, as to the General
Stai~", who tho'!ght that 5 Field Force did not exist anywhere
outside a fat p mk file full of unanswered questions which was
shunted from office to office with great despatch to give it the
appearance of bein g dealt with.
So here we are, a living tribute to the excellence of the British
Army S taff system, the first and most senior of the Field Force
Signal Squadrons. We are a small unit (less than 200) and in a
restructured Corps of mammoth regiments, small is beautiful.
T he Squadron hiera rchy is :
OC
Maj W. J. P. Robins
2I C
Capt S. M. A. Lee
Comms Officer
Capt J . C. Chambers
Capt QM
Capt A. I. James (R Anglians)
MTO
Capt R. Owens (RCT)
Lt D. A. Lynam
OC 'A' Troop
2I C 'A' T roop
2 Lt]. Mcintyre (on loa n from
2 Armd D iv HQ and Sig R egt)
OC 'B' Troop
2 Lt A. J. Harrison
RSM
WOl ]. G. P. Akehurst
RQMS
W02 S . Evans
Y of S
W02 B. A. Rice
Ssgt ]. A. Farndon
And here is the news
FINISHING ON A HIGH NOTE
The exercise season sweated its well- trooden way through the
barns and woods of W es tphalia du ring one of the hottest summers
on record . From time to time our athletics team staggered out
of their Panzers, blinked in the unaccustomed light and swea ted
their well-trodden way around whatever training track happened
to be handy. D espite the unfashionable dictum from the OC that
training for War was to take priority over training to win cups,
the team had a season of tremendous success, starting by winning
the R oyal Signals BAOR meeting and the 2nd Division meeting,
raking a day off exer cise to be beaten by their arch rivals, 4 Guards
Armd Bde Sqn in the BAOR meeting, and finally hammering
their way into second place in the Army Minor Units competition
at Aldershot, thanks to fine runs by the 4 x lOOm relay team and
by Sig George Bantin and Cpl Ron Ramos, well supported
by a team which never fell below fou r th in any event. The winners
of the Army Cup were HP and CC Depot RE, and we were
delighted to force our fri endl y enemies 4 Guards Armd Bde Sqn
into third place.

German Offices :Hamburg:
HA DAG Seetouristik und
Fahrdienst AG , 2000,
Hamburg 11,
Johannisbollwerk 6-8.
Tel: (040) 319 61.
Bremen:
Karl Geuther & Co. 2800
Bremen 1, Martinistrasse 58.
Tel: (0421) 31601.
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Cp l Ramos w inning the Army Minor Un its long jump

Sig Bantin winn ing the Army Minor Un its 200m
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NTAIN GLORY
At the end of July, a ·oon a the la t Panzer had witched off
tt engine and the la t wca n had been handed in, the Second in
Command, a devil for maintaining momentum as well as for
shaking the du ' t of Osnabruck off his feet at the feeblest excuse
wa in the Bavarian Alps with 20 . suspici,,us lad in tow. Cs gt
Dennis Stephens and Ssgt John Newman provided admini trative backbone and stirred the interminable carrie , a well as
contributing to the bar profits of the inaccessible mountain. hut
on which the group ba ed itself.
After 10 day , score of kilometers and several thousand feet
climbed and descended, 20 brown cheerful and exhausted soldie rs
caggered, yodelling and hicupping down the track to the near.e t
village co catch the transport back to Osnabruck. The following
day they were replaced by 20 more white, pinched and suspicious
face for the next cour e. In all, three courses were run. All the
group covered safe, marked routes around mountains like
ebelhorn, Hochvogcl and Rauchorn, carrying everything they
needed to survive but paying for cheerful Alpine hospitality in
the huts if they felt plu h or wanted to dry out wet clothes. By
che end of August, a Jot of lads, who previously knew nothing
about mountains knew che peace and satisfaction of supping a
well-earned pint in a warm mountain hut after a hard day's walking,

CANOEING DOWN THE RHINE
Comparable only to Capt Mervyn Lee's determination to
get to Bavaria, was RSM Jim Akehurst's determina tion to take
four canoes down the Rhine, starting from Strasbourg. The trip
was made possible only after the RSM had gained his ACU
Instructors Certificate which he did after some three weeks'
intensive training. Thus legally sanctioned, the party set off and,
apart from being delayed quite unavoidably by a beer festival at
Rudesheim canoed with skill and determination to reach Koeln
in 10 days.
As would be expected from a group led by an RSM, capsizes
occurred in strict order of seniority. The first to go were 2 Lt
Alisdair Harrison and Sig Bob Loveridge, who made an
intensive and uncalled for examination of the private parts of a
passing buoy at Rudesheim. The RSM, observing the strict
protocol normally found on chese occasions, had to be next and
he and Sig Chris Wilson rurned over as gracefully as one would
expect of an ACU instructor, during the triumphant approach to
Koblenz some time later. All in all the trip was a great success,

despite the need for an c.xtra !-ton vehicle to carry the safety
regulations.
'G' TROOP
In the past few months a new Troop had co be formed in the
Squadron, nan1ely 'G' Troop. We don't want everyone in HQ
Royal Signals looking up their establishments so we will clarify.
'G' stands for Gurkha as we have had the pleasure of looking after
three Gurkha Signals soldiers. The first was RSM Ashbahadar
Guring who was kidnapped at the last RSM's conference when
our two representatives to that illustrious gathering found out
he had served with our own tame Gurkha Signaller, Capt Mervyn
Lee. He left after a very busy and sociable week looking around
the Squadron.
Then Lcpl Hembamadur and Sig Umeschandra joined us
after their RTGI course at Catterick for the summer exercise, and
then showed ou r lads how it should be done walking on exercise
Mountain Glory. The Squadron were very pleased to have had
the opportunity to entertain our friends from Gurkha Signals,
and hope they remember the Squadron that cares.

GURKHAS SHOW THE WAY TO DO IT!
Lcpl Hembamadur and Sig Umeschand ra w ith Sig Fagg and Cfn
Johnstone

19 Airptbl Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn
Colchester
EXERCISE CLAM FURY
HE bulk of the Army's forces in Britain forms part of Supreme
Allied Commander Europe's strategic reserve.' A statement
which in case you didn't catch the implication, 19 Airptbl Bde,
you will be it. In preparation for this role exercise Clam Fury was
conceived and our Black Panther unleashed to swarm the Harz
Mountains. The exercise was further divided into exercise Cold
Fire and exercise Cool Gin, about which we will tell later.

T

On your marks, get set ...
The QM, Capt Brian Turner, and Ssgt Colin Amey were
first off with their small band of helpers. Their task was to establish base camp one, at an altitude of lOOm, on the airstrip at
Rheinsehlen Camp. Then came the turn of the main body to
move speedily across by 'winged' LSL. In all, over 6,000 men
1,000 vehicles were moved from the UK.
A free North Sea cruise
Ssgt Ron Crabtree was appointed honorary loadmaster of the
LSL Sir Gerai11t. His prime task was to direct vehicles up the
ramp and into position. By the end of the night he had used up
most of his nine lives, as vehicle after vehicle fiew up the ramp at
him. Gradually all the vehicles were lashed to the deck, all seemed
in order when the night was split by the excited jabbering of the
Chinese deck hands. They were pointing at Sig 'Tich' Henley
and couldn't believe their first view of the Signals' secret weaponthe pocket-sized soldier, four foot noching and a half, and highly
ai rportable !
At 0400hrs the LSL cast off for Bremerhaven. Suddenly, our
OC Troops, Capt Carl Conlon, was seen running along the
Harwich Docks-he had been fighting an unsuccessful paper war
with the movemen t staff! He jumped five feet from the quay side
and scrambled over the ship's side. The mover was still chasing,
shouting 'you can't go yet, you haven't signed all the forms'.
The 24-hour crossing was smooth and uneventful, although
there was a choppy interlude which proved repeatedly why
Cpl Chris Rushton and Lcpl Jim Smith had not joined the
Navy. Meanwhile, Sig 'Budgie' Parry was competing for the
'golden blanket award', his 24-hour marathon was undisputed.

'ALFA' TROOP'S CANVAS PALACE

(Left to right). Stonding : Sig Sloane, Lcpls Jones, Sm ith and Parry.
Kneeling : Sig Hornby and Patterson
were safely deposited out in the training area, but the RAF failed
to return for them. A frantic drive back to base and the helicopter
returned to pick up the wet and disgrunded men.
Further training?
How visits to Hamburg can be classified as military training I
will never know! Nevertheless, a large number of us availed
ourselves of further training of this kind. Some of us seemed to
be somewhat rusty, and Cpl Bob Beebee along with Lcpls Paul
Gilbert and Perce Parry only managed to get 10 yards down
' the street' in the first hour. Sig 'Scotty' Patterson was asked
about his first impressions of Hamburg. He did not say much
but went back again and again and again.

Camp routine
Once established in our canvas palaces, the OC introduced
military training to prevent exercise wear and tear on the camp
beds. Reveille was fixed at 0530 and at 0600 we could be seen
running around the camp.
Military training covered a wide variety of interests. One of
these was helicopter training. Pte 'Jock' McCabe provided the
RSM's Land-Rover as a slung load. When the RSM saw his
Land-Rover lOOft up in the air, hanging from a Puma he was
not amused! The Land-Rover, Sgt Pete Wilson and his men

Printers
1•11blishers
:Xewspaper J•roprietors
JAitl1ogra1•l1ers
Prncc..i.ss Engravers
Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation,
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems

Sig 'Scotty' Patterson tells Sig Bob Perley about his adventures in
Hamburg

F. J. Parsons Ltd
Newspaper House, Great New Street, London EC4P 4ER 01 -353 1030
Printing works at Hastings and Folkestone

Ssgt Derek Brlgnal (RAOC) , 'Chief Clerk in the Field', leads his
clerks to victory
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How to put a Panther through its paces
Exercise Cold Fire saw the Brigade acting as ground targets
for two ATAF. This exercise mainly involved 'Alfa' Troop who
provided the target communications and liaison with the Dutch
ASOC. I am glad toreportt at both 601 and 603 TACPs (FA )
were heavily committed and Lcpl Paul Gilburt wa up at 4 am
every morning.
In exercise Lean Look, a domestic CPX, we practiced the
trange habit of 'austere living'. All home comforts were
banned and detachment cooking was implemented. A great
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number of peopl lo, t weight e pecially W02 (Y of S) Keith
Finch who. e detachment gastronomic repertoire included baked
beam \\llh gmger pudding.

-· ·.. ·.'~"

.·
·.

.
r.....,

Cyprus was confirmed and congratulations were in order · how~ver, he was r~1en informed by the SSM that the trip to Cyprus
!'~eluded a guided lour of the real estate between Epi ~kopi and
l roodos and back, commonly known as the ' Cyprus Walkabout'.

us on our wet and windy hillsides. The inspection appears to
have been a success and was certainly a change from che usual
routine parade a1 the Drill I Jail.
After the in ·pection, a number ot the ofiicers entertained the
CSO to dinner at the Queens Hotel at Farnborough, where they
not <?nly welcomed. the CSO but :1lso said a sad farewell to Maj
Davi.d G~nt. D~v1d left the Reg11?1ent on that day, having been
the Trammg Ma1or, to go to a new 1ob at the Ministry of Defence.
We wish him well and hope that he finds some use for the 'executive' brief case presented to him by the Regimental officers.
The exercise continued throughout and closed down on the
Sunday. Furth~r attacks by Zeus upon Mercury did not deter
from the effecuveness of the training and it might be said that
the exercise was a 'thundering' success.
~ith us ~or ~he first time on the exercise was the new Training
Ma1or, MaJ Tim Ha11church. We should like to welcome him
to the Regiment together with his wife, Heather, and son
Andrew, and hope that they enjoy their tour with us.
'

~

Cool Gin for a panther
The climax of our stay in BAOR, was exercise Cool Gin. Here
che Brigade demonstrated that it could operate in the BAOR
environment, although one VIP (used to mechanised brigades)
was amazed how we managed as a headquarters with our 'primitive'
set up. Lcpl Ray Bownes and Sig 'Mac' McFadyen tried hard
to make their manual board match an auto exchange. Cpl Wilf
Morris is now thinking of changing his trade from Combat Driver
to Radio Telegraphist following his many shifts in ' Sig Ops'.
Our stay in Germany was most successful and enjoyable, so
much so that there is talk of a similar exercise next year. During
our scay in BAOR we received a great deal of assistance from
fellow Signallers of I Div HQ and Sig Regr, 4 Div HQ and Sig
Regr and from 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn; for all their help
we are most grateful.
SERGEANTS MESS NOTES
Since last going to press, Mess entertainment has been limited
to wining and dining on the rain-swept plains ofReinsehlen Camp .
This tented 'high living was largely made possible by the generosity
of 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn Sergeants Mess, who lent their
poor relations from the UK much kit. It should be noted that
many of the items loaned to us had been vandalised by some
hooligan who painted little red mice all over it. In appreciation
of their kindness we scrubbed off all the mice signs before returning
the kit!
On the domestic front, we have dined into our Mess the REME,
Maj Alistair Campbell, who being both Scottish and in the
REME was fair game for RSM Wally Lockwood's welcome
speech. Mess soccer, darts and whist, under the respective control
of Sgts John Russell, Joe Dean and Bob Smith are once again
in full swing. The replacement of Ssgt Colin Amey as soccer
manager is said to have nothing to do with the dropping of the
RSM from the team.
We bid farewell to RQMS Horward Parkes who has left us
for the delights of 7 Sig Regt. To Howard and Liz we say good
luck and many thanks. We give a warm welcome to his successor,
RQMS Jim Humphreys and his wife, Carol, to the best Sergeants Mess in the Corps.

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required
by the WELFARE SECTION
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SUMMER FROLICKS
cptcmbcr the Squadron took over Ghajn Tufllcha Camp to
carry out exerci c Summer Frolicks. Set between a holiday
camp and a number of expensive hotels, with a view of Golden
Bay, no-one could complain about accommodation. The duracion
of camp was two weeks with a weekly programme repeating itself
to enable as many of the Squadron as possible the pleasure of
attending for one of the weeks. Upon arrival the 'customers' were
informed of which section they were part, and training began
immediately. All the aspects of training were competitive, with
medals being the incentive for winning sections. As a star prize, a
free return trip to Cyprus was offered to the individual who
impressed most. Sounds too good to be true ?- Read on.
Each morning started with PT and a swim before breakfast and
the. r~1ainder of each day consisted of~ mixture of the following
acuvmes: assault cour e, volleyball, vehicle searching, tug-of-war,
road blocks, cordon and search, NBC tests, shooting (with
res~ira~ors), and two night exercises involving patrolling and night
navigation .

I

EXERCISE COOL GIN

,~

234 Sig Sqn, B. F. P. 0. 51

FFR DINNER, QUEEN 'S HOTEL, FARNBOROUGH
Maj Greenhill (21C), Brig Baynham (CSO UKLF), Capt Ensor
(OC WRAC), Lt Col Brian (CO)

Sig John Gruppetta ' Doing it his way '
'and out again '

36 Sig Regt .(V) Wanstead

The Volunteers

SUCCESSFUL SEA AND AIR MOVEMENT TO BAOR

31 (Greater London) Sig Regt {V)

HE Regiment attended Annual Camp in BAOR in September
T
1976. We went as part of 12 Signal Group to take part, with
the other Regiments of the Group, in exercise Jog Trot. On

INSPECTION RAIN
ITH the post-mortems of annual camp over and holidays
breaking up the training year, a major exercise in Sepcember,
together with the annual 'fitness for role inspection' may nor
have been the most welcome way of getting back into the swing.
However, on one Friday afternoon several senior members of the
Regiment could be seen leaving the Drill Hall at Hammersmith
with enough equipment to make 'Blacks of Greenock' smile.
They were apparently bound for the wastes of the Aldershot
training area. On their arrival they had to test out their equipment,
so without more ado, a cup of tea was brewed by OC HQ Sqn,
Maj Dick Mistlin. Now refreshed, the rest of that gallant band
namely the Adjutant, Capt Gordon Giles, RSM Keith Childs,
together with cwo PSis from Harrow, Sgts Harfield and Deakin,
and Cpl Stewart, started to erect and camouflage that famous
historical monument known as the Regimental Command Post.
This great work achieved, the assembled company could now
relax for the night. The weather decided otherwise and Zeus
demonstrated his powers. Whilst in the field, the Adjutant's house
in Harrow was struck by lightning and his telephone and immersion
heater were blown ouc. He wasn't worried about the telephone for
he then would not be disturbed. His wife, 'Bobbie', said that he
wouldn't be worried about the lack of hot water either, for since
becoming 'Para' trained he had to show that he was tough.

W

Pictured front to reor : Sgt Dave Bedford , Sig John Gruppetta,
Cpl 'Happy' Vella, Cpl Harry Dixon, Sgt Pat Hooker, Sgt Neil
MacPherson
Presentations to winning sections
At the end of each week, everyone was tired buc proud to have
lasted the pace and medals were presented by the OC, Maj
Eddie Pickup, to the winning sections, consisting of:
Week one
Week iwo
Sgt Pat Parish
Sgt Don Murray
Sgt Dave Alburey
Sgt Ron Foote
Cpl 'Hawkeye' Haines
Sgt Pat Lennon
Cpl Eddie Taylor
Cpl Frank Hall
Sig 'Smudge' Smith
Cpl 'Tricky' Welch
Sig 'Ceegee' Zammit
Lcpl 'Scouse' Harrison
The directing staff, who worked extremely hard to make the
camp so successful, consisted ofW02 (SSM) Danny Lamerton,
W02 Malcolm Tranter, Ssgt Brian Peel and Sgt Tony
Halliwell. It was these 'oracles' that selected Sig 'Chippy' Wood
as the 'Best Individual' performer at camp. His free trip to
THE
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All systems go
On the Saturday the exercise started in earnest and communications were on time despite the appalling road conditions
which caused the vehicles to arrive late in their locations. The
inspection of the Regiment was carried out by the Chief Signal
Officer, UKLF, Brig Derrick Baynham. Brig Baynham
having curned out despite the weather and a dreadful cold, visited
THE WIRE , NOVEMBER
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September 2 the advance party under the command of the Trg
Maj, Mike Alden, crossed to the continent, consisting of Quartermascer department and Squadron representatives; their task was
as usual a race againsc time. Our regular Quartermaster, Capt
Bob Jones was in charge of this section, attending his sixth camp
with the Volunteers. The threatened Seamen's strike cast a
shadow over preparations for the main party's departure. Alternative plans were made and discarded in quick succession; they
included the chartering of a special boat, a UK camp and the u e
of sto'ckpiled equipment. Finally, when the strike was called off,
we were able to go as originally planned, though not without some
modifications.
The sea party consisting of 260 men, 130 prime movers and
90 trailers under the command of Maj Willie Allan moved out
of 10 TA VR Centres in East Anglia, Essex, Greater London and
Kent early on the morning of Saturday, September 11, 1976.
They met and stayed overnight at Shorncliffe, and the next day
sai led from Dover to Zeebrugge on four ferries, the last sailing
departing late in the evening. Stopping only to refuel at Emblem,
all convoys concentrated at Rheindahlen on Monday, September
13, 1976. From there they proceeded to their final destinations, in
che Westfalen Plain with RHQ and HQ Sqn based in Dortmund.
It is interesting to note that the Regiment occupied as many
locations in BAOR as it_!:ias centres in the UK.
The air parcy of 280 men and women moved out later on September 11 from their TA VR Centres and proceeded by coach to
South Cerney. On Sunday afternoon they were flown by Belfa t
(converted for passengers!) to Gutersloh. \Vie were informed that
the Belfast was to be taken our of service after this flight. ' or
before cime', said Capt Geoffrey Searle, our intrepid public
relations officer and his sentiments were echoed by many ocher
apprehensive passenger looking up at it huge bulk. From
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of German helpfulness, the driver did as he was bade. This
impression was rudely shattered when the taxi driver charged
him 9 marks, the cost of hiring the taxi!
In one case there was time for a day 's sightseeing trip to
Amsterdam for the lads and lasses of Bedford, organised by their
intrepid commander, Capt Roger Mallard.

Gucer !oh chc air party was taken t
quadron location in
tran'P rt I rovidcd by our ho~t 22 ig Rcgc._ The air and sea
mo1 c' \\ .; nt n 11 :.moothly .md for that credit mu ·t go to the
, \'I\\ O WOI Roy Sta1·k and 1hc l{S l, WO! Frnnk Jepson,
who had been n:~pcctivdy rc~pons ibk for the sea and air moves.
Sharpening up
.
.
.
.
Immediately on reaching loc~oon. the Reg1mer:it went stt:a1ght
inco e;·erci e Eastern Canter. This regimental exerc1 e was designed
to inrroduce all the regimental clements to their mobilisation role.
It gave the Volunteers the chance to practice . a?d sharpen the
. kill acquired during the year our of camp tra1~10~. Confidence
wa quickly gained and by the end of rhe exercise Jts aims were
mostlv fulfilled thank to a tren1endous amount of hard work and
determination. We then confidently prepared for the 4 Signal
Group exercise Fa t Gallop which was rhe run-up to the main
cxerci e Jog Trot. This involved linking up with 16 and 34 Regts,
and our Volunteer Dara Telegraphi rs had their work cut out to
cope with the volume of !raffic cre~ted by an ambi~ious staff 'pink.'.
Judging from the comphmenrs paid them by senior officers t)leir
skills had been well learned, and the pressures of BAOR e.xerc1ses,
omething new to many of the newer members of the Regimenr,
were oon adapted too.
Visitors
Visitors to the Regiment included ADWRAC BAOR, Lt Col
D. Clark (WRAC), who came to visit the large contingent of
WRAC serving with the R egiment. The Commander of 12 Signal
Group, Brig W. A. Sykes, and the D eputy Commander of .12
Signal Group, Col R. M. Stewart, OBE, each spent a day with
us. The CSO BAOR, Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge, paid two
visits m the Regiment--on the first occasion he was at Rheindahl en
to watch the road parry concentrate on its way to final locations.
On Wednesday, September 22, 1976, he again paid a visit and
remained to lunch in the Dortmund Garrison Officers Mess with
the Commanding Officer, Lt Col John Swindells, OC Echelon,
Maj David Morfoot, and the Adjutant, Cpt John Byrne. On
the same day we had a flying visit from Commander 4 Signal
Group, Col R. H. Gilbertson.

Removals
ti Storage

Col R. M. Stewart, OBE, Deputy Commander 12 Signal Group,
talking to Pte Linda Holmes during a visit to the Regiment. The
Commanding O fficer, Lt Col John Swindells, is in the centre of the
picture
Lighter moments
Although the accC11t of this camp was very much on hard work
and long hours it did have its lighter side. Like the certain RAPC
Staff-sergeant (who shall be nameless) who saluted the Garrison
RSM. When told that his compliment would cost him a round
of drinks he replied quick as a flash, ' Ohl no it won' t, Sir, I
recognise class whC11 I see it' ! Nice one Ken. Like the certain
subaltern who came up to the Adjutant at a border crossing point
and confessed that he had lost his convoy. True, bur not partisan
he'd swopped it for a Dutch Army convoy.
Like the driver who stopped a raxi driver in Dortmund and
asked for directions to a barracks. The raxi driver told him to
follow him and he would lead him to it. Impressed by this example

Pte Wendy W ilson , San dra Arnold and Sig Alan Newbery monitoring
incoming messages during the exercise-what comfortable surround ings some people had! In civilian life Wendy is a typist,
Sandra a housewife and Al an is a Post Office engineer

Jones, will have retired after nearly 30 years. Bob will be missed
for his dedication, hard work and expertise. He had a wide
knowledge of all facets of Army life and was always willing to
help those less experienced than himself. However, the Regular
Army' s loss is the TAVR's gain. He is due to take up a post as
Stores Officer to the NE TAVR next February.

Travel
Service

858/859 Corps SigTps (V) Eastbourne

Sgt Marion Birch, Lcpl Valerie Mills and Pte Linda Holmes, all of
44 Sqn . In civilian life Marion is a wages clerk, Valerie is a secretary
and Linda is a computer clerk
Widespread satisfaction
The move back to the UK, like the move out, did not go
according to the original plan. Although prepared for some
detachments to remain until 'Endex', it was apparC11t that Commcen
Lima was so essential (entirely our opinion!) that it was decided .
to retain it for a further full day. Whilst this caused headaches for
Maj David Morfoot, the MTWO and our Chief Clerk, Ssgt
John Celino, it predictably caused apoplexy or worse for the
Movements staffs in BAOR and Belgium, a new move plan was
drawn up (much better than the old one!) and all of the sea parry
got back to the UK on schedule. They appeared to encounter
benign Customs officials at Dover! The air party returned on
Saturday, September 25, 1976, and it was the early hours of
Sunday morning before the last Volunteer left the TAVR Centres
to return to civilian life.
The general opinion was that this BAOR camp was much
harder work than the previous one, and any UK camp, but there
was satisfaction in doing a real job well and much valuable
experience has been gained.
VALEDICTORY
Sadly, by the time this is received our regular QM, Capt Bob
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858/859 CORPS REINFORCEMENT SIGNAL TROOPS
(V) REPORT
N late June the Corps Troops left sunny Eastbourne to cross
the water to sunnier Lippstadt for their annual visit to BAOR
to undertake Camp 1976. The road parry, under command of
Capt Tom Hatfield, made an uneventful trip there and back
with scheduled 'pit stops' at Emblem. It is not true that we have
worn a groove, but it does seem that the vehicles appear to know
the way. It is also not true that certain portions of the route have
been designated 'timed sections'. The slickness of the operation
reflected the experience we have gained over the years, the skill
of the individual drivers in driving on the 'wrong side' in Europe
and not the least the excellC11t pre-camp organisation of our PSI,
regular Sgt Bob Birrell. The air parry, firmly in the tender care
of Movements made their usual sightseeing tour of both the UK
and Germany, passing numerous airfields en route.

I

For local,
distance, or
overseas
moves. One
item, or a
whole houseful.

-112

44 Sqn hardworking line detachment taking time off from linelaying to receive some instructions from the detachment commander,
Cpl Ted Avis, on right of picture. Left to right : the remainder of the
detachment are Sig John Horn, Mick McEvoy, Alan Cruder and
Ron Hodges. In civilian life Ted is an electro-plater, John is a
build er's la bourer, Mick is a factory worker, Alan is a baker and
Ron works in the engineering industry

1976
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The programme
The camp programme was divided between in-barracks-type
training and six days on exercise Whirly Gig. The former was
organised by Capt Gordon Raku and his staff of 22 Sig Regr.
The latter was \vith 3 Sqn 22 Sig Regr commanded by Maj Mike
McCann at Uniform. At this point ve were joined by our OC,
Maj Peter Upton, who managed to get away from his civilian
task of plartning international communications by submarine
cables to providing communications. A change is as good as a
rest. Also at this time we were all able to breathe a sigh of relief,
for news had come from our peace location that Lt Mike Stewart
had become a B En, and the happy smile returned to the, till thC11,
worried lad. He is also to be congratulated for getting married a
fortnight afte.r his return to the UK. There may be a pun in there
somewhere.
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Swimming with interest
The exerci e proved to be a great success as we were able to
play our own mini exerci e within the main plan and to avail
ourselves of the excellent facilities provided by 3 Sqn. The
flexibility this afforded, enabled u to select our own locations
for the detachments which, with continued hot and dusty condition , were ited for their proximity to water. One location, one
of the few mini desert in Europe, was do e to a water-filled
gravel pit, where bathing was Verboten. This did not deter the
natives or the Corps Troops who made full use of the facilities
(although swimming costumes were in short supply, and in the
case of many of the locals, non-e.'Cistent). Lcpl Gordon Dyer,
however, took time off from his radio vehicle to go paddling in
combats, rolled up at the knees and a knotted handkerchief on his
head. Ju t like the seaside at Eastbourne, or perhaps it was the
thought of becoming a father. We would like to congratulate
Gordon and his wife, Ruth (late of 36 (Eastern) Sig Regt (V)),
on their first child, born three days after his return from camp.
Thank you, 22 Regiment
We were all honoured to have the privilege to be included in
the SO-in-C's visit to 22 Sig Regt during our stay in Camp. As
all good things must come to an end and as we said farewell to
sunny Lippstadt to return to even sunnier Eastbourne, we extend
our very many thanks to Col Tom Wheawell and his regiment
for all their help and for once again making us most welcome
during our stay in camp.
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Sig Regt (V)
Belfast
ATHER than giving you the normal 'screed' about the
coming and goings of the various personalities, or a short
diary of events that have taken place in the last few weeks, I
enclose a paper written by our PSO, Maj Richard Chappell.
The story behind this paper is very simple, we have just returned
from our annual camp which this year was held in Belgium.
Because of the amount of work due to all the exercises in which
the Regiment was taking part, it was difficult to find time to allow
anyone to walk out or, indeed, to see anything of Belgium except
when actually on exercise. It became a joke to talk about trying
to escape from Olen Camp which was where we were based; the
theme was taken up by Maj Chappell who then wrote the
following:

R
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PoW EYES ONLY
Stalag Olen
BFPO 21

See Distribution
MlNuTES OF A MEETING OF

THE EsCAPE COMMITT.EE HELD ON

SEPT 14, 1976

Present:
Maj R. Chappell (Royal Signals) (Chairman)
Lt S. F. Majury (Royal Signals)
Lt J. J. Trevithick (WRAC)
2LtJ. D. Spragg (WRAC) (Secretary)
Apologies for absence were received from 38 other members.
New Member
In opening the meeting the chairman welcomed Jenny to the
committee. Her skill in producing authentic-looking phony
documents would be invaluable, moreover, members were
running short of Belgian. francs due the new bar prices. It was
agreed that her first task should be to forge a fresh stock. He
also welcomed Capt Brian Fell, transferred to Stalag Olen from
Stalag SeeVeeAitchQueue for the duration, and was pleased to
hear that he already had plans CC' try and escape to Ostend, the
whole committee passed on their best wishes and hopes for his
success.
Red Cross parcels
Jenny believed that the Red Cross parcels were being tampered
with before receipt. Only that day a supply of Vin de Maison had
proved to be water. The committee thought that there might be
some danger to health in this and agreed that PoWs would drink
only water that had been passed by the MO.
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Escape
The chairman reminded the committee that the prisoners first
duty was to escape. He congratulated the successful escapee who
had caused the e cape alarm to be sounded on the previous
Monday afternoon. It was not yet known who had escaped
despite being herded onto the square for a roll call, as the prison er~
had successful! confounded (with their customary acumen) the
attempt to get an accurate list of people in the PoW camp. It was
agreed that the working parties being sent out in large numbers
very shortly would offer ideal opportunities for escape. Officers
were not to give their parole, or give any promise whatsoever tha t
might be con trued as an undertaking not to escape. It was
thought that the working party to Amsterdam would offer the
best opportunity for escape with the vast quantity of shipping
at hand. It was recalled that on a previous working party to
Amsterdam one enterprising PoW had attempted to escape by
swimming an icy canal. The same officer had later successfully
completed his escape by a much simpler method, he is now
elsewhere. Lt Majury was nominated as the recce officer for this
attempt and, when satisfied that all the points on the escape route
were secure and that none of our contacts had been compromised,
he was to arrange for the BBC to slip into one of its broadcasts the
phrase 'It will be alright on the day'.
Wooden horse
A proposal that a daily session of PT should be held met with
a poor response. The purpose was to use the wooden horse to
give cover to a tunnelling parry. The idea was dropped when it
was learned that the ruse had been used before. The bar member
suggested that with very little adaptation the wooden horse could
be used as a bar, and it was agreed that the work should be put
in hand without delay.
New appointments
It was agreed that two new members should be co-opted on to
the committee for their special abilities. Capt Robert Kinnear
(the MO) who needed no introduction; the Adjutant had been
praising his ability to disappear especially when he was required.
Capt Bill Malone was needed to cultivate the line of secure
havens that formed the escape route. Bill would know how to
ensure that every escapee collected his duty-free ration as he went.
Mass breakout
The chairman gave details of a mass breakout planned for
September 25. It was considered that the moon was in the right
phase on that date. Several diversions were planned, including
the use of vehicles to batter down the wire. It was agreed that a
signal should be sent to Group HQ asking for authority for the
breakout, and meantime the PSO was to produce a movement
order. It was pointed out, however, that the Group reply would
probably not be received until a week after the breakout had
been completed and there would be no one left to action it. The
chairman undertook to ask the SBO to approach the Camp
Commandant to watch out 'for this message and action it on
behalf of the departed PoWs. The committee was about to move
on to other business when Jane pointed out that to approach the
Camp Commandant on this matter would involve a breach of
security, there was a stunned silence at this comment but Stephen
looked at his watch and observed that it was already past the
opening time of the bar.
The meeting was hurriedly adjourned.

J.

D. SPRAGG

2Lt
for Senior British Officer

Distribution
SBO
2IC
Trg Maj
Each Committee Member
Pow EYES ONLY
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Sport

SCORE SHEET FOR THE ARMY FINAL
ARMY CUP FINAL-CRICKET
39 Engineer Regiment

No .

Batsman

I
2
3

How Out

LOCKING
EASTERBROOK
NURSE
4 WILSON
5 NEWBY
6 GROSSMITH
7 PINDER
8 STANTON
9 WARD
10 PARKINSON
11 COLCOMBE

LBW
Bowled
Run out
Ct HAGUE
Ct MOULSON
Ct GILBERT
Bowled
Bowled
Ct WILTON
Ct GILBERT
Not out

Bowler
SWAINE
MOULSON
BOND
RAYBOULD
SWAINE
SWAINE
SWAINE
RAYBOULD
MOULSON
Extras

No .
I
2
3
4
5

Bowler

Overs

BOND
MOULSON
WILLIAMSON
SWAINE
RAYBOULD

10
6·5
I
10
5

Maidens

Total
32
0
20
7
II
6
0
I
0
9
I
9
96

Mins
Batted

Balls
Faced

89

75
3
28
18
31
15
I
13
5
7
7

4

27
16
33
19
I
19
3
11
7

Runs and Batsman's No.
at fall of wicket
2
36
53

4

76
76
85
86
90
96

5
I
7
6
9
8
10

74

2
3

for 10 wickets

Wickets

Runs

3
I

I
2

5
I

4

26
21
12
13
15

2

Time batted 119 min
Overs faced 32·5

8 Signal Regiment

No .
I
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

No.

Batsman
GILBERT
WILTON
WILLIAMSON
RAYBOULD
KNIGHT
WATKINS
HAGUE
BOND
BANNER
MOULSON
SWAINE

How out
Ct NURSE
Bowled
Bowled
Ct WILSON
Not out
Bowled
Not out

Bowler
NEWBY
WARD
NURSE
NURSE
WARD

f

Bowler

10
9
7· 1
8
I

20
0

0
22
23

13
97

Wickets

Runs

5
2

2
2

14
21
26
16
7

Report by Capt F. S. MacKenzie, 8 Sig Regt
HE first Royal Signals Corps Orienteering Championships
took place on September 19 in Bickley Forest in North
Yorkshire. It was held in conjunction with the Northern Championships which is one of the premier civilian events in this part
of the world. For those who don't know, an orienteering competition consists of runners individually navigating themselves around
~ cross~country course, norfI1:ally. in thick woodland. As a sport
1t was imported from Scandmav1a and in the last 10 years has
greatly increased in popularity in this country, so much so that
this year the World Championships were held in Aviemore. The
more avid 'Grandstand' viewers will no doubt have seen televised
excerpts a few weeks ago.
It was an excellent event with a good turnout for a first occasion,
teams coming from as far away as 21 Sig Regt. The course was
about 8km Jong, that is if you went as the crow flies and made
no mistakes! There were 12 check points to find in a very pleasant
wood situated in rolling countryside.
8 . Sig Regt !:iad. a very succ~ssful day gaining the first team
placmg. Our wmnmg team consisted of Cpls Gil Jordan, Brian
Dagnall and Sig Clive Stewart, who are on Technician courses
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Balls
faced
54
4

Runs and batsman's No.
at fall of wicket
2
3
43
52
73

4
41
55
27
24

2
3
I
4
6

for 5 wickets

Maidens

Orienteering
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57
7
3
58
62
32
26

6

Extras

Overs

I NURSE
2 WARD
3 PINDER
4 NEWBY
5 PARKINSON

Mins
batted

Total

13

~ Did not bat

T

KEEP YOUR UNIT NOTES
SHORT AND TO· THE
POINT PLEASE
THE W IRE, N O V EM B ER

-

Time batted 120 min
Overs faced 35· I

in Catterick at the moment. Cpl Jordan was himself narrowly
beaten into second place by S gt S t ocks from 21 Sig Regc. We
are now wondering how to ensure that Sgt Stocks will be posted
to 8 Sig Regt. Records and Manning please note!

THE START!
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1967 Junior Manx Grand Prix
Report by Sig Barry Roberts, 8 Sig Regt
I

PIECES AND BANDAGED
IVE day before I left for the Manx Grand Prix nothing was
ready, the machine wa in bits and so was I. I had come off
the back of a motorbike and was raken to hospital for a rebuild
on my left arm. My arm bandaged up and with the help of Lcpl
john Deegan we rebuilt the bike and got everything ready to go.
The doctor at Catterick Ho pita! aid it was very unlikely that I
would race, o he gave me a letter co present to the doctor at
1 obles Ho pital, Dougla , to carry on the treaanent.

Jides 'getting u ed to it you know'. I pulled in, parked it up,
and called it all sorts of names. Believe it or not, it was only a
partial seize and the tears turned to smiles and off I went, hand
covering the clutch all the way back to Douglas. First lap with the
stop watch I averaged 90mph.

F

Radio,

Sharp practice
e arrived in the Isle of Man on Wednesday, August 25, 1976.
It took us a couple of hours to build the tent, most of that time
being taken to work it out. The ne.\."t day I had to go to the
hospiraJ and if the doctor had found out that I was riding he
would have stopped me, o I waited in Casualty until there wa
no doctor around and crept in with my letter saying I was on
exercise on the Island, and to my surprise, it worked. I ran out
of ho pica! with a big grin on my face.
-And off
Monday, August 30, wa the first day of practice, 0430hrs,
the bikes started and at 0530 I was in position on the grandstand
ready for my first lap. I went, front wheel in the air, and out of
sight. Four miles out at Glen Vine, flat out on the tank at l40mph,
the bike seized, throwing it into a tremendous slide. I managed to
stay on and coasted to a halt. I jumped off, sat on a wall, lit up a
cigarette, and thought of the ccimmerciaJ on television about
Hamlet cigars.
Damage, repairs, and off again
After breakfast we stripped the engine to find over £120
worth of damage. We sorted out the barrel, fitted odd pistons
with the intention of just qualifying for the race. Monday afternoon 1730, out for the second time, we planned on two laps, so
off I went, and this time at Glen Vine my stomach made strange
noises! Ballaugh Bddge, Ramsey, over the mountain and back
to Douglas. Maximum revs were 8,500; straight through on my
second lap taking it very steadily and back to Douglas, two laps
completed, three to go. That night my left arm was playing up
but my right arm was fine, so it was curried chicken and rice
(Army Compo) and out for a couple of pints to celebrate a very
exhausting first day.
Qualification
Tuesday, August 31, we forgot morning practice so it was out
for the evening practice, changed the gearing, and planned two
laps. This time I started to open it up but it would not rev over
9,000rpm (it should go at 11,200), no other problem, four laps
done, one to go. Wednesday, September 1, out for one lap and
again the bike would not rev higher than 9,000rpm. This was
five laps completed 81).d I had qualified for the race.
Repairs and running-in
The next step was to fit brand new barrels, pistons, tyres,
chain, etc., and take it out for one more lap to run everything in .
Running-in was done at 9,000rpm, 80°C at about 135mph,
knowing full well that it could seize, but it did not. On the way
back to Douglas I was not very pleased as it was down on power.
Mixrure for the water-cooled Yamaha is 20 : 1 oil mix. I was
forced to use 16 : 1-this made the machine very oily and
sluggish so it would not seize. Carburetto-.: main jets should be 300.
I was using 360. These two factors, oil mix and main jet sizes,
were the reason for the machine being down on power but I
could not afford another seize up. I would have liked to have
won the race or been in the first six but this was not possible;
the machine being unreliable so I was content on just finishing
the race and prepared the machine accordingly.
Raceday and early p rob lems
Tuesday, September 7, 'raceday', all 100 riders were in procession along Douglas Promenade and up to the srart line. T he hooter
went, three minutes to go, all the bikes were lined up in pairs.
The flag dropped at 1300hrs and the first pair were away, 10
seconds later the next pair and so on. I sat there waiting, 6 laps
to go, 226 miles, nearly 2t hours racing. The flag dropped and
off I went on my first lap. I surprised myself for I wheeled all the
length of the grandstand and out of sight but still the bike would
not rev and 24 miles out going down the Sulby straight at over
140mph the machine seized, throwing it into one of its usual
416

two~way,
Lapping with risk
Second lap I took my time so it was fast round corners and
steady down the straights. Second lap 96·5mph and I called in
for my first pit stop and over-shot. I could not see the mechanic,
panic stations, and then there he was. My mechanic, John Deegan,
said this was his first time on the island, never mind in the pits;
so he did well to get four gallons of fuel in and a quick drink of
orange, and out again.
Third lap and still the bike would not rev, and half way round
the rev counter packed in and then on the Creg-Ny-Baa straight
the machine started to jump out of sixth gear. I was downhearted but I was going to finish so I had to risk everything
around the corners and hold on. Third lap 93·00mph.
Fourth lap I knew I had no chance of being in the first twelve,
but I did not give up and really started scratching around corners
and out-braking people. Several times I was overtaken down the
straights at over 140mph and when these people started braking
I would keep going and at the last moment ram everything on,
skidding, hopping and sliding and overtaking, only to find they
would pass me on the next straight. Fourth lap was a shock for
me, that sick old bike had lapped at 98· lmph, 23 seconds outside
the lOOmph. I stopped on the fourth to take on level fuel and
this time J ohn Deegan really was quick, and off I went on lap
five.
Fifth lap, the gearbox was really playing up now. I kept on
going, this time I knew the gearbox could seize and so could the
engine at any second. Fifth lap 96-00mph.
Course comp leted at average 93·98mph
Sixth and final lap, the rear chain was hanging off, the sixth gear
had practically gone, rev counter gone and the temperature gauge
moving over the limit. Four miles out at Glen Vine I was really
feeling pain in my arm, I couldn't hold on, I could feel every
bump and, halfway round at Ramsey, I went completely out of
control at 130mph. My arm was not going to make it, I kept
saying to myself, nor is the engine, or the gearbox, or the chain.
Over the mountains and on, I was talking to myself all the time,
but one thing I kept saying was 'I shall get this White Helmet
Yamaha over the line if I have to push it'. Signpost corner
appeared, one mile to go, and there it was, chequered flag. I had
done it. Two hours 14 minutes at an average of 93·98mph. I
came into the enclosure and was helped off my bike, really tired,
but really chuffed. I had finished against all the odds, on that hell
ofa TT course that Agostini, Phil Read, etc. are frightened to ride.
And next?
That was the Isle of Man, what next? Well, a new bike, and
next year I feel very confident I can do the lOOmph six times but
until then I have got the remaining rounds of the British Championships. I was in third place till the last round at Oulton Park
when my crash helmet came off so now I am in fourth place and
have been tipped for runner-up. Well it's all over, I can relax a
bit and look back at all those hairy, frightening but enjoyable
moments and plan on next year's TT and Grand Prix's on the
continent.
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Many Servicemen and women would like to line themselves up for a job well before reaching
their terminal date. Most Personnel Officers, however, are chiefly concerned w ith filling
immediate vacancies. To cater more effectively for those preparing to leave the Service, we are
setting up a Data Bank.
ff you are considering or being considered for release and are therefore within 12 to 18 months
of terminal date, we invite you to fill in the Data Slip below and send it to us. You will then be
automatically registered in our Data Bank so that, if a vacancy arises which suits our qualifi cations and ambitions, we can contact you as you approach your final 3-6 months of service.

Remember that ...
••. it can pay you to reserve any resettlement period for the company in which
you are com i ng to be employed ... we may be able to nominate some jun ior staff
for rented housing in Stevenage ... those buying property will receive excellent
relocation assistance to help meet agency and legal fees .
Most important of all, if you join us at BAC Stevenage, you will find yourself in the company
of many other ex-Servicemen and women, many of. whom have risen to Management
positions. This is perhaps the greatest single aid any company can offer you towards smooth
and swift settlement in civilian lffe.

r---------------------------,
BAC STEVENAGE-DATA SLIP
Name
Trade

Service rank ..
Address .
Age

_

.

Married/ single

Release date

Qualifications
Residential status - Buying / Renting/ Undecided
Type of job desired

.

Are you willing to work overseas? .

I
I

•••

•
··~

Ref 8881A Personnel & Training Dept .,
British Aircraft Corporation,
Guided Weapons Division, Stevenage . Herts. SG1 2DA.

It's impossible to give a complete list of possible
openings for ex - Servicemen and women, and
we shall always be pleased to consider any
skilled and experienced personnel. Among the
most likely openings are the following :

Test Planning Engineers
Proiect Engineers
Trials Engineers
senior svstems Ana1vsts
Draughtsmen/ Draughtswomen
svstems Evaluation Engineer
Qualitv Assurance Engineers
Product support Officers
catalogue Technicians
contracts Officers
Test Engineers
svstems Engineer
Qualitv support Stall
Programmers
Inspection Engineers
Design Engineers
Technical Authors
Test Technicians
Inspectors
Test Gear Calibration Technicians

BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Produced for tho Publishers, THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London SW3 4RH (Telephone 01-730 3477)
.
.
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ATOUGH BREED OF

CARS FOR ATOUGH

BREED OF PEOPLE ...

,

*

FINANCIAL
PLANNI NG

-

-.

The Master of Signals and Mrs Bradley
wish all members of the Corps, past
and present, their wives and families
a very Happy Christmas and every good
fortune in 1977. Their thoughts and
those of us all are particularly with
those who may be separated from each
other by reason of their service

ITS P RPO E i to make the best use of Income,
Capital and other As ets, to prepare the way for the
individual to achieve financial aim . These may include:
- against the effect
of po ses ions
lo t or damaged
- for present or
CLAL SE URTTY
Fl
future dependants
- immediately or in
HOUS PUR HA E
the future
- for present or
P NSES
EDUCATION
future children
COMFORTABLE RETIREME T- based on an
adequate
continuing income
backed up by an
adequate capital
reserve
TRA SFER OF ASS TS
- to the next
generation
Ff ANClAL PROTECTION

AT TAX-FREE PRICES
If you're stationed in Germany - or if you'll soon be posted
there - you know you need a car that stands up.
Consider the Colt. Tough enough to win the East African
Safari in 1974 and 1976. And the Australian Cross in each of
the last three years.
Consider the Chrysler Alpine. Acclaimed "Car of the Year"
for so many good reasons.
Consider the Avenger. It's the lowest-priced car in its class.
And we've got the program that meets your special needs on
both sides of the Channel :
• Tax-free discounted prices.
• Mandatory German safety equipment included.
• Free alternate transportation if you r car is tied up for more
than a normal period of time for warranty repairs.
• NAAFI (fi nancing (just 10% down) and NAAFI insurance,
both liaisoned by your local Chrysler rep.
Want more information to consider? Fill in and post the coupon

GOOD INFO RMATION is the basis of sound planning.
The more clients take us into their confidence the better
we can assi t them. Please let us have full details of
existing resources, your ability to save, and any expectations. Please also tell us all you can about commitments
with which you expect to have to cope. We, of course.
treat all such information as confidential.

AN EARLY START helps, and we will be pleased to
assist you however modest your resources may be now.
If you have existing arrangements wh ich may need
developing, the sooner you refer them to us, the more
help we are likely to be able to give you.

below. We'll get right back to you with full in formation.

BIG 17~% MILITARY DISCOUNT

1-----------------~
I~ -1
RANK -

I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I

UNIT

BFPO

-

M\l)TARV PHONE
OtHS ADDRESS

I am currenlly stationed m Germany Send me a FREE VIP lot
I am currently atahoned 10 lhe UK but expect to be posted to Germany
Send me a tree ·we come to Germany kn
MY NEXT POST NG DATE IS
Pl EASE SEND DETAILS OF FOLLOWING CARS
COLT
ALPll<E
AVENGER
SIMCA
, AMERICAN CARS
s1at10ned 1n Germany - ma1 mmed1atety to
CHRYSLER M ILITARY SA ES
STRESEMM·N ALLEE 30 6000FRANKFURT AM MAIN
Sta•

ned n U i<. and Wor10*1<'8 - ma1l 1mmed1a1e1y 10

CHRYSLER M LITARV SALES LTD
STREET ST NEOTS CAMBS

.38 HUNTINGTO

WE ADVISE on the u e of saving from income, the
investment of capital, the use of other a sets where
applicable, insurance against ill health and the insurance
of possessions. We help clients to lay the foundations of
sound plan • to develop existing plans and keep them up
to date, and then to make the best use of resources when
the time comes to meet commitments.

-

I
I
I
I
I
I

••

I
I
I

------------------·

OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any
action: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 28 years of
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advising
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but
is given in writ ing for you to study at your leisure.
A RE YOU MAKI G THE BEST USE OF YOU R
I CO ME A D OT H ER ASSETS?
WE AR E AS CLOSE T O YOU AS THE NEA R EST
POST BOX OR TELEPHO E
LET US S HOW YOU H OW GOOD PLANNING CAN
H ELP YOU
Briga~ it:r
R. T . W1U1ams
F.C.T.B.

R. T. WILLIAMS
Major
LTD
T. F. Willia ms
•

F.C.T.B.

2 D UKE STREET, BRIGHTO , B I 1DE
Telephone Brighton 2818 1 (5 lines)
Incorpo rated Insurance Brokers
Incorpora ted Life Ass ura nce Brokers
A Founder Member of the Services I nsu ra nce Brokers
Association

Christmas message from the Signal Officer-in-Chief
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An office overlooking Whitehall must seem to my readers a remote place from
which to receive a Chrisonas message. But as I write this I find it quite easy to conj ur e
up a clear picture of the Corps from memories of the visits I have m ade this year to
Regular and Volunteer units overseas,
both on exercises and in barracks, as
well as to those in the UK, and of course
in N orthern Ireland.
It has been splendid to see at fi rst
hand many of our sporting successes this
year, and to have received on your behalf
so many compliments on tasks well done ;
tasks such as the restructuring trials in
Germany, the airfield projects of21 Regiment, the continual improvement of the
communications throughout Ulster ; and
on the high standards of our junior
soldiers and apprentices and our TA VR
training.
In sending greetings to all of you at
home and abroad I remember especially
those in isolated detachments, many
separated from their families, on whom
so much depends. I am thinking of such
places as the D ivis Mountain overlooking
Belfast, of the radio crews dispersed
throughout British Honduras, of the
ACE High stations such as Cape Greco
and in the Shetlands, of those of you
serving in the Oman, and on the Chinese
and East German borders. Your presence
illustrates the worldwide and vital pa rt
the Corps plays in keeping the peace.
T o you all, wherever you are serving, and to your famil ies I send my best wishes
for a H appy Christmas and for N ew Year 1977, the year of Her Majesty's Silver Jubilee.
~~~~~~~~r;.

We would like, also, from an Editorial standpoint, to wish all our contributors and
readers a very Happy Christmas and the best of good fortune in 1977. W e al o wish
to express our sincere appreciation to our prin ters, F. J . Par on Ltd, fo r their well
maintained 'track record' over the year.

OUR COVER PICTURE
Those with long memories may recall our cover picture as a repeat from
February/March 1972. We offer no apologies, si nce its quality bears repetition
an d reminds all of us enjoying a conventional Christmas with our families of
t he often routine but vitally important and outstanding service rendered by
t he Corps in Northern Ireland . The scene is Londonderry with the River Foyle
in the foreground ; the sentry-a past Signalman of 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

No 12
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--from our "Jn" Troy-THE LONDON GAZEITE
All will be delighted to hear the news of and to congratulate Cpl (Acting Sgt) Alexander Donaldson Innes (now 8
ig Regt) on the award of the British Empi e Medal
(Military Divi ion) for meritorious service in
orthern
Ireland.
ALLIANCE WITH THE CANADIAN FORCES
OR many years a close alliance had exi ted, both official and
non-official, between the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals
and ourse1ve . In 1968 the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals as
such cea ed to exi t when the thtee Canadian Services, avy,
Army, Air Force were amalgamated into the 'Unified Force'.
The previous three separate Signals Branches were also amalgamated into 'The Canadian Forces Communications and
Electronics Branch'. An alliance has now been officially approved
with this Branch which will continue that previously held with
the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals.

F

WINGS PARADE-246 ARMY PILOTS' COURSE

The resu lts were as tonishing- of 70 le u ers d ispatched world
wide, I received 58 replies . Of the ·c 43 un it s play volleyball at
omc I ' vcl , tll(lugh the • arc 111aintv Troop and Squadro11 teams.
Al together approxima tely L,200 Royal Signnls pcrs noe l plu y
volleyball weekly- JO pe r ce nt of the Corps-and volleyball
equipment is held in 45 sports stores.
The pre ent Army team, competing in the Combined Services
Tournament in November, consists of five Royal Signals personnel
of the 12 chosen.
With this information I have approached the Corps Games
Committee requesting official recognition.
May I, through the pages of T HE WIRE thank all those Sports
Co-ordinators who replied to m y letter- and for the many
appended good wishes. I feel confident that the efforts will be
rewarded.
Yours faithfully,
8 Signal Regiment,
John Hill
Catterick Garrison
Yorkshire
A DATE FOR THE YACHTSMAN'S DIARY
HE annual general meeting of the Royal Signals Yacht Club
will be held in Room 262 of the Old War Office, Ministry of
Defence, at llOOhrs on Thursday, January 13, 1977. In the
evening there will be an All Ranks Party in the Mess of the
68 (Inns of Court and City Yeomanry) Signal Squadron in
Chancery Lane.
Why not make a day of it in London? Attend the annual general
meeting in the morning, visit the Boat Show in the afternoon and
enjoy the party in the evening.

T

ARE YOU A KARATE ENTHUSIAST?
From: Sgt M. J. Moffatt
Dear Sir,
If possible I would like to contact through THE WIRE any
member of the Corps who is interested in the Martial Arts,
Karate in particular. I have now been practising Karate for nine
years and am graded Nidan (2nd Dan black belt). All my gradings
were completed in the Far East, under Japanese instructors.
What I would like to do is form a Corps team, and enter some
of the team competitions which are held regularly in the UK and
Germany. Firstly, of course, I would like us to train together so
that I can assess when we are ready for competition work. I
would like members of the Corps graded 5 Kyu and above, if
they are willing to work and train hard, to contact me at my unit
address. My particular style is of Okinawan origin and is called
Goju-ryu. I know many of you are learning different styles, this
will not pose any great problem, as they are all basically the same!
Yours faithfully,
2 Squadron,
Sgt M. J. Moffatt
4 Div HQ & Sig Regt,
BFPO 15

UR two photographs show Capt E . E. Brewin and Sgt
O
D. A. R.
being presented with their Army Flying
Badge by Ma1 Gen J. M. Gow, Director Army Training on
~aldwell

Friday, October 8, 1976.

'

VOLLEYBALL GROWTH
From: W02 (F of S) J. Hill
Dear Sir,
Durin~ September and Octobe: I wrote to every unit employing
Roy~! Signals. pe~sonnel r~questmg them to be kind enough to
furmsh me with mformaaon on volleyball in their unit in the
hope that if there were sufficient interest in this up and' coming
popular sport, it may achieve recognition at Corps and Army level.
-418

From: D. Magee
Dear Sir,
The photograph of 3 Div Signals 1937 in the October WIRE
brings back a memory or two! My first field posting as a recruit
after training at Catterick, was in March that year to 3 Div Sigs,
Bulford. I was only there a few months before being posted to
'A' Corps Sigs, Rawalpindi, but oh! what a lot happened in 3 Div
Sigs around this time.
Horses had to go and I remember 1914-18 War veterans like
(Groom) Harry Broadhead in tears over this. His pal, Smith
(Batman-Groom to Lt [later Brigadier Rec'd] Atkinson) had
recently signed on again because he could not bear to be parted
from 'his' horses.
At that time also, experiments were being made with the
mechanical cable layer. Although an operator by trade, I found
myself attached to 'B' Cable Section (Lcpl 'Porky' Bartram l /C)
for a time. I remember very well, Maj 'Dodo' Watts following us
up and making us tie back with spun yarn every few yards for
tidiness' sake. Whether he was nobbling us in favour of the horse
team~ I don't know, but we broke no records for speed on those
occasions.
Economy was a great thing then as now and I know we used
to pride ourselves in reeling back in as much cable as we had laid
and we took a dim view of civvies pinching our cable (as happened)
for clothes-lines, etc.
It was usually dark before all the cable had been got in and
before going back to camp our last call was usually the village
pub (Barley Mow at Hungerford was a favourite). There we
would finish eating our haversack rations, drink a couple of pines
and sing a song or two-then away. This was one of the happiest
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1976

periods of my service and the motto 'Work hard, play hard' has
stayed in my m ind as good philosoph y ever since.
Over this period the A and B Rese rvists were coming back
from I alcstinc and MJ111e were ~ ra y in g with us pending demob. A
couple of them took shovels out one night to put a tail on Kiwi
but didn ' t have much success, their efforts were hardly noticeable
on the ground so fa r away.
M orri s 'S's were bei ng tried as wireless ca rs then. I think they
ca rried One sets . I had my first driving lesson in one of them.
Soldiers l work with now at HQ Southwest D istrict, Sherford
Camp, Taunton, are inclined to disbelieve me when I describe
OR's 3 Div Sigs messing in those days. EG Four to a square,
green-topped NAAFI- type table. Butter and sugar in app ropriate
dis hes on the tables. Serve yourself from the hotpla te, and the
foo d was first class . Sgt Ley was the Cook Sergeant then, he
took a great pride in his work and the PRI Funds provided by
swill must have reached an all time low at that time.
My own pals at that time were chaps named Laker and George
Simpson . Laker was posted that year to Singapore and in view
of what happened there afterwards, I often worried about not
hearing from him. George Simpson was my closest friend. H e
was from Market Drayton in Shropshire. I met him in I ran
during the war and have tried to contact him since, but without
success.
Here are a few more names which might touch the memory
buds:
CO at that time was Lt Col Prescott. I think he was followed
by Lt Col Walsh. I can't remember the name of the 2IC. Maj
'Dodo' Watts was OC ' l' Coy. The RSM was Mr Herbert; I
wonder where he was when the photo was taken? The smartness
of the men and layout seem to bear his hallmark. CSM 1 Coy
was CSM Stevenson, MC. It was said he had held a naval wartime
commission (a fine man). Another veteran was CQMS John
Garony. He was unlucky enough to have been wounded through
the mouth and as a result suffered with a bad speech defect.
Nevertheless, and all credit to him, he reached RSM, and I heard
was later commissioned.
I wonder how many ex-3 Div members will remember Sidwell
(who seemed to be permanently employed as billard marker-cumNAAFI Orderly) ; or Dvr Boniface (who skidded on the ice and
nearly killed John Garony and the rest of our draft when he was
taking us to the station) ?
There must be quite a few people who remember the RC Padre
of that time. He was a born comic and his sermons had us rolling
in the aisles. I can remember one he preached on the evils of
slander, when he compared men over their pints in the pub, with
women on washing day over the garden fence. His mimickry of
voices and actions could not have been bettered by Les Dawson.
Best wishes to all,
29 Rochester Road,
D. Magee
Taunton,
Somerset.

36 & 3 7 Heavy Air Defence Regts. RA
SYRENA PARADE MAY 26, 1977
O mark the last occasion on which all members of 36 Heavy
Air Defence Regt will be together before disbandment, a
parade will be held in Napier Barracks, Dortmund, on May 26,
1977. A full programme of entertainments, including receptions,
dances, a variety show and sporting events will rake place in the
period May 25-28, 1977.
36 and 37 Heavy Defence Regts were amalgamated in 1968.
Many members of 7 Regt moved across to 36 Regt following
the amalgamation. Therefore, all past members of both 36 and 37
Heavy Air Defence Reges are cordially invited to attend the parade.
For further details please write to: The Second in Command,
36 Heavy Air D efence Regiment, BFPO 20.
The closing date for enquiries is March 1, 1977.

T

TRUCIAL OMAN SCOUTS 1977 REUNION DINNER
HE dinner is to be held in an Officers Mess in Rheindahlen
Garrison on Saturday, February 12, 1977. Cost for the
dinner will be about DM25·00. Bed and breakfast can be provided,
if required.
Those intere ted in attending should contact Maj R. C.
Wallace, RCT, HSC, HQ NORTHAG, BFPO 40. Telephone:
Rhine Army 2618/4596 for details and to make bookings.

T
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PRESENTATION TO MRS CHRISTINE ALEXANDER
Report by PR, HQ 1 Div
s a token of appreciation for her personal invoh•cment in
fo~tcring relatio n ~ between l Div HQ and Sig Regt and their
hristinc
aflili ated partners, Fernmcldebataillon 1, Mr
Alexander was recently presented with a pictute by the Commanding Officer of the German unit. In presenting the picture
on behalf of Fernmeldebataillon 1, Oberstleutnant Gunther
Peters referred to ' the great spirit of comradeship which prevailed
between the Regiments, due in no small way to the efforci. of
Mrs Alexander'.

A

Photograph by courtesy of PR HQ I Div

The gift is a coloured line print depicting 16th century Verden.
The presentation coincided with the departure of Mrs Alexander and her husband, Lt Col Paul Alexander, CO of 1 Div
HQ and Sig Regt, who has recently handed over to his successor.
Our pictute shows Mrs Alexander receiving the gift from
Oberstleutnant Peters. Also in the picture, left to right, are
Lt Col Alexander, Oberleutnant Mark and Frau Peters.

WERE YOU SERVING IN 1920-26?
From: W. Reeves
Dear Sir,
Discounting last war service it is 50 years since I left the Royal
Signals Regulars, somehow or other membership to the Association
did not happen owing to many things, in the early days of '26
and indeed up to '33 one's whole efforts were on a job and how to
hold it down; I fortunately qualified as a telegraphist (Sounder)
on the GPO but moved around a lot on relief. The years rolled
on (faster than the famous cry 'Roll on my six') and now at 75 I
wander at will though still working. Recently I attended a Signals
Show and Display in this town, there I met Ssgt Peter Edwards
of Army Careers Office, Warwick, and he lent me 'Thro to 70'
and September WIRE. Both interested me greatly particularly
'70' 'The Mule Pack Set'-120 Watt C.W. Set-'C' set, etc.;
all of which we fiddled with on the Frontier-up the PassBaluchistan-etc. What memories they rouse. I hit 75 on next
Monday and trusting I can make it to 76 I enclose my cheque for
one year's \VIRE.
Should you have an ' Old 'uns' corner maybe the following derail
might find an old pal for me, possibly in this locality.
CQ.CQ.CQ. V 2309476. Sigm. REEVES, W.
Mares.field. January 1920. (Flag Bashing)
Jubblepore December 1920. (Helio. Shutter. Lamp)
Karaclu 1921 'A' Corps Sigs. (W/TI)
Peshawar 1923. 'E' Div Sigs.
Meerut 1924/6 'E' Sigs Swop with 'B' Div Sigs.
Home 1926 March. Ten years reserve.
2376750 Cpl Reeves, W.
E & M Instructor Pre tatyn. Scarborough. Catterick. 1941-45.
2nd O.T.B.
Yours faithfully,
W. Reeves
48 Rugby Road,
Milverton,
Lean1ington Spa,
Warks CV32 6DG
419
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EX-Bovs• NEWSLETTER
Report by Ssgt Gordon Pickard
The General Secretary of the Royal Signals A sociation
gratefully acknowledges the efforts of Ssgt Gordon Pickard
in doing much 'spade work' and hopes that his effort will
e tab lish many successful functions in the future and
bring together many old friends.
OTHER new boy, just out from the Quartermaster' stores
walked straight pa t his Commanding Officer without saluting. The officer called him back and said, I'm · sure you didn't
recognise me on, but just take a look at this uniform I'm wearing
will you? The boy examined the officer's uniform carefully and
aid 'Blimey, you done all right there, mace! Look at the load
of rubbish they palmed off on to me!'
Did it ever happen to you as a boy? Many of us ex-Boys must
have experienced situations like that.
ince I made an appeal in THE WIRE about organising a reunion
I am pleased to say that the response has been good (of course,
room for improvement) from ex-Boys who have shown an interest.
What is going co happen next? I will tell you. A working committee
will be made up under the chairmanship of Lt C ol (Q M) R obbie
Laing in the near future. The committee will finalise the points
made by ex-Boys in their returns to me. The results of this
meeting wiJI be notified co all ex-Boys and published in THE WIRE.
I have acted on some ideas made to me in the advertising field.
I would like to thank all chose who have helped me to recruit
members for this reunion. Of course there are some ex-Boys
who I have spoken to on the phone expressing grea t interestso I have posted the correspondence to them, and no reply! It
might be placed behind the clock on the mantlepiece, or under
the in tray on the desk-still pending. If you have got a copy
of my letter, please Hum it our and return to me.
I did hear from a very good source (a suggestion by Capt
(TOT) D icky D yer) that he is working on an advance project.
He is trying co cross a carrier pigeon with a woodpecker so that
it can knock on the door before delivering the message.
Of course, I am still anxious to hear from any e.x-Boy interested
in joining this organisation. J ust contact me at 12 Jarvis Way,
Stalbridge, Dorset DTlO 2NP.

A

- - - Movements
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Officers
DECEMBER
Name
Capt (Tfc) B. Abbiss
Lt R. Adamson
..
Lt Col P . D. Alexander,
Capt M . J . Anderson
Maj W. H. Backhouse
Capt R. F. Baly
..
Capt R. F. Binham ..
Lt W. E. Brewin
..
Capt (TOT) D. Brown
Capt D. J. Case
Lt P. J. Grey . .
..
Maj G. J. H. Grist ..
Lt Col 0. Hall
..
Capt R. N. C. Harrison
Maj J . H. Lowe
..
Lt D. M. Martin-Rhind
Capt D. Munro
Lt A. J. Poppleton ..
Maj P. J. Pritchard ..
MaJ B. Robinson
..
Capt H. H. Van Praag
Mai D. J. Walder
Lt Col J. Westlake
Capt A. G. Whidden
2 Lt K . G. Wilson ..
Lt Col W. L. Wood ..

U11i1 to which posred

..
MBE

240 Sig Sqn
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
11 Sig Regt (Held sttengt.h)
School of Signals
MOD DM (A)
MOD DSS (A)
28 Sig Regc
663 Sqn AAC
HQ 2 Div and Sig Regt
244 Sig Sqn
3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
School of Signals
DGGWL (A) MOD (PE)
DOAE
216 Sig Sqn
11 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
School of Signals
7 SigRegt
28 Sig Regt
249 Sig Sqn
MOD (COSSEC)
10 Sig Regc
6 Armd Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn
DCS (A)

WOs and Senior NCOs
Rank and Nam~
WOl (F of S) D. J. Thornton
WOl j. Frost ..
WOl J. J. Duke
..
WOI P. T. McGann ..
WO! A. J. Schneider
W02 R. I. Buckley ..
W02 D. A. Hughes ..
W02 W. H . Leslie ..
W02 (Y of S) P. Sharpe
AIW02 (Y of S ) A. Lomax
gt (Y of S ) M. Altham
Ssgt I. K. Bartct
..
..
sgt R. D. McKechnie
..
S•gt T. H. C. Cartwright
..
S gt (Y of S) D. M. Thomas
Sgt j. D. Carr
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DECEMBER

U11i1

10

which ported

22 Sig Regt (O,rps Rear HQ)
11 Sig Regt
HQ 12 Signal Group (V)
HQ NORTHAG ( BAE)
4 Div HQ anci Sig Regc
8 Inf Bde HQ Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
71 Sig Regt (V)
Army Youth Selection Centre (South)
Royal Military Academy Sandhunt
633 Sig Troop (Caribbean)
30 Sig R.cgt

Sgt W. H. Witchard
Sgt A. F. Peebles
gt W . M. Ritchie
S!!l R . ,. l larrild
S11t E. '. Rock .
Sgt /\. J'. Mcl3ain
Sgt M . Gass ..
Sgt T. Large ..
Sgt R. L. Terrett
Sgt J. A. W. Turner
Sgt M. L. Caffery
Sgt M. J. Stone
Sgt W. J. Edwards
Sgt D . F. Payne
Sgt R. G. Hunter
SgLJ. Beech ..
gt E. H . Paul
Sgt C. P . Martin
Sgt A . G . Holyoake
Sgt C. J. Edler
Sgt J . F. Hughes
Sgt J. M. Johnstone
Sgt R . J. Ledger
Sgt P. C. Watson
Sgt S. Carter ..
Sgt T. McKnight
Sgt A. Catternll
Sgt T. R. Bean
Sgt J. Taylor . .
Sgt D. Mustard
Sgt J. J. Ball ..
Sgt V. T . Beard
Sgt E. S . Hunter
Sgt A. J. Hill . .
..
Sgt V. H . Shillingford
A/Sgt . J. Cadwallader

..

..

..

..

13 Sig Regt (Rndio)
4 Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
2 Div IIQ and Siµ Regt
22 Si11 Rcgt (Corps Rear JJ Q )
2 /\rind I iv IIQ nnd Sig Reel
JH Si!! Rein
580 Rear Link Del ( In f Mech !Jn)
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt
2 Armd Di" HQ and Sig Rcgt
244 Sig Sqn (Air Support)
585 Rear Link Dct (W Mech Bn)
6 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn
Army Apprentices College, Hnrrogntc
21 Sig Regt (Air Support)
248 Gurkha Sig Sqn
240 Sig Sqn ~rizlee Wood)
242 Sig Sqn Mormond Hill)
28 Sig Rcgt ( ORTHAG)
30 s~ Regt
227 Sig Sqn (ALFCE)
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
1 Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
12 Mechanised Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regt (Corps Rear HQ)
6 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn
4 Div HQ and Sig Regt
11 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
21 Sig Regt (Air Support)
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
30 Sig Regt
633 Sig Troop (Caribbean)
8 Sig Regt
3 Div HQ and Sig Regt

Welfare

II

OCTOBER 1976
Number of cases assisted financially
Number of clothing parcels sent ..
Amount spent ..

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
N u mber of grants
Amount spent ..

II
23
29
£1,138·90

DVERTISEMENTS should be concisc-25 words excluding
A
address/telephone number - be they related to Births,
Marriages, Deaths or items required or for sale. There is no
charge for this service to any serving member of the Corps (or
those retired who subscribe to THE WIRE), unless the 'ad' is
related to a business _i ntere~t. To those ineligible for 'free space',
we request that their notice be forwarded to our Advertising
Managers, Service Newspapers Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough,
Hampshire GU14 7LR, who will provide details of charges, on
a case-by-case basis. All matters for publication must reach the
Editor not later than the 12th of every month (for publication the
following month).

S

ONE O F THE M O NTH'S LETTERS
AM at a loss for words to express our gratitude to the
Association for the magnitude of your award. My wife and
fami ly and I will never forget the kindness you have shown us.
Our thoughts go out also to all others who find themselves in
need. May God bless you all.

I

Royal Signals Association and
Benevolent Fund
The following donations were gratefully received during October I 976:

B

Crossword No 12

DEATHS
Baker-Maj Gen A. E. Morrison, CB, OBE, has informed us of
the death of Maj J. H . E. Baker, TD, on October 31, at the age
of 77. John Baker was commissioned in RE Signals in 1917
and, among other places, served at Haynes Park, Bedford. He
continued his service in 44th (Home Counties) Divisional
Signals, which was largely recruited from the Standard Telephone Company at Southgate. On mobilisation in 1939 he was
recalled from the TAVR; he spent several months installing a
telephone system in Aden and then became the telephone
liaison officer at HQ BTE in 1941 during the development of
the base in Egypt. He was next posted to 3 L of C Signals in
Syria and finally to Ethiopia, where his health broke down and
cut short his military service. After the war he was the liaison
officer at STC with the three services until his retirement.
Many will also remember John as the driving force behind
'Jimmy', the magazine of the Corps in the Middle East which
was published between 1941 and 1945.

.[.

. . 2 ·00
.. 20·00
. . 15·00
..
1-90
.. 241 ·00
1·50
50·00
l ·OO
1·05
3·00
3·00
4·00
4·55

Bamford-Maj Neil Bamford, TD, died at the age of 47 on
November 4. After completing his National Service in the Corps,
in 1950 he joined the Territorial Army and served with 44
(Home- Counties) Signal Regiment, later 36 (Eastern) Signal
Regiment. He was Vice President of the Cinque Ports (Medway)
Branch of the Association.

Smith-Irma, wife of Capt (TOT) Frank Smith, died suddenly
on December 1, 1976, in Krefeld. We extend our sincere
sympathy to her husband and their children, Ilona and Frank.

Walton-Brig Sir George Walton, KBE, CB, TD, DL, JP, died on
November 25 at the age of 83. He served during the First World
War with the West Yorkshire Regc and the Royal Engineers
Signal Service. Between the wars he was an enthusiastic
Territorial Officer and Commanded 50th Northumbrian Div
Signals. During the Second World War he served in the
Middle East as CSO X and XIII Corps and BTE. After the
war he continued his association with the Territorials, being
Chairman of the Durham County T & AF Association and a
member of the TA Advisory Committee. He was a close friend
of the Corps throughout his life an d devoted much of his time
co our affairs. He was for many years the TA Representative
on the Corps Committee, Chairman of the Finance Committee
and a Director of the Board of Trustees of the Royal Signals
Association.

l

.. £89·50
. .£5 1·00

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required
by the WELFARE SECTION

Solu tion next month. Th e Editor ackn owledges wi t h thanks this
contribution by W02 (F of S) J. Hill
1.
8.
9.
11.
12.
14.
16.
18 .
20.
23.
25.
28.
29.
31.
33.
35.
36.

ACROSS
Unknown alien who can do no wrong (7-8)
Shackleton's successor out on the wing (6)
Skate around Sir-co become a star (8)
Forces order to come to a standstill ( 4)
May well be the difference between the OR and the NCO (6)
Consumer who is sure to be converted (4)
Spicy side of little Margaret; and Hazel! (6)
Indian caught up in the trap a Cherokee set! (6)
Young Alan gets one across without any assistance (5)
Guarantee that there will be an animal down by the river (6)
School textbook relating the story of a Russian revival (6)
A journey into the unknown-and its tragic final inscription ( 4)
Could be a magic flute, mastcrsingers or the Flying Dutchman (6)
Often the starting point for one achieving overnight fame (4)
Descriptive of one who is never behind the times (8)
Colourful overnight stop for the runaways across the border (6)
Oddly enough it could be part of the family living next door (7-8)

DOWN
1. Putting the eggs on, but it won't please the gamekeeper (8)
2. Two lads joined up in majestic fashion (5)
3. Could this be the reason for having a lump or two in the bad boys'ttouscrs?
(4-5)

4.
5.
6.
7.

ls part of this a rigout worn by Easterners? (4)
Where to find taxi , Sgt Major (5)
Adorned-and handed all the trimmings on a plate (9)
Should be enough to make the German more embarrassed, showing front
and rear (6)
Resttict the flow as you can see me going back to the street (4)
Drunk-or just devoured and reformed (3)
o carpenter necessarily1 but made a bolt for the door (3)
-And it's unsavioury wnether spoken or eaten (9)
Goes on and on about Peter and Paul (9)
Heard in court-if one does not get the point (3)
Sofrly the twelfth man gets into a jam (8)
Initially the way our Western ally was described (3)
The atmosphere felt when the young lady loses her head (4)
Made enough money and went further forward (6)
\Xlhere the speech therapist says there is a dro.uitht in the bills (5)
The Arab cakes two-at least tt will give him a loophole (5)
Point to which the gunner mu t return to stay close (4)

WANTED
R oyal Si gnals' O fficer 's M ess Kit Jacket
Anybody with an Officer's M ess Kit Jacket for sale, in good
condition, to fit size 41!in chest, 40in waist and 6ft lin height,
please contact The Editor.

10.
13.
15.
17.
19.
21.
22.
24.
26.
27.
30.
32.
34.

A Statue of Mercury (Jimmy), height approx 5ft. If any unit
has one and they would like it to have a good home, contact the
R SM, 10 Signal Regiment, Beavers Lane Camp, Hounslow,
Middx.

Solu tion t o Puzzle No 11
Across: 2, Stick; 4, Tender; 7, Eat; 8, Air; 9, Red; 10, Errand; 11, Danced;
13, Ice; 15, Tariff; 16, Drummers; 17, As old as the hills; 19, J\.1..isnomer;
21, Maiden; 22, Ore; 24, Manner; 26, Retina; 27, Too; 28, Rue; 29, Mat;
301...,Remark; 31, Eyrie. Down: 1, Vendetta; 2, Stun; 3, Cardiff Arms Park;
4, l reasw:ed memory; 5, Dial; 6, Ridges; 8, Added; 12, Chilling; 14, Ambition;
18, Senoma; 19, Mirror; 20, Route; 23, Atom; 25, ame.

.. 11 ·34

.. 105·00

£464 ·34
Donations in memory of:
Brig E. A. James, OBE, To, DL, JP
Brig D. St J . Hoysted. CBE ••

STOP PRESS
RITI.SH two-man bobsleigh championships were held in Igls,
Innsbruck, on November 26 and 27. Army championships
and inter-Service events were run concurrently with this championhip. Capt D. B. Jones (Royal Signals), driving Army No J bobsleigh and braked by Lt A. J. A. Ogilvy-Wedderburn (Black
Watch), won the event and is now 1976-77 British Bobsleigh
champion in addition to becoming Army champion. He also captained Army team to victory in inter-Services event against RAF team
and combined RN/RM team.

2
£75·17

O NE OF THE MONTH'S CASES
IGNALMAN, TA and Wartime service. Married with
three children still at home. He has been unable co work for
many months due to illness, and, in spite of efforts to keep his
finances straight, had begun to fall into arrears with his rent and
gas. The Association made a grant of £130 to clear all debts and
put the family straight, and his letter is printed below.

OC 83 (London) Sig Sqn (V)
The Royal School of Artillery
..
..
224 Sig Sqn . .
Signal WingRMA Sandburst
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt
5 Army Youth Team . .
..
..
..
Bournemouth Regatta Carnival Committee
L. G . Toogood, Esq . .
Brig Sir Ra lph Rayner, OllE
M. S. Green, Esq
E. J. S. Slater, Esq
F. E. Foulds, Esq
Capt B. T. Lord
..
2nd Soltau Brownie Pack
Miscellaneous Donations

Classified Section
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Faraway Places.

the Woornera Rocket Range. I spoke to him about it because
although I read his book, few could tell me if the trail still existed.
It did, but onl y just. This, then, became the target for our route
to be traversed in July.
There is not much pleasure in motoring hoth ways across
Australia but Maj David Reeve W F R, the AMA, was taking his
leave at approximately the same time and was going to do just
that to see his sister in Perth. H e readil y agreed to join forces
for the return 'journey and also had a Range-Rover so one or
other of us would have 100 per cent spares! I decidea to opt out
of driving both ways and the trans-Australian railway is not without
its interests and excitements.
F our jerrycans of petrol, four more of water, two spare tyres,
a two-ton winch, sand anchors, reserve compo rations, camping
gear, a radio and vehicle spares were stowed away in the R angcR over. It is interesting to discover tha t despite there being four
passengers, how much can be confined in the engine compartment
and under the scats. Only a roofrack was n ecessary to accommodate
items too big for loading inside. A ' bull-bar' was fined to protect
the front from damage by cattle, kangaroos (more likely) and
pushing through mulga.

• •

Unusual Jobs
Going west in Australia
Report by Maj Gen J. M. W. Badcock, CB, MBE

\ •••••. ·""')!'<:

Under Way
800km to Port Pirie could have been driven in one day but we
chose two in favour of stopping at Mildu ra, a delightful market
gardening and fruit-growing area, irrigated from the great Murray
River whose water can take anything up to three months to
reach the sea from source.
The trans-continental passenger trains run from Sydney to
P erth with connections from Melbourne and Adelaide joining at
Port Pirie and it was here that we drove the Range-Rover on to
a flat. Lashed down by railway men, unlike the UK system we
locked up, taking the keys with us. We were not to see it again
for three days as it went ahead as part of a fast goods train. We
spent the day visiting the lead smelting works and enormous
granary in the town.
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VHOBART
MASS AND DISTANCE
S the Defence Adviser in Australia, I have indeed been
fortunate to travel throughout Australia officially. The map
gives some indication of the size of this enormous land mass, one
of the oldest continents in the world whose origin goes back some
400 million years. I have flown to all the major towns and cities
on the perimeter (12,000 miles), crossed by sea and driven in
Tasmania and, last July, motored the length of the East coast from
Canberra to Cooktown, the equivalent of driving from London to
Cairo and back. Numerous shorter journeys have filled in some of
the spaces.

A

The Challenge
Although I had spent a day or two in Alice Springs in the centre,
the deserts to the east (The Simpson) and to the west (The Gibson)
are seldom traversed by anyone save by air. Indeed, such maps as
there are of these areas indicate that the few who go there know
where they are. To cross by land on an east-west axis, there is a
railway and an almost completely sealed road which parallel each
other along the southern coast across the Nullabor Plain. On a
north-south axis there is a railway and an unsealed road from
Port Augusta to Alice Springs and incongruously, a sealed road
from there to Darwin. This is a fairly common route for those
wishing to cross Australia. But to cross on a central latitude is
another matter. I was determined to have a shot at this before
leaving Australia.
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The Plan and 100 per cent Spares
Several factors determined the date and duration of the trip .
Perhaps the most important was that not many serving senior
officers are able to embark on such expeditions, and the rout of
our last Test and rugger teams out here left absolutely no leeway
for a **Porn to be lost in the desert. Whatever one did, must be
successful but it must also have a tolerable degree of risk. July
is the winter and the dry, windless season in the centre. If it were
to rain, all movement save but a mile or two a ~ay would be
impossible and wind brings sandstorms and sand drifts. The days
are warm but not scorching as in the summer but the mghts are
bitterly cold by any standards.
My time away from Canberra was limited to three weeks, so
there could not be too much mulga punching or sand dune
storming. Finally, my wife, daughter and 16-year-old son on
holiday from the UK, made up the team and were not over
experienced in desert trekking; but this was to some extent
compensated for by the ownership of a Range-Rover in which to
travel.
Enquiries were instituted amongst friends in Survey in the
Department of Defence, the NRMA (the equivalent to the AA)
and the Australian 'Four-Wheel Drive' fraternity. My PS came
across a paper-back book called 'Too Long in the Bush' by Len
Beadell, who graded a track which he named the Gun Barrel
Highway from the Woomera-Alice Springs road, past Ayers Rock
and Giles Met Station and on to the west in the '50s as part of
THE WIRE , DECEMBER 1976

By Train in Comfort
The following day we boarded the 18-coach train at 4.30 pm,
pulled by twin diesel engines. It had already taken 24 hours to
climb over the Great Dividing Range from Sydney. We were to
spend two nights and a day on this train whose compartments were
accordingly provided with better facilities than even the loi:igdistance European ones. (Integral lavatory, shower and washing
facilities and easy chairs were part of it.) The train climbs on to
the Nullabor Plain past Woomera to Ooldea from which there
is the longest straight line in the world-450 miles to Kitchener.
Not only is it straight in the linear sense, it is also almost level.
The Nullabor Plain derives its name from the Latin 'Nil Arbor',
a perfect description of this limeston.e plain. lifted from being a
sea-bed in aeons past and largely salme, wh1ch accounts for the
lack of vegetation other than the salt or blue bush. Qui_te a lot of
bird and animal life can be seen, though some speCJes of the
former have adapted from their normal nesting places in trees . to
the only things to rise more than a foot or two above the plam,
windmill or old water rigs.
The train arrived on time in Perth. Our Range-Rover had
also arrived at the freight yard and, being heavily loaded, presented
a nice point of balance to the forklift driver whose job it was to
lift it sideways off the flat.
Good Headway and Gold
Perth is the capital of Western Australia, territorially the largest
of all the States but of its population of about one million, .7'? per
cent live in and around its capital. After a number of yis1ts to
Service units in the area and to the Mount Newman iron ore
mine, we started our return trip, completing the 500-mile journey
to Kalgoorlie on a sealed highway in one day.
Kalgoorlie has been famous since the end of the last century
for gold mining and the 'Golden Mi.le' in its centre pro~uc~d
some of the world's finest ore. Such 1s the cost of extraction m
relation to the fixed price, that only o~e min~ .remains in
operation. Gold has been superceded by mckel mmmg and the
town still thrives as a result.
The Corps is Represented
.
Visiting the Royal Flying Doctor. ~erv1ce, I found tl~at the
Administrator who controls the prov1s1on of n:iedical service a~d
their supporting tasks over 250,000 squa~e miles was ~ Mr Jim
Smith. Little did I realise that he was Mai (QM) J. Sm1t11, !vffiE,
who retired in 1968 from 4 Div HQ and Sig Rcgt, my old Regiment.
The RFDS not only provides over this vast area, a team of
doctors and nurses supported by three aircraft and four pilots,
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but also the radio base communications to which the lonely
homesteads work. These radio links are scheduled to carry daily
'School of the Air' periods d uring which primary- and secondaryage children are taught by a teacher at the base station in Kalgoorlie.
Re-broadcast enables the children in outlying homesteads a
much as a thousand miles away to converse between each other
and the teacher. I t also tra ins them to use the radio in its third
role-that of radio telephone-which becomes an essential part
of the daily life of these isolated outposts.
Permit Necessary
I t was from Kalgoorlie that our offbeat journey really started.
180 miles north the scaled road ended at Leonora, an old gold
mining town whose ' Sons of Gwalia' mine closed in 1968 but is
preserved as a museum. We picked up some ore with specks of
gold before resting up for the night.
Our plan was to aim at 200 miles a day for two days which
allowed a rest day on the third. If we got into trouble, it also
allowed us a reserve. Alice Springs was our goal, 1,000 miles
away across the desert.
A permit to travel th e route we planned was necessary and
obtained from the Aborigine Trust Department; a large area of
the Gibson Desert having been made over as an Aborigine
Reserve Area. It is also necessary for the police to inspect vehicles
and authorise the journey. These are sensible precautions since
lives can easily be Jost and much time and trouble taken in searching
for those who go ill-prepared. The route is, in any case, officially
closed from October to March during the summer.
Radio Schedule and Poseidon
We left Leonora the next morning but first kept a schedule
with the Australian SAS Regt Sig Sqn with a radio borrowed for
the trip. This was to be a daily routine until we had arrived at
Ayers Rock. We called in at the Poseidon nickel mine near
Laverton and were shown round the operations. It was here
that the nickel boom started and Poseidon shares doubled in
value almost overnight some ten years ago. It is an underground
mine from which the ore is blasted and trucked to the surface
3,000ft above in diesel-powered 50-ton capacity vehicle:;. The
nickel sulphide is separated and railed to Perth for smeltmg.
Cold Night
Sgt Yorricks of the WA Police gave us a great welcome t?
Laverton, permission to go ahead and advice on how to do it
and what to look out for. We drove on NE but stopped short of
our target for the day, Lake Throssel, as dark was falling. A camp
area requires flat ground, free from spinnifex or other scrub which
can quickly ignite but with mulga or gum trees at hand from
which dead wood can be taken to light a fire. A hot exhaust can
ignite spinnifex so the vehicles must also be left clear of that.
We barbequed most nights and sat around the fire as the cold
crept up our backs and the stars came to shine seemingly much
more vividly than in the orthern Hemisphere. Dingoes began
their howling and it was time to turn in. Temperatures fell to as
low as - 7°C and was enough to freeze the water in our plastic
jerricans-as well as us! But as soon as the sun rose, in all its
glory, garments were discarded and shirt-sleeve-order the fo~m.
Breakfast over, haversack lunch prepared, camp ~truck, vehicles
refuelled from jerricans and away. We drove for one hour, ~ch
alternately leading to give a break from the other's dust which
could linger for as long as 20 minutes-especially the bull dust
which is as fine as talcum powder-and if driven through too fast,
will bowwave over the bonnet. Where there were tracks we
followed but these were badly corrugated and in places contained
deep, soft red sand. Ranges of hills appeared on the horizon in
purple hue, changing to blue and then to orange or dark green
according to the amount of vegetation which could eke out an
existence.
A Golden Rule
We seldom met anyone else but we did come across a Toyota
whose front end had embraced a ' boomer', a large red kangaroo,
the day before and whose occupants, two men and a girl_, were
quietly waiting to be rescued .. They had ma?-e ~angaroo tail oup
of the culprit and were ellpecung help following rn our wake before
long. They had followed the golden rule of 'bush wacking'-!1ever
ever leave your vehicle. It will be found by its tracks and 1ze or
a reflection off its glass or paint. A human in the scru~, unle s
wearing prominent-coloured clothing will seldom be easily e~n.
The vehicle provides shade, additional water and mirrors Wlth
which to attract a pilot's attention.
This encounter also emphasised the communications of .the
RFDS. Nothing is private. The Toyota party knew that eight
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Porns m tw~l Range-Rover would drive up b1.:fon: long-indeed,
they were right in celling us that we were behind schedule, as
we hould have camped m:ar them!

Race With Emus
topping at hourly incerval provided time to look at the desert
flowers, mo t of them small and not easily seen when driving in
du t; and the bird likewi e mainly small of the gaily-coloured
fin h varieties, hide in the shade of the scrub. We came across
rock with Aborigine drawings and saw a fair amount of animal
life de pite the arid terrain. At one stage we were raced by emus
and noted that we were doing 40mph at the time. Sadly we saw
n ne save in captivity of the 5,000 or so wild camels introduced
with Afghan drivers in the la t century and used up to a few
year ago but now turned wild. We saw their tracks frequently
but had not the time to follow them. We were told that they are
adept at watching a passing vehicle from a 'hump-down' position
and unle s their normally acute hearing fails and they are taken
by urprise round a bend, the chances are not great.
Aborigine Reserve
We spent a day at the Warburton Aborigine Reserve. Originally
a Mi sion, it bas now been taken over by the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs. There is an Australian staff of about eight,
headed by the Community Welfare Officer. There is a ' garri on
engineer', three nursing sisters, a headmaster and assistant teachers
and a project officer. He is responsible for encouraging the
Aborigines to take a fuller part in creating higher standards of
living. The construction of community building5, improvements
in their own abodes and in agriculture and animal husbandry
are all encouraged.
Several Reserves, of which Warburton is one, originated from
the use of the central desert as a rocket range, the range head
being at Woomera with one impact area being between Warburton
and Giles. The Aborigines who had hitherto roamed the area
were gathered into the Reserves with the associated advantages
of better medical, educational and social facilities. They have
persisted though the use of Woomera for extended ranges has
long since declined. The central desert ba3 been largely declared
an Aborigine Reserve area and whilst they are encouraged to use
such places as Warburton as residential areas, the Aborigines are
now able to pursue their normal nomadic pursuits throughout
the area. Commercial and tourist activities in the area are very
restricted through a licensing system. In such a brief article, no
more than the main topics of the Aborigine problem can be
discussed here.
Isolated Met Station
Giles Meteorological Station, 300 miles to the NE, was our
next target. There were three routes to it. One via the Gun Barrel
Highway running north, then east, another partially-constructed
road running straight across the 'diagonal' and the last due east
then north. We had planned on the first but got consistent warnings
that whilst we would get through many of the creek crossings were
washed away and sand dunes had encroached. With Limited time,
we abandoned that idea.
The part-constructed road had been roughly graded but the
mulga spikes had not been removed. Cross-country through mulga
is a laborious business. It is a very hard wood and when the tree
falls or is pushed over, it invariably breaks at the surface leaving
needle-sharp stakes. Puncture mending is not an enjoyable
pastime of mine and so we took the east/north route which is
more picturesque anyway. The trail passes through the Blackstone
Range and on to the foot of the Rawlinson Range on which stands
Giles Met Station. This lonely Government outpost used to house
the telemetry instruments and the scientists who operated them
or the rocket range. The Met Station was a necessary part of it;
now it is the only part left and is incorporated in the overall
Federal Met Service. Run by a staff of six who, unless they volunteer for longer, are relieved after six months; the Station relies
on air transport and occasional supply trucks for contact with the
outside world.
Cold Confirmed
Three other matters of interest were that we had thought it
unusually cold in our last night's camping site some 40 miles to
the south and were interested to find our views confirmed a
minimum of -7°C, or 14°F of frost! The second was the sight of
a grader in the Station garage which was the original used by
Len Beadell who carved out what he called the Gun Barrel
Highway, 3,000 miles of virgin track some 20 years ago and still
in good order. And the third, that it was not far to where Gibson
(after whom the desert is named) perished.

opal) and some opal overlooked by the owner who is going for
the large pocket. We noodled for an afternoon with reasonable
success.
From Coober Pedy we wem to see friends on the former
Rocket Range ~t Woomera. Thence via Port Augusta and some
lovely country m the Flinders Ranges. At Broken Hill we went
d.own the ~,OOOft deep.North Broken Hill mine providing lead and
zmc sulphide of the highest quali ty for smelting at Port Pirie and
Hobart. Gold, silver and cadmium are also extracted.

From there our route eastwards took us along the Peterman
Ranges and tlle Docker River which pours (in spasms) into an
inland alt lake. Here was the cave in which Lassetter took shelter
before setting out on his last fatal effort to be rescued and taking
with him any knowledge he may have had of the gold reef he
maintained he had found earlier and was rediscovering. Such is
rhe curiosity even today of what many con ider to be a myth,
that there arc till seriously mounted e.xpeditions to find Lassetter's
Reef though eiqiert opinion agrees there is little chance of gold
(there are plenty of other minerals) being found in tl1e region.

Home Again, After 7,SOOkm
Finally, we drove the way we had come via Mildura to
Canberra some three weeks earlier. We had driven 7 SOOkm
(4,300 of them on desert or dirt roads), the equivalent dist~nce of
London to Cairo return or London-Calcutta single, and travelled
further still when adding the train iourney-314 gallons of petrol
were consumed at a price of £189 ( A276). It had been compara~ively e~sy. but. w~ ar.e not, and nor should anyone else, be deluded
mto thmkmg 1t 1s n sk free. A shower of rain, a sandstorm or a
mechanical failure or medieal problem could have made the
difference between a dream and disaster.

also be surveyed by the archaeologists, and test excavations will
be carried out at selected sites, in order to obtain dated pottery
samples. The archaeology of the area is completely unknown. By
combining archaeological and modern data, ir will be possible to
study firstly the nature and effectiveness of Indian land use and,
secondly, changes which have taken place since European contact.
After the very successful crossing of the Darien Gap, by the
British Trans-American Expedition in 1972, the Colombian Army
asked the chairman of the Scientific Exploration Society, Lt Col
John Blashford-Snell, MBE, to evaluate the possibility of
mounting a scientific expedition to the Amazonas region of
Colombia. A recce party was despatched to Colombia in 1973,
which strongly recommended a need for further scientific study
that has brought about the 1977 Colombian Amazonas Expedition.

Colombian Amazonas Expedition 1977
Report by Ssgt (Y of S) P. S. Derry
RESPONSE TO REME CORPS BULLETIN
N Fe~ruary this year I h~<!- the pleasure to be selected to take
part m the above expediuon. The Corps Bulletin purely advertised for a Staff-Sergeant (Y of S) but I was to find out when
I joined the team on October 4, 1976, that much was expected of

I

The

m~.

expedition at The Olgas, Central Australia

A Tourist Attraction
The next day, we were at Ayers Rock and its associated tourist
attraction 25 miles to the west, the Olgas. There is a third feature
of the same semblance, Mt Conner but because of its cliff-like
sides, unclimbable by other than experts.
Pictures of Ayers Rock in and outside Australia are as common
as those of the Eiffel Tower. This does not necessarily mean that
a lot of Australians have been there, mainly because road and air
communications to it were only opened up in the last decade.
Even now there are several hundred miles of dirt road to be
driven or a DC3 to be flown in to it. Nevertheless, these three
enormous chunks of rock, one of them the world's largest-known
monolith stanel up from what was once a sea-bed and in whose
walls the sea as it receded washed out caves.
Between Ayers Rock and Alice Springs, the largest central
town in Australia, there are many fine geological, flora and fauna
features to be seen. Tl;ie route we took through the sand hills
beyond Angus Downs also brought us to the Hanbury Meteorite
Craters, unique for their number and conformation and well
preserved despite being worked over in the past by uncontrolled
amateur geologists and tourists in search for specimens.
And on to Alice Springs
Alice Springs originated from the necessity to establish a
repeater station on the telegraph line built in 1872-73 linking the
submarine cable head at Darwin with Adelaide thus making
telegraphic communications with South and Eastern Australia
possible. The present town which takes its name from the wife of
the first postmaster is on more open ground just to the south
and has now become one of Australia's growing winter tourist
centres coupled with grazing and some mineral exploration.
Opal Mining Centre
We drove south on the corrugated dirt road to Coober Pedy,
a major opal mining centre and renowned for its troglodyte
inhabitants. Worked and worked-out mines alike provide cool,
commodious and maintenance/rate-free accommodation. A pick
and shovel is all that is required to add a new room or cupboard
and, if lucky, a valuable find of opal to boot.
To set up a mine requires in its simplest form, a licence, a
pick, shovel, bucket and some rope and later a colleague. To this
can be added knowledge of working with explosives and mechanical means of lifting the spoil to the surface.
An Afternoon's Noodling
If you are not a miner, you can be a 'noodler' and many visitors
become such on a temporary basis. Ask the miner whose pile of
spoil you fancy for permission which is normally readily given,
and by sifting either by hand or sieve the spoil, it is not uncommon to find bits of porch (valueless but attractive colourless
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The expedition is to take place in the Amazon Basin in South
America, which contains the largest areas in the world of unexplored tropical rain forest. Its extremes of climate and hostile
environment have hampered scientists and developers alike, from
learning its mysteries and potentialities. The Colombian Amazonas
Expedition will only explore a small area of this part of the world,
but this area will roughly be the size of England. To explore this
area will take the team approximately four months, which
indicates a problem which is fundamental to exploration in this
region; namely the sheer magnitude of the distance involved.
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Some idea of the challenge from the air ...
The Expedition Outline
The initial assembly of the British and Colombian scientists
will be in Bogota, before the expedition flies to its base camp at
Araracuara on the Rio Caquera (Lat 0·4° S, Long 72·4° W). The
advance p~rty, consisting of a REME Captain, ACC Sergeant and
myself, will already have set up the base camp after having
supervised the transportation of the stores from the coast of northwest Colombia to Araracuara via railway to Bogota, Colombian
Air Force Hercules to Tres Esquinas and by river (Rio Caqueta)
to Araracuara. The base eamp will support 30 expedition members,
plus poners and guides for four months with the logistic back-up
c~ntrolled by the British and Colombian Armies. The expedition
Wiil be capable of operating four scientific teams deployed by
river transport (inflatables), for a distance of up to 250 miles from
the base camp. Each scientific team, consisting of between six
and nine members, will be fully integrated with British and
Colombian scientists and military. All teams will be in radio
contact with base camp.
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THE AIMS
The aim of the expedition is to extend scientific knowledge of
the area, thus aiding the Colombians to develop the regions'
natural resources in a controlled manner without irreparably
damaging the environment. Another field of study is medical
parasitology and entomology, in which the expedition intends to
carry out research on Leishmaniasis, a disease which causes
chronic ulcerous disorders of the skin passed from man to man
by infected sandfiies. There will also be a third major field in
archaeology. The areas studied by the environmental team will

... and the ground
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Radio Skill E

ential

1.y personal invohemc~t will be prior t<? m~ving to outh
Amenca, to train the team m the necessary radio kills morse, etc;
and the procurement \)f the radio and equipment. It is quite a~
experience to be dealing direct with such firms a Plessey, Marconi
and RACAL and also meeting interesting people at RS:1lE, S~
and our own School of Signals. Another one of my dunes whilst
in the UK is to produce the expedition's magazine, 'Focus', and
to act as the secretary for the military members (here I cheat
having the help of my wife).
When we eventually get to South America, in June 1977, my
job will be to set u~ the communicat!o~s for the expedition.
These will con ist of mternal comms within the base camp and
around rapids at Araracuara using the RACAL TRA 971. . Als?,
the net to link up the four reams, the base camp and a stauo~ m
Bogota: farthest tation being 500 miles. and the nearest 80 rrules.
This net and a link back to the UK will use the Clansman 320.
The main traffic, however, back to the UK will be via a Marconi
man-packable satellite station. The sta~ion is th~ only one . in
existence and has taken two years to build. We will be carrying
out trials for RSRE. The station's facilities are morse and
teleprinter.

~

Preliminary Rigorous Training
Before we set out on our advemurc we are all taking part in
training weekends and course applicable to 'other' skills that we
will be called upon to u e. Caving, pot-holing, rock-climbing, a
week s coxswain's course with the Royal Marines, fell-wa lking,
Spanish, outboard motorfgcnerator maintena~ce and a. v.isit to
the local abattoir, are only part of our very ngorous trammg.
Team Personalities
The team, led by Capt John Saunders (REME), is an extemely close-knit bunch who are only too willing to part .with
their many skills for which they have been chosen. All this go
to make this 'posting' the job of a lifetime.
Team: Capt John Saunders CREME)
Capt Stuart Cameron (REME)
Capt Adrian Goldsack CREME)
WOl Gordon Sands (REME)
Ssgt (Y of S) Phil Derry (Royal Signals)
Ssgt Geoff Tancred (REME)
Ssgt John Gallagher (RE)
Sgt Dave Woodroffe (ACC)
Sgt Ian Tutt (REME) (Para)
[Ediror's 11oce: We look forward to further reports from
'Yeoman' Derry in 1977.]

REPORT FROM ULSTER

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 809
NO DEMARCATION DISPUTE
HERE is little to report on our prime role of providing
communications for the 3 Inf Bde area of operations. This,
as all those in the Royal Signals will appreciate, should be regarded
as a good sign because when everything is working, little is said!
Two noteworthy tasks were undertaken during the month,
however.

T

As a result of the recent mortar attack on the Crossmaglen
Security Force base Cpl 'Blue' Baker and Sig Davie Browne
were sent in to repair the damage caused to the equipment and
cabling. They repaired countless coax cables and spent a fair
amount of time playing with a length of 10-pair cable. Linemen
and Telemechs beware---Combat Radiomen are moving inthanks to basic signalling skills! It is perhaps fortunate that we
don't have trade unions!
Later in the month certain local events precipitated extra VCP
patrols. The Squadron heavy-boys were called in and Capt
Chris Shuker took out a night VCP patrol whose members
included Lt Hugh Hancock, Ssgt Bill Metcalfe, Cpl Brian
Sprigg, Lcpl Terry Walsh and Sig 'Jock' Burns and Mark
Roberts. The patrol operated, as the majority do, without
incident, except for the car which, travelling at Warp Factor 8,
suddenly found itself looking into the jaws of our VCP. After
much skidding, squealing and depositing of rubber, the vehicle
halted uncomfortably close to Sig 'Jock' Burns who was already
on the run!

SPORTING ACCIDENTS
We seem to be having more than our fair share of sporting
accidents recently. It all started with Lt James Shaw's broken
cheekbone on the rugby field. Sig Paul Williams then ended
up in hospital with badly bruised ribs after hitting the opponents'
goalpost during a football match. He actually scored in the
process and his injuries were clearly aggravated by the orgy of
hugging that follows any of our goals! Our most recent casualty
was Maj Tony Hunt-the boss himself-who, during a crosscountry run, fell from a wobbly footbridge into a slow-moving
and generally evil stream. Thanks to a low stock of piranha,
Maj Hunt survived the incident. The stock is being replenished
and the course re-run! We have recently started training a waterpolo team so we expect some novel accidents in the future.
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HELICOPTERS BLOW
When the remainder of the department was told to move, it
meant a lot of hard work by everyone and long, long hours. We
were all surprised to find W02 (RQMS) Ron Collins come out
of the office on the first morning with his overalls on, but by the
end of the day he had proved to everyone that he could give as
well as take. We were, in fact, able to set up shop again within
a week; however, we found that there was not sufficient building
space allocated to the department. We could not have the QM
working from a tent, so after having a few kind words to the
'higher ups' it was agreed that a new building would be provided
for us. We are now happily ensconced. The only problem is our
proximity to the helicopter landing site. We have to hold onto our
ledgers at each one of the frequent arrivals and departures.

~

SAFE DRIVING
A recent heavier-than-normal demand for FMT3s caused our
MTO, W02 Brian Hudson, to hold a safe driving competition
this month. First of all, all available driving licence-holders were
herded into an examination centre where they were given a set
of questions based on the 'Highway Code'. Then there was a
driving test on two courses--one involving a civilian car and the
other a Land-Rover and trailer combination. Just as it should be,
the competition was won by a RCT driver, Keith Packman,
with no penalty points. Second was Cfn 'Paddy' Trimble with
8 penalty points and third was Cpl Pete Younger with 10.
Pte 'Stu' Stewart (RPC) deserves a mention for coming last
with 142 penalty points. (Well, a Brigadier is worth a 100 points,
isn't he?)

Sig 'Scouse' Sullivan hanging about at 200ft

QM TROOP
Finally, the author passes his pen to Cpl Wayne Sweeting
of the QM Troop for a resume of their activities over the past
few months. No, Cpl Sweeting-not on the back of a 1033 ... !
Although it has been some considerable time since the department appeared in the pages of THE WIRE, one should not forget
the backroom boys. The department was faced with a large
challenge in June-moving shop from the old 'nicker' factory in
Lurgan to our new location at Portadown. In some ways we
were luckier than other departments as Ssgt (SQMS) George
Bray (1 WFR) was able to move the accommodation side of the
department to Portadown a few months beforehand. But it was
not as easy as it sounds because DOE kept moving him from
one building to another. We are glad to say that he has finally
been able to plant his roots.

HAPPY FAMILIES AND THANK-YOU, LADIES
We have almost 100 families in quarters-and another 50 of
other units.
From our Communfry Centre situated in the middle of the
quarters we have an ever expanding number of facilities. As well
as 'indoor sports' such as bingo, dances and fashion shows we are
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WIVES' CLUB FASHION SHOW
Moira Bowerbank (wife of Lcpl Paul Bowerbank) models a high
fashion midi-dress
regularly out-and-about to the bargain-price factory shops,
local market days, glass and pottery factories and local beauty
spots such as the Mourne Mountains and the incredible Giant's
Causeway.
The children have their own weekly discotheques, film-shows
and the like. On November 5 they had to rush back from a bonfire
night on the coast to a fancy dress party in the Community Centre
-an exhausting social life for 10-year-olds ! They are also
fortunate with the local schools where the standard of education
is very high. In case you are wondering-even after two years at
a local school there is barely a trace of an Irish accent. (Begorrah. )
None of these activities would be possible without the constant
and tireless support of our wives to whom we owe a great deal.
May we say a public 'thank you ladie ' through this magazine.

IBGH REPUTATION FOR THE HUNTSMAN
We do not stop at being just another QM's department. Capt
(QM) Mike Dunmall is also Messing officer for the unit and
Housing Commandant for the 3 Bde area. He has the unenviable
task of alloting the quarters each month. The lucky ones are
happy enough but someone has to explain to the unfortunate ones
how long they are going to be separated from their wives. Fortunately, our waiting list is not bad at all. The RQMS, Ron Collins,
has recently taken over the management side of things in our new
Squadron Club---the 'Huntsman'. This is acknowledged as one
of the smoothest clubs in the area.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Recently the department has had several new faces posted in.
We welcome to the department Ssgt Nick Fenlon (RA), Sgts
Roy Willoughby (2 RRF), Jim Neil (Royal Signals), Dave
Cook (RAOC), and Sig John Dixon. At the same time we are
shortly to say goodbye to Sgt Len Wrightson (RAOC), and
wish him the very best for the future.
We had our two-yearly visit recently of our old friends the
Command Secretariat team. By the end of their inspection we
were able to come out with colours flying. (This was a good
excuse for the department to have a happy hour).
With the old year of 1976 shortly coming to an end, we hope
that 1977 will not be quite so hectic. Finally, we would like to
wish everyone a peaceful and prosperous New Year.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
1

ew Regulation Pattern with Straps
Made up as required

QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT
Left to right. Standing: Cpl Dave Parry (QDG), Sgt Roy Willoughby
(RRF), Sgt Jim Neil (Royal Signals), Sgt Len Wrightson (RAOC),
Sgt Dave Cook (RAOC), Cpl Wayne Sweeting, Sig John Dixon .
Sitting : Mr John Burns, Csgt George Bray (WFR), W02 Charlie
Woodard (RAOC), Capt (QM) Mike Dunmall (Royal Signals).
W02 (RQMS) Ron Collins, Ssgt Nick Fenlon (RA), Mrs Sylvia
Roberts
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The Competition
Teams of three consisting of a 4-tonner, a civilian car and a
Land-Rover competed all day on road routes, through manoeuvering tests and every member sat a test on the H ighway Code. Of
course we had to have our navigators plus the usual 'escorts'
necessary in Northern Ireland. T his meant that 18 of the Squadron
were involved in one way or another.
Ou r of 21 teams our 'A' team was first and our 'B' team second
and we carried off two of the individual prizes-Cpl Tom Roy
(RCT) won the 4-tonncr class and Cpl 'Geordie' Dale (Royal
Signals) had the highest marks at the H ighway Code test.

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

B.F.P.0. 807
SQUADRON PERSONALITIES
QC
Maj K. P. Burke (Royal Signals)
2IC
Capt N. O. Williams (Royal Signals)
Capt (QM) H. Bell (Royal Signals)
Capt QM
Admin Offr
Lt R. W. Coleman, MBE (Royal Ramps)
QC Comms Tp
Lt M. S. Fisher (Royal Signals)
MTO
Lt K. J. Hadfield (Royal Signals)
RSM
W01 (RSM) J. Sinnett
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) C. J. F. Hemstock
Y of S
W02 (Y of S) J. T. Nichols
F of S
W02 (F of S) N. C. Cowell
ORSQMS
Ssgt (ORSQMS) R. J. Duffy
SO-in-C's VISIT
HE Squadron was visited recently by the Signal Office:-inChief (Army), Maj Gen P.A. M. Tighe, MBE. The SO-m-C
was met by the Squadron Commander, Maj K. P. Burke and
W01 (RSM) J. Sinnett as he arrived by helicopter from Lisburn.
After a brief meeting with the Deputy Commander 8 Inf Bde,
the SO-in-C moved on to the Commcen where W02 (Y of S)
John Nichols and Sgt Bob Baggal~y introduced the duty shift.
After a briefing on the role of the Squadron the SO-in-C undertook a visit programme 'through' the Squadron which w~s as
comprehensive as it was swift. The last stop was the Brigade
ursery School, where Mesdames Cathy Hadfield, Carol
Duffy and Noreen Baggaley have done sterling work among
che pre-school population of Londonderry. The visit was neatly
rounded off by a splendid lunch in the Oyster Club where a
representative number of soldiers and wives . were assemb~ed.
The SO-in-C paused for a moment to consider the possible
effects upon NATO of a joint arrival in AFCENT of Sig Frank
De Souza and Cfn Stan Sonka (REME). The SO-in-C then
said farewell to all and departed from the Squadron.

T

Sgt Bill Hutton receives the cup for winning the area Signals
competition from our Commander, Brig R. E. j . Gerrard-Wright,
OBE

Left tor ight. Bock row : Lcpl 'Sooty' Milnes, Lt K. Hadfield, Sig ' Robbo'
Robinson
Front row : Ssgt Carl Bellamy and Sig 'Jed' Philips
noticed by Lt K. Hadfield that the minute the first course
departed from Aviemore the weather cleared up and stayed fine
for the next five days. Much wildlife was to be seen on the hills,
including deer, grouse, hawks, kestrels, and on one memorable
occasion a golden eagle. Other wildlife included Sig 'Robbo'
Robinson and Lcpl 'Sooty' Milnes. The experience of hillwalking and the friendliness of the ' local serfs' made a welcome
break from service in Londonderry.
BIATHLON CHAMPIONS
MT Troop recently triumphed in the Squadron football /
basketball biathlon by winning every match played. Sgt
'Scouse' Davies and his merry men will certainly enjoy their
well-earned prize which is a create of beer-naturally.

u
Left to right: WO I (RSM} Sinnett, Maj Burke, Lt Hadfield , SO-in-C,
Sgt Davies, A. N. Other
EXERCISE DEERSTALKER IN BITING COLD
Once again the Squadron have managed to pack as many as
could be spared away on adventurous training. Exercise D eerstalker
was a hill-walking exercise in the Cairngorms near Aviemore, and
took place from September 8-22, 1976. The first week of the
excrci~e was noted for its wet, windy weather and biting cold.
Notwithstanding the conditions, the first course struggled through,
in the ~e of Sig 'Jock' Cameron, due mainly to the exhortations
of Lcpl Ray Cook (REME). Humour was provided by Sig
'Scouse' Tiernan in the form of many Liverpool jokes. As
the paths of the first and second courses crossed at Stranraer, the
cncs of 'You'll be sorry'! were much in evidence. It was, however,
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SAFE AND SKILLED DRIVING CHAMPIONSNORTHERN IRELAND
39 INF BDE HQ and SIG SQN BFPO 801
Winners : Cpl Tom Roy (RCT), Cpl Chas Rogers (RCT), Cpl 'Geord ie'
Dale (Royal Signals)
Runners-up : Lcpl Ke ith Blackburn (RCT), Lcpl ·Biscu it ' Hales (RCT).
Dvr Bob Noon (RCT)
SAFE AND SKILLED DRIVING
W e have had more than our fair share of success on the sporting
field this year but the winning of the Safe and Skilled Driving
competition must take pride of place. This is, of course, a military
skill and is a reflection of the unit's professionalism. Also the
way we won and, of course, the fact that it was in the main our
'Truckies' is good news.

SQUASH CHAMPION
Our sporting success continues. Priority o 1 this winter is
squash and the recent success in the area championships augurs
well for the future. Out of 56 entries Sgt Bill Hutton won;
Maj Conrad Garton, Capt Jerry Gaskell (Kings) and John
Ludlam were quarter-finalists ; and Capt Rod McCloud
(REME) was the winner of the plate competition. We might also
add that two of our best three players did not compete.

Forces
IC-- --;;p=..

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

CARTWHEELING PENTHOUSE
It is not all work and sport in Northern Ireland-they let us
out sometimes. Exercise Pennine Plod saw nine members of the
Squadron (Lt Phil Grey, Cpls Frank Greaney (RAOC) and
Neil Widdup, Sig Alex Austin and Steve Wilson, Dvr
'Geordie' Youngs (RCT) and Pte 'Caesar' Hobson (RPC)
plus admin party, Dvr Jim Bartlett (RCT) and Pte Dick
Moody (RPC)) walking the Pennine Way.
Ten days' hard slog and they completed 200 miles of the Pennine
Way from Edale in Derby to Hadrian's Wall at Gisland. The
weather was varied, two days of glorious sun and two very wet
walking days. In the storms over the weekend of September 11 and
12, the 9 x 9ft penthouses blew down. Quite a sight, a penthouse
cartwheeling across the fields. Depot Troop, Royal Signals kindly
provided beds and drying facilities at short notice, enabling them
to complete the second half of the walk in comfort. The rain
apart, the exercise was very enjoyable. Cpl Neil Widdup suggests
Darwin-Alice Springs-Sydney for next year.
THE WIR.E, DECEMBE .R 1976

The winning team of Cpls Tom Roy (RCT}, Chas Rogers (RCT) and
' Geordie' Dale (Royal Signals) receive the trophy from the CLF,
Maj Gen D. T. Young, DFC

favourite.
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0-in-C' VISIT
The 0-in-C came to see u during hi recent visit to the
province and pent two hour talking to many of the lads' at their
place of work. Good to see you, Sir.

COMINGS AND GOINGS
Another bu y month with deparrurcs going far and wide,
parricularly to the delights of Germany. Among them was our
chief clerk, Ssgt Pete Hinton, who took Lcpl Steve Logan,
one of our clerks, to 22 Sig Regt with him. Farewell and best
wishes also go to Sgt Keith Reynolds, Cpl John Taylor (RAOC)
and Lcpl Keith McNaughton. Returning to their own Corps are
Lcpl 'Geordie' Furlong and Pte 'Caeser' Hobson, both RPC.
A warm welcome is extended to all our new arrivals. They
include Ssgt Paul Leniston who joins us after six years in
Germany. On arrival here he received two shocks-the high cost
of living in Northern Ireland and the long hours worked by this
busy operational squadron. Also adjusting to life here in the
Emerald I le are Sgt Ian Higgerson, Cpl Robert Davis,
Lcpl Maurice Brown and Sig Malvern Gwyn-Davies and
John Meikle. Working with Royal Signals for the first time are
D vr Philip Beverley (RCT) and Pte Paul Brown (RPC).

YOU TOO
CAN AFFORD
ATAXFREE
ALFA.

233 S ig Sqn

'

B.F.P .O . 80 1

Brig Campbell ins pecting the quarter guard prior to the FFR
inspection with OC Sqn-Maj Neil Horler and Ssgt Barrie Hives

THREE IMPORTANT VISITS
CTOBER has been a busy month for 233 Sig Sqn as far as
visits go. The start of the month brought round our annual
FFR inspection, carried out by Chief of Staff, Northern IrelandBrig C. P . Campb ell. After many fraught hours of preparation
it was pleasing to pass with flying colours but afterwards we had
little chance to take a breather before plans were being finalised
for the visit of the SO-in-C, Maj Gen P. A. M . T igh e, MBE.
Whilst with us, Maj Gen T ighe opened the new building,
housing the Squadron's most recently-formed Troop with Capt
Alex Littlejohn as OC, now commencing his second tour of
duty with the Squadron. Then members of the Squadron who
live up on D ivis Mountain looking after the radio relay site, had
a third visit in the month when Maj Gen H. E . Roper, CB,
whilst visiting troops in Belfast, took a trip up to D ivis.

O

The SO-in-C meets our MTO, Capt Sandy Forbes (RCT), who was
t he Squadron Orderly Officer for the day. One of the Orderly
Officer's duties is to man a vehicle check poi nt (VCP) with a cr ew
of six men. The VCP were just off o n their task and the two members
or t he Squadron in the photograph are : left : Lcp l Joe Cotteril l, a
clerk in o ur Orderly Room, and Sig Mick Fr ench, a Data Tg from t he
Commcen

Maj Gen P. A. M. Tighe, MBE, o pening Whisky Troop's new bui ld ing.
With him are CR Signals-Lt Co l Ian Shapter, O C Sqn-Maj Neil
Horler, and O C 'W' Troop-Capt Alex Littlejohn

A CORRECTION F OR THE RECORD
Commcen Troop continue to work towards their main aima Gold Comstar. They are responsible for operating the Message
Centre and Signals D espatch Office in HQ Northern Ireland,
Army Commcen NORIRELAND, as well as the Tape Relay
Centre-Commcen Lisburn. All operators, male and female, are
working hard to achieve this award led by the determined effons
of the four shift DSOs-Sgts Idris Jones, Les Willmott, Ricky
Gordon and John Henning. October's WIRE reported on 39 Inf
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn here at Lisburn gaining their Gold Comstar
and we join in congratulating them, but would like to make the
correction that they are Army Commcen Thiepval Barracks, NOT
Army Commcen N ORIRELAND !
HELICOPTER PROBLEMS
The Squadron continues to do well in the sporting events
although we suffer as do the other units in the Garrison with the
one footba ll and one rugby pitch frequently being invaded by
helicopters whose landing pad is on the same field.
AN UNPLEASANT INCIDENT BRINGS INJURY
On October 23 Cpl Chris James and Sig Steve Flannagan,
members of Victor T roop, were at Crossmaglen near the border
repairing some equipment when terrorists mortared the area.
Sig Flannagan was hit in the arm by shrapnel and although at
the time he was not thought to be seriously injured, he has since
rost his lower right arm. Sadly this mean s he will have to leave us
in a short while, but our best wishes for the future go wi th him .

Cpl Brian Howe (Cbt Rmn) briefs t he General on the communications in the Bde Comd 's mobil e command post, an armd I-ton ' Pig'

Brig Campbell chatting to Cpl Poppmacher of Comms Troop with
Maj Horler and Ssgt Napier

COMINGS AND GOINGS
Congratulations go to Sig Comley on his marriage to Miss
Vanessa Henderson. We welcome to the Squadron W02
Mayling, Ssgt Cunningham, Sgt Gordon, Cpl Warner,
Lcpl Leggat and Sig McAvoy, Brash, Shearer and Tanser,
and we wish bon voyage to W02s Poole, Harrison; Cpls Ball,
Davy and Fawcett, and Sig Allen.
THE WIRE , DECEMBER 1976
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Alfasud . A range of 5 seater sporting saloons to entertain
the fa mily as well as the driver. Economical, without
economising on acceleration, top speed or roadholding.
And onl y 41/2 hours scheduled servicing to pay for in first
18,000 miles. Every inch Alfa Romeo.
About as far from ordinary family saloons as you can
comfo rtably get.
T he Alfasuds start at £1,990* with B.F.G. specification.
(NAAFI finance available. From 10% deposit with up to
48 monthly repayments.)
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ALFASUD&om ~~
*Drive away export price - absolutely nothing extra to pay.
(Pictured Alfasud Ti £2,247.)

r-------------,
Military Sales Division, Alfa Romeo (GB) Ltd.,
Edgware Road, ondon NW2 6LX.Tel: 01-450 8641.
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H Q Berlin {British Sector) B.F.P.O. 45

-News from Heat/quarters-

VISIT OF THE MASTER OF SIGNALS TO BERLIN

School of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset

E were all delighted to welcome Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley,
W
CB, C B E, DSO, and Mrs Bradley to Berlin for a short
stay from October 16-lg, 1976. Although it was our aim to give
them a reasonably relaxing weekend, towards theend of a very
busy tou r, and an opportunity to enjoy this splendid city, it was
quite clear from the start that the General intended to seize every
opportunity to meet as many soldiers of our Corps and their
fam ilies as possible. In the event both aims were achieved and
we were left, as ever, amazed at the Master's boundless energy.
Highlights of the visit included a tour of 229 Sig Sqn and a
hand-shake and chat with almost every soldier, a visit to the
ranges to sec members of 3 Sqn, 13 Sig Regt shoot and the
starting of an orienteering competition including teams from 225,
226, 229 an d 3 Sqn, 13 Sig Regt. The Wives Club excelled
t hemselves by providing a splendid lunch which gave both our
guests an opportunity of relaxing in a family atmosphere.
Having the Corps Band in Berlin we all enjoyed a magnificent
concert in the Olympic Stadium, Kuppelsaal. This was also
attended by m any of our friends outside the Corps whose praise
for the vir tuosity of the Band was unparalled in Berlin.
Additionally, the M aster managed to fit in a visit to the
D eutsche Oper, an All Ranks supper/dance, a helicopter tour of
Berlin, flown by Capt A. H. Gibb (Royal Signals), a tour of
East Berlin and, finally, joined the Officers and their Ladies of
the Corps for a L adies D inner Night and Dance.
The M aster's visit was an unforgettable event in Berlin and we
hope that he and Mrs Bradley enjoyed it as much as we did
T o the Master and Mrs Bradley we extend our warmest wishes
for a H appy Christmas and we look forward to their return to
Berlin in the not too distant future.

WE HAVE
OUR
TRADITIONS
TOO!
We at Gieves and Hawkes may enjoy a sense
of history because we dressed the Iron Duke
and elson, invented the Shako, the cavalry
head-dress, were first to make the Solar Topee
and have been tailoring uniform for over
two-hundred years, but we' re certainly not
hidebound!
Each garment- uniform or uit- is cut and
tailored by hand to our own exacting standard .
We have, after all, built a tradition of succe s
by providing clothes which, for generations,
have been accepted a the very best ...
Today we not only continue to tailor uniforms
and suits to the highest standards, we also offer
a fine choice ot ready-to-wear clothes. Suits,
blazers, trousers, knitwear, shirts, ties and
shoes in classical and modern style , including
Britain's largest range of Chester Barrie suits
and topcoats, all await you at Savile Row.

WELCOME TO THE CORPS
No 10 ROYAL SIGNA LS INTRODUCTORY VISIT-OCTOBER 10-22 1976
Le~ to right. Back row: 2 Lts R. D. Barfoot, K. P. Barrett, R. 0 . N . Evans, J. M. Gale, S. J. Har;is, S. J. Heath, T. G. lnshaw
Front row: 2 Lts A. J. Johnstone, G . R. Leach, P. Oldfield, A. L. Pearce, D. E. Rowl inson, P. C. A. Smith

GrnvEs & HAWKE.§

Presentation of Agar Memorial Prize
21:-t A. J. Johnstone, Royal Signals, receiving the Agar Memorial
Pnze from the Commandant School of Signals, Brig A. A . G.
f\nderson. The Agar Memorial Prize is presented to the YO
Judged by the Commandant of the Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst, to be the best of his 'batch'. The prize consists of a
Scroll, an inscribed copy of Corps History and a cheque for £50.
In addition, the prize-winner's name is carved on the Memorial
Board which at present hangs outside Princess Mary Hall at the
School of Signals.
2 Lt Andy Johnstone left the RMA on October 8, 1976, and
when the photograph was taken was attending No 10 Introdu~ory Course at the School. He is now with 7 Sig Rcgt. Before
gomg to the RMA Andy spent two years as a TA soldier with
37 Sig Regt (V). He joined the Regular Army in January 1975
and served in 11 Sig Regt until going to the RMA in September
1975.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1976

of SavileRow
No. 1 SAVILE ROW, LONDON Wl
Telephone 01-434 2001

No. 1 HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY
Telephone 0276-63659
On Monday, October 18, during his tour of Berlin, the Master of
Signals visited the Royal Signals element of 7 Flight- half the flying
strength!
He is seen here talking to Capt Gibb and Sgt Strugnell after his
tour of the city
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1976

and at Bath, Bexhill, Brocke11/111rst, Chester,
Eastbourne, Edinburgh, Harrow, Leicester,
Plymouth, Portsmouth and Winchester
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HQ 1 Signal Group Old Sarum
This is 1 Signal Group

FOR THE RECORD
e 249 Sig Sqn reformed on August 1, 1976, is now located at
Old Sarurn. What about the next reunion?

e
UK
HQ-OLD SARU M
30 REGT-BLAN DFORO
249 SQN-OLD SARUM
216 SQ -ALDERSHOT

Amalgamation of 14 and 30 Sig Regts took place on November
4, 1976.

SOME OF THE 'WINNERS' DURING 1976
Maj G. Schofield (HQ)-MBE
Ssgt Ryal (14 Regt)-MSM
Ssgt Healey (14 Regt)-MSM
Maj P. Whitemore (HQ)-RSI Silver Medal
Lt N. Jackson (216 Sqn)-The Whistler Trophy
Ssgt Benwell (HQ)-LS and GC
Sgt Scrace (249 Sqn)-LS and GC

Who they are!

MALTA

BELIZE

234

633 SIG TP

SIG
SQN

&
SALA LAH

603
SIG TP

642
' SIG TP

The map of the world is the only one on which the interests of 1 Signal Group can be truly shown. Look at the scope and variety of places
in which soldiers of the Group are stationed; from Belize in the west, to Masirah and Salalah in the east, and to the south of the United
Kingdom, the Mediterranean. These, however, are the permanent stations. Exercises range far and wide.

Lcpl Dennis Mills takes a tumble
Dennis Mills of 249 Sqn started his military life in the AA
College, Harrogate, where he qualified as a RTG. He then
jointed the Group in June 1974 and since then has visited the
following countries: Norway (four times), Denmark, Turkey,
Belgium, Germany and Cyprus. At present he is in Sardinia.
In addition to his travels he has even started learning to ski,
but is still trying to find his feet.

....-,.
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Left to right : Cpl Steve Potts, Cpl Andy Fullwood, Sig Mark Lyon
plus I on a 'Bondu' expedition (Portuguese Fort Masirah)

THE SPI CE OF LIFE
HERE are two aspects of life in 1 Signal Group which
provide a good measure of spice. Responsibility and variety
are the key words in describing the first aspect. Rarely are two
jobs the same and as world-wide trouble-shooters members of the
Group must be highly proficient tradesmen prepared to respond
quickly whenever the need arises. In 1 Signal Group's sort of
siruation the burden of responsibility tends to lie with the Junior
CO Detachment Commander and the opporrunities for him to
show initiative and his worth as a junior leader are almost boundless.
The second aspect is travel, which is becoming a rare commodity.
In addition to the opportunity to be posted to one of the stations
shown on the map above the Group regularly exercise overseas.
So far they have been to Kenya, Mauritius, The Solomon Islands,
ingapore, The Sudan, and South Korea- just to mention a few.

T

WHERE THEY WENT-1976
J ANUARY orway. A Troop to Bodo on exercise with the
Commandos. You have to be fit for this. A Line Troop to
Belize for a cable project. Blue sky, blue sea, silver sand.
FEBR U ARY - Norway again, and beer at £1 per pint, but there
are compensations during the Arctic warfare training; you
hould see the girls!
MARCH - The AMF(L) Squadron went to Bardufoss in the
Arctic Circle. The orthern Lights must be seen to be believed.

.... ~ ..... _~.,_

Do I have to go? (Lcpl Richard Gunson)
A TE Tech from 14 Regt, Richard Gunson, is 19 years old
and is a keen sportsman. Already he has seen Sardinia and
orway and is expecting to see more before he leaves. He has
worked alongside the Royal Marines and has made many new
friends. This year he moves to a new home in Blandford. He says:
'I enjoy life in 1 Signal Group'.

.:.

Mou ntain Desert Rescue Team exercise. W02 (F of S) Pedro Bin
Wagstaff (Pongo Power Masi rah) makes it to a peak
APRlL - Some well-earned block leave and then Gibraltar for
a maintenance parry.

Faraway Places . • .
Unusual Jobs

MAY - A Commando exercise again, but this time in Sardinia.
All records smashed .
JUNE - 30 Sig Regt camp on Alderney while 14 Sig Regt
assist with the Welsh 3000 Walk and camp at Brecon.

Let's Have That Story!

JULY - Exercise Signal View in Worcester. The principal
recruiting show of Royal Signals. Everybody lends a hand.
AUG U ST - A nice long exercise in the Caribbean on Antigua
and St Lucia . This is the life.
SEP TEMBER - Norway for the large NATO Exercise Teamwork with 16 Para Bde.
OCTOBE R - 249 Sig Sqn off to Sardinia by road and sea to
exercise with the Ace Mobile Force. The weather was excellent.
NOVEMB E R -This time Kenya for the best part of 'A' Sqn
from 30 Regt. Away for a month in Africa to provide some
exercise rear links.
D E C E MBE R -

Home for Christmas and block leave.

AND MORE TO COME IN 1977!

Don!'t he disappointed!
Sig John Lathbury takes time off for hockey
Sig John Lathbury. Another ex-apprentice and RTG who
since joining the Group in September 1975 has visited Turkey,
Malta, Canada and Antigua. He has also managed to find time
for his favourite game, hockey, and bao represented the 'Under 2ls'
in the Army and Combined Services teams. At present he is on
standby to fly to destinations unknown.

COPY MUST BE HERE BY
12th OF THE MONTH FOR
PUBLICATION IN THE
FOLLOWING MONTH
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To mark the occasion of Brig Robertson's fir t official visit to
the R egiment a silver decorated Nepalese drinking vessel (a
Tongba) was presented to him by the Gurkha Major. After the
parade, there was a celebration of a different sort when Capt
(QGO) Dorjay Thendup Sherpa was 'crowned' by Colonel
Gurkha Signals to mark his promotion from Captain to Major;
it was a fitting climax to yet another successful Regimental
birthday cc.lebration.

HQ Gurkha Signals BFPO 1
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PROMOTION TO MAJOR
Capt (QGO) Dorj ay Thendup Sherpa being badged by Colonel
Gurkha Signals
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GURKHA SIGNALS REGIMENTAL BIRTHDAY PARADE, HONG KONG
Colonel Gurkha Signals-Brig W . P. W. Robertson, CBE-inspecting the Regimental Pipes and Drums on the occasion of the Gurkha
Signals 27th Birthday Parade. The parade was commanded by the Ad jutant, Capt P. L. Maloney, and the Colonel Gurkha Signals was
accom panied throughout his inspection by the Commander G urk ha Signals, Lt Col J. 0 . C. Alexander, OBE, and the Gurkha Major, Maj (QGO)
Tanghum Limbu

THE REGIMENTAL BIRTHDAY
September 23, 1976, was the 27th anniversary of the forming
of the Regiment, and a parade was to be held to mark the occasion.
However, as often happens on such occasions, the indent for good
weather was not submitted in time and two days prior to the
parade heavy rain and strong winds were forecast and the 'Strong
Monsoon Signal' was hoisted. It stayed hoisted while wind and
rain threatened to cancel the birthday celebrations.
In the event, the sports competitions planned for the afternoon
were cancelled due to water-logged pitches, but the day dawned
dry if not very sunny. The parade went ahead as planned and,
after the inspection bad finished, Colonel Gurkha Signals presented
Long Service and Good Conduct Medals to W02 (RQMS)
Derek Thomas and W02 (F of S) Ken Bradbury together
with W02 Mitrasen Newar, Ssgt Prembahadur Pun and
Sgt Chitrabahadur Gurung.
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BRITISH FORCES HQ AND SIG SQN PERSONALITIES
Left to right: RSM, WO I A. Dumon ; OC, Maj Gerry Birch; 21C,
Capt Ron Meyer ; Colonel Gurkha Signals ; CDSO, Maj Ron Finister
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STAR GIRL
Pte Janet Woodcock being presented with the Silver Comstar award
by Colonel Gurkha Signals
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1976
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The Racal -Tacticom Group of Companies are the
world leaders in the design, manufacture and
export of HF SSS and VHF FM portable and mobile
communications equipment and systems.
Continued expansion of the Companies has
created many career opportunities for people with a
thorough practical and theoretical knowledge of
HF SSS and VHF FM communications techniques.

Sales liaison Engineers
These positions involve considerable travel
throughout the world. Up to 70% of the year could
be spent away from the U K. installing and
commissioning equipment. training customers staff,
'trouble shooting' and providing a strong technical
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VISIT BY COLONEL GURKHA SIGNALS
EPTEMBER saw the first official visit by the present Colonel
Gurkha Signals-Brig W. P. W. Robertson, CBE-to
Hong Kong. During his stay, he visited all the Gurkha Signals
units in Hong Kong and even managed a six-day tour in Nepal
where he not only visited the Nepal Signal Troop but also met
many Regimental ex-servicemen.
In Hong Kong, on his visit to the newly-formed BFHQ and
Sig Sqn on Hong Kong Island, he was very pleased to be able
to present a Silver Comstar Award to the Joint Commcen Hong
Kong.

•

I

Capt Jane Freebairn (WRAC) explains the workings of the Force
Hong Kong telephone exchange to the Colonel Gurkha Signals
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1976

To be involved in feasibility studies. design of
vehicle communications systems and the 1nit1al
installation of systems often at customer premises.
A general mechanical aptitude and a knowledge of
military type vehicle installations are highly
desirable in addition to the essential electronics
skills. Frequent overseas travel will be required.
Salaries, conditions and career prospects are
excellent.

Communicale wilh Racal
If you are leaving the forces in the near future,
why not write with details of training and
background indicating areas of interest and release
date to:
R.8. Jones.
Senior Personnel Officer,
Racal-Tacticom Limited,
10 Commercial Road, READING , Berks.
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Royal Signals Demonstration Team, H oun slow
THE CORPS MOBILE DISPLAY 'QUICKSILVER'
THE WINTER SEASON
T has been a year now since we last entered the pages of THE
WIRE, and what a hectic ye;ir it has been for us. After two
weeks' leave to recover from our 1975 summer tour, work was
under way for the coming winter tour, during which Capt 'Oscar'
Kirby and seven men put on lectures and displays in 84 schools
all over the country. Thankfully, the mi ld winter presented no
weather problems, not even in Scotland in February, where we
ranged as far north as Inverness and Aberdeen. Back in Hounslow,
Cpl Bill Woodm ason was kept busy travelling back and forth
to 18 Command Workshops, Bevington, advising on the modification designs to our two new vehicles. F of S Chris Payne
and Cpl J im Gordon spent many hours building a flashing light
unit for the new centre column, while W02 Graham Griffiths
and Sgt Mark Ellis burnt rubber all over the country carrying
out recces for further winter and summer tour displays.
Winter tour over and summer tour nearly upon us, our newlyarrived WRAC girls, Ptes Betty Kirkham, Trish Crocker
and M aggie Nicholson, soon found themselves 'under the
influence'; no, not of drink, but paint remover, after a stint of
cleaning up some vehicle headboards. No wonder they enjoyed
it and it took so long.

I

Photograph by courtesy

THE MAIN PLAYERS
Chief Instructor
RSM!
YofS

Maj Mike Walker
WOl (Y of S) Len Yates
W02 (YofS) Andy Locke
W02 (Y of S) Bob McLaren
SQMS
Ssgt 'Old Bill' Wrightson
Plus full supporting cast of assorted ' rank and file'.

ACT 1-THE SCENE
T is some time since the Signal Wing has appeared in THE WIRE.
Since many readers will no doubt have heard about the restructured officer training organisation, it is perhaps appropriate
to update you on life at RMAS. All officer training for the Army,
less WRAC, is now done at Sandhurst. N ew College, the whole
of the original red building, trains two standard military courses
continuously. Old College is the home of those who stay on for
the Regular Careers Course, and also the 'returning officers',
converting from SSC to Reg C. Victory College, built a few years
ago beside the Wish Stream, trains all other courses-pre- and
post - university cadetship, direct - entry graduates, SSLC,
CMDVLP (chaplains, doctors, veterinary, dentists, legal, postal),
TAVR, CCF staff, the NCO cadre and pre-university studies.

I

CONTINUING ACT-THE ACTION
All courses receive instruction in the Signal Wing, the most
time being spent with New College. Our job is to instruct the
students in voice procedure and most of the infantry radio secs,
which, I might add, we do BUT with varying degrees of success
depending on the type of course. To enable us to carry out this
monumental task we have 12 Senior NCO Instructors (9 Royal
Signals, 1 Royal Marine, 1 Royal Artillery and 1 Blues and Royals).
One other responsibility in the Wing is to organise the Company
command posts on the many and varied types of exercises done
in the Academy.
To enable us, The instructors, to carry out our tasks efficiently
we employ two Y of S to co-ordinate all the training of the
students, these being Andy Locke and Bob McLaren. The two
Y of S in rum employ a further Y of S-wo1 · (Y of S) Len
Yates to co-ordinate them and Maj Mike Walker (who suggested
these notes should be written) who watches over all of us, when
he is not busy interviewing and looking after the future officers
for the Corps.
MT SECTION
Also in the Wing we have our own MT Section ably run by
Sgt Ned Pittendreigh and Cpl George Forbes. Unlike most
iT Sections in the Corps ours has to supply the PPR coverage
for the equivalent of three infantry battalions, a seemingly
impossible task made easier by the high standard of Drivers/
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Operators in the section. The MT contains such stalwarts as
Cpls Bob Spring and Jake Sandy; Lcpls Jerry O r d and
Chris Chapman, Mick Hazeldene and 'Taff' E ynon ; Sig
Pete Bramley, Simon Stock and 'Noddy' Baker, who somehow manage to take all in their stride with the odd curse and a
grin.
CONGRATULATIONS, 'Q'
Our Wing Stores is the one department constantly on the go
according to our ' Q', Bill Wrightson, who recently attended
the RQMS Course at Blackdown and obtained an 'A' grading.
Well done, Bill. H is 2IC, Cpl 'Taff' Gordon, now informs me
that he can now say 'no' in 4 7 differen t ways and in five languages!
TECH AND LINE
A small but highly dedicated bunch of men who are m uch in
demand, not only for equipment repair but all the other tasks
which Royal Signals are called upon to do, public address, lighting
and all things electrical.

SUMMER T O U R 1976 AND MUCH COMING AND
GOING
T he time had come for the Corps Road Show, 'Quicksilver', to
leave home again, still under the command of Capt John Kirby.
The team, consisting of 14 men and three WRAC girls, left
Hounslow in their sky-blue vehicles at the beginning of May
ready to face a barrage of questions from thousands of people
from all walks of life throughout the Kingdom. We started our
tour with a one-day show at Blackheath in London, then on to
Biggio H ill Air Fair where a strong gust of wind blew over our
Robot 'M agnetron', all 6ft 4in and 506lb of him, narrowly missing
passers-by. After H aileybury, we left the London area an d it
was up to Warrington, Perth and back down again to Shows at
Congleton an d D on caster.
W hilst '!t D oncaster, our own Col Derek Sherr ard-Smith
joined us for the firs t of many short visits and a spot of birdwatching- -we are assured that these were of the feathered
variety-but he did seem interested in the others too I From
D on caster we went to Shows at Elvaston, Walsall, Wolverhamp ton and on into South Wales to Shows at Port Talbot, Cardiff
Castle and Newport. Leaving Wales, we crossed the River Severn
much to the horror of Cpl Barry Webber, who was driving the
M ini-bus and doesn't trust suspension bridges; we think he
closed his eyes and crossed in record time.

GARDENING EXPERTS
Because of the high prices of food in the UK some members
of the Wing have become expert gardeners and produce a good
variety of fruit and veg. To all recent ex-m embers of the Wing
you will be delighted to hear that Ssgt John Peacock's suppl y
of rhubarb is as plentiful and available, dependent on rank, as ever !

FINALLY
A word from the author of these notes, Ssgt ' Taff' Edmunds,
whose only reason for writing this paragraph is to see his name
printed in THE WIRE for the first time since he served in Boy
Service in October 19??! [Editor's note : Welcome back.]
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1976

The ' Quicksilver' team outside their main display tent in Aberd een ,
July 1976

At Coventry we welcomed our new 'Oscar', Capt Richard
Boole. Stafford, the first show, saw Cpl Chris Williams dreaming
of his holiday on the orfolk Broads, while Sig Pete Clarkson
went round collecting money for drinks and getting plenty of
comments about what he could do. On the last night, during a
discussion of eating habits somebody suggested that Lcpl 'Ozzie'
Evans should be renamed Jaws due to his rather exceptional
speed in consuming food. Well, after five months on the road,
and putting on 30 shows, we look forward to a short break before
the winter tour gets under way.

SPORT
Due to pressure of work we are unable to field permanent
Wing sports teams, but like many of our larger establishments
we are not without our successes. WOl (Y of S) Len Yates
won the Royal Signals challenge bowl at the Corps autumn golf
meeting. Our main form of sport in the Wing is squash, and
every term we compete for a cup presented by a p revious RSM,
WOl (RSM) J. Haydon.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
We are particularly busy introducing Clansman for exercises
and normal classroom training. We are also having a proper brick
rebuild in the next two years. Work has already started on the
new building behind the Faraday Hall.

and saying farewell to Lcpl 'Bu dgie' Burdis, we all wbh b th
he and his wife, Yvonne, all the best in their new posting.
On arrival in Edinburgh we welcomed Lcpl Jim Stirrat to
the team. 'During our stay in our peaceful hotel, Sig 'Taft" Carr
was burning a few old love letters one day when the quiet was
broken by bells ringing everywhere (triggered by a smokedetector in his room). Sig Colin Mason, wanting no part in it,
Jocked himself in the loo (yes, also free! ) ; Cpl 'Kayser' Bond,
woken from a deep sleep, searched for the non-existent fire.
Farewell to Scotland and on to Darlington where we had a small
break between shows when Cpl B ill Woodmason managed to
get his MT working on servicing the team vehicles, and Lcpl
'Jeep' Jackson carried out minor repairs where possible
Northampton was next, where we said farewell to Capt John
Kirby. We all thank him for putting on such a good party and
sincerely wish him the very best in his new posting at Sandhurst.
Our thanks also go to Sig Gary Shaw, who volunteered to do
the driving on the night of the party. Shows at Watford, Brent
and Bath followed in quick succession . In Bath, ex-Ssgt 'Gill'
Harding, now mine-host at the Stapleton Tavern, Bristol,
visited us, along with a few crates of liquid refreshment which
were very welcome.

'Quicksilver' waiting for the public. Newport, July 1976

After displays in Paignton and Southsea we went to Cheltenham,
where during the build, our fisherman, Lcpl 'Sparks' Reynolds',
maggot box came open and soon hundreds of blue bottles descended upon us; Oscar was not amused. From Cheltenham we
trudged to Shows at Dundee, Aberdeen and Edinburgh. On
arriving in Dundee, Sig Colin Mason, being so desperate,
stopped his vehicle, knockea on somebody's door and coolly asked
the woman who answered if he could use her loo. After spending
a penny (free, and he is not a Scot!), he carried on to find the
Show site. Aberdeen found us having a barbeque on the beach
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1976

THE SUPPORTING ELEMENT
Our thanks go to Sgt Joe Fisher and his team ; Cpl 'Geordie'
Wilson (who joined us in July), Sig Jack Barry, 'Chippy' Woods,
and Mr Mohan Singh Bharj, the signwritcr. They not o~ly
provided us with various display materials but al o had co build
the Aldershot, Signal View and Royal Tournament stands. Thanks
also to W02 Graham Griffiths and his office staff who kept us
supplied with whatever we required throughout the tour and
Freda Treacy who managed to cope with all the paper work.
We look forward to the arrival of F of S Logan, Lcpl Webster
and Sig Silvester, hoping that they have tlie stamina to enjoy
their tour with us.

FAJlAWAY

PI.A{;ES !
- UNUSUAL JOBS !
SEND VS TEl,tT STOHi'
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No 4 Army Youth Team, Bradford

News lrom Regiments
7 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 15

WHAT ITS ALL ABOUT
'Army Youth Team! \Vhat's that?'
'You don't know what an Army Youth Team i ?'
' ro, what does it do?'
'Do ... Do ... It does almo t anything and everything!'

cation of the team members.
Generally the Team work-s with teenagers in the 15-19 year
age group. Thi includes such organisations as schools, Youth
Club , Scout and Ranger Units, Young Farmers' Clubs and even
the infamous Army Cadet Force!
.M~st of the summer months will be spent by us in the Lake
D1 tn~t and the Yorkshire ~ales climbing, walking, abseiling and
canoemg. We ~l ? do a cons1de_r~ble amount of shooting (all bores)
and canoe bwldmg and repamng. Many lectures are given on
first aid, expedition planning and preparation and a host of other
ubjecrs. On top of all chis we attend the big shows in Yorkshire
(Ca tterick and Harrogate) and some local school fetes.
An Invitation
ow comes the obvious question-What do w<: do in our spare
time?' Well the answer is 'a million and one things', which include
arranging courses (educational, trade and adventure training) ·
when is the vehicle coming out of workshops? or for a month i
Can we get one to replace it? And so it goes on. We must not
of course, forget the all important leave to fit in . How I found
time to write this I'll never know!
It sounds exciting-it is-at times, but also very exasperating.
There are nearly always places available in Youtl1 Teams-why
not giYe it a cry!

WE HOST BFG CHESS CHAMPIONSffiPS
On Monday, October 11, 1976, the cream of the Combined
Services chess players assembled at Maresfield Barracks to determine the British Forces Germany chess champion. Among the
gathered illustrious pushers of wood were Flt Lt Arthur
Mushers (RAF)-three times Combined Services UK champion,
and Cpl G. Yuill (RMP)-representative of the Army and
Glasgow city. Leading the Regiment's contingent was Cpl Bob
Skillen who managed a very creditable four points from seven
games to take eighth place overall. Other 7 Sig Regr 's contestants
were Sig Chris Honey and Jon 'Stumble' Ritchie who achieved
the doubtful distinction of gaining two points without playing a
game-:-one point from a bye and one by default when his opponent failed to appear. As a result Sig Ritchie won the booby prizea set of draughtsmen.
The prizes were presented by tile CO's wife, Mrs C hristine
Topple, and thanks go to her and all those involved in the
administration of the tournament. Special congratulations go to
Cpl Jan Ozog for his efforts as overall organiser and referee.

3 Div HQ and Sig Regt

Bulford

IDER how many past and present Youth Team members
Iw WO
ha\·e had similar conversations? Every Army Youth Team
ks independently and relies greatly on the individual qualifi-

3 SQUADRON REPORTS
This montll's WIRE notes are contributed by 3 Sqn, whose
personalities have changed considerably in the last few months.
They are now as follows:
OC
Maj Lee Tilson
2IC
Capt Nigel Pullman
OC ' D' Troop
Lt David Proctor
OC 'L' Troop
2 Lt Simon Richmond
SSM
W02 'Taff' Buxton
SQMS
Ssgt Mike Longstaff
' D ' Troop Sgt
Sgt Alan Landsborough
'L ' Troop Ssgt
Ssgt Frank Anderson
'E' Troop Sgt
Sgt Bob Hall
Y of S
Ssgt 'Chips' Wood
F of S
Ssgt Peter Higson
N a more youthful plane, we also welcome to the Squadron
the recent offsprings of Mesdames Bateman, Dean,
D ocherty, Farnswoth and their respective husbands.

The start of the Page trophy cross-country competition dominated
by the Air Hall at Maresfield Barracks. The Commanding O fficer
stands his ground in the midst of the runners

O

SUCCESSFUL EXERCISE IN GERMANY
Apart from all the comings and goings, the main event was
Beacon Glare, an exercise in which 3 Div practised their role
under command of HQ Landjut and went to Schleswig Holstein
for 10 days. That is not strictly true, as other elements of the
Regiment went out at the beginning of September for Exercise
Broad Band, and others stayed on until the end of October for
Exercise White Donjon. Indeed, some have been away so long we
have forgotten about them, but they are nothing to do with 3 Sqn.
The most memorable features of exercise Beacon Glare were
what are rather grandly known as the deployment and recovery
phases . However, these are just the features we are all trying hard
to forget, so instead I shall report that at the 'End of Exercise
Football Match' versus the local Kuden team we won 2-0.
As the after-match party developed, it was clear that mere were
no hard feelings from the home team: that was a good night!

Brig G. W. Gittins congratulates Capt Robin Hill on winnin g the
BAO R Royal Signals orienteering championships. Lt Col Jack
Westlake hands over the tankard

AN ACCU RATE P ROJECTION
Back in Bulford, and the time seemed right for a Squadron
party. That is what the OC said, anyway and, as it turned out, he
was absolutely right. Cpl R oy Sparrow organised what was
widely claimed as the best Squadron 'do' for a very long time,
an? ~!ans are now in hand for the next one. I assume it was just
comcidence that, unfortunately, the Sergeant Major was away
on leave at the time.

BAOR ROYAL SIGNALS ORIENTEERING
CHAMPIONSHIPS
The BAOR Royal Signals Orienteering Championships were
held on September 29, 1976, near Sennestadt. As organisers of
tile event, the Regiment did surprisingly badly in only coming
fourth. Our success, however, was Capt R ob in Hill, who was tile
individual winner.

SSM's COACHING PAYS OFF
But he is back now, and as if to make the point, coached and
managed the Regimental Rugby XV to a convincing 46-3
victory in the first round of the Army cup, versus the Depot
Regiment RCT. The team was captained by Cpl Pete Lytollis
(1 Sqn), the pack vociferously lead by C p l Dave Higgins (1 Sqn)
while 'Delta' Troop provided tile scrum half, Lcpl 'Taff' Crosb y,
and 'threes' Lt David Proctor and Sgt Chris P latts.

Left to right. Back row: Lt Peter Costello, C pl Pat Dooher, Lcpl
Paul Christian

Front row: Don Cubbon, Shay (the team mascot) and Sgt Arthur
Mullaney

The tea~ is saying goodbye to Sgt Arthur Mullaney who leaves
the ~y m February. Also Cpl Don Cubbon who is getting
mamed m February and leaves in March.

close final match with 5 Sqn. One hundred and forty runners
took to the woods in the cross-country race held on October 8.
3 Sqn won this with individual placings going to Sig Archie
Bain, Sgt Mick Gue and Lcpl 'Geordie' Wandie . Special
thanks to Lcpl Ronnie Campbell who set the course.

MARRIAGES, T OO
Which reminds me, as well as the births mentioned earlier, we
have had a spate of marriages in the Squadron too :
Sgt Chris Platts to Anne
Sig Ter r y Crosb y to Lynne
Sig Gary Towlson to J ean
Sig 'Taff' Hughes to Grace
Sig 'Dinga ' B ell to Yvonne
To them all we offer our sincere congratulations, and on that
happy(?) note we will move on to 4 Div ....
News flash : Football result:
3 Sqn, 4-HM Borstal, Portland, 8.
THE WI RE, D ECEM B ER 19 76

D O YO U KNOW OF ANY J OB VACANCIES ?
It may be that some of our readers in civilian life are
aware of employment vacancies which could be filled by
those leaving the Corps on retirement or those already
retired who are seeking employment. It would be greatly
appreciated if details could be forwarded to the Association.
CAN DID CAMERA
Sgt Dave Brooker, the scheme organiser, half a pace behind OC
3 Sqn, Maj G eorge Sulc, Royal Australian Signals- 'Yes, Sir, haven ' t
I made a good job of this exercise?' O r 'Maj J. A. J. Sulc-This is
Your Life'

PAG E TROPHY
HE Page trophy, presented by Maj Gen C . E. Page, C B ,
MBE, is awarded to the Squadron in the Regiment that
gains the most points overall in variou sporting competitions.
In September and October the Regiment held rugby and crosscountry competitions. The rugby was won by HQ Sqn after a

T
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OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit and send in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
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8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison

F

Visit by HRH The Duchess of Kent

Brig and Mrs King after the farewell presentations

HRH The Duchess of Kent being greeted by the CO, Col David
Cattermull, and Brig Reg King
(Photograph by courtesy of PR HQ Korth East District)

On W~d_nesday, O~tober 6, ~er Royal Highness The Duchess of
K~t V1S1ted c:iuenck to officially open the new Duchess of Kent's
~tary Hospnal. In the ~fternoon, .the Duchess graciously paid
an ~nformal vmt to Katherme House m her capaciry as Colonel-inChief of the WRAC. During her hour's stay, Her Royal Highness
met the permanent cadre and WRAC trainees.
Our ph_oto shows Her Royal Highness being greeted by the CO
Col David Cattermull, and Comd Training Group, Brig Reg
Kin g.

DINING OUT-COMMANDER TRAINING GROUP AND
CA TTERlCK GARRISON
HURSDAY, September 39, wa~ a ~ght to be remembered,
wh~n the officers and their ladies dmed out Brig and Mrs
Reg Ki~g. Those who know the Brigadier will be well aware of
h1s p~rucular fondness for 'after-dinner entertainment'. On this
occasion all the stops were pulled out by the organisers from 11th
of ~oot and particular mention. must be made of a group of very
bra~e officers w~o re!lde~ed ~yncal (to everyone's amused delight)
a n~bcr '?f modified pieces from Gilbert and Sullivanrecogmse this extract from 'HMS Pinafore'?
'Chances are good if you're within King size
'
I am so little they rewarded me,
By making me Commander of the STB.'
Leading the.singing were the Adjutant, Capt Jonathon Cook
and the Catering Officer, Lt Phil Rossiter both of whom i~
would appear, have missed their vocation.
'
'

CATTERICK SPORTS PERSONALITY-No 2
ROM last. month's 'youngster ' Lo this month's 'veteran'!
Sgt Ian Gilbert has concentra ted on three sports in his Army
life, and his achievements
speak fo r themselves. His first
sport was hockey in which he
was active for six years (196874) with 261 Sig Sqn and
1 Div HQ and Sig Regt. At
th.e s~me period, he was busy
w1nnmg the Cyprus badminton mixed doubles with his
wife for two years running
(1969 and 70) and also the
open men's doubles He is in
his second season with the
Corps team, and in the recent
C<?rps badminton championships he was half the winning
partnership in the men's
doubles, with W02 (Y of S)
Peter McLoughlin, and
runner-up in the 'would you
believe it' veterans' doubles
with W02 (F of S) Dennis
Hall.
M:eanw~le, back in t~e days of the drought, he kept himself fit
playmg cncket for Reg1~ent and Corps. 8 Sig Regt had a very
successfu_l season, culmmating in winning the Army cup, with
l~n as "'.'1cketkeeper and opening bat. He has thoroughly deserved
his Regimental and Corps Caps this season. To the fittest and
youngest 'veterai;i', carry on, Ian, you still give the youngsters a
good run for their money.

EXERCISE LONG LOOK
W02 Mike Lindsay (Royal Australian Signals), is a member of the joint Australian, New Zealand and British
Exer~ise .Long. Look, and is currently visiting 8 Sig Regt. The
exercise 1s designed to foster a greater understanding between
allied armies by the exchange of a wide spectrum of personnel of
the three countries. Mike, a married man, had to leave his wife,
Penny, and two sons, Joel and Joshua, in Melbourne. He is
the tra~e tester for Operating Trades at the School of Signals,
Watsorua Barracks, Melbourne. His colourful military career
included a period of service in the infantry with the 2nd Bn Royal
Australian Regt. He saw service in Korea as a Signaller and in
Malaya as Battalion Wireless Sergeant. During a short spell out
of uniform Mike was involved in the 'Blue Streak' and 'Black
Knight' projects at Woomera. On re-enlistment, he joined the
Royal Australian Signals. He has seen service in South Vietnam,
when he was involved in the bitter fighting which took place
during the TET offensive.
. Dur.ing h!s. stay in the UK, Mike has covered a lot of ground
mcluding v1s1ts to HQ UKLF, RAF Boddington, RAF Rudlow
Manor, RN Portsmouth, the School of Signals and a host of minor
TASS ~rations. ~hi l e_at 8 Sig Regt Mike has spent many hours
evaluanng and discussmg the merits of the Australian and British
me~hods ?~ training and. evaluati~n. After leaving 8 Sig Regt
he ts to v1s1t 22 and 28 Sig Regts m BAOR, Signals Wing of the
School of Infantry at Warminster and, finally, his host unit, the
School of Signals at Blandford.
Mike regrets that his wife and children have not been with him
to see the many historical and beautiful sights of England. He has
b~en so. i~pressed by 'Pom.myland' that he hopes to return with
his family m 1980 to do a grand tQur of the many beautiful places
he has seen and the others which time won't allow him to see on
this trip. The Regiment wishes Mike 'bon voyage' as he continues
his marathon visit and trusts that he has many safe 'walkabouts'.

INTRODUCING SGT (ORQMDog) 'WOOF (Alias Ambie)
Over and above our establishment in the clerical world, 8 Sig
Regt Orderly Room proudly presents its newest (but not rawest)
recruit, 'Sgt Woof'. 'Ambie', as he is known to his friends fellow
SNCOs and <;:rufts,. is the owner of one Cpl Willie' Craig
(~de.rdog),. his a.ss1s~~t on returns, discharges and doggie
b1s.cu1ts. Pnor to hi~ rruhtary service Sgt Woof was employed as a
guide dog for the bhnd (hence his recruitment to this department).
Then he ~eard that the Ministry of Defence was crying out for
new recrIDtS and he duly presented himself to the nearest recruiting
office. He was refused by the Veterinary Corps and ended up in
the Corps. In his day-to-day d~ties he keeps a very wary eye on
the Orderly Room staff (especially those who carry sandwiches
sweets and chocolate on their person). He has been known t~
scrom;ige a ~A4FI pie from Lcpl John O'Donnell (the human
dustbin) which 1s no mean feat. Of course this has led to him
putting <;>n a little weight, but he intends to ~ombat this by joining
Capts Jim Heck and Tom Cran on their crash diet course and
unlike them, he is hoping for some success. As can be seen fro~
the pho~ograph, Sgt Woof.is not slow to fill any gap in the system.
He 1s pictured here standing in for Sgt Alan Ducie on the rare
occasion o_f the latter being granted a sports afternoon (he knocked
off five mrnutes early).
Any unit receiving personal documents from us with paw-marks
thereon need not worry, he can even turn his paw to that as well.
Sgt John Waugh, Cpls Donnelly and Dean and Mr Bill
Stokoe (we .didn't buy him from Sunderland) are not the only
ones r.espons1ble. for you receiving the wrong documents, it is Woof
-he 1s not gettmg enough (dog biscuits, that is).

T
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10 Sig Regt

Hounslow
Report by Sgt Hugh Macrae
SPORT FOR ALL
l!R task was to supply PA for the initial opening ceremony
m Hyde Park, the VIP being the Minister for Sport Mr
Howell. Our time element was very tight so at 0430hrs we' cautiously made our way into Hyde Park, watched by some early/late
birds. The team for the day consisted of myself, Mr Cliff Bird
the other half of the PA team and Cpl Bob Matthews with his
band of me~ry men to help erect our poles and speakers.
The erecnon of the system was made rather difficult because
it was still dark and vehicle headlights had to be used, but eventually everything was up and ready for testing by 9 o'clock. On
went our test tape 'Bonanza' which many readers may have
heard before at Worcester, Catterick, Derby, etc, and lo and behold
everything worked beautifully.
'

O

The Law Intervenes
As I was walking around checking our speakers, 17 column
speakers on 20ft poles, I met up with a Police Chief Inspector
and the following conversation took place:
'
Inspector: Sergeant, tell me, are your speakers facing in the
correct direction?
Serge:znt: Yes, Sir.
Inspector: Do you think you could move them?
Sergeant: No, Sir.
Inspector: Well, it is rather embarrassing. You see the Brazilian
Embassy do not seem to appreciate your music at
this time on a Sunday morning and have officially
complained.
After a long think (looking for an umbrella).
Sergeant: You see that gentleman walking up the park?
(Capt Tony Murray, my TOT, looking very
happy with no cares in the world.)
Inspector: Yes.
Sergeant: Well he is my boss. Would you care to have a few
words with him? (I believe the correct terminology
for my manoeuvre is called 'passing the buck'.
Although the 'boss' did deal with the problem I
have often wondered what his initial thoughts were.)
When a PA system is installed and working there is little left
to do, so Bob Matthews and his gang retired to the marshalls'
marquee for 'tea' and buns. I have had it on good authoriry since
that. our Tele Mechs are now quite expert at ballroom dancing,
havmg been expertly taught by the ladies of the British amateur
dancing team. In fact, Sig Marty Rabbetts did so well he is
thanking of taking it up full time.
We started dismantling the equipment at 7.30 pm, and a tired
but very happy team eventually returned to Hounslow at 10.30 pm.
(In conclusion, some of your readers may have heard of us [10 Sig
Regt PA Team] others may have seen and heard us in operation.
If you have not and are in our base area or near us in the field
please take the opportuniry and call in and see us. PA has changed
so much over the years that many people are surprised when
they see our equipment and find out what we can produce.)
HEAffi TROPHY SAFE AND SOUND DRIVING
COMPETITION
The competition is an annual event in the Regiment and this
year it was held on Saturday, October 16, 1976. This proved to
be a beautiful sunny day contrary to local weather forca t. It has
been said t~at the organ~ser, 'Y02 Wally Marsden, our MTWO,
had been m consultation with a local Guru in Southall. The
course was a very testing one with a series of even hazard
culminating in a 'Highway Code' test. We saw some exciting
driving ranging from par e.xcellence to what our veteran MT CO,
Cpl Biddiscombe, described as diabolical. The outcome wa
an e."\'.ceedingly narrow victory by Radio Troop team over SWS
Troop with only 0·8 of a mark separating the winners and runnersup for the team prize. The final results were:
W'im1ing team: Lcpl Hall, Sig Donegan, Lawlor (Radio Troop)
Runners-up: Sgts Graham, MacRae, Sig Rabbetts ( WS

·a

WO I (YofS~ Tor:n Martin and W02 Mike Lindsay discuss the
ma1or differences between teleprinter models

Are you going to sign this or not?
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1976
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. ua l totmzer·
B est dnver:
·
Troop)
Sgt G raham (SWS Troop)
I 11dwi
Most haza;rdous driver!: Pte Kirby (WRAC) ( l Sqn Wilton).
The pnzes were presented by the Commanding Officer in the
Bruno Club. Many thanks go to all the marshalls and the MT for
a good show.
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Q
RO. Wil.TO
An impre i\·e lifc-lik demon trntion of the rudiments of fi rst
nid was pre ented on 0 cob r 5 to the inspecting officer during
thi year's FFR in pection by 2 Lt uc Baker and Cpl Edward
Felt at RHQ Houn low. The persistent rain failed to dampen
the interest of the repre entative froni all Squadron who attended
the rather noisy Fire Power demon tration at the School of
Infantry, Warminster on 0 tober 14.
PRESENTATION BY ClllEF O F STA F F
H onours and awards have been to the fore again inasmuch as
Sgt Graham Chapman was presented with his Long Service
nduct medal by the Chief of Staff, M a j Gen W. T.
and G ood
tacFarlane (late Royal ignals) on T uesday, October 19, in
the ergeants Mes , HQ U K LF and wa witnessed by the enior
rank and officers of the Squadron.

Obviously the change coul d not be too drastic and in response to
public demand reveille and the early morn ing PT were kep t in
the programme. BC training at camp was exten ive and Capt
Richard Harri on and Sgt Ian Perry, when not out canoeing,
seemed to be permanently in NBC suits and respirators.
BLUE LINES BRING PROBLEMS
On the sporting side of camp we once again had the service of
'Lofty' Hawkesworth from the Guards Depot. Now a Lancesergeant, Lofty is becoming a regular member of the team and
if he continues to attend he could possibly out rank us all before
long. The military law side was well presented by S gt B e rnie
(Perry M a son ) Burnett. There is no truth in the rumour that
Sir Robert Mark is bei ng replaced by a SNCO.
Orienteering found its way into the syllabus under the expert
guidance of C a pt Bill Hou gh and teams of men were often seen
roaming around the countryside looking into various clues relating
to the local areas such as who presented the benches in the park,
who runs the local pubs, etc. One or two budding enthusiasts,
wet and bedraggled had it carefully explained that the blue Jines
on the map were not footpaths !
WATERY E ND
Meanwhile up the creek, the pirates under the captaincy of
Sig 'Donny' Done gan were to be found hard at work. The ship
(an RE assault craft) was manned by a motley assortment whose
task seemed to be the sinking of all other craft in the area. The
look of glee on Sig Donega n 's face as they approached one
canoe was only equalled by the look of terror on the canoeist's
face, Sgt Bernie Burnett, who had miscalculated their approach
speed and no amount of back-pedalling could save him and his
passenger from a watery grave. As is usual in the Regiment we
had to pull a few high and mighty strings to ensure that the two
weeks of summer camp coincided with the gales and rains but
in tr ue style we made it.
TROPHY WINNERS
The time spent on the ranges was put to good use and points
awarded for proficiency. T he winners were : Week 1, Lcpls Keith
Hall, Dave Cox, Cpl Ken Shiell. W eek 2, Sgt Chris Harris,
Sig Ian Hastings, Sgt Hugh MacRae and trophies were p resented to mark the occasion.
WELL WORTHWlllLE
A 'resucci Ann' formed the basis of Ssgt Colin Hayton's
lectures on first ai d. This is a very valuable piece of equipment,
which is possibly wh y he kept it in his rooms at nights. A visit
by 2 Lt Linda Heath brightened the cam p considerably and,
much to Radio T roop's embarrassment, it was found that anything
they could do, Linda could do better. All in all, a good camp
enjoyed by all who attended.

11 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison

Maj Gen W. T. Macfarlane, Sgt G. Chapman

COMINGS AND GOINGS
Arrivals and departures include the arrival of our new Yeoman,
W02 Len Green, who has joined us from 227 Sqn, vice-Yeoman
of Signals, W02 Ron Botham, shortly to brave the mysteries of
civilian life. Cpl Terry Buchanan has left the charm and beauty
of Wilton for the exciting unknown of SHAPE; we wish him
good fortune in his new environment.
BRUSlllNG UP-SUMMER CAMP
Once again St Martin's Plain was invaded by the Regiment for
their annual summer camp. Past members of the unit will remember our annual three-week sojourn in which we all passed BE
tests, shooting classification and generally brushed up on our
military skills. ' Times have changed'. WOt (Y of S) Phil
Phillips plans our year's continuation training and W02 (SSM)
Arthur Cotillard, ably assisted by the unit master coach, Sgt
Colin Richardson, managed to classify the majority of the
Regiment during the year. Physical fitness tests will continue
throughout the year under the eagle eye of Cpl 'Taff' Morgan,
the AIPT. All this together with various lectures on military
aspects in accordance with SO-in-C's Policy Directives ensured
that summer camp, although for only two weeks this year due to
various Regimental commitments, was of a more adventurous
nature. WOt (RSM) Jim McElvogue, on his final camp, was
heard to mutter something about soldiering being too soft.

4 Squadron Report
PERSONALITIES
SHQ

oc

2IC
SSM
SQMS

Maj P. D. Templeman-Evans
Capt J. M. Haydon
W02H.Lund
Ssgt S. B. Elliott

Troop Office rs
Lightning
Quadrant
Rapier
White Swan
Battleaxe

Lt D. J. Lawson
Lt D.R. Case
Lt R. J. Mathieson
Lts R. G. Dibley and I. R. C. Brown
Lt R. C. T. Cuthbert

Troop S ergeants and NCOs
Lightning
Sgts R. S. White, P. J. Rowland and
Cpl P. J. Antrobus
Sgt K. Hudson
Quadrant
Sgt C. E. Taylor and Cpl K. Luck
Rapier
Sgt]. A. Monahan and Cpl P. D.
White Swan
Stemmer
Sgt D. H. Brock and Lcpl J. Goodacre
Battleaxe
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Affiliations. Each T roop in the Squad ron now has an affiliation ·
to a Signal Regiment. T hey are:
Old 21 T roop becomes Lightning T roop affilia ted to 13 ig Regt
Old 22 Troop becomes Quadrant Troop affili ated to 4 Div HQ
and Sig Regt
Old 23 Troop becomes Rapier Troop affiliated to 22 Sig Regr
Old 24 Troop becomes White Swan Troop affiliated to 30 Sig
Re gr
Old 25 Troop becomes Battleaxe Troop affiliated to 28 (BR) Sig
Regt (NORTHAG).
The Troops are delighted to throw away their old numbers
and associate themselves with their new names and symbols.
LIGHTNING TROOP
HESE notes are supplied by J /Lcpls 'Flinky' F innimore,
Russ Shield , Colin (I'm staying ) Moston, with extra
guidan ce fro m J / Sig ' Olly' Oliver, who all swear (often) that
they are volunteers, and the duty roster had nothing to do with
their selection . T he senior Troop of the Wing, and also the largest,
we are 53 strong or as our Troop Sergeant, S gt
' Chalky' White (What is a Tech doi ng here?) would say, ' One
darn great handful'. For train ing we are split into two sections,
'A' and ' B', but these notes wi ll record highlights from both
sections.

T

R E TURN F ROM LE AVE
We returned to the Northumberland countryside, which the
Geordies can willingly keep for themselves, on September 13
which, although it was not a Friday, was still a bad omen, for
this term is proving to be hard work all the way. One or rwo
arrived later than intended. J /Sig Robinson, for instance, was
delayed at K ings Cross Station, he had to recover his suitcase
from under a train; J / Sig Rowden takes full credit for causing
this problem. Bu t one by one we all returned, ready to start
training on the 14th.
ADVENTURE TRAINING
F irot week back, and off we go on a trek along the Pennines
with 'A' Section first followed by ' B' Section the next week. It
should have been from H adrians Wall heading north-east around
the Otterburn tra ining area, bu t for a few it was fur ther, depending
on the map-reading capabili ty of the group leader. J /Lcpl (I can
read a map) Shield led a lone patrol to Scotland but redeemed
himself by leading an unofficial visit to a girls school. J / Sig
(Rip Van Winkle) Walker, fin ding it hard to sleep on the moor,
stumbled on to a full sheep's skull which is now incorporated as
part of our battle standard. M an y of the Troop learnt much
about the countrys ide and the animals, especially how fast a bull
ca n run up hill when its target is a Troop of Junior Soldiers.
Canoeing was also part of our training. J /Lcpl Mick Humphrey
insisted that the only way to get into one, was to capsize it and
swim in.
Lt David Lawson, our Troop OC, having run out of hospital
appointments, accompanied the ' B' Section, along with SSM
('Awa' the lads) Lund, a native of this 'forsaken land'. We found
that the SSM could teach drill on the hills and ridges just as well
as on the squar e. A note for all Adventure Training staff of the
Corps. It may not be beneficial to training to have a base camp
300 yards from a girls school but we like it. Our thanks to Capt
Martin Stretch.
EXERCISE LIGHTNING STRIKE
Whilst 'A' Section stomped the Pennines, ' B' Section prepared
for war. RAF Boulmer shook with fear at tl1e thought of our 28
savage bombers testing their security. Our task was to destroy
the RAF operation's site at Boulmer with our bits of chalk and
letter bombs. 28 went in 28 got caught but not until severe
damage had been rendered. J /Sig 'Charlie' Dickinson and his
faithful Demo Sabe Mick Brumby destroyed the emergency
water tower which, if the drought had continued for another
six months, the RAF would have been in trouble.
We arrived at our base camp, a pig farm, where our resident
farmer, J /Sig Harry Long, had to be coaxed away tO survey our
target. Five hundred yards away, lit up better than Blad-pool,
were a number of radar scanners rotating in near daylight, and
guards everywhere.
Still, undaunted, we set off; at 2230 we were at the fence at
2330 the majority of the first wave had been caught. J /Sig 'Winker'
Watson, however, spent three hours entangled on a barbed wire
fence; we knew where he was, so did the RAF, but as one guard
said, 'He aint going nowhere for some time yet', so they sat and
watched him struggle.
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Once caught, things cooled down fast. We were all strip searched
on the spot which as Sgt Wh ite and J /Sig White and 'P a dd y'
Shields found out, ca n be embarrassing if you are only 10 yards
from a main road. From search to interrogation, done by real
RAF intelligence officers. We had been briefed-number, rank and
name only, but it appears that you can also be asked to give
Christian names and dare of birth as well. JJSig C hri Role ,
however, did not want to do so, he told the interrogator where
to put his questions in no uncertain terms; we were a little surprised
that we got J /Sig Rol es back in one piece!
Cpl Bill Stone (Cadre) caused a minor panic when the interrogators could not find his name on the DS ominal Roll . The
sigh of relief when he was cleared could be heard at base camp.
All in all, the exercise went very well and we thank RAF Boulmer
for allowing us to take part. We gained experience, and they
found a few faults in their system.
WORTHY OF NOTE
J/ Sig John Mis t · unfortunately, got carried away in more
ways than one when he broke his leg whi lst supporting the Troop
football ream . Final seore--Lightning Troop 13, Rapier T roop 00
(lucky 13 again).
We also have our own ' Six million dollar man', J / Sig Mark
Orme, who has just been modified by Millbank H ospi tal.
We also regrettabl y say au revoir to Cpl (Pete (the Poet)
Antrobus who has been on loan to Rapier Troop for a while.
Also it has yet to be proved that JILcpl 'Huggy Bear' Hughes
can smile, the whole Troop awaits this event with baited brea th .
Finally, we welcome back from his education course Sgt Paul
Rowland who can now teach us from the right- n umber!
FAREWELL VISIT TO 11 SIGNAL REGIMENT BY
BRIG R. A. KING

RIG REG KING paid a farewell visit to 11 Sig Regt at
0845hrs on Thursday, October 7, 1976. He is shown planting
B
a tree in the vicinity of the unit parade square, in front of the
RHQ building, under the supervision of the CO, Lt Col Tony
Cuerden and Mr King, the head gardener of the unit who has
been in charge of the gardens for the last 26 years. After tl1e
short ceremony, Brig King said farewell to the unit and departed
to complete his h- ndover to Brig N. A. Butler.

14 Sig Regt Worcester
FROM STEAM RADIO TO SATELLITE
HE close down of 14 Sig Regt and their departure from
Norton Barracks on amalgamation with 30 Sig Regt, end
an eight-year stay in the barracks and an association with the
Worcester area that dates back to the second world war. It also
marks the end of the Regiment's Jong and successful as ociation
with worldwide strategic communications which has produced a
number of unique achievements. These have covered the whole
spectrum of strategic communications from HF radio to satellite
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n luwc included pigeons on at 1 ast one o casion. All pnst and
pr nr m~mb r. of the Regiment will regr~t the demise of a
\ n· h ppy and thoroughly profe ions! unit. Their sorrow at its
p.1 ing
no doubt be tempered witli pride in the fact that tl1cy
i ·red in writing a very imporwnt page in the Corps' hi tory
of ommunications. For the uninitiated in the mystique of
OMCA. and those too young to remember the events here i a
brief re ume of ome of the high lights.

''ill

A Link in the Chain
In 1937. a the Army started preparing for an impending war
the Army Wirele Chain began to expand . The main stations on
this network were located at Aldershot, Cairo Jubbulpore and
Hong Kong. The Aldershot terminal was operated remotely
from the War Office over landlines. In 1941 a single unit, War
Office Signals, wa formed from the detachment operating the
. ignal centre at the War Office and the Army Wirele s Chain
rations. During further wartime expansion a major tran mitter
ration was established at Droitwich and the R egiment's association with the Worcester area began.
Overlord
In 1943 the title was changed to o 1 War Office Signals and a
econd unit, No 2 War Office Signals, was formed. The primary
task of this new unit was to provide the HQ and cross-Channel
communications for the allied invasion of Europe ' Operation
O\'erlord'. Meticulous planning, imaginative training and unceasing experiment with new communication techniques produced
sy tern to suit all the demands of the largest combined operation
in history, the success of which depended heavily on the
efficiency of the communications.
Traditionalists will no doubt be delighted to learn that pigeons
were also provided as a back-up. One of these birds successfully
carried a press bulletin across the Channel on D + 1. The remainder
were posted missing, mostly it is assumed, because of their
nutritional value.
Peaceful Change
In 1946, No 2 War Office Signals was disbanded and the
remaining unit became the War Office Signal Regiment. In
addition to the Signal Centre at the War Office, it was also
responsible for radio stations at Droitwich, Hampton, Pirbright
and Oakhanger. During the late 'forties and early 'fifties teleprinter
circuits became the primary means of communication and tape
relay was evolved. The Regiment was instrumental in building up
and operating the Army's largest torn-tape relay station, at
Boddingcon, Gloucester. This station very rapidly won a reputation with all three Services for efficiency, reliability and its ability
to handle a huge volume of traffic.
In 1956, the Army Wireless Chain was redesignated the
Commonwealtll Communications Army
etwork (COMCAN)
and the Regiment was renamed, 'UK COMCAN Signal Regiment'.
This title was again changed in 1959 to '14tll Signal Regiment' .
In the early 'sixties the Regiment commenced to install the
first Army 'Telegraph Automatic Routing Equipment' (TARE),
at Boddington. The installation was completed and all preliminary
te. ts carried out by 1965 and, in May of that year, TARE was
officially inaugurated and the Regiment moved forward into
computerised communications. With its associated Erro Detection
and Correction Equipment this fixed-service computer set new
standards in accuracy and speed of message handling.
Freedom of Gloucester
Throughout the time the Regiment was located in Gloucester,
a real and lasting rapport had been built up between its memben
and the citizens of Gloucester. In 1966 the Regiment was accorded
its greatest honour when it became the first regular Royal Signals
unit to receive the Freedom of an English city. The right of
entry has been exercised since then at least once during the tenure
of office of each commanding officer, the last occasion being this
year, when 10 years of the Freedom was celebrated.
Into the Space-Age
When, in the lace 'sixties, the tltree Services' strategic communication networks were integrated, the responsibility for
manning the static stations was given to the RAP. In 1969 the
transition was completed when Boddingcon and TARE were
formally handed over. Meanwhile, in 1967, a start had been
made in satellite communication tests and by 1969 a squadron
was in being with two earth terminal stations. Technicians were
quickly assimilating the new skills and developing a high standard
of expertise. When the Regiment handed over the old COMCAN
r ponsibility to the RAF it moved to Worcester and slipped
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smoothly nnd efficiently into its new role of providing mobile
rear link commun ications into DCN. For its new tasks the Regiment had a H F squadron wirh E21 and Dl 3 IIF radio stat ions
and the satellite squadron with two TSC-500 earth satellite
stations.
Between 1969 and 1976 tl1ese stations roamed the world
providing reliable corrununications under every possible type of
climatic conditions and building up a reputation for efficiency
and professionalism in a very demanding role.
In 1975 the TSC-500 stations ended their mobile role and
and were handed over to the RAF for static use. The satellitetrained personnel were dispersed, hopefully to be available for
employment on the second-generation satellite stations when
these become available to the Corps. Plans were also made for the
HF Radio Squadron to amalgamate with 30 Sig Regt and continue
to produce a high quality of service in the same role. No doubt
30 Sig Rcgt WIRE notes will now reflect the exploits of these
globe-troning detachments.
Phoenix-like
W e are delighted that the title of 14 Sig Regt is not to die and,
in 1977, a new Regiment will be formed in BAOR. We join in
wishing them every success in the future, confident that they
will uphold the traditions of efficiency and professionalism set
in the past.
'SUCH SWEET SORROW'
In a series of unforgettable farewell parties the CO, Lt Col
Mike Hales, and his wife, Ella, have said all their goodbyes to
the members of the Regiment. These commenced with the
Wives Club dining out Mrs Hales. An excellent meal and good
wine put everyone in the right mood for a very original cabaret
which was notable for its satirical and scurrilous verse on the
Regiment's organisation and personalities. At the end of a very
pleasant evening the ladies presented Mrs Hales with a silverplated salver to remind her of the time with the R egiment and
also to show their appreciation of her untiring efforts in promoting
a happy and successful wives' club.
MOBILE GOLF
The Officers Mess then dined out the Commanding Officer
and, after a first-class meal, he presented the Mess with a Royal
Worcester Porcelain wine cooler. This will no doubt grace the
table of the new 14 Sig Regt for many years to come.
On his departure from the Mess a most suitable vehicle was
provided, a mobile golf green complete wi.h hole, flag and golf
clubs. This was designed by Lt John Fletcher who insists that
it is ideal for the busy senior officer who can despatch the vehicle
a suitable distance, drive off from his office window and empty
his 'IN' tray while awaiting th<! return of the vehicle. He can
then practice his putting before despatching the vehicle once more.
We feel sure that the CO will find it very useful in his new post
at tile School of Signals !
Lt Fletcher's flair for sporting innovation was eloquently
displayed when he arrived for Regimental PT the following
morning dressed in dinner jacket, dress shirt, bow tie, PT shorts
and plimsoles. We trust that 30 Sig Regt PT parades will live up
to the high standard of sartorial elegance this young officer demands.
EGGS-QUISITE
Finally, the CO and his wife were dined out by the RSM and
members of the Sergeants Mess. At the end of a most enjoyable
evening the CO presented the Mess witll a Royal Worcester
porcelain wine cooler identical to the one presented to the Officers
Mess. The Sergeants then presented Mrs Hales with a most
unusual and exquisite ornament designed and created by W02
(AQMS) Andy Lemonofides. This was a goose egg which in
turn contained a duck egg and together they formed a miniature
trinket box. The two eggs were each cut to form four petals. Each
petal was hinged and when fully opened they resembled a lotus
flower with a dress ring nestling in the centre. The petals were
painted green and deep plum which served to enhance the floral
effect. The eggs were mounted on a polished wood base and
formed a very impressive ornament.
The AQMS is rapidly winning fame for his decorated eggs
and has been featured twice on television-once on 'ATV Today'
and once before a national audience on 'Nationwide'. The
production of these delicate works of art is a time-absorbing
occupation and the one presented to Mrs Hales had taken
60 hours' work to produce.

D RESSED FOR THE PART
In the finest traditions of the Sergeants Mess, RSM Bill Scott
was dined out in style by the Mess members before leaving the
Regiment on retirement. A sumptuous meal and lavish entertainment was provided by the PMC, W02 (Y of S) Tom Wilkinson,
and the members of his committee. The parry proved to be a
memorable one and will provide a talking point for years to come
for those members having any clear recollection of the evening's
events.
· Rumour has it that during the course of the evening the RSM
was improperly dressed in the Mess. This he refutes and points
out that at all times he was correctly attired for the activity in
hand, and that no one invoked the long-standing tradition of
drinks all round. Mess members account for this omission by
explaining that at the time in question they were all too convulsed
with laughter to move and that the RSM did not appear to have
a pocket capable of accommodating a wallet.
The evening ended with the presentation of a beautiful 400-day
clock to RSM Scott, to remind him and his wife, Joan, of a very
happy tour with the Regiment and a long successful career in
the Corps. We all join with their many friends throughout the
Corps in wishing them every success and happiness in civilian life.
GONE BUST?
With ' Hales' H appy Holdays' travel bureau going into liquidation, competition was fierce for places on the final autumn pleasure
cruise and Norwegian holiday. After much intrigue and greasing
of palms Lt John (PT Dandy) Fletcher secured the post of
courier and Ssgt Graham (Throttle) Pritchard volunteered
to act as his agent and take on the onerous task of accepting
bookings; all applications on a five pound note. In no time at all
he had a full parry and with an eye to foreseeable eventualities;
like running out of duty-free, he included a Dl3 as a means of
calling up resupply.
BRUISERS NOT CRUISERS
Suitably attired in natty nautical holiday gear the party embarked
on MS B ergen. After shaving with meticulous care, splashing
liberally all over with 'Brut' and putting the last blow wave in
position they promenaded around the deck eager to participate
in the usual ship-board activities. To their chagrin they discovered
that there were no members of the fair sex on board and that
the ship was swarming with khaki-clad characters wearing red
and green berets, Somerset Maugham never wrote about this
type of cruise.

TIN FISH
During the voyage Sig Hannibal Hayes managed to organise
a visit to the bridge and created massive consternation when he
discovered on the sounding equipment that an unidentified
submarine was shadowing the ship. As he was just about to go
through his James Bond routine and tackle this threat single
handed the crew discovered that it was nothing more menacing
than a shoal of fish. The captain of MS B ergen has now recommended Hannibal for permanent employment in Icelandic waters .
He obviously thinks his talents are wasted in the orth Sea.
HOTROD
At this stage of the tour, organisers (Movements) injected rhe
true holiday atmosphere by despatching the various vehicles of
the detachment to as many different locations as possible. The
parry were then kept fully entertained by Foreman (Throttle)
Pritchard doing his impression of a demented sheep-dog as he
tore hither and thither in his Land-Rover rounding up his flock.
During this spectacular display he announced that he had discovered that the vehicle went faster if you turned the heater on.
It was only when he tried to stop the vehicle that he discovered
that Land-Rovers have a hand tllrottle. Lt Fletcher is arranging
a crash course on the heating system of winterised Land-Rovers
for the foreman before he turns him loose on Clockwork 77.
SPANISH INFLUENCE
On arrival at their resort there was a frantic flurry of activity
as everyone sought the perfect chalet and explored the beach.
The tour operators were obviously honours graduates at the
Spanish school of overbooking as the most palatial accommodation
was a few damp and dispiriting pup tents. The beach, of course,
was not quite what the brochure suggested and turned out to be
an odoriferous morasse of reclaimed land. With the usual stoicism
of British tourists they complained vociferously until alternative
accommodation was arranged in the Steinkjer Hilton (garrison
gymnasium). A perfect sunset was arranged when Sgt 'Papa'

Berry arrived with the duty-free stores which served to assuage
the problems of the day.
NORTHERN LIGHTS
Once set up, the Dl3 produced its usual good performance and
kept Foreman Pritchard smiling. On occasions, however he
. also '!1anage~ to display the foreman of signals' inherent ha~e ot
that 1mpress1ve natural phenomena the Aurora B orealis. Thi ,
unfortunately, does wreak havoc witll HF communications and
has nothing to do with the lack of appreciation of the wonders of
Nature.
ADJUTANT AT LARGE
The party also enjoyed a short visit from our adjutant, Capt
Richard Holmes, who had managed to convince the CO that
he could be spared for liaison duties on exercise Teamwork .
Three-star treatment was afforded him as Sig 'Slim' Maddigan
produced a cup brimming with hot sweet coffee. He also managed
to produce a chair brimming with hot sweet coffee, into which
the adjutant commenced unwittingly to descend. Fortunately,
tile eagle eye of Foreman Pritchard spotted this before the
adjutant made contact and with a flourish he whipped off his
beret and dried the chair in a manner of one born to wait at tables.
Sig Maddigan has now deleted the Foreman from his Christmas
card list.
LOVE A LA CODE
Our holiday romance story is provided by Lcpl Morris who
managed to make contact with a WRAF girl who he had met
previously in Stanbridge. As the sky was shot with a myriad of
col~urs fro~ a _spectacula;- setting s~, he was observed sitting
beside a maiesuc Norwegian fiord gazmg wistfully at a punched
tape containing her name and last love-lorn message. Murrav
tape love is a cold, unsatisfying experience.
All in all, Teamwork was a very enjoyable and successful
exercise which has served to whet everyone's appetite for Clockwork 77 and the warm-hearted people who live above the Arctic
Circle.
STOP PRESS
Momentous Occasion
With the amalgamation of 14 and 30 Sig Reges many of the
momentoes collected by 14 Sig Regt during their years in
Gloucester and Worcester became items of historical interest.
Lt Col Mike Hales presented a selection of plaques and photographs commemorating COMCAN and satellite communication
to the Corps Museum on ovember 2. Our photograph shows
the CO presenting to the Historical Officer, Lt Col Denis
Dickson (Retd), what was probably the most important item, the
message form signed by HRH The Princess Royal when she
opened the communications centre at Boddington in 1954.

Lt Col Mike Hales presents a historic memento to the Historical
Officer at the Corps Museum

POSTSCRIPT
These are the last notes that wi!!_appear from 14 ig Regt in
its pre ent form. They are also the last to be written by our
permanent author, Capt (Tfc) Colin Heaps. Many regular
readers of this magazine have commented on the regularity. length
and (we think) high quality of 14 Sig Regt notes over the past
two years. Very few of them know that, almo t without exception,
they have been written by Colin Heaps. At the risk of en1barras ing him in his new regiment, he deserves the public recogniti n
he has deniea himself in his own note . Colin i a ma ter of that
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uniqu scyle of writing which this kind of magazine demands.
By
mbining thi with a vivid imagination and a true newshound' n e for a story he ha made him elf the model WIRE
notes WTicer. He seems able co oroduce any quantity of material
to order, and to see straight to the funny side of tl:e most mundane
of incidents. We do not forget however; that the apparent ea e
with which thi i done conceals a lot of very hard work, nor only
in writing the notes but in interviewing oldiers who have been
on intere ting detachments and in cajoling, threatening and
pleading with Troop and Detachment Commanders co bring
back the raw material from their exercises. Colin has performed
a ervice co the Regiment for which this Adjutant, for one is
truly grateful! We wish him luck in 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt and
now that hi talent have been revealed, expecc to see 3 Regt's
WIRE notes rapidly e.'\.'J)anding to fill the space left by ours!

'MI G HTI ER THAN TH E SWO RD'
Capt Colin Heaps sharpens up the last Wire not es
Editor's note: Thank you, Co lin, for yo ur r egular high-quality
contributions which we hope you will maintain from past ures new

16 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 35
CULTURE WEEK
HE month has been one of infinite variety with the usual
crop of VIPs, exercises and even what came to be known as
a culture week. The Regimental golf meeting on October 19
saw the usual dedicated band joined this time by the RSM who
was determined to find out what they had been doing throughout
the ummer. The Anglo-German Society are looking for larger
premises afrer their lase cwo meetings where it has been 'standing
room only' and the ballroom and Scottish country dancing classes
are gathering clients steadily. Cpl John Nicholls and his RP staff
are still recovering from the harrowing experience of trying co
keep a thousand lantern-carrying German children from setting
the camp on fire during their 'St Martin Zug' on 1ovember 10,
which by tradition ends its journey on the main square.

T

VISITORS ' REPORT'
Brig A. C. Bate, OBE, visited the Regiment on October J 2,
1976, as part of his study into Officer Structure of the Corps in
the 1980s. We obviously had a lot to say as his planned fourand-a-half hour visit turned out to be a six-and-a-half one!
On October 14, 1976, the Director of Personal Services (Army),
Maj Gen J . H. Page, OBE, MC, saw welfare amenities provided
in the Station and in particular the barrack modernisation scheme.

The present takeover date is ovember 25 which, if met, will
mean that members of the Regiment should be in brand new
flats by the middle of December.
The senior RC Chaplain to the Services, Monsignor Fehilly,
stayed with us for a few days and was given the fast tour of
Krefeld station ending in a gathering of over 1 000 around the
Guy Fawkes bonfire.
CORPS BAND ACCLAIMED
With about 150 men out on exercises Spearpoint, Able Archer
or Array including 42 of them digging trenches as infantiers with
the Cheshires and Staffords, the remainder got down to a spot
of culture. It opened on Tuesday, October 26, with a trip to
Birgelin to hear the Royal Signals Institute lecture about Optical
Fibres. A speed of light return was frustrated by fog which
managed to keep many out for most of the night. Or are the closing
hours later over there?
On Wednesday, the Corps Band enthralled the children of
Bocl."UID First School with one of their special performances which,
as usual, was received with wild enthusiasm. Most dads are still
trying to discourage the massive demand on Father Christmas
for drums and bugles in a desperate attempt to preserve the
quiet of Christmas! In the evening, the children brought their
parents along to hear the Band's second performance in the
gymnasium. RSM Bob Vale is still trying to find out where 450
people came from when for the rest of the week he was assured
that everyone was either on exercise or on shift in the TRC
And the Band were a bit put out after finding that they were the
only ones wirhout chairs!
For the next three days KATS (Krefeld Amateur Theatrical
Society) presented some scantily-clad members popping up in all
sorts of unexpected places with their production of ' ot Now
Darling', of which more later.
On Saturday, the Rambler Folk Club set up in opposition with
a guest appearance of The Carries. But there are still some poor
souls who were heard to complain there was nothing to do.

NOT NOW DARLING
Krefeld Amateu.r Theatrical Soc~ety go from strength to
strength and have JUSt completed their second production of the
year. This was a fast-moving farce called 'Not Now Darling'. Set
in a f.urrier's salon it e!ltailed Lyn Relph and Shirley Gladwin
d~essmg and undressmg (mostly undressing) between affairs,
with t~e owner ~f the salon, Mark Jones, and a crooked gambling
type m the guise ·of Bob Vale. The whole problem of who
~elo~ged to who was ably sorted out by Jeff Northey, a partner
m this firm, and he also came good in the end and married the
secretary, played by Marion Blake. Sex and fur coats were also
enjoyed. by Brenda ~aloney and John lent. Jean Coupar,
the chairwoman of this sex-crazed parmership, made sure that
she went shore of nothing whilst sunning herself in the souLh of
France. The only person "".ho seemed to dip out on this merrygo-round of affairs was Brian Greenwood, who had to disrupt
a happy arrangement by getting married. The whole show was
welded t.ogether by Peter Araniello, the producer, and the
whole thmg could not have been put on without the hard work
put in by the backstage crew who were: Dorothy Platts, Pat
Northey, Ron Gladwin, John Sizeland, Mike Forbes, Dave
Freeman and a host of others.
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FULL HOUSE
HE month of September started with the final Harrier
deployment exercise of the year. This exercise included the
annual T ACEVAL by a team of expert 'snoopers' from AAFCE.
Once again the Harrier force achieved Grade One across the board.
Supporting this force, our 2 Sqn consider that few Squadrons
can boast a more responsible and interesting task. While 2 Sqn
were busy in their BC suits under the critical examination of the
TACEVALERS, 1 Sqn took to the field. On exercise Jogtrot, the
Squadron deployed Commcen Quebec and provided a terminal
at Emblem in Belgium. It was a va luable exercise with the R CZ
Bruin linking in with the Comrncens and Commheads provided
by the TAVR. To complete our 'full house', the COC at RAF
Wildenrath went 'live' during the month. Capt John Markham
and his merry men of 'K' Troop saw the system go into commission
with relief. To assist them in the final stages, were our old friends
from 81 Sig Sqn (V). Many of the TAVR soldiers have been
coming to our airfields for years and it was just as satisfying for
them to see the systems 'live'. For one, it was a sad farewell.
Capt Ivor S mith has been with the ASM programme from acorn
to oak. He now retires from the TAVR and we wish him well
and many thanks for his help in the past.

T

REGIMENTAL FETE P OPULAR AND SUCCESSFUL
The occasion of a Regimental fete in Wildenrath on Saturday,
October 2, gave us the rare opportunity for a social gathering
involving members and their families from all comers of our farflung empire. Held in Pegasus School and its grounds, the fe te
encompassed all the normal stalls provided not only by the
soldiers from Wildenrath and their wives, but also by those from
Bruggen, Laarbruch and Gutersloh as well as Rheindahlen.
Among the most popular attractions were the Rocket Ride

AWARENESS TRAINING
What is it? That is what the officers and warrant officers
wondered on the first session to be held. They soon found out,
though, as under the eagle eye of the 2IC, Maj Derek Copeland,
they underwent a succession of mental (and physical) jerks.
It started with Cpl Bill Cowie limping in to the initial briefing
with a message for the 2IC. othing odd about that you might
think. Bue something was deliberately wrong. Was it the plaster
on his cheek? Was it the classification of the document he brought
in, or the limp he had? No, it was that he limped in on one leg
and out on the other! Would you have noticed? After a day of
explosions (expected and otherwise), films, talks, instructions and
the odd bit of pokey drill (thrown in for good measure) people
were certainly more likely to notice! The staff-Sergeants and
sergeants have undergone a similar experience, and there are
more sessions still in the planning stage.
SWITCHO VER T O THE NEW TELEPHONE
EXC HANG E
Another experience to hit the Regiment was the changeover
from the old to the new Telephone Exchange. The Deutsche
Bundesposc had been busy for weeks in preparation and, on the
great day, November 3, 1976, all went well. Except for one thing.
Anybody dialling an extension here which was engaged automatically came up on the chief clerk's magnificent new five-line
flashing beast. Needless to say, the Chief, W0 2 Bob Sheldon,
and his staff were VERY distraught! Not to worry. It should
only happen once during your tour, Chief!
M OT OR CYCLING
Our Regimental motor cycle team set off down the Berlin
Corridor to take part in the Berlin Trials on October 14 and 15.
Sgt (Wot's up D oc) H endry and Sgt 'Gillie' Gillespie, both
of whom appeared in the June edition of THE WIRE, and Cpl 'Mo'
Girardot were put through their paces in cross-country riding
and night map-reading. Although not in the honours list this
time they all compleced the course, thoroughly enjoyed the
whole thing and were placed 6th overall. S gt Hendry got the
best placing of the team at 11th while Sgt Gillespie came 33rd
and Cpl Girardot 43rd. They were well supported by L cpl
(now Cpl) Brian Cart er (REME) and Sig 'Mac' Mack
throughout the trip and are very grateful to them and to 229
Sig Sqn, especially Sgt Dicken son for all their help.
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Capt Lynn Relph in th e KATS production ' Not Now Darling '

If you're so broke that this is someone else's WIRE
you are reading - boy you sure need sympathy!
T he rocket ride. Astron aut control: Sig ' Fast Edd ie' Har riso n
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produced by 'H' Troop, which drew a permanent queue of
children and the ducking tool brought down from Laarbruch
b • 'L ' T roop which arou ed the sadi tic streak in young and old
alike; liberal quantiti of Underberg failed to keep out the cold
as Capt John Worrall and others suffered reapeated immersion
in the cau e of charity. T o show how technical we were, we even
had a tall involving an automatic tel phone exchange (2 Sqn),
and another utili5ing a teleprinter p roduced by the G utersloh
contingent. W e were mo t fortunate that Maj Gen an d
Alr Sturge were able to be with u during the afternoon . After
Mrs Sturge had opened the fete she and the General were able
to meet members of the R egiment and their wives and children
in a relaxed and informal atmosphere; and the General summoning
up hi skill at both soccer and rugby almost (bu t not quite) won
a bottle of champagne.
All in all, it proved an enjoyable and successful afternoon, and
certainly achieved both of its aim : to get the Regiment together
and to rai e money for charity.

Mrs Jean Sturge at the cake stall before the stampede
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HERBSTWO C H E REPORT
NE of the greatest events of the year in Lippstadt is the
town's celebration of Herbstwoche or autumn week. The
face of the town changes dra tically as it fills with roundabouts,
swings and all the paraphernalia that goes towards making a fair.
This conglomeration is joined by cultural exhibitions, tradesmen's
displays and, beer and bratty stalls by the dozen, culminating in a
Marklin train display. The Stadt Theatre standing in all its contemporary glory, with the wheeled newcomers spread at its feet,
presents a different programme every night. This year was the50th anniversary of the Herbstwoche celebrations so everything
was-more so!

O

Corps Band Superb
The Regiment, with its tradition of good relations with the
stadt naturally played their part in this special occasion. We were
fortunate in having the Corps Band visiting and, to the delight
of the townsfolk, they entertained them to a concert, the
presentation of which was superb. The evening moved from a
stirring opening taking the form of the Ebor Acum Fanfare,
through the humorous, the traditional, to a most impressive and
emotional finale in the playing of Pomp and Circumstance (L and
of H ope and G lory). After the concert, the VIPs and town personalities were entertain ed to cocktails in the Regiment's Officers
M ess where the officers of the Regiment hosted, in partnership
with 27 M ed Regt RA, our neighbours.

FJJIAN XV v CHAIRMAN BAOR RFC XV
Two months ago Sgt Jim Masuwale had a dream. To celebrate
the sixth Independence of Fiji, he wanted to see a BAOR Fijian XV
play BAOR. This is exactly what happened on Sarurday, October
9, 1976. It was a great occasion for Army rugby and a personal
achievement for Sgt Masuwale. The Fijian soldiers and their
families gathered in Wildenrath from all over BAOR for the
match and the Fijian evening. An invitation was sent to the Fiji
High Commissioner in London and Maj J. B. Takala, the
Counsellor to the Commission, attended the match and the
celebration in the evening. It was a great game and for many of
the Fijians it was their farewel l to rugby. BAOR won 33-4 but
the score is not important, it was the spectacle of such fine rugby,
played by the soldiers from Fiji, who so love the game.
CROSS- COUNTRY AND ORIENTEERING SEASON
UNDER WAY
The season is with us once again and our cross-country runners
look good. We won the opening race of the Rhine Area/RAFG
League and now look forward to the Rhine Area Championships
on ovember 10. Sgt Stocks won the Royal Signals Corps
O_rienteering C~amp ~onship s in the UK and in the BAOR Royal
Signals Championships on September 29, the Regimental team
had a convincing win also.

ROYAL SIGNALS BAOR ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIP
The winning te~m captain:d by Sgt Stocks, receiving their prizes
from Brig G. W . Gittins, CCR Signals I (BR) Corps

Th e Colours of 7 Fern meld e Bn and thei r Urkun de leave t he sq ua re
at C hurch ill Barracks

way, displaying the Urkunde (Freedom D ocument) in addition.
So the parade was staged, led by the Corps Band with a march
past the Burgermeister, F rau D r Christ , and the Stadt D irektor,
Herr Herhaus, taking the salute in the shadow of the Tower
of the Jacobi Kirche.
T he same evening the Burgermeister, Stadt D irektor and the
Oberstadtverwaltungsrat were entertained at a Regimental Dinner
in the Officers Mess along with the CC Royal Signals, Brig G. W.
Gittins. M usical and humorous en tertainment was provided by
the Corps Band during dinner, and celebrations carried on into
the early hours with dancing to a section of the Band, a crazy
group who were superb entertainment.

Th e Stadt Direkto r, Herr F. W . He rhaus, presents the trad itional
bouq uet offlowers to Mrs Doreen Wheawell , wife of the Commanding
Office r, on arrival for dinner

FOOTBALL SUCCESS
All I am going to say about football is to quietly report the
success of the Regimental team in their firs t round of the cup.
They won 7-1 against 16 Lt AD Regt which, we hope, is just
the start of things.
RUGBY ROUND UP
The rugby team are also having a good season to date, having
played eight and won six. There are those who advise me not
to make too much of this, as they believe they haven' t yet met
the bes t! What I can report though is a team in good spirit,
raring to go and with lots of determination. The first round of
the Army Cup is on November 20 so I may have more good news
next month. W02 (ORQMS) Bert Schneider, the team
manager (occasionally captain), says he is ' retiring again'. He is, in
fact, leaving us for 4 Div Sig Regt and we wish him luck.
THE WIVES CLUB
The Wives Club is still beavering away and after a very successful film of L ippstadt and ' Mr Lippstadt' competition organised
by Uli McCann, wife of Maj Mike McCann, are now looking
forward to a cocktail parry provided by a local furniture firm,
whilst demonstrating the latest in German furniture. They are
also looking forward, of course, to their Christmas dinner on
December 6.
THE LIPPSTADT PLAYERS
After a successful production of 'Murder in Company',
produced by Mary Bonaker, the players are now going full
steam ahead for the pantomime which is to be 'Mother Goose'.
The Players are slowly building up their strength again and in
good fettle as everyone does their bit toward the panto. Mary is
once again producing, stepping in to take the pressure of those
committed to Exercise Spearpoint and the coming FFR !

WO I Jimmy Greer gives a trumpet solo at The Herbstwoche
concert

Floats With a Difference
The Herbs twoche traditionally finishes wi th a Grand Parade
of floats, beautiful girls and oompah bands. A major effort was
obviously made to make this year's parade something special.
Maj Keith Boulding put the final touches to this wonderful
event by allowing the Band to take part in the parade, in spite of
a very busy programme. They stole the show!
The Corps Band may have stolen the show but the Regiment's
other contribution to this event was not far behind. This was a
float depicting a mobile, traditional British Pub, with typical
British characters sat outside ' having a pint'. One rather unique
aspect of the float was the kilted gentleman representing Scotland
who, in fact, was Capt Paul Dale (Royal New Zealand Signals).
He was very careful to remain seated-he didn' t want to give
away any secrets! The float was the brain-child of Capt John
Thewlis, and was put together by the LAD staff and Cpl
Gordon Thursfield. A great effort.
THE FREEDOM ANNIVERSARY
Towards the end of Herbstwoche fell the third anniversary of
the presentation of the Freedom of Lippstadt to the Regiment
in partnership with our local German Signal Regiment, 7
Fernmelde Bn. It was decided that both Regiments would exercise
their rights, by marching through town together in the traditional
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EXERCISE SPEARPOINT
No doubt there will be many detailed reports on this exercise
in other parts of the magazine, so suffice to say that it was a success
and how pleasant it was at Control, meeting up with so many
other BAOR officers of the same cap badge, with the same aims
and enthusiasm. Imagine the potential in having CP7 and CP22
separated only by guess who-Sig Ops/HQ Royal Signals.
MAN-OF-THE-MATCH AWARD
Whilst everyone in the Regiment is deserving of some praise
on this type of exercise there is no doubt that Lcpl Dave Toulson
wa the 'man of the match'. With his crew of Sig Al Holden,
Pete Peakell and Mick Myerscough his pre~entation, profe sionalism and efficiency elicited admiration from all who vi ited
his SUT. A pat on the back well deserved .

The Burgermeister Frau Dr Barbara Christ signs the Guest Book
before the Freedom dinner
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EXCELLENT HOSTS
Throughout the exerci e some of us, the lucky ones, were
unofficially hosted by l Arty Bde and Sig Sqn a Control was
located in their barracks. othing wa too much trouble to them
and we record for posterity our thank .
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14 & 30 Signal Regiments

HOW ABOUT NORWAY?
1 he following paragraphs arc an unsoliciLed advcnising campaign to encourage other units Lo make use of the British Outward
Bound Centre (BOBC) at Kristiansand in Norway. We have run
a number of successful adventure training expeditions independent
from any static or recognised training centre. However, the
enthusiasm they created gave rise to a demand that could not be
met by these .self-supported safarie. To meet the demand an
expedition was required, suitable for novice adventurers, in reasonable numbers.
The BOBC seemed to fill the bill, Lt Chris Harper selected
his team and started training. After a week in the Lake District
and a trip to Brecon, all were fit enough to compete the next-nf-kin
forms and set off for Norway. The aim of 'Saxon Saga' was simply
LO ha".e an adventure: this was e~sily achieved. Hard walking and
canoeing tested everyone to a fair degree. It was most rewarding
to hear that the harder the training and the more arduous the
conditions, so the performance of the team improved. The
facilities and help available at Kristiansand are as excellent as the
surrounding countryside. Our thanks to the Commandant of
BOBC and Sgt Vince Haig (KOSB), an instructor, for their help
and kindness.

Blandford
AMALGAMATION OF 14 AND 30 SIGNAL
REGIMENTS
H E 14 and 30 Sig Reges amalgamated on ovember 1. A
parade to mark the occa ion was held at Blandford on ovember ~· at which the alucc wa taken by the Signal Officer-in-Chief
14 Sig Regt were represented by their 1 Sqn (Maj A. R. Seward)
under command of Lt Col M. J. Hales; 30 Sig Regt were represent<:d by HQ Sqn (Maj W. H. Turney) and 2 Sqn (Maj O. M.
Lewis) and commanded by Lt Col A. B. Byng. The order of
parade was completed by the Corps Band, directed by Maj
K. R. R. Boulding.

T

FLAG PRESENTED TO SO-in-C FOR SAFE KEEPING
l~ . Sig Regt marched past the inspecting officer and took
posmon a 1 Sqn of 30 Sig Regt. Both Regimental flags were
lowered, and Lt Col Hales presented 14 Sig Regt's flag to the
SO-in-C for safe keeping.
Maj Gen Tighe then addressed the parade. He said there
had taken place the sy~bolic am~Jgarnation of two Regiments of
the Corps. It was a uruque occasion, but not a sad one. Unique
because amalgamations in our Corps are rare. It was not sad
because he ~ad just accepted from the Commanding Officer the
flag . of 14 Sig Regt and p_rornised to keep it in trust until the
Regunent was re-form_ed 1_n Germany next year. 14 Sig Regt
had a long and ~plendi~ history, and now added their expertise
to the n_ew Uruted Kingdom Land Forces Signal Regiment.
The Regiment had a tremendous future, and were to remain in
Blandford to serve as a Regimental example to all who came to
the School, and rake on tasks associated with the new Communications systems. The Regiment would be strengthened next year
by the inclusion of the Bruin Sqn from 3 Regt.
'.fhe parade concluded with a general salute and a march and
drive past.

I Sqn, 14 Sig Regt, led by Lt Col Mike Hales and Maj To ny Seward
march past before uniting with 30 Sig Regt

~ 6 ArmdBdeHQ & Sig Sqn
~

AND SO TO GERMANY
Having received an invitation that we could not refuse, the
unit, with plastic grins fitted, set sail for Germany on the 3 Div
Landjut exercise. In fact, so diverse was the outward move that
we are not certain that all arrived, although a head count (including
no more than 90 per cent German children) proved beyond doubt
that those present had heads or were at least pointed at one end.
The name of the game was for our staff to be as beastly as
possible to the 3 Div staff, testing their knowledge and patience
to the limit. Avoiding any feeling that the tag 'lower control'
carried a caste stigma we succeeded in creating a canvas city that
made Billy Smart's look like a bivvy.
As with most of these ventures our success depended not so
much on communications, but the side shows. We pass on some
side show hints to other units, in the hope that they may be able
to fall back on them when the prospect of ever passing a message
has failed, and a placebo is urgently required.

The SO-in-C inspects I Sqn vehicles. Left to right: Sgt Beresford,
Lcpl Matheson, Maj Gen Tighe, Maj Seward, Lt Col Hales

News from Squadrons

0

CCV

5 Airptbl Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn,
Tidworth

Personalities:
OC
Maj R. B. Smith
2IC:
Capt W. V. Legge
QM:
Capt A. J. Cowe
RSM :
WOl G. E.W. French
HERE can be no .doubt that masochism is a prerequisite for
. . ~II ~uc~essful Signallers. When recovering from major
miunes mfl~cr_ed by the staff, we barely pause to draw breath
before adm1msrrauvely shooting off our big toe. The staff's
attempt to send us all to Netley was Exercise Beacon Glare,
precede~ closely by our own attempt at hari-kari on Saxon Saga.
All survivors promptly fell in and, after a quick chorus of our
an~hem, ' Beyond all care', marched off to compete in the Brigade
Skill-at-Arms competition.

Quartermaster
Have the Quartermaster erect a HQ tent so large and complex
that the staff will never be able to find one another. All cells
inside the tent should be plastered with incomprehensible
abbreviations.

··'

T

152

Junior NCOs
Select the characters and ...
Cpl Joh11so11. Give him all Lhe difficult jobs: films, newspapers,
etc.
Cpl Dring (RAPC). Add one officer anct this team will hand out
money like it's going out of fashio11.
Cpl Swann. Will deal with all high-minded problems, 'morale',
' hearts and minds', 'welfare', i.e. he organises football matches.
Must be watched or he will enter your team against professional opposition (Itzehoe-fresh from a match with FC
Koln).
Cpl Vine. Your combat power corporal wiJI be able to provide
unlimited illuminations. It is definitely not necessary to think
ahead and bring extra cable and lights : these will materialise
from the QM's ectoplasm.
RMP. Essential. They create an aura of officialdom that
is guaranteed to make all visitors feel uneasy. (If they arrest the
Brigade Commander go back to barracks, do not collect your OBE,
shoot off remaining big toe. )
Admin Officer. Leave him behind. As soon as you arrive in
the exercise area send priority signals telling him to do all the
things that you found too difficult to do before you left.
Mess Staff/Cooks. o humour permitted. They do a difficult
job very well.
SUCCESSFUL SHOOT
Those that survived did very well in the Brigade Skill-at-Arms
competition. The unit won the Minor Units cup, was runner-up
in the falling plate and yet again administered successfully. Our
team captain, W02 Kay (REME), succeeded in producing an
excellent team in spite of all the distractions of a busy unit.

SAXON SAGA
The crunch. Lt Chris Harper and Sig Ray Haury

At the parade to mark the amalgamation of 14 and 30 Sig Regts
held at. Blandford on Novembe r 4, 1976, the Commanding Officer
of 14 Sig Regt hands overt.he Reg!mental fl~g to the Signal Officer1n-Ch1ef for safe keep ing until the Regiment is reformed

Quartermaster's Staff
•
It is essential that they all look ei ther ferocious or md1llcn:11t,
and know something that no one else docs.
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BEACON GLARE
The monster in all its glory (Lower Central HQ)
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NOTABLE ABSENTEE
HESE notes must open (somewhat similarly to the writer's
letters home to Mum!) with an apology to our readers who
have searched in vain the columns of this journal to find news of
us for over eight months or more. However, we have sternly and
steadfastly held our peace, resisting the almost overwhelming
temptation to write as we know the Editor is trying to save costs
by cutting down the journal's size (see THE WIRE, September, 1976).

T

RAYMOND RAMSAY JOINS ms FATHER
To begin with a success story-to offset the regular Joss of
men through discharge (free and the other sorr)--the Officer
Commanding attested Raymond, son of Cpl Alec Ramsay, on
August 26, 1976. We wish him every success at Harrogate and
in his future career. \Ve cannot, alas, claim to have recruited himall the spade work being done in Berlin by our colleagues in
229 Sqn.
TIDS SPORTING LIFE
An upsurge of interest in sport has been apparent since February
17. (Quite coincidentally the new Squadron Commander, Maj
Stephen Carr-Smith, took over the unit on that ame day.)
Sgt Jimmy Menzies appeared from his socks and jer eys, heavy
wool, to realise that the other half of his store actually constituted
a work-load a men, previously famous for their oblivion to sport,
and for their ignorance of the whereabouts of the unit gymnasium
and sports field, began to arrive to sign out various items of sport
kit. The most unlikely people have been overheard to ay u ually
about confidential report time, ' I hate hockey, but I suppose I'll
have to give it a try'!
The result of thi activity has been an increa e in the number of
pots which Sig Dave Woolley has to clean weekly, and the
Squadron i proud to point to the following achievements this year:
Soccer:
Champions - 4 Div (South) Minor Units
League
Winners
- 4 Div Minor Units Cup
Hockey:
Semi-finalists - BAOR Minor Unit Cup
Winner
oe t Area Minor Units
knockout Cup
- 4 Div Minor Units
Winner
Athletics:
- Morrison Cup
3rd
- BAOR Minor Units
3rd
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[1(~-nf-1\''ar:

Wi nners

Cricket:

'I inners

- Morri~on up (Minor Units)
- 4 D iv Minor Units knockout
Runners-up - BAOR M inor U nits knockout
In addition no le s than even members of tne Squadron
r presented their Corp teams during the recen t Corps versus
REME hockey match-Maj Carr-Smith, Sgt J ohn Woodruff,
Cp l Ken Ritchie and Lcpl Chris Woolf for the Corps team
and Cpl 'Paddy' Grimison, Eddie King and Cfn 'Basher'
B a te for the REME side.

ALL GO
Io between ports practices and fixtures, the Brigade Com ma nder has managed to prevail upon us to attend the norma l run of
exerci e . In particular he wrote exercise Keel Haul, which took
place in April, when he warned us co expect 'the unexpected'.
Because his scenario included an unprecedented early attack by
the enemy, he managed to catch both the OC and the Brigade
1ajor literally napping! The Squadron also entered teams in
exerci es Flying Falcon and Summer Sales.
urnrner camp this year was held in Bavaria at the home of the
erman Alpine Commandos near the Austrian border. The theme
was ·mountains' because one way or another we climbed up and
down them, tried not to fall off them, looked at and admired them,
trod in the now at the top of them and, still not content with this,
went on a SOkm trek thtough them just to check that they were
still there! Over 120 of the Squadron attended the camp, and
a almost all but a handful were physically involved in activities
all and every day, the bare camp's security was greatly supplemented by the OC's children and wife.

OPEN DAY ATTRACTS BELGIAN AND GERMAN
COLLEAGUES
The annual Unit Open D ay provided a suitable occasion to
entertain our colleagues and close neighbours from t\J.e Belgian
Forces and German Air Force. Much enjoyment and not a little
drenching was had from our mini-international ' Spiele Ohne
Grenzen', which was eventually won by one of the Squadron
teams after a certain amount of 'discussion' over the rules . The
visitors also enjoyed the varied and ingenious side stalls, the
most popular of which seemed to be thtowing water-soaked
sponges at RSM Ken Stewart, who sportingly allowed himself
to be 'Aunty Sally' in the stocks.
VISITORS
We have had the pleasure of visits this year by the Corps
Commander, Lt Gen R. E. Worsley, OBE; the SO-in-C,
Maj Gen P . A. M. Tighe, MBE; CCR Signals, Brig G. W.
Gittins ; and, most recently, the Master of Signals, Maj Gen
P. E. M. Bradley, CB, CBE, DSO. We have also been visited
in the field by the Chief Signal Officer, Maj Gen H . A. J. Sturge.
CORPS BAND BRING GREAT PLEASURE
By popular reques t, the Corps Band visited us again this year
and, once more, gave us great pleasure with their performances.
The WOs and Sgrs Mess claim a 'first' for having the Band play
for a Ladies' D inner Night on the Sunday evening. The Officers
Mess were entertained at dinner on the M onday evening and our
Tuesday morning drill parade was followed in the afternoon by
a Band Concert. Whilst we asked the Band co fill a very exacting
schedule with us, we hope that they enjoyed their visit to K orbecke
as much as we enjoyed having them.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
On looking back through the file it does not seem that the arrival
of those whose departures we record here has ever been noted.
However, we sincerely hope that they themselves remember
having been with the Unit! There are too many to list indivi dually
but to all those who have left this year, our thanks and best wishes.
Jn particular we must mention Maj Roy and Jill Maynard,
Capt Tony and Liz Kimber, Capt Peter Smirthwaite (our
tame SAS QM), Lt Dick Crombie, RQMS (now RSM) Kevin
Cheetham, Ssgt (now W02) Bob Sheldon, Ssgt (now W02)
Harry Creedy, Sgt (now Ssgt) Clive Jones and Sgts Rio
M c Mahon, Pete Bradley, Dave Sloan and Harl"y Kernohan.
In their places we welcome (most very belatedly) Maj Stephen
and Nicky Carr-Smith, Capt Tez (Comms Officer) and Kneesh
F i h , Capt Ian (our jovial and not-so-tame SAS QM) and
Cecile Smith, Lt Mike Podmore, W02 (RQMS) Stewart
Gledhill, S sgt Mac McGregor and all other newcomers to
whom we wish a happy and successful sojourn in the Squadron.
Finally, it would be wrong to allow the leading lights of the jun iors
to leave without special mention, and we regret, therefore, having
had to succumb to pressure from Records to allow the postings of
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Cpls Tommy Pontin, Jim Highton , Sig 'Yorky' Weston anti
Joh n Whale.
We have also had to uccumb, at last, to pressure from Records
in allowing two of our four remaining 'Barnard Castlc-ites' to
leave. Cpl Phil Birnie (AAC) has been with the Squadron since
September 1969 (he even knew the OC when he was last with the
Squadron a a young Captain!), and for most of that time he has
worked in the Officers Mess. He has been a stalwart of the cricket
and soccer teams an d has been a leadi ng light in the successes
that the teams have enjoyed. H e leaves us to go to 664 Sqn AAC
in Farnborough . Lcpl ' Scouse' Lorenz (RCT) came to the
Squadron in June 1970 and has spent the whole time in MT Troop.
A most loyal member of the Squadron, he has been well supported
by his wife, who ran tl1e creche in Soest. They leave for Transport
Support Unit in Preston . To Cpl Bir nie and L cpl and M rs
Lorenz we say goodbye, and give them our thanks and best
wishes for the future.

227 Sig Sqn.
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ACCENT IN AFCENT
HIS year we enterta ined our partners from the TAVR
(33 Sig Regc) (V) on their biennial exercise with AFCENT.
Any ideas that this would be a 'cush y trip' were quickly dispelled
as the exercise got into fu ll swing. The T AVR worked very hard
and impressed us all with their willingness to get on wi th the job .
There were many highlights in their visit, bu t the day-to-day
mixing of Liverpuddlians in our international environment was
an interesting spectacle. Imagine a switchboard operator fro m
Liverpool with an accent as thick as ' Scouse' stew attempting to
route thtough an AFCEN T switchboard m anned by a G erman
operator, or a comment overheard when two drivers were confronted with their first American Sergean t First Class, 'E's got
more b . . . . ing stripes than a zebra! ' They left us with many
happy memories and a deep respect for their attitude and
professionalism.

T

C OBBLE PRO BLEMS
Our annual FFR took place on Tuesday, September 28, after
numerous Wednesday morning parades. It is no joke trying to
keep the step when marching on cobbles, bu t all went well on the
day.
Overheard during a recent quarter guard practice, while
preparing for the inspection by Brig P. A. C . Baldwin, Commander British Army element.
RSM, to y oung Signalman: ' You were bad out there, son ; we
can train monkeys to do arms drill in two weeks, can't we,
Corporal?' Corporal replies : 'Yes, Sir, but yoq had a good trainer'.
The Corps Band gave us an excellent evening's enter tainmen t
at the NCO Club Treebeek on Friday, Occober 29.

SOCCER SUCCESSES
The Squadron team once again won the Tapijn inter-nations
competition against the 2nd German Company by 3 goals co 2,
the Germans having scored by two disputed penalties.
The first round of the BAOR Minor Units cup was played in
mid-Occober. The Squadron beat 8 Sqn PCCU RE 1-0, with
Cpl Colin Hough scoring from the penalty spot.
On Occober 13, a friendly match was arranged aga inst the
Maastricht Police. D efinitely an eye-opener for Don Revie with
the score being 4--3 in our favour. A return match was played on
November 2, another win for us, 4--0 this time though. The
Brits in M aastricht arc all driving with the utmost care at the
moment.
VOLLEYBALL
Ops Troop have just won the League, having been unbeaten in
10 games. T ech Troop and Micro-Wave did not really have a
look in.
- AND SOFTBALL
Every year the America n D etachment 'A' at Tapijn hold a
marathon softball tournament in aid of the Youth Movement of
AFCEN T. This year Sgts Callaway, Dullaghan, Finlayson,
Leal, Swinburne, Stanger, Green, Mugford; Cpls Mutch,
Sullivan; Lcpls Mullen, Breakell, and last but not least,
Sig Johnson and the OC, Maj Hoghton, all took part. The
SSM's softball competition was won by Ops Troop.
FAREWELLS
T he Sergeants M ess gave a hearty farewell to Col G. L.
Davies, OBE, and Sgt George O'Mara on Friday, October 8.
Both are leaving us to join the ranks of civilian s. We wish you
both the bes t of luck in the fu ture.
In the last th ree months we have had a large turnover in m an power. We say farewell to Ssgt (F of S) Graham Rothwell,
Sgts Dave Arundel, Ian Bell, Danny Lawrence, Keith
Woodford, Jim Verner, Cpls John (Magic) Duncan, Geoff
Jephcote, Harry Dransfield, Dick Brown, and, final ly, Lcp l
'Geordie' Sheen.
ARRIVALS
W e welcome W02 Del Wells, Ssgt (Y of S) Pat Gethin,
Ssgt (F of S) Jerry Bannister, Ssgt (Y of S) Alex McArthur,
Ssgt Mitch Hollins, Sgts Pete Stanger, Bill Hitchens,
'Taffy' Mugford, John Green, Mick Court, Bill Coltman,
Brian Sly, Cpl Paul Sharman, Lcpls Ali McLean, Jo hn
Daley, Al Nasby, C olin (lbbo) Ibberson, and last but not least,
Sig 'Dinger' Bell.
CONGRATULATIONS
T o Ssgt (Y of S) Max Pond on his promotion to W02 on
posting to 22 Sig Regc.
STOP PRESS-FOOTBALL
On Friday, N ovember S, our Squadron team played 40 ASR RE
in the second round of the Army cup ; 40 ASR scored first against
the run of play after 30 minutes, but Cpl Colin Hough equalised
from the penalty spot. With just one minute to go, Cpl Graham
Butler scored what was thought to be the winner-only to have
it disallowed. Extra time had co be played. The winner came in
the second half after 40 ASR's keeper made a very bad clearance
only to have the ball slotted in again by Graham B utler.

244 Sig Sqn (AS}
R.A.F. Benson
M EMORABLE CYPR U S
EMBERS of the 'Red Hand' Squadron continue to exercise
in many different parts of the world. During the past two
months detachmen ts have been deployed to such far away place
as Norway, Sardinia, Germany, Peru and Cyprus. The lastnamcd being the venue for Exercise Steel Blade (summer camp).
The 4 A-week exercise in Cyprus enabled the unit to complete a
very comprehensive programme of m ilitary training. However,
as you know, 'all work and no play makes Jack a dull ~oy', S? ?ne
week was allocated to each platoon for watermanship trammg.
This was to include canoeing, sailing, sub-aqua, swimming and
around-the-island cruise for a chosen few.

M

Bri g P. A. C. Baldw in, Comman der Britis h Arm y element, ins pects
the Squad ron

BADMINT ON CHAMPION
Sgt Dick Ellis returned from Blandford as the Corps doubles
and singles badminton champion. A fine achievement considering
that he has to travel 20 miles up to Brunssum for practice.
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RESCUE F OLLOWS CHART FRAILTY
OIC Watermanship, W02 (Y of S ) George (Moby Dick) Lile,
decided it would be a good idea to do a beach assault during this
period. The local RCT unit provided an RPL and, on D -day, a
platoon of M a j Geoff (Montgomer y) Allen 's Marauders led by
Sgt D ick (Audie Murphy) Sims boarded the landing craft and
headed for Anzio Beach (D hekelia). As the RPL approached the
beach the front was lowered ready for battle. U nfortunate ly, the
RPL was too far out and the cries of 'hit the beach' and ' G eronimo'
were lost in · 16 feet of water. The standby rescue team-after
taking some 20 photographs-rowed their rubber dinghy quickly
to the scene of 244's most famous battle. Their expertise was not
required, however, because the non-swimmers-without tuitionproved that anyone can 'doggy paddle' whe n they have to. You
will no doubt be pleased to hear that there were no casualties,
and all non-swimmers passed the Army Swimming T est at the
first attempt. Further good news comes in a recent letter from
Cyprus which states that the R CT are now in possession of the
missing amendment to their 1890 Sea Charts. Life is varied but
never dull in 244 Sig Sqn !
CORPS WELL REPRESENTED FOR EXERCISE MONTE
BIANCO 76
For those who are un aware of the nature of Exercise Monte
Bia nco, it is the annual mountaineering exercise to Wales and
Italy sponsored by HQ U KLF, and is open to all ranks in the UK.
The exercise is advertised in the spring of each year in a UKLF
Order when volunteers are called for; and from these volunteers
are selected the exercise team. This year the Corps was well
represented, providing seven of the 27 climbers. These were as
follows: Capt Peter Myatt (exercise leader), Sig Ray Brown,
'Taff' Oatley and 'Jock' Wallace, all of the 'Red Hand Gang',
244 Sig Sqn (AS). Also taking part were L t Nigel Jackson and
Cpl Steve Margison of 216 Para Sig Sqn and, last but by no
means least, Cpl Tim Haynes of 8 Sig Regc.
Wales then Italy
The exercise took place in two phases, the training and selection
phase in Wales from June 26-July 10 based on Capel Curig
Training Camp, and the alpine mountaineering phase in I taly
from July 14-August 3 based on the Alpini Barracks at the Val
Veni near Courmayeur. The training in Wales was supervised by
instructors from JSMTC Wales, and was designed to ensure a
minimum standard of climbing ability from amongst the climbers.
The climbers were divided into patrol groups and followed a
programme of simple rock-climbing ~n. sue~ crags as ~ l est~n e
Buttress, Little Tryfan and Tan-y-Gns1au, rnterspered with hillwalking over the Carnedds, the Moelwyns and the Snowdon
Horse Shoe. The tranrition from the sunny hills of Wales to the
splendour of the Italian Alps was accomplished by wa}'. of a fourday road journey thtough France by four-tonners rn convoy.
It would be inaccurate to describe the journey as comfortable;
however, the natural ability of climbers in general to main tain
their own personal comfort irrespective of conditions ensured
that the journey passed with the minimum of disturbance.
Highest- q u ality Instruction
.
. .
The accommodation in Italy was m a small Alp1m summer
barracks called the Caserna Fior di Roccia, at Val Veni, just to
the west of Courmayeur. The barracks were situated at the ~ase
of the Aiguille oire de Peuterey and commanded superb views
of the Dent du Geant and the Grandes J orasses. The accommodation, although spartan, was warm, dry and backed on to an
Italian girls' camp site.
.
The Alpini provided six guides and instructors from their
alpine mountaineering school, the Scuola Militar Alpina, un~er
the leadership of the chief instructor, Maj Spreafico. The mstructors were all of an extremely high calibre and two of them,
Marachello E ppis and Sgt Maj Benedetti, had reached the
summit of Everest in the Italian Expedition of 1973.
F irst T a ste of Near Vertical lee
The training in Italy commenced with four days' ro k- and i~e
climbing on the small crags near Courmayeur and on the Glacier
Lee Blanche at the head of Val Veni. The training wa devoted
to teaching the climbers alp ine techniques as, in omc ca e ,
such as belaying, the.e differ significantly from British techniques.
In addition, the climbers were able to have their first ta te of
climbing near-vertical ice, amongst the seracs and crevas e of
the Glacier Lee Blanche. On completion of the four day ba ic
training, the climber moved to the Vittorio Emmanuel!~ Hut in
the Gran Paradiso (Graians East) where tl1ey remamed I; r
three days. With the exception of the Refugio Monzino chi i
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om: of th<: llll 't 1:0111fonable m oum.1111 hut in rhc Alps; however,
in order to prevent the climbers from becoming accustomed to
to great a degr~>e of comfort and thus lo ing their razor- harp

titnes they were not hou ed in the main hut but in a sub idiary
building ome 50m away. It is perhap sig11ificant that this
building had, until recently, housed the mules that were used to
rl!- uppl • the ma in hut.
Grade 'Facile' to Grade 'Difficile'
.
The first day wa devoted to climbing the ummit of Gran
Paradi o to accustom all the climbers to the effect of altitude.
The route cho en was graded 'facile'; however, the trong winds
and low temperatures at the dawn tart were more remi niscen t
of a trip to the gallows than a walk in d1e park and several of the
climbers uffered mild frost nip. Havin g completed their first
alpine route, a number of the climbers asked their Alpini
instructor if they might attempt a more difficult route. T he
route chosen was the orth Face of C iaforon, a 350m 55-degree
ice slope wi th a small rock band at half height, graded alpine
·difficile'. Once again an early start was made and as a select few
made their way co the foot of the orth Face, the remainder
moved to an easier route on a peak called Tresen tia . The snow
conditions were nor good as there was only a thin layer of snow
over hard-water ice, so it wa necessary to cut steps occasionall y
in order to res t from rhe strain of climbing on the front points of
the crampons. The climb passed without incident and the
climber were at the top and able to laze in the glorious sun for a
hort while. However, pleasant though the sun is, it rapidly
. ofrens the snow and makes the descent route more hazardous,
o the climbers pressed on down and back to the h ut.
French Casualties
Regrettably whilst everyone was soaking up the hot afternoon
un back at the hue, three French climbers attempting the same
route fell close to the top. Their bodies were only discovered by
accident the following morning by a group led by Cpl Tim
Haynes, on their way to another route. Two of the French
climbers were dead, bur the third was alive, and was no doubt
assisted on the way to recovery by the prompt action of Cpls Tim
Haynes and Steve Margison who, after administering first aid,
left the two men with rhe casualty and made the descent of the
crevass-covered glacier to the hut in a little over 10 minutes to
call out the rescue helicopter.
Reward of Mont Blanc
Following the acclimatisation climbing in the Gran Paradiso,
further training was done based on the Torino Hut at the head of
the Glacier du Geant, but bad weather prevented any worthwhile
routes being attempted. Finally, the time came to move to the
Gonella Hut above the Glacier du Miage ready for an attempt on
Mont Blanc by the Aiguilles Grises route, a long and arduous
roure graded 'facile'.
After the long flog up the moraines of the glacier, the hu t was a
welcome sight and although the climbers did not arrive until
after 1800hrs most would be on their way again soon after midnjght. A large meal was quickly prepared and soon all avai lable
space was littered with horizontal bodies, all attempting to grab
a few hours' sleep and preserve a little energy for the final 6,000ft
to the summit of Mont Blanc.
The early hours of the morning saw the muttered fumbling as
boots were dragged on and crampon straps tightened and then the
crunch of foot-steps on the hard ice as the climbers panted their
way up to the Bionasay Ridge on the way up Mont Blanc. As the
group forced its way higher and, as dawn began to appear, the
small head-torches were extinguished and the grotesque shadows
which had flitted across the ice became ropes of climbers panting
ar each step. Finally, the Vallot Hut came in sight, a cabin
seemjngly made of silver paper, which has saved the life of more
than one climber caught near the summit in bad weather. At
last the top and a fabulous view deep into France to Grenoble
and to Cervinia and the Matterhorn. Now all that remained to
be done was to get back down and prepare for the four-day drive
back to Dover.

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) Old Sarum
SQUADRON PERSO ALITIES
Maj W. R. Clare
OC Designate
Maj D. J. Walden
2IC
Capt J. D. Ambrose
QM
Capt A. J . Simpson
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Lt P. K. Gorford
Capt R. D. Symon ds
W02 T. J. Friend
W02 R . J. B u tcher
Ssgt M . R. Channing
Ssgt M. A . F lanagan
Sgt C . J. Davies

EXER C lSE AUGU STU S EXCHANGE
N September 19 the first party of the Squadron set out by
road to Sardinia for exercise Augustus Exchange. By September 27 the fi nal elements of the Squadron had arrived in Sardinia.
Augustus Exchange was a CPX for the AMF(L). As always with
this type of exercise the remainder of the force participated with
sm all elements mostly travelling by air. We, however, had a full
deployment moving in three convoys across Europe passing
through Calais, Douie, Chaumont, Orange, Savona, Genoa,
Gagliari. The problems of overnight stops and ferry crossings
were n umerous but were overcome by good humour, common
sense, chool-book French and ice cream Iralian. Highlights of
the exercise include the whole of the main party travelling first
class from Genoa to Gagliari, sampling excellent Italia n cuisine
and wine on the ferry. The Squadron was marooned for a time
on the beach outside Gagliari because of a dock strike. T he term
the 'forgotten army' was heard at this time!

O

i~

259 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 53

VCGS P R E SENTS L S and ·GC MED ALS
T has happened at last- 259 Sig Sqn were on parade. This
unique occasion was brought about by the visit to the Squadron
by VCGS, Lt Gen Sir William Scotter, K CB, OBE, MC.
Immediately on his arrival he presented the LS and GC to
Ssgt Phil E vans and Sg t John Dutton. Suddenly, like a gusr
of wind, it was over for at least another year.

I

Cpls Charlie Rodgers and Bob Hill and Sig Mar k Fairclough ' resting'
at Genoa

VCGS presents LS & GC to Sgt Dutton

SOCCER SUCCESS AS WELL
The exercise was a success and the Squadron's reputation for
working and playing hard was confirmed even in the dust and
privations of an Italian Artillery range. The Squadron bar, run
by SSM Tom Friend and Sgt Sandy Geddes, had record
takings.
We produced a football team which beat the local Italian
Regimental side 5-2 which was organised by Lcpl Mccann
and Cpl Woolcott. By October 18 the last party, including the
author, arrived back in the UK one day short of long- term LOA
and feeling hard done by!
ARRIVALS AND FAREWELLS
We wish farewell to Maj Rodney Clare and his wife, Marion,
and good luck on his course at Staff College, Camberley. We
welcome a complete Squadron office, Sgt John Davies, Cpl
Tony Thwaite, Lcpl Steve Harris, less Sig 'Geordie'
Bertenshaw, who supplied the continuity.

AMBROSE CHALLENGE CHALICE
The Ambrose Challenge Chalice was once again contested for
at Episkopi . The Chalice was originated as a challenge cup for
all Royal Signals units in Cyprus of Troop strength and below.
The challengers have the choice of a minimum of five official
outdoor sports and the holders of the cup act as hosts.
Episkopi Troop, 259 Sig Sqn, were on this occasion hosts co
Field Troop, 262 Sig Sqn, who arrived to give battle at a 5 )( l
mile relay race, basketball, volleyball, three bouts of boxing,
seven-a-side rugby, hockey and foocball, and tug-of-war. The
day's spore commenced at 1030 with the 5 X 1 mile relay which
Field Troop easily won, giving them 2 points. The basketball
and volleyball were next on the agenda, with both events being
heavily contested but Episkopi Troop emerging victors in both.
Boxing-The Highlight
Following quickly was the highlight of the day, the three bouts
of boxing. Lcpl Dearie of Field Troop put up a fine display of
unleashed fury and had the bout (against Sig Goble) stopped in
his favour in the first round. Cpl Kerr of Episkopi Troop next
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Followed b y Rugger, Soccer, Hockey and Tug-of-War
A short lunch break was now required fo r glad iators and
spectators alike to replenish body fluids before all once agai n
took to Happy Valley to witness Field Troop win the rugby and
Episkopi Troop win the soccer and two of the three p u ll~ in the
tug-of-war.
E piskopi T roop Success
The la t event of the day was the seven-a-side hockey and
saw the teams taking the pitch with 2 poin ts res ting on rhe game
and the day's overall score of poin ts being 10 to Episkopi Troop
and 9 to Field Troop. With the pressure on the game proved
full of excitement and ended with a win for Episkopi Troop
making chem overall winners of the day and retainers of the
Ambrose Challenge Chalice.
WITH A CABLE OF 15 PAIRS ••• LOAD!
Report by Sgt N. G. Brown
Ever since my arrival in Episkopi Troop, it had been rhe
standing joke, scrawled on the projected work board in wax-pencil
was 'LOAD THE Ml CABLE' . Any slight rnisdemeanour at
work was greeted wi th, 'Any more of that and you can load rhe
Ml cable !' followed by great peals of laughter. But, as is usual,
as time went on the joke turned sour and one unforgettable
morning in May, a missive from rhe ' holy of holies' (TOT's
office) arrived nam ing myself as part of a project team to go our
and actually load the trunk cable that runs between Episkopi and
RAF Akrotiri; the cable which is fondl y known as the 'Ml cable' .

VCGS presen ts LS & GC t o Ssgt Evans

Ssgt Ricky Garrod showing an Interesting view to Cpl John Gadsden

took the arena to give good account of himself against ig cott.
Third Dout was Sig Gabb of Episkopi Troop against Lt Elson
(ex-0 , Episkopi Twop) of Field Troop. Althou~h ahb \\orkcJ
hard, E l on's experience prevailed to make him \\inner on a
close points decision.

Spoken Word Influence
I srill wonder, ' Why me?' Obviously a twist of fate, for I had
spent my previous three years at 8 R"gt, assuring all and sundry
who passed through on Tele Mech courses thar they need pay
little heed to the periods devoted to cable balancing and loading
as the Army had very little need for such requirements. So
successful must have been my message, that I am now informed
that L ine Group 8 Regt have dropped these subjects from the
Tele Mech syllabus !
None the less, the team duly assembled, and comprised of
Cpl 'Cuddly' Dudley, Lcpl Jimmy Sarginson, Sig 'Dino'
Farrell, 'DC' Declancy and Gary Gillings, a composite bunch
drawn from Episkopi Troop and Akrotiri Troop. Initial briefings
were given by the ' Technocrats', Maj (TOT) M. R. Edge,
W02 (F of S) Yule and Ssgt (F of S) Baldwin, where the
basic problem was outlined, namely, improving the 16km of
existing cables between Episkopi and Akrotiri so as to enable
telephone junctions and other circuits co be parched over the
cable in the event of radio relay systems failures (nor an unusual
occurrence!).
Primary inspection of rhe job revealed a cable-joinrers' nightmare, nine different types of cable as diverse as 104/40 PCQL
Armoured co 20/0.4 Self-supporting Aerial Cable; seven intermediate MDFs and numerous cross-connection boxes and
terminal boxes.
Imperfections
Of the 15 pairs which theoretically run ' end to end' of the cable
roure, contact was made on only seven, and on these tl1e average
arrenuation at the operating frequency of the equipment to be
used was -38dB, this, apart from so many contact , earths and
shorts as co be uncountable.
Undaunted, but slightly blank faced, the team set out amongst
a barrage of jibes and insults from the ' unbelievers'. During rhc
next few months the progress wa slow and painful, measuring
every inch of the route to find the prescribed distance of l,500m
between loading points, exposing the cable (i.e. digging holes)
and loading the pairs, as well as clearing the host of faults already
on the cable. Every day eemed to bring to light a fre h horror,
the likes of which are normally only ever een in 'Kokkinelli'induced stupors.
Memorable Problem
One of rhe more memorable problems wa caused by the need
to open a 100-pair polythene cable midway along irs length, take
our 15 of the pairs, load them and reseal the cable without di curbing the ren1aining pairs of the cable as they were carrying the
main DCN circuits for Cyprus to the transmitter ·ire. In it elf
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the problem wa not too great until it was discovered thac there
w ·re no polychcne-wclding cool on the island , which were
r quired ti re cal the split pol ythene slee\'c.
Inn ned pln,nc call to Linc roup, 8 ig Rcgt on the 'i' cdncsday nwrnmg, had the relJUired welding · tool in ~ypru s by the
Friday lunch time, all done via the ' Old boy network' ! (Many
thanks to Mr Norman Callendar, L ine Group. )

Tiie Volunteers
39 Sig Regt (V) London

All Systems Go
Eventually the job was completed in September and the re ults
handed to the Squadron Technocrats. Frequency/a uenuation,
insulation and loop resistance measw·ements were made and
proved to be up to randard. Exchange junctions were connected
to the cable and tested out satisfactorily; better than radio relay
they aid. We now wait with bated breath for the winter rains
to see how good a long-term job we have done!
For the Technically-minded and Those Interested in Line
Maintenance
The cable was loaded using 88m Henry Unicoils and the 'within
joint loading' technique employed. These loading points were
placed at l,SOOm intervals with a tolerance of ± 2 per cent, the
route started and finished with a 'half section'.
In all, 15 loaded joints were required, thus increasing the overall
number of joints in the cable to ' SO plus', including original
joints, where found!
The overall result was to reduce the average attenuation of the
cable from
38dB to -lldB at the operating frequency of the
SSAC 13s (a D /C ringing to 'tone' converter). The operating
frequency is 2·280kHz with the maximum line attenuation
permi sible being -17dB.
Few problems were encountered in actually inserting the loading
coils but the task was made more difficult by the lack of and inaccurate line records, lack of or disappearance of cable and joint
markers, poor sealing of joint caused by misuse of self-amalgamating
tape, deterioration of white polythene joint sleeves due to exposure
ro sunlight and poorly finished jointing pits. A tale which many
have heard before!

- - News from Troops - 644 Sig Troop HQ UNFICYP Bf PO 567
644 Sig Troop are the HQ UNFICYP Signal Troop based in
'icosia and consist of 18 Canadians as well as their 52 Royal
Signals personnel.
Their command structure at present is as follows:
PERSONALITIES
OC
2IC/Line Officer
Radio Officer
F of S
Y of S
Troop Ssgt
SQMS
Line Sgt
Radio Sgt

Capt Keith Danby
Lt Kim Grant (CELE)
Lt John MacLeod
W02 (F of S) Gavin Spearpoint
W02 (Y of S) Allan 'Taff' Dunbar
Ssgt Gordon Brogan
Sgt Syd Soqo
Sgt Dave Myers
Sgt Herman Godin (CELE)

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
O all friends of the Regiment and members pas t and present
the warmest of wishes for Christmas and the N ew Year . '

T

MARATHON TEAM
Left to right. Back row: Cpl John Aldridge, Sig' Jake' Mahony, Sig Clive
Doughty, Pte Dave Holdaway, Lcpl Dave Docker, Sig Jim Hunt
Centre row: Sig 'Curly' Martin, Sig Chris Gasson, Sig 'Vinny' Vincent,
Lcpl ' Bev' Beverley, Cpl Jim Whitmore
Front row: W02 (F of S) Gavin Spearpoint, manager/(scapegoat, if
we lose), Capt Keith Danby, chief supporter
THE DANCON MARCHES
This is a two-day, biannual event run along similar lines to
the world-famous Nijmegen event and is open to reams from all
the national contingents of UNFICYP. Entrants are required to
march 2Skm in under seven hours on each day of the event.
Just to make life a little more difficult, everyone is required to
carry lOkg of surplus weight about their person. Rumour has it
that Lcpl Pete Poulsen, our Danish barman, carried the extra
weight in liquid form, but this was never confirmed as he refused
all attempts to persuade him to have a blood test!
The event was started shortly after fast light on Saturday,
October 9, and all competitors started off at a brisk pace in order
to take advantage of the comparative coolness of early morning.
Unlike the Nijmegen marches our course was to take us over
some very mountainous terrain and all credit must be accorded
to Lcpl Stuart Beverley and Sig Jim Hunt who finished in
a time of 3hr SOmin, an average of l BPH (blister per hour). The
surprising, and not unpleasant sight of the second day's event
was the unmistakable figure of our OC, Capt Keith Danby,
overtaking some of the younger and fitter members of our team
as everyone struggled over the last 2km of the course.
After the event everyone was presented with medals and
diplomas before retiring to the bar, where the pain in the boots
was quickly replaced by pain bet\'(een the ears. The-photograph
shows the complete 15-man team who qualified for their medals.

0
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PSL ..

It is said that the PSI, home wrecks, breaks necks, takes
weekly checks, or in other words-saturates, confiscates, deteriorates, communicates and propagates.
To sum up-He must be outside, inside, offside, glorified,
sanctified, stupified, certified, cross-eyed, and if he is not the
strong silent type there is always suicide!'

71 Sig Regt i(V) Bromley
SHOOTING WITH FAMILIES IN SUPPORT
HE last couple of months have seen several events of some
major significance in the Regiment. The first of these was a
unique event, but one which, it is hoped will become a regular
feature. The event in question was a Regimental shooting day,
with families along for a picnic lunch. Unique?-with a Regiment
spread across some 30,000sq km of southern England and its
farthest outposts separated by some 180km it becomes apparent
that just to get the Regiment together, let alone any families is
quite a fear. It was t hus with some trepidation that a Regimental
shooting day was organised. For some rime now the Regimental
shooting team, and others, have been making good use of a
recently-acquired hut at Eisley (more like a colonial planter'
house!) and this was set as the focus for a Regimental shooting
day on Sunday, October 3, 1976. Although we were at that time
in the midst of the rainy season the gods were with us and we
had a comparatively fair day. In all, some 200 people turned up
and the whole day was a great success. A central event of this
sort does, of course, require a great deal of admini trative organisation and the majority of this was taken on by 94 (Berkshire
Yeomanry) Sig Sqn (V). Pure coincidence, perhaps, but the self
same Squadron walked away with most of the honours, winning
the prizes for the best Squadron team in the SLR and SMG,
and Sig Tony Reynolds of the Squadron winning the individual
prizes for SLR and SMG. Sig Paul Moore of 70 (Essex Yeomanry) Sig Sqn (V) took the individual prize for the youngest
soldier competing and Lcpl Mary Cook of 94 (Berkshire
Yeomanry) Sig Sqn (V) won the prize for the WRAC SM r Shoot.

T

LINE LAYING BY HELICOPTER
E of the more unusual tasks completed by Line Section recently was to lay a field quad cable across a minefield in the UN
DN_!.Z by h~licopter. This spectacle was enjoyed by a multinauona.1 audience and, thankfully, the task was completed successfully without any of the expected hitches. For operational reasons
photographs could not be taken of the event.
UNFICYP MARATHON TEAM RACE
.Th~ marathon (20 miles) team race, run once a month in
1~osta has .t>:ecome a very popular event, arnongot the various
unns compnsmg HQ UNFICYP. The rules are that each team
comprises l~ men, each man runs a two-mile leg of the race, and
th~ compet.1tors from each team set off initially in pairs. Each
unn, then m tum, hosts the after-race celebrations in their respective clubs.
The photograph sh?ws the 644 Sig Troop team, who narrowly
defeated our closest rivals, 8 Sqn RCT, by 24 seconds to retain
the 'trophy' for a second time. We are now in full t~aining to
make a. third bid to retain the trophy for permanent place of
honour m our Mercury Club.

PERMANENT STAFF REQUIREMENTS
For all ~ose serving as a member of the permanent staff in a
TAVR umt, or about to be, we offer this job evaluation. Written
anon ymously by a past PSI of the Regiment it is offered as
something to think about and by way of saying thank you to these
hard-worked NCOs.
' A PSI must be a democrat, an autocrat, an acrobat, and a
doormat. He must be able to entertain Prime Ministers, pickpockets, philanthropists, privates, provisional lance-corporals,
pirates and policemen, be on both sides of the political fence,
and be a radio op, tg op, driver and part-time paymaster.
(Not to mention clerk.)
As he has to settle fights and arguments he must be a qualified
boxer, wrestler, weightlifter, waffler, sprinter, and peacemaker.
He must always look immaculate when drinking with drivers,
skivers, bankers, swankers, commercial travellers, and company
representatives, even though he has just stopped a beerthrowing contest in the OR's bar.
To be successful he must keep the bar full, the ranks full, the
tanks full, the stores full, and not himself full, the docs straight,
the fuel straight, the kit straight, someone on the gate, and be
prepared to delegate.
He must have volunteers who are clean, honest, quickthinkers, non-drinkers, mathematicians, technicians, and there
must be one or two, somewhere!

DANCON MARCH TEAM
Left to right. Back row, standing: Sig Clive Doughty, Sig Dave Hart,
Sig Pete Mason, Lcpl Ron Gristock, Pte Dave Holdaway, Cpl Jim
Costello, Cpl Gene Williams, Sig Jim Hunt, Cpl Jim Whitmore,
Lcpl 'Bev' Beverley
Front row, sitting: Sig Stevie Morgan, Sig Graham Summers, Capt
Keith Danby, Lt John Macleod, Lcpl Pete Poulsen
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· It is planned to hold another day of this sort in the early summer
next year and I am sure it will be an eve n greater success. Rumour
has it that the Colonel is lookmg for someuuc who knows ho\\ to
roast a whole ox!
MATTERS GASTRONOMIC
. The second event of significance recently was a central dinner
night for the permanent staff of the Regiment. The very spread
of.the Regiment means that it is quite likely that members of the
permanent staff may never, except on exercise, meet one another.
This difficulty is, of course, even more pronounced in the ca~e
of their wives. With this problem in mind the RSM, WOl Bill
Naismith, set out to organise a central dinner night for the
permanent staff and their wives. The only volunteer to attend, in
fact, was the Commanding Officer! The dinner was held in
Lincolns Inn, the home of 68 (IC & CY) Sig Sqn (V) and was
very well attended with some 32 sitting down to dinner. It was a
treat to see aJI the staff together and to meet their wives. The
opportunity was taken to say farewell tu our chief clerk, Ssgt
Dave Perry, who has gone on six months' holiday in the
Ministry! (Rumour has it that he even has a bowler.) Whilst
talking of chief clerks it is a suitable moment to welcome Ssgt
Dave Vockings who has come to us from 24 Bde.
TO THE WOODS
I will not dwell too long on the subject of the FFR (inspection,
not Land-Rover) as I am sure everyone is well aware of the
problems and dramas. The FFR itself was set for the weekend of
October 23/24 with Brig D. H. Baynham, GM, CSO UKLF,
carrying out the in~pection. We set out, over the weekend, to
carry out a full mobilisation practice, to deploy into hide areas
in Mereworth Woods (deepest Kent) establish local and distant
communications and to introduce an element of NBC training.
Needless to say, much energy was devoted to the weekend and
the results, from a Regimental point of view certainly reflected
this hard work. Brig Baynham was firstly taken on a lightning
conducted tour of three of the mobilisation centres to see the
system in progress. Full marks must be given to the Essex Yeomanry for producing an excellent lunch which, in the midst of a
hectic programme, was very well received indeed. From the
mobilisation which finished at 1600hrs on Saturday the whole
Regiment moved to Mereworth Woods to deploy for both communications and operational training to which was added the
flavour of NBC with the use of full 'Noddy suits' and gas masks.
It was the first time that the Regiment have tried to introduce
NBC into a working exercise and all in all it was a great success.
Only two points remain to be cleared up from the weekend:
Did the MTO, WOl Phil Winton, ever find 265 (KSY) Sig
Sqn (11)? He seemed to spend the whole night touring the one-way
traffic circuit in his (borrowed!) one-ton Land-Rover with a
generator in tow looking for 265 who had done a very good
disappearing act.
Whilst the Colonel, Adjutant and RSM were enjoying their
midnight stroll around the woods the password changed at least
four times-was this an evil ploy by the command post?
COMINGS AND GOINGS
With a Permanent Staff totalling less than 30 we do not have a
large turnover but in this recent period we have said farewell to
Ssgt Roy Oldfield retiring, and welcome to Sgt Stan Davis
who joins us from Germany on a full tour at Windsor, and welcome
again to Sgt John Weightman who has come back for his last
six month at Harlow.

Association News

- - ---- - - - -- -- - -

CARDIFF BRANCH

Report by Mr M. H. Jones
S we now approach the end of the year it is apparent that the
decision to move from Park Street, Cardiff, to Maindy
Barracks has proved beneficial.
The number of active members attending meetings and function
was decreasing at an alarming rate, one reason being the increasing
difficulty in the parking of cars in the Park Street area. The
Branch was offered facilities with LSG Troop, 55 Sig Sqn (V)
Maindy Barracks, Cardiff, and this offer was put before the
members at a Branch meeting in February 1976. Although a few
members, because of their nostalgic feelings for Park Street did
not support the move, the proposal was carried overwhelmingly.
We meet on the second Friday of the month at 8 pm and a
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warm wcl me i. extended to any member of the A ociacion
\'h<• happen to b in the area at the time. The numbers attending
our llll>nthl~ nK~tin~ arc growing,· and indeed on a\·cragc are
gr~. le th1 ye.tr than for scY ral year" pasl. Old fat:cs ha,·c
r 'turned and we arc most in,i ·btcd to Capt Alan Burden,
O LSG Troop and to SSM Bill Peeble and others for their
courtesy.
.
.
Finance are now in a ansfactory tare and, m December
again by kind pcrmi ion a~d generosity ~f L~G Troop, :1 dinner
will be given for our pensioners and their wives. This 1s a new
\'enture and one which we feel certain will prove most popular.
JE RSEY B RANC H
Report by Mr H . B ell
aturdav, ovember 6 the Jersey Branch held a Ladies
dinner night at the Savoy Hotel, Sr Helier. On doctor's
orden; our most distinguished member, G en Cary of Sark, wa
unable to attend, bur later in the evening our chairman, C ol Bill
Hotchkiss em a 'signal' on our behalf wishing him well.
After dinner, our ex-chairman, Capt John Rudkin, who now
live· in Guernsey, gave a shore and amusing talk on life in the
other island and how he hoped to form an Association branch
there. He also propo ed the toast to the Ladies and, in reply,
Mrs Walker, wife of Capt Tom Walker, thanked the Branch
for their kind invitation.
At the end of the evening our chairman spoke, saying how
delighted he was to see so many new faces at the dinner, a record
rurnout; and how he hoped to see the upward trend in membership continued in the future.
The Branch meet on the first Tuesday of each month at the
Jersey United ervices Club, Halkett Place, St Helier at 8.30 pm,
and any erving or ex-serving members of the Corps will be
most welcome.

0 ·

This ervice, introduced some ix years ago, attended by
quadron and Branch personnel and their families, draws more
people in each year. This is a truly 'family' gal l1cring, which last
year attra tcd a congregation of the order of 390. The Branch is
most appreciative of Lhe invitation to participate.

READING BRANCH
Report by Mr N. A. Wickens
EADING Branch held their sixth annual dinner on Saturday,
October 16, at Maiden Erlegh School Reading.
The official guests were: Maj Gen David Price, CB, OBE
(Chairman Royal Signals Association) and Mrs Price; Brig D. H.
Baynham, GM (CSO UKLF) and Mrs Baynham; Col
J . A. H. K. Findlater, OBE (QC Manning & Records) and Mrs
Findlater; Lt Col J . M. Craig, TD (71 Sig Reg (V)) and Mrs
Craig; al o a serving Captain and his Lady on leave from
orthern IreJand.
The reputation of our dinner travels far, and this year we were
supported by members and friends from London, Middlesex,
Sussex, Surrey, Hampshire, Dorset, Wiltshire, Oxfordshire,
Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire, Leicestershire, not to mention
Berkshire (is this a record?).
There were two important presentations during the evening: the
Branch hon treasurer, Dave Morris, in recognition of his years
of hard work, was presented with a suitably inscribed book on
Military Transport by the president, Gen Sir John Anderson,
K BE .
D ue to a new appointment outside the UK Gen Sir John
Anderson, KBE, has to retire as Branch president at the end
of the year and Miss Karen Foot, daughter of the Branch
hon secretary, presented Gen Sir John and Lady Anderson
with a silver candelabra, on behalf of the Branch.

· Printers
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Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation,
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems

F. J.

Par~ons

Ltd

ewspaper House, Great New Street, London EC4P 4ER 01-353 1030
Printing works at Hastings and Folkestone

LEEDS AND DISTRICT BRANCH
Report by Maj R. 0. Edwards
E T another successful annual dinner party was held on
Saturday, October 16, in the Drill H all of 49 (WR) Sig
Sqn (V).
We were privileged to enjoy the company of the Signal Officerin-Chief, Maj Gen P. A. M. Tighe, MBE, and Mrs Tighe, and
The Commandant, Army Apprentices College, H arrogate, Col
Freddie Ramsbottom, and Mrs Ramsbottom. Col Colin
Beadle-Commanding 34
Sig Regt (V)-with Mrs Beadle,
made the long haul from the Middlesbrough area for the second
successive year. We were also pleased to welcome the RS M of 34-WOl R. F. Dixon-on his first of many, we hope, visits to the
Bra nch. A potential member in the not too distant future?
Leeds and District is a reasonably accurate description of the
area in which our membership extends. Among the 124 members
who attended the dinner were travellers from Teesside, BaiJ don,
Harrogate and York-they have been coming for years. Add to
those the 200-miles-plus journey made by General and Mrs
Tighe, and it wouJd seem tha t there is somethi ng about the
Leeds air which justifies the comment 'prepared to travel'.
Col N. R. Bigland, TD, our Branch president, as always
accompanied by Mrs Mary Bigland, presided. M usic was
provided by the Band of 34
Sig Regt (V). The well-balan ced
programme, so excellently presented, contributed in large measure
to the success of the evening. We thank the Commanding Officer
for their attendance, and the Bandmaster, WOl M. A. Pope,
and his musicians for their splendid performance.
The roast 'The Association' was proposed by Lt Rosemary
Dovener. The chairman, Maj Bob Edwards, in welcoming two
old friends and their ladies, referred to them as members of the
Corps family attending a fam iJy parry-they certa inly belonged
from the moment they arrived. T he General gave a most entertaining reply on behalf of the visitors. Does he have an afterdinner story, research team?
The dinner concluded with a presentation by the president to
Maj Bill Illingworth, OC 49 Sqn, from the Branch to the
Squadron as a token of appreciation for its many contributions
and sustained efforts in the interest of the Branch. T hank you 49.
After dinner, dancing to the early hours, and the annual raffle
draw took place. The draw resulted in 12 satisfied customers
collecting prizes ranging from a £30 cheque to the odd bottle of
pirits. Young Len Payne-for the fi rst time in man y yearsfailed to treat us to the versati lity of his tap dance routine- was
Jt because he collected a bottle of whisky in the raffle ?
The final activity of 1976 will be the Service of Remembrance
to be held in the Drill Hall of 49 (WR) Sig Sq n (V) on Sunday,
• 'ovcmber l l.
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OPERATORS
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON?
Then contact

The Three Tees Agency
and let your Service skills pay in Civvy Street
Farewe ll a nd t hank you t o Gen Sir John and Lady And erson

The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and deals solely with vacancies for Telephone,
Telex and Teleprinter Operators. You ca ;-i be assured of a warm welcome and free advice and
guidance on employment prospects in the Commercial world of Telecommunications. If you
are rusty we can give you the opportunity to brush up your operating and also familiarise you
with commercial routines and equipment, and then guide you to the right job, permanent
or temporary. Call, write or phone:

- - - Sport

The Three Tees Agency

SPORTS RES ULTS

Squash
October 26
November 2

v

v

REME at Aldershot
RAEC at Aldershot

Hockey
October 23
October 30

v
v

Mohawks at Blandford
Won 3-0
Portsmouth Poly at Portsmouth Won 5-2

Lost 2-3
Won 5-0
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110 Fleet Street,
London EC4

124 Regent Street,
London W1

20 Eastcheap,
London EC3

UMITED

Tel 01-353 3611

Tel 01-734 0365

Tel 01-626 0601

AGENCY

Ncrtaf'1· HP - \'

O Deliverytosuityourconvenience-attheairport
when you arrive in UK, to your home town or new
UK station or to an overseas port
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advantages that put
.
Naafi HP way out in front

Free personal life Insurance during the time the
agreement is in force
O First class insurance cover at competitive cost
and prompt cover inthe UK or if you are posted
abroad
O Easy payment plan for premiums if you wish
._J Cover against most of your liability to tax and
duty in the event of your premature repatriation
from overseas
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subscriptions

C 10% deposit and up to 48 months credit on new cars for
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O BIG DISCOUNTS (up to 1 71%) on new cars, caravans and motor
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C Exceptionally low HP charges without strings such as annual
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export can generally be arranged
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Naafi will normally finance freight charges and
local import duty if you are posted abroad

O Deposit saving to facilitate future purchase and
reduce the HP cost

O Private sale HP between members of the

cycles, with full dealer aftersales services and warranties
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No restrictions on taking the vehicle overseas
when you are posted and no premature
settlement problems for you on posting

Services in UK and Germany
ASI YOUR MUFI MANAGER FOR LEAFLET OR COMPLETE THIS COUPON Manaier, Car Sales Branch, Naafi, London SE11 SQX

New car: ..-....
For use in .. _,,_ .......

O New touring caravan
O Used car
O New motor cycle
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,,_ (state country)
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O I w ish · use Naafi HP

p Deposit savings scheme
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Please send me details of Naafi facilities without obligation. I am interested in
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Deliciously Different
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Amontillado Sherry
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